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CŞ
The twenty-first letter of the alphabet : called expl. by Lth as signifying taking, or receiving, (K) – And <!-5, aor. - and 3, [the latter
Jé. Respecting its pronunciation as the title of much. (L.)
anomalous, inf. n. J.5, The plant dried up. (M,
the fiftieth chapter of the Kur-án, see 5U.2, in art.
3 * 92

L. K.) =J.5, (M, MA) aor. J., (M.) inf n.

ſ

Jºl,5: see what next precedes.
23-2. It is one of the letters termed ** [or
J.5, (S," M, MA, O,” K,”) He reas, or became,
vocal, i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not
slender in the naist, (S,” M, MA, O,” K,”) lank
Jü.
(S,O,
K)
and
Y
Jºš
(K)
One
niho
drinks
with the breath only]; its place of utterance is
in the belly: (S,” M, O,” Ki*) and <3, uncon
between the root of the tongue and the uvula, in much nater: (S, O:) or one who drinks much.
tracted, as in some other instances, said of a
the furthest part of the mouth; and it is of the (K.)
woman [as meaning she was, or became, slender
strongest of the letters, and of the most certain of
in
the waist, lank in the belly], is mentioned by
them in sound. (TA at the commencement of
~5
Júl ºly.) It is sometimes pronounced like the

Pers. Sº, i.e. -suit, ãº -šū);

in which

1, 3, aor. -, (M, K) inf n, º, (M)

IAar: (Mº) and some say, of the belly of the
3. (M, TA,) meaning his flanks became

horse,

or Jºš, (so in the K, [but see the next sentence,J) lank; (M3) or his flanks adhered to his cºul

case it is termed is,*ig -jū [?]; this mode of and J.5, (TA,) said of a number of men (2%),
pronouncing it is well known as of the dial. of the

[dual. of ~~~ q. v.] : (TA:) or one says,

ſpp.

is

; (TA;)
people of El-Yemen [and others]: Ibn-Khaldoon | They raised a clamour, or confusion of cries or of a horse,] ºff, (K, TA) inf n.
says that it is of the dial. of Mudar; and that shouts or noises, in contention, or litigation, (M, and -.5, (K, TA,) inf. n. $43, in the original
K,) or in dispute. (M.) And -5, aor. 2, infn. uncontracted forms, anomalously, (TA,) mean
some of the people of the [Prophet's] house are ſº
9
-

so extravagant as to assert that recitation in J-e-.5 (S, M, O, K) and J-3, (M, K,) said of a ing his belly became lank. (K, TA.) And one
prayer is not rightly but with this letter thus lion, (S, M, O, K,) and of a stallion [camel],
says also, & 3, i.e. His (a horse's) belly nas,
pronounced. (MF and TA voce tºº.) It has (M, K,) He made the gnashing (i.i.; [inf n. of or became, firmly compacted, so as to have a
been substituted for one letter, i.e. 3), [as some w -i il, $, O, or asíº, M, K) of his canine teeth round form: and 43 means He caused it to be
say, J in the instance of

2u. i.e.

[for which to be heard: (S, M, O, K:) and in like manner

so: (O, TA:) the aor. of the latter is 2, and the
inf n, is J.3. (TA) = º Já He collected,
of the lion, (M, K,) meaning it made a founding, or gathered together, the extremities of the thing;
as also W 4.3. (M, TA.) = And 23, aor. 2, (S,
that a pl. of axel has been heard, but not of a $1,
and this i; a sign of the originality of the former: and a gnashing: (K.) and some expl. -e: in a
M, O,) inf n. 23, (M., K.) He cut it off; ($,
but ºf is mentioned as pl. of 13; in art. Jºl general manner, saying that it signifies a sound
they sometimes said aşi. (MF and TA at the the verb (M, K) with the same inf ns. (M) is
commencement ºf -3Us!! -rºl. [It is there adds: said of the canine tooth of the stallion [camel] and

in the TA.])

ing, or sound: (M:) ić also, and Júš, [both M, O, K;") and "4:31 signifies the same: (M,
(M,) or the former and -ºš, K:*) or, [app. the latter, as some say, peculiarly
(TA,) signify the sounding [or gnashing] of the the hand, or arm: (M:) one says, 3. & J-5

inf ns. of W Jiā)

~'s

.# *135, (A, S, o, K) aor. , inf n.

canine teeth of the stallion [camel]: and his bray

sº Such a one cut off. the hand, or arm, of such

ing: or, as some say, the reiterating of the bray. a one : (A5, S, O:) or ~\ºl signifies any cutting

Jú, (K) He ate the food. (A, S, o, K)— ing: (M, TA:) and Y aij and J.; signify the off that does not leave aught. (M.) = See also
And AJ1 - US He drank the mater; as also 4:5; sounding of the chest or belly of thehorse. (S, M, the next paragraph.

(K.) or he drank all the water that was in the O.) = And J, aor. -, inf. n. --53, said of flesh 2. ~3 He (a man) made a a; [q. v.]: (K:)
vessel. (As, S, O, K) – And -ºil & J.3, meat, It lost its moisture, (S, M, O, K,) or fresh or so "Já" (TA)and ij-3, (M.T.A.) in n.
aor. 2, inf. n. $ and 33, (K, TA) the latter ness: (M, K:) and in like manner said of dates

(S, M, O, Mºb, ſin my copy of the last of -*. (TA,) he made, (M,) or constructed, (TA,)
thus (i = <), agreeably with analogy, (TA, (2.3),
which the inf. n. is said to be -ºl) and of the
[but in the CK-6.) He became filled with the skin, and of a wound: (S, O :) and hence said of a 43. (M, TA) [Hence,) tº £299 (The
beverage; (Lth, K;) as also 4. Jü: (Lth:) or the back of a man who had been beaten with the nomen's camel vehicles of the kind called 8-2'
and, or simply whip or some other thing, meaning the marks of have dome-like, or tent-like, coverings made to
(S,) he drank much nater. (S, the beating thereof became in a healing state, and them]. ($,0)—[Hence also, sº -3 [He
(a man) made his back round like a dome, lower

he drank the beverage:

-ºš, like <2,
TA.)
s.

(TA:)

dried. (As, O, TA) And iſºl ej, (M., TA)
22

thus correctly, but in copies of the

* :*

K Y <5, ing his head]. ($ and K in art. 2-3.) = See

~553: see ºr Uie.
* ** 2 × 2

3 #22

Jlsº fü, and "Jºš A vessel that takes, or

(TA,) [and the CK has ãº for £ºl,] is said
to signify The fresh ripe date became somewhat

receives, much neater: (O, K:) the latter epithet dry after the ripening : (M, TA:) or became dry.

also 1, in two places, near the middle and near
the end.

5. iś ~… He entered a # ſq.v.). (M.K.)
312

:2:24 ºf 4
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8: see 1, near the end. – IAar says, El (A’Obeyd, S, M, O, K.) [And in the present
Jú Sharp; (O, K3) applied to a sword and
'Okeylee used not to discourse of anything but I day it is likewise used to signify The collar of a the like: (Ki) from J. : “he cut off.” (TA)
wrote it down from him ; wherefore he said, shirt or similar garment; as also V āş.] = Also
= And A thick, large, nose. (M., K.) = And,
The part between the two hips: (M, K :) or,

tº 3ſ S. āūš Š, Č iſ: " £5 sºle 93 u.

meaning + He did not leave nºith me any approved between the two buttocks: (K:) or

sº J.; means

(M, O.) or "Jº, (K.) A species of fish, (M, O,
K,) n-hich is eaten, resembling the ***. (M,

and choice word but he cut it off for himself [or what is between the two buttocks. (M.) See also O.)
appropriated it to his on n use], nor any such ex

pression but he took it for himself (M, TA.)

$3. = And The hardest, or most severe, (M, O,

<āş, and

its inf. ns. : see 1, former
half, in three places. Said of a stallion [camel],
(O, TA,) it signifies [also] He brayed; (O, K,”
TA:) and, said of a lion, ($, M, TA,) he roared;
R. Q. 1.

K,) and largest, (M, K,) of- [i.e. bits, or
bridles; pl. of Alsº, q. v.J. (M, O, K.) = And
A certain measure for corn, or grain, or other

3

.

*3: see what next precedes.

--- an inf. m. of 1 ſq. v.]. = Also Dry
herbage: like -ij. (M.) – And [The prepara
kinds of the produce of land. (TA.) = J~$ 53 tion of curd called] asſ of n!hich the dry has been
means [app. A bon-string] of n!hich the several
mired with the fresh. (M, K.)
(S, K,” TA;) and he uttered a sound; (K, TA;)
~5u [or component fascicles of fibres or the like]
and (TA) he made a grating sound with his canine
-ºil The lion; as also *-i-iº. (O, K:
teeth: (M, TA:) and, said of the z j; of a woman are even. (A.)
by reason of the act of a Sº!, it made a sound.
$3. with kesr, The &# [or elder, &c.,] of a in the CK the latter is written ~£iº… 1.)
3 - 9, 2

*

(IAar, O.) And, said of a sword, in a striking people, or party: (S, O, K:) but he is rather

• 32 °, -

JV.5 jus- [The wood-louse; thus called in the

[q. v.]. called 3. with fet-h, as mentioned above. (TA.)
present day ;] a certain insect, or small creeping
(A.) = Also, (said of a man, 0) He was, or = And The bone that projects from the back,
became, foolish, stupid, or unsound in intellect or between the two buttocks; (S, O, K;) i. q. ** thing; ($, O, K;) mentioned in art. J-e- [q. v.];
(Msb;) also called &- }*: (K;) a small,
understanding. (O, K.)

[therewith], It made a sound like J. 3

(TA) one says, Jº, as ājjī, (§, o, TA)

smoothish, blackish thing, the head of which is like

An army of n!hich one but it is said that in a copy of the T, in the hand that of the [beetle termed] *…*, and long, and
part presses upon another. (TA in art. --sa-.) writing of its author, it is '43, with ſet-h, (TA,) its legs are like those of the *-*. than m'hich it
[as it is also in a copy of the A, i.e. [Make thou]
3. (M, A, K,) or-3 3, (TA,) an expression thy --e [to cleave to the ground), (A, TA,) is smaller; and it is said that what is called Jºe
R. Q. 2.

*:::::: *

imitative of The sound of the fall of a snºord meaning tsit thou. (A.)
[upon an object struck therenith] (M, A,” K, TA)
3 .
6 *,

-

in fight. (TA.)

à3: see J.3, last quarter.

5

Jú is party-coloured, black and white, with white

legs, having a nose like that of the hedge-hog; nºken
it is moved, it feigns itself dead, so that it appears
like a [small] globular piece of dung; but nºken the
voice is nithheld, it goes anay : (M, TA :) MF
says that the appellation cº Jºe is used only in
poetry, in a case of necessity, for the sake of the
metre; and is not mentioned in the lexicons of
celebrity [except the K]: but it is mentioned in

Já The perforation in nihich runs [or rather ăș A certain kind of structure, (S, M, A, O,
through nihich passes] the pivot of the a ſt-, [or Msb, TA,) well known; (M, A, Msb, TA;) and
great pulley]: (M, K:) or the hole mhich is in the applied to a round <-- [i. e. tent, or pavilion],
middle of the sº [or sheave] (M, A, K) and nell known among the Turkumán and the Akrád;
around which the latter revolves: (A:) or the (Msb;) it is nhat is called a asº. [an Arabicized
[sheave or] perforated piece of nood which revolves word from the Pers. •us;*]; (Mgh, Msb;) and the M and the L: he says also that what is called
around the pivot: and its pl., in these senses, is signifies any round structure: (Mgh:) it is said & 5 3--> is said to be a species of the [beetles
jº, only: (M :) or the piece of nood above the to be a structure of skins, or tanned hides, pecu termed) J-Lº ſpl. of *****] jound betnceen
teeth of the aju 3: (K, TA:) or [this is app. a liarly; (M, TA) derived from Jälj and 3 Mehkeh and El-Medeemeh (TA:) [accord. to
mistake, or mistranscription, and the right ex meaning “he collected, or gathered together, the Dmr, it is a kind of six-footed insect, round,
planation is] the piece of wood [i.e. the sheave] extremities of the thing:” (M:) accord. to IAth, smaller than the black beetle, with a shield-shaped
(S, O, TA) in the middle of the Šč,(S, O.) above it is a small round tent of the kind called [...; of back, bred in moist places: (Golius:)] it is related
mhich are teeth (S, O, TA) of nood, (S, O,) the the tents of the Arabs: in the 'Ináyeh it is said on the authority of J āhidh that one species thereof
teeth of the all-e [between which teeth runs the to be rehat is raised for the purpose of the entering is called e-º-º: 3-ºl, which is the small [species]
nell-rope]; thus says Aş. (TA) [See an ex. in thereinto; and not to be peculiarly a structure: thereof; and that the people of El-Yemen apply
a verse of Zuheyr cited voce àgú3.] – And The (TA:) [also a dome-like, or tent-like, covering, of
head [or truck] of the Jás [or mast] of a ship. a woman's camel-vehicle of the kind called 2-33A:
(Az, TA in art. 2–59.) – And [app. as being and a dome, or cupola, of stone or bricks: and a
likened to the pivot-hole of the sheave of a pulley,) building covered with a dome or cupola :] the pl. is
! A head, chief, or ruler, (S, M, A, O, K,) of a

Juº (Š, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 43. (S,

people, or party: (M, A:) or the greatest head M, O, K.) — [Hence,) Atºll āş +[The round,

or chief or

the appellation cºurs 3-º- to a certain insect, or
small creeping thing, above the size of a locust, of
the same sort as the Jºš [generally meaning
moth]; in the Mufradát of Ibn-El-Beytár, it is
said that what is called cº-3 JUse- is also called

-º-;

the reason for the appellation [Jºss

Jill protuberant, wpper portiºn of the camel's hump).
2.Éey!; (S, O';) and this appellation means the (A, voce 3.x=3.) —25-y is is an appellation cº-º] seems to be because its back resembles a
3. (TA:) cº; in this case is of the measure
& 4 [or elder, &c.,] upon [the control of] whom of El-Basrah. (M, K) – And i ij is the acº,
from 3, (S, O, K,) because the Arabs
ruler; (M;) or such is called

the affairs of the people, or party, turn. (A.) name by which some of the Arabs call t The
And, (K,) some say, (M,) + A king: (M, K:) thirteen stars that compose the constellation of imperfectly decline it, and they use it determi
Corona Australis; because of their round form. nately; if it were of the measure Jú, they would
decline it perfectly: the Pl: is 33 *. (S, O.)
K.) [See also --5.] – And [hence, perhaps,) (Kzw.)
= 0\,.5, syn. with J.uº, see in art. J-3.
+ A J-3 [i. e. stallion, or male,) of camels and of

and, (K) some ºy, (M) a “gº ſq. v.). (M,

; :- #3, also pronounced without teshdeed

mankind. (O, K.) — Also tThe back-part of
a coat of mail: so called because that part is its
main support; from the 3 of a pulley. (TA,
from a trad.) – And t The piece, or pieces,
inserted [i.e. sened inside, neart to the edge, in the

~

•

[i.e.

43], The <--

[q.v.) of the sheep or goat,

* *

-

* >

cº-º-J), [in the CK cºu",) occurring in a
-

- 3 -> *

&

wo.

(S, O, K,) nihich has 3-4, [see, again, *-i-.] trad, in the saying cº-si-) v-u-ji ºil, means,
(S, O,) and rehich is the receptacle whereto the (Th, O, K,) if the trad. be correct, (Th, O,) Those
feces of the stomach finally pass. (TA.) [See n:ho continue uninterruptedly fasting [except in the
* [or opening at the neck and bosom] of a shirt. also art. --55.]
night] until their bellies become lank: (Th, O, K:)

Book I.]
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* – tº
-

- -

-

•

23:2

* ... o. 2

...

or, accord. to one relation, it is "cººl, which rude, of make, or of nature or disposition; &c.].
means the same.
3 -

*

(O, K.)= And-still signifies J.i.144 (i.e.

(TA.)

,

-Uill and Jú:

9

See

•rºa-a-o:

See

Jºãº = and

see also

Jºsé, in

four places.

The year that is the next coming]: "(K :) or [this

-

J.33, in three places.
**

is a mistake occasioned by an omission, and its
meaning is J.i.12%)

* JLº. [the year

after that which is the next coming]; you #, &M, MA, L, Mgb, K, &c.,) or, accord.
to MF, **, (TA,) a Pers. word, arabicized, (S,
not seen this year a drop of rain]: (AZ, ISk, S, say, 33 $3 Jºš S3 Alan ºf S [I mill not M.) originally uſe, (M.) or 4%, (M.A.) The
come to thee this year, 7mor neart year, nor the year
O:) and #2tº tºu- tº [Not a drop of rain
J-[i.e. partridge, or partridges]; (S, M, MA,
has fallen upon us this year]. (ISk, S, M,” A,” after the newt]; and AO cites as an ex.
L, Mºb, K;) a coll. gen. n. : (S:) n. un. is 3:

# A drop of rains (AZ, Isºs, M, A, o,

that is

K:) so in the saying ășuș

tººl tº tº [We have

O.) - And Thunder; (A, K,) or the sound of

*

*

(S, MA, Msb;) which is applied to the male and
thunder: so in the saying # tº tº:- us [We
to the female; ($, Mºb, K.) -- 4 being
have not heard this year the sound of thunder]; [This year, and the next year, and the year after specially applied to the male. (S, Mºbi.[but See
(ISk, S, M, A,” O';) accord. to As; but only he the next]: (S:) or Jºsé [without the art. Ji and -size:]) pl. tº. (MA: in which & is also
has related this. (ISk, S, O.) = See also 8.
perfectly decl.] signifies [thus, i. e.] sº A J.
termed a pl.) – And The Jºë [q. v., a name
42te Jºš Jº, and is a proper name of the year; now
given to the stone-curlen, or charadrius
Ji; The belly; (S, M, O, K;) as also "Jä:
whence
the
saying
of
Khālid
Ibn-Safwān
to
his
aedicnemus].
(M., L., T.A.)
(Suh, TA:) from * ãº, [an inf. n. of R. Q. 1,

Jº Aal

6a

--

when he reproved him, Atºll 2. & 35,
q. v., and] a word imitative of the sounding [or son,
W (i.i. S; Usú Sº Sºś Sº [Verily thou wilt not
*

rumbling] of the belly. (TA.) = And The nood
prosper
of a horse's saddle ; so in the saying,
#

#

-ºid

"---i-º-,

a flesh [i. e. mollusk] which is eaten. (O.)

[thus $gh says,

3 - 292
6

- 6.

see --5.5.
* ,” 2.92

-

U\** :

Júš an inf n, of R. Q. 1. [q.v.) — Also A

t”

year, nor next

3year, nor the year
after the next, nor the year after that]; every
one of these words being the name of the year
after the year; thus related by A5, who says that
[He would make the horseman to fly off, mere it
they know not what is after that: (M:) IB says
not for the nood of his saddle]. (M. [But in
that the statement of J is what is commonly
this sense it is app. a mistranscription for ~iš.])
known; i.e., that -suº means the third year
– And A species of trees; as also V &@3. (M.
present year as the first], and that
[But in.this sense both are app. mistranscriptions, W[counting the
means the fourth year: but some make
for -ī; and Jºãº.])
**** the third year; and J.stºl, the fourth
Jºs A certain marine shell (O, K) nherein is 3year; and
the fifth years (TA:)
this

**L*.

is the third year: and

1 & #6,(Msb,
Mºb,K,)K,[or&c.)
aor. , (Mºb, K.)
this, accord. to the S,

inf. n. W tº,

seems to be a simple subst.,] and
3 (K) and
i-3 (S, K) and i-s: and
and
(K,)
6

*:::

tº,

He, or it, (a form, and an action, L, and any
thing, T,) nas, or became, bad, evil, abominable,
foul, unseemly, unsightly, ugly, or hideous; contr.

of 3-, ($,tº
Mºb, K, TA, &c.) One says of a
[app. using the later

man, 2–5–55

W. as an

imitative sequent]; and 3-lii), 3-lºº * -[He
did, or said, what was bad or evil &c.). (Kin

Khālid Ibn-Safwan [is related to have] said,

art.

33%":53, Jºãº Zºº.jājūšº

bad or

"-i Ş, ſo my child (lit. my little son), verily

and

tiº)

And W.

º <<= & § Be thou

gril&c., if thou le desirous of becoming so:

& L. J.; W. cº 3A Lo He is not becoming

thou will not prosper this year, nor newt year, nor
bad &c., or mill not become bad &c., above the

camel that brays much. (S, O, K.) – And One the year after the next, nor the year after that, degree in nihich he has become so: and in like
n:ho talks much ; as also "Jºsé. (M," K, TA:) nor the year after that]; (O, K;*) every one of manner one says in similar cases. (Lh, L.) =
these words being the name of the year after the
• 6 -

or one niho talks much, whether nyrongly or rightly:
year. (O.)

(M,” TA:) or one who talks much and confusedly.
(M, K,” TA.) — And A liar. (O, K.) – See

…

• 3,

*

-

4-5/l (5-.55 S, occurring in a trad., means Say

not ye that the face is 2—º--5 [i. e., unseemly, un
in the belly: ($, O:) or slender in sightly, ugly, or hideous]; because God formed it:
also -i 3. – Also The gº [meaning external
; : * * * * * * ~ 2:
the naist, lank in the belly: (M:) fem. it: ś, (S,
or the meaning is, say not ye cºyº as-324aiji
-.
e > X >
portion of the organs of generation] (M, O, K) of M, A, O, K,) applied to a woman, (S, A, O,)
a noman: (O:) or [a vulva] such as is [described meaning slender in the naist; (K;) or lank in the [expl. in what follows]. (L.) – And alji as-5,
as being] ºut-º-º-º-º- &–2, (O, K,) [because] belly; (TA;) or lank in the belly, slender in the (S, A, Mºb, K, TA, &c., [in the CK — ;,])
3 -

3. Lank

g

as

e

.9

-

º

*

aor. 4, (Msb,) inf. n.

&#

and

33, (AZ, L, TA,)

<< 3-#22%; Jºãº (IAs, waist. (A:) and pl. J.3, (S, A, O, K.) applied
[but in to horses, (S, A, O,) meaning lean, or light of God removed him, or may God remove him, (S,
what sense is not expl.;] saying-tº-3. (M.) jlesh: (S, O:) and some say that Jáſ applied to A, Msb, K, &c.,) far, (A, TA,) from good, or
O.) And they also used it as

an epithet;

– And The [clog, or] nooden sandal: (O, K:) a horse signifies lank in his flanks. (M.)
[app. because of the clattering sound produced by
it:] of the dial. of El-Yemen: (O, TA:) [but sº, applied to a house, or chamber, Having
now in common use; applied to a kind of clog, or a 3.3 ſq. v.] made above it. (S, O, K.) [And
wooden patten, generally from four to nine inches in like manner applied to a woman's camel-vehicle
in height, and usually ornamented with mother-of of the kind termed
see 2. — And it is

****

prosperity, (S, Msb, K,) or from all that is good;
(L, TA;) [or from success, or the attainment of
that which he deserves or seeks; (see the pass. part.
n.;)] like as one does the dog and the pig : (AZ,
L, TA:) [or God drove him anay, or may God
drive him anay, like a dog: or God rendered him,

or may God render him, foul, unseemly, unsightly,

pearl, or silver, &c.; used in the bath by men and
women; and by some ladies in the house :] in this also an epithet applied to a solid hoof; meaning ugly, or hideous, in form . (see, again, the pass.
sense the word is said to be post-classical. (TA.) Round like a cupola ; see a- ‘, and see the first part. n. :)] and 4 ºf Y 4–3 has a similar, but

intensive, signification. (Mgb.) One says, à -3
[app. a polished stone, or a shell,) nith nºbich in a copy of the K erroneously written a-i- is, [an elliptical expression, a verb and its agent being
understood, i.e., with these supplied, (May God
cloths are glazed: (O, K:) but this is called

= Also, (K) accord. to Az, (0,) The 5–4. sentence in art. “ras.]

6-4. A
-

6'3 ×

-

à:ke 3-, (M, K, TA,)
6

-č. (O.)
See

po -

-

TA.) – See also

343.

*

(TA,) A lean navel; as also Wä-º-º. (M, K, decree) removal far from good, &c., to him ; or

Jú. – Also, as an epithet ap

(cause) removal &c. (to cleave) to him; meaning

may removal &c. betide him]; ($5) and "U-3
6 -

plied to a man, (K,) i. q. * [Coarse, rough, or

&xi;).

p6-

43.5

àºxie 3- : see the next preceding paragraph. (S, A) also, (S,) with damm; (A;) [i. e. foulness,
312 *
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tº-o-º:

unseemliness, unsightliness, ugliness, or hideousness;] bone of the elbone; (S, TA;) so in the T; and the in it: (S:) he made him to have a grace. (Mgh.)
and ( iš & " …;; (L, K, TA:) and & ( ; 5- is another small bone, the head of which is — Accord. to some, He ordered him to dig a
in which le—it is [said to be] an imitative large, and the rest of it small, [the former, i. e. grave. (TA.)
sequent. (L, TA: but see art. 2-55.) – <3 the head,) compactly joined to the -ºj : (TA :)
2.5 A grave, tomb, sepulchre, or place of burial,
of
correctly
as]
extremity
expl.
more
is
the
[it
or
of a human being: (K:) pl. 2:3. (S, Msb, K.)
without teshdeed, means I said
& 4, [thus,)
2 **
the bone of the upper half of the arm, next the
to him, 44-45 aſſ- .# [i. e. May God remove
elbow; (K, TA;) the extremity next the shoulder.
3. see;.
thee far from good, &c., for *** is here put for joint being called &—l, because of the abun
Jºſs, Mºb, K) and '3 (K) and "ij (S,K)
4+, the phrase being] from
signifying dance of the flesh that is upon it: (TA:) or the
and
*:::, this last occurring in a Rejez, to be cited
“the removing far [from good, &c.].” (AA, L. loner part of the upper half of the arm; the
2.])
conj.
art.
in
cited
*~,
a
in
verse
es.
[See an
upper part being called &—-1. (Fr. TA:) or below, (8,) [The lark;] a kind of bird, (S, K,)

(-iº, ;

so.

*i-

(IAar, L, K, TA, [accord. to the the Ju-3 are the two slender ends that are at
: 5, and so in one of two copies of the A, the heads of the Juéjà [here meaning the two

= And

CK

t—-

bones of the fore arm):

(TA :)

or the

te:

is the

resembling the sº-; (TA) a kind of small bird.

(Mº) n, un, ; ($, Mºb, K) and 33 (K) and
5-3. (S, Msb,) which last is the form used by

but the former is the right, as is shown by the

the vulgar, (S,) or it is not allowable, or it is a
form of the aor. in an ex. in the TA,) He broke place of junction [of the bones] of the shank and
form of yeak authority, (K,) and is also pro
a purulent pustule (in his face, L,) in order that the thigh, (K, TA) which are termed cº-º-3;
the matter might come forth : (L, K, TA:) or he (TA;) and it is also called Y
(K, TA:) nounced 3×3: (Msb:) pl. of -ºs, (S, K,) and
5-3, (Mºb);3. ($, Mºb, K.) Ao cites,
squeezed a purulent pustule to earpress its contents accord. to A'Obeyd,
Jºë, (L, TA,) which of
from a Rejez of Jendel Ibn-El-Muthenna Et
before it was ripe : (A, TA:) and [in like man
is composed of two syn. words, one prefixed to
ner] he broke an egg, (K,) or anything. (L.)
Tahawee,

tº-il.

**

the other, governing it in the gen, case, (L)
-º-o: -

ºf, o o,

-, w

---

*-i-Ji Ju-15 it:Jſ ºleHe (i.e. God) rendered him, or it, signifies the bone of the 2-et-, [here meaning the
bad, evil, abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, upper half of the arm] from the part next the
[The winter came, and the lark plumed himself].
ugly, or hideous. (L.) – See also the preceding middle to the elbon. (L, TA; and thus it is expl.
(S.)
paragraph, near the middle. — And He rejected, in the S and K in art. 2-e.)
:
or reprobated, nºhat he said, as bad, evil, abomina
6.42
•.
(K,
is
bear
that
extremely
A
TA)
aged,
ble, foul, or unseemly. (L.) – And & 4&c. **
see 2-3.
or old and neak. (TA.)
ily--5:
(S, K,) He showed,
(S, A, Mgb, K,) inf. n.
*** [as part. n. of
see 1, first quarter,
or declared, his deed to be bad, evil, abominable,
jºie and Jºão : see 3×io.
foul, or unseemly: (K:) said when a deed is such in two places.
and
Mgh, Msb, K) and £i.
as is blamed. (Mºb.)
of which the pl. occurs in the Kur and 3, #2 (K) and Vºi, (Lth, S, Mgh,) with ſet-h
(A) inf n, i-Li, (K, TA) with [xxviii. 42], (S, L, Msb,) Removed (S, Msb, K, only, (Mgh,) this last occurring in poetry, (S,)
3.
which is tº is syn., (TA,) He reciled, or vilified, TA) far (TA) from good, or prosperity, (S, K,) but agreeable with analogy, (IB,)and "...i., (MF,
him, being reviled, or vilified, by him; or he vied, or from all that is good; (L, TA;) or from and TA voce 3, i. [under which see some remarks
or contended, with him in reviling, or vilifying. success, or the attainment of that nihich he desires
on words of this form in the present work, ) A
(A, K.”)
or seeks; (Msb;) like as are the dog and the pig; cemetery, burial-place, or place of graves: (Msb,
4. 2.--5). He did [or said] nihat n'as bad, evil, (AZ, L, TA:) or driven anay like a dog; (ISd, K:) or the place of a grave: (Mgh:) or the last

*—-

2.

º

+

3 -

{u:

9* *

0

*

* *

-,

--- e -

**,

**

&#1;

6. d -

6.--> .

#.

#: @,

& i-º,

*-3,

TA:) or rendered foul, unseemly, unsightly, ugly, of the above words has this latter signification:
abominable, foul, or unseemly. (S, A, K.) =
or hideous, in form. (IAb, T.A.) [See also (Lth.) pl. (of ºri, and 2-is, Mgh), Lí. (S,
*~ * ~
* ~ of .
ava-3 2-31 Lo is said in reviling a man [as mean
in the first paragraph of art. **]
Mgh, Msb.)
ing Honſ foul, unseemly, unsightly, ugly, or hideous,
3 - 2 3 *>
Bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly,
is his face l]. (Ham p. 138.)
Lºy--i- and &#. applied to a man [A keeper

&#14,
**

qualities or dispositions [&c.]; contr. of ſé--. of a cemetery: or of a grave or tomb : or a grave

*-i-

He regarded him, or it, as bad,
and]
evil, abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, ugly,
or hideous; (TA;) contr. of al-a-l. (S," K.)
.# [either an inf n. or a simple subst.; much
10.

-

**.

**, q. v., may be

1.

g
•

6

[See

&#)

digger]. (S.)

2-3

s

used as a simple subst, and Y

(L.

23, aor. 2 and :, inf. n. 3 (S, Msb, K) and

U-->

1. §§ 23, aori, (Mºb, K.) infn. Jº, (T,

-

K,) He took fire, 4.2 [from him;] (K;) as also
an anomalous pl. thereof, like as &—- is said 2-5-2, (K,) He buried a corpse; (S, Msb, K;)
Wu-ºl: (S, K:) or he took fire from the main
concealed it in the earth. (TA.)
to be of its contr. J-e-]: see 1, first sentence;
mass thereof; (Msb;) as also "J-31 [alone].
o

-

-

4.

and again, in two places, in the latter half.

9-5

He made him to be buried: so in the

Kur, lxxx. 21: (Fr, S:) where it is meant that

{&#1; see the next following paragraph.
&- Bad, evil, abominable, foul, unseemly,
unsightly, ugly, or hideous; contr. of &—- (S,
L., Msb, K, &c.;) applied to a form, and to an
action, (L,) and to anything: (T:) pl. tº and
6

J-45 and J-5.
º

-

tº-3.

fem.
• *

i-3;
> .

pl.

*

& and

~ *~ *

(K.) – ~s-ºll as-e S 439 A she-camel

having wide orifices to her teats. (A, K.) —
[is said to signify] The extremity of the

3--"

(Mºb, K.)—[Hence,Jºe J-3, (and.” &-,

man is not made by God to be thrown, when TA,) + He acquired knowledge, 4. [from him; ]
dead, to the dogs, (S,) or to the birds and wild (Ks, K, TA3) as also "4–3. (Ks, S, K, TA:) or
beasts. (Fr.) — He ordered that he should be he learned knowledge; as also "J-5). (Mºb.)
buried. (S, Mgh, Msb.) — [He permitted that – [Hence also, J.- J-3 the caught a fever
he should be buried.] The tribe of Temeem said from another; as also "lº-3].] You say, •+.
to El-Heijáj, who had slain Sălih the son of Abd
J-5 J.- #This is a fever caught from another;
er-Rahmán, (-12 &#, meaning, Permit us to
not accidentally inbred: (A, TA:) but Sgh ex
bury Sálih. (S,” TA) You say also ºil, s,
meaning, He gave them their slain that they might plains it differently, as signifying an accidental
bury him. (K.) — He assigned to him, or made fever, (TA), And ſº * &: Jº- "J-3
for him, a grave (ISk, S, Msb, K) to be buried *-i- Jº a Jejº t[He caught the fever from
o
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J-5 [act. part. n. of 1;

another; and it did not accidentally come to him

from himself). (A, TA) = jº & J 3, aor.-,
inf. n. J.5, [He sought from him fire; (see its
part. n., below;)] (S;) [and so 'a-3), for J-3)

§§ *:

for you say,)

“ic, Jº ū’ī; tºº,

meaning, [We sought fire from such a one, and he
refused] to give us fire. (T.A.) – [And hence,

Taking fire; a taker of ants; as also "Jä: (M:) and of bees; as also
-

of fire; &c. Hence the saying,) S! <-i L.
JX=x-J) J-tile [Thou art none other than like
the hasty taker of fire]. (A.) — [t Acquiring, or
learning, knowledge; an acquirer, or a learner,
of knowledge.]
= Seeking, or a seeker of, fire:
•o :
pl. J-31; its only broken pl. (T.A.) – t Seek
•

0

e.

º

•

6

p.

-

the latter word: (TA:) or nºkere a great number
of ants is collected together: (El-'Eyn, TA:) or
where a great quantity of sand is collected together;

as also the latter word. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

i43 What one takes mith the ends of his fingers;

as also "iº,(K) and 'iaº;: ($, Mºb) [in the

tºle J-3 + He sought knowledge; (see, again, its ing, or a seeker of, knowledge; as also "Jº-º-º-i-. |L, i-º-º-º: but this is the dim. of the first and
part. n., below;) and so " 4–3. ; as appears from (TA.) — Jºsi- [pl. of Jºliº, like as Jºsiº second of the above words:] or, accord. to some,
- -

an explanation of the part. n. of this latter
also :
• 2 * ~£
the first is a noun signifying the act [of so taking]:
and from the saying,) al-a-J) Jºi. &S-3 UU| is pl. of Jºjº', tºſhose niho teach men what is
• O

…

•

C) •

(M:) and the second, (M,) or this and the first
also, (K,) signifies nºbat one's two hands carry,

good. (TA.)

à:35, meaning, +[Such a one came to us seeking

knowledge, and we taught him. (TA) = Also, J-i-. The place of the fire-brand: i.e., fire of food, or wheat: (M, K:) the pl. of via ; is
jū, J.; He lighted, or kindled, the fire. (IKft.) wood that has been lighted; 9. charcoal that has Ja:3. (TA.)
= See also 4, passim.
become hard; opposed to is se-, which is [a piece
i_3:
i43, throughout.
See

*—- He gave him a J-3 [a brand, or of] charcoal that does not hold together: pl.
burning stick, or burning piece of fire-wood]: ($, J-º. (Mºb)
K:) or he gave him fire; and " 4.3 he brought
• - 2
J-º-º:
9 -2
him fire : (TA:) and jū 4-3 (Ks, S, Msb) he
See U-9.
4.

• ,-2

gave him fire; ($, Mºb, TA3) as also jū"4–3.
IAar, S, A, Msb) and 5..., (A, TA) the taught

•

i43. – Also, (M,K,) and 'Jej,

TA.)

• 22
See

222

U-9.

i-us sing. of Ješ:
[of men]; syn. -º-, ;

* ,<

J-º-o: see J-5.

him knowledge, (S,” Msb, TA,) and tyood; (TA;)

: See

(Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA,) collected together. (M, K,

• 2222

L-º-o:

i.e.:

see what next follows.

(M, TA,) Dust, or earth, (M, K,) and pebbles,

-

J-º.

(Yz, Ks, IAar, $) — [Hence.) 4–5, the
taught him : (K:) and 9-1-5 a--5), (Yz, Ks,

Jesé:

as also le "4-3, (Ks, IAar, S, A, Mºb, TA)
and º (A:) the latter verb is sometimes thus

which signifies Bodies
and a number collected

together. (TA.)
Ja:3

used; (IAar, TA;) or is allowable: (Ks, TA:)
or only the former: (A:) [but

i; seems to be

Ja:3

1. 4-3, aor. :) (M, A, K,) infin. Jºš, (S,

indicated in the TA, that you say ś- Wal-š as M,) He took it with the ends of his fingers; (S,

1. 433, (S,M,A,Mgh, Mºb) or 323.433,00,

meaning the brought him good:] and you say M, A, K,) the action which it denotes being less K) aor. -, (A, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jaš, (S, Msb)
than that termed Jºãº (M;) the latter signify

also Su Yaº. 3 (app. meaning the gave him

property]. (IAar, TA) = \ſuſ US$ J-3. He

ing the “taking with the whole of the hand;” He took it with his hand, (A, O, K,) by actual

sought fire for such a one. (Yz," S,” K.)

(Bd, xx. 965) as also 4-3, (Ibn-Abbād, K.)

touch, or feel: (O :) or the former signifies he

Jºã.

(TA.) Thus, accord. to one read closed his hand upon it: (Lth:) [he grasped it;
2 - 22
griped it; clutched it; seized it :] or he took
ing, [in the Kur, xx. 96,) 2: &- 4-a--> <-a-ºf-5
J–43 Fire: (TA:) or a live coal: (Bd, xx. Jºl; (S, M, A, TA;) and, accord. to another, it with the n-hole of his hand: (Bd, xx. 96:) or
i. q. $34. [he took it in any manner: he took it
10) or [more commonly, and more properly, like
i_3;
(TA)
ſin
each]
with
Jſin
both
nith his hand: he took possession of it : and he
Jańs in the sense of J224–25] a firebrand (aka:
inf n.

see 1, passim.

->

0 , ,

,

2.

A 33-2, T, S, A, Mºb, K.’ and Bd ubi supra,)

instances] instead of J2, with which the passage is received it]: ($, M, Mgh, Mºbi) and alie Jáš,

commonly read; (TA;) meaning, [And I took with
taken from the main mass of fire; (T, A, Msb,” the ends of my fingers somewhat] of the dust from and *, (M.) or 24, “ſe Jää, (A, Mgh, Msb,
K,) aor, and infºn. as above, (M,) he grasped it,
K;) as also "Jºi, and "Jºi. (A) and "J.i. the footstep of the horse of the messenger Gabriel.
(S, A, Msb, K:) the last two [properly] signify (Jel.) [But seeJaº.] You say also,ia; "…# clutched it, laid hold upon it, or seized it, nºith his
a thing [such as a stick, or piece offire-wood.] [I took for myself somewhat nith the ends of my
with nihich one has taken fire : (TA:) and J-5
is also explained as signifying a live coal, or piece
49,\-51 cº-e Ja---55 ſ[I came to acquire of thy
of fire, (jū &- #3-) which one takes upon the
end of a stick: (TA3) [and Y i:3 also signifies lights of knowledge, and pick up somewhat of thy
traditions]. (A.)
the same; as appears from an application thereof
2 : see 1.
in the K, art. 3.ja-, where $33- is explained by

hand; syn.

<<i. (A, K:) or he seized it

J-i) with the whole of his hand: (M3)
Jingºl (A) And 9;&e "J-39 -i (….
or he closed, or contracted, his fingers upon it :

(Mgh, Mºbi), it is also said, by MF, that
some assert Ja:3 to signify the “taking with the
ends of the fingers;” but this is a mistran
scription, for Jº, with the unpointed Jo. (TA
&: ā-āl; and from the saying,) Giu. 8: see 1, in two places.
[in which it is said, in another place in this art.,
that "Jai has also this last signification; but
3,6 &- ãº [lit., I am nought but a piece from Jº;3: See 233, throughout.
this is evidently, in like manner, a mistran
thy fire; app. meaning, my subsistence, or the
Ja;
A great number (AO, S, M, K) of men scription, for Jºsé.) You say,
like, is derived from thee]. (A, TA) It is said
in a trad. of Alee, y--i- J-3 cº J- + So or people; ($, K) as also "J-3: (M, TA:) thus [He took, or received, the commodity, or the com
that he manifested a light of truth to the seeker applied it is like a dim. applied to that which is modities, or goods]. (A.) And & 4. Ja;
thereof. (TA.)
esteemed great (El-Fáik, O.) You say, Jä rºl [He took, or received, from him the debt). (M,

ju-

Ş.

&

J-43

K, in art. Us—as ;

**), And, it is ºil in

the

J-a-—ll Ja--5 Verily they are numerous as the

ãº [inf n. of un, of 1; A single act of taking pebbles. (TA) And Ja-, --, -, *, and Kur, [xx. 96,) J3-ºl 35' J” à-a:3 <-axis, (M.)
fire, &c. Hence the saying,) 3-iè S; 4; u. "…a3, He is in, or among, a multitude that cannot and, accord. to an extraordinary reading, 'iaº,
Jºke-a!! [I did not visit thee save like the hasty be numbered. (O, TA.) [See also a verse of El (B,) meaning [And I took a handful] of the dust

person's single act of taking fire]. (TA.) = See Kumeyt cited in the first paragraph of art. 3,3.] from the footstep of the hoof of the horse of
also J-3.
– A place where a number is collected together the messenger [Gabriel]. (IJ, M) and "Jaji
-
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Ja:3
•f

e

-
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• *:

-

-

which it is seldom or never free: the former
a.a3 ºil cº-e signifies the same as Ja;: and
Jaé [q.v.] is [said to be] a dial. form thereof. M) t He drove (Az, S, M) the camels violently, being an affection of the heart withholding it from

Jº Jé, (Az, M.) aor. :, inf n. Jº (Az, Ş,

dilatation and joy; whether the cause thereof be
known, as the remembrance of a sin or an offence,
or of an omission, or be not known ; and some of
them make other divisions thereof. (TA.) [In like
manner] you say also, 443 (3 tº: "...#
t [Thou shrankest from us: and nihat made thee
to shrink?]. (A.)- [As such also, f He, or it,
#The he-ass drives anay his she made him close-fisted, tenacious, or niggardly.]

(TA.) And you say, 3ual Ja; He collected, or roughly, (Az, M.) or quickly: (S:) because
or comprehended, the bird in his grasp. (A.) the driver collects them together, when he
And cºul * Jé Jáš [He grasped, or laid desires to drive them; for when they disperse
themselves from him, the driving of them is
hold upon, the mane of the horse). (A.) – It is
(Az, TA:) and tº "Já'í! [signifies the
also used metaphorically, to denote the having difficult:
same, or, agreeably with an explanation given
an absolute property in a thing, to dispose of it
above, the ment quickly with them]. (M.) And

at pleasure, without respect to the hand; as in & Já'í J.J.
the phrase Jº < *ś, and 33), f I had, or
(188.

took, or got, possession of the land, and of the
house. (TA.) And [in like manner] it is said

(M)—[As

such also,J

ji, *** 2 --

(A ;) and You say, *:::
($) the or makes him close-fisted,

443;

**aš, (§, M, K.) inf n. Jºã;

tenacious,

! [Wealth
or niggardly;

it, dren it, collected it, or gathered it, together; and poverty makes him open-handed, liberal, or
in a trad, Jºl ºf Jáš, and ºl, God contracted it, shrank it, or wrinkled it. (S, M, generous]. (A.)
will comprehend, or collect together, [within his
A,” K.) You say, & Jáš i He, or it, con
2: See a remark appended to the first sentence
sole possession, (see iáj)] the earth, and the
tracted, or wrinkled, his face]. (A.) And -*. in this art. : – see also *3 as contr. of “,
heaven. (TA.) [In like manner] you say also,
jū. t[The fire contracted, shrank, or in six places.—JºJ) âj, (S,” M, K,”) or

* Jº Jāº t [He arrested his debtor: $ºs-

used in this sense in the present day]. (A.) shrivelled, the piece of skin]. (A.) And "Jai &l, (A,) inf. n. Jºã, ($, K,) He gave to
And 4-2, 31 Jaš i God took his soul. (TA)|* º, tº t He contracted, or nºrinkled, the him, ($, M, K,) in his grasp, or possession, (K,)
And ºf 4.43 f God caused him to die. (Mgb.) part between his eyes. (M., T.A.) And WJāº i. e. to him who should receive it, (S,) the pro
And Jaé He (a man, S, M., A) died: (SM, cººl & 4 L. +[A day that contracts, Or perty, (S, M,) or commodity, or commodities, or
©. o.

, 6.

A w.e.,

43 0.

the part between the eyes]; a metony goods; (A:) i. e. he transferred it to his pos
session; (TA ;) [lit. he made him to take it, to
point of death; in the state of having his soul mical phrase, denoting vehemence of fear, or of take it with his hand, to grasp it, or to receive
3 *
2 : -8;
taken; in the agony of death. (L., T.A.) And war. (M., T.A.") And in like manner you say,
z - | W
2 *:
* ~~
it;]
as
also
ou!
Walaji.
(A.)
Jazie A32 t [A day that contracts the
29 cº &#3 + I removed him from the thing,
or affair. (Mºb.)–43, aor. as above, (M, bonels]. (M.) [And hence Já'í, aor, and inf. n.
3. *au, inf n, iai. (AZ, A) and Jū,
K,) and so the inf. n., (S, M, Mgh,) also signifies as first mentioned, t It (a medicine, or food, &c.,) (Er-Răghib, TA in art. Léº,) He bartered, or

A, K.) and

also the (a sick man) was at the

wrinkles,

-

astringed, or constipated. And f It (food) was erchanged commodities, with him. (AZ, in TA,
** a 3, (IAar, M.) inf n. Jazī. (TA) [As astringent in taste; as also W Jää.] — As such art, Jes-) [See also 435.]
such, + He contracted it; or drew it together.] also, 443, signifiest He straitened it; scanted it;
4 & &as ſor JJJ; see 2–4 a.s. He
You say, º & Jää t[He contracted his made it scanty. (Msb,TA.) Yousay, 391&i-43,
put, or made, a handle to it, (S, M, A, K,)
aor.
and
inf.
n.
as
first
mentioned,
t
God
strait
leg, and eatended it]. (A.) And 2.É. Ja; [He
namely a knife, (S, M, A,) and a sword. (S, K.)
the + contr. of *4; (S,” M, Mgh,'K ;) and so

ened, scanted, or made scanty, the means of sub
clenched his hand]. (S, Mgh, Msb, K, in art.
sistence. (Msb.) And it is said in the Kur,
lºw.). And & & Jáš +[He drew in his

hand from it: or] he refrained from laying hold
upon it.

(K.), Whence the

(ii. 246] …, Jää & tand God straitens,
or scants, or

• *- -

* : *:

-

5. Ja-R-5 quasi-pass. of a 2.5 as contr. of
…

• **

ala

• ,-,-0

---

; (M3) as also "Jail is of 443 in the

makes scanty, the means of sub

saying in the Kur,

same sense, (S," M, K,”) being contr. of 4-3.
[ix. 68, sº cº-aº, meaning t [And they sistence, to some, (Bd, Msb,”TA,”) or nithholds ($, K.) [As such,) both signify f It became
draw in their hands, or refrain,) from expendi the means of subsistence from whom He will, drawn, collected, or gathered, together; or it
(Jel,) and amplifies, enlarges, or makes ample or
ture, or from paying the [poor-rate called] stéj. plentiful, the same, (Bd, Msb, Jel, TA,) to drew, collected, or gathered, itself together; or
(TA.) You say also, 4-tº-", as He (a bird) some, (Bd, TA,) or to whom He will. (Jel.) contracted; or shrank; syn. of the former,
contracted his wing: (M:) or Jé, or Já3 —[As such also, f He abridged his liberty.] “is (TA) and of the latter, all [which
• * : * ~ * * * : * > *, * :
A-tº-, + he contracted his wing to fly. (TA.) You say, evaº
... •ºº la : & f [Such a also signifies it became drawn and joined, or ad
And hence, (TA,) Jáš, aor, as above; ($, K;) one enlarges the liberty of*is slaves; then abridges joined, to another thing; &c.). (O, K.) So
Or Já'í (M;) [or both;] inf. n. [of the former]
their liberty]. (A.)- [As such also, f He, or the latter signifies in the phrase Cº-º- Jº "Jai!

J.3 (S. K.) and [of the latter, as indicated in
the M.] i33 (S. M., A, K) and Jºš; (M3)

it, contracted his heart; i. e. distressed him; t[It became comprised in, or adjoined to, the
7 * *- : . * ** *
grieved him.] You say, **
Le Jºaº as: object of my want]. (O.)—[As such also, the
-

! He (a bird, S, K, and a horse, A, and a man,
$, or other [animal], K,) was quick, (S.M., A, *::::

K,) in flight, or in going or pace. (K.) cº-aº,

-

Jºkº

former signifies f It (a man's face, A, or the

f Verily n!hat distresses thee, part between the eyes, M,) became contracted,
or grieves thee, distresses, or grieves, me; and what or wrinkled; (M, A.;") and in like manner a
-

said of birds, in the Kur, [lxvii. 19, is [said to rejoices thee rejoices me]. (A.) [And it is related piece of skin, in, or upon, a fire; meaning it
be] an ex. of this signification. ($, K.”) You in a trad., that Mohammad said, J. i.bg became contracted, shrunken, or shricelled; it

shrank : (so in different copies of the S:) or it
(skin, K, or the skin of a man, TA) became
their pace; at every spring therein, putting their as though she were a part of me: what hath dis contracted, or shrunken; (K, TA;) and so an old
legs together. (A.) And "Jai! f He, or it, (a tressed her, or grieved her, distresses, or grieves,
man. (A)—[As such also, & Jai, He
company of men, M.) went, or journºyed, and me; and nihat hath rejoiced her rejoices me].
shrank, or shrank with aversion, from him, or it;
was quick. (Lth, M., K.) And JºJº "Já'í! (TA) or the phrase 443 tº Jºãº &
aºu- f Such a one was quick, and light, or mentioned by Lth, means t Verily what hath (S,M, A, K.) as also tº "Jail: (A:) [see an
active, in accomplishing his want. (A.) And annoyed and angered thee, annoys and angers ex. of the latter near the end of 1.] "Juºy
Ja; also signifies i. q > t (The act of leaping, me. (Az, T.A.) Jāºš and la- are terms applied J-ºil * also signifies + The withdrawing, re.
or retiring, from men. (TA.) And
&c.]. (TA.)-[Also, as contr. of “, + He by the investigators of truth among the Soofees moving,
6 :
: •ze
2-cyl
gº
"Jää. t He removed, or became
collected it together. (Az.) And hence, (Az,) to two contrary states of the heart, from both of
say also,

Jº < *ś f The camels

were quick in

* “Jºſs ºt. Jºš IIFatime, i.

- -

5 6.

5 de

-
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removed, from the thing, or affair. (Mºb.)— 2: & (of dates); (S, A, Mºbi) i.e. i*; (5) and *i; } [which is doubly intensive]; (K;) the
23S Jº Jai He paused, or waited, at the as also "42%; ($, M, A, K,) but the former is 3 in this last not denoting the fem. gender. (TA.)

thing, or

affair; syn.

-āj.

(M, A.) — Ja:

the more common; ($, K;) and *ia.j: (B.)

cº Jé-

[[The taker of the souls] is an ap

+ He leaped, or sprang, tonards him. ($gh, or the first is a subst. in the sense of-ºriº, and the pellation of [the Angel of Death,J 'Izrá-eel, or
Azrá-eel. (TA.) And Jää, one of the names
K.)- See also 1; last third of the paragraph.
second is a n. un. : (TA:) the pl. of the first is of God, signifies t1'he Withholder [or Straitener

<!

6.

cººl

Jºš. (TA.) You say also Jº Vää3 & This is

Jagü5 [The troo parties in an

or Scanter] of the means of subsistence, and of

affair of traffic bartered, or eacchanged commodities, the quantity that my handgrasps. (M.) See two other things, from his servants, by his gracious

(S.)— See also 5, in six places. – And see 1,
in three places, about the middle of the para

other exs. of the second word, and an ex. of the
third, in 1, before the first breakin the paragraph. It
2 of oad.
is also said in the Kur, [xxxix. 67, laeº- Jºj’)'s
3.31.2% ***ś, i.e. a-aº, for iáš is an inf. n.
[of un.] used as a subst., or is for aaj $15,

graph.

(Bd) and the literal signification is, [And the jlight, or in going or pace: (K:) or a man t light,

each neith the other: see 3]. (A.)
7. Jaxi;) It (a thing) became Jºsé, [meaning
taken, taken nith the hand, grasped, or received].

-

-

-

-

2

-

• 6.

*

ness and his wisdom: and the Taher of souls, at
the time of death. (TA)- A bird + contracting
his wing to fly. (TA.) And hence, (TA,) Jºsé

2.9 × 6.2

(S,K)and"Jºš (S, A, K) A bird, (K) or horse,
(A,) or other [animal], (K,) tºuick (A, K) in

earth altogether shall be] his handful [on the day or active, and quick : (S:) and [hence, app.,] the
of resurrection]; (Bd, Jel;) meaning in his pos latter also signifies f an intelligent man, who keeps,
session (Jel, TA) alone, (TA,) and at his free or adheres, to his art, or work. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)
sion of it, or received it, for himself]. (A.) See and absolute disposal: (Jel:) Th says, that this And 3:) "Ja- A horse, (S, K, in [some of]
an ex. in 1, before the first break in the para
is like the phrase
Jºjº
meaning the copies of the K “a man,” which is a mistake,
graph.
though it seems to be also applied to a man, TA,)
as explained above, voce Jºš but this opinion
or a beast of carriage, (L.) + quick in the shifting
Ja; The act of taking, taking with the hand;

8. a-iā as [He took it, took it with his
hand, ºraºped it, clutched it, seized it, took posses

Jºãº

º,

is not valid :) (M.) another reading is "3:33, in

[grasping; clutching; seizing;] taking possession of: the accus. case, (M, Bd,) as an adv. n. ; that
or receiving. (S, Msb.) – And [hence], Posses which is determinate being thus likened to what
sion; ($, TA;) as also viaj: ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, is vague; (Bd;) and this is allowed by some of
TA:) or the latter is a n. un. [signifying an act the grammarians; but it is not allowed by any
of taking, or taking nith the hand; a grasp: (l one of the grammarians of El-Bagrah. (M.) It

of the legs from place to place [in running]. (S,
L., K.) – A camel-driver tdriving quickly; a

quick driver; and in like manner, [but in an
intensive sense,] "Jú, and [in a doubly intensive

sensel ºiáč. (S:) or the last signifies tdriving

anay rehemently; the 3 denoting intensiveness;
seizure; &c.]. (TA.) You say, Jº * 3–2 is also said, in the trad. of Bilāl and the dates, and is applied to an ass driving away his she-ass,
ué uá3 * * Jºs-3 [And he set about bring

Jiaj, and "4:33, The thing became in thy pos

and to a camel-driver. (M.) [See an ex. of the

session. (S.M.) Andere; Jºlº, (TA)

ing them (the pronoun referring to 2:) the dates) first, voce
in art. Jºse..] – [Applied to
and "Jºš. (M, TA,) This house is in my pos handfuls by handfuls]. (TA.)
medicine, food, &c., + Astringent, or constipating.]
session; (M, TA;) like as you say, se: Jº.
iá3, (K) oria; i.a.s. ($, M, A, TA) to Jºi. A place of taking, taking with the hand,
(TA.)
this latter, not to the former alone, the following [grasping, clutching, seizing, or receiving : extr.
J.3 i.a. J., i.; (Mgh, K) like 23s in the explanation applies, (TA,) A man who lays hold [in
for bynext
rulefollows.
it should be Jºël. (M.)
See form,
also what
Sense of 2,3,..,and Jää in the sense of Jºsé upon a thing, and then leaves it without delay.
(TA;) meaning What is taken, of articles of ($, M, A, K.) And the former, A pastor niho
property (S, M) of people: ($:) what is collected, dran's his sheep or goats together, not going far Jäi. ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "Jºiº,
(Lth,) or taken and collected, (Mgh,) of spoils, and nide in pasturing them : (S:) or nho (Lth, M, Mşb, K,) but the former is the more
before they are divided. (Lth, Mgh.) You say, manages nell (A, K) for his sheep or goats, (K,) common and the better known, (Lth,) and
for his beasts, collecting them together, and,
Jºãº Jº
Jú Já's The property of such or
when he finds a place of pasture, spreads them (M.K.) and with 5, GS)i.e. 'ia.iº, and via i,
a one entered into nihat was taken of the articles abroad: (A:) and the latter, a pastor niho manages (M,) The handle; or part where it is grasped,
of property of the people. (S.) And Jº
nell, and is gentle with his pasturing beasts, col (S, M, A,” Mgh,” Mºb, K,) by the hand, (Mºb,)
Ja‘īl (A, Mgh) Thron, thou it among the things lecting them together and driving them, nhen their or nºith the nhole hand; (S;) of a sword, (S, A,
that have been taken: (Mgh;) said to Saad Ibn place of pasturage becomes wanting in herbage,
Mgh, Mºb, K) and 'iaº; is said to signify the
Abee-Wakkás, when he slew Sa’eed Ibn-El-'As, and, when they light upon a piece of herbage, same; (TA;) or of a knife, (M, A,) and of a
and took his sword: so in a trad. (TA.) And leaves them to spread abroad and pasture at bow, (S, A,) and of a whip, (A,) &c., (K,) or of
in another trad. it is said, Jaé, sº cº- Jae pleasure: (Az, TA:) or nho collects together his anything: (M:) or *ia.or *ia.i. signifies the
Selmän was set over spoils that were taken and camels, and drives them until he brings them place of the hand of a spear Or spear shaft: (ISh:)

Jºlº,

•

6 -

d .

"Jºie,

º

**!

*...*

• *

>

* > *

2.

*

...)

-

yet undivided, to guard and divide them. (Mgh.) whithersoever he will. (M.) [See also art. Jaé).]
5

āa ś. [pl. &u=3 :] see Jai, in three places.

iáš, in four places. – And see
Jºi...—Also, [The measure of a man's fist,
from side to. side; four finger-breadths; (Mgh,
– See also

*

8%

measure of a man's fist with the thumb erect;
which is about six inches and a quarter]: pl.

&uá3. (Mgh, Mºb, vocibus

3% and

-º-)

.

pl. Jºi. (A)
* 28

*

* 2°

Jata.e : See Laº-e
8 *

*

3 - ©2

.

ãae; : see i.a.5, in two places.

5 *

> *

6 * >0

*

6 e.

-

à-azio and a azāo: see Jasie, in two places.
2,42

Jéº .

Mşb, voce Jºº-;) the sixth part of the com
77.0%
[or cubit; but in the present day, the

9 .:

Jāºš: see Jazú, in three places.

•

*

*

* 1:

-

Jº, i. pass. part. n. of 443.

see Jalā; each in two places.
3

3-3U.5:

.

See

Jij, and

…)

i_a:3. – 17'aken to the mercy of God; (A;)
dead. (S.)

J.-- Taking with the hand: [or in any
manner: taking possession of: receiving: (see 1:)]

Jºiº.

see what next follows.

grasping, clutching, or seizing, with the hand; and

ââș (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) [A handful;] what

in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,] "Jú :

one takes with the hand, or grasps; ($, K;) J” (K:) or the latter is of the dial. of the people of

Jºãº, (o, TS) or "Jºãº, (K) A lion pre
pared to spring:

(Ki) or a lion drawn together:

13é [of such a thing]; (Mgh;) as, for instance, El-Medeeneh, applied to him who [grasps or] and one prepared to spring : (O, TA:) but the
3,4 & [of meal of parched barley]; (§3) or collects everything: (Aboo-'Othmān El-Mázinee:) conjunction should rather be omitted. (TA)
a

Te

*

-
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1. 4.3, aor. 2, so in the margin of a copy of

the S, (TA) inf n. 1, 3, (TS, O, K.) He col

Jelš. (K [but the latter, being indeterminate, lengthwise or otherwise]. (K, TA.) One says,
should be written buºi, like jº, &c.;]) Sh says, 3 in &- *, meaning 3in &- [i. e. He is
that the

J-º-º: are a kind of cloths inclining to

lected it together, or comprehended it, with his fineness and thinness and whiteness. (TA.)

hand: (TS, O, K.) [like 4-2-3.) in the TS

*

...) &

3

goodly, or beautiful, in conformation]: and a
poet says,
zº-o:

+

** and ãº: see laººl and &#.

º,

given as on the authority of IDrd: in the O as
on that of IF. (TA.)—Also, inf. n. as above, He

+

miced it.

meaning

(TA.)

2 -

d ..."

-

made it much contracted, or very austere or
morose :] asºl *:::: is syn. mith &laii; (Yaa
koob, K;) and is formed from the latter by
transposition. (TA.)

:

•*~ * : 3 : -

,-

#

+

32

•

tº lºse ge & Ji135 and tº- [i. e. As though her

*

two

breasts, nihen they come forth unexpectedly (a

see what next follows.

2. [a-º-º-3 la -5 He contracted his face much;

*

Jºel tº 3! Yºº cle

…)

meaning of Jºl expl. in the L, in art. Sº, on
the authority of Lh, but it is here expl. in the
TA as signifying -aºl, so that the phrase may

Jº and "itſ. 3, the former with teshdeed be rendered either when appearing unea pectedly,
and with a short final alif, and the latter without or when standing out), were two round boares of
teshdeed and with a long final alif, (S, Msb, K,”) ivory, eaccellently cut out, or shaped, and made

lºil [The Copts; often called by themselves
and ' …; and " ºff, (§, K) id. -i-bº (S, smooth in their surfaces): (O, TA:*) regarding
* +1) ;] a certain people, or nation, in Egypt; Mºb, K;) [described by Golius, on the authority them as one member, he has made the verb
(TA;) the original, or genuine, people of Egypt; of an Arabic and Persian vocabulary, entitled singular. (O.) – Also He prepared, disposed,
(S, K, TA;) the Christians of Egypt: (Msb:) J.--S) J-3 Jºu-J -\re, as a very nºhite kind or arranged, it; or put it into a right, or good,
(M., K.) – And He collected it together
n, un. "Jºš; ($, Mºb, K.) fem, with 5: (Mºb, of sneetmeat, which consists of juice of grapes, state.
by little and little. (M., K.) – And He made
K:) you say i-º-º: #2, [A ºr. noman]: neith an addition of other things, cooked so that it
º

(Msb:) and

-

*

becomes nºbite and hard:] derived from

9 , 6.

*

ãº ié- and

ºš signi it, or made it to appear, to be little; syn. à.

louš' [A company

fying the act of “collecting together.” (TA.)
of Copts; PL-51 being a pl. of 13]. (TA.) [See

•

º

Jº.

Authors differ respecting their pedigree:

:

See art. la: 5.

track, or footsteps, in pursuit; or endeavoured ...to

-

some say, that 4.in was son of Al-[or Ham], son
of

track him, or trace him. (M, K.)— And 3.5
signifies also The folloning the footsteps of a man
secretly, in order to know nhat he desires [to do].

[

* [or Noah]: the author of the Shejereh, that

§

-º- [or Mizraim] the son of AL- left issue
from

*: [or Ludim], and that s—233–1 are the

(O, K.) – And A pastor's smelling the odour of

3-9

l. 3 of Egypt, in the Sa’eed: Aboo-Háshim

a camel (O, K) that is 2,…, (K) [i.e.] that is
smitten by the [disease termed] 2%. (O, TA.

See Supplement.]

Ahmad Ibn-Jaafar El-'Abbāsee, the genealogist,
says, that they are the children of lºs son
son of

(M, K.) And ºf 3, (M. K.) aor. :, inf n.
<3, (M,) He followed, or followed after, his

a3

st-9

of*

b; [a mistranscription for b;3, the Phut

1.

<3, (M, K,”) or <--- 3.5 Ol' <-2-9,

[Freytag, supposing 2:... in this explanation in
the K to be syn. with 2%, renders the verb as

meaning He (a pastor) smelt the urine of a stray
of the English Bible, A.V.,.] son of al-; and this is (8,0, TA) or , (S.M.o.) in n. 4, & M, ing camel, that he might know its nay.])= See
verified by Ibn-El-Joowänee the genealogist. O, K,) with which W Jº is syn. [either as an also the next paragraph.
(TA.)
inf n., app. in an intensive sense, or as a simple
3
o

e.”

*

-- *

2: see 1, first sentence. = <ā; also signifies

o .2

J.---- A kind of thin, or fine, (Mgh, Msb,) subst.]; (O, K;) and so too is <: [as inf. n. The collecting of odoriferous substances, or aro
white, (Mgh,) cloth, (Mgh, Mºb,) of linen, (Mºb) of " - 3), (K) or so is <-2-) <<ii; (O ;) matics, (O, K,) of all sorts, in a cooking-pot,
made in Egypt; so called in relation to the 1.3, and so is #3 [as inf. n. of Y <ā], (K,) or so (O,) and cooking them : (O, K:) and one does
distinguish between it and the
not say <3 except of olive-oil when it is thus

irregularly, to

man, who is called

Jº:

is e-º- iº (os) i. 4. ..., (M.) or :

prepared

(Mgh, Msb:) so says

(i. e.

it means it was, or has been,

<!-- (S, O, K,” TA) or <-e-S, (S, O, cooked with all sorts of odoriferous substances, or
Lth, respecting these two forms: (TA:) you also
TA) i.e. [He uttered calumny ; or] he made aromatics]: thus says Khālid Ibn-Jembeh:
say, W ãº Jº, with kesr; but when you con
vert the rein. into a subst, you say ãº, with known, divulged, or told, discourse, or conver IF adds that sº *ś is like *:::: [in mean
damm, to distinguish the subst, from the rel. n.
6- w -

without
- Lºs ; like as you say, aclas6 * *
•

6

-

t"), and
•

à-la-i-, with kesr, when you do not mention the

sation, in a malicious, or mischievous, manner, so
ing]: and Zj says that & W $3. means the
as to occasion discord, dissension, or the like;
(TA;) or é-2- 3.5 signifies he falsified and same as 43 [i. e. I cooked the oil neith all sorts
embellished

discourse, or conversation : (A:) it is of odoriferous substances, &c.]. (O.) [See also

u, ; so says Kh: (Mºb in art. As :) it is said

said that <-il, which signifies ãº [i. e. the < …, below.]
in the K, that ãºil, with damm, signifies a kind uttering, or utterance, of calumnyj, (M, L,) [and]
5: see 1, first sentence.
of cloths, so called in relation to the * - ; and
so
does
"Jºãº,
(S)
is
from
3-2-1
*-*.
sometimes it is with kesr; which is a plain a SSer
8. § He, or it, extirpated, or eradicated,
meaning he sought time after time to obtain a
tion that the form with damm is the more knowledge of discourse, or conversation, and him, or it. (M, K.) = See also 2.

common; but in the $ it is said, that iſ lºi, listened thereto (M, L:) and "Jºãº signifies
signifies certain white, thin, or fine, cloths, of [also] the seeking time after time to obtain a
linen, made in Egypt; and sometimes it is with knowledge of* [i.e. calumnies, pl. of isºl.
damm, because they make a change in the rel, n.,
(M, T.A.)- And £3 [app. as an inf n.] signi
3 * >
as in Jºº-- and &-33, which (as SM adds) are

fies The lying, or uttering of falsehood: (Ki) [or]

-

5 o .

go .

-

-

-

from J-- and Jax ; and this indicates that the
regular form, with kesr, is the more common:
º

(TA) the pl. is Jºu: š ($, Mgh. Mºb, K) and

al,

prepared

lying. (M.) – And

23,

(K, TA,)

•

* > *

-

*:: * :

R. Q. 1. c-A-5, inf n. *-ā-3; see 1, first
Sentence.

& inf nº of 3.3 ſq. v.). ($, M, o, K) =

And i, q isº, (§, M, o, Mºb) or < …,
(Mgh, K) both of which signify the same, i.e. A
certain food, or fodder, of beasts, as is said in the

inf. n.

<3, (TA,) signifies $33 [meaning He cut Nh; (TA;) [a species of trefoil, or clover;] or

it out, or shaped it, in any manner, whether (M, K) mºlen dry: (M, Mgh, O, Msb:) accord.

J-3 – Jºš

Bobk I.]

to Sb, a pl. [or rather a coll. gen.

n]..(M)
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became, such as is termed tºi. (JK. [See Jº,

-:

[in the O without any vowel-sign]

à, (T, S, M, O,) like as 5,3 is Jelš. <iº, below.]—And one says, Jelš- º Narrow, or contracted, (O, K, TA,) in dis
of 3. (T, S, O.)- And A certain wild grain, *:::: Jº i. e. tº ! [app. meaning In the position, (TA,) quickly excited to anger. (O, K,
sing., or n. un.,

not raised by man; which the people of the desert, withers of the horse is a bending over the breast]. TA.)
3-2
* 9. .
on the occasion of a year of drought, when they (A.)
ãº:
see
-3,
in two places.
are destitute of milk and dates and the like for
their food, bruise and grind ; being content
therenith notwithstanding its coarseness. (T, Msb,

ãº Camels upon which the [kind of saddle
(S, A, K.)—Hence, (A) tº 43, (T, A, O,) called)
-3 is bound: (S, A, O, K, TA:) or a
inf. n. as above, (K,) ( He imposed upon him a

TA.)
*

2:

4. 24,
3, (S, A) inf n. 23 (S.K.) I Jºãº see the paragraph here following.
upon the camel the [saddle called] ~3.

bound

-

Jºš: see the next paragraph, in two places.

camel upon which the -: may be put: (Lh,
TA:) the 3 is affixed because the word is similar

hard, or severe, oath; (T, A, O, K;") as though

3.5 (S, M, A, O, K) and "ēš and "Jºš, he put upon him a [saddle of the kind called] to *i- and isé, (S, O, TA,) having the
(M, K,) this last being used as an inf. n. and as -á; and in like manner, 9-9 Jº 4:31: (A:)
an epithet, (TA,) A man nont to calumniate; or and º Jº º J-31. (T, O.) And 43. signification of a pass, part. n. ; but one may

elide the 3, saying "Jºš. (TA.) It is said in
to make known, divulge, or tell, discourse, or con
versation, in a malicious, or mischievous, manner, & ! Debt, or the debt, pressed heavily upon a trad., ãºil Jº) º ãº.2 S, meaning There
so as to occasion discord, dissension, or the like; him. (A.)
is no poor rate in the case of the norking camels,
(S,” M,”A, O,” K, TA;) [or wont to falsify and
(O, TA,) but only in the case of the pasturing.
embellish discourse, or conversation : (see 1:)] or
who listens to the discourse, or conversation, of

J.3 (Ks, $, o, Mºb, K) and " i ij (As, S,

a #2

*

* ~

* -

-2.

w? •

(O.)
And you say, Jºey 3-3-3 ov, Jºu
6 * , o, … • - c → ~~

ISd, o, Mºb, K) and "J.3 (TA) i.a. J.

t[I am as though I were to
evº
others, without their knowing ; (M, K, TA ;) [i.e. An intestine of those into which the food *> Jºe Low-3.

manner. º: passes from the stomach]: (S, O, Mgb, K:) or them a norking camel, and as though their food
plained above, or not : (M,” K,”TA:) or 35, (S, O, K,) as AO says of the first of these were prescribed as incumbent on me]. (A.)
nohether he make it known in the

6

45 °o ...”

accord. to Khálid Ibn-Jembeh, signifies one who words, (S, O,) an intestine of the belly that winds

o'

5

*.

are:3 a dim. n. : see -3 := and ~3.

hears the discourses, or conversations, of men, and round, or takes a coiled form; (S, O, K;) and

4.1% *:::: 1 One upon whom is imposed a
informs their enemies : or, as some say, one who such as take this form are [also] called the
is nith a people, or party, and calumniates them : (33-; but the ... are the -Lºis (S, O :) hard, or severe, oath. (T, O, T.A.)
(TA:) it is said in a trad. (S, 0) of the Prophet * is of the fem. gender: (Ks, S, O :) and its JAS! ~~ie Jé, f i, q. #29
tº: [app. meaning A
(O) that the ~5 will not enter Paradise: (S,
pl. is * (ii. (Ks, S, O, Msb:) or the sing. of man having a bending of the upper part of the
o:) the epithets à and " 3,3 are applied to
this pl. is 'i: ; and the dim, is "i3. (As, back over the breast]. (JK, A.")
-

* J. J.

…

•

a woman: (M, TA:) and the pl. of & 3 is 3,3,

$, O, Mºb, K.)= And 3 signifies also All
with damm. (TA.)

3.3.

the apparatus, or furniture, of the aºu, [i. e.
camel,
or she-camel, upon nihich water is dranwn]
see 1, in three places : — and see
($, ISd, O, K;) consisting of the Jº [pl. of

Jºš
1.

Jºſe q.v.) of the agu', and the ropes thereof. (S,

&#3 oil, (M, A, Mgh) or olive-oil, (0, K.)

Jº sº, (L, K, TA) aor. , (K, TA,)

inf. n.

+3,

(TA,) The camels had a complaint

ISd, O.) – See also the next paragraph, in two (L, K, TA) of their bellies (L, TA) in con

perfumed, or rendered fragrant, (M, A, Mgh, O,) places.
sequence of eating of the trees called stº [q. v.].
by its being (Mgh, O) cooked with smeet-smelling
J.: A small Jº (or camel's saddle], (S, O,) (L, K, T.A.)
plants: (M, Mgh, O, K:) or miced with other
oils of fragrant odour : (Th, M, K:*) or olive-oil or a small [camel's saddle such as is called “stéeſ, 2. &#. [or stä &# signifies The cutting
-

cooked with sneet-smelling plants, not miced with

(ISd, K.) of a size corresponding to the hump'.

perfume: so says IAth: or olive-oil boiled over (S, ISd, O, K.) or [a sort of pack-saddle for a of the trees called stá (q.v.), and burning them,
the fire with odoriferous substances, or aromatics. camel; i. e.] the -stel that is put upon such (L, K,) i.e. burning [off] their thorns, (L,) and
(TA.) [See also its verb.]
beasts [or camels] as transport burdens: (A :) or then giving them as fodder to the camels, (L, K,)
which fatten upon them on the occasion of
drought:
(L:) one says, suiil 2 #5, inf n, as
A saying in nihich a falsehood, or lie, is told]; former is the more common: (K:) or the W ~5 above, He (a man) scorched, or slightly burned,
(M, TA; ) i.e. a false saying, or lie : (TA:) or is only what belongs to the àºu. [meaning as

<s: J; i. 4. Jºãº

º -º-º: [simply] i. q.

ſmeaning

Júl,

as also

"Jºs;

but the

a saying that is falsified, or embellished with lies: expl. in the next preceding paragraph], (A5, TA,) the extremities of the sus with fire: (O:) the
(JK:) or a misreported saying; a reported saying or to the camel that drams ºvate?" (Jºn **) ; man comes, in the year of drought, and kindles
fire among them, so that he burns their thorns,
then he feeds his camels therenith : (T, O, TA:)
one says of him who does this,
2: 5 [i.e. He
fed his camels with 2U 3 thus prepared]: so says

that is misrepresented: (TA :) it occurs in the (JK;) and the Glel belongs to the ass, or is
saying (O, TA) of Ru-beh, (O.)
common to the ass and the mule and the camel:
(TA
:) the -3 belongs to the camel: (Msb:)
**** Jºseº
the word thus applied is sometimes fem., though
*

&l

*

[I said, and my saying neas in their estimation more commonly masc.; and its dim. is

Ibn-Abbād; (O:) and the act [of burning &c.)

* 3:3:

(TA) the pl. is sº, (Sb, A, Mºb, K, TA) is called 3:1. (T, TA)

false, or falsified, &c.]. (O, T.A.)

33 (S, o, L) and "33 (Kr, L) The wood of

only, (Sb, T.A.) It is said in a trad. that the
--

woman on the occasion of her bringing forth a [camel's saddle that is called] Jº: (S, O, L:)

erº

used to be seated upon a -3, in order that her

1. 3 The feeding (0, K) a guest (O) with parturition might be more easy. (O.)- : 1: sº or one of the things that compose the apparatus of a
Jº or the whole apparatus thereof: (L:) pl.
[the intestines called] -\ºl [pl. of * or of iš.
[of mult.] 3,3 and [of pauc.] Súi (S, O, L.) and
*
*
:
[lit.
He
is
a
saddle
that
pinches
the
roasted, or broiled: (O, K:) an inf. n. of which fore part of the hump) and ** -3 ! [a
33i: (L:) but accord. to the Basrees, 3,3,
the verb is 3. (TK.)
pinching, galling, saddle] are said of an importu signifying the pieces of wood of a J-3. has no
2. ** 3. said of a man, t He nas, or nate person. (A)=See also 3.
singular. (Ham p. 662.)
• of

o

•O

|

Bk. I.

313
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Jº — yº;

33

[part. n. of
One says 33

33

J%

said of a camel: see 1].
and está, [the latter being

' [Book I.

and I think it doubtful.] — age Jé 3,

5 *

aor. :

Dust; syn. 3-#. (S,) or

~ *

*

(K:) so in the

and 2, inf. n.}} and 3:3 3. (§, Msb;) and º,is Kur, lxxx. 41: (AO, S:) or the dust of an army:

pl. of the former,) Camels having a complaint Avº, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n: Jº; (S, Msb;) and (Nh:) or dust-colour overspread with blackness:
(Ks, S, O, K) of their bellies (Ks, S, O) in con "…s. ($, Mºb, K.) inf n. * il; (S, Msb;) He (T, TA:) or blackness and darkness. (Bd, Jel,

sequence of eating of the trees called 36: (Ks,S, scanted his household, stinted them, or nas nig lxxx. 41.)
O, K:) like as one says
O.) = See also 33.

iº and Jú.

(Ks, S, gardly or parsimonious tonwards them, in expendi
Jāſand app.";, like ºf and ºff, Aloes-wood
ture; (S, Msb, K;) like
: ($, art. 223:) as with which one fumigates. (TA.) = See also 3.

jº

Sé [a coll. gen, n., The tragacanth-tree;] a though he took only the jus [or scent] of a thing.
(El-Bašáir.) º: 2-3 in the Kur, xxv. 67,
species of thorny tree; this is the larger sort; signifies iii- & 2.3% ~. tº: º: 2,
(S;) a species of thorny and hard tree, which
[Nor are sparing of what is incumbent on them,
bears a pod, and of which the fruit is like that of
of
expenditure]. (Fr.) You say also 45, 37 *3;
the * [or gum-acacia-tree], growing in Nejd
God
made his means of subsistence strait, and
and Tihámeh; n. un. with 3; (L;) it is a
scanty.
(IAth.) And é, **ś II is means
species of hard tree having thorns like needles;
(K;) a species of tree having thorns like needles, of subsistence were scanted, or straitened, to him,
and a small dust-coloured leaf, and a fruit grow like 323; ($, art. 3-5;) and âj, *}:3 [signifies
ing therenith of the same colour, resembling the the same]. (TA in art. 3,-, &c.)
date-stone ; (AHn, O,” L;) the large st:3 [thus

8, 6.

6 *.*

-

3×3: see 23.
*... g.o.

3,3 The J-49 [or lurking-place] of a hunter,
(S, K,) which prevents his scent ( jú) [from being
perceived by the wild animals]; (El-Bašáir:) the
covert of a hunter, in which he hides himself from
the game, or wild animals; such as a booth of
reeds, and the like; (Msb;) a nell, [or pit] which
a hunter digs for himself that he may lie in wait
therein: (AO:) pl.); (MSb, T.A.) = [Strait

ness of the means of subsistence. (TA.)

2, 2.3, inf n.J. ii.

described] produces large nood, and its thorns are

see 1. – He eaccited, or
curved and short, and it is of the [class termed] raised, the scent termed jºš. ($) — 2–8 2:3

3 *.*.

6.-->

3×3: see 2-3.

•uae; (Aboo-Ziyād, L;) or it is not reckoned He put for the lion some flesh-meat (S, K) in the
among the ouae : (AHn, L: [but this assertion pitfall, (S,) that he might perceive its scent. (S,

jú3 The scent, smell, or odour, of roast meat;
(El-Fārābee, S, Msb, K;) or of flesh-meat when
K.) — J-sº He (a hunter, TA) fumigated
sort: respecting the larger, see also 1 and 2:]) [himself or his clothes] nith camels' dung, in order roasted upon live coals: this is the sense in which
may perhaps be meant to apply to the smaller

Arabs use it: (T, TA:) [or] it signifies also
the smaller sort is a species of tree of which the that the wild animals might not perceive his (the the
that of a cooking-pot: and of burnt bone : (K:)

fruit is a bladder (is-à) like that of the 24.

hunter's) smell, (K, TA,) and flee from him. and of aloes-wood, (S,) or of 2-4, (K,) i.e.,
ſq. v.]; (S, O, L;) accord. to the ancient Arabs (TA.) = º: Jéjà: see 1.
aloes-nood which is burnt and with nihich one

of the desert, it is not tall, being of the size of a
jumigates: (TA:) or the last odour of aloes-wood

4. Sºl She (a woman) fumigated herself with nºhen one fumigates with it: (Fr, in the Kitāb el
man sitting; (L;) and this sort grows upwards,
no part of it spreading, consisting of twigs, or aloes-wood. (S, K.) —juu 2-5 IIe made the
Mašádir:) or it has not this signification of the
shoots, in a collected state, every one of which is

fire to smoke. (TA) = a_j\e Jºe J-31; and odour of aloes-wood, but the Arabs compare the

full of thorns from its top to its bottom. (Aboo

ã, aul Jºsſ : see 1. — Also 2-5). He was, or be
Ziyād, L.) It is said in a prov., ºft-ºš Če came,
poor, needy, or indigent: (S, K:) or his

liking of men in a time of dearth for the scent of
roast meat to their liking for the odour of aloes
3-i- [expl. in art. lº-i-, first paragraph]. property became small, though some of it yet re wood: (T, TA:) or it signifies the smoke of cooked
(S, L.)
food: (Msb:) and the scent, or smell, of a man.
mained to him. (TA.) A poet says,

iſstä Jº! Camels that eat the trees called st:3.

~~
of ~
---

£:

•

6,

6

…

p 3-

(El-Bašáir.) – It is also sometimes applied by

o ze

*

the Arabs to Fat; and flesh. (TA.)

9:32 CŞº º cº-e a.a3.9

#

(AHn, K.)
• 2 c5 2.

~ ºf

6 *

a e

meaning 2-3's Cº-ji cº-º cº-º- &- [Ye have its
$33, (S, O, K,) occurring in a verse of Abd multitude of people, of those who have become

jº Barely sufficient sustenance; as also "jū,
(K,) and *}<3. (So in one copy of the K; but

Menáf Ibn-Riba [cited in art. 13), p. 40, col. iii.], wealthy and of those who have become poor]. (S.) see 1.) [This signification is implied in the K,

($, O,) is the name of a certain a ié [or moun [Cited voce 93. See another ex, in a verse cited but not expressed; and I think it doubtful..] –
tain-road], ($, O, K,) or a a: [which is said by
[One niho scants his household;] niggardly, or
in art. Lºe, conj. 4.] = See also 8.
some to be syn. with a.ie) ; (K ;) [and if so, it
parsimonious
[tonwards his household in expendi
5: see 1: = and see also 8.
is

properly imperfectly

decl.;] or any

a -3

ture]; (K;) as also, [though not in so strong a

is

called sºus. (K.)

8. xi, (Mºb) or § 3 ;-), (A, L, TA)

sense,]

"...i. (TA) [and *3é].

in the K, tº "ſisi, but this is a mistake, (TA)
He concealed, or hid, himself in a

--

Jº

w

5:3.

J-3 Flesh-meat eachaling its scent, smell, or
(A, L, odour [in roasting]: ($:) and having a scent by

Mºb, TA) And ºu',: He hid himself in a
1.

3-3, aor. 2 (S, Msb, K) and 2, (Mºb, K,) § to deceive the mild animals,

reason of its greasiness. (T.A.) = See also jº,
or game. (TA.) in two places.

inf. n...; and 53; (TK;) and 23, aor. 2; ($,
K;) It (roast meat, S, Msb, K, and a cooking 3 What is barely sufficient, of sustenance; as
pot, and burnt bone, and a perfume with which also *}<ā: (K:) or nhat is barely sufficient to
one fumigates, K, or aloes-wood, TA) eachaled its sustain life, of ea penditure. (Lth.)
6

scent, smell, or odour; ($, Mºb, K ;) as also ºis,

o'.”

2, of

6

p.

Jºšl: see 25-3.

Jºãº see; and 2.

• 2 2

3. = A

side, quarter, tract, or
5-i-. A woman fumigating herself with aloes
region; ($, K;) a dial. form of
3,
(S;) as wood. (S.) = See also *3.
(TA.) =3:5, aor. 2 and 2, inf. n.}: and *ś,
also *}}}: (K:) either side of a man: (JK, L:)
43.
It (sustenance) was barely sufficient; (K;) as
Ji. {e [A kind of aloes-wood made to eachale
pl. jºši. (TA.)
also *3i. (CK: but this latter is omitted in the
its odour]. (S.)
inf. n.

Jºã.

(K.) —jº

sº The fire smoked.

J-9 : See

TA; and in a MS. copy of the K I find in its 3 and *ść, (K,) or the latter, and the former
as a syn. of jū and Jºã) [This signi is its pl., (S,) [or rather the former is a coll. gen.
fication is implied in the K, but not expressed, n., and the latter is the n, un.,] and "5-3, (K,)
place 3,

-

xy-3

5. e. .

See the more correct form x+5.
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es— tº
--

â. Multitude: (As, o, K, TA) like it.

[

(TA.) One says,

multitude, or large number [of adherents or the left in the abode. (TA.)
like). (0.) And …, eiu. [How numerous :º Dry rotten leaves, or other rubbish, at the

:

is their multitude!]. (O.)

foot of a vine. (K.) – A multitude of men.
(K.) – And see

See Supplement.]

ts

*~5

The land, or the place, abounded nith the [species

4. Jºšicts, (AZ, 5,0) or &&nts,(K)
1.

£5, as an inf. n., of which

goods or utensils and furniture as are not carried

aii. 2; & Such a one has a anay on departing, or migrating, (K,) but are

the verb is

33, of cucumber called] tº 5. (AZ, S, O, K.) And

§3.

3,3 see #5.
sº (in SM’s copy of the K, *#) The loner

Asi, tºs. The people had abundance of .tis. (S, parts of the shirt, and the like. (K.)
aor. 2, (M, O, TA,) signifies The collecting (0,
TA) of Jú [i.e. cattle, or other property], (TA,) O, K.)

and (O, TA) so Jºj, (0, K, TA) with kest,
(TA, but written in the O Jºã) used in relation

• 'A';

2 :

º

g •6,
º

xylºs see xj+3 and 29.3.

ič (S, o, Mºb, K) and ſé, (o, Mºb, K) the

former of which, with kesr, in the more common,
to JU, ; (K, TA:) or the collecting of a thing (M8b, TA,) [A certain vegetable, well-known :

as

a - 2

* f:

39-i- See 59-9.

I&

largely, or abundantly. (IDrd, M, O, TA.) And (K, TA:) [a species of cucumber; cucumis sativus
The drawing, or dragging, along, (M, K,) of a 8 fructu flavo majore: (Delile's Florae AEgypt.
thing. (M) And The driving along. (M., K.) Illustr., no. 928:]) or the [cucumber called] jº
One says, NLe Jºãº & * [Such a one came] [q. v.]: (S, O, K:) or a general name for
drawing, or dragging, along, (S, O,) and driving jº, the 2-4 [q. v.], and the Jºsiº [or Jesi,
along, (O.) Ju [i.e. cattle] (S, O.) And * q.v.]: but some apply the name to a species re

*3

See Supplement.]

•

the

iéyé tº 3 iſ [He came] drawing, or dragging,

sembling the JU -d-: (Mºb, TA:) and it is said

along [ample worldly property]. (M.) And t-3
*śl J: [The torrent] drove along [the rubbish,

that it is lighter (J.i) than the ju- also that
»--- signifies large A is: (TA:) the n. un, is

cº

See

&#. (L.) inf. n. ić-Š and is

3, IIe, or

it, was, or became, such as is termed

* †.

[i. e.

pure, sheer, mere, unmixed, unmingled, unadul
terated, or genuine; said of, or in relation to,
6 of:
i. Jej" meanness, sordidness, or ignobleness, and gene

voce ité.

and scum, and rotten leaves mixed mith the scum,
6;

ë e.

P -

#, (L, K, TA) [see, pers, app., -º-;,]

.1.
aor.

sts. (S, O, Msb.) —jº- ić

&

*

or the like]. (TA.) – And The pulling out, or #, and ##, (§, o, K, TA) or it
up; or uprooting, or eradicating; (O, K, TA;) and ###4, (Mºb,) A place, or land, of tº 5, (S, rosity, liberality, or nobleness, and anything].
as also W &lt;! (K, TA.) One says, "3-5)
º

o

Msb, K,) nhere * 5

are sonn and grow. (TA) (S, L, K.)

&- 9- (O, TA)

He pulled out, or up, a
stone from its place: (O:) and & 2 in Y 3-5,
asº.

*

R. Q. 1. i*i; } [an inf n, of which the verb

*A*9

is -i-.5] signifies The laughing of the ape or
1. 33, aor. 2, (TK) inf. n. 33, (K,) He ate monkey. (L, K.) [Compare with this avº.]
the [plant, or vegetable, called] Jºš. (K.)
– And The voice's being, or becoming, reiterated
was uprooted: £5 and 3 - are one [in meaning].
8. Jºſ He cut (L, K) as one cuts the Jºs. in the throat, or fauces. (L, K.) And it is

* [He extirpated the people, or party]; (O,”
TA3) as also :::::: and '3:# and 3: It
(TA.) – And The eating [a thing]. (O.)

6 *> 6.
-

(L.)

similar to

is: [which means.A

-

hoarseness, rough

8: see above, in four places, in the last two
3: [a coll. gen. n.] A certain plant resembling ness, harshness, or gruffness, of the voice]. (L.)
sentences but one. — One says also, ox-º ºt-51 the Lºs [a kind of cucumber]: ($, L, K.) or a [But both of these significations are also assigned
He cut off [his hand, or arm]. (O.)
species of the Mis: (L, K:) or the round 13: in the L to i-i-3, with 5; to which alone, of
(IDrd, L:) or the jº-e: (L, K:) or the jº-i these two words, they may perhaps belong.]
...

•

*

w

3.13 [and "ātāj Household-goods, or utensils

3.2

and furniture; (M, O, K;) and the like. (M.) Jºšū [Persian 3% 3&]: (T, L:) n. un, with 3.

One says, ºtii, Lás and "…it is [lit. They
household goods,

came with their

(L, K.)

3 Pure, sheer, mere, unmixed, unmingled, un
adulterated, or genuine; (AR, S, A, K;) in, or in

&c.,] meaning

respect of, (A$, S, A,) or applied to, (K,) mean
39.3

they left not anything behind them. (M.)

ness, sordidness, or ignobleness, and generosity,

3, 13 He (a

man) had much milk and liberality, or nobleness, (A5, S, A, K,) and any
Asi. (TA.) [Also sometimes written 393 with thing: (K:) fem. **ś; and pl.
(S, A.)
pulled off from the mother-trees: as also <+.
cº,
as
are
the
other
forms
of
the
root
mentioned
(O, T.A.) – [And] <-ºil signifies What become
One says
[One that is mean, sordid, or
below.]
scattered at the bases of'grape-cines : [or] accord.
ignoble,) in rhom is nought of generosity, liberality,
to AZ, as mentioned by El-Fārisee, n-hat become $33, and *;s and *; and " jūš House. or nobleness. (A.) And
* A pure, or
scattered at the bases of the branches of palm-trees. hold-goods, or utensils and furniture: (K:) AA

<<3 Shoots of palm-trees nºhen they are first

Q. 1.

tº.

•

#2+.

#

mere, slave; one that is ofpurely servile condition;
(M.)

says that

Žíū :

See

5 e

-

* *

*

§ has

this signification: others say

*:::3 and "3;&#; i.e., i.a. Cº-º. (IAºr,

a:3, in two places.
--

L.)
-

-

º

:

3U3:

49

(S;) or such as is termed &- [which means the
same; or one born of slave-parents; &c.). (A.)
And

-2

à & A pure, or ºniº, Aralian

One

#5 and " 3×3 and W 3,3 and *::: i. A man

see Jºus, in two places.

of pure Arabian race; fem. Åa-5 i-ye : (S, A,
collective body (O, K) of men; (O;) possessing many sheep or goats and lambs or kids: TA:) as also 3 * and ité; in which the 3) is
or possessing much of household-goods, or
and **ść signifies the same. (K.) One says, (K:)
utensils and furniture, (K,) and ºf bad article:gſ a substitute for the 5: for they said
but

i:3 A

&u=#,

*- .* . *. . *

Jºãi Jié, ſand "…it is

(in the O

erroneously written2.3%) The people, or party,
remored with their collective body. (O.)

this kind. (TA) See also #3 – And 3:

not

***i.

[i.e.

** is not a dial. var. of *3,
&u==

Portions of wool, (K,) and of hair, and of soft
camel's hair, (TA) and such articles of household because the former has no pl.:] or

is

313 *
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used as a pl. of
3 :

3

2 of

2 o z
tº 2
º

(i. º

art.

te)

[Book I.
0

ºr

upper part of the Jax a- is the “re-e, and its sense next preceding; (O, Msb;) but the Arabs

And

5.

knew not this appellation: (O:) or because, in
the Time of Ignorance, the prostitute used to
give permission to those who desired her by her
coughing; (Az, TA;) or because she makes a
(L, TA:) or, accord. to IAqr, i. 4. Jax-ae. (O sign by coughing, or by making a reiterated
WOCe 3.3%)
hemming in her throat: (ISd, Msb, K, TA:) or,
º and W
[A night's journey (K, TA,) accord. to J (Msb, TA) and others,

(K, TA) A pure, or lower part is the -ºš or the Jax as is the in
ternal extremity of the backbone, and the -º-e
genuine, Arab of the desert: or one who has not is its external extremity, and the Jºsé is the jºx :
entered the tonyns, nor miced neith their inhabitants:

3 J-39—º

and W.

t-

6

tº-3 Jºi.

(§, TA) And Ö
sº 3 &2 (ISk, A, TA) and 2-#, (ISk,

(TA:) pl.

x d ...)

• O >

6

**i.

&ti-

TA) Such a one is of the pure, or genuine, of the
Arabs. (ISk, A,” TA.) – Also Coarse, rough, to mater] that is hard, or difficult. (K.)

(TA,) it is post-classical: (S, O, Msb, K, TA:)
but Ibn-Hilál says, in the Kitáb es-Siná’ateyn,

or rude, in make, or in nature or disposition; ap

that it is a proper [not a tropical] appellation of

º

O ~ *

cº-º:

plied to a man; (Lth, S, K;) as though he were
purely so; (S;) and to other than man. (Lth,

see what next precedes.

her who makes gain by prostitution : (TA:) the

pl is ºs, like º pl. of ide. (Mºb.)

K.) – And (hence, TA) Unripe, applied in this
**-9

à-5 fem. of J.- [q. v.] = And A cough :
1. J, aor. -- iſ, (§, Isd, O, Mºb, K.) [and so * : used as a simple subst. :] thus in
last state; but Az says that Lth has erred in ex with damm, (S) like º (o) the verb being the phrase i: ; * [In him is (i.e. he has) a
plaining the word in the former of these senses,
3
of the class of 235, (K) inf. n. *-ā ($," O,” cough]: (K, TA:) and thus in the phrase sº
and that the correct word is & (TA.)
K) and J.-3, (K,) both of the inf ns. mentioned £5 [In the beast, or horse or the like, is a

sense to a melon, or water-melon, (Lth, A, K,

TA,) because of its dryness: (A:) or one in its

by ISd; (TA;) and "--5, inf. n. *-ij; cough]. (TA.)
The root, foundation, origin, or (K;) He coughed; ($, ISd, O, K;) said of a
J-5 an inf. n. of 1 ſq. v., and often used as
source, of a thing or an affair; its essence, or very camel, but only of one that has the disease
a
simple
subst, like tº av.). (ISd, K, &c.)—
essence; or mºhat is, or constitutes, its most essen termed jº, or such as is soft and plump; (ISd,
And
A
corrupt, or disordered, state of the in
tial, or elementary, part; the ultimate element to TA;) and of a mºn, ºr of an old man, and of a
n:hich it can be reduced or resolved; its utmost
terior of the body. (IDrd, Msb, T.A.) One says
dog: (TA:) or ~\-3 signifies the coughing of
point or particular; or its principal, or best, part; horses and of camels and sometimes of human to him who is hated, (T, TA) or to the elder,
&
syn. :al-oi (Kr, L, K, TA) and a 23 (K, 2TA) and beings: (S, O, TA:) or it is originally of camels, (TA,) tº-3, º [May God inflict upon thee an
(L, K, T.A.) One says, cº- J| 3° and metaphorically of others than camels: in the abscess, and a corrupt, or disordered, state of the
2.91 He reached, or arrived at, the root, &c., of T it is expl. in a general, manner, without re: interior of the body] : (T, TA:) and to him who
is beloved, (T, TA,) or to the young man, (TA,)
the affair. (L.) And 9);
~~33 J.A), as striction, as syn. with Jua- : (TA:) or J.--5
tº º [May God grant thee continuance of
also 9-i- < *ś, I have become acquainted with signifies a.j: & Jºº (app, meaning he coughed
life,
and youthful vigour]. (T, TA.)
by reason of his ungenerousness ; as an un
of

,, ,

2.

-

-

-

cº-

j-el
2.

2.2 o :

…

2.

-

p.

-

•

•

*

*o

-

-

…

c. -

© ... •

e-#

(<!-3) all that thou knowest, nothing thereof
generous man is wont to do when a request
being hidden from me. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA.) And is made to him]. (Mºb.) [See also -L-3
4-1- Jºl 45%.3% I mill assuredly make thee below.]

J-5 Jú. A vehement coughing.

to have recourse to thine utmost effort, or endeavour,

92- Jº or, as IAºr says, Jul Jºla-S
4-1-#3 95, i.e. 412 Jº (L. [See JºJ)

i. e.

– See also

*>3.

3. latter half.

[It is said in the K, J.J. 3; *-*.

e-3- but it appears from a statement in

the
TK that these words are a mistake copied from
the Moheet of Ibn-Abbad, founded upon a mis
transcription of J iſ &
See what

*i-il.

next follows.]
9 :

*:

[The ischium; i. e.] the bone that sur

rounds the posterior pudendum, ($, K,) somewhat

(K.)

**-9

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

1. 3-5, aor. , (K) inf. h. 3-5; (K, TK.)
J-5

an inf. n. of 1 ſq. v.]. (ISd, K.) =
And Attacked by coughing; (AZ, O, K;) ap
plied in this sense to an old mºn. . (O.) – And,
applied to a man, and so as-3 applied to a
woman, Who coughs much, and is eactremely aged,
or old and infirm : or [simply] who coughs much,
whether or not extremely aged or old and
infirm. (TA.)- The former signifies also Ad
canced in age ; (O, K;) applied to an elder;
like J-5 and 2–5: (O :) and the latter, aged, or
eactremely aged, or old and infirm, applied to a
woman; (T, O, K, TA;) like a sets : (T, TA:)
and advanced in age as applied to a ewe or she

and W.A-31; (TA;) He (a camel) became in

the state of having a 33–5 ſq. v.], (K, TA)
meaning, a hump like a cupola ; so accord. to
ISd: (TA:) or became large in the 3.x-5, (K,
TA,) after smallness [thereof] : (TA :) and

<<<3, inf. h. 3, 5, and 53-5; (IK!!, L.)
and "---~3; (§, IKtt, L;) she (a camel)
became in the state of having a 53-5: (ISd, L:)
or became large in her hump; ($, IKtt;) [i. e.]
became such as is termed st-i: ; (L;) [and] so

* ~2-i-º-º-º: (A, TA:") or "--a-3 signifies
she continued always to have a 3.x=3, even nºken

she had become lean. (L.)
above the J.3 [or end of the rump-bone]. (S3) or
the part where the two hip-bones meet, internally: goat (T, ISd, TA) and other kind of animal:
(ISd, TA:) and the people of El-Yemen thus
or [rather] what intervenes between the two hip
name a noman advanced in age : (T, TA:) or
bones, and surrounds the J/53-i- [or anus, or part
they thus name a woman; and they say, J- Sj
in which is the anus]; the JU96- being between
4.-3
Jºã. [Confide not thou in the saying of 0.
the tº- and the Jakaº; or the lower part of
homan]. (A, TA.)- And the former, (A,) or
the -** [or rump-bone, or root of the tail], in
the latter, (IDrd, O, K,) In a corrupt, or dis
the integuments (3%) of the trºo hip-bones; some ordered, state of the interior of the body, (IDrd,
* G

.x

3

4: see above, in three places.

-

-º

what abore the J.5: or the bone upon which is
the place wherein the penis is inserted, neart, or

10: see the first paragraph.
6 -

“

º, , ,

,

Jae-3 : see 3.x-5.
6 * o

.

3.As-5, (S, O, K,) originally

;3-3, like as one

§:- and $34, (S, O, TA,) and 3-3 and
A, O, K,) by reason of disease (ſs), (IDrd, O, 3–3, (TA) the medial radical being made
K,) or by reason of medicine (.33 [app. a mis quiescent for the purpose of alleviating the utter
says

13]). (So in a copy of the A.) ance, (S, O, TA,) applied to a she-camel, (K,)
i-- signifies also A prostitute, or or to a sº [or youthful she-camel, (S, O,)

near, to the lower part of the -*, [or pubes]: it transcription for

is said in the T that it is no part of the extremity

– And

it; place of junction, or fornicatress: (I Drd, T, ISd, O, Msb, K, TA:) Large in the hump : (S,” O:) or large in the
meeting, is outside the J-º-º-º: also, that the accord. to I Drd, from the same word in the 53-5 ſq. v.]: (Ki) and "3-i- is applied to a

of the backbone, and that

Jºe 5 – J.5
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she-camel (S, O, K) in the former sense, (S, O,”) both] 3-13 (S, O) and [of the former]
or in the latter sense; (A," K5) and its pl. is [also]. (O.) See also art. As-º.
3 * ~ *2* ~ *
*-ū. (A, O, K.)
Sºº-º-o: See S-Aa-9.

33-5 The base of the hump of a camel; (S,

3-i,

*>3
4-5.
* - Rain withheld. (Fr. Mºb) Also, and

*34-3

: See

W

see i3-5.

*>3, applied to a year, and to a beating,

tressing; severe; vehement. (K.)

A, O, L., K3) [as also " 3–3, mentioned by
Freytag as occurring in the Deewan of the Hu
dhalees, and I find Jº-3 (thus without any syll.
sign) expl. as having this meaning (as well as

3.A-3) in a copy of the A;] and so

3

...

*-ū & 3, (K, TA) and '4-E, le. (TA,)

laa-3

A time, and a year, of drought; in nihieh is no

jº a 3, aor. 3, (S, Msb,) inf. n. 8, 5. rain : (K,” TA :)
(Sh,
S.) or º: (Mºb, K.) and 4-3, aor. 2, la-l;3. (K.)
W i. i.
• ,

Dis

1.

pl. of the former epithet

o ,

*—i.i. See 4-5.
(O, K:) [respecting which last, SM, having (Fr, S, Msb,) inf. n. Jas-3; (Fr, Msb;) but the
former
is
said
by
ISd,
to
be
the
more
approved,
overlooked it in the O, observes, in the TA, “so
*** **, (Mb) and is, i. J., (TA)
in all the copies” (meaning of the K) “in our (TA) and L-35 (Mºb;) -á, mentioned by A country, and a land, that has received no rain:
hands; but I have not found it in the books of AHn, and IB, but the latter says, Jail A-3;
strange words, nor in the L; and it appears to

and " -ji, also mentioned by AHn; (TA ;) (Mºb, TA:) pl. -i-. (Mºb.)

be is 43 for it is said in the L that IAar The rain nas nithheld, (Sh, AHn, S, Msb, K,)

[ -ā-3

mentions * . [with J.] as having this mean being wanted. (Sh.) An Arab of the desert
ing, that the like of this is mentioned on the said to 'Omar, 2– A-3, meaning The clouds
authority of Aboo-Na.r, and that IAar says that nere withheld. (TA.) —Al- k-3, aor. 2,

~.

*.

*i-.

**** are all

but Az says that Jºãa-e is not

k--5, aor. 2, inf. n. *-ā;
and *>3. inf. n. 8,-3; (K,”TA;) and "...ii,

mentioned with Jº-e in the book of Aboo

(K;) The year was one of drought; without

and

syn. with

J2f;

and

and

inf. n.

* - 5:

Jº-3
_os-P

and

Turáb:”] or the portion of the hump, (K, TA,) rain : (K:) and
i. e. (TA) the portion of the fat of the hump,

* -- signifies the same.

See Supplement.]
*A*

1. 833, aor. 2, (S, M, O, L, Mºb) inf n. 3;

(TA) You say also, "ºu-5, J. J. &e (S, M, A, O, L, Mºb, K5) and * >35, (M., L.)

(Lih, o, I, TA) that is between the cºt, ſpp. cº, and all-el, meaning
here meaning the two anterior upper portions
distressing state

That was in the [but this app. has an intensive signification, or

the time, or season. (Ibn-El denotes repetition of the action, or its relation to
of the lumbar region, next the back-bone] :
Faraj)—Jº <-----5, aor. - . (IDrd;) or several objects.] inf n. 3-2 iſ ; (L, K ) and
of

(Lth, O, L., K, TA:) or the hump (A’Obeyd,

<-la-#5 (Mºb, TA;) and 's-la-5 (app. in
O, L, K, TA) itself. (TA:) or a hump like a the act, and pass. forms, though the pass."form ":33, (M., L.) inf n. 333; (K;) He cut it
in an enlongated form; or lengthwise: (IDrd, M,
cupola ; (ISd, TA:) or the a; [or round, pro
tuberant, upper portion] of the hump : (A:) pl.

seems to be of doubtful authority, as will be seen L, K :) or slit, split, clave, rent, or divided, it,
from what follows]; (Msb;) The land received (namely, a thong, &c., S, O, L, and a garment,

[of mult] ºuts (§, o, K) and [of pauc] 3-#.

no rain: (MSb, TA:) but it is asserted that one or piece of cloth, L,) lengthnºise : (S, M, A, O,

(K.)

says las-3, with ſet-h, of rain; and 4-5, with L., Msb, K:) and he cut it off entirely : (M, L,

sts

kest, of a place. (IB.)—Jºu-J -3, like K:) or he cut it, or cut it off, in an absolute
nor a Spring; (IAar, Sh, O, K, TA:) and 2-5 &- [in form], (K, TA,) not otherwise; (TA;) sense: (TA:) he cut it, namely, a skin: and he
* 3--L5 signifies [the same, or the like; i. q.] [unless in the pass. form; for] you say also, rent it, namely, a garment, or piece of cloth, or
the like. (L.) One says, &# -º *
29-2 : (IAar, Sh, T, O:) [see also *-i-L3:) (K) --~3; ($, Mºb, K.) and '-i-ji, cº- [He smote him with the sword and clave
accord. to the K, "Ja-ú in this case is an imita (Msb, K;) but these two are rare; (K ;)
A solitary man, niho has neither brother
g

6

y o J

•

g

º

-

•

Or

tive sequent to

3-3, and so accord. to the M :

and it is said in the T that AA mentions this

they are not allowable; (M;) and W 12 k- ii;

And

three places.

#3-iſ

4. Jas-3) : see 1, throughout. —h-5,

crosswise]: (A, TA:) [for] & 5 is opposed to
$35, (S and TA in art. Jaš :) and both of these
verbs occur in a trad. describing 'Alee's different
modes of cutting [with the sword] when con

held from them. (Mgh, Msb.)

IAgr; i. e. that one says "3-3 4-3, and
-

*ś, Jäl 35 [He slit the writing-reed, and

(S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and -i-, -º- i. 5; nibbed it, or cut off its point breadthrise, or

phrase, as on the authority of Abu-l-‘Abbās, with (Mgh;) The people suffered, or mere afflicted
-3, saying 3-3 3-3, but that it is correctly as with, drought, or nant of rain; ($, Mºb, K,
mentioned [and expl.) by Sh, on the authority of TA;) they had no rain; (TA;) rain nas with

3-13. (TA)
3-6. see the

him in halves, (L, Mºb,”) or cºiº 335. (A)

said of

tracting himself and when stretching himself up.

-

a man, also signifies f Semen non emisit: (Mgh, (TA)—And [hence] 35, ($, M, A, L.) inf. n.
next preceding paragraph, in Mşb :) or inicit et semen non emisit (K:) from
the same verb in the last of the senses explained #5, (M. L. K.) He clare, cut through by
in the preceding paragraph. (Mgh, Msb.)= journeying, or passed through, the desert, (S, M,

: see what next follows.

#3-sil, (§, 0) and '#3-ºl, the latter
like *—º- [in form], and mentioned by Ibn
Abbād, (o,5 [words] in which the A is argumen
tative, (S, O,) [or, accord. to the K, it is radical,
What is behind the head; (S, O';) said by AZ to

A, O, L, K.) and the night. (M, L.)—And
drought; by withholding rain from it. (Msb, K.) &ºn *— Jä, (so in a copy of the M,) or 4.333

Jº ºf k-ji God afflicted the land with

tº #: see 1. – Drought; dearth; scarcity :

& Rºl, (so in the L and TA) aor, and inf n.
above, (M, L, TA,) i. q. 4-1.5 (M) or &as
as

(S, TA:) and f paucity of good in anything.

(ISd, TA) You say also, 4 'u~3, like º-,

(L, TA) f [The road cut him off, app. from his

º, in the accus. case as [though it were] companions, or from the object of his journey :
compare 4, &le; and * &#1–And 2% 35,
be the part of the bone of the head that pro an inf. n. ; meaning May drought, or dearth, or
and

tuberates over the back of the neck; the axts [or scarcity, betide him ; and f cessation of good, or

(M, L.) inf. n. as above, (M, L, K,) i. q. *5
crown) being above it, and the J33, which is welfare: and I unfruitfulness in respect of good (M, L, K') and is (M, L) [both of which ex
planations may here mean, as AS-K-1 2-1
next to the 3i, [or Ji, i.e. the part betneen the works. (TA.)
&
1
#:
see
k-j.
generally does, t He cut short, or broke off, the
tno ears, behind], being beneath it: (O:) pl. [of
<

.*.
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speech; or ceased from speaking ; or both may or he devised the affairs, and considered what anything that would render it mejzoom or man
goob, and from what is termed J-º -5- [i. e.
here mean, as AS&M Aſ.j sometimes does, he nould be their issues, or results. (M.)
It contained, or continued in one -º- and its variants]; and it has six meanings.
latter rendering with an explanation of 3 is manner, or state, (Ibn-'Abbād, A, O, K,) 43 to (Mughnee, K.) – (1) It denotes expectation:
25&]—ſº also signifies He cut it out, or him. (A.) And + It (an affair, TA) nas, or (M, Mughnee, K:) and when it is with an aor.,
shaped it, in any manner, whether lengthwise or became, uniform, or even in its tenour. (Ibn this is evident; (Mughnee;) one says 23 is 33
otherwise; like 3; see this latter, and a verse 'Abbād, O, K, TA.) And Jº < 3-1 t The Jººl, (Mughnee, K,) meaning It is expected
cited as an ex. of its inf. n. : and see also a camels n'ent on undeviatingly, in one course, way, that the absent mill come : (TA:) and most
affirm that it is thus used with a pret.: (Mugh
saying near the end of the first paragraph of art. or manner: (O, K:) so says AA. (O.)
nee:) accord. to some, (M.) it is used in reply
U.S.-3. Hence] -: 33 & 3; [Such a one
35 is a noun and a particle : (S, O, Mughnee, to the saying Jº Ú [i.e. “He has not yet
was shaped with the shaping of the snºord] means
K:) and as a noun it is used in two ways.
t such a one was made goodly, or beautiful, in (Mughnee, K.)-(1) It is a noun syn. with done” such a thing, which implies expectation
that he would do it]; ($, M, O;) the reply
respect of &ºi= [i.e. conformation, or pro --- (S, O, Mughnee, K;) generally used
being, Jaš 35 [Already he has done the thing]:
articulated speech, or the speech: compare

portion, &c., like,as is the snºord].
TA.) [See also 33, below.]—And

his

10. Ji-l

(§, O, L,

indeclinably; (Mughnee, K;) thus accord. to (M. :) and Kh asserts that it is used in reply
33 means the Bagrees; with the 2 quiescent; (TA;)
to persons expecting information; (S, M,” O,
also # He suffered a pain [app. what may be because resembling 35 the particle in respect of Mughnee;) [for to such] you say, Öğ <1% ºf
termed a cutting pain] in the belly, called 33. the letters composing it, and many other particles [Already such a one has died]; but if one inform
(M, L, K.)
in respect of its form, (Mughnee, TA,) such as him who does not expect it, he does not say thus,
&é and J. &c. : (TA:) one says, 2-9, -j 35 but he says [merely] & <!-- : (S, O.) thus
2: see 1, first sentence.—[Hence, 233, (as
[The sufficiency of Zeyd (i.e. what is sufficient some say 3.S. -*, 35 [Already the com
implied in the L.) or -in 335, (A, O,”) inf n.

jor Zeyd) is a dirhem], (Mughnee, K,) with the mander has mounted his horse] to him who ex
pects his mounting: some, however, disallow

3.25, (o, L.) He made 2.25 [i.e. he cut flesh > quiescent ; (Mughnee,” K,” TA;) and es
meat into strips, or oblong pieces, and spread (S, O) and Jº (S, O, Mughnee) [both] mean
them in the sun, or salted them and spread them ing J-- [My sufficiency (i.e. what is sufficient
in the sun, to dry]. (L.)=4< 23, said of a for me)]; ($, O 3) the J in Jºš being in
garment, It fitted him, or suited him, in size and

that 35 is used to denote expectation with the
pret, because the pret. denotes what is already
past; and hence it appears that those who affirm

serted in order to preserve the quiescence [of the
length. (L, from a trad.)
..] final letter of the noun] because this is the
original characteristic of what they make in
4. * 351, said of food, # It occasioned him
declinable; (Mughnee;) but the insertion of the
a pain in the belly, termed 333. (IKtt, T.A.)
J in this case is anomalous, for it is [by rule]
added in verbs, by way of precaution, [to
only
5: see 7-23i, said of a garment, or piece
of the pronominal affix of
of cloth, It was, or became, much slit or rent, or prevent the confusion
ragged, or tattered, (O, K, TA,) and old and the verb and that of the noun,) as in Jº: (S,
rorn out. (TA.)- And, said of flesh-meat, O :) [see, however, in the next sentence, an ex
quasi-pass. of 2, [i. e. It was, or became, cut into planation of Jº accord. to which the J is in
strips, or oblong pieces, and spread in the sun, or serted regularly :] accord. to Yaakoob, using 35
4.ju.
salted and spread in the sun, and so dried.] (O.) in the sense of ---, one says, S.
– And, said of a company of men (25), It 3á ák i.e. i.i. [There is nothing for thee, with
became separated (S, M, O, L., K) into sº [or me, or nothing due to thee in my possession,

it to be so used mean that the pret. denotes
what was expected before the information:
(Mughnee: [in which it is added, with some
other observations, that, in the opinion of its
author, it does not denote expectation even with
the aor.; because the saying ~ in2.É. denotes
expectation without 35:) MF says, What we
have been orally taught by the sheykhs in El
Andalus is this, that it is a particle denoting the
affirmation of truth, or certainty, when it occurs
before a pret., and a particle denoting expectation
(sºwhen it occurs before a future. (TA) - (2)
It denotes the nearness of the past to the present:
(O, Mughnee, K:) so in the saying & As ºf
parties, &c., pl. of $35, q. v.]. (M., L.)— Also, eaccept this, and it is a thing sufficient, or it is [Zeyd has just, or just non', stood; a meaning
said of a thing, (TA,) [perhaps from the same v. enough, i. i* being held to signify properly often intended by saying merely, has stood];

for this phrase without as may
“, but it is commonly used as meaning and (Mughnee, K;)
past and the remote past;
near
the
mean
it dried, or dried up. (K, TA) - And <sº no more]; and he asserts it [i. e. 35] to be a sub
3) and so in the saying of the muédh
(Mughnee
said of a she-camel, She became somen'hat lean stitute [for #): (M:) and it is also used
to

said of flesh-meat, It was, or became, dry; or

(O, K) after having been fat : (O :) or she declinably; (Mughnee, K;) thus accord. to the dhin, ºn tº 35 (The time of the rising
became fat, (TA,) or began to become fat, after Koofees; (TA;) but this is rare: (Mughnee :) prayer has just come, or simply has come]: (0 :)
[and, when thus used, it is often immediately
having been lean. (K, TA.)
one says •º 35, making it marfoog, (Mughnee,

7. Jil, ($, M,A, O, L, Mºb, K.) and "3343,
(M, L, K,) [but the latter app. has an intensive
signification, or is said of a number of things,)

preceded by the pret, or aor. of the verb été ;
thus you say, ºss 33 &lé He had just, or
simply had, gone anay; and Jºš 35 & IIe
will, or shall, have just, or simply have, gone
says, 29, º 35
anay:] and accord. to the Basrees, except Akh,
and

K) like as one says 4:-; and sº without
cy, [as mentioned above,) like as one says
J.-- (Mughnee.) – (2) It is also a verbal

the former said of a skin, and of a garment, or noun, syn. nºith Jº one
piece of cloth, (A,) not said of aught except [A dirhem suffices, or mill suffice, Żyd),
some such thing as a bag for travelling-provisions
or mill suffice,
and for goods or utensils &c., and such as cloth 29, Jº [A dirhem suffices,
ing, (O,) It became cut in an elongated form; or me]; (Mughnee, K ;) like as one says º Jº
lengthwise : (L, K:) or became slit, split, cloven, Aux, and Ax Jºš. (Mughnee, K.”) = As
rent, or divided, lengthnise: (S, M, A, O, L., Msb, a particle, it is used peculiarly with a verb,
K:) or became cut off entirely: (M, L, K:) or (Mughnee, K,) [i. e.] as such it is not preposed
became cut, or cut off. (TA.)
to anything except a verb, (S, O,) either a pret.
#
or an aor, (TA,) from which it is not separated
8 : see 1, first sentence. – 23-ºl Jºsſ means unless by an oath, (Mughnee,) such as is per
! He considered the affairs, forcasting their issues, fectly inflected, enunciative, (Mughnee, K,) not
or results, and discriminated them : (S, O, K:) an imperative, (TA,) affirmative, and free from
*

-

it must be either expressed or understood im
mediately before a pret used as a denotative of
state; as in ſhe, ºying in the Kur ii. 247,

tºº & tººk is iſ Jº-Jº Jºliº 5 ju,
Lºuiſ, [And what reason have ne that we should
not fight in the cause of God nºhen we have been
eapelled from our abodes and our children?]; and

-

in [the saying in the Kur iv. 92,] ** 3i
ºuie c' cº-e ~ ae- [Or who come to
you, their bosoms being contracted so that they
c 2

-

...

o f

o

2

x

^

-

-

J.5

Book I.]
are incapable of fighting you, or their bosoms
shrinking from fighting you]; but the Koofees
and Akh says that this is not required, because
of the frequent occurrence of the pret. as a de
notative of state without 35, and [because] the
primary rule is that there should be no meaning,
or making, anything to be understood, more
especially in the case of that which is in frequent
use: (Mughnee :) Sb [however] does not allow
the use of the pret. as a denotative of state with
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to ISd, (Mughnee,) occupying the place of tº, statement a mistake; though the rule given by
(M,) in the saying, 3,33 •: Jº < * j, him [and IB] is generally preferred. (MF,
(M, Mughnee, K,) with --- mansoob, [as TA.)
though meaning Thou n'ast not in prosperity,
º: The skin of a lamb or kid: (M, A, L., Msb,
that thou shouldst know it, (Mughnee, K,) heard K:) or [only] of a hid: (S, O, L:) or, accord.
from one of the chaste in speech: (M. :) but this to IDrd, a small skin, but of what kind he does
is strange. (Mughnee.)—[When it is used to
not say: (M, L:) pl. (of pauc., S) # and (of
denote
the nearness of the past to the present, as

appears to be indicated by the context in the O, mult., S) 33 (ISk, S, M, L, Msb, K) and [of
J.5 may be separated from the verb by an oath; pauc. also] isi, which is extr. (M., L.) Hence
Out 35; and he makes cº-2 sº-aa- to be an
aS in wº i- dis 35 [Thou hast, by God, done the saying, "Jill & Jill -j- v. & Such a
imprecation [meaning may their bosoms become
one knows not the shin of a lamb, or kid, from the
contracted] : ($ in art. J-es- ; in which art. in nvell] and Şalº <- sº 35 [I have, by my
-

-

the present work see more on this subject:) and life, or by my religion, passed the night sleepless].

thong. (A.) And hence, (O, K,) it is said in a
prov., (S, M, A, O,)
J. 335 J- U.

*
the inceptive J is prefixed to it like of the saying, (O, Mughnee. [In the latter, this and what
Aş 3á º č, [Verily Zeyd has just stood, or here next follows are mentioned before the ex ($, M, A, O, K) What approximates thy skin
of a lamb, or kid, to thy hide [of a full-grown

has stood]; because the primary rule is that it is planations of the meanings of the particle; pro
beast] 2 meaning, accord. to Th, + nāat makes
to be prefixed to the noun, and it is prefixed to bably because the meaning in these cases can the great to be like the little 2 (M : [or the little
hardly
be
mistaken.])
And
the
verb
may
be
the aor. because it resembles the noun, and when
to be like the great?]) or meaning nhat induces
the pret. denotes a time near to the present it re suppressed after it, (M,” O, Mughnee,) when its thee to make thy small affair [appear] great?
meaning
is
apprehended,
(O,)
or
because
of
an
sembles the aor. and therefore it is allowable to

(S:) or nhat approacimates thy small [affair] to
prefix it thereto. (Mughnee.) [See also the indication; (Mughnee;) as in the saying of En thy great 2 (O, K:) applied to him who trans
two sentences next after what is mentioned below Nábighah (M, O, Mughnee) Edh-Dhubyánee,
- 5

gresses his proper limit; (M, O, K;) and to him
who compares the contemptible with the noble.

& a “ . .32

(O, K.) – See also 25, in two places. = Also

as the sixth meaning.]–(3) It denotes rareness, (O,)
22 -

or paucity; (Mughnee, K ;) either of the act
signified by the verb, (Mughnee,) as in [the
saying], 4,36. 334 35 [In some few instances
the habitual liar speaks truth]; (Mughnee, K;)
or of what is dependent upon that act, as in [the

saying in the Kur xxiv. last verse,] tº ſº. Jö
= 9...

• Jeff

•2

oe >

0.2

-

3 &

3.12 ... [as though] meaning 3* *...* tº cyl
* Jš [so that it should be rendered At
last He knoweth that state of conduct and mind
to which ye are conforming yourselves]; but some
assert that in these exs. and the like thereof it

•

a £ 222

* : .

.

..

- 3 -a

.

+ The measure, quantity, size, or bulk, (M, L,
95 cle» tºº-ºº: J-3 tº
Mşb, K,) of a thing: (M, L:) t the confor
[The time of departure has drann near, though
mation,
or proportion, syn.
iá, (S, M, A, O,
the camels that nee ride have not left with our
L.,
K.)
of
a
thing,
(M,
L,)
or
of
a young woman,
utensils and apparatus for travelling, but it is as

+

+

• *: * :2

though they had (leſ)]; meaning ºf 33 &t=.

(A,) or of a man: (K:) I the stature, syn. asti,

(M, O, Mughnee.)—If you make 35 an ~ [i. e. (S, A, O, L., K.) of a man : (K:) + his justness
of form, or symmetry: (M, L, K:) and this
a subst. or a proper name], you characterize it by
figure, person, or n-hole body: (M, L:) pl. [of
teshdeed: therefore you say, à-13 <= [I
pauc.] : (M, L, K) and
(K,) which is
nºrote a beautiful J5]; and so you do in the case

$33,

of

&é and * and ș,

because these words have

denotes the affirmation of truth, or certainty; [as
will be shown hereafter;] and that the denoting no indication of what is deficient in them [sup

extr., (TA) and [of mult] 3:33 (M, L, K) and
33. (K.) One says, Jú 35 Jé 3-k + This

of rareness, or paucity, in the former ex. is not posing them to be originally of three radical is equal in measure, quantity, size, or bulk, to that;
letters], therefore it is requisite to add to the last
letter of each what is of the same kind as it, and
(Mughnee.) — (4) It denotes fre this is incorporated into it: but not in the case of thing goodly, or beautiful, in respect of conforma
tion, or proportion. (L.) And Jill ãºt.A
(Mughnee, K;) [i. e.] sometimes (S,

inferred from 33, but from the saying 4.38

34–24.
quency;

is like that. (Mºb.) And 3 in Ö- J. A
#jº-

with tº [as denoting fre

l; for in this case you add . ; thus if you name a
man $, or tº, and then add at the end of it (, you !young woman goodly, or beautiful, in respect of

quency, as well as with tº, in the contr. sense,
mentioned in the next preceding sentence]: ($,
M, O:) thus in the saying (S, M, O, Mughnee,
K) of the Hudhalee, (M, Mughnee,) or Abeed

make it .; for you make the second l movent, stature, and of conformation, or proportion. (A.)
and 1 when movent becomes e : (S, O:) so says And 3 in &- X_i t A young man goodly, or
J, [and Sgh has followed him in the O, and beautiful, in respect of justness of form, or sym
such is the ºpinion of Akh and of a number of metry, and in person, or the whole of his body.

O) it is used as syn.

the grammarians of El-Basrah [and of El-Koofeh
(MF)],
and F has quoted this passage in the B (M, L.) = See, again, 3. = By the phrase
2 * ~£ 3- 9 - • 9.
+ ºf eg
and
left
it uncontradicted: but IB says, (TA,) J-5 J-3 Lº, addressed to Mikdād, in a verse of
alsº yi.a. Cyå'ſ 495) º
[and after him F in the K, this is a mistake: jereer, is meant al-i- J-5 ū [0, woe to thee
[Often I leave the antagonist having his fingers' that only is characterized by teshdeed of which
ends become yellon). (S, M, O, Mughnee, K.) – the last letter is infirm: you say, for #. (IB, K,) Mikdād]; the poet restricting himself to some of
(5) It denotes the affirmation of truth, or cer
the letters [of the name]; an instance [more
tainty: thus in [the saying in the Kur xci. 9, used as the name of a man, (IB,) ;4, (IB, K,) obviously] of a similar kind is 25. used by El
3
ūtāj &.
# 33 [Verily, or certainly, or and for ; you say #. and for Jº you say Jº; Hoteläh for Jº (o)
indeed, or really, he prospereth, or will prosper, (IB;) and such is characterized by teshdeed only
3; A certain marine fish, (O, K,) the eating of
who purifieth it; (namely, his soul;) each pret. in order that the word may not be reduced to one
here occupying the place of a mejzoom aor.]: letter on account of the quiescence of the infirm which is said to increase [the faculty of] else.
(Mughnee, K:) and thus accord. to some in [the
[which would disappear] with tenween [as (O.)
saying in the Kur xxiv. last verse, of which letter
3
* * * ..
it does in 2, and 34 &c.]: (K) but as to Já, if Jºš
A thing that is 25-sie [i.e. cut in an
another explanation has been given above,) 35
you use it as a name, you say Jºs; (IB, K3) and elongated form, &c.). (M, L.) — [And hence]
aeke 2: U, Jºe [Verily, or certainly, &c., He
for &. you say &. and for & you say &;
A thong cut from an untanned skin, ($, M," A,
knoweth that state of conduct and mind to which
Ibn-El-Abras, (IB, TA,)
+

*

•

0.” -

...

* 0.

.º. 6 º'

ye are conforming yourselves]. (Mughnee) – (K) like 34 (IB, K) and 2, &c.; (K.) F, O,” L, Mºb, K,) with nhich sandals or shoes are
(6) It denotes negation, (Mughnee, K,) accord. however, [following IB, is wrong in calling J's served, (M,” L, Mºb,) and with which a captive
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Jº —
3.2

is bound; (A) pl. # (S, o, L.) and (as a

34.3% A

small

tº

[Book I.

t- [or garment of thick, or

t”

coll. gen, n.] thongs, cut from an untanned skin, coarse, hair-cloth], (M,” K,” TA,) such as is norn
nºith which camels' saddles and [the vehicles called] by persons of lon, condition.

1. 32-

&#, (S, A,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. $43,

(TA.)

(Lth, S, Mgh,) The norm, or norms, effected a

Jºl- are bound: (M, L.) and " #35 [of which

(IAth, O, K, TA,) thus accord. as cankering, or corrosion, (Lth, S, A, Mgh,) Jº
the pl. is 3-3] is a more special term, (S, O, L.,)
[in the trees], (Lth, S, Mgh,) or sº es?
signifying a single thong of this kind. (K.) See a trad, in which it occurs is related, (IAth, TA)
not
to
be
pronounced
with
damm,
(K,)
or,
as
an ex. WOCe 5. – And (hence, L.) A nhip; (O,
L, K3) as also W $3. (K.) Thus in the trad., some say, it is [&;243, i. e.] with damm to the
inf. n.
** *
, -, - . * * * * *
•£
*:: * , 27 J and fet-h to the [first] 3, (IAth, TA,) and thus

&--,

2-5),

[in the wood], (A) and gºš J [in the teeth].

(Lth, S, A, Mgh.) And tº and 23 tº,

so .

-

Jº re- **
• *

2:2: & ex-x_2=2- -, -u

in the handwriting of Z in the “Fáik,” (O.) [and as above, It (the tree, and the tooth,) became

~0

tº tº gº, (O, L.) or " , ºff, (K,) i. e. Verily thus I find it in a copy of the A,) The followers of cankered, or corroded. (L.) — [Hence,) &-5
thé space that would be occupied by the bon of any an army, consisting of handicraftsmen, (A, IAth, *}, (Msb, K,) or * es” and 33t- Jº, (A,)
one of you, and the place that mould be occupied O, K, TA,) such as the repairer of cracked wooden aor. *, (Msb, K,) inf. n. as above, (Msb,) from
by his n!hip, in Paradise, are better than the bonels, and the farrier, (O, K, TA,) and the the incidency of the
present [sublunary] norld and n:hat is in it: or blacksmith: (O, TA:) of the dial. of the people

tº's

[or canker-worms] in

•33 may here have the meaning next following. of Syria: as though they were called by the the 30 ſor stem] of the tree, (A,) t He impaired,
(L.) — A sandal; because cut in an elongated former appellation because of the tattered state of injured, detracted from, impugned, or attached,
form from the skin: (O, L:) or a sandal not
stripped of the hair, in order that it may be more
pliant. (IAar, O, L.) – And A vessel of skin.
(S, O, K.) One says, --> º is àu. He has
not a vessel of skin nor a vessel of mood: (S, O,

their clothing; (O;) or by the latter as though, his honour, or reputation; blamed, censured, or
by reason of their low condition, they wore the reproached, him; found fault with him; or spoke
small — called 23, or from 33i: ), because against him. (A, Mºb, K.) And 2-3 Jº &;

they disperse themselves in the provinces on ac ! He found fault neith, or spoke against, his
count of need, and because of the tattered state of parentage, genealogy, or pedigree. (S, A, Msb.)
And 4:13.6 º
t He impugned his rectitude
M :) or a skin nor a fragment of a drinking-cup their clothing; and the diminutive form denotes
or bonel. (M.) — Jill 4.2% occurs in a trad. as mean estimation of their condition: (IAth, TA:) as a witness, mentioning something that should have
a man (IAth, O, TA) of them (O) is reviled by the effect of causing his testimony to be rejected.
some relate it, meaning Having a strong bon:

**

said to him
string; but accord. to others, it is "... in 4–3. its being
3
o- 2
meaning strong in pulling the bon.

33

:

See

(L.)

5. – Also A piece of a thing.

-

----ju (IAth, O, TA)
-

(Mºb) And ºf Guº J & He acted dis

-

and U.S.A..a5 le : (IAth, TA:) and it is commonly

homestly, or insincerely, towards his brother, and

used in the language of the Persians also. (O.) did that which was displeasing to him, or that
(M,

L.) – And hence, (M,) A party, division, sect,
or distinct body or class, of men, holding some
particular tenet, or body of tenets, creed, opinion,
or opinions, (S, M, O, L., Msb, K,) accord. to

some, (Mºb,) of nihom each has his onn, (S, O,
L, K,) or of n!hich each has its own, (Msb,)
erroneous opinion : (S, O, L, Mºb, K:) pl. 333.

3.43 A she-camel long in the back :

ºu. es: tº-> º » as t(Such a one seeks to
but this is said to be derived from 35 iſ, like
i-º-º-º- from &-ºl. (L:) [see art. 233 :] pl. injure such a one by diminishing, or impairing,

3.33. (K. [In the othe pl. is written 3.33.)

(in number or power) the people of his house, or
his aiders, or assistants; and blames, censures,
or reproaches, him]: by **** being meant Jºi

i. t A

road: (A, K, TA:) because it is cut:
so in the phrase Ji Ji 2
ălă. I [A desert,
or materless desert, nºhereof the road is straight,
- d

-

-

(Mºb.) Hence, 33 35% tº, (§, L, O, K.)

"high he hººd (I, TA) And J & &
(O, K:)

-

-

-

5 x .

*:::, and by 3-, -ā, (IAar, T. [see.….)
tºl es: tº, (A, K, TA,) aor, as above,

-

in the Kur [lxxii. 11], (L, O,) said by the Jinn,
or direct]. (A, TA.) – t The rima vulvae of a (TA,) He (a maker of arrows, A) made a hole
(Fr, L,) We were parties, or sects, differing in woman.
(M, L.) – f The part of the back of in [the end of] the [arrow in the state in rhich it
their erroneous opinions, or in their desires: (Fr, the neck that
is betnjeen the ears.

(K, L.) [A is termed] tº with the tang of the iron head
O, L., K:) or separate [sects]; Muslims and not
Muslims: (Zj:) or diverse, or discordant, or dial. var. of, or a mistake for, ji..]) — And i, q. [for the insertion of the said tangl: (A, K, TA:)
which hole is termed "&-i-. (A, TA) —
various, sects; Muslims and unbelievers. (Jel.)
i.e. t.An even, or a plain, place. (S, M, O,
And one says,
As in jué The people became L.)
33-12tº
He broke the sealed clay upon

£5,

lsº

divided, or different, in their states, or conditions,
and their desires, or erroneous opinions. (L.)

$133 The hedge-hog: — and The jerboa. (O,

&

3.
3.
the mouth of the [wine-jar called] ae-la-. (TA.
Jºão, like J.A.. [in measure], (K, [in a copy of [Accord. to the TA, a verse of Lebeed cited voce
-

the M, erroneously, J. i.,]) or '#3 i., (L.) The &=3; presents an ex. of the verb in this sense:
(*#). (L," but see the explanation given in art. Jes.]) –

iron instrument neith nºbich skin is cut

K.)

&-cº [He (the operator termed Y cº, A)

K,” TA.)

313 A pain [app. what may be termed a
9 &.

cutting pain] in the belly. (S, M, O, L., K.)
3.3, u- is a form of imprecation, meaning
[May God inflict upon thee] dropsy, and a pain
in the belly.

(L.)

3.4% ($, M, O, L. K.) or 3.5 -, (Mºb)

-

3.As a : see the next preceding paragraph.
º
-

-

-

J.J. i. Wine of El-Makadd, a town of the

performed upon the eye the operation of couching;]
he ectracted from the eye the corrupt fluid. (S, A.
[See & •á.]) —jū.
(S, L,) aor. and
inf. n. as above, He struck, or produced, fire with

8:45,

region of the Jordan, (K,) or, as is said in the
Marásid and the Moajam, near Adhri'āt, in the

a flint &c. (L.) or º) & tº 35 (or 53%

i. e. He produced fire from the piece of stick, or
Flesh-meat cut into strips, or oblong pieces: (M, Howrón; (TA; ) wrongly said by J to be3 with
- 2 mood, called Jºj, or rather from tha t called 3-j];
L, K:) or cut, (M,) or cut into oblong pieces, and out teshdeed to the 3, for the wine called Jºº-i
spread, or spread in the sun, to dry: (M, L, K:) is different from that called Jºãº (K:) or it is as also 'u~~~); (A:) or ºv &-5, and

or salted, and dried in the sun: (L:) i. 4.2
'cº-, (K) or & " t—º, (S.) He en
33i. (S, O, L:) 3.25 is of the measure Jº wine boiled until it is reduced to half its original deavoured to produce fire with the Aj. (K.)
quantity; likened to a thing that is divided (33)
J 3.35 & &- [app. Bend thou to me branches
in the sense of the measure Jºi. (L.)— *;
in halves; so accord. to Rejá Ibn-Selemeh, and

3.23. A garment, or piece of cloth, [slit, or rent, in the Nh and Ghareebeyn; and sometimes it is and I will produce fire for thee to kindle them] is
and, old and worn out. ($, O, L., K.)
a prov., meaning JJ Jé J– J- [Be thou a
pronounced without teshdeed to the 3. (TA.)
-

-

…

t.

e

-
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tº

§33

3-5,

and W
[the former, in the CK, in rider on a camel suspends his 2-35 on the hinder
helpmate for me and I will be a helpmate for
thee]. (TA.) See also another prov. cited and this case, erroneously, with fet-h to the 3, A part of his saddle when he is finishing the putting

expl. voce

Jº.

-

(sº e? º & + The

canker, or corrosion, incident in trees and in teeth:

335||

pot.

on of his apparatus, (Mgh, TA,) placing it behind

(L, K:) [the former is originally an inf. n. : and] him. (TA) — Also A certain measure of capa
each, in the sense here expl., an epithet in which city, in Egypt, containing two hundred and
the quality of a subst. predominates: (L:) [they thirty-two*53. (Es-Suyootee in his “Husn el
3 -0
are therefore more properly to be expl. as mean
See ºs9, in art. •P29.)
ing a thing that cankers, or corrodes: and V the
t” He adº Out * rvas in tle cooking latter signifies also rottenness, decay, corruption, à-25 A single act of striking, or producing,
(L.) Andjº Ji-jū tº 3-33 He laded or unsoundness: (L:) and blackness that appears Jire. (IAth, K, T.A.) – And hence, t.An elici

thing made an impression in my bosom, or mind.
(L.)— 8:35, (S, A, L.,) aor. and inf n. as above;
(L;) and Y tººl; (S, A, L, K;) He laded out
broth [&c.] (S, A, L, K) with a ladle. (A.) And

Mººn."

in the teeth: (S:) and a crack, or 'fissure, in tation, by eramination, of the real state or nature

out with pains what n'as in the bottom of the

wood, or in a stick, or rod; (S, L, K;) and so of a case or an affair. (IAth, T.A.). And A
cooking-pot. (L.) And 29, Ji- Jº U. 3-3 [He
º,ºrmer word. (K.) –
à-4: See single act of lading out broth [&c. with a ladle].
(L, in so in the CK.) – See also what next
laded out nºkat was in the bottom of the nell].

tº-i-

t”.

(A) = & e-35, (S, A) in n. 435 (K.)
and "e-3-3, (S) inf n. --ii; (K;) + His

follows.

-

:*: An arron, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) [i. e.] the i-35 A ladlful of broth: (S, L. K.) and
pared nood, or rod, of an arron, (Mgh,) before
g =

it became like the

tº

9.

some say that "is-3.5 signifies the same. (L.)
[q. v.]. (A. [See an ex. it has been furnished nith feathers and a head: You say, 4:52, &: à-33 Jººf Give thou to

eye sank, or became depressed, (S, A, K,) so that

(S, Mgh, Msb, K, &c. :) or an arron, when
of the latter v. in a verse cited in the first para straightened, and fit to be feathered and headed: me a ladleful of thy broth. (S.)
graph of art. --.])
(T, voce
q. v.:) or a rod that has attained
i-35 The act of striking or producing, fire
2: see above, last explanation. = a_j} tº-3, the desired state of gron'th, and been pruned, and (IAth, K, TA) with the a-ºi... (IAth, TA)
(S,) inf. n.
(K,) : He made his horse lean, cut according to the required length for an arrow:
2 o 'º (AHn:) and [particularly] such as is used in the Hence the saying, ae-Jº J.L.V. Jaa-1 all tº 3)
lank, or slendef: (S, K,” TA:) or Jº ~~3,
(S, A,
inf. m. as above, t I made my horses to be [like the
Mgh, L, K,) a pl. of mult, (TA,) and [of pauc., milled, He had assigned to men the faculty of
arron's termed]
in slenderness. (A.)
and accord. to the L of
in the last of the producing darkness, like as He has assigned to
them the faculty of producing light]: (K, TA:) a
3. i-stí, is ! syn. with **ść, [so in a copy senses expl. above,)
(S, L, K) and
trad. (TA.)- And [hence] + Consideration and
of the A, an evident mistranscription for àºliº,
examination
of an affair, to elicit what may be
(S, L, K,) which last is a
with 3, from
meaning “the act of blaming, (L, TA) and
its issue, or result. (K, TA.)
(L.) [One says, in
censuring,” &c., syn. &xi;): thus in the saying, pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of
i-Sui. tº- <!- t[A mutual reviling, and speaking of the arrows used in the game called
vying in foul, or unseemly, speech or language, j-e J), tºº -j-e, and claſſ -º-º: and in ! The -\º [i.e. common fly, or flies): (A, K,
occurred between them two). (A.) – And 4-39 speaking of the two arrows used in practising TA:) which one never sees otherwise than as
signifies tºuš [app. as meaning alsº i. e. f He sortilege, gº-ºº: -º-º: see art. --2, p. 1778, though producing fire with the two fore legs [by
rubbing them together like as one rubs together
contended in an altercation, or disputed, or liti
col. iii.] •-33 2. J-34–2 ! He told me truly the 2% and the 335]. (TA. [But in a verse
gated, nith him : &c.]. (A.)
what was the brand of his gaming-arron) is a cited by Meyd in his Proverbs, instead oftº-il.
5. t”: see 5 in art. tº.
prov.; meaning he told me the truth: (A,” TA:) 'tººl, we find
and he says
so says AZ: (TA:) or it means he told me what

&

2 * **

w

**ś,

• *

game called --- ($, L.) pl. &lº,

clº

>

º

• * *

*

* * *

*

©e

y: i-3 ... Jº- tº i.ii. (If God had

£º

C-5

&#

à-sº

cºil

Çiği).

3.2% ºn' £3. (K) or "&# 335, (A)

© .

*

*

* *

*

→

*

* *

tº tºil;

6. (a-Sü5 [app. They contended in an alterca
tion, or disputed, or litigated, each with the
other]. (A : there immediately following 4-35
as meaning &gt;.)

3,9] &-jº <---A551 Fire was, or became,
struck, produced, from the nood, or stick. (L
7.

Or

was in his mind: the e-3 of the

t” is the mark

that denotes its share [of the slaughtered camel];

that

39 (q. Y.) is from ā-ji, and that every

~%

has upon its face a

4-5 (or white mark):

and the sign is sometimes made by means of fire. see that verse in Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 48:
(Meyd.) And they say, 4-3 2. > tRSee, and see also EM, p.
also signifies

298])=33;

Če)

or look at, the brand of thy gaming-arrowl; A well
of which the water...is laded out
(TA;) which is [also] a prov.; (A;) meaning
with the hand: (S, K:) or a well (Jºe) of which
know thyself. (A, TA.) And
the mater is not taken othernwise than ty successive
+[The gaming-arron of Ibn-Mukbil, which seems ladings [with the hand]. (A.)

9-i. cº **

in art. 24.2.)
8: see 1, latter half, in three places. – tas

to have been one remarkable for frequent good

&# The

•º

is [also] a tropical phrase [meaning flie luck, is a proverbial expression relating to good
pieces of nood of the [camel's saddle
endeavoured to avail himself of his (another's) ness of effect. (TA.)
called) J-3 [for which the TA has J.), but the
instrumentality: or he availed himself thereof:
133 [A drinking-cup or bowl;] a certain vessel right reading is shown by the context]: a word
see the phrase
uſin art. Jºj]. (A.)
having no singular. (TA.)
(Msb, K) for drinking, (S, Mgh,) well known,
– And 29. tº-3 means f He considered, and
(Msb,) large enough to satisfy the thirst of two
Broth: (K: [app. because laded out:])
looked into, the affair, seeking to elicit nhat mould men: (A’Obeyd, K:) or a small one and a large or some broth remaining in the bottom of the
be its issue, or result. (A, K, TA.) – See also one : (K:) [in the K voce iſe, it is applied to a cooking-pot: (A:) or what remains in the bottom
1, again; last quarter.
vessel used for milking, sometimes made of camel's of the cooking-pot and is laded out with pains;

42% Češ.

º

…

o.º.
-

10. śuj; tº-i- [lit. signifies He asked, or skin and sometimes of nood: it was used for drink
ing and for milking :] pl. £3. (S, Mgh, Msb,
demanded, that his (another's) suj (pl. of 3-5
2

- 6 -

q. v.) should produce fire: andj is a tropical K.) It is said in a trad., cºi= Jºsſ-ºs-i Ş
phrase [meaning the asked, or demanded, that ~e? [Make not ye me to be like the drinking
he might avail himself of his (another's) instru cup of the rider on a camel]; meaning, make not

(S, L. K.) as also 'ºi. (L.)
i-Lº The art, or craft, of making vessels such
as are called
3

* *

• ?:
* -2
clº
[pl. of t”].

(K.)
* *

* >

-

mentality].
Bk. I.

(A.)

lºš : see 1, latter half: —and see in-lºš.
ye me to be last in being mentioned; because the As an epithet applied to a aft [q. v.], (K in art.
314

tº — Jus

2494
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334-,) it signifies That produces much fire. (TK forth with fire; but which when used for pro

&ie=Also A maker
of vessels such as are called 13; [pl. of 3].

in that art.)- See also

ducing fire for a useful purpose, yield no fire at
all: whence one says to him who has no ground
of pretension to respect or honour, nor parent
(K.) = And a subst, signifying The blossoms of
age, genealogy, or pedigree, of a sound quality,
plants before they open : (TA:) or the extremities
J.3% t[lit. Thy two pieces of stick, or
of fresh, juicy, plants: (K:) or the eactremities,
wood,
for
producing fire pertain to the trees that
consisting offresh, juicy, leaves, of plants: (TA:)

tºº,

2.9 323, (L. K.) and,39. & (L.) aor. - (L,
K) and , (L) inf n. 6; (L.K.) [and ºil
IIe thought upon the thing, or affair, (L,) and con
sidered its end, issue, or result, (L, K,) and mea
sured, or compared, one part of it with another;
(L;) he measured it, compared one part of it with
another, considered it, and thought upon it. (L.)

2: “ſe <535, (S, K,”) inf. n.

or soft, or tender, suckers or offsets, of [the species have soft and weak branches, &c.]. (TA.)
of trefoil, or clover, called] iaº : (Az, K,

See also 2. —

TA:) of the dial of El-Irāk; n. un. " i ij.

measure; adapted it to his measure: (S, K.")

J-M3

(TA.)
1.

º $35,

535,

(S,) I made the garment according to his

[and º º <jºš app. signifies I made the
aor. - and 2, [or the former thing according to his, or its, measure; pro

i-35 A stone from which one strikes fire; only accord. to the Mgh., as will be seen by portioned, or adapted, the thing to him, or it; for
6 o e

(A$, S, A, K5) and so W
3

Cº.

-

& 2.

cles, last sentence.

See also

5 *

-

-

- --

jºiáſ, (S,) [or] it signifies the same as W 3,35
* -

o

-

(T, S, K.) = what3 follows,) inf. n. Jºš, (S, Msb,) is from
* *. 4xi.e5, by which it is explained in the TA, seems
-

&-i-,

6

inf n.

-

-

!---ii.

(Msb:) [which latter

tº See aa->\s: — and see also :35, in two
places.—4-36 2% § fú 3. [This is neater of phrase is afterwards mentioned in the $, but un

to be, as IbrD thinks, a mistake for << :]
º ",35 signifies, in like manner, he made

and

the thing by measure, or according to a measure;
or
proportioned it; syn.
&: (IKtt:) the
explained: the meaning is, I measured the thing;
which the lader-out will not sleep] is said in
computed, or determined, its quantity, measure, primary meaning of "...i. is the making a thing
describing such [water] as is little in quantity.
size, bulk, proportion, eactent,
amount, sum, according to the measure of another thing. (Bd.
o a
(A, TA.)

jº

w

limit or limits, or number:] “JºJ) "235 signifies xv. 60) — [Hence,) º J; Aſ jº, aOr. 2
he computed, or determined, or computed by con
and 2, inf. n. § and 535, (K,) or the latter is a

i-sº [A canker-norm;] the norm (Lth, S,
Mgh, 1, K) that cankers, or corrodes, trees and jecture, the quantity, measure, size, bulk, pro
teeth; (Lth,” Mgh,” L, TA :) [coll. gen. n. portion, eactent, amount, sum, or number, of the simple subst, (Lh, Mºb,) and jºi.; ($ [unless
occurring in the K in * ~~, &c. :] thing, (ºj-) in order that he might knon, hon, this be a simple subst.];) and asle *3,35, (K,)
e - of oz
much it was. (IKtt.)
It is said in a• *trad.,
ls, [which is more common,] inf. n. Jaii, (TA;)
pl. tºº. (L.) One says, ºu- Jº
2 * or 2
a 2
*.
and 4; (K;) [God decreed, appointed, ordained,

'tº:

…•

Jº

ded,”

a

•

tsºil [The canker-worms have quickly come into

a 2,939 JYºllºs A, and a 2,239; ($,

Mºbi") or lºſé .. 3. with kesr to the

or decided, that against him; and for him, or to

his teeth]. (L.)

s; (Mgh, Mºbi") for tº jū, with damm, is
wrong; (Mgh ;) ºnd, Ks. say, that you say

or decreed, &c., that against him; and for him,
or to him; adapting it to his particular case;

* , of

g

tº:

:

See

33, in three places.

5 e <> *
-

t”; see 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

º $35,

aor.

$25, with

kesr, and that he

had not heard any other aor. : (TA:) the mean

9 * 0.

him; accord. to an explanation of 333 in the K:

accord. to an explanation of 33 by Lth, and of
•* :

* ~ 2: .

** 2: .

-

Jºie [A couching-needle; called thus, and ing of the trad. is, [When the new moon (of J-M3 and jºs in the $, and of 3-5 in the Msb:
§ , in the present day. — Also], (K, Ramadán) is hidden from you by a cloud or mist, See 35, below.] You say also * a) all 2-5
and so in some copies of the S) and "i-3i, or if it be so hidden,) compute ye (" lº) the [God decreed, &c., for him, good]. (K.)— Also,
(A; TA, and so in other copies of the S,) and number of the days to it, (Mgh, Mºb,) and so 335, (K.) aor. , and 2, inf n. 335, (TA,) He
"tais, and W cº, (K,) The thing (S, A, K.) complete Shaabán, making it thirty days: ($,” [God] distributed, divided, or apportioned, [as
.*.*

Pº ad

. . .”

"cºil

though by measure,) sustenance, or the means of
of iron (A, K) with nihich one strikes fire. (S, Mgh,” Msb:) or, as some say, compute ye
subsistence. (K, TA. In the CK, the verb is
A, K.)- And the first, A ladle; (S, A, K5) as (235) the mansions of the moon, and its course
335) Hence, say some, the appellation of ić
in them [to it, i.e., to the new moon]. (Msb.)
• 2 of
also "i-sie. (A) *i-siºlºgu, 4.5% See also 5. –[Hence, app., the saying,) J-83)
jºi), [in the Kur, ch. xcvii.,) as being The
[The ladle will bring to thee what is in the bottom
** See thou and know thy rank, or night wherein the means of subsistence are ap
** O.

thereof) is a prov., meaning, that to which thou
art blind will become apparent, or manifest, to estimation, among us.
thee. (A.)
º J- 3'ſ º u

(AO.)— Hence also, portioned. (TA.) See also:35, below. — Also,
[Kur., vi. 91, and other aor. - and 2, but the former is that which is

adopted by the seven readers [of the Kur-án],
i-ºi. see the next preceding paragraph, in places, meaning, And they have not estimated and is the more chaste, (Msb,) He (God)
God with the estimation that is due to Him : or]
three places.
straitened, or rendered scanty, [as though He
and
they have not magnified, or honoured, God,
2 * ***
9 .

.

! Horses that are lean, lank, or nith the magnifying, or honouring, that is due to measured and limited, the means of subsistence:
slender; as though made slender [like the arron's Him: ($, K:) for 333 signifies [also] a mag (Bd, xiii. 26, and other places; and Msb:) and
& 4. jº, [see Kur, lxv. 7, inf. n. 33, his
termed
see 2]. (TA.)
nifying, or honouring : (K:) or have not assigned means of subsistence were straitened to him ; like
to God the attributes that are due to Him :
i-ji. & +An eye that is sunk or depressed
(S, T.A.) You say º 49e jº, aor. :
(Lth:) or have not known what God is in reality.
à-vie

J.-

tº:

o, e

-- ~ *

33.

[so as to be like the 2-3 ; ; see 1, last signi

i-ji.

fication]. (TA.) And
J.- + Horses
whose eyes are sunk or depressed. (TA.)

(El-Basāir.) —º º jº, aor. [- and 2,

and , (Lh, TA) inf n. 33 (K) and 33 and

(L) inf n.535, (L.K.) and a '93; (L.) He #3 (LA, TA) and 'jºs, infºn, aij (K;)
measured the thing by the thing : (L, K:") and He rendered the thing strait, or distressing,
* Jº W 933 he measured it by its measure : him. (Lh, K, TA) And Jºe Jé 333 He
to

9

- 6

0

- 9
-

|Aie : see

-

tº see tº
• 2tº-, applied to broth : see **

<-29

scanted his household, or was niggardly or par
3.
measured, or compared, the two things, or cases, simonious tonards them, in expenditure; like
# * ~ *
(S.)
It
is
said
in
the
Kur,
[xxi.
87,
&
cºlº
Jº, Trees having soft, neak, branches, together; syn. J.-44: (K, art. J-e-3;) and so
which, nhen the nind puts them in motion, blaze tº "jºu. (L, art. J-3)—[Hence, app.,] 4. jºi. & And he thought that we would not
g

• * *

(S, K, art. J-e-3:) and

* ~ *

**

• * **,”

& "33 he

Book I.]
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.

straiten him: (Fr, A.Heyth:) or the meaning is, destined, or predetermined a thing.]—[Hence, jº-3 The quantity, quantum, measure, magni
º:
93-19 law Jº 45° cº U-23 tº * jºa Jº, app., 13é. jº, in grammar, He meant, or held, tude, size, bulk, proportion, extent, space, amount,
e: .
*::
or made, such a thing to be supplied, or under sum, or number attained, of a thing; (S, Msb,
for Jºãì is syn. with Jºã3; (Zj;) and this is
-

© .

& .

•o

o

-

o, -

-

• *~*

>

-

-

-

-

* ~ *

© -

stood. You say 134- &# Its (a phrase's) K3) as also "365 (Mºb, K) and ºi (Fr, Sgh, K)
correct; i.e., ne mould not decree against him
• 1

, o

6

- d .

• ?

meaning, or meaning by im and "jºie. (Mºb, K.) You say IJA 3-5 13s,
what we decreed, of the straitness [that should implied, or virtual,
befall him] in the belly of the fish : it cannot be |plication, is thus. And & # It implied and *ś, This is the like of this [in quantity, &c.;
from ãºil ſmeaning power, or ability]; for he meaning is to be expressed by saying thus. And is commensurate with, or proportionate to, this;
who thinks this is an unbeliever. (Az, T.A.) 9.2i; is said in the sense of implicatively, or and so is "...iº is]. (Mºb.) And #24
virtually, as opposed to tº or literally. — And
Also, $33, aor. 2, inf. n. #133; (K;) and *933;
iº, andãº, "33, They are as many as a hundred.
(TA;) He prepared it. (K, TA.). And the He supposed such a thing.]— He made; syn.
Jº- and 3-2. Ex., in the Kur, [xli. 9, 33-#3 (Z, Mºb.) And i- 23i, º, and '93i, and
W •jºi-, He took as much as his due, or right.
former, He assigned, or appointed, a particular
time for it. (K.) =-& Jº $33, aor. - (S, º * And He made therein its foods, or And *iºn ×i, §, and "ºis, and ' (sºi...,
and
Mºb,
the former that aliments. And it is said in the Kur, [x. 5,)
K)

2, (Ks, K,) but

is

He read
as much as the Fátihah. (Mgb.) And
which is commonly known, (TA,) inf. n. $35 Jú. § And hath made for it [the moon]
• * ** * * * *~ * ~ *
and &gº, (S, K,) with kesr, (K) but the latter mansions. (TA.) – He knew. So in the Kur, Jº Jºãº J. Jº Jºe <3 I remained at his
xv. 60; and laxiii. 20, According to the Bašáir.
abode long enough for him to do thus. (Meyd,
- -

is written in a copy of the T, 3535, (TA,) ſand

in one copy of the S 3535.] and 335 (Ks, Fr, (TA) = 2,35, inf. n. x.95, He asserted him to TA.) But you say "yºu.” **, thus only, with
Akh, K) and ãºi. and ãºi. and ãºi. (S, K) be, or named him, or called him, a &4. (Fr, fet-h [to the dāl, as is shown by what precedes

in the Mºb, as meaning [It came according to
measure; i.e.,] it was conformable; it matched;
it suited. (Mgb.) You say also 33.5 jº- or
is the more common,] He empowered him ; w;gºš [He overstepped, transgressed, nent beyond,
K,”) a form of weak authority, mentioned by
enabled him; rendered him able. (Mºb, K.)
Yaakoob, (S,) and by $gh from Th, and said You say 13é- Jº *ſ 923. God emponered him, or eacceeded, his proper measure, bound, or limit:
and the same is said of a thing]. (L, art. Jºe ;
$gh, K :) but this is post-classical. (TA)=
and jºie (K) and jºi. (TA) and 3 ($gh, K) 935,
(Mºb) or "jºs, (K) [the latter of which
and #33 (Lh, K.) and -ić ºff, aor. 2, (S,

by IKtt, to be of the dial. of Benoo-Murrah, of

Ghatafin, (TA) inf n. 335 (Ks, Fr. Akh, K)
and §33 and #23 and 53, (K, TA,) these

enabled him, or rendered him able, to do such a &c.) And jºin *Jº A horse that takes long,

thing. (K,”TA.)

<-29 & 29:

four are of 325; (TA ;) and all that are here

3.

mentioned as from the K, are inf ns. ; (TK;)

inf n.

and asſe Wººl; ($, K,” TA;) or this has a

or ride, steps. (JK, TA) [And J35 & This
See

1–ésé,

(K,) is sufficient for me..] – [Hence,

TEstimation,

value, worth, account, rank, quality, or degree of

ăşti,

(TA,) I measured myself, or my dignity;] greatness, majesty, honourableness, noble
abilities, neith him, or his, (4:43) and did as he ness; (Mºb,” TA;) gravity of character; (Mgb;)

stronger signification; (IAth;) I had poner, or did: (K:) or I vied, or contended, with him in
ability, to do, effect, accomplish, achieve, attain, power, or strength. (A, TA.)
or compass, &c., the thing; I was able to do it, I
4: see 2.
was able to prevail against it. (Mºb, K,”TA.)
3- * * *
You say jºie * J L., and ãº, and
5: see 7. —º ū; &: * Jºſé &lé
22 e <
.
3. * *
ăjºie, i. e. 59–5, [I have not poner over thee.] [He (Mohammad) used to compute, or reckon, in
22 2-4 2
($) And in like manner, iſº-J -ašāºš J. his mind, in his disease, Where am I to-day?]
i.e., he used to compute, or reckon, (jºi..) [in
[Ponver drives anay that care nhich one has of
his disease,] the days of his wives, when it was
what is sacred, or inviolable, or of religion, to
his turn to visit each of them. (TA, from a
avoid suspicion]. (S.) - See also $33, below.
trad) See also 1. —23i, It (a thing, S,) be.
=jºš and "…slarelike:- and tº: (meaning came prepared,
(S, K,) à for him. (S.)

as also '33. (Mºb) You say 33 sºe & L.,
and W335, He has no honourableness, or gravity of
character,inmyopinion. (Mºb.) Inthewords of the
Kur, [vi. 91, J º 3- 37 lsº us, [for explana

• 0.”

-

…)

He cooked, and he cooked for himself, in a 325,
or cooking-pot]. (S, TA.) You say Jºãº jº,

'935. (TA)=}º and '33, (3) [the latter of
which is the more common,] or 325 (JK, Mºb,
K) alone, (Mgb,) or both, and W.jºi. and WJaii,

(TA) and "sºi, with ſet-h only [to the ºl, (S)
Decree, appointment, ordinance, or destiny; or
what is decreed, appointed, &c.: syn. :La-5 and

** (M, K:) or decree, &c., adapted [to a
particular case], (Lth, JK, Az, TA,) by God;

7. Aisi ($, K) and ",343 (A) It (a garment) ($, Mºb;) expl. by J. Raj, (Lth, JK, &c.,)

agreed with, or was according to, the measure.
(K,”TA,) aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. $33, (K,) He
cooked [the contents of] the cooking-pot. (K,” (S, A, K.) You say “ie sº jºi The gar
ment agreed rvith, or mas according to, his mea
• **
TA.) And (.343; & Jº JHe ordered me
sure. (A.)
to cook a cooking-pot offlesh-meat. (TA, from a
8. 923. He made it of middling size; expl. by
trad.) And &sº 2f "&# Do ye cook
[for yourselves] in a cooking-pot, or roast? (S.) 53; *. (JK, TA. [In the latter, the explana
tion is without any syll. signs; but in the former
2. jºs, inf. n. Jºãº see 1, in most of its
I find it fully pointed, and immediately followed
senses. – He meditated, considered, or eacercised by 3-i-. º, thus pointed, and explained as
thought in arranging and preparing, a thing or signifying
“a thing of middling size, whether in
an affair; (T, K,” El-Bagáir;) either making
length or tallness or in width or breadth.”]) =
use of his reason, and building thereon; the doing
See also 1, last two significations.
of which is praiseworthy; or according to his
desire or appetite; as in the Kur, lxxiv. 18 and
10. Wei- aſſ) jºi-1 He begged God to decree,
19; the doing of which is blameable; (El
ordain, or decide, for him good. (S, K.)
appoint,
Bagáir;) or by means of marks, whereby to cut
it. (T.)- He intended a thing or an affair; == º Jºiºſ J. 2: O God, I beg Thee
he determined upon it. (T.) [Said of God, to give me power to do it, by Thy power. (TA,
He decreed, appointed, ordained, destined, pre from a trad.)
6

tions of which see 1,] we may also correctly read

*

tº o ºr

. . ad

and tail & iſ ºi, u, (S) and sº tail
37 §: i. : (Mgh:) [accord. to general usage, it
differs from ſtaff ; this latter signifying a general
decree of God, as that every living being shall

die; whereas ºf signifies a particular decree of
God, as that a certain man shall die at a par
ticular time and place &c.; or particular pre
destination: thus

jºiſ, Main may be rendered

the general and particular decrees of God; or
general and particularpredestination or fate and

destiny. The term 325 is variously explained by
different schools and sects: but its proper mean
ing seems to be that given above on the authority

of Lih.) The plof'; is #3; (K, TA) and
3

-

*

- -

• , ,

, i.

of "jºie, jºi. (TA) You say sº
dº, i-, and 'ºis, &c., Events have their
course by the decree, &c., of God. (TA.) It is
said that

jºin iſ; signifies The night of decree,
-

314 *
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925 – J-25
** , z = z* *

;

:

of .

.

of

~

2 .

&c. (TA. See also 1.) =33 (A, L, K) and 335- Jº Jº J- Palm-trees planted at the
*:35 (L) A camel's or horse's saddle of middling jired distance, one from another. (JK, $gh, (Yaºkoob, $3) and 5,29 alº tºº; (Ki) Between
size; (A, L, K;) and in like manner *}sé, applied K.) And 443 àº is [What is the fired thy land and the land of such a one is a gentle
to a horse's saddle, between small and large; or distance of thy palm-trees, one from another?] night's journey; (Yaakoob, S;) and between us
is an easy night's journey, in n-hich is no fatigue.
this last signifies easy, that does not wound; like (K.)

35. (TTA) and "…i., (JK) or ºi, (K,

** O -

a -

*

5 e

-

-

-

- *

also:25.

(K.) = See

#9-A-3 c5!: see 3-5, last signification. = 3-y

but see 8,) a thing, (JK,) or anything, (M, K,) tly-A5
Those possessing competence, or sufficiency;
of middling size, (JK, M, K,) whether in length
the rich. (K.)
or tallness or in midth or breadth: (JK:) 3-i
G-1- signifying a man, and a mountain-goat, cº-º: see 39-5.
and an antelope, of middling make : (M, TA:)
-- O -

3

J.-- j-i- a man of middling stature or

- 0

?:

* **

* ~ 2.

5- d -

2- • 2

Jºaº ; see ºx-A9.
*-z >

-

6

Jºe: see 255.

ãº

The sect of those niho deny jºin as pro
tallness; (A, TA;) as also '...}. (K.) And ceeding from God, (K,” TA,) and refer it to
iíº & An ear neither small nor large. (Sgh, themselves. (TA.) [Opposed to ãºl.)
K.) = See also 5,35.
* -2
2- 93
2'-x5: see 39-5.
•*:
so.”
and

•

Jºº : see Jº, and 2.

-

6.--> *

ãºi. and #2 is: for the first, see
35. – and for all, see §3.
Jºi. A measure; (JK, L;), a thing neith nihich
32-AA-2 and

0 - -

-

J-M3 : see Jºº.

33-5.
33; A
(Ms%)

See

333,

anything is measured; as also "jºš: (L:) a pattern
last signification. = A cook:

cooking-pot; a vessel in which one cooks: or one niho slaughters camels or other animals; (Juº) by which a thing is measured, proportioned,
or cut out. (T, art. Jºe.) – See also jº, in
[and it very often means the food con (S, K;) as being likened to a cook: (TA:) or

tained therein; i. e. pottage of any kind: (see, one who slaughters camels, and cooks their flesh : six places. – Death. They say <-- &–1- 5.
for an ex., 3 in art. 318 :)] of the fem. gender (TA:) and one who cooks in a cooking-pot (235); <1% jºi... [When man reachet, the term of lift,
(Msb, K, TA) without 3: (TA:) or it is made
fem. (S, K) as well as masc., accord. to some :

as also

"jºi.

he dieth]. The pl. is ºsti. (TA) = See also

(K.)

-

-

2 **

33-AP.

but he who asserts it to be made masc. is led into

3'-

error by a saying of Th: AM observes, as to the
saying
of the Arabs, related by Th, 53 ~~!,
juLe
•o
• , of
\,-- 8- Jº [I have not seen a cooking-pot that

6

-3:

•

-

e

<

s

-

3. * *

25-AA-9 : See Jº-A*.

see 39-5.
* *

* ~ 25 -

25-9:

• *:

-

-

-

Jºão : see Jºš, last signification.

has boiled quicker than it], Jºš is not here meant 3.2% : See 35. = Flesh-meat cooked in a pot,
to be made masc. but the meaning is, tº: <!, Ue with seeds to season it, such as pepper and cumin

22.2

•

•*:

-

--

- -

Jºão : see 3-5, last signification. = See also
º

.

o

-o a

6

-

---

-

Jºe [I have not seen a thing that has boiled]; seeds and the like: (Lth, JK:) if without such 229. — Jºe &\le An artificer gentle in nork.

3–4.

(Lth, TA:) or n:hat is (A, TA) = See also 33.
and similar to this is the saying in the Kur, seeds, it is called
cooked
a
in
also ºsé: so in the
as
jº;
(L, K;)
[xxxiii. 52,] it…! iſ J- $, meaning, J- 'y
K; but this seems to be a mistake, occasioned by

& & J & J. (TA) the dim, is 3:33,

without 3, contr. to analogy; (S, TA;) or #3,
with 3, because 3-5 is fem.; (Msb;) or both:
º o

*

G

→ -

(TA:) and the pl. is 35.5: (Msb, K:) it has no
other pl.

(T.A.)

[See a tropical ex. voce Ale-.]
2

6 o' --

* - 2

see 3-5, throughout: (where its pl. is
312-31; K,” TA:) and 59-5: (in which sense
9

J-A-9:
,
of

6 - d

-

-

also its pl. is as above ;
6 o' .

º

-

K.) – See also

- O

-

2-: and see 3'-x.i.e. — Also, A time, or a place,
of promise; an

appointed

time, or place; syn.

3-5. (TA) (see Kur, xx. 42.]
** * **
*~ 25 ** * *
#33 and *śā,
and "ājºi, and Växi. (S,K)
and *ś and *33 (Ks, Fr, Akh, K) and "&s
-

(S,K) and 33. (K) and '33. (TA) and ºf
(Sgh, K) and $33 (Lh, K) and '533 and '5,33
and *323; (K) Poncer; ability. (K.) See “jº
º Jé. — Hence, (TA,) the first and second

a.

misunderstanding

Jºš
of the

saying

of $gh [and

1. Ješ Jº J.3 He went far anay into the
or country. (Bd, ii. 28.) = J.3, aor. +,
land,
the right reading of the passage in the K is
(TK,)
inf. n. J.; and J.3, (S, A, K,) said of
23:- º
tº 3ti- Feilº and it has
a thing, (TK,) It was, or became, [holy, accord.
been corrupted by copyists :) (TA:) [but this is to the most common usage, or] pure. ($," A,”
improbable, as the passage, if thus, would be in K," TK.) [It may also be said of God, as
part a repetition:] also cooked broth; (L;) and meaning, emphatically, He is holy.]
SO "...i.
(JK, L.)
2. 4-3, (A,) inf. n. Jºiº, (S, M, K,) [He
hallowed, or sanctified, him or it; he consecrated
3,12–3:
** * *
see 33-5.
him or it). — He declared Him (namely God,
2- * 2.
925-9:
M, A) to be far removed, or free, from every im
purity or imperfection, or from everything deroga
Auj, applied to God, i.a. "3-i, [Decreeing,
appointing, ordaining, deciding] ; (§3) and WJºe: tory from his glory; (M;) he declared Him to be
far removed from evil; [i. e., to be holy;] and
may signify the same. (TA.) = See also jº, so ºf J-º-º: from -ºš Jº J.-3, explained
last signification. = Possessing ponyer, or ability; above; (Bd, ii. 28;) the J, in the latter case,
as also º, (K,) and *:::::: (TA:) or 3.25 being redundant. (Jel, ii. 28.) — He purified

others] that ºº is the same as 335; or perhaps

£44

6.-

...

•

3-ii, still
more so: (IAth;) or ºf signifies he who does
has an intensive signification, and

him or it; ($, M, K, Bd, ubi supra;) because he
who purifies a thing removes it far from unclean

things. (Bd.) Accord. to Zi, iſ Jºãº, in the
what he will, according to what wisdom requires,
(K, TA,) or all excepting 3-5 and Jºão, (TK,)
Kur, ii. 28, means, And we purify ourselves, and
[and there seems to be no reason for not adding not more nor less; and therefore this epithet is those who obey Thee, for, or towards, Thee.
these two, Competence, or sufficiency; richness. applied to none but God; and jºi. signifies (TA.) — He blessed him. You say, &ſ 4:35 S;
nearly the same, but is sometimes applied to a

and third and fourth (S," Msb,” TA) and fifth,
* ~ *

2

40 - O -

*

> *

•

1 o –

(S, Msb,'K) You say ś2; Jºj, and "āti,

May God not

j

bles him. (IAar, M.)—Jºei
human being, and means one nho applies him
and '5,2,..., and "5-ai, A man possessing com self, as to a task, to acquire power ºr ability. also signifies The praying for a blessing. (M.)
petence, or riches. (§,” Mºb,” TA)
(El-Basáir.) When you say ‘Us: Lé Lé & [You say, app., * J.-, meaning, He prayed
for a blessing for him.] = Also J.-- IIe came
33-5 A certain interval, or distance, between 3.25 [God is able to do
[or went] to •eiº -- [i.e. Jerusalem]; like
every two palm-trees. (JK, $gh, K.) You say you mean, to do everything that is possible.
• ,

5* ~

*

6 º'

-

O -

..º.º.

Jºë [he

2497
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came or went to El-Kooſeh] and * | (S:) Th says, (S,) every noun of the measure

[he came or went to El-Basrah].

[e

Jº is with ſet-h to the first letter, (S, K,”) like

(A.)

Alº

3,4- and Jºſé &c., (S,) except &: and Jº

525 and L3-3

cº [He, or it, was, or became, hallowed,

5.

ë.

(S, K, but not as from Th,) and
or sanctified: he, or it, was, or became, conse (S) and
crated]. — He (God, Msb) was far, or far in the K is added
(TA;) [see
for
removed, or free, [or clear, from every impurity
or imperfection, or from everything derogatory these are mostly with damm, though sometimes
from his glory; [i. e., He was holy;] or He re with fet-h: (§, K:") Lh says, all agree in pro
moved himself far from every impurity or imper nouncing tº- and v3.5 with damm, though

&#.

See Supplement.]

&

*A9

1. Jº Jº (§, M, A, L.) ſaor. 4,] inf n. #,

fection, &c.; (Msb, TA:) he, or it, was, or fet-h is allowable; (M;) but Az denies this (K,) He cut the edges, or extremities, of the
became, purified; or he purified himself. ($, K.) agreement: (TA:) and Lh adds, that all other jeathers, ($, M, A, L, K,) [for the arron, or
words of the measure

Jº are with fet-h.

arron's, with the instrument called

J.33 and "Jºš [Holiness, sanctity: purity:
6 *

(S, A, Msb, K:) [each] a subst, as well as an
inf. n. : (S, A, K:) the former a contraction of
the latter. (Mºb.) — Hence, (S,) J-ºil à-la-,

Jº

de

9 J ,

Ji, (A,)

(M.)

and made then (33-, M, L, ſin the K, **
is put for *3-5]) of the suitable dimensions,

,

cº-º-º/l < * : see Jºãº.
5 sº ... --

Jºie Halloned, or sanctified: consecrated:
purified:] blessed. (M.)— Jºiº, applied to

(***, 34-1 2-3 Jº, M, (in the L and K,
2:35 is put for rºl, and in the K 33-J)

or "J-331,[The Enclosure of Holinessor Purity.)
i.e., Paradise. (S, A.) – [Hence, also, £º God: see Jºi. Jºiº. <!, (K,) and and the foll. conjunction are omitted,I) and even.
"...i), (S, A, K,) and-ºil tº, accord. to the Jºãº) <!, (S, K,) and [more commonly] < (M, L, K.) – And 33, He cut anything in a
reading of Ibn-Ketheer, (Bd, ii. 81,) [The Spirit "…ºl,(M, A.K.) which [i. e-aiº) is either similar manner. — [Hence, 53, It (anything)
of Holiness or Purity; properly applied to The formed from Jºi. by rejecting the augmenta was made even, and fine, or delicate, or elegant;
Holy Spirit, The Third Person of the Trinity, in tive letter, or is a subst. not formed from a (M, L;) [as also *ś : see $34, and see 2.j–
-

Christian theology; generally, but incorrectly,
2: 35 ($, M, A, L.) aor. , (M.A, L.) infn.
called by the Eastern Christians among the Arabs verb, like as Sb says of <&l, (M,) [signi
2 - 2
Jºã)
but accord. to the Muslims, Jibreel fying The hallowed, or consecrated, or purifted, # (S. M. L. K.) and 'ºl, (M. L.) iſ n.
or blessed, dwelling; or the dwelling of the $33,5 (K;) and W 333 ; (Deewan El-Hudha
[i.e. Gabriel, the Archangel]; (S, A, K, and Bd, halloned, &c.; are appellations of Jerusalem;]
leeyeen, cited by Freytag;) He feathered the
ubi supra;) as also Jºël and J. :) : (K, TA:)

£º

also called "J-3:1 (which is the name generally

arrow ; ficed, or stuck, upon it the feathers;

or the Spirit of Jesus: or the Gospel: or the given to it in the present day] and Y Jºi- ; (A,
most great name of God, by rehich Jesus used to K;) because one is purified therein from sins, or (S, M, A, L, K;) whereof an arrow has three,
also called its cols. (L.)=33, aOr. 2 (L.)
raise to life the dead: (Bd, ubi supra:) or God's
• because
of
the
blessing
that
is
therein.
(TA.)
—
inf n. 35, (K,) He struck him upon the part
protection and direction. (A.) You say, ë. * ~ * ~ * 2 of
à-v-Aiºl Jój'). The ſhallowed, or consecrated, or] called the Já, (L, K;) on the back of his neck.
Jalo J-ºil, and 4:4, Gabriel, or God's pro
* * *

.9

purified land; ($, Msb, K;) or the pure land;

(Fr;) or the blessed land; (IAar;) is an appella (L.) [But see Stää &º in art, &b.]
tion of Damascus and Palestine and part of the
2. $35, (inf. n. Jºã, L.) It (anything) was
Blessing. (M., T.A.)—Also, Jºã) and WJ-33) Jordan: (Fr.:) or Syria : (M:) and "...i. Jºi
[or Y -ºil Jºh signifies the same. (TA.)
trimmed, or decorated. (M, L.) See also 1.
tection and direction, be with thee, and be thine

aider. (A)—J.3 or " J.33 also signifies
Jºãº) <!, q. v. (K,) or Jºiº

i. 4.

•

~e-º.

4: see 1.

(A)—And '-3i ºf ſor -ti- Jºliº.

9 w - a

Jºãº A Christian monk [or any Christian or

i...i., Jººl. (TA)

J.35 A (ressel of the kind called].J.; (S, A,

a Jew] niho comes [or goes or performs pilgrimage
or has performed pilgrimage] to J-ºf- Or <

K;) of the dial. of the people of El-Hijāz; so J-ei- [i. e. Jerusalem]: (A:) or a Christian
called because one purifies himself in it, (S,TA,) monk : (K:) or a [learned Jen, or other, such as
and with it. (TA.)
* > *

is called] 2- (M, T.A.) Imra-el-Keys says,
describing dogs and a [wild) bull,

* c 2

J. : see J-25, throughout.

• a

•

#

U-15

º

• * > *>

J.-: *---

3-5 + He heard the story

from me like as I heard it. (TA, voce

<<=})
6 º' s

3.35 A feather of an arron, ; pl.

$33, (S, M,

L. K.) and 3.3-3. (M., L.) [You say, 33 sºil, sºil, Like as one feather of an arron,

* ~ * ~* * *

3-lº Jºë-\º 4–1 =>\-3

8.

#

'corresponds

to, or matches, another. (L.) –
[Hence,) the ear of a man, and of a horse; (M,
See art. ºe-.
****) --> cºlº Gº 's
L, K;) the two ears are called Júj-i-. (M,
And they (the dogs) overtook him, (namely, the L.)- And the side of the vulva; (K;) dual,
Jº in (Ş, M, A, Mºb, K) and Jºãº, (S, bull,) seizing the shank and the sciatic vein, and
the tro sides of the vulva, (S, M, L,)
M, K,) applied to God, (S, M, A, &c.,) as also tearing his skin, as the children of the Christians
3 ** º
Us.” JºJºe [A holy tradition or narration]:
*

• 22

• *2.

…

2”:

• 6.

- *

+

+

Jºãº,

which are called the cºur-º-l. (M., L.)= The

"Jºi:... (M., A) and "Jºãº); (A3) [all of
which are nearly syn. ;]

cº-

signifies [The

tear the garment of the monk that has come from

J-aiº ---, [or Jerusalem]

for the purpose of

All-holy, All-pure, or All-perfect;] He who is obtaining a blessing from it: thus the verse is
far removed from every imperfection or impurity, found in the handwriting of Aboo-Sahl; but in
or from everything derogatory from his glory; all the copies of the S, we find J-siºn **, with
(M, Msb;) as also J-Riº) [but not in an inten
J. (TA.)
sive degree]; (M;) and J.--- signifies the
3
*
= 2 *

fea; ($, M, L. Ks) as also '33. (M. L. K.)

pl. Ó13. ($, M, L. K.)
9 * *

5* ,

3.35 see 3.35.

#33 A piece that is cutfrom the extremity of

6 *

same as this last; (T, TA;) or from faults and

J-2-i, and U-2–5–2 0f, or relating to, or a feather; (M, L;) and elslºš, [the pl.,] what

defects: (TA:) or the Pure; ($," K;) [or the belonging to, Jºãº) <-Very Pure:] or the Blessed; (Ibn-El-Kelbee, K;)
Jerusalem]: a Jew. (S.)
[or the Greatly Blessed:] Sb used to say J-23;
3*
and

**. with ſet-h to the first letter of each:

2

w-- -

07"

J-siº --

[i. e. falls in the cutting of the extremities of feathers,

and the like : ($, L, K :) and the sing., what is
cut, or clipped, from the extremities of gold, &c.:

…

Jºãº!: see J-3-ºl.

(K:) the pl. signifies pieces, (M.) or small

2498
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pieces, (L.) cut, or clipped, from the extremities And A man of light form, or figure; (Yaakoob, ness, dirt, or filth : and an unclean, a dirty, or a
of gold: and pieces cut or clipped from silver $, M, L, K;) as also 3. and in like manner filly, thing; pl. ºil also, dirt, or filth, which
6* * ~ *
are called colyl.js-: or the sing, signifies what is 353 A., A woman not tall; also a jº. (Yaakoob, renders one legally impure: (Az, Mgb:) W sº is
likewise used in the sense of já. (Msb:) and
cut, or clipped, from anything. (M., L.)
S, M,” L.)
3.25
6 J. P.
•
** > * >*
[hence] both these words also signify f a foul
8 ... ºr "

6

- e.

-

-

-

Jöl An arrow nithout feathers upon it; (T, S,
323i, see 5.3i in three places.—3333i, cº, action : (TA, for this meaning of 33, accord. to
M, A, L, K;) like as é, applied to an arrow, (S, M, L, K,) and W šší, (M, L, K,) an ear
an explanation of its pl. Jāf; and L, Msb, for
signifies “having no notch:” (L:) or of which of a rounded shape (M, L, K,) as though it ºr.
the same meaning of ãº :) ăsâû is also ex
the feathers have fallen off: (L:) or just pared, pared. (S, L.) [You say,)
cº &

Jºsé

before it is feathered: (Lh, M, L:) also,
feathered arrow ; or (in the K, and) that
evenly pared, without any deviation from
traight shape: (M, L, K:") pl. #. and pl.

já, $33.

(S, L. [See an ex. voce

a He (a horse) has two ears shaped like the
is feathers of an arrow. (A.)—ué, $234. * He
a has his hair clipped at the back of the neck.
of (L.)

&é-i)—

Jº. Sº #3 & He has not anything :
K.)

plained as signifying adultery, or fornication,
(Mºb, K,) and the like: (Mºb :) or this latter
word , signifies anything that is deemed foul

(*-**) and that ought to be shunned, or
avoided: (Mgh:) an offence jor which a punish
ment such as is termed 3- is inflicted; such as

jº

(M, L,
or he has not either property or people.

adultery, or fornication, and drinking [nine or

1. 33, aor. 2; (Lih, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and 333,
(Lh, M. L.K.). A proverb. (TA)—-ºfu. aor. :; (Lth,Mgh, K5) and jºij, aor.*;(K;) infn.

the like] : (IAth:) or foul action, and evil

speech. (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh.) You say *
tº. $3 jāī * I gained not from him any 335, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K.) of 33; (Mºbi) and jià. * §, and ">ºtil, (Msb,) and,339,
thing: (M, L:) or I obtained not from him
himselfjar
šš, (§, Mgh, K) of #3 (Lth;) It (a thing, (S) [He shuns, avoids,
Or 7'em Oves

good, either little or much. (Meyd, TA.) Ibn Mgh, Msb) was, or became, unclean, dirty, or
Háni relates this saying, on the authority of
filthy. ($, Mgh, Mºb)=$33, ($, Mgh, Mºb,
Aboo-Málik, differently, saying 33i, with C3,
instead of 351, from 33 in the sense of $3. (L.) inf n. [of the former] 335, and [of the latter]
– In another proverb it is said, jš. 40 º-e); Le 333; (K5) and "93.55 and "9-º-; (§,Mgh,
(-, . $3 [I left not to him anything]. (A.)
Mşb, K;) [and "933; (see ăsâû) JHe held it to

jrom, that which is unclean, and unclean things,
or foul conduct, and foul actions; preserves him
•.

-

ſy

- * * *,:

•.2°

And Jº Jºi "elixstill lººs
K) aor. 4 (Mºb, K.) and 33, aor. 4 (Ki) “ſtºrfron.]
\,-e aji Shun ye, or avoid ye, the foul actions,

2*

3

p

6

...

•

such as adultery, or fornication, and the like,

which God hath forbidden. (Mºb.) = See also
jº.
i. The part between the two ears, behind: be unclean, dirty, or filthy :] he disliked it, or
3

*

º

cºi…º 3.

(M,” L, K:) one says,
Verily he
is vile in the part betneen the two ears, behind,
and cºis, &- goodly in that part; though
a man has but one 3. also, the base of the ear:
(M, L:) and the place where the hair of the
head ends, between the two ears, behind: (S:) the
part of the back of the head where the growth of
the hair ends: (M, L, K:) or the part of the
back of the head nºhere the hair is cut nºith the
shears: (M, L:) and the part where the hair
ends, behind and before: (L:) or the place where

hated it, for its uncleanness, dirtiness, or filthi
ness : (Msb :) or the disliked it, or hated it :
(S:) or the shunned it, or avoided it, through

in ,

5

*

J-M3 : see Jºš.

Jºj, (Lib, ş, Mg, Mºb, K.) from jº, (Lih)

dislike, or hatred: (Mgh;) sº and "9-º- and and '3% (Lih,K) from 3, (Lú) and $33 and
&. "...iii are syn. [in this last, or a similar,
*:33, (K,) [but the last has an intensive signifi
sease]: (Lth:) and Šiš, aor. 2, signifies the cation, as though meaning “dirt,” or “filth,”
disliked it, or hated it, and shunned it, or avoided itself, (see #,)] A thing unclean, dirty, or filthy.
it : (TA:) and *303: ! she (a woman) shunned, ($, Mgh, Mgb.)
avoided, or removed herself far from, unclean
39.53 A man who shuns, avoids, or removes him
things, or foul actions; preserved herself there
6.- ... --

from. ($) It is said in a trad, ºf $35

self far from, causes of blame; nºko preserves him

the head is set upon the neck : its proper signi (sºil Jº- [I dislike, for you, what goes round

ºf ther from. ($, K, TA) See also sº; and

fication is a place of cutting; and therefore it about the towns, or villages], meaning, I dislike,
may mean the place where the hair ends, at the back for you, oxen and cows that eat filth ; therefore

Jºaº.

2% f.A woman who shuns, avoids, or removes

of the neck : or the place nhere the head ends ; do not ye eat them. (Mgh.) And El-Ajjāj herself far from, unclean things, or foul actions.
which is the place rehere it is set upon the neck.
(A.)

says

(S, K.) See also

yº Jº (, sº

º

º

#35, and ii. – 1 A woman

Whº shuns, or avoids, men. (K.) See also

3,333. – t A she-camel that lies donºn apart
A blade for cutting or clipping; syn. t[And my disliking what was not disliked], (A’Obeyd, S, K) from the other camels, retiring
Jºji. (S;) an instrument for cutting the meaning, that he had come to dislike (#) to a distance, (A’Obeyd, S,) and fleeing from
e.ctremities of feathers, (M, A, L, K,”) such as a the food which he did not dislike in his youth.
3.

them at the time of milking; (TA) like Jºſé,

(TA.)

knife and the like; as also #2: (M, L.) a
2 : see 1.

knife. (K.)

a thing.]

$ii, and *3.3%,

excepting that the C33:2 does not retire to a
—[2- also signifies He fouled distance: (A’Obeyd, S) or a she-camel that does
not come to the watering-trough or tank, to drink,

Trimmed, or decorated;

(M, K5) applied to a man. (M.) See 3,4t.

—[Hence, $34. (M, K) and '3sti, (L), A
man (M, L) having his hair clipped (M, L, K)

until it is left to her unoccupied; that cuts herself
4.

§33.

He found it to be unclean, dirty, or off from the other camels: (L, voce

filthy. (Mgb.)
5: see 1, in three places. = [Also

alsº." ãº (K.) and so *.
5-i- IIe

round the part where its growth terminates, before became unclean, dirty, or filthy. (So used in the

and behind: (M, L.) and 2++, ii., (§, L.)
and W

L, K, art. St.3.)]

§: i-º, (L). A man having his hair

trimmed. (S, L.) –3 i. Anything made even,
and fine, or delicate, or elegant. (K.)—[Hence,)
A man having a clean garment, one part of it
resembling another, every part of it goodly. (L.)

10: see 1, in two places.
s o .

jº :

*

.

see J33.

Suáº)

as

(TA voce

25, e.)

Jºsé see ºff.
ăsă: See 3. throughout. - + A man foul
in language; (Mgh;) evil in disposition: (Mgh,
K:) one who cares not what he does or says.

(TA.) – t A very jealous man; syn. 3.4%
3.35: see 1. –[As a simple subst, Unclean (Lth, K.)–: A man who does not mic with
3 **
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others, (K,) or nho does not associate as a friend tractions of &; and &: like as &tº and K;) inf. n. ;3, (Th, M, Msb, K,) said by Th to
with others, (S,) because of the evilness of his dis &tº are contractions of &ius and &tº (M, be an inf n., (M) and 35 (M, K) and ºft;
position, ($, K,) nor alight nºith them; ($;) as Bd,” TA:" [but see J. :D or & is from £3, (M, Msb, K5) f His eye was, or became, cool,
also *::3# and ºsé (K) and 5.3% 3. (S, K:)
or refrigerated, or refreshed; contr. of <<;
aor. 2, inf. n. }%; (Bd, TA;") and &; from
or a man who shuns, avoids, or removes himself far
some prefer that 35 should
º It is be(S, ofM.;)thewherefore
from, others, not sitting unless alone, nor alighting jū, aor, juiº, ignºng
measure <4-3, to agree in measure
unless alone. (A, TA.) See also 23.3—5. – said in a proverb, lsº tºº Atº [Begin with its contr.: (M :) or became cool, &c., by
Dainty, or squeamish; one who dislikes and thou by crying out to them, and they will become reason of happiness, or joy: (Msb:) or became

&l.

avoids a thing, and nill not eat it : (AO, M,
still, or quiet; or] begin thou by complaining of
Mgh, K:) the 3 is added to give intensiveness
them, and they will be content to be still, or
to the signification: (TA:) or one who dislikes
quiet. (TA.) [But see Freytag's Arab. Prov.,
3 3 (#) everything that is unclean. (Abd-el

Wahhāb El-Kilábee.) It is said of Mohammad, i. 173, where, instead of lºº, we find 2,52.]
Jºsé Jº- <!-3) Jét: ‘j 5,236 Juá. He was You also say astº. Jº *5tí (, 353, i.e. *::::: Uo
•,•,•

*

*

• 6 -

-

cool, &c., and ceased to neep, (M, K,) and to feel
hot with tears; (M;) for the tear of happiness,
or joy, is cool; and that of sorrow, or grief, is
hot: ($:) [it may therefore be rendered, his eye
was, or became, unheated by tears:] or it is from

jºil, and means, his eye, seeing that for which it

dainty; not eating the domestic forwl until it had [Such a one does not rest, or remain, in his longed, became at rest, and slept. (M, K.”)
place]. (S.) And it is said in a trad. of Aboo You also say & º
and tº- º “º,
been fed nith vegetable food. (Mgh, T.A.)
Dharr, <; & *já 33 And I did not delay to
inf n., of both forms, § and *}, ! I was, or

Śiś,

jºi.

t One whom others avoid, or shun : (S, rise, or stand up. (TA.) You say also, of a
K:) occurring in a Hudhalee poem : (S:) or woman, tº & tº Jä (K) She suffers quietly became, cool, or refrigerated, or refreshed, in eye
therely. (S.) See also 4 = }, aor. 4, inf. n.
i. q. W jºi. [one who shuns, avoids, or removes
n:hat is done to her, such as the being kissed, &c.
himselffar from, unclean things, or foul actions;
5, He poured it; poured it out, or forth;
who preserves himself therefrom]. (K.) See also

(K.' TA) And ºn Jºin it. '53. The

$33, and 53.

seed of the stallion rested, or remained, in the

namely, water: and he poured it, or poured it

-

33. + One n-ho commits foul actions. (TA,
from a trad.)

womb (S,K) of the she-camel; (Ki) i.a. "x-l. out or forth, at once. (TA.) You say aft;
(S, K.) See also 3. and 3%, below. =3, (S, it.” He poured the water upon him. (M, K.)
And * *. &- (ºft -5 Gº <º I poured

M, Mgh, Mºb, K) like Jºj (Mgh) and ºi,
3 w ... •.”

Jºãº

5 * ~ *

(Msb,) [so that the second pers. is

see Jºão.

upon

his head a bucket ofcold water. (S.) And

<,3%) aOr. 2; ſº es: *ji 5;

He poured the nater into the

(LA, M., IKit, Mgh, Mºb, K.) andji, like 3,3,
&
-3.35

J33

vessel. (TA.)-Hence, (TA,)

(Mgh, Mºb,)[so that the second pers.is &ºÅ,]aor. (Sh, M, K.)
2; (M, IKtt, Mgh, Msb, K;) and 5, [second pers.
<º Or <jä, aor. 2; (Lh, M, K;) or, accord.

AJ3

$35
See Supplement.

to MF, Lh mentions the aors. 2 and - in his
Nawādir; and IKtt, the three forms of aor., and
so the author of the Ma'élim ; but IKtt says, in

his Kitāb al-Abiyeh, ; and jº, though he
25

1. Jºjº. 3, (M, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) and
(ś, M, Mgh,) first pers. $53, (S,) aor. = ;

may have mentioned the three forms in another
book; and accord. to what is stated [in the M

and in the L. Ll myºji, and #, which is a

and

<-2-1,

s: J25& 5,

(S,) aor. 4, (Sh, S,

M.) inf n.5, (Sh, ś, M, K) the poured forth
the speech, or discourse, or narration, into his
ear: (M, K:) or he did as though he poured it
into his ear : (S:) or he intrusted him nith it :
(TA:) or he spoke it secretly into his ear : (M,”
K,” TA:) or he repeated it in his ear, meaning
the ear of a dumb man (..º), that he might
understand it: (IAgr:) or he put his mouth to
his ear and spoke loudly to him, as one does to a

4:3,

rare form; (TA;) ſon which it should be deaf man. (Sh.)
remarked, that ISd, IKtt, and Mtr, mention the
(S, Msb, TA) aor. 3 ($, M, Mºb, K5) but the form - first, as though to indicate its being the 2: see 4, in two places. =4, 55, inf. n. Jºë,
former is the more usual, or common; (M, TA;) more, or most, common;] inf. n. 5, (Msb,) or He made him to acknowledge, or confess, it. (S.)

(S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K5) and first pers ºf

inf n. 93, (§, M, Mgh, K) of both verbs, (S)

32

-

35, (IKtt, TA,) or the latter is a simple subst.;

You say jºſt, j, (S) and 3-1. Jºe, (M,

or this is a simple subst., (Mºb,) and 235, ($, M, (Msb;) It (the day, Lh, S, M., &c., and in like
K) # 3-, (3) He made him to acknowledge
K,) of the former verb, (S,) and: (M, MSb, manner one says of the night, ãº - 5, M) the truth, or right, or due, (S, M, K,) so that he
K) and š,(M.K.) which last is anomalous, (M,) nvas, or became, cold. (Lh, S, M., &c.) —; He did acknowledge it. (S.)

and #5, (TA) and "ºl, ($, M, Mºb, K.)

(a man) was, or became, affected, or smitten, by
3. jé, inf. n. sti, IIe settled, became faced
the cold. But you do not say Aſ j. instead of or established or motionless or quiet or still or at
originally ºff, (TA,) 23; (S,TA3) and "Jiří this you say * Ši. (M, K.)- It is .x.ysaid
in a rest, rested, remained, or continued, with him.
3, 6 & * * *
(S, K.) You say aſ: <ju. Jº
3 tº 1
(TA;) [and *]:51, as appears from an ex. below;] trad. respecting the war of the Moat, adjºi
nvill
not
settle,
&c.,
with
thee
in
the
state
in
which
He, or it, settled; became firm, steady, fired, ~93 ºv$2 2, in 24-, meaning, And when I
settled, or established; became motionless, station [acquainted him with the tidings of the people, thou art. (TA.) And hence the saying of Ibn

29, (Mºb) or -35 ($) and "jū, ($, M, K.)

Jäi

...

º.º.º.

…

e. e.

ary, standing, quiet, still, or at rest; rested; and] became quiet, I experienced

cold, (TA) Merood, ºn jā, (5 K) from ºil, no
o

remained; continued; resided; in the place; [But perhaps the last word should be ~33.]—

from

syn. & 3, (K) and & [which, when & 35, (S, M., IKtt, Mºb, K.) of the measure
said of a man, particularly implies being in <º, (M,) like <º, (Msb,) [second pers.
authority and power]. (Mºb.) [See also 4.]
sºl aor. 2, (S, M., IKtt, K,) which is the
In the words of the Kur, (xxxiii. 88, J-3 cy-32
&&. and &#3. [And remain, ye in your more usual form; (M;) and <}, like << *,

motion, and without play, during prayer. (TA.)

houses, or chambers,

cy- and cy-3 are con

(Mºb) (second pers. ººl aor. - ($, M, IKH,

jū9,

(S,) meaning, Be ye still, without

4. ºil, (S, M, K) and ' ',5, (M., K.) He
settled, fixed, established or confirmed, him, or it;
rendered him, or it, motionless, quiet, still, or at
rest; made him, or it, to rest, remain, or con
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&

tinue; (S,” M,"K5) as [in it, namely, a place, cool, or refrigerated, or refreshed, (Mºb, TA,) by

&#5); (Mab3) the day next after that called

happiness, or joy, in consequence of his having 3. 2. [or the day of the sacrifice, or of the
or the like], and º [in it, namely, a state, an
offspring, or of some other event: (Mºb :) or
office, or the like). (M., K.) You say 43% Jº §l cooled his tears; for the tear of happiness, or joy, slaughtering of camels] : (S, M, Mgh, K:) so
-

[He settled, fired, established, or confirmed, &c., is cool: (A5:) or gave him to such an eactent called because the people on that day rest, or
him, or it, in his, or its, place]. (S, K.) And Le that his eye became quiet Čá Jº-), and neas not settle, in their abodes: (S, M, Mgh:) or because
th
t
that day in ſth
lley of 1 Miné
raised tonards him niho nas above him, (S, TA,)

&
S 213 & J Jº (Nothing fired me
in this country, or tonn, &c., but thy being in it].

(A’Obeyd, Kr, M, Msb, K,) after the fatigue
or tonards that which was above it : (L:) or
caused him to meet neith that nihich contented

(TA) And sº Jº He lºft the birds
to rest in their nest. (Mºb.) And JºJ) J-3)
alº

Jº

He left the agent to rest, [or settled,

fired, or established, him, or made him to
continue, or confirmed

him.)

in his agency.

(Mºb) [And ºf Jé & He left him at rest

ley rest on that day in [the valley of ) Miné,

of

the three days immediately preceding.
3 :

*

tº ~~

** >

him, so that his eye became quiet (2.55) in looking (A’Obeyd.)=2–5 ex-, ($, M, Mgb, K,) the
at other things; an explanation approved and inſ. n.being thus used as an epithet, (Mºb,) and
adopted by Abu-l-‘Abbās: (L, TA:) or caused *juś, (S, Mgh, Msb,) but the latter was dis
his eye to sleep, by making him to meet with approved by IAar, (TA,) and W325i, (M, K,)
93. 6-2.
J happiness, or joy, that dispelled his sleeplessness.
•3
9

(Aboo-Tālib.) You say also

-25.

3; it'ſ,(S, M, Mºb, K.) and 'jā, (S, Msb,)
9% & Jºe 5: and
A cold chill, or cool, day, and night: (S, M., &c.:)

in his assertion, undisturbed, unopposed, or un
contradicted; he confirmed him in it; he con [It refreshes my eye, &c., to see thee]. (T.A.)

and

5

is applied to anything as signifying cold;

See also 1.

fessed him to be correct respecting it.
verb is used in the phrase

Thus the

4% Jº $5. in the

Expos. of the Jel.., xxxviii. 22; and in many
other instances.] You say also º

Jºë, meaning,

He put the

W25,

inſ.

(TA;) [and so, app., "55, and perhaps ºft and
5 and 6: see 1, first signification.

[Hence,) Jºu [The two cold times;]
the morning and the evening. (S, K.) A man

"2,5].

8: see 1, first signification.-3, (K,) or 3.

Il.

22 iſº, (S) or >39. *(jū, (M.) He washed him
thing in its j% ſor
self with cold mater. (S, M, K.)

being asked what had caused his teeth to fall

out, he answered *jº 49% jū- Jé- [The
eating nhat nas hot, and drinking what nas
10:
see
1,
first
signification,
in
three
places;
and
cold:
but he may have used Jú instead of; for
W ;: [I established the information in his mind.
see 4. [–25- often
It nas, or subsisted,
so that it became established]. ($) And tº 5)
the purpose of assimilation to j- ; and it seems
3
29 3-3, inf. n. §§ and
[both of which or had being; and hencejº. is frequently used or

rating place ($) And -º-º-º:

signifiº

§,

-

that, when coupled or connected with Ju-,

•

já

is

understood as a copula, often with ºr prefixed to
3.
3 -23.2 ° 2 º' -- more chaste than 35]. (TA.) Respecting the
inf ns. properly belong to the synonymous form
•* >
3.j, (as Lumsden has remarked, in his Arabic the predicate; as 3is -also 25-3; so that jº-e Jºy
-

2

-

os,

-

• *

0

•

-

saying (Sjö

3,
Grammar, page 241,) I settled, fired, established, Jºe or Jºe 5* may mean Zeyd is nith
thee;
as well as Zºyd is residing, &c., with thee. See also 23.
&c., this thing, or affair; or I confirmed it.]

(S.) And it is said in a trad of
... o -

-*

º

'Othmān, See, on this point, IAk, p. 58.)— Also, It ob
Make ye the souls of the tained, or held.

Jºjº Jº- Jº
beasts which ye slaughter to become at rest,

3,

Jº &: tº- J3, see art. Je-. =
3.

•

5.4% ºv. G. M. K) and it. (TA)
[and Jāo]. = Also,

($, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and
belly) sounded, [or rumbled, (S, TA,) by reason Yyá, (Lh, Kt,) which latter form, it is said, must
hasten to skin the beasts, nor to cut them in of hunger, or from some other cause. (TA.) be used in conjunction with [its contr.] > for

[and wait ye] that they may depart, and

R. Q. 1.

5.53,

[inf. n.

3,3,3]

It (a man's

do not

pieces. (TA.) And in a trad. of Aboo-Moosä,

stèjì, ſº ºn sji Prayer is established

Also said of a cloud, with thunder. (TA) the sake of assimilation, (TA,) and
(Kt,)
It (wine, or beverage,) sounded, [or gurgled, in a
Cold; coldness; chill; chilness; coolness; syn.

º,

man's throat. (M., T.A.) — He laughed ($, M,
and stej [i.e., benevolent K) in a certain manner, (S,) violently, or im
treatment of others or piety or obedience to God, moderately, and reiterating his voice in his
and the giving of the alms required by the lan']. throat: (M, K.) or he imitated the sounds of

and connected with 3.

(TA)—ºn ºf I explained the say:

laughing : (IKtt:) or

33.3

is similar to

§: ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also '3-5. (S3)
: signifies cold; &c., in ninter; (M, K;)

or

whereas

<āş.
W

§,

sº is in winter and summer:

(M:) and

cold, &c., by which a man (M, K) or other

ing, or speech, Or language, to such a one, so that he (Sh.)- He (a camel) brayed, (S, M, K,) neith
creature, (M,) is affeted, or smitten. (M, K.)
knew it. (T.A.) =; IIe became quiet and sub a clear and reiterated voice : (S, M. :) or brayed
J lººs-> They entered upon the
the best manner: (IKtt:) said only of a camel You say
missive. (TA, from a trad)=3; 3), (§, Mºb) in
inf. n.
(M, K.) He acknowledged, or con advanced in age : (S, in art. Jaſſ :) § is the [time of] cold. (M.) And ; Ś ºf Neither
fessed, it, ($, M, Mºb, K,) namely, the truth, or inf. n., (S,” M, K,”) and the simple subst. is heat nor cold. (TA, from a trad.) And alſº
a right, or due, (§, M, K,) or a thing. (Msb.) jé: (M, K:) and 3% is pl. of the former of
j, signifies The affirming a thing either nith these ns. ($)—5,3,3 It (a pigeon, 4tº)
Jé
Jºkº (S) The most severe of thirst
the tongue or with the mind, or with both. (El [cooed; or] uttered its cry: ($, K:) or uttered a
is thirst in a cold day. (S, art. ,--.) And
Bašáir.)—[Hence, app.,] âû, sºft, [as though hind of cry: (M :) the inf. n. is § and 3,55, sometimes the Arabs said w; <-- 5- 3- (S)

Jill

},

9, e.

"; tº A night of cold. (TA) And 3.
";

§e.

signifying The she-camel acknowledged, or con (S, M., K.) which latter IJ says is of the [I experience] thirst in a cold day. (Isa,
fessed, herself to be pregnant ;] the she-camel's measure Jºlas, thus making it a quadriliteral
-

pregnancy became apparent: (IKtt, TA;)

or
became established; became a positive fact :

(ISk, S, K.) or the she camel conceived; became

radical word, (M.) and jū; and £3, which

TA, art. Ja-.) [See this and other exs. in art.
3-.) One says also "ºs <<, [meaning §

last is a simple subst, as well as an inf n., and
The time of its access, or coming, mean
§. (El-Hasan Ibn-'Abd-Allah El-Kátib
ing of the access, or coming, of the disease, [app.,
El-Isbahánee.)- She (a domestic hen) uttered
of the shivering-fit of an ague, (see iº)]
a reiterated cry, or cackling. (Hr, M.)
departed: the [pronoun] (a refers to [the word]
5 : see 1, throughout. —ji 2. [The day of
resting;] the eleventh day of Dhu-l-Hijjeh;

six,]

so is

pregnant. (IAgr.)=2-3' He

.x£ntered

upºn, a

time of cold. (M, K.)—& o;5), (inf n.j93),

Mºb,) God caused him to be affected, or smitten,
by the cold. (S,” M, Mºb, K.) One does not
2, e -

J - a w

say ś (M, K)—4: 475, (§, M, Mºb, K.)
and

in

**, (M, K,) t God made his eye to become (A’Obeyd;) the first of the days called Auf

alº. (S)
3.

Je:

32
see 29.

.

33
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3.

• **

see 23.

or such as yet remains in the back, and such as is

Ibn 'Abbās, mentioning Alee, said, Jº J-Le

deposited
in the nomb.
(TA.) You say also,
• * * * > 0° ... a • -e-e
• , a £

* “I

Gº sºilué <!e My knowledge com
pared to his knowledge is like the small pool of
which, or in consequence of which, the eye becomes of the consecrated places of abode : JUL, is pl. of water left by a torrent, placed by the side of the
cool, or refrigerated, or refreshed; &c.; or in 32.
[main deep, or] middle of the sea. (K,” TA, art.
consequence of n!hich it becomes at rest, and sleeps: WXia]. (TA.) And one says, on the occasion of 2-ad.) – [The bottom of the sea, &c.]

cº # signifies &-

dº

35 L. : [That by ă.3iji ºli.jſ Jesſ [He, or it, 3reminded
me
-•

-

see 1]... (M., K.) In the Kur, xxxii. 17, instead a calamity befalling, "Xi, <13, (§, Z, M,”) or
of

cº ã, Aboo-Hureyreh reads º >55,

6 * **

aS

'i, ~~~95, (K,) meaning, It (the calamity, #3;
-

y

on the authority of the Prophet. (M.) You say

3.; A woman n-ho suffers quietly what is done
to her, (M, K,) or who does not prevent the hand

$) became [or fell] in its 3% [or settled or ficed of him who feels her, as though she remained quiet
place, or in the place where it should remain :] (S, to suffer what was done to her, (TA,) not repelling
and pleasant state of life. (TA.)
K:) or the thing came to its 255; (M:) or it fell him who kisses her nor him who entices her to
3,
in its place: (Z:) or it fell where it ought: (Th:) gratify his lust, (M, K, TA,) nor shunning that
;: see 25, throughout.
and sometimes they said Yūji, <<āş [it fell in its which induces suspicion. (TA.) = Cold nater
393. see 1, first signification. — A state of settled or fired place, &c.]: (S:) and 29. &#3 ($, K) with which one nashes himself. (S.) (It
settledness, fixedness, stability, establishment, quiet, 'ºis, i.e. "…iit. [the thing fell in the place seems to be an epithet in which the quality of a
subst, predominates.) .
stillness, rest, permanence, or continuance; (Mºb,
also

**) &: ; J. :

f He is in a plentiful

-

TA;) and so

º, in

nºhere it did, or should, rest, or remain]: (A$:) and
the Kur, ii. 34, and vii.

23: (Bd, TA:) or in these two instances the

latter

one says to a man who seeks blood-revenge, when

cº95 Jé, f A

man n-hose eye is cool, re

frigerated, or refreshed: (S:) or whose eye is
is a n. of place. (Bd.) [Hence,) glº" 32 [Kur, he meets the slayer of his relation,"9;i, < *ś, thy cool, &c., and ceases to weep; or whose eye sees
heart has met that which it looked for. (TA.)
xl. 42, The abode of stability; the permanent
abode; i.e.,] the norld to come. (TA, art. 253 :

"9% < *ś 3i, and *5. cº, also means

I

&c.) = [A place, and a time, of settledness, have become acquainted neith all that thou knowest,
firedness, stability, establishment, quiet, stillness, nothing thereof being hidden from me. (Ibn

continuº; riſing:
placed in ºt. (TA) ſºng 'ºland.º.º.
rest, permanence, or

(l

M, K.) Exs. 993 J Pººl jue, and "º,

Buzurj, in TA, art. 2-3.)
•

* *

One says also, [in
*

>

•

*

* *

that for which it has longed [and becomes at rest

and
sleeps]. (K.) (see 1.] And sºft &, and
W §, ! [An eye that is cool, &c.] (M, K.)
ăş

#2

The stomach, or triple stomach, or the
9, 2

* -

& 2

threatening another, 49b–52–5 J, 4-35; a crop, or cran, of a bird; syn, ā-23-; ($, K;)
prov., meaning, 42-43 4 ºf Ji [i. e. I will like tº (S) ſand ij-l.

[The thing, or affair, came to its place, or time, assuredly impel thee, or drive thee, against thy
of settledness, &c.; or the meaning may be, to its will, to the utmost point to which thou canst go, 3,1,5 : see the last division of what is given
state of settledness, &c.; the explanation is] came or be brought or reduced; and, constrain thee to above under 295.
to its end, and became settled, fired, &c. (M, do thine utmost]. (JK. [Or the meaning is,
&% from 35, because he who is so called
TA.) And ū 'iº &- Jºãº [Kur, xxxvi. I will assuredly impel thee, or drive thee, against
38, And the sun runneth to a place, and time, thy will, to the place that thou deservest: or, to remains in the dwellings, (TA,) An inhabitant of
beyond which it doth not pass; or to a term ap the place where thou shalt remain : or, to thy a region, district, or tract, of cities, towns, or
pointed for it: (TA:) or to a determined limit, grave: or, to thy norst and lonest state or con villages, and of cultivated land, who does not go
in search of pasture : (K:) a tailor ; (IAar, S,
where its revolution ends; likened to theji- of dition: see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 450.)
K:)
a butcher: or any workman or artificer.
a traveller, when he ends his journey: or to the A region, or place, officed abode; i.g. &: ºi:
(K.)
The vulgar use it in the present day as an
middle of the sky; for it there seems to pause: or vºl. (S:) a region, district, or tract, of cities,
intensive
epithet; saying (s)} bu-, and jº
to its state of settledness, &c., according to a
tonns, or villages, and of cultivated land; syn. &% (TA,) meaning a clever tailor, and a clever
special path: or to its appointed end in one of the
different places of rising and setting which it has Já-. (TA.) Hence, 25i). J3; [The people carpenter; and in like manner, C995. (IbrD.)
on different days: or to the end of its course, in residing in such a region]; and hence,
Q. v.
the desolate part of the world; and Accord. to
3. * *

-

45 - -

-

&%

5. e5 -

(TA) [Hence, 2% 4 tº "ji: The seat of
other readings, tº Ji- Ş, and Úji-, S,
regal power, &c.] – I. q. 23 Å tº, (as in a copy
meaning, it has no rest; for it is always in
e

Wº: zo

…

º

motion. (Bd.) And Wyº-e
Jš [Kur, vi. 66,
To every prophecy is a term [for its fulfilment],

of the M,) or a-s: Le, (as in copies of the K,)

-

-

35-33-9
*
: *:

2-93.3

d last
l
see R. Q. 1; the first and
in
two places.
-

*, 2* .

3-5-3 :

i.e., tº 44; 33 u. (TA, written without

any

syll. signs,) [app. meaning, A place in nihich ; A long ship or boat: (S, K:) or a great
which ye shall see in the present world and in the water has remained, or been poured]; as also
ship or boat ; (K:) pl.x}}5. (TA.)
world to come. (TA) And,-- "3-i. The *ś: (M, K:) a depressed piece of ground; as 3 .
5.
3.2 * ~ *
extreme part of the womb ; the resting-place also the latter word: (M, K:) or the latter is Jú [act, part. n. of 35, q.v.] You say jū &
(i…) of the fetus therein. (M, K.) It is said applied to any depressed piece of ground into Such a one is quiet, or still, or at rest. (TA.) =
* - e < * > . .322 * > *

in the Kur, [vi. 98,1

-

£25-> Wi-3, meaning,

which water pours and where it remains; and

such ground is fertile, if the soil be soft: (AHn,
And ye have a resting-place in the womb, and a M :) and to a round tract of level, or level and
depository [in the spermatic sources] in the back: depressed, ground: (IAar, $:) and to a lon,
but some read
meaning, and meadow: (TA:) and to a small pool of mater
[there is] such as is yet remaining in the nomb, or left by a torrent: (TA, art. 2-3 :) and the
such as is established in the present world, in former of the two words is also explained as
existence, and such as is deposited in the back, not signifying a depressed place where water rests:
yet created: or and there is of you such as re so in the Kur, xxiii. 52; and a place where water
mains among the living, and such as is deposited rests in a meadow : (TA:) and it is also a pl.,
in the earth [among the dead]: (M, TA:) or [or rather a coll. gen, n.,] of which the sing. [or
such as hath been born and hath appeared upon n. un.] is *ś: (Aş, M:) and ºf is applied to
the earth, and such as is in the womb: (Lth, TA:) lon grounds because water rests in them. (ISh.)

£º '#13,

Bk. I.

See also; and #.

ãºus

[A flash, bottle, or, as it generally

signifies in the present day, phial;] the thing in
which wine, or beverage, &c., (M,) or in which

wine, or beverage, and the like, (K,) rests, or re
mains: (M, K:) or it is of glass, ($, M, K,)
only; (M, K;) a kind of vessel. of2 -glass;
(Mºb :)
6-2
pl. 2,135. (S, &c.) The dim, is 3,49-53. (TA.)
a 3 &º, in the Kur, [lkxvi. 15 and
...)

* *

-

16, j is said by some learned men to mean Wessels,
[vessels] white as silver and clear as 2–53–3.
315
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23 – 93

is added by some to she has not been pregnant: and accord. to ISh, [period of the afternoon called the] *: or he
the final 22,155 [of verse 15] in order that the ends one says, '55 2.É Jºe #30 J-à) º [which used not to make himself to hear his reciting:

[See also art. Jaś.] An

'6,

6 e.

• ,

,

,

º,

- d

-

-

- -

-

of the verses may be similar. (M.) — A re seems to mean The stallion covered the she-camel as though he heard persons reciting and making
ceptacle for fresh, or dried, dates; also called without her bringing forth, or becoming pregnant; themselves and those near them to hear. (TA.)
3,235. (Msb) — ; The black of the eye; the for he adds that à5U' 23 means U-3 ; app. ºx-3 The saying, in the Kur [lxxv. 17 and 18], &
part, of the eye, that is surrounded by the nhite :
or \,-a-3; but I have not found as 3 nor ax.3
(M, K:) as being likened to 3,2,\ } of glass,
because of its clearness, and because the observer among the inf ns. of <s meaning “she Verily on us is the collecting thereof [i.e. of the
sees his image in it. (M., T.A.) [See an ex. in brought forth;” and I rather think that the right Kur-án] and the reciting thereof; and when we
a verse cited in the first paragraph of art. --.] reading is *** Ol' ***, and that the meaning recite it, then follon, thou the reciting thereof; or,
accord. to IAb, and when we explain it to thee,
– t A woman, or nife; as also #3, #: (Az, therefore is, neithout her inclining, or being de
then do thou according to that which we have ec
Msb:) called by the former appellation because sirous: see 10, third sentence; and see Jºãº bºl:
plained
to thee: (S, O, TA:) or the meaning
the child, or the seed, rests in her womb, as a
[signified and implied] is, verily on us is the col
and
there
is
another
saying;
that
“
#3
2
thing rests in a vessel, and as being likened to a
lecting thereof in thy mind, and the firing the
vessel of glass because of her weakness. (Mºb.) means She has not, or did not, cast forth a foetus,
recitation thereof on thy tongue; and when me
or
a
young
one.
(TA.)
One
says
also,
of
the
Hence the words [of Mohammad] in a trad.,
recite
it to thee by the tongue of Gabriel, then
she-came, (K, TA,) and of the ewe, or she-goat,
2:º tº, 94's, [Go thou leisurely: act gently
follow
thou the reciting thereof, and often recur
(TA,) <>,5, alone, meaning She became pregnant:
therein
so that it may become firmly rooted in
with the 2,135): women being here likened to (K, TA:) and likewise, of the pregnant [in
thy
understanding:
(Bd:) [therefore &; in the
23,5 of glass because of their weakness of pur general], or of the she-camel, accord. to different
former
instance
means
the teaching thee to recite
pose, and their fickleness; for such vessels are
soon broken and cannot be restored to soundness: copies of the K, (TA,) meaning she brought forth: it; and thus we may explain the assertion that]
meaning, that the man thus addressed, named (K, TA:) ISh says that 35 is used in relation § and wiji are syn. in like manner as are 4; Sé
ai- (Anjesheh), [a freedman of Mohammad,) to a she-camel; and * 3:53, in relation to a
...

•-

* > .

e.

•

*

g .

tº eit *š º ż, & tº mean

should not raise his voice and sing in driving the woman: [each, app., in the former sense and in

and ºx-l. (Sb, TA) See 4. ...ie is means

He read, or recited, to him the Kūr-án, &c., [as
camels, for fear of the women's having their the latter:] and that one says W &- āşū; pl.
a
teacher, or an informant; (as is shown by
desires excited by what they heard; or for fear &; 3:. (TA) – See also 4. = -2tº §,
phrases
in the Kur xxvi. 199 and lxxxiv. 21;)
that the camels, hearing the singing, should go (S, O, Msb, K,”) and a, (Mºb, K.) the verb like <!-Xi, and also, as a conventional and
quickly, and jolt and fatigue the riders. (T.A.)
being trans. by itself and by means of ºr', or this post-classical phrase,] as a pupil, or learner, to
32 particle is redundant, (Msb,) and sometimes the his sheykh, or preceptor. (L.) 25 tº <!-- 53
Jae : seej, in three places.

* A she-camel whose pregnancy is established:
(TA:)

or that has condensed and retained the

seed of the stallion in her womb, (M, K,) and not

e is suppressed, so that one says ſes; and] <º
&c., (TA,) aor. 2 and 2, (K,) the latter aor. on
the authority of Ez-Zeijájee, as is said in the I., signifying He conveyed, or delivered, to him the
but generally ignored, (TA,) inf. n. iſ; and &; salutation: or the latter phrase is not used unless

and ºl' ºf are syn., (S, o, Mºb, K, TA)

salutation is written: (K, TA:) or belongs
ejected it: (M:) or that has conceived, or become (S, O, Mºb, K) and 3, (Mºb, K) this last the
to a particular dial.; and is used when the saluta
pregnant. (IAqr.) See 4.
mentioned by Az; (Mºbi) and "sº-s; (K;) tion is written, meaning he made him to read the
3.ji. Affleſ, ºr smitten, by the cold: (S, M, He read [the book, or Scripture], or recited [it]: salutation : (AHát, TA:) the aor. of the verb in

K.) from iſ 3, 5, contr. to rule; as though (K, TA:) or &i,

£5.3

means [properly, or
etymologically,
accord.
to
some,)
I uttered [the
formed from 3. (S.) [It seems that J was not
nords
of
)
the
Kur-àn
in
a
state
of
combination
acquainted with the form 3, which is mentioned
[or uninterruptedly]; (O, TA;) as Ktr is related
in the M and K, or that he did not allow it..] –
to have said: (O:) [or § as used in a case of
3.
See also 35.
this kind app. signifies properly he read, or
3: 2° 2
-

-

-

2

º

,-,-

recited, the Scripture chanting; like as

– and for the latter, see 10.

1.

2?.

-

25:

ſmeaning Convey thou, or deliver thou, to
him, salutation]. (Msb.) – See also 5. = And
see 4, first quarter.

2. 3.jº- <5; She kept at her abode a girl, or

until she should menstruate, in order
with a high voice:” (for Scripture and poetry
to
find
if
she
were
free from pregnancy. (Aboo
are usually chanted:) then, he read, or recited,
anything in any manner, without, or from, or in, 'Amr Ibn-El-Alā, ś, O.) And 3-3.5 She was
a book.] It is said in a trad., § J' 39" C." kept in confinement [for the purpose abore men
o f

.

, ;

6 -

º §, ſaor, 2,] inf. n. &#, He collected 22 icºſiſ, iſ Jäue tº the

together the thing; put it, or drew it, together; who desires to

(S, O, K, TA ;) part to part, or portion to por

-

is a mistake; therefore one should not say §3.

Jyoung roman,

•

º

iſ 5:

As says that the making that verb trans. by itself

~

( see 3',5; the former in several places: properly signifies “he recited ” poetry “chanting

i:

the former phrase is z, and the inf. n. is

read,

Or

tioned, or] in order that the termination of her

recite, the Kur-din freshly, menstruations might be n'aited for, or anaited,

like as it was revealed, let him read, or recite, it

(K,) or until the termination of her s: [q. v.].

(S, O, TA.) [This seems to be generally in the manner of Ibn-Umm-Abd]; meaning Jºſs
regarded as the primary signification.] — Hence alº [properly, let him read, or recite, in a
the saying of the Arabs, ſ: Jº âû, º *i; L. leisurely manner, with distinct utterance, and nith
and ** 35 tº, meaning This she-camel has not moderation; but conventionally, let him chant,
in a peculiar, distinct, and .liºrely, manner;
contracted her n'omb upon a young one : (S, O,
TA:) but most say that the meaning is, her like as he did]: or a 25-e Jj-, [let him read,
or recite, nºith a slender and plaintive voice, like
nomb has not comprised, or enclosed, a foetus: or
as he did]: or 93-4. 93- [let him read it, or
the former saying means she has not borne a foetus:
#2 *
>
recite
it, quickly, like as he did]. (O.) And in
accord. to AHeyth, this same saying and &; Uo

(TA.)

(-,+,

and 78 &c.)] it was equal as to the time required

tion.

--

are both said to mean, by some, she has
not borne in her womb a young one, ever: and by
some, she has not let fall a young one, ever; i. e.

a ſma, of rab, it is said, ſº a #5 &e

3, ºus, (0, K.) inf n. *ſū, and £3, (K)
He read, or studied, nºith him, each of them
teaching the other. (O, K.) — It is said of the
[ch. of the Kur-án entitled] ~5-S ā-, as
o

Ibn-Háshim related that trad.,
2-

p=

•

of

.

,

,

, ,

,

&#

ſ. 2

o

---,

Jº-1" Jº 3' 3-i-J 3,3– i.e. [Verily (~! being
here a contraction of

&

as in the Kur xvii. 75

** 13, meaning He used not to recite [the Kur to read it, or to recite it, to [that which is entitled]

ān) aloud in

the ſprayers of the] noon and the the 5,3- of the 3, it [or it n'as longer]: but most

Book

I.]
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!,3

related it as commencing with the words tºléº Jl from the phrase

ãji Af Jºs <:

i. e. Hast

ing accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh and the people of

thou withheld thy entertainment for the guest, or El-'Irák: (TA:) and a time; (AA, S, Mgh, O,

esjº. (TA.)

guests, or hast thou postponed it? but his explana K;) and so "&Lj; (S, Mgh, O ;) as in the
see 1, former half. tion is obviously loose and defective. (TA.) — sayings,
<s and W ºliº The nind
Said of a she-camel, (K, TA,) and of a ewe, or
Jº
is from iſ $9. [pl. of jäl Or iftſ.
blen, at its time; (Kt, Mgh;) and this is the
she-goat, (TA,) She retained the seed of the male
4.

-5, said of a woman:

%iº *}

*#)

&;

in her n'omb: (K, TA:) and when this is the hence it seems to mean I rhymed, or versified: primary signification (IAth, Mgh, O) accord. to
compare jº from 3-ºl, and Jºji from Jººl, AA [and some others]; (Mgh;) whence [accord.
case, one says that she is º Jº, which is

&c.). (O. [See also 8.j) = i,j, (L, K, TA)
º Jº; (TA in the present inf.
n. £5, (TA,) He (a sheykh, or preceptor,
art.;) meaning in thefirst period of her pregnancy,

anomalous, for "

to them] the first and second of the meanings

mentioned above: (Kt, S, IAth, Mgh, O :) and

L, TA) made him, or taught him, to read, or § signifies also the termination of a menstrua
before its becoming apparent, or manifest. (TA
tion: and some say, the period between two
in art. 2,5.). [And accord, to Freytag, (app. in recite; (L, K, TA;) [and so Y §, inf. n. &#, menstruations: (S:) accord. to Zj, it means the
the phrase tº- 3.531) the verb is expl. in the as shown before:] see 1, last quarter. One says, collecting of the blood in the womb; which is only
Kitáb el-Addád as said of a serpent, meaning &#15 ($, o, L, TA) and <!-- (L.TA) in the case of becoming pure from menstruation:
It retained poison for the space of a month.] – He made him, or taught him, to read, or recite, (TA) the pl. is iſ iſ and 33 and #5, (§, o,
Also, said of a woman, She menstruated; and the Kur-in and the tradition. (L, TA.) Hence Msb, K,) the last of which [as also properly the
she became pure from the menstrual discharge: Aºn ;3i: (AHát, TA:) see 1, near the end. first] is a pl. of pauc.; (S, O, Msb;) or when
(S, o, Mºb, K, TA) and so "sºft, in both – See also what next follows.
t; Ol' w; has the first of the meanings assigned
of these senses, (Mºb, TA,) aor. 2, inf. n. §;
to it above the pl. is ăși, and when it has the
5. 5i He devoted himself to religious eacercises

(Mgb;) or in the former sense; (Akh, S, K;)

[and particularly to the reading, or reciting, of
and [accordingly] one says, cº-3 iº- Šiš
[so in copies of the $, agreeably with what im
and *%-51: (K, TA:) and i, q,
iii [i.e. he
mediately precedes, but in one of my copies of the
learned
knowledge,
or
science;
or
particularly
S and in the O and TA, - 5, meaning, she

the Kur-an]; (§, K.) as also '55 (o, TA;)

menstruated once or twice]; ($, O,” TA;*) and
&; signifies she san, the blood [of the menses app.

aiº, meaning the science of the larv.

for the first time]: (TA:) and 35; signifies
she became one niho had the menstrual discharge.

*º-si as syn. with §3, it

the sentence immediately preceding is from the

to the copyist, but to the author, of the TA, for
the whole sentence is misplaced.]

(K.)

second thereof the pl. is #353 : (K:) respecting
the phrase :# ãì in the Kur [ii. 228], As says,
it should by rule

be; à i ji (Mºb, TA) the

grammarians say that it is for ºil &- it is
thus in the L: (TA:) or they say that it is for
ºft &- sº #3: but some of them say that it

8: see 1, former half. [After the mention of
is allowable to use a pl. of mult. in relation to
is added in the TA,
three and more as far as ten [inclusively] without

-, -º-; Jui-, in which -º-; is [the necessity of] rendering the phrase otherwise
(Akh, S, O, T.A.) [Accord. to Zj, as I gather 2---,
evidently a mistranscription; and not attributable in grammatical analysis. (Mgb.) – [Hence,)
from the TA, the second of the significations in
collection of the blood in the womb : in the

A rhyme: (Z, K, TA) ſº (Z, o, TA) and

opinion of IAth, it and the first signification are

t; (O) signifying the rhymes of verses; (Z, O,
10, tºi-, (Mºb) or ºS) si-', TA;) which terminate like as do the 4,5 of the

from relation to time: but I rather incline to
think that the converse of this is the case, and

(TA in art. 335,) [both probably correct, as dial. states of purity from menstruation; (Z, TA;)

vars.,.] He investigated the £3; [or modes, or [i.e., they are thus called] because they terminate,
that hence are deduced several other meanings
manners of being, (pl. of Y ºš Or §, and of;)] and limit, the verses: (O:) and *: iši signifies
here following.] –
~55. (S, K) The
of the things, for acquiring a knowledge of their also the several modes, or manners, or species,

&-º-

winds blen, (K,) or began [to blony), ($,) in their conditions and properties. (Mºb in this art., and
55 (said of a man, TA in art. 3-5.) [And one says also, i-i
O, TA) He reverted, or turned back, (O, K, TA,) Júð, meaning He investigated the book to find
from his journey. (O, TA.) And He returned some particular thing.]– And ââûl J.- ſjºr-l

time, or season. ($, K.) –

(IAth, O, K, TA,) and metres, (IAth, TA,) and
scopes, (K,” TA,) of verse, or poetry: (IAth,

o, K, TA:) the sing is ; (0, TA) and *;,

(K, TA) from his journey. (TA) – And He,

and some say " §: also, and W 13; and &#. and

or it, approached, or drew near. (K.) You say,
Jº &e &; I approached, or dren, near to,
my family. (O.) And 4-1- 35; Thy object
of want approached, or drew near; or has ap

The he-camel left the she-camel (ºjö [in the CK
some say that it is 3; [q.v.] with 3: and the pl.
and in my MS. copy of the K Lejº)) in order
is [also]
[a pl. of pauc.]. (TA.)
that he might see whether she had conceived or not: of
(S, K:) [or whether she mere in her state of One says,
lis J;
13, i.e. This
desire: for SM adds, after stating that this is
poetry is according to the mode, or manner, &c.,

&

ãº, it

jº

Jéº

proached, &c. ($, O.) – And It set, (K, TA,) from AO.) as long as the 3–2, [i. e. G-33, an of this poetry. (O.) See also 10, first Sentence. said of a star: or the time of its setting came, or epithet which seems to be properly applied to a
drew near. (T.A.)
-ji signifies The female solid-hoofed animal, but here app.applied to
stars set: (O :) — and also (O) The stars delayed a she-camel,] is in her Jºex5 [a mistranscription for
[to bring] their rain. ($, O.) – And 5. is also J3; or a noun cognate therewith}, one says of
º (e and
(TA. [See also 1,
syn, with ºi, (K, TA) in the phrase <--5 her, W

*

tº:

Çº.

Also A periodical festival; syn. Jºe. (TA.) –
And A fever [app. an intermittent, or a periodi
cally-recurrent, fever]. (TA.) – And i, q. Jºë
[app. meaning A thing becoming absent, or unap

parent, or setting, like a star: see 4]. (TA.) –
[He postponed, or delayed, the object of his want:1 first quarter; and see wºul iš.) = And sº
(TA:) and, (K, TA,) as some say, (TA,) syn. signifies He desired, or demanded, ofhim that he And vº- 53 means The days of the mare's
desiring the stallion; or, of her being covered: one
rith 2.É. [He, or it, nas, or became, behind,
should read, or recite. (MA, TA.)
says

backward, late, &c.;] (K, TA:) [but it should

-º-º: e? G” and u º Lº [She is in her

% ($, Mgh, O, Mºb, K, &c.) and "3, (Mgh,

days of desiring &c.]. (TA.) See also 1; first
be observed that Jii is often intrans., and syn.
Mşb, K,) or the latter is a simple subst. and the quarter; and see 10, third sentence.
with
; therefore one signification may former is an inf. n., (MSb,) A menstruation : and
possibly in this instance be meant by both: such, a state of purity from the menstrual discharge :
:}; see the next preceding paragraph, in two
however, is not the case accord. to SM, as has (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K, &c.:) thus having two places.
been shown above, and as is further shown by his contr. meanings: ($, O, K:) said by IAth to
: See §, last quarter: — and see also the
saying,) perhaps the saying of the author of the have the latter meaning accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee

*tº

£5

• * :

K, that it is syn, with Ji-1, may have been taken and the people of El-Hijáz, and the former mean paragraph here following.
315 *
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** [by which is here meant the himself [and in the case of the first of these *03, (S, MA, O, K,) aor. 2; ($, K;) inf. n.
common, or general, disease] (A$, $, O, K) of a epithets herself] to religious exercises [and par (of the former verb, Msb) *ś, (Msb, K,) or
country; ($, O;) of which it is said that when a ticularly to the reading, or reciting, of the 3; and i; &c. as above, (Msb,) or 3; and
person has come to that country and remained in Kur-án]: ($, O, K.) pl. Ós; ($, K) and *i, and iji.; (MA) and (of the latter verb,

;:

The

-

--

©

-

it fifteen nights [or days, accord. to one of my il 3,5, (K, TA,) [in the CK &l, andl in a $, MA, O) & 3 ($, MA, O, K) and &º
copies of the S,) the sº thereof quits him; or, as
MS copy of the K &lá, which might be a pl. of (K;) he (a man, Š, O) was, or became, near to

the people of El-Hijáz say, its 3,3; meaning that
if he be affected with a malady after that, it will

&\}; and in the Léº. (TA) And ſº is

it; (S, A, MA, O, K;) syn. Ús: (S, A, O, K.)

or the former verb means thus; but when one
says 134- sº S with fet-h to the 3, the meaning
I think it not improbable that this last word may
&# as an epithet applied to a she-camel; pl. is, occupy not thyself nºith doing such a thing : (MF,
TA, &c.:) or 29, <ā, aor. -, and arº, aor. *,
have originated in a mistranscription of 35.])= &#: see 1, former half. = Also Reading, or
reciting, the Kur-án [&c.]; or a reader, or i.e., like -- and like J-5, inf n.I Sº,
See also 4, second sentence.
signifies I did the thing, or affair; or nas, or
reciter, thereof: (K, TA:) and sometimes the ,
&#. is said by some of the erudite to be is suppressed, so that one says 33. (TA:) pl. became, near, or I approached, to it, or to doing
originally an inf n. of ...+" £3 meaning º I
it [or to doing something nºith it or to it]: an ex.
and
K)
(Mºb,
3,53.
o,
(S,
#3
Mºb,
and
#
the former meaning is the saying [in the Kur
of
collected together the thing,” or of Juig <ā K.) – And syn. with :53, q. v. (K.) = See
tºſ lsº S [Commit not ye forni
meaning “I read, or recited, the book, or Scrip also §, first quarter, in two places. = <3, |J.A xvii. 34],

* [or si,j] of the country:
S, O';) and it is also termed " 3. (TA.

not be from the

(Aš, sometimes a pl. of &#. (S.)
[But

-> --> *

ture;” and then conventionally applied to signify
33% means This is the time of the blowing
The Book of God that was revealed to Mo
hammad: (Kull:) it is [also expl. as signifying] of the wind. (TA.) = It is also said to signify
the revelation, (K, TA,) meaning that which is The top, or upper part, of a * [or pavilion,
termed 3-5-º [the mighty, or inimitable, &c.], &c.]. (O.)
which is read, or recited, and n:ritten in books, or
columes: (TA:) used as a subst, and unre Aś, occurring in a trad., may mean He,

cº

-

cation, or

adultery;

or, accord. to some, this is

an ex. of the latter meaning]; and hence one
says, iſ.” <ā, inf n. Ö95, a metonymical
phrase, meaning I compressed the rvoman : and

an ex. of the latter meaning is the saying, j

Jº- -j-i}

i. e.

* |--

ºj [meaning

Approach not ye to doing, or to entering upon,
strictedly, it is applied in the language of the law of you, nºbo reads, or recites, [the Kur-din] most : the thing, or place, that is prohibited, or inter
or it may mean, who is most sound in his knon?
to the substance itself [nhereof the Kur-àn con

in dicted]. (Msb.) And the Arabs say, of a
sists], and lexically to the alphabetical letters [in ledge of the Kur-din, and niho retains it most
which it is written] for these are what are read; his memory. (Ibn-Ketheer, T.A.)
as when one says, & in <= [I wrote the
&-i-. [thus withot 3] Menstruating : (S,
Kurón], and 4:… [I touched it]: (Mºbi) ſand Msbº) and also being pure from the menstrual
without the article Ul, it is applied to any portion discharge. (Msb.) = And One niho makes, or

man, when a thing has disquieted, or disturbed,
and grieved, him, * º 25 [. 3-1, as though
meaning t He became, or has become, disquieted
by reason of near and remote circumstances of

comprises the * [or chapters]: (S, O, TA :)
and IAth says that the original meaning of the

<º J. G3 is expl. by Zjas meaning He drew

of the Kur-án:] accord. to AO, (S,) and Zj, teaches, another or others to read, or recite, (S, his case: (0 :) or recent and old griefs took hold
upon him. (Mgh in art. A.A5. [See art. Jax.])
(TA,) it is thus called because it collects and TA,) the Kur-án [&c.). (S.)
word is the collection ; and that the

cº;

is so

(T in art. 993 : see
verbs belong
other
several
[And
art.)
5
that
in
struations is waited for, or anaited (K.) [See
One whose termination of her men near to me and drew nearer.

; i.

called because it has collected the histories [of the the verb.]

ing to this art. are syn., or nearly so, with

prophets &c.], and commands and prohibitions,
and promises and threats, [and the like is said in

or with

ići.

*:

-

* in senses

*

expl. above. Thus * ~,51

2, (K, TA) the only form of the

is syn. with * in the first of the senses expl.
word allowed by Ks and Fr, (TA,) and
the O, and the -4 [i.e. verses, or signs], and latter
sº wo.
is with º, for its inf. n.]
above, like as
the jº [or chapters]: but Ismá'eel Ibn-Kustan 35, is and iºi, (K, TA,) which are extr.,
teen, to whom, as a disciple to his preceptor, Esh except in the dial. of those who say <!; [for
> *~~
syn. with ~5 in the first of the senses expl.
Sháfi'ee read, or recited, the Kur-án, is related on cy;],
(TA,) [A writing read.]
the latter's authority to have said that &#1 is a
above; (MA;) [i. e.] it is syn, with 33: (Mºb :)

cº

35;} signifies sºil. (TA) *-2-3, also, is

-3,

subst., and with hemz, and not taken from <ābut
is a name for the Book of God, like āşşi, [the
Book of the Law revealed to Moses] and J.-:)

[the Gospel]; and it is related that Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-El-'Alā used to pronounce Jº-A-Jº without
hemz [like many others, but it is, and always has

been, pronounced by most with hemz]. (TA.)

&í. ,

or it is syn. with " ºuts, (S, O, K, TA,) signify

see #1,5.

dren, near; (TA;) thus V <5%
Jesſ [in the Kur xxi. 97] signifies -jūj [mean

ing he, or it,
~5

1. ºff, aor. 2, inf n, ºf (Š, Mgh, o, Mºb')
and i; and iſ and Ji (Mgh, Mºb) and
ãºie, (Mgh,) [to

which

may

b: added,some

ing And the fulfilment of the promise shall draw
near]: ($, O, TA:) and you say, J. ~5-51

ſmeaning He dren, near to me]: (A:) it is also
that is has a more particular signification

said

– It is also applied to The divinely appointed other syns, mentioned below with º and āºl,5,] than * ; for it denotes intensiveness in ~ft. ;
It, and he, was, or became, near; (8, Mgh, O ;) thus says Ibn-'Arafeh; probably meaning that
act of prayer (§§2) because it comprises recita
syn. Lis; (S, O';) contr. of 34: (Mgh :) or it denotes labour and difficulty in the accom
tion [of words of the Kur-án]. (IAth, T.A.)
-ºš is in place, and *::: is in station, or grade, plishment of the act. (MF, TA.) Y-jº [like
13:3: See §, last quarter.
[mean wise] is syn. nith [-º, i. e.] ús, in the phrase
or rank, and ift and Jº are in
ing relationship, or relationship by the female
t; A good reader or reciter [of the Kur-án]: side]; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) or, accord. to the T, 4. -jº (O: [see 4. 3:)) or it signifies
he dren, near, or approached, by little and little,
pl. &#93; it has no broken pl. (K, TA.)
ãº is in
[app. relationship in a general
- d.º.

2-5)

-º)

£3, (S, O, K,)

an epithet applied to a man
º

sense], and

Jº

(J-5) to

is in

~~

[app. as meaning

a thing. (TA.) And º "-jū,

(Isi, TA) or 2S, (Mºb) (like ºf in many

-

and to a woman, (Fr, T.A.) and "dº,U3 and relationship by the female side]: (TA:) You say, instances, signifies He was, or became, near, or
W & 2 < , (K,) A devotee; or one who devotes
* 3, (A, MA, Mºb, K) and ºff; (A) and he approached, to the thing, or affair, or to doing
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it. (ISd, Mºb, TA)—ºft, aor. , inf n. 2; with kesr to the 2, (O,) like zº, (K,) [aor. :, became, near to him, or it; contr. of 433-4.
signifies also t He formed an opinion that was inf n. app.

near to certainty. (MF)— In the phrase <-93 complaint (O,

~~~~ Jº

ſmeaning The sun was, or became,

He (a man, TA) had a (M5b.) See 1, near the middle of the paragraph.
K) of his ºf or ~}, (K) [i.e.] – One says of a vessel, (S, O, K,) & ~55

* 5,

of his flank; (O5) as also "-º, (O,” K, [in the

&: ($,0) or º) ºs (K) [It was, or

near to setting], like -º-, the J is asserted by former this verb is only indicated by the mention became, near to being full]: -jū [thus used] is
Yaakoob to be a substitute for 3). (TA.) =
<5, aor. 2, inf. n. ãº, He (a man) journeyed

to mater, there being between him and it a night's

of its inf n.,]) infin. Jºi. (o, K.)

the verb from

&% [q. v.], and sºft

is not used

i. its

stead. (Sb, T.A.) And one says also,
2. 45, inf. n. ~#, He made, or caused, to
•)→ ~95 [It was, or became, nearly equal, or it
be, or become, near, caused to approach, or nearly amounted, to nihat n'ould fill it]. (Msb.)
brought, or dren, near, him, or it. ($, O, Msb.") And §§ •rºjū [It was, or became, nearly equal,
[Hence the phrase J.'s 37 Jºj, which see in or equivalent, to its quantity, or amount; or it
what follows.]—[And hence, He made him to was, or became, nearly equivalent to it]. (K,

journey. (S, O.) [See also 2, in 3, #. Qr.]
accord. to Lth, you say, 1993, aor. 4, inf. n. *rºjº
[q.v.], meaning They, after pasturing their
camels in the tract between them and the matering
place, and journeying on during a part of the be a near associate; he made him an object of, or TA.)

[And hence the term

ãºliº Jūji The

time until there remained between them and the

took him into, favour; and (agreeably with an
water a night, or an evening, hastened in their explanation of the pass. in the Ham p. 184) he verbs of appropinquation; as Ště &c.]—-Pols
sº- He made the stepping to be contracted;
course. (TA.) And Jº 4% [in some copies made him, or rendered him, an object of honour.]
of the K

Jº

#43; thus

and in others

Jºl, aor. 4, inf. n.

in the K: but accord. to Th,

sº

J.S., aor. 2, inf. n. *ś;

(TA;) i. e. The camels
journeyed by night in order to arrive at the nater
on the morron, ; (K,” TA:) and [a man says, of

syn.

… 6

One says, are &; meaning He (a king, or a
governor, or prince, [or any other person who
was either a superioror an equal,J) made him to
be to him a cº, i.e. [a near associate, or] a
consessor, or a particular, or special, associate or
companion [&c.; see &#). (TA.)
4;,
in the Kur li. 27, means He presented it, or
offered it, to them : (Jel:) or he placed it, or put

—º,

sºls;

(AZ, K, TA;) [i.e. he made short

steps: made his steps to be near together;] said
of a horse. (TA.) And &é -jū [He made
the several portions of his speech, i.e. he made his

words, to be near together; so that it means he

uttered his speech rapidly]. (Kin art, ps;&c.) And

:

Jº 34&s ãººl Jº ºr jū [He made
the words to follow one another nearly, or to be
And [...] <}, aor. 4, inf. n. *ś, so in the F3
[of Th, meaning I journeyed to the water by it, before them. (Bd.) And one says also, -º near together, in the act of praise, or the like.]
night in order to reach it on the following morning].
(M in art º And cººl & tº it.
(TA.) [Or] you say, *J. º, meaning They Jútº J. << [He brought, or placed, his <s [I made the truo affairs, or events, to be
sought, or sought to attain, the .”aſe; (A.)— adversary before the Sultán]. (Mgh in art. &3.) nearly uninterrupted]. (T, S, Msb, all in art.
And W Gº; & -5 [He offered, or presented, to
And [hence] one says, axe-le- ºfie J')3, meaning
*2)—499 also signifies He thought him, or it,
+ Such a one seeks, or seeks to attain, the object of God, an offering, or oblation]. ($, O: in the to be near. (Ham p. 634.) And 28 ~55 He
his want; from the seeking, or seeking to attain, Mºb, ºf Jº)—sº tº, (A, o] inf n. thought the thing. (M.F.) – And He inter

himself) <5, aor. , inf n. #'ſ. (TA)—

the water: and hence the saying, in a trad.,
• * * > * > . of 3
1
p > 0 - 6 aúl J-3 cl S. 493, -ji cl: t We not seeking

-

Jºë, (K) signifies : He said, 25% * 9. changed with him good, or pleasing, speech. (O,

-

3% [May God preserve thee alive, or prolong

K, TA)—Andrº Jº-ju He pursued tº

thereby [aught] save our praising God: thus thy life, and make thine abode to be near]: (A, O,
expl. by El-Khattábee. (Az, T.A.) [Hence, K.) one says thus of a host to a visitor. (TA)
also, one says * u. & •j §: 453 33 t[He — And -Jiā. signifies also The denoting near
has sought to accomplish an affair, I know not ness. (Mughnee and K* voce 3. and Kull pp.

right, or just, or middle, course, neither exceeding
it nor falling short of it, in the affair. (O,” K,”
TA.) – And & Jº &é [app, meaning, in
like manner, I pursued a middle course with him
what it is]. (A, oº) and 5 gº ºft & 82 and 83 and 124.) Thus what is termed in selling, or buying, with respect to the price
2. Jº ! [Such a one seeks to accomplish, an •r.jº [The diminutive denoting nearness] demanded or offered, neither ecceeding what was
affair that nill not be easy to him]. (A.) cy')3
just nor falling short of it], (S, O,) inf. n.

º Ji.

is such as occurs in the saying, ~~~ J; &%
means f Such a one seeks, desires, or [“My house is a little before the mosque"].

išč. ($)—i-jui : and 29-

signify also

aims at, [the accomplishment of] an affair,

p. 124.)— And The advancing an argu The raising the leg [or legs, of a woman, jor the
when he does a deed, or says a saying, with that (Kull
ment in such a manner as renders the desired con purpose of eº(K)

object. (T, o, TA)=-|--| <!-5 ($ 0)
inf. n.

Jºãº (K;) and "4-9-51,

clusion a necessary consequence. (M.F.). - And
(O,) inf. n. A certain sort of 34° [or running] (S, O, K) of

Jº

(K;) He put the snord into the ~); a horse : (S, O:) one says, of a horse, -º-,
[q. v.] : (S, O, K :) or the former, (accord. to inf n. Jºã, (S, A, O,) meaning he raised his
the K,) or V the latter, (accord. to the S and TA,) Jore legs together and put them donn together
he made for the snord a -53: (S, K, TA:) or (S, O, K*) in running : (S, O :) or he ran [as

W the latter has both of these significations: (O:) though] pelting the ground [nrith his hoofs]: (AZ,
or the former verb is said of a sword or of a
TA:) and it is also said of other animals than
knife in the former sense; and in like manner
the horse: but not of the camel: (MF :) [one
W the latter verb in the latter sense: or the former
sort of] -rºl is [a rate] less than **): (S,

4 : see 1, second quarter. — [Hence,) ~º,
(S, A, O, K,) said of the pregnant, (A, TA,) or
of a woman, and of a mare, and of a ewe or

goat, ($, O, TA,) and also of an ass, (Lth, TA,)
but [app.] not [properly] of a camel, (Lth, S,”
O,” TA,) [though it is sometimes said of a
camel, as in the S and O voce -->4, and in the

O and K in art. 2, ,] She nas, or became, near
to bringing forth. (Lth, S, A, O, K.)- And
phrase signifies he made for the snord a ~!º 5 A, O';) and more than &---). (El-Ámidee, -ºš' said of a colt, and of a young camel, (K,
TA,) &c., (TA,) He was, or became, near to the
and W the latter phrase, he put the snºord into its
MF:)
there
are
two
sorts
of
rººj,
called
Jº
age of shedding his central incisors; (K, TA;)
~5: and one says, wº W-53 and Yaº,51,
[which is a gallop) and Jº [which is a canter]: and likewise, to that of shedding other teeth.
meaning he made a -5. (TA)=-ji (as an (S, O :) the former is termed àº; and the (TA.)— And* He
nearly filled a vessel. (S, O,
- - - - 22 4- of .

inf n. of which the verb is 3,3] also signifies

adº

latter,
(TA.)=See also 1, near the end, K)—iſ Jº-y 3)-e 2.893) occurs in a trad.
The feeding a guest nºith the ~5 (O, K, TA) in two places.
of Aboo-Hureyreh, meaning I will indeed per
meaning flanks [of an animal or of animals, pl.
form to you the like of, or what will be nearly
3. &ü, inf n. ičí. [and
I was, or the same as, the praying of the Apostle of God.

of ºf or ºft]. (TA)=And º, (0, K.)

*}}.

Jºl.
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(TA)—Jº

-ºš He made the camels to means f His camels became fen, [because draw ~}] –See also tº-It is also a pl. of
journey by night in order to arrive at the 7:0ter ing near together,) (A, O, K, TA) and (as is -ºš [q. v.]. (TA in art. -uj)=º also,
said of other things, TA) declined, or and W Jºã, (S, O, K,) the former of which is the
on the morrow: (O." K, TA:) or cººl tº also
became
reduced to a bad state. (O,” K,” TA.)
They, after pasturing them in the tract betneen
– And [for the like reason, because of its be original, (TA,) signify The 5-24 [or flank]:
them and the matering-place, and journeying on
coming dense,] ºth j is said of seed-produce, or (O, K:) or [the part].from the aietà [which is
during a part of the time until there remained
standing corn or the like, meaning t It became
syn., or nearly so, with 5.24-) to the 39. [or
between them and the water a night, or an evening,
nearly ripe. (O, K, TA.)—And hence [accord. soft parts] of the belly: (S, O, K:) and likewise
hastened their camels. (Lth, T.A.). And -2,51
some], &tº -ºš 3. +[When the time
2;iſ The people, or party, became persons whose to
[generally meaning groin] to the
becomes contracted], occurring in a trad., expl. in from the
camels were performing a journey such as is
armpit, on each side : (TA :) [properly used in
art. Jºj, q, v. (TA.)
termed 3. the part. n. is [said to be] 'ºù,
relation to a horse:] sometimes metaphorically
8: see 1, second quarter, in two places: — used in relation to a she-camel, and to an ass
not Jºi. (Aş, S, O:) the former of these is
said by A’Obeyd to be anomalous: (S, O :) and see also 6.
ſmeaning a wild ass, and also to a man: see 5,
[but see Jºã, which is expl. as having almost 10. &i- [contr. of *~). One says, 5* last sentence]: (TA :) pl. Jji; (T, S, O, K;)
exactly the same meaning as that which is in 4-9) * [He reckons near that which is which is also used in the place of the dual. (T,
this instance assigned to -351. And it is also
TA.)
remote]. (A, Mgb.)
mentioned in the TA, app. on the authority of
Jºš [mentioned in the first sentence of this J; ſmentioned in the latter half of the first
AA, that the same phrase and the same anoma
lous part. n. are used when the people's camels art, as an inf. n.) is the contr. of Jº: ($, O :) paragraph of this art, as an inf. n.) is [said to be]
a subst., signifying A journey to mater when it is
are aºláis (which means ferv, or near together):
[used as a simple subst, it signifies Nearness,
but I think that this word is a mistake of a and] it is said to be [properly, or primarily, in a night's journey distant: or, as Aş said, on the
copyist, for -ºš : See 3,9] = See also 1, last respect of place; [i.e. vicinity;] as distinguished authority of an Arab of the desert, (S, O,) a
journey by night in order to arrive at the rvater
quarter, in six places.
from i; &c. (Mºb, T.A.) You say, 4; &
on the morron'; ($, O, K;) and so W iº [which
tº [Verily Zeyd is in thy vicinity; i. º,
is also mentioned as an inf n, in the latter half
5: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph. –
thee in respºt of place]; but not lºj Jose col;
of the first paragraph of this art.]; (K;) a
[Hence] one says to his companion, urging him,
because
º
is
more
capable
of
being
used
as
an
journey
by night in order to arrive at the water
&; ii, meaning f Advance thou, or come for
adv. n. of place than *: in like manner they on the second following day being called Jiř
nard: (A, TA:) or Jºu Jià, meaning
said also * &; sº, meaning [He is in thy (S, Q:) and the seeking water by night: or,
hasten, O man. (As, O, L., K, TA.) Only the
imperative mood in this sense is said to be used. vicinity; i.e.,] near thee in respect of place. when it is not more than a night's journey.
[See also ~5.) [And 4.
distant: or the first day in which one journeys to
(MF, TA)—And [hence, also, -ji- signifies is(Sb,a T.A..
phrase of frequent occurrence, meaning In nater when it is two days distant; the second day
He rendered himself near, or allied himself, [dren,
near, or ingratiated himself) by affection and the vicinity of, or near in reºpe; of place to, being called Jil (K: [but the converse seems
friendship. (TA, voce -i. [In this sense it him, or it..] And one says, -93 vºte Jºué and to be the truth, being asserted by several of the
"-vá &- [He took it, or took it with his hand, highest authorities, and agreeable with the
is trans. by means of &-]) And He applied
derivation of each of the two words: see diº :])
himself with gentleness, or courtesy, to obtain from a near place or spot]. (A, Mºb.) And
or
the night after which, in the morning, one
access, or nearness, to a man, by means of some ~5 &- & [and '-ºš &- I san, him, or it,
arrives
at the mater : (TA:) and -ºil ić is
from a near place of spot, or from nithin a
act performed for that purpose, or by right.
the night in which people neith their camels
(TA. [In this sense it is trans. by means of short distance]. ($ in art. Al; &c.) – It is also
J}]) And one says,
&: -ji, [He drew syn. with "Jºš [signifying Nearness in respect hasten to the neater in a journey such as is termed

85

• *

~

near

sº

à

* . . e -

near unto God] by prayer or the like, and of time] as used in the saying +jē 49; Jº
righteous actions; and 4. Aſ -ji, [God drew [i. e. Do thou that soon; like as one says, &=
near unto him] by beneficence toncards him. "-jāj: (K, TA:) accord. to the K, the word
(TA) And iſ J. & ºv, (S, A, O, Mºb, -1,5 in this case is like ~|~ : but it is said in
K,”) inf. n. &#. and &#, (O, K,) the latter a prov., Jºël W +9: jº, thus in the S, or,
[of a rare form] like Jº- and ºs and $53, as some relate it, '-º', and IB says, J has

(next

~5:

of the

near, to draw near, or to approach, unto God; sword, but should have said that sº
or to advance himself in the favour of God: ($,

is also

(O,) He sought thereby nearness, to bring himself cited this prov.
syn, with

K, TA:) and 2% ºfti & [He did it by may

4%),

after the

and should then have adduced

6 - 2

Jolº-aº -º-3; this latter term being applied to
signify a people's letting their camels pasture
nihile they are journeying toniards water; and
nºhen there remains an evening betn!een them and
the water, hastening tonards it : (S, O :) or, as
is said on the authority of Aş, -ºil àº, is the
second night after the pastor has turned the
faces of his camels towards the mater, and so left
them to pasture; this second night being the
night of hard driving; and the first night being
called gºl iſ
accord. to AA, [the journey

the prov. as an ex. meaning The fleeing soon in
of seeking nearness, &c., to Him]. (A.) = -r, sº
called] & is [the journey to mater] during
eagerness of desire for safety [is more, or most,
also signifies He (a man, O) put his hand upon
three days, or more. (TA.) And [hence] sºil
(TA:) [this rendering, however, re
his -5 (0, K, TA) i.e. his flank, (0, TA) in shrend]:
is used to signify What is a night's journey
quires consideration; for, accord. to Meyd, who
walking; or, as some say, hastening, or going
distant. ($ in art. --53, in explanation of a verse
gives only the reading -ji, the meaning of the cited in that art. [Or, accord. to IAar, ~5-5
quickly. (TA.)
prov. is, that he who flees with the * -55 (by
there signifies near, so as to be visited repeatedly:
6. Lºuis They were, or became, or dren, which is meant the scabbard) when the sword or, as AA says, at such a distance as to be
near, one to another : (S,” A,” Mºb :) you say has passed away from his possession is more visited once in three days,) [See also a saying
1995-5 and * 2°,-51 [both app. signifying the shrewd than he who causes, or suffers, the -55 mentioned voce j-.]—Also A nell of which
same, like 13-ols 3 and 13-a-i-, and slalls-3 and also to pass away from him: in Freytag's Arab the mater is near [to the mouth]. (O, K.)
131aºi-, and 5°jº and sexº, ºc.). (A.) Prov. ii. 210, both of these explanations are
• 22
• 23
– See also 1, second quarter, -aºl e-jū given; but --º-$ is there erroneously put for
12,5; see -25, last sentence.
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used,as

a to Moses, and as referring to the Arabs; mean (so in the Mz, 49th exº.) Ibn-'Amr, Ibn-Temeem,
simple subst, signifying Nearness]; like ~2,5 : or ing, they seek to bring themselves near unto (O, TA,”)
the former is in station, or grade, or rank. God by shedding their blood in fighting in the

aºs an inf. m. of

[q. v. : and

*

+

(Mgh, Mºb) You say, i-ºil 4. ...iſ. [I cause of religion; whereas the Jºjº of preceding
sought of him nearness of station, &c.; or ad peoples consisted in the slaughtering of oxen or [If a full bucket
cows, and sheep or goats, and camels. (T.A.)
mission into favour]. (A.) – See also

ãº.

-

And it is said in another trad.,

Also, (A, O, Msb) and "ij, (Mºb) A thing
[such as prayer, or any righteous deed or work,
whereby one seeks nearness, to bring himself near,
to dran, near, or to approach, unto God; or to
advance himself in the favour of God; (A," O,
Msb;) as also "&#: (S, O, Msb, K:) pl. of
the first and second
and

<1%.

*ś

and

<º:

and

<\;

Jé &# ãº

being understood, as is

indicated in the S and O and TA,) come not,

what will be nearly the equal thereof will come].
of prayer is the (§, O, TA.) One says also, jº -29s es Čij
offering to God of every pious person]; meaning, tº i.e. [If there belonged to me] the quantity
that whereby the pious seek to bring themselves nearly sufficient for the filling of this [of gold]:
near unto God. (TA.) – Also, (S, A, O, K,) and wº ~9.5. & ; i.e. [If he brought] that
and "Jºš, (K) but this latter is by some dis which would be nearly the equal in quantity of

Jº [The divinely-appointed act

approved, (TA,) [A near associate; or] a par

ticular, or special, (A, K,) associate or companion

(Msb.)

(;

the earth. (Mºb) And cººl "#3 ºn

(A) or consessor; (K;) or a consessor; and a [The mater is such as is nearly the equal in height
particular, or special, associate or companion ; of the two knees]. (A.) [See also ić.] = Also
The *** [i. e. scabbard, or sheath,) of a sword,
used for water : ($, O:) or a -ºš [or skin] (S, ISd, O';) [or a familiar, or favourite;] of a
that is used for milk, and sometimes for water: king, (S, ISd, A, O, K,) or of a governor, or (K, TA) or of a knife : (TA:) or the ci.
prince; (S, O ;) [or of any person who is either [i. e. case, or receptacle,) of the *; (K, TA;)
(ISd, K:) or such as is sened on one side : (K:)
a superior or an equal;] so called because of his the cº- which is a case, or receptacle, nºherein
[the modern iº, which is seldom, if ever, used
nearness: (TA:) pl. &º: (S, A, O, K:) and is the snºord together nith its scabbard (…)
for anything but water, is (if I may judge from
my own observations and the accounts of others) one says also, 2.9 cº; &- & [Such a one and its suspensory belt or cord: (S, O, TA:) it
always made of the skin of a goat about one year is of the near associates, &c., of the governor, or is like a ~5- of leather, into nihich the rider, or
old or upwards: it consists of nearly the whole prince]; (S, O ;) [for] &ºr; is [said to be rider upon a camel, puts his snºord njith its cº
skin; only the skin of the head, and a small originally] an inf. n., and [therefore, as an [here meaning scabbard], and his whip, and his
portion of that of each leg, being cut off: it has epithet, the same as sing. and dual and pl.: (so staff, or stick, and his utensils: (Az, TA:) or
a seam extending from the upper part of the in a marginal note in one of my copies of the S :) like the ~5- intº which one puts his snºord with
throat nearly to the belly, and sometimes a cor or, in a phrase of this kind, it is a pl. of "J-3.
its scabbard (º), and his whip, and some
responding seam at the hinder part, but more (A in art. Jax.)
times his travelling-provisions of dates &c. :
commonly only a patch of leather over the funda
(IAth, TA:) the pl. of the -55 of the sword is
ment and navel: over the seam, or over each
Jä : See 35, former half.
seam, is sewed a narrow strip of leather; and a
3; [a pl. of mult.] (Mºb,6,TA)
and āşşi [a
6 ºf
* mouth ofleather is added in the place of the head: it
~95: see -ºs, last quarter, in two places: pl. of pauc.], like jºi- and jºss-ſ pla. of jūs-.

i; A kind of tie [or skin), ($." O, TA)

-

6

-->

6

*

-

-

º; a .9

is carried on the back, by means of a strap, or

cord, &c., one end of which is generally attached
to a cord connecting the two fore-legs; and the

— and

Jºſé,

near the middle: – and

former half: — and

393,

S, O) is

sºft, and $93, and $93,

and (of

latter half.

ãº.
-ºš Near in respect of place : (S, O, Msb,
K,” &c. :) in this sense used alike as sing. and

other, to the right hind leg:] the pl. (of pauc.,

J%

(Msb.) See also *},

[an inf. n. of 3.

And hence

-29

as an

pl. (Kh, ISk, T, O, Mgb, K*) and dual, (ISk,

adv. p. of time]. You say, tº 25 & 1
mult, Ş, 0) ºft. (S, O, Mºb, K.)
came to him near nightfall; and Jºji -29
#3 4:3 and W ãº are said of a vessel that is
7tea!"

TA,) and as masc. and fem., (AA, Kh, Fr, ISk,
T, S, O, Msb,) as is also * in the contr.
•

* *

night. (Lth, T.A.) And'Oweyf E[Kawáſee says, sense: (Kh, ISk, TA:) the Arabs say ****
nearly filled [meaning In it is a quantity that describing she-camels, (so in the TA and in one
nearly fills it]. (K, TA.) [See also -95.]
of my copies of the S,) or 'Oweyf El-Fezáree, (so
5, p.p.
in the O,)
alº: see ãº : – and see also adjº.
5

5, o.p.

.

6. 2.

-

Jºe (ISk, O, TA) and J. J.; tºº, and2.
J. -ā, (ISk, TA) and J. * @, ke,

… bad . .”

+

tº &# *-* &#3;
-

Jº

*

or little

ſmentioned in the first sentence of this

0 °

•

*

•

• *

*

º Jº [in a place near, to me,
removed, from me:) (ISk, O, TA:) or

meaning ~~33
º

*
> *

•

art, as an inf. n.: and used as a simple subst.]:
*
5.

e.”

-l,5 ºx!
2.* -93
º' Jºe cº

#

- - -

-

*

6 &

º: -e); -ºs, it is as though you

º

see iº,5, in five places: and see also ºrº, (O, TA) i. e. He is the offspring of [one of the]
latter half.

Öğ A vessel

when you say

said 4: …; "…e. 3. [Hind, her place is

she-camels that ment beyond the usual time of near to thee :] (AA,
nearly full: fem.

bringing forth, that used formely to exceed the

Jº

Mgbº) hence, [in the Kur

vii. 54] &-----' & J.; if iº &

(S, O, computed [time] near a month : J give a
[Verily the mercy of God is near unto the nell
(S, O:) you say Öğ
different reading of this verse, 2.2%) Jº &:º: ; doers] ..(AA, ISk, Q: Msb:) but it is allowable

£3

K:) and pl. Jºãº
it, i.e. [A drinking vessel] nearly full of mater: but the correct reading is that given above. to say #4,#, as also #3.2%. (ISk, O, Mºb, TA:)
and the J in cº,5 is [said to be] sometimes (IB, TA.)- See also Jºã, near the middle. – Or (accord. to Zj, TA) •rº is here without 3
changed into 3) : (TA:) so accord. to Yaakoob; º 39; and W 2.93 and Y &!; signify What because ase-2 is not really [but only convention
but ISd denies this. (TA in art. -pjée.) = See is nearly the equal in quantity, or amount, or ally] of the fem. gender : (S, O, TA:) [but this
also the paragraph here following.
nearly the equivalent, of the thing. (K.) One reason is not satisfactory, because it does not
Öğ. See iš: [it may often be rendered An says, & 3. 29, -či '... He has with him a apply to other cases mentioned above:] and it is
thousand

dirhems,

or nearly the equal thereof:

offering, or oblation ; and hence it sometimes
means a sacrifice, as in the Kur iii. 179:] pl.

and

Jºã. (Mºb) Ašūs ºf [Their offering

a cupful of nater, or nearly the equal thereof.

&s

it.

gº *J. 44.

also said that it is without 3 because it is as

He has with him similated to an epithet of the measure Jº, which
does not receive the fem. affix 3. (TA.) [Hence
the phrase

-º &- :]

see

35,

former half, in

to God is their blood, lit. bloods,) occurs in a (Lth, TA.) And a poet says, (S) namely, El
trad, as cited from the Book of the Law revealed Ambar, (so in the O and TA,) or Es-Sinnabr, two places. And [hence also] you say,

tº &
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4. [Verily Zeyd is in a place near to And [it is also applied to relationship:] one says, one more nearly related to thee than he has
asked of thee. (Meyd. [See another prov., app.
thee]; like as you say, º 4; & (Sb, T.A.) ~55 * tº and "Jºš [Between us is a near
in
relationship]. (A.)- It signifies also Near, or similar in meaning and application, voce

º

º

- *

-

•,•be

6

*z

&

—[Also Near in respect of time, whether future,
as in the Kur xlii. 16, &c.; or past, as in the allied, by affection and friendship. (TA voce art. 332.])
Kur lix. 15. And hence Lºš meaning Shortly •+3) [You say, J-tº- &- -ºš & In ean
35 A maker of [nhat are called] → [app.
after and before. And Nearly, as when one ing Such a one is near, &c., or friendly and ~5, pl. of -ºš; or perhaps -3, pl. of iº).
says, a. &- º
&# I remained, affectionate, to people, or mankind.] See also (TA.)
Öğ, last sentence. — And one says, Jº * u.
stayed, or abode, in the place nearly a year.
Jºã. &c.; see art. --5,3.
Hence also the phrase -º &é :] see &#, Inear Jú "-53 S, and Jú'aº; meaning...tº -ºš
Jºſé [part. n. of -ºš said of a man journeying
the middle. — And Near as meaning related by [i.e. He is not learned nor near learned]. (TA.)
º

-

****

---

birth or by marriage : (S, O, Mºb, K:) [and And 4; &- W aft S3 ** 3. tº meaning to water; and accord. to As and A’Obeyd, part.
generally used as an epithet in which the quality 33 &- -oš Sº [i.e. He is not the like of thee n. of 3, # used in a similar sense; as such
of a subst. is predominant, meaning a relation,
anomalous]. One seeking, or seeking to attain,
or relative :] in this sense it receives the fem. nor near that]; (S, O';) or 4. **i. $3 [or journeying to, water: so says Az, without
form, by universal consent; so that you say, meaning -ºil [i.e., nor near the like of thee]. specifying any time: (TA:) or, accord. to Kh,
*-3

Gº §3. **

[This noman is my relation]:

2

* ~ **

-

•:

*

:

*

(K)— cººl -º cºº; and * Cºrº' --> ($, O, TA) one doing so by night;

(S, O, K,

(Fr, S, O, Msb:”) and likewise the dual form; bºſs see in arts. J.; and leg. = Also, (Q, K, TA:) not applied to one doing so by day. (S,
so that you say, ſº35 tº: and] º ;3 tº TA,) but in some of the lexicons written ~93, O, TA.) And its pl. Ösº signifies Persons
n:hose camels are performing a journey such as is
[They two are relations] : (AA, Msb:) [and
it (TA,) Salted fish, while yet in its recent, moist,
~ of on
termed -º-; : (As, S, O:) see 4, latter half.
state. (O, K, T.A.)
** 6

has a pl., namely,

iſiſ;] you say,
Jººl loa
a -os

The

epithet applied to camels in this case is
and Jºji (S, A, o, K) [and Jºji, this last
(S, O ;) [of which see another ex
originally &#: the first signifying They are (S,) [i.e., of º, as is also, app., every one of planation voce & Lºl and this epithet is also
its syns. here following,) and "eº and viº; used in. relation to birds. (IAar, T.A.) * L.
my relations; and the second and third, pro
-

-

ãº, (S, O, K,) which is originally an inf. n., -º-º:

2

of

perly, being pls of WJº,5), They are my nearer, or and "āºš (S, o, K) and "J3 (§, 0) and * S3 →º occurs in a trad., meaning I have
not any that goes to mater nor any that returns

nearest, or very near, relations ; though in the T

*i;i, and "iji. ($, o, K) " iºi, (K) all

the second is said to be pl. of ~35; and in most

of them, ($,0,K) or the first and "Lºš, (Mºb) from it. (L. T.A. (See also sº-J) And

of the copies of the K, but not in all, (for in signify Relationship, or relationship by the female ~}\5 jº- means An ass hastening on in the
some the first of these three words is omitted, side; ($, O,” Mºb,
K,” TA;) or the first has night of arrieing at the mater. (Lth, T.A.)=Also
as it is also in the TA,) it is implied that the former of these significations and W Jº has A small aº ; (A, K3) i.e. (A) [a shiff;] a
Mºji and 3,5 and &sº (which are mentioned the latter of them: (T, TA:) [in the s, ºil is ship's boat, used by the seamen as a convenient
means af accomplishing their needful affairs; (S,
in the Mºb without any distinction of meaning)
expl. signifying 2-2.

es?

are all to be understood in the latter sense]: and
-ºš [also] is a pl. of J3 [app. in the sense
here assigned to it], like as * is of *;

Jºãº

and in the

A, Os) also called 9× [or 3,…]: (A) pl.

•o

Mgh and Mºb, it and "Jºji are expl. as being *}} : and J.; occurs in a trad., and is said to
2-5) Jº ; but in the T, as cited in the TA, the be also a pl. of *: but IAth says that this is
not known as a pl. -jū, unless as anomalous;
(TA in art. Căj;) and Jº is allowable as a pl. former is expl. as being ~5 Jº, and " Jil
and it is said that a**!) sºft means the nearest
of Jºãº (T, TA) the pl. of iº, is ºft. as being -jl J. : see the first sentence of this parts of the ship; i.e., the parts near [or next] to
º o-

º

-

-

•

0.

*-d--

art.:] you say, iš 4 º' Jº &c. [i.e. Between
the land. (TA.)
[meaning He is my relation], as too you say, me and him is a relationship, or a relationship by
~235 Water over which, or against nihich, one
W Jº 2$ 3 ($, O, K) and Jºe 'iº 3; and the female side]. (S, O.)- See also -*.
has
not power, or with which one cannot cope, by
J. "3-5-35 and Jº "Jºš 5%; (TA;) but latter half, in six places.
reason of its copiousness. (O, K.)
iº 5. See 3, first quarter: — and $9,
not "Jºš *; (K;) [for only] the vulgar say
33; Nearer, and nearest, in respect of place,
two places: and ~35, near the end, in three
in
this; as also Jºãº ($, O :) or, accord. to
and in respect of time, &c.]: see ~~25, in the
ººl ãº; and " ºft signify The middle of the paragraph.
Z, "J-9-5 * is allowable, being accounted places—c

(T, Mºb, TA) And like as you say, Jºš 3.

*

~6.

-

-

º

for as a phrase in which the prefixed n. [3]

is

-

believer's a-ſ, ş [i.e. insight, or intuitive per
&

éjà sº

f The foretokens of rater

suppressed; and it has moreover been asserted ception, &c.]; (Fr, O, K;) and his opinion, which
appeared; i.e. small pebbles, from seeing which
to, be correct and chaste in verse and prose: is near to knowledge and assurance : occurring in the well-digger, when he has nearly reached a
'*', also occurs in the trads, in the sense of a trad., in which it is said that one is to beware spring, infers that water is near. (A, TA.)
~}} : it is said in the Nh to be an inf. n. used thereof, because he looks with the light of God.
Ji, (A, O, K) and '4% (o, K) 1A near,
as an epithet, agreeably with general analogy: (Fr, O, TA. [See also à-lº.])
…

-:

* *

5... ."

and in the Tes-heel it is said to be a quasi-pl. n.

of -5, like as #1-2 is of J.-L3: (MF,

* ...

*

or the nearest, road or way: (A, O, K, TA:)
or a small road or way, leading into a great one;
said to be from “º signifying “the journeying
(IDrd, O, K,) the latter word
by night,” or “the journeying [by night] to
*

--

àº,5 : see aw); := and see also ºrºž.
-

Jä biº-,

TA:) [accord. to Mtr,] viº is correctly appli
cable to one and to a pl. number, as being ori similar to (s39, (IDrd, O,) They came near to water:” (TA:) or, the former, a conspicuous
gether. (IDrd, O, K.)
road or may; so says IAgr: (TA voce sº :)
ginally an inf. n. ; so that one says, Jº *
J; Idim of Jºl. J.; Jº Jé & and the latter, accord. to AA, a place of alight
and Jº though the chaste phrase is 33

Jºãº
and

applied to one; and

Jº 23,

Jº 33, to two;

[There is a relationship nearer than every ing or sojourning or abiding; from “ºil signify
relationship small in degree] is a prov. applied to ing “the journeying [by night &c.]: the pl. is

to a pl. number. (Mgh.) him who asks of thee something wanted which

Book I.]

Jºi. A horse that is brought [or kept] near
[to the tent, or dwelling], and treated generously,
and not left to seek for pasture : fem. with 3:]
or this is done only with mares, lest a stallion of
low race should cover them : (IDrd, S, O, K:)
or abio Jºã- signifies horses that are [kept] near
at hand, and prepared [for riding]: (El-Ahmar,
TA:) or horses that have been prepared by scant
food (***) for riding : (Sh, TA:) or horses
6.- ... o.º.
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* - tº

6 o .

(K:) so called because its

sūji

are near to

and it is also used as the complement of a pre

gether; there being between every two of them fixed noun; [so that one says also &#3:4,

one -- (O, K.')

and

app, "it iſ ; likewise, and each in like manner
3- and with J.-- prefixed;] and it is

with

dualized and is pluralized; and there is no word
U-53
Jº, and Jº, but the latter is only used like it in form, except &é, in which the J is
in pºetry, (S,) by poetic license, (K,) because app. a substitute [for 3) ; (ISq, L;) and which
Jºaº is not one of the measures of Arabic

is said by AZ to be syn. with tº as applied to

(L:) [but iſ.” should be added as a word
of
the
same form; and perhaps there are other
pasturage, but are confined near to the tents, or and, as such, is said by MF, to be written
dwellings, prepared for running. (R, TA.) And -->}, with damm to the J and with the , instances:] and accord, to Abu-l-Jarráh, one
quiescent, but this is a mistake; (TA;) [A says "Jºš Jº, ($, O,) not with the lengthened
of

generous

race, that are not confined in the

words, (S,) or, accord. to AZ, is a dial. form, 24.

ići. J. Camels girded for riding: (Sh, O, K.)

or camels upon which are saddles (Ju-5) cased thing] pertaining to the saddle of a horse; (S;)
with leather, whereon kings ride: but this expla each of the two curved pieces of wood of the
saddle of a horse, (IDrd, K,) which form its fore
nation has been disallowed. (Aboo-Sa’eed [i. e.
part and its hinder part; [one answering to the
As], TA.) [See also <1%.]
pommel of our saddle, and the other being the
Jºão A woman, and a mare, and a ewe or troussequin;] together corresponding to the Jºſé
of the [camel's saddle called] Jº in the º
goat, ($, O,) and an ass, (Lth, TA,) near to are
the ºlº, which are its two legs, that lie
bringing forth: (S, O, K, TA:) [said to be] not
used in relation to a camel; ($, o, TA;) the against, or upon, the cº, which are [the two
epithet used in this case being “” (TA :) boards that form] the inner sides of the cyl-N-ae :
º

alif. (S,) i. e. with the shortened alif: (O:) the
meaning is, A species of dates, (S, K,) of (K) the
sweetest, or best, thereof, in the state in nºbich
they are termed 2–4, (S, O,"K;) a species of

dates, which are black, and of which the skin

e.p.

quickly falls off from the tº [or flesh] thereof
when they become ripe; as Aán says, they are
the best of dates in the state in which they are
24; and he adds, the dried thereof are
black : (L, TA:) [and palm trees that produce

termed

each -->4)-5 has two legs (cyl-ae) and what such dates :] some say that the word [tº] is
are termed cº then come the cº, which
J-º [i.e. foreign or Pers.]. (TA.)
TA;) as though they had imagined the sing to
are the two things against which comes the 3% of
be ºft. (TA)
the horse; and in the cus, are the Jºe, <-g A certain species of fish; (S;) a dial.
32-2
which are the two edges of the cus is, at the var. of ** [q. v.]. (S, K.”)
See #3; := and see also Jºi.
494-e
fore part of the saddle and its hinder part:
2-222

-ji: ;

[but see the verb:] the pl. is

9 *

g

-

see #93; and see also rº, latter (IDrd ) the pl. is Jº. (K.) Some of the
people of Syria pronounce the word with tesh

4-ya-e :
half.
3*

>e

(S, O, K,

>*

ºne

ee

deed, [...º.) which is wrong; and make its
pl. J-sºº, which is more wrong. (O.)

alº.e : see aw!, S.

&sº

:

See

follows, in two places.
• -22 ºz

dW

9 a. º.

d

•:

a.i.

“tº

Js

*

1. “º, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K,') aor. 3, (Mºb,
K,) inf. n.

&ººl.-See also what here

-ºi, 2% an

tº

(A,) or the latter is a simple subst., (L, MSb,)
IIe nounded him; syn. <!- ($, Mgh, Msb,
K.") —

~~, and º ºr c>

§ (S, A, Mgh, L, Mgb) and &#.

§ &:

1. *ē, aor. , (0, K.) inf n. *ś, (TA) He

and 2.4- " iº, occur thus written, probably by toiled; and gained or earned, or sought gain or
mistake, the J being thus put in the place of & sustenance. (O, K.)=$38 43.3 i. q.

arrow ; see 8. –

see 8. – And

&# said of an

&# said of a camel, He was

attacked by the disease termed iº [q.v.); as
(K.) You say, 29. Jº and Jºë, meaning
The affair, or event, grieved me; and burdened [in some copies of the K
Il,
(S,)
Jºui.e.: see the next paragraph, in two
me
heavily,
or
overburdened
me.
(As,
O.)
places.
f He accused him to his face (alºiºſ) with truth:
8. cººl < *śl, and &#1, The tryo un (S, A, L, K:) or [simply] he accused him (19)

see ſº in art º (TA)
º ..

.

.p

also '83. (L.) – 3-4% “g, (S, A, L, K,
*-ją) ºf #,

-

*i. **,

with kesr to the 3, t.A thing of a
middling sort, between the good and the bad: ($, ripe dates, and the three, gren, together, inter njith truth. (L.) See an ex. voce &#. [See
O, K:*) and also a cheap thing : ($, O :) and mingling. ('Eesa Ibn-'Omar, O and TA in art. also 3.] = 3-5, §, A, Mºb, K) aor. 2, (A,

* & a garment that is not good: (Mgb:)
you should not say " Jºiº,

(ISk, S, O, Mgb,)
with ſet-h; (ISk, Msb:) you say also
Jº,
• *

[a man of a middling sort]; and

* *

*

Mºb, K) int. n. tº 55 (S, A, K3) and
&;

A small [leathern vessel for water, of the aor. 2, inf. n.

*i.
kind called) is º (o, K.) mentioned by Th,
* ** [a on the authority of IAar: (O:) & is a dial.

&#;

and

"tº

3-3,

(K;) the last

mentioned by Lh, but bad, or of weak authority,
and rejected; (TA;) said of a horse, (A, K,)

commodity, or commodities, &c., of : middling var. thereof; (TA;) [or] this latter, mentioned or of a solid-hoofed animal, (S, Msb,) He finished
sort, or cheap): (TA:) or you say ~gºi- J-2 by Az, in art, º, is a mistranscription. (O.) teething, (S, Msb, K,) completing his fifth year :
(S, Mgb:) or became in the state corresponding to
with kesr, [meaning a religion of a middling sort],
Jºãº
see
tº
3.
that of the camel that is termed Jjº: or shed [his
and W 3-i-.
with fet-h, (K, TA,) meaning

£º.

ić: see what next follows, in four places.

[a commodity, &c.,] not precious. (TA.)

corner-nipper, i.e.] the tooth next after the ***) :

(K:) when a horse's nipper that is next to the

Jºãº

A short man: because his extremities

are near together. (O.)— And

º

is the

name of The fifteenth metre of verse; (O;) the
metre composed of &ſº eight times; (O, K;”)
and [one species of]
Bk. I.

Jº &iº &º

truice :

ić; ; , (Ks, $, o, K) with the lengthened

central pair of nippers falls out, and a new tooth

alif and without tenween, (Ks, S, O,) and grows in its place, he is termed 2%; this is when

*itiſ; ; (O, K3) and tº 3:3 and "it iſ, ; ;
(Lh, K) and tº 3 J-3 (Ks, $, o, K) and

he has completed his fourth year: and when the
time of his

tº comes, [the corner-nipper which

* Gºí; (K:) ..ºf is [thus] used as an epithet, is] the tooth next after the ageſ,

falls out, and
316
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tº

his -uś grows in its place: [but by the -u herbs, or leguminous plants, that grow from tion, of such a one, or] niho has taken such a one
(which more properly means the tusk, and which grain, or seed: and the growing of the stalk of
does protrude at this time,) must be here meant the herbs, or leguminous plants; i. e. the appearing
permanent corner-nipper, corresponding to the of the stem thereof: IAar uses the phrase “.
-U of a human being:] this tooth is his "tº: U.I., Y “…i. Jig" (as though meaning the herbs,
no tooth is shed, nor is any bred, after

tº: and

when the horse has entered his sixth year, yº,

Jº,

and

and

& and &;

the last,

authority, or judgment, (K, TA,) 4.ie
(TA:) or he demanded some

over him:

particular

thing of

some particular person by the eacercise of his
or leguminous plants, grow putting forth the stem authority, or judgment, (El-Beyhakee, TA, and
in a hard, or firm, state]; but it should be Har" p. 142,) and with ungentleness, roughness,
2 w -2

• **

• * ~ 6.

say of him ºf 35: (IAar, T.) one says £º * lºſiº, unless * tº be a dial var. of tº ; or

3.9%

as a friend. (A.) – And t He eacercised his

or severity. (Har ibid.) And j < *.i. ***

it may be that W *:::: here means standing up the exercised his authority, or judgment, over him,
such a thing, and asked nithout consideration.
&jià in(TA)
And tº ſº tº He asked of him a

only, without 1: and of every solid-hoofed animal right upon the stem thereof. (TA.) Ješ
one says
and of [the camel, or] every signifies The land's beginning to give growth to

&#;

animal that has a foot of the kind termed

thing without consideration. (S, A.) = See also

-*, plants, or herbage. (TA.)

2, last sentence but one.

Jº Jºe."

Uj.2; and of every animal that has a divided
hoof,

3. --jus, (K) inf n. *-jui 2 (§, K) He

• *

&

(S.) [See also

&%) – And **

&; and '# A

mound; (L;) the bite of a

jaced him, confronted him, or encountered him.

46 His -u (here meaning permanent corner ($," A,” K.) You say, i-ji, *::ſ !

I met him.

nipper as above] gren forth. (A.) – [Hence] face to face. (S, A.)
- a
3
©

e

*

4. Aſ 4-5.
neith

t?jš

~ *

& tº tº sº, tº: (which is the

- e.

one says also Jº all cº- cº-,5 t The tooth of the
young male child was about, or ready, to grow
forth. (A):- <!3, (§, K, TA) nor. 2, (S,

weapon, and of a similar thing that wounds the
body: (L, K: [but in some copies of the K, for

God caused his skin to break out

(or purulent pustules]. ($.) – And reading in

the CK) we find º-35 cº-

Jºe

JºJº, &- U-2, and the L and TA combine the
... : : * ~ * : 2 2- * : * : *. 12
TA,) inf. n.
($, K, TA) and tº, (TA)
two readings, the latter whereof gives a second
said of a she-camel, She nas, or became, in a ceased not to eat the leaves until my lip broke out signification, which will be found below:]) i. q.
manifest state of pregnancy: ($, K, TA:) or with purulent pustules, or sores]. (A, [So accord.
[with which
is held by many to be
began to be in a state of pregnancy: or began to to two copies: but perhaps correctly
syn.]: (TA:) they are two dial. vars., (S, Msb,)
show a sign of pregnancy by raising her tail: And 5-a-)-3] They had their cattle attacked by
like
-º-; and -: *-*. (S,) and ** and **,
(TA:) or nas in a state in which she was not [nhat is termed] P-ji Ji [which may here mean
(Fr. Mºb, TA) and 3+3 and 3+3. (Fr. TA;)
supposed to be pregnant, and did not give a sign
of it with her tail, until her pregnancy became purulent pustules, or sores): (S, L:) or they had the former of the dial. of El-Hijáz: (Msb:) or
their camels attacked by the severe and destructive
the former is an inf. n. and the latter is a simple
evident in the appearance of her belly. (Lth, T.A.)
mange
or * termed tº) (K) or tri-l. (L.
[See also tºº.) E. cº, aor. 2, (S, A, Mºb, K,)
subst. : (L, Msb:) or the former signifies as
above; and the latter signifies its pain : (A:) or
[But
see
tº.])
=
See
also
1,
first
quarter.
inf. n.
(S, A,” Mºb, K, TA, [accord. to the

*:::

&#D

º

.

•

*

&-

-

*

3.

the latter seems to bear this latter signification;

© 6.

CK, app.

cº, for the v, is

5: see 1, near the end. = * tº (K, TA)

there said to be like

&º, but this is wrong,) He, (a man, Msb, K,”) jºu (TA) i. q. t;
or it, (his skin, S, A,) broke out with

and the former, to signify wounds themselves:
[app. He prepared himself (Yaakoob, TA:) [and the like is said in the L

tº:

ti

and K:]) [and thus used in a pl. sense, the

[i. e. for him, or it, with evil intent]; and so
former is a coll. gen, n. ;] and its n. un, is Wi-jā;
purulent pustules]; (S, A, Mºb, K;) and [in like and -3.3 [if these be not mistranscriptions].
and pl.
(L:) one says,
* In
manner] W
it (his body) broke out, or became (TA.)
him is pain from a wound; (A;) or from wounds.
2*
>
affected, therenith... (S.) – And [hence] one
(L.) —
also signifies Pustules, or small
says,
&- Jº sº *; +[The heart of 8. i.e., tºs (A) or º, (K) and "º,
* - d.

{2}.

tº

ºf e

gº &: §

&#

- - --

ºf-

swellings, when they have become corrupt; (L,
the man became as though it were ulcerated by (A, K,) He dug a well (A, K) in a place in K;) [i. e. purulent pustules; and imposthumes,
grief]. (L.) — cº, aor. 2, inf. n. tº, said of which one had not been dug, (A,) or in a place
wherein neater was not [as yet] found. (K.) – ulcers, or sores: and so W º; accord. to the L
•

*

5 ..."

a horse, He had a white mark in his face, such as

is termed as; (IAgr, 8.)

tººl and W 3. said of an arrow, t It was begun and some copies of the K, as shown above; but
to be made. (TA) — Jºs- tººl ! He rode this seems to be of doubtful authority: § in
•

jo.”

-

4-3 He

wounded him much, or in many the camel before it had been ridden [by any other
places. (Mºb.) –
said of a camel: see 1, person]. (S, A, K.") – And tº-3 t He ori
near the beginning. – [3--" 4-3-3 in some ginated, invented, or eaccogitated, a thing; made
copies of the K is a mistranscription; the verb in it, did it, produced it, or caused it to be or eacist,
for the first time; (IAar, Msb, K, TA;) spon
this phrase being without teshdeed.] —
taneously, without his having heard it; (IAar,
239, He pricked, or punctured, the sº [or TA;) or without there having been any precedent.
tattoo] with the needle. (A.) – And [the inf. n.]
(Msb.) t He elicited a thing, without having
signifies
[by which may be heard it. (K.) And t He uttered, or composed,
meant The pricking with a thorn: or, as seems to a speech, or discourse, or the like, eactempora
be not improbable from what here follows, it may neously; without premeditation. (S, A, K, T.A.)
**, q.v.). (TA)—
(A,) — Also the chose for himself, took in prefer
2.

&

tº

*i-

*::::

-

-

-

6 * c >

this sense is a coll. gen, n. :] its n. un. is Wi-35;

£23.

and pl.
(S.)
TA) was called

Imra-el-Keys (the poet,

tº:- 25 because the

King of

the Greeks sent to him a poisoned shirt, from the
wearing of which his body became affected with
purulent pustules, or ulcers, or sores, (
and

&#)

he died: (S, K,” TA:) or, as some say, he was
called

exº- 35, with J and &

because he left

(Es-Suyootee, TA.) - Also,
(accord. to the K,) or "
(as in the L,) A
severe
scab
or
mange,
that
destroys
young meaned
ence, or selected. (IAar, L., K.) Hence one
inf. n.
(TA,) said of the [plant called]
camels;
(L,
K;)
or
that
attacks
young
weaned
says, 34-3 lić- <ºtºl + He desired of camels, and from nihich they scarcely ever,
or
in earnS :1t put frth its first growth.
(A,
him in preference such and such an air, or such never, recover: so says Lth: Az, however, says
TA.") And Jº-J) tº f The trees put forth the and such a tune or song. (IAar, L.) And one that this is a mistake; but that is 25 signifies a

be mon, §

*jii,

cº,

only daughters.

&#,

tº,

*

º , o a

&#7 º'

J; Lif ! I am the certain disease that attacks camels, expl. below.
heads [or eactremities] of their leaves. (A.) Accord. says, cº- $33.
to AHn,
signifies t The first vegetation of first [n'ho has chosen for himself the love, or affec (L.) = See also

&ºiâ

**.
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§: see the next preceding paragraph, in three
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tº
the male and to the female: (TA) & 3 (as |rule applicable to a pl. as well as to a sing.]:

places. = See also i-; in two places. [Hence] a pl. thereof) is of weak authority, (K,) or dis

one says, 4:-

t; Jº

s: #. º ſº part
the

*

of his age. (TA) cºul cº Jº ult I am

W

< *; tº: &u=%

i. e. f Thou art clear [of

that nhereof thou hast been accused]. (A, TA.)

in the beginning of the thirtieth [year] was said
by an Arab of the desert to IAar, who had asked
him his age. (TA.) And
(K,) by some this affair; and so W

And, S. & & Cº.; if Thou art quit of

§i),

written

&i- (pl. of " i <i>], (MF, TA)

(L.) pl. of the first J-5 (S, A, L) and Jºší.

used. (S, A, L.) — [Hence] one says, < * (L.) El-Mutanakhkhil El-Hudhalee says,

Č-3.

• * * * *

* *

º

•

*

*

* *

*

|--|--> J- (-)-3 cº-º-; S

4.

- **

*

-

-

-

--> --

~~

** -

*

•6 -

-

-

's-3 cº-, cost. So liº Asº
-

(Az, K, T.A.) –

IB) i. e. They will not deliver up to the enemy
cº; signifies also One niho has not a(S,wounded
man who has alighted in the midst of

And

signifies Three nights (K, TA) of the first part nitnessed war; and so
(TA) of the month. (K, TA.)
n:ho has been touched by

'é-3. – and One
tº: [here app. meaning

them, on the day of encounter, nor will they hit in
a part not vital him whom they nound. (IB.)

&ºis,

– See also
in two places. = And see
mounds,
perhaps
also
and
purulent
pustules]:
thus tº, first sentence; and end last sentence.
a subst. signifying The state (in a camel)
of
—
having contr. significations: (K:) masc. and
of having never had the mange, or scab : and (in
fem. (TA.) = Also, &#, [with tenween,) Also A cloud when it first rises. (K.) – And
º

§

a child) of having never been attacked by the
small-pow.

A species of tº for truffle], (§, K, TA) white,

(S.)

,,

The water of a cloud (K, TA) when it descends.
(TA.)

small, and having heads like those of the 2.3 [or
man, (Mºb,) or a man's skin, (S,) toadstool]: (TA:) one of which is called ãº,
i-# The first water that is dranºn forth, or
* -2
produced, of a well, (S, A, K, TA,) when it is
breaking out nºith
[or purulent pustules]. (S, K,) or
(K.) [See also ãº.]
(S, Mgb.)
dug; (TA;) and
signifies the same. (K.)
Reş. see the next paragraph.
– And The
what

** A

tº:-

'3.

'º

ić:

See

&

first of

(of which it is the n. uil.) in

two places: = and see also

§§

iš.

pours forth, or descends,

gear, pure, or free from admixture; as [for ~Lol in my original I read ºu...] of the

contents of clouds. (A.) – And f The first of a
and the former, the
i.; A disease that attacks camels, consisting Water not mired nith anything : (S, A:) or thing; (A;) and so W
in tº [or purulent pustules] in the mouth, in
water not mixed with camphor nor with [any of Jirst of anything. (K.) – And t A faculty
consequence of which the lip hangs down; ..not scab, the perfumes called] ** nor nºith any other whereby intellectual things are elicited, or er
or mange. (Az, L, T.A.) [See also tº, Inear thing: (Mgb:) or water not mired (Mgh, K) cogitated. (M.F.) One says, i.º. i-; cº
i. e. f Such a one has a good, or an excellent,
the end..] = Also A s: [meaning star, or blaze, nith aught of 3:23, (Mgh,) or nºith dregs of
natural faculty for the elicitation of matters of
or white mark, in the middle of the forehead of a J23-, (K,) nor any other thing: (Mgh, TA:) science: (S, A:) from
the
also

"3-2-3.

(AHn, K.

[And particularly]

§:

* - 22

i-; in

first of the

5: in the

such as is drunk after food. (TA.) And Water
senses expl. above. (S.) – And t The natural,
face of a horse : (S, K.) or it is a whiteness in mixed [thus in the L, and hence in the TA, pro native, or innate, disposition, temper,
or other
bably
mistake
copyist
a
of a
for not mixed] with
the forehead of a horse (Mgh) of the size of a
quality,
person:
of
a
(K,
TA:)
and,
as some
something
give
sneet
to
a
it
honey,
taste,
as
and
dirhem, or smaller than it; (AO, Mgh, TA;)
horse: (T, L:) or nihat is less than a

* is larger than a dirhem: (AO, dates, and raisins. (L., T.A.) – Also, (or J. expl. it, the mind, and intellect: (TA:) pl. 3%.

whereas the

tº,

(L.)

A,) A place of seed-produce, having no
TA:) or what is like a small dirhem between a
3
horse's eyes: (En-Nadr, TA:) or any whiteness, building upon it, nor any trees in it: (S, Msb:)
L-93; see cyl-3, in two places. – Also
in the face of a horse, which stops short of reach or land (T, K) lying open to view, (T,) con One niho keeps to the town, or village, not going
ing the place of the halter upon the nose; differ taining neither water nor trees, (T, K,) and not forth into the desert: (Ki) or it is a rel. n. from
ently distinguished in relation to its form, as being intermia:ed with anything: (T:) or land having j, certain town,
a
or village, on the shore of
round, or triangular, or four-sided, or elongated, in it no herbage nor any places of growth of
the sea. (T.)
or scanty: (L, TA:) [and it is also applied to a herbage : (A:) or any piece of land by itself,
white mark upon the face of the common fly: (see having in it no trees nor any intermiature of a
cº-ſºil. The two flanks. (K.)
:) the pl. is 3. like º.] – [Hence] one place eruding mater and producing salt: (Mgh:)
•-

• 6 -

º

… •

•-

-

3 -->

34;

• & E

J , or

-º

or any piece of land by itself, in which palm-trees

on 232

it ºf A certain thing (i. [perhaps a large
calculus, which may weigh several pounds,) that
is found in the belly of the horse, like the head of
signifies land lying a man : thus in the K, and the like is said in the

says, al-oi is 35 sº i.e. sº [meaning f He &c. grow: (L:) or land cleared for soning and

is the noble, or eminent, one of his companions; or planting: (AHn, K.) as also " gº and
the chief, o: lºrd, of them]. (A.) – And [hence,

likewise,] iº signifies also

1 The first,

and

"ſº-jī: (K:) or "dº

Or CO7m

'º

mencement, of the [rain called] J-35 (A ;) and open to the sun, not intermixed mith anything: T and L. (TA.) – And, of the camel, [The
(S:) or [a place] exposed to the sky, not concealed ventricle into which it conveys whatever it eats ºf
of the [season called] cº; or of the **. (K.)
from it by anything : (Ki) or a ride tract of earth and pebbles;] what is called J.-- ãºtij

tº.

land: (A:) or a neide, or plain and wide, er [and more commonly J- ãº, q. v.]. (K.)
panse of land, not having in it any trees, and not
* ,” e. a- e &#: See
last sentence.
intermixed with anything; (IAgr:) or a hard
See
in two places. – tº95
a…as
and even tract of land, and a plain tract in n-hich
cº ([i. e. &le; or &#1 with or without the nater is not retained, somewhat elevated, but A [hill, or mountain, such as is termed] is aa, that
is smooth, bare of herbage, and tall, or long.
tenween, as you please, Sh, TA) A camel that having an even surface, from which the water
(TA.) – And
iſ 43 A tall palm-tree:
has never been attached by the mange, or scab : flows off to the right and
– See also

3%

§:

$55,

ëſ,3

(S, K:) and a child, ($, K,) or a man, (A,) that

£5.5 iº,
is

left ; (ISh:) the pl. of
(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or, as some (S,” A :) or a tall and smooth palm-tree, (K,

has never been attacked by the small-poa, (T,” $,

TA,) of n!hich the lower parts of the branches are

A, K,) nor by the measles, (T, A,) nor by puru say, this is pl. of Y tºº. (TA.)
bare and long: (TA:) pl.
(K,) and (by
lent pustules or the like: (T:) applied alike to one
poetic license, L)
(S.) - And tº: 35U,
(S, K) and to two (S) and to a pl. number, (S,
also
as
W
Mgh,
Mºbi)
(A,
and
7
A, K,) and expl. as meaning persons not yet
(8, K) or ºil
(A,) A long-legged she
attacked by disease, (S,) and also applied alike to [an inf. n. used as an epithet and therefore by camel; (S, A, K,) described by an Arab of the

*29%

£º Wounded; (S, A,” Mgh, L, Mºb, Kī)
*º;
§

3%
§3.

*

**

316 °
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*

*

tº• ->
3

- -

** Jº Jº-º!" sº t[The darkness
desert to A5 as one that walks as though upon also]
from the dann, or daybreak.
stripped]
spears [i.e. as though her legs were spears]. ($.) became
J- A camel that dislikes the (A, TA.) – See also cº, last signification.
– And

gº

drinking with the great, or old, ones, but drinks

-

** CK voce Jºu-3 is a mistake for (L, K.) as also tººl J tºº. §: ($, L.) or

ſº

tºl;

not an epithet as Freytag has he collected milk in the skin. (L, K.) See also

nvith the small, or young, ones, when they come.

the verb

(AA, K.)

supposed it to be.]
* , ~2:

•,• *.

tº2 :

see

&#.

tº.

inf n. 35, (L.) He collected together, and gained,
(L.K.) for his family. (L.) [You say] J. 3,5
Ai-li He collected clarified butter in the skin;

See

- - -

*::::,
-->

in

wo

places. – i-ji:

2, 3, inf. n. 4,#5, (K.) He pluched off his

* …,

J51; (so in copies of the (a camel's, S, A) cº [or ticks]: (S, A, K:)
it (a raven, or crow) lighted upon him (a camel),
in one copy isiºn; [the right explana
but
K;
and picked off his cºs; [or ticks]. (A.) –
completing his fifth year: ($, Mgb.) or in the
state corresponding to that of the camel that is tion, however, is evidently, I think, ~uº Jī, [Hence,) 1. He rendered Tim (a camel, L,) sub
termed Jú. (K:) [or shedding his corner-nipper: and the meaning + The first, or earliest, of the missive, or tractable: (L, K:) because a camel,
ripe dates; i-ji: being an epithet applied to when he is freed from his ticks (c.133), becomes
(see &#3)] in the first year he is termed
-

** A solid-hoofed animal finishing teething,

-

also signifies

subj}

§

J-5 then, gº; and then them;]) this being the case when there appear quiet. (L.) [And, of a camel (?) it is said,
[upon them] what are like tº; [or purulent 35, the became submissive, and tractable. (K.)
tº: (S:) or in the second year, 56; and in
pustules]. (TA.)
[And] sº, (A, L. K.) and '39 3, (A)

then,
©

e-º-;

then,

.

the third, £3.4 (TA) pl. § (S, K) and 3%

*jiº,

(S, K,) the last (which occurs
(K) and W
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, S) anomalous, (K,

ëſi

TA,) as though pl. of

(TA:) fem.

3%

ği. see 2, last quarter.
&#3; *A. – Also Having tº:
See

[signify] the beguiled him (S, A, L, K) and
nºheedled, or cajoled, him; (L;) because a man,
when he desires to take a refractory camel, first
[or

plucks off his ticks (º) (Š, L.) See also
purulent pustules]. (K.)- Also A young weaned

is the more ap camel attacked by the disease termed
; [see 35.
4. 30-5). He (a camel) became still, quiet, or
proved, and the latter is by Az disallowed;
or a camel attacked by the
;] as also V
in consequence of his having his ticks
tranquil,
(TA;) pl. 33-5. (S.) — The tooth by [the
* 3: ,
and W t”:
disease termed iº; as also V
pulled off. (A.) [And hence] 1 He (a camel)
growing, or shedding, of] which a horse, or ºther
nent at a gentle pace, not shaking, or jolting, his
solid-hoofed animal becomes what is termed tºº ; (L:) one says *i-ji: Jº! [accord. to some rider. (A.) – t He was, or became, silent, (K,)
and

t;

i-jū, (K,) but the former

3%.

&;

*33

(K;) the [permanent, or the deciduous, corner copies of the K i-ji, but erroneously, for it is still, or quiet, (S, K,) and submissive, (K,) and
nipper, or] tooth neart but one to the central pair from &#) meaning camels having tº [or puru feigned himself dead. (S, K. See 3,5 in two
…

of incisors; pl.
four.

--

alsº

(S.) [See

the teeth thus called are

&] — Also

A she-camel

lent pustules] in their mouths, in consequence of places.) – f He (a man) clave to the ground by
which their lips hang don'n, (K;) and so

J.

reason of abjectness, or submissiveness. (A.) See

art. 3.9
becoming in a manifest state of pregnancy: ($, K:) Jº [in which the epithet is pl. of
or in the first stage of pregnancy: or showing a (L.) – And
&# +A road in nihich 5. **, see 95 — It (flour) became heaped
sign of pregnancy by raising her tail: (TA:) or
not supposed to be pregnant, and not giving a sign marks, or tracks, have been made [by the feet of up, one part upon another. (L, from a trad.)
of being so by raising her tail, until her pregnancy men and of beasts], so that it has been rendered

'º).

3:.

becomes evident in the appearance of her belly: conspicuous,

(Lth;) or not known to have conceived until her
pregnancy has become manifest: or whose preg
nancy is complete : (TA:) or a she-camel is so
termed in the days when she is covered by the
stallion; after which, when her pregnancy has
become manifest, she is termed à-, until she

enters upon the term called rºl: (IAgr:) also
a mare that has gone forty days from the com

(K, TA.)

3; [The ape;

the monkey; and the baboon;]

a certain animal, (TA,) well known: (L, K:)

*ji. an anomalous pl. of 3% q. v.
-

-

fem. with 3: ($, L, Mºb:) pl. [of pauc., of the
masc.,] §i, (L, Msb,) and §§ſ, (L, K,) and

3it. : see 2, last quarter, in two places.

[of mult, of the same.) Sºft and #9, (S, L,
Mºb, K,) and [quasi-pl. n.] is; (K;) and pl.
395
of the fem, (§, L, Mºb); (§, L, Mºb, K.)
1. 33, aor. 2, (§, L, K) inf n.5% ($, L), It Hence the proverb *; &: Jº [More incontinent

mencement of her pregnancy, and more, until it (wool) fell off by degrees from the sheep, and than an ape]; because the sº
= See also

is the most incon

3% and 3.

(TA.) became compacted in lumps, or clotted: (S:) or tinent of animals: (K:) such is generally said to
it (wool, L, and hair, L, K) became contracted
£º. = Also A bow having a together, (L, K,) and knotted in its eactremities; be the meaning of this proverb: (TA:) or (accord.

has become known ; pl.

A'Obeyd, S, L) by 3.5 is here meant a man of
space between it and its string. (K.) = And (L5) as also "sº. (L. K.) — It (a tanned to
the tribe of Hudheyl, named Kirº, the son, of
3i signifies The lion; as also 'Ju-Jij". (K.) skin) became worm-eaten. ($, K.) = t He (a

3.

man) was, or became, silent by reason of impotence Mo'áwiyeh. (S, L, K.) = xjāj) cººl The J33-.
A horse having in his face a [star, or of speech; ($, K5) as also "3,5 and *sjs: (K:) (TA in art. Jº.)
-

ul. such as is termed] a.º.

§3.

[fem.

*}; :]

(S, or he was, or became, abject, and humble, or sub

(A.) And it is also an
A, Mgh:) pl.
epithet applied [in a similar sense to every
common fly. (A, TA. [See tºº.) – [Hence,)
iº iº I [A meadon] in nihich, (S, K,) or in

-

§ [a coll. gen.
missive: or, acc. to IAar 73,5! signifies he (a afterwards applied also to soft hair (29), and
n.) Refuse of wool; (L, K;)

man) was, or became, silent by reason of abject
(L:) or soft hair and wool
3,4- :] or, acc. to another, he was, other hair, and flaw:
from the animals, and
degrees
by
off
that fall
or became, still and abject. (TA.) See 3, 5, become compacted in lumps, or clotted: (L, K:)
The verbs are used in these senses

ness : [see also
below.

the middle of which, (TA) is a white àº (or because, when a raven or crow lights upon a

or refuse of nool, and what falls off by degrees
from the sheep, and becomes compacted in lumps,
or clotted: (S:) or bad nool : (R:) or the worst

flower]; ($, K, TA;) or in the middle of which camel and picks off the ticks (0.9) the beast
* [or florers]: (A:) and of which the remains still on account of the ease which it of wool and soft hair, and what is picked up
jerbage has appeared. (T.A.) – And [hence occasions him. (TA)=$$, (L, K.) aor.-, (K,) thereof from the ground: (Nh:) a piece thereof
are n!hite

is termed
- --

-

2513
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* *

(S.) It is said in a proverb, Sh, that it signifies an extended strip [of ground], TA, without any syll. signs,] He (a man) was,
•2 &
or became, cold. (TA.) [The verb and its inf. n.
like the 3332/3 of the back. (TA.)
--

o,”

* -

© e < *

©

ºr e >

§ 244, 333 is jºi. Jä Jé š, tº

º,

meaning <-iñº, [She returned to spinning at last,

º e.p.

in this sense are probably the same as in, the
sense here next following.]— Jº, inf n. Jºã;

º

>5x55: see

$35, in two places.

and left not in Nejd a piece of refuse of wool]:

(S, L:) in the K, & is put for tº and

issº;

See

$33. —ºn #32; The upper, or

(TA3) or cº-5, [inf. h. Jºã;] (J.K.) He (a

man smitten by cold) became unable to nork
both readings are mentioned by the relaters of highest, part of the back (L, K) of any beast of
proverbs: [J}=-ji Je ºt-e app, signifies she carriage: (L:) or the nithers; syn. *: (A8, (JK, TA) with his hands, (JK,) or nºith his
applied herself by chance to spinning:] the pro L:) or the elevated portion of the part called the hand, by reason of the intenseness of the cold, or,
verb is applied to him who neglects a needful
(S, L;) also called
$235. (L.) — as in the L, by reason of cold in his extremities.

sº

&#;

(TA)= & Jºãº see 4 =[-,-3 Jºã, (TA)

business when it is possible, and seeks to accom

plish it when it is beyond his reach : (K:) its […] $3,3} The severity and sharpness of ninter: or "4–55, (accord. to a copy of the A,) He made,
origin is the fact, that a woman neglects spinning (K:) or its sterility and severity. (Aboo-Málik, or prepared, what is termed J-225, (A," TA,)
while she finds that which she may spin, (of L.)
i.e., broth with flesh-meat. (A.)
cotton or flax &c., L.,) until, when it is beyond
§§ [a coll. gen. n., The tick; or ticks;] a 2 : see 4, in two places: = and see 1, last
her reach, she seeks for refuse of wool among
sweepings and rubbish. (L, K.) – Also, Palm certain insect, (L, K,) well known, (L,) that signification.
branches stripped of their leaves: n, un, with 3. clings to camels and the like, (Mºb,) [and to dogs
(K.) — Also, A thing like don'n, sticking to the &c.,] and bites them; (L;) it #, to them, lik: the
4. sº vº! The branch, or trig, had its sap
(plant called]<-º. (K.)—Also, Little things, louse to man: (Msb:) [see also is Me- and Ju-º-;] congealed in it. In the M, instead of $2. U-oº
[i.e., little flocks of clouds,) less than [nhat are n. un, with 3: (Mºb :) pl. (of pauc., TA,) $3,5i,
- - -

- A

termed] → […. [or clouds in the common aſſºptº
tion of the term] not conjoined; as also "3Ji , ;

-

---

43, we find ºu. 43 J- [which is probably a
mistake of a copyist]. (TA.) =sº 4–05 [The
$53, cold) made him cold; as also V 4-5, inf. n. Jºã.

(L.) and (of mult, L.)&lsº (Š, L, Mºb, K) and
§:

(L:)

§

also signifies the same as

(K) in some copies of the K" is ii. (TA)

2

(L.) Jäi ($, K :) [or, accord. to some, by 33-ºl is here
See also 35.
(El-Hejeree, L, K;) because a man who hesitates 3% &- and 395 Jºe Jºi [Viler than a tick] are meant sleep: (TA:) or the cold made him unable
in his speech is silent respecting somewhat of that proverbial sayings. (TA) = $9.5-1, (K,) or to work with his hand: (JK:) and sº Jºël
the cold made his fingers rigid, by chilness
which he would say. (L.) See also 35.
= Also, A. hesitation in speech; (K,) or is a contraction of the pl.

33.

wºn $55, (L.) or 333, 3% ($, A.) I The ***

nipple (4.1.) of the breast: (S, A, L. K.) called of the eactremities, so that he was unable to work.
:,á Wool sticking together, and compacted in a 35; and i.i- as being likened to a large tick:

(A, L.)—3+, Jº tº Jºs IIe cooled the

lump or lumps :

(A:) wool, and hair, contracted (Mgh in art. •Me-:) the nipple of the dug of a water in the old morn-out skin; (A’Obeyd, TA.)
together, and knotted in its extremities. (L.) — Inare. (K) E.
2: The place between the as also 4.5 *4-3 ; (A’Obeyd, S, A;) and ** 33
[Hence,) a cloud, or collection of clouds, dis
•º, inf n. Jºi. (A’obeyd, TA)
sundered, in the tracts of the sky, in parts, or fetlock and hoof of a horse : (S, L:) also, the
portions, one upon another; cirro-cumulus: ($, part between the phalanges (~0.5–) of the foot
Jº- Intense, or vehement, cold; (S, A, K:)
L:) or of n!hich the several portions are compacted of a camel. (L.) – See also 2.
as also
and
(K.) You say, ãº
together, (M, K,) one upon another; likened to
3.2%
A
camel
that
does
not
impatiently
avoid
soft hair such as is thus termed: (M :) or com
J-4 & A night of [intense) cold. ($)—

99 in

"Jºſé

9 *...

"Jºjº.

• .2

pacted in lumps, not smooth; as also '3-i-. having his ticks (cº-5,) plucked off. (L, The densest and coldest hoarfrost or rime: (Lth,
(AHn.) See also Sã. — J.-- 3,3 A horse K.) – [Hence,) ( a still, or quiet, man. (A.)
JK, K:) or the coldest and most copious hoar
[compact in frame;ſ not lar. (L, K.) = A
frost
or rime; as also "Jºš (M, T.A.) – See
§§ A trainer of the s: [or ape, monkey, or
camel [&c.] abounding with cº [or ticks].
baboon]. (K.)
(K.) = And 3,5 [an epithet used as a subst.]
ow 222
* 2:
• 2
Accumulated foam which the camel casts forth
xixe: see 295 and 2,5.
from his mouth. (TA in art. tº. See an ex.
3xº~ : see 2,5.
in that art. voce **)

also

Jºº.

-

$ 2.

º 6.

Jº

º

.

see C-93 : — and Jºjº.

-

º, w -->

...?

º

3.

- *

,-

9

-

º e.

J-493: see Jºjº, in three places: — and J-3.
6 * >

= Broth with flesh-meat. (A)=Jº Jº
33; (in which the second 3 is not incorporated
into the first because the word is quasi-coordinate
to the class of those of the measure Jú, S, L,)

& 2)

ciº

§,

-

tº,

(AA, S, K,) and
(TA, and so in
Elevated ground; (L, K;) as also *ś : (K:) one copy of the S.) A certain species of tree: (S,
or elevated and rugged ground; as also W 3,3}. K:) n. un. i-ś. (TA.)— Also ić A.
(L:) or a rugged and elevated place; ($, L;) as certain herb, or leguminous plant. (Kr, K.)
also *ś: (S:) or a tract similar to what is And A certain small tree, (AHn, K,) curling
termed Já. (As :) or a prominent portion of

Fish that is cooked, and for which a sauce (
is then made, in nihich it is left until it becomes
concreted : (S:) or cooked fish in nhich a sauce
is made, wherein it is left until it becomes con
creted, (K,”TA,) but neither congealed nor fluid;
[being converted into a gelatinous substance;] as
also Jº: the former is of the dial. of Keys.

and contracting, (jº-) and having black * (TA)

ground by the side of a depressed place, or hollon": [i. e. grains, or berries, or the like]. (AHn.)
(M:) also, even, or plain, ground: (L:) pl. 33%
and 3.2%; ($, L, K;) the latter form being

adopted

Jºjº

from a dislike to [the concurrence of]

the two dáls: ($, L.) Sb says, that 3.3% is a

• *:

-

--

Jºſé Intense, or vehement, cold; as also "J-#:
you should not say Jú. (S)- See also Jºº.
– In a state of congelation, or freezing; as also

• 22

1. Cº, aor. 2, (S, A, K,) inf, n. Jº, (S,)

"Jºš; ($) and "Jºš (IAar, Isk, S. K.) the

pl. of 33; ; but as one also says 3,3}, there is It (cold) was, or became, intense, or vehement; first and second applied to water: (S:) the last,
no reason for this assertion: (L:) ISh says, that (SA, K;) as also Jº-3, aor. -, ($, K,) inf. n. to anything; (IAgr;) but this last was un
- Cold; chill;
"333; signifies elevated and rugged ground pro Jºjº. (S.) – It (water) became congealed, or known to Abu-l-Gheyth. (S.).
§ 02
•

ducing little herbage, and all of it gibbous: and

frozen. (S. K.)—Jº, inf n. Jº, [so in the as also "Jº, (TA,) and WJº. (K.) You say

2514
6

*

Jº — Jojº
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is 6.

-

Jºjº º (A cold day]. (A, TA) And % thou its particles (so I here render a--- i.j] with M, K, TA:) and sometimes the sun, as a com
nater; (A’Obeyd, S, TA;) and the former has mon, or general, term : (M:) or the disk (Jºe)

tº [A cold night]. (TA)

a similar [but less intensive] meaning: (TA :) of the sun when it is setting : (TA:) you say,
or the former means, nash it with the ends of thy J-ºl Jº * [the disk of the sun set, or dis
fingers; (S, Msb;) and remove it with the nail appeared]: (A, TA:) or the cºee of the sun is
or the like : (Msb:) or take it [off] with the called "i33, with s, at the setting. (Lth, TA.)
ends of the fingers : (Mgh :) or rub it hard with – See also Jºi...—ſº J; or J. A
the ends of the fingers and the nails, and pour
upon it water, so as to remove it and the mark of honey-comb; or the same, and ** W à-2-3 or
it. (Az, in Mºb, art. J-e-; and IAth,” in TA,

º

tº: Advanced in years: (A5, S, K.) applied
to a man. (S.) — One niho is in a bad state, or
condition. (IAar, K.) — A man of bad disposi
tion. (Kr, K.) – Having a capacious belly.
(K.) – A great eater; voracious. (K.) – A in the present art.) – You say also, J-5 y-e, a portion of a honey-comb; pl. a 2,5.]
man (TA) corpulent, or bulky, and tall. (K.)
(A) infin. Jºã; (K) or "4-3; (M3) [iº inf. m. of un. of 43%; A pinch, or a
—tº The lion. (K.) — Pl. (in each of &se-º',
He cut the dough to spread it out ; (M, A:) or pinching; &c.; pl. Gue;..] You say, ...;
the above senses, TA) -ºš. (K.) [See also
the former, [simply, he spread out the dough :
:

-:
2.

*

2.

-

- *

*

*

3 :•
~€.]

r---

(K:) or &se-º

- 6 p.

* *

~ *.

.P.” e. e. e.

**, *, *, *, Jºji I (The gnats bit

<}, aor. *, inf. n. as

above, them with several bitings, in consequence of
($, TA,) she cut the dough, (S,) or spread it out which they danced with several dancings.] (A,
and cut it, (TA,) into pieces, each such as is TA.)

-

Jejº

termed i-93. (S, TA) and '4-ji, (S, Mºb)

Jº iš, ($, K,) she cut it into many pieces,
1. –3–5, (§, M, A, Mºb) aor. , (§, M,
(S,
Msb,
K.) each such as is termed alº, (S,)
Msb) inf n. Jºš, (S, M, Mºb, Mgh, K) [He
inf. n.

pinched him, or it, nith the two fingers: ($:) or
it (a person's skin) with his fingers, so as to pain

J-3. (Mgb.)= Jº, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n.
Jº, (TK,) signifies ãº 53tº Jº 23

2 - 93

s of

.

4-2,3; see Joº, in four places.
9

p.

6 *.

Lexx} : see Joº, in two places.

Or

J-2-5 A kind of condiment, or

seasoning;

him : (A:) or he took, or took hold of, it (a

(th, M.K.) called in the dial of Keys Jºj,
man's flesh) with his two fingers, so as to pain iſ He continued in a course of mutual aversion and q. v. (TA.)
him: (K:) or he twisted round two fingers upon defamation]. (K, TA.)
& J.
it, namely, a thing; or the eactremities of the
Jeº
[an intensive epithet from 4-295; That
2 : see 1, latter half, in four Places.—J-5
Jingers, only: (Mgb:) or he scratched him, or it,
pinches
much:
&c.; as also "Cº.—And hence,)
with his nails: and he pressed, or squeezed, or alºſ t He cooled the nater; or made it cold; as • *z 2,.
Je!,3 alsº and "Jº 14 bit that hurts the beast
pinched, him, or it, with the fingers, so as to also with J. : (TA:) or he made the water cold
pain : (M:) or he took it with the ends of his so that its coldness pinched, or pained. (A.) of carriage. (A, TA.)
2

* **

-

9

p.

fingers : (Mgh, CK: [one of the explanations of &J J-5 ! He rendered the milk biting to the
[act. part. n. of 4%; Pinching : &c.
Jºi in the latter being Jºãº :]) or he seized tongue; or acid.] (TA.) See Jú.
(See an ex. voce Jº...)—i Biting: applied
it (so accord. to a MS. copy of the K, [the

Jºu:

inf. n. being there rendered by Jā’īl;

in the

3. [*-jū, inf n, i-ºuis, originally, He

place of which I find in the TA, Jewiſ); but pinched him, being pinched by him. – And

to a flea, &c. — And hence,) tA certain insect,

like the 3, ſq. v.,] (K) that bites.

(TA.)—

[Hence also, t Pinching, or paining;] applied to
this I think a mistranscription;]) with the two hence, f He regarded him with mutual aversion, cold. (A, TA)—And, applied to milk, (A8,
and
mutually
defamed
him;
or
erchanged
bad
fingers, (so in some copies of the K, and in the
$, A, K,) and beverage, (M,) or such as is
TA,) so as to pain. (TA.) You say also, words with him; for iºtiji signifies āūn termed º, (A, TA,) ( That bites the tongue:
iºuſ, : (TA :) or the speaking bad words, one to
6* > * >

* * *

aft, 4.2% He took [or pinched] his skin with

(A$$, M, A, K.) or, when applied to milk, it is

his tro nails. (Z, Mgb.)-[Hence,) ( It (a anºther. (KL) You say, ºu juiº – “…
! [Between them two are mutual aversions and to camels' milk in particular, and signifies sour:
flea) bit him: (S, K:) also said of a gnat; (A, defamations]. (A, TA.) See also 6.
(M, TA:) in the K is added, or sour milk upon
which much fresh is milked so that the acidity
TA;) and of a serpent. (TA.) — Also, f [as
meaning It pinched him, or pained him, said of
8. Gºiá tº 9% ºf itſ an goes array; but this is a mistake; for it is an

the cold. (A, TA)-And Jºš, aor, and

them two eulogizing each other: then I san, them

explanation, given by $gh, of the epithet J-4,

inf n. as above, [and ā22,5 seems to be another two regarding each other with aversion, and occurring in a verse of Abu-n-Nejm, where it is
inf n. of the same,) flt (beverage) bit the tongue. defaming each other, or speaking bad
(M.) You say also of [the beverage called] to the other]. (A, TA.) See 3.
*3, iss; 4.5 t In it is a biting quality, affect

ing the tongue. (A, TA)—Also, ºlº 4.3%,
(M, Mºb,) infn. Joy–5, (Mºb,) t He hurt him
with his tongue, by saying something nhich gave
pain. (M,” Mºb.) And
Jji º
i.33% f [A hurtful saying proceeding from thee
does not cease to hurt me]. (A)—º also

4. Jºi

words, each

coupled with Jº. (TA) It is said in a

33-3 Jºliº 3. What was biting to
the
tongue
attained to an excessive degree, so that
Jº; and **2; A round cake (K,”TA,) of
became acid : meaning, the affair, or case,
brºad; (§, K, TA) syn, ā- (K, TA) and itbecame
distressing. (S.)—[Hence also, i.2%
-āºš, ; (TA:) or such as is very small: (TA:)
[for
iº
*] 1 A saying that hurts; ($, M,
ſor, accord. to present usage, small, but thick :]
A
;)
or
that
pains; (Msb;) or that troubles and
the former word is the more common: (TA:) or
pains one (K,' TA) like the pinching of the body:
a [round] piece of dough: (M, A:") [and any
proverb,

(TA:) pl. Jey's. (S, A, K.)
signifies He took it, (M., TA,) or cut it in pieces, similar thing, small, and of a round, flattened
i&ie A receptacle for milk, in which it is
namely, anything, (TA,) betneen two things; Jorm :] pl., (of the former, S, Msb,) Jº [a
pl.
of
pauc.]
and
iº
($,
M,
Mºb,
K)
and
Jº,
(M, TA;) as also "...sº (Mºbi) or the former
rendered biting to the tongue, or acid : (Cº-i-e
signifies [simply] he cut it: (K:) and the latter, (M, TA,) [both pls. of mult. ;] and (of iº, S *:::) pl. Jºi. (TA)
20 +
he cut it in pieces. (A.) Hence, (TA,) *2,3] TA,) Jº ; (S, K;) and iº [is a pl. of pauc.
2 * >

*

s’z

Ji. Cut in pieces, [by being] taken between
of either]. (K, art, cº.) - Hence, as being
two things. (M., T.A.) – A woman's ornament
M, TA,) said in a trad., ($, M, Mºb,) respecting likened to the thing above mentioned, (M,) round like a J-5, (IF, K:) or set, or adorned,

Jº, (§, Mgh,” Mºb,"TA) or tº "ºº-ji, (§,

the menstrual blood, ($, M,) accord. to different

relations: ($, TA :) the latter means, Separate

Jºël, (M, TA) or -º, Jº, (S, A, TA) with jewels: (IDrd, M :) such is also called
or "àº), (K) The disk (c…) of the suns (S, "...º. (TA) [This latter name is now applied
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Jéjà

to A round conver ornament, generally composed $'; cº-9 +[I passed by it, leaving it behind, on dition that the gain should be betneen us, and the
of diamonds set in gold; but sometimes of thin the right, by night]. (S.) The Arabs say, loss should fall upon the property. ($, K. [See
embossed gold, usually with a false emerald set in º <'s **ś, and Jºl 36, and $3, and also “jºl)—ºus, (S. K.) inf n isſui,
the centre; norn upon the crown of the head
(TA,) also signifies f He requited him; he com

dress by women. For further descriptions, and a º, t I was over against him, or it, on the right,
figured specimen of each kind, see my work and on the left, and before, and behind. (Fr.)

on the Manners and Customs of the Modern You say also, & Jºš, (M, Mºb, K.) aor.
Egyptians, Appendix A.]
and inf. n. as above, (M,) + He turned aside, or
aray, from the place. (M, Msb, K.) And
Jºjº
Jº Jº Jº + He traversed the land. (Z.)
1. 4.33, aor. :, (S, M, A, &c.,) inf. n. Jº, And 24- Jº Jéº, (M, K,) aor, and inf. n. as
(S, M, Msb,) He cut it; ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, above, (M,) + He turned to the right and left in his
K;) namely a thing, (S, Msb,) or a garment, or going or journeying. (M., K.) And Jé, like
piece of cloth, (A, Mgh) with the Jeſi, (A, & t He, or it, passed anay from a thing to
Mgh, Msb,) and with the cºi-3 (Mºbi) and
another thing. (IAar, $gh, L, K.) = Hence
in like manner, [or as signifying he cut it much,
also, (TA,) 23, Jé, (S, Msb, K,) aor, as
or frequently, o: repeatedly, you say, "...º, (M, above, (S, Msb,) and so the inf. n., (S,) the
TA,) inf. n. Jaºj : (TA:) this is the primary said, spoke, uttered, or recited, poetry; or he
signification. (TA)— Hence, (TA,) said of a
poetized, or versified; syn. 2: Jó: (A’Obeyd,
rat, or mouse, (A’Obeyd, S, A, Mgh, Msb,) aor.
S, K:) or he composed poetry according to rule:
and inf. n. as above, (S,” Mºb, TA,) He [cut it
(Mgb:) because poetry consists of cut feet: or
with his teeth; gnanced it; or] ate it; (Msb;)
because it is called Jay, as being likened to the
namely a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, A, Mgh, cud: (A:) or because it is language cut out:
Mşb, TA,) and bread, &c. (TA.) You say
(Msb:) or as being likened to a garment; as
also a.º. 43.3 He cut it with his canine tooth, or
though the poet cut it and divided it into
fang. (A) And & Jº Jº, (M, TA) portions; although MF denies that this phrase

pensated him; ($, K5) and so "A-3, 3, (S. K.)
inf. n. Jºã. (TA.) Hence the saying of Abu

|-Wardā, (TA) &; 9, §§ Jººl ºff &
2

* ** *

**>

•

6- .

6

*

•

*

>

*

>

de

6 p. 6

ºr .

***,x' erº ºvº cl: 493-,-, -, -ºvºe»
f(A," TA) [If thou requite men their evil deeds,
they n-ill requite thee; and if thou leave them,
they will not leave thee; and if thou flee from

them, they mill overtake thee]: meaning if thou
do evil to them, they will do the like thereof to
thee; and if thou leave them, thou wilt not be
safe from them, for they will not let thee alone;
and if thou revile them and injure them, they

will revile thee and injure thee: he said this in
tending thereby to censure them : and it is from

the signification of “cutting.” (TA) . [See also
Jº, below.) You say also, Jºl Cºyº J)3,
inf n. iºtă, I Such a one aſſºrds, or agrees,
.

..

º.

. .”

with men. (A.) And 3,931 arºls f [I inter
(A.)

changed visiting with him].
4.

**,3

*

He cut off for him a portion, to be

requited, or compensated, for it. ($gh, K.)
[And hence,J He gave him, or granted him, a

aor. as above, (A, TA,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) is from Jºã as signifying “he cut:” he has also
Je; [or loan, or the like]; ($, M, A," Mgh,"
toºl.º a signification which belongs K;) and ***ś signifies the same as **,51. (L,
to Jºë, q. v.
(TA.) = Hence also, 4.4% as TA) You say also, Júl 4-, 5, (M, Mºb)
to his stomach]. (TA)-[Hence also, Jéº
syn. with 4.3% q. v. (TA.)
º, (M,) [He lent him the property, &c.;] he
4.9, (S, M, A, K,) [lit.] He cut, or severed,
The camel chened his cud: (M, A, TA:) or assigned
returned it [to his mouth, to be chewed again, or

his

bond,

6

i. e. the bond of his heart; and con

.

2 : see 1, first signification. =Jialso
sequently, (TA,) the died; (IAar, M, K, TA;) signifies t The art of poetry: (M, TA :) or
as also Jº alone, ($, [in which the former is
the criticism thereof; the picking out the faults
not explained] O, Mgb, K,) and Jé (IAar,O, thereof; and the discriminating, by consideration,
K:) or + he was at the point of death. (K.) of what is good thereof from nhat is bad, both
And you say, 46% Jé; 3# its (AZ, Az, S, expressed and speculative. (TA.) = Also, like
-

-

gave him the property, &c., as a

Jº;

(M;) he

gave him the property, [&c.,] to demand its
return. (Mgb.) It is said in the Kur, [lkxiii.
20, tº- º 37 º [lit. And lend ye to

God a good loan; meaning tyive ye to God
good service for nhich to be requited]: ($, TA :)
because the simple subst.
&c.) + He came harassed, or distressed, or fati *, iſ: f The act of praising : or dispraising: it is not here said
gued, and at the point of death : (AZ, Az:) or (S, TA :) or it has both these contr. signi [as distinguished from the inf. n.] is what is
! harassed, or distressed, by thirst, or by fatigue : fications; (K, TA;) relating to good and to meant. (TA.) And again, in the same, [ii. 246,

tº:

(A:) or t in a state of intense thirst and hunger: evil; whereas làaji-j relates only to praise and and vii. 11, “ tº iſ Jº Jºſé & 4,
(M. :) said of a man: (S:) mentioned in the Š good. (TA.) You say, <--> Jé-i- cº meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-hák the Gram
in such a manner as [appears] to indicate that
t Such a one praises his companion: or dispraises marian, #[Who is he who neill offer unto God] a

the verb has here the first of the significations

him.

(S.)

mentioned in this art. ; but this is not the case

[as is shown in the $ itself in art. law]. . (T.A.)
See also 7. = [Hence also,

ess's" <-º

+ I

passed through, or across, the valley, (Mºb)

3. *.*.*, inf n, iºi, and Jº, (M) [He
lent to him, and received from him, a loan: or
it signifies, or signifies also, i. q. &#, q. V.

good action or gift, or anything for which a
requital may be sought 2 or, as Akh says, t Who
mill do a good action by folloning and obeying the
command of God? (TA.) The Arabs say,

4- tº: Jº 33

+ Thou hast done to me a

good deed [n:hich I am bound to requite]. (TA.)
It is said in the Kur, [xviii. 16, tº 1312
Ju- <!; 2, # t And nºhen it [the sun] set, (S, A, K,) with the people of El-Hijáz, (TA,) And it is said in a trad., 9.32% 49- Jºã
+[Lend thou thine honour for the day of thy
to leave them behind on the left; to pass by and

(L, TA)—Jº (S, A, Mºb, K) and iº,

also signify i.a. iśvā'i (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) poverty]; meaning, when a man defames thee, do
beyond them, leaving them on its left : ($, K:)
as though it were a contract for traversing the not thou requite him, but reserve his recompense
so explained by AO, or by A’Obeyd: (so
accord. to different copies of the S,) to leave land [for traffic], (K,) from A: Jº Jºiº, or, undiminished for thee, as a loan for the payment
them and pass by them on the left; not falling as Z says, from

º

Jº Jºãº, meaning “the of which he is responsible, that thou mayest

upon them at all: (Jel:) or to turn aside, traversing the land,” like as āºuao is from receive it from him in the day of thy need there

-ºš

or anay, from them, on the left: (Mgb:) or to
Jº sº (TA;) and the form of the
be over against them, on the left: from &#, contract is what is shown by the following ex
meaning &3-, i.e. I was over against him, or planation. (K.) You say, **ś, (S, A, Mgh,)
it; as also *&#. (JK.) And a man says to or Ju- &- **ś, (Mgb,) I gave to him
his companion, Hast thou passed by such and property (S, A, Mgh, K') iſ 43, (A, Mgh,)
such a place? and the man asked says <3 &; [i. e.] that he might traffic rvith it, on the con

Jº-el-And hence,)
º Jº He gave, or paid, to me the thing.
of: (TA:) [but see

(M) = 9-3 & 4. &# * * *
+[There is not upon him what will turn aside, or
anay, from him the eyes, and cover him]. (Ibn
Abbād, Sgh.) = See alse 1, latter half.
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6. [Lºtá They lent and received loans, each (Mgh, [see & sil) what one gives, (S, Mºb, K.) like Asia, (Msb,) [A species of reasel;] a certain
to and from the other.] = [And hence, * to another, (Msb,) of property, (S, Msb,) to small beast (sº), (§, M, Mºb.) called in
it back, (S, K,) or to demand it back : Persian aſs, (S, Msb,) or Js, (as in one copy of
Jº J.- cuºuſ 3 +[They tro interchanged receive
(Msb:) or a thing that one gives to be requited for
good and evil, each with the other]; (IKh, S, K;) it, or to receive it back : (TA in art. Jøj :) or a the S,) whence the arabicized word Já, (Msb,)
as also Ju-yº . (IKh;) ſºut See the latter in
thing of n!hich men demand the payment [or n:hich hills pigeons, ($, M, A,) seizing upon their
its proper place.] And P-39 cº-ºº-e ‘cº, restitution], one of another: (M, L:) or a thing throats, and it is a species of rat; (A;) the long
(AZ) or 43, (A, Mºb) or … ſºil, (TA) [or n:hich a man gives, or t does, to be requited for backed quadruped that kills pigeons: (Lth, O,

(Abº-Is-hâk the Grammarian, and TA) Mşb:) this last explanation is given by the author
of the Bári', after saying that it is a small beast
pl. Jºs. (M, Mºb) .Yºu say, Jº ºne (**), like the cat, which is in houses, and, when
[He owes a loan), and Jä525 (loans]. (A.)—

it:

tº, (in the M, … à &; º;

)]

! They praise each other; (AZ, Mgb;) as also
Jujutº: (AZ:) or they requite, or compensate,

Hence, (S, TA,) t What one does, in order to be angry, gnan's clothes: (Mgb:) accord. to some,

each other with praise. (TA.) And 9 º'
requited it, of good, and of evil. (S, K, TA.)

Jº cºś

i. 4. Jººl ſq.v.). (Mºb.) pl. º. º. (A,

+ The two opponents, or adver
See three exs. above, under 4. The Arabs also Msb.)
• 2 & 2 o £ e >
saries, look askance, with anger, each at the other:

(S. K.) and y_k} &, º f They look with

say,

Jº <---i 3.5, meaning t thou hast done

to me a good deed [n:hich I am bound to requite].

enmity and vehement hatred, one at another.
(TA.) And ãº &sº 2. ! [They inter
change visiting].
•2 -a -

3éa

(A.)
2

El-Kumeyt, says,
-

*

*

- -

(TA) And 3-Jº (see 4, and& Jºº
+ I one thee a good deed, and an evil deed.
(Aboo-Is-hák the Grammarian, and TA.)

* , 22
• *.

* 33555 - Júl cº Jess-M cº-- Jºiº. "

* 92

cº : See Jºjº.

Jº <ºi. A

[kind of] small creeping
which makes holes in, and cuts,

thing (º),
skins used for mater or milk.

Jºie

of Jºliº; (S, Msb, K;)
and a pair thereof is called cºi. (Msb, K:)
the

meaning, Interchanging nhat is good and comely,
Jājī The cud: (Lth, A) or what the camel
of sociable conduct and mutual visiting. (O.)— returns [to his mouth, to be chemed again, or to
El-Hasan El-Bagree, being asked whether the
his stomach, of his cud; ($,K;) as also "...ºft.
companions of the Apostle of God used to jest, or
joke, answered, (TA,) &ºiás 2% (K,” TA,) (S:) or it is applied to the cud (5-) of the camel,
and signifies chened: or, accord. to Kr, this
i. e. Yes, and they used to .recite poetry [one to

is

another]: (TA) from Ja-y-3 as signifying

Jº, with J.

(M.)

is the sing.

Jºie is [A single blade of a pair of shears

or scissors;] a thing nºith nihich one [shears, or
clips, or] cuts; and when you speak of the two
6 -0

together, you do not say Jºãº, as the vulgar
say, but ºuébiº (Msb;) which last is syn.
with

cº- [a

pair of shears]; a word, accord.

(M.) And hence, accord. to

to the lexicologists having no sing.; but Sb
the saying Jaºji, & Jéo- J-ſex
mentions Jéliº, thus using the sing form: (M.)
plained in art. -º-j. but accord. to others, the
Or Jºie and * signify the same; [a pair
º

~e

some,

“poetry.” (K.)

7. Lº! # They passed anay, or perished, [as last word in this saying has the signification next

though cut off) ($, K,) all of them, (K,) not one but one following. (S.)=The sound, or voice, of shears;] like 21of them remaining; ($ 3) as also '', 4.3 [perhaps of a man in dying. (Er-Riyáshee, in TA, art.
º: see 1]. (TA.)
Jay-a-.) = t Poetry: ($, M, A, Mºb, K.) so

and

**,

and

Xià

and

Jújº (Mºb in art. …) or Jºie signifies

a mistake for

**** [a small pair of shears; i.e. a pair of
scissors]:
(JK:) Adee Ibn-Zeyd uses the expres
8. Jºs! He received what is termed Je; [a under 1, last sentence but one; (A, Msb, TA;)
sion Jºji. ūī; [the two blades of a pair of
loan, or the like] (S, Mºb, K) i.a. Jº; (A) of the measure Jº in the sense of the measure shears or scissors] in a poem; (IB;) and other
** from him. (S, A, K.)=& -ºs, the Jº: (Msb:) El-Aghlab El-'Ijlee distinguishes poets use the sing., Jºãº : (TA :) and Jºãº,
between it and 343. (IB)
called for one or another of the reasons mentioned

*

defamed him, or spoke evil of him, behind his
&#1.
(K.) as though he cut off [somewhat] from his
back or in his absence, or othernise; syn.

-e.

with J and v2, signifies
the same. (IB.) Hence
, a5
…

•

&

•

*

…

•

#3;

[Cuttings; clippings; and the like;] the saying, Jºº-e') Jºº-hº cº-s cº-, f(The
what falls by the action termed Jº-ill; (S, A,” tongue of such a one is the detractor of reputations].
honour. (TA.)
Mgh,” K;) as, for instance, of gold, (S,TA,) and (TA.)
of silver; and of a garment, or piece of cloth,
© 20 e.
J&sjie pass, part. n. of 4.3.3. – See Jºã.
which a tailor cuts with his shears; (TA ;)
(A,Mgh,) He sought, or demanded, of such a one and of this last, and of bread, (JK, TA,) &c.,
what is termed Jes [a loan, or the like). (S,
(TA,) by the gnawing (-25) of a rat, or mouse:

10 & 3. Jºi-, (§, Mºb') or *-i-,

A,”Mgh," Msb.)-[And hence,) º **, (JK, A, Mgh, TA) pl. --39-5. (TA)—
tº
I sought, or demanded, of him the gift, or pay [Hence,) <gi, 29 3– + He took the thing,
&; One of the strange species of trees of the
ment [in advance], of the thing. (M.)
or affair, in its fresh state. (M., L.) – [Hence desert; (AA, O, K, TA;) a certain plant that
#5 ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "Jºs; also, Júl #3% +[The refuse, or] what is bad, attaches itself to trees, and nºraps itself about them;
(Ks, S, M, K}] or, accord. to Th, the former is vile, palſy, or of no account, of property. (T.A.) (TA;) a species of plant (AHn, O, TA) the
an inf. n., and the latter a simple subst, but this — i.e.,3 also relates to an evil action, and an flower of n!hich is yelloner than the ~3. (AHn,
º, e -

[says ISd] does not please me; (Mi) or the evil saying, which one man directs against O, K, TA,) and n:hich grows at the base, or on
former is an inf. n. used as a subst.; (Mgh;) or another. (TA.) [What is meant by this is not
a subst, from JuJi 4:331; (Msb;) [A loan: clear to me.]

the stem, of the ... and 2- and 1.3% (O, TA)
and the like : (O:) n, un, with 3. (O, K, TA.)

and the like :] a piece of property which a man
cuts off from his [other] articles of property, and

iº A certain creeping insect (:::::) that eats
~$53
rhich, itself, he receives back; [in rendering the wool. (TA.) – [And hence, app.,] t A man who
Q. 1. <<} He cut it; (S, K;) and so <};
explanation in the Mgh, for the words &= alº defames others, or speaks evil of them, behind their
(K
in art. Jº-2,5;) but the former is the more
bachs,
or
othernise;
syn.
J-ºw
~\riº.
(TA.)
in my copy of that work; I read tº- *uaiº,
approved:
(TA in that art. :) and [the inf. n.]
which makes this agreeable with explanations
Jºi.
&
(S,
M,
A,
Msb,)
[in
one
copy
of
iº
signifies
the cutting vehemently. (TA in
given in other works;] but what is due to the
below ; first
Jºl, and in another, Jºji. cº',] the present art.) [See also
one from the other as a debt is not so called; the S,
-

*

, o P

&º,

**

t

-

~3,5 – J-lejº
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sentence.] – And He separated it; or separated (S, TA) [See also another tropical usage of the

$5–3.
. .

it into several, or many parts; or dispersed it;

see what next follows.

verb voce -si-.]— Hence, (TA) Ji- by 5
i. e., a thing. (K.) – And He collected it : He put, or threw, the bridle (Al-J) upon the
together; namely, flesh-meat in a cooking-pot: horse's head; (S, TA;) this is what is meant by

by 3:

thus it has two contr. significations. (K.) –

1993 ($, Mºb, K) and " ºg, (K, TA) like

And He ate it entirely; namely,

flesh-meat :

(K:) and in like manner, âtil <<5, said

of the

wolf, he ate entirely the sheep, or goat. (TA.)

And [the inf n.] iſ…} is said to signify The
[eating indiscriminately, not clearing, or freeing,
the moist, or tender, from the dry, or tough, by

reason of vehement voracity. (T.A.) – And
Jºš said of a man, He ate a dry, or tough,
thing. (S, O, K.) -- And He (a.man) ran in
the manner termed

sº: (K) or #33 signifies

[a running] such as falls short of what is termed

;34. (O.)

3*.

** The refuse remaining in the sieve, that is
thronn anay.

(O, K, TA.)

Jus; A sharp sword; as also " Jºsé

(O:)

or both signify a very sharp sword ; (K;) as also

"J-293. (TA in art. -b,3:) or the first
signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (O,) a sharp
sword, that cuts bones. (S, O.) Both the first
and second of these words are compounded from

Jºš and J. aš, which signify “he cut." (O.)
– And One who eats much : (TA:) or, as also

"…# and *āšuš and "J.2% and "…i.
nothing uneaten ty him. (K, TA.)
– And A man who eats what is dry, or tough.
one n-ho leaves

(Th, S, o, K)—And Jusãº signifies The lion.
(o, K.) – And Jus; and "Jºsé signify A

thief, or robber; pl. #35 ($, O, K.) And

the explanation *i; in the K: (TA:) or he
placed the horse's reins behind his ears, in putting
the bridle on his head: (Sgh, K:*) or it has the
former of the meanings explained above, and also
signifies, he (the rider) stretched forth his hand so
as to put it upon the back of the horse's head, upon
the place n'here the jáe is tied, while the horse
nas running : (IDrd:) or he incited the horse to
the most vehement running; (TA, and so in the
CK, excepting that J.- is there put in this
instance in the place of JºãJI;) because, when
his running is vehement, the rein is extended
upon the ear, and so becomes like the bjš. accord.
to the A, &u= Jº b; means the slackened the
horse's rein so that it fell upon, or against, the

Jºe, (TA,) or * 3:3; (as in some copies of
K) which last is the original form, as is shown

the

by it.

pl.,

lº,

(S, Msb,) and by its dim.,

layº,3, (Mºb,) the same change being made in
this instance as is made in juz, ; ($, Msb;) in

[sterior, said to
* [or carob-tree]:

the ancient Greek language,

signify A grain of the
(Msb:) [and hence, the weight thereof; a carat;

i.e. four grains;] the half of a Jº's, (S, Mºb,)
accord. to the ancient Greeks:

(Mºb voce J-313,

q. v.) or it is a neight differing in different
countries; in Mekkeh being the twenty-fourth
part of a deendr; and in El-'Irak, the twentieth
part thereof: (K:) or the twentieth part of a
part behind the ear, the place of the b;, in urging deenſºr in most countries; but accord. to the people
him to run. (T.A.) – And hence, (A,) < ºf of Syria, the twenty-fourth part thereof. (IAth.)
Sº, ! I hastened to him a messenger: (Ibn As occurring in a trad., (S, TA,) in which it is
Abbād, TA:) or I dismissed (lit. flung) in haste said, that he who attends a corpse until it is
to him a messenger: a phrase doubly tropical. prayed over shall have a bººs, and he who
(A, TA.) And hence *ji is used by the attends it until it is buried shall have cuº,
vulgar to signify the act of # notifying: and (TA,) lovº is explained as meaning, The like of
! desiring to hasten: and fstraitening: and f con Mount Ohod; ($, TA;) [i. e. a very great
firming, or corroborating, in an affair or a com reward;] and Juel, 3 as meaning the like of two
mand: in all which senses it is trebly tropical. great mountains. (TA.) — £5.5 is also applied
(TA) = <!-Lé º He gave him little; (K, by accountants to The twenty-fourth part of a
TA;) or by little and little. (TA.) [This is thing; because twenty-four is the first number
said in the TA to be from ºil; app. meaning that has an eighth and a sixth and a fourth and a
from *Jim as a dial. var. of 49.il. but IDrd third and a half without a fraction. (Msb.)

<!

says,

that from this phrase is derived lººl.] =

lº dim. of 89.5.

(Msb.)

both words, (the latter, S, O, K, and the former [He cut, or clipped, money.]
also, K, TA,) sometimes, (S,) A poor man; ($,
5. 34jº- -lji, The girl adorned herself nith ići. i.9- A girl having [or being adorned
O, K, TA;) a pauper : (TA:) pl. as above.
e - 2 - 282 - with] the [ornament called] ºft. (K.)
(K, TA.) — Guº ajj, Le means I did not get, the [ornament called] bjš. (S,” TA.)
or obtain, or take, from him, or it, anything.
(O, K.)

£;

[An ear-ring, or ear-drop;] i. q.

-º:

J-lº

(K:) or the thing that is suspended to the lobe of

Q. 1. Jºi, (Mºb, K.) inf n, i-º, (Mºb)
see the next preceding paragraph, in the ear; (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA;) such as a silver
bead fashioned like a pearl, or a pendant of gold; He (an archer) [and it (an arrow)] hit the J-uº
three places.
the Căº being that which is in the upper part of [or target]. (Mºb, K.) It is also allowable to say,
a *, * 0.
à-l-º:
the ear: (TA) pl. [of pauc) is ji(Mgh, Mºb) ãº <--95 The shot went right to the J-uº.
-

º:

*%+.
º

-

D.-->

See

*:

the second in two

places.

and ºi, (K) and ſofmultjäß (S.Mgh, Mºb,
K) and ºğ (§, K) and 9.5 (K.) It is said
in a proverb, ãº, Jºë % ;34. [Take thou it,

~º

(Mºb.)

-

Q. 2. Jºã He perished. ($gh, K.)

Jº; and Jº:

See

Juº.

although by means of giving for it the two ear
le;

2. i-º,-- Es, (S. K.) inf n. *.i.5, (TA)

Jus; Paper; syn. Jété: (K:) or such as is
rings of Máriyeh]; (TA, S, K, in art. Lºo;) i.e.,
take thou it at all events: (K in art. Jºe:) this made of the &sº [or papyrus], found in Egypt:

He adorned the girl, or young woman with the Máriyeh, respecting whom authors differ, was the (TA:) [and particularly a roll, or scroll, thereof:
[ornament called] b;. (S,” K.) A rájiz says, first Arab woman who wore ear-rings, and her see also jº, and is ..] nvhat one writes
addressing his wife, (S, TA,) who had asked him ear-rings are said to have been of great value. upon : (S, Msb:) also written cuº; (S, Msb,
to adorn her with a pair of ornaments of the kind (TA) — ºil. {The Pleiades (j): so called K;) but the former is the better known, (Mgb),
by way of comparison. ...(TA) = A certain or the former only is of established authority, for
so called, (TA,)
plant, like the axle, [or axle, a species of trefoil, El-Járabardee says the contrary of the latter;

2: Jé &ſº

-

º, sº “jºiº

º

+

or clover], except that it is superior in size, or

+

the leaves, fed upon by horses and the like; (AHn,

+[May God suspend to thee, upon the two eyes, TA;), in, Persian
black scorpions, and tryo black and white serpents]. [See aº.)
Bk. I.

(MF;) and Juj; (Lh, Isd, K.) but this is

quality, to the latter, (AHn, K.) and larger in not mentioned by most of the lexicographers;

jº (or 23:3). (AHn, K.)

(MF3) and "Jºš signifies the same; (AZ, s,
Mşb, K;) and so does "Jºš. (K [app. on the
authority of El-Fárábee and

Aboo-Alyā;

but the

317
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names are imperfectly written in the TA.]) –
Jºus; also signifies A writing, or book, (is-3)

$5, accord. to some,

[Book I.

(Msb,) The leaves of the [And until the two gatherers of 9,5 return, each

of them]: (S:) the ºujś were two men of the
which they tan; (Lth, S, Mgh;) but this asser tribe of 'Anazeh, who went forth in search of 4,5,
— Also, A butt, or target, to shoot at ; ($;) a tion is [said to be] inaccurate; for the leaves are and did not return. (S, K.) We also find in the
piece of skin, (MSb,) or any skin, (K,) set up for called lº-, and camels are fed with them, and M, 3;& Pºliſ 4.jſ Ş, i. e. I will not come to

... [mimosa flava), (Lth, S, Mgh, K) with

of whatever thing it be; (K) pl. Jºã. (TA)

persons contending in shooting. (Mºb, K.) — they are not used for tanning: some say, that it thee as long as the gatherer of lºš, of the tribe of
And A kind of sº [q.v.] of the fabric of Egypt.
(K, T.A.)- And A n-hite, or fair, girl, of tall
stature. (IAar, K.) – And A camel such as is
termed 231. ($gh, K.) – And A young she
camel. (IAgr, K.)

i-us; * A beast of carriage in nihose white
ness is no mixture of any other colour. (K.)

is a kind of tree; but this also is inaccurate; for

'Anazeh, is absent: Lºal ºil being made to
one says, “I plucked, or gathered, 9,3;” and occupy the place of sºil, and being put in the
trees are not plucked, or gathered: (Msb:) AHn
[contradicts this, however, for he applies this accus. case as an adverbial expression, by an
word to a kind of tree, and says, it is the best of extension of the signification, of which there are
things with which hides are tanned in the land of parallel instances. (TA.)
the Arabs; and these are tanned with its leaves

*jiā.
6

Jºji.
-

see 2.

[Used as a subst., f An enco

and its fruit: [the pods of the Liº, which is also mium, or eulogy, on a living person: pl. laewº and
called 4,3, are used for tanning;] and in one
.

o e

-

An archer [and in like manner an place he says, it is a large kind of trees, having ~\lºjº.]

arrow] hitting the J-uº, (Mºb) And tº

thick stems (J3- [app. a mistranscription for **,
thorns,]) resembling the malnut-tree, [in the Mgh,
evidently from the same source, “or, as some say,
a large kind of trees, having thick thorns (9:5),
lºš
resembling the walnut-tree,”] the leaves of which
1. 4%, aor. :, inf. n. ºš, He tanned it, (Msb, are smaller than those of the apple-tree, and it has
TA,) namely, a skin, or hide, (Msb,) or a skin grains which are put into balances [for neights,
like as are those of the carob-tree): it grows in
for water or milk, (TA,) with left, q.v. infra: the
lon, plains: (TA:) or a kind of tree, n-hereof
(Msb, TA:) or he dyed it therenith. (TA.) –

i-bi. A shot going right to the J-uº. (TA)

6 - 6 º'

Jºão : see what next follows.

Bºi. A skin, or hide,
tanned with Bº (S,
3 -2
Mºb, K;) as also "Jºš; and AHn mentions,
-

though from

Júil, q.v. (Fr. K.) – And [in like manner as
a dial. var. of 4:3,3] I cut it, or made it and
cut it according to a measure and pattern. (Fr.)
= }95, aor. 2, He nas, or became, a lord, master,
chief, or man of rank or quality, after being in a
base or abject state. (IAar, O, K; and T in art.
Cº.)

4;i, which, he says, we

have not

heard: (TA:) or dyed therenith. (K.)

[**

He plucked it, or gathered it, from the tree; the laº, [mimosa Nilotica, also called acacia

namely, what is called ºft. (Mºb.) = &º a
dial. var. of *iº, in the phrase <3 < ºf

9 * > *

on the authority
of Aboo-Mis-hal, W ºil, as
* , , of

-355
Nilotica,] is a species: (M, K, in art. Ja… :) [or,)
correctly speaking, it is [the fruit, or seed nith its
See Supplement.]
pericarp, of that tree;] a nell-known grain, which
comes forth in envelopes, like lentils, from the trees
Jaš,3
called •la: ; (Msb;) or, [to speak more pre
Q. 1. [.4%. See it. §, below.] = 4.4%,
cisely,) the fruit of the **, n"hence is eacpressed
13é [acacia, i.e. succus acacia); (K;) which is (JK, TA) inf n, iaº (JK, S, K) and Jºs,

ºil âvaš,

termed

[and nºhen inspissated,

§

Bºil,] and has an acrid property; the best

(TA,) He bound his arms beneath his legs: (JK,
K:) or he drew him together, (namely, a man,)
binding his legs and arms. (S.) — [Hence,)
ia; also signifies A certain mode of coitus, in
which the noman's extremities are drann together,
so that the man makes fast her arms beneath her

took extraordinary thereof is that nihich is sneet in odour, heavy, hard,
and green; and it strengthens relaared members,
pains, or eacceeded the usual degree, in tanning it,
nºhen cooked in water, and poured upon them:
namely, a skin, or hide, mith 4,3. (Z.)—[And (Ibn-Jezleh, TA:) [the last application is that
hence, (see 6,)] f He praised, or eulogized, him, which commonly obtains in the present day: see legs: (JK, K:) transmitted by Ibn-Abbād. (TA.)
also 'Abd-el-Lateef, pp. 48—52 of the Arabic
Q. 2. <<ji. She (an old woman) wrapped
he, the latter, being living; (S, K, TA;)
signifying the “doing so when the man is dead !" text, and De Sacy's translation and notes:] the herself up in her clothes. (JK, K.)
n. un, is ić: (AHn, Mgh, Msb:) and the dim.
2.

43, inf. n. *Jiā, He

&

($;) the former signifies he did so truly or falsely.

• 20 P.

(K.) And -u, ºi, º, and ºi, i such of this is is; (AHn, Mºb.) Hence ºil 35,
a one praises

his

companion, falsely or

truly.

applied to El-Yemen, because the 9,3 grows there

(AZ, 5, TA) And Jº Jº tº Jºiº (He

[most plentifully].

praises me for that which is not in me]. (TA,

Jº The dye

from a trad.) – And He praised him im
moderately: like Abys. (O in art. Þjá.) – Also,

[like 42,3,.]

§

&

Freytag), or

it relates only to
-

Raš, with damm, (K,) [in a copy of the S
written without any vowel-sign to the J, or
Maj, (so in a copy of the S) or both, (El-Ash

[a mistranscription for

lº.

moonee, in his Expos. of the Alfeeyeh of Ibn
(TA.) – See also 'Akeel,) and itaj, with damm to the J and 3,

ãº J. Camels that eat left. (TA.) (IJ, K,) and Jaji, (S. K.) and Jº, (Fr.
Jº Jºe and Jº; A ram of El-Yemen; K) and Jaś, (K) of all which the first is the
-

because the

(TA in art. Jºš.)

(8”

i.e. tan]) of the

praise and good; but Jauji relates to good and
to evil.

3-2.

2.

He dispraised him: (Kitāb el Bºi.

Addád, cited by

(S.) See also

Jºaº, and its variations: see what follows.

B,3 grows there [most plentifully]. most chaste, (TA,) [all inf. ns., of which the verb,

accord. to analogy, is Jºã, but I have met with
no instance of its occurrence,) A certain mode of
sitting; (S;) the sitting upon the buttocks, making
#5. A seller of ºi. (Mºb, K.)
the thighs cleave to the belly, and putting the arms
Bjö A plucker, or gatherer, of bº. (S, Msb, round the shanks, (A’Obeyd, S, K,) like as a man
• #2 of .
~ *
K.) It is said in a proverb, (S,) -533 ; Jji S binds himself neith a piece of cloth round his back
& Bºil [I mill not come to thee unless the and shanks; his arms being in the place of the
(S, K.)

6.

£3.9

Jušić tº:

t They two praise each

other; (S, K, TA;) from 2 in the first of the
senses assigned to it above; each embellishing the
other like as the lºjū

embellishes the skin, or hide;

(Z, TA;) and ºtºli- is like it. (TA) and
you say also, jºb 2- Jušč tº: [They tro
interchange good and

-

piece of cloth: (A’Obeyd, S:) or the sitting upon
evil, each mith the other]; gatherer of Jºš, of the tribe of 'Anazeh, return]: the knees, bending don'n, (&, [in the L tºº,
(S, K, but in the latter U33, all is omitted:) and

a. also Jºãº: (IKh, in TA, art. Jº;) or
Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,
lºjū relates only to praise and good; but Jºjº,
tºº Ju%il
to good and evil. (TA.)

3. *

• P.

º:

ºf

Usº-3

which is a mistranscription,]) making the belly
cleave to the thighs, and putting the hands under

* the arm-pits; (Abu-l-Mahdee, S, K;) a mode of

Book I.]
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sitting of the Arabs of the desert : (S:) or the (L, Msb:) or smeared with the like of saffron. is a dial. var. thereof. (So in the TA. [But I
sitting upon the legs, putting the knees together, (K. [in the CK, for cy!, i.ejji º is put *::: incline ...to think that •º is a mistranscription
and contracting the arms to the breast. (IAqr, JºãºjJl.])
for ~93.])
T.A.) You say, £a-º-i- 345 He sat in the
J-3 The flank (IAar, o, K.) or a fiably
manner above described. (IAgr, S.)
jºys

Jº, a Persian word, arabicized;

(TA;) [The
insect called coccus: and particularly the coccus
baphica, or coccus ilicis; commonly called by us,
from the Persian and Arabic, kermes: and also
applied to that species which is the true cochineal:]
a certain Armenian dye, (Lth, K,) of a red
colour, (Lth, TA,) obtained from the ea pressed

[J3
Ayş
See Supplement.]

jlank. (TA.)

Jº

An insect resembling the [beetle called]
au-ā-ā-, or somewhat larger than the latter, with

long hind-legs: (AS, T, TA:) or an insect with long
hind-legs, resembling the

it-º-, (S, O, Meyd,)

but somewhat larger, (S, O,) having a speckled
Jºjº
It is said in a prov., cº Jºin
fluid of a kind of norm found in the noods of back. (Meyd.)
2.
#
Q. 1. <5 He plastered a pool, ($, L,) or a
Armenia : (Lth, K:) such is said to be the case: à-- \vel Jºe [The karembă in the eye of its
tank, or cistern, (L.) with the burnt stones called and in some of the correct copies of the K we find mother is beautiful]. ($, o, Meyd. [Mentioned
33: (S, L:) or he plastered thickly. (TA, art. the following addition: it is said to be red like the
6 * ~ *

--

in the S and O, in art. º.]) [See -ā, śl,
J-le.) – He constructed a building with such lentil, in the form of grains: it falls upon a species
in art. 3-3.]
stones. (L.) — [He smeared a garment with
º -d - 5

saffron, or perfume.

-

º “e.

Jä A hind of stones, (S, L, K,) which have
holes, (L, K,) and upon which a fire is lighted and

of *::: [or oak, in the month ofjº, [or March,
O.S.,] and if not gathered, it becomes a flying
thing, and flies: it is used as a dye for animal

laº;
-

G

->.

º
-

kept up until they are thoroughly burnt, ($, L, (TA.)

K,”) when they are used for plastering pools, (S,

U-53

&º

Dyed nith 3-5. or resembling the colour
L,) and tanks, or cisterns, (L,) and for building; of that dye : (the book entitled -ºla'ſ &- ^) Ue
(L, K5) as also "3º: (L:) or a thing [or
alwº-, by Ibn-El-Kutbee; cited by Golius:) [in
substance] like gypsum, nith which one plasters:
the present day, crimson; or of a deep red
(Msb) signifies colour.]
(TA:) and 32; (L, K) or

"...e;

anything (L) with which one plasters, or smears,
(L, Mºb, K,) for the purpose of ornament, (Az,

Also 3.5 (L, K) and "J-35 (IAar, A5, §, L,
Mºb, K) [coll. gen. ns.: the n. un, of the later,

$º, occurs

in the M and TA, voce

ãº)

Baked bricks: (S, L, Mºb, K.) or the baked

see Jaj9.
Jaś

Q. 1. &j9. Jº He acquired for himself,
permanently, jor the chase, the hank, or falcon,

might drop off. (TA)=\sjúl Jaš
Kºš, (TA,) [or, as is implied in the feathers
The hank, or falcon, became a permanent acqui
ºs- es: &#, •-º- G-3, inf. n. iº, sition for the chase : the verb being intrans. as

Q. 1.

(L, K.) — S,

Baked pºttery.

Jºãº

($, K, TA,) by tying it up in order that its

lao;5

L., Msb,) as gypsum, and saffron, (L, Māb, K.)
and perfume, &c. (Mgb.) – Rocks, or masses
of stone. (L.) —

-

laº; see laºs, in art. Jarºš.

substances, such as wool and silk, but not cotton.

Or

(S, K,) He made the lines near together in well as trans. (K.) Lth mentions it as being
writing : (S:) or he made the characters fine, or

written with J. (i.e. Jºã]. (TA)
9-a- 3. A hank, or falcon, permanently
(TA.) - *** Jº lºº,

slender, or minute, (K, TA,) and the letters and
lines near together.

º ,-6

-

-

the chase, ($, TA,) by the means

acquired

for
bricks of baths; in the dial. of Syria; (AB, L:) (TA,) [or, as implied in the S, Jº Jº, or Jº mentioned above. (TA.)

or large baked bricks: ($, voce ãº) or the *..] inf n, as above, (S, K,) He (a man, TA)
large baked bricks of houses: (IAar, L.) or a contracted his steps in n-alking or going : (S, K,

[355 and Jº

thing resembling baked brick : (TA:) originally TA:) and in the same sense law; is said of a

See Supplement.]

Greek, ſkepants,) (L, Mºb,) used by the Arabs camel. (TA.)
in ancient times: (L:) pl. of the latter, 3.255.
Q. 3. &#, (S,) or
(IAar, Aş, S, L:) which is the word in common

use. (TA)—Also '3-; i. º. º. (K) i.e.,

jº

ſºft, (K,) [the former

1. 33, [sec. pers., app., Šiš, aor. *, inf. n.
He felt, or had a sense of, or nas moved
$555,
contracted, or shricelled: (K, TA:) or became

being the original form, It (skin, S, TA) became

0.

A ſcover for a] wide sink-hole (assº) made of drawn together, one part to another. (S, TA.) with, shame, or pudency; his soul shrank from
— He (a man, AA) became angry. (AA, K.) foul things: (M3) and [in like manner] "iſſ he

baked clay: (TA:) [but see is].

was scrupulous in shunning, or avoiding, unclean

3 ºr ez

3,3}

The male mountain-goat: (L, K:) or a

Jº One of the "alºft [or Karmathians]; things, or impurities; ($, M ;) he removed him:

mountain-kid; pl. 3.25, (AO, Az, Ş, L.) with

($, K3) i.e. of the people [or sect] thus called. self far from such things; ($, Mgh, K;) and 33

which

4-55 is syn. (Az, L) – The fruit of the (K.) [See De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed.,

suaš: (L, K.) or a species thereof; as also *>35. ii. 97.]

[an inf. n. of #l signifies the same as
(K, TA.) You say also,

wº & 5,

}; i.
inf n.

(T, L.)

*º One who contracts his
3-5.
-

See

3% in four places. = The female

-

ea of

#,

He removed himself far from nihat was
35, and
*
unclean. (TK.) And

º

(K,” TA.)

J-º

-

-

ãºi. or this
written [for iš). (K.)

mountain-goat,

or going.

steps in walking

word is corruptly

- -

--

3

- 22

&#, with

âla-Viºl: see Jºlaºs.
~

# (M. K.) Myºu, or mind, rºad tº thing,

[ 0,3

º - e. p.

Jä. : see the verb, of which it is the pass.
part. n. — A building constructed with baked

and without a prep., (M, TA,) inf. n.

or rejected it; (M, K,” TA;) a meaning said by
See Supplement.]

IKtt to be of the dial. of El-Yemen: (TA:) and
it loathed the thing; which latter is the more
bricks (3.1 ſor º) or (in the K, and) with
~~}}
common signification: (M, TA:) and [in like
stones: ($, L, Mºb, K.) or lofty, or high. (K.)
or
syn.
mouse;
a
rat,
;
or
jerboa
The
&
manner]
* Vijaj he did not eat the thing,
– A building thickly plastered. (TA, art. J-Mée.)
between
a
it
and
generated
one
nor drink it, willingly: (M, TA:) end &: "jjaj
– Narron : (TA:) or made narrow. (L.) – §§ : or the young
A garment smeared with saffron and perfume: jerboa (K+) and ~5,3 [i.e. --95, with kesr,
[he loathed, or shunned, or
-á)

º

º

o

2%

Jéſ

317 *
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3- tº

§,

as indicated in the K;] the first place over which the J-35 thus called
avoided, the eating of the lizard called *…* &c.]. aor. *, (K,) [inf. n.
(S, Mgh, T.A.)
[He put into the cooking-pot seeds jor seasoning, appeared in the Time of Ignorance: (TA:) or
thºused is from i-ji, (Msb, K, TA,) of
(S,
A, Mgh,
called tº-3. (Msb, K.)
5: see 1, in three places.
which &P is pl., (Mºb,) and which signifies a
–[Hence,) alo') = t; { He seasoned [meaning
A quality, or thing, that is to be loathed, or
he embellished] his speech, or language; syn. streak of yellow and of red and of green, (Mgb,
shunned, or avoided, for its uncleanness, in food; &. (TA in art. J.5.) --K, TA,) which are the colours that are in the
in eans

t;

Mº, K.)

};

&#

as also 53 and *ś3.

(M,TA.) See also 1.

[said] J-55; (TA;) and if so, it is perfectly decl.

A man who feels, or has a sense of, or is moved ! The embellishing of discourse (K, TA)
lying therein. (TA)—5-à Jº
mith, shame, or pudency; nihose soul shrinks from

without

tº,

foul things: (M, TA:) and, as also

w; and *ś,

a.

copies of the K incorrectly W &#,

without tesh

man scrupulous in shunning, or avoiding, unclean deed, (TA,) He made mater upon

(Jº)

[i.e. one says &# Jºl :

the

3-5 signifying it was, or became, high, or
elevated: (K, TA:) Dmr strangely asserts that
tº --> is a mistake, and that it is correctly

º

things, or impurities; (S;) who removes himself root, or stem, of the tree: (K, TA:) or he put
Jº,
far from such things; ($, K;) who does not eat urine at the root of the tree to render its fruit
(MF, TA.)
nor drink a thing willingly: (M3) and the same abundant. (JK.)—See also 1.

three epithets, (TA) and '53 (K) and '553,
(IAar, K,) a man well-bred, or polite, (-hº)
n:ho guards against vices or faults, and shuns 'acts

5. &[...] tº-i-,

(Msb:) or it is from

in

(K,TA) and 3-ºl, (TA)

from

&H

signifying “clouds.”

i-ji

A streak of yellon and of red and of
green : (Msb, K:) pl.
(Msb.)

&#.

The herbage, and the trees, branched forth into
many branches. (K, T.A.)

6

*.p

53 A certain disease that attacks sheep or

of disobedience and afflictions, not through pride :

(K, TA) tem. § and ; and ; ; (M, K.')
the pl. of 5 is iſã, which is anomalous. (M,

&#

:

See

§3. – Also The urine of the dog.

*já §4. [Seasoned neith salt and

with the
seeds called cº ;] two epithets applied to food :

(K.)

&

2-4

(K.)

goats.

'3;

TA.) = I. q.
[Silk : or ran silk :] (K:)
(IAar, S, Msb, K) and
(IAar, K.)
or a kind thereof: ($:) or that whereof *-ºwl is Seeds that are used in cooking, for seasoning (A:) accord. to the K, the latter is an imitative
made; (Lth, Az, Msb, TA;) wherefore some fºod; syn. Jºs (S. K.) or j-i (Mºb) sequent : but, correctly, each has its own proper
say, that 3 and cººl are like wheat and flour: that are put into the cooking-pot; such as cumin meaning: as is said in the L, the former is from
and the latter, from
(TA.)
(Msb :) a Persian word, [originally 3-5.) (M, seeds and coriander-seeds ; pl.
(TA:)
(a pl. that has no sing., TA)
TA) arabicized: ($, M, Mºb :) pl. 533. (M, and
One who sells the seeds called
that
TA.)— [Hence, jill 3.3 The silk-norm.]
signifies the same as
i. e.] jºi. (S, K, are used in cooking, for seasoning food. (K.)
3 *
j-9:
TA.)- And the former
signifies also
3.
A hard penis: (K, TA:) an epithet in
3.
see 55; the first in three places, and the Onion-seed: (K, TA:) so in the dial. of Syria.
j-2:
second in two.
which the quality of a subst. predominates.
(TA.) – And The dung of the serpent: (K,
! A dear [or high] current
TA:) pl.
as above. (TA.)
3.
price, (K. [For J.-, Freytag appears to have
ăſă: see 55, and see also 1.

*";
§

&#:

'ºſ-i:

ſºft,
(§3)

(TA)—33 *

--

&# Jºsé, ($, Mºb, K, &c.) which is ſan

jš A seller of 5, q.v. (K.)
3, .
jš: see 55.

inf. n.

§

and

see 2.

33

**

tº

jº &#:

read>3.])

appellation applied to The rainbon] in the sky,
sº
The bubbles of nºater, (K, TA,) that
(S,) i.e. certain streaks of an arched form
appearing in the sky in the days of the [season become inflated, and pass anay. (TA.)
called] cº, after rain, red and yellon, and green,
A thing upon the head of a plant or
(TA,) is imperfectly decl. [accord. to general
tree, (K, TA,) that divides into several divisions,
usage], (S,) [that is to say,) it is a compound of
(K,” TA,) like the pan of the dog: (K, TA:) a
two words whereof the latter is inseparable
from
• *>
0 ºt
the former, so that one may not say &P Jºu
*~ 0 ,
, , of
~~
(a pl. that has no sing., TA): see
&; Jºel Los [Consider thou Kuzah, for how
plain is his bon, 1), (TA,) and the latter word is
said to be the name of a certain devil, as such, tº-3.
**

…”

1.

cº,

§§

&#,

•

tºl.

=jº <-33, [aor. 4,]

3-3, The cooking-pot made n'hat

subst: like &º and <5. (TA)

came forth ſor overflowed] from it to drip, or fall
in drops. (AZ, K, T.A.)- And alsº
(S,

&#,

A, Mgh, K,) and aw

3% (A, Mgh, K,) aor. of

*júi
-

6 * > 6.

•e -

-

each , (K) inf n. 3 ($, K) and ºff; (Ki)
and aw '83, inf. n. &#: (A ;) said of a dog,

imperfectly decl., (TA, Msb,) assigned to the
same class as

à-jie, (S, K,) and accord. to some

isſi.

J-j. which, as Mbr says, is imper

also is allowable, (MF,) [A vessel, or other
receptacle,
for the hind of seeds called tº-3, that
fectly
decl.
as
being
a
proper
name
and
deviating
(S, A, Mgh, K,) He ejected his urine, (S, Mgh,
from
its
original
form
:
(TA:)
it
is
said
in
a
are used in cooking, for seasoning food;] a thing
TA,) and sprinkled it : (S:) or raised his hind
is the name
Jº, for
leg, and emitted his urine : (TA:) or ejected his trad., Say not ye
like a 4-1. (S. K.)

3.

iſ Jºãº

#

§

urine with an impetus, or in several discharges. of a devil, but say
(Msb, TA:) or
(K, accord. to different copies; as is said in the
is the name of a certain angel, who is charged

TA)—5-in Jº &#:

2 =33

• 3:2

tº

º; a

,

-

A species of trees (2-3) resembling the

fig, (K, TA,) of the strange trees of the desert,
neith the management of the clouds : or the name
having short branches, (Mgh, TA,) at the heads
signifies It (a thing, TA) was or became, high, of a certain king of the 'Ajam [i. e. Persians or
of
which are what resemble the pan of the dog:
or elevated. (K, T.A.)- And ºt-a-jā, said of a foreigners]: (K: [but SM remarks upon this
so
says
IAar. (Mgh.) is jij" -iji, behind
plant or tree [& Or 5-3], It had, or produced, last saying as being very strange, deemed im
which it is forbidden, in a trad., to perform
probable by his sheykh (MF), and not found by
what is termed a
[q. v.]. (TA.)
prayer,
(TA,) or the performing of prayer
himself in any book except the K:]) or
is
See

also

tº:

§

towards which is said in a trad. to be dis

2, 3-ºl tº, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf n.
º,

o

-

*}--

the name of a mountain in El-Muzdelifeh, and approved, is said to be A tree of the sort above
the word U-35 was prefixed to it because this was mentioned: so says Az: (Mgh:) or, as some

($) and * ºf 5, (Mgh, Mºb, K.)

Book I.]
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tº -->

yillage,

upon the shore of the sea, (A,)
say, a tree that branches forth into many To him belongs the rank, or office, of Já or to Wn Or
3.
branches: (TA: [see 5:]) or a tree at nihich the J-e-5. (A.)
called J-à!!, (A’Obeyd, S, M, K,) or J.5, (M,
dogs and the beasts of prey have emitted their urine
• 2. ~ of
5: see 4:3, in two places. –cº's-e U-55 A, Mgh,) between El-'Areesh and El-Faramà,
may be meant thereby. (Mgh, T.A.)
-

-

-

--

-

(S, M.A') JºJº, (S, A) or < a. "J.iii, (K.)

(K,) in Egypt, (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh,) seen by
A’Obeyd, but not known to As: (S:) or so

He listened to, or endeavoured to hear, (S, M, A,
K,) their voices, (S, M, A,”) or the voice, (K,) by called in relation to "Já, meaning “hoar-frost,”
or “rime;” because of the pure whiteness there
night, or in the night. ($, M, A.)
3 wº
*w

[&#
J}}

iš,

of: (A :) or [originally] Us;5, (A,) and

Aj}

8. J.; He (a lion) sought what he might eat.
33, meaning “a kind of silk;”

(Sh, K,) from

See Supplement.]

(M.)

(TA;) the j being changed into J. : (Sh, K.) it
R. Q. 1.
U-9

1 45, aor. , (M) if n is & M, A, K,
Jº

J.

(A, K) and J-5, (M, [in
which this and the first only are mentioned, accord.

and

and

to a copy of a portion in my possession,]) He sought

Jºiº,

inf. n.

i.i.5,

He asked, or was said to Alee, What are

a -3

and he

inquired, respecting the affairs of others. (M : answered, Cloths, or garments, that come to us
but only the inf. n. is there mentioned.) – See from Syria, or from Egypt, ribbed, that is,
also 1, in two places.
figured after the form of ribs, and having in them

nºhat resemble citrons. (Mgh.)

R. Q. 2: see 5.

J: and "Jº, (S, M, A, Msb, K,) and some

J.tº; A

calumniator; a slanderer: (M :) or

after, or pursued, it: and he did so repeatedly, or times the latter is without teshdeed in the sing., one who inquires respecting men's, and then makes
by degrees, and leisurely, or repeatedly and by

it known, divulges it, or tells it, in a malicious or

(i.e., "C-5, vulgo "J-5, though the pl. is with mischievous manner, so as to occasion discord,
degrees and leisurely: ($, M.A., K:) as also teshdeed,
Tike as the Arabs sometimes make
"4–3. (A,” K.) [See also 423, which, accord.
dissension, or the like, (TA, voce 3.13.)
• *.
32
to the TA, is a dial. form of 4:3.] You say, &é pl. of &#, (Fr,) [Syr. la-2, a -ac

jºš. "J-1 is [He sought after, or sought after

consenuit, (Golius,)] The head, or

chief,

U-e-9 : See U-9.

of the

2 - 33
4-5-9:

(A.)—[Hence, Christians, in knowledge, or science : (A, K:) or

repeatedly, &c., men's, or tidings].

one of the heads, or chiefs, of the Christians, (S,

Jºã signifies Calumniation; or malicious M,) in religion and knowledge or science : (S:)
mischievous misrepresentation; (S, M, K;)

* * *.

app.,]
and

or the learned man of the Christians: (Msb:) or

2*

J; and Jº;

(K;) and the spreading, or an intelligent, an ingenious, or a clever, and a
publishing, of discourse, and speaking evil of men learned, man : (M:) [in the present day applied
:]
behind their backs, or in their absence: (TA :) to a Christian presbyter,0r.priest : See
as also

3.

*—º-º:

see J-5.

*.
• ".

:

° 2 oz

º

2*:

J-à-3; see J-Li-5.

&ºts.

5

- 6 -

J.U.; A seeker, or one who seeks repeatedly or

[probably inf ns., of which the verb is Jº; pl. (of the first, Mgb) J-3-3, (Msb, K,) and (of

6 - 5 -

perhaps a trans. verb; for] …; signifies He the second, M, Mºb) & 3 (Fr. M, Mºb, K) leisurely, without inadvertence; as also "J.R. 3.
hurt them, or annoyed them, by foul speech ; and i-su.3, (Fr, and so in some copies of the (TA.)- One nho inquires respecting the affairs
(K;) as though he sought, or sought repeatedly, K,) contr. to rule, (TA,) or tºº, (M, $gh, of others. (M.)
or by degrees and leisurely, or repeatedly and by and so in some copies of the K,) contr. to rule,
~5

degrees and leisurely, after that which would (M,) one of the seens [in the original form, which
hurt them, or annoy them. (TA)—[Hence is i-lº, being changed into wav. (CK [but 1. J.3, aor. 2, It (water) ran, or flored. (S,
O, K:) or it ran, or floned, with a sound,
also.124. Jº tº º, (A, K,) ,-ul &, in the copies of the K which have i-su.3, We beneath
trees or leares. (So, accord. to different
•*: *:

find added “and the seens being many.” In earl
copies of the A.) – And Jº <3 The sun
ing, in the original form i-us, or in Jº,
3. * :
(M;) He sought, or sought repeatedly, or by “they change one of them into wów.”])= began to set. (K.) =-3, aor. *, inf. n. 4-5-3
degrees and leisurely, or repeatedly and by degrees Jº also signifies Hoar frost, or rime. (A, K.) (A, O, K) and *::#, (K,) It was, or became,
hard: (O, K:) or hard, and dry, or tough: you.
and leisurely, after the meat that n'as upon the See Ls”.
Say,
3: • The dates mere, or became, hard,
bone, so as not to leave any of it: (A :) or he ate
Jº- and J-e-5: see Jºš.
and dry, or tough. (A, TA.)
the flesh that n'as upon the bone, and eactracted its
marron, ; (M, K:) and jºu Jº L. "Jºi-3 he

(A,) aor. 3, inf n. Já; (TA;) and "...i.5;
(Ki) or...J. J.i.5, of the dial of El-Yemen;

iº and *:

ate nihat was upon the table.

(M)=Já,

which the sec. pers. is app. < *ś,

3 Hard ($, o, K.) You say, -á &

:

[of

and the

i-š

and

a2

22

-2

aor. ,] (TK) inf n. *ā-, 3 and ‘iº, accord.

4-3-9:

to all the copies of the K, [so says SM, in the TA,
but in the CK
and 'a-º, and in a MS

à-e-3:

'aº;

It is [Verily he is hard in respect of the tendon,

i--5 :

Or

iner, of the neck.] (TA.)- And Hard, and

See U-9.

dry, or tough; (TA;) and so " &-3. (A,
TA.)

23

J-3 }: signifies Hard, and dry, or

tough, dates, (S, Mgh,” O, K,) that crumble in
6 ºw e

copy of the K I find the latter written W a--5,
(K,” TK :) or

&#. (S, A, Mgh,) coll. n. 4-5, (M, Mgh,
K,) also pronounced with kesr to the J,
ſº and :5, (K,) in the latter manner by

*iº, 3 and *i- [so in a copy of the M, but in
a copy of the A ‘i: , ; and *::-3, which I

the relaters of traditions, but by the people of
Egypt with fet-h, (A’Obeyd, S,) A kind of cloths,

but correctly

*::::::, as written

He became a J.; [or

hold to be the

J-3] :

by Lth,

(TA)

correct forms of these two words, or garments, ($, M, A, Mgh, K,) of flaw (A,

the mouth and have hard stones: ($, Mgh, O :)

[see an ex. in a verse cited in art. Use), conj. 4:)
or [simply] dry, or tough, dates: n, un, with 3:
(Mºbi) or bad dates, (A,) or so * {u:3. (K.)
– See also

3.

3, 13 A tº ſor bootli (IAs, o, Kø

TA) miced with silk, brought from Egypt, (S,
the former from the pl. of J.5 and the latter from M, A,) and forbidden to be norn [by the accord. to IAar, i. q. J is [expl. by him as
meaning a short boot] and Jº [expl. by him
3.

*

*

J-e-5,) are simple substs., (M,) and you say, Muslims]: (S, M, Mgh:) so called in relation to
[using them as such,)

*::i-

3,

-

32

4; and ãº a district, (A’Obeyd, S,) or place, (M, K,) or as syn. with Jää-]. (TA.) [See also *]
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&-- A current, or flon, of water: (ISk, S, Dryness, syn. U-2; – or the remains of vehe is a coll. n., having no sing.; and Fr says, that
O:) of its current, or flow, with a sound: (K:) ment lust, (K,) or its continuance, or its intense in the verse of the Kur cited above, it means
shooters, or casters of missile neapons: it is also
or its current, or flon, beneath trees: (A, TA:) 720SS. (L.)
related of 'Ikrimeh, that it was said to him that
or its sound beneath leaves (T, A) or rubbish. (T,
A hard and strong spear. (TA.)-A 3,3-5 signifies, in the Abyssinian language, a

**

*3.
&#.

TA.) = See also

£u.3:

See

lion; but he said that its signification is that

thick or coarse garment, syn. lº. (K.) =
given above on the authority of Fr, and that the
and
A man in a state
Also, and

"&" is,

"Ču.3,

lion in the Abyssinian language is called a-ºº:
3 -o

--5 Long, and hard, or strong; ($, O, K, of excitement, or frequently in a state of excite

and Ibn-Alºh

says 323-3 is of the measure

TA;) as applied to anything; and so "J.-3. ment, by vehement lust. ISd knows no way of alsº from 2-all; and that the meaning [in the
accounting for the last of these epithets but by
is, as though they were asses made to take
ºpposing it to be used for the act. part. n., like Kur]
fright and run away by shooting or hunting &c.
3 •
Jº-3 Boots: a word having no [proper] tºu, in the Kur, xix, 62, for Çſ. (TA.)
(TA.) Or, accord. to IAb, in the passage

(TA.)- And A tall man. (TA.)
-

singular. (ISd, K.) [The word used in the

6

above cited, it has the signification here next
following. (IKt, T.A.) =The sound of men,
(IKt, K, TA,) and their voices, or cries. (IKt,

6 --

* *

cº-

sing. sense is * without teshdeed.]

:

See

-

Čtº: **—[You say also] &# à TA.)
K, (Jººl in the CK is a mistake for Jr.º.) 't, i. (T, K) Verily he is dry or hard. 32-33 and #3; dial. forms
(TA.)
Jº }=3 [Penis durus]. (TA.)
§35, which see. (M, K.)
*:::: 3.
-3 A species of 3-5 [meaning plants];
la-3
tº** and Cu3.
(IDrd, O, K;*) of the [kind termed] Ja:
.2

*

*

... • z <

# * ** * ***

-

See

J.-5 [or -5 °37] i.a. Jº- Jo-yº, (O,

** - 92

of

§ 3;

and

i. e.

º

. e.

•

See

-

*

***

See

(K;) said by AHn to be the J-ol [app.

Jº,

1. A-5. ($, M, &c.,) aor. -, (S, Msb, K.)

and, if not a mistranscription, meaning best sort,
of the Ja- (TA;) or, as he says, (O, TA,)
in one place, (TA,) on the authority of certain of

2-9

inf n. 9-3 (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and kºi,

(Mgh, Msb, K,) He declined, or deviated, from
1.28 Jéº, (S. K.) acr. -, (M.S.T.A.) the right course; acted unjustly, wrongfully, in
the Arabs of the desert, of 'Omán, (O,) the inf n. 2:#; ($, TA;) and aſ "3-35 (S. K.) juriously, or tyrannically. (S, M, Mgh, Msb,
*…; is a plant (ś, O, or 3-3, TA) rehich He made him to do the thing against his mill; K.) = See also 4, in two places: = and see 2.
grows in the manner of slender stalks, from one (S;) he forced him to do the thing : (S, K:) or

3-ºl Usºs 9-3 has the former of these two signi 2 *-ī, (IAºr, M, TA) inf n. *-ij,
(IAar, TA,) He distributed it; or dispered it.
(TA;) and 9.5 and "9–3 signify he
and somen'hat long, (O,) the flower of which is fications;
(IAar, M., T.A.) It is implied in the K that the
like that of the violet, (O, TA,) exactly; (O;) overcame him; he overponered, subdued, or op verb in this sense is "A-3, of three letters [only,
and it serves as fuel in its fresh, or moist, state, pressed, him; (M, TA;) and "...is signifies the
without teshdeed]. (TA.) You say, JJI als
(TA.)
Saline as 3-3.
root or stem, and rises to the measure of a cubit,

(O, TA,) having a leaf intensely green, round,

like as does the dry. (TA.)

d x *3.

_ov.cº. He distributed the property among them.
cº-º Jé [in the CK Öººl Penis
* . . . e.

5 and 8: see 1.

(TA) And...i. <!- 1.3 He assigned the

3.5 ($, TA) and ºi, (K, TA) the former

several

durus et

crassus. (K.)

said by Freytag to occur in the a coll. gen. n., and the latter the n. un., (M,) A
Deewan of Jereer as an epithet applied to certain plant, (S, M, K,) which grows in plain,

ſº-i-.

portion. which each one of them should
pay of the [tax called] tº- (TA) or lais
8-9-1),

inf. n. as above, signifies he assessed, or

poison, signifying Having things whereby its or soft, land; (M, K3) a sour plant, of the hind apportioned, the tº- (Mgh, Msb) with equity
potency is augmented miced with it, is evidently a called J-3, which is like the a... [or full and and equality, (Mgh,) to be paid at certain times.
long hair of the head] of a man, and becomes tall
6

& 2 ×

mistranscription for -a.e.]

and large, of which camels are greedily fond,

(Mº)—iºlº J. ars, (TA) inf n, as

(AHn, M,) and which fattens them, and makes above, (K,) He was niggardly, or parsi
them plentiful in milk. (Az, T.A.) Lth is in monious, towards his household in earpenditure.
error in saying that the former signifies a hunts (K,” TA.)

t

1. . 23, aor. 4, inf. n. i-ui and is:#, If man, or hunter; for it signifies a plant, as IAar

4. A-5), ($, M, Mgh, Msb) inf n. Lucil,

was, or became, hard, firm, or tough. (S, [in and AHn and others have said. = See also
two copies belonging to me, but omitted in a 3,9-5, in two places.

(Mgh, K) He acted equitably, or justly, (S, M.

third, K.)– And 2–3 He twisted a rope.

Mgh, Msb, K,) in his judgment or the like;
(M, TA ;) as also, (Mºb, K,) accord. to IKtt,

º, ... O -

(K.) = Also, aor.
and W

5.

inf n.

tºº, (TA,)

si (in some copies of the KW

-51,

TA,) He (a man) was much, or frequently, excited
by vehement lust: (S, [in two copies belonging to
me, but omitted in a third, K:) or was excited
by vehement lust. (TA.)

3. 4. As He treated him with dryness and
hardness, or niggardliness; syn. 4-4. (L, K.)

(Mºb) “A-3, aor. - (Mºb, K) and *, (K,) but
the former of these aors, as well as the former

verb, is the more known, (TA,) inf. n. *:#,

(Mºb, TA) or ** ſq. v. infra); (M., K.) or
leu-5, is only in division: (TA:) thus the latter
of these two verbs is made to have two contr.

significations: (Msb, TA:) in the former of
them, accord. to some, the has a privative effect,

accord. to Lth.; [and in the M it is said that has in otºl] in the phrase *Kits º Jº
W Jr.; signifies a shooter, or caster: or, accord. to [he complained to him and he made his com

8: see 1.

(K,) and

Mighty; (M, K;) that overpowers, or
subdues, others: (M, TA:) also strong; applied
to a man: and courageous: (TA:) pl. *3.
(M.)- A lion; as also *::::: (S, M, Kj be
cause he overcomes and overpowers. (T.A.)
So in the Kur, [lxxiv. 51, *:::: J.-2:é
ãº &- <}, [As though they mere asses taking
fright and running anay at random that have
fled from a lion]. (S, M.) Or it has here the

signification next following. (S.) - Hunters [so that the verb properly signifies he did anay
that shoot, or cast : (S, K:) sing. *:::: ; (K;) with, or put anay, injustice, or the like, as [it

4: see 1.

3–3,

is:

"33, and W tº,

(TA,) some, a hunter:] but this is a mistake; for 3,5-5 plaint to cease].

(T.A.)

It is said in the Kur,

la-5 – ºr 3
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(M.)= A portion, share, or lot; (S, M, MSb,

(TA:) formed from the triliteral verb [p.3], not

and pertaining to a from the quadriliteral […], as some assert it to
ye fear lest ye should not act equitably nith K;) of a thing; (K;)
2 of
respect to the orphans]: (Mgh:) or, accord. to person; (TA:) pl. But it. (Mgb.) You say, be, holding it anomalous. (M.F.)
one reading, ''," ii. with damm to the J. &als sº He gave him in full his portion, share,
*-ā The register in nihich is nºritten a man's
(TA.) And you say also, 2. <!...; [I acted or lot. (TA) And º.º. 3... je 3.
equitably between them], and 2-cº! [toniards Every one of the partners took his portion, portion, or share, (la-3,) of property &c.; a
subst., like

them]. (TA.)

or share.

6 J, 9 °

º

5. erº
lºſſ They divided the thing
among themselves (Lth, S," M [in which last ove,
is omitted] and O, L., K) equitably, (M, O,) or
equitably and equally, (L,) or with equality.

(TA.) – A portion, or piece.

&#.

(TA.)

(So

accord. to an explanation of the pl., Luji, in the
*—i. Acting equitably, or justly. (S, M.) It
TA.) – The means of subsistence : (K:) or the is said in the Kur, [v. 46, and xlix. 9, and lx. 8,5
portion thereof which is the share of every created &l-iºn -- 3ſ 3. [God loveth those who act
being. (TA) --9-3 Ali, Jánº, said of
God, in a trad., has been explained as meaning equitably, or justly].

(S, M.) – *-iji is one
of
the
names
of
God,
meaning The Equitable.
They divided the property among themselves; Be maketh the portion of the means of subsistence
(TA.)
which is the share of any created being little, and
(TK.) Buº, being syn, with Xu.}} (K)
maketh it much. (TA) [See,below, another mean
8: see 5.
J-la-3
ing
which is assigned to it in this instance; and
3 o2
See
also
art.
Jañá-.]—A
quantity,
(K,
TA,)
of
la-5 a dial. var. of la e, or, accord. to
J-U-5 and Juº A balance, or instrument
Yaakoob, the J is a substitute [for 3)]; (M;) water only; or any quantity, of water and of other

(Lih, K) You say also, ſº JuJ. " lsº

º e

-

>

for weighing: ($, Mºb, K, and Bd in xvii.37%)

said by IF to be Arabic; (Msb;) [Costus; so things. (TA)- A measure with nºbich corn is
in the present day;] a certain substance, (AA, measured, (S, Mgh, K,) n-hich holds (K) half
Msh,) or perfume, (Mgh,) or nood, (M,) or a of a
($, Mgh, K;) six thereof making a
certain Indian wood, and also Arabian, (K,)
33: ($:) accord. to Mbr, four hundred and
with nºbich one fumigates; (AA, M. Mgh, Mºb;)
eighty-one dirhems. (TA.) Sometimes it is used
well known ; (Msb;) also called Ja...e. and late for performing the ablution termed º: and
(AA) and *:3: (TA in art. lais :) or a nood
~~~ *
2 of e
•, w
&
which is brought from India, and n:hich is put hence it is said in a trad., U.A.J) ań..." cº-e al-J' Cl
into the substances used for fumigating, and into
medicine : (Lth:) or a certain drug of the sea : here the vessel in which the 3-33 is performed;
($:) [it is said in the S and TA, voce *5. -, that (TA;) the meaning app. being, [Women are of
the carrot of the (2-313; ) is called kºl in a the most lightnitted of the lightnitted, except she

£12;

- -

-

-

-

-

sºls ºn i-º-tº Si (Ki) the kº being

ſºil [or L.; of the sea) is nºho serves her husband, and assists him to perform
mentioned as one of the best of remedies; and in the 25-35, [so I render **ś, and takes care of
the vessel which he uses'jor that purpose, and
another trad, laj is coupled by the conjunction
stands at his head nith the lamp : (Ki) or nºbo
3 with jº, or, accord. to one relation thereof,
performs his affairs with respect to his 25-35 and
is prefixed to the latter word, governing it in
the gen. case: and IAth says, that it is a sort of his lamp. (Nh.) – A ſmug of the kind called]
perfume: but some say. that it is aloes-wood j,é; (M, K;) so called by the people of the
trad.,

&=9|

or the most even and most just kind thereof; or
such as is just, of n!hatever kind it be : (K:) or
i. q.

&#

iron of

[a steelyard]: or, as Lth thinks, the
the cºs; or i, q.
[the beam of a

&ets

balance]: (TA:) or i. q. &sº [an arabicized
Persian word, signifying a public standard of
weights or measures]: (Zj, TA:) also written

J-ua as: (Ki) said to be Arabic, from ſºil,
meaning “justice:” (Msb:) or a Greek word
arabicized; (IDrd, Msb, K;) and its being so
does not impugn the truth of the Kur-án's being
[altogether] Arabic; for when a foreign word is
used by the Arabs, and made by them con

formable with their language in respect of
desinential syntax and determinateness and inde
terminateness and the like, it becomes Arabic:

(Bd, ubi supra;) pl. Jºu.5. (Mºb)

great towns: (M:) now applied to one with which
q.v.): [see also &tiº] and others, a olive-oil is measured.
(TA.) – A balance, or
nell-known drug, of sweet odour, with mhich
weighing-instrument. (K.) Some say that this
women and infants are fumigated: (TA:) it is

[ _o-3

(*, *,

co-3
3-9

diuretic, beneficial to the liver in a high degree, is,is meaning in. the phrase mentioned above,
and for the colic, and for norms, and the quartan ax3x35 la fill Jańs-e He depresseth the balance,
fever, as a beverage; and for rheum, and and raiseth it: alluding to the means of sub
defluations, and pestilence, nihen the patient is sistence which He decrees. (TA.)
fumigated therenith; and for the [leprous-like
*-ū Declining, or deviating, from the right
disorder called] 3. and the [discolouration of the
face termed] Jºë, when applied as a liniment; course; acting unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously,
(K;) and it confines the bonels, expels mind, or tyrannically; pl. Ösº-us ($, M, Mgh, TA)
strengthens the stomach and heart, occasions and £ui. (TA.) You say, *—iº A-ū sº
pleasurable sensation, is an ingredient in many He is declining, or deviating, from the right

U-3
See Supplement.]

º, ºr

*r-9

1. J is signifies The act of miring. (S, Mgh,
O, K.) You say, J.3, aor. :, infin. J-5, He

mired. (K.) And ºff, said of anything, It

(M.) – And 4.3, aor. and inf. n.
sorts of perfume, and is the best of perfumes in course; &c.: not acting equitably, or justly. (TA.)
as above, He corrupted, or vitiated, it : (K, TA:)
odour when one fumigates therenith. (TA.)

And it is said in the Kur, ſixxii. 15.13.4-liſt:

was miced.

or he mired it (i.e. anything) mith a thing that

*:: Equity; justice: ($,” M, Mgh, Msb, K:*) tº- 2- l, 3 [As for the deviators from the corrupted, or vitiated, it. (TA.) – [Hence,)
[an inf. n. having no proper verb, or] a subst. right course, they shall be fuel for hell]. (S, M, Alsº, 3, (S, M.) aor, and inf n, as above,
from 4–3. (Mgh, Mºb)= Equitable; just: Mgh.) [See also J3\e.]— Jºla-Lā Jī is also (M,) He poisoned the food; ($;) he miced the
($,” M, K:) an inf. n. used as an epithet, like
its syn. Jº; (M, K;) and [therefore] applied
alike to a sing. n. [and to a dual] and to a pl.:
(K:) you say
Öğ. an equitable, or a just,

*:

specially applied to The party of Mo'aniyeh;

food with poison; as also " 4:3: (M, TA:) or

(Mgh;) the people of Siffeen. (TA.) — [And J signifies he mired poison, and so prepared it
it has the contr. meaning, i. e. Acting equitably, that it should take effect upon the body. (IAar,
or justly. See, again,

Jºlº.)

TA)— And 4:5, (§, O. K.) aor, as above,
(K,) and so the inf. n., He gave him poison to

balance; and is ºùe;

and, agreeably with

the usage of the Kur, xxi. 48,

*: &J's.

&# More [and most] equitable, just, or right:

drink; (§, O, K5) and (TA) so "-is. (M,

occurring in the Kur, ii. 282, and xxxiii. 5; TA.)

And 2:

J.; He put poison on flesh

[Book I.

is — Juts
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meat for the vulture, that he might eat itand die, my copy of the TA) or ~3, (thus in a copy of
and he might take his feathers. (AA, TA.) — the M,) It (a thing) was, or became, unclean,
And [hence] “, Jº; (K, TA;) and (TA) dirty, or filthy. (M., T.A.)
4-29

"Jºiá, inf. n. &#;

o

-

~~5:

See

-

~e?.5.

… O

à-5 A lon, vile, ignoble, or mean, man, (IDrd,
M, O, K, TA,) possessing no good: (TA:) of the

(S, TA;) His, or

2. ~#3; see the preceding paragraph, in five dial. of El-Yemen. (IDrd, M, O, TA.) [See

its, odour annoyed me: ($, K, TA:) as though places. – Also, He rendered a thing unclean, also *. last quarter.] – And The young one
meaning it poisoned me. ($, T.A.) 4.33 and dirty, or filthy. (M., T.A.)
of the ape, or of the monkey: (M, O, K:) so,
"4: 5 both signify, He, or it, annoyed him.
IDrd says, some assert; (O;) but he doubted its
4. 2: -3 L. How unclean, dirty, or filthy, correctness; (M, O, TA;) and the right word is
(Mgh.) And &ººl 43 means The smoke
w
*: - -

annoyed him by its odour; and oppressed, or over is their tent or house ! (O,) or, what surrounds a:3. (M., T.A.)
powered, him.

(O.)

J. :

[in a case of this their tent or house, by reason of the human eaccre
ment, or ordure 1 (TA.)

kind), (0, K.) as inf. n. of 33, aor. -, (K)

means The affecting [a person] with what is dis

pleasing, or hateful, and with what is deemed
unclean, or filthy: (O, K: [in the former -ºil
is expl. by the words jºi-, & Lº 3-le');
which, as well as what here follows, shows that
an assertion in the TK (copied from the TA, and
adopted by Freytag) respecting the explanation
in the K, is erroneous:]) and hence the saying of
'Omar, when he perceived the odour of perfume
from Mo'àwiyeh when the latter was a pilgrim,
&: & [i. e. Who has affected us with nºbat is
displeasing &c. 7]; likening the odour of perfume
in this case to a stink. (o)—º-º: also signifies

The depriving [one] of reason; (K, TA;) from
the same word as signifying the act of “corrupt

ing,” or “vitiating:” (TA:) and its verb is

-3, aor. -. (K, T.A.) 'Omar said to one of
his sons, Jºji 313 (M, O, TA) i. e. Wealth
has deprived thee of thy reason: (M:) or has
corrupted, or vitiated, thee, and deprived thee of

tly reason. (O, TA) – And 4.4% ($, M, O,
K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the inf. n., (M,
K,) + He spoke evil of him : (S, O:) the aspersed

him, or upbraided him, (M, K, TA) tº with
a thing; (K, TA;) and so * 4.33,

inf. n.

Jºãº

J. : Food mixed with poison : . (M, TA)
and anything poisoned; as also "J.ii. (Nh,

8: see 1, last sentence but two.

TA.) [Hence,) *: * A vulture for n:hich
10. 4.-- He deemed it (i.e. a thing) unclean, poison is miced in flesh-meat, which he eats, and
n:hich kills him; and then his feathers are taken:
dirty, or filthy. (M., T.A.)
(S, O:) a vulture killed by means of J-Lé
J. : inf n. of J.3 ſq. v.] — [The explana [q. v.]. (M., T.A.) = And White, (O, K,) and
tions of this word by Golius and Freytag, by the clean. (K.) – And, (S, M, O, K,) as also
former as an epithet applied in two contr. senses "J-5, (M) New ($, M, O, K.)—and old,
to a sword, and by the latter as a subst. (from a and morn-out: (M, O, K:) thus having two
misstatement in the TK mentioned above), are contr. meanings: (O, K:) the former used alike
erroneous.]
as masc. and fem.; applied to a garment; and
its pl. is -- [and by contraction ---,
J. is Poison; ($, M, Mgh, O, K3) because mentioned
by Golius on the authority of Meyd].
consisting of things mixed together; (Mgh;) as (M.) — And the former, applied to a sword, (S,
also "J-3: (M, K:) pl. of the former Jüí. O, K,) Polished: (K:) or recently polished : (S,
(S, M.) – And [hence, app.,] A certain plant, O :) — and, (O, K,) so applied, (A, O, K,)
(M, O, K,) resembling the jiº, (M, [which is Rusty: (O, K :) or dirty : (A:) thus, again,
generally said to mean the aloe, and by AHn to having two contr. meanings. (O, K.)
be a certain plant consisting of leaves without
cº (occurring in a trad., O.) Two old
branches, agreeably with what follows, in the O
morn-out [garments of the kind called]
and
and K resembling the ai,j) from the middle
nºhereof there rises a stalk, which, nºhen it grows burdehs (cº): (O, K, TA:) or, as some say,
tall, bends donºn its top by reason of its succulence, 7ten" - (Nh, TA:) the assertion that &: is a
or suppleness; having upon its head a fruit (śī, pl. of *ś, and that ãº: is a rel. n. from
M, O, [in the TA 3-Aiz,]) neith nihich birds of this pl., is one upon which no reliance is to be
prey are killed, (M, O,) being poisoned therenith placed, (O, K,) for a rel. n. is not formed from a
by its being put into flesh and thronin where they pl. [unless from a pl. of the class of ju-ji: it is
alight: he who prepares it stops up his nose; if an innovated form of rel. n.
(O.)
he do not, it injures him; and people fear to
pasture their cattle near to the places of its growth
J-5 [act, part. n. of J: Miring : &c.].
lest the animals should come in contact with it
—
One who imputes to others, or charges them
and should break it or bruise it and it should ex
o

.

(accord. to some copies of the K, and said in the
TA to be agreeable with usage:) and the re
proached him with disgraceful conduct. (M, K,
º 4.33 He charged, or
TA.) You say,
upbraided, him with something bad, evil, abomi
nable, or foul. (S, O, TA.) And * 4.3 + He
cast upon him an evil imputation that was a hale its odour upon them and kill them: thus
mark n'hereby he shºuld,.9r, would, be known. says AHn, on the authority of some one or more
of the Arabs of the desert, of the Saráh (sğı).
(M, T.A.) And 4-A5 rºad a 3 + He imputed
(O.) – And Anything unclean, dirty, or filthy;
to him, or charged him with, his on n vice, or

fault. (IAar, T.A.) And tº the reproached,
or upbraided, us with, or accused us of, a thing
that was not in us: (O:) [or] he commanded us
to forbear from a thing that was not in us. (TA.)

with, vices, or faults, that are in himself. (IAar,
TA.)- And A tailor (O, K) who ejects his
W ~ts, i. e. the knots of the threads, [meaning
who spits them out, when he ejects them. (O.) =
as also "Jºš (M, TA:) or anything that is And [A man] weak in respect of the body (-iº,
deemed unclean, dirty, or filthy. (Mgh.) – Rust --º); (K, TA;) i. e. (TA) one whose ~#
(K, TA) upon iron : (TA:) or dirt upon a ſmeaning body] is weak, or emaciated; (O, TA j
sword. (A, TA.) – The refuse, that is thronin by his -* being meant his J-5 [as syn. with

And -3, aor, and inf n, as above, + He forged, anay, as being of no good, of Alsº, [i. e. wheat, ~]. (O)
º, a , ,
fabricated, a lie, or falsehood. (K, TA.) = or other food]. (M., T.A.) – See also [the pl.]
~~~io Poison with which medicaments [or
WOce *5. — Also, i. e. J. :- A man
Jú3,
-:) <5, (O, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
drugs] are mired to render it potent. (Ham p.
(K,) He polished the snºord; (O, K;) removed in whom is no good; (K, TA;) and (TA) so 331.) See also ~3, first sentence. — And,
--- J-45: (S, M, O, TA ;) or this means with

Or

*

º

its - is [i.e. rust). (O) = And 3, (§, M,

o

.

º

-

-

K,) aoſ. and inf n, as above; (M, K3) or -5, rhom is no good: the latter word is an imitative (M, K,) or --- **, (S,) : A man whose
with kesr; (O, as on the authority of Fr;) He sequent. (TA in art. •-ºs-.) [See also ãºs. grounds of pretension to respect are mired (S, M,
(a man, S, M, O) gained, or acquired, praise or – And Dry, or tough, and hard (M, TA. K,”TA) with ignobleness. (M., T.A.)

blame; (Fr, $, M, O, K;) as also V -:51.

(Like J-5)) = And -ºil signifies The J-i}

(S, M, K) = -45, (Th, M. K.) aor. 3, inf n.

[here meaning

----, i. e. body, as is shown

J-3

ić, (K.) It (a garment, Th, M, TA) was new below, voce J-5). (O, K.)

1. 43 i.a. i.e. (K.)

and clean : (Th, M, TA:) or it was white and
clean. (K, T.A.) – And ~#, (thus written in

8. Jºš' He collected clarified butter.

º

-

º

*-

-

J. : : see -3, in two places.

(L.)
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Jº — tº
* ::

$33.5 The dregs, or sediment, remaining at the jlayed, skinned, or excoriated; its superficial

° 3.

.

jº: see 2-3, in two places.

bottom of fresh butter when it is cooked with meal part became stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off,
8

y >

of parched barley or n:heat (3.5°) to be made abraded, or othernise removed; and it peeled aff;
j9-3 A medicine mith which the face is peeled,
into clarified butter : (S, M, L:) or the dregs, or it scaled off, or eafoliated:] (S, M, K :) both in order that it may become clear (M, K) in
signify the same: ($:) [or the latter, as quasi completion. (M.) See 5,55.
sediment, remaining at the bottom of fresh butter
pass. of º, has an intensive signification; or
when it is cooked nith meal of parched barley or
denotes
frequency, or repetition, of the action, or Je:3: see 5-3.
reheat (J23-) and with dates; as also *śL: #:
g

-

º

its application to many subjects, as well as
(K:) or the dregs, or sediment, of clarifted muchness: and the same also signifies it became
štíš Peel, rind, bark, or the like, (~!) Or
butter: (Ks, L :) or (in the K, and) thin fresh divested, or stripped, of its peel, &c. part after
skin,
pared off, or removed, from a thing ; (M,
butter: (L, K:) it is also called 5-1-3, and part: and it peeled off, or scaled off, part after

K;) [parings, or bits, or particles, of a thing,

5,

(Ks, L,) and
and issi, and i2%i. ; part.]
and remains at the bottom of the cooking-pot,

$33°,

that fall off, or are pared off.]

*—ºil

[dual], with damm, (K,) or

after the butter has been clarified, mixed with

hairs and pieces of wood &c. (AHeyth, L.) –

'99 iſ, (so

Also, A certain herb, abounding with milk (L, K) two wings, (K,) or the two thin nings, (M,) of the
locust, (M., K.)
and grease. (L.)
s.

z-

3,35 [A āś (or wound upon the head) which

written in a copy of the M,) The merely peels off

the external skin; also termed

i.e.-- (see it: ;)] the first atº, (S, K,

because it peels off the skin, (S,) or nºnich peels
The covering of a thing, whether natural off the skin. (K.) — A woman who peels her
or accidental; (M, K;) i.e., of anything; (M;) Jace, (K,) i.e., the external skin of her face, nith

* * **

}:

35 U.S.: see 3.x:3.

2-3

medicine [called 3,3], in order that her com
[the eacterior part, peel, rind, bark, coat, crust,
integument, skin, or covering, of a branch, plant, plearion may become clear; (K, TA;) and nºho

1. 3,33, aor. : and , inſ n: ; and *3,35, fruit, or the like ; a coat such as one of those of rubs her face, or the face of another, with [the
an onion or other bulbous root, as is shown in the kind of liniment called] *: (TA;) as also
or stripped it of, or stripped off or removed from K, voce ºu..., a case, husk, shale, shard, or *::::::: (K:) which latter [also] signifies a
it, namely a branch, ($, Msb,) or other thing,
shell, such as covers a seed or seeds or an egg; a woman to whom this is done. (TA.) The 3,35
(S,) its 2: [i.e. peel, rind, bark, coat, covering, crust, a scab, a substance consisting of scales or and the isii. are cursed in a trad. (M, K.) —
husk, shale or shell, crust, scab, skin, or outer
laminae, and any similar thing, that peels off from sºlº, (S) and '53, and '53,(M,K,TA)
integument, or superficial part; he, or it, pared, the skin &c.; the skin of fruits &c.;] of a branch A rain that pares, or strips, the surface of the
peeled, rinded, barked, decorticated, hushed, [and the like], the part which is like the skin of a earth, (S, M, K, TA, [in the K, 3-i Ja” is
shelled, scaled, flayed, skinned, or ereoriated, it : human being; and hence the *: of a melon and
put in the place of 3-# 3,14, in the MI) and
he, or it, stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off,

(S, M, Mºb, K.) inf n. xii; ($) He divested

abraded, or othernise removed, its outer covering

the like: (Mºb.) pl. , 3. ($, M, Mºb, K.)

removes the pebbles from the ground, being a rain

or integument, or superficial part]; ($, Msb;) *śs is a more particular term [signifying A that falls with vehemence. (TA.) — 5:5 iº,
but the Wlatter verb has an intensive signification; piece, or particle, of peel, rind, bark, &c.]: (S:) (TA)and '5,35, ($, M,K) and ºff,(M.K.)
(Msb;) [or denotes frequency, or repetition, of and likewise signifies the skin of a sºs [or piece ! A year that strips, or strips off, everything: (M,
the action, or its application to many objects, as of flesh-meat] which remains when its liquor has K:) or that strips, or strips off, men; and camels
well as muchness;] he pared off, or removed, its been sucked; as also *ś. (M.) "jui à also or the like: (M:) a year of sterility, drought, or
peel, rind, bark, or the like, (*~,) or its skin: signifies the same as Jis : and likewise the skin dearth. (S.) See also 3.
(M, K:) [and he pared, peeled, stripped, scraped,
* : 1:
3° 212
:* - ſº
or rubbed, it off; namely, anything superficial, [or slough] of a serpent. (TA.) – [Hence,
J3:5 and 3,3:5: see 5,55.

and generally a thing adhering to the surface of }:s also signifies t The dress, or apparel, of a
another thing, as, for instance, peel and the like, man; ($ ;) any dress, or apparel : (M, K:) and
One says of a 0. garment; (TA;) as also *ś: (M, TA:) and
fruit, or the like, <- & **, Its covering, the pl. is 3,43. (M, K.) You say, &-35 “ſe
being removed, shells offfrom a grain or the like.] f [Upon him is goodly apparel]. And J-e-w cº
—ºu 3,3 [He eaccoriated him with the cººk cºs f He went forth in two clean
whip). (TA, art. 2-)—cº-ºw 93 t (He garments. (TA) And in a trad. of Keyleh it
and a scab, and skin, and mud.

-

galled him, as though he flayed him, with the

is said,

tongue; i.e., with reproof, &c.]. (TA, ibid.)
=2#. aor. *, It (a date) had a thick skin.

3. (sº t[I used, nhen

** *

3i A thing having its peel, rind, bark, or the
like, pared off (M, K.) – One whose nose is
excoriated by intense heat: (M, K:*) or (so
accord. to the M ; but in the K, and) tone
intensely red, (S, M, K,) as though he n'ere flayed,
(M,) or as though his scarf-skin were peeled off.
(TA.) — Ground partly bare of herbage and

sº ãº, ($ $º <-ºff 13| < * partly producing herbage : and ground bare of

herbage. (T.A.) – iſ: is . A tree peeled, or
I saw a man of goodly
barked: (M :) or as though part of it were
aspect, and of apparel, to raise my eyes towards peeled, or barked, (M, K,) and part not. (M.)
him]. (S.)—[Hence, also, w;tº signifies tºthe
iſ: i- A serpent casting off its slough, or
TA,) He had his nose excoriated by intense heat:
or the nas intensely red, as though he were refuse, or lonest or basest or meanest sort, of man having its slough cast off; syn.
(M, K:)

(TA)=23, (TA) ſaor, J inf n. 43, (S,

-

$º

flayed, (M,) or as though his scarf-skin mere kind, or of people. (IAar, in TA, arts. tº and or as though having part of its slough cast off,
2++.) See also já–And see;3.
peeled off. (TA.)
2: see 1.

J-5 2: Dates, or dried dates, having much , is
tº

-

5: see 7.

e

#5.

-

(or skin); (S, M, K5) as also "x:3. (TA.) See

Ží. A thing having its peel, rind, bark, or the
like, pared off, or removed; peeled, rinded, barked,

-

7. Jºã31 and "...is quasi-passives of 93 and
§ –3, respectively; [It became divested, or
stripped, of its peel, rind, bark, coat, covering,
husk, shale or shell, crust, scab, skin, or super
ficial part; it became pared, peeled, rinded,
barked, decorticated, husked, shelled, scaled,

and part not. (TA.) —ſº Xu. A severe year.
(TA.) See also

-

º. 9 x
•

- ºr

•?-

** . . ;

30-5: see 2–5: – and see 3,59.
6.- e.

6 e

-

39-3: see 2-3, in two places.
*- : *

** , , .

30-5: See ºus.

&c. (TA) see 1–3; i. 3:3 shelled pie
tachio-nuts; ($, TA;) and so 3:. alone, by
predominant usage. (Z, T.A.)
9.-

… o e.

9,

2
& 12:

3,9-i.e.: see 3,55.
-
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2-3 – Jus
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23% Naked. (K, TA) — fan aged man: (-i) by reason of mange, or scab. (TA.) — And they both returned by the nay by n!hich they
because he finds his garments heavy to him, and Jºl sº The earth became of ..". colour had come, retracing their footsteps. (K, TA.)
(~~~}}.) and —[And hence,) ºn aſſe Jºj, (§, M, Mºb,"
-#3
contracted, by reason of drought. (TA) — K,”) and <!--J), and 229), (A,) aor. 2, (M,

throws them from him. (T.A.)

inclining to that of dust, or ashes,

-

ãº <5-5 {The year became one of drought.

lats

1. ſ.33, (M., Msb, TA,) aor. -, (Mºb,) inf. n.

& 3, (M., Msh, K) i. º. ai =, (M, K,') said

(K,” TA.)
• *.*

22

992

- d ... •

# 33 ºf (S, K) A tremor, quaking, or predominant over it, (S,) and Jº, (M, TA,) or
the latter only is the inf. n., and the former is
[only] a subst., (Msb,) He related to him the

of the latter; (M, Msb;) of the dial. of Temeem

and Asad; the latter being of the dial. of Keys; Jelš Rough to the touch; Jº &- (K,
the J not being a substitute for the 3); (M ;) He accord. to the TA:) or rough, and advanced in
removed, put off, took off, or stripped off (M,
Msb,” K,) a thing; (M, Msb;) as, for instance, years; 3–. &++, with the art. 3–9. &-l.
the housing, or covering, from (3*) a horse; (CK, and a MS. copy of the K.)

roof [from

a chamber or the

like].

TA) inf n. J. aš, (M, TA) or this is a subst.
put in the place of the inf. m. so that it has become

(M, Msb,) by Yaakoob, (M,) to be a dial. var. quivering, of the skin seized him. (K.)

(M;) and a

•

piece of news, or information, (S, M, Msb,) and
the tradition, or story, and the dream, (A,) in its

3 ->

applied to a man, [Having a quaking

•

(*** Jé):

($, Msb:) or he
made it known [to him]: (K:) and <--~! "J-5
he related the tradition, or story, in its proper

proper manner

7?? (1717?e?"

(*** Jº);

($, K, TA;) as though he

(TA.) And ºuts, [inf. n. of the pass, form la:3,
folloned its traces, in pursuit, and related it ac
It was, or became, removed, &c.; is syn. with, or shuddering of the skin,) has for its pl. -tº,
cordingly:
(TA:) [i. e., he pursued the course of
without the A because it is augmentative. (S.)
(K,) being a dial. var. of (M,) buté, (M., K.)
the tradition, or story:] andjº "Jaai, he pur
in the sense of

Júš.

(TA.) It is said in the
sued, or sought after, the particulars of the men's,

Kur, [lxxxi. 11, accord. to the reading of

Abd

[ _*:5

or information, gradually, and deliberately. (M.)

Allah Ibn-Mesood, <-º-; it…] §3, with 3,
(M,) meaning the same as -º-, i. e. And

Jº is also said to signify He recited, or delivered,
a [discourse such as is termed] a.º. (TA.)

when the heaven shall be removed from its place,

And it is said in the Kur, (xii. 3.) Jºi &

See Supplement.]

Jaai, &- & We explain unto thee with

like as a roof is removed from its place. (Zi)
You say also, ãº, [.33 [He removed the housing,

the best earplanation : (K, TA:) or, as some say,
Jaº

or covering, from the beast of carriage]; the verb

3.

* * *

1. a.a5, ($, M, A, Msb, K,) aor. 4, inf. n. Jaš,
thus used, also, being a dial. var. of Iaiá, ; and
(M,
Msb,) He cut it; ($, Msb;) or he clipped
*
W ..º.5,
inf. n. *::::, signifies the same. (TA.)
it, or shore it, or cut off from it; (A, K, )
And Jº * [...: The man was spoiled, despoiled,
namely, hair, (S, M, A, K,) and wool, (M,) and
or plundered. (TA.) — la:3 also signifies The plumage, (A,) and a nail of a finger or toe; (M,
act of beating, [app. so as to eaccoriate, with a K;) with the Ja-i-, q. v.: (A, K:) as also
staff, or stick. (Yaakoob, K.)
"...a 23, (M., A) and, by permutation, tº : (M:)
or these two forms have an intensive signification:
2 : see 1, in two places.
2- - - - -2 3
or you say, 23-a-3 jº-lā) "3-25, meaning, I
5: see 7.
pared the nail and the like. (MSb.) — Also,
7. (…, e-la-il, and "e-la-i-, The shy He (a weaver) cut off from it, namely, a gar
became clear; became free from clouds or mists. ment, or piece of cloth, its unnoven end, or
eactremity, consisting of narp without woof. (M.)
(K,” TA.)
– And He cut off the eactremities of his ears.
&# a dial, var. of *:3, q. v. (TA.)
(IAar, M.) 4.25 occurs in a trad., as meaning,
a dial. var. of $33 [app. meaning Sugar Take thou from the extremities of his ears. (TA.)
[But this may be from the root 9-aš, q.v.] –
candy]. (T.A.) – [In the present day, applied
And
[hence,) sºus- Aſ Jä + God diminished,
to Cream.]
or took or deducted from, [the account of] his
£ü A great spoiler, despoiler, or plunderer;
w

º, e -

*

2

e º –

w

...

O

sins. (TA, from a trad) = & Jºj, (§, M,

Jº is the inf. n. of the verb

used in this sense,

J.--

is a subst. [syn. with
(TA.) And in a trad. respecting

and

i-s,

q. v.].

the Children of

Israel it is said, l,& l, as

Ú or l, as lºſs J.

accord. to different relations: meaning, When
they relied upon rords, and neglected works, they

perished: or n:hen they perished, by neglecting
works, they inclined to, and relied upon, stories.

(TA)

E

<!- 4.33,

and

sº Jº 4.33,

or

><!) cº-e: see 4.
2, 4-3 and u: ; see 1, first signification.

= ~as, (S) inf. M. J.-->ii, (A, K.) He
plastered, or built, (TA,) a house, (S, K, TA,)

and a tomb, which it is forbidden to do, (A,TA,)
neith gypsum ; (TA;) syn. J-a- (S, K:) of
the dial. of El-Hijáz. (TA, art. Jae-.)

3. 435, (Msb) inf. n. *-ū. (A, Mgh, Mºb)
and Juas, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) [which latter
is the more common,] He (the relation of a slain

one who spoils, despoils, or plunders, much, or A, Mºb, K.) aor. , (M., TA) int. n. Jº, (S,
man, A, Mgh, TA, or one who has been wounded,
frequently; syn. Jºº. (TA.)

M, A, O, L., K,) in [some of] the copies of the Mgh, [or mutilated, retaliated upon him by
KJaraš, but the former is the right, (TA,) and slaying him, or wounding him, ($," Mgh, Msb,
Jºš, (T, M., K.) He followed, or followed after, K,) or mutilating him, (S,” Msb, K,”) so as to
s

6

3.

2* :

tº:

3

* 0 <

.

see bºo, in two places.
*:: i.2- āşş [for ſº tº b,
•

i.i.]

and

-

his track, or footsteps, in pursuit; endeavoured to
* 3:4. [A beast of carriage having its housing, trace him, or track him; ($, M, A, Msb, K,
or covering, removed from it]. (TA.) You say &c.;) or he did so by degrees: (TA:) or by
also, " … i. Jº, meaning A man spoiled, night: or at any time: (M, TA:) which last is
the correct explanation: (TA:) and 423 signifies
despoiled, or plundered. (T.A.)
:

make him quit, or even, with him.

(Mgh.) See

also 8. — Hence, (A, Mgh,) ( He made him quit,
or even, with himself: used in a general way.

(Mgh.) You say, 4-lº Jú, (§, Mgh, Mºb,"

K,) inf ns, as above, (MSb,) ( He made his fellon,
the same, (A, TA,) and so ºr "Ja-51, ($, K.) quit, or even, with him, (Mgh,) in a reckoning,

ºl'Jaaij. ($, M, K.) and Jºš is a dial. (S, Mgh, K) or other thing, (S, K,) by with
holding from him the like of rhat the latter onced
form of the same. (TA.) You say, & & to him; (Mgh ;) he made a debt which his fellon,
Q. 4. 3-3, said of the skin, ($, K,) It quaked;
shuddered; reas, or became, affected by a tremor, cº;ji Jº Laas such a one went forth following, onced him to be as a requital of a like debt which
A. ºr

23-3

and

quaking, or quivering. (K.) [And in like manner or folloning after, the footsteps of such a one, in he owed his fellow : [but Fei adds, J this is taken
said of a man, (see the part. n., below,) i. e. He pursuit. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur, from ,39 Jº: and hence the former signifi

quaked, or shuddered.] – It (the skin) dried up

(xviii.6%) (S) (a.a5 lººſeſ. 353 (S. K)

cation, relating to retaliation of slaughter and

Book I.]

Jas

wounding and mutilation, which, however, is the
predominant signification. (Msb.) You say also,
*3 es &e tº 4:425, [or, more probably,
43, or perhaps •º, f I withheld from him the
like of what he oned me. (A, TA.) ISd says,

2527

*-*.

quit, or even, mith us; for people's making them
applied to the pit at the head of the
selves quits, or even, one nith another, by retalia breast]; and such is the Ja...a5 of the sheep or
tion, is a statute, and an act of justice, appointed goat, &c. : (S:) or the middle thereof: (M, K :)
to the Muslims]: in which Júil) is an instance or the bone thereof, (M, K,) of a man or other
of a deviation from a general rule, as it presents animal; (TA;) [i. e. the sternum;] the soft bone

two quiescent letters together in poetry; where into rehich are set the cartilaginous ends of the
fore some relate it differently, saying, Jauail. [seven upper pairs of the] ribs, in the middle of
mentioned; and means, in my opinion, t Zeyd and there is no other instance of the kind ex the breast : (Lth, TA:) pl. Jºº [a reg. pl. of
was reckoned nith for n:hat he onced: though cepting one verse cited by Akh:
the first, (K) Hence the saying, aſ ºf:
made trans, -without
a
particle,
as
implying
the
2
.
.
o.
f.
6
oż
* >9.4% &º, (S) or sº, & 4, Agiºs
~5x e-ki-) Cºlºš- S3/5
meaning of 2.É. and the like. (M., T.A.)
(TA,) The phrase

44é

L.

33 Jº

has been

• 3, e.

º

º

• 9”

423, inf. n. Jua, He retaliated for him;
(M3) as also "4A-3); (A; [so in a copy of that

-

e.

c:

o, ...

o.

423, and '4-aš, (M, TA) [He is more closely

2

tº-e tº alae) ºs º-' --

adherent to thee than the little hairs, or the hairs,
of thy breast, &c. :] because as often as they are
but Aboo-Is-hák thinks, that, if this verse be
work; but I think it is a mistake for 423, or for genuine, the right reading is 2. •93, as the cut they grow [afresh]: (As, TA:) meaning, he
will not separate himself from thee, nor canst thou
4 Jas, q.v.) or 4. Ja.s. (TA (but this making the duplication of a letter distinct is allow cast him from thee: applied to him who denies
4.

seems to be a mistake for 4. Jail.]) You say,
cº &- Ö3 J.S. He (a governor, or prince,)
retaliated for such a one upon such a one, ($, K,)
by wounding the latter like as he had wounded the
former, (S, Msb, K,) or by slaying the latter for

the slaughter of the former; (S, K;) and the like.
(TA.) —a-i- &- Jº Jas The man gave
ponser, or

authority,

to retaliate upon himself,

º

º

able in poetry; or-º-J-9. (M, TA.) This is the
primary signification of the verb. (TA.) – And
hence, (A," Mgh,” TA,) [or, accord. to Fei, the
reverse is the case, (see 3,)] :They made them
selves quits, or even, one nºith another, in a
reckoning, (S, A, Mgh, K,) or other thing (S,
A, K) one withholding from another the like of
what the latter onced him. (Mgh.)

(K, TA,) by doing to him the like of that which

Jº-

It (hair [or the like]) was, or became,
he had done, whether it be slaughter or mutilation
cut, or clipped, or shorn, (M., TA,) with the Jai’i
8.

or beating or wounding. (TA.) [Whence the
saying,)

ãº 3:23;

f I authorize thee to

his relation: and also to him who denies a due

that is incumbent on him. ($gh, T.A.).

to the TA, and the "third accord. to the K) and

"J-5, (K,) The place of gron'th of the hair of
the breast. (K, T.A.) = Jº, (JK, and so in
one place in a copy of the M, and in the TA,) or
(so in on. place in a copy of the M) and

"Jº,
'iz and ‘iº, (M) i a J., (JK) or -,
(M,) [i. e. Gypsum ;]

(TA) as also"--aijandezé (M, TA) =

adduce anything nhereby to invalidate
the
testi § J-31; see sº Jº. — <--- Jasi: see
3 * ~*
* - 32° 2
mony. (A,” TA, art. cº-) = a-aš' sº- 42-3 J.- 2.4% Jº. = He retaliated, slaying for

Also, the

same three words, (the first and W second accord.

iží is syn. myith Jº- (S,

Msb) in the dial. of El-Hijáz: (S:) or *āzī and
iº, (K,) the latter on the authority of IDrd,

W

(TA,) and said by Aboo-Bekr to be with kesr,
(K,) slaying, or wounding for wounding. (M.) You but by others said to be with ſet-h, (Seer, TA,)
He beat him until he made him to be near to Say, cº &- CŞă, Jas (S, A, K.) He retaliated
are syn. with id: [and
IIS. un-of--- and
death: (S, K:) and Fr used to say, Jº- 49-3 for such a one upon such a one, by wounding the
(K:) or signify stones of-a- [or gypsum.]:
& 423: [meaning as above]. (S.) You say latter like as he had mounded the former, or by
slaying the latter for the slaughter of the former,
(TA) pl. Juaj (reg. as pl. of iaiji (Ks) and
[also], sº Jº 4:2:23 [I made him to be
(S,
K,
TA)
and
the
like:
(TA)
as
also
4.
"...si.
near to death]. (M.) And a poet says,
[app. as syn. with
(S, K.) [See the latter verb, first signification.] 'Ju-3 is a dial. form
- a3 - •
2: ez:
J.
and
a
subst.,
like
jū- [which is
#
J% <\ol -a-aš) 9.3%
And Yazī, inf n. Jº, signifies [also] He
(the Sultán) slen him in retaliation. (Msb.) – nearly, if not exactly, syn. with e- and
meaning, Thou hast made thy mother to be near Juaš, as a subst., [i. e., having no verb cor (M, L.) In a trad. of Zeyneb, occurs this ex
to death. (TA.)- Fr also said, (S,) & *323 responding to the signification here following, pression:
Jº wāz; ū [O gypsum upon
though I do not see how this can be asserted, for buried corpses") by which she likens the bodies
and 4. 423, which seems to be a mistranscrip one may certainly say 4. Jºší, also signifies of the persons addressed to tombs made of Jae
tion,] both signifying Death became near to him : The being done to like as one has done, rehether it and their souls to the corpses contained in the
(S, K:) or he became at the pºintof dºth, and be slaughter or mutilation or beating or wounding. tombs. (TA.)
3.
then escaped; (TA;) and so -> < a…a3i: (M:) (TA.) – See also 10.
Jaº:
3. last signification; the latter
see Jaš,
and sº Jº Jº he became at the point of
10. Jai- He sought, or demanded, retaliation,
2 a2
in three places.
4-aº death. (M.)
i.e., slaying for slaying, or wounding for wound
22.23
5. J-ºk and
see 8.
o,5) -a as : ing. (M.) – 43-1 He asked of him to re
iž; The hair over the forehead; syn. i-G,

sº &2. (S, K,) and sº J-4 *425,

ise,

Ji-

of

Jel.

•.3

-

Jº.

:*

and #33 ºf [in the L and TA-32 & 4

-

-

-

•

w

Jºã.

see 2-31 Jº — ;,& Jaai is see *** Jº taliate for him : (S, A, Mºb, K.) and "44-5 (M, A,) or à-º-º: ($, K;) accord. to some,
2-1. – “S+ Ja-i- IIe preserved in his signifies the same accord. to the K; but the author (TA,) of a iorse: (M, TA:) or what comes for
has been misled into saying this by misunder

memory his speech, or discourse. (AZ, M, K.)

l, ºut

standing the following passage in the O; Jaai, nard, thereof, over the face: (M, TA:) and the

* Giºtº -i-, 3-5,
one with another, by retaliation, (M, TA,) slaying which a.a.s.l., terminates a clause.
6.

They made themselves quits, or even,

:

&

2,3), in à-el-5 of a woman: (M:) or the 51%, i.e., the

•

(TA.)

for slaying, or wounding for wounding. (M.)

Jº (M.K.) and 'J. (M.TA) What is cut,

A poet says,
-

+

-

4.

~ 9 2.

5

Jel-ā
o in o

cles Jeleń, Lºs
. .

2: o . ~

: o

y

*

..)

tºº-Jº Jºe S.2s2 tº J-

+

ac-20, [or front hair of the head, which is cut
over (lit. over against, 43-) the forehead: (Mgh,
Msb:) or n-hat a woman makes, in the fore part

or clipped, or shorn, of the wool of a sheep. (M, of her head, by cutting the hair of that part,
K, T.A.) See also i-taff. - Also, both words, eaccepting over her temples: (TA:) or it signifies,
(S, M, A, K,) and "Já25 (M, TA) The breast as some say, (Mgh,) or signifies also, (M, A,)
(M, A, K) of anything: (M:) or the head any lock of hair : (M, A, Mgh:) pl. Jºe: (M,

[And we sought retaliation so as to make a party thereof; ($, K) called in Persian as-y- [i. e.

Mºb, K) and Jºuef (M,K) see also Juá.
3.18 “

Jas
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[Book I

i’s A story; a narrative : (S, M, TA:) and ãºua: Cuttings, or what is cut off (M, A) - And 4.3, (§, M, A, Q, K,) aor. 2, inf n.
what is written: (S. K.) and an affair; or a with the Jai’, (A,) of hair, (Lh, M, A,) and of J.-a 5; (M3) and " -- 3, (M, K) inf. n.
case: (S, Msb, K.) and "J.25 is syn. therewith, the unwoven end, or extremity, of a garment, or *-ij, (K,) the attributed, or imputed, to
in the first of the above senses; ($," M, A,” piece of cloth. (M.)- See also Jovaş.
him, or accused him of, a vice, or fault, or the
Mºb,” TA;) and signifies a story, or narrative,
($, M, A, O, K;) and reviled, or vilified,
ia- A camel, (M, K,) or horse, or the like, like;
related: (M,TA:) and 'iaº; also is syn. with
him; (M, A, K5) meaning he cut him with cen
iº [in the first of the above senses], (A, K,) (M,) with which one follons, or follon's after, (M, sure. (A.) = And £25, ($, M, O, K,) namely,
• Jº

and so is "Jº-º: (A:) the pl. of i23

is

Jºº,

K,) footsteps, (M,) or the footsteps of travelling

camels: (Ki) pl. Jº-aj. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA)

(S, Mºb, K) and Jaseči is a pl. pl.: (A, TA)
and the pl. of '42-25 is Jºué. (A, TA) You

6 &

= See also a 25, in two places.
* ~

iº- ižs 4; and Jºaº &c. [He has, or
to him, or it, relates, a nonderful story]. (A.)
3.
And is à-i, Jº t1n his head is a speech; or

* *

aw ...

• .2

* *

as above, (M.) He stopped, or cut short, (Ş, O,)
º

.

or prevented, (M, K,) his drinking, before he had

.

i\-e-as, or ill-ou-aš, and ivolas : see Jouaş.

satisfied his thirst. ($, M, O, K.) – And J-35

say,

2

32

* , a2

-

-

a camel, and [any] other [animal], (S, O,) or a
man, (M, K,) and a beast, (M,) aor. and inf. n.

-

&% He (a camel) abstained from his drinking

Jolas : see Jaš, last signification.

-

before he had satisfied his thirst : (ISk, S, O :)
* : o z
32
Ja-a-a-5: see Jaş, second and third signi Or -ºš [alone], said of a camel, (A5, M, K,
fications.
TA,) aor. as above, inf. n. * and *},
-

the like. (TA). And 3:23 u. What2, 2isa.thine
º. f*
affair: or thy case? (Mºb.) And J. ae? &#,
-

-

-

5.

Juá A relater of a story or narrative (K, (M, K,) he refused to drink : (As, TA:) or he

custº [He referred an affair,
or a case, to the
3.2
-

- -

- -

TA) in its proper course; as though he followed abstained from drinking the mater, raising his

Sultán]. (A.) = See also Jaš, last signification. its meanings and expressions; or of stories, or
Jaejº See Jaš, first signification. = See also narratives; as some say, because he pursues
3
story after story : (TA:) pl. J.Lº. (A, TA.)
i.a. = See also Jº, again, second and third
– And One who recites, or delivers, the kind of
significations.
discourse termed **. (TA.)

head from it, (M, K, TA,) before he had satisfied
his thirst : (TA:) or, as some say, *: signi
fies the satisfying of thirst by coming to the water

-

-

* , ~ 2.

Jolas :

• *
See

Jolas.

*

* *-

, z;

Jae-oº! : see a.a5.

2-i- Jeta; and ** 2La; and ***uaš, (S, M,

3z-

• 3

• 2.

&c. (M, TA)—And tº º, aor. :, inf. n.

J.-è,

He (a camel) sucked up, or sucked in, the
water. (M., T.A.) = It seems to be applied in
the S that -ºš, aor, as above, also signifies He
played upon a musical reed, or pipe. (M.F.)

**!" Jaie : see Jouas.
-

A, Mgh, K.) of which three forms the first is the

2 &3

Ji.

most common, (S,) The part where the growth of

Jºie

A.

->

2 : see the preceding Paragraph. =& ~aş,
[or single blade of scissors or

the hair terminates, (As, S, M, A,” Mgh, K.) in shears], (S, A, K,) with nhich one cuts, or clips, (S, M, O.) inf n. J-ai: ; ($) and "-asſ;
(M;) The &2j [i. e. seed-produce, or wheat or the

the fore part and the hind part (A$, $, M) of the
head; (M;) or in the fore part or the hind part;
(K;) or in the fore part of the head and around
it; (A;) or in the fore part of the head or
around it; (Mgh;) or in the middle of the head:
(TA:) or the extremity of the back of the neck :
(M, TA:) or the rhole circuit [of the hair],

or shears; (TA ;), one of the things whereof a

pair is called cº-a-i-. . (S, K:) or J--i
signifies the thing with which one cuts hair [3c.);

like, produced its -ºš [or jointed stalks, or
culms :] (M :) this is the case after the z *.

and has no sing., accord. to the lexicologists, (S, O. [See 2 in art. **) [Hence the say
though Sb assigns to it a sing.: (M :) some say, ing,) -- Ji, sº J. +[Verily I see evil, or

that the use of the sing. is a mistake of the the evil, to have grown, like corn producing its
behind and before and around; and one says also vulgar: (MF:) the pl. is Jºliº. (A, TA.)
culms]. (TA voce •º.)—And jºin -*.
23: "á2.É. (TA:) and ºn "Jaiº, of which
•
e
>
.
• a z >
(M, K) inf n. *-ij, (0, K) t He twisted the
Laza-a-0 : See J25-aa-e, in two places. = A
locks of the hair [in a spiral form so that
the pl. is Ji, signifies the same as 422#. tomb plastered with Jº [or gypsum]: and in
(A5, TA;) or the part where it is taken with the
they became like hollow canes]. (M, K.) or
like manner #2 ai. applied to a city (**).

sº *…* ! she (a woman) twisted the locks of
-* [i. e.
along which the scissors run in the middle of the
head : (M, K :) or the eatremity of the back of J25-a-s—e Cut, clipped, or shorn; applied to hollow canes]. (A :) and (K) the curled the
the neck : (Ki) or the part where the growth of hair [&c.); as also "Ja-aš: (M, TA:) and to a hair; syn. --- (O. K.)—And -a-,
scissors: (TA :) Jºuai, also signifies the place

(M, TA.)
5

p.

9

her hair so that they became like

º'

the hair terminates (K, TA) in the fore part of wing; as also "Jazi. (A.) tº- Joº-aa-0 (ISh, TA,) inf. n. as above, (O, K,) He bound
the head; or in the fore part and the hind part A bird having the ning clipped. (S.) And his hands to his neck, (ISh, O, K, TA,) namely,

thereof; as before explained. (TA.) — You say "J. Having the forelocks clipped, or shorn. a man's : (ISh, TA:) [and app., in like manner,
his fore-legs, namely, a sheep's or a goat's : see
•jē Jeleń, Jº, meaning, He bit the
-Laš, last sentence.]
extremities of his two hands, where they meet (Meyd, in Golius.)
also,

9

together. (A, TA.)

*a*

Juas: see Jeuaš. = Also, ($, M, Mºb, K.)

a.

*** 4. as + He emponered him to revile,
vilify, him. (M.) [Agreeably with an ex

4.

1. 433, aor. -, (M. K.) inf n. …}, (§, M,

Or

of 4.< in the A, mentioned above, it
and * (2u23, (so in a copy of the M, and in the O,) He cut it, (S,” M, O,” K,) namely, a thing; planation
may
rather
be rendered f He caused him to cut,
CK, and in a MS copy of the K [in the TA (M3) as also " …a.s. (M., K.) And -a;
with censure, or to round, his honour, or re
* .2u23, which I think a mistake,) and "i-elas, âû, (S, M, O, Msb, K,) aor. as above, (M, putation.] = ~as! said of a pastor, (ISk,S, M,
(M, K,) [the first an inf. n. of 3, q.v.,] i. Q. 233; Mşb,) and so the inf. n., (S, M, O, Msb,) said O, K.) [He performed his service ill, so that] his
(S, KS) Retaliation, by slaying for slaying, and of the butcher, (O,) He cut up the sheep, or goat, camels disliked, and refused to drink, the neater;
rounding for wounding, (M, Mºb, T.A.) and into joints, or separate limbs: ($, O, Msb:) or (ISk, M, K;) or, [so that] his camels abstained
he separated the [bones called] -ºš of the sheep, from drinking before they had satisfied their
mutilating for mutilating. (Mºb.)
• - 22
°:
* ~*
or goat. (M., K.)—-aſſe J J').5 meaning thirst. (S, O.) 35 Jº [He pastured, and
2**
3 * :
--> see Jay-ai, ; – and a-a-3: = and f Such a one has not been circumcised, is from performed his service ill, &c.,] is a prov., (S, M,
---asſ signifying “the act of cutting.” (A.) O, K,) applied to a [bad] pastor; because, if he
Jº, third signification.
ſ
6.- .

-

-

s

-

G

-

-

-

-

-
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pasture the camels ill, they will not drink; (S, I believe to be a mistake for W it:25,

which is

musical reeds, or pipes; and nith it houses, or
->

* -

said to be a n. un. of it...a5,

and therefore held by chambers, are roofed. (Msb) One says, J. aš
satiated with the herbage: (S, O :) or, as Meyd some to be syn. with i.a; :]) + it.” [appears, is.” -ºš &- 3: …, [meaning Writing
says, it is applied to him who will not act sin
reeds are more penetrating, or effective, than the
cerely, or honestly, and with energy, or vigour, however, to differ somewhat from J.45, for it is
in an affair which he has undertaken, so that he said that it] signifies an assemblage of .23; canes of El-Khatt (which are spears); i.e.,
mars, or vitiates, it. (TA.)=-ašl said of a (M, K.) and its n, un, is " £25 and *:::A; words wound more than spears]. (A, TA.)
• is well-known [as meaning The
place, It produced reeds, or canes. (M, K.) – [like iá- and 3:4- which are both said to be
See also 2.
ns, un. of fú-; and ãº. and iášº, said to be sugar-canej : (Msb:) this is of three kinds;
O, K;) for they drink only when they are

;:

white and yellon, and black of the first and
lous]: (M: [see also Ham p. 201:]) or, accord. second, but not of the third, the juice [of n!hich

ns. un. of

8: see 1, first sentence.

J-º

J-º-º:

A gut; syn.

(S, M, Mgh, O,

... . [or guts] : or the guts
[…] that are2 * in
the lower part of the belly:
*

K:) or all the
-

(TA) pl. ºuaii. (S. M, Mgh, o, K.) One
says,

3.23 * sº

[expl. by what here follows].

($, O.) The Prophet said, respecting 'Amr Ibn
Amir El-Khurá'ee, who first set at liberty
9-

* -

e.

~3's- [pl. of ājū, q.v.), (0,) or respecting
Amr Ibn-Kamee-ah, who first changed the

religion of Ishmael, (TA) jūJ &#x3 &

ić. ;

the former in each case anoma

sugar is made] is expressed; and this expressed
juice
is called -ai) J–4. (Mgh)—-a;
and so ić, (S, M, O,) and *i-; (S, O ;) as
[is Calamus aromaticus; also called -pl. and as sing, also having the sign of the fem.
gender; therefore, when they mean to express -º]. a species thereof has the joints near to
the sing, signification, they add the epithet gether, and breaks into many fragments, or
33-3; thus, and thus only, distinguishing the splinters, and the internodial portions thereof are
sing meaning from the pl., and making a filled with a substance like spiders' nebs : when
difference between a word of this class and a
chened, it has an acrid taste, and it is aromatic
noun that denotes a pl. meaning and has not the (Mgh, Msb) when brayed, or pondered; (Mgh;)
sign of the fem. gender such as: andjº, and and inclines to yellonness and nihiteness. (Mgh,

to Sb, "[…; is sing, and pl., (S, M, Mgh, O.)

fºil

2 of

such as

Jºy'

2 o .

and

usºle

of which the ns. un. are

[I saw him dragging his guts in the fire of Hell].

-93 Jºl Gºtº .
•

2 of

…

.

•

.

also

or, as some say, Viu.25 signifies t Any round and hollon bone [or rather
signifies many -aš growing in a place: (Mgh :) bones]; ($, O';) it is pl. [or rather a coll. gen. n.]

"

.”

* *-ºs &

º

iº, in art. »)—-

šuº;i and state : (M :)

(O, T.A.) – El-Aqshā in his saying
º

Msb. [See also

•,• 3 ×

and it signifies also a place in which -ºš grony: of which *323 is the sing. [or n. un,), this latter
(M, K:) [or] ** -ai, has this last meaning ; signifying any bone containing marron: ; (M,

+

(Mgh, Mºb;) or signifies, like "#23 Jºi, a
means [The rose being present mith us, and the
jasmine, and the songstresses] nºith their chords of

K;) thus called by way of comparison [to the
reed, or cane].

(M.) - And I The bones of the
[i. e. arms and legs, or hands
and feet, but here app. meaning the latter], (A,

land having -aš. (M, K.')—-a-3 j clé and cº-

gut ; or, as some relate it, (and as it is cited in &l, (Mºb) or 3:1 " …}, (TA) [meaning
# He won, or acquired, the canes, or cane, of Msb,) and the like: (Msb :) [or] + the [pha
the M,) he said W ºil, meaning neith their
victory in racing,) is said of the winner in horse
musical reeds, or pipes. (S, O.) — And The
middle of the body; metaphorically applied there racing: they used to set up, in the horse-course,
a cane (4.33) and he who outstripped plucked
to: so in the saying of Imra-el-Keys, (S, O, L.,)
or, accord. to the people of El-Koofeh and El it up and took it, in order that he might be
known to be the one who outstripped, without
Basrah, it is falsely ascribed to him, (O,)
contention: this was the origin of the phrase:
2 -2
~5-A" cºlº >la-a- -ah's
then, in consequence of frequency of usage, it
was applied also to the expeditious, quick, and
[And the middle of the body slender and lean, light, or active: (Msb,” TA:) [accord. to the
and the portion neart the back-bone, on either side, TA, it is a tropical phrase, but perhaps it is so
smooth, and sloping downwards]. (S, O, L.) – only when used in the latter way :] it is said in a
And t The back. (O, K. [SM, not having trad. of Sa’eed Ibn-El-As, that he measured the
found this in any lexicon but the K, supposed horse-course with the cane, making it to be a
that 2.É. might be substituted in it for 2-1, hundred canes in length, and the cane was stuck
which is not therein mentioned as a meaning of upright in the ground at the goal, and he who
was first in arriving at it took it, and was en
-ºil))
titled to the stake. (O, T.A.. [See also J-ai.)
J.-- [a coll. gen. n., signifying Reeds, or — [The "a ~33 here mentioned as A certain
canes; and the like, as the culms of corn, &c.; measure of length, used in measuring race-courses,
and sometimes signifying a reed, or cane, and the was also used in other cases, in measuring land,
like, as meaning a species thereof;] any plant and differed in different countries and in different
having (M, A, Mgh, Msb, K) its stem composed times: accord. to some, it was ten cubits; thus
of (Mgh, Msb) ~º [or internodial portions} nearly agreeing with our “rod:” (see -,-)
(M, A, Mgh, Msb, K) and [their] * [or accord. to others, six cubits and a third of a
connecting knots, or joints]; (Mgh, Msb;) [i. e. cubit: (see & 3) the modern Egyptian a.33,
any kind, or species, of plant having a jointed until it was reduced some years ago, was about
stem;] i. q. {j [a word comparatively little twelve English feet and a half; its twenty
2

º

*

c e

i

o .

~

3

-

d

langes, or] bones of the fingers and toes; (M, K,”
TA;) tºthe bones whereof there are three in each
Jinger and two in the thumb [and the like in the

feet]; (A, TA;) and Zj says, the bones of the

sº [or fingers and toes]

which are also called

-

*

* *

known); ($; [in the O uí, a mistranscription;]) fourth part, called āla.5, being the measure of a

and [it is said that] "tº signifies the same:

man’s fist with the

(S, O: [but see what follows:]) the n. un. of

inches and a

thumb, erect,

or about six

quarter.]—J-ji, •eil

Jº:

(M5b in art. •M. :) or, as some say, the

portions between every two joints of the
(M, TA:) and

gº

"á.25

[or

&ºi.

gº £as]

signifies the at: [here perhaps meaning the
ungual phalanc) of the finger or toe. (Msb,

TA.)- And t The bones and veins of a wing.
(M.F.) — [And t Quills: thus in the phrase

º Jº jº, in the K, voce 3, i. meaning
The fathers became quills: n, un, " .25: see
i.….]—And [The bronchi;] the branches of the
windpipe; (M,K;) and outlets of the breath; (K;)
[i. e.] •eil, (S, M, O,) or āş, -*. (A,
Msb,) signifies the ducts (3.5%) of the lungs; (S,
A, O, Msb;) through which the breath passes forth.

(S, M, A, O, Mºb) [see 3'-J–And Any
things made of silver, and of other material, re
sembling [in form] the kind of round and hollone
bone [or bones] thus called: n, un. ” i.a5. (S,

O.) And #Jewels ($, M, K) having the form of
(~~~). (S,) or oblong, (M, K,) and

tubes

hollow. (M)—And Brilliant pearls, and bril.

[The liant chrysolites, interset mith jacinths. (IAar,
the former is " £25 ($, M, Mgh, Msh, K) and Persian reed] is a kind whereof writing-reeds are O, K.) So in the saying, in a trad., (0, K,)
*:423 or '#25 (K accord. to different copies; made : (Mgh, Msb:) and another kind thereof is related as uttered by Gabriel, (0,) [cited in the
the former accord. to the TA : [but each of these hard and thick; and of this kind are made $ app. as an ex. of the meaning next preceding

25.30
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-as

this last,

~e? &- à- es? <!-- à-la-Pé a tonn or village ſitself]: (M, K.) and the cº [in a spiral form]; not plaited: (S, O:) or

(IAar, O, K) i. e. [Rejoice thou Khadeejeh by [as meaning interior, or middle,) of a house. (T i.e. signifies a lock of hair that curls naturally
the announcement of] a pavilion [in Paradise] and TA in art. Ay-) Also A city: (Ki) or the so as to be like a hollon cane; (A:) and its pl. is
of brilliant pearls, &c.; (IAar, O:) or the mean [chief] city (S, M, Msb) of the Sawád, (S,) or,
ing is, of hollow pearls [or pearl], spacious, like [by a general application,] of a country: (M,
the lofty palace : (IAth, TA:) or of emerald: Msb:) or the chief, or main, part (M, K) of a
(TA voce **) and it is said by some to convey city (M) or of cities. (K: but in the TA this
an allusion to Khadeejeh's acquiring what is last meaning is given as the explanation of
40

.

<

$44,
termed

(S, A:) [and, accord. to Lth, such is
"...a5 (TA) [and app. **u. also]: and

'i-e-ij, (Lth, A, TA,) of which the pl. is
*ś, (Lth, A, o, TA) signifies such as is

.

[expl. above], because she Jºaº "-º)—see also a 3-2-a-5, in two twisted and made to curl by a noman; (Lth,” A,
TA;) [and so, app., W 3- iá; i.e., such as,
was the first person, or the first of women, who places: — and see --Laš.
termed

& <

g

•

-

embraced El-Islám. (MF, TA.) – And t Fine,
thin, or delicate, (S, O,) or soft, (M., Msb, K,)
garments, or cloths, of linen : (S, M, O, Msb,

5 e

6 of

>

5

a-aş Jej": see
*~

0 ,”

5

being [naturally] lank, is curled by means of
canes and thread. (A.)

... •

---aš, first quarter.

- -

-

K:) a single one thereof is called Y Jºº. (M,

*25: see J-aš, first quarter, in four places.

O, Msb, K.) One says, *…* -* º 3.
j-a-, -aš5 t [In the possession of such a one are]

3t-aş or 3\-aš: see -aš, first sentence.

* ,

o .

3 * * >

9

*.

‘...tº A blower in reeds or canes (Jº 3–
~ai); as also "J-3. (M., K. [In the
former, this explanation is given in such a

manner as plainly shows that it is meant to be
* ~*
3.u.a5: see Jº...a5, first sentence, in two places. understood as being distinct from that which
9 *,

o .

-

-

-35 [meaning the cylindrical, or oblong, hollon,
pieces] of carnelian [of San'a), and º-aš [mean

5

next follows: but I incline to think that the two

* >

: see -aš, last quarter.

ing the fine, or soft, garments, or cloths, of linen

explanations are taken from different sources and

have one and the same application.]) And (M,
~Laš, (so in the K, there said to be like K) A player on the musical reed, or pipe; (AA,
**) or "à las, (so in the M and L.) A dam $, M, o, Ks) and so "J-5. (S, O.) Rabeh
that is constructed in the place that has been eaten says, (S, M, O, TA,) describing an ass, (S, O,
ancay by mater, [for Jºj in the CK, and -º-, TA,) braying, (TA,)
à.
in other copies of the K, (in the place of which I
~\las) J
&= <!-Jº
find
in a copy of the M, app. a mistran
º

[of Egypt]. (A.) – Also t The channels by
which water flon's from the springs, or sources:
($, M, A, O, K:) or the channels by which the
water of a nell flows from the springs, or sources:

(AS, T, TA:) n, un, " …a5. (M.) And 4.25

-

#

*~1.3 + The maters [of the kind of water-course
called tº as (q.v.)] that run to the springs, or
sources, of the n'ells.
eyb says,
* ~ 92
*

(As, S, O.)

• 2.2°.

©

.

Aboo-Dhu

2%

avºs- -ºº a sº-c\}!

*

o

© .

&

scription,) I read, and thus render -āś, suppos.
ing it to mean such a place in the side of a rivulet
| for irrigation,] lest the torrent should collect
itself together from every place, and consequently
the border of the rivulet for irrigation of the
garden of palm-trees [thus I render **) Jºe

[In his chest is, or was, a sound like the sound of the
player on the musical reed]. ($, M, O, T.A.)—And

A butcher; ($, M, O, Mºb, K.) as also "J-25:
(M, K.) so called from J.a5 in the first of the

senses expl. in this art.; (M, O, Msb, TA;) or
because he takes the sheep or goat by its 4.33,
(A$, $, M, O,) meaning She remained [in it, and (see art. Jºe)] should become demolished. (M, i.e. its shank-bone; (M, TA;) or because he
• -2

º:

22-

•*

* -

Jº Sºº -a; Jºe
2.

2.

+

jº

constructed for herself a booth, or a tent,) amid K.) — And * signifies
: (so accord. to a cleanses the ~las, or guts, of the belly; or from
wells and sneet water that flowed copiously. (As, copy of the M:) or jº: (so in copies of the K.) 4.25 signifying as expl. in the last sentence of
$, O.) – See also £ as below, in the next para [the former I think to be the preferable reading; the second paragraph of this article. (O, T.A.)
graph. =-aºl is also a name for The eme.
* , a 2.
6-, a 2 .
but its meaning is doubtful: accord. to the K it -Laš
: see aºl.23, in two places.
(O.) — And J.< << is A call to the ene (O, signifies Small channels for irrigation between
6.- … •
K) to be millied. (O.)
tracts of seed-produce; and ISd says the like: âu.25 (O, K, accord. to my MS. copy of the K
to AHn, patches of sonn ground ; see itz; [which is wrong]) J-tu (O) : One who
3.23; see the next preceding paragraph, in accord.
In ore VOCe ; : it is a pl.,] and the sing is reviles men, cilifies them, or defines them, much :
nine places. – [It also, app., signifies The cane
*i.23. (M., K.)
(O, K:) [or, very much; for] the 3 is added to

roll of a loom: see Jº. — And, app., + The

mouth, nºliich has the form of a short cylinder, in
the middle of the upper part, of th; kind of

the epithet (doubly] intensive. (O.)
--- A sheep or goat that one shears. render
[See 1, third sentence.]
(O, K.)
6.

leathern water-bag called 355… see aºs-.] —

**, applied to a he-camel, (M., TA,) and

a2

àu.a5, ($, O, and so accord. to my MS copy

JS ă.23 signifying

likewise to a she-camel, (TA, [but this I think of the K, accord. to other copies of the K #13;

the nasal bone. (S, A.)—[And +The shaft of
a well.] You say a.ai, i-i-. 3. +[A rell
of n:hich the shaft is straight]. (TA.) – And
! A nell recently dug. (M, K, TA.) — And
! The interior part of a country or town; (A;)
and of a 2-3 [i. e. pavilion, or palace]; (M, A,
K; ) and of a fortress; (A ;) or of a fortress
containing a building or buildings; or the middle
of such a fortress, (TA,) and of a town or
village: ($, L, Msb, TA: [Golius, reading sº
4%, assigns to it also the signification of the
“middle of a water-skin:”]) or a 3-aš [i.e. pavilion,

doubtful, as it has the meaning of an act. (not [which is wrong,j) with damm and teshdeed,
pass.) part. n.,]) That sucks up, or suchs in, the (S,) An internodial portion of a reed or cane;
such a portion thereof as interrenes betnceen trºo
water. (M., T.A.) – See also -29.

! The bone of the nose;

joints, or knots; syn.

(S, O, K;) [a

of pipe. ($, O.)- [And] The craft, or
(o, K) of which the pl. is 3.25, (TA) signi
occupation, of the butcher. (M., Msb.) = See fies the same. (O, K.)— And A musical reed,
reed,
also

*}.

or pipe; syn.

Jºe:

($, M, K:) pl. [or rather

5.

à...a3; see *—Also,

âû, ($,
M, O, K.) and " i —23, (Lth, M, K) and
and Y

* …ii, (M., O, K.) and "i.e., (M. K.) : A

coll. gen. n.] * Lºš. (S, M, O.) See an ex.
of the latter in a verse of El-Aasha (accord. to
one relation thereof) cited voce J-4. (S, M,
3.

or palace,) itself; (M, K;) and [a fortress itself,

*::::

à Las The art of playing upon the musical n. un. of the coll. gen, n. "Ju-š;] and Y i.e5,

loch

of hair having a [spiral] twisted form

•

[so as O.)- See also irº.a5, in two places.

or] a fortified castle such as is occupied by a com to be like a hollon cane]: (Lth, M, K:) or a
mander and his forces: (TA in art. 8-2-3) and pendent lock of hair that is twisted so as to curl

J-9, applied

to a he-camel and a she-camel,

~as
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(ISk, S, M, O, K,) Abstaining from drinking
before having satisfied thirst : (ISk, S, O :) or
abstaining from drinking the water, and raising

(S, L.) and ui, (S, A, L.) and º ſº,
(Mºb) and ºi, and º, (M., L. K.) and

the kead from it; (M, K;) and so "J-5,
likewise applied to the he-camel and the she

&l. (IJ, M, L.)—sº tº

has the place of that which is [virtually] marfooa:
and Fr says, he makes it marfooa because of the

disagreement; for as its meaning disagrees with
that of the preceding verb, it is made to disagree
below.—3& 433 as and - 3 3323 [I therefore in desinential syntax. (S, L.) =<5,
camel: (K: [but this latter I think doubtful:]) brought to him such a thing : lit. I directed, or ($, L,) aor. , (L.) inf. n. 223, (S, L, K,) [and
… •

6 -

see ox-as,

Cº)

refusing to drink : (A5, TA:) betook, myself to him nith such a thing : see an 3.25, see 7] He broke a stick: ($, L:) he broke in
and W i.e.: i. is also said to be applied to a she eX. in the first para. of art. Jºl (Ham. p. 41.) any n'ay or manner : or he broke in halves: as also
W *- .
2:
2-aš, infin. Jºe
Jº-ašj:
(L, K:) [or the latter signifies
camel. (TA)= And A raiser, or grower, of e-ºff 4, and "es--ai, (the latter with fet-h
to the ºx Msb), To thee is my tending, or re he broke many things; or broke in many pieces :
-ºš [i.e. reeds, or canes]. (Mgh.)—See also
Jº ...a5, ſaor. 2,] see 7.] = 4ſ 3-aš He was given a little. (S, O,
&-33, in two places. – Also t Sounding pairing, &c.
thunder: (M. :) and a cloud in rhich is thunder (A, Mºb) inf n. 235 (S. M, L, Mºb, K) and K, art. Jºa5.) =<3, aor. *, inf. n. staš, IIe
or a camel

º

(A)—º

and lightning : (As, TA:) or, accord. to A5, a as "…a3l; (M, L, K;) the pursued a right, or (a camel, TA) became fat. (K.) = See also 4.
cloud in which is thunder; (O;) [and] so says direct, course in the affair : (L:) or he folloned
2 : see 1 last sentence but one. = And see 4.

Az; (TA;) likened to a player on a musical the middle and most just may in the affair; and
4. 29. º Jº The affair caused me to
reed, or pipe. (O, T.A.)- And i.2% 3, + A did not ecceed the due bounds therein : (Msb:) or
he acted in a moderate manner, in a manner tend, repair, betake myself, or direct my course,
stream of milk coming forth easily (M, O) from

between that of prodigality and that of parsimo
the teat of the udder (O) as though it were a rod niousness, in the affair : (S, L:) or he acted in a to, or tonards, him, or it; to aim at him, or it;
to seek, endeavour after, pursue, or endeavour to
º

w

-

of silver. (M., O.) – See, again, --La-5, last manner the contrary of that of eartravagance in reach, attain, or obtain, him, or it; to desire it,
Sentence.
the affair: (M, L, K:) or he kept neithin the or wish for it; to intend it, or purpose it. (M,
2 - 22
2?.
2*
:
à…a55 and ār-as 5: See areas; each in two due bounds in the affair, and was content with a L.) – It (an arrow) hit its object, and killed on
middle course : (A:) and in like manner, J-3 the spot. ($, K.) — He pierced a man with a
places
sia, in expense: (L:) and **** Jº with respect spear, (K,) or shot him with an arron, (TA,)
2- • ? 9 -2
-

-

a-aſſo : see -aš, first quarter.
4

to his means of subsistence. (A, L.)

* ~ *
-

J-ai.e : Hair curled in the manner earpl. above,
coce i.e.
(S, A, O.)— And t A garment, or
w , a

-

Jº 3.25 He (a man) walled at an equable, thing so that it died on the spot : (As :) he killed
the spot: (Lth:) it (a serpent) killed a person
or a moderate, pace; syn. 93-e Jºe. (L.) on
(Lth, S) on the spot : (Lth :) or bit him so as to
-

º:

--

4.4% Jº 3.25% [in the Kur Xxxi. 18,) (S) means
And go thou at a moderate pace in thy walking;

piece of cloth, folded. (Msb.)
º,

See also 8. and did not miss him : (K:) he struck, or shot, a

kill him. (K, TA) i.J. 3325i Destiny

-

J-aio ( One who reins, or acquires, the canes neither slon-ly nor quickly. (Beyd, Jel.) — killed him on the spot. (A) = ~as", (inf. 11.
of the contest for victory (in racing <3 j2
4-5. Deal thou gently with thyself; Suai, TA,) He composed [odes, or] poems of the

4-53,

*; a verb similar to Jºji
jºi. (Ibn-Bºi. L:) also,

kind termed

Júl, A, O, K, TA, in the CK Gº, sºa5)

moderate thyself; restrain thyself; i. q.

Jº &

• * >

&

and

and
(L,
in horse-racing]: and t a fleet horse, that 4–1. (S)-lºſi ºil -ai, Keep ye to
outstrips others. (A.)- And t Milk upon which the middle nvay: keep ye to the middle way in TA,) or "Jºaºl, inf. n. Suail, accord. to the
the froth is thick. (O, K.)
affairs; in sayings and actions: so shall ye attain K, but the former is the correct form, (TA,) [or
[to that which ye should desire]: A asſ) being in the latter is probably correct, as being similar to
Juai. may mean A place abounding with the
accus. case as a corroborative inf. n. ; and it jº, as well as the former, of which the act.
~~~ [i.e. reeds, or canes]; like as * in eans is repeated also for the sake of corroboration. part. n, occurs in a verse,] and "333, inf. n.

ſi. e.

o

-

-

“a place abounding with [herbage of the kind (L, from a trad)—3.25, aor. -, (L) inf. n. 3.23; (Ki) or "3-5 (as in the M and L3) he
termed] …e.” (Ham p. 490.)
323, (M, L, K,) flt (a road, or way,) was continued uninterruptedly, (L, K,) and prolonged,
* ,

º

, o a

-

direct, or right; had a direct, or right, tendency. (L.) the composition of ſodes, or] poems of the
(M, L. K.) Je: 425 iſ Jº (Kurzvi. 9, kind termed *aš. (L, K.) See 3-ai.

à-ario: see ºr 29.

Upon God it rests to show the direct, or right
*A*a*

-

b. **i. He (a dog &c.) died. (S)- And

nay, (M., Beyd, L,) [or the right direction of the

may] which leads to the truth, (Beyd,) and to see 7, in three places.
invite to it by evident proofs: (M, L:) or upon
7. ~ail and,
(L, K5) and "...a5,
Msb, K,) and *% (A in art. ---, &c.,) God it rests to make the way direct, or right, in
aor.
,
inf
n.
Jºaš;
but
this
form of the verb is
aor. -, (M, Mºb, K, &c.) inf n. 443, (S, M, merey and favour: or upon God depends one's seldom used; (L;) It broke, or became broken,
Msb, K, &c.,) from which the pl. 3, as is formed directing his course to the [right]."gy. (Beyd.) in any way or manner: or it broke, or became
–423, aor. -, ($, L.) inf n. 323, (S, L, K,)
broken, in halves: (L, K.), [but they are dif
by some of the professors of practical law; [and
! He acted with justice, or equity. (S, L, K.)
3—a i…, q. v., is also an inf. n. ;] (Msb;) He Abu-l-Lahhám Eth-Thaalebee says,
ferently used: you say,
º J-asºl [the spear
tended, repaired, or betook himself, or went, to, or
- 2 - 2 o’ - #2
2.
broke: or] (S, L) the spear broke in haires:
toniards, him, or it; (originally and properly,
Jºaº ºl Leº JºA-M use
(L:) and
">~~ the spears broke in
2 2- •
a # * : * .. 2
either in a direct course, in which sense it is in

1. 323, and 4 4.e5, and j, ($, M, A, L,

*~~}

->

- -

+

&

º

2

some places specially used, or indirectly; IJ, M,
L;) he directed himself, or his course or aim, to,
or towards, him, or it; he made for, or towards,
him, or it; he made him, or it, his object; he aimed
at him, or it: he sought, endeavoured after, pur
sued, or endeavoured to reach or attain, or
obtain, him, or it: he desired it, or wished for it:
he intended it; purposed it; or meant it : syn.
*

-- -

- -- -

- -

#

*—e-à-23 J2-º-; ) o' 4–2–3–3

many pieces. (S, A, L.) = -253) and "Jºss
It (marrow) became detached, or came forth,

4.

(S, L) meaning, It is encumbent on the judge niho from its place. (TA.)
is come to, any day, when he decides his case, that
8. -a-31; see 1. – He aimed at that which
he do not deviate from what is right, but (J.)
was right and just. (A, art. Jºe. See 1 in that
act with justice, or equity. (IB, L.) Akh says,
art.) = And see 4.
He means -aše cyl Jºe: ; but as he makes an
...

o.

o &

•2 --

-

323, [inf n, of 1, q.v. – Used as a subst,

ellipsis, and puts J-aše in the place, syntac

--

sº Jºãº º sº, (IJ, M, L.) and “, tically, of J-3, he makes it marfooq, because it The tending, self-direction, aim, or course of a
|
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• 6

º

.

Suaif. see Jº-aş.
person— Hence, An object of aim, of endeavour meditation; (TA;) as also i.e. (TA:) [but
or pursuit, of desire or nish, or of intention or the latter is used as a subst.] — 3-3, a gen, n.,
[25& 4 ai. means the intended sense of the
purpose; one's intention, intent, or meaning ; as applied properly to poetry, and, by extension of saying: the meaning thereof: (see Jº. in art.
also "3-ai.
See 3--tºl-4 thing that the signification, to a single poem, for 32-23;
Jºe:) 3 ai. being an inf. n. used as in the sense
is right, of what is said and of what i. done;
(IJ, L3) or it is pl. of 3...e5, like as Cº. is of

** 33.
Jº

syn.

and
• *

of the pass. part. n. of its verb, i.e. in the sense

&ls-2. (S, voce ---, &c.) i.e.,
following a right way, or

($, L;) and so is &Laš; (L;) [but
properly, 3-3 is a coll. gen, n., and
is its

, He is

i.e.

of "3,4i.; like as is generally said of its

syn.

Jº, of which 3, i. is one of the explanations:

course. (Mºb.) See also J-25. – Conforming, n, un, and &uaš is pl. of the latter;] Poetry, or hence it has a pl. J-elā-e in the CK in art. 358
or conformable, to the just mean. (M in art. Al.) a poem, [or an ode, (for it was always designed it is erroneously written ~ai, which is the n.
See also 4.i. = A little that is given. ($, O, to be chanted or sung,)] of n!hich the bipartition
of place and of time from 3.25. — And in like
K, art. J-a-3.) = See also 3.25.
(**) of the verses is complete; (M, L, K;) [i.e., manner & ai. signifies also A thing aimed at,
$3.25. In the direction of, or toniards, him, or of which the hemistichs are complete, not curtailed; intended, or purposed; an object of aim or pursuit:
(see Jºli)] consisting of three verses or more;
1: and Y 3-i, tropically used, has the same
repaired, betook (Akh, M, L, K;) or of sixteen or more; (M, L, see
meaning.]
myself, or directed my course, towards him, or K;) for it is usual to call that which consists of
its (S, Msbº) (like 3–3–2 3–2, and “sº three verses, or ten, or fifteen, äalaš, and what -aio, with kesr to the J2, A place to, or
** and 3.3% 13, &c. :] also signifying, [I consists of more than fifteen the Arabs call 3.xe-as: towards, which one tends, repairs, or betakes him

it. Ex. …; 332; I tended,

•

s

& e.

-

purposed his purpose, or] I pursued his (another's) (IJ, M, L:) or, as Akh has once said, what is self; to which one directs his course; at nihich one
way, or course, doing [and thinking] as he did. (L, of the metre called Jºlº, and las-9) that is com aims; which one seeks, pursues, endeavours to
in art. Ne5.) ess'9 * 3-1, and * 3:25, plete, and Jºji that is complete, and ~~ reach, desires, or nishes for; [pl. <<li..] Ex.
6 *~ *

6

c >

2.

•

complete,

by which he means the first Jºaº Jº-aio al He has a specified place to which,
[He went tonards the valley]. (A)–934 sº,
species
thereof,
which
is the most complete that is or towards which, he tends, or repairs, &c.
and 33–45, He is before thee, before thy
that is

o.

in use, and

. .

.”

29) that is complete, by which, in (Msb.) cº-ai, Jº Thy door, or gate, is the

face. It is more commonly used as a subst. like manner, he means the first species thereof,
place to which, or tonwards nºhich, I tend, or re
> *
>
and jº that is complete, and -ā-ā-ji that is
pair, &c. (A.) – 3, all -ets. [The right places
Jºaº 3, and " 3.25,0ſ, L.K.) and 'suº, complete, and [any ode, or] any poem that is sung to rvhich roads tend]; ... g. -º-º-o.
($, L, K,
(S, L.) which is one of the words [used as a sing. by persons riding; but, he adds, we have not art. Jºy.) See also Jºań.
epithet] having a pl. form, (Akh, S,) A spear heard them sing what is of the metre called
&ai. One who falls sick and quickly dies. (K.)
broken : (M, L:) [or, broken in halves:] or Căcăs-J1: (M, L:) such poetry is thus termed
(M, L.)
*

.

* *

© o.p.

-

*

-

.

.”

- -

-

-

because composed with purpose and consideration,
endeavour to make it excellent; from

broken in many pieces. (K.)

s

£ 2

Jºãº [One
who composes poems of the kind
~ :
termed
J.5uaş:
see
4: also, and "…iº, one niho
$3.25 A fragment; a piece of a thing that is 3.23 as syn. with Zi: or because composed with
broken: (S, K:) and any pier, [of * thing]: care, and trimmed with excellent expressions and continues uninterruptedly, and prolongs, the com
and earnest

6 w -

position of poems of the kind termed J-5La 5.
choice meanings, from 3- signifying “thick
spears are broken into fragments]. (S.)— 3-aš and fat marrow;” for the Árabs tropically apply (M, L.)
.* &- A piece of a bone; meaning, a third, or to chaste, or eloquent, or excellent, language the i.ai. [lit., A thing that causes people to repair

(TA) pl. 3.25. (S. K.) Ex. 2.23 - (The

a quarter, of the thigh, or arm, or shin, or epithet cº, or “fat:” (L.) or because of its to, or seek, or endeavour after, or desire, it]. –
shoulder; (M, L;) less than the half; as much completeness, and the soundness of its measure. A woman great, and perfect, or complete, who
as the third, or quarter. (IKft.)
(M, L.) For the meanings of 5-ºul -e, see pleases every one (K) that beholds her. (TA.) –

s 3—aA # A camel having compact marrow. sº last sentence. = See also 3.25.
(ISh, L.) See also 2:23.
$3.25. See 3-; throughout.
6

-

3-3 and W 3, ai. Aimed

Also, (or, as some write it,

";.…,

TA,) A

woman inclining to shortness. (K.)
3

p 6 .

* * :

º

* ~ **

.

35-as-e : See ºaº, Jºe-as, and Jº-ai.e.

at, sought, desired,

2-3 Gºb, (M. L.) and 3-3 (A) and "343, 3 -i. A man neither corpulent nor thin; as
intended, or purposed. (L.) = Fat marrow : (A, Mºb) ! A direct, or right road, or may; a also "3-2-1. and '323 (L, K.) or a man of
(Ki) or thick and fat marrow, that breaks in road, or nay, having a direct, or right, tendency:
moderate, or middle, stature; (ISh, L;) neither
pieces (3*) by

reason of its fatness: a piece (A, L:) an even, and a direct, or right, road, or tall nor short, nor corpulent; (IAth, L;) as also
thereof is termed 3.…a5: (L:) or the former nay: (M, L:) an even road, or way. (Mºb.) 323; (ISh:) or a man &c. neither corpulent nor
word and

*3,23 signify marrow

inferior to that

which is fat (A, O, K) but superior to that nihich
is lean : (A, O:) and 32-3, a piece of marron,

3.2% 2. ! An arron

rightly directed towards short. (Lth, L.) See
the animal at which it is shot; pl. •lsº Al-'.

-

3

a

º

* > *

e -

J-añº: see Jºaº.e.

(A) – 3-3 Near (S. K.)—3-5 Jº An

that has come forth from the bone. (L.) — And easy, short journey : (TA:) [a moderately easy

~e? 33,

w

•

5. i.

º

ãº Jº * & ! Such

a one acts in a

containing and short journey :] a journey not difficult, nor moderate manner, in a manner between that of
narrore. (L. K.) — Dry, or tough; (~~) ertremely far. (Ibn-'Arafeh.) — J. & & prodigality and that of parsimoniousness, in ex
(L, K), or

(L,) A bone

fleshmeat; (Lth, S, L, K3) as also "...a3; and, $3.25 iſ: ! Between us and the mater is an easy
as some say, fat fleshmeat. (L.) — A fat she night's journey (S, K) without fatigue or tardiness:
camel, (L, K,) plump and corpulent, (L.) and ($) pl. 3.2% Jú. (TA) – 3-6 ft. Water
having marrow in her bones; as also 3-weas.
of which

th: herlage, or pasture, is near. (IAqr,

(L, K.) — A fat camel's Jump. (K.) = A

pense.

(S, L.)

See 1.

And see Jºańo.
9 * ~ *

1.2-23, aor. 3, inf. n.…as (S, M, Msb, K, &c.)
23 (IAar, M, K) and $123, (Lh, M, K,)

and

staff; (L, K;) as also 3-eas; (K;) or the latter TA, voce -\la...)
It (a thing, S, Msb, i.e. anything, M) was, or
325i [A more, or most, direct road]. ($, voce became, short ; contr. of Jus. ($, M, Msb, K.)
has not been heard: (TA:) pl. &Laš. (L.) =
• 2 of
4–3, 325i sº tº 4.4% I Keep thou to —[And
It was, or became, too short. And
Poetry, or a poem, trimmed, pruned, or free from Jºy".)
* *~
* > .
are 2-aš It was, or became, too short for him, or
faults, well executed, (K,) and composed with pre that nihich is most right and most just. (A.)
-
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* 24; 2:2 ºf (Mºb ) and 23 & 4 Jaś (M3)
29, (M, K,) aor. *, (M,) inf. n. 3,4}, and aor. 4, inf. n. 345; (M, Mgb;) I contracted the
"…a51; and ‘,-23; and Y, eú5; (M, K;) He re shackles of the camel; syn. &#3; (Mgb;) and
Mºb) aor. , (Mºb) inf n. 43, (M, Mºb) The frained, abstained, or desisted, from the thing, or I contracted his shackles; syn. <jū. (M.)
[And in like manner, i.aºl º infºn. 2-aii,
arron, fell short of the butt; did not reach it; ($, affair. (M, K.) A poet says,
it. — Hence, eº; sº-aº, and 4. 23, 1 He had
little, or no, poner; and he was, or became,
niggardly..] = And -3% ** 23, (S, M,

4

voce

Mgb;) fell upon the ground nithout reaching the

• *
+

butt : (M :) and alſº &é 25 [he fell short of
his place of alighting or abode; did not reach it].
e=
(TA.) – [Hence, 2-9 9° x-aº, (S, Msb, K,)
-

*

~ *

[and 3,325, aor. , (Mºb, TA) infº. º:

in art. Jj.] —[Also,

-

~ **

~*

**

*

tº cººliſ

+

gift scanty,

accord.
to the TK, 3:23, es? 23, which properly
signifies he fell short of what he ought to have
done with respect to the gift : but, though each of
He made the

*

*śiñº tº

orºmean: or,

[When the froth of the water remaining in the these phrases is doubtless correct, the former ex
drinking-trough covers his nose, he refrains from pression I hold to be that which is indicated
it, turning to the clear, and raises his head]; or when it is said that] Jºeij signifies Jº

(#) inf n. 3-a-3 ;
(TA;) and *,23, (K) infn. Jºeij (TA;) and "… ", elas here signifies he contracts his neck

(S, Mºb, K;) and "...a5,

V, cus; (K;) [He fell, or stopped, or came, from it; and it is said that are ", as signifies as ãººl. (M, K)=3,3}, (§, M, Mºb) aor. ,
short of doing the thing, or affair; he failed of explained above, he left or relinquished it, &c. (S, M.) inf n. 2-43, (§, M, Mºb, K.) He con
doing, or accomplishing, it;] he lacked porter, or
(M.) & Je 23, and J. aš), (M., K.)
ability, to do, or accomplish, the thing, or affair;
aor. 4, inf. n. 3:45, (M.) The pain, and anger,
(S, Mgb, K;) he could not attain to it: (S:) or
the first has this signification ; (ISk, S, Msb;) ceased from me; quitted me; (M, K;) as also

and [in like manner] … ', as, (M, K) inf. n. 2-23; (M, TA;) which latter is erroneously

Jined, restricted, limited, kept within certain
bounds or limits, restrained, withheld, hindered
or prevented, him, or it; syn. <- (S, M,

Mºb, K.") It is said in a trad. of Mo'ádh,
*::: Jº 25 u. ... To him belongeth nihat he hath

written in the copies of the K, 23. (TA:) and held confined in, or kept within, his house or tent :
stained from it, being unable to do or accomplish * * *** [I ceased from it. (M) And (TA :) or what he hath held in possession &c.
it (M, K.) but * V, asl, he desisted or ab
(Az, TA in art. 2-4-3 see 10 in that art.) You

3.253, (TA) he left or relinquished it, or al

Jºſſ', as The rain left off. (TA)=2#33

stained from it, being able to do or accomplish it :
(ISk, S, M, Msb:) such, at least, is generally

Jººl,

aor. *, inf. n.

3:45,

[The afternoon, or say also 313,

$45, inf

n. as above, I [confined

and so] defended the house by walls. (TA.) And

evening, has come,) is said when you enter upon
the case, though both sometimes occur in one
-º-º: *-123 He [confined and so] kept
and the same sense, that which are j-asſ generally the tº... [i.e. afternoon, or evening]: (S:) or it saſ, the girl iy means of the veil, or covering, or
means has almost drawn near to night. (TA.)
the like: and in like manner you say of a horse.
[See also 25, below.] — Hence, (S,) &a; and
or came, short in the affair : it signifies nearly
(TA), And in a trad. of 'Omar it is said,
the same as are 2-as", i.e., he fell short of ºasi We entered upon the J* [i.e. afternoon,
bears: (TA:)

and Sº *, as [he fell, or stopped,

•e

of

Jºji ºr 23, (TA,) or "25, (L.) The night

accomplishing the affair; he fell short of doing or evening]; (M, K;) the former signifies U-21; withheld them; namely a company of riders upon
what was requisite, or due, or what he ought to and the latter, Jº * s? tº-3, like as you camels on other beasts. (L, TA.) You also say
have done, (Jºe &lé tºº, or the like, being say u: from it….J. ($ ) or the former,
we 29 & Jº 23 [and • 25 and * *
•e -

-

understood,) in, or with respect to, the affair: a came to be in the last part of the day; and
the He withheld the man from the thing, or affair,

meaning very common, and implied, though not latter, we entered upon the last part of the day. that he desired to do. (TA.) [See an ex. in a
expressed, in the M: and he flagged, or was (IKft.)=923, (Mºb, K) aor.”,
(Mºb) or -, verse cited voce &] And &é J-º <!-a;
remiss, in the affair; syn. Jº: (S, TA:) or
W', as signifies he left, desisted from, neglected, or (K) inf n. 235 (TA) and "92-3, (M, Mºb, :* I neithheld, or restrained, myself from a
thing : (JK, TA:*) and I restrained myself from
inordinate
desire of a thing. (TA.) Lebeed
bility; but V, ast, he left it, &c., or part thereof, He made it short; (M, K, TA;) he shortened says

left undone, a thing, or part thereof, from ina

TA) inf n.2.2.É; (TA) and *, asſ; (Mab3)

with ability to do it. (Kull p. 128) [And tº it; took from its length. (Mgb.) You say 2a3
<2% He fell short of reaching, attaining, it: jº, (M, Mgb, K,) and gº &: *ś, (S,)

**

*

** * * ** * , ,

, , ºr

or

see an ex. voce Jºãº.] [Hence also, Sºrº
ãºl tº The money for expenses [fell short of
what we required;] did not enable us to attain
our object; (Mºb;) meaning, that they were un
able to pay the expenses: (Mgh :) and 4. *,25
2.É. [his hope fell short of what he required]:

aor.”, (Mºb,) or 2; (K5) and "exas, (Mgh, Mºb, meaning, But although thou blame in order that

Antarah says,

inſ. n. 235 ($, M, Mºb, TA3) and "was, (M,
Mºb, TA) and "…,as, (S.M.) inf. n.5-iā; trad. of IAb, Jºj če gº Jº Jº re;
($5) and "wail, (Mºb, TA) and "…, 2251; J Jº Men were restricted to marrying no

* ~ *
->

, - ... •

*

* ** *

* * ****
-

J.S. tº cºexas Asºu,

TA) and *, *, 3; ($) and *, as; (Mºb;)

I may be restrained, I do not refrain from that

He shortened the hair; (M,K,”TA;) took from which I desire to do. (El-Mázinee, L.) Also,

its length; (Msb;) cut its ends; (Mgh;) clipped,
or shore, it.

(TA)

And

$21,43, (M, Msb,

TA) and 5.1 & 23, ($, M, Mºb) aor. ,

Jº <<

[I restrained my eye, or eyes;] I did
not raise my eye, or eyes, tonards that at nihich
I ought not to look. (TA.) And 24, 233 He
turned anay the eye. (T.A.) It is also said in a

[but to-day, hope hath fallen short of extending to (S;) but Lº-ašl is extr.; (TA;) He curtailed more than four [because of the property of the
the meeting with thee]. (TA.) [And hence, [or contracted] the prayer; (M;) he performed orphans which they might leave]. (TA) And
… e.

“

(~144-3)

º Jº J-º $23

app.,] 4-š 13& *3,...; [Thy mind, or rvish, fell

a prayer of four rek'ahs

short of what was requisite with respect to such a
thing], said to him who has sought, or desired,
little, and a mean share or lot. (TA.) And,
cº *}: [He fell short of n-hat was required

tro; (Mgh;) in a journey. (Mgh, T.A.) And restricted, myself to the thing, and obliged myself

making it of

one says

I confined, or

ãº "…a5. He made the [form of words to do it. (TA.) [See also 8.] Hence what is
* * * * * * * *
~3.
said of Thumāmeh, in a trad, 9-aš º & Jºls

called] a lad- [delivered from the pulpit] short,

or concise : (Mgh, TA:") the doing so being But he refused to become a Muslim by constraint

by such a one, or due to him; or] he acted commanded. (Mgh.) * also signifies the contr. and compulsion: or by force, as some say, from
meanly, and sparingly, with such a one, in a gift. of .; (M, K;) and the verb is 223 [He con Jºãº ; the J- being changed into J2, as is done
[&c.] (JK (see: ; and see two exs of 233 tracted, or straitened]. (M.) You say 3, as in many other cases. (TA.) You say also
- * * *

Bk. I.
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Jº º <º

Jºã,

said of a man, (M,) He fying Çtº (M;) or in the last sense; ($ )
signifying, as it is said to do in the K, it: all
such a thing (ś, TA) And Si Jº 9-3, became contracted; lit., one part of him entered not
à-S1;
for this is a great mistake, app. oc
meaning, : is, (M, K,) i. ‘. [He reduced into another part; (M, K5) as though he became
him, to the thing, or affair; or] he appropriated like a 5.3% from which word the verb is de casioned by F's seeing the passage [in the T) of
Az, [or in the M, in which I find it, >iº's
him [or it, restrictively,) to the thing, or affair. rived. (Z, TA.)- See also 6.
13é-

I restricted the thing to

Q. Q. 2.

(TK.) [Hence, Jº Jº is tº “º I 23 and '23 and '323 (like the infn.J., & àsº *S. ūtº Jeíºs, and nºt, properly
considering it. (T.A.) Sb says, that 2-aš has no
appropriated the milk of the milch-camel [re
The falling, or stopping, or coming, short of ac

strictively] to my horse. (S, T.A.) [And hence,)
âû J-º Åe &2; I retained for myself [rd.
strictively] a she-camel, that I might drink her
milk. (Mgb.) Aboo-Du-ád says, describing a
horse,
6 * *

2 *- : ...?

•

2 :

6

4-º-º-e Jº º' C.

*

-

-

6 *

~ 0 &2 × 2 =

*

* , e.

sent to accomplish some needful affair, and who

+

&:

jº- co-à & 33-9 3-2

*ā-º- Ji, and rail, and à ail, i. e. &

meaning, So they were restricted to him, that he
might drink their milk, during the severity of the
rvinter, afternards; and he is a protector to the
fen, she-camels from their beingsuddenly attacked
and divided in shares; Jº being understood be

2.É [Nothing prevented thy reaching the place

fore &i (M)=3;23, (§, M, Mºb) aor.",

so in the handwriting of $gh, (TA,) and ºuai,
(K,) signify Laziness; slothfulness. (IAar, $gh,
K.) An Arab of the desert is related to have

($) inf n. 25 ($, Mgh, Mºb) and Štaj; (Sb,
M,TA) and '923, (§, M) inf n. *eiß (§3)

to which I commanded thee to go but thy loving
to fall short &c.; or to flag, or be remiss]. (M,
K*.) And *323, (K) orº aj, without 5, accord.
to the Nawādir of IAar, as cited in the L, and

He beat, (S, TA,) washed, (Mgh,) and whitened, said 'Ācā Jº. 43ſ ºf ºf II desired to
(M, Mgb,TA,) the cloth, or garment. ($, M., &c.) come to thee, but laziness prevented me]. (TA.)
2: see 1, throughout.
4 : see 1, throughout. =

*—#

She

tº:-- (5) And ºf ºr, and "5*, I

has fallen short of doing what you commanded came at the approach of the Jº, a little before
him to do, on account of heat or some other
2. (A, TA) And - "...eli. 343
cause,S. *
sº &
& 4… tº the
[The times of the micing of the darkness of night

&

9 &. . * * *

+

dim.; the Arabs being content to use in its stead
• * > 2.5
complishing an affair; or of doing what one
the dim. of it.... (M.) You say 25 arºl I
ought, or is commanded, to do; or flagging, or
remissness : you say to a man whom you have came to him in the afternoon, or evening; syn.

=láà J. & 9,23 and "Juaš, (§, M, K.)
and "Ju-š, (M.K.) and "Jºš, ($, M.K.) and
'99.25, (M, K,) Thine utmost, or the utmost of

fall came, or advanced]. (A, TA.) = 2-aş [A
palace: a pavilion, or kind of building wholly or
for the most part isolated, sometimes on the top
of a larger building, i.e., a belvedere, and some
times projecting from a larger building, and
generally consisting of one room if forming a part
of a larger building or connected nith another
building; the same as the Turkish Jºse: to such
buildings we find the appellation to have been
applied from very early times to the present
day:] a well-known kind of edifice: (M :) a
mansion, or house; syn.
(Lh, M, K:) or

Jº:

any house or chamber (<) of stone; (M, K;)
of the dial. of Kureysh: (M:) so called because
a man's wives and the like are confined in it:

brought forth short children: hence the saying, thy pomer or of thine ability or of thy deed,
(M.) pl. , 3. (S, M, Mºb.) Jujºlai (The

J.Lº 33% ail & Jº 33 ſºlº & [Verily (94. M, K, [or app., Jº-

(see art. Jºº-,)]
the tall noman sometimes brings forth short chil and 33%, $, M, K,) and the end of thy case,
dren, and verily the short noman sometimes brings and that to mhich thou hast confined or restricted
forth tall children]. (S, K.”) J is in error in
or limited thyself, (S,TA,) [or that to which thou
saying that this is in a trad. ($gh, K.) But art confined or restricted or limited, is, or mill
IAth also asserts it to be a trad. (MF in art.
be, thy doing such a thing. (S, M., K.) It is
Jºlº.)
from 323 signifying the “act of confining, re

palace, or pavilion, of the kingj. (Msb.) =
Also * Large and dry, or large and thick, or
dry, fire-wood; J- *-i- (M, K.) So in
the Kur, lxxvii. 32, accord. to El-Hasan, as re
lated by Lh. (M.)
º - e.

25,

in two places. = The necks of
6, 2-etàj He feigned, or pretended, (º) stricting, limiting,” &c. (TA.) And "J-43 men, and of camels: (M, K:) a pl. [or rather
shortness; (M, $gh, K;) as also ‘,--- i. ($gh, also signifies the end of an affair. ($gh, T.A.) coll. gen. n.], of which the sing. [or n. un.] is
K:) or, accord. to some, these two verbs have A poet says 6 º' 3.25. (M:) [see an ex. in the first paragraph of
2:
• &
art. 3.xº~ :] or [so accord. to the M, but in the K
different significations: see the latter below.
*—yº-e L-º-, -º-;
o. 3 & # 6 .
(TA.)- [And He contracted himself, or dren,
and]"; as signifies the base of the neck; ($, M,
sº ºf juaj Jºſs
himself together. (See IR. Q. 1 in art. Jö.)]–
K;) the base of the neck at the place where it is
& Sty-ouis t He (lit. his spirit, or soul,) [Our souls are only a loan: and the end of loans set upon the upper part of the back : (Nušeyr,
became abject, mean, contemptible, or despi is their being given back; 3; being for 53). (S, TA:) or the base of the neck when thick; not
cable; syn. < *-āj. (M)—J-º- j-el-5-3
TA) You also say, 53.3% Jē "Lºvas ºn otherwise: (Lh, M :) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] 23,
! The shade became contracted. (M, TA) —See
[Death is the end of every trial and distress]. and pl. pl. [or pl. of 33) juží. (M:) or this
also 1, in two places.
latter is pl. of $25, (M, K,) accord. to Kr, but
.

.

J-as: see

.”

º

º

• , data.”

+

-

+

•

* *

* * *

(TA, art tº-) =2# ($, M) and "...ai, (K)
and *ś, ai. and "...ai. (M, K) The afternoon: or
8. 29 Lºe -aºl He confined, restricted, or
limited, himself to the thing, or affair; did not evening : syn. J** (S, M, K:) or the first
§

2,

erced it. (M. K.”)—ºn J-2-3", (S) or

signifies the last part of the day: (IKtt.:) or the

133- Jºſe, (Māb,) [and láš.] He nas satisfied,
or content, (S, Msb,) nith the thing, (S,) or with
such a thing. (Mº)—sº Jº J-a-51 He
obeyed my command. (J.K.)

time before the sun becomes yellon: ; (JK :) or
the first and second signify the time of the ap
proach of the J*, a little before the *: (A,

this is extr., unless the augmentative letter in the
sing, be disregarded in its formation. (M.)

IAb reads, aiſe, in the Kur, bºxvii. 32,08,M,”
TA,) and explains it as meaning Like the thick

bases of necks, (M,”TA,) or as meaning 3-aié

Jººl,

i. e.

Júš.

(S.) [See the next signi

TA:) and the first ($, K) and second (A’Obeyd, fication.] You say 3.2% &# [His neck or] the

TA) and third, (A’Obeyd, S, TA,) [the time of] base of his neck became in a state of subjection.
IIe reckoned, or held, him, or it, the mixing of the darkness: (A’Obeyd, S, K, (TA) And 5.3i stă a 5: Verily he has a
to be short. (S.) — He reckoned him, or held TA:) pl. of the second (TA) and third (S, M) and large, or thick, neck. (Aboo-Mo'ádh the Gram
(S, M) and >uiº, which marian.) – And hence, (Abº-Moºdh) 1 The
him, to fall short of doing nhat
he ought to do: or fourth, (M,)
• * *~ *
10.

9-i-

Jºeli.

º

to flagg, or be remiss: 9.2i. 34. (S.)

latter is extr.; (M;) in the first sense, as signi

trunks, or lower-parts, (J.--, M, K, or Guizi,
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(TA)—i- Jºe: [Having

IAb, S,) of palm-trees: (S, M, K:) so explained
in the Kur, ubi supra, (S, M,) by IAb : (S:)

** * * *

little ambition].

*z, *

husband...(Bd).And "às ai. iść, (TA) or
Jº
Jºe is ai, (Mºb,) A she-camel retained
sing. [or n, unl";23; the palm-tree is cut into (0 in art. J-)—ºl ºf ºl iſſerily he [restrictively] for the household, that they [alone]
pieces of the length of a cubit, to make fires has little knowledge] (M.)—-in 3-5 may drink her milk. (Msb, T.A.”)- See also
[Having a short pedigree;] whose father is well
therewith in the winter: (Aboo-Mo'ádh:) and
6, o.p.

35-as

known, so that nihen the son mentions him it is

[in the TA or] so of other trees: (M, K.) or of
large trees: (Ed-Dahhák:) or [accord. to the
M, but in the K and] the remains of trees.
(M, K.)

2-

º, e a

3.23.

* -

G.

* **

sufficient for him, without his extending his line
3, as: see 3,3-ai.e.
age to his grandfather. (K.) [See also a verse
below, in this paragraph.] —º- G---, and
*a* The art of [beating and washing (Mgh)
WPaiº, A [concise, or] comprehensive, and pro and whitening (M, Msb) clothes.
(M, Mgh,
Mşb.)
Jitable, story, or narration. (TA.) = [I. q.

see 3-aš.

"3, i.

and

* 5x^i,

#23, see; i.-š-š º &º, (S.M.K.)

Shortened; contracted :

º,

e.

3,

… •

&c.]—iº.
sº- "à, ai, [A woman

and confined; restricted; limited ;

and "5-43, (K) and "ā, i., ($, M, K) and Jº- 3-3,

and

g•

325-aş: see
*... • 2

P 6 -

-

à, i. and -í.
º,”, * *

º o .

Lºlaº. — 499taš: see 5.25.

*%-3, (K,) [He is his cousin on the father's

3.23.

whose steps are shortened, or contracted;] likened

-

Jº-aj.

See

3–43. = See

also

side,) nearly related; ($, M, K;) i. 4 ºx (S, to one who is shackled, whose steps are shortened,
Lºras.
TA) and tº : (TA:) and in like manner you

ºr contracted, by the shackles. (Fr)—Jº

say of the a.º.

9 * >

cººl and aftill cººl and cººl Jºaš A mare that is brought near [to the tent or

juaš One who beats (S) and washes (Mgh)
and
whitens (M, Mºb, K) clothes; ($, M., &c.;)
dwelling), and treated generously, and not left to

Jºl. (Lh, M.)

(sº:
23. =(s_i, (Az, S) and seek for pasture, because she is precious : (S, K.) as also "...i. (M, K.)
and a mare that is kept confined. (T.A.) –
3.2% 3---, first signification. =:
"Jºãº (A'Obeyd, Az, Ş) The rib that is next 5-3,
[which
is
extr.,
for
by
rule
it
should
be
to the aietà [or flank], (A’Obeyd, Az, S,) also
without 5, and "5-3, (Az, S, M, K) and sº #23 A woman restraining her eyes from
called iº9, (S) and -si-. §º, (A’obeyd) "à, i. (K,) A woman confined in the house, or lºoking, at any but her husband. (S, K.) –
See

See

º

at the bottom of the ribs, (S,) between the side and tent, not suffered to go forth : (S, M, K :) a
the belly: (Az:) or the former is the lonest of the woman kept behind, or nithin, the curtain: (TA,
ribs, and the latter is the highest of the ribs : in explanation of the last of these three epithets:)
(AHeyth:) or the latter is the lowest of the ribs : a girl kept with care, that does not go out : (Az:)
or the last rib in the side : or the cº and the pl. of 3,3-aš is jºuai.) [and so, app., of
"99.3 are the two ribs that are next to the **:) when you mean short in, stature, you
• *

> *

-

2-ets Jº Contracting shade. (TA.)
9.3 - 6 -

º

30-253, and (sometimes, $,)

à-2,3,

without

teshdeed, A receptacle for dates, or for dried
dates, (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K,) in which they are
stored, made of mats, (S,) of reeds: (M, Mgh,
Mşb, K.) in common conventional language

aalail [or flank]: or that are next to the two say 5×25 [only], and the pl. is juas. (TA) only so called as long as it contains dates: other
Kutheiyir says
collar-bones. (M, K.)
wise it is called Jºji (Mgh:) thought by IDrd
3.35. see: : Ea andjº, in two places: =
to be not Arabic; (M;) and he doubts respect

§ ai.
juaš: and £1.3 and £123; see;23,

"

; ; Jé -º-Jº ºff

*

---iſ is sºju, º,

ing the authenticity of a verse in which it is

and

º

93

#3, Jº-sºº &

*%.
e. g.

(K.ºrt. j-e; &c.) the dim. is 5-ass; and
5-2-53. (TA.)—t A woman, or nife; (IAar,

juas, a

subst, The shortening [or clipping] of
the hair. (Th, M, K.") Fr says, An Arab of
the desert said to me in Miné,

mentioned, ascribed to Alee: (TA:) pl.

K;) as also

º, tº juai, (S, M) or, as Fr relates it, 5.45 Jé (S) [And

ãº [q. v.]. (IAar, T.A.)

• 2 of

2-aşi More,

and mºst, *hort:

fem.

(sº-º:

meaning, Is the shortening [or clip thou art the person who hath made every female (Mgh :) the pl. of 2-aşi is 2-els). (S, K.)
ping] more pleasing to thee, or the shaving of the confined within the house to be an object of love to
me, while the females confined nithin the house
head? (M.)
know not that: I mean those confined within the
3- Short; and lon, i.e. having little height; curtained canopies: I do not mean the short in lace, or collar, or the like, syn. #355, (S, M, K,)
contr. of Jusºs ($, M, Mºb, K3) and so "...e6, step : the norst of women are the short and com resembling a aš-2: (S:) so called because it
app. a kind of rel, or possessive n., not a verbal pressed]. And a poet says
cleaves to the 5.4% [or base] of the neck : (M :)

&l- 21,

* ($, M, K) and Šuai ($, K) A neck.

epithet: (M:) fem. of the former [and of the
latter] with 3: (M, K:) pl. of the former, masc.,

•

.

.2

•

tº

-

º

* Jº 92-9" cº essals

(S, M, Mºb, K.) and fem, (M., K.) Suas, (S, *

Jºaº cº-->Jºel J - 'd

->

2

*

3.

• * >

• * f.

• *:

º

*.
º

M, &c.,) and pl. masc. [applied to rational
beings,) iſ aj, (M, K,) and pl. fem. §tas;
(K;) 3 being added by thº. Arabs to any pl. of

•

or a aī-, proportioned to the 3,23 [or base
the neck]: (A, TA) pl. -elá. ($, K.)

of

A.Ş. &eraiº &º, and 4. "reis, BIe was

[And I love, of women, every one that is
confined within the house, that has a short pedi

content with less than he was seeking, of the

gree, among the good]; i.e., every V **i.

thing. (TA) And Jºlº & 4 tº * Gº,

of

the measure Jº, as in allº- and au- and

âtés and ãº-

(Fr;) or

#14,

whom it suffices to mention her descent from her with kesr to the Jo, (S,) or * -i-, (as in a
is syn. with father, because of his being well known. (M.) copy of the M,) He was content with less than he
-

* 2°

º

p

3-5, and is extr. (Sgh, K.)—aſsº &- i.e. Hence, in the Kur, ſly. 72,] ... Sº, ai, sº was. seeking. ($, M.)
[lit. A short thing from a tall thing; meaning.) *] [Damsels having eyes whereof the white is 2-aiº, and "re-i-,
g

And

cº- &: <,

I nas content with an

-

a date from a palm-tree: a proverb; alluding intensely nºhite and the black intensely black, inferior thing from such a one. (M.) = See
to the abridgment of speech or language. (K.) confined in the pavilions, (Az, Mgb,) which are also 2-aş.
of pearls, for their husbands; (Az;) concealed
6 o' .

—eº 34, [and gº), 1 He has little, or no,
power: or is niggardly :] and ja; : 2. [they

º

by curtains: (Az, Bd:) or confined to their

& .

tº e o ze

º 3 e.

j-ai.e.: see 2-ai.e.: = and 2-aş.
-

husbands, and not raising their eyes to others :

have little, or no, porter : or are niggardly]. (Fr.:) or having their eyes restricted to their

º

6 p.

º,

, ,

5-ai, &

Such a one came when the
319 +
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or fell upon pebbles, or dust, nºbich one conse

afternoon, or evening, was almost drawing near

quently found in the eating of it. (M.) And

(TA.)

to night.

sºlº ãººl < *ś The piece of flesh-meat

• 6 -

º. - 6 -

39-aa-oº: see j-a”

had

*-ā. (M, K.)
An Arab of the desert, describing the effect of
rains, said, << 1. is a <iji 9, i. e. [If thou

some dust upon it; as also

3, ai, (M,K) and *ś,25 (M, TA) The wooden
jº, (M, K,) with which he

implement of the

beats clothes: (M. :) and the V latter, a piece of

n’ert to thron donºn a piece offlesh-meat, it mould

See Supplement.]

wood, (M, K,) of any kind; or of the jujube-tree,

not become dusty; meaning, by reason of the

abundance of the herbage. (M.) You say also,
Jää, inf n. Jºã, The place
3-3 Jº,

(TA.)

specially.

Jas

2.

juží.

act. part. n. of 2, q.v. and see

aor.

-

1. Jai, (§, M, A, &c.) aor. Jai’, (5, M,

[Deficient in liberality or bounty:] one who makes

Jaš, (M, Msb,) He bored, or per
forated, a pearl, ($, M, A, K,) or a piece of
$34, ſº tº 334 is
wood. (Msb.) ; Jaš is also used as signifying
[And I said to him. Thou hast been deficient in ---, i:ū ū3.2 Çe Jää [app, meaning He
liberality with respect to them; app. meaning broke through the shell of the pearl so as to dis
Msb,) inf. n.

a gift scanty, or mean. (TA.) A poet says

º

+

had in it, or upon it,

Jalaš (or small pebbles, or

dust]; as also "Jiří; (M, K.) and "Jai-l.
(K.) And Jºu Jºj, aor. and inf. n. as in the
next preceding instance, The bed became over

spread neith dust. (M.) And 3-49. •º "Jäi

($, M, A, K*) The bed, or place where he lay

she-camels or the like;] i.e., thou hast not given close it, and extracted it.] (T.A.) – Also, (M, upon his side, was, or became, rough to him, and
of them nor given to drink from them [of their A, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) He broke dusty: ($, K:*) or had Jaé, or small pebbles,
a thing: (M:) or he broke a stone mith the Jºie,
q. v.: (A:) or he broke, brayed, crushed, or broke

(M.)

milk].

*

2:

.

upon it : (TA:) or was, or became, uneasy to

23-25- and 325-añº: see re-e?, in five places. in pieces by beating, a thing; syn. 33; (K;) as him; as also aºle Jºš. (M, TA:) or both signify
he did not sleep : or his sleep was uneasy. (TA.)
—See also § 3–5–4+. An ample or also "Jaiki: (TA:) which latter also signifies
29. •º "Jäi t[Grief, or anariety,
p 6 .

º,

- d -

-

a spacious [house or mansion such as is called al he broke a thing in pieces [in any manner]. (M, And [hence]
212, which is defended by malls: (M,” K,” TA:) TA.) You say also, All- Jº, (A,) or 34-), disquieted him]. (A, TA.)
or it is less than a 3's ; (M, K;) as also *śjuaš ; (TA,) meaning He threw don'n, pulled down,
4: see 1, in six places; from dºº- Jaš to the
and is not entered by any but the onner: (Ki) pulled to pieces, demolished, or destroyed, with
end of the paragraph. = &–49 aele aul Jas
such a part of a house is called the 325-añº of a violence, the mall. (A, TA.) And "Jai Ai. &
-

-

O --

©. ...

-1 -o

--

213, and the jº thereof: (Useyd, TA:) any <-93 (S, A) The lion breaks the limbs and bones God rendered the bed, or the place where he lay
apartment (is-U), by itself, of a 3">, when the of his prey. (A.) And 4:1–2 cº- 4-a- "J-aia; upon his side, rough to him, and dusty: thus the
verb is trans, as well as intrans. (S, K.") And
latter is ample, or spacious, and defended by
I severed his side from his back-bone. (Sh.) — ºil is He left the thing [consisting of, or
walls: (Lth, TA:) a [chamber such as is called [Hence.) J.-L.A. Jä, ($, M, A (in the first
overspread with,) small pebbles. (K,” TA.)
a] à--, of a house: (Mgh, Msb:) pl. Jºeli.
.* - O -

and last
and

Jºeli. See an ex, voce -->4.

(Lth,

TA) And 3,49, (Lth) and ºs- à, i.

-

-

d -

d

-

tº a aīl) aor. as above, (M, A,) and so

the inf. n., (M,) t He sent, or sent forth, (M., TA,)
or impelled, (TA,) [or dispersed, (see 7,)] the
horses, or horsemen, against them, or upon them.

5.

Jºã and Jºãº

see 7.

7. Jail It (a thing) broke, or became broken.

(Mgh, Mºb) and gº- ãº, (S) The part (M, TA) — 39, Jaš, (JK, O, K) aor, and (Msb.) Said of a wall, it signifies the same:
which is the station of the Imām [or Khaleefeh] inf. n. as above, (TA,) He pulled out (8-13, in (T, Msb, TA:) or it became thronin don'n, pulled
down, pulled to pieces, demolished, or destroyed,
in a mosque : (Lth, Mgh:) so called because
some copies of the K &lº.) the nooden pin or peg with violence : (A :) or it fell donn: (S:) or it
confined [by a railing or screen]: ($:) or, accord.
to some, 3,3-aie, thus applied, is changed from or stake. (JK, O, KTA) = & Jºš, (Zi, cracked, without falling down; (M, K;) as also
K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Zj,) ( He put into Jºël [from Jalis); inf n. [of the former]
(Msb:) [and, as used in thé present day, that the Jºº-, [i. e. meal of parched barley, or gruel Jºva-i-iil, (K;) [and Jºliº, inf n. Jūji ;]
made thereof, something dry, or hard, such as
part of a mosque nihich is the principal place of sugar, or 25 [i.e. sugar-candy]; (Zj, K;) as also but if it fall, you say, Jaii, inf. n. Jºiás so
prayer, when it is partitioned off from the rest
AZ : (TA:) A'Obeyd and others reckon it
Sgh, K) and 'Jaiº signifies the says
a biliteral-radical word, belonging to this art.;
of the building; and the railing, or screen, which ***śī; (A,
surrounds the oblong monument of stone or brick put much sugar into his cº-, (IAar.) = (M;) or AZ reckons it as such; (TA;) but Aboo
its original form,

which is

3-5, an act. part. n.:

a aī, ($, M, Alee, makes it a triliteral-radical, [like its syn.
or nood over a grave in a mosque; sometimes en 23.1 & 4 a.s. (TA) and &
closing a kind of baldachin over the monument. K) ſaor, Ji si) inf n. Jaai, (M., TA) 1 Jº, from Jáš, holding its measure to be
32- also signifies The chancel of a church; found pebbles, (S, M, K,) or dust, (M, K,) Jail. (M, T.A.) — It became cut in pieces.
-- ~ *

* ...

See

**]

And

à, ai. and "3,43

A al-e betn’een my teeth in eating the food. ($, M, K.)– (TA.) – [And hence,) duº;i ~ail t
* ~ *
Lalala) Jº, aor. Jºãº, (S, A, K,) inf. n. Jaai, nections became sundered, or separated.

His con

(TA.)
[or kind of curtained canopy or baldachin, such
as is prepared for a bride). (Lh, M., K.) And (A, TA,) The food had in it pebbles, (S,” A,” K,” [See also Jº-1-1] – [And from Ja-i- as ex

the former word, A piece of ground which none TA,) or dust, (K,” TA,) which got between the plained above on the authority of the S, or of the
but the on-ner thereof is allowed to tread. (TA.) teeth of the eater: (S,” K,” TA:) from Jº-à: A, is derived the phrase] Žulj Jºël (S, M, A,
(q.v.]: (S:) the verb is like.ſe, in this sense as well
-,

-

* * >

325-aa-e:
• . .& J

&

See

- © .

as in that next preceding ;

23-aše.
-

trans.: (TA:) and

2.

º

2-azā-e ‘-º-º-; see rºº’.

"J iſ

&c.) The bird dropped down (S, M, Mgh, Mºb,

intrans. as well as

K) sniftly from the air, (Mgh,) in its flight, (S,
signifies [in like Msb,) to alight (M, K, TA) upon a thing; (TA;)

manner] it (food) had in it pebbles and dust. [i. e. pounced down, darted donn, or made a
(TA.) And tº Jaš, (IAar, M.) second pers. stoop;] as also "Jaaii and "Jºiá, (M, K,)
L-la-aº
* ... • o 2

* , ,” ".

..

-

<-A aff, ſaor, Jaijinf n. **ś, (M.)The flesh
º

Ju-25 and J.ua as dial. forms of J-U-5 and
* , ,” a -

Juº, ſq. v.] (K)

the latter of which is formed by permutation;

e o -

meat had in it

Jaé [q. v.], which got betnceen (M;) or only the latter of these two is used;

the teeth of its eater, like small pebbles: (IAgr:) (S;) or the latter of them is the more chaste;
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(TA;) for the three déds are found difficult of setting of the asterism, meaning the Pleiades]. (AZ, S, O.) – And &º said of a garment, (S,
pronunciation, and therefore one of them is (A," TA.) And ~5 iai. tºº-, t[We were O, TA,) or of a rope, (K, TA,) It became old
changed into yé, like as is the case in J.-4: [for rained upon, or we had rain at, lit. by means of, and worn out, and dissundered, (K, TA,) and
&A), from 3-ºl, (S, TA) and J-º- for the danºn-setting of the Lion]. (A, TA.) = See rotten, ($," O,” TA,) when said of a garment,
*3. (TA.) You say,

** Jº ej9. Jää

also

Jää,

in three places. = And see

(S, O,) from being long moist and folded : (S, O,

Jää.

TA:) or, said of a rope, it broke in pieces in con

The hank [made a stoop, or] flew don'n sniftly
upon the prey, or quarry. (TA.) — Hence,

iºs, (M, K,) or vizi, (A,) t|[Devirgination];

($) Jail said of a star, or an asterism, (S, A,) a subst, from

Jä,

in the former of the two

sequence of its having been long buried in the earth.

(K, TA)— And & staš, (K, TA) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (TA,) The eye became red,
! [It darted donºn: or] it dropped donn. (TA.) senses assigned to it above. (M, K.) You say, and flaccid in its inner angle, and in an unsound,
— Hence also, (TA,) J.- …” ~ āāl (The º ãº "…# * 43 &L= 1[That was on or a corrupt, state, (K, TA,) ulcerated, or sore.
horses, or horsemen, rushed, or ment sniftly, upon the occasion of her devirgination, on the night of
(TA) You say "à Jºe. (TA.) And L3
them, or against them : (S,” TA:) or dispersed her being conducted to her husband]. (A, TA.) Wäuää *::= ($, O, TA) meaning In his eye is un
themselves, or became dispersed, against them, or = Also the former, (S, M, Msb) or "latter, (A,
Mgh,) or both, (K,) : The virginity, or maiden soundness, or corruptness [&c.]. (S, O.) – And
upon them. (M, K.)
head, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) of a girl, (S, Mgh, a--&as, inf. n. ta; (K, TA) and staff or staş,
*~

*

~ 0.

º

-- *

8. cars f He devirginated her; ($, M, A, K,) or of a woman, (M,) or of both.
Mgh, Mºb, K;) namely a girl, (S, A, Mgh,) or
You say,
3-, (Lh, M,) and

º

*

*

-

(Mºb.)

(accord. to different copies of the K,) in the L the

***i. -ºš.

latter of these, and tº also, (TA,) His --(A,
Mgh,)
(
He
took
her
virginity.
(Lh,
M,
[or
grounds of pretension to respect or honour]
puberty; whereas Lºyºl and Uº ºl and UA)-axi
were
unsound, (K, TA,) and faulty. (TA.) =
are only used as meaning before puberty: (Msb:) Mgh.) = See also Jää. = And see Jaś.
&º,
(El-Umawee, S, O, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. º,
and **), with C3, signifies the same as lcars.
Jaai
A
thing
broken,
brayed,
crushed,
or
(El-Umawee, S, O, [and the same is indicated in
(TA.) – [Hence,) ășſsy Jail t He opened the
broken in pieces by beating : (TA:) pebbles broken the K,I) He ate (El-Umawee, $, O, K) a thing;
head [or mouth] of the 35'x' [or water-skin].

a woman; (M;) or either, i.e. before and after

4 º' -

in pieces and crushed: (TA:) or, as also Vázs, said of a man. (El-Umawee, S, O.)

(TA.)
* * ~

6

-

pebbles broken into small pieces: (Ki) or small

4. Laji He gave him to eat; (S, O, K;)
10: see 1, near the end. = axe-ale Jai pebbles broken in pieces : (A:) or, accord. to
He found his bed, or the place where he lay upon some, the former is pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] namely, a man: (S, O:) some say that it is with
his side, to be rough. (S, K.) – [And hence, of the latter: (TA:) or both signify pebbles, and —3: (TA in this art. :) but Sh says that it is with
22 Jai-itſ He found grief, or anciety, to be dust : (TA:) or the former signifies small pebbles; J, after mentioning stal as transmitted from
disquieting to him]. (A, TA.)

(S, Ms) as also "i35, (§, K) and "ij, (K)

A’Obeyd from Aş (TA in art. Las.)

and "Jºaš, accord. to IAar, as is said by IAth
: see 1, first half, in four

→

* *...*

o f

* 0.

5, 25-232 cl aº by aij They accounted his

3.

-

5 , , 6 -

places: and see a.a.i.a5, below.

and $gh and the author of the L, not "Jaş, as

of a company of men, in a trad. (TA.)

"Jaraš (TA) or "Jºš signifies pebbles; and

grounds of pretension to respect or honour [too]
is said in the K, for this signifies large pebbles,
lon' [for them to marry him], or [too] mean,
R. Q. 2. Jaiki: It broke, or became broken, accord. to IAar, as is said by the three authors
(Ibn-Buzurj, K, TA,) and [too] faulty. (Ibn
into pieces: (M:) it separated, or dispersed; or mentioned above as citing him, and the author of
became separated, or dispersed; (K, TA;) said the K has erred in assigning this last meaning to Buzurj, T.A.) – See also tºº.
32
3.

* .. 2

*

. .

-

-

tº part. n. of ºras; and its fem, with 3:

Jºš A place in which are Jaº, (M, K,) "Ja-aī is a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] thereof: see 1, in three places.
meaning small pebbles, or dust; (M3) as also (AHeyth, L:) and Jää also signifies dust that 2: 22

"J. ai (M., K.) And iai Ji, (M) or

overspreads a bed.

(M., K.)

You say,

3–

ău as: see the following paragraph.
ºf

2

*::: Jº: see 1. – One says also, 4:1. L.
the
pebbles
and
dust
in
thy
food.
(TA.)
=
See
(S, K.) Land in which are pebbles: ($, M, K3)
jià 29. lik Jº i.e. [There is not] any disgrace
*::: [alone, as though a subst.], (K,) and wääs, * Jº 3 ail, and "āzāl, Benare thou of

3:
and land abounding with stones: (M:) or lon, or also Jaş.

3U as

-

depressed, land, the ground of which is sand, and
by the side of n!hich is plain, or hard, and elevated
land: (Lth in explanation of the last of these

[to be imputed to thee in, or in respect of this
32

-

Jaai,

affairl. ($, o] And tº 4-J ($, o, K)

-

see Jaš, in two places.

and *;tº (K) [In his ground, of pretension

to

Jºaº See Jºã3, in three places. – Also, respect or honour is] faultiness, (S, O, K,) and
words, and K:) pl. of the last, Ja...a5. (Lth.)
Also, Food in which are pebbles and dust: (TA:) ;Small pieces of food; as being likened to small unsoundness. (K.) And
Jº
(S, O, TA)
and flesh-meat that has fallen upon pebbles, or pebbles. (Kt.)
He married in a disparaging manner. (TA.)
dust, (M,) or upon stones, or pebbles, (TA,) which
iaia 3 The sound of the breaking of bones.
one consequently finds in eating it: (M, TA:) and
~as
anything having dust in it, or upon it; as food, (S.) – [See also R. Q. 1., of which it is the
or a garment, &c.; (M, TA:) and [in like inf n.]
1. *-ā, (S, M.A, &c.,) aor. -, (M, Mgh,
3.
manner] "Jaai, (S,) or "Jaai, (K,) but when
Mºb,
K,) inf. n. J.-aš, (M, Mgh, O, Msb,) He
Jaie An instrument mith nºhich stones are
applied to a place, the author of the K writes it

staff &

º, ...

• 0

cut it, or cut it off; ($, M, A, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;)
Jaai, (TA,) food containing pebbles, (S, K,) or broken, (JK, A, TA,) resembling a 2:45, q. V. as also "4:a:3; (M, Mºb, K5) and "4:33;
dust, (K,) getting between. the teeth of the eater. (JK.)
(M, K;) [or this last is used in an intensive
g

(S, K.) = See also Ja-as, in two places.
- a -

s &

vaş
* : *,

ãaş: see Łas, in four places. = Also, of a
star, or an asterism, fi, q. t; [here signifying The

* . ;

sense, or in relation to a number of objects:] you

& au. Jº as [He cut of the branch]; and
*i- tra”, (K,) or àº- s—as, aor. -,
5-3.
&: **-a-3 [He cut off a branch
inf. n. tá, (AZ, S, O, K,) The nater-skin became
# *- : . . . .

-

say,

1.

danºn-setting thereof; for it is] from Jºël said of rotten, and fell in pieces, (AZ, S, O, K, TA,) as from a tree]; and, in *J,4 "--as [He
a star, or asterism. (TA.) So in the saying is the case when it has been folded while damp. cut off the redundant portions of the branches of
-->

(TA), i. i: * t;

t[We came at the danºn

(TA) You say "&ašiū. (TA) and "āšāºš.

the trees], inf. n.

**i.

(A.) = See also 8, in

2538
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~~as

two places. = And *.*, (S, O, K, JM,) aor. nas trained. (TA.) – And *-a-sit He tasked
in this case *, (JM,) inf. n. J-45, (S, TA,) He him to do a deed, or nork, before he was able to

** as an epithet applied
**i.

[i. e. Cut off).

to a branch, i. q.

(M voce

& 4,

and

struck him, or beat him, (i.e. a man, K,) with a do it well. (M.) – And I He slaughtered him, Mºb.") – And [as a subst., A rod, stick, wand,
-º-aš, (S, O, K, JM,) i. e. a rod, or stick, or namely, a camel, in a state of freedom from dis branch, twig, snitch, shoot, or stalk;] a c. ** [i.e.
ease and in a fat and youthful condition. (A.)
the like. (TA.)
branch from the stem or from another branch, of a
J-45
Such
as
are
cut,
and
eaten
in
their
fresh
tree], (S, M, O, Mgb, K,) [and particularly] that is
2: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
state,
of
plants,
(M,
Mºb,
K,)
of
any
kind;
as
cutoff (M, Mºb.) pl. &# ($, M, o, Mºb, K)
—[Hence, 2,81-às, (S, M) inf n. *,
is
said
in
the
Bári';
(Msb;)
a
pl.
[or
rather
coll.
and
& (M, O, Mgb, K, but this is less ap
(S,) He cut ($, M) the branches, (S) or some of the
branches, (M,) of the grape-vine, [i. e. he pruned gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is *ś : proved,TA) and -aš, and "Jºšis a quasi-pl.n.
it, in the days of the &: [or spring]. ($, M.) (K:) or it signifies, (S, O, Mgb,) or signifies (M, TA.) [Hence] one says, “…ails ãº 4.
= And Jºi-, -ás, (M, o, K) inf n, as also, (K,) [a species of trefoil, or clover; i. e.] t[lit. He became possessor of the burdeh and the
above; (O, K;) The sun extended its rays, or i. q. iº, (S, O, Mgb,) which is the same as rod], meaning -i-º-º: [i.e. he became a suc
beams, (M, O, K) like cºa; [or rods]; (M3) ****, (M3b,) or & 5, [which is also the same,) cessor]. (A.) – And A bow made of a rod, or
as also we. Žij: (M, O, K:) used by a rājiz in (K) the name by which the people of Mekkeh branch, (AHn, M, K) in its complete state :
describing the sun when it had risen appearing call 33, (Fr, TA) and (K) called in Pers. ($, (AHn, M :) or one made of a rod, or branch, not
like a shield, without rays, or beams. (IAqr, M.) o) < *. ($, Mgh, K) or ~~); (O) as split: (M, K.) also called "#33. (TA)—
also viº; (8) or this is the sing. [or rather And +The quill of a feather. (TA voce &k.)

4. Jºš cºast (M, K, TA) The land pro

– And t'The virga, nervus, or yard, (AHát,

duced, (M, TA,) or produced abundantly, (K, n. un] of .35, which signifies Jºsua ſpl. of
T, K, TA,) of a bull, (AHát, TA,) or of a man,
[but SM states that he had not found it thus iaiºl; (M;) called J-4 because it is cut. and of an animal other than man, (T, TA,) or of
expl. in any lexicon except the K,1) the plant (Mgh) – And Any tree of which the branches an ass, &c. (S,” TA.)- And t A slender arron:
called -*. which is eaten nhen freshly cut. (M, grow long and lank : (K. TA:) <-º-; in the K
pl.º.º. (As, TA) – And t A slender sword;
K, T.A.)

is a mistranscription for 4... (TA) – And contr. of i-º-º:

pl.

-ºš and J-45:

(IAth,

bors are made; (En TA:) or talender as an epithet applied to a sword;
Nadr, O, K;) said to be of the kind called 3. (M, A, K,”) likened to the -aš of the tree.
7. Jaſſ'. It was, or became, cut, or cut off; (O.) AHn says that -- as [accord. to the L and
(A.) – See also <-4. = Also A she camel
Certain trees from nºbich

5: see 7: — and see also 2.

(S, M, O, Mgb, K5) and so "-ki (but app.

“…a5, but accord. to a copy of the M
which I think a mistranscription,] is the
things]. (M., K.) – And [hence] the became "...a5,
name of Certain trees of the plains, or soft tracts,
TA app.

that has not been

trained, or broken-in: (S, K:) or

in an intensive sense or said of a number of

that has been ridden (A, M) before she has been
trained, (A,) or before she has been rendered
cut off, or separated, from his companions. (A.)
gentle:
(M:) or that has not acquired expertness
growing
among
collections
of
[other]
trees;
having
– And, said of a star, f It darted down (TA)
leaves
like
those
of
the
pear-tree,
except
that
they
in
being
trained; and applied also to the male.
from its place. (S, A, O.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,
are thinner, and more soft; and as trees [in (M.)

(S, A, O,) describing a wild bull [i.e. a bovine

general] resembling pear-trees: the camels feed
upon its leaves and the eactremities of its branches;

antelope], (O,)
º

f

• 6

©

.

6 -

•ºf 2

; : itaj, ($, M. A. O.) and 2,4', (A)

but when the camel has become satiated therenith, he What falls in consecutive portions,
...)

• 6.9

*

- -

of the eactre

forsakes it for a time, for it sets his teeth on edge, mities of the branches of trees, when they are

6* * >

and irritates his chest, and occasions him cough.
lopped, or pruned, (S, M,” A,” O,) and of a
(M, L, T.A.) And *āºš [as n. un, of * * grape-vine : (A:) or you say * âûâș, meaning
[As though he were a star launched forth in the signifies A tree from which arron's are made: one
darkness of night, darting don’m after an evil says ~# 2. [An arron made from the species what is [or are] cut off, of a thing. (M, K.)

*-ai. Jº 2%. Jº-.

+

º

demon]. (S, A, O.)
8: see 1, in two places. You say,

4:33,

of tree called -aš]; like as one says gº." &c.
(ISh, T.A.. [See also *.* below.]) — It is also

Juá.

See

*5. - Also One nihose habitual

work or occupation is that of cutting [app. in a

meaning I cut it off from• *the
thing. (S, O.) a name applied to Portions that one has cut from general sense]. (Ham p. 490.)
: * ~ * :: * ~ * >
– And [hence] one says, al-3 cy')3 lºse cº branches to make thereof arrows or bows. (O,
*; A certain plant. (Kr, M.)
K.”) – See also *…*.
-

•

... •e adº

452- -3.3t; 3.j, meaning 4×5. and &
[i. é. Such a one was talking to us, and Zeyd
…

•

came, and broke off his talk, and turned it to
what was niholly different in subject, or to what

#35: &-4. – One says also, Jº Jº L.
#3; There is not in my mouth a tooth that nill
See

J.º.

see the next preceding paragraph.

º, e º

*:

See

*ś, in

three places. – Also i. q. cut a thing so as to separate one half of it from

had but little connection with the subject of the

Jr. aš (K, TA) as meaning The bon, thus called:
former discourse: an ex. of a common conven
tional usage of J-a-31, mentioned in rhetorical
treatises &c.; as when a poet breaks off his -e:
to enter upon the main subject of his ode]. (A.)
– And Jºaº 51 t He eactemporized, or uttered
nithout having prepared it, ($, M, A, O,) speech,
(S, A, O,) or a narrative, and poetry, or verses.

(TA:)

(M.) – And f He rode (S, A, K) a beast, (S,)

the class of

&.

(4.

[for which the CK has agº)) an arrow [in the ability to eacecute, or perform, them. (S, A.)
complete state] is made:

pl. ºt...a5. (M, K.
* - J -

[In the TA, the pl. is said to be 3,445, with
fet-h and sukoon; but this, as pl. of a subst. of

i&#, is anomalous.])

or a she-camel, (A,) before it, or she, was trained,
º. 6

or broken-in; (S, A, K,) and (S,K) so "-º, (S,

the other half (TA)— And iſ as Jº 14

see the latter word: or an arron-shaft man who often eacercises the faculty of deciding
** * * * *
from a tree of the species called
nhereof
affairs; (33-39 £uº; $, M, A, K;) possessing

J-36 and "--aš($, M, Mºb, K) and ºut;
and wit: and "-ai, (M, K,) as epithets
applied to a sword, Very sharp, or sharply-cutting:

(S, M, Mºb, K:) or the first signifies [simply]

ã, as A portion of a herd of camels; and of a
cutting, or sharp: (O:) [and the last but one is

O, K,) aor. 2. (K.) And (TA) + He took from flock, or herd, of sheep or goats. (O, K.) =
the camels, and trained, one in an untrained And Such as is slender, and light, or active; as doubly intensive, signifying very sharply-cutting:]

state; (M, K;) as also *J.35. (TA) And an epithet applied to a she-camel, and in like the pl. (of the first, O) is “…sº (§, 0) and [of
the second] *-*. (S.)
+He rode a young camel for a night, before it manner to a man. (O, K.”)

-aş – las
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-

Jai and "Juai, i. 4. J-2 [as meaning 4 lañº also, [contr. to the general rule,) (Msb,) upon the lo, and making laš to govern a gen.
reaping-hook and also a pruning-hook). (O, K.)

— For the former, see also -ºº.

case [as it does virtually in the preceding in
extr., (M,) and of the latter, (M, TA,) Jalaš and stances]; and the Basrees say, that this is the
ãºuai, (M, K,) The hair was, or became, right mode, as meaning the like of Jºj J.

inf n, of the former, ii, (M, TA) which is

©e

i.ai. A place in which grows [the species of
[frizzled, or] very crisp, very curly, or much
trefoil, or clover, called] -*. (T, S, M,” O,”
K,”) i. e. (S, K) agº, which is called in Pers.
(S)

<º

…

e. e.

29, and sº •º Jºë: (K) or some say ºff,

tnisted, and contracted: (S,” Msb:) or like that with jezm; and some say W #3, making it inded.

the Jejº (Mºbi) or crisp, curly, or twisted, with damm for its termination; each governing
($, K; and the like is said in the of
and contracted, and short. (M, K.) =3,…) Li, what follows it in the gen, case. (M.)- It is

M :) pl. J.-Ali, and by poetic license **i.
(O.) And 4 place in which grow the trees called
TA,) or ki,(M, Mşb,) the verb being co-ordinate
-ºš from which bows are made. (K.)
to Já, [contr. to the general rule,) (Msb) inf. n.
Juai. One whose craft, or occupation, is that
#6, M.M., K) and **ś; (M. K3) as also
of cutting [app. herbage &c.). (Ham p. 490) —
See also J.-ai. = And Land that produce, £5, with damm; (Fr, K;) The price was, or
(M, K) abundantly (K) the herbage called -º became, dear, (S, M, Msb, K,) and high . (Msb:)
which is eaten nhen freshly cut, (M,” K, TA) Sh thought this explanation to be wrong, and the

($, M, Mºh, K) aor iſ, (S. K.) with ker, 6.

also a verbal noun, signifying Jº [It suffices,
or will suffice; or it is, or nill be, sufficient]; and
when this is the case, you say,

K,) like as you say,

Jºkº, (Mughnee,

J-º-º:

[It suffices me,

or neill suffice me]; (Mughnee;) or Jú- [which

means, emphatically, it suffices me], accord. to
the Koofees; (Lth;) which is also allowable
when ºff is equivalent to --- [as we have ob
i.e. [the species of trefoil, or clover, called] areº-as. meaning to be the price flagged; but Az says,
that in this he was mistaken. (TA.) – Aſ ſº served above]: (Mughnee:) and you say also,
(TA.)
3- God made the price to be, or become, dear. 4.3, meaning juié [emphatically It suffices
•
* * *
[pass.
part.
m.
of
1,
q.v.;
and
see
thee]; and Jº, meaning Júé [emphatically
(Fr.
TA)
,-------

~3].

It suffices me]: (Ki) so in the copies of the K;

2 : see 1, first sentence.
A certain metre of verse, (M, O,)
the thirteenth, (O,) consisting of &ºt. <ºeli,

[in the CK, erroneously,

“…iº.

(M, O,) twice; (M;) originally & $$,
so called as though it were the

7. Kºl quasi-pass. of &; as explained in the

Jººl

but [it seems

that it should be Jºj, for it is said in the

first sentence of this art.; It was, or became, cut; Mughnee and its Expositions, that in this last

i. &c.; and so "kºs. (M, TA)

** with a foot,
8: see 1, first sentence: and see also 7.

namely, clas-e, cut off (O.) — J-ai. ap
plied to verse, or poetry, and a writing, means

case the addition of the J is indispensable:
(MF :) and some say, 2-9, & <--- º [A.
dirhem suffices, or will

R. Q. 1.

suffice,

'Abd-Allah (in

it. I e-kilºš The sky let fall rain,
the CK, erroneously, A-5)] ; making it to

! Extemporized. ($, O.) — And Jº -a-à (AZ, $, M,) or hail, (M,) such as is termed govern the accus. case [as it does virtually
Jº means t Untrained in a work; (A;) or *iº (AZ, S, M.) or the shy rained. (K.)
in preceding instances]; and some add J,

tashed to do it before he can do it well. (IDrd, S.)

J-aiº.

*ś,
see its verb, 7.
-

<---,

saying, 2-92

d ** "3-4-5

ſmeaning the

[explained in exs. here

same]: (Lth, K:) [hence, some say, that ſcº
following, (Lth, S, M, Mºb, Mughnee, K,) i.e.,
in] Jº is a word originally thus formed with
(S,) denoting the being satisfied, or content, (Sb,

[&as
-

signifying

-

S, M, Mgb,) with a thing, (Mºb,) is thus written,

out any augmentation, like [-…- in)

J

_o-aº

with fet-h to the J, and with the lo quiescent, (M;) [but J says, if the J in Jº belonged to
(Sb, ş, M, Mºb," Mughnee) like 3–2; (K;) the root of the word, they had said 3:45, which
See Supplement.]
and also, (Sb, M, K,) sometimes, (Sb, M,) is not known. (S.) — It is also syn. with <-- in
* laš, (Sb, M, K,) with tenween, mejroor; (K;) the phrase *i; #3-3 #. S. &; tº [I have not
Jaş
2 **
3.
and W Jº [distinguished from Jº in the next
seen him, or it, save once, and that n'as a thing
1. alaš, aor. *, (S, M,) infin. Jaš, (M,K,) He cut
sentence]; (Sb, M, K;) but the term “mejroor.”
sufficient or that was enough]: ($, Msb:") or, as
it, in a general sense: (M,K:) or he cut it, meaning
a hard thing, such as a ai- [or boar], (Lth, M, is here used contr. to the rules of grammar, as it is said in the Mutow wel, 1.5 in *ś is a verbal
Usº

denotes that la 3 is decl., whereas it is not.

K) and the like, (M.) in a good form, or fashion, (M.F.) It is used as a prefixed noun: you say, noun, meaning abstain thou [from further ques
like as a man cuts a reed upon a bone; (Lth;) º 13s 40.5 Thy sufficiency [meaning suffi tioning, or the like], as though it were the com

and "ºlai, also, ſinſ. n. of Alaº, signifies the

plement of a condition suppressed [such as “the

4-5 (Lth,
a aiº, (K, TA,) and making it even : S, Mughnee;*) and like it is Jas: (Lth :) and you case being so.”]: or, as is said in the Mesáil of
Ibn-Es-Seed, the -3 is properly prefixed because
or *ś signifies he cut it breadthnwise,
cient for thee] is this thing; syn.
© e

cutting
(TA:)

also say, using it as a prefixed n.,

Jºº

My suffi the meaning is and I was satisfied, or content,

K;) he so sepa ciency; syn. Jº-º-; (Lth, S," Mughnee;) like
therewith ; so that the -3 is a conjunction: (from
rated it; (Kh, $3) opposed to $33, (§, TA,) J33; introducing cy, (Lth, S, TA) as in a marginal note in a copy of the Mughnee :) ſit
across, or crossmise; ($, M, O,

which signifies he cut it in halves lengthwise,

Jº and Jºe and Jº, contr. to rule, for the therefore virtually signifies and no more; or
like as one cuts a strap or thong: (TA:) and reason which has been explained in treating of only; and thus it may often be rendered: and
* AL-5, signifies the same. (M, K.”) You say,

this explains what here follows:] when laš is
used to denote paucity, (M, K,) which is said by

35, (S, TA,) to preserve the original quiescence
of the le; (Mughnee;) and J-le-s; ($, Mºb,
the inf. n., (Msb,) He nibbed the reed for nºriting;
cut off its head breadthnwise, across, or crossnoise. Mughnee;) and "bj; (S;) and W buº, (S, M,

tive phrases, (MF) it is [written ä,) with jeºm,

(S, Mºb.) And ºn 3-juº, tº The far. K,) like Auxi, (S. K.) indecl.; (M3) as signify

(M, K.) and without teshdeed: (M3) you say,

Jill ſi, ($, Mºb,) aor, as above, (K) and so

El-Hareeree, in the Durrah, to be only in nega

rier pared, and made even, the hoof of the beast ing J.-- (S, M, Msb, Mughnee, K:) and, as is 34 S! Jºe L. [which may be rendered Thou
of carriage. (TA.) = <!! labs, (§, M, K,) is said in the Moo'ab, 29, & * * The suffi hast not save this only] : but when it is followed
… • tº

-

-

-

with the reduplication made manifest, (S, M.,) ciency of 'Abd-Allah is a dirhem; [and the like by a conjunctive , it is with kesr; [as in the say
and *ś, aOr. º, (M, Mºb, K,) and, of the latter, is said by Lth and in the Mughnee;] pausing
ing]2,31 ºf $5, $º tº [virtually mean
w
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laş
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las A slice cut off (ii.16), of a melon or other

ing I knew not, or, emphatically, know not, save refº [meaning damm for its termination] because

this only, to-day] : (K:) and also, (K). when it is like J.; and 34. (Lth :) accord. to Ks, thing. (A, TA.)—f A portion, share, or lot,
thus using it, (M,) you say, i.3 ;: S. à uº (S) ºf is a contraction of ſº: ($, M.) Sb (M, A, Mgb, K,) of gifts, (A, TA,) &c. (TA.)

Jºš V [likewise virtually meaning He has not says, that it denotes .º. ; [app. meaning that Hence the saying in the Kur, [xxxviii. 15,)
save ten only, O young man], without teshdeed, it signifies abstain thou from further questioning, ~~12: J.; tº: tº J-2 tº, t[O our Lord,
and with jezm; and * - 5, with teshdeed and or the like; for El-Hareeree says, in the Durrah, hasten to us our portion before the day of reckon
khafī; (Lh, M, K;) the kesreh of the latter, in that ſº and ºf both signify the same as <--- ;] ing]: accord. to some, our portion of punish
a case of this kind, being to distinguish the ºš and that it is indecl., with damm for its termi ment: but accord. to Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr, it
3

-

6 * ~

*

which denotes [paucity of) number from la 3, nation, like &- (M.) You say also, 3.14 (.
3 which denotes time. (Lth.) = See also la–5, 25 tº ºf lik [app. meaning I have not done this
alone, nor ever]: (K, TA: [in the CK ſº ^3 ºff,
first sentence.
3.
but]) the former laš is with jezm to the lo, and
laš : see laš.
the latter is with teshdeed and damm to the le.
2.

© a

45; see £3 := and see also ºff.
-

6 *

laš : see laš.
-

a2

32

£5; see Lä.

(TA) And Jº (; "k; † 13, Jº J3 L.

means, of Paradise. (TA.) – t A writing ;
(Fr, S, Msb;) [such as that of a man's works;]
and hence, accord. to Fr, the words of the Kur
cited above; those words being said in derision:
(TA:) or a nºriting of reckoning : (M, K:) or a
n:ritten obligation: (M :) or it signifies also a
n:ritten obligation binding one to give a gift or
present; ($, K, TA;) and hence the saying in

[He, or it, has not ceased to be after this manner the Kur cited above: ($) pl. , 3: ($, M,
during all past time, O young man]; with damm Mşb, K:) which Az explains as meaning gifts,
to the J, and with teshdeed. (Lh, M.) It is and stipends; so called because they were issued

used only in negative phrases, relating to past written in the form of notes and statements of
time; the saying of the vulgar * {{xif S [mean obligation upon cut pieces of paper or the like.
Jaš: see laš.
ing I will not do it ever] being incorrect; (Mugh (TA.)-t An hour, or a portion, (aetº,) of the
: See ſº.
nee, K; [in the CKºśī) for with Pºpect to the
night. (M, K.) You say Jill &: * Jºãº
iš is an adv. noun, (Mughnee,) [generally] future you say Jºe (TA) [or lºi); or it is +[An hour, or a portion, of the night passed].
2.

&2

2

denoting time, (S, M, Mughnee,) or past time, mostly so used, accord. to Ibn-Málik: (MF :) (Th, M.) = A male cat : (S, M, Msb, K:) the
but it occurs after an affirmative phrase in places

include all past time; (Lth,
Mughnee;) as also " £3, (S, M, Mughnee, K,)
(Msb, K,) used to

in El-Bukháree, (K,) in his Saheeh; (TA;) for female is called its (Lih, S, M, Mºbi) Kr
t; tº-o 3’)-2 Jº [The longest prayer disallowed this latter; and IDrd says, I do not
the former vowel being assimilated to the latter;
which I have prayed ever]: and in the Sunan of think it to be genuine Arabic; (M;) but to this
(S, Mughnee;) and * ºff, (S, M, Mughnee, K.)
that it occurs in traditions: (MF:)
Aboo-Dawood; ſº Öğ tº; [He performed the it is objected
and " kā; ($, Mughnee,” K5) and some say
º three times ever]: and Ibn-Málik asserts it the pl. is bus ($, M, Mºb, K) and iº, (M,
*iº, (S, Mughnee) whence i3 is formed, by to be right, and says that it is one of the things K) or kº, (Mºb)
making its termination similar to that of the pri which have been unperceived by many of the
3.
tº see laš, throughout.
mary form £3, to show its origin; (S, M.;) or grammarians: (K:) El-Karmánee, however, in
eX.,

- -

this would be better than 35 (M3) and "Aş, terprets these instances as though they were
(S, M, Mughnee,”) like 34, which is rare : (S, negative. (TA.)
M:) of all these, the first is the most chaste:
(Mughnee :) when time is meant by it, it is
always with refa, without tenween: (K:) or one

says also "ki, (M, Mughnee, K,) with kest and

© -

ºff: see ºff, near the end of the paragraph:

i is [A mode, or manner, of cutting a thing,

-

= and see also

£5, in the first sentence.

such as the extremity of the nib of a writing
reed]: see an ex. voce J-' (near the end of the
paragraph).

2
- *

#

see las, in two places.

teshdeed to the lo, (M, K,) accord. to IAgr;

(M;) and Y ºff, with ſet-h and teshdeed to the

3.

-

Jala; ; see laš.

#2.É, and "kö, (M, Mºb, K) and "kai,

(TA,) Crisp, curly, or twisted and contracted,
le; (M,” K;) as well as with damm to the le
short, hair : (M, K :) or hair that is
and
without teshdeed. (K [in some copies of which
crisp, very curly, or much twisted and
very
is here added, “and with refa to the lo;” to contracted: or, accord. to the T, **aš means
which is further added in the CK, “without
hair of the &——3: (Mgb:) or you say,
teshdeed:” but I find two copies without any
"Jai *. meaning very crisp, very curly, or
addition of this redundant kind: for by “refa" is
here meant, as in a former instance, “ damm ;” much twisted and contracted. (S.)- : J-j,
though improperly, as the word is indecl.]) You and **aš, (Mºb) or ºil ºf Jº, and **aš
[I have not seen him, or it, *H, (S, M, K,) A man whose hair is crisp,
say, º &; tº &c.
ever, or hitherto]; ($, M, K;) and ºf 423 u. curly, or twisted and contracted, and short: (M,

-

:

e -

see lag.

bus #:
º

3.

-

loUlaş : see laš.

-- -

or
[I have not done it ever, or hitherto]; (Mºb, K:) or whose hair is very crisp, very curly,

£u: A *5- [q.v.] who makes [the small
bores of wood or the like called] Ji- [pl. of

ai-]. (S, O, K.)

[See 1, first sentence.]

Axis Small rain; (M, K;) resembling 24%

much twisted and contracted; (S,” Mgb;) as also [q. v.]: (M:) or the smallest of rain; the next
Mughnee;) i.e., in the time that is past; (Mºb,
K;) or in n-hat has been cut off of my life;

" ºut 3: (K: accord. to some copies; but

(Mughnee, K;) its derivation being from <-ºff accord. to other copies, as a pl. in this sense:
[the reading of the latter is more probably cor
from the

meaning “I cut;” for the past is cut off
rect, and is that of the TA:]) or beautifully
present and the future; and it is indecl. because
or twisted and contracted: (TA:)
crisp or curly
3.
it implies the meaning of 34 and cº its mean
the pl. [of laš] is *u-ji [a pl. of pauc.] and Cºlas
ing being &S & <iº- & 3. [since my being
- d.

-

-

and ºuts; and [of 'ki,j] &º: (M, K.) the

created until now]; and with a vowel for its ter
epithet applied to a woman is
mination to prevent the occurrence of two quies
cent letters together; (Mughnee;) and it is with

iº,and WAlaš

without 3. (M, Mºb)=See also "ºff.

* ---

above which is termed

$$, ;

the next above this,

Ji.

[but see this last term;] the next above
this, Jº; and the next above this, *:::: (AZ,
S:) or rain falling continuously, in large drops:

(Lth, K:) or hail: (K:) or small hail, (M, O,
K,) nhich is imagined to be hail or rain. (O.)
3 - so

-

- - -

puſ Jº. A dear price; as also "Pºlai, (M,
3.

º

-

K.) and * ºff, (K,) and "la-leus. (IAer, K.)

las – ºr las

.Book I.]

&- tú tº: tº

You say,

|We arrived at a

land of dear prices. (S, T.A.)
3.

-

Abé:

see lots.

2541

seems, to insert a stick, so that the middle of one the mystics, it is applied to +The hierarch of the
loop should be above the stick and the middle of saints of his generation, niho is also called &#1,
the other should be beneath it.} : (K, TA:) when and is supposed to be pre-eminently endued with

he does not bend the loop, [app. meaning through sanctity, and with thaumaturgic faculties, and to
the other and then a second time as described

be known as the -ºš to none but his agents unless
above,) the action is termed &t. (S, O. [See he make himself known: at his death, his place is
of ending of the extremities of the ribs of a horse: dºº- &º, in art. Jº-.]) = 4.5 signifies believed to be filled by another.] = […} also
(M, K:) or the extremity of the rib, projecting also He angered him; (O, K;) aor, as above
over the belly: (K in art. --> ) ºr the place [and so, app., the inf. n.]. (O.) = And also, signifies. A species of plant : ] accord. to AHn,
the -las [is a species of plant that] extends upon

ii.

[in the CK erroneously

Li'l The place

of ending of the ribs of a horse: (TA:) Lú, [is the (K, TA) aor.-, (TA) inf n, Jºj, (S. O.) He the ground like ropes, and has a yellon, thorny,
pl., signifying, as explained in the $, in art. cut it, or cut it off: ($, O, K:) but in this or prickly, blossom ; n-hen fit to be reaped, and
J.5%, the eactremities of the ribs, projecting over instance the lo is substituted for Jó. (O.)
dry, it hurts men to tread upon it; and is round
the belly: or it] signifies the two eactremities of
like a pebble; n. un. * i.i. (O:) [it is said in
2 : see above, in three places.
the belly of a horse, whereof one is at the
-

sternum,

the K that "ákál is said to

(Jai), and the other at the pubes.
4: see the first paragraph, in two places.

(En-Nadr.)
3

o .

Jºlaš: see the next paragraph, in two places.

signify a certain

plant: and the pl. is Jºš or-lº. (thus accord.
to different copies: in my MS. copy, the former;
and in the CK, the latter, and there said to be

iii. The thing upon nihich the reed for nºrit
ing is 'nibbed; (S;) [generally made of bone or
Jºš (S, A, O, Mºb, K) and "Jºš and "...is like sº if the former be right, it is a coll.
ivory;] a small bone upon which the nºriter nibs (S, A, O, K, but some reject the second and third gen, n. :)] or -º and "āºš signify two species
his reeds for writing; (K;) a small bone nihich of these, TA) and "Jºš (A, K) and "āºš, (so of plants: and the latter is said to be a certain
herb, having a fruit, or produce, and berries
is found nith the sellers of paper, upon which
they cut the eactremities of the reeds for writing. in some copies of the K) or "àº, (so in other
copies of the K, and thus accord. to the TA, as
(Lth.)
on the authority of Th,) The acis, or pivot, (T,
**i. see l'É.
A, Msb, K,) of iron, (A, K,) of a mill; (T, S,
A, O, Msb, K:) the iron thing that is fired in
ičići. fº. A shy letting fall rain such as is the middle of the nether stone of a mill; (IAth,
TA;) the iron in the nether stone, around n:hich
called kiºs. (AZ, $.)
revolves the upper stone, of a mill: (Ham p. 54:)
5.

(-) like those of the J-5s [a tree that bears a
kind of drupe]; Lh says that it [app. the -ºš,
the pronoun being masc.,] is a species of thorn,
jrom which diverge three thorns, resembling a

• *

pl. Juji (A, IAth, o, TA) and 3,43 (IAth,
-las

TA) and iº. (O) — Hence, (TA) -ºil,
1. Jºš, (K, TA,) aor. 2, inf. n. Jºj, (TA,)
IIe collected a thing, brought it, gathered it, or

(S, O, Mºb, K.) and accord. to some "J.J.i.
and
"...lºiſ, (MF) iſThe pole-star: or the pole
drew it, together: (K, TA:) this is the primary of the celestial sphere:] a certain star, (K,) a
signification. (O.) – [Hence] one says, “…ſº

4.-- [here meaning caltrop: the leaves of its
stem resemble those of the [species of trefoil
called] Já and 53, and -laš is the name of
the fruit: and a las Ji [i. e., accord. to general
analogy, *iº, like #25 &c.,] signifies Land
in which this kind of plant grows. (TA) = See
6,

o z

also a laš.
•.

g

•2

º

-las: see -las, first and second sentences.

<e jº- i. e. fſ[The wild ass] collected [his small star, (ISd, TA,) according to which the
herd of wild she-asses]. (A : there distinguished hibleh is constructed: (ISd, K, TA:) a star

J-ºff, [app. an inf. n. of which the verb is not
cº, around which mentioned, (in the CK -1,3, but, as is said in
as tropical.) – And 2. -ºš, [.…: being
app. understood,) and V-lasſ, +The people, or the celestial sphere, or firmament, revolves, (S, O, the TA, it is aé5-4)] which is forbidden, is
TA,) small and white, and never moving from its
betnveen the

(sº- and

the

party, assembled themselves together, or congre place : [but it seems that nebula should be here
gated, (O, K, TA,) and were guests, and miced
substituted for star :] Aboo-'Adnán says that the
together. (TA.) – And -ºš, (A, K,) aor. :,
Jaš is a small star always in the midst of the
inf. m. Jºš and Jºsé; (K, TA;) and '-º',

four [stars] of Jºsé “, [which is evidently a
(K,) inf. n. *i; ; (TA;) He contracted the mistake, never quitting its place, around which
part between his eyes; (A, K:) and grinned, or

One's taking a thing [by measure or weight], and
then taking the rest of the commodity by com
paring it with the former portion, without measure
or neight. (Kr, K,” TA.)
5

.

2 :

g

**, 2

6 of

-la.5 : see -ºs-la-5: = and āºlas Jaji : see
ºf

o-p

-

revolve the U.S.Ma- and the cyl-A595: but accord. to •-laş, last sentence but one.

-

displayed his teeth, fronning, or contracting his
face, and looking sternly, austerely, or morosely;
(K, TA;) by reason of drink, &c.; (TA:) or
* &º, (S, O, Mgb,) aor. -, inf. n. J.Lº,
(Msb,) he contracted the part between his eyes:

Ibn-Es-Saláh El-Mohaddith, it is not a star, but
axi. ſmeaning a spot, or a nebula,] in the sky,

a.

&

-2

2.

~la-3

* ,o:

:

see Jaš, first sentence.

near the US-Me-, which latter is the [pole-] star

whereby the kibleh is known in the northern
countries. (TA.)- And [hence likewise,] -ºil
signifies also IThe cause, or means, of the sub
He contracted his face; ($, O ;) or did so much. sistence of a thing: and t the thing, or point, [or
(So accord. to a copy of the S.) – And -ºš person,] upon which [or upon whom) a thing [such
Jº, (S, A, O, Msb, K.) aor. 2, inf. n. Jº, as an affair, and a question,] turns; pl. [as above,
(Mgb,) He miced the wine, or beverage; (S, A, i. e.] Juº and Jºsé and i.º. (K, TA:) —

(S, o, Mabº) and *, '-º', inf n. **i.

i. i.i.
22, 2

*

•

* :

-

a laš: see -laš, first sentence: = and again,
in the last quarter of the paragraph, in three

places. = Also An arron-head (S, O, K) of

small size (O) with which one shoots at a butt :
(S, O, K:) accord. to ISd, a small, short, four
sided head at the end of an arron with nihich one
o, Mºb, K5) as also "...lasſ; ($, O, K3) and And [The chief, or lord, of a people or tribe; shoots, to the utmost possible distance, at the butts:
(S, A, O, K;)
cº J.; meaning tthe accord. to Th, the end of an arron, with which one
And
He filled the reºl. (K.) — chief, or lord, of the sons of such a one, upon whom shoots at the butt: accord. to AHn, it is of n!hat are
their state of affairs turns [i. e. depends, and by
whose
government their affairs are regulated]. arron, with which one contends for superiority in
He inserted one of the two loops of the [sack called]

"...ſº, (0, K, TA) inf n. *ii. (TA)—
* -º
Jºº-ji-ki, (K, TA) inf n. *-ij, (§, O.)
Jºse into the other, (S, O, K, TA,) on the oc

cº-

called Jºº (pl. of iº, q.v.). (TA) or an

(S, O, TA) And º- Jº-º; [lit. The

shooting : (A:) [but] accord. to En-Nadr, it is

casion of making up a load, (TA,) then bent it awis, or pivot, of the mill of war, or of the mill of not accounted an arron) ; and "...; signifies an
(S, O, K*) again, (S, O,) [this time, app., back the war, means ſthe commander of the army. arrow-head; occurring in a trad. in this sense.
and down, and put them together [in order, it (S, O, TA) – [In the conventional language of (TA.)
Bk. I.

320
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-la.5 – laš
•

&ſº A certain plant. (K.)
-

Jº: A

,” 2.

•

, z

32

[Book I.
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•Pºlai•: see -glas. – islañº is; A water bling of his urine] is said of a man who cannot
retain his urine, (Mgh, K,”) by reason of cold
skin filled. (Lh, O, TA)

certain plant, of rehich is made rope

of twisted strands, or nell-tnisted rope, (K, TA,)

3-ki: * [A

contracted face]. (K in art.

affecting the bladder. (TA) = J~\ , is:
see 1.

=ºis <!. (inf. n. Jºã, S)

He pierced

resembling that of the cocoa-nut, the price of j-.)
him [with his spear] and
which mounts to a hundred deenárs of ready
money, (TA,) and which is better than that made

of the fibres of the cocoa-nut. (K, T.A.)

Juºs An admirture (Lth, S." O, K, TA) in

of his sides. (S, Mºb.) And 43 ºs; in the
copies of the K * Jº &º, but this is a mis

jlaş

1. Jº, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (S, Msb)

infº. As and Öſkj ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and

what is drunk and what is not drunk. (Lth, 23|aš; (K;) [and in an intensive sense, juai;
º, e

three him down on one

in

take; (TA ;) and * , asſ; and a "...iii; (K;)
vulgarly * * if: (TA;) His horse threw him
donon on one of his sides. (K,” TA.) See *ś.

(see a verse cited voce J-e);] and V_la_31;
(AHn,
TA;) and W,leUij; (Msb, TA;) said of See also 1. = 4.33 las, inf. n. as above, He
“...iſ meaning “the act of cutting,” ($, TA,) water, ($,
Mgh, Msb, K,) and of tears, (K,) or jumigated his garment neith *ś, i.e., aloes-wood.

TA) – And -- ºuj, (S, A, O, K,') from

or from the same as meaning “the act of bringing, other fluid, (S,” TA,) [It dropped, dripped, or (K.)

or drawing, together” two things, (TA,) The
opening that is cut out at the neck and bosom of a
shirt or the like, for the head to enter into it: (O:)
or tthe part n'here the two sides of that opening
unite: (A,” K,” TA:) or, as AAF says, the loner,
or lonest, part of that opening. (T.A.)

jell in drops;] it flowed (Mgh, Msb, TA) drop

4. plašl: see 1. – It nas time for it to drop,

by drop. (Mºb.) — It occurs in a trad. as drip, or fall in drops; it was ready, or near, to
signifying Úe jº, Or Sº, [He let fall sneat, or drop, &c.; expl. by 2, #4 & < Öº- (S,) and
urine, in drops, J in which each subst. is in the Jºi. & 3'-. (K.) = &lasſ: see 1. = }laşl

accus. case as a specificative: said of a person in
intense awe or fear. (Mgh.) – &- & jº

Jº).

see 1. =

4% &lasſ:

see 2.

J.,ki ($, o, K) and "Jºš (K) [and "Jºš ; :) The gum [exuded in drops or] came forth

5. **, quasi-pass. of 2, [It was made to drop,
drip,
or fall in drops; &c. See an ex. in a verse
jrom
the
tree.
(TA.)
–
4:1
-ºš
i
+
c_a.
(occurring in the A in art. --ex, as opposed to
--> and J.-, to which it seems to be therefore [His anus voided eaccrement in drops]. (K.) = cited voce Jºi. –] He fell [upon his side].

assimilated in form,)] Who contracts the part
between his eyes; (S, O, K;) and grins, or dis
plays his teeth, fronning, or contracting his face,
and looking sternly, austerely, or morosely; (K;)
[or rather the first signifies one who does so much;]
applied to a man. (S.) – Hence, (TA,) **)
and "...blin signify The lion. (O, K, T.A.)

º

($) — & * Jºu: see 2. = sº She
the country, or in the land; (S, K;*) and fumigated herself with 21.3, i.e., aloes-wood. (K.)

Jº Jaš inf

n.

ski, ! He ment anay into

hastened; (K,” TA;) as also las, inf. n. 3,44.

6: see 1.

=2;in JºloUij tſhe people

came in

(TA.) = 91.3, (A5, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) [aor. *,)

consecutive companies; from Jºy juas. ($, TA.)

inf n. *š: (Mgh;) and "ºlas, (Mgh, Mºb, K.)
inf. n.

Juail,

(Msb;) or the latter but not the And hence also,

cº * style\55 ſ[The books,

former accord. to AZ; (Msb;) and 73,125, (S, or letters, of such a one followed one another in a

regular series]. (TA.)
*: Miced wine or beverage [&c.]; as also Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n. Akā; ($, Mgh, Msb;)
He (God, K, or a man, S, Mºb) made it (namely
* **
10. &lais- He sought, or desired, its dropping,

º

WJºsſaic. (K.)

itſ. A piece of flesh: (Kr, K.) from ºf

water &c.) [to drop, drip, dribble, or fall in or dripping, or flowing; [endeavoured to make it
drops;] to flon (S, Msb, TA) drop by drop : (S, drop, or drip;] expl. by 23%;25, (K, TA,) i.e.,
Msb:) he poured it out, or forth. (Mgh.) You

signifying “he cut” a thing. (TA.)
say

gi-

Jº it.” <!º, and 45.5, and ãº, *}<. (TA) — tº lais- [He sought,

or demanded, bounty, as it were drop by drop].

i.J.; Anything mired. (TA) And ſpar [He made the neater to fall drop by drop into the
ticularly] (TA) Camels' milk and sheeps' or goats' throat.] (Msb) — tº Jºj u : What hath
milk miced together: (IAar, $, O, K:) or goats' poured thee (4.3 u.) upon us? (TA)—jº
milk and sheeps' milk miced together; (K;) which ūšš, (Lth, K,) inf. n. Jú, (Lth,) + He prostrated
is also called i-º-º: (TA:) or fresh milk, or
such a one with vehemence. (Lth, K.) [Perhaps

(K in art. Jas.)

Q. Q. 1.2–1.3 :
Q. Q. 2. Jºã:

See art. Jºlars.

milk such as is termed cº- [q. v.], mixed with
*ś [Drops;] pl. of 5,13: (S:) [or rather a
this is from 1.3, signifying the “side;” and if coll.
gen, n., having this signification; or] what
aïs, [or melted fat, &c.]: and i, q. #3, [q. v.]. so it is not tropical. See also 2.] – 2: Ala#
drops,
(K,) of water &c.; (TA:) n, un. 3,1,5;
! He served the garment, or piece of cloth. (IAqr,
(TA)— See also a.º.
(K;) which signifies a drop: (Msb:) pl. of the
K.)= Jº

J-Lü.

See

Jºsé, in two places.

à l'é biº- t They came all together: (S, A,”
O, Mºb, K:) iºlels being a noun denoting gene

jº, (Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (Mºb) inf. n.

former, jus; : (K:) and of the latter, $51.3.
Jºš; (Msb, K;) and Yuyas, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. (Msb.) [See also ău..] You say $2.5 Jº
Jºã; ($;) but this has an intensive significa 5,13 It flowed drop by drop. (Msb.) – Rain:
tion; (Mab3) and " was; (K3) but this ſsays (S, Msb:) n. un. sº [signifying a rain; a
SM] I do not find in the [other] lexicons; Az
shower of rain]: (Mºb :) pl. of the former,
and ISd mention only the first and second; (TA;)

rality, (Sb, S, O,) not used but as a word descrip
tive of state, in the accus. case : (Sb, S, O, K:)
its use otherwise is a vulgar corruption, though
allowed by El-Khafájee: (MF:) or it may be
regarded in a phrase such as that above as being
in the accus. case as an inf n. ; (IAth, TA:) it
is expl. in the T as meaning all together; miced,

He disposed the camels in a file, string, or series; juaj. (S.)
($,” Msb;) he placed the camels near, one to
another, in a file, string, or series; (K;) [and Jºš A side, part, portion, quarter, tract, or
tied the halter of each, eaccept the first, to the tail region, ($, Mºb, K,) of the heavens, and of the
of the next before it.) It is said in a proverb, earth; (TA;) as also Jä (S, K, art. J-5,) and

(K.)

(S.)

• 1-, *, *, Jºu-Ji The failure of provisions 3:#; (K, ibid) either side of a man; pl. ſuasi.
one with another. (TA) And "…lai, Lás causes the camels, driven or brought from one (S, Msb, K.) You say º *~! Jºe stää He
means #1'hey came with their [whole] company. place to another, to be disposed in files for sale. thren him don'n on one of his sides. (S,” Mºb,”

-ºid

and

-ºid

between the eyebron's.

= <! Jºã

He smeared the camel with

cºlºš for tar]. ($, Mºb)
and

(TA.)

*i.

The part

K.' TA) And & ºf 3 Jé sº S II
know not on nihich of his two sides he will fall;

i.e., what will be his final state]. (JK.) And
2.

*:

See

1–2 hº

[He has a drib the pl. signifies The outer parts or regions (

gº)

2543
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of a horse, and of a camel: the prominent parts forth, (3-kiº) from trees. (IDrd, K.") — (Lth, O, K, TA) of the [kind of demon called]
3 *~
*
*
of a horse, such as the withers (a 3&I) and the Jº Jºliº: see 2s in art. 3-ºx. — A camel sº. (Lth, TA) or of the J, which is said to
signify the same as 3’) a...]; as also 'º. (O,
rump: the prominent parts of the upper portions whose urine continually dribbles. ($, K.)
K, T.A.) – And [app. A young, or little, jinnee:
of a camel, and of a mountain. (T.A.) —jº
2*, *z
thus Jº; is expl. in the L: or] the young ones,
3, lars and ju.} &c.; see art. la:3.
-

-

sºlà [The diameter of a circle;] a straight line

extending from one side of a circle to the other
side so that its middle falls upon the centre. (KT.)

*i. [A

kind of stocks]: see

and ºff (S)Aloes-wood with which one fumigates.

P. o.

jºi...—iº ºf land rained upon (K,
[Öºl,

(S, K.)

Jús (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "Jºš (ISk, TA)
Copper, or brass: (S, Mgh, Mºb :) so in the Kur
[xiv. 51, accord. to one reading,) º cº (S,)
or cº 21.3 &- accord. to the reading of IAb,
meaning, of copper, or brass, in the utmost state
of heat: (TA:) [but the common reading is &:
cº-le; ..] or copper, or brass, in a state of fusion:

(K:) so

in the Kur, xxxiv. 11 (TA) [and xviii.

95]: or a certain kind thereof: (K:) or molten
iron : (Mgh, Msb:) and anything that drops or
flon's Gºiá) by fusion or melting, like water.
(Mgh.)
º.

or little ones, of the jinn. (K.) – And A young,

or little, dog : (O:) or the young ones, or little
ones, of dogs. (K.) – And A wolf such as is
termed lº [i.e. rehose hair has fallen off, part
TA.) = x3 lai• jº, and WJai’, ($, K,) the after part, or has become scanty; or mischievous,
latter after the form of the original
(S, or malignant]. (O, K.) – And An ignorant
person, (O, K, TA,) who boasts by reason of his
TA.) A camel smeared neith cº [or tar].
ignorance (--- jº). (O, T.A.) – And
(S, K.)
Conardly, or a conard, (O, K, TA,) even if
6 - 923
* * **
intelligent. (O, TA.) – And Lightnitted; syn.
cylai.e : see 25 lai•.
(O, K, TA;) as also "ºff. and IAar
•ºlas
has mentioned as a pl. in this sense, used by a
Q. 1, 2, 3, (K) inf n, i-º-º-; (O) He poet, -juº, which, ISd says, may be pl. of
hastened, sped, or nent quickly. (O, K.) = And Jºſé or of a sing. of some other form requiring
49.3 He thren, him down, or prostrated him, on such a form of pl., or it may be used as a pl. of
Jºjº by poetic license. (TA.) — And Thrown
the ground: (O, K:”) and so 4.95. (O.)
down, or prostrated, on the ground, syn. 8×e",
Q. 2. Jºã He (a man, TA) moved about his
head: and made himself to resemble the ~ſº (O, K, TA,) by reason of diabolical possession or
(K:) or became like the ~ſº in some one of the wrestling. (O,” TA.) = Also A species of
melancholia; (O, K, TA;) a nell-known disease,
senses assigned to it in what follows. (TA.)
arising from the black bile; (TA;) mostly origi
- laš A certain bird; (S, O, K;) [app. a nating in the month of buš [February, O.S.];
species of on-l; accord. to Dmr, as cited by Frey vitiating, or disordering, the intellect, contracting
tag, a bird that roves about by night and does not the face, occasioning continual unhappiness, causing
sleep; and hence rendered by him, and by Golius, to wander about in the night, and rendering the
stric. No other meaning of the word, as an face 2 at [here app. meaning of a dark, or an
appellative, is mentioned in the S.] – And A ashy, dust-colour], the eyes sunken, and the body
certain insect that rests not all the day, going emaciated. (O.) [A more ample discription is
about, or going about quickly, (O, K, TA,) or, as given by Avicenna (Ibn-Seenå), in book iii.
they used to assert in the Time of Ignorance, pp. 315, et seq. SM states that he had not found
that never rests, (TA,) moving about on the surface this in any other lexicon than the K. Golius ex
of mater. (K.L.) Mohammad Ibn-El-Mustaneer, plains the word as signifying Lycanthropia, on
(K, TA,) the grammarian, (TA,) was surnamed the authority of Rhazes (Er-Rázee).]
-ºš because he used to go early in the morning Jºjº. see the next
preceding paragraph, in
to Seebaweyh; so that the latter, whenever he
two
places.
opened his door, found him there; wherefore he
said to him,
Jºš S; <it. [Thou art none
ſ &le;
6.

[But this is app. post-classical] = }º (S. K)

ide and Já.

* 9.

.”

Jºlas : see plaš.

*:

…

6

*ś. see Jºš.
** 2:

9.e. e. e.

-

.

3,125: see las, in two places.

&\left (S, Mºb, K) and &ſº (Mºb, K) and
&ſº (K) [Tar, or liquid pitch;] what eacudes
from the tree called

Jº,

[or juniper, or the

species of juniper called savin, both of which have
this name in the present day,) (Mºb, K,” TA,)
and from the ji [or pine-tree], and the like, (K,

TA,) when subjected to the action of fire; (lit.
when cooked;) used for smearing [mangy] camels,

(Mºb, TA) &c.; (Mab3) i. q. fte ($) (See
also 3.5)

-

O

e.

x 3 ×

-> 0

JJ

ilaş

*ś A cloud, (K,) or rain, (TA,) having large

other than a kutrub of night]. (K,” TA.) It is
also expl. in the K as meaning Light, or active;
drops. (K, T.A.)
and Th mentions that it signifies thus; and adds
jus; A file, string, or series, of camels; a that one says, Jº Jºš <! [Verily he is a
number of camels disposed in one series; (JK,
kutrub of night]; but this shows that it means an
Msb, K;*) one behind another; (JK;) [the halter insect [described above], and is not [properly

of each, eaccept the first, being tied to the tail of speaking] an epithet. (TA.) To this insect is
the next before it :] and the poet Abu-n-Nejm likened a man who labours during the day in
speaks of

Jús

in

pl. 1.3

a jus; of

ants: (S:) of the measure accomplishing worldly wants and in the evening
the sense of the measure Jº (Msb:) is fatigued so that he sleeps during the night
(S, Msb) and, (S) or pl. pl., (Mºb) until he enters upon the time of morning to betake

himself to the like thereof, sºlº Jºãº--lik
sºft (S, Msb;) vulg, ºut. (TA)
j% [lit. This is a corpse of the night, a kugrub of
3.43 and ju.i. A cloud having many drops, the day]. (O, from an explanation of a trad.)

Jºlas
_slas
See Supplement.]
j-clas

Jºs ($, K) and jº (K) The clft (3%) of
•

* @
A r

a date-stone: (M, K.) or the integument (3,33

that is upon it (0.3); (K:) the thin skin (Ş, K)
assi, which is upon a date-stone, (S,) be

called

tween the stone and the date itself: (K:) or the

white point [i. e. the embryo) in the back of the
date-stone, (S, K,) from which [n'hen it is sonn]

[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 329 and 643.] the palm-tree grows forth. ($) – [Hence, t.A
– And [hence, app.,] ta thief who is skilful, Or small, mean, paltry, contemptible, thing. So the
inA the
Kur, xxxv. 14. One says
9.
d ... f.
5u-š What drops, or drips, ( Jºš tº.) from a active, in thievishness: (O, M, TA:) for J. former signifies
<
.3ſ
tº, meaning, t I obtained
jar (J.--) and the like: (Lh, S:) or from a i.e.-- Jº §i), an explanation of Jºin also yºlas al-e
not of him, or it, anything. (TA.)
thing. (K.) See alsojº. — A small quantity
given [in the O and] by IM and 2-2
others,
the
2of water. (Lh, K.") Ex. ſº &: šu.} &y º
[cºlas
or much rain. (Th, AAF, K.)

2.

In the vessel is a little water. (Lh.)
º

-

… O

copies of the K erroneously substitute 5,915 Jay
[as though

Sºlº had the significations of a thief

*Us Any gum that eacudes in drops, or comes and a rat or mouse]. (TA.) – And The male

3|aş
See Supplement.]
320 *
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* ~* >

;tº Jºliº i. q. 3.4% -Uic, (O, K,) formed [See also caño.])— And Abundant, or copious;
by
transposition, meaning [An eagle] having applied to rain: ($, O, K:) and to a benefit, or
2. *i. [as inf. n. of the pass. v. Jºl, used
sharp talons. (O. [See more in art. •ric.])
benefaction, &c.; (TA) and to a gift (~~);
in relation to a solid hoof, means tºſhe being
• a2
2- fA solid hoof likened to a -: ; (O, TA:) and, (S, K, TA,) or as some say,
-i. [i.e. round, or hemispherical, like the
(O,) to a torrent (Jº), (S, O, K,) as meaning
[drinking-cup, or bonyl, called] -*. (K, T.A. (S, os) round like the -º (A') — And sº
thus, (S, O,) or as meaning great: (K:) whence,
[See also Jºi..]) – And “…it signifies axio ta navel resembling a -*, (A, O, K,)
in a verse of Ru-beh,
•of e
(K;) or 25&l
signifies sunk in the belly, and elevated in the part around
*r-sº

...)

*
, a 2 y
-

-

2% ºft
-ºid
it. (O) – And Jºãº 3-14 stone in which
ºxii; ($, O3) [or 25% J -ºxià, signifies is a hollon, or cavity, resembling the ~3. (A.)
** 2.É. i.e. tThe speaking with a guttural
voice, or from the furthest part of the fauces; or

• 6.

6

*

**

*

"c-sie -= -lºſ C-2 tº Le

*

*

*

2:

...

•

º

*

[What he will of the means of the attainment of

is a person who abundant gain]; <--i-. being of the measure
the doing thus, with a twisting of the sides of the twists the sides of his mouth, and who speaks [nith Jºi. from 3-5 as applied to rain &c. (O.
mouth; and opening the mouth so that it becomes a guttural voice, or] mith [or from] the furthest [The word J-e, of which the right reading is
as though it were a cup such as is called -*. part of his fauces, and opens his mouth [making it certainly as above, is there imperfectly written,
(see Jºi. :)] you say, a-Sé- Jº Jº and 23; to be] as though it were a [cup such as is called] more like --- than -*.])
~5. (A, TA)
both meaning the same. (L, TA.)
<<i. [pass. part. n. of 4]. Ru-beh says,
Q. Q. 3.

Jºë

Jºi. Jºi. & f Such a one

He put his hands upon the

J-x5

ground, and sat in such a posture as to be ready
to rise. (TA in art. •rias, from a trad.)

22° 2

• O.P.

6 *

z -2.É

po

**** ~ * ~sºl

*

º

2

i. iś & 33, (S,0,K,'TA,”) [accord. to
º-

which last, "i3 is an inf n., as also 3-3, but,

.x

•*

o e

•0.

*-ij-, 9; 333---, --,

*

º

Jºš A deep nooden drinking-cup or bonel: (S,

if an inf. n., it is app. an inf. n. un.,] adr. *,
o:) or a large vessel like the [bowl called] is as: (accord. to the TK, [but I think it is more pro
(Mgbº) or a large, rude, drinking-cup or bonel: bably *, agreeably with a general rule, like the
(A, K.) or one inclining more nearly to be small: aor. of the same verb in the next sentence,))
(A, K:*) to which a solid hoof is likened: (TA:) means a fia aſ tºe-, (S, O,) i. e. I gave to him
or such as satisfies the thirst of a man : (A, K:) a small quantity, (S, O, K,”)
&: [of the

[He gave me liberally thereof, or from him, a
large gift, (lit., accord. to the explanation of the
verb, a gift made large,) not such as nas small,
or not such as was obtained by importunity, nor
such as neas slon in coming]: (S,”TA :) but As
says that Ru-beh has done ill in using the phrase
accord. to IAar, the first [or smallest] of drinking
*** -e-, ; for <iº, he says, means paltry,
thing].
<
*ś,
aor.
4,
inf.
n.
3.33,
cups or bowls is that called the 24, which does
or little in quantity; syn. &s and J- [like
not hold enough to satisfy [a man's] thirst: next He (a man) eradicated, or uprooted, the thing;
2 - 2 -

2.

p 6- -

º

(TA)=º

is the

-*, which is [a cup] large enough to

satisfy the thirst of a man; and sometimes it

(IDrd, O, L.) and (0) so "4:3, inf n. 3…i. <--5,

which is said to have this meaning and
also the contr. thereofJ. (TA. [Perhaps the right

(O, K.)

satisfies the thirst of two men, and three: and then,
the J. : (TA:) the pl. is ãº (S, O, K) and
(K) $º and 3-3, (Mºb, K,) the last a pl. of

reading in the verse cited above is

"e-si-.]

2: see what immediately precedes.
º

6

... o.

•

Jºão : see treas. [See also what here im

4.

Jº — as He acted extravagantly in mediately precedes.]
paucity. (TA.) — And t Depth of speech, or respect of his property. (ISk, S, O, K.") —
language. (O, K, TA.) One says, 4 × 13. And iſºl j < *s. He made the gift to him
large; ($, O, K, TA;) and so W tº.3, and &as
4.

-

Jºš +This is speech, or language, having depth.
— And in the T, in art. cº, the phras: [i. e.

ãº &#1.

(TA)

6

(TA. See the verse cited

... o.p.

3',5'91-'ls; is expl. as meaning ºu-S Jacº tº voce Jºão; and the remark of Aş respect
[app, for (39.

&e 9& Jée" i. e. The

nihite

ing it.)

in respect of the teeth, of the young; for ºl,5^)/

*A*9

1, 3–43, (S, K, &c.,) aor. , (A, L.) inf n.

3,3 and 3xi. (S, L, K) and 3-3, (L,)

He sat;
i.a. J-44- [when the latter is used in its largest
sense]; (S, A, L, K;) so accord. to 'Orweh Ibn

7. Jºã3! It was, or became, pulled out, or up,

seems to be here used in a sense assigned to its (As, S, O, TA,) from the foundation, or utterly; Zubeyr, a high authority; contr. of 25: (L.) or
it signifies he sat don’n; or sat after standing:
sing., é-), namely, **S, pl. of $3–1, (As, S, TA ;) it nas, or became, eradicated, or
and J-le-, he sat after lying on his side or pros
which is syn. with Jººl, of which ić), is pl.: uprooted. (K.) One says, << ū ** IIe

trating himself: (Kh, IKh, El-Hareeree, K:) or,

but for this usage of -las I am unable to account: struck it, and it became pulled out, or up, (As, S, as some say, Jaš signifies he sat for some length
I incline to think it a mistranscription, though I O, TA,) from the foundation, or utterly. (As, of time. (MF) See also Jº...— [And hence,
do not know any word resembling it for which S, T.A.) – And It (a wall) fell don’n from its He remained.] – 3–43; Ali : He eaperienced
foundation : like -āzāśl. (A$, S, O.)
it may have been substituted]. (TA.)

#23 +A thing resembling [the kind of receptacle
called] a

aiº,

pertaining to a noman: or a
covered ai. for 3-5- [i. e. meal of parched
barley or the like]: (K:) or a thing resembling a

griefs which disquieted him so that he could not

8. Jºš' He (a digger) took forth much earth remain at rest, but stood up and sat donn.
(Mgh,
* > 22
from a well. (O, K.)- See also 4.
art. A-º) [See an ex, voce #~..] Jºãº J.: 13s
*& 2

-

© -

- 1

• * ~2 & 2 5
*

**
-2.

<-aš Muchness, or abundance. (TA. [See
*

si's sº * * : [This is a thing for which
the enemy will be restless in his attempts against

:
-

•

covered ai. in which is a woman's 3-2-. (O.)

thee]. (A) cº, sº ºf #3 & He

... b
-

-

ass: see the first sentence of this art.
* >3 >

ãºš +A [hollon, or cavity, such as is termed]

sº, in a mountain.

*** A certain disorder in

beat him with a beating of a female slave:
the noses of sheep, (IAar, L, K:*) who is thus called because she

(O, K.)
or goats: (O, K:) thus expl. by Aboo-Turáb.

* A large number: (K:)
a large number or quantity.

and

or a number: (O.)
(O.)

sits and stands in the service of her masters,
being ordered to do so. (IAar, L.)- [ć **ś,
properly, He sat for him, often means He lay in

3.j, (0, K) as expl. by As, (o) Paltry,
Jºel A wolf that howls much. (O, K.)

or little in quantity; syn.

& and 3-4

wait for him, in the road, or nay: see an ex. in
(O, K. a verse cited voce J-.] – issºl ºff t The
-

e

* * * *

-

* *
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2. ºf 4333; I beg God to perserve, keep,

aquiline vulture lay upon its breast on the ground;

W

33.3ſ tº, nºhat hath nithheld, restrained, de

<- (S, A, K.) See also J---— guard, or natch, thee. See &ſ J&sj. (Aboo barred, or prevented, thee? (L)–9% Jºi.

syn.

[Hence, from the notion of sitting down over 'Alee, IB, L.)
against any one,) <!-- 34; t He was able to and 5.

29, (S, A, L, K) and "...au, (A) He did
not seek, seek for or after, or desire, the thing.

3. *-ū He sat with him. (L.) [See also an (S, A, L. K.) See also 1-ºxi signifies He

contend with his adversary. (L, K.) – cº *

&44: cº Jº + The sons of such a one are

See also 4 in two places,

held bach, or refrained. (K.L.)- And also He

ex. in art. 4A-, conj. 3..]

(KL)–:…is

held back, or restrained.

able to contend with the sons of such a one, and
come to them with their numbers. (L.) —
tº

1933 + They were able to contend for us, with

4 sºa5, (S, L, K) and a "33, (L. K.) He
caused him to sit, or sit

down;

He

performed his affair. (IAar, Th, L, K.)

he seated him.

6. & 4, Aeliu t Such a one did not pay him
their warriors, and to suffice us in near. (L.) – (S, L.) —º t He was affected by a disease in his due. (S, L.) = See also 5.
~~9 Jºsé He prepared for war those who his body which deprived him of the ponier to
8. Jºšl He rode a camel: (L, Mgb:) he took,
should contend therein. (L, K.)—25, 333 He nºalk : (Msb:) he was unable to rise: (L:) [as
or
used, a camel as a 33-3 q. v. (L, K.)—
though constrained to remain sitting: see Jºão,
6 *

0.

a ... o.p

3.

performed the affair; syn. º
(Måb.)— and Stº.] —º 333i: [Decrepitude crippled 33.3% ºxs. IHe took a
Jºsé Jºsé He set about, fell to, or commenced, him, or deprived him of the porter of motion]. 3-ºx3 to sit upon]. (L.)
reviling me. (Fr, A, L.)—[And from the notion (A.)
He (a man) was, or became, lame.

—ºft

of sitting down in refusal or unwillingness,

seat of the kind called

• , o, ø

R. Q. 8. sºil; see 4.

L)–3tº

~ 92
; : *.
*...* : * :
(S,
in the hind leg of a horse is Its
t He abstained from, omitted, neg
2:133-5 and 3). Aas, see aſſ) J.A. as throughout.
Jº J'), so that it
lected, left, relinquished, or forsook, the thing or being much earpanded
33 Human dung. (L, K.) = See also Jelš
He (a camel) had
affair; (A, Mgh;) he hung back, or held back, is not erect. (S,
• 2 ºf ~ * > .2%
in
two places.
from it. (IKtt.) <<!- &é 3.6 t He hung, the disease called sº. (IK!!, L.)—33.3% 4.31,

28, cº 3.5

•* *

-

(3L)–:

#3–4–5 A single sitting. (S, L, MSb.)
* 3.5 t He remained behind, or perience grift which disquieted him so that he Ex. 5-3 33–33 3-4-5 He sat a single

back, or held back, from accomplishing his want. and "33% as 26, 1 He, or it, caused him to er

*i)

(Msb.)
after, the people, or party, not going with them. could not remain at rest, making him to stand up
(Mºb, art. Jus.) And 34 ºf [t I re and sit donn. (See 1, and 3xi. And see an
mained behind, or after, him;] as also tºx-x-5 ex, in a verse cited in art. Jº, coni. 3.] – Ass!
JºJ) He dug the nell to the depth of a man sit
remained behind, or after, his companions; he ting : or he left it upon the surface of the ground,
did not go forth with them (TA, in art. Călă-)— and did not dig it so as to reach water. (L, K.)

&: (Mºb, ibid.) and *-ºf-35-33. He
[4< *ś and º 4-3 are like -º-; J--- and

3 - e. .

… • & e-

sitting.

3.xx s, see 3.xas in three

(L.) — J->

places. = And see

53-#1 33, and 5.

3-5. H

sºil, A certain month;

($, L, K;) [the eleventh
month of the Arabian year;] next after Jº:

(L:) so called because the Arabs [when their

See also jºi...—-il (Ibn-Buzuri, L) and year was solar] used to abstain (Ösº) therein
* 33:25, (K) He remained, stayed, abod, Or from journeys (L, K,” TA) and warring and
dwelt, in a place. (Ibn-Buzurj, L, K.) = 2.xx}| plundering expeditions and laying in stores of
and '32-33 (inf. n. of the latter 3.xii) JHe corn and seeking pasturage, before performing the
• - d - 9

<! J.-, q. v.] — * 33, see 4 in three places,
and

5–$34, inf n. 3,3;

29),

(K;) or cº

3.33

pilgrimage in the next month; (L, TA;) or

*",

(A, Mgh, Msb, sufficed him (namely his father [but in the CK, because in that month they broke in the young
for riding: (Msb, voce (s3t-)
K,) and
(A, Msb, K;) t She (a woman) instead of sº, we read *].]) jor gaining, or camels
earning;
(K,
TA;)
and
aided,
or
assisted,
him.
ceased from bearing children, (A, Mgh, K,) and
pl. 533i & 3 (S.L., Mºb,K) and elºilºšš;
from having the menstrual discharge, and from (TA)—sºa5, and '32-3 (inf n, of the latter (Yoo, Msb;) but the former is the regular pl.,
having a husband. . (A, K.) [And hence, I She 2 or ºf oed
(Yoo,) because the two words are considered as
(a woman) had no husband: (K,” TA:) said of oxaas 39-0 cºś (, and ºiá, [Such a one has one, (Msb,) and it is the more common: (TA:)
her who is, and of her who is not, a virgin.
Üß. (Mºb.)
no nife to serve him]. (A.) = 0}\ºl oxaşl, and dual 333i, tiºš and
(TA.) —iº ><3 fThe palm-tree bore fruit

(Mgh, K,) and

sº

(Jº)

3.xii, K) He served him. (IAºr, L. K.) [Ex.]
..)

z

•

-

•

2.2

Jº

w

cº-ºil

ea' --

-

Woºj, f His ancestors withheld him from emi
one year and not another. (L, K.)— 3.eti. 345 nence, or nobility; (L;) [as also a "343, and

Gü,

+ [He had thin evacuations of the

* ... o.p.

33, (K) or "3.3, (L.) An ass: (L, K.)
pl.

bowels:

<lº, (K,) with the & quiescent, (TA,) [in

*32-3. You say also, J., & a "3-3 tº

the CK, & 3) or élé. (L.) = [The
see 341(TA,in art al-)—33 Lawnes (š, K) * 2: S. Jet-J, and '82-i- “, and “ former,
A horse's, and a camel's saddle : (L, K:)
and depression ($) in the shank (-hº) of a

camel. (S, K.) [App. an inf. n., of which the * 3.xxºs, tſNothing withheld him from attain pl. 3,133, (IDrd, L.) with which is syn.<!...;
verb is 3x3. But see 1 in art. -3-2.] = 3×3 ing to the means of honour and elevation but the [the dim.]. ($, L.) – See 55-3.
baseness of his origin]. (A.) See also 5. –
It [or hej became; syn. 3-2. Ex. & 33
stºl, 3, + [His inheritance is by reason of $335 A mode, or manner, of sitting. (S; L,
5

* *

-

…

iº- Çte 3.3% Ji-

•

*

• 3

He sharpened his large
J-- 3A. He has a good
nearness of relationship]. You do not say
knife so that it became as though it were a
manner of sitting: (A, L:) and º
33%
t The having ferv ancestors. (IAgr, He sat in the manner of sitting of the bear. (A,”
javelin. . . And
* jºki &# º & ſin the (L.) —
L.)
CK, aſ: and *] Take care of thy garment,
TA)—Jºãº, and Jº, "àº, (L. K.')
5. Sº, t He, or it, withheld, restrained, de The space occupied by a man sitting : (L, K:)

2, #9 Mºb, K.) Ex 33-iſ

ãº

stºl

*}

that the mind do not become flying anay with it.
(IAqr, L, K.”) tº is here in the acc. case barred, or prevented, him from attaining the and the height, or depth, of a man sitting. (L.)
thing that he wanted. (S, L, K.) Ex. Jºsé U.

Ex. Jº #335-3. A tree of the height of a

because the verbº- is understood beforeit, (L)

sitting: (AHn, in L and TA, passim:) and
*ave a trunk. (S, A, K.)=3& He (a man, from thee. (ISk, Ş.) See also 4. You say $3.5 % A nell of the depth of a man sitting:
A 2) stood. Thus it bears two contr. signi also Jé 4. es: W 3.3 Business rvithheld me (Agº) and #33 º Jºe, and "$3.5, The depth

-

à-aſſ ><3

ſ The syoung palm-tree

fications. (AZ, L, K.)

came to

Jé Śl 4.

Nothing but business mithheld me

from thee. (TA) [And so, "Jºš tº, and

772a2b

of our well is that

of a man

sitting: (L:) and
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33-3 5. Jº Jº Ši- us, and w;33, I dug not

stºl & When did this lameness befall thee? one reading,j and ..." & * iº, [Kur
in the ground save to the depth of a man sitting: (S, L3) [and] Stºja, (L. K.) and "slas), (K) lxvi. 4:) (S, L:) or, as the grammarians say,

3.x: is understood after Jººl. (L.)—[Hence,)
A
water of the depth of a man sitting. (Sb, L.) strains him to remain sitting. (L, K.) See father; (A’Obeyd, K;) and *ś A man's
= < One's last child, male or female; and 2.É. and &si...—sº also signifies, (S, L, K,) wife; ($, L, K;") as also "stas: ($, L.) and
one's last children. (K.)
and so "Sºil, (S, L,) or *śći, with fet-h, Jé. sº ãº a man's nife: pl. Jºã. (L.)
iſ Jºj, and iſ "33.3, and 3, "33-3,
#33 A vehicle, or beast of carriage, (..**) (accord. to the K,) A certain disease which affects

(Lh, L:) and

Jº 5.º ;tº Śr. I passed

by

and

*śći, (CK,) t He

has a disease which con

-

(K,) but the last was unknown to A Heyth, (L.)
for women: so in the copies of the K in our camels in their haunches, and makes them to incline

hands; (S, M.;) but accord. to the L, &c., of a (or as though their rumps inclined, IAar) towards [By thy Watcher, or Keeper, God: Jeas and
6 .

-

man; and it is W 33 ess that bears the former the ground: ($, K:) or a lacness of the haunches. "...a5 being epithets, put in the acc. case because
of the prep. - understood; or] I conjure thee by
signification. (TA.) – The [kind of carpet (IKtt.)
God; syn. 37.4333; some say, the meaning is,
called] a.º. [q. v.] (L, K) upon which a man
as though God were sitting neith thee, watching
sits; and the like. (L.)
3
3,234young neaned camel: (L, K.) and a young over thee, or keeping thee: [in some copies of the
;33 see #33 and Gº”.
K, for Jºe alāāa-º, the reading in the TA, we
she-camel; i. q. Jºsé : (K:) or this latter epithet find Jºe alai 4:] or by thy Companion, who is
SJºš: see the next paragraph.
is applied to a female and the former to a male
Ayoung camel: (ISh, L, Msb:) so called because the Companion of every secret, [namely God]!
$33 twearness of relationship. (L.) – 3. he is ridden: (Msb:) and a young male camel, º S Jºsé, and Jºji Y "335; and Jºsé
>Jºš A man nearly related to [the father until he enters his sixth year: (K :) or a young
J251 y 31, and Jºji Y Aſ "J&s; are forms of
of] the tribe. (Lh.) [And] 33–3 and male camel n-hen it may be ridden, nihich is at the swearing used by the Arabs, in which Jess and
*:33 (S, K) and "3,333 and "...ii and earliest when he is two years old, after n:hich he is "Jºš are inf. ns. put in the acc. case because of a
~, "...a5, (L, K,) t A man near in lineage thus called until he enters his sixth year, when he verb understood; [or rather, as it appears to me,
to the chief, or oldest, ancestor [of his family or is called J- the young she-camel is not called
thus, but is termed Jó. (S, L:) Ks heard the and as I have said above, they are epithets, put
tribe]; (S, L, K;) contr. of
and
is...} applied to the female; but this is rare. in the acc. case because of the prep. Jº under
(S, M, K in art. J, le:) and the first, The next term
(Az, L.) – A camel which the pastor rides, or stood;] and the meaning is, By thy Companion,
of kin to the chief, or oldest, ancestor [of his uses, in every case of need; (A’Obeyd, S, L, K;) who is the Companion of every secret, [I mill not
family]; (Msb;) and contr., remote in lineage
called in Persian *}} (A’Obeyd, S, L;) as come to thee; and by thy Companion, &c., or by
therefrom : (L, K:) [in the former sense, an
thy Watcher, or Keeper, God, I will not come to
epithet of praise:] in the latter sense, an epithet also *33, 3, (K,) accord. to Lth, the only authority thee;] like as one says 37 & . (S, L:) some
for it known to Az; but Kh says that this
• * *

& ... o.p.

0 7

• o. -

• 6, 2

º ... o. in

o

× . . o

- -

- © .3

-*

-*.

of dispraise: or, as some say, of praise: (TA:)
or, in the first sense, it is an epithet of praise in
one point of view, because dominion, or power,
or authority, belong to the elder; and of dispraise
in another point of view, because the person so

signifies a camel which the pastor uses for carry say, that Jºsé and "...a5 signify here a watcher,
ing his utensils &c., and that the 3 is added to give or an observer, and a preserver, a keeper, or a

intensiveness to the epithet; (TA;) or the former guardian, that God is meant by them, and that
is masc. and the latter fem.; (Ks, L;) and they are in the acc. case because 2-5 followed
termed is of the sons of the very old, and weak "33%" (š, K.) you say 3, #2-#1.3, i.e. by the prep. - is understood; [the meaning
ness is attributed to him. (S.) – $32.É. *lºsſ Jºãºl, [an eaccellent camel for the pastor's being I swear ty thy Watcher, or Keeper, ye.,
t The inheritance of him niho is nearest of kin to the ordinary riding, or use, is this]: (S, L:) or each God, &c.; and this opinion is the more agreeable
deceased. (L.) — $3.3 +A conardly and ignoble of these words signifies a camel which the pastor with the explanation given above, “By thy Com
man, who holds back, or abstains, from n’ar and uses for riding and for carrying his provisions panion &c.”:] others say, that they are inf. ns.,
from generous actions; (L, K;*) as also *$33. and utensils &c.; and $33, a camel n:hich a man and that the meaning is, I swear by thy regard,
(L.) – t A man nithheld from eminence, or rides whenever and wherever he will: (L:) the pl. or fear, of God, & 4.3%; El-Mázinee and
nobility, by his lineage; as also '3-i. (Az, L.) of sº is $335i [a pl. of pauc.] and 33 and others, however, assert that 2-3 has no verb.
— t An obscure man; (L, K;) ignoble; of lon, 313.3 and &l=3; (L, K;) and pl. pl. [i. e. pl. (MF)— Ks says that ºf '33.33 ſaw being in
rank; as also '33.3. (Az, L.)
the nom. case] signifies God be with thee! (L.)
•

… •

c:

-> -º

of $13,3] & sº. (TA) The dim of 3,3 is
(sº

[A nearer degree in lineage to the chief,
•o 2

or oldest, ancestor, than Jºlº, q.v.]

& * ; and
-

Šeº,

and both with 3, and

5w =2

• w.

2 . .

[or God be thy Companion, or Watcher, or

Jºsé. It is said in a proverb, ºx; 253-5] Keeper!] ; and so does & Jºsé. (AHeyth, L.)
<!--J. They made him an ordinary servant for [or] & Jºº, (IB, L, K) and iſ 935, (K)
the performance of needful affairs. ($, L.)
and iſ Jºã, (IB, L, TA,) [are] expressions of

& and Jº-e (K) and iss-à";...&# (S.
3.2% A companion in sitting : (S, AHeyth,
K,) A man (S) who sits much and lies much upon
L,
K.) of the measure J.- in the sense of the
his side : (S, K:) or the last, an impotent man,
Imeasure Jeº.
(L.) — A preserver; a keeper;
who does not earn that whereby he may subsist;
(A ;) [and the first two.] t A man impotent; or a guardian; a natcher. (L, K.) [In some
lacking poncer, or ability; (L, K;) as though copies of the K, by the omission of 3. this mean
preferring sitting: (L:) or loving to sit in his ing is assigned to Jeli...] It is used alike as
house. (A.)
sing. and pl. and masc. and fem. (L, K) and dual
}A man belonging ſo the sect called 4.il), also. (L.) It is said in the Kur, [l. 16, º
-

$2.

conciliation, not oaths, as they have not the com
plement of an oath : the former word in each is
an inf. n. occupying the place of a verb, and
• * *

* ~ e.

therefore is put in the acc. case, as in aii 3), 2,
which means ºf **, i.e., I beg God to pro
long thy life: in like manner,

37 tº [in the

K, Jºãº) signifies, [and so the three first phrases
above, of which it is the original form, I beg

(L.) or $33,1; (A [see Jelš);) who holds the 3.x: Jº cº cº-3 [0n the right and on the

God to preserve, keep, guard, or match, thee;

opinions of that sect. (L, K.) — Also applied by a left d siſter, or guardian, or

from the saying in the Kur, [l. 16) cººl of

watcher]: respect

post-classical poet to tA man who refuses to drink ing which it is observed, that J.”
wine while he approves of others' drinking it. (L.) of the measures used alike as sing.
º

, a

-

•2

- 5

and

Jº

*~. tº: i.
(..*.* is used in interrogative

3. Jº sº
are

and dual and

L., K.”)

3.

i. e.

- -

Sufi Lameness in a man. You say *-oſ Jr.,

pl.; as in

4, J.-, ū,

[Kurzi. 83, accord. to phrases and in phrases conveying an oath, [and so is

Jaš —Jaš
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2.7 33-3]. You say, interrogatively, tº-si charge, (ISk, S, K,) and to have a husband: in modern Arabic; and app. also the posteriors,
tié lie & Ji &f [I beg God to preserve, (Zj, K.) or an old woman, advanced in years : upon which one sits]: syn. iſsuil. (S, Mºb.)
keep, guard, or watch, thee. Was it not so and (IAth:) pl. 4:3: (ISk, S.) when you mean
3.
“sitting,” you say 3.2-cus. (ISk, IAth.) – 34. f Having a disease which constrains him to
so 2): and in the other case,
aul Jºss
...

•º ad

4:45

... •

-

33-5 iſ…} 1 A palm-tree bearing fruit one year
[By thy Watcher, or Keeper, God, I will as and not another: (A, TA:) or, that has, not remain sitting : (K:) or crippled, or deprived of
the power of motion, by a disease in his body;
suredly pay thee honour!] (Th, L.) — [And
borne fruit in its year. (IKft.) – Also, Jacts, (Mgh, L;) as though the disease constrained him

from the* *signification
of ‘father’ is derived] the
* * ** * *
A palm-tree: or a young palm-tree; pl. ſor
phrase Jair Jászá, By thy father, thou shalt
rather quasi-pl. n.] 33, like as 234 is of 2*.
assuredly do such a thing. (K, T.A.) = What (L.) —-el; ; A young palm-tree having a.
comes to thee from behind thee, ($, L, K,) of trunk : (A, K:) or, [of] which [the branches]

to remain sitting: (Mgh:) or deprived of the
power to stand, by protracted disease; as though
constrained to remain sitting: (L:) or affected
by a disease in his body depriving him of the
gazelles or birds (L, K) or wild animals: contr.
porter
to n'alk : (Msb:) a lame man (S, L:)
be reached by the hand. (S, K.) Ex. Us
of ~1.3% ($, L.) of ecil omen. (L.)=The may
Jetà &- 13é, 2- In their land are so many also, i. q. &-j. (Msb:) accord. to the physicians,
locust of nhich the wings are not yet perfectly
youngpalm-trees having trunks. (A.) Thus itis used 3.4% and 3–3 are syn. ; [see the second ex
formed. (S, K.)
as a gen, n. (TA.)= $3.2% Jº A mill nºhich
planation above, which is that here indicated;]
$3,5 A thing like the [kind of receptacle one turns by the handle roith the hand. (L.) = but some make a distinction, and say that the
lºst; <!- See art. --Je-.
former signifies having the limbs contracted, and
called] **, (L, K,) woven by nomen, (L,) upon

which one sits; (L, K.) pl. 33.33. (L.)—see
$33- A [sack of the kind called] 55-k: ($, K.)
or the like thereof, in rehich are put ~23
[or pieces of flesh-meat, q.v.) and Jºë: (L, K:)
pl. 333.

(S, L.) = A sand that is not of an ob

longform:

$325 A joundation, or basis, of a house: the latter, having a protracted disease; (Mgh;)

(Mº) pl. 3.2%. (S, Mºb) which signifies,
accord. to Zj, the columns, or poles,

[which is app. one of the two significations as
signed to the former word in the Msb:] accord.

(cºlet.") of

to some, it is from Stº signifying a disease which
a structure, which support it. (L.) [Hence,)
affects camels in their haunches: (L:) [and]
sº 5.2% [The tryo side-posts
of the door]. 3xi. [is applied to] a camel having this disease.
•,•
* > of

(S, L, K.) or a long tract of sand like (K, in art. 2-)—i.e- Jºe exel Jº, and
(L.) —- 3.1%, and sº Jasle, t A man
a rope, cleaving to the ground: (L, K:) or a
3e3
Jºſe, ºf [He built his affair upon a firm of short lineage. (L.) —- 3-ºi. A man
heap
of
sand
collected
together.
(L.)
=
See
also
* .
-

foundation, and, upon firm foundations]. And
•

A [seat, or couch, of the kind called]

*

~

of

, ,

,

is's Jºel 3.xels f [The foundation of thine affair
is unsound]. (A)—--, 3-3 The lower

Jº. : of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

3-ºl. Sitting; sitting
and 3tº and &:455.

3 el; [act part. n. of

down;

pl.

3,3

(Mgb)

parts of clouds extending across the view in the
horizon, likened to the foundations of a building:

without eminence, or nobility. (L.) See also $33.
E.

-ºš

*i; : A man having ruide nostrils :

(K:) or having wide and short nostrils. (A, L.)

3. i. & t A breast that is smelling, pro

(A’Obeyd, L:) or clouds extending across the minent, or protuberant, (S, A, L, K,) that fills
view, and lying lon. (IAth, L.)- [Hence] the hand, (A,) and has not yet become folding.
. . o p

(TA:) fem. 3-cus; pl. 4el;

and

$325. & 3.2%

(Mºb) -t A sack full of grain ; (IAar, K.)

-

The four pieces of wood, (S, K,)

ºd
g

(S, L, K) = **, * A well that is partly
dug, and then left before the water has come into

placed transversely, [two across the other two, so

is,…, (TA.) = <<i. ! Young
as though by reason of its fulness it were as to form a square frame,) beneath the ****
sitting. (IAgr.)—[And from 3.5 in the third (S, K,) which is ficed upon them. (K.) [See 1 birds of the kind called usi, before they rise (L,
meaning,1253,194. Act; t A man holding bach, or in art. Jºš.] = As a conventional term, i. q. K) to fly. (L.) – t Frogs. (A, L., K.)
it; (K;) i. q.

& .

•

6

-

altaining,*::. and plundering; pl. $tº *—3,
and

&:3-5;

and quasi-pl. n.

i.e. + A universal, or general, rule, or

33: (L:) which canon. (Msb.) [See lague.]

…

º

…

.º

* . . ;

*iºn •jē-1 f(A) Griefs took hold upon

last is also explained as signifying those who

him, disquieting him so that he could not remain

cº [or register in which they are en

3.5. A camel having a lawness and depression at rest, and making him to stand up and sit
* :
rolled as soldiers and stipendiaries], (S, A, L. K.) in the shank. See 33. (TA.) But see -3.3 down: a phrase similar to Lºs 2-3 u.• *3: and (as some say, L) who do not go forth to =cº &- 33; & f Such a one is more 53-, and * tº º tº. (Mgh, art. AJ3.)
fight. (L, K.) — [And hence, the pl.] was, nearly related to his chief, or oldest, ancestor
=&ai, and '3-i. A servant. (IAgr, L.)
[which is, properly speaking, a quasi-pl.
have no

than such a one. (IAqr, IAth, L.) See also

n, like Jº- and Jº-, (S) and 2* and

33-3.

5 * ~ 0.

… • * 6 -

* > 0 ,

oxxâx, and 3.xxiºſ!: see Asăo.

23-4; (TA.) [The Abstainers, or Separatists:
&#. A place of sitting; a sitting-place;
the 23 (so in the $, L, K: in the A, and some
copies of the K, W 33-3 :) are I The [schismatics (L, Mºb, K.) as also "isi. . (L. K.) pl.
called] tº- (K:) or certain of the gº's-3 of the former Jelí, (Msb,) signifying sitting
(S;) a people of the gº's- n:ho

held back

(1933)

places of

people

in the markets &c.

6 . , 6 p.

* , 2 - 22

•-2 -

3.xxâx, and stºl.xxi.e.: see ºxic.

(S.)

aíláil ...i. J. sº [He is, nith respect to me,
from aiding 'Alee, and from fighting against
as though in the sitting-place of the midwife;] i.e.,
him; (A ;) certain of the 3-2,5-º-; (L;) the
in nearness; meaning he is sticking close to me,

(schismatics called] sº, who hold the doctrine before me: (Sb, S:) denoting nearness of station.
that government belongs only to God, but do not

3+...—[Hence, f a place

1.

* sº, aor.

, inf. n. $13, The nell reas

rvar; (IAar, L;) who hold the doctrine that

deep; had a deep bottom. (S, K.')=}}| *ś,

90 rernment belongs only to God, but do not go

of abodel 33 elí. , e, , ; They left their ($, K) aor. , inf n. *š, (TA) He reached the

(Sb, L.) See also

Jorth to war against a people. (L.)-[And the places of abode. (A.)— A time of sitting. bottom of the well; (K;) he descended the nell
sing..,] 3=} 1 A woman who has ceased to bear (M.F.) – *#3 ig The angs [as is shown until he reached the bottom of it: (S:) or the
children, (S, K,) and to have the menstrual dis in the S and Mºb, voce 23-W &c., and so same verb; (IAgr, K;) or W tºº, (A,) inf. n.
w
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2.É; ($) and "ºi (A5) he made the º
deep.

(IAar, S,” A,

K)—º, (S, K,) or

palm-tree [or the like]. (TA.) – A hollon, in

**,

the ground, such as is called a

* Uprooted. So in the Kur, ſiv. 20.)
zo

(K, TA,)

• * > . . of

62.35.

Jºãº Jº-, jº-el 2:t= As though they mere the

* ,-i, (A,) t He drank what was in the vessel, the descent into nihich and the ascent from which

lomer parts of palm-trees uprooted: (TA:) or the
(S, A. K.,) or all that nas in the vessel, (TA,) are difficult; (TA;) as also W 3,35. – A city, or meaning is, extirpated, by going into the bottom
until he came to the bottom of it. (S, A, TA.) tonn; syn.
And in like manner,

i--- 3-3

1 He ate the

&;

(K;) such as El-Basrah or El ſor depth] of the earth, so as to leave no mark

Rooſeh. (AZ) You say tº ºil & J U.

nor trace. (El-Basáir, T.A.)

3.x,3 [or mess of crumbled bread moistened with There is not in this city, or tonn, the like of him.
-

broth] from the bottom of it.

- -

(K.)— à-ºff, (K) And tº 3-fºil & Jijé. &-tº,

U-sº

(S, A) inf. n. 23, (S) He pulled out the tree like as you say lºº lik Jºi &-, There came 1. Jºsé, aor. -, (TK) inf n. Jºsé, (S, A, K,)
from its root; uprooted it. (S, A.) And -4.5# not forth, of the people of this city, or tonn, any He (a man, TK) had a protruding, or protuberant,
àº, aor. 4, He cut donºn the palm-tree from one like him. (AZ.) — A [bonyl, such as is breast, or chest, and a hollon, or receding, back;
its root. (K.) And 943 +

called] ais- (Fr, IAar, K.)

Jº being the contr. of *...*. (S, A, K, TK.)
2.É Intellect, or intelligence: (Ki) or full, or [And in like manner, Jº in a bow is A bend

(K.)

prostrate.
2 : see

He thren him donºn

1. – 42% Jº *

He tristed the

perfect, [or profound, intellect or intelligence. ing outnards of its inner side, in its middle, and
a bending innards of its outer side. (TA) (IAºr, T.A.) [See also ºff.]

See also 6, in two places. = º Jºsé, ſaor. *,]
Jº, He bent the thing; as also *4–3.
3, as : see 2-as, in two places. – What covers
(K:) or both signify, he spoke [gutturally, or] the bottom of a bonyl; as also Väsä. (K.) See (TA.)

sides of his mouth

in his speaking, and spoke nith
the furthest part of his mouth; as also "2-º-º:

º, 6 -

6 o'.

inf n.

* - e.”

-

- d -

with the furthest part of his fauces: (TA :) [he Jºº.

2:

was guttural in his speech, or spoke with a
guttural voice.] See ~3.

5: see 6, in two places.
5-

2.1×3

He made a bottom to the nell. (S,
K.) – See also 1.
4.

-

- - d -

…)

•o e

--

.

6. J-claj He made his [meaning his own]

$533 as as: see Jyº. – See also jº.

breast, or chest, to stick out. (A.) – He drew

&# A drinking-cup or bowl

(3) made

- - --

5.

-

Aºi, He went deep; syn. J-5. (S.) See

sº e.—t He, or it, became prostrated, and

overturned. (TA) (See also 7.]= }} xii;
see 1.
***

*

7. §

see 1, last signification.

back, and became refractory, and made himself
like him nºbo has a hollow, or receding, back, and

deep; i. q. 2:4. ($.) – f A vessel nearly full:
a protruding, or protuberant, breast, or chest.
(A:) or a vessel having something, in its bottom .." (Har, p. 17.) – t He dren, back; held back;
(K:) fem. Us, as: (TA:) and Lºss is…a5, and or hung back. (S, K.) You
say, 29 cº-eus
*3,23, ta bonyl having in it what covers its bottom. ! He dren, back, held back, or hung back, from

1 -,-i, (S, A) or ā-tl, (K) (The (K, TA)

the thing, or affair, and mould not go fornard in

its (§, TA3) as also "Jºsé, inf. n. Jºã; and
tree, (S, A,) or palm-tree, (K,) became uprooted,
23 as: see Jeas, in two places.
"J-xià: (TA:) in some copies of the S, instead
(S, A, K,) and fell prostrate; (TA;) it fell
3. Deep; having a remote bottom; (A, K5) of J-euº, in this phrase, we find "Jºã. (TA)
donºn (K:) or, as some say, it went into the
bottom [or depth] of the earth [and disappeared, applied to a river; as also w; š, accord. to the K: And [in like manner, v. .…;-ºš + He dren, back;
leaving no mark nor trace : see the part. n., but this is not mentioned by any one before the he receded, or ment backwards. (§, K.) When
º

*

P.

.

--

below]: (TA:) and, accord. to some, Jail, said author of the K, and is a mistake for º, which a man draws water without a pulley, pulling the
of anything, signifies it became prostrated. (TA.) occurs afterwards in the K. (TA.) You say rope at the head of the well, his back pains him,
[See also 51–4 Jú & Jaśl t He died, 3.53, (A) and ºi, (K, TA) A deep rel; and it is said to him, ºn ~34% "J–3. +[Go
thou backwards, and pull the bucket]. This verb
leaving property that' belonged to him : (TA,
(K,
well having a remote bottom. (TA)
from a trad.:) and 2-a-5-3" [simply] he died. And 5-ca.5 is as (S, A) 1 A deep bon:l. (TA.) is without idgham because it is quasi-coordinate
(TA.)
"3,4} is also applied as an epithet to a woman's to ~5-l. (S.) – t He (a horse, S, K) drew

TA:) ,

back, or held bach, and would not go fornard:

bottom, lonest depth, or extremity of vulva; (Ibn-Habeeb, TA in art. U-4-3) and,
accord. to the K, to a woman. (TA in that art.) (S:) or mould not submit to his leader; (K;) [as
the loner part, [of the interior,) of a thing;
also "J-aši; as appears from an explanation of
• 2
2(Msb;) i. 4. dº, of a well &c.; (S;) the remotest
ăreas: see 2-3 : — and reas. – See also sº.

jº The

->

part of anything; (A, K3) [as, for instaneºlºf
a river, (TA,) and of a vessel; ($, A.;) pl. 23-5.

*

3 o ,-

-

its part, n., below.] You say also, £31'-º',

º 3:
• 2
23-2 : see jeº.

-

(Mºb, K.) You say :: 2-3 J J is, [lit., He
L.;

meaning, +The beast of carriage stood still, and
would not move from its place. (TA.) – t[He
(a man) and it (might or strength) was, or

became, firm, or steady, and resisted; [as also
"C-3);
as appears from an explanation of its
932 - 1.
the kept in his house. (Mºb) And 4. Jºsis Jºie, (so in a copy of the A,) or WJºãº,
like part. n., below:] and "J-aš, the was, or became,
~gº ºff, and **ś, and **ś, all signify the • * ~ *
firm, and did not bow his head; and Jaš, inf n.
same [I mill not go in to him in the innermost Jºe [in measure], (so in the TA,) [but the
Jº, the (a man) was, or became, inaccessible,
former I think the correct

sat in the innermost part of his house,] meaning

Deeper.]

- * 0.

form, being agreeable

part of the house; or t I will not be an intimate
in his house]. (TA.) —[Depth, properly and with analogy, A man who reaches the bottoms, or unapproachable, and mighty, or strong, and
or utmost points, of things, or affairs. (A, TA.) firm, or steady. (TA) – t It (the night) was,
tropically. You say] vº), 2-3 Jº -** [It (a
or became, long, or protracted; as though it did
-

tree or the like) went into the depth of the earth].

(TA) And ºil 3.2 & (A, TA) 1such a
one is deep and excellent in judgment; one who
eacamines deeply. (TA.) And 33 ºš Jº
t[His speech, or language, has not depth]. (A,
TA.)- The root, or lower or lonest part, of a

-O -

-- d.

: see cºxs – and *.

not quit its place; like jº. (A,

TA.) See

* - of

9 w2 * .

-

: see raie in art. *aš.

Jºie,

J-x5".

Q. Q. 2. Jºãº see 6.
applied to a [cup of the kind called]

-ºš, Wide and deep. (K).

R. Q. 3.

J-º: see 6, in five places.

U-as

-

Jāş

2549
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and fourth, or, accord. to the S, the fifth, or, as
some say, the last. (TA.)

. e.

-

-

IAar, "Jºu-i, tº signifies a sheep, or goat,
having the mortal disease so called. (TA.)

* ~*

Jºeliº;

See L-x51.

[lass
Jaa3

1. 4.4%: see 4, throughout = <! <
The sheep, or goats, n'ere seized, or affected, with

the disease called Jelaš, q. v. ($, K.)

:

J.3 Having a protruding, or protuberant,
breast, or chest, and a hollon, or receding, back;

4. 4 axi. He slow him on the spot; (S, A, K.)
(S, A, K.) as also '...}(S,K) and "Jelić ($) as also "…, (A, K,) aor.-, (K) infn. Jasi:
[or the last rather signifies making his breast, or (TK.) or both signify he slen him quickly: or the .
chest, to stick out : see its verb:] fem. of the first, former signifies he struck, or shot at, it, (a thing,
£35, (K;) applied to a woman [&c.]; and pl. or an object of the chase,) and it died on the spot,

See Supplement.]

before it was [struck or] shot: and he hastened
and completed, or made sure or certain, his (a
to a horse, Having the man's) slaughter: and 'iaº; is a subst, derived

Jº dedim of the first is Jºi. (TA) (see
(ºf and 31)—Applied

tas

1. Jºš < *ś, aor. 2, inf. m. t-ii, The land
is.” [or place of the saddle], (K,) or the spine in from it [app. signifying the act]. (L, TA.) You was rained upon, and its herbage became altered
that part, (S,) depressed, and the su.3 [or part say also, cº Aaaj,and "42.É. He thrust him, and spoiled thereby: (Ki) or : if [the inf. n.]

next behind] elevated; (S,K;) [i.e., saddle-bached.]
or pierced him, with the spear, quickly: or from signifies the falling of dust upon the herbs, or
—Applied to a camel, Having the head and neck
leguminous plants, (AHn, K, TA,) in consequence
and back inclining: (K:) or having the head and behind. (TA.)
of which they are spoiled if the dust be not washed
neck inclining toniards the back : ($:) the latter is
7. Jaxis] He died. (K.)
off. (AHn, TA.) [See -tiš as said of the
the right explanation. (TA.) Hence the saying,
J-ºff <Milà tº J.-- & meaning, The tarry Jºš A quick death: (S, A, K:) and a quick Gºre.]
ing ofthe moonfire nights old until it sets is like the slaughter; as also "Jºš. (TA) You say, ºu, 8. 3-1 tº is said in the K to be syn, with
tarrying during the evening feed of pregnant camels uº. He (a man, S, A) died on the spot, from a stºl, [q.v.,] and is expl. by Lh as meaning He
©-

having their heads and necks inclin ing tonards their blow or a shot. (S, A, K.) And it is said in a
-

* * *

0 .

repeated the [kind of serving termed]j [i. e. the

backs. (S, TA.) [See as:c.] The same epithet
sewing of skins and the like by means of an awl],
applied to a camel also signifies Having a short *J. Jºſ(W.hoso goeth forth as a marrior and added, between the two hulbehs, another
ness in the hind legs, and a sloping in the withers.
kulbeh, as is done with reed-mats when they are
in the cause of God, and is slain quickly, or sud
(TA) — Also, the fem., it…}, applied to an ant
re-sewed. (TA.) [The kulbeh (4.1%, q. v.) is
has a just claim to the permanent abode of

trad.**J##9-Jººº-º-º:

denly,

(aí.3), Raising its breast and its tail: (Ki) pl. happiness in the other world]: ($,” TA:) alluding here described as a thong, or a strand (ašū) of
Jºã and ºutsi. (TA)—And applied to a to the * mentioned in the Kur xxxviii. 24 and [the membranous fibres that grow at the base of

(J-5)

Having a bending outnards of its 39.
inner side, in its middle, and a bending innards of
its outer side. (TA.) – Also Jºsi, applied to
bow

the branches of the palm-tree and are called]
-àº, used in the same manner as the shoemaker's

(Az, T.A.)
º o-

awl, &c., as in art. --Je, q.v.; but what is here

: see Jass.

meant by this word is evidently, I think, a thong,

a man, t Inaccessible, or unapproachable, ($, K,

or the like, with which a skin is sewed, agreeably
with another explanation of it in art. Je.]

: see 4.

TA,) and mighty, or strong, and firm, or steady.
(TA.) You say also, Jºže (A) and it…; §:
it as; iº. A thrust, or wound, with
(S, A) trirm might or strength. (S.) [See also or the like, that kills quickly. (TA.)
• * > -

6- o

a

spear

Jº-si..] Jºji J: f A long, or protracted,
night; (A, K5) as though it did not quit its
place. (S, A.) And Jºsé &sº + Years lasting

tº

&#

-

and
Jú A certain disease which attacks sheep or 1. *ś, ($, L,) aor. *, (L.) inf. n.
goats, (S, A, K,) in consequence of n!hich some
($, L, K,) He struck him, or it: but the
thing flons from their noses, (TA,) killing them
long. (TA.)
immediately, (S, A, K,) on the spot: (A:) and striking termed F-A5 is only on the head, or on
n:hich kills men on the spot: (A:) and a certain something hollow, (S, L, K,) or on something hard
J-si. + Dransing back; holding back; or disease in the breast, or chest, n'hich is as though [evidently a mistake for moist, or soft]; (L:)
hanging back : [see its verb:] (TA:) or strong; it broke the neck. (Lth, K.) It is said in a i. q. 4-is, (K,) and used by the people of El
ponserful; mighty: (S, K, TA:) also anything trad.* --tº- …tº es' & &º [And Yemen in the sense of Asia: (L:) he struck a

&#,

drancing in his head upon his neck, like him who a mortality which shall be among men, like the person's head with a staff: (L:) he struck a
refrains, or defends himself, from a thing: a camel Jours of sheep or goats]. (S.)
person on the head with a staff (As.) He broke
that resists being led: anything that resists, or
a person's head: he broke a thing across: he
3

withstands: might, or power, that resists, or with
stands, injury. (TA.) [See also Jºji. The

J.

broke the substance called

Jaº upon the surface

Jo-º:
see what next follows.
6 - ©

of water.

(L.)

was A-6 :

pl. is Jºeli, and Jºelá; ($, K3) the addition
of the

es being in

and

Jºã5

this case optional. (S.) The
•

dim. is

-

2-2

Jºiº, Jºiº, (Sb, ş, K,) or J-eas
or

Jº-º, (TA,) or Jºsé, (S, TA,) or Jºš.

Jºi. A lion that kills quickly; as also
"Jaxi. and "Jué. (K.)—See also what next

1.
... of

aor. 2, inf. n. 3á, Be was, or became,
3.3,
~
--

Jºã51, or characterized by what is termed 33, as
explained below, [app. in all the senses of these
à-23 ańe º Sheep, or goats, seized, or affected, two words]. ($, L, K, &c.) See -3-3 = *aš,

follows.

and so in some copies of the K:) Mbr
objected to the first and second of these, as not
agreeable with analogy; and preferred the third with the disease called Jelaš ($, K.) accord. to (IKłł) inf. n. *ś ($, L, K) and ſº, (K)
(TA:

º

Bk. I.

.

p 6 -

5.

321
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Jāş – jāş

He wound his turban in a particular manner, has a neck, is 3a5, aor. *, inf. n.

[Book I.

3á: (IKtt:) or nater: (S, Mºb :) or Žiš signifies a place des

not making the end to hang down : ($, IKtt, L, having a thick neck. (L, K.) – A horse (S, L) titute of human beings, or desert, but sometimes
K:) you say also, in this sense, iſ...ii, º, having the pastern erect and advancing upon the containing a little herbage or pasturage : (Lth,
(IKtt,) and lºss) 34: (S:) accord. to Th, he hoof ($, L, K) of the hind foot. (AO, S, L.) TA:) or Jä & a country, or tonn, niherein is
mound his turban upon the *i; of his head; but See 33 – A camel having his fore or hind foot nothing : (AZ, A’Obeyd:) and 5 i ; j's a house

inclining towards the inner side. (As, S, L.) destitute of inhabitants; deserted; or desolate:
See 345 – ſº it. A well-known mode of (Msbº) the pl. (ofti, S, Msb) is jūs (S, Mºb,
back of his neck, (L, K,) or, on his head, (IKft.) n:inding the turban, different from the 3. (T.) K) and }: : (K:) and you say also jã Jej,
he does not explain the word Já. (L.) — 3.3,
aor. -, (inf. n. Jä, L.) He struck a person on the

or, on his head at the part next the back of the

See

*5.

(A, Mgb,TA,) imagining it as comprising places;

nech, (L.) with the inside of his hand. (IKtt, L,

and in like manner, jū Şs: (Msh, TAs) and

K.)=33, (inf n. 35, TA) He did a deed, or
work. (K.)

Jā; see 3.3.

Jāş

1. 3, aor. , (K.) inf. n. ii, (TA) It (food)

[in a contrary manner, Já &º, and is sº ;
(A:) but when you make Jää a.
as well as

jū.

render it subst, [not meaning J
was nithout seasoning, or condiment, to
* ~25 - 2 -

or the like to be under

Já [in the CK, incorrectly, &#) The quality pleasant, or savoury. (K, TA.) = 0,31 A5, (S, stood,) (Mºb,) or use a single term, (TA,) or

3.31, as explained below, K,) aor. *; (S;) and "3,431; and 'º'; (S, A, apply it as an appellative to a land, (L, TA,)
the
senses of this latter word]. (S, K;) the followed his footsteps; tracked him : you add 3, and say *ś, (Mºb) and J. º
[app. in all

denoted by the epithet

L.)- An inclining of the foot of a man so that (S, A, K:) or he folloned his footsteps by degrees, wº &- sº [We came at last to a land
the fore part is seen [distinct.] from the hinder and leisurely; syn. <<3. (TA:) accord. to Z, destitute of harbage and of water]. (L., T.A.) –
part from behind. (L, K.) – An erectness of from lººk (TA.) It is said in a trad.,
** **, 353 Jº tº iſºe alighted at the
the pastern, and its advancing upon the hoof of a
of the sons of such a one, and passed the
abode
appeared
be
Jº
There
3.4
uſ;
"&sjiš
212)
horse : (S, L, K:") it is ..only in the hind leg:
without being entertained by them as
night]
(A, O, S, L:) is like Al; in the fore legs: fore us men searching after knowledge time after guests. ($)—3-ºl ~ is a prov., meaning
(IKtt:) and is a fault: ($, L:) or an elevation time. (TA.) [See also 5 in art. 253.]
# The stone, and the rock. (TA.)= See also
of [the tendon called] the *4, and of the
4. & Jāşı The place became vacant, or
o

.

-

d.”

hinder part of the hoof: (L:) or a rigidness in void; (K;) destitute of herbage or pasturage, J-4-3
• 22 .
** 22.
the pastern, as though the animal trod upon the [and of mater, and of human beings. (TA.)
3,#3: see 245, in three places.
fore part of his hoof. (ISh.) – An inclining of
became destitute of herbage
}*, (S, A: K.) and *;5, (K,) and Alsº
a camel's foot (of the fore leg or hind leg, Aş, $) Jº <2,431 The land
produce,
of water. (A.) tº #51
and
regetable
or
tonards the inner side : (A$, $, K:) and in like
Júš, (TA,) and "...a5, (K,) ( [Bread, and food,)
manner, of a solid hoof: ($, K, vºce ~342;) jº The house became vacant. (S.) Jºjº', without any seasoning, or condiment, to render it
the verb is 343; and the epithet, 3.31: (A$, $:) (K,) or •ºi & ºl, (A,) tº "he man became pleasant, or savoury. (S, A, K.) You say
an inclining towards the outer side is termed apart from his family, (A, K,) and remained
bread without any
alone. (TA.) — Ajl He came, (S, MSb,) or jū §: Jé- t[He ate his
J32; (TA;) and the epithet in this case is
ment, or his course brought him, (S,) to the desert, seasoning, &c.]. (S.) And já &- t [Meal
Jºſ. (A5, S:) or, as some say, a natural where was no herbage or vegetable produce, nor of parched barley or nºbeat] not moistened with
inclining of the fore part of the fore and hind leg water. (S, Msb.) – t He became destitute of any seasoning, or condiment, &c. (K,”TA.)
of a beast tonards the outer side. (L., T.A.) — Jood, and hungry. (K, T.A.) = <!! J-M31 He
A natural rigidness in the hind legs of camels.
!--- : see 2\A-5.
6

já

* ... •

- - -

(L.)

found the country, or tonn, to be nbat is termed
jià, (TS, K,) i. e., destitute [of herbage or vege

$3.3 (§, L) and "āºš (L, K) A alº- of

table produce, and of water, or] of people. (TA.)

word [originally Ölº) arabicized. ($, L.)
#133; see &33. — Also, The cover (~35%)

pleasant, or savoury. (A, TA.) — I He had no
seasoning, or condiment, to render his food pleasant,
or savoury, remaining with him, or in his abode.

2-4-3-2 :

see

3-13. — Also,

Destitute of food.

(TA.)
leather, for perfumes &c.; (L, K;) the alajā = 2i}! I He ate bread, (A,) or his food, (TA,)
6 * 2: .
of a dealer in perfumes: (IDrd, S:) a Persian nithout seasoning, or condiment, to render it
2\AA-2 : see 2-A—5, in two places.
º ,--

of a vessel in which collyrium (J-4-) is kept; ($)— It is said in a trad, J-4, sº tº
(L, K;) it is made of 25u: , ; [a word of which I (S, A) t A house in which is vinegar is not destitute
find no appropriate meaning;] and sometimes, of of seasoning, or condiment, to render food pleasant,

jāş

1. #, aor. 2, inf n. #3 (S, A, Msh, K) and
Öğ ($, Mºb, K) and is andjis, (Mºb, and

so in a copy of the K,) the last with kest, (Msb,)
or savoury; its inhabitants are not in want thereof: or 3%, (K accord. to the TA,) with damm,
33; Having the quality termed 3á, as ex regarded by AObeyd as being from Jiā, meaning
plained above, [app. in al th: senses of this latter a country, or town, “wherein is nothing.” (TA.) (TA,) or jūj, (so in the CK,) He leaped,
jumped, sprang, or bounded : (S, A, Msb, K :)
word]. ($, L.) See -3-ol. — A man (S, L)
5 : see 1, in two places.
he (an antelope) did so and alighted with his legs
n:ho walks upon the fore parts of his feet, neart the
together. (TA, art. 3-1-.)— ſºlº jºiá (He
toes, his heels not reaching the ground: ($, L, K.)
8. Aº Jā-51 He ate all the meat that was leaped the wall]. (O and K in art. -āj.)=See
the verb is 343. (K.) — A slave (L) having upon the bone, (K,” TA,) leaving nothing upon
also 5. =jº, aor. *, inf. n. 3–3, ! He (a horse)
rigid and contracted arms and legs, nith short it. (TA) = See also 1.
had fore legs white as high as his ciº- [properly
fingers and toes: (L, K:) the verb is 3.43. (K.)
– A man having a lazness in the heels; fem. Jä Jº, (S, A, Msb, K,) and," Šiš, (A, K,) signifying the elbon's; but here, probably In ean
#343; and in like manner, an ostrich. (Lth, and ‘jai, (K,) and *śjai, (A,) Vacant, or void, ing, as it seems to do in some other instances,
L.) — A man neak, and with law joints. The land, (A, K,) destitute of herbage or vegetable the knees], but not the hind legs. (IKtt, T.A.
verb, applied to a member, is 343, inf n. 3á. produce, and of water: (S, A, Mºb :) and is štá, [And " ; ; ; app. has a similar meaning: see its
(L.) – A man, and an ostrich, (i) laa; in the (S, Mºb) and ºff, and ‘jii, (S) a desert desti. inf n.j-e-à-5–5 below ; and its part. n. ji, Woce
neck : (L, K:) the verb, applied to anything that tute of herbage or vegetable produce, and of jëi) But seejé, and jū.
leather. (L.)

w
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jā5 - Jaś

Book I.]

K;) they are made of skins, and of felt; are gether; namely, those of an antelope; (AA,
worn by the nomen of the Arabs of the desert; A’Obeyd, M, A, K5) and those of a beast of

2 : see what next precedes.

jiu [He put on, or more, a pair of gloves; and extend to the bones of the elbon (L, TA:) a carriage; as also "4:ais. (L.) — He tied it,
as also "jaš, aor. 2, as appears from a quotation pair of them is called cºjº: (S, L:) or a thing (namely, the ~4, K, i.e., the male bee,
5.

in the L, from Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, viz. ºljū
§3) tºsiſ :] he (a sportsman ſº falconer])
put on, or more, hanking-gloves (ºjūš): (A:) or
took or prepared for himself the reticulated iron
thing upon which the falcon sits. (TA, as from
Z.) See já.

—t-ſº -jiº, said of a woman,

(S, A,) tShe dyed her hands (A, K) to the nºrists,

(A,) and her feet, (K) with tº- (A, K.)
6, 1953U.5 [They contended together, or vied, one
njith another, in leaping, jumping, springing, or

bounding]. You say so of children playing at
the game called &#. (A, K.)

[šé A

leap, jump, spring, or bound.]

which the nomen of the Arabs of the desert make
for themselves, stuffed nith cotton, covering a
noman's two hands, with her fingers, and, some
add, having buttons upon the fore arm; like what
the carrier of the falcon wears: (Msb:) or a
thing n:hich those women make for themselves,
covering the fingers and hand and arm ; and a
thing which the sportsman [meaning the falconer]
rvedrs upon each hand, or hand and arm, of skin,
or of felt, or nool: (Mgh:) or a kind of women's
ornament for the hands and feet, or the hands
and arms and the feet and legs: and a reticulated
iron thing (ić. i.e- accord. to the TA, as
from the K, but in thé CK *::::...) upon n-hich

the falcon sits. (K.)—And ſhence.) Whiteness

TA,) in the hive, nith a thread, that it might not
go forth. (K.)
2 : see 1.

4. Jaśl He (a man, TA) had a cage, or
(Ješ) of birds. (K.)

coop,

5: see 6.

6. Jašū-j It (a thing, M, A, meaning any
thing, TA) was, or became, complicated, or con
fused; [either properly, as when said of a cage
or the like; or tropically, as when said of an
affair of the mind;] (M, A, K, TA;) as also
"Jaii; : (TA:) or the latter signifies it was, or
became, collected, gathered, or put, together. (IF,

in the 2-& [or hairs next the hoof] of a horse. K, TA.)

º

A leaping, jumping, springing, or bound
(K.

ing. (K.) You say,

[The horses came running nith a leaping, jump
ing, springing, or bounding, motion];

from jºin

[inf n. of jáš). ($, T.A.)
6

• ?:

(See alsojº, andjº, andžij)

Jää 24; J.- sº

*.
- -

j9ā5: see ja3.

see what next follows.

es;

A certain game of children, nho set up

pieces of nood, or a piece of wood, (the former
accord. to the A, and the latter accord. to the K)

Jºsé A cage, coop, or place of confinement,
(A, K,) or thing made of canes or reeds, or of
and leap over them, or it. (A, K, TA.)
nood, (M, TA,) [or of palm-sticks, &c.,] for a
}sé Leaping, jumping, springing, or bounding. bird or birds: ($, M, A, K:) said by some to be
an arabicized word [from the Persian Jºl. by
others,
to be Arabic, from 4.3.3 in the first of the
that leap, jump, spring, or bound, in their run
senses explained above: (Msb:) pl. Jüí. (S,
ning. (K)—jºin The frogs. ($gh, K.)
A, Msb.) — [It is also applied to The cage
# (S, K) and ‘jii. (S, A, K) 1A horse formed structure of the bones of the thoraz (see
whose nhiteness of the loner parts of his fore legs Ö94) and is used in this sense in the present
extends as far as his cº- [properly signifying day.] - Also, A certain implement for seed
the elbows; but here, probably meaning, as it produce; (K;) or a thing composed of two curved
seems to do in some other instances, the knees], pieces of wood between which is a net; (M, L;)
nithout his having the like in the hind legs; (S, upon which wheat is conveyed to the heap where it
Gº
K;) as though he had gloves (CŞā) put upon is trodden out. (M, L,

3-3 A certain measure of capacity, consisting
of ten useº (pl. of 9, § 2); ($, Mºb, K.) (Māb)—#43 Jº, and #3, Swift horse,
accord. to the people of El-'Irāk: (TA:) or

twelve times what is termed & (Mgh in art.
&–93) [see also cº-º-º-, in three places: and see
º

* :] pl.

-

Šaji, and

[of pauc.]
º

,

[of mult.]

e.

Öğ
*,

(S, Msb, K) and cy!; # 3. (Fr, Sgh.) [See ye,

cººl is

throughout.]
[The j-e-à-5 of the
grinder] is nºben one says, “I will grind for so
much and a jºš of the flour itself:” so says Ibn
El-Mubărak: or nihen one hires a man to grind
for him a certain quantity of n!heat for a jºiš of
its flour, (TA,) or n:hen one says, “I hire thee to
grind this wheat for a pound of its flour,” for in
stance; n-hether there be something else therenith
or not: (Msb:) what is thus termed is for
bidden. (Msb, T.A.). Also, A certain measure
of land; (T, Msb, K;) namely, the tenth of a
-º-, q. v.: (Msb:) or a hundred and forty
four cubits. (K.)

2, 6

him : (S:) or nihose nihiteness

of

the loner parts

Jetº

K)—& --ãº, (M, Mºb) or ºil & **, (M,) or
485)→J" J-2 "...if Jº, or 25 J" Jºe waii, [so in

of the legs does not extend beyond the
[or
hairs next the hoof); as also Jºº. (A, TA.)
several copies of the K, but accord. to the TA,
25 J' c. *-aii, being there said to be in the
jºiá A scattered whitenes intermingling in former
case with damm, and in the latter with
the shanks, as far as the knees, of a ić [mean

ſet-h, and Jaš, (K) occurring in a trad, (M,

ing, horse]: a signification wrongly assigned by Msb, K,) means, +In an assemblage of angels:
Lth to ºft. (TA in art. Jáš.)
(Msb:) or in a confused assemblage of angels:
and in a confused mixture of light. (M, Sgh, K.)
22 ef
jää.e : see jāşl.
63 - 2

jú That leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds,
much, or often; (A,” Msb;) [and so 5,é, OCCur
ring in art. ts, in the M and K, applied as an
epithet to a gazelle.] — Hence, #3 A female

Jańs

1. –4 = }, (S, M, A, Msh, K) aor. 3, (TK)

Jºã,

(M, TA,) He collected it, gathered
it, or put it, together; namely, a thing: (M,
say,
& tº O son of the female slave. Msb:) or he put, or brought, one part, or parts,
(A.)
thereof near to another, or others: (K:) or he
collected it, gathered it, or put it, together, and
jui à A kind of glove; a thing which is made connected, or conjoined, one part, or parts, there
for the two hands, or hands and arms, stuffed of with another, or others. (Jm, T.A.).- He
with cotton, (S, L, K,) and having buttons which collected, or put, together his legs; namely, those
are buttoned upon the fore arms, (S, L,) norn by of a beast of carriage : (Msb:) or he tied, or
a woman as a protection from the cold; ($, L, bound, his legs, and collected, or put, them to

slave :

because she seldom remains still.

jui iſ

inf. n.

Jú A maker of cages or coops. (TA.)
§º Jºi. Jº, A man having a cage,

or

coop, of birds. (TA, from a trad.)

You

Jºãº [in the L, and TA without any syll. signs:
but in the latter said to be like Ayº, by which is
generally

meant 2-8-4.

mentioned after

in the L, however, it is

& Jaii

as meaning “he

tied, or bound, the legs of the antelope:” and
this indicates that it is as I have written it:]

Having his arms and legs, or fore legs and hind
legs, tied, or bound. (L., T.A.) —Jºi. *
321 *

A.
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Jaś - ºr-13
?.

--

**

...)

- -

garment, or piece of cloth, marked with lines in (see 5.) and another meaning of 3.13 and W 4.5, And you say, 4-, Jºe aº < ū [I turned over
i.e. he turned it inside-out, is indicated in the TA by the vessel upon its head). (Mºb, in explanation
the form of a Jai 3. (K.)

its being added, so that he knen what was in it].
– See an ex. voce

~55.

One says,

tº- •º

[ lais

of tº <=) And ºu º ºs II
• nea
-

turned over the earth for sonsing]; and W Lºš,

ſmeaning He altered, or changed, the order of
the nords of a sentence or the like, by inversion,

also, I did so much. (Mºb) And ºli;

or by any transposition]. (TA.) [And in like

21-9

manner,

i.e. Jºſé He altered, or changed, the

whence

[The earth is turned over in digging]:
&# means I dug a well. (A.)—

º

order of the letters of a nord, by inversion, or by any And [hence also] one says,
See Supplement.]
--55

gº º

<-ºff

transposition.] Es-Sakhávee says, in the Expos. I turned over the thing, or t I examined
of the Mufassal, that when they transpose [the the several parts, or portions, of the thing,
letters of a word], they do not assign to the [trans
(“iaí) [or I turned over the thing for the

formed] derivative an inf. n., lest it should be con
purpose of examining it, with a vien, to purchas
A certain nood of n!hich founded with the original, using only the inf. n. ing, and san, its outer part or side, and its inner
horses’ saddles are made ; (IDrd, S, O, K;) of the original that it may be an evidence of the part or side : and Y 4:3, also, I did so much.
called in Pers. -º, sºft. (IDrd, S, O.) (See originality [ofthe application of the latter to denote (Msb.) And ãºl Já He (a trafficker)
also &#3, in art. *] – And, both words, A the signification common to both]; thus they say
eacamined the commodity, and scrutinized its con
horse's saddle itself. (IDrd, O, K.) [See, again, Jº, inf. n. cº, and Jº is 4.. " Jºit. [i. e.
*-i- J–And the former word signifies A. formed by transposition, or metathesis, from it], dition; and "tºº, also, he did so [much). (A.)
strap, or thong, that surrounds the pommel and and has no inf. n.: when the two inf ns. exist, And £13, -ºš and ºn 1 [He eacamined, &c.,

J.i.

and

*3%

troussequin of a horse's saddle : (O, K:) or, as the grammarians decide that each of the two the beast, or horse, or the like, and the youth, or
verbs is [to be regarded as] an original, and that Myoung man, or male slave]: (A:) and --5
neither is rººkie from the other, as in the case of 9,142, aor. 2, inf. n. Jº, ! he uncovered and
-23- and 3-; but the lexicologists [in gene eacamined the male slave, to look at [or to see] his
ral] assert that all such are [of the class termed] defects, on the occasion of purchasing. (O, TA.)

used by post-classical authors, a strap, or thong,
that is put across behind the troussequin of a
saddle. (IDrd, T.A.) – And [The bit-mouth,
or mouth-piece of a bit; also called the 4.8%;
i. e.] the part of a bit in the middle of n!hich is

*31–52. (Mz, close of the 33rd

ex-)

[And

And

*4 º 29. <º

t I considered [or

8.

the J-9. (O, K.)

-ºš likewise signifies He changed, or converted, turned over in my mind] what might be the issues,

a letter into another letter; the verb in this sense or results, of the affair, or case : and * †,
being doubly trans.: for ex, one says, 391 -15 also, I did so much. (Mºb)=J.3 signifies
shell,) with which cloths are glazed. (O, K.)
* He changed, or converted, the 3 into Jº..]—
(S, A, O, K, TA,) meaning A turning
[See also Júš, last sentence, in art. --5.]
And [hence] one says, *** &é 4–1.5 t He outward, (TK,) and being flabby, (TA,) of
* , , z*z
turned him [from his manner, way, or course, of the lip, (S, A, O, K,) or of the upper lip, (TA,)
Júñº: see the first paragraph, above.
acting, or proceeding, &c.]: and Lh has men of a man: (S, A, O, K, TA:) it is the inf. n. of
[U5
tioned " ...151 [in the same sense), but as being ~43 said of the lip (it: ); (TA) [and also,
See Supplement.]
disapproved. (TA.) And & Já He accord. to the TK, of ~3 said of a man as
(the teacher) turned anay [or dismissed) the boys meaning His lip had nºhat is termed J.; :] and
--J3
to their dwellings: (Th, A, TA:) or sent them hence "...is as an epithet applied to a man;
1 & 13, (S, A, Mgh, O, Mºb, K) aor. 2, [anay], and returned them, to their abodes: and and [its fem.] "...is as an epithet applied to a

Jiří The jº. [app. a polished stone, or a

Jº,

(Mºb, K.) inf. n. *-ij, (Mºb) He altered, or

Lh has mentioned Wººl as a dial. var. of weak

lip. (S, A, O, K, T.A.) = 4.3, (S, A, O, K,)
changed, its, or his, mode, or manner, of being; authority, saying that the former verb is that aor. 2 (Lh, K) and -, (K,) He (a man, S, O)
(A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and " - is signifies the which is used by the Arabs in this and other hit his heart. (S, A, O, K.) And It (a disease)
same, (K,) or is like 4-15 in the sense expl. [similar] cases. (TA.) And 2, in < *; tı affected, or attacked, his heart. (A.) And
above and in other senses but denotes intensiveness turned anay [or dismissed] the people, or party;

•º He (a man) was affected, or attacked, by a
and muchness; (Msb;) and Y 4.5, also signifies (Th, S, O';) like as you say Öº- <!--. pain in his heart, (Fr, A," TA,) from which one
the same as 4.5 in the sense expl. above, (K,) on (Th, S.) And j, Gº iſ … tſgod trans
hardly, or nonrise, becomes free. (Fr, T.A.) And
the authority of Lh, but is of weak authority. lated such a one unto Himself, by death; mean •º said of a camel, (A, S, O, K, TA) inf. n.
(TA.) Hence, (Mgh,) He inverted it; turned it ing God took his soul]; as also V as A-51; (K,
TA;) whence the saying of Anooshirwān, $53, (A$, $, TA,) He was attacked by the

upside-donn; turned it so as to make its uppermost

part its undermost; (S,” A,” Mgh, Msh;) namely, ~9; -i iſ "...ºf t [May God translate disease called sº expl. below (A, S, o, K,
a thing; ($;) for instance, a [garment of the kind you. with the translating of his favourites (~~\ic TA:) or he was attacked suddenly by the [pes
tilence termed] 53-4, and died in consequence.
called] is, (A, Mgh:) and "4.5 has a similar being here an inf. n.), meaning, as He translates
meaning, but [properly] denotes intensiveness and his favourites]. (T.A.) – And & -13, and (AB, TA.)—[Hence, ãº ~~ ! He plucked

&-, (TA,) or * 3×- (A,) [He turned out the ---, -3, meaning heart, of the
about, or rolled, his eye, and therefore the parts palm-tree. (S, A, O, K.)—And & eºs
Or

muchness. (Msb. See two exs. of the latter
verb voce i-13)
And, (A, K,) like * 4.3,

[except that the latter properly denotes intensive of his eye that are occasionally covered by the eye f The unripe date became red. (S, O, K.)

-

ness and muchness, (K,) it signifies º 43 lids,) on the occasion of anger, (A, TA,) and of
(A, K) [He turned it over, or upside threatening. (T.A.) —--, aor. : , inf. n.

2 : see 1, first quarter, in four places. You

down as meaning so that the upper side became Jº; and Y ~51 likewise, but this is of weak
the under side; lit. bach for belly; accord. to the authority, mentioned by Lh; signify also He

&es <ā [I turned it over and over neith
hanaj, inf. n. **i. ($.) [And hence
several other significations mentioned above.]

ck,

TA, meaning back upon belly (cº Jº 5%);

say,
my

turned over bread, and the like, when the upper

1, latter half, in four places. –
but this is hardly conceivable; whereas the former part thereof was thoroughly baked, in order See, again,
2 w =2 * * * **
© …

•

explanation is obviously right in another case: that the under side might become so. (T.A.) azi- ºr A& tº-9, (A, O,) in the Kurſzviii. 40],
-

-

25 53
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sº º a.ie -i. tº-9 [And

for belly,) doing so much, or repeatedly], like as Kur in ii. 138 and iii. 138.) And one says,
he began to turn his hands upside-down, or to do does the serpent upon the ground vehemently ºral cºe -/-i-il [meaning t He withdrew, or
so repeatedly,) in grief, or regret: (Bd:) or the heated by the sun. (S, O, TA) -li, said of receded, from the covenant, compact, agreement,
became in the state, or condition, of repenting, or a man's face [&c.] signifies -> [i. e. It turned or engagement]. ($ in art. J3-..) [See also an
grieving : (Ksh, A, O:) for cº “…iſ is an about, properly meaning much, or in various ex. from the Kur-án (lxvii. 4) voce &-º-]
(O,) means

repenting, grieving; nays or directions; or it nas, or became, turned
* The heart; syn. 353 (LA, T, S, M, o,
therefore metonymically denotes about, &c.). (Jel in ii. 139) And as ºiá
Mºb,
K, &c.) or [accord. to some] it has a more
jºšić Jºſiſ, in the Kur [xxiv. 37].

action of him who is

Or

(Ksh, O :) and
repentance, or grief, like

29, J.

Jó

º,iºn

In eans

(Ksh)—ſº * Jºi -º

In nihich the hearts and the eyes shall be in a
state of commotion, or agitation, by reason of

Jaé

and

special signification than the latter word: (O,
K.) [for] some say that 315-3 signifies the “ap

occurs in the A, in art. Jºj, as an explanation of fear, (Zj, Jel, TA,) and impatience; (Zj, TA;) pendages of the ºr. [or opsophagus], consisting
ãº, meaning + The employing of property, or the hearts between safety and perdition, and the of the liver and lungs and ~3 [or heart]:” (K
turning it to use, in various ways, for the purpose of eyes between the right side and the left. (Jel.) in art. 39:) [and, agreeably with this assertion,]
it is said that the crºs is a lump offlesh, pertain
gain.] And you say, 29 Jº &#3, meaning

And …; Jº, in the Kur xvi. 48, means f In ing to the 3153, suspended to the pº [q. v.]: Az
&2 [i.e. + I employed him to act in whatever their journeyings for traffic. (Jel. [See also says, I have observed that some of the Arabs
way he pleased, according to his on n judgment or the Kur iii. 196, and xl. 4.]) You say, ~~~ call the whole flesh of the Jä, its fat, and its
discretion or free mill, or I made him a free sº J. (TA) and º P, & TA) mean --> [or septum ?], -ºš and >}}; and I have
agent, in the affair: or I made him, or employed ing it. -** tº-3 -3.3% [i.e. + He acted in
not observed them to distinguish between the
him, to practise versatility, or to use art or arti whatsoever may he pleased, according to his onwn two [words]; but I do not deny that the [word]
fice or cunning, in the affair : and simply, I
employed him in the managing of the affairl. (K judgment or discretion or free will, or as a free -15 may be [applied by some to] the black clot

agent, in journeying, for traffic or othernwise, in of blood in its interior: MF mentions that st;
the country, and in the disposal, or management, is said to signify the “receptacle,” or “cover
turned over and over, or revolved repeatedly, in of affairs: and simply, he employed himself in ing,” of the heart, (~-lii, ités, or Ště, [i.e. the
his mind, thoughts, considerations, or ideas, rvith
journeying, for traffic or othernise, in the country, pericardium, or, accord. to some, its “interior.”
a view to the attainment of some object, in re and in the disposal, or management, of affairs: the -ºš is said to be so called from its ~-lii.
lation to an affair.] And
-º, (TA,) or 25°') Jº ~ is means he practised versatility,

in art. -->) [And, J & Jº tº
2.9

[see 5:) the word is of the masc. gender: and the

inf n.

J.--iº, (S, K, TA,) t He investigated, or used art or artifice or cunning, in the disposal,

pl. is 2,5. (TA.) -i. <tº means the
scrutinized, or eacamined, affairs, [or turned them or management, of affairs]. (K,” TA.) And
several parts, or portions, [or, perhaps, ap
over and over in his mind, meditating what he
cº *-i- * ! He acts as he

custº Jº

of the heart. (TA in art. Jºy.)
should do, and considered what would be their pleases, &c., or simply he employs himself, in the pertenances.]
[And Jä is also used as meaning The stomach,
results. (TA.)

29

&

lsº is

a phrase oc offices of administration, or in the provinces, of which is often thus termed in the present day:
so, for ex, in an explanation of
q. v.]—
-

curring in the Kur-án ſix. 48,) (Mºb,) and is the Sultán]. (A.)
tropical, (A,) meaning t|[And they turned over

ãº,
-

and over in their minds affairs, meditating what 7. ~-lii, of which Jºãº, is an inf. n., ($, o,
they should do to thee; or] they turned over [re K, TA,) syn, with &l, (TA,) and also a n.
peatedly in their minds] thoughts, or considera of place, (S, O, K, TA) Tike *~~4, (S, O,
tions, concerning the beguiling, or circumventing, TA,) is quasi-pass. of &#: (S, O:) it signifies
thee, and the rendering thy religion ineffectual]: It, or he, nas, or became, altered, or changed,
(Jel:) or they meditated, or devised, in relation from its, or his, mode, or manner, of being :
to thee, wiles, artifices, plots, or stratagems; and (TA:) [and hence,) it (a thing) became in
[more agreeably with the primary import of the verted, or turned upside-donºn [&c.; see 1]. (S.)
verb] they revolved ideas, or opinions, respecting – And [hence] 37 3. <º means t The
the frustrating of thy affair. (Ksh, Bd.)
transition, and the being translated, or removed,

-ºid -ºš (also

called simply,

-

-ºil, Kzw)

is

#A certain bright star, [the star a in Scorpio,
between two other stars, which is one of the Man
sions of the Moon, (S, O,) namely, the Eighteenth

Mansion; so called because it is in the heart of
Scorpio: (MF:) [it rose aurorally, about the
commencement of the era of the Flight, in
Central Arabia, together with
3- (a
of Libra) on the 25th of November, O.S.: (see
2 iſ Jº, in art. Jj}:)] the commencement of

3'-

to God, by death ; and [in like manner] -ºil the period when the cattle breed in the desert is
4: see 1, in six places. ſºls, said of God,
means the transition [&c.], of men, to the final at the time of its [auroral] rising and the
also signifies t He made him to return from a
abode. (TA. [See an ex. in p. 132, sec. col., [auroral] rising of &lsº J-JI; these two stars
journey: see an ex. in the first paragraph of art. from the Kur xxvi. last verse.])– And Jºy
together, in the cold season: the Arabs
---. (In the phrase #23. ūji, expl. in the means also t The returning, in an absolute sense: rising
say, Jºſé ič, à- Jill & Él [When the
TA in art. As as meaning Restore us to our
and, as also --i-, particularly, from a heart of the Scorpion rises, the ninter comes like
family in safety, Çiği is a mistranscription for journey, and to one's home: thus, in a trad., i.
the dog]: and they regard its º [q. v.] as un
(º)]=~!s aS intrans, said of bread [and
the
prayer
relating
to
journeying,
*
$24.
thé like], It became fit to be turned over [in -ºil agº, t [I seek protection by Thee from lucky; and dislike journeying when the moon is
in Scorpio : at its º [meaning auroral rising],
order that the other side might become thoroughly the being in an evil state in respect of the return
the cold becomes vehement, cold winds blow,

&:

baked]. ($, o, K.)—And ºwl -13. The

ing from my journeying to my home]; i.e., from and the sap becomes stagnant in the trees: its

grapes became dry, or tough, externally, (K,
my returning to my dwelling and seeing what
TA,) and were therefore turned over, or shifted.

-č, is Öººl [q. v.]

(Kzw.) There are also

may grieve me. (TA.) The saying in the three similar appellations of other stars: these
(TA.)=Also He had his camels attacked by the
are 2.8 Jºš +[Cor Leonis, or Regulus, the
disease called •53. (S, O, K.)
means
#4nd
if
trial
befall
him,
and
[particularly
star a of Leo] : sº -ºš, an [improper] ap
e 3
such
as]
disease
in
himself
and
his
cattle,
he
re
5. Cºla; Jº Jºji -A55 [The thing turned
pellation of & : and sº- Jºš, a name of
over and over, or upside-down as meaning so that turns [to his former nay, i.e., in this case,] to
the upper side became the under side, (lit. back infidelity. (Jel. [See also other exs. in the itºl [q, v.]. (T.A.) – And -ºil is syn, with

Kur axi. 11 º' -ºff tº “ºf 33

©e

gº o ,

º
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3-3, [signifying + The heart as meaning the
mind or the secret thoughts]. (Mºb in art. 2-3.)
– And + The soul. (TA.)- And t The mind,
meaning the intellect, or intelligence. (Fr, S, O,
Msb, K.) So in the Kur l. 36: (Fr, $, O,
TA:) or it means there endeavour to understand,
and consideration. (TA.) Accord. to Fr, you
may say, Jºſé 35 U. Thou hast no intellect, or

|
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palm-tree, (AHn, K [in which this explanation him any disease on account of nihich one should

relates to all the three forms of the word, but app. fear for him. (Fr, T.A.)
accord. to AHn it relates only to the first of
them], and TA,) and the nihitest; which are the
leaves next to the uppermost part thereof; and one

© e.

e.

-

3

-

* > * .. • *

• of

4-1 iſºl J.-3 ºil ess;

º

©

... •

*

@

& e.

•*

*

•

-

* ~*

--- & -i-, 3 tº 35%
*ā’īš, with damm and sukoon:
or Já, with damm, signifies the [Youthfulness has perished, and the love of the
º

of these is termed

º

(AHn, TA:)
branches of the palm-tree (-ka- [in my copy of proud and self-conceited, the very deceitful, woman,
intelligence: (TA:) and & £5 tº tThine in the Mºb aſſa.]) that gron, forth from the J3 (thus the two epithets are expl. in art. JºJº in
tellect is not present with thee : (O, TA:) and ſmeaning heart]: (T, TA: [see &alsº and the S,) and I have recovered so that there is not
•

*~

of

4.3 Jºss ºf +Whither has thine
intellect gone?
2 ” of
(TA.) [And hence, ~34-5-) Jus) + The verbs
2

-

Jºsé", pla. of &eº,

Or

**te, and #34. :]) the

º'

in the heart any disease, &c.]; meaning I have
recovered from the disease of love. (S, TA.)

pl. is £3, (§, o, Mºb, K.) which is of the second,

significant of operations of the mind; as &4, (Mºb) for of all,) and Jºš, (Mºb, K.) a pl. of ~53 [as used in the following instance is an
proper name like jº- &c.]. J-5
and the like]—see also ºff-ſº-sº the second, (Msb,) and 555, (Msb, K,) a pl. attributive
~55 [Alter, O alterer, J is a prov. applied to him
means # The main body of the army; as distin [of pauc.] of the first. (Msb.) – And Jºſé sig
who turns his speech, or tongue, and applies it as
guished from the van and the rear and the two nifies also t.A. bracelet (S, O, K, TA) that is he
pleases: accord. to IAth, to him who has made
wings: mentiºned in the S and K in art. U-4-; norm by a noman, (K, TA,) such as is one ~15,
a slip of the tongue, and repairs it by turning it
&c.]– And J-L; signifies also t The pure, or (S, O, TA, but in the O, one ~5) [as though to another meaning: ū, he says, is suppressed
choice, or best, part of nything. (L, K,”TA.) It is meaning such as is single, not double, or such as before ºrº. (TA. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Jº cºil 35, (.5 % Jé & is one als, ('Eyn, T, MS, [and this is evidently
! [as though meaning, Verily to everything there the right reading, as will be shown by what

said in a trad.

Prov. ii. 247.])

35; A certain disease of the heart. (Lh, K.)
is a choice, or best, part; and the choice, or best, follows,) meaning such as is formed by twisting
And (K) A disease that attacks the camel, (As,

part of the Kur-dºn is Yá-Seen (the Thirty-sixth [or rather bending round] one Ju [i.e. one wire
$, O, K,) occasioning complaint of the heart,
Chapter)]: (A, O, L, TA:) it is a saying of the (more or less thick), likened to a yarn, or strand], (A$, $, O,) and that kills him on the day of its
Prophet; [and may (perhaps better) be rendered, not of a double 5u%; (MS;) and they say 39 befalling him : (As, S, O, K :) or a disease that
verily to everything there is a pith; and the pith Jºſé; (TA;) and ** Jº i. e. a [woman's] attacks camels in the head, and turns it up. (Fr,
&c.; from

J.5,

as meaning, like

Já,

the

“pith” of the palm-tree; but, accord. to Lth,
it is from what here immediately follows. (O.)
One says, (.529 º 4:- meaning f I have
come to thee with this affair unmiaced nith any
other thing. (A,” O, L., T.A.) – Also t A man

genuine, or pure, in respect of origin, or lineage;
(S, A, O, K;) holding a middle place among his

people; (A:) and "J-13 signifies the same: (0,
K:) the former is used alike as masc. and fem.

bracelet [of silver], (A, Mgh, Msb, TA,) such as
is not twisted [like a cord, or rope, of two or more
strands, as are many of the bracelets worn by
Arab women]: (Mgh, Mºb, TA:) so called as
being likened to the -: of the palm-tree because
of its whiteness; (A, Mgh, Mºb, TA;) or, as
some say, the converse is the case. (Mgh.) –
And I A serpent: (S, O:) or a white serpent :
(A, K:) likened to the bracelet so called. (S,
O.) = J.; as an epithet, and its fem. ăţá; See

and sing. and dual and pl. ; but it is allowable to
form the fem. and dual and pl. from it: (S, O:) -15, last sentence, in three places.
º,

e.

one says Jº Jºe (S, A, o] and "Jºš (0)| J is :

see the next preceding paragraph.

•

f a genuine Arabian man, (S, A,” O,) and
º

*:

6%. 2

g. ē 2

Jiā āśi (S, A, O’) and its (S, A, o] and
W

ãº

alºs, as a subst. : see J.5, former half. = Also

(K) a noman genuine, or pure, in respect Redness.

TA) [It is also mentioned as an inf n. of 13,
q. v.] Accord. to Kr, it is the only known word,
signifying a disease, derived from the name of

the member affected, except Sº and Jú.
(TA in art. Jºe.)
&

e.

8

w

~)3 : see -ºs.
º

.p.

-P915, (O, K,) as an epithet applied to a man,
w ºr w

...

•

tº w . . .”

(O, TA,) i, q, rºl 2::= ~~~~ (app. meaning
t Who employs himself much in journeying, for
traffic or othernise, or in the disposal, or manage
ment, of affairs: or n:ho practises much versa
tility, &c.; see 5, last sentence but one]. (O, K.)

-*. =2</ º means What
tender, of succulent herbs: these, and

– See also

are soft, or

(IAar, O, K.)

locusts, [it is said, were eaten by John the son
of
Zachariah. (O.)
they said J.5
33 and ūš + [This is an 3.3 a v. There is not in him any disease, (S,
A, Mgh.) thus says IAar, adding, for which he
Farth turned over Gºti. Jºã) : [app.
Arabian genuine, or pure, &c., and being genuine,

of origin, or lineage : (S, A," O, K:) Sb says,

&

Jº

or pure, &c.]; using the same word as an epithet should be turned over ("-ji) and examined, an epithet in which the quality of a subst, is pre
(S,) and in this sense it is said of a camel [and

and as an inf. n., and it is said in a trad, Ölé
dominant :] this is the primary signification.
the like], (TA,) or on account of which he should
ūš tº: $4. meaning t'Alee nas a Kurashee turn over upon his bedt (A:) or there is not in (A.) – And hence, (A,) a masc. n., (A," Msb,)

genuinº,

pure, in respect of race:

or, as some him anything to disquiet him, so that he should
say, the meaning is, an intelligent manager of turn over upon his bed; (Et-Tá-ee, TA:) or there
affairs; from Jº-1-3 as used in the Kurl, 36. is not in him any disease, and any fatigue, (K,
TA,) and any pain : (TA:) or there is not in him
(L, TA.)
anything; said of one who is sick; and the word
Jiā (S, A, Mgh, O, Mºb, K) and "Jºš (S, is not used otherwise than in negative phrases:
accord. to IAar, originally used in relation to a
O) or ā-ā, (A, K,) or jº, (Mgh, Mºb) [i. e. horse or the like, meaning there is not in him any
heart, or pith,) of the palm-tree; (S, A, Mgh, disease for n:hich his hoof should be turned upside
O, Msb, K;) which is a soft, white substance, don:n (*-ī) [to be examined]: (TA:) or it is
that is eaten; it is in the midst of its uppermost from 35%), (Fr, S, A, TA,) the disease, so
Or

o, Mºb, K) and "Jºs ($, o, K) ithe J., (S,

or masc. and fem., (S, O, K,) A nell, (MSb, K,
TA,) of whatever kind it be: (TA:) or a well
before its interior is cased [nºith stones or bricks]:
(S, A, Mgh, O :) or an ancient nell, (A’Obeyd,
S, O, K, TA,) of n!hich neither the on-ner nor the
digger is known, situate in a desert: (TA:) or
an old well, nihether cased nithin or not : (TA:)

or a well, nhether cased within or not, containing
water or not, of the kind

termed i.

[q. v.] or

not ; (ISh, TA:) or a nell, whether of recent
formation or ancient: (Sh, TA:) so called because
its earth is turned over (Sh, A, TA) in the

part, and of a pleasant, or sneet, taste : (TA; termed, that attacks camels; (TA;) or from -: digging: (A :) or a well in which is a spring;
[see also **) or the best of the leaves of the [q. v.] as said of a man, and means there is not in otherwise a well is not thus called: (IAar, TA:)
l
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the pl. (of pauc, S, o] iºi (S, o, K) and (of
mult, S, o] ºff (Š, Mgh, O, K) and ºff, (0,
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sever the limb; (that is to say, has hit aright, or for free action, &c.; see -º-; and see an ex.
hit upon, the argument, proof, or evidence, agree voce 2–~1. (Jel. in xlvii. 21.) – See also the
ably with an explanation in art. Jºle;) and has
following paragraph, in two places.
put the tar upon the places of the scabs;] is men
tioned by AZ as said of an eloquent man. (O,
Jºãº An inf n, of 7 ſq. v.). (S, o, K, TA)
TA." [The TA, in this art. and in art. Cºle, has — And also a n. of place from the same [for

K,) the first and last of which are said to be pls.
in the dial. of such as make the sing. to be masc.,
and the second the pl. in the dial. of such as make
the sing. to be fem., but the last, as MF has
pointed out, is a contraction of the second like as 3,3 (to which I cannot assign in this case any which Freytag seems to have found in a copy of
Jº, is of Jº, (TA,) and &: also is mentioned apposite meaning) instead of 3, the reading in the S Jºiº, a mistranscription], (S, O, K, TA,)
9 o

as a pl. of -ºš on the authority of AO. (TA
WOce

***) – El-'Ajjāj has applied the pl. ~5

the O.D – And "Jºſé, (0, L, TA) with ſet-h
J. (L, TA,) signifies also

and with kesr to the

A [clog, or] nooden sandal, (O, L, TA,) like the
~£; [q. v.]: in this sense likewise said to be
an arabicized word: and -ºš is its pl., [pro
Jºſé [dim. of 5: and hence, perhaps, t.A
5* [i.e. bead, or gem,) for captivating, fasci perly 4.5%) occurring in a trad, in which it is

to t Wounds, by way of comparison.

(S, O.)

nating, or restraining, by a kind of enchantment. said that the women of the Children of Israel

-, *.

(TA.) [As a n. of place it signifies
A place in which a thing, or person, is, or becomes,
altered, or changed, from its, or his, mode, or
manner, of being : and hence, a place in nihich a
thing becomes inverted, or turned upside-donºn, &c.
— Hence, also, t'The final place to which one is
translated, or removed, by death; and so WJºãº..]
like

5 *~ **

used to wear the wooden sandals thus called: (L, One says,

(Lh, K.)

“ſi. J. J- 2-i Jé and "...i.

TA:) it is related in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood that

![Every one reaches, or will reach, hisJinal place
man who employs himself as he the woman used to wear a pair of the kind of
to nºkich he is to be translated, or removed]. (A.)
pleases in journeying, for traffic or othernise, or sandals thus called in order thereby to elevate
— [And A place to which one returns from a
in the disposal, or management, of affairs : or in herself (O, L, TA) when the men and the women journey &c.]

Jºš Jº, + A

practising versatility, or using art or artifice or of that people used to pray together. (O.)
cunning, in the disposal, or management, of affairs.
~~15
s & 2 43 2
• a2 & a 2
Jú Red unripe dates: (S, O, Msb, K:) so
(TA.) And J3 J3- ($, O, K) and -15 J3 in the dial of Belhárith Ibn-Kaab: (El-Umawee,
1 <45, aor. 4, inf. n. <13, (S,” Mgh, O,”
3 a. 3 a.
and Jº Jº- (O, K) or J2- -3 (A) : One TA:) (app. an epithet in which the quality of a Msb, K.) He, or it, perished, or died. (S, Mgh,
-

6.3 p

6 ºn

n:ho eacercises art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity, or
skill, and eaccellence of consideration or deliberation,
and ability to manage according to his own free
will, nith subtilty; knowing, skilful, or intelligent,
in investigating, scrutinizing, or eacamining, affairs,
[or turning them over and over in his mind, and
considering nhat mill be their results. (S, A,” O,

subst. is predominant; for Jújº, Or (17; tın O, Mgb, K.) One says, 5-13 & l, ºf v.
ripe date when it has become wholly altered [in [They did not escape, but they perished, or died].
colour] is termed
(AHn, T.A.) – And ($, O. [Golius and Freytag appear to have
cº -5 it: A ene, or she-goat, of a colour read 13–1531; for they have said, as on the
different from that of her mother: (O,” K, TA:) authority of J, that the seventh form of the verb

K, T.A.. [See also art. J3-.])

in three places.

Jú.

occurring in a trad. (O, TA.) = See also & 15, is not to be used for the first form.])
4. 4-5 He, or it, destroyed him; (K, TA;)
Jºji as an epithet applied to a man: and ivº said of God, and of a long journey: (TA:) or he
as an epithet applied to a lip (āāº): see 1, near (i.e. a man, O) exposed him to destruction; (O,
*-d -

& see J.J.
•

4 oa

32

Jºš and 2315: see what next follows.

K, TA;) and made him to be on the brink there

the end.

J.J. and "º The wolf; ($, o, Ks) as

asºl (app. išū A sort of wind, from which

º and "Jºsé and **ºs, the last like
**, (K,) or "Jºšs. (O: thus there written.)

sailors on the sea suffer injury, and fear for their
vessels. (TA.)

also

of. (T.A.) = And stºls' She was, or became,
<ºie [q. v.]. ($, O, K, TA.)

such as is termed

3.5 A [hollow, or cavity, such as is termed]

sº, [generally meaning such as is small, or not
large, or such as is round, in a mountain, (T, S,
first and second.)
Jºi. The iron implement with nºbich the earth O, Mgb, K,) in rehich mater stagnates, (T, S, O,
is
turned
over for soning. (S, O, K.)
Msb,) i.e. the water of the rain, (Msb,) when a
Jºſé, with ſet-h to the J, (S, MA, O, Mºb,
– And The lion. (O, in explanation of the

K, KL) and "Jú, (MA, O, Mºb, K.) but the
former is the more common, (Msb, K,) A model

[3-(ii; + Vicissitudes of fortune or of time.]

torrent pours donºn; (TA;) similar to what is

~sº “…i. +[The Turner of hearts: an
epithet applied to God]. (TA in art. 9,-, from

termed

~$3. (T, TA:) in some instances so large

according to which the like thereof is made, or a trad.)

as to be capable of containing a hundred times as

proportioned: (T in art. Jºe, MA, KL, MF :)

much as the contents of the [leathern water-bag

Jºſi, pass, part. n. of º Jä. (A, O.) called] 33.5%: (Msb:) or a sº in a rock: (A:)
KL,) and of a shoe, (KL,) &c.; (O, Mgb, KL :) You say -->\ic j-- [generally meaning.4 tone and any sº in the ground, or in the body: of
and a mould into nihich metals are poured: (K:)
Jºſé is an arabicized word, as is shown by its turned upside-donm]. (A.) And -3.15.” jºy the fem. gender: (T, O, TA:) and [therefore]
the model [or last] (KL,) of a boot, (S, O, Msb,

6

y o -

e. .

.”

-

-

i.e. [A couch-frame] of which the !egs are

form, which is not that of an Arabic word;

turned

its dim, is " £13: (0 :) pl. 353. (T, S, o,

though Esh-Shiháb, in his Expos. of the Shife, upwards. (Mgh.) And -3.15.2 Abe [A sentence, Msb.) Hence the saying,

sºil

it.

&: sº

denies this: its original is [the Pers. word] or the like, altered, or changed, in the order of its [Blacker than the water of the <-ºl. (A, TA.)
by inversion, or by any transposition].
Jºſé (MF) the pl. is Jºlº, (MA) and nords,
(A.)
And
like manner -31A, is applied to a — Also A round hollow, or cavity, nihich water
-ºš is used by El-Hareeree to assimilate it word: see 1,informer
half. = Also a man attacked dropping from the roof of a cavern forms in the
to ~~1.
(Harp. 23.) [A fanciful and false by a disease of the heart. (A.) And A camel course of ages in soft stone or in hard ground.
derivation of Jú used in relation to a boot &c., attached by the disease termed ~55 ſq. v.]: (S, (TA)—[Hence, 534; 3-5 1 The hollow, or
depression, of the mess of crumbled bread moistened
as though it were of Arabic origin, is given in the O, K:) fem. with 3. (S.)
rvith gravy, in which the gravy collects. (S, A,
O, and in Har p. 23.] –25& "Jºſé 3, 35
• *
• * ** *
* *
2*, * * : *
ãºliºl [A subst., rendered such by the affix o, TA)— And G is signifies Any small
-ā--" & ex- ºup) & ex Jºãº) Jºlº Jºs [app. 3,] The ear. (O, K.)
hollow, or depression, in a member. (A.)
meaning # He has returned in reply the model, or
•* .
** ** *
Jºãº,
i.g.
-º-axe
t[Place,
or
room,
or
scope,
And -li (alonel, (TA) or § 3.33, (A,)
pattern, of speech; and has hit the joint so as to
•

•

*

*

-
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t The hollow, or depression, that is between the [ Jºã. (Lth, S, A, O, K) and W 3.15% (TA) and cured of their yellonness [&c.] (S, A, K) is a
collar-bone and the neck. (A,” TA.) And & if A she-camel that brings forth one only, and does
gº f The cavity of the eye. (S, A, O.) And not conceive after : (Lth, S, O, K:) or nhose
young one has died; as also iſ.& :) (L in art.
iſTheºprºn of the templ.) (5. J.K. :) and a woman of n:hom no child lives: ($,
O, TA.) And 2'w') J5 The hollow that is
A, O, K:) or, accord. to Lth, a woman who has
in the loner part of the thumb. (S, O, TA.) only one child; but Az disallowed this ex
And Jól c.15 [app. signifies the same;] I The planation: (O:) or a woman rho brings forth
part that is between the tendon of the thumb [i. e.
one child, and does not bring forth any after
of the flexor longus pollicis] and the fore finger; that : (TA:) or any female to which there has
which is the middle part between these two [or remained no offspring: (Lh, TA:) pl. of the
between the thumb and the fore finger]. (TA.) former <-Jū. (S, A, O.) [See an ex. in a
And 3-lºº) < iá (The depressed part of the verse cited in the first paragraph or art. -->5.]
flanks (AZ, TA) or what is termed J.9 3 Bishr Ibn-Abee-Kházim says, (S,” O,) mention
[app. meaning the socket, or turning-place, of the ing the slaughter of Makhzoom Ibn-Dabbā El
(A, TA) And 3.5 Asadee, (O,)

tººl tº

head of the thigh-bone].

The cº of the knee (A, TA. This,

*

-? -+

i should have thought, might mean the popliteal

-

- .

3 - -

-

“tº tººl -ui, Já

-

ºf ~ ***

+

• ?:

zº

prov.; ($, A 3) applied to the aged that is dis
ciplined and trained; (Meyd, A.;*) or to one
advanced in age with whom is done what is done
with youths, or who does what do young men.
(Ham p. 820.)

tº: tº, said of time, It rendered his

4.

teeth yellow [&c.; see 1]. (A.)
> ..

* ~ *zz , ~ * * *

•

* $2.

-

5. ---ºf lº-j ºté ls, 39-ºll i.e. + [The
woman when her husband is absent] becomes dirty
in her clothes; does not pay frequent attention to
the cleansing of her person and her clothes: a
saying in a trad., which some relate otherwise,
saying <--iº, with ~5: (TA in this art.:) but

El-Khattábee holds the former to be the right,
and to be from the yellowness that comes upon

ciº

tº:
the teeth. (TA in art. **)=And $$.”
jº 9 º' Jºe Jºe S. Jºe
space, which is slightly depressed between the
IIe applied himself to the earning, or gaining, of
two hamstrings: but see &J) And the c is
[The nomen of nihom no offspring lived, &c., pas sustenance, or wealth, in the tonens, or districts, in
(JK, TA) of the mouth (JK) of the horse (TA) sing the day treading upon him, saying, Shall
of the earth.
6-

--

the case of drought, or barrenness
is t What is between the ºl, [app. meaning the not a waist-wrapper be thronºn upon the man? (K.)

furthest, or innermost, parts of the mouth], er for it seems that his body was indecently
tij An ass [app. a wild ass] advanced in
tending to the ** [or place where the palate, exposed]; in explanation of which it is said, the
Arabs used to assert that when the stº) is trod
or soft palate, is rubbed, or pierced, to make it
(Lth and K in art.
upon a noble, or generous, man, who had been age : (K:) and so
bleed]. (JK, TA.)= Also A man having little
3-5.) [See art. & for two other significations
slain perfidiously, her child lived. ($, O.)
flesh ; and so W <-3. (Lh, O, K.)— And āşş

$15.

mentioned in this art. (one of them inexactly) by

(JK, K, TA, in the CK33, in the o żā,) A
ewe or she-goat nihose milk is not sweet.
O, K.)

Golius and Freytag.]

(JK,
22

eº

0

°

1. & 3.<3, (A, Mºb, K,') aor. , (Mºb,

sº A dirty garment.

(K.)

3.5 [inf n. of 1: used as a simple subst.,] K,) inf. n. §4. (A,” Msb, K,”) His (a man's,
Perdition; a state of destruction; or death. (S, or other creature's, TA) teeth became yellow : &# (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and '33. (Mºb,
O, K.) An Arab of the desert said, 2–2. & (A, K:) or became altered by yellowness or K,) the former being the inf. n. of . 3, and the
* Jº U. S. sº Jº 4-1-3 (Verily the * [here meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust latter a simple subst., (Msb,) Yellonness in, or
traveller and his goods are in danger of des colour; and in like manner are to be rendered ºf the teeth: (S, A, K:) or alteration of the
truction, eaccept what God protects]. (S, O.) similar words (primarily denoting “greenness”) teeth by yellonness or ** [here meaning, as
in this art.]: (Msb:) or became discoloured by expl. before, a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour].
much yellonness, which thickened, and then became (Mgh," Msb.) [See also 1.]
on the brink of destruction : or in fear of a thing
black, or of a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour:
.., , of
that beguiled him to venture upon an evil under
Clad with, or near
5 : see
(L:) - signifies yellowness in the teeth; and tº
:
see tº51. – Also --~~~~
when this becomes much in quantity, and thick, ing, a dirty garment, which is termed tº.
became] in a state of fear. (TA.) = Also The and black, and of a dark, or an ashy, dust
(Sh, T.A.)
state, or condition, of such as is termed *Si. colour, it is termed ºff. (Shi) or his teeth
* 22
(O, TA.)
See tº.
became yellon, and incrusted with dirt, from long
And one says,

-ºš Jº & i.e. [He became]

º

,-

•

* >

taking. (TA) And ºf J. Jºi i.e. [He
-

tº :

5

-

5 e.

disuse of the tooth-stick which is employed for
* ~*:
(A,)
tº (S, A, Mgh, L, Mºb) and '
cleaning them: (A’Obeyd:) or, as some say, his
# The channel [or oblong depression] betneen (a man’s) teeth became yellon, ; and his (a applied to a man, (S, A, L., Msb,) and to other
the two mustaches, against the partition between camel's) teeth became of a dark, or an ashy, than man, (L.) Having, in his teeth, what is
the two nostrils; also called the * and ai, dust-colour. (M.F. [But this is said in the TA termed
2. [expl. above as a yellonness, &c.]:
The man had
to be strange.])–And Jº
and as: and 4% and sº. (TA.)
(S, A, Mgh, L, Msb:) fem. of the former it is:
(S.)
teeth.
his
in
[&c.]
yellowness
signifies
and pl. - . (Mºb)—And
* , .
2 : * : *, *.
~43; see -15, last sentence but one.

-

&#,

----------------- .

&

-

-

***

* * . . pf
2. A jurº 3-1; I removed the
22.7 2 -

~15.2 : see axº~.
* , 22

- ... O

£º

dim. of tº 5: see the latter, first

sentence.
6

o -

* ,; 2

~Jie: see tºo.

Ayellonness [&c.] of his teeth.

,

i. e.

The

Jº-

[or species of black beetle called can

(A.) - And 4-is tharus); (A, K, TA;) because of the filthiness

: (A, TA:) an epithet in which the
[or yellon of its mouth
He [cleansed and] cured of their
quality of a subst. is predominant. (TA.)
ness &c.] his (a man's, and a camel's,) teeth :

tº

(TA:) a verb of the same class as <s; in the
* † 22 ! Earperienced, or ea pert, in affairs;
plucked
“I
meaning
K,)
(S,
<º
3-9.
phrase
whose qualities have been tried, or proved; (A,
death; ($, O, Msb, K5) as also º ji. (MF)
(S.) ºi. & TA;) and rendered tractable, or submissive:
camel.”
the
from
ticks
the
off
(Mºb.)
desert.
waterless
or
And hence, 4 desert,
An aged camel nihose teeth are cleansed (S, K) applied to a man. (TA.)
And A place that is feared. (TA.)
4 × ... b >

à-Mio 4 place of perdition or destruction or

&
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1. ºff, L. K) ºr ; (k) intº £is (S,
tºº (L)

and
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butter in a skin, (L.) and beverage, or wine, in him a snºord and bearing a spear]: he means,

8-9
K) and

— JJB

tºº,

(Sb, S, K,) He (a

his belly. (L, K.) See also 3,5. —& 333 * : Seº. (S, L.) [See a similar saying
* es: ~5: IIe drank of the beverage, or WOce £º-] —Jº Jää ! [He became invested
wine.

(IKft.)
with an office of administration, or a prefecture].
stallion-camel) brayed: (S, L, K:) or began to
(A.)—2S
Ji, i He took, or imposed, upon
bray: or brayed vehemently, as though he pulled 2. “35, inf n. 3.; ($) and #353 wais;
out the sound from his chest. (L.)—And tº (Msb, K;) He put a 3×3 [or necklace) upon himself, or undertook, the thing, or affair; (L;)
às in He pulled out, or up, the tree: (K, TA :) her (a woman's, S, Msb) neck; (S,” K;) attired syn. &#1 (JK) see Ham. p. 127.
[And so, Jº- 2333,
35; see s,ti.
, 13 He struck a dry thing upon, or against, a I hung upon him the snord, putting its suspensory
belt or cord upon his neck or shoulder. (A.)
3's A single strand, or twist, of a rope; (AHn,
dry thing. (K.)
[And] iſ...}) J3, inf. n. 2.É. He hung upon ISd;) and the like of a bracelet: (see &# :) pl.
2. ºil -is, in n.
He struck him the neck of the camel or conv or bull brought as an
a most vehement stroke with the n-hip. (K.)= offering to Mekheh for sacrifice something to show day on nihich a fever comes: (L, K:) or, on n°hich
that it was such an offering; (T, S, A, L, K, a regular intermittent fever returns, seldom failing
And &
The plant, or herbage, became

the z- being substituted for &

(TA.) = And her therenith. (Msb.)

£º,

$55 and 3.5. (AHn, Isd) sees, i...— the

tº

&c.;) namely, an old morn-out sandal, (JK,) or to do so at a particular time : (L:) or, on nihich
a piece of a skin, (MSb,) or of a sandal, (T, a quartan fever comes: (S, L, K:*) pl. §§§i.
strong. (K.)
Mgh,) or of a 5352, (Mgh,) or the loop of a 325. (L.) — Hence, ($, L.) The caravans from
A stallion-camel excited by lust, (K, TA,) (T.) The pagan Arabs used also to hang upon Mekkeh to Juddeh. (S, L., K.) — Accord. to
when he is [braying vehemently, as though] pul the necks of their camels pieces of the bark Aş, A man attacked by a quartan fever on the
ling out the sound of braying [from his chest : (4–) of the trees of the sacred territory of day of its attack. (L.) = Irrigation of growing
see 1). (TA.) – And An ass [app. “, mild ass] Mekkeh, as a means of protection against their corn: (Az, L.) as also "3.3. (L.) – [And]
advanced in age : (K, TA:) and so t”; with enemies. (Zj, on verse 2 of ch. v. of the Kur.) 35 signifies The day of irrigation. (L.) 2é.
as well as with 2-. (TA; and K in art. tº) — Hence, Jº sº 3.1: ! [The investing J. &: sº He performed the nork of irrigating
— Also, [or perhaps
*] IIollow reeds of prefects, or the like, with offices of adminis his land on the day appointed for his doing so.
tration]. (S, L, K.) You say, $3.4 ...is ! [He (L, from a trad.) – t Irrigation by rain every
or ca?es.
(K.)
invested him with an office of administration]. neek. (K.) You say, Jé Cº 135 it:
i.

£º

§

o ,

‘.

: 13,

(K, TA,) with the final letter

(A, L.)

<< *. If f [He conferred upon him

quiescent, (TA,) An expression uttered to the

permanent

stallion-camel on the occasion of covering. (K.)

$$$5:

badges

of his favours].

and see also

&º

and

sº +The heaven rained upon us atº particular

(A.) [See

Jºb.]— Hence,

time every week : (S, L:) from the J3 of a fever.
(L.) —
&l Ji- + He watered his camel,

lºſs

e 44 it t[The investing with
every day at noon. (Fr, L.) — Jé 35 -i
authority in matters of religion]: ($, L:) Jºãº) cº Jº [How is the natering of the pain-tree
head; or crown, or upper part, of the head] : means a man's folloning another in that

$$$.

See

3.53. — Also Large in the a...[s [or

also,

º

and hence used as a proper name, with the which he says or does, firmly believing him to be of the sons of such a one?] a question to which
article J), of the poet El-Amberee, and of others. right therein, without regard or consideration of one may answer, They are watered (lit. they
(TA.)
the proof, or evidence; as though the former drink) once in every ten [nights]. (L.) – A
made the saying or deed of the other a #355 portion of water: (L, K:) [pl. §§§ſ, occurring
and W
A braying stallion-camel: or
upon his neck. (KT.) =}_º 32 is t He in the A.]: and W 331; a draught of water. (A.)
one that brays vehemently. (L.)
obliged him, or constrained him, to do the thing, E & 35 & f I committed to him [the
or affair; he imposed upon him the thing, or management of] my affair. (A, K.)
affair. (L.)=ts. §§§ &$3 35 ! Such a one
Jºſé
-

33

§§

… p 6 ... 6

-

mas satirized with that which lºft upon him a
1. 315, (aor. -, inf n. 35, L.) He twisted, lasting stigma. (A.)
wound, or nºreathed, a thing (or anything, L,)
upon (Jºe) another thing; (L, K5) as a ~ſ; 4. Jºe J-Jī Jāl

(L.) — Also, Dates, and meal of parched barley
The sea dronned them.

(the ornament so called) upon another ~13. (K) 2:= Gº Je 2-, --- The sea
(L.)-[Hence,) aor. and inf. m. as above ($, L) dron-ned a great number of people; as though it
He twisted a rope. (S, L, K.) &- 3.3 1 His closed upon them: (S, L:) or, closed upon them,
rope was twisted: said of an old man who has and covered them, when they were dronymed there
become weak in judgment by reason of age, and
whose opinion is not regarded. (IAqr, L.) —
5. Ju, (K) and cºlu, (S) and sº Ji,
[Hence, also, He made a piece of iron slender, (L,) and tºº, (Msb,) He put on his neck, or
and twisted, wound, or mºreathed, it (K) upon a attired himself with, a 33’).5 [or necklace], and
similar piece, (TA,) or upon another thing. she did the same. (S, L, Mºb, K) – 2 i ij
(K.) —cº-

2333,

(aor. 2, inf. n.

$33, L.) Jºin (S, A, L) He hung upon himself the

+ The fever seized him every day. (L, K.) See snºord, putting its suspensory belt or cord upon his

33-5,-2-13, (aor. 2, inf n. 4-13, L.) He
irrigated growing corn. (L, K.) =33, aor. 2,
(inf. n. 33, L,) He collected water in a tank or
cistern, (L, K,) and milk in a skin, (IAgr, L,

K.) ladling each out with a bowl, and pouring

neck [or shoulder].

(A.)
•

*

#3; i.a. i*i; (§, L. K.) i.e., The dry,
or sediment, of clarifted butter; also called $334.

or wheat (3.2%), with which butter is clarified.
(L, K.) = And see J5.
6 * 0.

6.0.

5 e s 6 p.

5.

is,

and

iºs and $38, and #3. and iº and

ãº-- [?]; so says IAar.; and Lth says, that
the iºd is The part where the mustaches divide,
against the partition betnceen the two nostrils.
(L.)

3.
and see

§§s

and

*ś. A

tristed rope.

(S, K.) =

3's = and 3.31.
[A necklace; a collar; and the like;]

A poet says,
0."

.. 6.e.

that which is upon the neck; ($;) what is put
upon the neck (L, K) of a human being, and a

e.

134 33 44; 3 (.

º

horse, and a dog, and a camel or con, or bull that
º

is brought as an offering to Mekkeh for sacrifice,
[see 2,] and the like: (L:) Esh-Shiháb observes,

it into the tank or the skin, (AZ,) and clarified [Would that thy husband had gone hanging upon in the 'Ináyeh, that the measure *itas, in
Bk. I.

P

3.293 [as also aºs] i. q. iś- and ā93 and

the case
322
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JJB - U-13

of a word not an inf. n., denotes a thing that the keys of the affairs; meaning, I committed to
envelops, or that surrounds, another thing; as him the disposal, or management, of the affairs].

[Book I.

the like belched forth blood]. (A) — And <º

Jºu ā-ji (The cloud cast forth moisture, or

it.” and §§§5. (A)–:49 is eius, and ºi, (K) and Jine rain; not vehement rain. (A," T.A.) –
(TA:) pl. Jºš: (Msb:) $53 also occurs, either Jú9, afte 3 juá, (A) iſ His means, likened And Jºël c.13, ($, K,”) aor, and inf. n. as
as a pl. of §§5, in which case the kesreh and to keys, became straitened: or]his affairs became above, (K,) #The cup of wine cast forth [or over

in the instances of

āşū.

and

in the pl. are different from the kesreh and in straitened, or difficult, to. him : (A, K:) accord.
the sing., [being the proper characteristics of the to Esh-Shihāb, from Jie, signifying a twisted
pl.,] or as a coll. gen, n., of which 3×3 is the rope: this he says considering Jú. as syn. with
33% ; but its use in this sense is not established.
8 .

.”

• 2 & 2.

nun. (Isa, L)—ººl, kº-jūšš Čeº
+[Sufficient for thée is the necklace that surrounds

floned with] the beverage, in consequence of its
being very full. ($, K.") — Andjº J-45, aor.
and inf. n. as above, #The sea, or great river,
cast forth [or overflowed with] mater, in conse

quence of its being very full. (K,” T.A.)

(TA)

the neck]. A proverb. (TA.) Said by 'Okeyl
3ti. A hind of key, like a reaping-hook, (S,
Ibn-'Ullufeh, on his being asked why he did not L, K.) nvith which, sometimes, herbage is twisted,

2 : see Q. Q. 1.
5: see Q. Q. 2.

censure his enemies in a longer satire. (Z.) –

(&, i.e., Já) like as [the kind of trefoil, or

9%, 3:45, i.e., §§ & IIT whene.

clover, called] 3.5 is twisted when it is made into

Q. Q. 1. u_j (S, K) and 4.35 (K) He at:
tired him with a sº; (§, K5) as also '4-5,

ficence is a permanent badge upon my neck which ropes; pl. Jú. ($ :) a stick n'ith a crooked
day and night will not loose]. (A.) — Jº J head, (L, K.) n:hich is used for that purpose: (A) infin. Jiā (TA.)

ãº, * 35% *

{[To me are onling ac (L:) also, a reaping-hook with nihich <3 is cut.

knowledgments required by permanent badges of
favours firmly fastened upon their necks: see 2]. (L.) See also ºl.
(A.) [This use of 3353 in a good sense is more

Q. Q. 2.

Jº and Jºſé FIe attired himself

nºith, or more, a

is…}; ($, K5) as also "Já.

A.) [The last of these verbs is used by El
$ºi. A repository, magazine, store-room, or (S,
Hemedhánee transitively, as meaning, He attired
common than the meaning f A disgrace attaching
constantly or a permanent badge of infamy: see treasury; (L, K;) as also "...s: (K:) pl. Jú. himself with a cap of the kind called *::, (18 0.
33-13: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,
Ham. p. 127]=::13:53, (K) and "ölä is, (L.) = And see 295).
(L, K,) + Verses, or poems, that last throughout
T. iii., p. 90 of the Arabic text:) but perhaps
3,ii. see 3.3. — A bracelet formed of two this usage is only post-classical.]
time. (L, K.) See 2. = āşş-;-) A certain
bracelets of the kind called -ºš tnisted together:
asterism. (See #314.)
Jºã, (A, K, and so in a copy of the S,) or
(L:) a twisted bracelet; as also *33. (L, K [the
*

as

9.7 °

s ... •

Jº: See XXio.

latter said in the K to be with fet-h, but in the L "J.G, (A, Mgh, Mºb, TA, and so in a copy of
written 35 :]) and the latter, [in the S written the $,) the former being the inf. n., (Mgh, Msb,)
* .. . .
35, a bracelet made of twisted silver. (S, L.) and 'Ju-Jä,
(TA,) [but this last is more like an

*-

*

... O

gº

o

395).

See

*}}.

3.31.

See

&#

=

inf n.,.] What comes forth, (Kh [accord. to the

sº <<1, Jººl,

3i. The place of the #355 [or necklace, or $], or Lth, AZ [accord. to the TA], S, A, Msb,

Or

[as in different copies of the A: perhaps mistakºs collar, upon the neck]; (K;) [the neck of a K.) from the throat, (Kh or Lth, S, A, K,) or

for Yugºś:] I irrigated my land with my J3 woman, and of a horse, &c.]. — The place of the from the belly, to the mouth, (AZ, Msb,) as much
suspensory belt or cord of the sword, upon the as fills the mouth, or less, (Kh or Lth, S, A, Msb,
3355 or the K,) of [undigested] food or drink, (AZ, Msb,)
Jº, (S. L. K.) or "...ii, with ſet-h to the , like put upon his neck]. — A horse nºbich out peculiarly, with acidity, and that acid humour
(A,) said to be of the dial. of El-Yemen, and said strips others, ($, L, K,) which has something put itself, (Meyd, as cited by Golius,) whether the
[or portion of water]. (A, TA.)

shoulders. (S, K.) – [Having a

to be arabicized, (Msb, TA,) originally Jºſe upon his neck in order that it may be known that person cast it forth or return it to his belly: (AZ,
[i.e., 3.1% or 3.e, which is Persian,) (TA) or he has outstripped. ($, L.) – A chief upon Mşb :) when it is repeated, (Kh, S, A, K,) or
originally J-2.5i, (Mºb, MF.) which is Greek, whom are imposad the affairs of his people. (Ham overcomes, (Lth, TA,) it is termed *: (Kh
[i.e., k\etóðs, gen. of k\ets,) (M.F.) A key; ($, p. 127.)
or Lth, S, A, K:) or mºhat comes forth, of vomit,

A, L, Mºb, K.) as also '3-i (L, K) and "3Sie
(K) and '3-i. (AHeyth, i.) and "383 (L.)
pl. 3.96 (L, Mºb, El-Basār) and Ji, (Mºb,
El-Bašáir,) the latter a pl. similar to

&-tº- and 4tº, and Jeliº,

&

being as much as fills the mouth: (Mgh:) pl.
L-15

1. Jºã, aor. :, inf. h. Jº, He belched up, (S,”

Jºš: see Jºi.

and

A," Msb, K,) from his throat, (S, A, K,) or
(El-Basáir,) or from his belly, to his mouth, (Mºb,) as much as

[rather] a [reg.] pl. of Sºi- Ol' 3. i- or &ſi, filled his mouth, or less, (S, A, Msb, K,) of [acid
and undigested] food or drink, whether he cast it
(Esh-Shiháb, in the 'Ináyeh,) or it has no [proper] forth or returned it to his belly: when it over
sing.; (A5;) [and pl. of &ſie, Jú, of which see comes [or is repeated (accord. to an explanation
an ex. below]. [You say]

Jºji. (TA)

"ºl, 4-9) 3, [or

of

Jiří

Or

Jºš below,)]

(Mºb :) or
2.5%) He opened the door with the key. (A.) ‘Cá.
filled his mouth :
Ješ sºlºſ Jú. à [Kur xxxix. 63, and

it [the action] is termed

s • * 2.

3.13:
3-2 ºz

º

• ?:

** * *f;

see 33-15.
• ?:

cº-º: see J-13.

is:# (S, A, Mºb, K) and '4-š (S, K) and
6 -

a 2.

* - ©.

-

he vomited (tā) as much as Vás-ºſ; and Väu-Iš (TA) A certain thing that is

(Mgh:) or he, or it, vomited, norn upon the head, (K, TA,) rell known; (TA;)
or cast forth; syn. 533. (S.) The act termed [a cap, generally high and pointed, but sometimes
xlii. 10,) may signify tTo Him belong the keys Jºš is an impurity which necessitates the per close-fitting, which was norm by the Arabs, some
of the heavens and of the earth: (L, Msb:) Z; formance of the ablution termed º: (A, Mgh:) times alone, and sometimes beneath the turban :
-

says, that the meaning is, God is the Creator, and
there was also one
kind which was round, like a
• 2 of
the Opener of the door, of everything in the so in a trad. (A.) – 4: <<15, (A, K,) aor.
heavens and in the earth: (L:) some say that it and inf. m. as above, (K,) His soul, or stomach, melon: (see is,..., :) and a concl, or hood, of a
may signify to Him belong the treasuries of the heaved; or became agitated by a tendency to pointed form : see

heavens
and
of--theorearth.
(Es-Suddee, L, Msb.)
>*
>
, o -23
32-9) •ºlic º, &# t[lit., I thren, to him

-

jº, and Jº, and is,...

vomit: (A, K.) [like ….]—[Hence, sº Abd-El-Lateef applies the term J.L.; i, is to
23.9 ãº t[The wound made nith a spear or the cap of copper which covered the head of the

U-13
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obelisk standing on the site of Heliopolis,

-
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Jaſs

Jºãº * -: Jaſ: The garment,

or piece of manner one says of a he-camel [Jalil and "Jaſs):

now called El-Matareeyeh :] the kind worn by cloth, contracted, or shrank, after the nashing. (M:) or she became fat in the [season called]
the Companions [of the Prophet] nas such as (S, Mºb, K.) And Jasºil "Jals, inf. n. Jacº; -º-º: (S, M,” Ki) or i. q. *; [so in the
fitted close to the head, [not pointed, or] not going
(K, TA;) or "Jalaj; (M, TA;) The shirt became copies of the K, evidently a mistake for 35%,
anay into the air: (K in art. ** :) pl.
contracted, or raised, or tucked up: (M, K, TA:) q. v.;] and her milk went anay, or became dranºn
3.
and wº (S, Mºb, K) and J-ºš and Jºš and in like manner,
"…a5, and W-aſsi, up; (K;) [a signification nearly agreeing with
explanations of -jū;] opposed to <ºi. (TA.)
and J-ºff, which last is [properly a coll. gen. n. [the coat of mail became contracted,
...)

-

º

-

©.

Jºš

-

--

--

--

&

most fre

of

which 3, ºff

is the n. un, being] originally quently meaning upwards. (TA.) – It (water)
for there is no noun ending with an infirm collected in a well, and became abundant: (IKtt,

3:3,

letter preceded by a dammeh, wherefore the 3 is TA:) or rose (S, M, K) in a well; ($;) syn.
changed into J, and the dammeh into a kesreh, &ºl. (S, M, K:) or, when said of the water of

See also Jaiš.
5: see 1, passim.

• * ~ o

-

º

Jºſí Abundance of water: and, contr., paucity

-

and then the word becomes like Jets [for Jºls]. a well, it signifies & as meaning it went anay: thereof: (TA:) and "āºš and viań have the
(S, K.) The dim. is viºſ; and Yi-ji and and also as meaning it rose by its becoming former of these significations: (M.) or wiań
*i...ºf and *::::::: (S, K:) but not i-ºº: copious: (A, TA:) thus it has two contr. signi signifies water of a well collecting therein and
fications: and it is also said that

jº <-aº rising: (S. K.) and so "izü, accord. to some

for the Arabs form no dim. of a word of five [or signifies the water of the well rose to its
more] letters so as to preserve all the letters,

upper

lexicologists, as mentioned by Ibn-El-Ajdábee:

unless the fourth be a letter of prolongation. part; and the well became nearly, or entirely,

(IB) the pl. of iaº is taſis (S. K.) and

eachausted: (TA:) and 2* Jaſ; the water of
the pool left by a torrent went anay. (M.) —

the pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.) of i2lå is "Jä.

(TA.)
*f;

**

‘. ...

22

oz. 2

9,

J. e.

<<15, (M, K,) with kesr; (K;) His soul And I found not in it [i. e. the well] save a little

arº and *-* : } see #2.É.

and

2 * *::

heaved;

g-

or 2

à-ºš and a-ºº:
t

(M.K.)

and a

dial, form

Jºãº

See

Jaff. = The beginning of a she

• , ºr

--

thereof is with J., [i.e. <-15, and also cº-º]. camel's becoming fat; as also "Jºsé. (M.)
(TA.) – Also Ja-13, aor. :, inf. n. Jºſé, He See 4.

Usº)3: see Jºš.

Jºš.

or became agitated by a tendency to quantity of nater. (TA.)

vomit; syn. < *;

-

3

(IB) . An Arab of the desert is related to have

at: 3-45, (M, K) aor. 2, inf n. Jºſi, (M) said, tº &: wāºš S. º **** U3, meaning,

Jºj,

in two places. = A maker
leaped, sprang, or bounded. (AA, K.) — <-aī;
[or seller] of what is called is: [or rather of
(so in a copy of the A ;) and "…a5, (M,
3
J-33, the pl.; and so "Jºš; or this latter is
see

Jº;

--

2 - ?:

2 * ::

* 22

à-aſs and 4-aſs: see Jakš, throughout.

--

K.) inf n. Jiā; (K;) [probably signify the

perhaps post-classical]. (TA.)

same: or] the former signifies The camels rose in

Jº A young, or youthful, she-camel; (S,
M, Mºb, K;) i. e. among camels (Mgh, Msb)

the first and subse their pace, or going : (A:) and the latter, they the like of a 49- among women: ($, Mgh, Mgbº)
quent senses. (S, A.) – You say, #36 &g (the camels) were light, or active, and quick, or or such as endures journeying; (Lth, K;) so
and "āºš IIA wound made with a spear or the were vigorous, (***) in their pace, or going: called until her tush grows forth, [in her ninth

Jú act, part. n. of 1, in

(M.) or went on in one regular, uniform, ºr C071
stant, course. (K.) — Jays, inf. n. J2513, also
blood]. (A.) And [in like manner], "Jºš 3
+A sea, or great river, casting forth [much mater signifies He went anay; (IB, TA;) and so
(see 1)] or froth or foam : (S:) or flowing with a "Jels,infn.Jºã. (TA:) each likewise signifies
the same, but the latter in an intensive sense,
very copious and high tide of water. (K.)

like belching forth blood, and belching forth much

year, when she ceases to be so called: (Lth:)
or a young, or youthful, Arabian camel: (TA:)
or a she-camel from the time when first ridden,
until she sheds the central incisor, [in her sixth
year, when she is called išū; (El-'Adawee, S,

said of tears; and so the latter when said of any. $gh, K;) the he-camel during that period being
"Jaii, said of an animal's called 3,35, and then J--- (El-'Adawee, S,

Jals

thing: (TA:) and so

1. Jaff, (§, M, A, &c.) aor. 2, infn. Jºsſ; milk. (Mgh)—Also, ºil-2.É.inf n. Jºſé,

Sgh:) or any she-camel from the time when she is
(S, M, Mgb, K,) [has, among its significations, The company of men took up their luggage, (O, ridden, nihether she be a cº <!, or a ai
three which I mention together because two of TS, K,) or collected themselves together, (L.) and until she becomes a sº, or until her tush gron's

them are assigned to it in one of the phrases here went, or departed: (O, TS, L, K:) or they forth: (M:) or a she-camel in her sixth year:
following, and all of them in another:] It con became distant, or remote : (TA:) or removed, or or in her second year: (M.) and sometimes a she
tracted, or shrank; or became contracted or migrated, quickly from the dwelling. (A, TA.) camel just born is thus called: (M:) the Jesús
shrunk; (S, M, Mgh, L; Mºb, K;*) as also "Jals, – And Jºſé Jaº, inf. n. as above, The boy is so called because of the length of her legs, and
(S, Mgh, K,”) inf n. Jºã; (K;) and "Jaſsi: gren up and walked. (TA.) See Jºº.
her not being yet bulky in the body: (T, TA:)
and a long-legged she-camel is so called, (S, K,)
(S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and i q. & ; [which
2: see 1, passim : – see also 4. = <3 Jals sometimes: ($:) the term is only applied to a
has two significations: it rose, or became raised:
IIe contracted his shirt; he raised it, or tuched it female: ..(IDrd, K:) [dim. i.e., of the pl. of
and it went anay:] (S, M,” A, Mgh, Mgb,” K;*)

as also "Jals, and "Jail. (A, Mgh.) You say,

up. (M, K,” TA.) Thus the verb is trans. as

which (ºue;13) see an ex. in a verse cited in art.

well as intrans (K)—cº & J.'s He •, I pl. Jºš and Jºſé ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb,
Jº Jºſé, (3, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and els separated
the two men, each from the other, in a
(TA) and Jalā- (Mgh) and "Jalāl, (Fr, TA,)
K) and &Laº (M, L) and (pl. pl., K, i.e. pl. of
The shade contracted, or shrank, (M, K, TA,)

Jº from me:

(M, K:) or decreased: (TA:) or

&:

(S, Mgb, TA:) all of
which explanations are correct. (TA.) And
& 3 at His lip became contracted; (S, M,
Mşb, K;) as also *-alia. (Msb:) or became
contracted upwards. (A, TA.) And
Jaš

rvent anay; syn.

&

The udder became drawn together.

(†A5

And

case of reviling or fighting; syn. Jaié.

(M.)

Jºë, Ś) J353. ($, M, Mºb, K.) [Hence,

sº

4. Jalāl; see 1, second sentence. — It (a
Jº iThe clouds that bring snow. (A,
camel's hump) began to come forth: (IKtt, TA:) TA.) [Hence also, 2- Jº [also
called
and, said of a camel, his hump appeared in some Jººl and Jºã] t!"wenty
stars, which, as
degree, (ISk, S, K, TA,) and rose: (TA:) and
in like manner c-a's] said of a she-camel: the Arabs assert,

cººl, drove

before him in
(TA:) or the latter signifies she (a camel) became demanding in marriage Üßl; (TA;) some small
fat in her hump; as also re-aſs; and in like stars before tººlſ, following ºjjī: (Mir-át ez
322 *
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Jeº — tº

Zemán:) [by some applied in the present day to
the Hyades:] or the

Ješ

L-315

camels, (K, TA,) and rendered them fat, or plump.

are the stars around

[The colocasia; or arum colocasia of (TA, as from the K.) And it.s. It (a thing, S,
Linnaeus: or its root :] the root of a certain O, or a place, or pasture or a place of pasture,
female of the ostrich-kind; like the J2513 of the plant, which is eaten cooked, (AHn, K,) and used TA) pleased him. (S, O, K, TA)= And tº
camel-kind; (M, TA;) the female of Jú, [or medicinally: (AHn:) the decoction thereof in He rendered him little and despicable. (S, O, K.)
young ostriches, or young ostriches a year old]; creases the venereal faculty, and fattens; but the

Júš

cººl. (Kzw.) – Also, t A young, or youthful,

5. & tº (in the CK & III, found
(TA;) a female of the ostrich-kind, taking it constantly engenders black bile. (AHn,
the place suited him, and consequently he
that]
par
de
l'Egypte
“Relation
De
Sacy’s
[See
of such as are termed Jú, : (S:) or a female of K.)
pp.
94–98.]
Abd-allatif,”
abode
in it. (O, K) – “…it. He took the
the ostrich-kind: (A, O, K:) and of such as are

i.e. a

à,

best of the thing. (Th, K.) – And He collected
the thing little by little : (S, O:) and accord. to

termed Jú, : (K:) or Alsº Jas signifies the

Jú, of the ostrich: (IDrd, TA:) or J2243 [so

[ _c\}

in the TA, app. a mistake for Jeº signifies the
offspring of the ostrich; its Jú- and its Jū):

315

Z,

so says IKh, on the authority of El-Azdee. (IB,
TA.) — Also, +The young of the [species of

(sº-

bustard called]

(K:) or the female of

(TA.)

Jº

8: see what immediately precedes.

lº

t; A

place in n-hich a she-camel, and a he
camel, and a noman, and a man, abides until she,
or he, becomes fat, or plump. (TA.)

See Supplement.]

the U330- or a little female Jºº-. (M.) —

Jº is also metonymically applied to signify

º "tº signifies He collected the thing.

it:

Abundance of herbage, or of the goods, con
veniences, and comforts, of life; and ease, repose,
1. *-ū stº, aor. 3 (Az, S, o, Ks) and or freedom from trouble or inconvenience or from
A nell having
sense]. (TA.) =
-$3, (O, K,) aor. 2; (K;) inf. n. tº: and #23, toil or fatigue; as also "stºi. (K.) — Also,
abundance of water; pl. Jºſé. (M.)
(AZ, S, O, K) both of the former verb, (AZ, S, and "stºi, and ºi, (likeli. [a mistranscrip
O) and tº (K) and $43, (0, K.) which is of tion for it…] and 35-5-2, TA,) A place on rehich
Jºº. see 1, (of which it is an inf. n.,) through the latter verb, (O, TA,) and :(.3, (K,) also of the sun does not come: (O, K:) pl. of the first
out: – and see Jaé.
the latter verb; (TA;) The cattle became fat, or word ſº. (TA)
º

-

! Young momen; (K;) as also Jºš: (TA:)
and the latter, to signify women [in a general

\º

Jº-º:

º, , ,

plump; (AZ, S, O, K;) as also WJU.51: (K:)

see Jú.

º
Jºš.

the first is expl. in the T as meaning the cattle
became full nºith fatness: and the epithet applied

to them is there said to be "#23. (TA)—

Jºš Jº

Shade [contracting, or shrinking,

it:3: see the next preceding paragraph.

‘J.' Little and

despicable (S, O, K, TA) in
the eyes [of others]; fem. *3. (TA:) pl. :1.5
and :[..}; (K;) the latter of a [very] rare form.

Jºstº, (K, TA) and -43,
from one: (see 1 :) or] decreasing : (S, TA :) And Jº
camels abode in the place, (K, TA,) and (TA.)
The
(K.)
[or going anay.] ãº iáš. A contracting lip:
were pleased with it, (TA,) because of its abundant
àºls, fem, of &G; see 1, first sentence.
(S:) and ãº Jú Jº a man having a con pasture, and became fat, or plump, (K, TA,)#2in- .

* -

•

*

*

~ *

-~

.

º

ºf , o,

6.--> d -

-

*

tracting lip. (Msb.) Jaé * A garment con it. (T.A.) And J-- 13-e cyl-Co assºl stus;
Jacº <- [The cattle abode in such a place until they
tracted and short: (Sh, TA:) and
a short shirt: (A:) or a, shirt ºntracted, Or became fat, or plump). (TA.) See also 5. –
raised, or tucked up: and Y à-axi- &: [a coat of And JºJº ºt.j, (0, TA) inf n. 13, (TA) I

"Ji.

ofo .

5usic and 35 sie: see Suº.

tº

mail contracted]; most frequently meaning up abode in the place: (O:) or I entered the place
wards. (TA.)

1. 4-5. (S, A, L. K.) aor. , (K) inf n.
—Jºº tº, and "Jºš and "Jºš and abode in it. (TA) And J. J. t. He º:#;
($) and '4-s: (S, A, L. K.) He
and becoming abundant in a well:

Water collecting

nent into an abode. (TA.) = it. is also syn. ate it, or took it into his mouth, (S, K,) namely,
(TA :) or rising, or high, (S, M, K,) in a well: with 44.3 ſq. v.]: (Ki) the latter is affirmed to meal of parched barley or wheat, &c., (S, A, L,)
($:) the pl. of Jºº is Jaff. (TA.) See also 1.
be the original word: (MF :) you say <t. not bread nor dates nor the like, but only what
is eaten in the manner termed ~~, (L,) without
Jú, in two places. – Also, ap Jº !, meaning &#. (O.) = $3, (S, O, K,)
moistening it, or kneading it with water ye.; syn.
plied to a horse, Tong in the legs, and contracted aor. *; and, lº, aor. 4; (K;) inf. n. Šá.5 (S, O,

Jaſi:

See

* **

* ~~~

aſſº;
in the belly: (M, TA:) or light, or active, and K) and us;, both of the former verb, (S, O.) and
(A, L.) [and conveyed it] to his mouth (A) or
tall, and long in the legs: ($, K:) tº and tº, (so in copies of the K,) or it.} and
quick,
licked
it up. (L.) And 4. i-3 ''<<3 [I
or tall.
(A.)
so ate a mouthful thereof, i.e. of what is eaten in
not an inf. n. un, (L, TA,) said of a man, (S, O, the manner described above]. (A.) – And
Jºi. A she-camel fat in the hump; and in TA,)
and of other than a man, (TA,) He was, "4–3, likewise signifies, (L, K,) as also 4-5,
like manner, a he-camel: (M:) or a she-camel
($, K5) he took it in the palm of his hand

(**)

#3, Go in the TK.) and #3, (K) which last is

or became, little and despicable (S, O, K, TA) in

-º-º: (S, the eyes [of others]: (TA :) the former verb is (L.) He drank it, namely, what is called Jºj,
M :) and also, a she-camel that becomes fat and the better known in this sense. (MF, TA.)
(L, K) and ~5% (app. as meaning wine], and
lean in the minter. (Ks, TA.)
TA) did not suit him: water, and milk. (L.) = And, from 4-5
3. * * 1 (a 25,thing,
signifying as expl. above, you say, JI cºe 83,
(K, TA:) and so out; L. (TA.)
that becomes fat in the [season called]

[&º
-ā15

Gls

4. ãººl -lji. see 1, first sentence. — t.; (A) or ſimply] 3 (S. L. K.) with ºth, (5)
Jºãº The people, or party, had their camels in a aor. *, (L,) inf. n. 3:23, (S, L, K5) as also 43,
fat, or plump, state. (S, O, K.) – Jº t; aor. *, inf. n. 8,3; (L;) and Y Us, (A, L,)
Jº The pasture, or place of pasture, suited the inf n. *-alie and tº: (A;) and 'tº, and
º

See Supplement.]

-

*

*

>

- - -

-
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tº

W2 - 531; (S, L, K;) He (a camel) raised his expositions of the Kur-án, and the like is also or, as more than one have said, of water. (TA.)
(S,) said of a = See also &“ i.il.
head (S, A, K) from the water (A) or at the indicated in the S,) inf. n.
watering-trough, and refused to drink, ($, K,) his camel, (MA,) or of a man, and [in this case, but
J-ºl and it iſ The a: ſq. v., generally
thirst being satisfied, (S, A,) or by reason of not when said of a camel,] tropical, (TA,) He
loathing, or of the coldness of the water, or of some raised his head, and contracted his eyes : (S, meaning the glans of the penis]. (K.)

&tº

disease. (A.) And Jºy "e-ºff The camels

MA, K, TA :) [or he nas made to raise his head

** ,

, o

• .2

à-la-săJ! The part between the

came to the water and did not drink, (§, K,) but and to contract his eyes :] it is expl. by Z as in

-

*

34-3

[or

raised their heads, (S,) by reason of disease, or of the K. (TA.)—[Hence,) one says, (S) 4-3 occiput] and what is termed tââjî šić [which is
cold, (S, K,) or of the coldness of the nater, or
f The J. [i.e. the ring, or collar, of iron, the small hollow in the back of the neck]. (K.)
because their thirst was satisfied. (TA.) And
for the neck, or the shackle for the neck and
thus accord. to the Basrees, (TA,)
***, 3,4 and
drank] and raised hands, consisting of two rings, one for the neck
his head and left drinking by reason of his thirst's and the other for the hands, connected by a bar and 3-ºl, and "i-ºil, (K.) The plant
of iron,] caused his (i.e. a captive's K) head to
being satisfied. (S.) And A.J. cº cys
be raised, by reason of the straitness thereof; (S, of perfume called] §vi) : (TA:) or (so accord.
Such a one drank water, or the mater, nºith
* * ~~#2
* ~ of
K, TA;) meaning that the bar of the Jé. which

jº

&“ºil,

'ºffſh.

*,

•

8

. .”

-

called) --, ſq. v.]: (§, K, TA) or [the kind

'º
-

dislike, or loathing. (AZ.) V ->ijº ºl, said [by its projecting above the ring around the to the K and TA, but in the sº also,”) a sub
by Umm-Zara, means tſI drink] and I satisfy neck] pricked his chin, did not let him lower his stance that comes upon the surface of wine, like
my thirst until I am not able to drink more, so I head; as is ºld in the A. (TA)—tº [as 5-3-1. ($, K, TA:) it is the froth, or scum,
raise my head like the [camel that
is said to be]
• 3-a
eu- (A, TA:") Azny. that t”. primarily
• *

-

-

inf n of sº, like **

(with 9 and c) in

thereof: (L, TA:) or, as some say, (TA, but in
the K “and,”) saffron : (K, TA:) or a certain

form and in meaning,) also signifies t The ele perfume: or a white substance that overspreads
relates to water, but is metaphorically used by vating of the head by reason of pride : and so
wine resembling sºil; this last is said to be what
her in relation to milk: she means that she
(L and TA in art. 2-se: but in the
satisfied her thirst with milk until she raised her
is meant in the following verse by En-Nábighah

&=}.

cº, * º £º), * &:) * sº
in

head from drinking it like as does the camel when
he dislikes drinking water: (TA:)
or, as some *** [i. e.
2 & 2.É.

tº]

[Edh-Dhubyánee], the only poet known by AHn
signifies &- [i. e. * ***, to have mentioned cº-ºil:

relate her words, she said, tºv, (A, TA,”)
which [likewise] means, “and I raise my head
in consequence of the being satisfied with drink
ing.” (A.) [See also art. 2-3.] — ?–3, aor. *,

* f * * * ... • *
* † : ...
+ He magnified, or eacalted, himself; reas proud;
behaved proudly, or disdainfully; or elevated his
• a2
nose, from pride); (K, TA;) and raised his
head, scarcely ever, or never, lonering it: as
inf. n.
is also expl. by Lth as signifying though the verb had two contr. significations. [When its seals are broken, what is ersiccated of
the white substance resembling particles of calamus
He (a camel) became very languid by reason of (TA.) – 2-3) said of thirst is expl. by Lth as aromaticus of the wine comes, or appears, upon
vehement thirst: but accord. to Az, this is wrong. signifying It rendered a camel very languid: but
its surface]. (L., T.A.)
accord.
to Az, this is wrong. (L.) = t
(L.)
• 20 3
cº, a subst. from -.5 or cº, Aversion of
J.J. The ears [of n:heat] became pervaded by
the farinaceous substance. (K.)- And t a camel from drinking, by reason of the thirst's
repelled him (i.e. his companion, A) with a small 29, so in the T and L and other lexicons, but in
being satisfied, or of loathing, or of the coldness
and paltry thing, in lieu of much that was due to all the copies of the K # W
The rvheat
of the water, or of some disease. (L. [See also
º

#

* …)

…

-

-

tº,

0

- 9

-

* *

*

-

-

2. –3, (A, K,) inf n. ***, (K) He

3–3,

him; (A, K;*) like as the wronging commander

does to him who engages with him in a warring,
or warring and plundering, expedition, by doling
to him the least, or meanest, thing, and choosing
for himself in preference to him in the partition

6

becomes mature

tº.

(TA.)

cº;
7: see 1, near the middle, in two places.

8: see 1, first quarter, in three places: = and
3: see 1, near the middle, in two places. – see also 4, last sentence.

'gº; ſº, (K) The two collet (š, K) or two
(A) said by sh to be & and & 125 (TA;
[in which it is also here said that they are the
tno months whereof each is called Jºe: if so,

corresponding to December and January O.S.:

&º,

in art. •rº :]) so called because
the camels, when they come therein to water,
find its coldness hurtful to them, and therefore
raise their heads from it. (S.)

but see

**

(MA,) [in my MS. copy of the
R indefinitely written tº: and in the CK
4.

“whence "3," i. in the Kur" (xxxvi. 7, and
by explanations of this epithet in several of the

also called

!---

*:::

4-ºu
& Verily he is a great drinker
of the beverage called nebeedh. (ISh.)
i-s: a subst. signifying What is eaten in the

Wheat, syn.

#.

manner termed

tº,

**)

Jºsé

Jºš -ºš):
*.i.
#.
§e &: i-sº Ş. Jº etc.

(Mºb)—ºil

Jº L; means The farinaceous substance per
–31, but it is correctly &#, as is shown by its vaded the ears [of n!heat]. (L.)

being added, after the explanation, in the TA,

zº º,

[see
(S, L,) of the
(S, A, Mgh, L, MSb,
K,) and iº- and Jº, (Msb,) nhen the meal of parched barley or robeat, &c., (L) or such
farinaceous substance pervades the ears, or from as a digestive stomachic (Cº- [often written
the time nhen it has attained its full growth to Cº-], &c.; (S:) expl. in the K by the word
the time when it has become compact: (L:) [and
[only], in some copies with the addition
the grain of n!heat; as also > and iſº- and
of a final cy. [evidently a mistake for co, since its
24% :] a word of the dial of Syria. and some original in the Pers.
Or
(TA:)
times used by the people of El-Hijáz; or, as
app. from
meaning
(S.)—[Hence]
some say, a Coptic word; but the former af.
one says,
L. fThe
sertion is the more correct: (TA:) the word *
is more chaste: ($ in art. 2- :) W i-3 signifies camels obtained not [aught] save somewhat of dry
0. single grain thereof.
cº herbage nihich they took into the mouth un
moistened, or licked up. (A, TA.)

4-5

of the coldest, (A,) months (S, A, K) of winter;

Hence

see 3.

5: see 1, near the middle, in four places.

of the spoil. (A, TA.)

Hence, (S, A) tº yº, (S, A, K.) also called

- 2

2-)

5 -

** A camel raising his head (S, A, K) from

6 -

the nater (A) or at the matering-trough, and
à-ºº: see the next preceding paragraph.
refusing to drink, ($, K,) his thirst being satisfied,
iº A mouthful of **** ſq. v.]: ($, K:) (S, A,) or by reason of loathing, or of the coldness

2562
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of the water, or of some disease : (A:) and dis man: (L, K:) fem. $3.3 (S) and #133

and

Jºy

4.

J-º! The new moon became nhat is

2% #33. (L)–33; 3: & Verily he is very termed 23, in the third night. (A)—--si
signifies the same, applied to a he-camel, (A$, $, strong. (Lth, L.)- Jº Ješ Penis vehementer #3 our night became bright [with light of the
A,) and to a she-camel: (A$, $, K:) pl. of the
• 32
se erigens, (L, K,) or Jºji is a name of the penis. moon]. (S, TA)–93; [We entered upon the
former t”; (S, K;) and of Wthe latter cº,
liking water from any cause: (K:) and "

º

3 *> 0 - -

3* >

* , ”.

-

time of moonlight;] the moon rose upon us. (S,
T.A.) – 3-5. He (a man, TA) watched, or

(L.) – See also 33.
which is anomalous, (S,) or this is pl. of

*2%

J -

3

º e º ze

2

for the rising of the moon. (K.) = See
an 33, fem. 13.3, (L, K) and "33 and [fem.” waited,
also 3.
epithet; you say tº Jº!; (A3) and Jº see 33 above] 333 and £33, (K,) Large
and long in the neck : or tall, (L,K,) in a general
5. *i- IIe came to him in the moonlight.

or it is [an inf. n.]

syn, with i-li, used

as

*ā-li. (S)-Also, (K,) as expl. by Lth,
and so

'**, but, accord. to Az, wrongly, (L.)

sense : applied to a human being. (L.) — cº

suº3. *& We are thick-necked.

•

A camel very languid by reason of vehement
also sº.
thirst. (L, K.)

($)—tº ºil, (A, TA) and gº, (TA)

(L.) – See He hunted, or pursued, the antelopes, (A, TA,)
and the birds, (TA,) in the moonlight, so that
their sight nas dazzled. (A,

•

*

>

&“iº

J-cº

see 4, first sentence.

TA)—4-S, is

The lion went forth in the moonlight in quest of

aor. , (S, A, K) infºn. 23, (5) II,
*i. and its fem.: see *% in three places. (a 1.23,
man, S, A, K, and an antelope, and a bird,

prey. (S, K.’) = &ºi, He deceived, beguiled,
or circumvented, him; desired to do him some ecil

TA,) and it, (a man's sight, A,) became dazzled
(S, A, K) in the moonlight, (A,) or by snow, (S,
A, K,) so that he could not see : (S, A:) he (an
antelope) became deprived of his sight by the light
of the moon, so that he was perple.ced, and unable
to see his right course. (IKft.) –33, aor. *,
(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He (a man, TA,)
nvas, or became, sleepless in the moonlight. (K.)

action without his knowing whence it proceeded.
(A.) = See also 3, in two places.

*a-e-P
* * * 6

e ,

333-sill What is behind the head; ($, in art.
J.--5; and Msb;) that is to say, (Mºb,) the
[occiput or] hinder part of the back of the head;
(T, Msb, K;) i.e., the surface between the *ś
[here app. meaning the hair that surrounds the
round part of the head] and what is termed Jº = See also 3, throughout.

tåål [or the small protuberance above the back of

3.

6. lxx.cº. They played [together] in the manner
termed

3-3: ($:) they contended together for

stakes, or wagers, &c.; (K;) [they contended to
gether in a game of hazard, such as that called
2-49, or the like: see 3.]

jºin The moon in its third night [and after]:
(ISd, A, K.) or the moon during the interral
•9, inf. n. jº (S, A, Msb, K) and $2tiz, between the first two and last two nights :

the neck]: (T:) also, the protuberance above the (S, K,) the contended with him for stakes, or (A Heyth :) or after three nights until the end of
back of the neck, (L, K,) between the ağ [see
the month: (S:) [and the moon, absolutely, in
wagers, laid by both of them to be taken by the many
instances:] so called because of its white
above] and the back of the neck, sloping down
from the

acts [or middle, or crown, or top, of winner; syn. …}; (Ki) ſhe contended with him ness, (§, Mºb, TA) from 3, #13 (TA:) of the

in a game of hazard, such as that called 2–43,
the head]; it is the part of the head which or the like: (see Bd and Jel, ii. 216:)] in 'com. masc. gender: pl.jū. (TA.) The dimº,
touches the ground when a man lies on his back :
is found to occur : (S:) and is applied to The
mon modern conventional language, he played
moon at the time called 3–. [which is
(L:) also, the upper part of the back of the head:
nvith him at a game in which it is generally made
(L, K:) or that part of the bone of the head a condition that the minner shall receive some generally said to be applied to the last three
which projects over the back of the neck; the acts
thing of the loser: (so accord. to an explanation nights of the month]: you say 3.3 * [The
being above it; and the Jé, belon it, neart the

part of the back of the neck that is between the

set, or disap

moon at the time called

*-i-

peared]. (A, TA)—jºin Jº, º I

ears: (AZ, L.) pl. 3-13 ($, L, K, &c.) and jº
4-3 and sº-3, (L.) Accord. to J and
… e.

J-.

which I find in several copies of the KT:) from
e. e.
-

signifying “he deceived him;” because

is [often] deception. (A.) You say 3.5 left my cattle to pasture without a pastor to take

care of them in the night; and [in like manner,
AHei, the e is an augmentative letter; but "ºi 3, aor. of the latter + (JK, S, A, Msh, K) Jº cº-, in the day. (TA)—99 in

others hold it to be a radical; and F says, that

and -, (JK) inf n. 23, (S, Mºb) : He con

The sun and the moon : one of them [namely
J's mentioning this word in art. Jºss requires tended with him for stakes, or nagers, &c., (S,” latter] being made predominant. (TA.)
K,) and overcame him therein; (S, A, Msb, K;)
consideration. (TA.)

and

*:::::: $2.5 signifies the same: (K) or "...is

3.5 :

fem. with 3:

the

see;3.

signifies he overcame him who contended nith him
*A-cº
in the contest termed G3; and "93, aor. :, inf. n. 5.3 A colour inclining to greenness: (A, K.) or
whiteness inclining to dinginess or duskiness : (A:)
1. Jºã, aor. *, (TA,) inf. n. Jº, (K,) He, or 23, he played with him in the manner termed or
whiteness in which is a dinginess or duskiness:
it, was, or became, tall, or long : or he was, or jº and overcame him: ($) or *ś, inf. nº (K:) or clear, or pure, whiteness. (TA.) See
-

-

-

º “e

became, large and long in the neck. (K, T.A.)
Q. Q. 4.

3.3, [in which the o is an augmen

J

**, 3i:
(IKtt.) or "33, aor. -, (K,) inf. nº, (TA,)

he overcame him in play; and so

also

- d.

33.

3

-2

6-5 [Of, or relating to, the moon; lunar].
tative letter accord. to J, is said by F to be im i. q. …ts, (K,” TK.) and is transitive: (TA :)
you say tºº 33, and sº [he contended for Ex. à, in ãº. The lunar Syear. (Mgh, art.
properly assigned by J to this art.] see art.
stakes, or nagers, &c., with the gaming-arron's, U-5.)
3 •2
and nith the apparatus for trictrac or back

*-oº

#3 (Lh, ś, L, K) and 33 (K) or 33 (L) gammon]: (A:) and '93 [as syn, with 3,3}]:
and

33-3 (Lth, L) and

3.4%

and

sº

and

&:3 (K) and 333 and Jºº-3 (L, K)

.

9 o 2 5 2,-

pl. of ji,

like as

2-jº of 3-, or pl. [or

(TA) and JJ Wºº, aor. 2, [so in a copy of

the A, doubly trans., app. meaning I contended
Strong: (Lth, S, K+) or strong and hard or with him in a game of hazard for the property:
hardy : (L:) or gross, thick, coarse, or rude, or I so contended with him for the property and
(K,) and hard, or hardy : (TA:) applied to a overcame him.]

go y

usrº is a rel. n. from 2-52.12: and 2.5 is either
rather coll. gen, n.] of
3

*

3

&#, like as 2s,

is of

• ,"

Usºs, ($, Mºb :) or Cººs is a rel. n. from the
name of a mountain, or of a place, or some other
thing, accord. to different authors: or its us is

Book I.]
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added to give intensiveness to its signification : of the moon : a proverb:1 meaning, Wait thou (A’Obeyd, A, K.) or ...the main body of the
(TA:) the sº is [A bird] of the [species patiently for the accomplishment of thy want. water thereof; as also "Jºš: (K, A, TA:) or
(JK.) [See Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 45.]
the middle, and main body, thereof. (S.)

called]< *ś; ſpl. of i=3;] (Mºbi) a certain

6 - - d.
-

species of bird; so called because 2.5i [q. v.] in

Jºiº. The time of a star's setting at damm.

colour, like the ais-li in El-Hijāz; (JK;) [a

U-o-3

species of collared turtle-dove, of a dull nihite

1. Jºj, (§, K) aor. : and , (K) infn. Jº
(S, A, K) and J.3 (TA) He, or it, (i. e.

colour marked neith a black collar: such I have

(S,” TA.)
&

L-69
º o –
º

seen in Egypt, caged; but they are rare there; anything, TA,) dived, or plunged, (S, A, K,)
1. Jº, aor. - (M, TA) inf. n. Jºš, (S,
and, I believe, are brought from Arabia:] in water: (TA:) he, or it, dived, or plunged, M, K.) He collected (S, M, K) a thing, (S,) or
the *:::: is a species of Atº-, (K.) 29- [i. e. or became immersed, therein, and then rose: Jº, (M, K,) meaning small rubbish, or broken
pigeons]: (M, TA:) or ãº: is applied to the (TA:) he (a man) disappeared in water: (Sh:) particles of things, on the surface of the ground,
-

female; and the male is called: áu.. ($, Mºb,
K: see: 3. in art. J3-); and the pl. is Gº,

and "J-sil (signifies the same as J-3 ; or] he, (K) hence and thence; (§, TA:) as also "Jºs,
*ii. (S, TA) Hence, cº"

or it, became , immersed, in water: (S:) and
this latter, he leaped into a well. (Sh.) –
(S, Msb,*,K,)
imperf. decl. ; *(S;)
and accord. to [Hence,) It (a child, or foetus,) was, or be
*:
c 2.
came, in a state of commotion in the belly (S, K)
some, Jºš ; (TA ;) and 2-3. (K.)
of its mother: (S:) or in the membrane which

2 b .

inf 3n.

U-sº-.

J-5

Jºi [The wind's collecting the dust]. (TA)
2 : see 1.
w

jº:

see 3. [It is often used as a subst., enclosed it in the belly. (TA) = 4–3, (S, A)
B. Jºiº, (K) or ºil ºil, and '4-3,
signifying t A game of hazard, such as that [aor., app., as above,) inf. n. J-3, (K,) He (M, TA,). He ate what he found, (K, TA,)
*

immersed, dipped, plunged, or sunk, him or hence and thence, (TA,) even though it might be

called -º), and the like.]

it, (S, A, K, [in the CK J -i- is put
3-

- -

! An antagonist in the contention termed by mistake for

Jºb]) in water; (S, A.;) as

jº (IJ, K.) pl. ii, (IJ, K,) which is also "4:3", (S) infin. Jújº (K.) See also
“. You say also, * es? * <; I cast
anomalous, like ju-ji, pl. of>. (TA.)

vile: (K, TA :) or he ate nhat is termed J.Uss,
hence and thence. (M.)
8 : see 5.

Jº The bad [or refuse] of anything: pl.

33; Of a colour inclining to *: or of a him into the well (sh)—4:34:5; see 3. Jº; like as 3% is pl. of &: (Yaºkoob,
dull or dingy or dusky nihite : (K:) and nihite :
3. *-ū, (K)infn. 3.2%, (TA) He tied, Isk, M3) and "33% is like it: (TA:) and
(S, Mgb, K.) or intensely n!hite: (IKft:) fem. or contended, with him in diving. (K,” TA.) "Jºš is also a sing, like Jºi. (M,TA)
§: ; (§, K.) pl. 3. (§, Mºb) You say You say, "…# 24.45, (S) ſaor of the latter, Jº also signifies What is collected hence and

33 - (S, A, Mºb, K) An as of the colour

accord. to rule, 3 only,) inf. n. Jº, (K,) I vied, thence: (S:) or small particles, or fragments, of

termed 5,3: (Ki) or a white as: (S, A, Mgbº) or contended, with him in diving, (TA,) and I anything; as also "4:3; (M, IKit;) and so
and iſ ºf &üí a she-ass of the colour termed sº overcame him therein. (K, TA.) You say of ãºtá: (IKtt, TA:) or small rubbish, or
:

(K:) or a white she-ass. (S.) The Arabs say, him who contends, disputes, or litigates, with an broken particles of things, on the surface of the
that when the sky appears of the hue of the belly adversary, (A,) or who disputes with one more ground. (K.) You say, tºu.} Ş. Jº L.
of a she-ass of this colour, it is most abundant in knowing than himself, (S, K,) tº- J-tº & He gave me not aught save the norst of n!hat he
rain.

(TA.)

33; Jº A moon-coloured t[Such a one vies, or contends, in diving nith a fish]. found. (K.) [Hence, cººl Jºu: Household
And 3. * A cloud, or (S, A, K.) You say also, 3 & Jºº &Sº, goods, or utensils and furniture. (S.) [Hence

Also

horse. (Mgh.)

clouds, of a white colour: ($:) or intensely meaning, f Such a one hides himself at one time also, ...tº Jºš The refuse, or meanest sort,
of the people, or of mankind. (K,” TA.) [The
bright, by reason of the abundance of mater and appears at another. (TA.)
application of Jºš to Any kind of woven stuff,
therein; and [hence] full [of mater]. (TA.) –

7. = 4-35! :

iſ...} \}, (S. A. K.) and ºi, (A, Mºb, K.)

4. L-35ſ : see

and ºi, (K) and '53, (IAar, K.) which last

6, 2-3 J Ösºliº & The children

is held by ISd, to be a kind of rel. n., or

vie, or contend, one with another,
in diving in the
~ 3 - ~~

nºhether linen, cotton, or silk, &c., is post-classical.

Its pl. is is ºil
ºf 6 -

: see Jºj, throughout.

possessive epithet, (TA,) A moon-lit night; sea, or great river; syn. Jºlelãº. (A.)
: see Jºº, in two places.
a night in which the moon shines: (A, K:) or
a light, or bright, night : (S:) or a nihite night.
7. J-ºk's see J-3, in two places. – t It (a
wº.
(Msb) IAar, mentions ºf Jā; but Isd, star) set, or descended in the nest; (S, K;) as Jºë one who sells household goods, or fur
niture and utensils. (TA.)
says this is strange, and I think, he adds, that by also "J-31. (TA.)
JJ he means àº), or that he makes Jº fem. as
Jacº
L-º-º: see C-5-3.
a pl. (TA.) You also say Jºã #3, meaning
1. Jºã, aor. *($, M, A, Mºb, K) and -, (S, M,
The night of moonlight : (Lth, A, Mgh :) for
*, *:
cºlº : See J-3.
Mºb, K.) inf n. J.; ($, Mºb, K) and J.Lº,
iſ in also signifies the moonlight. (Lth, A, Mgh,
(S, M, A, K, or this is a simple subst., Msb)
K.) And jºin Jº tº We sat in the moon
6 6.e.

6

.

º

P

→

-

J-6 (TA) and "J-3, (§, TA) [but the

former is a simple epithet, and the latter intensive, and Jºš, (M, K, or this last is not allowable,
S,) He (a horse or other animal, S, A, K, or a
in the moonlight]. ($) – 3: … A face A diver : (S, TA:) a diver for pearls. (TA.) camel, Msb) raised his fore legs together and put
likened to the moon (K,” TA) in respect of
them don’m together, (S, A, Msb, K,) on being
U-233 : see J-3-ols.
whiteness. (TA.)

light. (A) And ºil J & II came to him

5 e o –

5

p *

mounted or ridden, (Msb,) and beat the ground
0.3

J. of

2

- 6:.

•

293

*

jºi. See J-ºl. —Ji. <% Jºsé JºJ) cyl Jºë The sea; syn. 3-4; (IDrd, K5) as (3-3) with his hind feet; ($, K) like 3:1;
[Verily the night is long, and thou hast the light also "J-3: (O-) or the deepest part thereof: ($) as also "Jes: (A) or Jºš, with damm,
s

-
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Jass – lass
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is the inf. n. when it signifies he did so usually: of the office of Khaleefeh, (K, TA,) and will himself over:” (TA:) sometimes fem. ; (K:)
(K:) and, inf. n.

Jº and Jú, he pranced,

ennoble and adorn thee like as he is ennobled or masc.; but sometimes meaning a coat of mail
and adorned who has a robe of honour conferred

(§2) and

leaped, sprang, or bounded : (M, K:) and, inf. n.

Jº, the

nas, or became, restless, unquiet, or

upon him. (TA)—ºn J-3, (infº...i.

pauc.]

then it is fem.: (M, TA:) pl. [of

i2.5

(S, M, K) and [of mult.]

Čuč

unsteady, (K, TA,) and took fright, and ran TA,) He cut out a Jes: [or shirt] from the (S, M, Mºb, K) and J. (M, Mºb, K.) In
anay at random, or shied: (TA:) and, inf. n. piece of cloth. (Lh, M, A, TA)
a trad. mentioned above, (see 2,) it is used

Jú, tit (a bird of the kind called 23) re
mained not steadily in a place, but leaped from

tropically.
5.

jº-

(TA.) – t The membrane that en

J-3 Ja-i- IIe turned over, and closes a child in the womb. ($gh, K.) — Also,

its place impatiently : and, inf. n. J23, the became immersed, in the river. (TA.) =
took fright, and ran anay at random, or shied, Jeziº, (K,) or
Jeziº, ($, M, A, Msh,)
and turned aside or anay. (TA.) You say,
Jº º āş, • *; you should not say He clad himself nºith a Jagº; [or shirt]. (S, M,

(K,) or -ºil Jº, (A,) I The pericardium :
(IAar, K :) or the latter signifies the fat of the
heart; app. as being likened to the garment
above mentioned: (M:) [and, by a synecdoche,
A, Msb, K.) [Hence] you say,
Jai the heart itself, nrith its appertenances: see an ex. in
Jolº ; ($;) or you say Jºu: also ; (TA;) and
and āş, t-IIIe became invested with the office of a verse cited in art. 33-, conj. 9..] You say,
Jºº, which last is the most chaste; (L, TA;) commander, prefect, or the like]. (TA.) And aft Jacº -º-, & [Fear rent open his

º

43

ãº

... p.

This beast has in her a property of raising and
putting don'n her fore legs together, and beating
the ground with her hind legs. (S.) And it is

said in a proverb, (S)--tº &.

J. L., (§,

jail J-9 Jeziº t[He became
might, or nobility. (A, TA)

invested with

Jú A seller of Jua.o:

& Jaels 5 [app., The boys contended
in leaping, springing, or bounding, raising both the
6.

2-3

pericardium , or the fat of his heart]. (A, TA.)
s

-

[or shirts]. (TA.)
- -

-

Jaels: see 1, of which it is the act, part. n. :

A, K,) and
; ($gh, TA; and so, as well
legs together and putting them donºn together]: and see an ex, voce J253-2. — Kicking; striking
aS --tº, in two copies of the S;) i. e. jº-ji;
with the foot. (TA.) – ~55% Jº-º: see 1,
(S ;) [There is not in the ass any poner of raising and iai. * [between them is a contending in
last signification.
and putting donºn his fore legs together, &c.;] leaping, &c.]. (A, TA.)
45

-

- d -

-

applied to him who has become low, or mean,
a & &[Verily he has a good mode
after being high, in rank, or condition; (S, A,
K;) and to a weak man, in whom is no activity: of attiring himself with the shirt]. (Lh, M.)
(A, K:) or, as the proverb is related by Sb,
Jetº $3. [Is there not, then, any ponier
&c. in the ass?] (M, TA.) And in a trad., or bounding : (Kr, M. :) or i, q. Jº, (K,) i.e.
are, as 2. <<āş And it leaped, or sprang, or a quick run. (Fr, T.A.)
bounded, and took fright, and ran anay at
Jolº and Jolº and Jolº : see 1, passim.
random, or shied, with him, and threw him donn.
(TA.) You also say, -ºw âû, "…# 1 The
Jºs: A beast of carriage that leaps, springs,
she-camel ment briskly with the rider upon the
or bounds,
K, i. e. -ºš. TA,) neith its
hinder part. (A.) And *** 3-3, J-3,

à

1. [...}, aor. * ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 2,

K.) inf. m. kº, (S, M, Mgh, Mºb). He
Jº i !. Jºº, i.e. 4 leaping, pringing, (M,
bound a child (S, Msb) in the cradle, and a sheep

*

… o. . . .”

laº;

©

. .

6

* *

9

* >

5

.

(Jºsiſ,

master; as also "Jºš;

(K;) likewise signifying

(S. K.) or tº "Jº, (A):The sea puttheship in a

or goat on the occasion of slaughtering it, (S,)
with the buº;[Q. v.]: ($, Mºb:) or 41.3 signifies
he bound his arms and legs, or hands and feet,
together, like as is done with a child in the cradle,
(K, TA,) and elsen here, putting his limbs [or
arms] neart to the body, and then winding upon

him the leu.5: (TA:) and he bound his (a captive's,

Mgh, Mºb, K, or others', Mgh) arms and legs,

or hands and feet, together, (Mgh, Msb, K,”)
state of commotion (S, A, K) by the waves (S, a hackney (cº) that leaps, &c., much. (TA.)
with a rope; (Mgh, Mºbi) as also "Alºs, (M,
A) thereof. (A.) And it is said in a trad., – f Restless; unquiet; that does not remain
;ºn J Jº 2& &_&#3#3 + Verily the steadily in a place. (K,”TA.) – t The lion :
(IKh, L:) because he goes about in search of captive) was thus bound. (S, T.A.) – Jº A3,
earth shall be in a state of commotion with you
his prey. (T.A.) – * - Jºã
f Verily (TA,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He disposed the

K.) inf n. *-iją (M, TA) and ſº he (a

[like the commotion of the kind2 of
bird called Jää).
*~ *
.*

*

<!

he is a liar; (Kr, M, A.;) as also Jessé. camels in a file, string, or series. (K, T.A.)

(TA.) You say also, Jauji ºil t Restlessness, (TA.)
2: see 1.

or inquietude, or unsteadiness, seized him. (A, TA.)

Jº:

See Jºº. = [A shirt; a shift;] a
And, of a horse whose sciatic vein or nerve is
contracted,
[not tº as in Freytag's certain thing that is worn, (S,) well known; (M,

(ś,

K;) accord. to El-Keiyim Ibn-El-Jezeree, and

Lexicon,]) ãº < [app. meaning, His hind
leg became twitched up, as in springhalt): in others, a served garment with two sleeves, not

º e

3. * -

.

lass: see leU.5, in two places.

£1.5 The thing, (S,) or ruide piece of rag,

(Msbj

with which a child is bound (S, Msb) in
opened [donin the front J, worn beneath the [other]
the
cradle
: (S:) or the piece of rag, (Mgh, K,)
which case you also say of him, sº "Jºsé 25, clothes; (TA;) accord. to El-Hulwānee, that of
or
neide
piece
of rag, (TA,) which is wound upon
[as though meaning, verily he has a twitching up of n:hich the slit is tonards, or to, the shoulder:joint;

the hock] (S,TA) [See also Jº...]

thus differing from a woman's

&

a child (M, K, TA) nhen he is bound in the
of which the

cradle: (Mgh, TA:") pl. º. (Mgh, Mºb.)
opening for the head to pass through extends - A rope with which the legs of a sheep or goat
2: see 1, in three places. = ta-3 4-3 He
towards, or to, the bosom; but this [says Mir] are bound (S, Mgh, K) on the occasion of the
clad him with a Jaºs [or shirt]: ($, Msb, K.) I find not in the lexicons: (Mgh, art. 82° :)
slaughtering; ($, K;) as also * {3: (K:) or
and Ç 4-3 [he clad him with a garment as a “or,” as in some copies of the K, but in others
a rope with mhich the arms and legs, or hands and
*.
shirt]. (A) [Hence] you say, Jº all a.a.s “and,” (TA,) only of cotton, (K,) or of linen; feet, of a captive are bound together: (Msb, K.)
335- t[God invested him mith the variegated (TA ;) not of nool: ($gh, K:) or by this is pl. as above; (Mgh;) and the pl. of i. [pro
•

B e.

. . ad

a

robe of the office of Khaleefeh). (A.) And it is app. meant that such is generally the case: (Ibn bably a mistranscription for 13] is ºuji. (TA.)
El-Hajar El-Mekkee, TA:) accord. to some, it
said in a trad., (K, TA,) that Mohammad said
may be from the skin [so called] which is the – 4:3 also signifies The bºº, (Mgh, Mºb)
to 'Othmān, (TA,) tas: Masi-' aſſ)
mean
pericardium ; [but accord. to Z, the reverse is meaning wide noven ropes, (Mgh,) of fibres or
ing : Verily God will invest thee with the apparel the case;] or from Jaii signifying “he turned leaves of the palm-tree, by which a booth of reeds
•

* * * ** ** *
-

&

laws – “...is

Book I.]
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ſ&

4. ts. He spoiled a hide, or rendered it unsound.

Jº

(O, K.) = i\s:Ji Jº The thing became possible

• *

wood that are upon the outside of a booth of reeds

£-o

or canes, or in its inside, to nihich are bound the

*::

first, or

as a contraction of

lº,

to me, or within my poner, (K, TA,) and near to

C-5

bundles of reeds or canes that form the roof:
(Mgh, Msb:) or the heads [or eactremities] ther'ſ:
(Msb:) or lass, with damm, [app. meaning laº,
with damm to the second letter as well as the

me. (TA.) = See also 1, in two places.
See Supplement.]
2.Éo.”

a for

3u85 [or sus]: see
*~3

•

s

* ~ 6. 3

&\} J-oº

like as

9%, o .

3Lºo.

3.3, He (a

*...* A thing intensely red. (S. o.)

man, L, and a camel, S, See an ex. of the fem. ââû, applied to the sun,
**, accord. to some, is a contraction of *]
L.) raised his head. (S, L, K.) Mentioned by by a poet who was drinking, or watering, with a
as IAth says, on the authority of Hr, (TA,) or
Q. 4.

J in art. Jº, q.v.

Yºs, with kest, (S, K) signifies the thing, (S)
rope, (K, TA,) of fibres or leaves of the palm
tree, (TA,) with which booths of reeds, or games

[ cy;

are bound: ($, K, TA:) and hence lºſ ºjº.

See Supplement.]

Party, and was prevented by them from taking
his share of the water until the sun became red.
(TA.)

or

ići, and #4 (5 K) in it... [and 4:1,

[the places where such ropes are tied]. ($.) –

(K.) A place on which the sun does not come;

Also ºt.; +The snares by mhich one snares men :

(AA, S, TA) as also it; [perhaps a mistran
scription
for #3 like its syn. it.}]: (TA :) some
stratagems or tricks. (TA.) [Hence,) <-- is
say
that
ătă,
and isis, [thus] without e, signify
*13 Jº +I became acquainted with his strata or became, intensely red: (Ki) and 3, without,
gems, or tricks, (Lth, K,) or his snares by which is a dial. var, thereof, (TA in this art.,) aor. the contr. of à-4. [which means a place from
and [its

pl.) *3, accord. to the A, tthe cord, ºf

1.

he snares men. (TA.) [The explanation of this *:::,
:
º

phrase by Lth is *** Jºe exis:

sº

o

(3, aor. “, inf. n. #, It (a thing, TA) nas,

#. and(TAinf.inn. art.
3-5.)
ité, aor.
as above,

inf. n.

You say, which the sun is hardly ever, or never, absent].

His beard

(S, T.A.)

that in the K,

or became, intensely red from the dye: (S,
< *ś; another explanation is given in the
O:) or, was, or became, black with the dye.
rvas,

~5
TA, which is, is; J 4 +3 in the JK, (TA) And t- iº Jºſétá The ex
fºº: the right reading in the K and JK
1. * ~3, (JK, A, O, K) aor. , (JK, O.)
seems to be 2333 -ºº: and that of the expla tremities of the ºir, or 3young woman, n'ere, or
nation in the TA mentioned

in this sentence is

became, black, or, accord. to the T, intensely red,

inf. n.

*:::, (JK,) the entered into it, (JK, A,

the Kinna. (TA) And & cº; The O. K.) namely, his house, or tent; as also '-'As.
most probably, I think, 923– Jº a “las I with
full-grown unripe date began to have its redness (JK, A) — And Jºl ej, (A, K,) aor, as

understood him in his stratagems, &c.]

intermixed with blackness. (M in art. 23.) — above, (TA) and so the inf. n., (K,) {The sun

gº; A maker of Lºš (pl. of ºtºlfor children.
(TA.) — A rope-maker. (TA.)

See also 2. = it; Hemized it, i.e. milk (O, K, set, (A, K, TA,) so that nothing thereof remained.
TA) with mater. (TA.) = And, (O, K, TA,) (TA.) — * <5, aor. :, inf. n. J-5, He (a

aor. , (TA) inf n. 135, (0, TA) He killed lion) withdrew his clan into its receptacle.
him: (O, K, TA:) or he incited him, or induced

Alaº

(O.)

=& -á, (A) or -º), (JK, K) ini n.

him, to kill him; as also "sts, (K, TA,) inf. n. Jºã, (JK,) He cut off from the grape-vine n:hat
Q. 4. Jº It (a day, $) was, or became, dis :{3} (TA:) [but this is a strange rendering of a
would be injurious (A, K) to its produce; (K;)

tressful, or calamitous. ($, K.)
º

*

e o ze

verb with a single objective complement; and it
appears that its should be followed by º, to

* *:

2-lass : see rejl-º.

give this sense; and so should stá,

as also "4:3: (A:) or he cut off from its upper
part what would not bear and what would perhaps

if used in the
o, e.
2?-s:
.2

injure its produce : (En-Nadr, TA:) or he cut off

same sense; for, accord. to $gh,) alº Wajúší some of the shoots thereof in order to thin it and
signifies
I incited him, or induced him, to kill that others might receive the whole of its strength.
deed, [i. e.}º and §ºs, but this pronuncia
tion is extr., (K) or, accord. to Yaakoob, (S,) him. (O.) = Ma Ji us, (AHn, K, TA,) [if not (AHn, T.A.) =}} J.3 TheJioners, or blossoms,
8. mistranscription, for &#, as seems to be pro
came forth from their calyxes. (K.)
or ISk, (TA,) not allowable, (S, TA,) A reposi
bably
the
case
from
what
follows,
inf.
n.
#,
tory for books or writings, (§, Mgb, K, TA,)
2.
~3, (IDrd, S, O, K) infin. …ii,
resembling a hiº, [q. v., (in the TA, las-, which (AHn, TA,) The skin was thronin into the tan,
(AHn,
K,
TA,)
after
the
removal
of
its
hair
and
(IDrd,§,
K.)
The seed-produce put forth the ağ
is evidently a mistake,)] made of reeds woven
dirt; and *-u% stá [Its onner thren, it into the [or -uś i.e. the leaves enclosing the ears of corn);
together: (TA:) the first word is fem, like the

*3 and $1.3 (S, Mºb, K) and with tesh

§

(AHA, TA) = &#, (0, K, TA) (Ki) i.a. i* (i. e. put forth its - 24, here

second, as well as masc.; (Mºb.) pl. ----5.

tan, &c.].

(S, Msb.)

aor. 4, inf. n. tºº, (TA,) He died. (O, K.) meaning the leaves of the ears of corn]. (IDrd,

• 6 -

One says,

3 o –

&# Jº- *…*

I beat him until he

S, O.) = l;, (O, K,) inf. n. as above, (K,)

--&#2; and ºf G. K.) and ºt.

died. (TA) – And cºs said of a hide, It They became a [troop such as is termed] -i. ;
(TA) A distressful, or calamitous, days (Ş, K.) became
as also "...ii; (O, K;) and so "...#. (A, O,
spoiled, or rendered unsound. (O, K.)
or a day that makes one knit the bron, or con
K.)—And lºs is said to mean They journeyed,
tract the skin betneen the eyes: so the first is ex
2. tº, (S, O, K,) inf. n. ã, (S, O,) or
plained by some* as... occurring
in the Kur lxxvi. ‘...ii, (K) He rendered (§, o, K) a thing, (K) or travelled, far: (O:) [or] so "12:31: (T, TA:)
o. 32
and * 3-3 "I,…, They journeyed tonards a
49

.

10. (TA)—Jºlº, (TA)and ºblº, and
3 - 0 ,
%3,(Lth,TA)and ºbºi, (TA) Intense evil.
© e.

*

-

(Lth, T.A.)
º

• P.

-

-

* ...

9

* **

.

see Jºylass, in two places.
-

-

Bk. I.

-

or his beard, (S, O,) intensely red (S, O,” K) people, or party. (JK.) = See also 1.
with dye. (S, O.) And He dyed his beard
black; as also wü. (K.)
4: see 2, in two places. = J~51 also signifies
the hid himself from a creditor, or from a Sultán.
3. tº tº It (a thing) did not suit him; i. q. (O, K.) = And It (a plant) put forth the
it: u. (TA in art. tº.) [See also Jú, in calyzes of its flowers, or blossoms. (AHn, O,”
TA.)
art. Jº.]
323
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5: see 1, first sentence: – and see 2, in two until the culm becomes stren’n in fragments and ~%; (K) called in the dial of Egyptº:
places.
the rind thereof becomes detached; and one says mentioned in the S in art. Ja.s ; [but only as a

Jº- [the
J.; The sheath of the penis (S, A, O, K) of a sº
it has a grain
or of a solid-hoofed animal, (K,) [i. e.] of

ropes of hemp): (AHn, Mgh:) thing well known;] the author of the S regarding
[q. v.]: (Mgh, the J as augmentative: (TA:) it renders the
called

****

beast,
breath stinking; and causes a thickness, or gross
the horse, (S, A, O,) and of other than the horse Msb:) *-ū, [thus without teshdeed, occurring ness, [app. of the humours;] and she niho uses its
(S, O) among the solid-hoofed; ($;) or originally, in a verse of Aboo-Heiyeh En-Numeyree, is said seed in the manner of a suppository in the vagina
of the solid-hoofed, and afterwards used in relation to signify the same as * but whether it be a
will not become pregnant: (K:) so say the physi
to others, as of the camel. (TA) – [Hence, dial. var. or altered therefrom [by poetic license] cians. (TA.)
2-8 43, i.e. +The sheath of the penis of the is doubtful. (L., T.A.) [See also De Sacy's
Lion, is a name by which the Arabs call the star Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed., i. 269.]
~3
[8] upon the hinder part of the tail of Leo: [this,
ãº, (o, K,) like šuº (K) or **ś, (S, 1. 3,3 is the inf. m. of £3, (MA, Mºb)
it should be observed, is the place of the star in
the figure of Leo commonly known; but the [thus in my copies, without teshdeed,l} The com aor. 3, (Mºb,) and signifies The being obedient:
ancient Arabs, or many of them, extended the bined leaves in nihich are the ears of corn; ($, O, (S, M, MA, Mgh, K, TA:) or the being con

figure of that constellation (as they did also that K;) also called i.e.: (S, O:) so says IDrd: stantly obedient : (IAmb, O, TA:) the former is
of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which we assign (S:) and [it is said that] "Jºš, with damm, (0, the primary meaning: and hence, in the Kur
to it: (see

£533) another meaning of ~3

in

K.) as also ''A3, with kest, (K) signifies the (xxxiii.35],"—Guiñ"&#5 (And the obedient
relation to a lion, which will be found below, leaves surrounding the heads of growing corn, (0, men and the obedient women]. (S, M., T.A.)
may perhaps be intended in this case, but I think K, TA,) i. e. the ears, (TA,) in the beginning of One says, 4. <3, (MA,) and 373, (TA,)
it unlikely :] the Arabs also called the same º its fruit-bearing : (O, K, TA:) by which expla [but this latter is unusual, the former only being
nation is meant the same that is meant by the authorized by the Kur-án (in iii. 38 and xxxiii.
explanation immediately preceding. (TA.)
31), meaning He nas obedient to God. (MA,
ing the prepuce of the clitoris; as being likened
The honºling n:olf. (O, K.) See also TA.) And it is said in the Kur [ii. 110 and

ãº [q.v.). (Kzw.)—[Hence, likewise,]-3
signifies also 1The ,º of a woman; (K;) [mean

Jºſé

to a

-: properly so called; i.e.] it is metonymi

cally [thus] applied to the part that is circumcised,
of a woman. (JK, A.) – See also Jú, in

two

xxx. 25), "3,364 jë i. e. All are obedient
~\º. — And A quick, or brisk, a : [i. e.
unto Him; but the meaning here is, that the
foot-messenger, or courier niho journeys on foot];
beings in heaven [and earth] are created by the
is
(O, K. [In the CK,
will of God, and that none of them can alter the
[A valley, or form in which it is created; the obedience here
– And J.3%
put for

&

places. = Also A large sail, (O, K,) one of the as also "Jºš.
greatest of the sails of a ship. (O.)

**)

3%

water-course,] of n!hich the torrent comes from spoken of being obedience to the will [of God],
not the obedience of religious service; some of
afar. (O.)
them being obedient [in this sense], and others
The clan of the lion; as also "...# and
being disobedient. (L, TA.) [It is said that]
Jú. see the next preceding paragraph.
"J.i. and *-ūz; (K:) or the clan of the
the proper signification of *3.3% [or the signifi
lion in its covering, (0, TA;) as also '...i. J.i. A thing that the sportsman has mith him, cation that implies all the meanings of the word]
or this last signifies the fore pany of the lion : and (S,) his bag, (**, O, or *3. K,) or a thing is The performer of the command of God. (L,
* .22

3- *2.

-U.3 : see azus.

Jú

v. 3, of which the pl. is Jºsé, signifies the part

resembling a sº- or a al-24-, (TA) in which TA.) — It signifies also The act of standing;
he puts the game that he takes. ($, O, T.A.) – (Mgh, TA;) mentioned by Th, and asserted by
the
clan's
into
which
of the fore pan of the lion
enter [or are nithdranºn]; as also **: and See also Jú, in two places. – Also A ring of him to be the primary meaning. (TA.) And
in like manner this word [or app. each of these gold. (J K.) = And A troop of horses or horse (TA) The standing long. (IAmb, O, TA.) And
words] is used in relation to the hawk and falcon. men, (S, O, K,) or of both, (TA,) from thirty to (TA) The standing in the performance of the
divinely-appointed act of prayer. (S, Msb, K,
(TA) — Also (i. e. Jú) The string of a bow. forty, (S, O, K, TA,) or less than a hundred,
TA.) [See also 4.] Hence, (Mgh, Mºb, TA,)
– And i, q. âû, q. v. (K.) – See also (TA) or as many as three hundred: (Lth, O, it is said in a trad. (S, TA) of the Prophet, as a
(K.)
5 *
K, TA:) or a troop of horses or horsemen that
assemble for a hostile, or predatory, incursion: reply given by him to the question

Jºsé ſmentioned

in the next preceding para
graph as pl. of J. :) signifies [also] The calyases
of the floners of a plant. (AHn, O, K.”)

pl. Jºi. (KE, TA)

35 All Čí

Jaii, (TA) ºil J, 5-3, Jai ($, Mgh,
Mºb, TA) i.e. [The most excellent characteristic

5

-o

5

*

-

Jºão : see -L3, in two places.

of the performance of the divinely-appointed act

of prayer is] the long continuance of the standing.
Jú. Rapacious, or ravening, wolves: (O, (Mgh,” Msb,” TA.) And hence, ;" *::::
Companies of men. (S, O, K.) – And
or it is an irreg.
hence, as being likened thereto, (TA,) I Clouds K, TA :) a pl. without a sing.;
(S; [see art. 255;]) or [as it is also termed] ités
(O, K, TA) such as are dense, or compact. (TA.) pl. of "Jºsé (q.v.). (TA) — It is also pl. of sºil, which means The supplication of the
standing; (Msb;) for one utters the supplication
3.3 : See ãº.
standing: (TA :) and what is thus termed (i.e.,
*, , ,
2-3
Jºs ($, Mgh, o, Mºb, K) and 3 (K) (Can

*:

Jºie ſq.v.). (Ki, TA)

-

© - O--

-*

- d -

a

*:::) is as follows:

Jºãº *5- U_*,\!
nabis, or hemp ;] i. q. Jº [a less-known word];
of
bird
of
the
[kind
A
species
iſ...}
and
...;
res-) ºr J.--> * Jesºs º cº-3
a genuine Arabic word; ($, O ;) or, accord. to called] * (TA:) [or resembling the 2- :] i. q. S5
- - -- -- - -- - - - 22°, - a a 2° - - - - - AHn, a Pers, word […] which has become
}; [i. e., the lark]: ($, K, art. 2-3 :), ºn. ;, ** Jul cº-) 49-44 C-, 49-3 &\s-> Jyas
current in the language of the Arabs; (Mgh;)
(S, Msb, art. 23:) also pronounced 3×3: (Msb, *****, Jºº-º-º-º:
-

-:

-

-->

• *- d -

vulgarly pronounced -ā; (TA;) [loosely expl.
as] a sort of cºe ſor flawl, (K, TA,) i. e. the
coarse [sort], of n!hich are made ropes and the
like; (TA;) a plant of which the skin, or rind,
is twisted into ropes; (Mºb;) its stems are bruised

ibid.) pl. 23. (TA) see #.

…

de

-

o

- e.

º -

* D -

, o, .

. …

- d. -

• -->

- -

- -

•

-

- * -

o

--

- --

Jetºº ſlie & 4.3%.<, i.e. o God,

verily we beg of Thee aid to be obedient and to
forsake disobedience, and n:e beg of Thee forgive
[Caulifloner;] the thickest species of ness of sins, [and rve believe in Thee, and rve rely
laº;

*::::

o

•o, ,-

--> -

tº – Jºs
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upon Thee,) and we laud Thee well, and we will O, K.) – See also 1, last quarter, in two places.
not be unthankful to Thee for Thy favour, and – Also He lonyered, humbled, or submitted, him
we cast off and forsake him niho disobeys Thee: self to God. (IAar, O, K.)
[O God, Thee ne norship, and to Thee we per

is that which is approved by Sh and Az, in
opposition to Aboo-'Abd-Allah Et-Tuwäl, who

thought it to mean I drink by little and little.
(TA. [See also this saying of Umm-Zara, with
form the divinely-appointed act of prayer, and 8. Jºš' He nas, or became, tractable, or sub another reading of it, in the last sentence but one
prostrate ourselves;] and we are quick in working missive. (TA.) [And cº-º-ei has a similar of art. tº])

for Thee and in serving Thee: we hope for Thy meaning.]
mercy, and we dread Thy punishment: verily Thy
º: A woman lonly, humble, or submissive,
punishment overtakes the unbelievers; thus this
obedient [to her husband]. (A.)
and
clause is expl. on the authority of Ks: or, as some
say, it means, causes others to overtake, or become

< A woman who eats little: (O, K:) as
associated with, the unbelievers. (Mgh. (see also
so in
art. J-J.) It is said of the Prophet, 9.3 : 3 also &#. (O.) — <<3 fü- i. q.
. a copy of the K, meaning [Aſ skin] that retains
: *... • * * * *.,..., "
: * ~ *. . . .. .*
&ls=3, JºJºseº gº.” cº-º-e? the mater; and this is the right explanation:
[He stood during a month, in the prayer of day (TA:) but accord. to AZ and Z, the word Jº-e
º

break, after (the prayers of) the &=) (pl. of

thus used is

like...is

and

2: See above, second sentence, in two places:
= and see also the third sentence.

4: see 1, second sentence.

5: see 1, third sentence, in three places.

Jºe,

#: [thus accord. to the L] is expl. in the 'Eyn
making a 4-3 with which thou
as meaning Thy
3 *>

J.-- tú is expl. by wilt fasten (~1.5) the side-post of thy door and the

q. v.), cursing (the tribes of) Rigl and Z as meaning [a skin) that does not exude, and by like; termed by the Persians asū [app. a mis
Dhekncán]. (TA.) — Also The act of sup AZ as meaning [a shin] that retains the nater so transcription for 233, a wooden peg, which,
plicating [God]: (Zj, Mgh, O, Mgb, K, TA:) that it does not eacude : (TA in art. 31… :) in the dropping into the bolt of a lock, or the like, pre
this is the signification [most] commonly known. present art., in some of the copiº of the K, Jºe, vents its being opened until the said peg is pulled
this is, for
(Zj, Mgh, O, TA.) And [particularly, accord. the act. part. n. from als), Jūj; and thus in a up]; but ISd says, I know not how
think &#
I
and
good;
explanation
is
not
the
to general usage, The supplicating God [by ad copy of the Tekmileh. (TA in the present art.:
here is a dial. var. of gº [q. v.]. (L.)
dressing Him with the form of nords mentioned in the O, in this art., it is Je-e.)
above as used in what is termed sº £3], doing

&é,

so standing. (TA.) – And The divinely-ap
pointed act of prayer; syn. §§3. (IAmb, O,

º

: and "izü [thus in the L, but app. the J

• --

-

<-35 [part. n. of c.3 in all its senses): see three

exs. in the first quarter of the first paragraph, should be with damm in both words,) A stick, or
TA.) – And The being silent; (O, Msb, K, and another ex. in the last quarter: its [broken] branch, bent, or curved, [at the end, like a
TA;) by which is meant (O,” TA) the nith pl, in all its senses is 33. (ISd, TA)
cº-º-3 ſq. v.). (L.)

holding oneself from talking; (O." K, TA;) in,
or during, [the prayer called] sºul. (O,” Mºb,
TA.) Hence, (O, Mgb, TA,) accord. to a trad;
(O, TA,) the saying in the Kur [ii. 239], lºsis
* 3:35 4. [And stand ye unto God, in the

&#4
tº

bar

(~~~

[or

Jºſé)

of a door.

(IAgr, L.)

.*, *-ā, (§, K, TA) aor. , (K, TA) inf n.

6 ,

*

º,

as-Lö: see

…,

tº.

**,

(S, TA,) He bent it, or curved it, (S, K,
divinely-appointed act of prayer, refraining from TA,) i. e. a thing, (S,) or a stick, or branch,
talking]. (O, Mgb, T.A.) – And The serving of (TA) [at the end, like a cº-, (§, K, TA)
God. (TA.) – And The continuing of the per or cº-º. (TA)—And 29. & He hened,
formance of the pilgrimage. (TA.) One says,
or cut out, a wooden implement, (called a a-ú
[3.3 and W-5ſ, meaning He continued the
performance of the pilgrimage. (IAqr, O, K, [q. v.], L,) and nith it raised [and opened] the
TA.) – And The prolonging of engaging in door; as also "4-5. (T, L, K, TA) or [simply]
warring, or warring and plundering. (TA.) he raised [and opened] the door with the nooden
One says, [3-3 and] Ye-ji, meaning He pro implement called a 4-3; and sº "4-3. (A:)

[or] ºwl 'cº, (S. K.) inf n, ºij, (K.) He

longed the engaging in warring, or marring and
plundering. (IAar, O, K, T.A.).- And The con adjusted
fessing, or acknowledging, one's being in the con
And
dition of a servant [to God]. (TA.) – And

i-3 A crooked, or curved, long

tú.

[or

instrument for opening a door]: (S, L, K:) [from
what here follows, it seems to be a kind of wooden
lever, with a crooked, or curved, end, with which

a door is raised and opened: (see also 1 :)] a
wooden implement nwith nyhich a door is raised

[and opened, app. by lifting the loner pivot (which
serves as a hinge) out of its socket]: (A, L:) and
any piece of nood that is inserted beneath another

[as a lever] in order to move it. (L.)

(£1.5 a *-ū to the door.

3-3,

(S, K.) =
(K, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
J.5

The being lonly, humble, or submissive: (A, TA:) (TA,) said of one drinking, He satisfied his thirst,
or the keeping to obedience [to God], with lowli and, by reason thereof, raised his head; and

ness, humility, or submissiveness.

TA.) One says, 4 & 3 He was, or became,
lon:ly, humble, or submissive, to him; (TA.) And

tº-3; 3), J

4.

&

J–51 He put ~3

into the Jes- [or

(Er-Răghib, showed, or expressed, dislike of drinking (Gº ºtö meal of parched barley or nheat]. (IKft.)

sºil); like 'tº (K, TA) which is the

33 (S, A, L, Mºb, K) and "343 and '32-3

more approved [and to which, as well as to the
= 3, (A) or tº, (TA) The former verb, both of the clauses of the explana (L, K) The honey (or expressed juice, TA) of the
or became, lomly, humble, or submis
sugar-cane, (S, A, L, K,) nhen it has become
tion above relate, as will be shown by what concrete, (L, K,) or when it has been rendered

woman nvas,
sire, and obedient, to her husband: (A:) or was,

follows]: in some of the copies [of the K] like concrete; (as in some copies of the K;) [or
sugar-candy;] see also jºb; with nhich ºt;
[of
meaning
sipped
he
above,
and
n.
as
inf.
aor.
is made : (L.) or that of which sugar is made;
of which the verb is 33, like &#, and] signifies
the wine or beverage]; and accord. to Az, "…iſ so that sugar is to Jºš like clarified butter to
or became, quiet and submissive; syn. <53.
(TA.) [See also 4, and 8.] = ištá [is an inf. n.,

The eating little [like #13). (K.)

"tº: accord. to AHn, one says, sº &: &#,

wº &” which, he says, is

the

prevailing º;

fresh butter: the pl. of Jºš is

3, #:

(Mºb:) it is

4. J.s! He stood long in the performance of pression: hence the saying of Umm-Zara, ºil (as some say, Mgb) an arabicized word, (MSb,

the divin-ely-appointed act of prayer. (O, K.)

":#, i.e. I [drink, and stop, or interrupt, K.) from [the Pers] º (or 33). (TA)

[And 3.3 has the same, or nearly the same, drinking, and proceed leisurely therein : or, I
meaning; as is shown above..] – Also, [like drink after the satisfying of thirst : which latter
*2°s Jºe <<3,] He cursed his enemy. (IAqr, explanation, mentioned on the authority of AZ,
- -, *

,” …

•

9 oz
* - 22
6. A 3 : See A-5.

**

•

e.

*.

º

Sº . See Jº-Aº.
-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

3.2% : see 33.- Wine: (AA, IAar, $, L, J.-L3 One niho takes, captures, catches, in- Lord except those who are in error?] =º is
or chases, wild animals or also syn. with 3. (K.) You say, tº it. ...;
K:) or it is not wine, (As, S, IJ,) but like snares, entraps, hunts,
* ,a
• *z,
**, i.e., (Aş, S,) eacpressed juice (AB, T, S, the like; as also "Jaº (S, M., A.K) and "Jeº
He withheld, hept, or debarred, his water from
--

-

~ * *

-

L, K) of grapes, (T, L,) boiled, (AS, T, $, L,) (S, M., K.) or "Jºsé signifies persons who do so, us. ($gh on the authority of Ibn-'Abbād.)
with aromatics put in it, (AS, T, S, L, K.) and collectively; and is [a quasi-pl. n.] similar to
then rendered more fragrant by an admiature of
2. Alº, (Mºb, K.) inf n. *-ij, (K.)

He
render .# (T, L, K:) Jºſé and 3.2% and sº- (IJ, TA:) the Pl made him to despair; (Mºb, K.) as also '4Ls.
a
3
or beverage, or wine, (-5%) made of 23. (A:) of Jºsé is Jú. (A, TA:) and W i&t; signifies (Mºb.) You say, C-Lill cºlº cººjſ J.U. 23.

other perfumes: [so I

•

l

• 6 -

*

~

e.

*w- 2
-

-

a

•

*

pl. 3,303. (IAar, L.)— Ambergris. (Kr, L, the same as the pl.: and also low, vile; or mean, 30, 3-, cº The worst of men are those who
K.) — Camphor. (K.)—Musk (K) – 4 persons. (TA. [See also 352-12, in an expla–
perfume made with saffron, (K) or with [the nation of which the sing. Jºsé is app. used in make men to despair of the mercy of God.
(TA.)
plant called] Jºs. (TA)—[The plant called] like manner.]) You say, Jeziº Jºãº *
Jº (K) or excellent --> (L.)- The state, The sportsman came nith the game taken. (A.) 4 : see 2.
º

no

p

or condition, of a man, whether good or bad; as And it is said in a trad., Jºe jºi
also *32:3: (K.) pl. of the former 3.23. (IAar.)
see what follows.
+[And the fire of hell shall send forth against them
—º-sº Jº 29, *... [He did the thing] in snatchers]; meaning, it shall snatch them in
its [proper] manner. (K.)
pieces like as the beast or bird of prey snatches
s? ~ *
its
prey: the sing, is " ãajú: (K, TA:) or, as £5 ($, Mºb) and * ºff (S, TA) and " ...,3,
3.33 is mentioned among the words whose
(Mºb, TA) but the last has an intensive signi
some say, the meaning is, sparks like the
last radical
letter
is c. (K.) Aboo-Mâlik
says,
fication, (Bd, xli. 49,) Despairing: (S, Msb, TA:)
6. , 6
9 2 º'
**, * 0 .
.
.
of birds, i.e., their Jºel,- (TA) See pl. of the first with C3; (Kur xv. 55, accord. to
what follows.
that §133 Jºj, of the measure 359-3, signifies Jail;
A light, or active, man ; and $3.3 āl; a
the prevailing reading;) and so of the second.
swift she-camel: ($ ) and a bold she-camel: #233; See Jºë, in two places. – Also, sing. (S, TA.)

***

-

•

(Fr, $3) and the epithet is with and without e : of Jºlº, which signifies [The intestines, or
(Fr:) and 33-5 Jº-º- a snift he-camel ; and bowels, of a bird, into nihich the food passes from
22: 2 2- 3 - 2
2-#2 °.
$33.3 ×333 a sharp adz; but others say 33'-º, the stomach;] in a bird, what the cºla. are in
45

-

0

3 *

*

-

with C3. ($.)
: o, .2

6 ºz -

3, i. 3:33, and "3:... (S, A, L, Mºb, K.)
and

"Jºiº, (K,) [Meal

Q. 1. & Jºš i 4, & 3. [He tied,

or knit, the thing ; or, agreeably with modern
other creatures: ($, K:) or the pl. [or sing. (K,
usage, he arched, or vaulted, it; and made it
art. 9-)] signifies i, q.
(L, TA:) or the
Jirm, or strong]. (Zj.) Hence what is called a
a Asú is, in a bird, like the al-º- [or loner part sº is thus called because of its being firmly,

iº-

U.S.A.A. : see the next paragraph.
• * :*

jla's

of parched barley

Or

of the belly] in a man : (M, TA:) or [the or strongly, knit together, or arched, or vaulted,
stomach, or triple stomach, or the crop, or cran',

wheat] prepared [or sneetened] with 2.5. (L,
Msb.) [See an ex. in art. Gle-.] –3; i. Jºſé, of a bird;] in a bird,
creatures]: (TA:) [see
and *3:44, t[Sugared speech]. (A.)

tº 2&-). (MF) [It seems to signify He

like the Jºë [in other compacted the thing. — Also, He collected the
ãº- :] or a thing like thing together into one aggregate; he aggregated
a little burrow in the belly of a bird: (T, A, L.) it. See the pass. part. n., below.] =jkº IIe

3:... see the preceding paragraph in two places. [in the present day it is applied to the gizzard, or (a man, TA) possessed property by the juºs .
Jaº

1. 4.4% ($, M.A. K.) ao. -, (M. A. K.)

true stomach, which is perhaps meant by the last (K:) or became possessed of a JUlaş of property :
of the preceding explanations; and is also pro (TA:) or possessed large property, as though it
nounced aaº :] or the pl., in relation to a bird, were weighed by the juas. (ISd, T.A.)

inf. n. Ja: 5 ($, M,) and Ja-3; (M3) and signifies i, q. Jºels- [pl. of aſſº- : (TA:) the
*4 a.s., and "4-ºx ($, M, A, K.) He took, word is also written with v.; but is better with
captured, or caught, it; made it his prey; Jo. (TA.)
snared, insnared, or entrapped, it; hunted, or
las

chased, it; or sought to take, capture, or catch,

it; syns, sº, (§, M, A, K.) and su.e., (§,
K,) and sºa5, (S;) namely, a wild animal,
or a number of wild animals. (M, A.) [Hence]
you say,

&ºil Jºi. 38, and "... *†,

1. ſ. 3, aor. 2; and ſº, aor. *; and

A: 5,

aor. 2; ($, Mºb, K5) and a 5, aor. *; (K;)

2.

4% * ºff, for a jºiá; see §§.

5,03

[accord. to the Msb, of the measure
it is, belonging to art. 2 laš, the J being
augmentative; and the same is perhaps meant to
be indicated by the place in which it is mentioned
in the S and some other lexicons; but accord. to

A3, aor. -; and £3, aor. -; each of the last the K, the c is a radical letter; A bridge;]
two being a mixture of two dialects; (Akh, S, what is built over mater, for crossing or passing
and

1. He

captures the horsemen. (T.A.)

t;

4,43, (S, Msb, K,) which is of the over (Mgh, Msb) upon it; (Msb;) an
[or
first and second, (S, K, TA,) and of the fourth oblong arched or vaulted structure], built neith
8: see 1, in two places. – As being likened to and sixth also; (K; [but this is doubtful;]) and baked bricks or nºith stones, over water, upon
“the taking” of the object of the chase, Jºãº & 5, which is of the third; (§, Ks) and iºtii, which to cross or pass over : (Az, TA:) or i. q.
signifies t The taking anything quickly. (Kull.) which is also of the third, (S, K,) or [more 2- : (S. K.) or this latter is a more common
— [And hence, t The apprehending quickly.]
probably, agreeably with analogy, of the fourth; term ; (Mgh,” Msb;) for it signifies that which
K;) inf. n.

5: see 1.

J.3 [originally an inf n.] What is taken, (TK;). He despaired (§, Mºb, K) of (3-2) the
captured, caught, insnared, entrapped, hunted, or mercy of God, (Msb,) or, as in the T, of good:
chased, of wild animals or the like; as also "Jºš. or, as some say, he despaired most vehemently of

is built and that which is not built: (Msb:) a
lofty structure: (K:) (pl. ºbts.] See 1.

a thing. (TA.) It is said in the Kur, [xv. 56,
accord.
toº different readings,
3-,
5-2 lºſſe J-5
• 3, a
• ,,.
"

ju.'s [accord. to the MSb, of the measure
J---, belonging to art. 5-la-5, the c being

($, M, A, K.)
*

.2

*

* 22

* ...

.

Jaº ; see Jae: = and Jaśls, in two places.

Jú:

See

Jºsé.

• 3 º'

w.e.

0.

...

-

Juan S, 2-, and laid (Bd, TA)

o.

-

o

.

. ~~

. o.”

and laxie

augmentative; and the same is perhaps meant
(Bq) [And who despaireth of the mercy of his to be indicated by the place in which it is
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mentioned in the S and some other lexicons; but
~wº
accord. to the K, the J is a radical letter;]. A
1 <-3, aor. , (K, TA) inf n. J.3 (TA)
certain Jºe [or standard of neight or measure]:
He, or it, was, or became, of the colour termed
(S, TA:) or, accord. to some, a quantity of no 3-9.
determinate weight: (Msb:) or a large unknown à:5 ſq. v.]. (K, T.A.)
quantity or aggregate, of property: (TA:) or
4. Alsº cº -3. He abstained from food,
much property heaped up : (Mºb :) or four
thousand deenárs: (Th, Msb:) this is what most or the food, and did not desire it. (O, K.)
of the Arabs hold to be the truth: (Th:) or four
thousand dirhems: (Th :) or one thousand two

meant 3,1) accord. to MF with damm to the J,
but this is a mistake, (TA,) An arron-head
(O, K*) having three-sº [i.e. barbs): (O, K:)
and in some instances having two pieces, or two

small pieces of iron, (Jui-º-º-, O, or cº
TA,) which sometimes

contract,

and sometimes

diverge, or open: (O, TA:) or a small arron,
that hits the butt: (K:) or sº, which is the

pl., signifies short arron's, that hit the butt : this
[and "J-3) White overspread nith
hundred ookeeyehs : (A’Obeyd, S, K:) so accord. duskiness : (A’Obeyd, S, O, K:) fem. [of the is said by Az to be the right explanation: and
to Mo'àdh Ibn-Jebel: (S:) or [which is the former] i.;; and [of the latter] W ič, (S,) [and] IDrd has mentioned iº as signifying broad
heads of arron's or the like : (O:) accord. to Sb,
same] a hundred ritls: (Msb:) [this is its weight
is a fem. epithet having the same meaning:
(TA,) there is no other instance [than itº
in the present day; i.e., a hundredneight, or a
(K, TA:) or nihite; (TA;) and so "Jºš and
hundred pounds:] or a hundred ritls of gold or
of a word of which the [primitive] measure is
(Lth, O, K, TA;) or all signify thus in Jº. (K, TA. [Jº-3 and similar words
of silver: (Es-Suddee, K:) or a hundred and
tnenty rifls: (S, L:) or a thousand ookeeyehs of respect of skin, or hide : (Az, TA:) or J.--5 are of the measure Jºº.)

J.;

*ś

º,

gold : or of silver: (Th:) or twelve thousand signifies thus as an epithet applied to the young
ookeeyehs, accord. to Aboo-Hureyreh, on the of goats and oxen, (Lth, O, TA,) and the like

iº, (thus accord. to SM's copy of the K.)
in the form of a dim.; accord. to another copy of
the K, i: ; [accord. to another copy, àº-3;

authority of the Prophet: (TA:) or a hundred

ookeeyehs of gold: or of silver: (Th:) or a
hundred mithkäls; (I’Ab, Msb, TA;) the mith

kál being twenty keeráts: (IAb, TA:) or forty
ookeeyehs of gold : (K:) or one thousand two
hundred deemars: (K:) or one thousand one
hundred deendºrs : (L:) or seventy thousand

deendrs : (K:) or, in the language of Barbar, a
thousand mithkáls of gold or of silver: (TA:) or

eighty thousand dirhems: (IAb, K:) or a hundred
dirhems: (Msb:) or a hundred menns: (Msb:)

thereof, and in respect of skin, or hide : (Lth,
O :) and * ...; signifies dust-coloured neith an
inclining to blackness : (As, S, O:) or red nith
an intermixture of dust-colour: (IAar, $, O :)
or a dusky white : (S, O :) or having a colour
inclining to dushiness, nith nihiteness or blackness
(5'3-0 Jéºl &- [which I suppose to be a mis
take for 3'3-1 5 J&\ºl &ºl). (TA.) = Also
ſor app. &: J.- A great mountain; ($, K;)

º a

accord. to the CK,

, ,

i-á ;] and accord. to the L,

* ...; [app. a coll, gen, n, of which iſ .3 is the
n: un.]; (TA;) A certain bird, (K, TA,) found
in Tihámeh, in which are nºniteness and

**

[here app, meaning, as in an instance mentioned

above, a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour]; a species

of partridge. (TA.)
or a quantity of gold, (S, K,) or of silver, (K,) accord. to AA : (S:) or, accord. to him, a long
3 ->
sufficient to fill a bull's hide : ($, K:) so in the mountain : (O:) pl. *: or this [or Jº
Jºº : see -3, first sentence.
Syriac language, accord. to Es-Suddee : (TA:) 33?] signifies mountains of a black colour inter
and there are other definitions of the word: (S:) mixed with redness. (TA.) – And Advanced
º

...

in age; (O, TA;) applied to an elder; like
J-3 and 3-5. (TA:) and old in respect of

jºi. Collected together into one aggregate;
aggregated; made up; or completed; syn. Jºº.
(K.) You say ; : i. 3-blº, (S,) meaning,

[&#
Că.5

See Supplement.]

Jºãº
-

s

Jºš. (Ktr, Kr, K.)

-

****

ãº The colour of that which is termed Jº ; 3.5 Clear in colour. (L, K.) — White; as
i.e. whiteness overspread with duskiness : (K:) also Jºãº (A’Obeyd, L:) by some specially
or the colour of that which is termed -3 ; i.e. applied to the young of antelopes and cows:
a dusky whiteness: or, accord. to As, dust-colour (L:) or of a dingy, or dusky, white; as also
9 oz
inclining to blackness: or, accord. to IAar, redness -3.
($, L.)

with an intermicture of dust-colour: (S, O:) or,
Jº
accord. to IAar, blackness inclining to 3,4- [by
which word is here app. meant a dark, or an
1. º, (aor. *, A, K,) inf. n.9% He overcame,
ashy, dust-colour]. (TA voce i:-)
conquered, subdued, subjected, subjugated, overbore,
5.
-

.

overponered, mastered, or prevailed or predomi
nated over, him, or it; he was, or became, superior
in power or force, to him, or it. (S, A, Msb, K,

º o ,

-

**

3

e2

- 0.”

JºãThe -siº (Lh,0,K) i.e. the male

T.A.) – [He abased him. (See 4.) — He op
ū
3.i. $3 [Therefore, happen what may, the orphan

© .2

3:43 and 3-3 [The male hedge-hogi) (Š, L,

Mºb, K.) i.a...... (M.L.K.) or the male and

3-3, first sentence,

(K, TA) beyond such as is termed Jº: (TA:) because of his greatness. (A, TA.)

ãº : see ºr 5, first sentence.
Jºãº, or, accord. to some, Jä5

See

means The elephant
and
the
buffalo
:
(S,
A,
O,
K:)
each of them is
origin; used in this sense by Ru-beh : (O, TA:)
termed
4-3
because
of
his
colour,
(O, TA,) or
Ol' ſº J- signifies] a camel advanced in age

Much riches collected together: (Jel. in iii. 12:) or a great camel (AA, TA.)
the latter word is a corroborative. (Bd. ibid.)

Jºã.5 i. 4.

•6

<-3, and its fem. ić
in three places. – cº
:

pl. 2.1% ($)

9 pe.

6.

pressed him. So in the Kur., xciii. 9, 2:31

partridge. (Lth, O.)
o

* ... •2

• *z

_

~\,3: see -3, first sentence.
female : (Msb:) or the fem. is with 3, (S, L,
Msb, K,) sometimes; and the male is called

thou shalt not oppress; i.e., as explained in the
* 9-2

Expos. of the Jel., by taking his property, or

22 o-2

*r-eyº . See 4-evº.

otherwise.] – He forced, compelled, or con
2:3 and J33. (Mºb.) pl. 33. ($) Some
strained,
him. So in the following ex.] Jº &#
hold that the c is an augmentative letter:
*3,3, (Kaccord. to the TA,) or iº, (O, and
28.
[He
forced, compelled, or constrained, him
others, that it is a radical. (TA.)
so in the CK and in my MS. copy of the K,) like
6.0 --

-

ãº, (O) and #33, (o, K, TA, [in the o, in to do the thing]. ($, K, art. 2-5.)—[He coerced
which it is restricted to the last of the following him.] – He took him [by force;] against his
[3-3
See Supplement.]

meanings, carelessly written &#, but there said
to be with fet-h to the o, and with 6, by which is

will, or approval; and so º $34. (A, TA.)

= -ſ. 2é

1 The flesh-meat became, ($,) or

2570
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began to be, (A, TA,) affected, or acted upon, (TA.) When you say sºil < *. [I returned nas pulled out or up, by the root; nas eradicated,
(lit. taken,) by the fire, so that its juice flowed. backnºards; &c.], it is as though you said I or uprooted. (S, O, K.”). iáº) <-si- : See
returned with the returning which is known by the next paragraph.

(S, A, TA.)

this name; for Uşi, all is a mode of returning.
4. 2.51 He became in a state in which to be

7. Jº cºts-3) The ground nas holloned out
overcome, conquered, subdued, subjected, sub ($.) — Jää Jº He reverted from the state
in
a round form; (S, ISd, O, TA;) as also
in
which
he
was,
or
from
the
course
nºliich
he
jugated, overborne, overponiered, mastered, or

prevailed over: (Mgb:) his case became that of was following; revolted; apostatized. (Az, from "-si-. (ISd, TA) – See also 5. – eli

** 31, and "-ji, (S, A, O, K, TA) and

one overcome, &c. (S, T.A.) — His companions a trad.)

became overcome, conquered, subdued, &c., (K,

"c ºui, (TA) The egg broke asunder, (S, A, O,

[Jº

K, TA,) and disclosed the young bird within it.

TA,) and abased. (TA.) = 9.3 He found him

(TA.) [Hence] one says

94-9

to be overcome, conquered, subdued, overponſered,
mastered, or prevailed over. (S, Msb, K.)

2: &

See Supplement.]

tº e - e

[lit. The egg of the sons of such a one

broke asunder, and disclosed their affair, case, or
state]: meaning t the sons of such a one revealed,
or manifested, their affair, case, or state; a phrase

7. Jºi-31 ſquasi-pass. of 93; He was, or be
came, overcome, &c.]. (TA in art. lax.3.)

cº Jº à- &

~33

ºO -

1. Jº 25, aorº,i, (5,0) in nº like ...< *śi (A, TA)

yº-3 ºvs, with damm to each, [a form of im

precation, meaning, May he, or they, be overcome
8. 4.3. IIe chose, made choice of, selected,
and subdued]. (TA.)
K;) He dug, or made a hollow in, the ground:
elected, or preferred, him, or it. (O, K.)
(K:) or he dug a round hollow in the ground;
J-ºw ; & Such a one is a person to be (S,
O, TA;) thus both phrases are expl. by ISd.
Juá The portion, of a bow, that is between the
overcome, conquered, subdued, &c., by everyone.

(K) and "º, ($,0) infin. Jºsii; ($, o,

(TA)—And sº -u, (S, O.) infin, as above,
tº; 3,4-i I took such a one by (K,) It (a bird) broke asunder its eggs. (S, O, K.) part that is grasped by the hand and the curved
extremity: to every bow there are cºuí: (S,
constraint, or compulsion. ($.)
= ~Us is also intrans., signifying 31- " -si O, Msb, K:) or, accord. to El-Khaffee, it is [the
(A.) — §

[app. His skin became pitted, or marked with space] betneen the string and the part that is
:
corruptness; very evil or bad, unjust, or corrupt : small hollon's : see an explanation of 2, of which grasped by the hand, of the bow; as also "
-si- is quasi-pass.]. (O.) — ãº- strºls :
(K, TA:) pl. º. (T.A.)
see 7. = Also (~U) He was, or became, near; (TA:) in the Kur ſliii. 9], cº -uń &
accord. to some, is an inverted phrase, meaning
º:
* .2
dren, near; or approached; and He fled : (O, K,
3,5 : see Jºls.
& JUS-$ [i. e. And he nas at the distance
TA :) inf. n. & : (TA:) thus it has two contr.
of the measure of the two portions between the
significations. (K, TA.)
}sº One who overcomes, conquers, subdues,
part that is grasped by the hand and each of the
2 : See above, first sentence. — One says also,
&c.; and *}} signifies the same in an intensive
curved extremities of a bon]: (S, O:) [but] Jus
... of
sense. (Mºb)-jatā (TA) and ºil (K, TA) Jºj’) <º meaning I made impressions, marks, signifies also a measure, or space; and so V * :
or traces, upon the ground, (O, K, TA,) by (S, O, K :) one says, J-3 423 º an
epithets applied to God, (K, TA,) meaning, The
treading; and made indications [thereby, or
Subduer of his creatures by his sovereign authority
thereof, at its drinking-places. (TA.) And J-º "J-3, [Between them two is the measure
and ponyer, and the Disposer of them as He
of a bon], and likewise Jº sui and
43:

3.3

A woman abounding in evil, injustice, or

-g

3

* ~ *

g

º

…

pleaseth, with and against their will: (TA :) or

O

-:

Jº sº, (A,TA) or ºl J, (o) They

the former, the Overcomer, or Subduer, of all (i.e. persons alighting, A, TA) made impressions,

($,0:') and it is said that cº -uś (in the

created beings. (IAth, TA)—[sº] The planet marks, or traces, upon the ground, (A, O, TA,)

casementioned above] means aſſthe distance of] the

by their treading and their alighting. (O.) — length of two bon's: or as Fr says, at [the distance of]
And 2-9 31- ºf- -> The mange, or scab,
the measure of two Arabian bons. (TA.) [ &u=
made
pits,
or
small
hollows,
bare
of
fur,
in
the
Jº
is also a term often used in astronomy to
[More, and most, subduing, &c.; and,

Mars..] – jº Jº- f Lofty mountains. (A.)

.#

(Lth, T.A.) See also 5. – denote the distance between two stars; and seems
3:1 [i.e., app., He, or it, to be syn. with #ſº (q.v.) as so used, thus mean
became sullied nith dust]. (Th, T.A.) — And ing A cubit; which is the measure of each -Us
Jºãº
455, inf. n. &-siº, He pulled it out or up, by of a bow, or nearly so.]
Q. 1. ...}, (K, TA) infin. 5,43, (TA) He the root; eradicated, or uprooted, it. (K,” TA.)
(a man) returned by the may by nihich he had
*: A young bird; (S, A, O, K;) as also
2 of
come : (TA:) or i. q. sºil & (K,) i.e.,
5. Jºy! -->5-5 : see 7. – 9-º- -35-5: * 3.5L3 and * iſ ; ; (K:) or * ãºuš signifies, (S,
[he returned bachnyards; or] he retired, going
A, O,) or signifies also, (K,) an egg; (S, A, O,
backwards, without turning his face towards the see 1. – -si- also signifies It became peeled,
or many, K;) and so does viºus : (K;) *iºus is used
direction in mhich he went; (TA;) as also ‘Ā’ij. or excoriated, or became so in several,
£2 o
(K, TA.) Some hold, [contr. to the general places. (TA.) One says, *** **b cº -si-. in the latter sense as meaning -: <5, i.e.
abasing].

(K voce

&ti, q. v.)

skin of the camel.

3% &: 3;

means

º,”, e.

… .x d

-

…

-

• *

w

opinion,] that this verb belongs to art. 2:3. Some places in his head became excoriated. (S.)
(TA.)

In the saying of Dhn-r-Rummeh,

Q. 2: see 1.

- d ...”

º

-

•o &

... 6

o *

&; 36. (Az, O, TA:') or it is like 3.25 in
the phrase

* *~

i.e., i:-

ſmeaning

**):

(A :)

*

Alas-l' ºbs' cº cºe -si-.

º

[or as being originally the part. n. of cºuí in the
ãº <-ºl-3 ; and it may be used in the

phrase

es: A returning bachnyards; (S, K;) a
retiring, going backwards, without turning the

*

the dual of Jisi is cº-; (TA;) without

is also said of a place as meaning It became, in which the young bird has come forth : (Az, TA:) or

may be for " …; [q.v.]: or the phrase former sense as being originally the act. part. n.
face tonards the direction in which one goes : may be inverted, for **) cº º <-sii. of cºuš in the phrase âa. J. -ºš said of a
(TA:) the dual is cºià i (IAmb, K5) like as ($ in art. Alai-. [See £5% in art. -98.]) — It hen-bird :] and viºus signifies an egg from
6

x

9.

.

Ls, (K,) because this letter is deemed difficult to parts, stripped of trees and herbage; and so -35 signifies an egg; and Välä, a young bird :
pronounce with the and the U3 of the dual. " -ti-il. (TA) – And it signifies also It (AHeyth, TA:) the pl. of ºf is ºi. (K.)
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ſ

•

It is said in a prov., º & "i3-5 -º-, (§,
# *
išū
alA, 9) or ~3° cº- "i33
, (K,) or
-ºš Č. Y iſ 3, t.An egg became or has become,
freedfrom a young bird ſthat was in it] : (S, A,

iº, (O,) [Ringworm, or tetter;

so called in the

straitened his household, by reason of niggardliness

present day;] a nell-known disease, (S, O, Mgb,) or poverty. . (TA in art. Jºj.) =2&tº
characterized by eaccoriation and spreading, and

º

:

** 28 Jyº, a trad, thus related by some, by

cured by spittle, (S, O, TA,) or by the spittle of
one who is fasting or lºngry; (TA; [see an ex.

others

"Lisi, [loosely

expl. in the TA,) means,

O, K:) or a young bird, from an egg : (AHeyth, in a verse cited voce Jºs;]) a cutaneous eruption, accord. to some, Measure ge your corn, [and] He
TA:) applied to him who has become separated in which scabs peel off from the skin, and the hair will bless you in it: or, accord. to others, make ye

º A. º º:

from his companion.
comes off: (K, TA:) see Sº, above: W & is small round cakes (--ºb of your corn, &c.
desert, of the tribe of Asad, (S,) or Asd, (O,)
*** 2 r , ,
• * : .
~~ : 2
(El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer, and scholia thereon.) =
said º a merchant who asked him to be his safe- [also] pl. of º [like as J-à-3 is of iu-ā-5], (S,)

See also 8, in the middle of the paragraph.

&- w 3.5L3 sº 3é & 4, < *ſ. 31|[and] so is J-3.

guard,

(KL:) ISd says, accord. to

2: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
f [When I shall have reached with IAar, ić is sing. of Y ãº and *::::: but I
4. Jul; see 1, first and second sentences. –
thee such a place, I shall be clear of obligation know not how this can be: and he [i.e. IAar]
also
says
that
W
$º
is
pl.
of
Väsä
and
W
ăș
;
to protect thee. ($, O.) El-Kumeyt says
Also He kept, preserved, guarded, or protected,
and this is clear. (TA.) The dim. of iº is
... o ,
a *.

~3. meaning

** 6 in

• *

…

• *

@

•,• J

e. e.

** 6, 2

*

•'Ye J-2 -º-º-º: J-2

º

•

,i, "i3-5 Jº &.

"

a’,”

him. (TA) = And

& e J

in Jé eul, (S, o,

K,”) and aj[5], (K,) He had ponyer, or ability,
to do, effect, accomplish, attain, or compass, the
3
,
Jº Fond of, or addicted to, the eating of thing. (S, O, K.) = See, again, 1, latter half,
[To them (i.e. women), and to hoariness and him Ayoung birds, (O, K, TA,) which are termed ~3. in two places.

"ſtº, and that of ſº; is "Jºsé. (S, O.)

upon whom it has come, relates, among the pro [pl. of ~35]. (TA.)
5. iś. < & [Such a one feeds, nourishes,
verbs, “An egg and a young bird” ): he likens
3
or
sustains, himself with such a thing], (S, O,) or
the fleeing of women from old men to the fleeing
ilºs; and Jº: see iusi, concluding sentence.
of the ~3. or young bird, from the a 3–3, Or
Jºãº Inith that which is little]: (Msb:) or
**3 e 2

© . .”

* **

egg; and [virtually] says that the beautiful #36 and 3.25. See &#; the former in eight
woman will not return to the old man, like as places, and the latter in one place. ~: #35
the young bird will not return to the egg. (TA.) means An empty egg: to such, in a trad., Mekkeh
And Aboo-Alee El-Kālee wentions the saying,
is likened when devoid of pilgrims. (O.)
&: "i33
esºlo S, as meaning
isi. Jº [i. e. isi. Or ãºi, being written
[No, by Him who has produced] a young bird
without any syll. signs,] Land upon nihich rain
from an egg; but Aboo-'Obeyd
has fallen, and in consequence thereof, in some
that this is inverted. (MF, TA)—-32 [in places, trees that were in it formerly have been
the TA said to be 2-à)\!, a mistranscription
carried anay: mentioned by AHn. (TA.)

gºi

+:

El-Bekºy.

for

*]

Calamity, or misfortune. (O, K.)

ºu-i, he made the thing his -ºj [or food];
and as "eus and "æus! signify thus likewise:
(TA:) or a Weus' signifies he ate it; (Msb;)

and so does "Jus. (TA)
8. Jül signifies He nas, or became, fed,
nourished, or sustained; being quasi-pass. of <\;
signifying as expl. in the beginning of this art.

(S, A, Mgh, O, K, T.A.) – And it is trans. by
means of ~, and by itself: see 5, in four places.

Jºiº. Peeled, or
º, , .2

-

-

Jºš [in the two phrases here following
is
o:
gº •

?

0

Ot

many, places.

eaccoriated; or so in several, One says, <<! &# 2. [They feed upon, or
(K.) – And One from nihose eat, grain]. (A.) – The saying, of Tufeyl,

° in

probably pl. of " £55]. You say, Jº Jº Jº skin scabs have peeled off, (A, K, TA,) leaving
In the ground are hollows [app. meaning round upon it marks, (A,) and nºhose hair has come

hollows: see 1, first sentence]. (A.) And Jº

$º •24-3

~5 In his head and his skin

are

See iº, in two places. – It signifies [also]
Egg-shells. (O, K.)
* . .

º; ...

*

.º

2

.

ăuș : see -35: in four places.

ãº :

See

$º : — and see also iº, in

See

iº, in

three

places.

ãº:

<255

thing [or piecemeal]; but I have not heard this

ſmeaning] in any other instance: hence, says
O, Msb,) infºn, ~35 ($, O, Msb, K) and sº IAar, the oath sworn one day by El-'Okeylee,
[said in the A to be an oath of the Arabs of the
(Sb, K) and ājūš, (S, O, K,) the last originally
desert,J <1% tº 2-9 J-º "sºliº S, for, he
āş, (O,) He fed, nourished, or sustained, (S,
[the inf n. of Jūl] and <ºil
Mºb, TA,) or fed nith nihat mould sustain the says,
body, (S, O, K,” TA,) [or with food sufficient to [inf. n. of "< ū) are one [in signification]; and
sustain life, or nºith a small supply of the means AM says that the meaning of this is, [No, by]
of subsistence, (TA,) him, (Mºb, TA,) or them, Him who takes my spirit, breath after breath,
(K, TA,) or his family; (S, O';) he gave him [or until He has taken it rvholly, [the All-seeing, I
them] nihat is termed -: [q. v.]: (Msb:) and did not that thing:] and the saying of Tufeyl
*&G signifies [in like manner] he gave him his means the saddle, while I am riding upon it,
takes by little and little the fat of her hump until
-j.
(TA) It is said in a trad, Jº Jºë there
*
* > 0 , , w 2 J of a 9
remains not of it aught. (TA.) — One
*** c & a cyl us;, i.e. [It suffices the man says also, Jº &tij <!- t[War makes the
as a sin, or crime, that he destroy] him whom he
is bound to sustain, of his family and household camels to be food]; meaning that [in consequence
and slaves; or, as some relate it, "&# 3.25 of war] the camels are given in payment of

1. 35, (S, Mgh.9, Mºb, K) aor. ***

.

three places. = Also, (K,)

applied to a man such as is termed ** [app. as
meaning “rich,” or “wealthy”], One who remains
constantly in his abode, ($, K,) not quitting it.
(S.)

*

making it to be food for itself: accord. to IAar,
he says, the meaning is, takes it anay thing after

pits. (A, TA) – And hence "ſºil. (A)
g

Jº 2: Jºsété

eats the remainder of her hump, [as though]

O) that has cast off its skin. (S, O, K.)

Jºs: see ºu 3, in three places.

+

off [at those places]. (K, TA.) – And A
serpent (S, O, K) of the species termed sº (S, is held by ISd to mean, tThe saddle [as it were]

(S,

&GS

-

ič,

(S, O, Msb, K,) fem., and imperfectly
decl., (S, O,) and u23, ($, O, Mgb, K,) which is
masc., and perfectly decl., as quasi-coordinate to

J.uº, said by ISk to. be the

only word of the

$º except U-5-, ($, O,) both originally using a dial. var. [of ~35&]. (TA) [And bloodwits. (A)—And 25% tº & ISuch
of the measure £º, (O,) but to these may be 4 "eus app. signifies, primarily, He supplied to a one retrenches, or curtails, speech, or talk; [said
measure

added

†,

(S, O,) [and perhaps some other him food.

instances, and

(See this verb below, near the end of of one who speaks, or talks, little;] syn,

di.

*i; and "āºš, (O, K,) both the paragraph.)] = And 36 and "ess and (A.) = See also 1, latter half. [Hence,) one

of which are said by Fr to signify the same as

*-ūl and "sºi [sometimes] signify He

says,

*:::: 49% 3. t[Supply

to thy fire ali

. [Book I.
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5: see 1, first sentence.

ment;] feed thy fire with fuel. (S, O, K.) And ing thus; and app. as signifying also watching;

viºs is ºu 3, and tº jū. Jºãº
*ti,j, t Blow thou the fire with thy blowing, and

or a natcher]: (S, A,

o, Mºb, K:)

and nitness

4-3 The court of a house; a spacious vacant

ing; or a witness; syn. JAL: ; (S, O, Msb, K;)
Or

3.3.

(A:) and AO

says

with a blonving, gently and little [as an aliment]. with the Arabs, one acquainted

that it signifies,

(-5.5%)

part, or portion, thereof, in which is no building;

with a syn.

i-tº;

($ in art. 2-3, and L, K, in the

(L.)
thing (..* Jº). (TA.)

Th cites the following

present art.;) and

i-lº,

J and ºr being inter
6

10. &ti- He asked of him ºf [i. e. food,
or victuals].

verses (of Es-Semow'al Ibn-Adiyā, O):

(S, A, O, K.)

•

*

* ~ y

o ż,

e

•

6 e.

º

tº 3 co-º-º: Cº-º-º: sº-º-

*

– 33%–44, tº

hºuse. (TA) pl. : ; (K, TA;)

9

*

like [its syn.]

** pl. of i-u..
-

–6,342; Jºiº &

mentioned in botanical works under the name of

3

+

[3,6 A species of tree, of the class Pentandria,
order Monogynia, of the Linnaean system; be
longing to the natural order of Celastraceae;

•

changeable in this case, as in -j') cººle and 359,
and in jº #. and *:::: and the middle of a

º

(TA.)9, It2 is. related
of 'Omar
a £ : 9:
* ~ 9, § 2 - 6 -

that he said, cyl J3 ~ ā-6& aree Xe cº-e
3-3 3á č & [He who satisfies his. eye by the

Catha edulis; and fully described by Forskål in &
<!-- Jº J. “4”
" sight of n!hat is in the court of a house before per
his Flora AEgypt. Arab., pp. 63, 64; in the latter
page of which he says: “In Yemen colitur ſmeaning Would that I knen, but I shall assuredly mission is given to him to enter verily transgresses].
iisdem hortis cum Coffea. Stipitibus plantatur.
know when they shall have set it (namely, the (TA.) And [the pl.] signifies Lands giving
Arabes folia viridia avide edunt, multum eorum
aš-3, or record, of my actions,) near, unfolded, growth to nothing. (T.A.)
vires venditantes, qui copiosius comederit, vel
and I am summoned, nºhether superiority be for
totam vigilet noctem: asseverant quoque pestem
ea loca non intrare ubi hac colitur arbor:” &c. me or against me nhen I am reckoned with :
353
– And in the same work, p. cxviii., Forskål verily I shall be a watcher, or a nitness, of the
mentions Jºey!" ºt; (by which is meant <5 reckoning, or, accord. to some, as is said in the 1. *sū, aor. 3,á, infn. 3.5 ($, Mgh, L, Mºb,
TA, acquainted nith the reckoning): i. e. I shall

cº !) as the name of A species of lettuce, lactuca

K) and 33 (Mgh, Mºb) and sº (Mºb, K) and
isi, and issé ($, L, K) [originally is 3.3,
himself: (S, O, TA:) IB says that, accord. to of the measure ãº, like issºs &c.,] and
Seer, the correct reading is, cº-sie -u-Ji, sº Jº 3, ii, (K,) [an intensive form; or, accord. to
[meaning my Lord is able to make the reckoning]
know what evil I have done; for [as is said in

inermis. – Respecting the former plant, see also the Kur lxxv. 14] man shall be a witness against
De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed., i. 462, 463.]

es; Food, aliment, nutriment, victuals, or
provisions, by means of which the body of man is

because he who is submissive to his Lord does

sustained; (S, A,” O, K;") as also *3.3 and not describe himself by this epithet: but IB adds
wää, ($, O, K,) as used in phrases here follow that Seer has founded this remark upon the as
ing, (S, O,) with ker to the (3.and the 3 changed sumption that “tºile is here used as meaning
into Us, (S,) and *3's and Welsº, (K,) the last Jºão ; and that if it be understood as syn. with
mentioned, but not expl., by Lh, and thought by
Jāśle- and JALs, the former reading is not objec
ISd to be from 3,5: (TA) what is eaten for
the purpose of retaining the remains of life; (A,” tionable. (TA.) – <-iji is one of the best
O,” Mºb, TA;*) thus expl. by Az and IF: names of God: (TA:) and [as such] signifies
(Msb:) or food sufficient to sustain life : (TA:) The Possessor of ponser; (Fr, Zj, S, O, Mgb, K,
TA;) as He who gives to every man his -: [or
pl. º. (Mºb, TA) One says, ºf $3.2 tº jood],
S, O, K, TA,) and likenºise to every
àº and ājj ‘3.3 and āj Yāj (§, O, TA) thing : (F,
(TA:)
or (as one of those names, TA)
He has not a nights food sufficient to sustain life.
the Preserver, or Protector, (Zj, TA,) who gives
(TA.) And Yazºli Jº &-e Jº-, a prov., mean to everything such preservation, or protection, as
ing A man's lot in life is manifest in his food. is needful. (TA.) It is said in the Kur [iv. 87],
tº- ** Jé Jé ài &lés, ($, O,) meaning
(Meyd.) – See also 8, last sentence.
5

some, inf. n. of 3; ;] He led him; (namely, a
horse &c., L;) contr. of 31.5 3, in being from

before, and & from behind; (Kh,L, Mºb,K.)
he drew him (a camel) after him; (L;) as also

*o a

6

s

•

":sus); ($, L, K5) and '835, inf. n. Jºsij;

-

(K;) or oxUr-5ſ signifies he led him for himself :

(Msbº) and exº, he led him much: (S, A, L.)
you say & 33 he led his horse much. (A.)
[One says also 4–2

stä; app. by poetic license:

see a verse of Jereer cited in the first paragraph

ofhaveartbecome
e-j–22
& 3: “...ºf ſlit, I
in such a state that the camel is led

oad ºn ,

rith me; i.e.,] I have become old and decrepit.

(A)---

*}

the cloud, or clouds.

>sui

1 The mind led on

(L.)—sus,

inf. n.

isºs

[For God is] a possessor of poner [over everything, (Mgh, Mºb) and $35, (L) + He led an army.
or is omnipotent], (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) so He will re (Mgh, L, Mºb)—ºil tº 'sus (The
3: ..
* 2 .
quite everyone for what he has done: (Jel:) or
à:3: see tº, in two places: – and see also a rvitness, [and] a preserver, or protector, or herbage attracted the bull by its odour;] he
perceived its odour and rushed upon it. (A.)
8, last two sentences.
watcher. (Ksh, Bd.)
—sus, aoré,i, inf. n. $13, 1 He acted the
tº

.2

cº-º: see tº, in two places.

5

•2

º

:

J/55: see J33, first sentence.

cº
3.35 [act part. n. of 35; Feeding, &c. —
And hence, Sufficing].

wº &: &til

1.

&B,

aor.

&#, said of a wound, i. q. &é,

part, or performed the office, of a pimp, or
band; or, of a pimp to his on n nife, or of a
contented cuckold. (Mºb.) Ex. 5'--lin Jº stã,

alsº '**'.

means

inf. n. cº, q. v.; as
(K.) = And inf n. as above, [He acted the part, or per
What is sufficient [of the means of subsistence].
formed the office, of a pimp to the adulteress,
(K.) And one says, Jº &: sº Jº * He &G, (K, TA,) inf. n. cº, (TA,) He snept a or fornicatress]. (A. [Not given there as
is in a state of sufficiency [in respect of the means house, or chamber; (K, TA;) a dial. var. of tropical.]) = st, aor. 3,é, inf. n. isú, ! It eac
of subsistence]. ($, O.) – See also sº, in Ju-; mentioned by Kr; (TA;) as also
tended along the surface of the ground; said of a

"cº.

two places. = See also 8, former half – “…iſ (K, TA.)
is an appellation of The lion. (O, K.)
2: see what next precedes.
<-i. [Giving, or a giver of, food, nourishment,
or sustenance. (See 1, first sentence.) – And
hence, Keeping, preserving, guarding, or pro
tecting; or a keeper, &c.; syn. * [as signify

tºl

mountain, and of a dyke [&c.]: (T, L:) and so
WALA-31; said of a mountain, (the Lexicons
passim,) and of a tract of land, (L,) and of

He (a man, TA) kept constantly, or
sand; (TA;) and W 3355 and W susl. (L.) You
perseveringly, to refusing, after the act of asking, say, Se lié lie 3,é ºl & Xº, and
4.

or begging; (K, TA;) mentioned by IAgr, but ||
in art.

tº.

(TA.)

stiº, and $3tiº, A rugged and elevated tract of

Book I.]
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land that extends such and such a number of

25: see Jºš.

miles. And 3e ée Ješ & 3,4 & 3.

sº Horses :

a dyke,

(T. L.) and a tract of land [&c.]: (K:)

(S, L, K :) or a number of horses and so "stilis, applied to a mountain, (the
Lexicons passim,) and a tract of land, and of
together: (A:) or led horses; horses led by their
such and such measures of ground. (L.) = leading-ropes, not ridden, (Az, L, Mgb, K,) but sand. (L.) — A prominent part of a mountain
(JK, L, K) extending upon the surface of the

This is a place n'hich stretches

along

(~3-4-2)

3,5, ſaor. 3,4,] (L.) inf n. $55, (§, L, K) t He

prepared for the time of nant. (L.) You say,
ground (JK)— ãºuá A hill of the kind
3;
tº
2. [A number of horses together, or of led termed a 4- eactending upon the surface of the
carriage, and a man, L) had a long back and
horses, passed by us]. (S, L.)
9round: (L, K:) or a hill cleaving to the ground.
neck. (S, L, K.) See &# =3–3 It (flour)
(IA3r, in TA, art. &++) = Jºus The largest
• 22
• *z
zo.”

(a

camel, and a horse, S, L, or other beast of

º

-

*

º

J35
3. (K.) [See also art. Jºš, to which it

became compacted together in a mass; syn.

Jºš, contr. from 243, see x\,...e.

of the channels for irrigation (c,\ isiš) of a land
ploughed
for soning. (L, K.) [In the CK, <!
3. [originally sº, if belonging to this art.,]
probably belongs.]
and w$3, Measure; syn.:33. (L, art. 2:5; and is Put for ex-J.] ISd says, that he assigns it
2 : see 1.
to this art only because 3 is more common than U.S.
K in the present art.) Ex. gº 3.3 J. 34, and
• * ~ *.
(L.)2 of [Pl. Jºlº, occuring in the L and TA, voce
3. ãº oxsº & 2-, [He passed by, or
J "35, He is [distant].from me the measure of
Jºij=-&liº The last star [n] in the tail of

and

..º.e.

º.º.

. .” -

J

along, such a one vying, or contending, with him a spear.

in leading on and in driving on]. (A.) [See also
6 in art. J3-.]
4. Sº- sts. He gave him horses to lead : (S,
L. K:) and in like manner, Su. [camels].

(TA)—-ºl

>\-51 t The rain spread nºide:
(L, K:) or, had a cloud, or clouds, leading it on.

(L.)- He (a man) advanced; ment fornard:
(L, K:) as though he gave the means of leading
him to the ground and it attained thereby its

want (L.)=-335i, (L) and Júl & Jºu,

.

(L, art. Jºš.)

.

• 6 p.

tº, Major,

0.

**

Lºu Jº sºlº : in the K,

The slaying of. the slayer for the slain : Jº, but this is a mistake. (TA.) [The star
(Lth, L:) or i. q. Jou as [which signifies the (‘) which is the middle one of the three in the
retaliation of slaughter, and of wounding, and of tail of that constellation is called Júl, and by
mutilation;] ($, L, Mºb, K;) or slaughter for the side of it is the obscure star called Jºh
slaughter, and mounding for wounding. (TA, and also called &al, and, as is said in the TA,
art. Jaş.) Ex. Júl &: sºil -º (He sought Jºaº ; and the, third of those three, next the
retaliation upon the slayer]. (A.)
body, is called 33-11 In the K, a strange de

3.

of a’’.
these stars: it 2isºf there
said,
He slew him for him (i.e. scription is given
• ? 3.
** *
5*
Lºſ
Jºã-all
*
Sºtº
cº-e
J59)
[ºil]
5
for the slain) in retaliation. (Msb.)

sº

-

lsº 42 43

• *

-

6

(Msb,) He retaliated for me upon the slayer.

•,•.

8, 2

x >

•

2 -

6 ...

º

e.

-

• 3

-->

(L, Mºb) - 3 &u-tº ºu [The Sultan
6

-

-

@

• *

*

-

* *

*

Jºe
ºf * Jº 3& ...-Júl, 3:3
: ;
s, zz tº
...

.

>\º see 395.6 in three places.

2 < 0a

•

* 3- ºl- G|3 Jute ºus

Ji-

o.º.

retaliated for him upon his brother]. ($)—

3355 and 2333 see x\s—i.e.

Jºãº Jälä suſ, (inf n. *sūl, TA) He slew

$3.3 Tractableness;

the slayer for the slain. (S, L, K.)

-

22-1.] – The 23,5, among the northern stars,
are, it is said, four stars forming an irregular

t submissiveness; easiness; quadrilateral figure, distant one from another,
in a horse or camel. (L.)
[as though e, , , and r, of Hercules,) in the midst
$ºw.

6. 135Uij tſhey two went anay quickly: as
though each of them led the other. (L.) [See

* ,

o º

of n!hich is an obscure star, resembling a soil, and

Jº: see 5U--e.
called

8-9, they being likened to she-camels with

also 6 in art. J3-) = x355 t It (a place) became
§§: A pimp, a band; fem, with 3: (Mab3) a young one such as is called
even. (A.) See also 1.
a pimp to his on n n-ife; or a contented cuckold;

&º they are on
the left of 33–1 – in [a Ivrel, between it

7. 3Uijl, [inf. n.

stºl, He (a beast) suffered

himself to be led; (Mºb, K3) as also "sus (K)

syn.

*:::s.

(Mgb,” TA) = 3;in The nose; and

(TA.)

evidently a mistake for

words of Ru-beh,

and "suº-l. (A, TA) You say J suil, and

6

a.

*
-

-

J su-l, He was, or became, tractable to me;

Jº <!-4.

[But

33%

here, is

in the dial. of Himyer. (K.) – In the following
:-

** ***

--

o e

33%.]

* , of
-

*

&l

•

* 22

-

-

• * ~ *z

* ,:

33-3, originally 33333 because from 25, aor.
gave me the means of leading him. (8, L.) –
[Long-necked, elevating himself, with advancing sº accord. to the Bagrees; or, accord. to the
stil, (A, K,) inf. n. x\ºl, (S, L.) He was, or
Koofees, it is of the measure àJºlas, and the L3 is
became, submissive, resigned, manageable, easy, neck], sº is explained as signifying
substituted for 3; A mare easy to be led. (IKtt,
humble, or lonly; ($, L, A, K;) as also V suit...l. (L.)
M.F.) = x323; t A long, or tall, she-ass, ($, L,
6.-

.2 o .

23iº.

º

Po.

(TA)—3-ºl stºl, and cº WSUR-1, I The

$33. A camel whereby a man conceals himself K.) &c.; (K).pl. 3.23. (S. L. K.) See also
he would shººt, previously art. 25. – 3:33 + A mare having a long and
—xtijl It (a road) was easy and direct. (TA.) to his shooting at it; (ISd;) i.a. atº (A, L;) curved neck: (L:) not applied to a male.
cloud, or clouds, became led on by the wind. (A.)

from the animal that

—º, &º & >\#31

as also ii. (A)

t The road to him, or it,
was, or became, plain, or obvious, or manifest, to

(ISd, L.)

33.3 A leader of horses: (L.), and t of an § A man (S.L) strong-necked. (S. L. K.)
so called because he seldom turns his face aside.
or ways, continued uninterruptedly to it. (As, army : (Mgh, Mgb:) pl. Šiš and suff (S, Mgh,
(S, L.) — Hence, t One who is niggardly, or

me. (L.K.)—339| 2:1 cºul The roads,
AM; from a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh.) See

L. Mºb, K) and 3; ; (K5) and plofáč, Šuš.
(Mgh.) – 53: 5 [A she-camel] that precedes

tenacious, of his travelling-provision : ($, L, K :)
because he does not turn aside his face in eating,
lest he should see a man and be obliged to invite
the
other
camels
[or
leads
them
on,]
and
with*hich
8: see 1 in three places. – And see 7.
the young ones keep company. (L.) — sel him. (S, L.) – t A man who does not turn
10: see 7 in three places=&-2S 3UR-1 He
333 t A cloud, or clouds, leading on rain. (L.) aside his face. (L.) – 1*A3-2tall, or high, mountain;
retaliated the thing upon him. (Lth, L.)—
($, L, K;*) as also W53A. (K.) – iſºs; t A
! A wind
leading on a cloud, or road of a difficult place of ascent of a mountain
*u- He asked him (namely a judge, or
governor,) to retaliate upon a slayer; to slay clouds. (A.) = &L; ; Eactending along the sur (i:3) extending to a great length worwards, ($,
also 1.

* & 4

-

the slayer for the slain. (S, L, Mgb.)
Bk. I.

$33.5

face of the

ſºl

ground; applied to a mountain, and L.) or, reaching high. (K) — ſº it; 14 tail
324
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mountain-top. (A.) – sº + A man who, when or became, nide : whence 1933 53, q. v. (J.K.)
he applies himself to a thing, can hardly turn his =&\}, (A, K,) aor. jº, inf. n. ; : (TA;)
face anay from it. (T, L, A, K.") – t A camel,
and a horse, (S, L,) or other beast of carriage,
and a man, (L.) having a long back and neck : (S, (Mgh, Mºbi) and '93; and '9-31; (§, K.)
L:) or a long-necked horse, (A,) or camel: (R:) [of all which the second is the most common; ]
or long, or tall, absolutely, applied to a camel: He cut a round hole in the middle of it; (A,
(R, TA:) fem. ić; and pl. 3,3: (S, L:) or a Mgh, Mºb, K3) as one cuts a -º- (or the
horse having a long and large neck. (ISh.) See opening at the neck and bosom of a shirt], (TA,)
J.3%.-See also Sú...— More,or most, addicted and a melon: (Mgh, Msb:) [he hollowed it out;
to the conduct of a pimp, or band; or, of a pimp he scooped it out; he cut out a piece of it,
to his on n wife, or a contented cuckold. (Msb.) generally meaning in a round form :] he cut it in

and 'º, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf n. xii;

shirt], (TA, [but there written, by mistake,

-e-,1) and of a melon: (S, A :) or particularly
from a hide, or tanned hide; (Lh, K;) what is
cut in a round form ( j; U.) from the middle of
a hide, or tanned hide, for a target to shoot at,

like the ºl, of a -i-. (JK)—Also, What
one cuts from the sides of a thing (K, TA) that is

jºi. [or cut in a round form]. (TA.) – And,
contr., A thing of n!hich the sides have been
cut. (K.)

[ºf:

a round form. (S.) You say J, "is [He

2.9) stā. <!--

£5. Wide in the inside; capa
5: 3. A house that is nide (S, K, TA)
fem.

+ I placed him on the right
cious.]
cut out, or holloned out, the opening at the neck in the inside.
hand: (L, K:) because the colt (Jyº) is in most

instances led (sū) on the right hand. (L.)

3.

A leading-rope; (L, Msb;) that nºith
which one leads [a horse &c.]; (K;) a rope or
the like neith nºbich one leads [a horse &c.];

(Mgh;) a rope upon the neck, for leading [a

horse ye.]: (A) as also "33; (L, Mgh, Mºb,

(TA.)

and bosom of the shirt]. (TA.) And <!

ā-º), and "3;5, [I cut

a round hole in the

jºi. [Having a round hole cut in its

middle :
melon]. (TA.) And rºl -i- 3, and º, hollowed out; scooped out : cut in a round form.
See 1.] = A camel smeared nith Jºla; [or tar].
and
[I cut a round hollon in the foot of
($gh, K.) See jū.
the camel]. (TA.)- &#, and & $53, I put
235. A youth who hollows out the cakes of
out, or pulled out, [or scooped out, his eye; syn.

*3,3},

-

ºw ...a

* , 6 º'

->

3-2

•ºo e.

•

-

K;) a rope that is tied to the cord of the nose-ring << ū. (TA)—iºn & He circumcised bread, eating the middle parts and leaving the
edges. (A, TA.)
of a camel, or to the bit of a horse or the like, by the woman. (L, K.)
n:hich a beast is led; (S, L;) a cord, or a thong
J-23
2. > He nidened a house; made it wide.
or strap, attached to the neck of a beast or of a
(A,"
TA.)
=
See
also
1,
in
four
places.
dog, by which the animal is led: (L:) pl. 39%.
1. º º J-5, and º Jº, aor. 4-552,

(A, Mºb) – 'sº Jºi Iſlit., He gave the
leading-rope; i.e.,]he was, or became, submissive, or
obedient, willingly or unmillingly. (Msb.) – &$3
W stºl Jº ! [lit., Such a one has an easy
leading-rope; i.e.,] such a one will follow thee
agreeably with thy desire; (A;) [is submissive,
obsequious, or obedient J. and *sūji << ! [signi
fying having a difficult leading rºpe; i.e., refrac
tory]. (L.)

5. Eij It (a cloud) became dissundered, and inf n. J.; (§, K’) and J.G. ($) i. 1. 4-3,
separated into round portions. (TA, from a

aor. “iº, inf n. Jº (Š, K') and Jū; (§3)

trad.) See also 7.

i. e., He measured the thing by another thing like
it; [both in the proper sense and mentally; but

7. Uiji It (the side of a cloud) became as the latter verb is the more common, though the
though a portion fell from it, by reason of much former, accord. to the JK, is the original;] (S,
water pouring [from it]. (TA.) See also 5.
TA;) and so º ‘Jº WJ-U31 : (S, K:*) but
… . . o.

8. •,231 and §usl: see 1, in two places.

jú i. * 3,i. and W 323i. (the latter extr. [with respect

6&. J.

you should not say

"4:3 for £3 or 4:3. (S.)

[Tar: or pitch]. ($, K.) See =Jºsí; see 5.

-

to form], and of the dial. of Temeem, TA,) A jºie.

2 : see 5, in two

places.-4-3, inf. n. Jºsé

He made it boned, or bent. (KL.)
A small mountain separate from other
mountains: (K:) or a small mountain upon
4: see 1: = and see 5.
** * ! Wide-spreading rain: or rain another mountain : such [or a knoll of a moun
having a cloud, or clouds, leading it on. (L.)
tain] seems to be meant by J.- §§ :) (TA:) 5. U-553 It (a thing) became boned, or bent;
6 ºz.”
2 22:
or the smallest of mountains: (A:) or a small, as also "Jºss-l: (TA:) the "latter is also said,
23 alo: see 333).
black, isolated mountain, resembling an i.e. tropically, of the moon when near the change
ăşti, sº He gave him the means of leading or a black agei: (TA) or i, q = [i.e. a [&c.]. (A, TA.) – He (an old man, S, A)
him; he was, or became, tractable to him. ($,” hill, or mound, &c.] : (S:) or the smallest of became bored, or bent; (A,” K;) as also "Jºã,
L,” K.)
mountains and the largest of Auéſ; scattered, inf n. Jºsé, (S.A.' Mºb, K.) and "J-si-';
* > 22
2*
rough, and abounding with stones: (Lth:) or a (S;) and WU-251. (A:) or he became boned, or
>59 alo : see 55*.*.
small mountain, slender, compact, and lofty, not bent, in the back; as also "Jº, and "J-si-';
Stål, and *ś (S, L, K) and " $33, without extending along the surface of the ground, as (TA;) and so "Jºsé, aor. “, inf n. Jº. (K.)
•, (Ks,) and *3.3 and "33, [the last but one though it were a collection of stones, and [some = a-33 Jºã3 He put his bon' upon his back.
originally
and the last contracted from it, times] great, and round: (ISh:) or a great (TA.)
g
•,•.5
like <!. and **, and *śī, (L, K,) A horse, rock, (K,) smaller than a mountain : (TA:) or

šuš

beast of carriage led. (K.)

• *

* *

*

*

o

... • O.
-

-

--

sº,

…

$, L, K,) and a camel, (Ks, L.,) tractall; a black rock : (Ki) or a tract of ground con
tsubmissive; easy. (Ks, $, L, K.) Ex. Jº Jºe taining black stones; (K, TA;) i. e., a 3-(Ks,

• O.

-

8: see 1. – 4:39 Jºãº, ($, K,) inf n. Jºlº,

(S,) + He follows the way of his father, and imi
tates
him. (S, K.)
[Place thou at the head of (TA:) pl. jé, (S, K,) [or rather this is a coll.
gen. n.,] and <5-5 (K) and 33 (Lth, S, A, K.)
10: see 5, in four places.
*

º º Jjus; Jº

thy string of camels a camel that is tractable].

(A)=344; see &#.-1A direct road. (A) and 393 (Lih, K)
§§ What is cut in a round form (5.3 L.)
from a garment or piece of cloth, &c.; (K ;) as

-

-

- 2 -

isiſ,

* ...

d.º.

See

->

-

cº, J-2.

Jº [A bony; a certain thing, well known,
(A,
K,) with which one shoots: (M, TA:) of the
the 3, 19–5 of a shirt, (S, A, Msb,) and of a --fem.
gender: (IAmb, M, Mºb :) or masc. and
inf. n. 253, It (a thing) was, [or the opening at the neck and bosom of a
233

1. J33, aor.

e.p.

cº, J-9:

º ,-,
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fem.: (S, Msb:) or sometimes masc. : (A, K:) t The boned, or bent, part of the back of a man. aor. Jºsé, inf. n. Jºãº (TA:) or he took it to
(IAar.) —ºxº Jº f The anterior ribs of the pieces, without demolishing or destroying or thron

pl. [of pauel Jºji (IAmb, ş, A, Mºb, K) and
Jºsi, (TA, and so in some copies of the

camel.

(A) — Also J.;; 1 What remains, of ing don’n; (S, A, Msb, K;) namely a building,

K, in the place of the former,) the L3 being dates, (S, A,” K,) in the [receptacle called] arº, (S, A, Msb,) and a tent: (A:) or he pulled up,
interchangeable with the 3, (TA,) and [of (S,) or in the bottom thereof, (K,) or in the sides or out, its poles, or pieces of mood, and its tent
ropes: (IDrd, K:) or he pulled it up, and re
mult.]
(S, A, Msb, K,) originally Jº, thereof, like a bon: (A:) or, accord. to Zeyd mored, it; namely a tent. (TA.) — [Hence,)
(S, TA,) which is not used, (TA,) of the Ibn-Kuthweh, the fourth part of the aſſº, of
-º-ial Jº, and Jº-J, (A, TA) He
neaSure Jº, (S, Msb,) first changed to ;:3, of dates; like iº (TA in art. Ajj :) in this sense,
separated,
or dispersed, the ranks, and the assem
he measure
and then to US-5, of the also, it is fem. : or a number of dates collected to blies. (TA.) – [Hence also, Jºž & Jº
gether ; pl. as above. (TA in the present art.) [lit. Such a one built, then demolished, or took to
In easure &º, like Jºe, (S,) and
(Fr,
= Also, A cubit : (S, K:) sometimes used in pieces]; i. e. f did nell, then did ill. (A, TA.)
Sgh, K,) from the same original, (TA,) [like this sense: ($:) because a thing is measured
5. Jesi, It (a house, and a tent, TA) became
(J.i.) with it. (K.)

ū-

3,4,

&-

‘….] and J.3 (IAmºs, A.M., K.) yhich

demolished, destroyed, or thronºn down; (S* in

o J

is more agreeable with analogy than J-5.

(TA) The dim, is Jºš, (LAmb, M, Mºb, K.)

•-

º Jº and cº Jºë The measure of a spear.

(M5b, in this art.; and S, K, in art, J.5.)

without 3, contr. to rule, as the word is fem.,

(M, TA) and i-º, (IAmb, Mºb, K.) some

art. Jacº; and K;) and in like manner jº,

(TA;) as also "Jalāl [which see also in art.

Ja:3] : (K; and in a copy of the $ in art. Ja.s :)

Jº; A hemer, or fashioner, of bon's ;

and so, or it was, or became, taken to pieces, without being

6 J.

demolished or destroyed or thronºn don’n

times: (IAmb, Msb:) or the former accord. to perhaps, Jºš. (T.A.)

those who make U-55 to be masc., (S,) and the

3

-2

3

O-

(A,

TA:) and "e-stºl, said of a well (,,), it fell;

ex-3 is the rel. n. from Us-3, ſpl. of Jºl jell in ruins, or to pieces; or collapsed. (Msb:
because
it is [before its last change] of the See also art. Ja.s.) — [Hence, cº- Jesi,
(S, Msb.) It is prefixed to another word to
In easure 82° changed from the measure Jº.
give it a special signification. Thus you say,
(A) and é-le-sº, (S, TA) and J.i.am,

latter accord. to those who make it to be fem.

5

Jº § An Arabian
->

bon.

And

* Jº A.

in a

.x.y.

(S.)

(S, Msb, TA,) t|The assembly, and the rings of

[A bon for
Jº Having a boned, or bent, back. (S, K.) men, ($, TA,) and the ranks, became separated,
shooting a certain kind of short arron's]. And – Sand that is elevated (K, TA) like a hoop or or dispersed. (S, Msb,” TA.) — Also, + He (a
man, K, and a bird, Az, TA) came and went,
Jaś. Jº [A cross-bon'). And -5% Jº [A ring. (TA.)
(AZ, K, TA,) and would not be still, or remain at
tow for loosening and separating cotton]. (Msb.)
Jºsi, A bon-case. (S, K.) = A horse-course; rest. (Az, T.A.)
—[Hence the saying,) 3- &; 3. º & Q. race ground : (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) a place mºlence
7: see 5, in two places.
[Such a one, no one will pull his bony;] i.e., f no horses run (K) for a race; (TA;) i. e., (so in
one nill vie with him, or compete nith him. (A, the K accord. to the TA,) a rope at nehich the
Jesi, us; 3. & This is for that, as a sub
horses are placed in a ron (S, A, K) on the occa stitute for a substitute. (K.) And 94; tº:
53-6, (Mgh) [lit., They shot at us from one sion of racing, (S, K,) in the place nºnence they [They two are substitutes, each for the other]:
bon. meaning, I they were unanimous against run : (A:) or the extended rope from which the mentioned by $gh: but Z says, clai Q = [q. v.
horses are started: (JK:) also called Jagie: the
us;] a proverb denoting agreement. (Mgh.)
in art. Jaé]: (TA:) or both signify they are ex
pl. is Jºliº. (TA.) Hence the saying,
Persian bon.

And

cº J-34

TA) And 2-, -} &= &º, (A, TA) or

Jéré

[In the Mºb, sº and 34-3.] And & 4
v-sis" Jº Öğ [Such a one has been put to the
tº J-º-; ($, L, K, except that in the L starting-rope]; meaning, [such a one has been
and K, for J-33, we find J-º) ! [He is of the tried, or proved, by use, practice, or experience.
best of a little bon, as an arron; i.e., he is one
• 0.

*

-

changers, each with the other. (JK.)

Ji.

Anything demolished, destroyed, or
thronºn down : [&c.; see 2.) (TA.)

(A, TA) And -sie Jé Öğ, i.e., blie-Jé

of the best arrows of a little bon;] or Jºã- Jue [app. meaning, t Such a one is intent upon defend

tº- J-3 (A, K) t [He became the best of a
little bon, as an arron, ; i.e., he became the best

I&

ing his honour or the like]. (Lth, L.)
9 &2 ×

3 vs. p.

-355

6 * > * >

J33

Jºãº and Jºsie: see
arrow of a little bon. ..] a proverb [See Arab.
Prov. i. 718] applied to him who has become

mighty after being of mean condition: (A:) or

223

Jºãº +An eyebrow [or other thing] likened to
a bon; as also "Jºsiº. (K) and "Jºi. (TA:)

L333
See Supplement. I

to him who opposeth thee and then returns to

* the second of these epithets is also applied, in the
doing what thou likest. (A, K.) [Hence also
same sense, or like a bony, to a gutter round a
And he was at the distance of two Arabian bows: tent, and the like. (TA.) — Also, A man boned,
or bent; and so "Jºi. (TA.) = Also, (K,) or
or two cubits [this is app. an explanation by one
&; Jºãº, (S,) A man having with him his bon.

the phrase in the Kur, liii. 9, cº -6 &

who holds ºf 25 to be for º Jºël (K) (S, K.')
or the meaning is, -: Gº, i.e., [at the
G.

distance of the measure of j the two portions
between the part of a bon that is grasped by the

hand and each of the curved extremities. (TA.)
See also art. ~3–Jºãº +[The Sign of
Sagittarius; also called Jº ;] one of the signs
of the zodiac; ($, K;) namely, the ninth there
of.

o. 6 º'

and
A sº, , )

J-35-e: see J-55-2, in two places.

and damm to the J, (K,) a foreign word, (TA,)
[from the Greek kwalkôs, The colic;] a certain

painful intestinal disease, in nihich the egress of
the feces and wind is attended with difficulty;
(K;) a violent griping in the intestine called the
1:

see 2: and see also 1 in art. Ja.s.

4-3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) infin. Jºsí, (Mºb,
(TA)—& cº The rainbom': the two words |K)2, He
demolished it; destroyed it; thren, it
2 &

***

§, (Msb," K,) with ſet-h to the U, (Mºb,)
and sometimes &#, with kesr to the U, or thus
&#, i. e. with kesr to the J and with fet-h

colon. (Msb.)
U.5

2 o

are inseparable. (TA.) See tº-J--- J-3-3 donºn; namely a building; as also *4.33, (K,)

1. 3, aor. J., inf. m. Å, (§, Mgh, O, Mºb,
324 +
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K, &c.,) He vomited (Mgh, TA) what he had complaint in consequence of which] he is vomiting safety] inhibits assassinating, or assaulting, the
eaten. (Mgh, Mgb, T.A.) — [Hence one says, much, or frequently. (ISk, S, O.)
cº; [i.e. the person to whom assurance of
a
[lit. He vomited his soul), meaning the
safety
has been given (9-999 in the CK is a
t; One (a man, IAar) n:ho vomits much, or

died: like «ă ă (A, TA) And iº.sº

;:

frequently; as also

(IAar, K,

º;)

the

mistranscription for

&#99)]; like as shackles in

23, t [The nound made nºith a spear or the ſile
hibit the mischievous animal from doing mischief.
spouted forth the blood]. (A, TA.) And -33 latter formed from the former, like 395.2 from (L, K,” from a trad. [See also 1 in art. Jº-3; where
&al º +A garment that is saturated nith the ::::... (L, TA)— Also, ſt; #33, Medicine this trad. is cited in full)—23, (infin. 3-ii
that is taken to cause vomiting; (ISk, S, O ;)

de (S, A, o, K.) And sº and so '...i. tºs (K, TA) and '?'... (TA)
[lit. The earth nill vomit the pieces of her liver],
---

meaning tthe earth will cast forth upon her sur

face
her> oftreasures. (TA, from a trad.) And
•2> *
aw

**

see what immediately pre division of syllables: (S, A, L., K. :) he pointed
a letter: (L:) he restricted a word or phrase
[in its signification or application] by that nihich
prevented equivocation and removed ambiguity.
(Msb.) = 1 He registered, or recorded, a matter
**
of science [&c.] in a book or the like; i.g.

£i.

and

cedes.

\,\el Jºj’)] < ū [lit. the earth vomited her food],
meaning Ithe earth disclosed her herbage and her

treasures. (TA, from a saying of Áisheh.) And

Jº & Jº

t[The earth eacudes the mois

ture]. (TA.)

&é, said of a wound, (S, A, Mºb, K, &c.,)

1.

K,) t He pointed a writing with the syllabical signs,
or signs which point out the pronunciation and

&#, (S, Msb,) inf. n. #, (Msb, K;) like
&B,
&#: (K;) and 'º, (S, A, Msb,
K,) inf. n. &#; (A$) and '-º', (A, Mºb,
K.) and 'sº (S, A, Mºb, K.) and tº:

- -

-

la-º. (L.)

aor.

2. tº He, (a man, S, Mgh, O, Mgb) or it,
(medicine, K,) caused him to vomit; ($,” Mgh,
O,” Msb, Ki") and W.G. signifies the same.
(S, O, K.)

5. 2.--> quasi-pass. of 23 [He had shackles

a Ot.

put upon his legs; he had his legs shackled: see
also 2]. (A.)
9, 2

4: see what immediately precedes.

* .

>US : see Jºes.

(Msb, K;) [It suppurated;] it became in the
state of containing [or generating] matter, such as

*

33 [A shackle; or fetter: or, generally, a pair
of shackles for the fore-legs of a beast, and generally
Mgh, O, Mgb, TA;) and he vomited intentionally. A," K in art. cº, and Msb in explanation of made of rope, but some are of iron; a pair of
(TA.) See also 10, in two places. = And 3 :) or its Å ran, or flowed: or became in a hobbles; a pair of fetters]: ($, K, &c.:) pl. [of
is termed

5.

cº

ſmeaning as expl. below]: ($,”

º He constrained himself to vomit; ($,

-

<ā She

addressed, or presented, herself to her state of readiness [to do so].

husband, and thren, herself upon him : (K:) or,
accord. to Lth, she affected languor, or languid

tion of

(Msb in explana pauc.]

&; and tº and tº.)

$3;

3, #.

(L, Msb, K) and [of mult.]

(S, L, Mºb, K.)–339 & 39 sº &
! [Verily the shackles of benefactions are the firmest

ness, to her husband, and thren herself upon him :

but in the opinion of Az, the verb with J in this
sense is a mistranscription, and is correctly <º,

2 and 4 and 5; see the preceding paragraph.

blood; (S, A, L, K;) white, thick [matter], un
miaced with blood: (Msb :) or, as some say,
10. <-, (5, Mgh, Mºb, K, TA) or tº:-), [contr. to the generality of the lexicographers,
(thus in the O, in which the former is not men thin matter (**) like mater, in nihich is a ač.
tioned, [and it seems from an ex. in a verse there
[or small admiſture, or tinge of the red and white
cited that this may be a dial var.,]) and "tº, hue, of blood. (L.)
verb above: in the K neither is expl.:)) or the
former is an instance of Jaiº from º [i. e.

6 *

>

-

-

-

-

-

forth, intentionally. (TA). It is said in a trad,

3,3 tº º jié 3 tº tººl.º. (If
the person drinking in a standing posture knen,

is for

essº.1–

camel's saddle which are called] the

Jºãº

[the two broad pieces of wood called] the

cº,

cº-> Jºe J-2-ax!" _* u, the reading
in the K, is put cº-º,+$." cº-ax"> *,

of

which I suppose to be a mistake]) at their upper
part, being a thong. (L.) — A plaited thong
between [the two pieces of wood called] the

tº.

of

(L, K [in the former of which, however, instead

as-Us, mentioned in this art. in the S, see in
art.

of a camel's saddle of the kind called

it signifies he desired to vomit]; and "the latter
signifies more than the former, i.e. he made n'hat
neas in the -º- [here meaning stomach] to come

(ść.

ºf Thick purulent matter (332) unmiaced nºith What binds together [the two pieces of wood in a

[q. v.,] with C3. (TA.)

(S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA,) He constrained him
self to vomit: (S, Mgh, O, Mgb : [see the latter

of shackles]. (A.)

9'>

Jº, at

the upper part; and sometimes, of a horse's
saddle. (L.) – The thong that binds together
1.

4.3.

see 2.

[the two pieces of wood called] the

Júše

of a

2. $23, inf. n. 3-ii, He put a 23 [or pair camel's saddle of the kind called - 5. (S, L,
of shackles] upon his (a horse's) [fore-]legs; he K.) — Anything that binds one part of a thing

shackled his [fore-jlegs. (Mºb) iſ

333

to another part. (L.) – The eartended thing at

what mould be the effect upon him, he would desire [I shackled the fore-legs of the beast; hobbled the loner eactremities of the suspensory cords or
to vomit nhat he had drunk : for the drinking him ; and, in a general sense, bound him.] (S.) strings of a sword, which is held by [the rings
and the eating in that posture are forbidden in * ...5 (infin. 33, TA) and 33 signify the same, called] the -93. (L.K.) — Júl 3: The
more than one trad.]. (TA.)
[He had shackles put upon his fore-legs; hºhad his jesses of the hank or falcon; syn. $54- (S, O,
33 The gum
º originally an inf n.: then applied to signify fore-legs shackled]. (K.) See also 5. – c. Jyu 333 K, all in art. J-.)
+[Bind
thou
him
by
oath]:
said
when
one
has
not
wherein the teeth are set : (K:) Ju-y 3,3 the
Vomit; i.e. vomited food. (Msb.) It is said
in a trad, ºff Jº
* :
[He given thee thy right or due. (TA in art. J.J.) gums: (L:) or the portions of the flesh of the
gums that rise between the teeth; likened to the
n:ho takes back his gift is like him who snallon's
red *: which are marks upon camels, made with
back his vomit]. (S.)
shackle the fore-legs of my camel; meaning,) t I
a hot iron. (ISd, L.)—Jºn 3: A certain
:3 a subst. (K, TA) similar to Jºu: and 3% fascinate my husband so as to prevent him from mark made with a hot iron upon the neck of a
going to other women; as though I shackled his
[and many other words of the same form applied legs. (IAth, L, K,"from a trad.) – t It (fatigue) camel, (S, ISd, L, K,) and upon its face, and
to maladies; indicating that it signifies A com kept a she-camel from action. (A.) – f It (bene thigh, of an oblong shape, (ISd, L,) in the form
plaint that causes much, or frequent, vomiting]. ficence) shackled, or restrained, a person. (A.) of a 23 [for the legs], (S, L,) or of two rings
(TA.) One savs, : ; 4, meaning [In him is a — tº &º 2.5 t (The giving assurance of nvith a line eactending between them. (Nh, L.) –

— Jº

cº-ſº

8-9

—Jº- 'º, Gutº. ***, *) ſit, I

*ś 33
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...i. *]

t[lit. Shackles upon the legs of the CK,

wild animals which shun, and take fright at, because

+ Scorpions: (L, K:) so called ($, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jºš (S, A, Mºb, K) and
they are in a tract such as is called Jº, (S, A, K,) [which latter is the more com

mankind &c.; or, accord. to the L, of the wild jº-J) 5-iº, ..(L.) [See an ex. in some verses mon.] He measured the thing (S, A, Msb. K)
asses]: indeterminate in signification, though cited voce tº.)
by another thing (S, Msb, K) like it; (S, K;)

determinate in its grammatical form : (Sb, L. :)
an appellation given to a horse, (K,) or to a

[3-i-

A note nihich determines the correct

fleet, or snift, and eccellent horse, because, by its reading or meaning of a nord or phrase or

the

[both in the proper sense and mentally; often
meaning he compared the thing with another
thing;] as also 4-6, aOr. “sis, inf. n. Jº (S,

* , ~
* :
swiftness, it overtakes the wild beasts, (T, K,) like: and hence,any marginal note; pl. elee-ºº-º.]
Mºb, K; the first and last in art. J-35;) and
and prevents their escaping. (T, S.) Jº is
(S;) [the latter of which verbs, though
J-13;
here a proper subst: used as an epithet because it
jº
common, is, accord. to the JK, the
less
the
imports the attribute of a verb; or it is for Jºãº.
Mºb,)
A,
(S,
boat,
smeared
or
a
ship,
original;] and so W *—- ; (A, K.) and '4-3;
(IJ, L.) [See also art. Jºl and Ham, p. 455.] 2. jº He
º

– t A wife: as also

Jé.

(TA.) –

3. Jº u. or a jar [for wine], and a skin for wine or the
like, (K,) with 2.5 or jū. (S, A, Msb, K.)

33 -º-, ! There is not upon this letter a syllabical
sign, or sign which points out the pronunciation,

or the division of syllables. (A)—iºſ, ºil,
a prov.; see art. 85 - See also 33.
33 A n-hip made of skin. (M.F.) = 33 and

(TA) and so a "4-º's, (Mºb) and j, (TA)
inf. n.

i. i.

and

Jºs:

(Mgb:) the first of

or pitch]: (S, A, Msb, K:) these verbs is said to be trans. by means of Jºe
thing
with nº hich are smeared because implying the meaning of founding [a
a certain black

Jº

i.g.

jé [Tar:

ships, (K, TA,) to prevent the water from enter thing upon another thing]; and by means of Ji
ing, (TA,) and camels, also, (K, TA,) for the because implying the meaning of adjoining or
mange, or scab, and nºhereofthere is a species with conjoining and collecting [a thing to another
which anklets and bracelets are filled: it is
J-lºſt, 4.3 [He

''t (S, L, K) and "33 (K) Measure. (S, L, eatracted by melting from [the] Jax-e : (TA:) thing). (M.F.)withYou say,
the measureſ. (A.)
measured it
K.) Ex. cº, 43 º, and **, šuš, Between [… is the name of a certain tree from which
3-5-1; ** Jºë, (TA,) and ā-i,
them two is the measure of a spear. (S.) See tar is melted forth : (L, art. Ja… :)] or i. q.
sº : (A, K, TA:) and the best thereof is of the (A,) inf. n. J-43, (TA,) The physician
also art. 253.
colour termed

$3 A leading-rope (S, K) for a beast of car
riage. (S, K.) [But this belongs to art. 253,
q.v.]

And

J.G,

mea
and
the
wound,
(TA,)
the
sured the depth of
depth of the mound in the head, (A,) --&iº

5:3. (TA.) [See also Jié.]

jū A possessor, (K,) or seller, (A) of,3 or,5 :
And tº: *:
(A, K5) or a maker of it. (So in a copy of the nºith the probe. (A, TA.)

*

f A damsel that steps with even, or equal, steps
$, but not mentioned in another copy.)
(A:) or tº: signifies with measured steps, at a
§§ A place where jú is generated. (Mgh, in moderate and just pace, as though nith equal
art. Jań3.)
steps: (IAth:) or Jº signifies the n'alking with
clºš, an arabicized word, (K,) from [the an elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,
Persian] &ºi=, (TA,) and signifying A ca with an affected inclining of the lºgy from side to
ravan; a company, or an assemblage of persons, side. (K) And tº
travelling together; syn. ăuș: (K:) or the a one does what he does, or says what he says, by
main part of a 3/3Us : and of an army : (A, measure, or by rule]. (A.) – [Hence, t He de
IAth, and so in a copy of the S:) or of [such a termined, or judged of, the thing by comparing it
collection of soldiers as is called] a 4–2.É.- : (ISk:) nºith another thing; i.e., by analogy: and he
and the companions and assistants of the devil. compared the thing with another thing. And
(IAth.) It has the last of these significations in aſſé Jºë He judged by comparison therenith.
And He copied it as a model.]
a trad. of Mujáhid, in which it is said, 5.Asº
:

3.5 Tractable; easy to be led. (S, K.) [But
this belongs to art. 335, q.v.]
$33 : see art. 255.
g

.

-

5

• 32 2

*** : see 2g+2.

* , o,

Jº tº Jú & (such

3:. The place of the 2: in the leg of a horse;
(S, K;) [i.e., the pastern]. Ex. *iº Jº Jº
aliq Jºsé [A horse large in the place of the
shackle, or pastern; long in the place of the collar,
or neck]. (A.) – The place of the anklet in [the
leg of ) a woman; ($, K;) [i.e., the ankle]. –
*az 3:… [and "3,4,] A camel, or the like, having

his legs shackled; having shackles upon his legs:

- d .

• *~

3-2-

- - -

--

&

-

•, b >

*

> 0 tº

Jº Jº Jº-, 99 32-) us, ºxº cºllaº!”
pl. [of the latter] 4-i. (K.) You say §s
2% § 2 ºf * tº- [The devil goeth in the

3-i. Jº,

i.e.,

*...i.

[These are camels

morning with his companions and

2 : see 1.
--

3.

de

-

* 4-3,

and

• --

<!!: see 1. You say, 2–3

assistants to the

išū market-place, and the empyrean ceaseth not to 45. Ösº &: ū; Aſ [May God re
make thee
t A jaded she-camel that will not be roused to shake in consequence of the assertions that God morefarfrom prosperity a people who
action. (A.) – And 3.i. A place in which knoweth what He knoweth not]: meaning, that lord, or chief, and who measure things by thy
a camel is left nºith his legs shackled. (L, K.) the devil incites men to say “God knoweth such judgment, or by thine opinion]. (A, TA.) –
Hence applied to a place abounding with herbage, a thing,” of things whereof God knoweth the & Cº -º (Š, K) or ºl, (A)
having their legs shackled].

or pasture.

($)–32 i.

contrary : [as for instance, “God knoweth that

(L.)

such a commodity cost me (the seller) such a sum

**i.

Jº,

(S,) I measured, or
compared, the two things, or cases, together; syn.
inf. n.

and

of money:”] 37.1% being a form of asseveration.
§35, (K) or “… ºui, (L)–ºus,
and in most copies of the K, accord. to the TA, (IAth.) [cºlºr:5 is written 3%; in some copies
vº •º **
jū-,] +A stony tract, of which the stones are of the S and K. It is mentioned in this art., and in (K,) i.e., tº; <-45, (S,) i.q.
latter
only
the
in
S,
the
in
namely, such a
K:
the
in
335,
him,
[I vied, or contended, with
black and worn and crumbling, as though burned art.
art., and part of the above trad. is there cited.]
one, in measuring, or comparing; app. meaning,
with fire; syn. 3- (L, K: [in a copy of the
in measuring, or comparing, myself, or my
K, 3-) so called because it impedes the ass, [in
abilities, with him, or his; see ºil.-[This
L**
the TA, art. 2-se-, the wild ass, as though it

jº-ji ºil, (L) ſin the CK, jº-ji ºil,

*- - -

verb is mentioned in the $ in art. U-35.]

---

shackled him. (L.) — Hence, (L) 3-gi, sº

*º

J-B, and • * Jº, (S, A,”
and last in this art. and in
first
the
K*;
Mşb,”
to
6. Asi. J-ºut; The people mentioned [and app.
A-1, (L.) in the K, #3: ... [with ſet-h
the L8, and without glº-JI), (TA,) [and in the art. J-35;) and * & (A, TA,) aor.
compared] their several wants Cº. [but I
1.

“º,

2578
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think it probable that this is a mistranscription (ºft.) fell short of my measure. (TA.)- A cleft, or broken or rent asunder. (K, in which
28.3% their generous qualities or the like]). probe nºith nihich the depth of a mound is only the inf. n. is mentioned.) You say, c.35
measured. (A, TA)—J--- Jºi- The ääg The egg became cleft, or broken asunder.
(TA.) .

for

7. U-ti-ji It was, or became, measured by
another thing like it. ($, in art. J-55; and K,
in the present art.) – t [It was, or became,

Nilometer.

(TA.)

(TK.) [See also 7.]—And & c.33, inf n.
as above, The tooth fell out from its root;
Jacº

as also

determined, or judged of, by comparison, or
analogy.] You say, Jºliº Sãº.
+ [This

1. Jols, inf. n. Ja: ; see 7, in two places.

with Jo. ($,” TA in art. Jaš.)=Also, (TA,)
inf. n. as above, (K,) He holloned out a well (K,

is a question not to be determined, or judged of

5: see 7, in three places.

nas dug.

*. .

* *z

.

-

º

TA) in a rock. (TA.) And Jass signifies It

by comparison, or analogy]. (A, TA.)

7. Joli-', said of sand, (A, K,) and of dust,
or
8; see 1–4, Jºãº Hefollows the way earth, (K,) It poured forth, or donºn: (K:)
of his father, and imitates him. (S, K, in art. or it fell, fell don'n, or collapsed; and so when
J-35; and mentioned in the K in the present said of a building; (A;) and so cº-eus iſ said
of a well (*): (S, A, K,) it fell; fell donºn ;
art. also.) The medial radical is both 3 and
fell in ruins, or to pieces; or collapsed; (S, A,
J. (K.)
K;) as also st-3UB-51, with J3; (TA;) and
cº J-US: see cº, J-3.
'e-eli (A, K:) which Vlast also signifies it (a
• 2 º’

© 2

…

0.0

o J

,

e

(TK)

inf. m.

as

above, (K,) He likened, or assimilated. (K,

TK.) You say, as 4.33 He likened, or assimi.
lated, him, or it, to him, or it. (TK.) [See
also 5; and see Jacº, below.] = See also 3, in
two places.
O c.”

2. 3.} & Ja.s He (God, Mºb) ordained, or

...)

... • O ,

.x.

(TA.) = Also,

o P

…

ſº.

tº J-3 “(S, A, K’) and tº W.J.G (§,

well) inclined, and became demolished, or fell in
ruins; and in

like

Inanner

appointed, for him such a thing. (Mgh, Msb.)

And ºil 5% ºf Jaº, (S, A, K,) in [some

[Je:- said of] a of] the copies of the K, cº, which is a mistake,

K). Between them two is the measure of a spear:
wall. (TA)—& e-eliº The tooth became (TA,) God ordained, or 'appointed, or prepared,
(S, K:”) like
33 (TA) [and c-, suñ). broken
: (A :) or became cracked, or split, such a one for such a one : (A:) or brought such

c-,

And

gº! Jº ãº- º This piece of mood is

lengthwise : (TA:) or fell out : (Lth, K :) and

of the measure of a finger. (A," TA.) [Both "3-25, (TA)inf n. Jai, (§, K.) it fall out
are said in the A to be tropical; but wherefore, jrom its root; ($, K, TA ;) and so with J& :

(S, TA:) and Jºãº Jeti-, and "Juí, and

I see not.]

Jaś, the tooth became cracked lengthnºise, and
Measurement.— Comparison.— Ratioci fell out. (TA.) —º Jº it.” Jolas' The mater
W

J.L. 5; see 1 and 3. –IUsed as a simple
subst.,

nation.— The premises of a syllogism, taken to became abundant in the well (K, TA) so that it
gether: and also applied to a syllogism entire. — nearly demolished it. (TA.)
Analogy: rule. You say,

wº Jé 3. This

is according to analogy, or to rule. And '3s

--9 * Jº This is contrary to analogy, or to
rule. And 3e --9 Jé After the manner of

iº. A well that has collapsed. (A) And
J.- i.33% A well having its wall, or casing,

him a devil [as an associate]. (Zj.) Accord. to
some, the verb is used only as relating to evil;
but this is not true, as is shown by the saying of
-

or sides, demolished. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
49

such a thing.]

a one to such a one, and ordained, or appointed,
or prepared, him for him. (S, K.) Hence the
saying in the Kur, [xli. 24,] (S,) § 2. tº:
(S, K) And n'e have appointed, or prepared, for
them associates (A,” Bd," K, TA) rehence they do
not expect, (A, K, TA,) nºbich shall have possession
of them like as the Jaft, or shell, has possession of
the egg. (Bd.) And so in the same, [xliii. 35.]
Guº aſ Jºi: We will appoint, or prepare, for

-

…I adº

• *,

*

~

-

3

- --- 5

-

Mohammad, & Jº S.27 4- tº ºil.

e.

•

•

-

O

* *

**

and *: &. 4-w J. C. 4. [A young man hath not
split, honoured an aged man for his age but God hath
Mensural. — Comparative. — Ratio
cinative. — Relating, or belonging, to the pre lengthnise; so says Aş.: but AA says, that both appointed for him in his age such as shall honour

Jui- signifies Uprooted; (S, K;)
Jºãº, with the pointed J3, cracked or

ſº-3

him]. (TA.)

mises of a syllogism : and also, syllogistic. — signify the same. (S, O.)

Analogous: regular: as also " Jºãº, improperly

3. 42.9, (S, A, K, &c.) inf n. *ašić ($

written by some European scholars Jºi...]

Mgh) and

Jacº

Jú A man n-ho practises J-3 [i. e. measure

1. Jºš, (A, TA) ſaor, Jáiſ, inf n. 43,

Jºg, (A,)

He

bartered, or erchanged

commodities, with him ; syn. 4…,\c, ($, O, L, and

so in a copy of the K,) gº; (S;) or *:
ment, or comparison, &c.,] much, or often. (TA.) (K,) He clave, or broke or rent asunder. (A,” (A, and so in some copies of the K: in the CK,
= Also, i. q.

Jºã, q. v.

K, TA.) You say,

(TA.)

iág, Jºë He

(a young

bird) clave, or broke asunder, the egg : and he (a ** ;) and 43%; (A, K ;) i.e. he gave him a
Jºu: act. part. n. of 1. – One niho measures bird) clave, or broke asunder, the egg from over commodity and took another commodity in its
the depth of a round in the head [&c.] with a the young one. (Lth, A,” TA.) And it is said stead: (TA:) [as also 445, with ~ :] and

probe. (TA.)
4.

in a trad, respecting the day of resurrection,
º

•

*

J-ºk'e pass. part. n. of 1. You say, J-ºk'e 5A
ez-

-

-

" .33, aor. Jáiſ, he gare him a thing in er.
change. (TA.)

~ *

& 33 (→ * * * ** @* };

You say, 13& 4 as [He gave

him in eacchange for such a thingj. (Mgh.) Hence,

-

<!e [and º, meaning, He, or it, is a person, or lºsi, i.e., [And when it shall be thus, this lonest a.atiºn *: * The selling a commodity for another
thing, whereby others are measured; to which heaven] shall be cleft, or rent asunder, from over commodity. (Mgh.) And hence the saying of
others are compared; an object of imitation; a its inhabitants, meaning the inhabitants of the
Mohammad,
&:
3:45 *
model, an exemplar, or a standard]. (A, TA.) earth (CºS), which is previously mentioned in
*. or * W
accord. to different relations;
3
.

gº

ãº Jº

&

º,

– See also

º:\}.

* , ~ 2.

the trad.: or, as Sh says, shall be dissolved.
(TA.)- Also, first pers.

< *,

(AZ, S,) or i.e. [If thou wilt, I will give thee in erchange for

Jºão A measure, or thing with rehich any < *ś, (IAth,) He cracked a glass bottle, with it [the choice of the coats Afmail of. Keſel,
thing is measured; syn. 33i: ; (S, Mºb, K:) pl. out separation of the parts. (AZ, S, IAth.) — (TA) You say also, ä agüe yº-yº U-23 arºlas)
Jº-ti”. (A.) You say, J-ºf- acts [He And [...] < *; is a dial. form of : • 2 [meaning [I gave him a horse for two ſure in eacchange].
-

(JK.) And 3- 9 Jaéi (, ; (I do not give,

wneasured it with the measuring-instrument]. (A.) I demolished, destroyed, or thren, don'n, the build
And
Jº *-i- 25 Thy measure ing]. ($gh.)= Also, inf. n. as above, It became or take, in eacchange jor thee any one]. (A, TA.)

J-º:

Jacº – Jäº
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*
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Sº-y & “J” <sº y trºo are likes; they two are like each other; rained upon by the rain of the season called lºſſ;
tºur (A’Obeyd, A.;) each of them is fit to be a sub similar to size and lº. (TA)
2:- ! [If I were given nhat mouldfill
I would 720t | stº
º for thſe other.
º (A, TA.) [See
* , ". also tº.
stitut
of men, in eacchange for such a one,
And Le cy)\in Učº

• 1

-

-

2; see 1 = 4:3, (S. K.) inf n. 4.5, (K)
accept them] : (A, TA :) and the like occurs in a Jué;.]— aſ Jāºš 13A, and aſ "Jº, This is
It
(a thing, $, K, such as food, and a garment,
equal,
or
equivalent,
to
it.
(O,
K.)
trad. of Mo’áwiyeh, as said by him, with reference
TA) sufficed him for his [season called] lsº ; ($,
to Yezeed. (TA.)
iás A small piece of bone : (AA, K:) pl., K;) similar to &- and sº. (TA.)
5. i2.3 c.a.ii. The egg became broken into accord. to the K, Jº; but correctly, accord. to
3. *lºus, inf. n. iáſui, He remained, or
pieces; and in like manner, àºji the glass AA, Jºg. (TA)
* - © -

abode, during the season called aft with him.
Jºã A barterer, or an eacchanger of commo (AHn.) – âûâ. aiºtă, and usº, and us;3,
dities:
(S, Msb:) of the measure J-3. (Msb.) with damm, which last is extr., (K, TA,) not
aS
You say, cº tºº They tro are tarterers, Or being an inf. n. of this verb, (TA,) [but, by rule,
also V c-sus iſ: (K:) or the former signifies the
exchangers' of commodities; like as you say of * Gü,] IIe made an engagement, or a contract,
wall broke in pieces, and fell down: but the
mith him for the season called lsº: (TA:) from

bottle. (AZ,S) [See also 7.]–33s−1 Jai
The wall fell to pieces, or in ruins, or became a
ruin, and broke donn; syn. 2% and Jº;

•w ,

latter has a different signification, which see in Jº-º. ($)
*i), like šuº from ºil. (K, TA) And
its place below. (AZ, S.) = 4; Jºi It (a
Jéº: see Jacº.
ići.
and usº, He hired him, or took
thing, TA) became ordained, appointed, or pre
him as a hired man, or hireling, for the season so
pared, for him. (K.) = : Jai He resembled Jºliº The place in nihich is [an egg-shell, or called.
(TA.)
his father; (AZ, S, K;) as also"…ii. (TA.) an egg-shell cracked in pieces, or empty, or] the
5: see 1, in two places.
part of an egg called Ja.s. (K, T.A.) = a-a--[See Jºã.]
6

.

º o,

º

o,”

º

e

o .

iai. An egg cleft, or split. (TA)—ia. %
8: see 1.

•

6. Ua (5–5 [They troo bartered, or exchanged A nell abounding with water, having been hollowed
commodities, each with the other; like Lºts-5: out, (K, TA,) or cleft. (TA.)
º The most vehement, or intense, heat of
see 3]. (JK.)
summer; ($, K;) from the ſauroral] rising of

Jeº in the following verse of Abu-sh the Pleiades, [nhich, at the commencement of the
7.

ãº

c. *[5–3. The egg cracked, nithout Shees,

splitting apart; and in like manner, $ºil the
glass bottle. (AZ, $.) [See also 1.] – JóU-5)

jºs- i. 4. Jºãº (K:) or the mall fell to
pieces, or in ruins, from its place, without being

2 * * *

•*

d.º.

o.

…

ow A

3:)-e -\ºl Syº Jº Stº

º

*

era of the Flight, was about the 13th of May,
0. S.,] to the ſauroral] rising of Canopus, [which,
at the same period, nas about the 4th of August,
0. S. :] (K:) or vehemence, or intenseness, of

. 1: **, 3 * *

º

* * * *1 .

*

ºff (Mºbi) pl. [of pauc.] § 3; and ſof mult)
*23. (K.) — Also, The quarter which people

pulled to pieces: (Lth :) or cracked, without [I have been given in eacchange, for the mantle of
[commonly] call the -**; (Msb;) the summer
falling : but if it have fallen, you say, Jai : youth, an old morn-out covering; and very evil is

quarter, commencing rehen the sun enters the sign
(AZ, S:) — Accord. to AA, as related by El the recompense of the receiver in eacchange] is of Cancer; so termed by some, who called the
Mundhiree, Jalālī) and Jolsº both signify It

from Jää as signifying the “bartering,” or “ex spring-quarter the 3, and the autumnal-quarter
the &j; others [in later times] calling the sum

split, or cracked, lengthnise : but see Jºliº. changing commodities,” (TA,) [or rather the
(TA.) You say, accord. to As,

&l-eli

“giving in exchange:” see 3.]
mer-quarter the

-º-, the spring-quarter the

+3+. ia: An egg cracked, nithout being cº, and the autumnal-quarter the Jº,é.; but
like manner, i.e., the nell ? (S:) or it (the split apart; and in like manner, ãºus a glass agreeing with the former in calling the winter
well) became broken in pieces : or fell; fell in
quarter the *::: (Mir-át ez-Zemán:) the Arabs
bottle. (AZ, S.) As says, that Jú. signifies
ruins, or to pieces; or collapsed; (TA;) as also
uprooted; and Jú4, with the pointed J3, say, that the year consists of four seasons, every
~elä-51. (S, A, K, in art. Ja.s.) J35-3) be
one of these being three months; namely, the
cracked, or split, lengthruise; but AA says, that
quarter called the -º-, which is that called
longs both to this art. and to art. J353. (TA.)
The tooth split, or cracked, lengthwise; and in

&;

both signify the same. ($, O, in art. Ja.s.)

$31,
8, 4–3–3. He extirpated it; destroyed it
utterly. (K, TA.) = [Also, He received it, or
took it, in eacchange; like

**!:

See

Jä.3

Jºe is ;

and see also 3.]

1. J&J, #5, ($, Mºb, K.) aor. &#, inf n.

consisting of [the Syrian months] Adhár
and Neysān and Eiyár [or March and April and
May, O. S.]; then, the quarter called the las,
consisting of Hazeeran and Temmooz and Ab [or

r-zy
-

º, o,

June and July and August, O. S.]; then, the

£3; (Mºb;) and 4: "laij; ($, K5) and quarter called the Jºãº, consisting of
Jº

[An egg-shell;] the upper hard covering

a- " a 3; (K;) and " Burji; (TA;) He, (a

and the two Tishreens

Eylool

ſor September and October

that is upon an egg: (K:) or [an egg-shell man, Msb,) or it, (a people, K,) remained, or and November, O. S.]; and then, the quarter
cracked in pieces;] what is cracked in pieces of abode, in the place during the season called 1.3, called the tº, consisting of the two Kánoons
the upper covering of an egg: ($,” IB:) or one (K,”TA,) during the summer, (S,) or during the and Shubát ſor December and January and
from which the young bird, or the fluid, has gone days of heat. (Msb.) Dhu-r-Rummeh makes February, O. S.J., (Az, TA) — iétºn ºf ‘j

forth. (Lth, K.) = A compensation, or sub the second of these verbs trans. by itself, [with
stitute; a thing given, or received, or put, or
done, instead of, in the place of, or in eacchange

*

uš jºb uº ºr &&. J., a saying of

out a preposition,] saying Jºji º Aºi [He re Mohammad, meaning [The resurrection, or the

mained, or abode, during the summer, or hot time thereof, nill not come to pass until the birth
for, another thing. (K.) You say, 3 & season, in the sands]. (TA)—tº Gü Our of a child be an occasion of rurath, or rage, and
Jºaº Jºãº [He sold to him a horse for two day became vehemently, or intensely, hot. (S, rain be accompanied by air like the Jāºš [or most
horses as substitutes]. (TA.) – cºś tº They $gh, K.) – See also 3 = ,-4- They were vehement heat of summer]. (TA.) — &--o, e.

6* **

lă.3
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6 O e.

kiji is an elliptical and abridged phrase, mean #36 23. A day vehemently, or intensely, hot: a means of subsistence for the camels when other
ing The people, or company of men, assembled and lºš £5 a summer vehement, or intense [in herbage has become dry. (Lth, J.K, K.)
themselves in the la; [or summer]. (TA)
heat]. (TA.)
ãli
see ºi.
6 *

-

-

-

-

3

e.

Jºš What is brought forth [of sheep or goats)
in the season called the lºº. (K, TA.) [See
3

4.i. A place where people remain, or abide, in
summer; (IAqr, $, K;) as also *... (K.)

*i. A thing that suffices one for

the

- -

And A place of pasturing in summer. (IAgr.)
– Also, (JK,) or *i.i., (K,) A plant, or
33 Seed-produce [or wheat] that is sonn in herbage, that remains green until the 1.3 [or
the autumn and the beginning of winter [so as to summer], (Lth, JK, K,) although the land and
leguminous plants be dried up, (Lth, TA,) being
be reaped in summer]. (JK, TA.)

called] ºff. (S.)

also Jºã-2, in three places.]

[ Jes
cº
See Supplement.]

the [season

[Book I.]

[The twenty-second letter of the Alphabet, called in spirit by reason of intense anariety. (TA.) [constrained myself to go, and] nent to such a
See also 1. = He fell into destruction, or one, in spite of difficulty, trouble, or inconvenience.
ruin.
(K.)
(AZ, L.) — He endured the thing; struggled
or non-vocal, i.e. pronounced with the breath

Juá. It is one of the letters termed a.….,

only, without the voice; and it also belongs to
the class called

a;9-6.

It is a radical letter.

with, or against, it; contended nith its difficulty,

Ješ & -tel

! [The face of the earth, or severity; undernment difficulties, troubles, or
or land, became of sad aspect]. (TA.) See 1.
inconveniences, in doing it; endured, or bore, its
8.

—As a numeral it denotes twenty. = 0, as a
5

pronominal suffix, as a preposition, and as a
particle of allocution, see Supplement.]

*

º

heat and severity; syn. **,

*

and

* Cº.

~<>: see -rº.
(IAgr, L, K.)

iſie Grief, mourning, unhappiness, sorron, or
sadness: (K:) [in which sense the inf. n. iſé

*...*

* *

6: see 5.

º

* Diſrully. (IA, L. K.)— Grif,
is more commonly used:] or intense grief, &c. :
sorrow;
mourning; syn. Ö- so accord. to
R.Q. 1. teté,(K)inſ nºte; (TA) and used both as an inf. m. and as an epithet. the K; but accord. to IAar [and the L] fear;
(TA) See Jºe.
wiété, (S, K,) as also
; ($;) He dren:
syn. Jº- (TA :) and caution: (IAar, L, K:)
Ue

2 *~

*

- ?.

ić. i.q. iš, in the following phraseise ** or, as some say, terror. (IAgr, L.) – In
back, or retired, and was convardly. (S, K.) —
tête, inf. n.
[respecting the form of There is nothing in him for nºbich he should be justice. (K.) — A dark night. (IAqr, L., K.)
– See also
which see
He was very impatiently ashamed. (K.)

iété,
tité,

*.

convardly. (AA, K.) [In the CK., in the
Jºsé ($, K) and "Jºë and "Jºš (K)
explanation of the inf. n., &º- is put for A man in an evil state, and broken [in spirit] by

• *:

*-z

3.59% Asie,

(S. L. K.) and 'ſº, (L. K.)

— Also, inf. n. as above, He (a thief) grief, or mourning; ($, K;) in grief, unhappy, A mountain-road difficult of ascent. (S, L, K.”)
ran anay. (K, T.A.) = See R. Q. 2.
sorrowful, or sad (K) i.e. and "ºte the Such a road is also termed [simply] iſºté, and
same, as applied to a woman. ($)—Jºj’) iſ…} : [in the K it is said, that iš. is syn.
2 32
R. Q. 2. têtê He was prevented, or hindered.
[in like manner, as a
• *->
asºl i.e : [The earth, or land, is of sad with à.… :] and
aspect.] (TA.)
subst.,] signifies, a difficult place of ascent: like

&l.

-

*

-

(Lh)—º-Sé J tººk He hesitated in his

speech, and was unable to speak.
(K.) =
2 *~
Jº

a

• - 2 = 2 #22

<<tº see **— cº 3:e:** sº

Ashes

3,43. (L, TA)

Jºãº º tetá,(S, K,') and "tele, (K) The
people collected around him; ($, K;) crowded, of a colour inclining to black; (S, K;) as is the
or pressed, upon him. (TA.)=And see R. Q. 1. colour of him who is in an evil state, or broken

J-Lé
?-

[in spirit] by grief. (S.)

Ček. Short (S. K.)
º

~\{*
. .
i

1.
and

-

Jié, (ISk, S, A, Mºb, K) and Jºë,

with the e suppressed, is allowable, (Msb,)
and
sometimes occurs, (TA,) A drinking-cup:
>\e
•f .
(A, K.) or [a cup of wine; i.e.] a cup containing
1. SU-, aor. 2, He nas in an evil state, and nine; (S, A, K5) or a cup full of wine : (Msb:)
-

2?2

•º e

<é, aor. 2, inf n. âté and âté, (S, K) broken [in spirit] by grief, or mourning; or was
when not containing wine, it is not thus called;

ji= (K) and Riê;

(TA;) and

"...tel;

in grief, unhappy, sorronful, or sad,

syn.

(IAar, S, Msb;) being in this case called

£3

:

(S, K;) He was in an evil state, and broken [in ---. (K.)
(TA:) or it has the first and the second of these
spirit] by grief, or mourning; ($, K;) he was in 5. Jºsé and "Jºš It (a thing, or an significations: (TA:) or it signifies wine itself:
grief, unhappy, sorronful, or sad. (K.) See
affair,) nas difficult to me; it distressed, (As, AHát, Ibn-Abbād:) or has this signi
also 4.

troubled, fatigued, or nearied, me. (S, L, K.) fication also: (K:) and is of the fem. gender:
4. Atel He caused him to grieve, or mourn,
º st& He took, or imposed, upon himself, (S, A, Msb, K:) pl. [of pauc.] Jºãi and [of
or to be unhappy, sorronful, or sad; (K;) threw or undertook, the thing, in spite of difficulty, mult.] Jºsé and Jºë, (S, Msb, K,) the last
him into grief, or mourning, &c. (TA.)—-lèſ trouble or inconvenience; he constrained himself with , (TA, [but written without . in the CK,])
He was in grief, or mourning; was unhappy, to do the thing, notnithstanding it was difficult, and, accord. to AHn, Jºe, without e, which,
-

sorronful, or sad: (Ki) or he entered upon a

state of grief, mourning, unhappiness, sorrow, or troublesome, or inconvenient, to him. (L, K.) if correct, is originally Jºse, from Jºë, with
sadness; or a state of being changed and broken You say §§ J. 2& <sté, meaning, I the e changed into as representing 3, (TA,) and
Bk. I.
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He wound thread into a ball, or balls.] it, namely, the abyss of hell-fire: (Lth:) lit.,
metaphorically in relation to every kind of dis See 5. =<e, ſaor, app., z,] He, or it, was they shall be thronin so as to turn over and over

& Cié, (K,) without ... (TA.) It is used

signify

agreeable,
hateful,
or evil, things. Thus you say, neighty, or heavy. (K.) See à é. = He until at length they come to a stop therein : (TA:)
~3
*- 2 - 2
or they shall be thronn into it, one upon another:
JJJ) ex- ºté tº t[He gave him to drink a kindled, or set on fire, J.<>, which is [a plant, or
(Zj:) or they shall be collected together therein.
cup of abasement]; and

aşi, &: t[of separa

es.” &

tion]: and

(of death]; and

&:

*/ t [of love]. (TA.) You say also, sti.

Ja-*, inf. n. *ś, t He

tree, of the kind called]
2.

(AA, K.)
made

~%,

(TA.) — Jºji -&= He collected together, and
Or

meat cut up, &c. (K.)

3.9 Jö.

t[He gave him to drink the most
4. See 1. = <-el IIe bent his head donyn
bitter cup); meaning death : (A, TA:) and toniards the ground; [as also wº Cº. "J.K.),

& Jºsé (The cups of death; lit, deaths).

brought or put back, the extremities of n-hat nas
scattered of the wealth or property: [meaning,
he collected the camels &c. by driving together
those that were dispersed:] like *…* and 4&s
&c. (L.)

occurring in the TA, art in ;] bent himself down;

… e. e. e.e.

(A.) Az. thinks that it may be derived from stooped. (TA) [See Kur, lºvii, 22.]—J.e., R. Q. 2. lººº; t They collected themselves to
gether. (TA.)—See 5.
~ſº Alsº &- &$3 Jué, meaning, “Such
a one ate and drank much”; because Jo and C

(K) or sº Jº Jºel, (S) and "Jº, (TA)

are interchangeable in many words on account quasi-pass. of *: IIe fell prostrate or prone;

**,

[coll. gen, n., A plant or tree, of the

of the nearness of their places of utterance. fell upon his face : ($, K:) the former verb kind called) Jay-; (K3) a kind of tree excellent
extr. with respect to analogy, (S,) [as quasi for kindling, the leaves of n!hich make the tails
pass. of &é: See 2-, and
[and of horses beautiful and long; it has joints and.
thorns, and grows in fine, or soft, and plain soil:
"...*, aor, app., z, inf n. J.é, he fell, having n. un, with 3: or, accord. to some, it is [a plant,
or tree,) of the kind called sº J.-: but
stumbled; for] J.é is the contr. of

(TA.)

**):

tete
Seete.

Jºlº,

($, art. JºJ.) — % * (i.e., º, TA) i, q. IAar says, among the [plants, or trees, called]
Jº- (as in some copies of the K) or tº: (as Ja-, are the Jº- and the J-e. (TA)
in others): the latter [meaning He bent donn
à and W i.e. A charge, an assault, or an

I Juá

See Supplement.]

towards it], is probably the correct reading.
onslaught, in war. (K) [And]

cle

(TA) = ** -el, (i.e., & Je, TA)and

and W i.e.

**

(S, K)

(K) A single impetus [in some copies

1. aſſié. es” &é He, (a man) was strong in "J. Gl, t He fell to, or set about, doing it. (K.)
o:
of the S, axis; in others, and in my copies of
alaša Jºy! Je ºvel, and W.J.G.), [He fell to, the K, ass: I prefer the former reading :]
his make (IAar, in TA, voce <é.)
J J , 3 e.

w

-

or set about, the thing, to do it]. (S.) =

3 *>

in fighting and in running [in the CK, &-9,
Jºe A man strong in his make. (IAar, in
* Jºel, (i.e., Jºe Je, TA) and "Sº!, which is doubtless a mistake]: (S, K:) and
TA, voce <<é.)
{ He kept, or adhered, to it; (K;) i.e., to a vehemence thereof. (TA)—i.e and * * *
-

w ºf ,

té and te: see

&t=

-: *

Or

&=

in art.

3
&

work. (TA.)
A collision betneen two troops of horses: in the
K, ºs- &; but correctly, cº- Jeº,
• de

o,” “ -

(p. 134 a.)

2

5.

Jº << The camels were prostrated by

disease

‘(S,

K) or emaciation.

(S) = ~~

as in other lexicons. (TA.) — £= (S, K) and

t It (sand) became contracted (by reason of its W i.e. (K) A letting loose, or setting free, horses,
moisture, TA,) into a compact mass : (S:) or ($, K,) upon the race-course, or field, to run, or
became moist, and, in consequence, compact : to charge. (S.) [This is evidently meant in the

Jé #.

[a ball of spun thread], as $ as an explanation of the words rendered here
indicated by Z in the A. (TA)—-ºs i He “a single impetus” &c.] — = (S, K) and
* & ; (K, TA;) He inverted it, or turned it wrapped himself up in his garment : (A:) [as *::= (K) The vehemence and assault [in some
upside-donn. (K)—& *-*. aor 2, inf. n. also V-C.G: ex.] º Jº tº: ** He came copies of the S, asis: in others, and in my
*. [He inverted, or turned don'n, the vessel, wrapped up in his garment. (S.)
copies of the K, axis: I prefer the former
whence

1.

**,

aor. 2, (inf. n.

**,

TA;) and

so as to pour out its contents] : (TA:) he turned
6. alſº lsº f They pressed together, or
the vessel over upon its head. (M5b.) – * cronded together, upon it. (TA.) [See ljić, in
4.2.É. He turned over the wooden bowl upon its
art. º.º.]
face. (TA.) – **, (K,) or *9 age, (S,)
[or *** cº (see 4), and * agel (K) and
7. J.G. It (a jug, or the like) was, or became,

reading:] of winter. (S, K)—º à A dash,
or dashing of the fire [of hell]. (TA.) =

*=

*** and "āść and *::::=

and

and

-

5 , o .

"Jºse

or (accord. to the TA) W J &e, A

throning into a deep place, or hollow. (K.) See

Walke, (S, K,) He prostrated him; thren him inverted, or turned don'n, so as to pour out its J&=. = See also **.
donºn upon his face. ($, K.) [One says, contents. (IB, in TA, voce *)—see 4, in
i.e.: See à passim. = <! [a mistran
&-14 34. * -* [May God overthron, five places.
… •,o .

prostrate,

the enemy of the Muslims ſ]: but
R. Q. 1. a.º.º. He turned him over, one part
one should not say "Jºel. (S.) See also 4. — upon another: or thren, him from the top of a
He cut, or nounded, a camel in the legs. (TA.) mountain or mall. (TA.) See 1, in two places.
=&e, (aor. 2, inf n. -é, TA,) t He [con – a £º, inf. n. a.º.e, He thren him into a
volved, or glomerated, thread, and likewise hair deep place, or hollon. (K.) tº lºš [Kur,
(see Jº), or he] made thread [&c.] into ~ * xxvi, 9 4,] And they shall be thrown prostrate
[or baij; (S, K:) or into a aft- [or ball]. therein : [i.e., into the fire of hell:] (S:) or they

or

… • * * *

5 * * 0.

scription for ãº, as is shown by the next
sentence,) What is collected together, of dust,

or earth, and of other things. (TA [See also

$42,

WOce

tº..]

Jº- (which

– Hence, (TA,)

iſ á

IA

is not an Arabic word, TA, [but

arabicized, from the Persian

asº guróhah,

signifying a ball] of spun thread: ($, K:) or

(ISd.) [The verb is used in the present day to shall be collected together and thronin don’n into such as is collected together, [or convolved, so as to
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-* — tº
º

form a ball,) of spun thread: (TA: [see 5:])

pl. º.º. (S. K.) [And it is likewise of hair :
Jº] – [Hence, £é. (S, K) and W ić

… o.º.

º,”

6, 29.2

-- 0.7

Jº and āśa and Vāºe A closely con
gregated body of men. (K.)
2-

See

(K.)

º

(S) or

*::::= (K) A company, congregated

body, or troop, (K,) of horses, (S,) or of men.

Jº, Jº &: ice

(TA.)

3 - £

* <<=
or

i.g. **

<e sº [His liver became
cool: i.e., his rage became assuaged]. ('Ináyeh.)
The liver.

•6 -

*UK.<> A fat woman.

~~<> [app. <= or <

a 2 -

Ex.

o .

* Rage or wrath; and grief, or sorrow.

Jºel Jº, A man n-ho is constantly stumbling. ('Ináyeh.)
(TA.)

A company of

5

tº. and W * One who looks much tonards
the Children of Israel. (TA, from a trad.)
£é The company of the market : said in the ground. (K.)
4-3 e 2
a trad. to be the company of Satan. (TA.)
ãº. A dust-coloured wheat, with thick ears,
*::: Atº [He thren upon them] his troop, or (K,) like small birds, and a thick stran’, the
company. (TA.) See also below. — A herd eaters of which [namely the straw, a common
of great camels. (K.) sº à. & 3. fodder in Arabia,] do not become brisk, or
Verily thou art like the seller of a herd of great sprightly. (T.A.)
camels for wind. A proverb, thus related by
3 2
33. see -&e.
AZ; but, as related by some, azºº isºl, without
teshdeed : see arts. 33° and 3:A. (TA.) —

gº

-

6 -

~2-8-2 pass, part. n. of 1, q.v. — Also,

Affected with violent grief, or sorrow ; originally
25°: i.e., having his liver affected by grief, or
sorrow. (TA, from a trad.)

s: Filled with grief, or sorrow; (K;) of
with rage, or wrath. (TA.)
*…*

- e.
-

-

Jº- à The

of the

greater number, or main part,

troop of horses. (Th.) — I q. Jºe:

~£

*…*, TK,)

inf. n.

He covered over (*) flesh

SO

1.

<é, aor. 2, (inf. n. <e, TA,)

He thren, meat, (K,) so that it became altered and stinking.

i.e. alſº [He has a family, him donon prostrate; (K;) as also •º ** : (TK.)

in the phrase

dependant upon

or household,

**

1. 3-4, aor. 2, It (flesh meat) became
altered and stinking. (S, K,) —“e, (aor. 2,

him]. (TA.) – (S:) he thren him, or it, down

upon hi,

or its

2.

ãº

<e, inf

n.

3-3, Ble

inclined the

*::= (S, K) 1A pressing, or

(K) and

face; like ** : this is the primary signification. ship towards the shore, and transferred nºhat nvas
cronding, together. (S, K)= # Weight. (TA.) —
3. <> May God prostrate in it to another ship. (K.)
(K.) So in the saying
Atº [He threw him, so that he may not succeed in his enterprise,
&= [coll gen, n.] What is ripe of the fruit
upon them his neight]. (TA) (But see above.) or may not gain the victory ! (T.A.) – st-e

*9

ºš

-

And & aft.

Ji He

-

him.

- -

of the Jº; (IAar, S, KS) what is unripe

thren, his weight upon

(TA.)

3&

He (God) prostrated the unbeliever, and thereof being called º: ($) or what has

denied him nºkat he desired, or disappointed him,
become black thereof:

**;

* i q.

or caused him to fail of attaining his desire.
(S;) i.e., (TA,) t Flesh

3. :]) or

(TA in art. Ayº :

[see also

n/at is unripe thereof: (M :) or, as

(TA, from a trad) — “e He repelled him
some say, the fruit of that tree n:hen scattered:
meat cut up [into small pieces] (K) and
(i.e. an enemy) in his rage, or wrath. (K.) – n, un: with 3: (TA:)
the Jºe are, in quantity
roasted, or broiled; or thronin upon burning
I. q. &= [here app. signifying He routed him;
(2.aiz), a little above the grains of the coriander,
coals: (TA:) [small morsels of meat, generally |
or put him to flight.] (K) – “e, (inf. n. and fill both the hands
of a man; being more
mutton or lamb, roasted on shenyers]. Asserted
by El-Khafájee to be Persian; and thought < *, S,) He turned anay, or averted, him : than a camel takes at once into his mouth.

(S, K:) and abased him; debased him; rendered (AHn.)
him vile, despicable, or ignominious. ($, K.)
Jºë A large number of camels or of sheep Syn. ăș and 35- (K) Ex. 33. * <= ** 2-, and Y & &, Flesh-meat that has
or goats. (K.) Also used as an epithet: ex. God averted and abased the enemy. (S.) – been covered, (K,) [and] become [in consequence]
Jºë * Camels, or camels and sheep or goats, 2.1% &: &º <= Use l,é, in the Kur, altered and stinking. (TK.) AA explains

to be so by Yaakoob. (TA.)

º, o .

so numerous that one mounts upon another. (TA.)
[lviii, 6,.] signifies, They [who oppose God and
*L* 2. Many camels, or camels and sheep his
Apostle] have been abased, and punished, by
or goats. (TA.) See also Jºë = Dust; earth.
their being overcome, like as those who were

<<= by the words ... 32-1.
3:=

and

*:::=

and

(TA.)

3.6%

Hard and

(K.) — Adhesive mud; or clay. (K.) – Moist before them, of such as opposed God, were abased, strong. (K.) — Also, all the three words, Con
&c. : (Zj:) or they have been enraged, and grieved, tracted [in disposition], and niggardly, or stingy. .
on the occasion of the war of the Moat, like as (K.) Accord. to some, the J is a radical letter.
those who were before them, who fought with the (TA.) [See also art. Jºe.]
prophets, mere enraged and grieved: (Fr.:) in
exº~ : see e-ºe.
favour of which latter interpretation it has been

earth. (K.) – An abundance of moist, or soft,
earth, that cleaves together. (TA.) — Sand
that is contracted (by reason of its moisture,
TA,) into a compact mass : (S:) sand that has
become moist, and, in consequence, compact.
(TA.)

argued, that c-K) is formed from 249), the

ić. A certain medicine (§, K) of China:

liver, by the substitution of tº for 3, and that
the liver is the source of rage and malevolence.

(K:) [cubeb, or piper cubebae.]

J.<=

Jºe,

and

See

à=A

game (K) of the Arabs. (TA.)
3

5

(Az) = <=
certain

* -2 °.

*-

o

2a :

àº and a.º.e, see a.º.
• . .20 *

6

6

34°, (aor. 2, inf. n.

º

.#

, L,) He

He smote, or hurt,

* “…

§3.

*5-

Jº ** <<= & run; (S, L;) as also ***i; (Yaakoob, K;)

[Whoso restraineth his rage in his or you say \,--sel and twº-àel and v-tº

bºom, God will avert and abase his

enemy,

through fear of him]. (A.)

[only]; the last alone without 1: (A$, $ ) or
he (the rider) pulled its head towards him, and
prevented its being refractory, and its over

po y

à.S.* see -38.*.

ă3,

-

pulled in the horse, or the like, by the bridle and
bit, (and struck its mouth with the bit, L,) in
restrained his rage in his inside [or bosom].
order that it might stop, ($, L, K,) and not

- 6 -

-*.*.

1.

&=,

º

his liver. (TA)—º-J tº “e He

--&= and
A man (TA) of compact You say,
a;- &(and strong, TA,) make : pl.
(K.)

J.e.é

i. q.

- a -

7. J.G.) He was thronºn don'n, or fell don'n,

- e.

Jºãº An excellent kind of thick dates. (K.) prostrate; or, upon his face. (TA.)

coming him, and going quickly: so in the Nh,
the explanation in which is incorrectly given by
325*
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Mullā ‘Alee Káree: (TA:) or W 4-4-1 signifies namely, an affair, (L, K,) and a town or country;
he pulled up his head by the bridle, so as to make it syn. $43, (L, K;) as also W $3.4°, aor. : and 2.
upright, or erect; (Mgb;) and so 4-4*. (A.) — (K, TA) = 2·x It (milk) became thick;
<--& GS3 , .* t He turned such a one back (S, A, L, K;) as also any other beverage; (L;)

from, or made him to revert from, or

relinquish,
- - -

the thing that he wanted. (L, K.) — **
2: i.St.J. The wall made the arrow, striking
it, to turn from its course, without its sticking in

forth what is hidden in her belly, of treasures

and minerals. (L.) – f The middle of anything,
(A, L, Mºb, K,”) and its main part. (L, K.)
! The middle of the sea. (L.) – f The middle
and (the former) became thick like liver, so as to of a butt for archers. (A, L.) —º ** §s
quiver. (L)=Jº- --~, (S, A,) or f His house is in the middle of Nejd. (A.) –
it…] J.-- ~~, (L, K,) tſhe sun became **; (L;) in the K, "33%; but none [except
in the 2.É., (§, L.) or 13.4°, (K) of the sky; F] says so; (MF;) The middle of a tract of
(S, L, K;) became in the middle of the sky; sand, (L, K) and its main part, (L)–3.é;

4–3. He struck him with a sword,
(K,) upon his flesh, not upon a bone. (Mºb.)
culminated; (A3) as also 'cº-e, inf n. (S, A, L, Mºb;) in the K, "3,4-5 but none
3.5. (K:) and tº ºl "...e. the star, or [except F] says so; (MF;) and * 3%, and
3. *~le: see aa-ºº.

it. (L.) —

asterism, [or

the Pleiades, culminated.

(S, L.)

"Mºe, (K) and "314.4, (S, A, L.) as

4: see 1, in two places.
º

[See an ex. in a verse cited voce Jºã-.] — though they had formed the dim. 53.4. from
ºtá, That which presents itself before thee, ăşăl ** ! He directed his course to, or **, and then formed the pl; (§, L;) in the

(K) or he who presents himself before thee, tonards, the middle and main part of the desert. K, #3:4-5 but this is wrong; (TA;) and
(T, L,) of such objects as are of evil omen, (L.)

(T, L, K,) as a he-goat &c.; (L;) because

it

º e -

Jºë and

&

See

**.*, (L, Mºb, K.) dim. of &#, contr. to
rule, like iſãº; (Mgb;) [or dim. of ilºé ;]

3.é.

turns him back from his course: (TA :) pl.

3,4- t

*S*. (L. K.)

Difficulty; distress; affliction; trouble. f The middle of the sky, (S, A, L, K,) and its

(S, A, L, Mºb, K.) Ex. 2.É. J & He fell
Jºãº
* * *

the middle of the sky, nºkerein is the sun at the

into difficulty, &c. (A.) So in the words of the

time of its declining from the meridian: (L:)

*

1. 33.4°, (aor. -, AZ, L, K, and 2, L, K,
inf. n.

main part : (L;) or [the meridian of the sky;]

3%, L,) He, or it, hit, or smote, or hurt,

his Jºë [or liver]: (AZ, S, IKtt, L:) or struck

it. (L. K.)–99, 23.4°, (aor. : and 2, K.)

Kur, [xc,4,] 2.É. A &º its 3i. Verily

or the part of the middle of the sky which faces

we have created man in difficulty, &c., (S, L,
the spectator. (Lth, L, MSb.) – 3.é (Lh, L;
Jel,) in a state in nihich he has to contend nith
in the K, 3,4- ;) +The air; (Lh, L. K.) as also
the afflictions of the present life and the difficulties
W ** =. (L.)
f of a bow, The handle:

—º

+ The cold affected them severely; distressed them; pertaining to the life to come: (Zj,” Jel ) or Jº
straitened them : (L, K:) or, smote their livers; Jºe here signifies, in a right and just state: (S, A, Mºb :) or the part a little above the
(Aboo-Tālib, L:) or in an erect state, and in handle, (Az, L, MSb,) against nºbich the arrow
which only the most intense cold does. (L, from
just proportion: (Fr, L:) or in an erect state, goes: (Az, L:) or the part betneen the two
and walking upon his two legs; whereas other
(L, K) and animals are not erect: or in the belly of his ertremities of the handle, and that along which
the arron runs: ($, L:) or the part [midnay]

a trad)–34, aor. , (L. K.) inf n. *.

live;
(A, L.) or 3.4°, (K) inf n. *, (TA) he
had a complaint of his liver. (L, K.) = **,

(L,) He had 'a pain in his

aor. 2, (L) inf n. **, (§, L. K.) He was big
in the belly, (L, K,) in its upper part : (L:)
he (a man) nas bulky in the middle, and therefore
slon in his pace. ($, L.)— It (anything) was big,
or large, and thick, in the middle. (L.) = See 5.
2 : See 5.

mother, with his head toniards her head; in
which state the child remains until

near the

between the two extremities of its suspensory

string or cord or the like: (AB, L, K:) [see
birth, when it becomes inverted. (L.) – And
Jº: or the space of a cubit from its handle:
See &= and **.
(L, K.) or each part where the thong of its
3.4°, (S, L, Msb, K, &c.,) the most chaste suspensory string or the like is tied: (L:) in the
and best known form of the word, (TA,) and bow is its ºe, which is the part [midway]

* 3:e, (S, L, Mºb, K.) a contraction of the between the two extremities of its suspensory
former, (Msb,) and ***, (S, L, K,) also. a string or the like; then, next to this, the a 1%. ,

contraction of the first, (S,) [The liver;] a then, next to this, the 2. then, next to this, the
certain black piece of flesh on the right of the -šuº , then, the aº, which is the curved part
1 He endured the thing; struggled, or contended,
lungs: (L:) fem., and sometimes masc.; (Fr,
with, or against, it; struggled or contended with,
of each extremity. (Aş, L.) — <! ~-aº JY3
3.

2š

Jºle, (inf. n. #3

& and 3%, L, K,)

* ... o a

or against, its difficulty, or severity; syn. su.5,
(L, K,) or

& Jº;

struggled, or contended,

5

- 2

L., Msb, K;) or fem. only : (Lh, ISd, L, MSb :)

pl. Sºi (§, L, Mºb, K) and 3.4 (L, Mºb, Jº) šū-

Such a one is a person to whom men

(S;) he endured, or
journey seeking knowledge &c. ($, L, K.) [See
with or against, its diffi K;) the latter seldom used. (Msb) – Also,
[the first, f The place of the liver, outside : (L;) an ex. in the first paragraph of art. -->.] —

culty, trouble, or inconvenience; syn. <i> Jº:

the side. (K) It is said in a trad., & 3.3% sús 3. [Black-livered men;] a

designation

(L:) he underwent difficulties, troubles, or in (sº- Jé, meaning, And he put his hand upon of enemies, (A5, S, L, K,) similar to Jºl *
conveniences, in doing it. (Mºb.) — Jºl Jºle
my side externally; or, upon the eacternal part of [q.v.] : (As, S, L:) they are so called because the
f He (a man) braved (-e) the terribleness and
t

.

. o.º.

…

o . . .”

my side, neart the liver. (L.) – f The inside effects of rancour, or malevolence, have [as it

difficulty of the night. And ºs as Jº Stºle of an animal, altogether. (Kr, ISd, K.) Some were] burnt their livers so that they have become
$3.2% 3.xº~ ań. I braved the darkness of this times used in this sense. (Kr, ISd.) – f The black; the liver being the source of enmity. (L.)
night with a mighty braving. (Lth, L.) — inside, meaning a cave, or ravine, of a mountain.
… • o &
13% : See 3.é , and Jºel.
(L)–Ješ
3.e
:
The
interior
of
the
earth:
Laº, 3.8% ** t[One party of them struggles,
contends, or strives, against the opposition of the (M5b :) or the minerals (cysts...) of the earth : sº Pain of the liver: (S, L, K:) or
other]: said of adversaries in a contest, litigation, (A:) or the gold and silver and the like that are a disease, or complaint, of the liver. (L.)
in the mines of the earth : (L:) pl. $º (A, L) The only known word, signifying a disease,
3, #. (L.) It is said in a trad. Jºſé derived from the name of the member af.
$2.8 t He tended, or betook himself, or

or the like. (A.)

and

5.

directed himself or his course, to, or towards, it,

$2.É. §§§ Jº

! And the earth shall cast fected, except

Juº and 35-5. (Kr.)

It

Book I.]
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-

J. J. &- 3%, (S, L,) i.e., Alâe and 2- in the K, no inf. n. is mentioned; 33%; (Mºb :) or he contended or disputed with
The pain, or disease, of the liver is from but in the TA it is there said that in the sense him, knowing that what he himself said nas false,
is said in a trad.

• * *

of Jae it relates to an affair or case, and that and that what his adversary said was true.

drinking water without sipping. (L.)

..

-

ilºé and 3.13.4-

See

s.

º - ... •

-

the inf. n. is 2.É.- and ājūe; and that in the

3.é.

• …

(Kull, p. 842) — It is said in a trad, tº

•

sense of e-º- it relates to anything.] – 3)-all, meaning, ū,335 [app., Contend not ye
20 g
Šá A certain species of the cº; [citrus J-o')!
2.É. [The affair, or case, nas, or became, against prayer.] (TA.) – Jº *** [It was
limon sponginus Ferrari: (Delile, Flor. Aeg.
of great moment; it was, or became, momentous: contended nith, and refused, or mould not]: said
Illustr., no. 748:) a coll. gen, n. : n, un, with 3].
or it signifies as in the phrase next following]. of what he would utter by a man who had an
3 e :
(TA.)
(A.) – 291 a.ke Jºe The affair, or case, was, impediment in his speech. (A.)— use ºle
-,

-

6* *

* * *

* *

...º.e. e.

e.

3.4 a subst, fiom ºté, (ISd, L. K.) [in or became, difficult, hard, severe, grievous, dis 45- He denied, or disacknowledged, to him his
the sense of $3%; see 8.) as also "3.3°. tressing, afflictive, troublesome, or burdensome, to right, or due, and contended with him for it;
(M.F.) Ex. of the former,
him or in its effect upon him ; syn. 3%. (A,” expl. by &le; <-- (A, TA. [See 1 in art.
<> Jºul cº º
TA.) In this sense the verb is used in the Kur,
& a2

•º

*

•e.”.”

º

e

• *~ *

•.P. G. e.

e.

x, 72, (TA,) and xlii, 11. (Bd, ii. 42.) And *~~.]) — ºu. Jºsé He had his property

*

º

i. ii. 5;
so in the Kur again, xvii, 53, U-2
*oJº,
(TA,)
meaning,
tº: tit. ;
[Many a night of nights has passed nith
a struggling against its severity : I have 3%. ,
3: [Or a created thing
-j- (ºle ºtº

º

taken from him by force. (A, TA.)

©

J; & A.

struggled against its severity; and it was long]. of those n-hich are too difficult in your minds to

4 º'el ($, Mºb, K.) inf n. *li (Mºb;)
and "ºº-l; (K;) He deemed it great [or
formidable; see an ex., voce

&lsº ;]

it was great

4.

Said by El-Ajāj. -- signifies < Jus. (L.) receive life], as being the thing most remote from in his estimation; (IJ, K,) syn. &lt; 3.
– You also say, of adversaries in a contest, capability to receive life. (Bd.) [This significa ($, Mºb.) – Sºl She brought forth a great
e
of e
. . • 23
~: * :
litigation, or the like, cººl cºe *** Jº avº! tion is from the primary application of the verb.] child, or young one. (IKH)—ijū. stºol
t|[Verily they are in a state of struggling, con =>e, aor. 2, inf n. 2::= and J.K., He (a
: See art. Ji.e.
tention, or strife, against mutual opposition with man, S, a human being, and a beast, TA, and a
- - -

-

* *

-

-

º.

-

-

5. As and ".…! ($, K) and "...tº (K)
child, Msb,) became full-grown, or old, or
He
magnified himself; behaved proudly, haughtily,
advanced in age. (S, K.) Hence the prov.,

respect to their affair]. (A.)

3,4-

Anything big, or large, and thick, in o º
the middle. (L.) —iº A she-camel large 351a" ºr 2-e Jºe: see art. 351.1— [In
modern Arabic, and, I believe, sometimes, in
in the middle: (L:) and in like manner, a tract
classic authors, it also signifies He became big ;
of sand, it, (L, K) – ºf Big in the
(said of a boy, or child, in the TA in art. &2, &c.;)
upper part of the belly: (L:) a man bulky in
i.e. attained to full growth : and to adolescence:
the middle, and therefore slon in his pace: fem.
and to puberty: see
This form of the
**. (S, L, K.”) — Having the place
-

6 o ,

,

,

Jºë.]

or insolently; (K;) syn. Jºsé: ($ ) or 23
signifies, as used in the Kur, vii. 143, he con
sidered himself as of the most eaccellent of the
creation, and as having rights which others have
not : (Zj:) or this verb has two significations:
one of them, he did really good and great actions,
eacceeding the good actions of others; and hence

verb and that first mentioned are sometimes

of his liver rising, or prominent.

(K.) —

iſºe Jºã A bow of which the handle fills the

jº [applied to God] in the Kur, lix. 23: the
erroneously used, each for the other, by persons other, he affected to do such actions, and boasted
of distinction as well as by the vulgar. (TA.)

hand: (S, A, L, K:) or, of which the part
– See

called the 2.É.- is thick and strong. (L.) —
+ A mill that is turned with the hand:

iſº

(L, K :) so called because of the difficulty, or
trouble, with which it is turned. (L.) = See
*

… o.

5.4,

great qualities which he did not possess; as do
= 3.3 &le, aor. of of
the generality of men; and hence, * in the
3. – a- &é, aor. 2, He Kur, xl. 37; and the verb itself in the Kur,
age ty d year. (K.) And
vii. 143; and " …! is nearly syn, with 23,

below.

the latter, 2 : see
eacceeded me in

ãº Š Jºe L.

He did not ecceed me in age and likewise has two significations: one of them,

2,”

he endeavoured, and sought, to become great;
and to do so, when the manner and place and
3: Hit, or hurt, in his liver. (S.) See 2. Jºe, inf. n. J.G, He made a thing great. time are such as are requisite, is praiseworthy :
3×2 – Having a complaint of his liver: (K.) — He magnified, or honoured; syn. 2. the other, he boasted of qualities nºbich he did
(TA:) and Y 3,4- signifies the same: (A, L:) (S) — Also, inf. n. as above, and jºe, ($gh, possess, and feigned such qualities; and to do so
K,) which latter is of the dial. of Belhárith Ibn is blameable; and in this sense the verb is used
or this latter, having a pain in his liver. (L.)
23.8-2. = 3,4- A certain bird. (K.)
$

save by a year. (IAar.)

in d -

-

34°

Kaab and many of the people of El-Yemen, in the Kur, ii. 32: (El-Basāīr :) and W_ylº=
($gh,) He said 23- *i. (K.) See *i. signifies he feigned himself great in estimation or

rank or dignity, or in age. (A, TA.) –
Jé 2& He magnified himself against God,
(A, Msh, K) and Jºe and jº, (A, K.) He, 3. aš, K$ 45, Ue, aor. of the latter 2, [I con by refusing to accept the truth. (El-Bagáir.) –
(TA,) or it, (Mºb) was, or became, great, [big, tended, or disputed, with him for superiority in [136 & 2:s He was disdainful of such a thing;
or large in body, or corporeal substance : and greatness, and I overcame him therein.] (A.) he disdained it; turned from it with disdain;
in years, or age; (when said of a human being, You say 3% & * Such a one disputed with
below.

1.

jº, aor. 2, (S, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. 2.É.

2.96 . . .

. Joe “

37

he held himself above it; like .A.; and gº
often particularly signifying he attained to pu such a one for superiority in greatness, and said
berty;) and in estimation or rank or dignity;] I am greater than thou. (A.) – &le, inf. n. and Jºi and

contr. of £3; (A, K3) syn. Aé, (S, Mºb, K.) $º, He vied with him; or contended nºith him
and 2+ (K.) [In the K the pret. is twice for superiority; syn. *: and he contended

&#)

6: see 5, in two places.
10: see 4: = see also 5, in two places.

mentioned: where it is explained as signifying against him; or he contended against him, or
see 3-e, in two senses: = and
the contr. of 3.2, the above inf. ns. are men disputed with him, not knowing the truth or
tioned, as in the A : where it is explained by falsity of what he or his adversary said; syn. see 39-º-e in three places.
5

o

º o

2

-

-

-

6.- 0

©

-
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**

[Book I.
9, 2 .

*

Greatness [in corporeal substance, and in

old age; ($, Mºb, K.') as also 'º and

estimation or rank or dignity]. (IKoot, Mgb.) *},... and *ść (K) and
– Nobility; eminence; highness; (K,” TA ;)
as also *::= : (K:) eminence, or highness, in, or

º:

3×º : see 32.É.

(S, K) and

ºn 3

5, a

3rº ; see 3×4=.

**. (TA) The last two, the latter of
which is the most

common of all, are inf. ns. of

with respect to, nobility; (K;) as also *::=, 2.É..] You say 3,4- <ſe, (S, Msb, K,) and
with two dammehs. (TA.)- I.4. i.e. [which,
5.4, and % and $33, (K,) and
Śē,
as an attribute of God, signifies greatness, or
majesty, or the like: (see J.K. :) and as an
attribute of a man, pride): (s, Mºb, K:) a subst. came him;] he became old, or advanced in age.
from 2:31: (Msb:) as also
(S, Msb, (Msb.) 3,4- & is also said, tropically, of a
sword, and of the iron head or blade of a weapon,
K;) a word, says Kr, of which there is not the
when it has become old : (TA:) or of an old
like [in measure], except &- and
for,
iron head or blade of a weapon when spoilt by
he adds, as to **, I think it a foreign word: rust. (M., T.A.) And 3,4- is used by AHn
(TA:) the latter [Y
occurs as an attribute with respect to dates and the like. (L.) [See
of God, in the sense of i.e., (A, Mgh, Jel,) also an ex. voce aſſa-.]
in the Kur, xlv. 36: (Jel:) and as an attri
32.É.- : see 3×4=. = ovº-É- 3A, (K,) and
bute of men, in the Kur, x. 79, where it is said to
d x *** *

*... O

5o

*):= : see 2.É.-.

** : see art. Stº):=.
J. J.
*: Jºë.
(S) or º, (K) and Jºe, (TA) [Age over
Jºë Great [in body, or

*** :

fº-

1%)

6 - d >

5, 6

6.

-

a 2.x, o

See

corporeal substance,
and in estimation or rank or dignity; contr. of
but see
; (S, K;) as also
as

**,

2.É.

Jºe,

asserted by En-Nawawee and others, (TA,) and

*}º (S, K) ſin an intensive sense, like Zuº,)
and "...té and "jū- (K:) or the last signifies
excessitely great : (S, TA:) and 2.É. is an epi
thet applied to a man, and

signifying

great in

• 2

dignity and nobility; (S, TA;) or great and
noble; (Msb;) or one overcoming in greatness;
signify proud behaviour towards others, (Bd,) or W_ºjº, (Az, K,) so in the handwriting of (A;) or a lord, or chief; and the greatest, or
-

-

"...##!,

and "...i.ai,
dominion: (IAmb, Bd, Jel:) and both signify A Heyth., (TA,) and
oldest, ancestor : (AA:) the fem. [of yeº) is
pride, haughtiness, or insolence : (K:) or the and "...sº, and "...#, (K,) He is the
with 3: (K:) and the pl. is
(S, K) and
former, self-admiration, or self-conceit; and the greatest of them (K, TA) in age, or in headship:
holding one's self greater than others: and the (TA:) or he is the nearest of them in kin to his iſ,..., applied to men, (TA,) and iſ,..., (S,” K,)
V latter, disdain of submission; an attribute to chief, or oldest, ancestor; (K, TA;) his inter [or rather the last is a quasi-pl. n.,.] like ā-, *;
which none but God has a right. (El-Basáir.) mediate ancestors being fencer in number: (TA:)
– Unbelief: the association of any other being but some of these epithets are differently ex
[See also jºi, and
You say lsº
with God. So in a trad., in which it is said,
W2.É.
&
5.1%
&
iſ
They
inherited
by degrees
plained, as follows:] * ãºe tº this is the
that he who has in his heart the weight of a
grain of mustard-seed of * shall not enter greatest, or oldest, (ºil) of the children of his dignity, Or nobility, one great in dignity and
(A :) and š, a * nobility from another great in dignity and
paradise. (TA.)- See also i.e. = The main, father; contr. of ºf #
nobility: (S:) or one great and noble from
or greater, or greatest, part of a thing; (Fr. & a's he is the greatest, or oldest, (2.Éel,) of another great and noble : (Msb:) or &é is here
ISk, Az, S, Mgh, K ;) as also "...#, (Fr, Mgh, the children of his parents: (Ks, Az:) or he is the used in the sense of 3. [after]: (TA voce dº :)
Sgh, K) like .A.; (Fr;) thought by Ibn-El. last of the children of his parents; (Sh, S.;) and or one overcoming in greatness from another over
Yezeedee to be a dial. form ; but Az says, that the like is said of a female, (Sh, ISk, S,) and of a coming in greatness. (A.) [In the A and Msb,
the Arabs used the other form
(TA.) pl. numbers (Isk, $9 it is like ºf 255.2
instead of 33,195, I find biº. — Great, or
(Sh, A’Obeyd, S:) or, accord. to Ks and Az,
So in the Kur, xxiv. 11, * J;
(Fr,
this last phrase has this meaning; but Az says, advanced, in age; old : (A, Msb, TA:) and
22 o £
S) And he niho took upon himself, or undertook,
also big ; meaning full-grown; and adolescent :
the main part thereof; namely, of the very that 3,-e means otherwise, namely, J-ºl (see 2.É.-:) occurring in apposition to
in art.
wicked lie against Áisheh; (Jel:) thus accord. (TA:) and •º §:#! & such a one is the
3), in the S; and often, like
when applied
to the “Seven Readers ”; and W **, which is
greatest, or oldest, Cºl.) of his people; and
to a human being, signifying one who has
an extr. reading, (Msb,) the reading of Homeyd the like is said of a female, and of a pl. number:
attained to puberty; opposed to ** { fem.
Ibn-El-Aaraj, (Fr, $gh,) and of Yaakoob.
($) and *; ºº, (S) or < *, *, and with 3 : and pl. jºe. (Msb.) – [Hence, A.
32 c 3
• 2 of
($gh, Bū) JJ Jº Jº. 34. £e, [app. alsº Yºi,
of the measure of Jº, and applied

}*

(see #1ſ. A ) and [ºf jºl &sjæ (§)
Jº...]

[º].
CŞºſs

•O

-

&

:

3-4,

0.

teacher, and master : so in the Kur, xx. 74, and
signifies The main part of men's management is
to a woman as to a man, (TA,) he is the nearest xxvi. 48: (Ks:) and the most knowing, or learned,
with respect to property, or camels, &c.]. (S.)
of his people in kin to his chief, or oldest, ancestor; of a people: so in the Kur, xii. 80. (Mujáhid.)
}* [The caper, or capparis of Linnaeus;] (S, TA;) in which sense, 4.5 *2.É.- &l= is —Difficult, severe, grievous, distressing, afflictive,
... o z

a certain plant having thorns; (TA;) an arabi said of El-'Abbās, in a trad, because there
cized word, from the Persian [3,4- ; (S;) called remained not, in his lifetime, any one of the
in Arabic -:4, (Mgh,) or Jºi. (S, K:) the descendants of Hāshim more nearly related to
vulgar say *jº. (K.) A beverage is described him than he (L:) and in another trad, it is
as made of 2.É. and barley: Jºe is a mistran said, ºu şi ($, Mgh, Mºb) the right to the
inheritance of the property left by an emancipated
scription. (Mgh.)
slave belongs to the nearest in kin [to the
3,4- : see, e.
emancipater] (Mgh, Msb) of the sons of the
emancipater; (Mgh;) i.e., when a man [who
Jºe inf n. of 1 : – see also 3.4°.
has emancipated a slave] dies, leaving a son and
a grandson, the right to the inheritance of the
see
3×4=.
2.É.- :
property left by the emancipated slave belongs to
3.4°, a subst. from **, (S,) Oldness; age; the son, not the grandson. (S.)
s

troublesome, or burdensome : (TA:) fem. with 5;

occurring in this sense in the Kur, ii. 42. (Bd,

TA.) [The fem, is often used in the present
day as an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. predominates, meaning, An affair, or a

matter, that is difficult, severe, grievous, ye.] —

3.9

as an epithet applied to God is syn, with

...A- [signifying The Incomparably-great].
(TA in art. Lolae.)

º, o

3,…, A foul, or an abominable, sin, or crime,
or offence, forbidden by the lan', of great mag
nitude; such as murder and adultery or forni

34°

JBook I.]

cation, and fleeing from an army proceeding
against an enemy [of the Muslims], &c.; [contr.

Some

say, the

-

strº
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day of 'Arafeh; and others say

juice of a certain tree. (TS.) This is done to

(TA.) — In the following words, cure the scab, for the removal of which it is
§ 2 - 2
in a trad. of Mázin, aftſ tº j-aº Jº Jº Stº very efficacious. (TA.)
otherwise.

* .

P

&

of 5.4;] an epithet in which the quality of a
subst: predominates: (TA:) and *::= and 2%), there is an ellipsis, and the meaning is, * [Brimstone, or sulphur;] a thing well
*:::= [in like manner] signify a great sin, 2% &ſcº, &# [A prophet of Mudar hath known; ($, art. 2.É.- ;) one of the kinds of stone
Or

crime, or offence, for nhich one deserves punish been sent with the greatest, or greater, or great,

with nhich fire is kindled, or it (red cº-e TA)

ment: (M, K:) the 3 is to give intensiveness ordinances of God]. (TA.) – In a trad. re is a mineral whereof the mine is beyond Et
Tubbat, [or the country of Et-Tibbet, in Tar
to the signification: (TA:) or *::= signifies
specting burial, ãº J. tº: jºi Jºs tary,) in the Valley of the Ants, (K,) by nihich
[simply] a sin, a crime, or an offence, for nºbich
means, And the most excellent shall be placed Solomon passed, (TA,) [as related in the Kur,
one deserves punishment, [as 5.4, is said, not
toniards the Kibleh : or, if they be equal [in xxvii. 18]: or [the product of] a spring, or
well, to signify, in the Mºbj and is from
dignity], the oldest. (TA.) [Agreeably with the source, whereof the water, when it congeals,
§º, like the from i.e.- : (TA) pl. of the former rendering,) 3.41. in the Kur, xxix. 44, is becomes white, and yellow, and dusky-coloured,
first, **, (Msb, TA,) and <!-- * also explained as signifying Better. (TA, art. ,<>3.) Stºë : (Lth, in the T :) MF says, I have
seen it in several places; among these, in one
[And agreeably with the second rendering of the which is near El-Maláleek, betnceen Fás and
occurs. (Mgb.) – And see;--.
above trad.,] you say -j &: jºi 3-3, Mikndseh ; by snimming in nihich, persons are
6 º' p
meaning, This is older than Zeyd. (Msb.) – cured of the venereal disease, and other disorders:
2\;= : see 2-se: = and see 2.É.-.
In a trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, the phrase 2% tes also in Africa Proper, in the midst of Barkah,
* : see 2.
means He summoned his sheykhs, and siders, Or in a place called zººl; and in other places:
(TA:) Aristotle says, that, among the different
great men : 2.É. being here [notwithstanding
kinds of ~2.É.- are the red, of an excellent
Jºº : see;...&.
what has been said above,) pl. of jº, like as
tº

3

.

9 * >

*

-

-

colour; and the white, which resembles dust; and

jºi [Greater, and greatest, in body, or cor }: is pl. of 3-1 (TA.)— &e ãººl º the yellow : the source of the red is in the West :
poreal substance, and in estimation or rank or cº - tº (sº- means, [This girl is of those it does not appear in its place: the yellon is found
dignity; and] more, or most, advanced in age; advanced in age of the daughters of such a one,) near the ocean, a league (or leagues, as in the
TA,) from it: it is useful in cases of epilepsy,
older, and oldest: (Msb:) fem. Jºſé (S,

*A* &. (Ibn-Buzuri)—ºis.

Mºb.) pl. masc. * (5, Mºb) and ºf:
but not

}*, because this is of a form
2 . of

and it enters into the preparations of gold: the

specially
* ~ * :

appropriated to an epithet such as 33-1 and Jºe-1,
and you do not use 2:4-1 in the manner
of such
2. c 5 6 × 2
• ?

an epithet, for you do not say 2.É.- Jº-, jº,

n:hite blackens nihite substances; and it is some
3. * *

-

times miced and concealed in the sources of
running
mater, which sources have a fetid odour:
63 &
9 & 0 &
the
person
who plunges into these maters in times
3-ºl and 32.Éal: see 32.Ée; the former, in

2.Éal: see 3

tº ed

-

nºhen the air is temperate is cured by them of

unless you conjoin it with a following word by two places.
&- or prefix to it the article J1: (S:) [but see 2-8-2 :
5

º tes, below:] the pl. ſem. is 2.É.
(S, Mºh, K) andéºé. (Mºb)—jºi.
also used in the sense of Jºsé : (Msb:) accord.

wounds, and smellings, and scab, and mind in the

& .

nomb, and [the leprosy called]

-

the phrase

to some,

,3-

See
5. -6.

3×8” and 3rºo
6 ...

3,

-->

* Jºe * He has had it (his property)

xxx. 26, means

º & 34;

(Az, TA;) but

.ºw * >

jº, as an epithet

cº,

that arises

3, #.

5 eº O ,

Aſ means God is great; (Az, taken from him by force. (A, TA.)

Mgh, Mºbi) like as 4 & 3. [in the Kur,

and apoplexy, and megrim, and palpitation:

applied to God, signifies

The Great in majesty: (A :) or the Most

this explanation is of weak authority: (Mgh :) Eccellent of beings, niho has rights which no

from black bile : Ibn-Seend [Avicenna] also says,
that cº-º-º-, untouched by fire, is one of the
remedies for the leprosy ( •r): that, miaced nºith
the gum of the turpentine-tree, it removes marks
on the nails : that, miced nith vinegar, it removes
the [leprous-like discolouration of the skin called]
Jº, and the ringnorm, or tetter, (.9%) especially
neith the gum of the turpentine-tree : that, with
natron and water, it is an embrocation for the

accord. to others, the phrase is elliptical, and other has; the Possessor of poner and excellence
means God is the greatest great [being] : (Az, the like of n!hich no other possesses : (TA:) or
Joº (or, as in the TA, for the
or gout):
TA:) or God is greater than every [other] great He whose acts are really good, exceeding the
[being]: (Msb :) or greater than every [other] good acts of any other: (El-Bašáir :) or, as also and that fumigation therenith stops a rheum:
thing: (Mgh, TA:) or greater than such as "...g., the Majestic: or He who disdains having and others say, that, if yellow strºë be pow
that one knows the measure of His majesty: the attributes of created beings : or He nºbo dered, and sprinkled upon a place affected with
as L., it has a good effect : that fumigation
(TA:) [or it may be rendered God is most great,
magnifies Himself against the proud and ex therenith whitens the hair : that serpents and
meaning, greater than any other being:] it is
orbitant among his creatures: the c in the fleas flee from the scent of it, especially if [mired]
considered as elliptical because it is necessary
former word is to denote individuation, not nith an unguent, or neith the hoof of an ass; and
that 2-el should have the article J", or be
endeavour. (TA.)
that the fumigation therenith beneath a citron

cº,

followed by a noun in the gen. case [or by the

tree of the kind called

(TA.) In the phrase 5-ºxº 31,
the word yeº is put in the accus. case [as a
prep.

&-l.

:

causes all the fruits of

~~<>

it to fall. (El-Kazweenee.) Several authors
Q. 1. &: <gé BIe smeared his camel over say, that the e in cº-exº~ is an augmentative
corroborative] in the place of the inf. n. 5.5,
letter, and that the proper place of the word is
as though one said jºi [I magnify Him with ~~* [or sulphur], (K,) mixed with in art. 2-e. IDrd thinks it to be not genuine
greatly, after saying -*. aſſ]. (T.A.) – grease, and with Jeº-a-, which is a kind of Arabic. (TA.)#. [Golius thinks it to be from
& e

2.4-9 &- 2.

[The day of the greater pil

grimage, means the day of the sacrifice: or, as

lº [or naphtha), black, and of a thin consistence;

not

cºlºš ;

for this is the black, thick, expressed

©

the Persian

*

©

2

…

3,3,3 (or 3,4-,é):

or rather, he

adds, from the Hebrew nº Gen. xix. 24.]—

[Book I.
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[More rare than red of it. (TA.) You say also, Lé & Jºë
brimstone, or sulphur]. A proverb. Some say, *: -º-, (A,) or *-ºs, (TA,) He put his
that ºs-1 tº:* [meaning as above] is a thing head within the opening at the neck and bosom of
that does not exist: others, that by it is meant his shirt; (A;) and so "J-S alone. (TA.)
3 -£

2-8 sº- &: #:

gold. (Meyd.) This phrase is similar to j-e
o,

©

º

And

º Jº *; Jº Jºš [app,

meaning,

3,39. Ja... 32. (§, art re)—sº alsº
or red [as an epithet applied to gold] : (TA :) or

pure, as an epithet applied to gold. ($, art.
2.2.) Ru-beh says,
-

~~~- ~3–é- J-º-º-º-º:

Js

$º

•

*- : * ~ *

3.

º

*

.. 2

i: ,

J-Lé

The man puts his garment as a covering over his (K,”

TA)

Charging, attacking, or assaulting.
You say, tºle * - He came

charging, attacking, or assaulting : (K,” TA:)
as also V tºº, and W tºº. (TA.)—Throning

2: see 1, in three places.

himself suddenly and without consideration [upon
3. [*-*. inf. n. icº, app. syn. with a person or thing]. (T.A.) = A man putting
himself nithin his garment, covering his body with
a-juº, or 4a3/2 : see J-39.]
it. (TA.)
5. – G ſquasi-pass. of 2, It was, or became,
Jºſé [Incubus, or nightmare;] nihat comes
pressed, or squeezed]. = See also 1, in two places.
upon a man (or rather upon a sleeper, TA) in
- * *

* 2: ... •e

º

e

t A raceme of [the fruit called] Jºi. (TA)

o

signifies gold: (K:) [see above:) or red gold : head.] (Sh, T.A.)

...)

two feet and a half in length; and the shortest
having about thirty dates, and being about one
foot in length.] – Also applied by AHn, to

*

- -

-

[Will vehement lying profit me, or silver, or
pure gold?] (S, art. 2:42.) IAºr says, Ru-beh 7. J-Kºl It (a river, [and a well,) and any the night, (S, K,) preventing his moving while it
imagined that tº meant gold : upon which hollow, or cavity, or pit, dug in the ground,) lasts; (K;) accord. to some, (S,) the forerunner
MF observes, that the ancient Arabs erred with became filled up nith earth. (Mgh.)

of epilepsy. (S, K.) Some think that this is

respect to meanings, though not with respect to

not Arabic, and that the proper word is JºJº,

6

words. The latter author, however, supposes

Jºe Earth with which a well, (§, K) or

and

95%

and

2,3-

(TA.)

. . . e.”

Hence, app.,

cºe to be fig, used as signifying gold; for river, (K) or any hollow, or cavity, or pit, dug (TA.) I Modus certus coèundi : (K:) or rather,
they use the expression --S) -->9 [as applied in the ground, (TA,) is filled up : (S, K, TA :) t coitus itself. (TA.)
to gold] because gold is [said to be] prepared earth that occupies the place of air. (TA.)
*** *
£
-

therefrom, and it is used in alchymical processes.

(TA)— º also signifies The red jacinth,
32 9 5

6

º

-ji Jº Compact in the head. (AHeyth,

-

J-º- 4 kind of dates, (S, Msb, K,) said to T in art. “rºle.)
be of the best kind; (Msb;) thus called when

x . .”

or ruby; syn. 3.- tºº. (K.)

3?

-

dry; but when fresh, called cº-2, which is
J-4*

1. Je. (S, A, K) aor = (K) infn. Jºe,

Jºº. Hanging donon his head in

• *

(S,) He filled up with earth a well, (§, A, K,)

his garment:

also the name of the tree that bears them. (K,” TA:) or one niho thron's himself suddenly
(TA.) = A kind of women's ornament, made and nithout consideration upon others, and
hollow, (A, L, K,) and coated nith perfume, assaults them. (K.) See also Jºë.
(A,) or stuffed with perfume, (L, K,) and
then worn ; (L;) a necklace being made of Jºº. : see L-ele.
º

-

and a river, (A, Mgh, K,) and a hollow, or
cavity, or pit, dug in the ground. (A, Mgh.) ornaments of this kind. (A) = i < *…],
– t He covered over, or spread, with earth, and (S, K,) and

-º-, Aé, (L, Az,

Jºº

in TA, voce

made even, a piece of ground: and in like bº, q.v.,) [The intercalary year; or leap-year;

1.

manner, the roof of a house, before plastering it both in the Syrian, or Julian, reckoning, and in
with mud or clay. (Mgh.) — [And He spread

inf n.

the Coptic;] the year from which,

earth upon a roof &c.

(...)

***, [aor. :, accord. to present usage,J
Jºë, He took it neith his hand having the

fingers contracted; (TA;) [he took by the hand

(See Js)] = Also, accord. to the S and K, but properly, for nºbich, ful, so used in the present day.]

aor. and inf. n. as above, t He pressed, or

--

•

28.

* 6-

Jill,
squeezed, [or kneaded, a limb with the hand:
(TA, art. 5-8:) and "J-e, inf. n. Jºº. day is stolen (3,-4) (and intercalated]; which is
(J,) as in the work entitled U-53Us!!

0.

Jºë A

ram, or male sheep, nhatever be his

age : (M, TA:) or a male sheep [that has entered

[once] in every four years; as in the S and K; for his third year, when he has cast his central
the said day is an addition thereto; (MF, TA ;) incisors: or nihen his tooth that is next to the
and] the suppled the body [by kneading, or
the year in nihich the Syrians, folloning the central pair of incisors has come forth : (Lth,
pressing, or squeezing it, as is done in the bath,
with the hands. (TA, in the present art.) – Greeks, add a day to the month bº, [which K:) [also applied in the present day to the mild
And, aor, as above, I Inivit und vice feminam. corresponds to February, O.S.,] making it twenty sheep of the Arabian and Egyptian deserts and
nine days instead of twenty-eight, which they do
(K) = &º 3 ×e They made a sudden once in four years; (L;) [and that in nhich the mountains; ovis tragelaphus :] pl. [of pauc.]
Jºël and Jú. (K) and [of mult.] Jºe
attack upon the house of such a one, (S, IKtt,”
Copts intercalate, at the end, six epagomenae
(S, A, K) [and app. Jºël and iº, like
instead of five, nihich, in like manner, they do
3,iº from i2. (TA) The female is not
and W l, e, ! They thren, themselves upon them once in every four years..]

[signifies the same, accord. to present usage:

K.) and surrounded it. (K.) And.…ſº lºº,

called tº, but is 3. (IJ. [see isºl)—

suddenly and nithout consideration. (A.) And

º Jé" l,—ſe, and "lº-S

à...e. A raceme, (S, A, Mºb, K.) or large

[Hence,) ( The chief, or lord, of a people, or
raceme, (TA,) of a palm-tree, (A," Msb, K,”) company of men; ($, K;) their leader : (K:)
•º, f They thren, themselves upon the thing
or of dates, like the *:::: of grapes, (S,) or their strenuous defender, or protector, and the
suddenly and without consideration. (TA.) =
2 - ?.
2- 2
complete, with its tºº, [or fruit-stalks, pl. of one of them to nihom others look. (TA.) You say,
a...!, J.<>, [aor. as above,) He put his head
(A, TA,) and its dates : (TA:) pl. a… & Jºe sº (A, TA) : He is the leader of
within his garments: ($:) and * Jº a-9 J-->
the army, or troop : (TA:) and Jºe 2.
he hid his head in his garment, and put it within Jºſé. (A, Mgb.) [A a-Lº of moderate

in like manner,

- - --

- - -

it : (K:) or he put it on in the manner of a
(
and then covered himself with part

tº, &ii)

£ººl

-3.31 t (They are the leaders of the armies,
*** having about fifty dates, and being about or troops). (A, TA.) And Jºe also signifies

size has about one hundred

tº:

the longest
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! Heroes, or brave men. (TA.) And t Aged hind of braying, louder than that nwhich is termed
R. Q. 1. <<é, inf. n. iše, (in the K,
and learned persons. (TA in art. -3,4-.) — Jºë. (S:) or began to utter the kind of <<e, which is a mistake, TA,) It (a (sº
[Hence also, t A buttress: and a corbel which
braying termed *** (K:) As says, that when or bustard,) uttered its cry. (L, K, &c.) =
iuts out from a mall to support a superstructure:
a male camel has attained the age when he <<é, inf n. ãº, (S, &c.,) He laughed
so in the present day: pl. Jºsé.] You say, makes
the braying cry termed JºJº, his first gently, or lonly: (Ki) āzºe, in laughing, is
Jºu să tº-- 9. § 1 [They built a kind of braying is termed Jºe:#2; and when less than 4...i. (S:) or like what is termed
strong town-mall, and made it firm with the it is a little louder, it is termed crºre: Lth
buttresses]. (A, TA.) [See also another ex. says, that he first makes the kind of braying &: (Th El-Ahmar)—º- J. &
He laughed vehemently, immoderately, or eac
termed stºre; then, that termed
Voce Jºe.)

ičá [A handful; a heap ; so applied in the

Jºe:= ; and
cessively; i.g. º, q. v. (A.) = See also 1.
then, that termed ** but Az observes, that
the correct saying is that of Aş. (TA) —
R. Q. 2. & see 1.

the present day. — And hence, t A gang, or
crew : thus, also, applied in the present day. < *, aor. 2, (inf. n.

<e,

S,) He (a camel,

3

.

~£- A man or woman having little flesh : you

§§ ââ & *

3 + [The $, K, or, as in the L, a 2% or young camel,) say “t-Ée
sons of such a one are a gang ofvile persons]; and uttered a gentle cry, (S, L, K,) between that

Whence the sayings,)

it is

:

& à t [a gang of dirty, or filthy, termed Jºe and that termed Jº-AA. (TA.) –

persons]: thus they use this word to intimate

3

- -

-

•o

Jº and ºt-Ée #2;

(TA.)

* Green produce of land. (TS, K.)

He (a calf) lowed. (Nh)–3–4, aor. 2,

dispraise; but [SM adds,) I know not how this (inf. n. <é.K.) [He (a man) made a sound

#é. The norst, or vilest, of camels, or similar

like the gentle braying of a camel,] by reason of property; syn. Jºji Jé. (Fr, K)—i.e.
whether the word thus used be classical or not: rage, or wrath : (S:) or he (a man) made
a a [gen 2) proper name of A bad she-goat.

is. (TA.) [Perhaps SM means that he doubts

a sound in his chest like that made by a 28, or (Fr, K.)
!young camel, by reason of vehement rage, or

for as to its signification, it is well known.]

Jºë An

on ner, [or a tender] of

Jºe

-

==

[or

wrah (K, TA)—ºf J. & Ge.

rams]. (TA.)

aor. 2; and

[&=

wºeſ,

<---,

and

#tº The

[thing

termed Jáč

•

O

Tell me the story as wrathful. (T.)

(TA)=< *, [aor. :,] inf. n.

<é,

*::= i, 4.33 at ſq.v.) (TS, K.)

or he

&é and Jºë, both imperfectly declinable,

of a woman:

© --

2:39, <= . (TA:) from
*::: *; IIe nihis 23# *…* : [see 1 :] (IJ:) or a niggardly,
his ear. (K)—Jºë tigy, man, of bad disposition, and rageful, or

*::::=l,

thou heardest it.

<-2.É.

f He walked gently; at a gentle pace:
walked with short steps, but quickly; as

also " : «e, inf n. iść; and "3 &.

(K) a dial. form of 3& 3. (TA)

see 1. = 1. A niggardly, stingy,

man: (K:) as also

and

pered the nords in

See Supplement.]

:

= <e,

(K.) A certain game.

[aor. 2,] He angered him; provoked

º

(TS, K.)

e.e.

JUCe t One niho walks gently; at a gentle
him to anger; syn.

~&=

&ºi.

(TS, K.)

—£e. pace: or niho walks with short steps, but quickly.

[aor. ...,] He displeased him; grieved him; did (TA.) = A man nho talks much
(K) and
quickly. (TA.)

See art. -->.

to him what he disliked, or hated; did evil to

him. (TS, K)— is u : Jé He did to

[J.<>

º

him what displeased him, or grieved him. (TA.)
J-º

-

-

= ~£e, aor. 2, inf. n.

3:#

< *, He numbered,

<-->

1. ºil cº, (S. K.) aor. -, (TA) inf n.

• C) wº

•o e

£, ,

Q. Q. 1. ãº iſ -tº- : see ºve.
counted, or computed, a people. Mostly used in
negative phrases. (TA.) ...You say Jº UU)
ite. A plant resembling the eye, [or rocket],
<<! L. He came to us with an army not to be (K,) which is cooked and eaten. (TA.) But
numbered, or counted, (IAar, $,) or computed, or AM says it is ité, with
~ ; and it is also
of which the number could not be conjectured, and
called &. accord. to Aboo-Málik and others.
of which the end could not be reached. (IAar,
•

See Supplement.]

Use

3

-

•

2 3

a 2-

of

-:

232 - 2

&#, (K,) The cooking-pot boiled: (S, K.) TA)—ººl tº 3 &S, [in the CK,
or, made a sound in boiling : (K:) or, made a erroneously, 2, ºn & S 5i 2:35,) Thou canst

(TA.)
•?.

Stºe (but accord. to some, this is from ~~<>)

sound in boiling when the nater in it was little; not number
it, [unless thou canst number the A strong rope. (K.) [But see art. i.e.]
a loner sound than it makes rvhen there is much
Also, A man having a large and thick, or a
stars]. A proverb. (K.)
handsome,
beard. (K.) Said to be a dial. form
water boiling in it; as though it said < * < *.
4: see 1.

-

*:: *

(TA)—Also, 3.2-, 3-, -ie, (S) aor.

of 5ut-º. (T.A.)

6. •jēl 5ts They pressed together, or crowded
and inf. n. as above, The new jar made a sound
together, upon it, with crying, or noise: from
(like < * < *, TA) when nater was poured
<&l. Occurring in a trad., as related and
into it. (S.) – 34, aor. :, inf. n. $4. (TA)
explained
by Z; but the word commonly known
and <é, (K,) It (*#, K, or another thing,

~#
1.

<e,

aor. 2, inf. n.

Jºsé and

** and

ãº = (S, K) and ãºse; (Msb;) the first of
these inf. ns. agreeable with analogy; the second,
8. 3-el, inf. n. **!, He listened; syn. anomalous; (TA;) or the latter of these two is
& (K.) — J. <--- <<e. He heard a subst, like Jº; (Lh;) or originally an

is lºts, with ~. (TA)
TA,) made a sound in boiling: (K:) or began
to boil, before it boiled vehemently. (TA.) =

**, aor. -, (S) inf n <= ($, K.) He
(a

*, or

young camel,)

uttered a

cry, or a

the story from me like as I heard it. (TA.) See 1. inf. n., and afterwards used in the senses given

Bk. I.
326

-**
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(TA:) liking to that nihich was not her on n young one, 13é- # I wrote donºn my name in the list of
and "4:= (K) and " …el; (§, K.) He and put something as a ring through her nostrils, the soldiers of such an expedition. (TA, from a
lest she should smell the sº, (in some copies of the trad.) – ute •rºel He asked for a book (or
nºrote it : (S, K:) or 43% has this signification;
and ' …el, as also " <-, signifies he asked K, Jº but this is a mistake; TA,) and not the like) to be nºritten for him. (TA.) See also
[one] to dictate it (º): (K.) W º:* in have a fondness for it. (TA.) = <= i He 10. = ~elf His urine nas suppressed. (TA.)
– a law --~~<>| | He was constipated, or costive;
the Kur, xxv. 6, signifies he hath nºritten them collected a a.º. (TA.) See also 2.
(TA;) his belly nas constipated. (K.)
(S) for himself: (Bd .) or he hath asked [one]

below; (MF;) as also

i.e. and i.e.:

. .

o.

o e.

2: See 1 and 4 = #5 -e, inf. h. Łºśī,

to write them for him, or to dictate them to him.
He tied the udder of the camel. (AZ, S.) =

(TA, Bd) – 4:4 ºie [He wrote what he
had heard, or learned from him.] A phrase of
common occurrence in biographies.

-ºš -ie, inf n. Jºší; (§, K3) and

tº: &- He asked him to nºrite a thing

10.

for him. (S.) See also 1 and 8. = With
reference to a ti, (or skin), see 1.

—-- * ...<>; (TA;) t He prepared the troops; (K;)

[He was a writer, or scribe, and a learned man. he disposed the troops in order, troop by troop. (S.)
5... . .”

(Implied in the S, where we are referred to the

ãº, ! A thong with mhich one sen's (K) a
•

•o

* *

6

.

3. iść and "Jºšić are syn.: ($, K+) you 335-, or a 3-0-5: pl. -*.

(TA.) – That

Kur, lii. 41, and lxviii., 47, in illustration of
Say, &#23 Jºjte He norote to his friend; and
Jºſé as signifying “a learned man.”)] = W Ljuč They wrote, one to the other. (TA.) –
J aor. 2, inf. n. Jºe, q. v., + He (God)
...le, inf n. 43& (Az, K, Ms) and Jºe,
prescribed, appointed, or ordained, (TA,) and
(Az, Msb,) t He (a slave) made a myritten [or
made obligatory. (Mºb.) Jºuai, ºfte -é other] contract neith him (his master), that he
The lany of retaliation is prescribed, appointed, or (the former) should pay a certain sum as the
ordained, as a lany of which the observance is price of himself, and on the payment thereof be
incumbent on you. [Kur, ii. 178] & J.é free: (K, &c.:) also he (a master) made such a

sides]: (K:) or a 35,5- that is joined together

contract neith him (his slave): (Az, Msb, &c. :)

with a thong: (Lth :) or that whereof the thong

22, Fasting is prescribed as incumbent on you.

nith which the vulva of a camel (or of a mule,
TA,) is closed in order that she may not be
covered: (K:) pl.

J.3%.

(TA.) – A seam

or suture, (KL, PS,) in a skin or hide;
(KL;) [app. made by serving together two edges
so that one laps over the other;] a ā- (S, Mgh,

K) whereof the thong conjoins the two faces [or

and W Ljuč They two made such a contract, one conjoins each of the two faces [or sides]. (ISd,

[Kur. ii. 179] (TA)— is alſº º He
judged, passed sentence, or decreed, against him
that he should do such a thing. (A.) --><>

àu Jºliº

with the other. (Mºb.) The slave in this case is
J.3% (S, Msb) and also
; and so

i.e3. : see 1 and 8. – [Also, agreeably with
is the master; the act being mutual. (Msb.)
The judge gave sentence that the
[But the lawyers in the present day call the slave analogy, A mode, or manner, of nºriting.]
-

-

expenses should be paid. (MSb.) = -**, Jič. only; and the master, Jºël #31,
aor. 2, inf. n.

TA:) pl. J.:*. ($, Mgh.)

Jºſé

called

Jºë,

He drew together; brought signifying “what is written,” is

tropically used

3 ,

[Jºë,

meaning A bookseller, is a vulgar
3

-

...)

.”

together; conjoined. ($.) — Hence, ãº Jºsé, by the professors of practical law as syn. with term, like J-2 : by rule it should be &é.
aor. 2 and 2, inf. n.

Jºe,

He conjoined the orde

ãº,

because the contract above mentioned

**

[inf n. of 1, q.v. – as a subst.,] A

of the mule's vulva by means of a ring or a thong; was generally written; and is so used by them thing in rehich, or on nihich, one norites : [a book:]
aor. 2 and -, (K,) inf. n. J.:*; and º <= }
(TA;) He closed the camel's vulva, (K,) and
put a ring upon it : (TA:) or he put a ring of
iron or the like upon it, (K,) conjoining the orde,

when nothing is written. It was thus called in
the age of el-Islám, accord. to Az. These two
words are said by Z to be syn.; but it is thought
that he may have written the former by mistake
for <ºl, adding the 3 by a slip of the pen.

in order that she might not be covered. (TA.)

(Mºb)

($) as also gº - (A)

tº “e.

—-e, aort, inf n. *-*. (S3) and
W. Jel; (K;) He served a agº, (S) or a ti,

(K,) or a 33%, (TA) with two thongs:

(K)

4. --> He dictated (S. K.) Ex Jºël
ãº) º

a written piece of paper or [a record, or register;
and a written mandate;] of skin: (K:) a nºriting,

or writ, or thing written; as also 'i:= ; and
both are applied also to the revelation from above:
and to a letter, or epistle, nºbich a person writes
and sends: sometimes made fem., as meaning
i.e.-: AA says, I heard an Arab of the desert,
…•

6

. .”

of El-Yemen, say, tºº Jºe & * JX5
Dictate to me this ode. (S.)—-el
Such a one is stupid : my letter came to him, and

and " -:= He taught the art of writing. (K.)
he despised it: so I said, Dost thou say, aj.[e

or, accord. to some, he closed it at the mouth, by = See also 1, in three places.
binding it round with a *2, so that nothing [of

Jºe 7 and, hº repliei, Is it not a añºs-e 7
He girded himself, and dren, (Mºb.) Pl. ~~<> and -re. (S.) – A revealed
its contents] should drop from it; (TA;) [as also
together his garments upon him. (TA) = scripture. (Msb.) [Whence
J. People
WJ-el:] or ~€ signifies he sened a 3,5;
Jº; t It (an army, S) collected itself together. having a revealed scripture: and wººl Jº The
and W -el, he bound it with a Me, , i.e. bound
(S, K.)
people of the Bible. See also J&J ~U.S. sig
it round the upper part. (Lh.)
-*, 6 : see 3.
nifies The sº, or Pentateuch, or Mosaic
aor. 2, inf. n. Jºe: ($ ) and " -->el ($, K)
5.

~~~ :

**

6

o' -

-

-

# = [is a quasi-inf n. of 8;

syn.
*> ; (S;) he bound it round the head, or upper nºith Jºël ; and is explained as signifying]
part : (K:) or the first of these verbs signifies The nºriting a book, transcribing it [from another
he sensed a 3,5. (Lh.) See above. IAar says, book], (3-3 tie &#!). (K)— It
I heard an Arab of the desert say, 3 < : is: also signifies, [as a quasi-inf n. of 8,) The
and WJºel (TA) t He bound a a;

o

o - d-

8. See 1. –

with a

d ... •

"Jºš ºn I bound the mouth of the u-,

Lan, ; (K:) and the Gospel, or Book of the
Gospels :

the Scriptures of the Jen's and

Christians: (Expositions of the Kur, passim :)
and the Kur-án.

Jºë

(TA.) – See also 3. =

[inf. n., or subst. : see 1] Divine pre

writing one's name in [the list of those who script, appointment, or ordinance : judgment,
receive] stipend and maintenance (L33 -º-ey! or sentence : fatal decree, or predestination. (S,

but it did not become fast bound, or closed, because Jj915 Jaya], [+/-ell). (TA.) — wººl He
of its hardness and thickness. (TA.) = -re registered himself in the book of the Sultán's determine, or judge, between you troo according to

K) & sº tº 3-5 1 will assuredly

-

- -

āşū. He used art to make the she-camel take a army-list, or stipendiaries. (S, K.) cº

<=

the judgment, or sentence, of God, which hath

*rē – ºre
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*:::: alº, and Çie ***, A mule that became thick, or dense. (S.) —i.e. aor. : ,
been revealed in his book. A trad., not relating
to the Kur-án. (TA.) El-Jagdee says,
has the orde of her vulva conjoined by means of a inf. n. ãº and išče; and 3 *, originally
•
e º
1
w - 229° (
ring or a thong. (A.) See also 1.
<<=, aor. 2, inf. n. << *; It (hair) became
...)

*
•

Jºi-i il Jºe Jºe àº (;
Sºº ( & & Jé º

"

*::: A bunch of grapes and the like of which

thick, or

a part has been eaten. (K, T.A.)

#3, #.

and

[0 daughter of my paternal uncle 1 the decree of
God hath expelled me from you : and could I

**<&; see Jºsé-2

indeed forbid God to do nºhat He hath done?]
(S.) [Hence,) Jš. 3& [The first writing;

*:::: Snollen, and full.

-

dense, without being long. (Msb.) —

ãº sº, (aor. -, TA, or *, A,) inf. n. āść
and

&e,

(and

ée,

TA,) The

-

beard became thick, or dense; and short and
crisp; (K;) not spreading. (TA)= a-i-, 3
Aleum dejecit. (K.)

(K.)

-

meaning the register of God's decrees]. (M and
K voce J.-, q. v.) — A receptacle for ink.
• 3

-

4 -el and '3 × 1 = He became

º'

Jºë

-

thick, or

dense, in the beard. (K.)
(K).

3:é and 3.4% [The upper part of the back,

between, the shoulders:]

the part where
the two shoulder-blades come [or approach] to
gether; in a man and a horse (L, K) and a lion:
and W. ****, (TA,) t A skin bound with a
(L:) or the part between the base of the neck and
.*, ; (§3) closed at the mouth, by its being bound the shoulder-blades: (A :) or the part between the

Jºsé àº; A skin that is sered (S) with tro
thongs: (TA:) and the same, and "J.<, (S,)

above, or

R. Q. 1 : see 4.
3

6, a

2 - 2

-

<> Thick, or dense. (K.) — is a 3.3,

(IDrd, S, K.) and * **, (§, K.) A thick, or

dense, beard (IDrd, &c.)—i. In 34-33,

with a les, so that nothing [of its contents] may Jaú (app. here signifying the base of the neck) ($, K,) and ice-M1 "3.3°, (K,) and '34. Jº,
drop from it. (TA.)
and the back; ($, L, K;) as also
(L:) or (Lth,) and 3.3-, (Lth, K,) A man having a

#3:

à:=

subst. from 1; signifying The art of the part between the z : [or place where the

writing. (IAgr, Msb.) – See also 3.

thick, or dense, beard; ($, K;) not one that is

pastor puts his stick, or staff, upon his back, thin or long. (TA.) You say &#.

23, A.

putting his arms and hands behind it, and the

ãº
force? (S,

Jºe. = An army; a military middle of the Jale [which app. here signifies the
K :) of a collected portion thereof; portion of the back comprising its six upper verte
(Msb;) [a body of troops; a corps:] or a troop : brae]: or the part from the base of the neck to the
See

or a troop of horse making a hostile attack or bottom of the shoulder-blades, comprising the ağlé
incursion, in number from a hundred to a

and

&

and Jale : (L:) or the UAle

itself:

thick-bearded
people: (S, K.) [34 being pl. of
3 .
*~w

* 6

-

6

×

.

*:] like as you say tº jº.2 Jºj, and
33.3 X; : (S:) [or of 34- :] &te is also pl.

of e. (K)—ife #2, and vitie, A
woman having thick, or dense, hair. (IDrd.)

thousands (K) pl. Jºë. ($)

(L, K:) or the upper part of the shoulder-blade: — By &tº

Jºë, $48. = The same, (S, K,) as also
Jºë, q.v., but the former is the more approved:

*S. cº Saš sº Jº

See

(S: the reverse, however, is said in the TA; and
MF says that some authors altogether reject

(L.), pl. ºf and 3:4. (L. K.) – 4:3
upon

the livers; much

29, occurring in a verse cited in

art. Sºº-, is meant [The thick, or dense,] plants.

[We nill carry it (TA.) — Thaalabeh Ibn-'Obeyd El-'Adawee
more upon the upper parts applies the epithet as to palm-trees, using the
, of

of the backs]. (A)—º, They turned

** *

expression jºyſ are ; thus likening them to

-če, with ~, in the sense here following :) A their backs upon them, retreating and routed. (A.) camels. (TA)— sº, 34. Jé 49%; i.a.
of

-

• *

** *

•

hind of small, round-headed, arrow, with nihich – 3:8, 14 certain star, (S, L, K) [7] in the
º
Jºe [His coming is in spite of himself].
boys learn to shoot. (S, K.)
part called the Aze of the constellation Leo. (L.) (TA.)
$éé 2. They are companies, or congregated
Jºſé [A writer; a scribe; a secretary]: pl.
State [so in the L and TA: in the former, in
bodies: (L, K :) or, distinct bodies, or parties, or
&sºle and 2% and +...º. (§, K) – A
a restored portion of a leaf:] Dust: mentioned
learned man (S, K) was so called by the Arabs, troops: as also $13– : (L:) or, like each other;

2%

-

by El-Khattábee as being considered by him not
(IAar,) because, in general, he who knew the (L, K:) not differing, one from another : (TA :) of established authority. (TA.)
art of writing was possessed of science and know or, quick, or swift, one party of them folloning
it tº Land (Jº) abounding in dust. (K.)
ledge; and writers among them were few. (TA.) immediately after another: (L, K:) >Useſ has
3 .
no sing. : (K:) it is said to be either $34- mis
3.8% ($, K) and " tº (Lth, S, &c.) A pronounced, or a dial. form of this latter word. Stºle What grows from that nihich is scattered,
school; a place nhere the art of writing is taught : (MF.)
or from that which falls about, of what is reaped.
(K.) [See also &j.]
(S, K, &c. :) accord. to Mbr and F, the assigning
this signification to the latter word is an error; it
3:*: Having the place called the Jº pro
a-i-, * Album dejiciens. (TA.)
being a pl. of J.5\e, and signifying, accord. to minent. (L, K.)
Mbr, the boys of a school: in the A it is said,
&= and
Crumbled particles of stone;
this word is said to signify the boys; not the
[&=
º

e

o 'º'

5

•

*

*

*

*

&

place : but Esh-Shiháb says, in the Sharh esh

and duets (S. K.) like Jºi and ºft: (S)

-ā-ā

Shifa, that it occurs in this sense in the classical

or fine dust; and crumbled particles

language, and is not to be regarded as a post
classical word: it is said to be originally a pl. of
**, and to be fig. employed to signify a

or dust in general. (TA.) One says &

-jie.

(S.)

See Supplement.]

(S.) [See also ºute.].

-

*…*.

&é, and

º e o3

Jºe: see

aeś

[In his mouth are crumbled particles of an.
and dust : app. meaning he is dead and buried].

school. (TA.) Pl, of the former -č; (TA;)
and of the latter

of Stone :

*.

J. K. A teacher of the art of writing. (S)

nvith dust.

Jºë
& 2.

1.

Jºë

A certain game played

(K.)

* * *

*, ſaor, ..] inf n. tº, It (a thing)

3 *i; see 3.e.
326*
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Ute

~~<=

1. tie, aor. , (AZ, 5, K) inf n. *;
&=; TA;) and wºe, inf. n.
#3; (S, L, K;) It (the milk) rose above the

lected it together, (S, K,) from a near place.

($;) (as also

mater, and the latter became clear beneath it :

(AZ, S, K;) it (the milk) became thick, or
coagulated, and its oily matter floated upon its
surface. (TA.) —jºin <te, (S, K,) inf. n.

1.

*...*,

aor. 2 and 2, inf. n.

Jºë, IIe col

collected. (T.A.) – “…&1 It (dust, or earth,)
was, or became, scattered, part over part.
(Lth.)

(TA.) & J. [It (referring to a quantity of
dates, sent by Mohammad,) was collected together
among us;] meaning, it was left collected to
gether before us. (TA, from a trad.) Agil Jºë
He collected together the people. (Msb.) –
a.º.e, aor. 2 and -, inf n. **, He poured it
out, or forth. (K.) He collected it together

Jºe Nearness [nith respect to place]. (S,
K.) The ºr in this word is sometimes changed

The pot frothed, or raised a scum,

He is near thee.

Sb says that it is not used otherwise than as an
* …

adverbial noun of place.

… •* *

13 *, (S,)

iſ:- sº

into A. (Msb.)

o

* -

But you say, 3A

©.

-** cº-e Jºe He shoots, or throws, from a
near spot, and from a distance from nuhich he
from a near place, and poured it out, or forth. can reach, or hit. (TA.)
shimmed the pot. (K.) = tie, (K) inf n. (TA.) — He scattered dust, or earth, part
té à ; (TA;) and "te, inf. n. ič; (K;) It over part. (Lth.) —-º, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºe, ãº- A portion, or quantity, of corn or other
(a plant, S, K, and the soft kind of hair called
He scattered corn or other food. (AZ.) — food, (or of dates, TA,) or dust, or earth, &c.,
23, S) gren, forth, or became dense and thick &e J.<> He turned his quiver upside don'n, (K), after it has been little. (TA.) – Anything
and long : (K:) it (standing corn, &c.) became and scattered its contents. (K.) In one copy of collected together, (K,) of corn or other food, &c.,

in boiling. (AZ, 5, K) – jºin tºº. He

after it has been little. (S.) — A little of milk,
the K, explained by Urºš, ; but this is a mistake:
* -tºe, and Y <te, (K,) or, accord. to some, the right reading is tºº. (TA.) —---, &c.: (A’Obeyd) or a little of water and of milk:
or a gulp, or draught, remaining in a vessel:
<te, (TA,) The beard became long and large aor. 3 and z, inf n. Jºë, It (a people, TA,) (K:) or the quantity of one milking : (S:) or
(K.)
collected itself together, or congregated. (K.) = the quantity that is contained in a bonyl or cup

thick and tangled. (TA)—iº ste, and

-

9 . .

te,

**, BIe

º,

o .

tº,
of water; (K) pl. º.º. ($) tº 1,…,

of milk, (AZ, S, K,) and
Jºe, aor. 2 and z, inf. n. *-**, He entered. of the kind called
stá, (K,) i.e. what is on the top of milk. (S, (K.) Ex. 28 º They entered among you.
From ſº as signifying] “nearness.” (TA.) They milked a little from each ense. (AHát.)
TA.) – And see 1 in three places.
•º J. := He charged upon him, and re One says of a man who comes to seek food as a
Q. Q. 1: see 1, last sentence.
2.

inf. n.

ate what is called

-

turned against him after retiring from him : guest under the pretence of demanding a woman
(K:) or he drew near to him, and charged upon in marriage, à:= ~las-J 3. [Verily he sues for
milk) above the water, the latter becoming clear
him, &c. (TA) See also 4 = tº º a little milk, &c.] (IAar.) = A depressed tract
.x

-

c. --

*** A hind of asſ; what rises (from the

beneath it; or nihat becomes thick, or coagulated,

Her milk became little; (K;) either in a case of of land between mountains. (K.)

&)

its oily matter floating upon the surface,
[usual] copiousness or paucity. (TA.)
13= Dust, or earth, (º): (K, as in the
in the pot, and is poured out; the upper part
2. -ie, inf n. <i, It [a number of Calc. ed. and in a MS. copy :) or one of the
whereof is gross, or thick. So says AHát; and
he adds, What is termed &r- [evidently, I things, or a quantity, 'was, or became, fen, or names of ~9% [by which, app., is here meant
wine]. (So accord. to the TA, which does not
think, a mistranscription for
is what
little. The inf. n. is explained in the K by the mention the former reading in the K.)
becomes thick, or coagulated, and almost word als; but this, says SM, I do not find in
thoroughly cooked : J5ue is that of which the the [other lexicons. (TA.)
~\;<> Many, or much : (K:) a syn. of -\º,
water has gone, and which is thoroughly cooked:
q. v. : you say -Pure sa, meaning Many camels,

gaºl

*

,

,

º

6

Ja,é is that which is cooked with &
Jae-es
and

:

J4. is a kind

- 2

5 , ,

...a

-

see 4.

or camels and sheep or goats. (TA.)

Or

of Jaśl cooked again :

jº is a great piece of it. (TA.)

<<e, and 3 Jºel, and *. (K,) and *}
and " 4:42, (TA,) and "4:32, (K,) He drew
4.

• 12

º

J.:* A
ité and #4 (like ace, TA) oily run, or near to, or apprºached him or it. (K) 6.
o 2

poadº.”

3.”

*** : see -pure.
thing collected together.

(Msb.)

A hill, or heap, of sand : (S, K :) or an oblong

º

Asºº A,% When they dran, near to and gibbous hill of sand : or an extended gibbous
floating curd, of milk; or nihat floats above the
water : (S, K, TA:) scum of a pot, after boiling. you, shoot at them with arron's. (TA, from a hill [or an elevated earpanse] of sand : or n-hat
** 34. Take the scum of thy
has collected, of sand, and assumed a gibbous

(TA)—93;

trad) [You say ºf 3:2, 4:= (S. K.)

pot. (S) (see 2.]=::= and te (K) The

and

leek, syn.

•jē

carrot, syn.

~5-

iſ Jºi, (TA,) The game hath enabled shape : (TA:) or what has poured don'n, of

or, as some say, the mild thee [to shoot it]; (S;) or made thee to have its sand, into a place, and collected there : (S:) [less
*22
than what is called Jiàº, q. v. :] pl. Jºë
s

(TA:) or the rocket, syn. a 3Lé within thy power, or reach; (K;) or

> -:

(§, K) and Jºe and iséïs (K) [the last a

of

pl. of pauc.].

(K:) or, accord. to AM, the seed drawn near to thee and enabled thee [to take
that plant : (TA:) or wild rocket, syn. advantage of it]; (TA ;) [so shoot at it]. In
&
(K;) not that which is cultivated some copies of the K, for Jºel, we read 4:é;
but the former is the right reading, though the
in gardens. (TA.) Aboo-Málik says, that it
two verbs are syn. The phrase is a proverb.
is also called 33. (TA.) [See also £e.]
(TA.) = a...el He gave him to drink a a. *

re-

štº i+ A long and large beard. (TA)—

(K) of milk. (TA.)

—$4.

tº-e

Jºe- <les

[Kur, lxxiii. 14,] signifies And the mountains
shall be sand, whereof the loner part being
shaken, it shall pour down upon thee from abore.

(Fr)—º -** Jº āşş, 4-J cº,
Or

(descriptions

[Three

of men shall be,

on the

#2 oz

as Jº Vºe Having a long and large beard.

(TA)
s?-o

s?-0

3tº i, 4.3tº, ſq. v. in art, tel. (K)

day of resurrection,) on hills, or heaps, of musk].
7. Jºi It (sand) collected. (S.) – “… & (TA, from a trad.)
a 3 It (anything) poured out, or forth, or was,
or became, poured out, or forth, into it, (S,) and

-

4.

-

• 32

Jºë : see ºptºe.
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Jºë (S, art. --e, and K) and ***,

sº Jés & #1 II ate, and the like,

(K,) as also Jºë, q.v., An arron, having much] presents an instance of pleonasm, [being
neither head nor feathers, (As, K,) with which for ‘sº Jáš. <;éil accord. to the opinion
boys play: (A5, TA:) or a common arron. of the Koofees: or it is an instance of explication
(TA.) [You say,)
sº L. He did not shoot [of the vague signification of the verb), accord.
at him nith an arron, or, as some say, a small to the opinion of the Bagrees; the objective
arron, is here meant. (L.) A proverb, which complement being suppressed, and the complete
• 6 - -

Jēš &: Jº &#1:

is related as above: but accord. to the K., phrase being

* and *:

also signifies i, q. 4.

3ei,

jS-l

AS& Jº jºi He spoke, or

Also

9:c-

FIe

q. v. ($, Mgb.) –

reckoned it much, abundant, or

many. (Msb.) You say

Jºãº 3: *

[He

reckons little, or fen, much, abundant, or many].
(A.)
Q. Q. 2.

and so

Jºsé It (dust) was, or became,

Seejº.
*: seeks. = See also:=.

[You say also much, or abundant. (S.)

U. He did not shoot, or throw any in the like cases. (Msb.)

thing; an arron, or other thing. (TA.)

(TA)—º &:

- c.

+&

**ś Jº

water were little.

talked, much ; was

profuse, or immoderate, in speech, or talk. And
9 - 22
see arts. --> and ~€2.
2- : see 3×e. = The greater, or greatest,
in like manner, 29 Jº *}= He did, acted, or
occupied himself much in the affair.] – 2:=l or main, part, of a thing; the most thereof. (K.)
ºo a

#3 & The a-º. (or part below the 9-,

which latter is the withers, or the upper part [as an intrans. v.] signifies

*::$: Jº

*:

[He

See

§e.

thereof, &c.,) of a horse: (K:) or the fore part brought, or he did, or he said, much]. (K.) —
of a horse, where the hand of the Also, [He became rich; he abounded in pro * ($, Mºb, K) and ':e (Mºb, K) The
horseman falls [nºhen he mounts] : (S:) or the perty;] his property became much, or abundant. heart, or pith, (syn. jº, S, Msb, K, and
elevated part of the 2-2 : or the part from the (S, Msb, K.) = <e! It (a palm-tree) produced, 2-3, and 3.3-, TA,) of a palm-tree : (S, Msb,
of the 2

cº

its
[or spadic], (5. K,) i.e.,
K:) of the dial.
or the place where the shoulders unite, before the its Jºe, whence the verb. (TA)=[4<2* u. spadia ; syn.

root of the neck to the part between the shoulders:

Or

put forth,

&b.

saddle; [i.e. the withers]; pl. Jºsé (TA)
and Jºëi. (K:) but of the latter pl. ISd

of the Anşār: (TA:) or its
(S, Msb, K.)

Hon abundant is his wealth ! or hon, numerous
º; , o –

*... 6

***, (S, A, K.) and "æ, (K) or the

are his cattle !]

latter should not be used, for it is a bad dial.
remarks, a.I * *know not how . this
is.
* : *
o

* *

© e.

© y →

(T.A.)

. .”

J.- -33° Jºe re-º cº-a [They put
their spears upon the withers of their horses].

2:

[He endeavoured to acquire much, or
abundance, of a thing]. You say 2.1- & Fº
5.

lai -3 [He endeavoured to acquire much know

form, (S) or it is correct when coupled with
ãº, for the sake of assimilation, (TA,) and
W

#, though the first is the best known,

(Ibn

The last of the above explanations is here

assigned to ~33-. (TA, from a trad.)

ledge, in order that he might preserve it in his Allán, in his Sharh el-Iktiráh,) or the last is

memory].

And

2.49 * 2:s

[He endeavoured

to acquire much thereof in order that he might

not allowable, (TA) and º, (S, A, K,) and
W

a 2.
2-2,
(S,) Muchness; much, as a subst.;

Jºë

understand]. (A.) See also 10. — He made a copiousness; abundance; a large quantity; nu
1. **, aor. 2, (S, Msb, K.) inf. n. 53 vain, or false, boast of abundance, or riches; or merousness; multiplicity; multitudinousness; a
(Msb, TA) and ; i.e. or this is erroneous, a boast of more than he possessed; and invested multitude; a plurality; a large number; num
(Msb,) [and perhaps #, and **, or these himself with that which did not belong to him. bers; and frequency: contr. of #5. (S, A, K.)
(TA, voce &ºi, which signifies the same.) [See also ſº.] You say *34. Sº j; & Q. He
are simple substs., (see 3:e, below,)] and Ště,
You say ox-e J-9 (ºr jºš He made a boast has not it, nor much of property. (S.) And
?
:
(TA,) It was, or became, much, copious, abun
of abundance, or riches, which he did not possess; "2+&is 9-i- Jºe 29 A-1, (S, A,) and
dant, many, numerous, great in number or
******* - ... o

• 6.

w

-

*

2

º

&#.

(Msb, art.

&.)

And

Ká &

quantity; it multiplied; it accumulated. ($, K,
TA.)

sº alſº lsº

[They multiplied against

o

*-

-

•

tº

t

J & .”

* -

Yºgº Jº Jºe, (S) Praise be to God for
9; Jºe [Such a one makes a vain or false show little and much. (S,” A.) [*]:é,

is explained

him and overcame him.] (TA in art. Jºë). of abundance or riches with the wealth or property in the S by Jºë, and so in one place in the
•

*

[lie

… O

*** Such a thing proceeded from him, of another]. (S.)

TA; but it is a subst, or an epithet in which
6: i. q. 3 [but relating to more than two.]. the quality of a subst. predominates.] — 5:
-

or was done by him, much, or often.] See also
e.p.

p 2 ...

o 2

5, 3 .

-

× .. .

4. = Axºlºte: see 3.

(S.) [You say

lsº

They contended, one with is also used to signify Richness, or wealthiness;
9 *

another, for superiority in number.] 3& in syn. is... (Mgh.)
the Kur, ci. 1, signifies The contending together
6 x 2. 2 - 6 p <
3. Kºč ºf jué, (S. K.) inf. n. of the for superiority in [the amount or number of] 2-f
see 3...e.
3×e :
former, šić, (S,) [and aor. of the latter, accord. property and children and men. (Jel.) =
to analogy, 2,] They contended with them for Jºi & [His riches multiplied by degrees].
superiority in number, and overcame them therein, (A.) — sº Jº <ſº 23UK, [The people mul Jute: see Jºë. = Also, and
2: see 4.

º .. 2

•

•

***,

Com

(S, K, TA,) or surpassed, or exceeded, them in tiplied by degrees against him, and overcame panies, or troops, or the like, (K, TA,) of men
number. (TA.) = See also 10.

4. ...e. He made it much, abundant, many,

or numerous, he multiplied it; as also 'ºe,

him, or subdued him]. (TA.)

10. Jä & 2-1 He desired, or wished

23, es.
In the house are companies

for, much of the thing. (K.) You say Jº-ºr-l of men. (TA.)

(Mºb, K, TA) inf n. *. (K)—éké Jº &: [He desired, or wished for, much of the
º &: and * **,x-l signify the same; property. (A)—itºl &c., and & "ºle,

(s, Mºb;) i.e., & Sº II did the thing

or animals only. (TA.) You say jū-

Jetº &e, and jë,

He desired of him for himself much of the water
much; lit., I made the doing of it much] ; or that he might drink of it: (K:) and so if the

*:

°, 23

Jºë : see Jure.

3:= (S, A, Mºb, K) and "jū. (§, K) and

*34. and *::= and º and "3;á, (K)

2594
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[Book I.
Such a one has

multitudinous. (S, A, Msb, K.) You say J. spent what he had, and claims upon him have

3. *

and

-

(A.) And

*::: *, Much, or abundant, good.
Jºë 2; A numerous party, or

3%, -**, inf. n. *-*, The vine put
forth its unripe, or sour, grapes: (K:) or its
2.

become numerous : ($:) or such a one has many bunches thereof; this is a correct explanation,
seekers of his beneficence. (A.) See also Jºº. given on the authority of IAar: (Az:) or it

became abundant in grapes: (K:) or its grapes
people: and &= 2. They are many. (S.)

*:

See

3&.

And Jºe Jº, and irº, Many men; and
2::= it…, and i.e. Many nomen. (Yoo,
º,

,-

•

-

6.

–

* Gle

ISh, Mºb.) And
as some say,

became pleasant in flavour. (TA.)

*3;á,

J.--> Thepoder; (K) of the dial of El
[&t=

Yemen. (TA.) = As coll. gen. n. Unripe, or

See Supplement.]

sour, grapes: n, un, with 3: (K:) as also -º-;

5 - .

3.xe, (S, Msb,) and,

(Msb,) and

Jºë,

art. Jº-w, &c.) A large number.

(K in

a word of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

(S, Msb.)

~~<>

à-lè, Many, or much. (K.) i.e-lè 253
(as also Jºë, TA,) A woman having
confused dust (K, TA) rising and diffusing itself:
Many dirhems; or much money. (Fr.) – juï
a large pubes, (K,) or pudendum. (TA.)
of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.) – [A large
4-lè Fire of which the flame rises high. (K.)
quantity, or number, º Jú
of property,
Jºë &#, (as also Jºsé, TA,) A large,
or cattle, &c.]— º, as an adv., Much; often. (and full, and prominent, TA,) pubes, (K,) or
~~£
pudendum. (TA.)
(The lexicons passim.) —Jºe Jé [in the TA
<<= Short, (K,) as an epithet applied to a
[ §:
2:e probably the right reading is º, q.v. )
man. (TA.)
A man whose ancestors are many, and n:hose high
Jºë
"3;á. jú

And

Much dust : (S:) or much

Jºë

&-

deeds are various. (L.) – See also :94.
Lºe

i.e. with 3, [as a

subst, signifying Much,)
is used only in negative phrases; like [its contr.]
-

* , ;

B

£e

See Supplement. J

1. JJ &- 4; <---, aor. 3, (inf. n. <<=

iſ...}, q.v. (AZ, in TA, art, Js.)
*-

-

and i.e., TA,) He laded out for him with his

×3

hands, (or mith his hand, as in some copies of

.

J.3%,

23te: see Jºe, in two places.

as also

Jºë,

Hard, and strong, or

the K, and in the L.) [somewhat] of the property.

g- e.

see:e, in three places. = A lord, or
master, (S, K) abounding in good: (S:) a man
232* :

robust: (K:) but most of the writers on in (L, K.)
flexion consider its tº augmentative. (TA.)

possessing good, or much good, and who gives

much or often; as also ºft. (K, TA)=
A river. (Kr, K.) – And 3;&

J-4

ce
3 *

te

Anything pure, mere, unadulterated, or

A certain

&=

3 *

river in paradise, (S, Msb, K,) from which flon, genuine; (L;) i. q. tº, (L, K,) of which it is a
all the [other] rivers thereof, (K,) pertaining dial. form : (S:) [but see what follows, and
3 *
3 3 2.
specially to the Prophet, described as being nihiter *]. te Jº” A pure, or genuine, Arab:
than milk and sneeter than honey and as having
6 * >
03 2.
6 . , 6 ºf
its margin composed of pavilions of holloned
pearls. (TA.)

*~

[Jae-à

fem. Åse

{-e

àºje: ($, K.) pl.

**i. you say

See Supplement.]

Jºe
8 .

…)

1. *, aor. 3, (L) inf n. * *, (§, L. K.)

$ºis (L.) [or this is not said: see

He toiled; or was, or became, vehement, or
tº J Yaakoob asserts, that the J in t= is severe, (S, A, L, K,) in work; (S, A, L;) he
**:
in two places: and 3;á.
worked laboriously; (TA;) he fatigued himself,
(L:) [and if so, and hastened, in his work. (L.) [You say]
Jºël More, and most, in quantity, and in substituted for the G in
the former is not a dial. form of the latter]. Jºš º 93- By thy good fortune, not by thy
number. (The lexicons passim.)
3 *
***
* Jºe A. mere, or genuine, slave; of purely toil, are things attained. A proverb. (L.) And
º, b >

-

* @ e.

3 *

3 *

seejº,

2. c

š.

:

ſº Having relation to the greater number | servile
C
race. (L.)
of things or cases.]
3

}: A man possessing nealth :

- e -º

and

(K:) or possess

Jé º Jºsé ‘j Make not the life of them two

*** A

decrepit old woman:

awi (Lāom ind)—% tº # 3-2

(S, K:) a she-camel far advanced in age : (K:) º Jº Petitions are [a cause of] dis
or old and weak : (S:) or far advanced in age, piriting : a man thereby impairs the brightness
$3. A cause of rendering abundant, or mul and having lost her teeth : (T:) a she-camel, and of his countenance. (L, from a trad.) = ::=,
tiplying; syn. ãº, q. v. ($, K in art. 23.)
cow, and ewe, or she-goat, old and weah, and (L, K, aor. 2, inf. n.
(L,) He required of
unable to retain her slaver: or whose teeth are
him toil, or vehemence, or severity in work, or
consumed. (L.)
persevering or constant eacertion in striving to do

ing much wealth. (A, TA.)

*.

jé, (A, K, TA) and "Jºš, (K, TA)

applied to a man, and to a woman, (A, TA,)
Loquacious; talkative; a great talker; (K,
TA;) a great babbler. (A.)
-

-,

o

3 2

:*

*** Decrepit old women.

.

*

29: K–6. Overcome in number: (S,” A :) one
against whom people have multiplied by degrees
o, e.

1.

dued him. (TA)—“º ºt. [A place

(K.)

**,

and '83-'s (L. K.) he fatigued or wearied
(K.)

or jaded him; ($,” L;) namely, a beast, and a

man, &c.; (L;) [like *ś ;] he plied, or pressed
him, plied or pressed him hard, or harassed him,
aor. :, He struck him on his podea. in constant work which he imposed upon him, so
as to fatigue or weary him. (Az, L.) See also
~~~<>

---

(*!e 12jú) so that they have overcome or sub

a thing or in seeking a thing; as also "ººze,

Toothless. (L.)
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*

3 .

** – 34

He fatigued his tongue with

nater is not obtained nithout labour, or eacertion,

common; (TA;) It (cold) cast donon the stand
(A, L.) (S, A, L, K,) and difficulty, or trouble. (TA.) ing corn &c. upon the earth. (S, K.) —tº
— 3-, aor. 2, (L) inf n. Jé, (L. K.) He – f Tenacious; niggardly : (K, but omitted in t It (herbage) was short and bad, (K,) on
eacerted himself perseveringly, assiduously, con some copies:) one from n-hom benefits are not account of the badness of the soil. (TA.) –
stantly, or incessantly, (L, K,) in striving to do, obtained nithout difficulty. (A.)
Jºl sº, aor. 2, inf. n. tºe, The camels
effect, or accomplish, a thing, (L.) or in seeking
speaking and his heart with

thinking

*** Jº

t Ground trodden with the hoofs

had little hair. (TA) = &oe, (K) or 34,

[a thing]. (K.)—º, aor. 2, (L) inf n. of horses or the like. (S,” A,” L.) —º (L.) the former said to be of an uncommon dial.,
3é, ($, L,) He sought (S, L) gain, (S,) or, ! Fine dust, trodden nith the feet : fine dust, (MF,) aor. 2, It (a crow or raven) croaked
sustenance,
or the means of subsistence.
(L.) = n:hich, if trodden, flies about ; (L:) dust of a race roughly, as though it were vomiting. (L, K.)
tº .
3 J.--, aor. 2, (L.) inf. n. J-e, (S, L, K,) course. (TA.) – Coarsely pounded salt. (L,
2: see 1.
He pointed, or made a sign, mith the finger, K.) [Also, The sound of coarsely pounded salt
#2 o .
#, o –
Q. Q. 1. İs;*, (K) inf n. #3;á, (TA)
(S, L, K,) like as the beggar does. (S.) [It when it is poured out, (L, K.) one portion upon
is also trans.] El-Kumeyt says,
another. (L.) = A lon, or depressed, tract of He ran in the manner called sº (K:) i.e.,
2?.
2 * 6 y of
6. ,
land, (&k, K, or cºlº, L, as from Aobeyd) he hastened in his pace. (TA.) [See isis.]
#. 22 Lºxxy!
A-3 <-sº
of wide extent, (L, K,) formed like a valley, or
#sº J; A land that produces plants
•£
3 * 0 ≤ e :
o, .
p 6 × 2
wider
than a valley. (A’Obeyd, L.) – A rugged
*
*N
*****
*
~~~5
&le'),
tract of land; (L, K;) as also *:::=, with slowly. (S, K.) —jº ălă J. Camels
º

º

º

[I was rich, and I did not repel you on an kest, (K) or "33%; (L;) so called because
occasion of eacigency; and I was in nant, and I fatigues him who walks upon it. (L.)

it having little hair; pl. sale. (TA)

did not point at you with the fingers]. ($, L.)
$334. The cooked food which remains in the
* >
* >
3 *
—"3& Jº Jºë f Ask ye of me; for I give bottom of the cooking-pot, and mhich is drann
[only] when ashed. Said by Ibn-Hubeyreh. (A Out (3-4) neith the fingers: (Az, L:) what
[but in my copy of that work, the first word remains in the bottom of the cooking-pot, (As,
3.
* >
is written J-29–º.]) = Jºe, [aor. 2,] I He L, K,) sticking to it, after the ladling out; (L;)

Siºs dial fºrm ofte (K)—A grow.
or bulky, camel. (K.) [But perhaps Jºe- is
here put by a mistake of a copyist in the K for
Jºº-, and the meaning is a thick rope; for ste

is said to signify thick, as an epithet applied to a

rope: or the reverse may be the case in the
scratched, or scraped: (L:) he scraped off a soil as also #334 (L, K) and $334. (K :) or the explanation of the latter word.] It occurs again
from a garment: (TA :) he scratched per broth, or gravy, remaining in the bottom of in art. Jºe. (TA.)
severingly his head, and his skin, with his nails. the cooking-pot. (S.) - Also I.4. $35, (S, L,
3 -

a 2.

(A.) — Jºe, (TA) [aor. 2,] inf. n. Jºe, (K,) K,) [i. e.] the dregs, or sediment,

of clarified

+ He combed his head. (K, TA) – 3–4°, butter. (L.) – A little that remains of pasture,
[aor. 2,] f He (a beast) trod the ground with his or herbage. (L.) See also $ºi.
---->rºt-rº.

hoof. (A, L.)=$3e, (aor. 2, L.) He pulled

6 *

~

6

3.x=-\e a word imitative of the sound made

2. 234. He (a man) threw coarsely pounded

salt (2.É.), one portion upon another. (L.)
3 -2

5

* *

º;

5

p.

-P-A- and ** and ~~<> and ºx= [but
the second seems to have been written, in MF's
copy of the K,

(S, L.)

**], coll. gen.

ns., also with

nails of young persons: n, un. (of each of the

$3e The remains in a place of pasture nºbich above words, TA,) with 3: as also 1.4%
has already been eaten. (K.) See also $34, (K:) but this last, says SM, I have not found
$34-i.

& ,

o f

in any other lexicon.

(TA.) — Lºs Bºle

** ** **,

go.

31-sel es; A quick, or snift, people : (As, S,
the
L:) or a people composing distinct bodies, or

niggardly. (L. K.) See also 3&.

º

by a thing that is struck upon a hard thing. $ for 3, The nihiteness [or white marks] on the

and

4. Jel and "Jºel t He was tenacious, or

O ~

-

or drew it out (i.e. a solid or a fluid thing) with

his hand; as also "ººzel. (L. K.)

~2.É.
9

[Kur, xii. 18,) so accord. to
reading of Ibn-Abbās, (K,) and 'Aisheh,

parties, or troops; (L, art. Jºe ; and K;) as and El-Hasan El-Basree, (TA,) They brought,
also W
and
(K.) See also Stºi. upon his shirt, blood inclining in colour to nihite;
10: see 1.
as though it were blood that had made marks
35-8.9 pass. part. n. of 3é, q. v. — A man upon the shirt resembling embroidery or the like:
R. Q. 1. 44-34, inf n. #33-34, He ran 0^67°C07me. (L.)
(K:) or fresh blood: or, contr. dry blood; or
slowly: ($, IKtt, L:) he affected a heaviness and
blood of a dingy hue : or blood changed [in
slon-ness in his gait. (K.)
38% f One niho gives [only] when asked. (A.) colour]. (TA.)
See also 3.4%, and 1, and 4.
R. Q. 1. **śl Jé 3é-3é t He ran upon
à5-A&e A woman of a pure white complexion.
32
8 : see 1, and 4.

$3s

º,

•

**i.

º 0.

6 e.

º,

the dust of the race-course.

(L.)

3.

p 6 -

2.8.2 t A comb. (K.) – 1 An instrument for (IAqr, K.)
scratching or scraping. (TA.)

Jºe [inf. n. of i, q.v. – as a subst.] A
mortar in nihich things are pounded, or bruised;

tºe
1.

iáé

and

(see,

ife and ;34. See **.

$3é, It

**,

1. £4°, aor. 2, (inf n.
S,) He worked
or
wrought;
laboured;
employed
himself
actively;
aor. 2, inf. n. 13° and
syn. Jº-3 (S, K;) and Jºe: (S:) he wrought

(Jºe

like & or Cº. (S. K.)

(a plant) was affected by the cold, and
for himself good or evil: (K:) he nas eager, and
thereby
made
to stick to the earth: or its growth
3.4% A man n-ho toils, or works, laboriously,
strove, laboured, or eacerted himself, and nearied
so as to fatigue himself. (A.) – t A she-camel became slow by reason of want of nater. (AZ, himself, in work, in the affairs relating to the
whose milk is not obtained nithout labour, or S. K.)—i.e. aor...; (K5) and "ise, (§, K.) present world and in those relating to the world
(S;) the former the more to come: (Zj:) he toiled, or laboured hard.
exertion. (A) $2.É.- : ; 4 well of which the inf n.

i4-šā;

tº-

2596

&*

(S, K.) 13é, Jº

He toils, or labours

-

[Book I.
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thick, or muddy; contr. of tº 2: (S, A, K.) ! The enemy poured down upon them. (A.)

to be clear: (Mgb:) or #34,
hard, in such a thing, or affair. ($.) – &é it ceased

2,in º 3-ºl

( The people poured upon
º, and W tº-el, He sought, sought after, colour, (K,) specially; (TA;) and **, to him: (Ki) or poured down upon him : (TA :)
or repaired tomards him, scattering themselves
or sought to gain, sustenance; or he gained, water, (K,) and to life, Jºli in the K, cººl,
upon him. (El-Basáir.) – 3-ºl t He hastened:
acquired, or earned; for his family, or household; but this is a mistake; (TA;) and Jºë, to all
($, K:) or he hastened in some measure. (TA.)

4-, (S. K.) or ~el. (L.) = &é of these.

syn.

relates to

And

(K.) – 32°, aor. 2, (Lh, Mºb,) You say º Lºyºl t He hastened in his pace.

*** It (a thing, S) scratched, or lacerated, his inf n. * (5, Mºb) and #34, (see above)
(A.) And 34: 3.A&! t He hastened in some
face : (S, K:) or did to his face that which dis It (the complexion of a man, Lh) and he (a
(TA;) accord. to A'Obeyd.
figured it, or rendered it ugly or unseemly: as horse, &c., Msb) was, or became, of the colour measure, running;

**:

also "4-ge, (K.) inf. n.

tºe, inf. n.

(TA:) or

termed

ãº

[i.e. dusky, dingy, or inclining to (TA, voce

2.xG, signifies it scratched, or black and dust-colour]. (Lh, S, Msb.) —je=

lacerated, much, or many times, or in many

& Jºſé,

(S, A,) [inf. n.

33%

and

**;

< *)

9: see 1.
tº 5 ,

.

º

jºº : see Jºe.

places: (S:) also [so in the L; but in the K,

£4°

or]

&

in the phrase
g

• 2 of

sº

J-31; (K;) you say

* G

-

44-3

-

- -

;34. [a coll, gen, n., of which the n. of unity

-

tºe,
7- 3.

meaning
. .

(L.) – 4-9 tº

~~

he marred his affair.

(see above;)] and *233, (A,) t|The life of
signifies such a one became troublesome, or perturbed, or

<<=

He

separated his hair with a comb. (K.)

attended nith trouble:] and **** "-j
[signifies the same ; or his means of living became
tº tº 34.
attended neith trouble. ($.) —

is 35-se] Handfuls of reaped corn: (O, TA:)
see Jºsé.
-

£33

99e Lo, and Jºe, and 34°, ! [Take thou nhat
2 : see 1.

* (S, A, Mºh, K) and 'ºe (S, K) and
**** and "...ºf (K) Turbid; thick; muddy:

is free from trouble, and leave nhat is attended
5.

tºº

It (the skin) became scratched, or

lacerated, much, or many
places. (S, K.)

times,

or in many

—& tººl &c & He

(S, A, Mºb, K) applied to water. (S, A, Mºb.)

with trouble.] (IAer, L, Mºb)— Jº jº =}* Jºe, and "jºi i [Life that is
2333 f [His heart, or mind, became perturbed by
displeasure against me].

(A, TA.) — [And

28 o -o-o

attended with trouble. (TA)—sº-2

<<3. "...s Jºſé

[He is perturbed in

heart, mind,

f
fell from the flat top, or roof, of the house, and in like manner you say] aſtºft e”
against me]. (A.)
displeasure
became much broken [in his skin]. (L.)
[I. His opinion respecting the question became con

or

by

3. c. x.
º

&#.4 scratch,

acratiºn, of

founded, or perplexed]. (Mgh.) = 334-, (K,)

33-se Duskiness, or dinginess, of colour; (S,"

the skin;
Msb;) a hue inclining to black and dust-colour.
is more (or aor. 2, inf n. ;34, (TA,) He poured out, or
forth water. (K, TA.) Said in the L to be (TA.) See 1.
larger, L) than a Jºsé-: ($:) any mark made
the only signification of this form of the verb.
3,9- : see Jºe.
by scratching or biting : (IAth:) pl.
(TA.) [But see above.]
or

($, K9. or a t”

i.q. Jºã-:

º . .

** - -

**.
($, K) Ex 3è sº, (S. K.) and 34*, (S)
He has upon him a scratch, &c. (S, K.)

2.

$34, inf. nºº, He rendered it (namely

&é ($, K) and '534 (IA, TA) 4

one
water, S, Msb) turbid, thick, or muddy. (S, species of the kind of bird called ūj, (S, K,)
called
are
others
two
the
whereof
species,
three
of
Jº, [Kur lxxxiv. 6, Verily Mşb, K.) – ſº Jº Jºe 1 He or it, troubled
4, J%
Cº- and Luº; ($;) the species called Lºwe
thou norkest, or labourest, (S,) or, workest the life of such a one; rendered it troublesome, or

**

for thyself good or evil, (TA,) or, strivest, perturbed; caused it to be attended nith trouble.] are of a dusty [or dusky] colour, (S, K,) short in
• * > *> * >.
or speckled, or marked,
or labourest, in thy work until the meeting of
ſº 3'33 Jºe Jºe 1 He, or it, caused the the legs, (TA,) diversified,
and blackness, (J-5)
dinginess,
or
(Jel.)
duskiness,
death.
with
thy Lord, i.e., until
heart, or mind, of such a one to be perturbed by
in the backs ($, K) and bellies, (S,) black in the
4 & 2 × 6.
-

An ass much lacerated by the bites displeasure against me..] – 4. âtº <2*
of other asses. (S, K.) A wild ass is termed <<3. [f The question confounded, or perplered,

tº- jº-

J.K. because he is lacerated by the bites of
other asses. (A’Obeyd.)

-

his opinion]. (TA)—& 33 sº tº and TA Cº), but the right reading is cº,)
f [My affair, or case, nas free from trouble, and
such a one caused it to be attended with trouble].
(A.) — ãº Jºe [t He sullied a favour). (El

smaller than the cº-, (S,) and has a clear cry,
calling out its on n name [tº uſ...}]: (ISd, TA:)

Aasha, quoted in the $, art. Jº.)

it seems to be thus named, Lººe, in relation to

jº
1.

jº,

aor. 2; and

34°,

longer than the rest of the tail; (ISk, TA;) iſ is

the greater number of birds of the kind called

aor. 2; (S, A,

Mºb, K, &c.;) and 33° ; ($gh, K.) but this

inside of the wing, (TA,) yellow in the throats,
($, K,) having in the tail two feathers [in the L

5: see 1, in four places.

ué, which

are

Jºë [in colour]; ($ ;) sy-º
- o ->

-

last is said in the L to be allowable only as

6 & J & eºsis : The eye continued

signifying “he poured out” water; (TA ;) looking at the thing. (S, A.)

inf n. *e, (S, A, Mºb, K.) of the first, (S,
Mºb) or second, (TA) and $944, (S, A,
Mºh, K) of the second, (S, Mºb) and $34,
(K,) also of the second, (TA,) and 3.4%, and
$34, (K) or the last is a simple subst.; (TA;)
and "33&; ($, Mºb, K.) and "5*, inf n.

-a -

being; as some assert, a rel. n. from Jºë Jºe,
like

J-3

from

Jº; jº

(TA:) the n. un, is

also buse,
7 : see 1. = BIe, or it, darted donn. (S, K.) *** and i.e. (TA.) [See
2nd ed.,
Arabe,
Sacy's
De
Chrest.
and
uš;
and
It is said of a bird, (A,) or of a hawk, in this.
sense; (TK ;) and of a star, (A.) So in the ii. 369.]
Kur lxxxi. 2, <<ſº 15%: (S,” Bd :)
º

or this means, And when the stars dart don'n,

-

G

-

2.9e : see 294°.
3

- 2

3

* *

Usyl-º: see Lºwe.

*!; (K3) and "jºl; (Bd Xxxi. 2;) It

and fall, one after another, upon the earth:
(Jel:) or when the stars fall and become scat

(water, S, Mºb, &c.) reas, or became, turbid,

era (Elbaº, Kº–3. 2.- …

iſ 34, [dim, of £3é, fem, of 34*i;]. A
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certain kind of food, accord. to Kr, who does

5. J-3& It (wheat, A, or reaped grain, TA, Jºsé in the first of the senses explained below.

not describe its composition; (TA;) fresh milk [&c.,]) became collected together. (A, TA.) = (TA.)

in which dates (S, K) of the kind called Jº

See also 1, in five places.

(K) are macerated: (S, K:) or milk in which
dates are steeped and mashed neith the hand :
(TA:) women are fattened nith it: (K:) so

Jºë Reaped grain collected together; [a — Also, i.g., 3&; (K;) in the dial. of the
heap thereof;] (A, K.) as also "Jºë, like people of El-'Irák; meaning An importunate

called because of the duskiness

(53%)

of its

Jºsé A man who makes much gain. (TA.)

&º (Ibn-Abbād and A, Sgh, K) or what is

(Z, T.A.)

collected together, of wheat, (S,” Msb,) in the
place where it is trodden out : (Msb:) when

32.É.- : see art. Jºe.

trodden out and thrashed, it is called āeº and

colour.

beggar. (TA.)
[A.A=
Jºë

6 * >.

º p 6 p.

ove

* - d -

3×2 : or, as Az says, in one place in the T, on
;34. [Dusky, or dingy; of a hue inclining to the authority of IAar, Jºë and 3. and is,.
black and dust-colour;] having 53° in its and iº. are all one : and in another place he
colour: (S, TA:) fem. išº pl. 53% . and
says, that Jºë signifies a collection of n-heat:
and in like manner, t nºhat is collected [or heaped]
The wild asses: (S:) the same, (A,) or <t. together, of money, and of other things: (Msb:)

Jºsé
See Supplement. )
Jé

dim of ae, jºi. (Mº.)—jºi &
23&S),

1.

5*,

[aor. 2,] (K,) inf. n.

34°, (TA,) It

(a thing, TA) nas, or became, rough, (K,) and
(K,) certain nild asses : (A, K:) so or tof dates, (TA,) and tof money, (A, TA,) and hard. (TA.)
the like, (TA,) and I of clothes: (A, TA:) also,

called after a particular stallion (S, A, K) or
ta large heap of sand, of n:hich one part does
theirs. (K.) – See also }*, in two places.
not separate from another: (En-Nadr:) and
"Jºë, like Jºſé, what is collected together,

4.

lsº el

They, (a people, Msb,) became

among stones such as are termed c.134. (L,
Msb, K.)

5-

or heaped up, of snow ; and

Jºe

-

*i.13%,

nºhat is

&ls= soft stones, (AA, S, M, L, Mºb, K.)
collected together, and heaped up, one part upon
as also Ö3-, (A$, L in art. Jºe-,) like dry
another: (K:) the pl. of Jºë is Jºl.x=l.
pieces of clay, ($, L, MSb, K,) and foraminous,
(S, A, Msb.)
or pierced with holes, (M, L,) or sometimes
• 2
2vºl.x= and a-l.x= :
pierced neith holes: n, un, with 3. (L, Msb.)
heaped, or piled up, one part upon another;
1. 4.3%, (A, Msb, TA) aor. -, (Msb) inf n.
Jºë, (Msb, TA,) He collected it together ;
(A, TA;) made it into a J-º, accumulated,

6

º

•

clothes, &c.; and so "J-3e, inf n. Jº
but this has an intensive signification, or applies
to many objects: see cº, below.] =

4

o £

In

4

(Msb;) namely, wheat, (A,) or reaped grain;
(Msb, TA;) [and in like manner, f money, and

,

c →

See Jºe

& 5

Some say, that the c is a radical letter; (L,

J”!-- :
Msb;) but the form of the verb
s & 2 ×

34- is against

6

their assertion; for if the J were so, it would
Cº-º- Jºë [What is collected together, of
appear in the verb.

(Msb.)

n:heat, &c., heaped up much]. (Msb.) You say
9 & 2 ×

4

o

º

*a*

-

* *

* 2°

o

+

also Jºe Jºe -ºs
Alyx
cº-e 2-e : [He
2
*
*
-

33-34. Intense redness. (K.)

-

J.- c.23°, (A, Mºb) ſaor, Jinf n. Jºë,

has, of money, and of clothes, a collection heaped
horses folloned closely one upon up much] : and i.…. Jºël f [collections
another: (Msb:) or collected themselves together, heaped up]. (A, TA.)
(Msb,)

1 The

and folloned closely one upon another; as also

"-3s: (A) or Jºsé signifies the going

~3°
1. 4.3%, aor. :, inf n. *** (a strange form
of inf. n. ; there being, accord. to Kz., only
fourteen instances of it; as
and 3–3, &c.;

*,

Jºë

quickly of one who is heavily laden : (S, K :)
and

J.- <<= the

horses went quickly, being

though there are many substantives of this
1. Jº Jºsé, aor. -, (S. K.) inf n. ***,
measure; MF) and ** ($, K: accord. to
*...*

~ *

heavily laden : (S:) and
--~3° the camels (TK,) He sought, sought after, or sought to gain, Ibn-Es-Seed and others, this latter is formed
nvent quickly, with heaviness, and followed closely sustenance; or he gained, acquired, or earned; from the former, by putting the second vowel of
(S, K,) and -*; (K;) and col the former in the place of the first: MF) and
one upon another : (TA:) or [simply] went syn.
quickly: (Fr.:) W Jºs also signifies the n'alking, lected; and exercised art, cunning, or skill; *** (L) or 4.3% (K) and 3.3s (L, K) and

Jº

**,

or going, quickly: (IAar, K:) and Jº "J-3&
the horse went as though he were heavily laden:
(S:) or "Jºš signifies the n'alking, or going,
like him who is short and thick : (TA:) and the
moving about the shoulder-joints, and erecting the
-

-

*

o, -

(TA ;) for his family, or household. (S, K.)

Já=

and

Jºe

(K: but this last, which is

tº: CŞ &- <<e, ('Okbeh
also assigned to -ā- in the L, is, accord. to the
Es-Sulamee, TA,) or Alae, (S, K,) I obtained $, which refers, for proof, to the Kur, ch. lxxviii.
from such a one ('Okbeh, S, K) a thing, 28, one of the inf. ns. of ~i= . and Ks says,
— You say also,

Cokheh) or a gift: (S. K.) as also '.…+,

that the people of El-Yemen make the inf. n. of

part between the paps, (but instead of Le -axes (K, and so in a copy of the S,) or Y <<=l. Jaś of the measure Jº, while the other Arabs
• 2 oz. 2 22 -2
4-2-3 cº, we find in some copies tº J. --~~5 ('Okbeh, as related by Aboo-Turáb; and so in make it Jºsé TA) and, accord. to some,
-

-

•

•

º

o , e.

[and descending toniards the place two copies of the S.) And & 4. Jºsé L. J.3é and J.3% (TA: but the latter of these
before him], TA,) mºlen walking, or going along, He did not obtain, and did not take, of him two, though agreeable with analogy, is unheard:
(K, TA,) as though one were going anay at anything. (TA.)
TA): see also ***, below: [He lied; uttered
random ; and thus the mountain-goats go: so
4 : see 1.
a falsehood; said what was untrue :] he gave an

&

42*

accord. to IAar (TA) and Ötº "J-3s

untrue account, or relation, of a thing, whether
8: see 1.

the man was pushed from behind, and fell
donºn.

(TA.)

2 : see 1, first part.
Bk. I.

intentionally or unintentionally. (Msb)

4.38

#3144- [app. Gain, or earnings;] a subst. is of five kinds.-First, The relater's changing,
[from JºJºe as first explained above, or] from or altering, what he hears; and his relating, as
i.

327
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from others, nhat he does not know. This is the their hope hath proved false, or vain. (TA.)
kind that renders one criminal, and destroys manly bº 33 ºil, é, [Kurzii. 110] They (the
virtue.—Second, The saying what resembles a apostles) thought that they had been disappointed
lie, not meaning anything but the truth. Such of the fulfilment of the promise made to them.
2 - 4
is meant in the trad., Juj = <^\5 2-4 ~34 So accord. to one reading. Accord. to another
Abraham said three sayings resembling lies; reading, the verb is * , 34%; [in which case,
he being veracious in the three.—Third, The the meaning of the words appears to be, “They
-

-

-

g

6

-

-

•

*

*

them render thee active, or brisk, and animate

thee, instigate thee, or incite thee (Z.) [A trad.
of 'Omar, quoted below, presents another in
stance to which this signification is said to
apply.]—Or -iè denotes instigation, or in

•

citement, of the person addressed, to keep to the
thing that is mentioned; as in the saying of the

saying nhat is untrue by mistake, or uninten knew that they had been pronounced liars” by Arabs, J-ºl 4.1. 4.3%, meaning Eat thou
tionally; making a mistake; erring. This sig the people to whom they were sent]. . (TA.) honey; but the explanation of this is, (The re

nification is frequent.—Fourth, The finding one's There are also two other readings; V lºſe

and

linquisher of) honey hath erred [to thee; i.e., in

hopes false, or vain.—Fifth, The act of instigating, lsº accord. to the former, the verb refers to his representation of its evil qualites &c.; which
or inciting. (IAmb.) [See illustrations of these the people to whom the apostles were sent; and is equivalent to saying, Eat, or keep to, honey]:
and other significations below; and see more voce lsº means “they knew:” accord. to the latter, J.J. being put for J-4) 3,5. [See also 1 in
J-e.) In like manner, the saying of 'Omar,
&2.] [You say] * &: &- & [He will the words mean, “They (the people above art.
3 lie to thee even as to the place whence he comes.] mentioned) thought that they (the apostles) had & 28.1% º &c., (see below,) signifies
(L, art. 2-2, and in many other places, following broken their promise.” (Jel.) —3% 33% tº Keep ye to the performance of the pilgrimage,
.* P_ee -

22. E

the similar phrase
Lebeed says,

3. J33-4 S, or

ºl.)

sº

L. [The mind did not belie what he &c.; [or (the relinquisher of) the pilgrimage hath
11)—& &i= [His soul erred to thee in his representation of it: therefore

san.] (Kur liii.

lied to him :] his soul made him to desire things, it means as above]. (IAmb.) Accord. to IAmb

&#3-6, Jº wº

*

º

and to conceive hopes, that could scarcely come to

Lie to the soul (i.e., to thy soul,) nhen thou talkest pass. (K.) Hence the soul is called 4.5%).
to it : i.e., say not to thy soul, Thou wilt not You say in the contr. case, a-i-3 4-5.j-e, and
succeed in thine enterprise; for thy doing so will 3,481. (TA.) See Jºë, and art. Jºe. —
divert thee, or hinder thee, therefrom. A pro Hence, º J.3é signifies It rendered him
verb. (Meyd, &c.) —º, pass., He rvas active, or brisk; animated him; instigated him ;
told a lie; a falsehood; or an untruth. (K)— incited him; (K;) as also *34. (Z.)—Hence,
Aboo-Duwäd says,
334- and 4.34 and Jºſé -3% have some
-- d - e. e.

cº &é

+

&; ºn 23*

tº:

times the same signification, though not always
the same government, as 4.ie, Or Aft; Keep to ;

the noun signifying the object of instigation
[which may also be called the cause thereofJ can

not be rightly put in the acc. case: if so put, the
verb is without an agent. (TA.) [But see what
is said on this point in the remarks on the trad.
of 'Omar below.]—Or the verb in a case of this
kind signifies & : thus, : - 4:3é- signifies

The performance of the pilgrimage is possible, or
practicable, to thee: therefore [it means] •Per
, o3

form thou the pilgrimage. (ISh.)- Or &&.
is its original signification; and the meaning
intended is Keep to ; as in the ex. & -3%.

The wild ass hath lied, although he hath passed or take to. The noun following is put in the
from right to left : [the doing which is esteemed nom. case accord. to the dial. of El-Yemen; and
(Agl.) – Antarah, addressing his wife 'Ableh,

unlucky:} or, [agreeably with explanations of in the acc. accord. to the dial. of Mudar: or,

-áē given below,) hath become languid, and as some say, is correctly put in the nom. only. says ; or, accord. to some, the poet is Khuzaz
Ibn-Lowdhán ;
nithin [the sportsman's] ponier, or reach, &c.: (TA.) You say, 13é liè iſ ſº •3é, mean

* * **, 3:AM -3°
or heep to the mild ass, and hunt him, &c. A ing Keep to, or take to, such and such things. It
proverb, applied in the case of a thing that is is an extr. phrase. (ISk.) You also say, cºje
2 *. 2. * :
-1 =
*3 •
hoped for, though difficult of attainment. (TA.)
Jºsu tº Jº- st-e &
“
Jºſé, meaning Keep thou to me; and &de
—-3° and " -- i.e : She (a camel), being
(TA.) i. e., Keep thou to the eating of dates, and
covered by the stallion, raised her tail, and then Jºe Keep ye to me. IAgr. cites the following to the cool water of an old, worn-out, skin; if
verse of Khidásh Ibn-Zaheyr, [in which he
returned neithout conceiving. (En-Nadr, K.)
thou ask me for an evening's drink of milk,
tauntingly compares a people to ticks]:
º

-

w

e-

- - -

...)

-

-

-

-

o

-

-> 0 - -

*

©

-

-

... • *

o Po, e.

J.3é is said of other things than men [and
.* * *

...)

65

e >0, ,

~

* > .

depart : for I have appropriated the milk to my
colt, which is profitable to me, and may preserve

-

animals]; as of lightning, [meaning + It gave a
º

lsº Jºe 3' ºs-34-

º

false promise of rain]: of a dream, an opinion,

me and thee: (L:) cºal is in the nom. case
•* **

a hope, and a desire, [meaning, in each of these
cases, t It proved false]. (TA.) — So also

º

> . . o.

-, ***, *

:*:

-

tº cº Alºys Jºy! Jº

accord. to the dial. of El-Yemen: but in the acc.
º

accord. to that of Mudar. (TA.)- Er-Radee

[Keep ye to me: threaten me, and soothe by (the [reading &all cites this verse as a proof that
mention of) me the land and the peoples, 0 ticks •jē, originally." verb, has become a verbal
eye deceived it.
** [+The
of Mondhab ſ] : meaning Keep ye to me, and to noun, signifying ejº). (TA.) But he is the only
judgment lied]; i.e., he imagined the thing con
satirizing me, when ye are on a journey, and
trary to its real state. (TA.) [See also 33–3 traverse the land mentioning me. (TA.) In one who asserts it to be a verbal noun. (M.F.)
says,
Jººl —4: 4:34 f Thine eye shored thee like manner, 2. 5i 334- --~~ 3 2-5 2. – Also, Mo'akkir •El-Bárikee
2 of
d
n:hat had no reality. (TA)—išč. & 3.3%,
!--→ ~3 i-º-º-32
°
3
in a trad. respecting the proper *
• . .
e :
and " -je, (the latter mentioned in the S.) .6%.
days for being cupped, signifies Keep thou to
~33, all 3 -ālebºl ºv.ie Jº

& cº.º. 4 The sense [i.e., the sight] of the

(TA)—&

-

• 6 p.

•

cº,

…

*

1 The milk of the camel passed anay, or failed.
(Lh.)

—º cº -áē

f [He (a camel) became

(IAth, Z.) The verb is thus used after the
manner of a proverb, and is invariable [as to
3-1 -3é t The heat abated. (TA)—See tense], being constantly in the pret, tense, con
also 2 – 23* He jound his hopes to be false, nected [literally or virtually, when explained by
or vain.
(IAmb.) Ae -34 -º- +5 4:1. followed by the prep. Jº, or by
only
22.É.
_ºv-à3), [Kur vi. 24, lit., See hon, they lied with the person addressed, and in the sense of
against themselves, is said to signify see hon, the imperative. JºJº here [lit.] signifies Let

2}}]

-

* .

. .”

*

Sunday and Thursday, or Monday and Tuesday.

slach, or slow, in his pace: see 2]. (TA.)

º

.º.º.

And many a woman of Dhubyān charged her
sons by [saying], Keep to the red garments
(a-e'), and the bags (or receptacles) of leather
tanned with pomegranate-bark. She charged
them to take plenty of these two things as spoil
from the tribe of Nemir, if they should pre
vail over them. (Aboo-'Obeyd El-Kàsim Ibn
Selåm.)—w.ji= is also said to have the same

Book I.]

*Jé
-

*

&tº -Pºké

meaning in the words of the trad.

[Keep to those skilled in genealogy:] or Regard
is to be had to nihat is said by those skilled in
genealogy: another meaning to which is assigned
below. (TA.). It sometimes signifies It is
incumbent, or obligatory.
(a trad. of 'Omar ; TA:)

ă35-5 sº-

… p 6 e.”

sº

He spoke truth; so as to bear two contr. mean

significations, and " a je signifies the latter:

ings: and thus, Ösº -2.É may signify ($ ) or 42.36°l signifies he shened him that he
Those skilled in genealogy have spoken truth : had told a lie, &c. : (Zj:) or a jel signifies
but another explanation of this saying is given he announced that he had told, or related, a lie,

in this art. (MF, &c.)=4:5ue & ſand &c.; and 'avie, he announced his being a liar,
&c.; (Ks, $ ) or a del and Yaje are syn.:

in the following: the like] Thou brokest wind. (S in art. Jäc.)

à-

4.3% ãº

..ºſe 34°
..º.º. o e.e.

*

: 2

Lºe -º-º
*

e - © e.

2599

*

2. “je, inf n. 43-83, (and ºlie, TA,
and ãº [like iº &c.], occurring in the TA,

but the former sometimes signifies he incited,

urged, or induced, him to lie, %c. (a signification
assigned to it in the K): and sometimes, he made

• *:

Jºſé &i= jºi [The performance of the pil

WOce

£3, &c.)

grimage is incumbent on you: the performance of

He made, or pronounced, him a manifest, or proved, his lying, ğc. (a signification

liar; an utterer of falsehood; or a sayer of also assigned to it in the K): and he found him
(the rites called) 39-all is incumbent on you : what was untrue : (K:) he attributed, or as a liar, &c. (Th, S,” TA.) = --Jel, inf. n.
warring (for the sake of religion) is incumbent cribed, to him lying, untruth, mendacity, or the
: He, being called to, or shouted to,

Jºël,

on you: three expeditions are incumbent on you]: speaking untruth: (Mºb :) and (Msb) [accused
remained silent, feigning to be asleep. (AA, K.)
(S,” K :) or -je, here, is from 4:3 &áē, him of lying:] he gave him the lie; said to him,
“his soul made him to desire things, and to con “Thou hast lied,” &c. (S, Msb.) See also 4.
5. --> He affected lying: or he lied pur
ceive hopes, that could scarcely come to pass;”
and the meaning is let [the eacpectation of the

—º ~i=, inf. n. * and Jºlie

posely (23& Jºš) (Š, K.) He told a lie;
the latter inf. n. of the dial. of El-Yemen: Ks,
rendard which will follon) the performance of the Fr) and 23-, (TA,) He rejected, disalloned, [like ~3°.] (MA, K.L.) [See also an instance
in which it is trans., meaning He spoke falsely,
pilgrimage render thee active, or brisk, and
denied, disacknowledged, disbelieved in, or dis
voce ejº.]—aº, (K) and 3.13 -3S, (TA,)
animate thee, instigate thee, or incite thee, to the
(K:

…

wº

tº

be ,

w

act : [and so of the rest of the trad.: but here I credited, the thing; syn. &í; (K;) as also He asserted that he was a liar. (K.)
Bekr Es-Siddeek says,
should observe, that, for
and *:::: and &ie, and ***. (Jel, iii. 11) Ex. xià
Úje tºū, [And they rejected our signs, with
* 32.2 .
• 2, 2; 4
4&3, in the CK, we should read 433 &c.)
lºº List -**-5) J3-y

Aboo

43&

-

rejection: Kur, lxxviii. 28). ($) And -iè
incitement, meaning 2:1. sº L. sºil, and "…ie, see art. L, and

*

(K:) — or, as ISk says, -3°, here, seems to

denote instigation, or
a- keep ye to it; and is an extr, word with see 1.-3. ~i= t He repelled from him, [or
respect to analogy: ($:) — accord. to Akh., defended him]; syn. 2:. 3. namely, a man.
: ! is governed in the nom. case by ºv.je; (K.) [See exs. voce esse, in art. 22.1-J but as to the meaning, it is in the acc.; because ~i= tº, inf. n. **, f He charged, and nas
the meaning is a command to perform the pil not conſardly, (S, K,) and did not retreat. (TA.)

6, e.

*

-** tº “… , i. asks

+

[An apostle came to them, speaking truth; but
they brought a charge of lying against him,
or asserted him to be a liar, and said, Thou shalt
not stay among us]. (TA.)

6. lºst& They lied, &c., one to another. (S.)
grimage; as when you say, & & [“the ~3= 2: Jº- He charged, and then was See also tisuaj.
game hath become within thy power, or reach”], conardly, or did not charge nith earnestness, or
meaning “shoot it,” or “cast at it:” (S:) he sincerity: ($ :) — or falsified the opinion formed Jºſé and * and £34. and $3% i.4.
who puts -- in the ace case, [agreeably with of him: or made a false charge. (A.) ~3° ** &c. (K, art. •Pºe.)
a; & He charged, and then retreated from
one relation of the trad., TA,) makes Jºſe [or
2 : o #
...”

-

•

ii, adversary. (Sh.) Jºin ~i= He was Jºsé and ‘iºſ (pl. -sell (S, K) and
_sºle] a verbal noun; and in -pje is ſimplied]
the pronoun which refers to &- [and which is conardly in fight. -ºš in fighting is the "Jºë and **ść. (K: this last a pass.
the agent of the verb); (K;) or the agent is
implied in ºrde, and explained by what follows

contr. of 332. (TA)—ºn wie [He
slackened his

pace,

part. n. used in the sense of an inf. n., as is said

or became slon), after giving to be done in only four other instances: MF)

and W ãº. ($, K: a fem. pass. part. n, which
it ; (Sb ;) [so that] the meaning is
4-3 promise of being quick;] he did not proceed in his is less used in this manner than a masc.: TA
journey with energy. (TA.) —Jº & Jé L.
>~!! *: (Z:) or, [as shown above,) --Jê
13é, (so in the TA, and in a MS. copy of the K: [or perhaps an inf. n., as its contr. ii.33. is
is a verbal n., meaning Aft , and
is in the

3-

3

*

&-

in the CK, and in two copies of the S,

3Å u :) said to be:]) and * 3:33. (K: a meemee inf. m.

acc. case as governed by it: (Er-Radee :) though t He did not delay to do so : (S, K:) he was not
agreeable with analogy: TA) and W #3& (CK :
its being in the acc. case, accord. to some, is
conardly and weak, and did not delay to do so. omitted in a MS. copy, and in the TA) and
altogether unknown : (TA :) —[or the meaning
(TA.) = §§ 3,2; &: ~3° He abstained,
is as stated before on• the
authority
of ISh.:]— or desisted, or dren back by reason of fear, from "33% ($, K) and "343% and "Jºë (K)
2
o
3 and

or the trad. means ºs cºl &

~553) &:

*

33

(L, art.

,) are synonymous:

a thing that he had desired to do. (K.)—-3=
*i; tº ests * ... 3. [(the re (and * ~3°, TA) + He (a wild beast) took a (S, K) [all of these are regarded by some as

linguisher

of) the pilgrimage hath erred to thee if run, and then stopped to see n:hat n'as behind
it have been spoken of (by him) as not sufficient, him, (K,) whether he were pursued or not.
(and as not) abolishing the sins, or offences, (TA.)
(committed) before it: agreeably with the ex
3.99 •

*

9.e. e.
-

3. *ště, inf n. *ść and Jºlie, I lied,

planation by IAmb, given above]. (K.)
Jºſé He said what was false unintentionally; &c., to him, and he to me. (K,” TA.)

inf ns., signifying The act of lying; uttering a
falsehood; or saying what is untrue : by others,
all but the first seem to be regarded as simple
substantives, signifying a lie; a falsehood; an
untruth; a fiction; a fable: and the first, being
an inf. n., is often used as a subst.] – & Č.
'*33& J J-9 • 2. [Verily no lying, or lie,
º “

. o e

& J.

• 0.

committed a mistake, or error. The verb is used

g

4. *** He found him a liar; an utterer of
in this sense by the people of El-Hijáz, and the |falsehood; or a sayer of what was untrue : (S, is attributable to the sons of Numeyr] is related
rest of the Arabs have followed them in so using
K:) or he said to him, “Thou hast lied ”: 3c. : as a phrase of the Arabs. (Fr.) – cº & &
it. (Towsheeh.) = *** is also said to signify (TA:) or this verb bears the former of these two W iº. 23- Jº; i.e., Jºë; [Verily no
-

327*
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~3° – 24
falsity is attributable to the valour of the sons of from -áē “he lied, &c.:” (S, K, &c. :) [the
such a one]. ($) – "isle (239 Jºj (Kur first word a simple epithet, signifying Lying,

[Book I.
jë
e -

* -

a -

1. Lê, i. e.] a-àº 3-, as distinguished from
lvi. 2,] signifies There shall be no rejecting its &c.; or a liar: each of the others an intensive
the trans. Jé, [aor. : ,] (S, Mgh,) inf. n.
happening [as a falsity): āºšte being here an epithet, signifying Lying, jºc., much; mendacious;
inf n. : (Fr) or āşşte is here a subst. put in the or a great, or habitual, liar]. Pl. of the first (S,) or Joſé, (Mgh,) [or both, J. He returned.
word [Ösº and] Jºie
and of the third, (S, Mgh.) Yºu say
place of an inf. n., like
and #3% and
Jé, (A, K,) aor, ?,

je,

#3%

#3%.

(S)—’áń. 3, and W Jé S), and "&é ^),
I do not accuse thee of lying; or make thee a

º

Jºſé (S:) or, accord. to some, the last is (TA) inf n. * and ºft- and 3,83 (A, K)
pl. of Jºsé, contr. to analogy; or pl. of Jºãe, andjº, (CK,) He turned to, or against, him,

liar: (TA:) [and in like manner] & * Ş, which is an inf n used as an intensive epithet. or it: (A, K:) he returned to, or against, it :
and 3 Jé 'y, signify -ºš ') There is no (MF)—see Jºe — #3% £eº, [in the (TA:) the primary signification is the turning
accusing thee of lying; or making thee a liar. Kur Xcvi. 16, signifies º-te ise à-ou [By] to, or against, a thing, either in person, or in
act.
(El-Basār) And sº e º ſº [He
(Lb.) —º "J"sº [The lies of poetry]. a forelock whose on ner is a liar. (TA.) — Of
• 2
-?»
was put to flight : then he returned, or turned
(TA)—see 2: … Jº Bº, ſku. the same kind is the expression W -25 93),
g

-

xii. 18, They brought, upon his shirt, false blood]: meaning Jºsé Ç-te tº [A dream whereof back, against him]. (A.) And Jºº- 5-9,
aOr. 2, inf. n. Jé, The horseman [n'heeled round,
--Jê here means '-º', ; (Fr and Abu-l the dreamer finds it to be false, or vain; i.e. a
or about, or] fled, to nheel round, or about, and
'Abbāsi) or is for-34- LS3, meaning 4:3 +33*: false, or vain, dream]. (TA.) [See also a verse
then returned to the fight: (Msb:) [or returned
cited voce Jº-J–é. 35 **ść, &
… a •

(Zj:) or the blood is termed pie because he
(Jacob) was told a lie thereby. (Akh.) See [Verily the habitual liar in some fero instances
speaks truth]. A proverb. (T.A.) — išū
another reading in art. --A*.
Jºsé, and W J.33, 1 A she-camel that, being
Jé see º'.
covered by the stallion, raises her tail, and then
&3% : See
returns nithout conceiving. (En-Nadr, K.) —

*.

retiring, or being put to flight; as is implied in
the phrase next preceding, from the A, and in

many other examples: and simply, he charged,
or assaulted: opposed to
we 9-o-, * 29

3:

y º o ,

See

Şā,

below.]

, , ,

You say also 25 J13 SW ** 515-M [The courser
ăsâte iº-, and "ā53& [[J' (see #553 a...),) is suitable, or fit, for returning to the fight, or
6 .

g

to the fight after niheeling round, or about, or

-

Jºſé : See v.ie.

6 - d -

-

6.

J. & .

6.

--

x 0

,

t A charge that is followed up with conſardice for charging, or assaulting, and fleeing]. (Mºb.)
and retreating. (TA) = cºliº An epithet [And j= signifies He, or it, returned time after
applied to Museylimeh El-IIa haſe and El-Asread
Jé Susi The
time.] You say
his soul) told him truth :] the soul diverted El-'Ansee. (K.) [Each of them is called returning of night and day time after time caused
him, or hindered him, or held him bach, from an ~3&I.]

4,36. and ãº f Names of the soul. (AZ,
K.) See 1 — sº,
22, [The soul (i.e.

ſº Jº-

him to come to an end. (Msb.) Also 4.

undertaking, causing him to imagine himself

3

2

Jé

|

5 §

Jºël [More and most, lying, or mendacious]: | He returned from him, or it. (A, K.) And
unable to prosecute it. (TA.) One says so of
4; & *}=}<3 He returned from that. (TA.)
a man who threatens another, and then belies see an ex. Voce a lev.
himself, and is cowardly and weak. (AA.)
=}= is also trans., as well as3 intrans.
; (S,
•2 > 0 }
Fr cites this hemistich :
à53.<>1: see -3°.
TA;) exe, (aor. -, TA,) inf. n. x=, signifying
- d. J.

-

*

.

** *

*:::= (#32 tº § J.

*

Jáš and *

*

Until, nºhen his souls told him the truth, or
diverted him, &c.: the poet assigning souls to the
person spoken of because of the several opinions
of the soul. (TA.)
5

J .

s

9.

º

He made, or caused, him, or it, to return : (S,
Mgh, TA :) and [in like manner, & W .»ex

Jºë.

… •,

* . ."

6

2- : * *

|

-

º

O -

-lje : see -3°.

à 13° t A piece of cloth that is dyed of various

+

~238-

-

2-2

o .

.

-

|Jºe, inf. n. 3) = <>, he made him to return,

or

recert, o,from
such *a* ~ :thing.
(TA.)
You say
- a 2.
.
* a-, 3-le je, and 4–03, inf. n. x=, [He turned
…

•

ãº Jºe : see -3°.
º

-

o

i

: see -3°.

... o.º.

back his spear, and his horse, against him].

-

~53&o: see -3.<> – [One to whom a lie,
falsehood, or untruth, is told : see 2.É..] Ex.

* .. 2

2

See

*

2- : * *

4.

*

--|--> : see -3°.

:

-

Jºl Jºſe

&” Jé

(A) =>=, aor. : , ($, K,) and [see. pers.

<º,

aor. 2, (K,) inf. n.

Jºë,

(S, A,” K,”

He uttered a sound like that of one throttled,
. orTA,)strangled:
($, K:) or like that of one ha

colours, or figured, as though it n'ere embroidered,
rassed, or fatigued, or overburdened: (TA :)
and stuck to the ceiling of a chamber: so called Every man, in respect of the length of life, is lied or he rattled in his throat (***) in dying :
because one would imagine that it [meaning to [by his own soul]. A proverb. (Meyd, &c.)
(AZ, S:) or he made a sound in his breast like

what is figured] is upon the ceiling, whereas it —ºº Jº (originally * *** A fake 2 * ~ *
|
:- [or rattling in the throat in dying], (A,
is upon a piece of cloth beneath the ceiling. saying, or lie; [lit..] a saying in which a false
TA)
but not the same as this latter ; and thus
(A, L.)
hood, or lie, is told. (M, TA, voce *:::...)
do horses, in their breasts. (TA.) [See j-.]
José and "Jºlie (fem, with 5, TA) and
— Also, He (a sick man) gave up his spirit, at
à-53&o: see -je. =A weak woman. (IAar,
*

º,

****

and

* 3:34.

(S, K) and

* 3:34,

in c.

*

s

and

death. (TA.) – See

alsojº, below.

K.) — A virtuous woman. (TA.)

"Jºs (like 3:25, TA) and "Jºe (K)
~30& [signifying lies, falsehoods, or untruths,) 2. ºe, inf n. 2; ($, Msh, K) and ºfti,
and Y &áč. and W â938. and W $334 and is said to be a word that has no proper sing. : or (S, K.) or the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,)
or, as AA said to Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, in
* 3:3# (S, K; neither of which last two it is pl. of ~3°, contr. to analogy: or its sing. reply to a question respecting the difference
.
* : *~
*.
2.

- -

and '593:e ($, K) and "Gº (Az, K)
, o, e.

-

-

6.

-

-

*

-

-

* ,

-

words has its like in measure, IJ) and is ~38.2 : like as is said of &--.
Jºe (K) epithets, applied to a man, &c. (M.F.)

and

*3.

between the measures

Jaii

and

W * , ,o f :

latter is a simple subst., and the

Jºi-, the
former, with

Jés

Book I.]
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fet-h, is an inf. n., (S, TA,) [but there are two racemes of the pa
palm-tree called Jºey's
. --ry

#=

and 0

s’y

*

inf ns. of the measure Júñ5, both of unaug the [portion of the branch called] -º-º: (TA :) [ii. 162,]
5

A return.

(Msb.) So in the Kur,

... o.

.

*3

*> 3

§e ū & ; [Would that there were

-

mented verbs, namely & and Uşş,] and 3,85, or a rope, in general : (Th, K:) and the rope for us] a return to the world, or former state.
(Ibn-Buzurj, K,) [He repeated it, or reiterated [or sheet] of a sail: (S:) or the rope of a ship : And so in xxvi. 102, and xxxix. 59. (Jel.)
it, either once or more than once :] he repeated or the rope by n!hich a ship is dranºn : (TA :) And so in the saying of Mohammad, &l &
it several times; reiterated it : (Msb:) or he and a 23 ſor pair of shackles, or hobbles,) made 2& Jé § Fear ye God, [fear ye God,)
repeated it one time after another; (K;) which of J or of palm-leaves: (Ki) pl. }*. (S, and return to your prophet. (Mgh.) — [Hence,
may mean he tripled it, unless the “other” time TA.) = The thing that connects the [tno pieces The return to life;] the resurrection; the renewal
be not reckoned as a repetition; (TA ;) as also
of mankind, or of the creation, after perishing.
of
wood
called]
cºg
of
the
[hind
of
camel's
* ==; (K; [in the CK, $º is put by saddle called] Jº, (S, K,) and that enters [or (TA.) — [Hence also, A return to the fight,
after n:heeling anay, or retiring : and simply,
mistake for &== ;]) either by act or by speech:
is inserted ) into them: (S:) [See 3-3 and a charge, or an assault, (Mgh, K,) in n-ar;

(M.F.) it differs from stºi, which signifies|.2-3.)

or the skin, or leather, into which the (TA;) as also "Jé : ($gh, K :) pl. 3.5-.
(K.) — [Hence also, A. time; one time; [in
the sense of the French “fois”; generally
repeated, or used in the pl. form, so as to denote
a returning to an action, once, or more; i.e.,
repetition, or reiteration, thereof, agreeably with

only “he repeated
it once; ” for none
but the
&2
×2 - ?
22 & 2.
<Miº of the Jº enter; occupying the same
vulgar say tºo oxleſ; whereas oxy-- may
• ?:
place in the Jº as the Jºsé have in the ---,
signify [not only the same as ostel, as it does in
many instances, but also] he repeated it time eaccepting that the cy's". As do not appear before
after time : (Aboo-Hilál El-Askeree:) some ex the aſſº (TA) pl. , i. (S, TA)
plain sº as signifying he mentioned it twice,
2

…•

-

-

the primary signification;] syn. 3. (S, K :)
A certain measure of capacity, (Mgh,
pl. as above. (S.) You say 3,4- * 3,4- &
(Sadr-ed-Deen Zádeh :) when it is used in the Msb, K,) of the people of El-'Irak, (Mgh, K,)
for mheat; (S;) nell known; (Msb;) consisting [He did it time after time]. And -5° &
former of these two senses, the term 3,85 applies
of sic ass-loads, (K,) that is, sixty times the [He did it several times]. (A.)—[Hence also,
to the second, and to the first [with respect to
the second]: ('Ináyeh, in the early part of quantity called jºij, (Az, Mgh, Msb, K,) accord. A turn to prevail against an opposing party;
922, …;
chap. ii.; and TA:) but its explanation as to the people of El-'Irak, (TA,) the jº-3 being victory. So in the Kur, [xvii. 6,
eight
**@,
[in
the
TA,
six,
but
this
is
a
*
§§
[Then
rve
gave
to
you
the
turn to
signifying the mentioning a thing one time after
another is a conventional rendering of the mistake, and the
prevail
against
them
;
the
victory
over
them].
being a
and a half,
rhetoricians: (MF:) Es-Suyootee says, that n!hich is three stºla-Ace ; so that the re, accord. (Bd, Jel.)
and he mentioned it one time after another :
6 , 2-

*

-

* 22

- 6 2.

~ *

-

*

£º

3%

signifies the renewing the first word or to this reckoning, is twelve times the quantity
phrase; and it denotes a sort of Jºeu [or cor called Jº, (Az, Mgh, Msb,) each cº-3 being

(sº :
s

See

§e.

-

roboration]; but it is said to be a condition of si.cty times the quantity called £U.e : (Az, Mgh :) Jºe, an inf n. : see 1. — Also, A hoarseness
*** that the words or phrases [which are in the Kitāb Kudámeh, it is said that the or roughness of the voice, occasioned by dust. (K.)
repeated] be without interruption, and occur not Jé called Jº is sixty times the quantity
39° :
more than three times; and that j985 differs called ješš, and the jºš5 is ten 5-i. and the
3,4-ſe The callosity, or callous protuberance,
from it in both these particulars; so that the
Jé called Jää is trice the quantity of the upon the breast of the camel, (**) jj cº,
6 * >

weja.

• 2 w"

-, -

w &

.

phrase in the Kur, [chap. lv.,] tº sº). Jus
•
JW3.85 is an instance of 3985, not of Jºeu,
• * ~ *

*

J3. Jé,

that is, by the jºš5 of the

Jºe, a. S, K,) which, nihen the animal lies don'n, touches

hundred and twenty times the quantity of the
because it occurs [with interruptions and] more
j.a5 ; mith this }= are measured unripe dates
than three times; and so another phrase in the
*2, P
and dried dates and also olives, in the districts of
Kur, [chap. lxxvii.,] cº-º-V 3-32 Jºs. (TA.) El-Basrah; and the jºš used for measuring
You say 3* as: Jº 3,4- [He repeated, or dates is twenty-five times the Jº, of Baghdād;
reiterated, such a thing, or saying, to his ear, or so that the Jää
is three thousand times as
ears, or hearing]. (A.)
much as the UP; ; and the Jé called
is
-

-

-

... o.

9 o'.

*

w

[and rests] upon the ground, projecting from his
body, like a cake of bread; (TA ;) it is one of
the five -Ga.; [of n!hich there is one at each
one at each stifle-joint] : (S, TA:) or
the breast of any animal of which the foot is of
knee and

the kind called -i-. (Ki) pl. Jeſſé. (TA.)

&=9| *śl - ſlit. The incision of the eye, i.

when a camel has a disease, so that he is not
[It became repeated, or reiterated: the third part of the Jº-, that is, twenty times
even when he lies down upon his breast; in
and it recurred]. You say º J& [It (a as much as the jºš3, by the measure of the
5.

>

Jº- with thi, Jé, rice is measured : and the

saying) became repeated, or reiterated, to him].
(A.)

consequence of which, a vein is gently drawn
forth
from the 3,5-ye, and then he [or it] is
je called Jºjº is equal to them two [but what
• oz
cauterized. Hence the following, in a trad. of
these two are is not shown]: and the USj'981 is Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr:
equal to them two: and the 2,+. is stacth
2.É-5\lae
part of the jºš : and the jºš is the tenth part
2 - 22 32
$:
of the -º-; (Mgh.) or the Jé is forty times #
3°98, j cle tº 3! Jeºs
-

R. Q. 1.

&==

see 1 : and 2.

R. Q. 2.

Jé:

see 1.

w

-

Jº

a

2 . . .

#

-

3.

,<= A rope [made in the form of a hoop) by

-

-

-

• 6.… •

means of which one ascends a palm-tree; ($, K;) as much as the quantity called º;; (K;) by [Your bounty is for those who smite your necks,
accord. to A'Obeyd, a name not applied to any the reckoning of the people of Egypt, as ISd and n'e are invited mºhen there is a difficult under
other rope; and so, says Az, I have heard from says: (TA) the pl. is ſei. (S, Mºb) [It taking to be accomplished, like the incision of
the Arabs; it is made of the best of [the fibres is app. connected with the Hebrew nº, whence the Jel,<> :] meaning, ye invite us only when
of the palm-tree called] -á, - (TA:) or a thick the Greek kópos, (a measure containing, accord. ye are distressed, because of our skill in war;
rope; (K;) accord. to AO, made of ~#9, and of to Josephus, six Attic medimni,) occurring and on occasions of bounty, and ampleness of the
the outer covering (243) of the [portions of the in Luke xvi. 7.]
means or circumstances of life, others. (IAth.)

º
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jë - ºrº

* A place of war or fighting [nhere the com pleaseth. (L.) See Ham, p. 290. – ºr e,
batants return time after time to the conflict, aor. 2, He loaded a she-camel. (S, K.) =
wheeling anay and then turning back], (S)
**, (aor. 3, inf. n. Jºſé, TA,) It (sorrow,

§e [an inf. n. of 1, q.v.] – [You say]
tº 3. išu. J. :* (this is the right reading;
and some say that ' '...}} is correct TA: [the

grief, &c., $, K, or an affair, Mºb, TA) afflicted,
One who returns often [to the fight, after distressed, or oppressed, him, (S, Msb, K,) so that latter is the reading in the CK:]) There are a
wheeling anay, or retiring, or being put to flight]; it filled his heart with rage. (Msb.) See also 8. hundred camels, or about that number; or
nearly so. (K.) ºrºfº is syn. with $5. (L.)
as also "je. (K) –3. J.; A horse that

×.

=33. Jé, aor. 2, (inf n. Jºſé, TA,) and
returning to the fight, and * lºſe, (K) and "lºyel, ($, K.) He put or =}=(S, o, K) and "āº; # (S, o, Mºb, K)
Grief [or distress, that affects the breath or res

is suitable, or fit, for

for charging, or assaulting.

(S.)

And

Jº

attached, a

* to the bucket.

ji. X- A horse well trained, nilling, and active, **, aor. 2, The rope called -ºº

(S, K.) – piration, [lit.] that takes anay the breath: (S, O,
of his bucket and so accord. to some copies of the K, [agree

ready to return

to the fight and to flee. (TA.)
broke. (K.) 3.e, aor. 2; and "-je; ex
§º. išć A she-camel that is milled twice plained by the words jº- ** -ºš 3kil,
every day. (A, $gh, K)
[app. meaning, He caused the ---,+ (a baker's
* …. s.
3, Kle [Repeated; reiterated]. —º- The wooden implement) to make a sound, or a re
letter 3: (K:) because of the faltering of the iterated sound, such as is termed aíſibl. (K.)
tip of the tongue which is observable when one = 2,4-5 (accord. to the Ki) or "-j-e,
pauses after uttering it, occasioned by the re inf n. Jºš (accord. to IM;) He soned land
iteration with which that is done; wherefore, such as i. called *-*. (K.) —Jº 45°,

-

with respect to

iſºl,

ably with present usage, see Jº, last sentence:])
or the soul: (so [erroneously] accord. to some
copies of the K) or anaciety, solicitude, or dis
quietude of the mind: (Msb:) [or grief, or
anaciety, that presses heavily upon the heart :] or
both signify anaciety, grief, or intense grief:

(MA) pl. of the former º, (K) and of the
latter º. (Mºb.)
º, e -

[as an obstacle thereto,
aor. 2, inf n.

it is reckoned as two letters. (TA.) –

Jé and 25°,

6 e >

•rº ; see ºrº-.

He turned over

[5<!,
the ground for soning,

in the present day, also signifies Refined, as an
(S, Msb.) = **,

(K) or for

cultivating.
aor. 2, He took the *

epithet applied to sugar, &c.]

* The rope that is tied to the bucket after
the

cº, which

is the first [or main] rope, so

(or loner parts, or ends, of the branches) from the that it (the -pje) remains if the cº-e break: or
palm-trees. (IAar, K.) He lopped a palm the rope that is tied to the middle of the cross-bars
-j

tree. (Mºb.) = -2,4, aor. 2; and "-j-e; of the bucket, (and is then doubled, and then
1. --><>, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºſé, It n'as, or IIe ate the dates called ağ. (K.) = 45°, trebled, S,) so as to be that nihich is neart the
became, near; drew near; approached. (S, K.) aor. 2, inf. n. Jºſé, He twisted [a rope &c.] water, in order that the great rope may not rot :
[Compare 35.] – [You say] & & -º-, (J3: accord. to some copies of the K) or he (S, K:) but in a marginal note in a copy of the
-

º

- -

S, it is said that this latter explanation properly

and & Jé, He, or it, was near, or nigh, slen (Já; accord. to other copies of the same).
applies to the Jis ; not to the -º- : (IM :) pl.

to being — . (TA.) This is one of the verbs

-je.

3,4-i. (TA)=-º-º-

see 1 in four places.

[coll. gen. n.) The
loner
parts,
or
ends,
of
palm-branches,
(S, K,)
act. part. n. of the verb which is its proper 3. 4-5te i. q. 433, He, or it, approached, or
which are thick and broad, (K,) like shoulder
enunciative: [so that] you do not say, Jé nvas or became near to, him or it. (K.) The J
blades: ($:) or the stumps of the branches, or
[in which Jºë implies the pron. 34, is substituted for J. (TA.)
what remain upon the palm-tree, of the loner
to which one does not give as its enunciative the

2.

tºlà

which is &
called&i,
its itsnoun;
L-5te is put(Sb.)
for
properand
enunciative].

[He, or it, affected him with **, parts, or ends, of the branches, after the lopping,
i.e. sorrow, grief, distress, or affliction: occurring like steps: n, un, with 5. (TA.) Hence the
13- Jake & * He was near, or nigh, to in the TA in several places.] = +2}=1, inf. n. proverb,
doing so; he well nigh, or almost, did so. ($, K.)
J * 3. +jē Jº
3. &= Jº
Jº sº The sun was, or became, near
-

a -

4.

&=

J58, or
•

-

• * 0.

Jºël. He filled (K) a skin. (TA)—ºel

*

º

-

&

*

He nearly filled the vessel : [as also av,51].

to setting. (S, K.) – 9.3% J) iºn strºë (TA.) – See 1. = ~p)=l, inf n.
1. He [When nas the nºisdom of God in the stumps, or
The girl nas near to coming of age. (TA.) — hastened, or sped: ($, K:) he ran, in the manner lonier ends, of palm-branches?] (S.) Said by
#. <-º- The fire was near to becoming termed jº- and 34% (AZ.) You say, 34. Jereer, in reply to Es-Salatán El-'Abdee, who

$ºl,

jū.

had pronounced El-Ferezdak superior to Jereer
[Take up thy feet with speed, in point of lineage, and Jereer superior to El
together the two pasterns of an ass or of a when you order one to hasten in his pace. (S.)
Ferezdak as a poet. IB denies it to be a pro
• 2 e &
camel with a rope or nith shackles. (TA.) –

extinguished. (S, K.) = *

BIe bound near

*H 43-

-

In this sense, ºx-ei is said of a man, but verb; but IM contends against him that it is.
3.i. Jé Eſe straitened, or made narron, the seldom; and of a horse, or other animal that [The meaning is, When was God's wisdom in
shackle, or shackles, ($, K, TA,) upon the runs. (Lth, Lh.)
husbandmen, and possessors of palm-trees 7 for

[animal] shackled. ($, K.) 'Abd-Allah Ibn
'Anameh Ed-Dabbee says,
...

+

6 ×

6 - ©.

.

• 2 of

. . .”

tºº & S 9,9-2-3
…

+

,

A 6 -

© .

the region of Es-Salatán's tribe abounded in
5.

* 22 -

5-2

º

2

~xº~ 3--" -32 × 3.

º

[Check thine ass: let him not pasture at large

~5& He picked the dates called a ſé

palm-trees. The words are applied to a man
(K) from among the roots of the branches (TA) who provokes another to a contest for excellence,
[after the racemes of fruit had been cut off]; and being unworthy of the contest. See Freytag,
•- o 3
als—Jſ ~s he picked the dates that nere among Arab. Prov., ii. 628.]
the roots of the branches of the palm-tree, as also

Çüé (AHA, TA in art. J-)

ãº

:

See

Jé.

in our meadon : in that case he will be sent back

ãº sing of *. which latter signifies The
8. Jºel He became afflicted, distressed, or
channels
in which water flons (S) in a valley :
oppressed,
by
sorrow,
grief,
&c.,
(K,)
or
by
an
Do not venture to revile us; for we are able to

nith the ass's shackles straitened]: (S:) meaning
shackle this ass, and to prevent his acting as he

affair : (TA :) so also " **, aor. 2. (TA.)

(K:) or the upper parts ( 24%) of valleys.

~jº – Jºë

Book I.]

roots of the branches: (AHn, TA voce

iš-,

hastel ($)=ºle ºf An afflicting, distres.

içº,

in the

ing, or oppressive, affair. (TA.)

(AA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing bees,
•

22

-

2 3

*

--

-+

º

\ºlyx

*

ºye (i.e. tº i < *,

-35-tºl

2603

which signifies the same :) pl.

83.9 “glº
formation of which, the augmentative letter

*

& A joint full of iners (K)—t A

(meaning the fem. 3, TA,) seems to have been
rejected [or disregarded]; for ājū; (this is the

hard hoof. (TA)—t A firm, or compact,
[The eaters, or feeders, among them, resort to the
beast of carriage: ($:) a horse of strong and
upper parts of the mountains, busily engaged, and right reading; TA; but in some copies of the K firm make: (A.A.) a firm, or compact, (or
pour down (into) ravines with crooked water we read Jº, and in oilº Já ;) does not strongly compacted, TA,) rope, building, joint, or
channels]. (S.) [Jºls--, -39-5, and -****, form a pl. on the measure alasi. (K.)- AHn
horse: (K:) a strong horse. (ISd.)—Jº.
are explained as above in the TA: and ~\,\! is
says, that in this verse of Abdo Dhu-eyb,
Jºãº, (A) and J-u.' ' 'º, (Lth,)
said in the S and TA, art. --J, to be here pl. of
• , o , , ºf 2.
-* * * * *
! An animal offirm joints. (Lth, A.) – º X ,
&-9. In a copy of the S, this last is erroneously
** 2L, cº-e ~~a-ae tº
* ~ 5 p.

o

º

º

tºº.) i.e (in the TA, written
Jºſé,) The piece of wood (j) in which is inserted

written

E.

…•

Jºe e

*

Gle a 2x

º

31- t of firm make (TA)=&Lſ < .

*

ð -

* .

.”.”

--

Js- 3-tº- J”

*

Camels that are brought to the doors of the tents,
or dwellings, in the season of severe cold, in order

the head of a tent-pole. (K.)
…

* *

avel signifies Mountain-tops, from which the that they may be narmed by the smoke: (K:)

•6 -

2 <-2,” sº
of the mountains flows donn; and that its [or] i. q. <ºi. See *i. (TA.) = i,
(S:) fem. tº : nater
K, 33
. 3 - 9:
pl.
is
azºº
:
but
ISd
remarks,
that
this
assertion
Yaakoob asserts,
A bucket having a -5° attached to it. (S.)
that the J in this word is a substitute for the J is not valid; because a sing. of such a measure
does not form a pl. on the measure *i-ji. He
**** and "J-44- Afflicted, distressed, or
in Öğ; but ISd denies this. (TA)
also says, in one place, that a, el is [said to be] oppressed, by sorrore, grief, or anciety. (K,
;9] ~9é* [app. ~9° or -º,-] What is less pl. of ay!,4-, which signifies “dates that fall Mşb.) = See also *
than sº A-; [i.e., n-hat is nearly equal to the among the roots of the palm-branches;” but
full, or piled-up, contents, or measure, of a vessel]. [that] this is a mistake: upon which ISd re
marks, In like manner, [this] his saying is in
cºe
(TA) See ºft.
my opinion a mistake. (TA.)
Q. 1.
He prostrated another: or,

vessel nearly full:
pl. Jºſé and Jºë. (TA.)
colºr= A

*

.9

-

• P.

*

-

-

->

#4. Jº 359

3–34

[The turning over of the soil is

iº A misfortune; a calamity : (S:) or a [evidently a mistake for and,) inf. n. i-Jé, he
the work of the ozen): a proverb. ($, K.)
(TA:) and
See art. Jºe: [where other readings, namely severe misfortune, or calamity: (K:) pl. *. ran heavily; (K;) as also
3,9] and 3%g and $39, are mentioned]. (S.)
he ran at a slower pace than that termed
&sº (K) and
or this latter is a i-ś, (K,) or 4.3%, which is a pace of the
(K.)
** i. q.
[Land which has neither mistake, and iº, (TA,) [Hebr. Daº ass and mule only. (L.)

&*.

&º,

§

water nor trees: or land that

i. cleared

soning and planting ; pl., app., ~9ée:

for Cherubim, the chiefs, or princes, of the angels;

See an

the archangels; (K;) of whom are Jebraeel and

ex. near the end of the first paragraph of art. Meekáeel and Isrāfeel; who are also called
--d-:) (K:) and
[land that is not &sjid, accord to Abu-l-Áliyeh (TA) the

Jºu-

L-º

Jºſé

A coarse garment or piece of cloth :

(Msb:) or coarse garments or pieces of cloth:

cultivated nor ploughed], that has never been nearest of the angels to the bearers of the throne:
soned. (TA.) See also J.----4 nooden so called from ~}<> as signifying “nearness” or ($: [but this explanation is omitted in some
implement of a baker, or maker of bread, with the “being near:” (L:) or from their firmness, copies :]) or a garment or piece of cloth of white

iº

cotton : (K:) and so
(TA:) or the
or compactness, of make ; [see & because of
latter is a more particular term: (S:) [i.e., the
[In the TA is added “in the oven”: but I doubt their strength, and their patience in worship: or former is a coll, gen, n., and the latter is the n.
the propriety of this addition.] = A knot, or from *. “sorrow &c.,” because of their fear un...] a Persian word arabicized; (S, Mºb, K ;)
joint, (**), of a reed or cane. (K.) = and awe of God. (M.F.) Sh quotes the follow originally with fet-h, ſo-º] altered because
Accord. to IAar, i. q. &#, which is the same ing of Umeiyeh :
of the rareness of the measure JSº, (K,) in the

which he forms the cakes of bread (-iº). (K)

º

as

º

the

P.6.

[Jº is an arabicised word, from
Persian e-º-º: or a 3-, both of which
e--

e

.9

o

•* * *

o

* * *

***

**

> 2.

*

…)

cases of words not reduplicative: (TA:) [or
from DE 72, (see Est. i. 6) whence also Jºë,

~, ex* * ****

º p 6 p.

[Archangels, among whom are (some) that bend

signify a rolling-pin, and this meaning is given
to ºt, and tº in the present day. It should

be remarked, however, that -*. (with c),
which is probably a corruption of ~3°, is a

donym

the body, and (some) that prostrate and kāpiragos, and carbasus:] pl. Jºſé. (S,

themselves].

Msb.)

(TA.)

3

Jºſé jºu

tº There is not any one in the

-

* →

* -

sºlº 4 seller of2 ofJ-º',ée: (Mgb:) a rel. n.,
app. likened 3to ...Cºjuají;
for otherwise, by rule,
•
wº

name often given in Egypt, in the present day, house. (§, K.)
to a baker's peel.] In the L, rejë is explained,
Jºſé [Becoming near; drawing near; ap it should be Jºjº. (Lth, K.)
as on the authority of Kr, by &: but this is
proaching]: near; nigh. (TA.) – 'Abd-Keys
probably a mistake for Jºsº. (TA.) See ºxº~. Ibn-Khufóf El-Burjumee says,
º

p 6.

[&=

ãº,é :

See

ãº

*

6 *

*-ºs•

#54 (S,K) and "ijº (K), but the former
º

6 º'.

*

*

~}=
*-

•

-º

º

*

* ~*

º Jº!

Júl
-

*

See Supplement.]

* , º, .

Js-el-Ayººl es', ~e? lsº

*

is the more approved word, (TA,) Dates that
Jºë

are picked from among the roots of the branches [O my child, verily thy father is near to his day

(S, K) after the racemes of fruit have been cut. (of death): therefore rohen thou shalt be called to Jºë The shop of a vintner: syn. -º-,
off: (S:) the scattered dates that remain at the (the performance of) generous actions, make Aş, in TA, voce Jaé-.)
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shrinker, from the affair. (A in art. J.) = milk, when the milk of an enre is milked upon it
<-ji= is also syn. nith '**'. [Oppressed, and it rises in consequence thereof. Accord. to
afflicted, distressed, or vered: and app. attended Sb, from 32, e. (TA.)

[ Jºe
See Supplement.]

neith difficulty: see

~5

<-- 4. A complete year. (S, K.) And

<º

7..." 2

(T in art. Jºy :) or

5 e -

72

-

1995 - and it:ye : see art. Jºe.

<-2 = and " tº both signify pained. (AA,
Skr, p. 20.)

so a day, and a month.

(T.A.)

&=
*...* 24,

it}}<>,

[in the copies of the
as in
aor. 2; (or &*, inf. n.
1.
without tenween ;
words
are
written
K,
both
~5
if rightly introduced here, they would be with the L,) and "gº=1; (K;) and "gº=; (S,
Q. 2. Lººe -5,8, i, q. - is (He turned over
tenween,) (like ić,3 and 1653, TA,) Good, or
upon us or turned against us :) accord. to the K:
corrupt, (S, MA, K,)
but accord. to the L and other lexicons, i. q. sn'eet, dates, (K.) full-grown, and ripening. spoiled, or became bad, or
and

&é.

&=.

K.) and 'ºsi (S, MA, K.) It (bread)

The leading lexicologists [except the and was overspread with greenness; (S, K:)
author of the K] agree in mentioning tº e it became mouldy or musty. (MA) — &é
[only] in art. •,•; like tº in es; and It (a thing) became corrupt. (IAar, L.) —

~44, (He got possession of us, or obtained the (TA.)
mastery over us, by force).

(T.A.)

&=
Q. 1. &*, inf n. 4-5,-, He (a short man)
ran mith short steps, and quickly; as also ***.
-

($, art tºº.)—Also, (TA)and" &
He n'ent quickly in his walk. (K, T.A.)

the author of the K mentions both again in W & It (wheat, or food, Alsº,) became spoiled,
chapter tº. Ibn-Esh-Sheybánee says, .tºs and and overspread nith greenness. (L.)
.*, * signify a kind of date (*): and some
2:

say, a kind of full-gronºn, ripening date ( 24),
4:
see 1.
of a black colour, the skin of n!hich quickly falls
(K,) off : accord. to the Fs, a nell-known kind of
5:
* …, x
full-grown, green date; and said to be the best,
->= A Jºe [lit. a horse-colt, but app. meaning
green
full-grown,
the
in
date
of
kind
or sneetest,
colt, or hobby horse,] (K,) with mhich one
a
mock
state.
(TA.)
plays : (TA:) [a thing] made (3-3) like a
o -

Q. 2: see 1.

3.5-

*}<>

: See

$5%.

horse-colt, upon nºbich one plays: (Lth:) an

&é, aor. 2 (and 2, TA, as from the K,

&ft (S, Msh, K) and "3-54 (Kr, K) and
(Aboo-Alee El-Kálee) [each a coll. gen.
W
3.5°
inf n. *e; TA) and "3,4-l; It (grief, s,
1.

arabicized word, from je, ($, K,) which is the
name of it in Persian. (S.) [Jereer, in two

and an affair, TA) pressed severely upon him ; n.,.] A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (S, Msb, verses, mentions the Jeº, or little round bells,
oppressed him; afflicted him; distressed him; K,) nell-knomen, of foul odour, (Msb, TA,) and of a
wered him : (S, K, TA:) [as also 3,3]. Aş of disagreeable juice; (TA;) [the common leek;
5 ** *
.
* or
2
&l= j-º- ?. 4. tº- [Bread that is spoiled,
rejects the first form, although Ru-beh uses the or allium porrum of Linn; or leeks :] ãº is a

&=.

expression. [You say,) 29.

Jºë

The thing more particular term; (Msb;) [i.e. it is the
6.

w

-

-

-

-

-

and overspread with greenness; mouldy bread].
(IAar, L.)

grieved and oppressed me : (As, in TA [but see n. un. of tºe, signifying a single leek.]
above:] or pained me. (AA, Skr, p. 20.) –

&= 2i. and W <-º, An affair that presses

25, 3,4- The affair mored him. (A)

sererely

upon one;

that oppresses, afflicts, dis

3,4

1. 3,é, (aor. 2, S, L.) inf n. &=, He drove,

tresses, or veres. (K.) – </58, ** Affairs (L, K,) drove away, and repelled, a people:
pressed heavily upon him; or oppressed him. (A.) (S, L:) accord. to some, he drove the enemy in
7. ,<! It (a rope) broke. (K.)
a charge or assault ; (L:) he drove anay the
<º 3,9] [Oppressive sorrows, or anacieties.] enemy:
(K:) he repelled them and drove them
8. Jºel He mas oppressed, afflicted, dis
(s) (see Har. p. 245.)
anay with his sword. (L.) — He turned him
4 : see 1.

tressed, or veaced.

(Lh.)—& &:= L. (in

- O-

some copies of the $, aw, which is more common,
MF) I care not for him, or it : (S, K:) or
I am not moved by, and do not care for, mind,
heed, or regard, him, or it : (A :) or, as some say,

&

:

See

3-,e.

[a thing.]

ū,e
, I turn not my face towards him, or it; like
R. Q. 1. Če, ſinf n, 33-5] and "tº:
<-ºff. (TA.) The affirmative phrase 3. &= [like is,* and tºº ;] It (hair, K, or a collection
is a deviation from ordinary usage. (Nh.)

-

back from his opinion. (L.) = He cut off

of clouds, TA, &c, K) became large in quantity,

(K.)

3. **, (K,) inf. n. isjº, (S,) He charged
upon, or assaulted, or attached, him, (S, K,) and
repelled him, (K,) the latter doing the same.
(S, K.)

sº

The neck; (S, L, K;) a Persian word,

(K,) and intricate, or confused; in the dial. of
3,4- [coll. gen. n.) A certain kind of large the tribe of Asad ; (TA;) and heaped up. (K.) arabicized: (S, L:) or (properly, L) the base of
the neck : (L, K:) or the place where the head is
trees, (K,) growing on the mountains. (AHn.)
1.
see
2:
Q.
R.
on the moun
[F mentions his having seen them
set upon the neck: i.4. ºš: (L:) the back of
4 - >

<-,+:

see

Clouds high and piled up, one upon the neck; as also
T, L.)
[Verily another. (K.) = &= An egg-shell. (K, T.A.)

&=

tains of Et-Táif.] = And see eye.

**. —29. <-jº <!

-o

he is in oppressive, afflicting, or distressing, cir
cumstances; or timid, and retiring]: said when
one is timid, or cowardly, and draws back, or

desists [from an affairl.

2} cº <-2 =

(K.)

And &

Such a one is a recoiler, or

Accord. to Sb, from ºe. (TA.)

4:3,4-

and

&sji.

(IAar,

z

sº a pl. [or rather a coll. gen. n.) of which

the sing. [or n un] is " is,*, the latter sig.

6.- ... o
*:: *

:

* &=

See
-

-

ā-ye and W ãº Dense and tangled plants.
(K)=4<= and ' …,e The froth of churned

nifying A 5*, (O, L.,) i.e. channel of water
for irrigation, (TA, [but see this word, and what

follows here below,j) of places, [or plots] of seed
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produce : (O, L, TA:) this is what is meant in à- in nhich dates are put : (Seer, L, K :) or put it, or placed it, namely, anything, one part
the K by the saying that §§ signifies ãº, the dates remaining upon the sides in the loner "pon another. (TA) — He put it together, one
ejº &º, and that the n. un. is with 3: (TA:) part of the aſ: : (S, L, K :) as also "isſe: part to another. (TA.) – He founded it,
namely, a building. (K, TA.)
an instance of agreement between the languages (K) pl. 4.3% ($, L, K) and 35°. (K)
of the Arabs and the 'Ajam ; or, as some assert,
an Arabic word derived from

isºl. (O:)

or

§4.

signifies a sºs, and is [originally] a Pers.
word: and the pl. is 32.É.- : and $3% is like

3%

[in signification]: (L:) [see also

ins,

WOCe

Q. 1.

jº

~~<>! The house had in it compacted
dung and urine of camels or of sheep or goats :
$, A," TA:) and in like manner you say of a
place: (TA:) and ājjī ~~! The beast of
tº
carriage
had upon it, (K, TA,) i.e., upon its
n. i-ś, He (a short man)
tail, (TA) compacted dung and urine. (K, TA.)

35%. A mustache cut off.

cºe, inf

3. :]

4.

(K.)

or #sº signifies a piece of land, or of
ran with short steps, and quickly; as also See
sonn land, or one having a raised border; and its
and
(S.) — He (an ass) ran
pl. is 3,4- [app. a mistranscription for the coll.
5. Jºs It (anything) became put, or placed,
leaning on one side; as also 29*. (L.) —
gen. n. &#). (M.A.)
one
part upon another. (TA.) – It became
He went slowly. (IAar.)
compacted
and cohering; (A," TA;) as also
§§ A certain nation; [the Gordiaei: (Go
"
ºuts.
(TA)
— It (the foundation of a
Q. 2. t?jš He went quickly in his walk; i.g.
lius:) n. un.
:] pl. jºi. (S, L, K:)
building) became hard and strong. (TA.) =
respecting their origin authors differ: it is said
(K.)— He, or it, rolled. (S, K.) Ex.

Jºe.

**

&é.

* *@ .

&é

IIe collected together fire-wood, &c. (Mºb.)

that their ancestor was Kurd the son of 'Amr

Muzeykiya the son of Amir Má-es-Semā, not

tºº cº

&-

ki. He fell from the
6: see 5.

‘Āmir the son of Má-es-Sema, as in the K, for flat top, or roof, of the house, and rolled.
Má-es-Semā was a surname of 'Amir: (TA :) (AS, S.)

Jºſé Compacted, or caked, or a cake of,
dung and urine of camels and of sheep or goats,
as-ye A quick run, (K,) with short steps. ($," A," K,” TA,) in a house, and upon the

or they are the remains of the people whom
Beewarásf, also called Ed-Dahhák, used to eat:
(TA.) [See also Q. 1.]
(IKt, MF, TA:) or their ancestor was Kurd
the son of Ken'án (or Canaan) the son of Koosh
tle-3,4-, which accord. to analogy should be
(or Cush) the son of Hám (or Ham) the son of
Nooh (or Noah): they consist of countless tribes, J-39°, A hind of walk, (K,) with short steps,
differing in language and condition, but all are and quick. (TA.)
º “ .& .

* > * > *

: , 3 e.

traces of men's abode : (TA:) and also, com
pacted clay or mud: (TA:) pl. Jºël. (A,
T.A.) [Hence,) wº- Jº-e The place in

which the camels stand at the watering-trough or
tank, and which in consequence becomes com

reduced to four principal tribes, the JU2-, and the
Running quickly; or a quick runner; pacted [by the micture of their dung and urine
cy!,3+ and the 2.1% and the A : (Mohammad
Efendee El-Kurdee :) or their ancestor was Kurd (K;) with short steps. (TA.)
tion, or lonest part of a building: see 2].
the son of 'Amr the son of 'Amir the son of
(TA.) = One of the J-ſº ſmeaning series or
Saasa'ah: (Abu-l-Yakdhán :) El-Mes'oodee says,
[ -->}=
strings of beads] of [the necklaces and similar
that some assert them to be of the descendants of
ornaments called] 25% and
and the like :
See Supplement. )
Rabee'ah the son of Nizār; others, that they are
of the descendants of Mudar the son of Nizār :
you say, cº-oë-.stºls
33’).5
[a necklace of two
2x54
* 2.
•* * > .
others, that they are descended from Kurd the
See arts. tº and tº:- and tº and such series], and 33X3 Jºlyel stºls [of three such
son of Ken’án the son of Koosh the son of Hám :
series], when you join one part to another [in
and he adds, that they are apparently of the
Supplement.
several places, by larger beads: see iº. 33.55,

Čsº

with the soil]. (TA)— tº Jºe [The founda

tº

6 * 0.

…

•

6,

,

-

-

• e o z

º.º.

e.

offspring of Hám, like the Persians: that among
below]. (Lth, K.”)
the known tribes of which they consist are the

-

jji=

Jºë:

a;b;-, the abse, the ***, the autº-, the

º

6 p.

See

Jyº.
[See Supplement.] —ſº The [double bag, or
à:33-9, the aers-, the 323+, the dºse-, the
(ISk, S, K) of the pastor,
as 55.5, the aºvo, the aºlºlº-, the 4-5-2), the double sack, called]
and (sometimes, S, Mgb)
(S,
ass-3.j-, the dºjº, and the day): and that their (K,) in nihich he carries his provisions and utensils,
Mşb, K) A throne; syn. 3.*: (K:) a chair:
countries are Persia, and 'Irák el-'Ajam, and and nihich is also put upon the back of the [ram
Ádharbeeján, and Irbil, and El-Mósil. (Mo called] Jºe : (TA:) or a Jº- [or sack] : (A, (TK.) a seat not larger than is sufficient for
hammad Efendee El-Kurdee.) [Many other Mşb:) or a small J19-: (TAS) pl. [of pauc.] one person: (Bd, ii. 256:) [and a stool:] pl.

gº

assertions as to the origin of this people are
made by other authors.]

-

&#

J-5° ($, Msb, K) and sometimes Jºſé,
Jºëi (Isd, TA) and [of mult] §e. (S. K.) agreeably
with a rule mentioned by ISk. (Mºb)
[See &
-

•b >

&= .

-

496 -

see x=.

&e

.3%

The ram that carries the

gº. [i.e. the

It is the place [or seat] of the king, and of the
learned man; and hence, as used in the Kurii.

256, it is explained as signifying t Dominion :
j,<= q.v.] of the pastor : (S, Msb, K:) he goes (A :) and t the poner of God, whereby He holds
3.54. an appellation of certain dogs [app. before the people, (TA,) and has no horns; the heavens and the earth : (TA:) and thmon
(S, Mºb;) because that which has horns (&#9) ledge: (A, K. :) which last explanation is ascribed
belonging to the Jé]. (M voce #:93.3.)

#sº : see Şā.

sº e

º .

323;{- : see

3-ºxº~.

©

diverts himself with smiting others with his
horns. (S.)

to IAb : but the truth is, that IAb explained it
as there signifying the [foot-stool of God; or
place of the feet : but as to the

33.3%

A large portion of dates. (L, K.)
Also, The [kind of basket of palm-leaves called]
Bk. I.

Jºe [of God],

Jºë

this is immeasurable: (Az, TA:) or it signifies

2. -je, (TA) inf n. Jºš, (K, TA) He

the sphere of the stars. (TA, art. Jºe.) [Hence,
328
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J-8) Jº &- * f

also, you say,J

He is of the

third of these authorities, "Já seems to signify 33.2% of a man : (S, A, Msb, K.) [it is in

people of science. (TK.) [And hence, J-58 the same.])
6 *~ *
is also used ſelliptically] to signify tThe learned
men; accord. to Ktr. (A.) — Also, 4 prop,
. ...,
see J.K. : the former, in two places.
JºySº :
or support, for a wall. (T.A.) – ſº <3
|

|

most cases four-fold; consisting of the first
stomach, commonly called the paunch, which is

f

º e 0 p.

-

a "

The Constellation Cassiopeia: see

Jºe A

the largest, and has no rugae upon its internal
surface, but a villous coat, having innumerable
blunt papillae which give it a general roughness,
and from this the food is forced back into the

J.--a-)

privy on the top of the roof of a

Jºë

mouth to be ruminated, as it is also from the

=Jº Jºë,
aor. 2, (K, TA) inf n. Jºſé, (TA) The

second; the honeycomb stomach, which is the

Jºë, said of skin :

1.

see 5.

second, and which is so called from the cells
which form its internal coat; the omasum, which
man came to have a numerous family, or house is the third, and smallest, stomach, by some
hold, after a nihile. ($gh.) And f The man called the millet, but commonly the manyplies,
came to have an army, or a military force, after because its internal surface has many plies, or
folds, and strata super strata; and the abomasum,
having been alone. (K, TA.)
or fourth stomach, commonly called the rennet
2. Jºe inf n. Jºš, He made what is bag, or runnet bag, and the red, or reed, which is
termed ač. (Az, K.) You say, ū lsº next in size to the paunch, and has an internal
villous coat like that of the human stomach, but

house, (S, A,” Msb, K,) with a conduit from the

ground, (K,) or, as in some lexicons, to the
ground: one that is below is not so called:
(TA:) or the privy of an upper chamber :

(M.F.) of the measure Jº, (Az, Mºb, K.)
Jºe, meaning, “compacted dung and
urine of camels, or of sheep or goats:” (Az,” A,”
from

K, TA:) so called because of the filth that
adheres to it, and becomes compacted: (Az,

TA:) incorrectly said by some to be also *… … & Mahe ye for us a tºº of with longer and looser inner plies, or folds, and
the flesh of your slaughtered camel. (TA.) = in this alone the true digestive process takes
written Jºe, with the single-pointed letter
t He contracted his face; or contracted it much ; place:] but it is only thus called after the animal

[*]: the pl. is Jºſé. (TA)

Jºſé

[making n:rinkles in it like the plies of a

see what next follows.

9 * * *

-

Jºë :] has begun to eat; being previously called i-ºji

(K, TA:) and "Jº, K-1 also signifies the (S, TA:) [or, accord. to some, the term is
shrank; contracted his face; fronned, or looked applied to the first and second stomachs, together;

à-ye [A quire, or parcel, of paper, generally sternly or austerely or morosely. (Sh, T.A.)
consisting of five sheets, forming ten leaves, of a

i.jé and J.5° ;]
"Jºſé and Jºſé

book; also vulgarly called
one of n!hat are termed

Jºſé being a coll. gen, n, and Jºe a pl. ;]
(S, A, K5) a portion of a asse-2 [i.e. book or
volume]: (A, K:) so called because compacted:
(TA:) or from Jºš signifying “he collected
together” fire-wood, &c. (Msb.) You say,
• 2,

3 o –

•

* >

skin, A, TA, or the skin of his face, or any [so in my original, but this seems to be a mis
skin, TA) contracted, or shrivelled, or shrank, transcription for 35- à, meaning a provision
(S, IF, A, K, TA,) and became like the Jºë : bag for the animal]: and it also pertains to the
hare or rabbit, and the jerboa : and is used
inf. n. Jºſé, (A, TA,) signifies the same, (A, [tropically] for that of man : (TA:) it is of the
K, TA,) said of skin, (K, TA,) when touched fem. gender: (S, K:) pl. [of pauc.] Jºſé

(IF, TA ) and "Jºſé, aor. , (A, K, TA)
• *

Jºſé

[This book
(A.)

(TA) and [of mult] Jºſé. (Mºb, TA)—

some nords to him and his face Hence the saying, (S, TA,) 4; J. << &
(A.) And ise sº 3. contracted. (A, TA.) = lsº 1 They collected, Jºë G, [in the CK, erroneously, Jºãº)
meaning, f If I find to that a nay; (S, K,"
is composed of a number of or assembled, themselves together. ($gh, K.)
* * * *

quired

* * o 'º -

by fire. (TA) You say, Jºš º ºſé

sº tº 3.5%, sº J. [In this quire of a |.º
book are ten leaves].

for it is said that] it empties itself into the aſſes

5. Jºs It (a man's face, S, A, K, and his [or third stomach], as though it were -ºs- 4.

And

** &:

a-9

! I spoke

...)

§

TA ;) said by a man upon whom one has im

i-º

<-ºxº~! The stomach of a sucking posed a difficult task; and originating from the
[I read a quire of the Book of Seebanºeyh]. kid became a Jºë: (S. K.) i.e., when he fact that a man divided a sheep, or goat, in
3 o ~ 3
&

*
(A) And tº 29% -é J,

J)

10.

pastured upon herbage; (K+) for it is called pieces, and put them into its stomach to cook
as-à5) as long as the kid does not eat; but when them; and it was said to him, “Put in the

*-39° Jº [The merchant's glory is in his purse, he eats, it is called Jºë. (S.) – Also Jººl
head"; whereupon he replied in the above words.
and the learned man's glory is in his quires of He (a kid, and a boy,) became large in his
(S, TA.) You say also, Jºſé ū º, **** us
books]. (A.)

stomach : or became hard in his palate, and wide
t I have not found to him, or it, a nay. (TA.)

J&

See

Jºº. —iº. §§§s and W i:

in his belly, after he had become large : (TA :)

And *** º 33-39, and *}= 30, and

or he (a lamb or kid or calf) became large in his
belly: (IAar:) or he (a lamb or kid) became *}= Jº Jºs', meaning, t Had I found to him,
are strung upon tryo strings, and these are joined
large in his belly, and ate much : (TA :) or he or it, as much way as the mouth of a stomach,
together by divisions of large beads: so in the
(a kid, A, and a boy, Az, TA) became large in and the entrance of a stomach, and the least
TS and K, excepting that in the latter, **- es:
his belly, and began to eat : (Az, A, TA,) but
of a stomach, 4:35 [I had come to him,
is erroneously put for cº- Jº. (TA) (See some disapprove of its being said of a boy,

A necklace in which the pearls o:

other beads

mouth

or I had done it]. (Lh, T.A.) And it is said

Jºe, last signification.] And [in like manner],
"J. Ala and J& A string of beads one
3 -2

43 o .

6

asserting that one says of a boy jº. (TA.)
– See also 2.
º o

above another. (T.A.)
6

o' p

6

in a trad of El-Hajj, $ 4.3 J, #3-3 ;
4. it lºg sº ºë, meaning, I Had I

.

Jºji= : see Jºë.

found a may to

[shed] thy blood [the small pebbles

5 o' -

Jºº. 3 ($) (in the L and TA Jº, but
former,

of the bottom of the mater-course had drunk from
Jºë and "Jºe [The stomach, or man, of thee]. (TA.) – [Hence also, you say, of land
º;

e.

6 o'

being agreeable with the verb,
any ruminant animal;] the part of any ruminant,
(see 4,) is probably the right reading,] Traces
of men's abode in which is a compacted micture (S, K,) or of the animal that has a -ić, [here became dusty, and its stomach became thin];
of dung and urine of camels or of sheep or goats. meaning of the camel,] and of such as has a meaning, f it became sterile. (TA.) = And
(S, L,” TA." [And accord. to the second and divided hoof, (A, Msb,) that corresponds to the [hence, t.A receptacle for perfumes, and for
the

(-º), º ºs ºjºs & ſlit. It lin
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U-35°
clothes: in this sense also fem.: and a place of flesh-meat, and fastened together mith a skewer,
collection of anything. (TA.) = And t A man's and cooked : (A :) or a sort of food, made of Jºſé, ($, Mºb, K) so written in the Bäri
Jamily, or household : and his young children: flesh-meat and fat, in a piece cut out from the
and the T, but in some copies of the S, Jºſé
(A, K:) or his family, or household, consisting stomach of a camel; (K;) a sort of food of the
[which is wrong,) (Msb,) [The herb smallage;
of his young children. (S, Mgb.) You say, people of the desert, made by taking flesh-meat

y

apium graveolens of Linnaeus;] a nell known

: He came dragging along his marbled with fat (º 2-) nell cut up into herb, or leguminous plant, (S, Msb, K,) of the
family, or household. (A, TA) And a 4-4 small pieces, and putting with it fat cut up in like hottest of leguminous plants () sig J- &- TA,
Jºe &: Jº,é tupon him is dependent a large manner, then putting it into a piece cut out from

&é * *

family. (A,” TA, in art. Jāy.) And 2. (S,)
or 4, (A) is: Jºë, (S, A,) I They are, (S,)
or he has, (A,) scattered young children.

(S, A.)

And tº 3 ºff #53 ºff, (S, A,') and
tºº, (S,) : He married,

or took to nife, such a
woman, and she bore to him many children.
(S, A.) [See also art. 2:3.] – Also, I A com

pany, or congregated body, (S, A, MSb, K,) of
men: (S, A, Msb:) pl. Jºſé. (A.) Hence
the saying of Mohammad,

Jº Jºë jº

(S, TA) f The Ansór are my company, and my

the stomach of a camel, after it has been nashed, [but this is probably a mistake for Jºiº- &
of the leguminous plants that are eaten without

and its smooth side which is nithout any villous
substance or feces has been cleansed, and fastening
its edges together nith a skener, and digging for
it a hole for fire, of the size thereof, and throning
into it heated stones, and lighting a fire over them,
so that they become of a red heat, like fire, nhen
the coals are put aside from them, and the iºc,
is buried therein, and hot ashes are put over it;
then some thick and tough firewood is kindled over
it, and it is left until it is thoroughly nell cooked,
whereupon it is taken out, having become like one
piece, the fat having melted nith the flesh, and it

companions, whom I acquaint with my secrets, is eaten with dates, being sneet.
and in nihom. I trust, and upon whom I rely:
(TA :) or the meaning is, they are my auciliaries,
--tº
from whom I derive aid; because the camel and
the beast with a divided hoof draw the cud

3.

tº:

Jºe

(Az, T.A.)

being cooked, or that are slender and succulent or

soft or sneet,1) the utilities of which are great;
diuretic; a disperser of minds and flatulence; a
cleanser of the kidneys and liver and bladder,

opening obstructions thereof; a strengthener of
the venereal faculty, especially its seeds pounded
with sugar and clarifted butter, wonderful nhen

drunk three days, (K,) upon an empty stomach,
with avoidance of hurtful things, (TA,) but in
jurious to the young in the nomb, and to the
pregnant, and to those affected with epilepsy :
(K. :) said by Lth to be a foreign word
introduced into the Arabic language, (TA) and
thought to be so by Az: (Msb:) in the O said

to be arabicized; and, in the language of the
(K:) or the former sig people of Ghazneh, called 2-3, e [or 2-3,<= ?]

i.q.
from the stomach: (TA:) or the depositories of nifies Advanced in Myears, and hard, gross, or (TA.)

**

&

my secrets and trusts, like as the Jºë is the coarse : and the latter, a great eater, or coracious.
Jºſé Cottons (K) (like Jºſé, from which
place of the food of the beast: (A:) or the (T.) The 3) is said to be substituted for G,
it
appears
to be formed by transposition: see also
objects of my love and compassion like young
or viciously pronounced for the latter letter.

children. (Mºb.) [And hence, app.,] cººl (M.F.)
is an appellation applied to [the tribes of J El

J-95.]
~<>, <>

Azd and 'Abd-el-Keys. ($.) – Also, t The
main part, or body of a people or company of
men: (A, TA:) pl. Jºſé and Jºſé or, as
some say, these are pls. having no sing. [in this
sense.] (TA.) = Jºſé * [app. from some
peculiarity in its colours or texture,) ( A kind of

[ _2)=

»,

-35°

garment, or cloth, of the description termed
of [the fabric of] El-Yemen. (Az, T.A.)
.9 ,

J.égé, like **,
Jºë

A certain plant of sneet

odour. (K.) The former word is a syn. of the
latter. (TA.)

lºye

[Ajé

&=
See Supplement. )
See Supplement. J

tº

0.

Jºël

1 A man large in the belly: or, as some

Q. 1.

say, having large property: (TA :) and [the
fem.] ičá. a woman large in the belly (ISk,
S, K*) and wide. (TA.) Also the latter, I A
she-ass bulky in the flanks: (S, K:) or bulky in
the belly and flanks. (A.) And the same

be
- e.

art.

£2 0 .

&é, inf n

**,

is ºe, i. 4.

.

• 6

-

(S,

K,) He (a short man) ran nith short steps, and

Q. 1. 3-5-1 sets,<= The pot frothed, or
raised a scum, when about to boil. (S, K.) = quickly: ($, ubi supra:) or i.g.
# , o

**,

and CK, and a MS copy of the

&é,

the -

º

tº-e, inf n. tº and "ts, ca; (like

applied to a foot (23), t Having much flesh, tº and Ü, Ö, K, which are said to be changed

being changed into A, (TA,) he ran at a slower
pace than that termed i.Sº. (L, TA) —

2;iſ jū º tºº We ran heavily in the
clouds)
became
large
in
quantity,
and
confused,
footsteps of, or after, the people, (AA, S, ubi
hollon, (S, K,) and short in the toes. (S.) And
#2 * >
the same applied to a leathern bucket (33), and heaped up. (K.) – 1333; They became supra, L.)
ſt Having snvollen sides : (A:) or large and neith miced together. (K.)
~93
and even in the part of the sole nihich is generally from the former; TA;) It (a collection of

snvollen sides. (TA.) — Also the fem., t Distant
relationship. (K.) You say, it}=
... g
+ Betneen them is a distant relationship. (TA.)

2-%

Q. 1. --><>, inf. n.

Q. 2: see 1.

* .*.*.
&eiq. &e; (K) clouds high and piled

iáº;
ruminants.
follows.
9- J - A

What is cooked in the stomachs of up, one upon another. (S.) And

(AA, K.)

#3;á,

He fed a guest

(K) Ex. 253 2.85, a sº

cyl-J Feed your guest with Jºë, for he is

isſe A portion hungry. (TA) — Also, He ate [-º,+, or]

See also what next

of such clouds. ($) – º An egg-shell.
(A’Obeyd, S.) It occurs again in art. • 3,<>.

ãº, Co [A sort of haggess; or many stuffed nith (TA.)
flesh-meat, or flesh-meat and fat, and cooked;]
iše A ceratin tree, also called :*.
a piece of the stomach of a ruminant, stuffed with

dates with milk. (K.) – AHei and others assert
the J to be augmentative; but in the T, L, and

| Kit is implied that it is radical (MF)
Jºë,

(K.)

with damm; [so in the copies of the

|K in my hands, and in the O, and so accord. to
328*
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º,

y & e.

the TA; but I think that the correct reading is strait (S. K.)—ºtº #2, #, (A, TA) ãº 55S, i.g. *S* in colour; i.e., between
2, (TA) tº he woman filled her armlet with black and white. (K.)
Jºãº, as the word is written by Golius, in one aor.
her arm. (A, TA.)
place, and by Freytag; although, in the K, by
jºjé
the words “with damm,” in the case of a quad 4. aſ jel God smote him, or afflicted him,
5.3%, and sometimes, [in the present day
riliteral word, is generally meant “with damm with n-hat is termed jjé. (K.)
9

o a .2

.9

º

adº Jew

o, e.

3.3%,

commonly,

to the first and third letters”;] and -j- ;

(S, K,) Arabic, and well

8 : see 1, in three places.
known, (AHn,) [but J says] I think it is ara
(K;) but it is commonly pronounced with damm
[app. meaning to the first and second letters: je Dry, or dried up; or stiff, rigid, or tough; bicized, (S,) [Chald. napº, (Gol.) One of
~% being the name now commonly given to and contracted: (A, K:) pl. }*. (K.) You say, the kinds of seeds that are used in cooking, for

the brassica oleracea, or cabbage; in Greek
kpáušn]: (TA :) the [vegetable also called] 3

seasoning food; (S, K;) [coriander-seed: or the

§e 3.

A dry, or stiff, rigid, or tough, and
coriander-plant, accord. to the explanation of

contracted, hand. (A) And # 3-4 stiff,

º, -º 6

p.

3,--> (which is said in the TA to be a dial.

[properly beet; for which, possibly, cabbage rigid, or tough, (TA,) or hard, (A,) and crooked,
may have been mistaken] : (AHn, K.) or a piece of wood. (A, TA) And #4 #3 A hard form of 39.5°) in the K.]
species thereof, (L, K,) sneeter and more tender
and crooked spear or spear-shaft. (TA.) And
A stiff, rigid, or tough, bon (S, A,
K:) or a bon nºbereof the arron does not go far,
dried and pulverized, mired with mine (-5%), by reason of the narrowness of the former: (TA:)
is a tried antidote against the bite of a viper. Aboo-Ziyād says, that the bow thus called is the
(Ibn-El-Beytár, K.) It is said, by the botanists,
smallest of bon's : (AHn, TA:) pl. 3.5% J-3.
to be a Nabathean word, arabicized. (M.F.)

See Supplement. )

(A.) And;= §§ A narrow pulley-sheave, that
Jºſé and * (K) and -92.É.- (so in the makes a loud creaking ($, K) by reason of its
TA) i.g.
(K,) which is the same as 19.3%: narronness. (TA.) And jé -ºš Tough gold :

He, or it, pursued, or folloned, another, (S, K,)
as one follows a party which he has put to

[Aj=

than the lºft; of which the wild kind is bitter; §e Jº
and the quantity of two drachms of its roots,

J.--

g

L-É=

1 tº, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. Jé, (TA)

&e.

J. flight; like & (S)-té, (K) inf n.
*C-e, (TA,) He urged on a beast of carriage,
A hardy, strong camel. (TA)—jé Jé,
in the track, or at the heels, of another.
(A :) or very hard gold. (K.) And jé

(IAar:) Dates with milk. (T.)

(S, A) and cºe (SA, K) a nunard,

[9<>

man, ($,
25°

A. K.)

§ 2 -

o

-

.

(K.) = u-e, (K,) inf. n. Jé, (TA,) He over

of little beneficence, (TA,) and

came a party in litigation or the like. (K.) =
of little compliance : (A, TA:) pl. #. ($) — f : .
u-e (perhaps a mistake for tié, TA,) He
jé * + A foul, or an ugly, face. (K.)
smote a person with a sword. (K.)
jje Hardness and crookedness in a piece of ** infn of 1. q.v. =Jºn & Jºe .
*

See Supplement. )

-

-

G.e.

1. #,

[second pers.

<jë.]

wood, or in a spear or spear-shaft. (TA.) —
A part of the night passed.
(K,) aor. 2, f Niggardliness, (K,) and littleness of compliance
6

(MS, TA) inf n. §§e (S, A, K) and jºjº,

and of beneficence. (TA.) See 1.

x

6 y

(K.)

-

P

*J.é and W 3.<> The hinder, or latter,

part

pl. flºº. (S, K.) —º **,
(A, K,) It dried, or dried up; or became stiff,
jjë (S, A, K) and "35*, (IAar, A, K,) or, of anything:
•? •
rigid, or *tough;
and
contracted.
(S,
A,
K.)
accord. to Az, the latter is the correct form, and and W 335-e, The latter part of the month; its
>.
o 3 You say, o.º. tº His hand became dry, or the former is vulgar, (A,) A contraction and last ten days, or about that period. (TA.) –
stiff, rigid, or tough, and contracted. (A.) tremour arising from cold: (A :) or a tremour jº e---> Gº *-, and *::= Jé, He came
[Hence,) su. <ſe f His steps neere [contracted, arising from intense cold : (IAar, K.) or a
in the latter part, or end, of the month. (TA.)
or] near together. (A, K.) – [Hence also, certain disease arising from intense cold; ($, K;)
—?,*) eu-ā- Jé **, and <!-- Jºe, and
2: 35- and * <>el t [His soul became being a spasmodic contraction so occasioned: or,
accord. to the physicians, arising from the egress W <!-É. Jº **, [in the TA written, app. by
…

.º.

-

contracted; meaning, he became niggardly]. (A.)
And

Jº * := t The man shrank [from

giving (K-TA) You say, &#5 &

of much blood: (TA:) or a certain disease arising a mistake of the transcriber, e-u-e Jºe, and
from cold, in consequence of which the patient
trembles until he dies. (A.)

*...* Jº,

[so in the TA,) He came, and I

came to thee, at the end of the month, after the

#. t [Such a one does not rejoice, or is not active,

whole month had passed. (TA) — Jº <!
or prompt, and brisk, or cheerfully ercited, to jë. seejjë.
give, but he shrinks from giving]. (A, TA.) jº. Made narron, or strait. (S.) — A 2;iſ .* I came among the latter of the
•, a £
3.
[šé (q.v. infra) seems to be an inf n. of which man affected by nºhat is termed jjé : (S, A, K. :) people. (TA) — cº-º-º-º-º ºu el Jº tºº,
... o &
the verb is jé, second pers. <jé, aor. :, in or affected by a rheum. (TA.) .
and 2,3-el Jºe, They went at the heels of the
• 0.2

-

o

-

-

a *

the sense of "j-e as explained above.]—#
He (a man) shrank, or became contracted, in
consequence of the cold: ($:) or he became affected
by n-hat is termed jjë :

routed party. (TA.)

W

the back of his neck, or head.

Jé

i.g. Jºë. (K.) — [Coll. gen, n., A
(A, K.) or he became hind of] hard trees. (K.)
º

~ *

2

affected by a rheum. (TA) = & je and

-je. Smallness and contraction of the ki.
#3, [The cold, and disease, made him to shrink, (or metatarsal bones) of the foot; which is a

aſ "A

s

e

&

2

×

*3-e : see

!---.
-*

In ,

* ... e -

-jºe Avaricious, or niggardly, and narrow
minded.

(K.)

(K.)

-

Żu.e : see L.-è.

or become contracted, and to be affected nith a defect. (K.)

tremour). (A.) — º *, (S, K,) aor. :, inf.
Jé, (TA,) He made the thing narrow, or

‘tº --, He fell upon

~}<>

1.
and

---,

aor. :, inf. n.

J.-- (K),

-*

(S, K, Mºb)

He collected (wealth &c.]; (S,
- -

".
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-* – t-e
3

K;) as also ''a<el. (S.) This is the original

4: see 1.

signification. (S.) – [Hence,) He gained, ac
quired, or earned, wealth or the like ; as also

5 : see 1.

*~el. (Mºb) tº 3.4 and "4:= are

8 : see 1 throughout.

syn., [signifying I gained a thing}.

J. :=

-

2

Jºl-e [Acquired knowledge, such as is ac
quired
by study : as also W Jº-e:]
3. *:l opp.
3
* >
opp. to
Lºxy-3 as meaning [natural or instinctive, or]
-

such as the creature has by [Divine] appointment.
- --

(S.) —

inf n. of 1. q.v. —

-ºš

-

~gº &#, (Kull p. 232.)

Hence [also], …* and '-el ($, K, Msb)

º

(§, K) and '-º', and '-'9), (K) and
and "-s (K) He sought, sought after, or
sought to gain, sustenance, or the like, ($, K.) "3-&l, and "āº, (S. K.) and "āººl,
(IM,) [Such a one makes good gain : J. :=

*-

~ * *

º

e.

e

>

~&e, and aº-Kº see ~<>.
-

&c.

for his family: (Msb:) or “é signifies he
got, or obtained, or gained, acquired, or earned, signifying gain, acquisition, or earning : and also
a deed, whether good or evil].

4.--> 0 -

3-4- and 3.24. The plant of the cº-º-;
[sustenance, &c.]; and '-el, he applied
(K;) [i.e., the plant of which the fruit, or pro
himself with art and diligence [to get, or obtain,
-*
i. q. 3-3 [or * +3], a Persian duce, is called CŞººl ;] dial. forms of 3, #
or gain, acquire, or earn, sustenance &c.; he
laboured to earn, or gain, sustenance]: (Sb, K :) word, called by some of the people of Es-Sawád and $34, q.v. (TA.)
2.É [or *: i.e., The dregs of sesame
[so] also " …< is explained by J& Jić
-

he applied himself, as to a task, to gain, &c. (S.) jrain, or the like, from rehich the oil has been

~~<>

— —e is also said to signify, and originally, expressed); (TA;) dregs remaining after the

& 4 i.q. tº (K) and i.e., [i.e. Costus,)
both he sought, or sought after, [sustenance]; and expression of oil: ($, K:) [as also Jºſé :] from neith nhich one fumigates. (Kr.)
he laboured in seeking, or seeking after, sus the Persian r-i.e., (AM,) [or rather a-e, Ol'
(TA.) – " -->! has a more in

tenance.

• 6

ä.

º'

See also

&-el.
tensive signification than º-e; and hence, in
the last verse of the second chap. of the Kur
o

... • &

ad.

-

... O -

: see -->.

1.

e-e,

(app.
3-4 aor. ..]
pp. &-e,
..] inf n.

&-e,

-

[…:* u, Çies 34-4 tº . To it shall be
given nhat reward it hath earned, and upon it
shall be executed what punishment it hath dranm
upon itself], the latter is used with reference to
what is good; and the former, with reference to
what is evil. (IJ.) You say, 9. -* ! [He

º

3
See

8-el

[app.

He had no beard grown; [nvas
naturally beardless]. From this it would seem
that t-s= is an Arabic word. (IKoot, Msb.)

o .

: see -->.
-

0

Ust-sel.

&é He was, or become, nºhat is
**: (K;) from which latter word

Q. Q. 1.

-u & The wolf. (L, K.) — A name of a
bitch: (S:) one of the names of the bitch:

gained, or earned, or did, good]; and * --> (ISd:) as also * i.e : (Ki) as *J.4.

is

termed

the verb is derivad. (Shifa el-Ghaleel.)

º t[He gained,

a name of the dog; i.e., of the male : (K:)

accusable. (Jel in xxxiii. 58) tº 2-4° and

Q. Q. 2. čić
& ºut 32 + [He
names thus used as ominous of gain, [or of
capturing game]: (IM :) -Lé, as a name of whose beard becometh long, his intellect becometh
small.] (TA.)
a hunting bitch, means i-lè. (TA, art. **)
tº (Th, S, K, &c.) and
(Fr, K,)
*::= [so in the copies of the K in my thus pronounced by some of the Arabs agreeably
hands; but by the place in which it is mentioned
with its Persian original, (Fr,) but this latter

or earned, or did, evil]. (A.)
— [This distinction, however, is not always
observed: for] …# signifies, He did either a
good or an evil deed : [because he who does so
earns, or draws upon himself, reward or punish
ment.] (Jel in ii. 281; and iii. 24; &c.) And
W –-e! He committed an act of which he was

o “,”

..º.º. o

&

***,

in the TA, it is implied that it is W **

* …el signify He [committed, or] burdened
also

*]

: See

form is disapproved by Yaakoob and ISk and

*** * u, IDrst, (TA,) and AHei says that ** and
(K) = *** Jé. J-3-, are the only words of the measure Jese,

A thing; anything.

(J-5), a sin, or crime. (Msb.)
— $4 4.e., (S. K.) and Su. "4-el, (IAar,
himself nºith

º

e

-

- -

-

He has not anything.
and * ºté, A man n-ho makes much gain.
(MF,) and
(Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee,)
IAth, K,) but the former is the more approved :
a more strange form than that immediately pre
the latter is by Fr and some others rejected: (K.)
(TA:) He caused him to gain, acquire, or earn,
~~<> : see st-ê.
Bastard. ceding, (MF,) a word of well-known meaning,
wealth : (IAth, Msb:) or he assisted him to (K.)
(K.) A man having no hair upon the side of his

**.

-

&

d ... --

-

gain, acquire, or earn, nealth. (IAth.) *-*
uſe He caused him to gain, or acquire, know

ledge.

(Msb.) [In like manner, & "…&
I caused the slave to gain, or make gain; the
verb having here the sense of the measure Žíº 5

•

* *

-

p

-ºš &

face [but only upon his chin]; (M ;) i.q. ići,
(M, S;) whose cheeks are clear of hair; (Expo.

-

-\ = : see -3-e.

***
***.

A certain plant.

sitions of the F8) [used in the present day to
(K.) = See also signify having a scanty, or small, beard, and that
-

-38

only on the chin :] an arabicized word, (S, &c,.)
originally cº-3°, (Mgb,) [or rather **, which

tº's-,

iq.
($, K,) here meaning
is Persian]. — Also, Deficient in the teeth:
an ex. WOCe
Aº
&= Jº [He The members (either of a man or of a bird) by (As, K:) from the Persian ej9°, (Sb,) [or
(Mohammad) forbade the making female slaves means of n!hich is gained, acquired, or earned, rather 44,41: [pl.
occurring in the
to earn money, or the like, (by prostitution)]. sustenance, or the like. (M.F.) [The explanation TA in art. Jaj.] A woman said to her husband
seems,
(TA, from a trad)— —- tº in the Kur in the TA, 2:3 cº &Thou art 2-2°: to which he replied, If I be

like as tº signifies ºff. (Mºb) (see
2:1)

-

-*

**,

33-,

cxi, 2, is said to signify His children. A man's at first sight, to signify preyers, whether men or

-2.6°, thou art divorced. And the matter being

birds: but this meaning I do not think to be the &

children are among the things termed his -*.
one intended.]
(TA.) — ** 2.É. It occasioned, or caused,
him to nonder.

(TA, voce --ºl)

~le ; The molf.

(K.)

referred to the Imām Aboo-Haneefeh, he said,
Let his teeth be numbered; and if they be
twenty-eight, he is &-se, and his wife is

t—e –2-É

2610
…

• 6

is not so, and she is not divorced. And they
were numbered, and found to be thirty-two.
(M.F.) – Also, [The Xiphias, or snºord-fish;]
a certain fish (of the sea, S) that has a snout like
a san, ($, K,) and eats men; i. q. X-, (TA,)
and [...] J.-, (Mgh in art. Jºº-,) or ~9) Jº
(TA in that art.) – Also, A slow hackney, Or

":é (K) and ":<

(A, K.)

1. *-*, (aor. -, K, inf. n. **.

3-4 and "3-4. A thing, (§, Mºb) or
commodity,

say #3-4 isº. ($)—3-4, 3,..., (§, L,

P

5

Jººls cº-º Jú.
t—e

(L) Having a

&c., (L,) unsaleable, or difficult of
sale,
and
in
little demand. (L, MSb, K.) You
heaviness in one of his legs, and dragging it when
he walks: (L:) crippled in the legs, and in the
arms: (L, K:) also the first (as explained by Mºb, K) without 5, (§, L, Mºb) or 33-4, as
some, L,) lame, by nature, or by reason of a in the T, (Msb) A market stagnant, or dull, with
chronic ailment: and affected by a disease which respect to traffic; (L, Mºb, K3) i.e., su.é $3.
deprives one of the poner of n-alking : ($, L, (TA.)
K:) pl.
(L) and 9-e. (L, K.)
and

6 &

mag.

****à (L, K)

i and "&l-4-.* and

divorced from him ; but if they be thirty-two, he

[Book I.
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o

*

z

#3 all (S, L) Alms are

the property of the crippled and the one-eyed.
Msb,) (L, from a trad.)

He swept a house, or chamber. (S, Msb, K.)

& .

2:

2-4

1. 3, 4-, (S, A, &c.,) aor. -, (Mºb, K.) infn.

Jºë; (Mºb, TA3) and '9-el: (Ki) [He

. e.

as-Ke A broom, or besom, or instrument with broke it : or the latter signifies he broke it off:
[You say] Jºš J. --- The n-ind sn'ept
and the like, and
n:hich one sn'eeps (S, K) snow, &c.; ($;) as also or it is similar to
off the dust from the surface of the ground.
signifies he broke it off for himself: for] you

<<!-3.

…

6

- 0

($, K.) — [Hence,) -- the cleaned out a

t—º. (L)

well, and a canal or channel of running water,

*::::

&c. (Mºb.) – [And hence also, t He cut a
thing off; destroyed it; did anay with it,

*::::

say ść 4.. " ,—el II broke off, or broke

See

**i.

off for myself, from it, an eactremity]. (A.)
You say "ºu-ºſ.º.º. and 9-4-3-ºl, putting

A camel severely lame, (L, K,) so that each of the inf ns, in the place of the other,
because of their agreement in meaning, not in
respect of being trans. and intrans. (Sb, T.A.)
~~<>
–2-4 He had his leg broken; his leg broke.

carried it off: (Msb:) [he snept it anay.] — he cannot malk. (Aboo-Sa’eed, L.)

cºš & (~~<=

i We extirpated the sons of
such a one. (A)—2. à, aor. 2, infn.
*

º

-

*

2

He had a heaviness in one of his legs, and
Q. 1. ---, inf. n. i.
dragged it when he walked: (T:) he was crippled jear, hiding himself. (K.)

i*,

IIe nalked in

in the legs, and in the arms: (L, K:) mostly
used in relation to the legs. (L.) [See also
5

*

(Mgh) – 3,in Jºſé Jºº & (A, K.) or
Aleš, (K) or "Jºš, (as in the CK, and in a
K,

MS copy of the
J.-è

>

but we find the former

reading in art. Jäe, in the K,) [lit., Such a one

t U-->. J

8. A tº's º lsº

f They made a

hostile attack, or incursion, upon them, and took

all their property. ($, K.”) — Ju.

JS3 Jº f We

tº cº

took [or snept off) all the pro

perty of the sons of such a one, leaving them
nothing. (L.) – [In like manner you say]
it: u.

Júl &: *

breaks against thee the notch of the arrow, or the
sockets of the arron-heads: meaning,) ( such a
inf n. Sucé (§, L, Mºb, K) and 3,44. (K;) one is angry nith thee: (A, K:) or is vehemently
and *; (L, K;) but the former is the verb
angry with thee. (K, art. laev, in which see
in common use; (TA;) It (a thing, S, Msb, a further explanations)—[tº _º -= lit.,
commodity, &c., L) was, or became, unsaleable,
A spear was broken among them: meaning, + a
or difficult of sale, and in little demand. (L,
quarrel occurred among them. (Reiske, cited by
Mºb, K.) The original meaning is It was, or
in a bad, corrupt, or unsound state. Freytag, but whether from a classical author is

1. *.*, (§, L, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (L, Mºb,)

[! He snept off n!hat he

tº

e-

© P -o-

ºr

…

ºn.

not said; and explained by him as signifying
pleased of the property]; as also
VOce

**.

(K,

(T, Mºb)=3,…, e3–e, (aor.”, inf n.su.e.
Simultas inter eos intercessit.)]
L,) The market was, or

**)

** Impotence, (K,) arising from a disease

—-tº 2.É.

became, stagnant, or dull,

mith respect to traffic. (S,” A, L., Msb, K.)

J.4% ºf: J. (He divided the book, or

See 4.

writing, into a number of chapters and sections].

—5.313-e,

which attacks the hips, and neakens the leg.
(TA.)

4. J-el. He (God) made a market stagnant,
or dull, with respect to traffic.

&u= (L) and *ā-Lé, (K) The state of being

dull, with respect to traffic. ($, IKtt, A, L., K.)

—ºil $5–e, inf n. as above, t I [broke,

3-4- 3,4,

crushed, routed, or] defeated, the people or party.

[In most copies of the K, we find,
6 * >

y

o

. ,

9 :*

2732-, *
crippled

(ajuj)

(A, Msb.) —

He (a man) found his market to be stagnant, or make the measure of the poetry correct. (TA.)

see **i.

&

(A.)
aor. :, inf. n. Jºë, +[He
broke the measure of the poetry;] he did not

in the legs, and in the arms:

> . e. #.

-

13 J-el3, instead of

…

•

3-lè Jº

(Mºb)—J--- ºr-- II defeated my ad.

versary]. (A.) – [… 2.É. t He broke, or
which is the right
subdued, his spirit. – t He abased, or humbled,
(L.) [See 1.] –
A certain disease of reading, as is indicated in the TA.]
himself]—º- &- <<= I [I broke, or
camels, (L, K,) n-hich renders them very lame,
3-à see Jº-º. — Also, of inferior con subdued, or diated, somewhat of his impetuosity,
so that they cannot n'alk. (Aboo-Sa’eed, L.)
dition; ignoble; syn. &s. (S, L, K.) So in or violence, or tyranny, or anger]. (A.) —
~ = , see …# i. – Also, Impotent (K) the saying of the poet, (ś, L,) Mo'àwiyeh Ibn tºº 3-) (cº- j-e [He broke, or sub
"... .
Málik, surnamed Mo'ow widh-el-Hukamā, (IB, dued, or abated, the intoricating influence of the
in n-alking, as though he swept the ground. L.,)
e J.P

º

0

° e

>

... • * *

-

bºſs,

(L, K:) mostly used in relation to the legs. 2,33- sº-º-

**

6

-

-

...

-

o.º.

© .

tº . .”

- - -

-

- - -

(TA.)
º

2.É.

*-

• *

2
-

:

See

* ~ * º
t—-

º

-

º

*

***

-U
~

-

º

•

*

*

*

* *

**

nine by the micture of water]. (A.) – 2-e

o

º- J* 3.|

&

- *

3-4; 3-13 * *
i-u.é Sneepings; ($, K;) dust that is
(S, L) meaning, Since every living man grows
sncept from a house and thronn in a heap. (Lh.) |from a root, like the growth of the 'idéh, there is
*

= See also

& ». &c.

and

3-,

aor. and inf. n. as above,

º

+ He abated, or allayed, somen'hat of the coldness
of the water, and its heat. (T.A.) – ū. *:
See

an

ex.

WOce

* —[Jºãº- 2-e

+ It

j-e

! He

.

ët-é.

he who is noble, and he who is ignoble. (IB, L.)

abated, or allayed, thirst.] - *

Book I.]
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!

sold his goods by retail, one piece of cloth after [of the action] or multiplicity [of the objects] languid, or languishing. See the act. part. n.,
another: (IAar, K:) because, [on the con (S) [He broke it much, in pieces, or into many below. And see 5.] #3 and ju.<! and Jºe
trary,) wholesale makes them to find purchasers pieces: or many times, or repeatedly; or he
are syn. (S, art. 23.) — Jº cº 2-&l He
readily. (TA) — 39, & J& <!-- +1 broke it, meaning a number or collection of lacked

power, or ability, to do, or accomplish
the thing. And 2-&l [alone] t He, or it, (said
– ſº-e also signifies He divided it (i. e.
of anything, [man or beast,) remitted, flagged,
• O.--

turned the man,

… w -->

arerted him, or turned him things.] — 3,in *** -& $3,
see 1

Or

Bºš

back, from his desire. (Mºb) – 33 3-& a number, and a measure,) into fractions.] —
or became remiss, in an affair, lacking poncer, or
aftſ tº 3. [app. t He contorts his tail after (sğı
&= ! [Dron'siness made him languid]. ability, to perform, or accomplish, it. (TA)
raising it], said of a camel. (K.) —ºre, |
(A, TA in art. Jass.]—[9< …e, inf. n. sº jº 2-&l f The look of the eye, or eyes,
and 31s-1, + He folded, and he creased, the
3-3, + He crimped his hair, see Ji, ) = became languid, or languishing; syn. 33. (IKtt,
garment, or piece of cloth, and the skin. Ex.
- - - -

of the former signification, [in which the pronoun (selº) it., 2-e ! The mater made [the 2.É. in TA, art. 23.) And ºi, 2-&l [His eye,
or eyes, or sight, became languid, or languishing,
refers to a tent:] * : <!-3. It Where i.e.,] the turnings, bendings, or windings, (-slº,)
or
not sharp]. (T, K, art. 2-3.) – Also 2-&l,
its tryo sides are foiled]. (S.)
You say also of the valley, and the parts thereof eaten away

sus, 2.É, meaning

the pillon,

said of the coldness of water, [and of cold,

He folded, or doubled, by torrents, to flon, with water. (Th.)
3: see 1.

or cushion, and leaned, or reclined,
--O -

• *

absolutely, and of the heat of water, and of

heat, [absolutely,) and of anything, (TA,) for

*

upon it. (K.) See also 3-le.

- 4 Ae
5.2-G, (S, A, Mºb, K.) quasi-pass of 2, instance, of a price, and so *}.é, (Fr. in TA,
he wrinkled his eyelid) (Msb, K,) [It broke, or became broken, much, art. Jaš,) t It abated, or became allayed; or,
towards him]. (Mgh, art. jº.) You say also, in pieces, or into many pieces; or many times, [said of heat, it became languid, or faint.

sº-

+ [He blinked, (lit.

*

+[A hot mind, that or repeatedly; or it (a number or collection of (TA.) – Said of dough, + It became soft, and
makes the eye to blink, or contract and wrinkle things) broke, or became broken.] – [Said of leavened, or good, and fit to be baked. (TA.) –
[Said of a garment, or piece of cloth, and skin,
the eyelids, by reason of heat]. (K, art. José-.) water, and of sand, t It became rippled by the
+
wind. And of crisp hair, t It became crimped; It became folded; it became creased. Ex.:]

5- & 3-8: à-

And & 2.É., (A) and ºº & 2 ×e, (K)

• ...

--

•

* 0.

*~

***

**, * ~ *

e -

or became rimpled, as though crimped. (In ** Jºe J-Kº Jº- "el J3' +\ºl Jºla [He
aor. and inf. m. as above, (TA,) t He contracted
these senses it is used in the $ in art. J.-, &c. folds the garments, or pieces of cloth, the first

(-iº,

q.v.,) his eye, or eyes; [so as to nºrinkle
the lids; in which sense the former phrase is

See

Jú-)

Also said of the skin, + It became time of folding them, so that they may

fres.

n:rinkled : see & #. Said of a garment, or agreeably with his folding]. ($, K, voce Jºu-5.
used in the present day:] (K:) and Jºe J-e piece of cloth, and of a coat of mail, and skin,
[In one copy of the S, I find 2: in the place
º, accord. to Th, he contracted (Jaé) his t It became folded, and it became creased, much, of
2-&#. which
--

- -

-

latter reading I find in a better
eye, or eyes, somewhat: (TA:) [or perhaps or in several, or many places. See an ex. below,
Jé is here a mistake for Jº, in which case we WOce Jºe] – [And hence, as meaning, + It copy of the same work.])
8: see 1, first sentence.
must read a 5,12, so that the meaning would be as became contracted, said also of the eye. (TA
above with the addition at me :] and W 3,...tº, in art. Alti-.) [See 1.] – [t He nas, or became,
2-É- : see Jºe, throughout. – t A fraction,
cººl signifies ãº [i.e. the contracting of languid, or loose in the joints. And t He affected
or
broken part of an integral, as the half, and
a very common sig
the eyes so as to wrinkle the lids]. ($, K, in art. languor, or languidness;
• 32 - 2 • * > .
the tenth, and the fifth; (Msb;) what does not
J-aš.) — •-tº- 2u. 2.É., (A, TA) aor. -, nification.] You say, 2–Kis st-sº aº Í [In him
is effeminacy, and affectation of languor or amount to an integral portion : (K:) pl. 3, #.
-- d -

-

…•*

*

*

º o .

inf n. *; (TA) and -* alone, (S, A, K,)
inf. n. 2.É. and **, (K,) or in this case,
when the wings are not mentioned, 3-4

languidness].
nate

man,

(A.) And one says of an effemi
º 2-&- + [He affected

2.2%

** J.

tº 3

: [The calculators multiplied the frac.

languor, or languidness, in his speech], (IDrd, tions together]. (A.) — Little in quantity or

[only]; which shows that a verb, when its O, voce Já)
and also ** [his walk]. (K,
objective complement is forgotten [or suppressed],
ibid.) See also 7.
and the inf. n. [for <--~" in my original I
7. 3-ºl, quasi-pass. of 1, (S, A, Msb, K,)
read 53-) itself is desired [to be expressed],
follows the way of an intrans, verb; (A;) [for [It broke, or became broken.] You say, W 45-º
… no • .

6

(A, Mºb) You say, ºak, sº

number: (ISd, K :) as though it were a fraction
of much. (ISd.) – t A crease, wrinkle, ply,
plait, or fold, in skin, and in a garment or piece
of cloth; (JK, S,” K," voce
in the CK Jé 3
and so accord. to the explanation of the pl. in

#,

-->

Jºsé is by rule the measure of the inf. n. of an

ºf and gº 2.<!. (Sb, T.A. see 1)—
#3

• -

the present art. in the TA;) as also

*}< .

- - --

intrans. verb, of the measure Jº,

such as 333, v-52,91 Jºe Al-M ºx-º! t The portions became (accord. to the explanations of its pl. in the S,
inf n. 3,3, and cº-, inf. n. Jºº- and Ja; fractional to the several heads; were not divisible Mgh, Msh voce & Aé :) pl. of the former ** :
of that of a trans. verb;] I The bird contracted into whole numbers. (Msb.) —jºr-g # The (JK, S, voce
and TA in the present art.;).
his wings, (S, A, K,) or contracted them some poetry became [broken, or] incorrect in measure. and of the latter, 3-tºº. (S, Mgh, Msb, voce
what, (TA,) so that he might descend in his
(TA) – Lºiſ -º- + The people became & Aé &c.) – See also 3, #, below. = [As a
flight,
(S,) or in order to alight. (A, K.) –

defeated]—J---

2-&l f [My conventional term in grammar, A. vonel-sound,
(A.) — [-º,-Sl well known; the sign for which is termed
nounced the letter with the vonel termed kesr: adversary became defeated.]
* 3,...e.]
and he marked the letter nith the sign of that a.i.5 t His spirit became broken, or subdued:
vonel. A conv. phrase of lexicology and gram and 2-G1, alone, he became broken in spirit;
his sharpness of temper, vehemence of mind, or Jºe and "Že, (§, K, &c.) the latter of
mar.] = See also 7.
fierceness, became broken, or subdued; he became which is [said to be] of higher authority (Cº.
2. –e, (S, A, Mºb, K.) inf n. 2–83 meek, gentle, or humble.] – L-Sºl, said of a man, than the former, [but this is doubtful, for the
(Msb,) is with teshdeed to denote muchness also signifies, very frequently, f He became former is certainly the more common,] (TA,)

[-,-] 2.É.-,

aor. :, inf n.

Jºe,

broken, or

He pro

3. 6

-

-

y

- ©-

-
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A portion of a limb : or a complete limb : (K+)
or a limb by itself, which is not miced with
another: (TA:) or half of a bone, with the
flesh that is upon it : (K:) or a bone upon which

surname
of the hings of the Persians, (S,) like its legs broken : (Mgh:) and J.-- štº a sheep,
3
- a
Jºla-J), a name of the king of Abyssinia, (TA), or goat, having one of its legs broken : …<>
arabicized from 3.5-, ($, K,) which means being of the measure Jº in the sense of the
“possessing ample dominion,” (K,) in the Per Imeasure Jºi. (Mgh, Msb:) and à-e also,
o,

& P

there is not much flesh, (S, K,) and which is sian language: so they say: but
broken; otherwise it is not thus called: (S) or
arabicized from

5. Jºsé,

**

is itself

[app. as an epithet in which the quality of a

which means, in that

any bone : (AHeyth :) or a limb of a camel:
(TA :) or of a human being or other: (ISd, language, “goodly in countenance": (TA :)

subst, is predominant, like

j-e, occurring

i-43 :

(Msb:)

in a trad. is explained as sig

[but that 32-d- is an arabicized word may reason
nifying a sheep, or goat, having a broken leg,
ably be doubted:] accord. to IDrst, it is changed
that cannot n'alk; (IAth,” Mgh ;) but this
into U&-e because there is no word in Arabic
requires consideration. (Mgh.)
*::=, (S,) The bone of the •et. [here having the first letter with damm and ending
[Breaking]; fem. with 3: pl. masc. and
meaning the upper half of the arm, from the with 3 ; and the 2- is changed into J to shew
fem.
Jºë;
and pl. fem. 3-5° also. (K.) —
part neat the middle to the elbow. (El-Umawee,
(S, Msb, K,) contr. to analogy, (S,) and ! Folding or doubling, and leaning or reclining
$, K.) [See also
TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

jute

(TA) and [of mult.]

*-*. (§, TA)—tº ſº, (5 K) and
**

3-4-

that it is Arabicized: (MF) the pl. is sºle,

&#. And º_-2-e sig

nifies The upper part of that bone..] – Also

3:=

and

"...#

The side of a

** and -lei and sº, (K) (all of

e. [or tent]. which are

upon, a pillow or cushion.
also] contr. to analogy: (TA :) by in a trad. of 'Omar,

* 9-le 23- J5.

•

(K)

or the part of [each of] the two sides

Hence the following,

2 -

#2 one

rule it should be &=, like &ºe (S. K) *}* 30-

•y

- e.

Jºe, meaning, t Not one of them

Jú.jº [app. and &º. ($)

ceases to fold or double his pillon, or cushion at
meaning the two outer poles of the middle row];
the abode of a noman n-hose husband is absent in
3 •
3 -0
war,
and to lean or recline upon it, and enter
es}-e: see sy-e.
every tent having two such, on the right and left:
upon
discourse mith her. (IAth, T.A.) – t An
(TA:) or the lonest aié [or oblong piece of cloth]
3 .
3
&= and "&= Of, or relating to, eagle, (A, K,) and a hawk or falcon, (A,)
of a ſtent of the kind called] tº : (A, K.)
contracting his wings, (A, K,) or contracting
or the part of that aiº which is folded or creased (sº : rel. ns. from (s−e (S, Msb, K :)
them somen'hat, so that he may descend in his
thereof that descends from the

(Jº 2:6) upon

the ground: (K:) or the

&sr=

and

alone is the rel. n. from

(sº.

lowest ai. of a < [or tent], that is next the (Msb.) [In the TA, it is said that one should
3 - a 2
ground, from nhere its (the tent's) two sides are not say U33,-e; but it seems that what is not
folded

(sº- * &- 32),

3.

on thy right

allowable is

-

&#.]

jlight, (TA,) or in order to alight. (A, K.) —

2|& "The eagle. ($, M, K.)
3-ºl i, q &g q.v. ($gh, K)
o_º

hand, and thy left. (ISk, S.) – Also, (K,) or

45

-

2-&-

2

ju-Ée and

&- + [The broken plural;] the plural

šu.”

[Fragments, or broken pieces in which the composition of the singular is
or
particles,
that
fall
from a thing :] nihat breaks changed; (K;) the change being either apparent,
there appears no reason,] A side (K, TA) of

*...* [only), (TA) [but for this limitation

anything; as, [for instance,) of a desert: (TA:) from a thing : ($gh :) or nihat breaks in pieces as in Jºy pl. of Jº, or understood, as in 313,
pl. jū- and ** [app. in all the senses: see from a thing, (K, TA,) and falls: (TA :) which is both sing, and pl., for the dammeh in

above). (K)—Jºe 33, and jºi. (TA)
and

ju-ā- :ü,

(IAar,) and

ju- à-,

(K,)

(Gús,
ISk, S, and Auº, S.) of fire-wood. (ISk, S.)

fragments, or broken pieces or particles,

the sing. in this case is like the dammeh of

Jü, and that in the pli, like that of ºi (Ibn

You speak of the ju.4% of glass, and of a mug, 'Akeel : see Dieterici's “Alfijah’’ &c., pp.
A cooking-pot, (TA,) and a vessel, (IAar,) and
and of aloes-wood. (A.)
329 and 330.) – Also
+ [The area of a
a bowl, (K,), large, and [composed of several
pieces] joined together: (IAar, K :) because of * t The turnings, bendings, or nindings, circle]: in the circle are three things: }: [or
its greatness or its oldness: as though, in the (-ipº, K, TA) and parts eaten anay by circumference] and Ji, [or diameter] and
second and following phrases, the term 2-4
torrents, (ağs, TA,) and ravines, (*, K, 2-& [or area], which [last] is the product
applied to every distinct part of it. (TA.) –
TA,) of valleys, (K, TA,) and of mountains: of the multiplication of the half of the las
See also **, below.
(TA:) a pl. without a sing. : (K:) you do not by the half of the 232; and it is some
•2 times called
You say, §§ 3-& u.
(TA.) –
3,...et A defeat. You say, §º ...is &” say ess!9) Jºe nor u 35'5!!

J-5

s

º, o e

.x

Defeat befell them.

or *

(Msb.) = See also Jºë.

o,

i-uº.

**.

2.É. <1% Ji

&#3 ºf tº is: tº [What is the

ascent and

(17'ea

t A land having [places of]
descent. (S, A.) – See also 2.É.

3, e- (in some copies of the K Jºe, but this
mistake, TA,) A piece of a broken thing : and Jºe.
(S, K:) or rather a piece broken from a thing : J.-è i.g. *:::::,

of a

circle of n!hich the diameter is seven

and its circumference two-and-twenty2]; and the
answer is

is a

-iº, & iguº [Eight-and-thirty

[Broken,) ($, K,) applied and a half]. (TA.) [It is scarcely

necessary to

(TA:) or a fragment, or broken piece, of a to a thing: (S:) and so the fem., without 3: add that this is not perfectly exact.]
thing: (Msb:) pl.
say,

X-e.

jº- &- &=

(Msb.)

See

(S, Msb, K.) You

A broken piece of bread.

alsoju.é.

(TA) pl. sº, (§, K) like as Jºy, is pl. 3–4. A place of breaking, (K, TA,) of any
of Jarº, (S) and sº (Ki) [and jeté. thing. (TA) You say, 2-tº-tº 3, [Wood,
is pl. of * :] Abu-l-Hasan says, that Sb

or a piece of wood, or a branch, or twig, hard

mentions the pl.

Jºe and Jºé, (§, Mºb, K) the former

2-&

because it is of a kind

proper to substs. (TA.) –3–é

in the place of breaking, when you know its
aşU (S, K) goodness by its breaking: (S, A :) and 3,4

of which is the more chaste, accord. to Th and

others, and it alone is allowed by Aboo-'Amr i.g. ãº. [lit., A broken she camell (K,) is like
Ibn-El-'Alā, (Msb,) A name (TA) applied to the phrase *** - *, (S, TA,) meaning
6 -

2

o

–

the king of the Persians, (Msb, K, TA,) or a à:3-as-e : (TA:) or a she-camel having one of

2-& *

[Wood, &c., good in the place of

breakingji. e.

2-& *

approved.

(K.) — Hence,

Jé,

(A, L) t A man who bears up

Book I.]

te

J-Ée –

against difficulty, distress, or adversity: because
one breaks a piece of wood, to try if it be hard
o

p

or soft. (TA.) And of a pl. number, A

2-& 43-2. (A) And 3-& Jºº &,
"…], (TA in art. JºA, q.v.,) t|[Such
a one is easy, or compliant, nhen asked], which is
(TA,) and

an expression of praise when it means [lit.] that
he is not one whose wood gives only a sound
when one endeavours to produce fire from it; and

of dispraise when it means [lit.] that he is one
whose wood is weak.

(TA.)

2613

§ in
**), in art. ---. And see Jiā and K..]
root in the earth. (S, K.) [See also

# , ,

1. \*, aor. *, He ate cucumber. ($.) —
– A poet says,
\te, ($, K.) inf n. *L±e, (S,) He ate food:
#2 -

©

.

(TA:) or he ate food in the same manner as one
eats cucumbers; (AZ, S, K;) chening with the
extreme grinders, or filling the mouth, (***
: ..)
as in eating cucumbers and the like. (TA.) —
tié and * tie, He ate flesh-meat; [the latter]

2 *-

©

:*

* *:

*: *

**

•.”

375 SS Jºel X3 st’s: SI 32.
*

*

*

* -

3.

•-

º

-

º

- -

2—- So Jº S3 → S,

º

*

[He is the Kashooth: therefore (he has) no root
nor leaves nor fragrance, nor shade nor fruit].

only used with reference to flesh-meat. (TA.) (S.)

—t:= He ate a piece of …e. (TA.) [See

*&

And

2-& + Such a one is praised when tried, proved, also 4 and 5.] –2& &: &#, aor. :, inf. n. 1. isſºul, & ** ; and "4-ºle, (S, L, K,)
of tested: (S, TA:) and 2-& º [dispraised ‘Jºë and füé (K) and, accord. to some, tº- ;
inf n, i-ść; and ºte; (L;) signify the
when tried, &c.]. (TA) Twherefore it is said (TA ;) and *tiº; (K;) He was, or became,
-

-

that]}-x. also signifies f The internal state;
internal, or intrinsic, quality; the intrinsic,

an
or

filled with food. (K.) = tié, (S. K.) inf n.

same, (S, K,) He

determined,

or resolved, upon

enmity to him: (L:) was inimical to him, (L,

‘Jºë ($) and "tzel; (El-Umawee, S. K.) K.) and broke friendship with him : (L:) hated

real, as opposed to the apparent, state, or to the He roasted meat until it became dry. (AA, S, him and nas inimical to him ; bore a secret
aspect; syn. 3-2. (K.) – Also >< The K.) — Jºë It (a skin for water &c.) had its
enmity to him. (L)=s== He dispersed, (S,
lonest part (J2 K, TA) of anything; and inner skin appearing through its outer; (K;) as K,) and drove anay, (S,) a people. (S, K.)
especially of a tree, where the branches are happens when a skin has been long folded, and J. * ***, and "19-tºl, They (a people,
broken off. (TA) — [Hence] it is said to be has dried and broken in that state. (TA) —
metonymically used as meaning t Old property. º <<== His hand chapped; or its skin $) dispersed from the nater: (S, K:) they went
became rough and corrugated. (K.) = tié. He anay from it, and dispersed: (TA:) they went
(TA voce
– See also:*.

§)

peeled a thing: (Fr, K:) used with reference to back from it. (T.) — *** He went back ;

jº

See

reak, whip.

3–4. —jº. is-

t A soft, a hide.

(TA.)

}: pass. part. n. of 2, q.v. — See also:-kº,
with which it is made synonymous. – I A

tié. He smote and cut retired. (A.) = “iè He pierced, or stabbed,
his, or its, middle with a sword. (K, TA.) = him in the part called &#. (TA) — -iè;
tié. Inicit feminam. (K.)
(L;) and "tie, (Kr, L,) inf. n.
(TA.) = Akº

3.

2 : see 1.

(K;) He cauterized, (K,) or marked nith a hot
iron, a camel (L) in the part called

valley whose 2,4- (q.v.) flon, with nater: (K:)
or are made to flow : (Th:) accord. to one
9 - d ..,

5.

2-d

tºº. He ate dry meat [see º],

relation of a saying in which it occurs, it is 5-8.2.

. (L,

K)—&#, inf n. *, He had a pain in
**. (L.) — ... n. as above, S,)
He was cauterized for the disease called &=.

his

(S,) and was filled with it.

(TA.)

• 22

4. tzel He ate ...:*. (TA) = And see 1.
(TA.) See 1. =

tºº. It became peeled. (K.) —25 tº The

e-º: & (S) or sºlº sº, (ISd.

($, L, K.)

hide became peeled: [i.e., its outer layer of skin,
K,) Such a one is my neighbour; ($ 3) the
or scarf-skin, was shaven, or scraped off]. (S.)

2:

; := (q.v.) of his tent is nert the 2-e of my

3: K see 1.

o

tent.

* = inf n. of 1, q.v. – Roughness and corru
gation [or chapping] in the skin of the hand. (TA.)

(S, ISd, K.)

7:

J-º: has for its pl. 3-lºº, which is extr. ;
2:= The Jº- [i.e. the flank; or part
like 3-uº, pl. of 3~4. (TA in art. G-:) &= and Jºe Filled with food. (K) = between the false ribs and the hip; also explained
9-8-2 & f I san, him in a languid, or lan *** Meat roasted until it becomes dry. (S.) in the TA by the word 5-le-]: (L.) or the
2

* ~*

.*.*

*~

-

guishing state.

-

(A.)

#4. A vice, fault, defect, blemish, or something
a miss.

hypochondré and

the false ribs,

($, L, K,) and from near the navel to the portion
of flesh and minen nect the back-bone : (L:)
the part against which the snord hangs when a

(K.)

la-É

** i. q. i.; (K) The nood with nihich one
fumigates; being a dial. var. of the latter. (TA.)

part between the

-:=

man is wearing it; and the part corresponding

1. – #, aor. 3, inf n. * *; and "-ie, thereto on the other side : (T:) or each of the
inf. n. J.--&i He ate flesh-meat and the like two sides of the belly, externally and internally,

-*

&

[or behind and before]; and so in a horse: (M. :)
waist; [see a verse of Imra-el-Keys cited

with vehemence. (K, TA.)

or the
-à-->
2 : see 1.

-

WOCe

J-à

Jià...] or the part from the top, or pro

jecting portion, of the haunch-bone to the arm

<<>

s

9

2.
See Supplement.

- 2

tº 3::= (S, K) and

*** and Jºë

16,44- (of the fem. gender, Ibn-Buzruj, in TA,
VOce

**)

and

3,4-

Jºë
See Jº and Supplement.]
Bk. I.

Jº

2

o'

-

- *

severed in his determination. (T.) [See an ex. .

but this last is a bad
WOCe

word, (K,) [as also

in

&#.

(A.) = (-e Jºl. He
determined upon a thing, or affair, and per

pit : (L:) pl.
and

i. —º Jº

tºº,

*** ess.

IIe deter

[A mined, or resolved, upon the thing, or affair, in
species of cuscuta, or dodder;] a certain plant his mind, syn. 93. : (S, A, K. :) and hid it, or
that clings to the branches of trees, having no concealed it: ($, K:) or, accord. to the L, and
and

** - e :

te — Jºe

2614

other lexicons, he persevered in the thing, or otherwise. (M, K.) You say also

Book I.]

º &é

• *
&

*

covering, from the beast of carriage]. (TA in

Jºsſ. He went areay, He (a camel) displayed his tusk : (S:) and he
and cut the ties of kindred. (L.) — 4-4- (sº (a beast of prey) snarled by reason of irritation.
J. He cut me, or cut the tie of friendship that (TA.) And sº & ** He (an enemy, and
affair. (TA.) – << *

art, his.) And 2.23 -kie, ($, Mºb) aor.

as above, (Mºb,) and so the inf. n., (S, Msb,)
I skinned the camel: (S, Msb:) you should not
united him to me, and broke off from me, aban a beast of prey,) displayed his dog-teeth, or tusks. say **: for the Arabs, in speaking of a
doned me, or discarded me, (S, L, K,) and (A.) And
&
f Threaten thou. camel, say only *:::= and éº- (S.)

4,3;

3:#!

became inimical to me : (L:) he turned anay (A.) — Also Jºë, inf n. as above, He smiled,
5. tº J3 in his The cloud, became
from me.
Either side of a tº: or laughed a little without any sound, so as to
dissundered
and dispersed in the sky. (TA.)
from which the te of the body is said to have its
display his teeth: (ISk, S, K:*) or he displayed
7. 39: la: K3) [The dust became removed, or
name, because the former hangs against the latter: his teeth in smiling. (TA) And <1%:4. He
(L:) or a tº [altogether];
so called
tle of the
body; because
in like smiled to him, displaying his teeth. (A) — And cleared anay, by the wind]. (T, TA in art.

(L)–:*
z-

º & 2:= f Such a one behaved ferociously

it hangs against the
Inanner as an

35, is called. :

(A :) pl.

34°

to such a one, or became changed tonwards him,
(TA.) = The kind of shells called conries, or and threatened him. (T.A.)
conchae Veneris; syn.
pl.
(K:)

**.

£3.

J3-.) See also 1.
10. see 1.

** i.a. i. i. (AA in TA art. 1, 3.)

3. 9-le, (A, K.) inf n. Sº, (A) He
bute; see Liè. = The stripped skin of a
or a fluºy made of such shells: ä-ºl were displayed his teeth to him, or grinned to him :
made ºf white shells of that kind. (Aboo-Sa’eed (K:) or he laughed in his face; and conversed, slaughtered camel. (Lth, K.) Sometimes the
is > covered
over with it; and one says,
or acted neith him nithout shyness or aversion, latter
•
9 * > of
boldly,
or
in
a
free
and
easy,
or
cheerful,
manner
lºse
J.
Alsº
ºute
was &ºl [Take thou off
liè A certain disease (which attacks a man,
from it its stripped skin, that I may look at its
$, K,) in the ? A , (meaning the flank, ā-e-, (ala.[3). (TA.)
flesh.] (Lth, K.”)
Es-Sukkaree.)

• *

…

TA,) and for nobich he is cauterized: (S, L, K :)

•

*

-- $$.

• 6-

0, o

* *

5 : see 1.
9

or the pleurisy, syn.

*

& 2

loute : see what next follows.

(K.)

3,4-

[The act of displaying the teeth, or
A slaughterer [or skinner] of camels;
ā-Ute, a subst., A determining, or resolving, grinning, to another : or laughing in the face of
another,
and
looking
at
him
in
an
open
or
a
as also "kie. (TA)— Also, ſits ple.] i.e
upon enmity to another : hating enmity: secret
enmity; estrangement of oneself from another. cheerful manner:] a subst. from Jºle, (K, TA,)
(Lth, K,) and &kº (M, TA) The on ners of
like ** from *-ū, and
from ºle. (Az,
(L.)
ºf ~

... .º.

-

-

-

itle

#e

a skinned camel. (Lth, M, K.)

:* A

mark made by burning nith a hot TA.)
iron in the part called te. (S, K.)

9 *

> 0 ,

s

, .

al-5-º 225+ [A skinned slaughtered camel].

late

(K.)

s

** One
&

enmity

who determines, or resolves, upon

(9.4) to another: (S, L, K:) a hating

1.

***, (S, Msb, K,) aor. -, (Msb, MS,)

inf. n.

lie, (Msb, K,)

He removed, put off,

enemy: (L:) a secret enemy: as though he took off, or stripped off, ($, Msb, K,) a thing
© .

; or as though he (Msb, K) from (3,4) a thing which it covered;
turned his -iè towards thee, and his face (K;) as, for instance, the housing, or covering,
(S, K,) from a horse, (K,) or from the back of
from thee; (ISd, L;) or because he conceals
a horse; ($;) and the cover from a thing; (S;)
enmity in his
à, in which is his liver, and the skin from a slaughtered camel: (TA :)
which is the seat of enmity and hatred; where and Líš is a dial. var, thereof; (Yaakoob, S;)
fore an enemy is called ºl 33% as though the former being of the dial. of Kureysh,
enmity had burned his liver: (L:) or, accord. (Yaakoob, accord. to the TA,) or of Keys, (M
to some, one who estranges himself from another. in art. Jats,) and the latter of the dial. of Temeem
and Asad; the 3) not being a substitute for the
(Mgb.)
J: (Yaakoob, TA:) and Y atK- signifies the
A man cauterized for the disease called
same. (Ham., p. 693.) It is said in the Kur,
te: ($, L, K :) a man cauterized with the [lxxxi. 11,
it…] 31% And nºhen the
mark called
below the ribs. (L.) — heaven shall be removed from its place, like as a
&

folded up enmity in his

:*

º

. ~~

-ºš

***,

A man smitten with a snord in his

tº.

:
See Supplement.]
Jäe

1 *, G, K) aor. :, if n is, (S) It
(food, S, K, and in like manner drink, TA)
affected him with alie, q.v.; (S,) filled him so

that he could not breathe: (K:) filled him, and
made him heavy. (T.A.) — He, or it, made
him sad, or sorronful, by reason of much eating;

inf n, i.e. (Lth.) — He filled it (namely
(K.) roof is removed from its place; (Zj, K;) and in a skin for water or milk) so as to make it stretch.
like manner *-i-3, (Zj, S,”) accord. to the (TA.)—[And hence, app.,] He made it (namely

[Jºë

See Supplement. )

reading of 'Abd-Allah [Ibn-Mes'ood] : (S:) or a rope) firm, or fast. (Ibn-Abbād) — He
shall be pulled off and folded together. (Fr.) º ** [in the TA aße, which is evidently
And you say also, -º-, 1.4. He removed the a mistranscription,] t Wrath, or rage, filled his
signifies the same as
letter from its place. (TA.) And & ſº, ºn: and # = n W
-

Jºë

à:=

(TA) inf n. Etie, (K, TA) His fright, or alāe + ſmrath, or rage, filled him]. (T.A.) —
fear, became remoted; (K,” TA ;) and so Vlaºğl 28 aße, (S, K,) aor. -, inf. n. ié (TA)
}* : (M, K;) [and "...iº, alone; (occurring aes, : (TA:) or the latter signifies this fright, and kuää and iguae, (K,) tſhe affair, or

1 ºf 32 is, (M. A. K.) aor. :, inf n.

in the S, K, voce

** ;)]

He displayed his

teeth, or grinned, (M, A, K,) in laughter, and

or fear, went anay. (S, K, TA.) And Iaiá. case, oppressed him neith grief; ($, K, TA;)
2:13, and º [He removed the housing, or distressed him; (K, TA;) filled him with grief,

lie – “r-se

Book I.]

Hé. [originally an inf. n. – Used as a simple iº, (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He cut in

or disquietude, or anariety, and burdened him.
(T.A.) — ***

#4 + Hebridled his adversary subst.,] t Grief, or disquietude, or anariety, that the [piece of nood called] 3.5 a notch [from

so that he found no way of escape. (TA) = fills the bosom : so in the saying of
See also 8.
* @.,

& 2
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× 9•

* * *

3. Uax evaag A55)

#4, inf n. *ēś, and

'onºr }ºn.

which to produce fire]. (K.)

'Abd-el-Azeez, in speaking of death, J-2) Jää-3
-ºil jià The notch in the curved extremity
Ağüe, meaning And grief, &c., that is not like of the bow, in which is the string; (As, S.;) the
other grief, &c., but more vehement. (TA.) notch of the bone, into which falls the ring of the
-

guage, + The people, or company of men, strait

[See also *...] = It is also used as an epithet: string : (A, K:) pl. [of pauc.]
ened one another, or crowded together, and clave
Hé Jº ! A man whom affairs oppress,
or distress, and overcome, so that he is unable to
you say

together, in the place of fight, in war; as also

juáē-i

(A) and

[of mult] juſée and jute. (TA)—º

* ,itc. (TA) Bºe signifies [likewise] tºong perform them. (Ibn-Abbād, K.')—And Jº 535, The notch [from nuhich the fire is pro
duced) in the [piece of nood called] 3.Aj. You
cleaving, or holding fast, (K, TA) notwith
i.
+A man, hard, or difficult, in disposition.
ié
standing difficulty: (TA:) and vehement striving
say 53%. Aé &- J.- jū. Fire flows from
for the mastery in near or fight; as also #Etº: (S, L: in some copies of the former, # ié) the notch of the 3.Aj. (A.)
(S, K:) and the latter, [or both, t the eacceeding ISd thinks that He is here an imitative sequent.
Jºe The piece of sinen, which is tied upon the
the ordinary bounds in enmity; as also * Gū. (TA in art. JäJ, q.v.)
base of the notch of an arrow. (IDrd, K.)
(TA.) You say, Buse 2. +[Between them
ińe Repletion, or the state of being much
is vehement striving for the mastery

in,figh.

filled, with food or drink :

[…lº

(M, Mgh,” K :)

(S.) And it is said in a prov., ºu ºl 3-1 -- |and a thing that befalls (S, A, K) a man, (S,)
4t: 3. +[He who is fitted for vehement or an animal, (A,) in consequence of impletion
striving for the mastery is not he who turns anay [or repletion] with food : (S, A, K:) pl. iñei.

See Supplement. )
--aē

aor. : and 2, (it seems to be
from it with disgust]: meaning 3,54- tº ºté (TA.) Hence the trad. of En-Nakha'ee, J.35 J.-è,
+ [Strive thou vehemently for the mastery with 4.i… it.<: i: săeş Jé àeşı (Re. implied in one place in the K, that the aor. is -;
but this is not the case; TA,) inf. n. Jºsé and
them as long as they so strice with thee]; i.e. pletions upon repletions are causes of fattening,
do not thou turn away from them with disgust rendering heavy or lazy, diseasing]. (TA.)

ãºute (by MF

unless they so turn away from thee. (TA)
[Meyd relates it thus: &tº º &. Buś, 2

or became

written

iště)

and

iº;

and

Buse: see 3, of which it is an inf. m. – "-se, inf. n. *; The girl's breast snelled,

prominent

or protuberant, (K,) and
+ He who is fitted for vehement striving for the TA,) in an affair, such as takes anay the breath. round: (TA :) [or began to snell, &c.; see
mastery is he who does not turn anay from it with
then 3: ;
: or they use the term
(TA.) And t Grief, or disquietude, or anariety,
disgust.] You say also, 2: * ºtö The occasioned by nar, filling the heart. (L.)
and then *ś; [as applied to the successive

# Difficulty,

Also,

or distress, and fatigue, (K,

Jij,

J-elé]

people, or company of men, eacceeded the ordinary
bounds in enmity. (S.) See also
6:

Buše below.

see 3, in three places.

8. Jºel He became filled by food so that he

A man replete with food. (Mgh.) — stages of growth of the breast]. (TA.) < **
A skin for water or milk jilled so as to be made ãº, aor. 2, (and ::, TA,) inf. n. *** :
to stretch; as also '4,43. (TA)—i A and' <= i [and * ~&; (A, TA in art.

*Jaé-

man oppressed, or distressed [and overcome, (see ** ;)] The girl had breasts beginning to snell, or
ié) by affairs, so as to be unable to perform become prominent, or protuberant : (IAth, S:)

could not breathe, (K,) and in like manner by
them; as also

* 3,4'-. and * ***:

(K:) [or had smelling, prominent, or protuberant,

drink. (TA.) It is also said of the belly.
or all these signify f grieved, and full of heaviness. breasts: see Jºelé]. = <e, inf. n. Jºsé,
(TA.) – t It (a water-course) became straitened
(TA.) – t Angry, or enraged, in the most He beat him on a hard, or tough, part; as the
by the abundance of its flow of rater; ($;) as vehement degree. (T.A.) = A state of fulness,
[and so * are:
head, and the like: (TA:)

also "ge, ſaor, accord. to general rule, 25)

or impletion. (TA.) – t A mutual straitening,
(TA;) and so Jº Azel: (K:) and ſize or crowding together. (TA.) You say, Jé
f it (a valley) became filled by the
&
953 sº f At the door of such a one is
together. (Har, p. 341.)
a.
crowding
1
and
R.Q.
also
[See
(TA.)
rain and torrent.
2.]— 2-9) Jº Asi. H-el + The people
-

****

*ē

for it is mentioned in the TA, that a certain king
was surnamed J-a8.J. from his beating the
*

* * >

-

protuberances

of people's
-

heads]. =
º

*

-

-

s:

y

aor. 2; (K;) and "J-se, inf. n. -ºš. (TA;)

ić. Axial & This food is a cause of He filled a vessel (K) &c. (TA.)
straitened, or crowded, one another in the mosque.
indigestion, and heaviness of the stomach. (TA.)
2. [-se It (a reed, or cane,) put forth, or

(TA)—itºl &e see 1.

6

R. Q. 1.

Élié,

inf n.

iſ.&=,

º

It (a skin
º

for water or milk) stretched when being filled:
(Lth, K:) nas seen to become even [more and
more] as often as water was poured into it. (O,
K.) [See also 8, and R. Q. 2.]

produced, its jointed stem. — Hence the phrase:]

* ~ *

JäläS.- :
2

a.

Jºlase

-

See k-t-lā-e ; the latter in two 3é 5:1 es; J. [t Verily I see the evil to
places.
have grown, like reeds when they put forth their
jointed stems.] (TA, voce -:) — tº ºra:
He put to her breast-band [the pronoun app.
--Jaé
referring to #3 “a beast of carriage”] edges,
aor. 3, inf n. **, He became
or borders, like *** [app. meaning play-bones,
-

:

----

1. Jºë,

-

R.Q. 2. §§§ He erected himself, sitting, full offat ; (IAqr, K.) like -º- (TA)
as often as he filled his belly, (Lth, K,) becoming
filled so that he could not breathe, (K,) after
being seen to be in a bending posture, (Lth,)

or dice, or similar things.].
2-la

(TA) — -se,

*ē, He folded

a garment, or piece of
cloth, hard, or frºmly, accord. to some, in a
inf. n.

1. Jºãº, (K) or , (TK) infin. Jºë, square form. (TA.) See also Jºº. — He
while eating. (K.) — It (a skin for water or
made to the bon, a 2.ÉÉ, or notch to
milk) became filled, or full. (TA.) [See also (TA,) He
made it square, (K) [or rather of a cubic form].
8, and R. Q. 1.]
receive the ring of the string. (K)—jké – And see 1 in four places.
329*

•rae – “t-aft
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…

4. – sel, inf n. *!, He hastened: (K:) remains in a vessel, &c., or a small quantity,)
or he nent anay, paying no regard to anything: of milk, (K,) or of clarified butter. (TA.) –

--Saë : see *Saë.

(TA ) or, inf. n. Jºsé, he ment anay in ! [A knot, or joint, of a reed or cane;] what is

** A iſ, of hair; this is made by a

between each two internodal portions of a reed or woman's disposing her hair in four plaits, and
juriously (ja. [an act, part. n.]) not caring
inserting them, one in another; thus they (i.e.
for what was behind him, [or for the people cane; (K;) the prominent part that is at the

extremity of each of the internodal portions of a the3 plaits, TA) become [nhat are termed]
… o

whom he left behind him] like Jºë. (Aboo
Sa’eed.)

Jºsé Any joint, juncture, or place of division,

z

-

spear [of reed or cane] : (S:) or an internodal "Jºë [a coll, gen, n., of which asse is the
9.3 × 6 p.
portion, or portion that is betnceen each two knots, n. un.J. (K.) — Also, and ā ;Sae, A certain
or joints, of a reed or cane: (Msb.:) pl. Jºsé mode of combing, or dressing, the hair. (K.)

of the bones. (K.) — Also, [and more com and Mae. (TA) — By use lºº, in the [These words are inserted in this art. in the K:
but I think that they should be in a separate art.,
monly, The ankle-bone, or talus;] in a man, following verse,
what projects above the tarsus, where the foot is
as quadriliteral-radical words; being of the
same class as jº- &c.]
sité º &. 3: …,
set on; (TA;) what projects above the foot;
(K;) the bone that projects at the place of
tºe bi-- 33 cº- &-Plae * A virgin. (TA.) See &-elé.
junction of the shank and the foot; (AA, AB, $,
Msb;) each foot has two bones thus termed ;
… . .”

-

2

of.

3

º

º

*

º

&

the poet means, they were divided and opposed

one on the right and the other on the left; in mind or opinion, so that each portion that was

,

,

.

Jºſé iº-

(this is the most common of the

(Mgb;) each of the two bones that project on of one mind, or opinion, became a party by epithets here mentioned, TA,) and "Jué, (S,
either side of the foot: (K, TA :) or the ankle itself. (AAF.) [He seems to compare them

joint, or tarsal-joint; the joint

that is

between

K) and "J.C., (K) and i.elé, (KL)

to play-bones thrown on the ground; or to the
the shank and the foot : (IAar, &c., Msb :) As several joints, or knots, of a reed, or cane; or to and, as written by some, *:::::, (TA,) A
rejected the saying of the [common] people, that a spear not equal, or uniform, in the joints, or girl whose breasts are beginning to snell, or
become prominent, or protuberant: (IAth, S:)
it is in the upper part (*) of the foot: (S:) knots, of its cane-shaft.] – 2-3
or having smelling, prominent, or protuberant,
some persons say, that it is each of the two bones A spear with equal, or uniform, knots, or joints; breasts: see 1: (K, TA:) pl. of the first
that are in the upper part (2%) of the foot: not having one knot, or joint, thicker than another.
and [of the first-or second]
the
so say the Shee'ah: and in like manner Yahyà (TA.) = t Eminence, or nobility, and glory. (K.)

-*, *,

-else

Ibn-El-Hárith speaks of the

-tº-

*:

latter mentioned by Th; the former occurring in

as in the

middle of the foot: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]

***

and [of mult) * and Jºe. (K)—
-ºš tº #)-

—sº Jé Jeſ A

man eminent, or noble,

and successful in his enterprises.

the Kur lxxviii. 33. (TA) — Jºelé 333,
Jº, and W J-ºk, (in some cºme of the

(TA.) — and W
*…* 3.
May God eacalt his glory! (TA,
K, J.K.,
from a trad) — tº Jºe J% S May thy

Jºi

A girl the heads of n:hose
glory not cease to
bones are not big [or prominent]. — Also em

be eralled ! See

Jº,

in art.

in either case extr., [the forms being

those of pass, part. ns., and the signification
that of an act. part. n.,]) and Y -*S*, A girl's
3

w . . .”

ployed with reference to any quadruped; meaning, 51s. (TA.) — C5. &= Sº Thy nobility, or breast that is snelling, prominent, or protuberant :
in a horse, What is betn’een each -*** and 30, : glory, hath eacalted me. (TA.) – This signi (K:) [or beginning to swell, &c. : see 1, and see
also Jºséo J.
or between the bone of the Cârlºs and the bone of fication is taken from the -** of a cane : and
º

the Gu, ; which projects backwards: [by this is

Jºe is applied to Anything elevated.

(IAth.)

J.e4.

Jºº. See
— A sº, (S, K,) and a
A girl's, or woman's, breast, (K,) that
but the hock: for it has been shown, voce -55, c,
garment, or piece of cloth, variegated, or figured,
is smelling, prominent, or protuberant. (TA.) ($, K,) with squares. (Lh, S.) Some explain it
that the term -a <>, with reference to quad
See also J.-è.
as signifying variegated, or figured, without
rupeds, is sometimes applied to what anatomists
meant, not the fetlock-joint, or hind fetlock joint,
… o.p.

©

o

J.

-

Jºsé

.

-

applying it particularly to a garment, or piece of
(TA.) – Jºë and W iº
à-e see Jºse. — Any square [or cubic] cloth, or to a 3×. (TA.) — A garment, or piece
[An ossicle] with which one plays; [a play-bone;
a cockal-bone; the superior bone of the tarsus, house, or chamber, or the like. (K.) – A of cloth, folded hard or firmly, (S, K,) accord. to
called by anatomists astragalus or os tali, a chamber of the kind called aft: (K:) thought some, in a square form. (T.A.) – J-ºk. ***
term the tarsus].

* ... o .

6

o' .

little bone, somen'hat oblong, taken from the foot by ISd to be so called because of its square [or A hard and projecting face. (TA)—i.e.
of a sheep, or the like, thronin in play, like a die :] cubic} form. (TA.) – ãº The Sacred House; The kind of basket called it-yº (K) and #:
(Lh, K :) the die (Jas) that is used in the game [the square, or cubic, building, in the centre of and is 3. (TA.)
of tables, or backgammon, (º); (TA;) [any the Temple of Mekkeh]: (S, K:) said to be so
: See &== and 1.
die that is used in play]: pl. (of the former word, called because of its square [or cubic] form : (S:)
TA)
%

-~

Jú= and

(of the latter, TA,)

Jºsé

and

< ūsé. (K: the last so written accord. to the
TA; but in the CK &ºe.) The playing with
the Jaé is forbidden [Kur v. 92]. (TA.) —
A conventional term of arithmeticians [a cube].

we > y

º

w . . .”

or because of its height and its square form:
also called

*

5

<! ãº

[The Kaabeh of the

º

*

--~~~~ : see -ele.

House (of God). (TA)—iº, (K) or
-ºš 33. (S, K,) A house [or temple] belonging
to the trile of Rabee'ah, who used to compass it,

(K.)- : A piece of clarified butter; ($;) such [a or perform circuits round it, [as is done round
the Kaabeh of Mekkeh]. (S, K: in one copy
lump, or compact piece] as is termed aß, thereof:
(K:) and [a lump.] of dates [compacted together] : of the S, written gº 53)

[Jºsé
See Supplement.]
~x=

4. Jºséal, (inf. n. &la=!, TA,) He ment
a piece of clarified butter, or of
£2.É. A girl's virginity, or maidenhead : anay quickly. (TS, K.) = He sat donn. (TS,
fat or grease. (TA.) — I What is termed a (K:) [the virgineal membrane: as shown by a K.) = He mounted [his beast] snollen nith
anger. (TS, K.)
à-2 (or what is poured out at once, or what verse cited in the TA].

(M, voce

ãº :)
-

& J.

<-aē — Uíe

Book I.]

&# Short: fem, with : (S, K:) an epithet man. (Az.) = *&

and

26.17

Jºël

** > .

The lion. the ravine.

f. ,

(K) – 3 tie, and as, "ael,

applied to a man, and, with 3, to a woman. (K.) =
Knobs, or protuberances, (3-4) and as, "tis, (TA) and as, "tact, (K.)
(AZ, S.)
of the head. (K.) Jºsé A man having knobs, (as also. 433) & A&l, TA,) : His, or its, colour
changed. (K.)
#34. The cover of a glass bottle. (K.) So or protuberances, ( J-4) on his head. (K.)

*

in the scholia in certain of the copies of the S,
relied upon for accuracy. (TS, L.)

ºil

£,

1

inf n. *ść, and :üe,
Jº A he-goat having the horn
curved so as to resemble a ring : (K:) like He requited, compensated, or recompensed, him
for a thing. (S, K.) —iº Sº, Jº * -s; [.. I
-

:

• -

3.

3.24. The [bird called] Jº: (S. K.) a -**, q.v. (TA)
(**) called by the people of El

small bird

Medeeneh; ; (IAth;) pl. &e. (S. K.)

º Jº stile,

have not poner to requite him. (S.) – stile,

(K) in n. *, and flie, (TA) He was like

Jºãº

him; nas equal to him; equalled him.

&#, (Mºb, K) and 3ale,(L, TA) Paper;

(K)=

sºle He watched him; observed him. (K.) =

Juº

[which seems to be properly paper
Gle, (K) inf n. *, (TA) He repelled;
made of the papyrus]: (K:) a Persian word,
Q. 2. ãº << The 3,92 (with an un
turned, or put anay; hept anay, or off; with
(L,) arabicized. (L, K.) The 3 is sometimes
or resisted.
stood,
pointed £, meftoohah, the name of a certain changed into 3, (Mºb, TA,) and into p. (TA.)
(K, TA)—&- Use
plant; (TA;) in the CK, ãº, or sack;)
thrust
this horseman, and then
He
*
*—º
3 - 2
[\sºle A maker, or seller, of paper.]
became collected together, and round. (K.)
that, with his spear. (K, TA.) — cºw tºle
~a:

Jºë &é,

(as also

syn.

*…*,

cº

TA) A large
is:

(and full and prominent, TA) pubes, (S, K,) or
pudendum : (TA:) a prominent, compact, pubes.

Pudendum muliebre.

(Fr.)

Jºë,

(as also

(z)= 3& J sale its & S There is no

* iſ ºle. (L. K.)

concealment neith me in respect of such a thing;

(ISk.) —sº

as also its tº . S. (TA in art. 3-)

TA) A woman having a large

ūe

4. See 1, in four places. – *

(and full and prominent, TA) pubes, (K,) or
1.

pudendum. (TA.)

IIe stabbed this camel, and then that.

tié- JHe turned a thing over; as a man

º Jº tael

**i), (TA) or té, (K.) He deviated, or

turns over a cake of bread in his hand until it turned aside, in his journey, from the object he

~~~~<>

Jºsé

and

becomes even.

W

tić occurs in a trad. respecting had in view. (K, TA) = &ºi= Jºy the

iº A base, unmanly, person. the Day of Resurrection, accord. to one relation, He divided the camels into two equal
for

tić,

numbers,

in this sense : it is said that the earth

setting apart the one half for breeding during one
(K.)
which
God year, and the other half for breeding during the
will be like a single cake of bread,
ãº Jºse Bubbles that float upon the surface of will turn over in his hand, as a man in a journey newt. It was esteemed the best plan, by the
water; (K;) resulting from rain : (TA :) a turns over a cake of bread. (TA) tié, (Ks, Arabs, to leave a she-camel for one year after
bubble floating upon the surface of water &c. $, K.) inf. n. Jé and 344-5 (TA;) and her breeding, without suffering the stallion to
G --> 3

>

cover her; in like manner as land is left fallow
(TA): or a spider's neb : (AA :) — Also, Stones.
(IAar, Ş, K) and "taxeſ; ($, K;) for a year. (S, TA.) – The same is also said
'tael,
(TA)- All these significations are also assigned but the first word is said to be the most chaste;
to £º-. (TA, art. --was-, q.v.)
He inverted, or turned upside-donin, (S, K,) of sheep &c. (TA) = 4:3 &l tael ($,”
a vessel &c. (S, TA.) [You say] <- &a= K,” TA) He assigned to him the profits, (K,)
[Jaé
[His bonyl reas turned upside-down; meaning or the profits for a year, (S,) of his camels and
6.- … o -

J-a=
See Supplement. J

t He was slain : a phrase similar to

$33, &A.

his sheep or goats; (K, TA;) i.e., their hair
and nool, milk, and young ones. (S, T.A.) =
<tael Many of the camels had young

(A in art. 29)—tie (TA) and 'tael, (Ks, Jº
S, K,) the latter of a rare dial., accord. to Ks,

and rejected by Aş, (TA,) He inclined, or made ones in their wombs. (K.) = <! tael, (K,)
to turn aside or incline, (S, K,) a bow, in shooting inf. n. füé!, (S,) He made for the tent a Máe.
He ran , K) vehemently: like with it, and a vessel, (Ks, S,) &c. (TA.) And
~~~<>

Q. 1.

-**

Jářá (TA:) and fled: (K:) like 2.3%
(TA:) or he ran slon:ly: or he walked quickly :
or he nwalked in the manner of a drunken man.
(K.)
-Saë
.: see art. --aē.

(S, K, TA) = (ael, (K) inf. n. *ē!, (TA)

tié (TA) and 'tael, (K) and "taci (TA)

in poetry, accord. to a commentary on the Káfee,
He used as the & tno letters having their
places of utterance near to each other; as 1, with
TA,) He turned him anay, or back from a 3 : [such is the signification of the verb accord.
thing; ($, K, TA;) as from a thing that he to general usage in the present day:] or, accord.
desired to do, to another thing. (S, T.A.) And to the Ahkám el-Asſis, he changed the & from
3. &- tà He turned anay, or back, from a
change
He,y

or

it,y

inclined:

intrans.

(K, T.A.) –

J., & tie, (§, K, TA) inf n. *-*. (S,

2 to J, or J to e : or he made a similar

thing: intrans. (TA.) [See also 4and 7.]

[ Jaé
Jaé

See Supplement. J

*

2,il tié

of one letter to another having its place of
The people turned anay, or back. (K.) [See utterance near to that of the former: or it has
also 7.] — tie He drove anay a man, (K,) another signification, given below, accord. to the
or camels.

(L.) — Jº

tie He made an same authority: (TA :) or he used different

letters in the rhymes; (S, K;) nºnether letters
assault upon the camels, and took them anay.
having their places of utterance near to each
--a=
(TA.) — tié H.e followed, or pursued, another.
other, or the contrary; (TA;) or in some s and
Short : (K:) an epithet applied to a (K) — -** Jº ...) tº The sheep entered in some J, and in some 3, and in some l’, and

2618
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#4, and vºtić, (S, K) The young ones in *-3)] tić. Changed in countenance. (TA.) =

in some 2-, and in some t &c.; as says AZ;
and this is the meaning known to the Arabs: the nombs of camels, in one year: or those after
(S:) or he used different vonels in the &
(Fr, $ ) or i.g. (s3f. (S, K:) or, accord. to
the Ahkám el-Asás, it signifies either as ex
plained above on that authority, (TA,) or he used

See

*e. =º and *; ke (as in the CK

the dams have not conceived for one year or
more : (K:) or a year's produce of camels and a MS. copy of the K) or

* (as

[&c.]; i.e., their hair and nool, and their milk, TA) The bottom, or interior, or inside,

in the

(ok)

as well as their young ones. (AZ, S, K.) You of a valley. (K.)
say 4:36 ăue Jº Give me the year's
different final inflections in the rhymes: (K :)
•3A*: See alie.
or he changed the final vonel in the rhyme; produce, &c., of thy she-camel. ($) — And,
*: see tié. — In marriage, Equality
ending one verse with a 2, and another with both words f A year's produce of a palm-tree.
(K.) – f A year's produce of a piece of land. of the husband and wife in rank, religion, lineage
ge.,

p.

5 *.

5 *, *

sº, [which are the

two vowels that resemble

(K.) See also 4.

house, ó’c.

each other] : (TA:) [see a verse cited in the
6;e p

first paragraph of art. Jºsé :] or he impaired the
end of a verse in any nay. (K.) Eloquent
Arabs explained the meaning of the verb in this

(L.)

6:6 -

#2 * *

3\a- : see 3Use.

£o 2

Use!, fem. Lºuie, A camel whose hump
inclines
slightly to one side. (TA.) – A camel's
* = (K) and "ā ā- ($, K) Likeness;
hump
inclining
to one side. (ISh.)
last manner to Akh, without defining any par equality. (S, K.) —tie A slight inclination,
ticular kind of impairment: but one made it to to one side, of a camel's hump, and the like.
cººl & The last of the days called 2ū
consist in the use of different letters. (TA.)
This is the slightest of faults in a camel; for
when the camel grows fat, his hump becomes jº-º. (TA) [Seejs--.]

5. tax. It (a vessel &c.) was inverted, or

5*... •

erect. (TA.)

cººl t;i&s

turned upside-donn. (TA.) See also 1, in two
places. – tº 5 (as also Jº, inf. n. -ºš; but

ise, originally an inf n. [of 3), and " -iè
the original word is that with hemzeh;) He and ** [&c., as in the following examples,)
inclined forwards, in walking, as a ship inclines Like; equal; a match. (S.) – ğüe 38, and
in her course. Mohammad is said to have
walked in this manner, which is indicative of

strength. (TA) [And so] -ti- She (a

See

*.

&&. Being like, or equal to ;

equalling. (S.)

— Also,
in* the
following
words
of a trad.,
23
*-*
> -e,
- .
.
&º cº S. autº J.i. S Jue, said to signify
YaºAé, and W 33-se, and Y offie, and Y ºffié, One of known sincerity in professing himself a
and W §e, (in the CK, §e.) and *ś, Muslim ; (IAmb :) or one not transgressing his
(in the CK, #,) This is like, or equal to, him proper bounds, nor falling short with respect to
… •o

–

.9.2

… -- 0 .2

-

..º.º. 6 -

woman) moved her body from side to side, in
that [religion] to rvhich God hath eralted him.
walking, as the tall palm-tree moves from side or it : (K:) And a; ăeş There is no one, or
to side. (S.) [And] She (a ship) inclined for nothing, like, or equal, to him, or it. (S.) — (Az)—Jºº. 9% (S. K.) and Júč,
wards in her course. (TA.) [See an ex., voce Zj says, that the words of the Kur-án, As (K,) as the relaters of trads, say, (S,) in a trad.
:
Jºel, in this sense; or, as implied in the $, in 3- #4. & & (cxii. 4,) may be read in respecting the airie for a male child, (S, TA,)
• * >

-

--

-

-

-

the sense immediately preceding.]

four different ways:

* (#é and " tº and

Two sheep, or goats, of equal age. (S, K.) Some

assign to these words meanings slightly differing

6. Gü They two were like, or equal, each to * tie (in which three ways the word has been from the above; as, similar, one to another:
the other. ($, K.) —

* tº: Their lood read) and **

(in which last way it has not also, slaughtered, one immediately after the other:
(i.e., the blood of the Muslims,) shall be equally been read.) Ibn-Ketheer and AA and Ibn-'Amir (TA:) or slaughtered, one opposite to the other.
retaliated, or expiated: (A’Obeyd, S:) i. e., and Ks read # Hamzeh read &é; and, in a (S.)
the noble shall have no advantage over the
&sº
See ºš.
case of pause, ūé, without hemzeh. (TA.)- Pl.
ignoble in the retaliation or expiation of blood.
(of Já.
and #é, and perhaps of i=

&:

andº,

(A’Obeyd.)

7. (acº He turned, or was turned,

anay, or

also, MF,)
excepting

~i=

*i and (of all the above forms

tie,

MF,)

**.

(K.)

—º

As

1. *, ſaor. ..] inf n. * **, It (a thing)
bach, from a thing that he desired to do; (S;)
much as is equal to another thing. (L.) – turned over, lit., back for belly: (K:) or, as in
[see also 1;] he returned, or went back, or
a copy of the L, he turned a thing over, back for
reverted. (S, K.) — Also, (TA,) or *tie, (K,) --9 ** * 4.- Praise be to God, as
o -

P-- -

It (a party) became routed, defeated, or put to much as is incumbent. (K.) = \ie A curtain belly. (TA)—“ie, (K) or *s & cº,
flight. (K, TA)— See 1, in two places.
(5:4) eactending from the top to the bottom of a ($) aor. :, (K,) inf n. * *; and "...ie;
tent, at the hinder part : or an oblong piece of (TA;) He turned him anay, averted him, or
stuff at the hinder part of the kind of tent called diverted him, from his course, or design. (S, K.)
off their families and their goods.] (TA, from a
*- : or a A-e that is thrown upon a U.5-, so (You say) 4-1- &é axie He nithheld him,
trad.; mentioned next after the explanation of
as to reach the ground: (K:) or an oblong piece restrained him, or debarred him, from the thing
Jº tie.)
of stuff, or two such pieces well sened together, that he wanted. (A$) – & " ...ie God took
• of ~

0.

o:

8. See 1. –º rºtazel (He carried

*

-

*

… • *

**

sac-1 He asked him for a year's attached by the kind of nooden pin called Jº him ; syn. a-a-5: meaning he died : and so
to the hinder part of a U.5-: ($:) or the hinder
ag & arae. (TA) = < *, ſaor. ..] (S. K.)
produce of his camels; i.e., their young ones in
part
of
a
tent
;
pl.
àéi.
(TA.) See à. inf n < * and &la= and sº and &ei=,
the nomb in one year; ($, TA;) or their hair
10.

*

and wool, milk, and young ones, of one year. in art. Jº.
a
and J59) "º, (K,) and
year's produce of a palm-tree. (TA.)
J59) "&, (TA,) t Changed in colour:
•
•
e-àe and e-à- and e-àé and §§º see Uke, (K:) said of the countenance and of other
-

(TA)—iº sac-1 He ashed him jor

cººl ºë,

º

o ,”

6.

9

…

o'

and for e-à:= see also

º

6 x -

6 o'

-

• sº.
-

3 .

-

things: as also J31]]

<&.

-

(K,) He, or it, hastened, or nas ºuich, or snift :

($ ) it (a bird &c.) hastened, or nas quick, or
swift, in flying, and running, and contracted

itself therein : (K:) it (a solid-hoofed animal)
contracted its fore-legs quickly in running : (Az:)
(TA.) – Also, the kind of running and flying termed &ée is
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like a turning aside, or starting aside, (J'Jºe-) quick or snift, (S, K,) and light, active, or agile, Jrom heaven, of n!hich he ate, and whereby he
with violence, or vehemence. (T.A.) = azā-, and slender : (K:) so too a horse. (T.A.) – received strength for coition : he is related to
J., e

-

W

** 3%, and "3,4-, [the latter originally

[aor. : ,] inf. n. &i=, IIe drove him, or urged
him on, vehemently. (S.) –

#! º

have said, that Gabriel came to him with a

< *ē, an inf. n.) A quick, or snift, running: and so cooking-pot called “…is !, from which he derived
a passing by, or through. (L.) – [Hence] the strength of forty men in coition: but Sgh

(aor. :, inf. n. <ié, S,); and "...ie; (but 3 iè f Death. (K.) = <ié }: Bread rvith
says, in the TS, that the descent of the cooking
the latter has an intensive signification; S.;)
out seasoning; without savoury food. (K.) = pot from heaven is not accepted as true by the
He drew the thing together to himself, ($, K,)
authors on the traditions. (TA.) – See <-ie.
See also <-ie.
and contracted it, grasped it, or took it. (K.)
E.

[See an ex. of the latter verb in a verse cited

&ie (S, Z, K, &c.) and '3-ie (Fr. K)

voce is 51—Jºe lºſ ($) Draw

and '3 ×e (Z) A small cooking-pot. ($, K, &c.)

together your boys, and confine them in the houses,

said,

It is

#, J. &i=

in a proverb,

or tents, at night. (A’Obeyd.) Said by Mo
hammad. –

sº

Jº Júl

<& & º We

<<= A traveller's provision-bag

that does

not lose [or suffer to escape] anything (K) of n!hat
is put into it : you say <= 35- (TA:) as
[A
also "3-iº. (K.)
-

small cooking-pot (put) next to a large one]:

i.e. a calamity next to which is another calamity.
have been forbidden to dran, together the clothes (S, TA.) Applied to him who oppresses a man,
[that are upon us] in prayer ; meaning, in the and compels him to do that which is disagreeable

& The lion. (TS, K.)
<-i:

One niho nears two coats of mail with

inclination of the body, and in prostration. (TA, to him, and then adds to his oppression of him.
from a trad)—º
<-ié, aor. :: (A’Obeyd.) [See also Freytag, Arab. Prov. ii. a garment between them : (K:) or who wears a
long coat of mail, and dran's together its skirt

&

and Y tzie; which latter has an intensive sig 849.] = See &a=.
nification; He hung the coat of mail [i.e. the
lower part of it] by means of, or upon, the snºord
[which he was nearing], and then drew it together
to him. Zuheyr says, describing a coat of mail,

º

-

6

& e.

-

by means of hooks, or the like, to loops in its
middle part, to disencumber himself of the longer

©

cº-ji=>: see c-fie and ºt-fie.

part. (T.)

-

&# Jº,

iáé,

and

A horse that leaps,

springs, or bounds, with his whole body and limbs,
and so that one cannot get possession of him, or
the redundant lower portions, and drawn it
obtain the mastery over him. (K.) See also art.
together to him,
~\*.

tie

of which the wearer had hung upon the sword

•

•

*

•

tº , a

* *

and
[the

~ *

tº 4-3 Jºſé +3*,

º

1. 4-iè, (S. K.) inf. n. **: (S;)
"4-ite, inf n. 4-5% and Čie; (K;)

• 6

*

<ié **-*

c-à:= [written without the syll. points] A latter form of the verb the more common ;] He
certain herb. (See
Je. in art. --Jé-.) faced him; confronted him; encountered him;

sº

e.
º

met him face to face : ($, K, TA:) or he met
&ie A place in which a thing is drawn him, or encountered him, face to face, suddenly,
[And an ample coat of mail, like the pool which
the east wind ripples in transverse directions; together, or comprehended, ($, K,) and collected, or unexpectedly. (T, M.) [You say] & iſ
white; the redundant longer parts of which he or congregated. (K.) So in the words of the ****, (S) and '4-šč, and ºie, (TA) 1
~

-

had hung upon the snºord of Indian steel, and

Kur ſixxvii. 25 and 20, Gie Jºš, Jº iſ met him face to face. (TA) [And] ºf iè

which he had then drawn together to him.] Üß *: [Have ne not made the earth a
place which comprehends the living and the
(TA.)
dead? meaning ~2% :- < ūe :] ($ :) Esh
2 : see 1, in two places.
Shaabee, pointing to the houses of El-Koofeh,
3. 4-ste He contended with him in running, said, º &i=
and then, turning to
or in a race. (K.) =
<t, and išč, its tombs, he said, -ºš &üe º ; meaning
He died suddenly. (K.)
to explain the above text of the Kur: but ISq
7. Jºãº! He turned anay, or became averted, thinks, that G\ie in this text is an inf. n., and
or diverted, [*** &= from his course, or that else-1 and Ülº are governed by it in the
design). (K.) – He returned [4-5 cºe from a CC. Case. (TA.)

º:

Güe

y

ºlie

God spoke to him face to face, without

anything intervening betn!een them. (TA from a

trad)—º-ié, (K) aor-3 (S3) and * - itée,
inf. h. as above; (K;) He kissed her suddenly,
unea pectedly, or unanares: (K:) or he met her
face to face, or encountered her, nith a kiss :

($ ) or he kissed her with full ability, and com
pletely, without snatching the kiss : (T:) or he
made his skin to meet, and come in contact with

(A’Obeyd.) – W. ,-34- (in war) sig
<-iè: see t-à-Ée. – One rvho contends nifies They contended together with snords face
his course, or design; and J *}. J. to his
to face: (L:) or "29-se, they encountered
abode. (TA.) = He, or it, became contracted; neith another in running, or in a race. (TA.) them in war face to face, having before their
(K;) and so "c-A-S-l. (TA in art. &a=, as used in the following trad., in faces neither shield nor anything else. (As, S.)
J.C.) — It (a garment) was drawn up, or which Mohammad says, -ºš it…] & *e — Also tº "-sle He contended jor him, and
tucked up, and contracted. (T.A.) — He was & <āş, [Women and perfumes have been
compact in make. (K, T.A.) — He (a horse) made objects of love, or pleasant, to me; and I defended him. (L.) —º * {<ālā, I [I
5

6

hers.

-

o

-

• w.x.

was lean,

lank, slender, light of flesh, or

lank in the belly. (K) = ′ = a& His,
or its, colour changed. (TA, art. tae.)

8. Juji c-axel He took the whole of the
property, (K,) and drew it together to himself.
(TA.)

faced, or encountered, the hot mind called 2.4-l.
have been supplied neith, or have received, &c.],
(A.) — $4. º * 4-se ! [He encountered him
signifies Food by nihich the body is sustained;
or, sufficient to sustain life: or nºbat sustains nºith that which displeased or vered him]. (A.)
life : (TA :) or that by n!hich food necessary for — "4-se, inf. n. i-ść, f He refelled him
the support of life is dran'n, or collected, together, by an argument, a plea, a proof, or an evidence:
(K,) and properly prepared for use : (TA :) as though the argument &c. were likened to a

[or the means of acquiring subsistence, &c. :]

-

sword, or other weapon.
10: see 7.

&i= and "Sº (and Y sº,

(MF)

- -

=A- **

or coition; [meaning ponyer for coition ;] so .4, a
* * *
accord. to El-Hasan: or strength for coition : ãºl-J), (inf n. tie, TA,) He dren, or pulled,
Ks) A man or certain food that n'as sent donºn to Mohammad the bridle and bit of the beast of carriage; as
-

-
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also "…i. (K:) or, as in the T and M, ** derived;] inf. n. *; ($, Mºbi) and "ºie, conventionally regarded as proper.] – And
Al-Ju 3, he pulled the beast of carriage by (A, Mgh, K) inf n. *i; (TA;) He ceiled, hence, ºe, inf. n. Öğle, is used to signify
2

**

…

• *

• *

tº- §§

3. See 1, throughout. – 23°)

the thing : (S, A,” [absolutely] He denied, or disacknowledged. (TA.)
Mgh,” Msb, K:*) or he covered the thing so as to [See the act. part. n., below ; and see 3. See
Jää
destroy it: (Az, TA:) and
Jaé, aor. [and also art. CŞ, p. 2322 a.] You say

concealed, hid, or

the bridle and bit. (TA.) [See also 4.]

covered,

** -

gº

º

t Such a one superintends, manages, or conducts,
inf. n.] as above, he covered it; covered it over. He denied the Creator. (Msb.) — Hence also,
affairs himself, or in his own person. (S, A.)
*
6.6 as

©

(K.) You say ºf jºgi Jié

4. £3, -ie, inf n. :*,

IIe covered

He put the bit the sonºn seed with earth. (TA.) And

to the mouth of the beast of carriage, striking the & **) The clouds covered the sky.
mouth with it, in order that the beast might take Lebeed says,
it into its mouth. (T, $.) – See also 1.
5.

Aº <<ić The hot winds called sºlº

* 2: jié iſ J.

*

º

In a night nºkereof the clouds that covered the

met, or encountered, one another. (L.)

(TA) jº, (S, Mºb,) aor. 2, (Mºb, TA,) inf. n.

Jié Jié, (S, Msb, K,) which is the most common
(A.) form in this case, (El-Basāir) and tâ (K)
and Öğ (Mºb, K) and sº, (K.) He dis.
believed; he became an unbeliever, or infidel;
contr. of 3.1, inf. n. & (S, K.) You say

& # (S, Mºb). He disbelieved in God: (§3)

sky concealed the stars. (Msb.) You say also because he who does so conceals, or covers, the
6. ,-jū [They faced, confronted, or en Jill **, and * Jāé, The night covered it
countered, one another; or met face to face].
with its blackness. (TA.) And
sºiè
(A.) — tº -“tº [The rams butted one
another.] (A.) —
--~3tº ! The naves 2-y! The mind covered the trace or mark [with

*}

&lsº

dust] (A) And ae, 3% jié He clad him
met and dashed together.] (A.)
9

@

.

J

-

tie 22,-1)

2

* * *

**

self with a garment ºr
-

truth, and the favours of the liberal Dispenser of
favours [who is God]. (MF.) [Also, as shown
above, He denied God..] It is related in a
trad. of Abd-El-Melik, that he wrote to El

Hajjāj,

* Jé jišº jší &’,

meaning,

his coat of mail. And Whosoever confesses the unbelief of him who

* > .;

J-22 ** 23-) cº-e aquel I [4

rº * "ji= He

covered his coat of mail opposes the Benoo-Marwān, and goes forth
* = He against them, let him go his nay. (TA.) See

burning gust of the hot day-nind smote him, and with a garment. (TA.) And
a blast of the hot night-wind meeting him in the put his goods in a receptacle.
face]. (A.)

ite;"

£ºff ſie

es:

also

**,

13& Jaé-

Also,

º à A husband: (K:) so called because

below. — [He blasphemed: a sig

(TA.) And
nification very common in the present day.] —
He covered, or concealed,

the goods in the receptacle. (A.) And

He declared himself to be clear,

*}º

or quit, of such a thing. (Msb.) In this sense
4… He
neith the arms.
he beholds his wife face to face. (TA.) – A
it is used in the Kur xiv. 27. (Msb, T.A.) –
bedfellon, syn.
(A, K,) of a woman. (A.) And º A: Jºe Jº-1" ji= Ignorance And iè also signifies He was remiss, or fell
(TA.) — A guest coming suddenly, or une.c overed over the knowledge of such a one. (TA.) short of his duty, neith respect to the lan', and
pectedly. (K, TA.) = Like; or equal; syn. cojić J.<>3, [thus, with damm as the vowel neglected the gratitude or thankfulness to God
which was incumbent on him. So in the Kur
of the aor.,] in the Kur, iii. 96, has been ex

tºº

wºrd Minºr

3-3,

.º.º. o.

• O e

-

!-lè, (§, K) and 3.2%. (TA)

xxx. 43; as is shown by its being opposed to
sº. 1 one who superintends, manages, or plained as signifying And wherefore do ye cover -* Jºi. (TA) = ′ is, inf n, iès
the familiarity and love in which ye were living?

conducts, affairs himself, or in his own person.
(TA.) See 3.

(TA) — Hence, (Msb, TA) i-, (S) and see 2.
* . 2:
ãº Jie, and 4--. ; (Mºbi) and jié 2. orie, inf. n. 2:#83
: see 1, first signification,
&f 43, and if a.s.. . (K;) aor. 2, (TA,) in three places. = Hence, -3.J. Jae It (war
*

Jää

1. Jº Jie, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) aor.
in the sense first explained below : ;, (S, K,

&c.;) [respecting which Fei observes,) El
Fárábee, whom J follows, says that it is like
…)

ãº,

* >

.

-

• c 3

- -

- -

•* -

Öğié, (S,

K,) which is the most common in the cause of God [or the like) covered, or
form in this case, (El-Bašáir,) and siè, (S, concealed, the crime or sin : (Mgh :) [or er
K,) and Jié; (El-Başáir;) He covered, or piated it: or annulled it; for]2- iº with respect
concealed, (M3b,) and denied, or disacknowledged, to acts of disobedience is like bu- with respect
the favour or benefit [conferred upon him]; ($, to reward. (S, K.) The saying in the Kur
Msb;) he was ungrateful, or unthankful, or [v. 70,) 2.3%. 2:
means, We would'
inf. n.

but in a trustworthy copy of the T it
is written 2, and this is the proper form, because
they say that ãº [of which the aor. is 2] behaved ungratefully or unthankfully; contr. of cover, or conceal, their sins, so that they should
is borrowed from º ji= in the sense which is 3&; (S;) and he denied, or disacknowledged, become as though they had not been : or it may
and concealed, or covered, the favour or benefit of mean, We would do anay with their sins; as is
~2

º

first explained below; (Msb;) and MF says,

that the saying of J, following his maternal
uncle Aboo-Nasr El-Fārābee, that the aor. of
this verb is -, is doubtless a mistake; but to
this, [says SM, I reply, that it is correctly -, as

God: (K:) God's favours or benefits are the indicated by another saying in the Kur [xi. 116,.]
do away with sins.” (El-Basāir.)
signs which show to those who have discrimi “good actions
… c.
,t → ~ 3 nation that their Creator is one, without partner, Jº arc au) ji= signifies God effaced his
sin. (Msb.) – And *: &and that He has sent apostles with miraculous
Jā- [IIe eac
•w *

-

J and F and other leading lexicologists have said; signs and revealed scriptures and manifest piated his oath;] he performed, (Msb) or gave,
proofs. (Az, T.A.) 3.3 $3, in the prayer
though the aor. of the verb of ié as meaning
(K,) what is termed sji= [i. e. a fast, or alms,
[termed *:::), In eans 4:3 tº $3 [And we
the contr. of &º, is : ; (TA;) [or, if this latter
for the expiation of his oath]: (Msb, K.)
verb be taken from the former, the aor. of the neill not deny, or disacknowledge, thy favour; or As of an oath is the doing what is incumbent,
former may have been originally - and *, and nee will not be ungrateful, or unthankful, for it]. or obligatory, º: the violation, Or breaking,
general usage may have afterwards applied the (Msb.) [The verb when used in this sense,
thereof: ($) are: jae is a vulgar phrase.
aor. - to one signification, while the aor. 2 has seems, from what has been said above, to be a
been applied by very few persons to that sig 4:9).º. ańska-, or word so much used in a par (Mgh.) = &i= as syn. with &i=1: see 4. =
nification, but by all to the significations thence ticular tropical sense as to be, in that sense,
…

o.º.

- -

•

-

& Jie, inf n. Jºš, (A, Mgh, TA) He did
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obeisance to him, lonering his head, or boming, common in the present day,) He called him a

[The people of the villages are the people of the

and bending himself, and putting his hand upon Asté [i.e. a disbeliever, an unbeliever, or an
his breast : (Mgh :) or put his hand upon his infidel]: (S, Mgh, K:) he attributed, or imputed
breast and bent himself donºn to him : (TA :)
to him, charged him with, or accused him of,
or he made a sign of humbling himself to him;

graves]; meaning, that they are as the dead;
they do not see the great towns and the per
formance of the congregational prayers of Friday :
($, Mgh :) by 294&l he meant the villages
(sā) remote from the great tonens and from
the places where the people of science assemble,
so that ignorance prevails among their in
habitants, and they are most quickly affected by

disbelief, or infidelity: (S, A, Msb:) or he said
to him <ji= [Thou hast become an unbeliever,
[or unbeliever of the Persians or other foreigners] or infidel, or Thou hast blasphemed : in this last
(A, Mgh) or a Jº [or free non-Muslim subject sense, “he said to him Thou hast blasphemed,”
did obeisance to him : (A :) namely, an

o

-

of a Muslim government, i.e., a Christian, a Jew, 9ie, to which alone it is assigned in the Mºb,
or a Sabian] (Mgh) to the king; (A, Mgh;) or is very commonly used in the present day]. innovations in religion and by natural desires
which cause to err. (Az, T.A.) Hence also
a slave to his master, or to his clie [or chief]:
(Msb.) Hence the saying, Js: &: 4- Jiš -j
the trad. (of Aboo-Hureyreh, TA), 2:34:
(TA:) and "Jaée, ſaor. 2, accord. to the rule of

4:13 Do

* K, and so in the L and other lexicons,
-jº,

without Us, which is
probably a mistake of copyists, TA) paid honour

but in the TS

not thou attribute or impute disbelief
infidelity to any one of the people of thy

jià Wié º 2.57 [The Greeks will assuredly
expel you from them, tonn by toron, or village by
kibleh; (S, TA;) i.e., do not thou call any such
a disbeliever, &c.; or do not thou make him such village]; (S,” TA;) i.e. from the & of Syria.
Jº Jié also signifies One
by thine assertion and thy saying. (TA.) (S, T.A.)
part upon another. (TA.)
one
upon
another;
or
2&tº J& lºš Ş is not authorized by the

of the K.) (TK) infin. Jié, (K) he (a Persian, or

—ji=

to his king, (K, TA,) by making a sign with his
head, near to prostration: (TA:) Jºë is a
relation, though it be allowable as a dial. form. Jié: see 1. [As a simple subst., Ingratitude,
man's humbling himself to another, (S, K, TA,)
(Mgh.)—[Also, ºi, inf n. *!, I made &c. – And particularly Denial, or disacknow
bending himself, and lonering his head, nearly in him
a disbeliever, an unbeliever, or an infidel; ledgment, of favours or benefits, and especially
the manner termed *: as one does nºhen he
I compelled him to become a disbeliever, &c. of those conferred by God: and disbelief, un
desires to pay honour to his friend; (TA;) or
(Mgb.) And <-13 & Jiéſ Such a one
as the
i. does to the cºis, (S:) and the compelled his companion by evil treatment to belief; infidelity.] It is of four kinds: 3& 24
the denial, or disacknowledgment, of God, neith
Jºãº of the people of the scriptures [or Christians become disobedient after he had been obedient.
the heart and the tongue, having no knowledge of
and Jews, and Sabians] one's lonyering his head (Mgh.) And * Jº ji= The man comwhat is told one of the unity of God [&c.]:
to his friend, like the .j with the Muslims: pelled him who had obeyed him to disobey him : and **** * the acknowledgment mith the
or one's putting his hand, or his two hands, upon
(T, TA:) or he made him to be under a necessity heart without confessing nºith the tongue: [or
•-o

- d --

-

…

his breast : (TA:) and reið in prayer is the to disobey him. (TA.) = 2==l He (a man,
the disacknowledgment of God nith the tongue
TA) kept, or confined himself, to the Aé, (K,) nhile the heart acknowledges Him:] and jié
before the action termed 2.É. the doing of i.e. a; [town or village]; (TA;) as also "A-el.

bending one's self much in the state of standing,

53tº the knowledge of God with the heart,

which was disapproved by Mohammad, accord.
(IAqr, K.)

to a trad. (TA.) It is said in a trad, ** 13|
º Wié- jić Maº č Así &; When the

5.

son of Adam rises in the morning, verily all the

arms.

and confession with the tongue, with refusal to

tºº jis He covered himself with
And

* As

the accept [the truth]; and Júl

He enveloped himself fession with the tongue nºith

jià

the con

disbelief in the heart :

all of these are unpardonable: (L, TA :) the
members abase themselves to the tongue, (Mgh, entirely with the garment. (A.)
greatest
Aé is the denial, or disacknowledgment,
TA,) and confess obedience to it, and humbly
of the unity [of God], or of the prophetic office
see 4, last signification.
submit to its command. (TA.) –3.5 also
[of Mohammad and others], or of the lany of
signifies The crowning a king with d cronyn,
Jie The darkness and blackness of night; God. (El-Bagáir.) [Also, Blasphemy. Its pl.,
[because] when he, or it, is seen, obeisance is [because conceals things;]
as also, sometimes, as a simple subst. in all these senses, is said
it
done to him (43.4% & 31). (K.) – See also
"...e. (S, K.) [See also Åle.] See a verse to be *..] Akh says, that siè [in the
º 3 -

Jºš below.
cited voce

ité. = Earth, or dust; because accus. case] in the Kur Xvii. 101, [to which may

it conceals what is beneath it. (Lh.) = [Hence be added v. 91 of the same ch., and xxv. 52,]
is pl. of 4, like as sº is pl. of 3... (S)=
to me my right, or just claim. (A, Mgh, K.) also] A grave, or sepulchre: ($, K:) pl. *. Tar, or pitch, syn. 33: with which ships are
Hence the saying of Amir, Jºãº <e jš ls, (S.) Whence the saying, jºió Jºš Aſ ºf
3.

Ji- Jºué He denied, or disacknowledged,

Álé 3 º

[O God, pardon the people of the graves]. ($.)
[When he confesses a thing in the

smeared; (K;) of which there are three sorts,
Jié and 3. and & Jāº is melted, and

= [And hence, perhaps, A town, or village;
[generally the latter;] syn. iš: (S, Mgh, Mºb, then ships are smeared with it: [whence, app.,
ledges: ité, being thus used in the sense of K:) a Syriac word, and mostly used by the its name, from its being a covering :] -ºj is
*ēl. But as to the saying of Mohammad people of Syria [and of Egypt] : or, accord. to used for smearing skins for wine, &c. (ISh.)

presence of the Kádee, then denies, or disacknon

[the lawyer], &: *

Jie: see;ie.

$33 3:32:1.” 4Jº El-Harbee, land that is far from men, by which

[A man who oned to another a debt, and denied no one passes : (TA:) pl. j,i} : (S, Msb :)
to him, in the case of it, for years], he seems to in the present day, it is applied in Egypt to
have made it imply the meaning of alsº, any small a; [or village] by the side of a great

-

-, *

Jää- :

see site.

--> -

->

-

3)Aée : see Jāte.

and therefore to have made it trans. in the same

a;

[or town]: they say

º ãº ãº

manner as allels-ºl is trans. (Mgh.)

3. *

-

-

[Such a town and its village]: and sometimes
-

4. Ael, (S, A, Mgh, K) and "ºie, (A,

One

a;

has a number of

»ié.

(TA.) Hence

p >

234::= :
• * >

Mgh, Mºb,) [the latter of which is the more the saying of Mo'àwiyeh, jºin Jºž jºió
Bk. I.

J&

- -

º

-

Lºſſe, and its variations: see *.

-

2

-

;

see 25te.
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Jää

àie

I.

º 3.15.

(S) or an what is beneath it. (TA.) – One who has what is within it: (Mgh, Msb:) or, accord. to
intensive epithet in which the quality of a subst. covered his coat of mail mith a garment worn AA and Fr, the &ſº [by which they probably
a subst. from

predominates; signifying [An expiation for a
sin or crime or a violated oath ;] an action, or a
quality, which has the effect of effacing a wrong
action or sin or crime; (TA;) that nihich covers,
or conceals, sins or crimes; such as the 5,\ie of
oaths [violated], and that of [the kind of divorce

over it.

(S.) —

& 3%

A garment that mean the spathe, for, as is said in the Mgh,

is n'orn over the coat of mail. (A.) = One it is applied by some to the
n:ho denies, or disacknowledges, the favours or

2=

(or spathe)

before it bursts open]: (S:) [Yugºse is sometimes
benefits of God: (K:) [ungrateful; unthankful;
masc., though more properly and commonly
especially to God:] one who denies, or disac

knowledges, the unity [of God], and the pro

fem. :) IAar says, I heard Umm-Rabáh say,
and (sºe 3. (TA:) the pl. of

Jºe º

termed] jº, and of unintentional homicide; phetic office [of Mohammad and others], and the
(T, TA;) an earpiation
tº), such as an lan of God, altogether, accord. to the common sº is Jºsé and the pl. of Ālā is Jºsé.
º of the grape-cine;
alms-giving, and a fasting, and the like: (K:) conventional acceptation: a disbeliever; an un (T.A.) — Also f The
believer; an infidel; a miscreant; contr. of (K, TA;) i.e., the leaves nºhich cover what is
pl. ºffié (T, TA)
(El-Bašáir:) because he conceals the within them of the raceme; likened to the 335te,
Jºe A soner: (S, K :) or a tiller of the favours of God: (S:) or because his heart is of the &\le; (TA ;) the * [or calyc] of the
ground : (Msb :) because he covers over the seed covered; as though it were of the measure grapes, before the blossom comes forth; because
in the sense of the measure J, i. : (IDrd,
they cover the unopened raceme; accord. to IF,
with earth: (S, Mgb:*) pl. jià. (S, T.A.)
TA:)
or
because,
4covers
his
heart
altogether:
The pl. is said by some to be thus used in the
Kur lvii. 19. (TA.) — Dark clouds, or a dark (Lth, TA:) i.e., having a covering to his heart: accord. to the K ; but it is well known that the

(***

3–54;
Jes

as also 'esſiès (Mºb.) pl. 3; and 3%,

cloud; (K;) because it conceals what is beneath or because, when God invites him to acknowledge former is pl. of 233Use, and the latter of 35te.
it. (TA.) – Night: (K:) or intensely black his unity, He invites him to accept his favours; (T.A.) – And, accord. to some, t The envelope
night; because it conceals everything by its and when he refuses to do so, he covers the [or calyc] of any plant. (TA.) = [Camphor;]
darkness. (S.)- The darkness; (K;) because favour of God, excluding it from him: (Az, a kind of perfume, ($, K,) nell known, from
it covers what is beneath it; (TA;) as also TA:) fem. with 3: (S, Msb, K:) pl. masc. certain trees [the laurus camphora of Linn.] in
W 5.4, accord. to the copies of the K; but in sº, (S, Msb, K,) the most common pl. of the mountains of the sea of India and China,
the Lji=, q.v. (TA) – The sea; (S, A, K.) 23te in the first of the senses explained above, n:hich afford shadon to many people or creatures,
for the same reason. (TA.) Thaalabeh Ibn (El-Bagáir) and jº, (S, Mºb, K.) the most (K,) by reason of its greatness and its many
So’eyr El-Mazinee says, ($, TA,) describing a common pl. of the same in the last of those spreading branches, (TA,) which leopards or
male and a female ostrich and their returning to senses, as contr. of J-354, (El-Bašáir,) and panthers frequent, and the wood of n:hich is

their eggs at sunset, (TA,)
• * @*

a

...

2 - -

- 3 - ~~

Leº lºº, Sº Geº

+

-

•*

*

* *

*

º

:

• zºº

Jºe Jº tº i=> <-ill

jºie ($, K) and &l= (Mºb) and pl. ſem.
Jºsé (S, Msb, K) and <ſºle (Msb :) and
"ji= Jé. and *:::= signify the same as 34.

(K:) or Jºie is an intensive epithet, meaning
very
ungrateful, or unthankful, [&c., especially
[And they remembered goods placed side by side,
to
God]
: so in the Kur xxii. 65, and xliii. 14:
after the sun had cast its right side into a sea);
and
ji=
has a more intensive signification than
i.e., the sun had begun to set : or the poet may
mean [by 33:2) night: ($, TA :) but $gh says, jºie, [meaning habitually ungrateful, &c. :] so
that the right reading is &#33; the pronoun in the Kur l. 23: but sometimes it is used in
referring to the female ostrich. (TA.) — Also, the sense ofºie; as in the Kur xiv. 37: (El
*

º

n:hite and easily broken ; the 325te is found
nvithin it, and is of various kinds, in colour red,
and becoming white only by *** [or sublima
tion]. (K.) — Accord. to the M, A micture of

perfume, composed of the spathe (355te) of the
spadic of the palm-tree. (TA.) = A certain
spring, or fountain, in paradise. (Fr. K.) So
in the Kur [lxxvi. 5,)
Ösº 39') ºf
• 6 -

- - of oº

&

&

5,34- tº-5- &= cle
drink a cup of

[Verily the pious shall

wine n:hereof the micture is

Káfoor]. (Fr.) IDrd says, that it should be
imperfectly decl., because it is a fem. [proper]
name, determinate, of more than three letters;
fem. ; and it has no unbroken pl. (TA.) — but it is made perfectly decl. for the conformity
Also, simply, Denying, or disacknowledging; a of the ends of the verses: Th says, that it is
denier, or disacknowledger: followed by Jº made perfectly decl. because it is used by way of
comparison; and that if it were a [proper] name

A great river: ($, K :) used in this sense by Bašáir :)
El-Mutalemmis: (S:) and a great valley. (K.)

— [A man] staying, or abiding, [in a place,
and hiding himself.

Jºº.

(TA.)

[See an ex. voce

— [A man] wearing arms; covered mith

*:::= is fem. as well as masc.; (TA;)
and its pl. is Jié, (K,” TA,) also both masc. and

arms: (Az, K.) as also *:::: (A, K) and *::::: before the thing denied; pl. Ó, slē ($, TA;)
of the spring, or fountain, it would be imper
(S, A) and *:::::: (A :) or this last signifies so in the Kurii. 38, (TA) and xxviii. 48. (S,
fectly decl. : Th means, says ISd, nhereof the
bound fast in iron; (K, TA ;) as though covered TA.) – [Also, Blaspheming; a blasphemer.]
and concealed by it: (TA :) pl. of the first,
* …

= See also

mirture is like 233Ue [or camphor]; and Zj says,
that it may mean that the taste of perfume and

*.

r

Jüe. (K.) Hence the following, (K,) said by

6 -

ji=

The spathe, or envelope

of the &\le [or 233Ue is in it, or that it is mixed with 335te.

Mohammad during the pilgrimage of valediction, spadiar], (A$, $, K, TA,) or upper covering
(TA) 23, Žá; 4,45* sº ºf 5 thereof, (TA,) of a palm-tree; (As, S, K, TA;)
Ja: (K) [Do not ye become again, after me, the 4- of a palm-tree : (Mgh, Msb:) as also
i.e., after my death,) nearers of arms, pre "Jié, ($, Mgh, Mºb) with damm to the 9

(TA.) = A certain plant, (Lth, K,) [which I
believe to he the same as the camphorata Mons
peliensis, see my “Thousand and One Nights,”
ch. xxviii. note 6, of sneet odour, (ISd, K,)
the floner of n!hich is (Lºk) n!hite, (Lth,)
paring yourselves for fight, ſome party of you and fet-h to the J and teshdeed to the 3, (Mgh,
smiting the necks of others;] as though he meant Msb,) or Jºe, [so in the copies of the K, and like the flower of the cº-3 [or camomile].
(Lth, K.) = IDrd says, I do not think the
thereby to forbid war: (AM, TA:) or [do not
so I have found it written in other works, so

ye become unbelievers, after me, &c.; i.e.,] do that both forms appear to be correct, and 233U- is Arabic, because they sometimes say
not ye call people unbelievers, and so become
unbelievers [yourselves]. (AM, K, TA.) – A Jié and Jie, (K,'TA)and "Že (AHn,
coat of mail; ($gh, K ;) because it conceals K) and "ji= : (K:) so called because it conceals

j,is and 3,35.
, a £
-

Jié-

(TA.)
-

[More, or most, ungrateful or unthank

2623
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Book I.]

ful, especially to God; or disbelieving or un colour from the land in which it lies. (K.) God, S) guarded him, or hept him, or kept him
– t A youth nearly of the age of puberty: safely. (S, K)—i. sºe Jº lºss. Go ye
believing]. (TA.)
(K:) a youth who has attained the period of in the safe heeping of God. (S, TA.) — In
3.1% as a subst., The cronyn of a king.
adolescence, and nºhose face has become beautiful, the following verse of Jemeel,

(ISd, K.)

is called & Jºsé (a full star), like as he

•

Jºš. A bird covered with feathers. (A.) See is called 333. (TA) (See **, and #44.]
also *: and see jºić. = One n-ho, though – t The chief, lord, or prince, and horse
beneficent, is regarded, or treated, with in man, or cavalier, of a people. (K.) – t 4

6

-

à-l

º

4.3 o º

a--

0

*N

-

*- -->

-

of

e.

Jºaº Jºy” -a-jl

Jº

- d

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

x= J-2 3-- e-º-º
o

e -

o -

*

-

<-e &;3

gratitude; (K;) a benefactor whose beneficence man with his arms; an armed man. (K.)
– t What is tall of plants. (K.) – A moun
is not gratefully acknowledged. (A.)
tain : (K [but Freytag mentions, that in
Jºe: see 2.É.
some copies, for J.-, is read J.-, horses

[Then be thou in prosperity, in safe keeping (of
God), and in happy condition, even if thou have
firmly resolved to cut me and to detest me],
fje may be an inſ. n. ; or it may be pl. of

and horsemen, or a troop of horse:]) or
the main part thereof. (TA.) – The greater
part, chief part, main, gross, mass, or bulk,
of a thing: (S, K:) as of herbage, water,
an army.
(TA.) – f The flower, or flowers,
of a garden, or meadow. (TS, K.) – The
,13 [toadstool, or mushroom], a nell-known
plant: (AHn, K:) I do not mention it, says
AHn, from a learned man: but Jºe is
[explained by lexicologists only as] the name

32).<> ; or it may be put for §§e, the 3 being
elided by a necessary poetical licence. (Abu-l
Hasan.) – The verb is also used without hem
zeh, thus; *S*, *, tº ; and <-ſe, .45&;
in the dial. of Kureysh; inf. n. iše: as the

ºw - -

-

-

6

6 *.

*

G

- d ...

3

3348° su, Ashes upon which the wind has

so that it has covered them. (3)
swept the 9-dust
2 See also A&c.
-

--

-

J. : see Jātā.
[Jää
Jā=

Lºe

of a nell-known plant, called

O -

pass part n. of both,
used than

Jº,

pass. part. n. of

:

- d .

is more commonly

which is correctly used as the
(TA.) –2;i Śē
jor the party, or

<1%.

+ He acted as a scout

wº -** :

O -

o,

- O -

o

-

(**)

* ~ * ~

*~ *

•, as Ye, (K, TA,
people. (TA.)–:\sº 2L3
#2 * *

See Supplement. )

(L:) perhaps a species of the 213. (El-Mak [in the CKºlā;,]) or " §é, (S,) He repeatedly
disee, cited by M.F.) = Vehemence of heat:
; looked at it again
turned his eye to a thing
• 9 a £2 2.
(K :) the greater part of the heat. (TA.)
be f He watched
($,
K.)—_s=-ji
and
again.
– The medicament called diº, q.v., [which
-- - -

--Ké
...

•

6

-

-

22

•

6 -

Q. Q. 1, J.é25°, ($, K,) inf. n. **** (K)
the person who
It (iron) glistened; was lustrous, or bright. (S, defends

to see when it would rise. (A.) =
the star,
£2 2.
with from the burning of fire]. (K: explained JºJ) Sº, ($, K,) or $1=, inf. n. 421-, act.
- * * *... •
?: F..
.
by the words ā-33S), Jº Jºlall: in some copies part. n. Jºe, (A,) The debt, or its payment,

K.) See also Jeº.
º

-

constellation:

as also

2

o a

-

• … •

-

[This is wrong :

was 2.put
aff, or postponed, or delayed. (S, A, K.)
c > 3> *

3i.) =2;

– 29-º-c X* f His life came to an end: (K:)
£2 .
or was long, and was delayed.

-

+º] J-2.
-ºš <<= means Talc:

i.g. sº-3, A star; an asterism ; a of the K,

-*

there

-

& b .

d -

is anointed

**.*.*:

(S, K:) or

a £2.93) is an appellation given to the planet

see

ſºd (A.)—5

Jesé 3%

A day of difficulties, distresses, or [unless this be a mistake for WSe] He postponed,
Venus; and for the rest of the stars, the masc.
word Jºese is used: (Az :) but Venus is calamities. (K.) =&ei= A place of con or delayed, a thing. (TA, art. tº)=$4,
finement. (K.)

called also -e.g. (MF) [Pl. -ese:) —

(K) inf n. Jé, (A$) He beat with a whip.

Accord. to Lth, J.e3 = is a quadriliteral-radical
ãº See J.égé. = An assembly; a com (A, K.)=#ū ºl (S. K.) and "-sel,
word; the 3 being a radical letter: it is also said to pany; a congregated body. (K.) Said by some (S,) The she-camel ate $ 2, or herbage.
be from J.e5, or from ~3° though 9 is not to be figurative in this sense.

(A’obeyd, S, K) = -$1 -5°, (K) and

one of the letters of augmentation; so that here it
a tº

must be augmentative contrary to rule. (TA.)
### $32, º [They uttered an impre < *, and "-sel, (S. K.) inf n. ñéſ,
[But I rather think that it is an arabicized cation like that of Konkebeeyeh]: a proverb. (TA,) and *-ºs-, (K.) The land contained,

word, from the Hebrew Hº; and that ignorance i.e.K.1 was a town the

($) or abounded with, (K) $4°, or herbage.

people of which

of its being so has caused the Arabs to dispute were oppressed by its governor, wherefore they (S, K.)
respecting its formation.] — Jé “: lºss uttered an imprecation against him, and he died
2. §e, inf. n. ** and āāś, He brought
-*.* They became dispersed [as though under immediately after it. (K.)
a ship near to the bank of the river, (K,) and
every tract of heaven]. (AO, S, K.) –

J.ésé

+ Drops [of den] that fall upon her

J.e.K. jºi A hard tract with glistening

moored it.

bage in the night, (K,) and become like stars. pebbles: also called Jºº. J-4. (TA.)
(TA.) – The source, or spring, of a well.
(K.) – Water. (El-Muårrij, K.) – t The
[ Jé
lustre, or brightness, or glistening, of iron. (S,
K.) – t A snºord. (K.) — A nail : (K :)
See Supplement. J
[or more probably, t its head, as in Golius]
G

-

+ He retained, de

tained, or confined, a person: (K:) app. from

the verb as used with reference to a ship;
and therefore tropical. (TA.) - §e, (K,) inf.
Il.

£8, (TA,)

He came to a place, and stopped

there. (TA.) – Şe, inf n.

d -

—Jºe (AZ, K) and 'iº (TA) + A

(TA)—Se

iąś, IIe came

to

a place sheltered from the mind. (S) — Şe
He came to a person (K) on an affair. (TA.)

º

Yºº

whiteness in the eye : (K:) a nihiteness in the
28, 2

;:

black part of the eye, whether the sight be gone
1. §é, (S, K) aor. :, inf n. Jé (K) and = & §e ! He looked into, or considered
in consequence thereof, or not. (AZ.) —º #e (S, K) and fºe (K) [but respecting this attentively, a thing. (K.) See 4. – agºe !. He
A tract, such as is termed alai-, differing in last see a verse of Jemeel cited below], He (i.e. regarded him attentively, and was
|

pleased njith
330°

2624
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him. (TA) = 9:3 tº J. Še, inf n.
:Jºš; (S, TA;) and "Sel, (§, K) inf n.
§é!: ($ ;)

He paid in advance

(2.1%

[Book I.

10: see 1 and 5.
-

bearing both of the two significations immediately
following, and clearly shown in the S &c. to

º

Fresh herbage; syn. & 4 (S, K:) bear the latter of them: A postponement, or

Šá

K, applied to the

is,..., Jºe, and cº- :

(Az:) or delay, in the time of the payment of a debt, &c.

and Jºi, S, K) for corn or other food, &c. pasture, or what cattle &c. feed upon : (TA :) See also #13, and Śē. – Also, both words,
(S, K, TA.) [Here the original signification or herbage n-hether fresh or dry, either fresh
like it:-3, A debt of which the payment is de
of postponement or delay is involved : for he pasture or fodder: (S, K:) or it comprises the ferred by a creditor
to a future period.] (S,K.)
who pays in advance for a thing grants a delay Jº, cºe, asſ-, ***, 8-94, “...arº
Ex., & 89 &S tº J, i.e., *:::w at:1,
in the delivery thereof.] IAar cites the following
kinds of sºft, and rhat are termed -*. Ji, He (Mohammad) forbade [exchanging] a debt
Verse :
and the like: or it is applied to the herbs called to be paid at a future time for a similar debt.
3.18% 3. •
* ~*
Jºãº,
and to trees: a gen, n., having no sing.; (S, TA) [See the Jāmi' es-Sagheer, and Mish
& ~! cº-º cº
+

o

o -

+

kát el-Masábeeh, ii., 21.] What is forbidden

or its sing, is $42. (TA)
**

º

Y3

493– j-- es”,

by this is, a man's buying a thing on credit for
a certain period, and, when the period of payment

+

sto in

-

3)= : see 5 and

[So that he who does a good action to them does

-

&\*.

is come, and he finds not that wherewith to pay
not pay in advance to one who will recompence

for that (action), nor to him who is generous].

*iº, (S,) A land containing, (S) or abound

(TA.) See 1 and 5.

Şte, inf. n. §§§, and fºe,

3.

àé Jī, (S, K) and **ść..., (K) and

He watched,

or observed. (TA.)

the debt, his saying, Sell it to me on credit for a
further period, for something additional: where

upon he [thus] sells it to him : (TK :) or, a
ing with, (K,) Śē, or herbage. (S, K.) – man's paying money for wheat, or the like, to
The W last is also said to signify A land with the be given at a certain period, and, when the

pasture of which its camels have been satiated. period comes, the debtor's saying, I have not
4. See 1 in three places. =&
eye nas sleepless, or nakeful.

cºel t His (TA.) – See a trad. quoted in art. J4.

wheat, etc.; but sell thou it to me on credit for

(A.) – )=l

a certain period. (Aobeyd, Mºb) see Jºi.

--- d -

**, and "See, the made his eye sleepless, or
wakeful (A) = 9. §el t He brought his
life to its close.

$3;

(K.) See 1.

tº &
overcome.

t A strong eye, which sleep does not

(TA.) —

gº isié

Jé

is also used for

&#.

(S.)

[See an ex.

1 A man, or

a camel, (male or female,) having a strong eye, WOce 3-6.) The pl. of the latter is &Gé.
which sleep does not overcome : (K:) or, a (TA.) — Also " §é, Money paid at a period

w$e, inf n. £25;

He bought sleepless, or wakeful, eye. (A)—isie ii. after the purchase, for food. (S.) – Also
[This is the explanation given in the
t [A woman who is sleepless at night]. &= and W šče, An earnest, or money paid in
TK, and it appears to be correct. It is also (TA.) See 4.
advance. (K.)
*:#2: . .
*:: * ~
** * ~ *
3. * *
there said, that 45)S signifies aº-3 d5.jā-1,
Ža 2
Šási f Longer, or longest; more, or most,
2 #4 *S* and * Sºč. A station of ships, (S, K,)
5.

and

on credit.

Jº

-

-

I took it, or bought it, on credit: and us tºe near the bank of a river, or near what is protracted.

(TA.)

&

—º Šá'í 4, ºl

2-k, 3-ºl,

4534-1, I took, or bought, the called the J. : (TA:) the former is masc. (S, A) i.e. f [May God cause thee to reach, or
food on credit, but the latter I render dif and fem.; or, accord. to Sb, it is of the measure attain,) the extreme,
or most distant, period of
ferently. (See 2, above.) In the K we read &S Jú ; and therefore masc.,
life
1
(S,
TA.)
and perfectly decli
a • * > *a •
* ** -- * * *
22, a - a
jº,
6:... o.
tºº stºº -\º Jºjº's *-d--alº 3)&ls nable : (S:) so called because it keeps the vessels
6 -

--> c -

334-i IbrD thinks that the last word should

<!-

be

“I postponed, or delayed ”; but I

* ** *
4-e-

the wind: but accord. to Th,
measure § 3; and therefore fem.,

(33-, meaning [and imperfectly declinable; from Jé;]

* * *

3.34. I took, or bought, on credit. In the
2 #4 -

-

it is of the

zza

TA we read, AO says, tº):=3

-

• ?:, 22

3')\º- stºº

so

pººl (TA)—3.3% tº Jº.

*** : 2 * ~ * ~ *

Ješ-U-M 4-e-Jº. 45.34-1 us! ~~
º

• ,

-

8. •."

-

-

-

-

~|~!

**

c -

U:185
-

× 32 c > * ~ *
§á Ščí 4,343 – it…" & 53 2: J &iſi & Jé Jºº, (TA) or tº:
art. Jºe) or & Jº, (TA
* &: sº 29: whence it seems, that in2:thatJ.,art.)(K finHim
who indirectly calumniates
a £o 2

-

-

-

tºº. tº cº ! The eye is constantly fired
upon her: ſor has in her an object that is natched
as though watching her because

-

§á šč, 3-3-4-3 ; but the words es'

* *

.

-

or a place where ships are moored, near the bank pleased with her. (A.)

ajjā-1 seem to have been added by SM ; for
in the S we find, on the authority of AO,

•* ** *

*.

-

called because the wind there becomes slackened : (by it):]

of a river: (TA:) or a place sheltered from the
mind. (S.) — Also, The bank of a river.
(S, K.) – Dual of .Sée, Jºſé and 9354

2:2 a...

£a

-

d -

5) So and aº ; see axle.

(&) from

• 5

-

rather think that it should be

safe

3.
ºw - -

Y&o: see

#é.
--Jée

1.

-

Já,

aor. 2, inf. n.

$44, He (a dog)

-

nvas seized with madness, in consequence of eating

human flesh. (K.) See also J.4°

and

Jºſé.

Sº, (or #é. Šs, and §é. *See, see above,) nºe will treat in a similar manner; (meaning,
-lè, inf. n. Jºſé, He (a man) nas seized
and $4. *ść..., signify He asked for a delay we will inflict upon him a chastisement less than
with madness like that of dogs, in consequence of
that
termed 3-1;) and him who walks upon his having been bitten by a [mad] dog; [nas
of the period of the payment of a debt.] See 8.
-

8, 2. §:=l

the bank of the river (i.e., who openly calum seized with hydrophobia]. (K.) So also
on the river
camel. (S, K.) See also &l= and Jºſé.

a

He preserved, or guarded, him niates, and so, as it were, embarks

-

self from him or it; had a care of, or was of the 2,4- [pl. of 3-) nze mill cast into that
cautious of, him or it. ($, K.") — Jº -Sºel river; meaning, we will inflict upon him the

in

+ My eye was wakeful, vigilant, or cautious. (S.) chastisement termed 3-1. (TA; and K" in
=

$é. §:el, and * ušº, He received a #é,

[i.e., an earnest, or money paid in advance].
(K.)

*

like

neut.

madness termed -iè. (K.) See Jºšé.

art. Jºe.)
-

(*, [i.e., pass. in form, but
significationſ He lost his reason by the kind

-*,

-

6:3 x

•o

-

&= (§, K) and Wºº (K) i.q. £3,

of

-

-

-º-, inf. n. J.ie, + He was angry (K) alſº
[app. with him; and thus resembled one afflicted ºrith
-

Book I.]

--Jé
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* ** *

the disease called .32. (TA)—Jé, inf n.
-

**~ *

he sened the thong, or strip of leather, between ** 59. [A woman like a bitch; a woman

*. + He was light-witted; neak and stupid, two other thongs, or strips. (IAar.) = -lè who is a bitch]: (S:) pl. [of pauc.] Jºſé
or foolish; ignorant; deficient in intellect : syn. ful … The strap or thong of untanned hide

and

(of mult, TA) ºxe (S, K) and Jºſé, which

* : (K:) and thus resembled one afflicted with

pressed painfully upon

him, by his being exposed
is a rare [form of] pl., like *. pl. of 3.2, [or
with it to the sun or air, and its drying. (TA.)

the disease called -*. (TA) —-lè, inf n.
rather a quasi-pl. n.,] (S) and (pl. of Jºſé, S,)
Jºſé, + He thirsted. (K.) From Jé sig 23, º &-ſe, inf. n. Jºſé, f Fortune pressed * (§, K) and (pl. of Jºſe, TA) tº
severely upon him. (TA, from a trad.) See
nifying “he was seized with the disease of dogs,
and died of thirst:” for the person afflicted with
this disease thirsts, and when he sees water, is

flightened at it (TA)—tº Jé - e.
(TA,) inf. n.

Jºſé,

! He was eager for, or

desired nith avidity, a thing.

(K, T.A.) —

also

Jºſé,

and 6. — -º-,

inf n.

**,

! It

(K) and (also pl. of

*S*) -Jéſ:

(Mgb:)

K, cold, &c., S,) became severe, or Jºe is also used as a pl. of pauc.; *S* ăş3
intense: ($, K:) he (an enemy) pressed hard, being said for -$9. &: #N3; or -se being

(winter, $,

or vehemently, upon him. (TA) = -lè, inf. n. used in this case for

ièſ:

(Sb :)

‘….” and

Jºſé, I, (a rope) fell between the check and "Jºë signify a pack, or collected number,

of

In like manner, 29. Jº Jºël WJú t The wheel of the pulley. (K.) = &ſe, aor. : , He dogs: (K:) [both are quasi-pl. n.s. in my opinion,
though the former is called a pl. in the S:]
people were eager for the thing, as though they struck him neith a ~34, or spur. (S, K.)
were dogs – “…le, inf. n. $4°, t He ate
accord. to some, the former, if masc., is a quasi
2. -ie, inf. n. -ºš, He trained a dog
voraciously, without becoming satiated. (K.)
pl. n. ; and if fem., a pl.: (MF:) the latter is
to hunt : and

sometimes, he

trained a

23,

On

a

by a

mad dog) cried out, [or barked]. (K.)

Jºlº. and 3% [which are both quasi-pl. ns.].
(L.) The pl. of ité [the fem.] is Jºe and

like

– “…le, inf. n. **, He (a person bitten
bird of prey, to take game. (L.) See the act.
part. n.

-*, inf. n. J-º-; (so accord. to the
3. *te, inf. m. iść (S. K, TA) and ºe,
TA; but accord. to some copies of the K,
(TA,) t He acted in an evil manner, or in
Jºſé ;) and W -8-1; He (a dog) had the juriously, tonards him; or contended against
habit of eating men. (TA.) – -ie, aor-z; him : (S. K. :) he straitened, or distressed, him,
(K: but in some copies, **, aor. 2; [which (K) as dogs do, one to another, when set upon
is evidently the right reading;]) and W -º-l; each other : (TA:) he acted with open enmity,
–

IIe (a man in a desert place, TA,) barked, in or hostility, to him: (Mgb:) and *
order that dogs might hear him and bark, and

jºš

3.14. (Mgb.) —s tº cº's & t[Such a
one is in the valley of the dog:] said of one whom
no one cares for, and who has no place of abode
or resort, but is like a dog, which one sees ever
* going forth into the desert. – *** &

! He left reciling him, and injuring or annoying
him
: [lit., restrained from him his dogs]. (A.)
(inf n.
See also J.ie. —Jiji Jºe 4×ol, (S, K,)

of 6) is syn, with #3&. (S) = Jº sºle,

that one might be guided thereby to him [to receive
or direct him]. (K.) —º, inf. n. * (inf. n.
-

iáč, TA,) The camels fed upon ~Jºſé,

the first word

being

in the nom.

case

as

an

(K.) – Also sometimes inchoative, (TA,) and 4×c, ($, K,) put in
the acc. case as governed by a verb understood,
(As, IAar, K.) [This office seems to be thus signifying The camels pastured upon dry, or
compared with that which a dog performs, in tough, J- ſapp. a mistake for J.: “what is (TA) or +9 and 2991, (Kh, S, art -,e,
K;) of which readings, that of ººl is the
inviting travellers, by his bark, to enjoy his very rough "]. (TA.)
and

ić, +

He performed the office of a pimp. i.e., the thorns of trees.

master's hospitality.]

—-ſe,

inf. n.

Jºſé,

one generally adopted; (TA;) or they are two

Jºſé BIis camels became affected nith the distinct proverbs, each having its proper meaning;
disease called -1 = (S. K.) i.e., with a (Meyd;) the former signifying, [if we read
4.

t It (a tree), not having sufficient watering, had

rough leaves, without losing their moisture, so that
they caught to the garments of those who passed madness like that which arises from the dog. -$g, Send the dogs against the mild oaren:
(TA.)
i.e., Teave a man and his art: (S, K.) [but
by, thus annoying them like a dog. (ADk, K.”)
* ** * * * 6 J
accord. to MF, this is the meaning if we read
— Jáº t It (a tree) became stripped of its 6. See 8 and 1 – 134% Aé & jº
leaves, and rugged, or scabrous, so that it caught They leap, or rush, together upon such a thing -be; but if we read ºbºe, the signification
to men's garments, and annoyed the persons [in an evil, or injurious, or contentious, manner]. is, as explained above, “Send the dogs &c.,"
and the proverb is applied on the occasion of
passing by, like a dog. (TA.) = $353, -4é, ($) -ić, is syn, with 3:1 (S. K.) [and
instigating one set of people against another set,
aor. 2, (inf. n. $4é, TA,) He inserted a strap, so also, accord. to the CK, is 35&#1, which I without caring for what may happen to them :]
thong, or strip of leather, (~1%) between the suppose to be an intensive inf. n. of Jºël.
or it alludes to a man's having little care or
solicitude for the state, or case, or affair, of his
two edges of the 3254, in serving them : (S:) or
J& is the action of a roman roho servs a skin, 8. --Jºel He made use of a a.ie, i.e., a companion. (A"Obeyd.) If we read “ººl,

thong of leather, &c. in serving a skin &c. [See the meaning is The dogs are upon, or against,
the wild oren : and in like manner, if we read
398, the meaning is “The turning over of the
[i.e. through the loop thus formed] the end of the
10: see 1 = and see 10 in art. J*.
soil is the work of the oxen : " if ‘ºlº,
deficient thong, and then makes it to come out

when, finding the thong too short, she inserts into
the hole a doubled thong, and puts through it

[on the other side of the

ºil. !y pulling

the

lººp

4.1%.] (Lh.)

Jºſé- a word of well-known signification, “Leave the turning over of the soil to the oxen.”
9 o .

through]. (IDrd.) See age. —2-1 sº-Jê [The dog:) (S:) or any wounding animal of (MF, from expositions of the F5.) – [
aor. 2, inf. n. **, She (a female sewer of prey: (L, K, &c. :) but whether birds [of prey] -º- seems also to signify A fierce, or Jurious,
g

*

are comprised in this term is a point that requires
consideration: (Esh-Shiháb El-Khafájee:) and dog. See #1–22 ºie The dog of the
she was serving] too short, doubled a thong,
especially applied to the barking animal [or desert; i.e. the molf. (K, voce ~%)
Jºſé
through which she put the end of the deficient dog] : (K:) or rather, this is its proper sig
is also especially applied to A lion. (K, TA)
thong [in order to draw it through]: (TA:) nification; and it admits no other: (MF:) — The first increase of water in a valley.
or J.J. J.Lº, aor, and inf n, as above, signifies sometimes used as an epithet; as in the ex. (Nh, K.) – A piece of iron at the head of the

skins or the like), finding the thong [nrith nihich

-

-

• 6 tº

' [Book I.
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pivot, or aris, of a mill. (K.) — A piece of principal star, Sirius. (El-Kazweenee &c.) – madness] ; or, accord. to another reading, i.e.
wood by which a wall is propped, or supported. 2 : 39. $48, also called 23i: --JS), The -ºš i is Jºn [The blood of kings is the cure
(K.) – A certain fish (K) in the form of a dog. constellation of Canis Minor; and its principal for canine madnes]. A proverb, explained by
star, Procyon. (El-Kazweenee &c.) – ºr JS) what is quoted from Lh, voce -*. But
-

d -

(TA) L-3 ºie and & 4 is an

appellations now applied to The shark.] = [or

Jº Jél A certain star, over against some reject this explanation, and assert the
Jºſé A strap, or thong, cut from an untanned 33 (q.v.), [which is] below; in the path of meaning to be, that, when a man is enraged [by
skin, and Y Jić. is A man bound rith a -iè, n:hich is a red star, called Jºli (TA:) --Jé desire of obtaining revenge], and takes his blood
i.e., with a strap, or thong, cut from an untanned
Jºel, is a name given to a star between the feet,
skin. (TA.) = The extremity of a hill of the kind or legs, of Cepheus; and Jºey!,
to that which is
called age (K)=Jºe (and "334, TA) upon his left foot, or leg; (El-Kazweenee;)
The nail that is in the hilt of a snºord, ($, K,) [app., from their longitudes, the same two stars
in which is [faced] the al; [or cord or other to which the above quotation from the TA

ligature by which the hilt is occasionally attached relates: but the same two names are also given
to the guard]: (S:) or a nail in the hilt of a to two other stars.] – Jºy! --- is [likewise)

revenge, the blood is the cure of his rage,
though not really drunk.

*

and

(TA.)

-*. — [Also &l=

See also
A madness

like that of the dog, affecting camels. (See 4.)]
and wité, ! Wehemence; severity;
pressure; affliction : (K, TA:) severity, or in
tenseness of cold &c.; like £i- (S:) severity
and sharpness of winter: (K, for the former
word; and TA, for the latter) also the latter,
accord. to the TA, [and the former also, as
appears from its verb, severity, or pressure, of
him or fortune, and of everything: (TA:) and
the latter, straitness, or difficulty, (K,) of life:

—sº

sncord, with which is another [nail] called 3,4-ºl. a name given to The star which is on, or in, the
(L:) and (so accord. to the K: but accord. to head of Hercules; [for U$5u-Ji, an evident
the TA, the [cord or ligature, itself, which is mistake in my MS. of El-Kazweenee, I read
called the] il;5, of a snºord. (K)= -iè Jº- ;] that in the head of Ophiuchus (5-1)
A strap, thong, or strip of leather, (or a red being called Jºely). (El-Kazweenee)— (9&l,
* [probably a mistake for 24, another] accord. to Freytag, A name of the two stars v
(TA:) and drought : (K:) or distress arising
strap, &c., K,) which is put between the two and k n'hich belong to Taurus: but accord. to

from drought or from government &c. (AHn.)
edges of a skin (Ş, K) when it is served. (S.) = my MS. of El-Kazweenee, the two stars that
cº --Jé Jºe < *śs I have averted from
cº Jºſé The line, or streak, that is in the are near together on the ears of Taurus are called
Jººl.] — tºl Jºe The stars, or asterisms, thee the evil, or mischief, and injurious conduct, of
-

-

-

-

- O -

o --

-

•,•o -

middle of the horse's back. (S. K.) — sº,

º

£53,

of the beginning of ninter; namely,

and

a—º sº Jé He sat firmly upon the line,
o: streak, in the middle of his horse's back. (S.) §l and Jºl and ājī [the 7th, 8th, 9th,
— `ie ($, K) and " Jºšé (K) An iron at and 10th, of the Mansions of the Moon: so

o –

such a one. (S.) See also Je.

Jºſé A dog or man affected nith the disease
called Jºſé (S, TA:) — A dog accustomed

called because they set aurorally in the winter:

the edge of a camel's saddle of the kind called the first so. set, about the period of the com to eating human flesh, and in consequence seized

Jº:

(K:) a bent, or crooked, or hooked, iron, mencement of the era of the Flight, in central neith what resembles madness, or diabolical pos

by which the traveller hangs, from the saddle Arabia, on the 3rd of January: see …iſ Jº, session, so that when it rounds a man, he also
becomes in like manner affected (Lth, S) by the
(U_-), his travelling-provisions (S,) and his in art. Jj}]. (T.A.)
-

-

disease called

ess's

(TA.) See also 33. —-lè Anything
with which a thing is made firm, or fast, or is
bound: syn.

º

2*
--

~* >

aw Jºs U-1=, (as in some
**

- 2

-

copies of the K,) or J35 (as in others): so
called because it holds fast a thing like a dog.
(TA.) —º i.4.
[app, meaning the

***

3,…, of the handle of a knife &c.).

—--- &–

(S.)

A certain plant; (K;)

[cynoglossum, or dog's tongue].

—-19

Jé

A certain spreading herb, (K,) which grows
in the plain lon, tracts of Nejd; thus called
when it has dried, in nºbich case it is likened

Jºſé

(S, K) and * Jºſé (Lth) Madness
n:hich affects a dog in consequence of eating
human flesh. (K.) — Also, Madness like that
of dogs, which affects a man in consequence of his
having been bitten by a [mad] dog: (K:) [a
disorder] resembling madness, or diobolical pos
session : (S:) a disease that befalls a man from
the bite of a mad dog, occasioning what resembles
madness, or diabolical possession, so that whomso
ever he bites, that person also becomes in like
manner affected, abstaining from drinking water
until he dies of thirst : the Arabs concur in the
assertion that its cure is a drop of the blood of

Jºſé, barking like

a dog, rending

his clothes upon himself, wounding others, and at
last dying of thirst, refusing to drink. (Lth.)
— A man thus affected is termed

Jºſé

* - 16: pl. of the former &sº,

and of the

latter (or of the former accord. to the $)

and

Jºſé.

(TA) When a man thus affected bites another,
they come to a man of noble rank, and he drops
for them some blood from his finger, which they

give to drink to the patient,
cured. (Lh.)

and he becomes

See also *

and

-*.

-

Jºe A dog habituated to eating men. (TA.)
º

...

ºd -

– t An importunate beggar. (A.)—-->>

to the pany of a dog; but while it con a king, mixed with water, and given to the t Fortune that presses severely and injuriously
(TA.) — patient to drink. (TA.) Accord. to El-Mufaddal,
upon its subjects. (T.A.) – ºr Jº A tree of
•2
3i
g

tinues green, it is called c-àe.

Jºſé Al A certain small thorny tree, (K,) nehich it originates from a disease which befalls the
grows in rugged ground, and upon the mountains, standing corn &c., and which is not removed
having yellow leaves, and rough; nºken it is put until the sun rises upon it: if cattle eat of it
in motion, it diffuses a most fetid and foul smell: before that, they die: wherefore Mohammad
so called because of its thorns, or because it forbade pasturing by night: but sometimes a
stinks like a dog when rain falls upon him. camel runs away, and eats of such pasture before
2-2 33
and dies in consequence: then a dog
(TA) = i.e : Fever. (K.) So called sunrise,
comes, and eats of its flesh, and becomes mad;
because it keeps to a man with much tenacity, and if it bite a man, he also becomes mad, and
like a dog. (TA)—iº < ºf 4. <ā, when he hears the barking of a dog, answers it
a prov. : see

<--

in art. 4-.

=jº Jó.

[by barking].

(TA) –

-

nehich the leaves are rough, in consequence of its
not having sufficient watering, without losing their
moisture, so that they catch to the garments of
those who pass by, thus annoying them like a dog.
(ADK.)
º, o -

ãºle + A thorny tree, destitute of branches:
(K:) so called because it catches to [the gar
ments of] those who pass by it, like a dog:

(TA:) a rugged tree, with branches standing out
apart, and tough thorns. (TA) - A small

The constellation of Canis Major; and its -ºš [The blood of kings has cured of canine thorny plant, of the kind called ---, resembling
-
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the Uetº [or

Jºë, or ae(&), of the description

[When war sets over thee &c.] there are two

termed2,4-3

: (TA:) or a certain thorny tree, (K,)

opinions: one, that by ºle is meant - tº:

<!

3.1% and 3.54. A hard and strong man.
the other, that it is an inf. n. of
of the kind called ou’ae, having [what is termed] (seeo – 2):
(IDrd, L.) — Also, and 3.34. and 3.4%,
~~ ! stºle [“The war became vehement,
Jº-; (TA;) as also * i.e. (K)=c,
severe, or fierce”]: the former is the more valid. Niggardly, or stingy, and contracted [in dis
-

-

•-o e.
-

The implement neith nºbich the blacksmith takes

hold of hot iron; [his forceps].
•

…

o,”--> *

*

*

(S, K.) —

-

Jºſé stºls 3-ºxº~ [An iron mith two curved

position]. (K.) [See also 3:=.]

(IM.) '
º

º

-

6

–

o' -

*

--->

~P)- : see --Jé and -A&c.

-

st-Jé

ends, forming a forceps). You also say cº

cºe Gº, and cººle tº 3:3- (TA)
i.e.

The shop of a vintner.

(AHn, K.) =

Jºſé ($, K) and ' '...ie (K) A pur;

-- - -

1. axle, aor. 2, inf. n. <dé, IF,) He col
(S, K;) the iron instrument that is in the
boot of him niho breaks in a horse. (S.) – lected it together: (IF, K.) like ...ié. (IF.)
Jºſé and "...ie (and 'ºïè, MF, art.
º º <=, aor. 2, He poured it into the
:- q.v.,) [A flesh-hook;] an iron implement mith vessel. (Az, K.) = & 3.1% (or aw <1%,
n:hich meat is taken out of the cooking-pot: pl. $gh) He thren, or cast, a thing. (K.) =
-ºš ($:) an iron flesh-hook, with prongs: < *, [aor. 2,] He urged a horse to run, by
(R, which gives this as the explanation of the striking him with his feet; syn. Jáé. (Aboo
latter word:) a hooked iron; like -sur- (Fr.
K.)
-

The hairs that grow upon each side of the fore
part of the nose and mouth of a dog or cat:
(Z, K:) wrongly explained as signifying the nails

of a dog, (Z) = A thong, or a strand (ášū)
of the fibres of the palm-tree (-4.9), with which

Mihjen,

skins and the like are sented: (K, TA:) [see &c.) a piece of nood at the head of n!hich
tº: or a thong, or [so in the O and in the is a hook, ('Eyn,) of the same or of iron : 7. ~1&1 It (beverage, TA) poured out, or
TA, art, tas; but here, in the latter, instead of (T:) an iron instrument for roasting flesh Jorth; or was, or became, poured out, or forth.
“or,” “behind,” which is evidently a mistake;] meat : syn. 2-i-. (Lh.) See *—i.e. — (K.) = He (a man, TA) shrunk; or became
a strand (ašū) of the fibres of the palm-tree, -Jº, f The talons of a falcon: (K:) pl. of contracted. (K.)
used in the same manner as the shoe-maker's an:l

8. &ce. He drank it. (Fr, K, TA).

that has, at its head, a perforation Ji: [so in Jºſé. (TA.) – t The thorns of a tree. (K.)
5 J ,
• 3 the O, in the TA 2-a- a strange mistran
*** A lot, portion, or set portion, of food
and -31°: see -\e.
Jºſé
scription: what is meant is doubtless an eye,
(K) &c. (TA) — A little; a small portion;
like that of a needle, and it is by means of an
Jºe A pimp : from &-lè, q.v., (AS, IAgr,
somewhat; syn. 33.5; (K;) of a thing. (TA.)
implement with an eye at the end that the K) Sb, however, does not mention the measure
operation here described is commonly performed JS33. ISd thinks it most probable that -lè
axle àº's Jº A horse that leaps, springs, or
in the present day:] the thong, or the thread, is a triliteral-radical, and Jºe a quadriliteral
bounds, with his whole body and limbs. (K,
or string, is inserted into the axle, which is
radical [or rather a quasi-quadriliteral-radical], TA.)
doubled: thus it enters the place [or hole] of
like 23 and 255. &c. (L.) See also & Lºlº
the sewing, and the sewer introduces his hand
*** (probably a mistake for i.e., TA)
Wehemence; severity; pressure; affliction. (TS.)
into the 333. [q.v., i.e., the vessel upon which and Jºš, and art. “rºle.
5. 6 in

40

°... O .

5 ... o.ºr

3. . .”

• *

*

he is employed in working], and stretches the

5...”

-

> *

-- o –

Jºſé

See

J.ie, and J.K.

4

x ~

682 0.

~54° 3,... i.g.

thong of leather, or the thread, or string, (O, L,
-

**.* --

TA) in the age. (L, TA) [See J.4%.]

-

3:44. (TA)

-

*SS5 A clamourous, very noisy, very gar
rulous, woman, of evil disposition. (TA, voce

&q=

and

" ...ie

An oblong stone (re

id= Jº f Land nihich has not sufficient • * >
sembling a Jº, TA) with which the hole of a
matering, and of n!hich the plants, in consequence, àº'Xe-.)
hyena is stopped up : (K:) so (* 3–3) accord.
* ***
become dry: (S:) or rugged land, and such as is
--J& A dog trained and accustomed to hunt.
--- O --

termed

Ciá,

in nihich there are neither trees nor

to IDrd.: or, as in some copies a 3.3, is

(L.) See the verb. = A captive, or prisoner,

probed : or, as in the TS, * “, is covered:
herbage, and nºhich is not a mountain. (Aboo (S,) having the feet shackled, or bound; (S, K;)
after this is applied, the earth is dug away to
Kheyreh)—-i- ā-, * J. Land upon i.q. Jº, from which it is formed by trans find the hyena: mentioned by IAar. (TA.)
does not fall : (TA :) position, (S,) accord. to some. (TA.)
which the rain called
or rugged, dry, land, upon n:hich that rain does
Jºº. One niho trains dogs to hunt; (S, K;) * † Jº, and 344, 34;. A swift
soft.
become
not fall, and which does not
as also * 54- and sometimes signifying one
(ADR) — see ide
n:ho trains the 23, and birds of prey, to take
<-ſe : See <-Jé.
dogs
possesses
who
one
Jºſé [perhaps inf. n. of -*] The de game : see Kur v. 6:
parture of reason by the kind of madness termed trained to hunt, and hunts nith them; (L;)
~182 sº-º-e Jºy A man rho is sharp,
as also "Já, pl. Jºſé (R:) or Jé- and
~~<>. (K.)
acute, or penetrating, in the transacting of
Jºſé (S, L, K) signify an onmer, or a possessor, affairs. (TS, L.) [See also 34&..]

cº

-

-

- -

* .. 6

- A -

*

-

Jºšē

86e

Jºſé.

of dogs; (L, K;) the former being similar to
-

Jºſé

See

Jºſé

and

J.14. – Respecting

this word in the following verse of Tañbbata
Sharran,

25 &c. ($)

•rºle
an appellation given by the people of
:*:: 4
.
• ** 2:
El-Yemen to 14 deputy, or an agent; because Q. 1. --~le, inf. n. *.xle, He acted as a
of his acting injuriously, or contentiously, pimp. (IAar.) See Ju-Léº. – [Freytag
towards them over whom he is appointed as such. assigns to this verb the signification Dissimu
-

J&

-

*

> *

>

-

--~~

•

-

-

• 2, of

a

d -

-

º ~ººl ºx! -->4) 13:
º: : * ~ *** * : *** * * , ;
-º- 'ºl Alex Jºe
|- º

(TA.)

latione, astutia, usus est in rebus; as from the K,
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with the same inf. n. : but I do not find it in any

(TA) &

[Book I.

tic-

1 The lightning flashed in a hard place without pebbles; (S, K;) as also
copy of that work. See, however, the next para.] continued succession : (S, L, K:) also, it con 3&te and "Jºſé (TA) or the last two
land.
~ 3 Jºſé and Jºſé Dissimulation, or craftiness, tinued, and became concealed, in a nihite cloud. words signify a piece of rugged ground2 * or
(L.)
($.) The Arabs use the expression sºle J-3,
or deceit, in affairs: (K:) [or i.g. Jºſé, q.v.]
because
the J-2 burrows only in hard ground.
13: see 1.

&ºi=

A pimp : (K:) from & is

(L)–:31é s:

[see

i-iè f The mouth and parts around it. So
in the phrase 4×ié 3. U. How ugly is his

Jé]. (TA)

[in some copies of the K,

;3tel a surname of The male hyena.

(L, K.)

2 o'e ,

U.S.A.):= : see

mouth with the parts around it ! (S, K.)

J-14

34é.

e -6 -

7. J& He advanced: preceded; syn. Aºi.

(K.)
, ºlić. A man (TA) penetrating
-

* 6

(**)

in

affairs. (K.) See <iº.

tº see §4.
§4. (S, K) and W cº, the latter [indecl.]

Jºe Strong, and thick, big, gross, or coarse,

as also " 32%: (K:) and the W latter, hard:

($, L:) and strong in make, and big; and, the
former,
accord. to some, strong; applied in a
like Aulas, (K,) 1. A year of dearth, scarcity,
general
manner:
or a hard and strong camel ;
drought, sterility, or barrenness. (S, K.) You
(L;)
as
also
the
latter.
(TA.)
say
i. 2:… 4. year of dearth, &c.,

§4.

-

--tº
befell them. (TA.) See

Jºſé

and

Jºſé

e. e.p.

O. d -

29.4&

te.

see J.J.Sc.

Contracted [in hand or

**,

J-Mé

act, part. n. of 1. – Also, Having
mind] : avaricious: (K:) dissembling, or using
craft, or deceit, in affairs: app. a dial. syn. of the lip withdrann from the teeth. (Zj, L.) So
in the Kur xxiii. 106, accord. to Zj. (L.) =
Jºsie. (TA.) See also & Je.
5 *>

34.
**
Mºb

As

Jºſé :

see 2.

Śē.

a building with J-le; as also "Jié, infn.
(TA.)

- a .

-

J-le: he made smooth [with plaster]: when a
º . e. e.

º

-

4* >* >

3° Foul, unseemly, or ugly; syn. tº: thing is thickly
(K;) an epithet applied to a man. (TA.)
(TA.) See
as also aileº and

plastered, it is termed Ji.

and Es-Sakhávee, TA, but in some

copies of the K is £4.)
axlºº, (Shifa el-Ghaleel,) A certain measure,

Jºſe. – As used by the alchemists,

s

& P

-->

2) A trial, or an affliction, which, by

its severity, makes men grin and fronn.
two menns and seven-eighths of a menn; the from a trad.)

menn (54) being two pounds; [consequently,
(Az, in

Mgh and Mºb,

voce * :)

<ié

(TA.)

Jºſé (S, K) and by poetic licence "Jia

**

--~1é
Q. 1.

J-le.

(L,

five pounds and three quarters]: (Mºb :) or

*:

[He calcined a substance;] he dissolved a body
so that it became like

Jº., (§, K,) used in El-'Irak, consisting of

half a

2. J-ſe, inf n. Jºš, He plastered (3)

1 Severe, distressing, or afflictive,

fortune, or time; (S, K;) as also W

is 4.e. (S, and so accord. to the Mgh and
the

1.

*

JHe struck him with a sword.

(IJ) i.g.
[i.e. Quick lime, and the mix
tures thereof, nith which are plastered tanks, or
cisterns, and baths, &c.], (S, K,) or the like

(K.)

thereof, (TA,) with which one builds : (S, TA:)
[from the Persian alsº :] pl. els-Lº (Mºb)
or
that with which a wall, or the inside of a
i-ſé
:
of
this
word,
Az
says,
It
is
not
and : tº and isºlº, (S, K,) in which last
known
what it is: but it is related, on the palace or the like, is plastered, resembling Jae
the sis added because it is a foreign word. (S.)
authority of IAar, that it signifies The sound, [or gypsum], without baked bricks. (TA.) A

tle
1.

**, aor. 2,

inf. n.

&l=

and

§4.

and flame, of fire; or its sounding, and flaming: poet says, (S,) namely 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, describing
(as explained in the K:) or, accord. to the RA, El-Hadr, a city between the Tigris and Eu
it signifies its sound, or sounding, in what is phrates, (TA,)
2, 3 - 2
slender, or small, as a lamp and the like. (TA.)
e

(S, K;) and

'cis,

and

"cle,

(K,) and
[See

'cººl;

also 23-)

-

(A;) He (a man, S) grinned, or

-

-

- --

-

6 :

-

º

º

25°2 by Jº Pºlaº- (- ,

-

displayed his teeth, (M, rendered in the S and K

* - d -

— = ** -º-; Suá

-

º

Jºe

[He raised it high, of marble, and covered it

3:6), fronning,

or contracting his face, or
5. Jø He (a man) was, or became, thick nith quick lime, and there were nests for the
looking sternly, austerely, or morosely. (S, M,
birds in its tops]: or, accord. to As, the right,
and firm in flesh. (L.) – See also Q. Q. 3.
by

K)—º

Jº

**

* ** * *

He frightened him;

reading is tºle 4Mi-2, with *. meaning, and
namely a child, and a madman. (A.)
put x-53U.2 into the interstices of its stones; and he
used to laugh at him who related it in the
2. awº->
He contracted his face much.
camel, S, L) was, or became, thick, big, gross, former manner, with c. (TA.) But see 2.
(A.)
or coarse, and strong; (Lh, S, L, K;) like
J-º: see J-º.
3. i-j<. [inf n, of 4-ſte He contended
- * > .

tle

R. Q. 8. sºl; see Q. Q. 3.
Q. Q. 3. Jºſé. He (a man, Lh, and a

º w

º o

Jºli ($, L3) as also "33&l (Lh, L)

with him for superiority in strength;] i.g.
Jºſé See Jºº.
and "3.63: (K:) he, or it, was, or became,
ští. (8) [And so i-º-º:
hard; (K;) and strong; as also "sºièl.
(4.53, A lime-kiln : so in the present
* , , of
day.]
4. a.º. He (or it, L) made him to grin, (TA.)
or display his teeth, fronning, or contracting his
Jºſé [Chyle; from the Greek xvA6; ;] a
3ié [a coll, gen. n.) Rugged lands : (Mºb,
face, or looking sternly, austerely, or morosely. K:) n. un, with 3: (Msb, K.) or [hills such as term applied by the physicians to the food when
(L, K.) – See 1.
are termed] Alë!: n. un, with 5: and "Jºſé it is digested in the stomach before it departs
5.
! He smiled: see 1. (K.) – Hence, also signifies a hill of this kind: (K:) also, thence and becomes blood; also called 2.
a 6- .

--> -

cºs

-
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6 o 2 p.

[But the latter word more properly black; and jus- (q.v.) to those that incline to

(L.)

wereº, masc. and fem., (S, K,) [A bay, or
are
compounded
with
the
dark
bay, or brown, horse &c. :] of a red colour
signifies “chyme,” and in this sense is used by
mixed
with blackness : (Kh, Sb :) or of a red
modern physicians.]
juice of this vegetable [to apply to the eye]:
red :

J-4- and

tº:

Th also mentions tº [as used for #!el.

colour miaced with

33, (Aş, S, K,)

which latter

Jić. A lime-burner; (Golius,3 on
the au
*
thority of Meyd;) [as also "Jºſé or this

(TA) The dual of Že is gºes ($) the

is blackness that is not pure, or clear :
(TA [app. from As] :) [see **, above:]

latter signifies a seller of quick lime.]

pl. (of pauc., §) #5 (S. K.) and (pl. of

a camel is called

-

-

3-

if of an unmixed red;

mult.] # = . (K:) this last is not a pl. of 2,4-, but if of a red colour mixed with .33, it is
but a quasi-pl. n. : (Sb, K:) [or # = is rather a called tº se : (A5, S:) the difference between
coll. gen. n. of which the n. un, is without the stre+ and jiti, as applied to horses, is in the

[&l=
-ālā

3, contr. to analogy : (see
Lº

Lº

See Supplement.]
Usé

tº,

in speaking mane and the tail: if these are red, the animal

of many, you say ite, contr. to analogy: is called Jäºl [i.e. sorrel]; and if they are black,
(S:) or ite is the sing., and º pl.: or it is called -se; (AO, S, TA;) and the sº
is between these two: (AO, TA:) [all bay horses
[accord. to some,) ite is both sing. and pl.: have black manes, which distinguish them from the
(K:) AHn mentions ** as sing., and cºte sorrel, that have red or white manes: (Farrier's
as dual, and &é as pl.: but the right opinion Dict, quoted in Johnson's Dict, voce “bay”:)]
an epithet applied to the horse and the camel
is that of Sb. (TA.) [ště also signifies Any
and other animals: (ISd:) you say <<= Jº,
kind of fungus, such as the mushroom, and and <= $º, and <= 3-, and #3

sº

::=; ($, K5) and
wuaeſ; (K;) He fed people with [the truffles
1.

º-3)]

aor. 2, inf. n.

called] ...A. ($, K) =&sé, aor. , infº.
te. He walked barefoot, and had no shoes, or
sandals; Jº * &#3; (*- : (accord. to
some copies of the $, on the authority of Ks, and

toadstool.

Seejić.]

<e: (TA :) accord. to the Kh, as cited by
** One who sells, and who gathers for sale, Sb, it is of the dim. form because it denotes a
colour between black and red, as though to
[the truffles called]...”. (K.)
6 #2 & 2

6:y

5usºe and

#3.

called]

imply that it signifies what is near to each of
A place in which [the truffles these two colours. (S.) In a marginal note

.* grow. (K.)

in the S, it is said to be a foreign word arabicized.
(TA.)

so in the L: or, accord. to the K, and an
6* * *

*

© 3.

... •

~~~~

[Perhaps from the Persian

**

:

Freytag says, accord. to some from the Persian

excellent copy of the $, Jº ºx us?-, which
may signify He became thin in the feet, from 1. <é, (contr. to analogy, as verbs sig **.] See also <=i, and i.e. The
much walking, though nearing shoes, or sandals :]) nificant of colours [if unaugmented] are generally Arabs say, that the crºse is the most powerful
of the measure Jº, MF,) aor. :, inf. n. <= of horses, and the strongest in the hoofs. (TA.)
[.æ, in the foot is the same as *3; [i.e., the
º

-

- -

43

being naturally stiff in the tendons]. (TA.) =
<< * t It (his foot, S, A, K, or hand, A)

and

i.e.

(in the CK

ičá)

and

*.*;

and

O.

P.

3, 6 -

— --><> 3×3 ta date of the colour called

cold. (A) Also written in a copy of the A
-i.e.; app. by a mistake of the transcriber.

[or, red tinged, or mixed, nith black,
">e, inf n. *** (K5) and '-el, <=;
or
of
a
blackish
red colour]: it is one of the
inf. n. **** and W ***, (in the CK
kinds hardest, or toughest, in “, [i.e. pulp, or
<tº) inf. n. **** (S, K;) He (a horse, flesh], and sneetest to chew. (AM)—&

(TA) = \º gº &# (K) inf n. *.*.

S, K, [and a camel, &c.]) was, or became, of the
colour called **. (S, K.) = ºl <é,

became much cracked (Th, S, K) by reason of

* : A fig of that colour. (AHA)—
<=

f a name of Wine; because there is in
(TA,) He was ignorant of, and understood not, [aor. 2,] He concealed, or hid in his bosom, rage,
it blackness and redness: (S:) or nine in nihich
or minded not, the news. (K.)

or nºrath.

($gh, K.)

is blackness and redness: (M, K:) used like a

... • 6*

4. Let It (a place) abounded with3 of ,[the
o 5

2. 433 c = | He dyed his garment of the proper name, [or rather as a subst.,] though
truffles called] .*. (S, K.)-See 1. = 45uséal colour of [fresh ripe] dates; i.e., of a red originally an epithet. (TA.) – *…* is also

&

Age rendered him a

tº, or an old man.

($, K.)

applied as an epithet to waste, or unowned, land.
A long, complete, month, or

(A) — sº. She (Isa) — tº

colour inclining to black.
nas rendered artificially of the colour called

year.

5. tº He gathered [the truffles called] 2.É. &#, (K,) or was dyed of that colour. (So
in a copy of the K.)
(S.) = Jºš afte tº The earth hid him [as
4:
in a grave]. (K.) = tº He detested him, or
9:
see 1.

•

6.

2-

11:

Jº utatº [We, together, gathered

*~ * :

a:..& 333. He took it by its root. ($gh, K.)
• *

*

*

&= see next paragraph.
[*-* Jºad''…e.(k)and
y

it; syn. &. (K.)

(IAar.)

- e :

Jºë, of the same measure as Lºlić, (TA,)

< * see …e.

Horses of the colour of that which is called <+,

the truffles called 4 in their land). (A)

ãº [A dark bay colour:] a red colour (K,) c-se is a pl. formed from <=1; though
3. * A well-known vegetable, (K,) [the miced nith blackness: (Kh, Sb:) or a red colour this sing, has not been used: (L.) and Juse
truffle,) which comes forth from 6 :the earth like miaced neith º, (Aş, S, K,) which latter is is a pl. formed from it::= [fem. of <<éil
the , as : or what is called vº) –º [the blackness that is not pure, or clear: (see ::= ) regarded as a subst: ; though this sing. also
© .9

fat of the earth]; and the

.9 &

.

Arabs also call it or a colour between black and red : (ISd:)
* >3

&

Jºš
[the small-poa of the earth]; it there are two kinds of arse; namely
i. also said that the name of #t= is given to 5i. [yellow bay, or gilded bay, and sºthose [truffles] that incline to dust-colour and tred bay, or chestnut-bay]. (IAgr.)

has not been used. (TA.)

>

ãº
. . o .2

Jºsé

a-ce
• * g

e

3* > 3

>

Q. 1. Jºë, inf n. §:#, It became compact,
331

Bk. l.

;: *

2630
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one part of it entering into another, or parts into cronded together, one upon another, so that his became changed in colour, (L, *Msb, K,”) and

parts: (K: [but only the inf. m. is

there

mentioned:]) an obsolete verb: (TA :) whence
the following word, (IDrd, K.) if it be Arabic.
(IDrd.)

mouth seems to be straitened by them. (IDrd.) lost its clearness, (L, K,) the traces thereof
t-se 3 A mouth straitened by the great remaining. (L)– (#4 <= II is, or its,
-

number of the teeth and by the smelling of the colour became changed. (L.) —º <=
gums. (IDrd.)
The garment became norn-out, (A, K,) and

smooth, (K,) so that its colour changed. (A.)

&-e

Jºeand,
G. accord.
Mº)to some,
• (alſº
tenween,
Lºyº’, ºn

– “e, (aor. 2, K, inf n. &# and 3, #,

without

1. * **, G. L. K.) aor. 3 (Ki) and

teshdeed, but others disallow this, (M8b,) A
aſſu W = -sel; (L;) He magnified himself, or
certain kind of fruit; (T, § 5) well known ;
[namely, the pear;] called by [some of] the nvas proud; (S, L, K;) elevated his nose, from
pride : (L:) or &= he elevated his head, from
vulgar Jº: (T:) [it is called by this latter

TA,) He (a fuller, L) beat a garment, or piece
of cloth. (L, K.) – &#, aor. * , inf. n.

**,

f He (a man) was affected with concealed grief

or sorron, (S, Msb:) or, nith grief or sorrow
31 [in the CK with t] nihich he could not dispel : (L:) or, with
name, and also
and
in Syria; pride; (L;) i.g.
(K:) or he sat in the manner of him who intense grief or sorron, ; (K:) or, with most
but in Egypt and some other countries,
:]
magnifies himself (S, L) in his on n mind. (L.) intense grief or sorrow : (L:) and, nith disease
n. Ulſl. $º: (S, Msb, K:) pl. <º
l,++ They
flourished and increased in of the heart from intense grief or sorron.
(K:) [here I find added in the TA, it is fem., self exaltation:
or
(L.) —alsº
(K.)

Jeº,

J-ºk

sº

º

ºft.

…

•

*

*

as-sà

imperfectly decl.; and in the K, “and sometimes

2. <e, inf n. 3-5, He heated it (a limb)
it is masc.”; but this is evidently wrong: it is He pulled him in [i.e. a horse or the like] by the
masc., and with tenween, as is shown by its bridle and bit, in order to check or stop him; (L;) nith a 35Le; (K;) heated it with rags and
n. un.; but it is sometimes made fem., and then i.q. 4-º-; (K;) [or he pulled up his head by the the like; ($, L;) applied to it a 53.42. (A.)
... •

* .

&#, without tenween : bridle and bit]. See : * = * **, (K) Stºe [which see below] signifies the same as
and one says, i.e., (sº 53. aor. , (L) inf. n. *
L.) He voided it, *ś. (S, L.) – He heated for him a garment

it must be written

for it is added,

5.

[this is one pear : in the copies of the K in my namely his excrement, or ordure; or voided it
or piece of cloth or some other thing, and applied
possession erroneously written (sºl: and
in a thin state; syn. -1. (S, K.) Some it to a place in which he suffered pain in one of
3,4- es.” • * [these are many pears]. (K.) bread and 3 Sté [q.v. infra] were offered to an his limbs, so as to give him ease. You also say
* > * > *
Its dim. has the following forms: ****, (K,) Arab of the desert, and he knew not the latter; Woºj; and sº is used as the pass. part. n.
which is the most agreeable with analogy, (ISd, so it was said to him, “This is &-le ;” where of this verb, anomalously. (L.)
TA) and is, i.e., (K) which is the form upon he said, “I know that it is &-le;" and
• 2 e

sºe,
(ISk, TA) and 32.É., (K) which is the best

adopted by those who make the pl.

4. …e. He (a fuller, S, A, L, and a washer,

o 235

ºf

added, 4 3

“nhich of you voided it?”

& 28. ($)–:-1: ãº,

L) failed of cleaning it, (S, A, L.) and of making

it white, (A,) namely, a garment, or piece of
fºrm, (Isk, Taj and #::= (K) Az inf. n. as above, He (a camel) voided his ex cloth. (S, &c.) – “e He, or it, affected
him with intense grief or sorron, ; and, with
says, I have asked a number of Arabs of the crement, or ordure, in a thin state. (L.)
disease of the heart from intense grief or
desert respecting the º, but they knew it
4. See 1. = 3-se! It (a vine) put forth its sorrow: (K:) it (grief) rendered him sorron ful.
not. (TA.)
gems when about to put forth its leaves. (AHn.) (A.) – See 2.
**

[See also

te

•

**,

**;

**]

aor. and

3:= .

See

<=.

*

&l-e The magnifying one's self; pride. 3. * (L, K) and "Jºe (K) and '53.4,
(Abu-l-Abbās,
K.)
and Yū-ºl; i.g. tº (A'Obeyd, K) and
($, L, Mºb, K,) the last a simple subst, (Msb,)
(S, Mgh, Mº, K.) sometimes Change of colour, (S, L, Mºb, K,) and loss of
lºi (A’obeydº) or alsº #31 – 4
1.

£3.

[aor. 2,] (inf n.

M)

• 2 > 0 8

3–2.É.

signifies He pulled in the horse, or the like, by the written and pronounced 2-ele, (Mºb, and its clearness, (L, K,) the traces thereof remaining.
bridle and bit, in order that it might stop, and not written in both these ways in a copy of (L)– 3.4 Concealed grief or sorrow: (S,

run : (M3) and WW-sel, he pulled its bridle so the S) but the former is better known, and A, L, M5b :) or grief or sorron, which one
that its head became upright, or erect. (As, more common, (TA,) an arabicized word, (S, cannot dispel: (L:) or intense grief; as also
S, M.)
Mgh, Mgb,) from the Persian a cle, (Mgh, *** and * $3.4 . (K:) or most intense grief or
Shifá el-Ghaleel,) A kind of seasoning, or con sorrow ; (ISd, L:) and disease of the heart from
4. See 1. = 2% ** The grape-vine became
diment, eaten nith bread to render it pleasant, or intense grief or sorrow. (K.)
in a state of commotion preparatory to its putting savoury; (S, Msb, K;) [a thing used to give

&#

A thing changed in colour; (Mºb;)

forth its leaves. (S. K.)—iºn --~e

relish to food, or to quicken the appetite;] accord. see 1; and ºil "...ºf [the same]: (A:) and
The gem, or knot, in the place whence a bunch of to some, prepared with vinegar, and used to
*9. W 3.2% [changed in countenance]. (A.)
grapes nas about to grow forth became nhite, quicken the appetite; (TA ;) also called &:
and what resembled cotton came forth upon it. (Mgb:) or it is a bad sort of 3:4. (Mgh, Affected with concealed grief or sorron, ; as
(Az, on the authority of Et-Táifee.) – See
also

&=

and

Msb:) pl.

tº.

6

**, (Msb,) or £else.

also '...} : ($, Mºb.) or, both words, with
(Mgh.) grief or

sorrow which cannot be dispelled: (L:)

- 6 -

4. A king having his head elevated, or, with intense grief or sorrow; as also "…le
and *::::. [which see below]: (K:) or, with
L.) A man (S) having from pride. (L.)
(S, L, K.) – Also tºe, A.
most intense grief or sorrow : (L:) and, with
-

&=

(and

&º,

º

large buttocks.

,

e.

Jºë

disease of the heart from intense grief or sorrow;

man (TA) nhose teeth fill his mouth so that his

speech is thick : (Ki) or a man whose teeth are

1.

**,

aor. 2, inf n.

**,

It (a thing) as also W

* and W 3, …,

(K.) – Fronning,
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or contracting his face; looking sternly, austerely, where it is said to be not an attribute of God.
(ISd, TA.)
or morosely; as also "
(L.)

2.É.

-

-- 6 -

Jºsé

* ~ *

3.Asée : see Jºë.

&@* and [of pauc.) Jº

(A’Obeyd:) or,

applied to a beast of carriage, short and
small therein: ('Eyn :) but when applied to a

female, having a small udder; as also "Ji.e.,
*.*.*,

aor. :, inf. n. iélº, She (a
(K,) or
woman) was, or became, small in the breast.
1.

i-º-º-º-, so applied, ('Eyn,) and
(a subst. K.) The act of beating a
garment, or a piece of cloth, by a fuller. (L, (TA)—i.e
., c.i.e., inf n is,*, [The ài è, applied to a she-camel, (Ks, S,) and
sº

K.')—sº- (K) and isºe (A, L, K) 4
greasy, (A) or dirty, (K,) or greasy and dirty,

"Jºe, thus applied:

(TA:) oriº [so in
accord.
the
to
K
the TA, but in some copies of
and cleaving to the inner skin. (TA.) See also
the K "ii,4,] and Jºë have this signification
(L, ) piece of rag, which is heated, and put upon 5. =Jºe,
inf n. ***, He (a man) was,
a pained part, as a means of cure, (A, L. K.)
applied to a ewe or she-goat: (K:) or
became,
or
quick;
(K5) as also "Jºs ($, K, whenformer
for pain (A, K) of the belly, (K,) or flatulence.
the
of these two epithets, (As,) or each
TA) and "Jººl; (K, TA;) and "Jºel, in
thus applied, signifies short in the
of
them,
(K,)
K.)—see
(A,
iſ sº see 25 ($, L3) relation to pace and to work: (IKtt:) or quick
teat,
(A5,
K,) so as to be milked only nith the
[The application of a 53tº ;] the taking a and sharp or vigorous or effective: (S:) or
ends of three fingers, or with the thumb and fore
piece of rag, and heating it with fire, and putting determined or resolute, and sharp
vigorous
testicle, or the

scrotum.]

nvas, or became, short,

or
or
effective, (A, TA,) and quick, in his affairs: Jinger : (As :) and ãº, applied to a woman,
said in a trad., J.Q.) Jº J, ºr- su.S. [The (TA:) or courageous. (Sb, ISd.) You say, having a small breast. (TA) = Also, and
"Jºsé, applied to a man, (S, A, K,) Quick :
application of a isºe is more pleasing to me * es: "J-Kil and "Jºs [He was quick, &c.,
(A, K:) or quick and sharp or vigorous or
in his walking, or running, or norking]. (A.)
than cauterization]. (ś, L.)
effective: (S:) or determined or resolute, and
And º Jº Jº "Jº
it upon the

place ºf a meling. (sh, 1)
3.

It is

(The horse wasquick,

** and Jºë
;

->

See

sharp or vigorous or effective, (A, TA,) and quick

**.

&c., in his going, or pace.] (A) And "Jººl in his affairs: (TA
:) and "Jºsé [app. applied
He
º:
hastened,
J.
sharp
or
was
vigorous
or
2, which is extr., being from 3.41:
to a man, being the part. n. of Jºsé, q. v.] is
or effective, in his affair. (A5.) And WJººl

(TA:) see 4, and **.

ãº--l J. He was quick and vigorous in exe
º &-l.
(TA) – And Jºé He determined, resolved,
1. * He (a circumciser) missed the place or
an affair;
upon
[aor.decided,
Jºsé.
*,] inf. n.
(TA.) as also Jºsé,
cuting the needful affair; syn.

2-4

•

of circumcision [and hurt, or nounded, the glans
of the penis]. (IKft.)

3.4% The head [or glans] of the penis; (K;)
or ig. 4:-- (Mºb.) pl. 3.} : ($, Mºb, K.)

-

syn, with Jºë : (TA:)
courageous. (Sb, ISd.)
º

or "Jºsé

signifies

-

Jºse: fem, with 3: see above, in two places.
3

-> .

Jºsé : see above, in three places.

Jºsé*: fem. with 3: see above, passim. –

2. & Jºe, (A, TA) inf n. *-*. (TA) j}} Jºsé Jºº ſlit. A man having his 29

He contracted, or tucked up, his skirt. (A, TA.) [or waist-nºrapper] tucked up; (K, TA;) [mean
E <e, (inf. n. as above, S, K,) He hastened
ing,) vigorous, laborious, or sedulous, in his afair.
[or rather, the latter is a coll. gen. n. ; and the
(TA.)
made
him;
him
quick;
[and
(S,
A,
K,)
so
former, the n. un.] It is said in a proverb,
rºl sº 3.81 ; alluding to the likeness of one app."<e see:J–And Jºe, (K)
[&=
thing to another. (K.) – Hence, by synec Or Jº Jºe, inf n, as above, (TA,) He (a
Jº
man singing to camels to urge or excite them)
doche, tThe penis, altogether. (Msb.)
cº-º
was vigorous in driving [so that he made the
****
** A man (S) having the head [or glans] camels quick]. (K, TA.)

of his penis, (Mgb, K,) or the extremity of the
head of his penis, (S,) hurt, or wounded, by the
circumciser.

(S, Msb, K.)

Jºsé"

4. J-el; see 1-4-el; see 2.----e.
aşū,

cº

He bound all the teats of the camel with

See Supplement.]

the 25-2, q.v. (§, K.)
J-4
5. Jºs It (skin) contracted, or shrank, (A,
1. **, aor. 2, inf n. *; and " -el;
K,)
and became drann together; (K;) and so
a term applied by the physicians to the food
WJºl,
garment,
said
of
a
or
piece
of cloth, He, or it, was, or became, gross; thick, coarse;
when it is digested in the stomach before it departs
after washing; (K, art. Jakš ;) and of an or rough : syn. ſº. (K.) See 4 – ~€
thence and becomes blood; also called Jºe: udder. (TA) See also 1. = See
again I, in He was, or became, possessed of plenty, or
(L, TA:) [but the latter word more properly two places.
riches: syn. Jºº. (K)—º- º *…*,
signifies “chyle,” and in this sense is used by
º

- e.

Jºe [Chyme; from the Greek xvuòs ;]

*

-

- -

º

- d .

modern physicians:] a certain mixture or humour
7. Lº-ºº! : see 5. = See also 1, in five aor. :, inf. n. **, He stoned it, or deposited
places.
it, in his provision-bag. (K.)
(**): a Syriac word: (K:) [or Greek, as
mentioned above:] Az says, that **, *, as
Jºſé Short and small; applied to an udder: 4. ;: 3:45, and "34.4, aor. 1, inf. n.
used by the physicians, signifies the four and [the fem.] with 3, applied to a testicle,
or a J.é; (K;) or the former verb only is used;
humours; and is not Arabic, but ancient Greek.
scrotum, (***) short, and cleaving to the inner
not the latter; (A$, $;) His hand was, or
(TA.)
skin. (TA.) – Applied to a horse, Small in

became, callous, or hard, (S) or coarse, or rough,

Want, or requirement, of food, or the ceretrum ; as also "Jºsé. (S, K:) or (K,) by reason of work. (S, K.) See 1. –
nourishment. Occurring in a trad. of Kuss, short therein : [contr. of
:] pl. [of mult.] 33t- ***! His tongue was impeded, or tied up.

i-sº

&º

331*

-> x > *

6. ,

(K.)- 4:... aſe -el His belly ſmeaning

Q. 2 : see Q. 1.

its contents] oppressed him, or gave him pain :

3.34.

3&

syn.
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and W *:* and "3.3°

ranged, or disposed, in regular series, and which
is then folded : (Lth, K:) the Nabathean word

Hard (L, K)

is use. (L.) It is a circular thing (53%) of

(K.)

and strong. (L.) [Epithets applied to a man.] myrtle, and of branches of willon, upon’ which
Jºë Callousness, or hardness, of the hand, – Also, all the three words, Contracted [in smeet-smelling plants are disposed, or arranged,
resulting from work: (S:) or coarseness, or disposition], and niggardly, or stingy. (K.) — and which is then folded like a volume, or roll,
roughness, of the foot, and of the hoof, and of Mentioned before in art. Jºe ; and like 3.1%. and made in the form of a basket: the damsels
the camel's foot, and of the hand; or of the (TA.) — [Accord. to the L, these epithets seem prepare this for ornament in the days of the spring
hand only, resulting from work. (K.) = See also to apply to a man Contracted in make: the season, and amuse themselves nith it. *a-2333 is
first and third being expl. by the words J-135 an arabicized word, from the Persian sº, pass.
of the same measure as
(K,) or
part. n. of &º, and meaning “folded,” or

*.
Jºë,

o,

.

-

.

e.e.

Jºë,

5

WJºë, (as in the copies of the $ in my hands)

-3

p.

6

p. 6 2

“twisted.” (TK, [as explained to me by a very
learned Turk, who, however, thinks the words

*3:= : see tºº.

A certain plant: (S, K.) or a certain tree:
º

20 a

-

&tº :

(Lth:) AHn says, It resembles the sū growing

See

3:= and art.

in our country, where, sometimes, sandals or shoes
are served with its bark, and thereof are twisted

"rºse.

not very clear].)
-**

tºś

J.:*

and

Jºe

and

Jºë

IIard and

ropes which endure moisture, day-den, or rain :
and in one place he says, I asked one of the

1. * es: &=, (aor. 2, inf. n. **, TK,) strong; (K:) but the tº in this case is corrupted
He (a man) nvas strong in his make. (IAar,
from J. : see J.:* in art. -->. (TA.)
Arabs of the desert respecting the -è, and he
TS,
K.)
=
<<>,
aor.
2,
It
(a
skin,
TA)
became
shewed me a scattered, small, thorny plant, with
Jºe [in the TA written tºure] Sand
white twigs or branches, abounding with thorns, foul mith the grease of milk [and so retained the
having, at the extremities, *5. [or calyaces, or mater, or milk, nell]; syn. &:- (TS, and pouring donn. (IAgr, K.)
flowers, or flower-buds,) from each of n!hich SM's copy of the K: in the CK and a MS. copy
of the K, &é- in another copy of the K,
grew forth three thorns. (TA)

Júe ig. 3-ſºº [i.e. the fruit-stalk of the
raceme of a palm tree].

Jºë

1. *, (S, &c.), aor. 2, (A, MS,) or -, (El
Bašáir,) or i.” 2.É.-, (TA,) inf. n. sº, (S,
8, cºel He was lowly; humble; submissive. K, &c.,) He mas ungrateful; he disacknowledged

&--)

(S, K.)

What is dry, of trees: or having its (K.) [See <3]— He was content, or nell a benefit (S, A, K)—&; º; “tº &
pleased; acquiesced. (K.)
3.4° 44'ſ Ží If thou ask of him, he refuseth; and
thorns broken. (K.)
3 or
if
thou give him, he is ungrateful. (A.) – 3.é
Jºë and Jºſé Short; (K:) or thick, or st-É- : see Jºë
isºl : (K) He disacknowleged his father's
coarse, and short: (TA :) or hard and strong:

*

6 o p

-

<<= *ti. [as also <! A

skin that retains

beneficence. (TA)—i.e. (SL) inf n. *,

(see Jºë :) but the e is augmentative, (TA,)

[the nater, or milk, well. (K.)

[and therefore the proper art. is ~~<>].

*

Jºë Full to satiety; glutted with food. (K.)

(K,) He cut, or severed, it ($, L, K.)
Strong; robust. (Ibn-Buzruj, K.) An
3:4, see sº.
-

epithet applied to a man. (Ibn-Buzruj.) Formed
•.S., and Jº see next paragraph.
from 3.34. “I was"; because an old man
J.K. and W * A coarse, or rough, hoof; speaks of himself in time past saying 134- < *
º , e.p.

(IAar, K5) and the same words, and " J.C.,

the

same as applied to a camel's foot. (IAar.)
3

sº Ungrateful; niho disacknowledges benefits;
(El-Kelbee,
S, A, L, K5) as also *ść; (L, K;)
liè &#3 (MF)—Also, [and "34%, as
implied in the TA, and in the $ in art., cº-c,] or a denier: (L:) the former applied also to a
and W

-

‘…&

$3:e A portion of a mountain. (K.)

&#, i. q. * [app. Great in age; old;

woman; and so "3%: (S, A, L.) an unbeliever:

Thick, or coarse, and strong, and short.

aged]. (AZ, K.) A poet says,

(Zi, L.) a blamer of his Lord, (El-Hasan, L, K.)

(K)
who takes account of evil accidents and forgets

•

-ºš
Q. 2.

<<

He (a man) became contracted

(sº tº tº tº &e tº

&-tº a tº Jº is

benefits: (El-Hasan, L:) rebellious, or disobedient,
(K,) in the dial. of Kindeh : (TA:) niggardly;

tenacious; avaricious; (K;) in the dial. of the
[in disposition; or niggardly, or stingy]. (L, as
[And I nas not old, nor mas I one niho raised Benoo-Málik: (TA:) nºbo eats alone, and nith
from IDrd.) But see art. “…e. (TA.)
6

p. o.p.

&#, (or this should be Jºe, TA) A

himself from the ground by the help of his hands:
and the norst of men is the old, and one niho slave: (Kh, L, K.) all these meanings are as

holds his drinking-bowl (sº), and beats his

hard, strong, robust, man. (L.) But see 3-º. raises himself so]. (TA.)
(TA.) – Also, and **, A man contracted * 3 × 2
3 *>
[in disposition]; niggardly, or stingy.

(L.)

Jºe: see Jºë.

But see art. “…e. (TA)
rºš
***

Q. 1 & 4 and " & He became hard and
strong: (L:) he became contracted; syn. Jºãº
(K:) [app. in disposition; see 3. * : or in

** and Jºë:

See art. --Éa.

signed to it in the verse (6 of ch. c.] of the

º &tº

Kur-án, 3,3
&: but of the last,
ISd remarks, that he knows no foundation for it
in the classical language, and that it is not easily

admissible coupled with ºl. (L, TA)—A
woman ungrateful for friendship, and for loving

t-É

£é A āś (in the TA, a sº, with C

communion, commerce, or intercourse; (A5, L,
K;) as also V $º. (A8, L)–3,4- J tland

that produces nothing. (S, A, L., K.)

make; the second verb being also expl. in the L, unpointed,) made of myrtle, and of the branches
6 *>

with reference to a man, by the words Jé-133 of the [kind of willon called] -śā (spread out,
…

>\re: see

3,4-Also,

One nho cuts, or

is 6 -

-** ***].

TA), upon which sneet-smelling plants are ar-, severs; nº.ho is wont to do so. ($, L.)

“tºº – J-É=
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*.*.*

became very full. (A.) And itā. jºel The jué One who takes extraordinary pains in
skin
of milk or neater became full. (TA.) = treasuring, or hoarding, gold and silver. (TA.)
stºre and $2.É. Hard and strong: (K, L:)
Júl jºel : see 1.
[as also &= and *ē, &c.].
see;=.
}* Treasure; property buried (S, A, Mgh,
3:...
Mşb, K) in the earth : (TA :) an inf. n. used as
22.É.
&

2 6 p.

3:..

seejee. —andjº.

a subst; pl. , i.e. (Mgh, Mºb)— Hence,

º y o z

3.x:= [Greek xévôpos ABavarrot, or Algévov
xévôpos.j i.q. Juj [q.v., i.e. Frankincense], ($, in
art. 3-Me; TA;) accord. to the physicians; (TA;)
a kind of uſe [or resin), very useful for stopping

2-in #4, and "º, (A, TA) and ºfte,

(TA,) it is applied in a trad. to t Any property
and W §º, (TA,) Compact, or hard, in
:
nºhereof the portion that should be given in alms is
compact and
not given. (S, TA.)- Property that is pre (A :) and [in like manner]
served in a receptacle. (TA.)—Anything abun strong in flesh. (TA.) You say,
âû, (S,
phlegm, (K,) and a dispeller of forgetfulness, and dant, collected together, that is desired nith
emulation. (Sh, T.A.)— Gold: and silver. (K)
having other properties: n, un, with 3. (TA.)
&s, (TA,) A she-camel, (S, A, K,) and
It is said in a trad.,
a girl, (K,) and (l woman's pudendum, (TA,)
jº
Jºss I have been given gold and silver. (TA.)
compact, (3×e, $, or 3rºe, or, as in the K,
1. JJI jº, aor. -, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K, —£4 treasure of knon-ledge or science]. You
5

**

-

-

ſº

-

"jūe
**

K) or 2-in jº, (A,) and jūe ij-, (K)

;:S & Cº. ---- andjº

&c.,) and, accord. to MF, also, but the former
is that which commonly obtains, (TA,) inf. n.
#, (Mgh, Msb,) He buried the property, or
treasure, (S, K, TA,) in the earth : (TA :) he
collected the property together, (Mgh, Mgb,) and
treasured it, hoarded it, laid it up, reposited it,
stored it, or stored it, in secret: (Mgb:) and
Júl W.;;zel signifies the same as £e. (TA.)

sº, TA) in flesh, ($, K.) and hard,
say, a jºe & # 4. IWith him is a orabundant,
firm: (K:) pl.:* andjº the latter being

treasure of the treasures of knon-ledge or science].
(A, TA.) In the Kur, xviii. 81, it is said to be like the sing.; (K;) but the two vowels [namely
used in a similar manner, as signifying not gold the two kesrehs] and the two alifs are regarded
nor silver, but I Science and books. (T.A.) And as different; for the word is not, as some assert,
it is said in like manner in a trad.,

• ****

*

Jºel

'yl

of the same class as

form, namely

& S. ś S. J.- S - 3:4 & 5:= º
! [Ho! I mill teach thee a treasure of the

-º-,

ºffee.

since it has a dual

(TA.)

—Hº: Jée

f [A book, or nºriting, stored nith useful

treasures of paradise : There is no poner nor things]. (A, TA.)
pressed the thing, meaning anything, (K,) with strength but in God]: meaning, that a reward is
J-º
his hand or foot, (TA,) in a receptacle, or in the stored up [in paradise] for him who says this,
earth. (K.)—ºjº, (S, A, Mºb, K) aer. :) and who describes himself thereby, like as a trea 1. J.é, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb) aor. 2, (S, Msb)
(K) inf n. *, (Mºb, TA) and, accord. to Az, sure is stored up. (TA.)- Aboo-Alee El-Kálee or -, (Mgh) inf n. Jºë, (§, Mgh, Mºb). He
says, that it is used in a verse of Alkamah, swept (Mgh,TA) a house, or chamber, (S, A, Mgh,

— in ſe, (K) aor.-, infn. He, (TA) He

3tº andjie, [but see

the former of these two
which he does not quote, as signifying f Fat; as Msb,) or place, (TA,) with a
words below,) (Msb,) He stoned, or packed, the a subst.; and adds, that it is the only instance

dates, (TA) Lesſ J in the receptacle, (A,
Mşb,) or Jºs- J in the large receptacles of

a.º.

[or broom].

(A, Mg.)—º. 5. They pased by

known to him of its being thus used. (TA.) =

them and snept them anay,or destroyed them; syn.

Also, That in n-hich property is preserved, or

of aiº, by throwing [the con guarded: (K, TA:) and "3:... [or rather both] *-**. (A, TA)=J.-è, (S, A, Mgh,
tents of a bag (-)-) into the bottom of the aſ: that in rehich property is buried, treasured, Mşb, K,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K,) or 2, (Mgh,) inf. n.
Jºe, (Mgh, Mºb,) He (an antelope) entered
and pressing them with the feet until they became hoarded, laid up, reposited, or stored, in secret :
his J-tie, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) i.e., his covert,

palm-leaves, [pl.

compacted, or commized in a mass, and then bag

pl. of the latter, štº (A, TA)

Or
6

after bag until the

als was pressed full, when it

.

hiding-place, among trees;

(S, K;) or abode;

& 2 O.P.

j-e : see jº.

(Msb;) or cave; (TA;) as also

"J-c- (S, A,

was sened up with palm-leaf cord. (TA.)—
jue and "jūe: See Jºſé. [Accord. to Mgh, K) and WJ-el;) (A, TA;) which two
~5- Jº 3. £e [He stored up, or packed, Az, they are inf. ns.; but some seem to regard verbs are likewise said of a wild bull or cow, in
the same sense. (TA.) [Hence, W J-º- also
the n-heat in the bag). (TA.) [See an ex. of the
6 **

…

pass. part. n. voce

3. —39-

• *

• *

them as simple substs.] You say, jū & 134, signifies t He (a man, TA) entered the tent:
jºš. He filled
(S, Msb, K.”) and "jºg, (K.) This is the time of (K:) or hid himself, and entered the tent. (TA.)

the bag very full. (A.) And à iºn jº. He
packing the dates. (K,” TA.) And El-Umawee And 'c-G She (a woman) entered the &*
9 x 26. £
filled the skin of milk or mater. (TA.) And
says, jū &e ºil, and "jūol, I came to them [or camel-litter]: (K:) app. taken from the say
sº £e 33. He filled the water-skin. (TA) nºhen they were packing the dates. (TA.) ISk ing of Lebeed, [...} lº, meaning, and they
—ºnſe, Gºh,TA) intºn Fe, Gºh, K) says, that it has been heard only with fet-h; ($, entered 8-2'ss [or camel-litters] covered nith cloths
He stuck the spear into the ground. ($gh, K,” Msb;) but some say, that it is like 3- and of cotton. (TA.)—[Hence alolº <e,
TA.)

33-,

and

29.3 and 29-.

($.)— Also, some

(Zi) aor. -, (AO, Zi, Ş, K) inf n, cº-º,
8. ;--e! It (a thing, S, Mgh, Mºb,) became times, [The storing, or packing,) of wheat. (Lth, Zj,) tſhe stars hid themselves in their place,
collected together, or compacted; and full. ($, (TA.)
or places, of setting, (AO, Zj, S, K,”) like ante
8 .
Mgh, Mgb, K.) –Jºã.jºel [The dates became ju-e: see 5U->: = and see also j-82, lopes in their-e [or coverts]; (K:) [or] con
tinued in their courses and then departed, returning:
closely packed, or pressed together so as to be com throughout.
(Zj:)
or the stars [here meaning planets] became
pact or commized in a mass: see 1]. (TA; and
3:
Dates
packed
in
[the
receptacles
called]
stationary
in their circuiting or revolving. (Lth.)
IK in art. tº-> ; &c.) The like is also said of
49

-

e.

º
•

• 6 p.

*

*

wheat. (TA)—ºil fee. The fied, became 2-2, (pl. of 3,3,3] (K, TA) and Jº (pl. of
compact, or hard. (From an explanation of the iſºl, (TA,) for winter; (K, TA;) as also
part, n, in the A; &c.)=-jº-j-el The bag wº. (TA) See: jié.—See alsojº.
6

x 6..."

º

eo z

See

Jºë.

} see 1; the former, in four places.

-

u-ā- - Jºãº
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J.L.-è A gazelle's covert, or hiding-place,
trees: (S,K:) so called because he sweeps
(U.K.) the sand, or in the sand, [accord. to
different copies of the K, until he reaches the
soil, or moist earth: (K,” TA:) or his abode :
(Msb:) or cave : (TA ) and [in like manner]
W J-8. a place into which a gazelle or a wild bull
or cow enters to protect itself therein from the
among

antelopes in their

J-44-

[Book I.

-* A buffalo (or camel, A.; and so in the

[or coverts]; (K;) or

because they become hidden beneath the light of CK;) advanced in years. (K.)
the sun: (Bd:) or the stars [meaning planets]
that become hidden in their courses, and run their

courses and become stationary in their places of

iº. The colour which is also called aft:

circuiting, and then circuit [again]; every star (AB, S, K:) or that which is called

*::::

Or

[of those thus named] having a circuit in which
it becomes stationary, and [then] revolves [again],
and then it departs, returning: (Lth :) or the
heat: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] ā-ā- (TA) and [of angels: (K:) or the wild bulls or cons, and the
mult] Jºë and Jºé (K) and (pl. Pl, i.e., pl. wild antelopes, (Zj, K,) that enter their J-º- [or
coverts] when the heat is vehement. (Zj.)
of Jºël ºute. (TA)

à uº & Sweepings; (§, Mgh, Mºb, K3) the
dust of a house that is snept and thrown into a

heap. (Lh.) — Also, The place of meepings;
(Mgh;) the place where sweepings are thronn.
(TA.)

Jº

dust-colour intermixed, or tinged over, with black:
(K:) used absolutely, (TA,) or only with re
ference to camels, (K,) i.e., to their colours:
(TA:) or a colour not purely red, but applied
specially to a red colour: (AA, S:) or any
colour inclining to that of dust: (Yaakoob, who
does not particularize anything [to which it is
[pl. Jºº. :] see Jºe—[Hence.)
applied] exclusively : TA): Az says, I have not

-ji, Jºº. The places of suspicion. (TA)

of any one but Lth; and perhaps it is used as a

icº. A broom; a thing with rhich one sneeps: colour of clothes: (TA:) it is also said that

(S, A, Msh ) pl. Jºſé. (A, TA)

à-->4. A place of worship (K) of the

heard āºre as a colour of camels on the authority

"Jºe signifies the colour of the buffalo.

(IAar,

cited by Az.)

Jºº. A maker of brooms. (Golius, from
• * b. J.

Christians; [a Christian church :] ($ A, K.) or Meyd.)

š, an expression used by the poet
Hassán Ibn-Thábit, meaning f Sons of a base, or
an ignoble, woman: āzere being thus used as
though it were a proper name. (R.A.)
are:-

of the Jews; ($gh, K;) i.e., of the Jens only;
[a Jewish synagogue;] that of Christians being
called is: ($gh.) [Chald. Tº (Golius:)) or
both; (Mgh, Msb;) being sometimes applied to

&

[

<=

s

See Supplement.]

• , a

*

£

~A* : see -weſ.

the former [in classical times, as it is in the

2 * c :

present day, as well as to the latter]: (Mºb :)
or of unbelievers, (K,) absolutely: (TA :) an
arabicized word, [from the Chaldee mentioned
above, or] from [the Persian word] ** (Az,

Mgh) or 3–1 = (TA) [signifying “a fire
temple"]; pl. Jºute. (A, Mºb)=4 thing
resembling [the

<<= A species of fish; (AO, TS, L. K.) as
also

***; from which it appears to be formed

by the substitution of tº for x. (T$, L.)

o:

2 - 9

5

s > 2.

—ºul -- Jº-, t A man whose complerion
is changed, [or darkened by the sun &c.]. (TA.)

*-a-É

Jº

Q. 2. & It (a thing) became collected to

Jº- or a J-9, with

a cloth thronºn over them, gether.
in which the rider sits in the shade and conceals

c

1.3%, ($, K) aor. 2, inf n. 3.-

(K) and

(L.)

clºve, ($, K,) He was quick; made haste;
(L, K;) in his pace: (L:) he (an ass) ran; syn.

Jaz=

himself: (Mgh, Mgb:) of the measure iº from

Jºsé [an inf. n. of J.é] : (Mgh ) pl. as

(Az, S) of the colour called a. * : (Az, S, K :)
tº, (Az,) [and pl. *].

fem. of the former

hind of camel-litter called] a

tºº, compoed of tnigs, or branches, stuck in a

~£eſ (Az, S, K) and W Jºsé (K) A camel

-a-3

3.x: A kind of sea-fish; ($, L, K;) as also 44. ($, L.)—3.4° and "…e. He was quick
<<e, in which the J seems to be a substitute in service. (TA.) — &é He was importunate,

above. (Mgb.)
persevering, or urgent, in petitioning, or seeking,

for the 2. (L.)

Jºſé

One who sweeps

Cº-º-º:

or desiring. (K.)—ºº and "…e. He was, or

ſmeaning
[~i=>

privies]. (A, TA.)
See Supplement.]

Jé An antelope, (S, A, TA) and a wild
*-ārś

bull, (TA) entering his J-ke (S, A, TA)ie,
his covert, or hiding-place, among trees: ($:)
fem. with 3: (Zj:) pl. Jºë,

&= and 3.3% Short. (K.)

became, fatigued, tired, or weary. (K.)—3,4
and V ºvel He became jaded, harassed, or
fatigued, by labour, or toil; as also sº, and
;34. (L)–33% (so in the copies of the
K; but differently in the S : [see 4:1 TA:) I

both of the masc.

made him to be quick, or to hasten.
and fem., (Zj,) and Jºsé, of the masc., (A,)

[a.æ

4. a7.x=1 I made him (an ass) to run. (S, L.)

[and of the fem. also accord. to rule,) and

Ls”

See also 1. – J--Éel He fatigued, tired, or

ae

nearied, (L, K,) his companion. (L.)

Jº. (TA)—[Hence, Jººl, (S) or
Jºš Jºss-, (K,) [in the Kur, lxxxi. 16,

3*~ *

See Supplement.]

t The stars; because they hide themselves in

their place of setting: (AO, $:) or the stars that
rise running their course, and hide themselves in
their places of setting : (Zj:) or all the stars;
because they appear by night and lie hidden by

day. (Ki) orig. Jººl, (K, TA)ie, jº,

(K.)

2* ** * *

~<>

.

Q. Q. 4. Jºse! It (a young bird) trembled,
or fluttered, before its mother, that she might
feed it: (S, L:) and he (an old man) trembled:

1. º.º. (SK) and -*. (K) infº.º.º. (L:) id. 3.5 (K.)
w

iº,

(TA,) He (a camel, S,) was, or be
** Distress; trouble; fatigue; neariness;
came, of the colour called i.e. ($, K.)
i.q. *. (TA.) You say *** 3- 42;
and

(TA) or ºl, (Bq) or ëº, Jºël, (S)
Q. Q. 4. & * His complexion was, or
the five stars, [or planets,) Saturn, Jupiter,
Mars, Venus, and Mercury; (TA;) because became, changed, [or darkened by the sun &c.].

[Distress, &c., befell him]. (L, K.)

they hide themselves in their place of setting, like (TA.)

of her quickness in service. (TA.)

* * @ e.

il-Are A female slave: (K:) so called because

Book I.]

** – tº

6* *

.*

sº

cººl
(L, K.)

A she-ass quick in the fore legs.

2635

---, He pounded, or Jought with him and overcame him : (Ki) so
brayed, a thing nith a 2. [or **, q.v.] (K.) Az, explains 4-se, inf n. i-ść. or, accord.
--e.

2.

inf. n.

to the M, " 4-ste signifies he fought nºith him;
and a-lè, he overcame him; (TA;) and

8: see 1.

3a* and *3%. Fatigued; tired; weary. (L.)

Jºsé A mug, or drinking-cup, (3,4) nvithout 'a-º-, inf n.
also has this last signi
One who trembles by reason of old age. a handle: (Fr, S, K.) or one (noith a round top,
(K.)
TA,) that has no spout; (K:) or a vessel, (Bd in fication; (IAar, S, TA;) and so * 4-tel, inf. n.
lvi. 18) or drinking-cup, (Jel. ibid.) having i-lèl. (IAar, T.A.)
Jºe: see Jºle.
neither handle nor spout: (Bd, Jel, ibid.:) pl.
2. See 1. – Also 4-se, (inf. n.
TA,)

**,

&=

* .

º, e.”

º

-

*ś,

Jºël (S. K.)

***
9

* 0.

IIe abased him; rendered him abject;
g 6

Jºe A heavy, or dull, man: syn.oi-

-

9

Jºã.

(K.)

syn.

Žiši.

*

Slenderness of the neck with bigness of (K.)— It (the nose-rein) rendered him (a camel)
the head. (L, K.)
submissive, or tractable. (TA.)

ãº A sighing, or grief, or regret, for some 3. See 1. — Also 4-se He reviled him, or
thing that has past, or escaped one. (K.) Pro vilified him, mutually; and treated him in an
1. one, aor. *, inf. n. }*, He chid him noith bably formed from the mahmooz word [its].
open manner (S, K) with opposition or alter
rough speech, (S, Mgh, K,) to show him con (TA.) [Perhaps an inf. n.]
cation. (TA.)
tempt. (TA.)—He reviled him. (Az, T.A.)—
4. 4-le. He destroyed him. (T, in this art.;
à-5°, occurring in a trad., in which it is for
IIe encountered him nith a fronning face, (K,)
to shon him contempt: (TA:) or he fronmed at bidden, (TA,) The game called sº (K;) an and K in art. **) See 1.
appellation given to that game by the people of
him. (TA.) — He oppressed him; i. g.
6. tº They tro laboured, or strove, each
(S, K.) So in the Kur, [xciii. 9, §§ ...; U.5 El-Yemen: (A’Obeyd, on the authority of with the other, to do evil, or mischief. (S, K.)
Mohammad Ibn-Ketheer; and IAth) or that
Jºe e >

ºe

>

;:

3.3 [Therefore, as to the orphan,

thou shalt not

called

&º (K:) or a small drum, slender in &l= and W ** The foot, or base, (Jº) of a

oppress him]; accord. to the reading of Ibn
the middle : ($, K:) accord. to some, (TA,) the
Mes'ood. (Ks, S.) Yaakoob says, that the J in musical instrument called *:::: (K;) as occur "mountain : ($, K:) [or] its face, or part facing
the spectator, above its foot, or base; syn.
&=
or * is a substitute for the 3 in º. (TA)
ring in a trad. of Alee, in which a command is Jºe -º-; ($:) or its foot, or base, (Jºe) and
given to break the thing thus called. (TA.).

i4%; (K;) i.e., A small stone,
fills the hand. (TA)
Also,

-Prº*

Jºſé

and

tº

Çé]

[or

most rugged part : or its

ti- [i.g. Jºl; and

such as
• *

...

O e.

the foot, or base, of its face; syn. •.A. tº-

Or

** signifies the side (4-6) of a mountain :

A rvell-hnonyn

~3°

yellow substance; [yellon amber] : from the
Persian ū Sté, i.e., “carrying off straw,” [on

3

,

and any rugged face of a mountain, above its

Jºë Short: (Ki) or a short and deformed Joot, or base; and in some cases, the side of a
or ill-shapen man. (So in a marginal note in
account of its electric attraction]. (TA) See
valley, when it is rugged, but not unless consisting
two copies of the S.)
De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., iii. 468; and see
of the hardest and roughest of stones: (As, TA:) pl.
º, e.

*54

29-.

[-º,+
See Supplement.]

2.

**,

inf. n.

<-sº

It (growing corn or

the like) became composed of four leaves, and of

º: #. &ls=1; (M;) and (of '**, TA,)
ë. *** (K) and i-º, (A, T,)—
| W ** A rough or rugged [foot, or base, or
and

Jive. (En-Nadr, K.) = alsº tºe, inf. n. face above the foot or base, &c., of a mountain];
* , ºf

6 e.

<-sº

He voided his excrement [in form] re an expression similar to .321 sº ; (K, art.
sembling the heads of hares, or rabbits. (K.)
se;) the latter word being a corroborative; for
J.<= and ºë i. q. &lsº [The egg
3 the 2... of a mountain is called
only because
“tºle i.g. tile, [q.v. in art. Jºe]. (K.)
plant, or melongena]. (IAar, T, K.) Mentioned
of its ruggedness and roughness. (TA.)
in the T in art. •K,<>; whence it seems that the
&;é A. Jºã, or kind of short boot : (AM,
té
&= : See t—.
•r is a substitute for A. (TA.)
K:) app. an arabicized word. (AM, L.)
~&=

6

*

6.

49

-

£2.9 ×

aïse What is composed of four leaves,
and of five : referring to growing corn and

:

the like: n, un, of &ge. (TA)= #,
* 33,é, [as in different copies of the K,

Or

&=
ité
t—.
º

See

* .2
***.

y

**, (S, L, K,) a Persian word, (L.) and
W &le; (K,) A house [or hut] nºith a gibbous roof:
g

•

the latter being the reading in the TA, which

mentions à:25° as another reading,) Abundance (L, TA:) a house [or hut] of reeds or canes,
See Supplement.]

1,4
See art.

i.e.

of herbage, or of the goods, conveniences, or com (nºith a gibbous roof, K,) without an aperture for
the admission of light: (S, L, K:) any place
forts, of life; plenty; fruitfulness. (K.)
which a husbandman or a gardener prepares in
nihich to guard his groning corn or his garden :

** Short : like ** [q.v.].

and the people of Marw give the name of W tle

(T.)

to a pavilion (2.5) made in a garden or other

~3°

1. *, aor. 25%; and "-peel; He drank
with a wº, the kind of mug or cup so called.
(IAºr, K.)

4-lé, [aor. **) inf. n. §e;
* - e, and " * -le, and * -->le;
1.

and
He

&ls=

($, K) and &ºsé and
&ºe and **** (K, TA:) (the last, in the
CK, written i&#1.

place : (L:) pl.

tºe

2636

355
•

Jai- sté,

-

doing (it); but they afternards did (it)]. IAb
(S, K,” &c,) [originally
is related to have said, that wherever stée

3,4,]

first pers.

[Book I.

$34

a

“sº lºsté lºs [And they were not near to

534°

1. 13-4-

* > 0 ,

***, accord. to

and

the usage of

štěj and st& occur in the Kur-án, they denote
most of the Arabs, (IKtt,) aor. 3&, (S, K, &c.,) a thing's never happening. Some say, that
the form used by all the Arabs, (IKtt.) or sº Sté [with a negative] denotes an action's hap
[is also used, by some of those who make the pening with difficulty. Some, again, say, that

pret to be originally sºl, (Lth) inf n. 3;á. the pret preceded by a negative is affirmative
(Lth, ś, M, K, &c) and ste (M., IKłł) and 33% [of the action &c.]; as is shown by the expression
(Lth, S, M, K, &c.) and Sté. (Lth, M, K;) &sº lºstě tº ſquoted above]; and that the
and Sté, originally 3%, deviating from con aor. preceded by a negative is negative; as is

allowable to say" 2.É. 3& 2. [meaning, He
hardly, or scarcely, or tardily, rose] when one
has risen after difficulty. (TA.) [Thus it
appears, that, Jº Sté ú, and Jai & 2
sometimes signify He hardly, or scarcely, or
tardily, did : and sometimes, he was not near to
doing; he never did; he did not at all: so that
it may be rendered he hardly or scarcely, or
nonrise or in nonvise or never, did : or he could
hardly do, or he could not at all, or could not
nearly, or he could nonvise or in nomise, do..] –
As asserts his having heard certain of the Arabs

shown by the expression [in the Kur xxiv, 40,)
stant rule, (MF,) first pers. <2*, (S, IKtt,
Say, sº $3
J.;; Ś [I will not do that,
MF,) in the dial. of the Benoo-Adee, (MF,) lsº J& J [He is not near to seeing it]; nor will I be near to doing it]. (S.) – Sté also
mentioned by Sb as heard from some of the meaning that he sees not anything: [though this
signifies He desired; syn. 35i. (Akh, S, K.)
Arabs, (S,) aor. stº, (IKtt,) deviating from eon phrase is said to bear a different meaning, which So in the verse
see below]. But the correct opinion is the one
stant rule, (MF,) [and 3×, mentioned above, first mentioned; that, used affirmatively, it is
agreeably with rule;] as also ště, (Msb, K, art. affirmative [of the being near to do a thing &c.];
•
Jaº tº #2 sº & sº
Jºe,) originally **, first pers.
aOr. and used negatively, it is negative [thereof):
6 * *

J;

6.”

53% … àº $34-3 ºste

<2*,

3&, (Msb, art. Jºº,) inf. n. 3.4 . (L, art.

so

that

Jº Sté signifies He was near to [She desired, and I desired; and that mere the

Jºe ;) and <e, (S, K, &c.,) a form mentioned doing; but did not [or did not immediately]:
by Abu-l-Khattáb to Sb, as used by some of the and Jañº sle (4 He was not near to doing;
Arabs, who in like manner said Jºš Jºj L. much less did he do [or do immediately]; the
denial of the action [or of the immediate per
13é, for Sté and Jji (S;) He was near to formance of the action] being necessarily under
doing so; he nearly, well nigh, or almost, did so; stood from the denial of the being near to do it.
he wanted but little of doing so; (Akh, S, M, K, As to the expression in the Kur, &sº lºstě tº
&c.;) he purposed, or intended, doing so; (Lth, [quoted above], it enunciates the state of the
M, IKft;) but did it not, [or did it not im
... • b →

•

*

-

people to whom it relates in the beginning of
mediately]. (Akh, S, K, &c.) Sté is applied their case; for they were far from sacrificing the
to signify the being near to doing a thing, cow; and the affirmation of the action is under
whether it be [afterwards] done or not done. (S.) stood only from the [preceding] expression
Without a negative, it enunciates the negation of tº-33. And as to the expression [in the Kur
the action; and coupled with a negative, it enun
ciates the happening of the action. (S, K.) [This xvii.76] ..., &= -2° 3i (Thou hads
will be explained in the course of the following certainly been near to inclining to them], the
observations.] It is (as Es-Suyootee says in the Prophet's not inclining to them little or much
Itkän) an incomplete [i.e. a non-attributive] is understood from S; [preceding], which re
…

• * >

best of desire, if nºat hath passed, of the

diverting delight of tender love, returned]. (Akh,
S.) • ?So, too, in the saying in the Kur [xx. 15,
•

2

*

štěj
manifest

\ºdº'

I desire (S, K) to conceal it : or,
it : (Beyd:) for, like as it is
allowable to put 4. in the place of štěi, as in
to

the saying in the Kur [xviii. 76,
J - d.
•

40. 54

6

-

&,

Jaa-ºº:

so it is to use stel [in the place of

Jºy!): Akh says, that the words of the verse
in question mean I will conceal it, *i; and
some say, that the meaning is I will manifest it :
(TA:) but most hold, that sle! should here be

rendered in its original sense.

(MF, TA.)

Some of the Arabs make ste to denote cer

tainty; like &B, which primarily denotes doubt,
and secondarily certainty. (L, art. Jºe.) —
dºo štº (, –5,
[is in like manner explained]
verb, of which only the pret. and aor. are used. quires this inference. (TA.) [Often, however, He hath become acquainted mith that nihich is
It has a noun as the subject, in the nom. case; or (as some say) generally, with a negative desired of him. (S, K.) – You say to him
and an aor... [generally] without či, as the pre preceding or following it, it is affirmative of the who seeks of you a thing, when you do not desire
action's happening, but only after difficulty, or
dicate. (TA.) Sometimes they introduce &
to give him it, i., § 531& S. $, (Lth, S,”
delay.] Aboo-Bekr says, that 2.É. & Sté L.
after it, likening it to J-4; as, for ex., in the
L, K,”) and lºs $3 s:= $, and tºº. $3 1st& $,
means [Such a one hardly, or scarcely, or tardily,
saying of Ru-beh,
.

..º o

. .”

-

rose ;

•

*-*. & Jº J, & 34 33

like Así 3& 2, and 2,4 $ 34 ; tā 35;

(Lh, L)ie ºf $3eij(Nonor do I doºrs,

being understood; or] he rose after being slow, nor do I purpose, or intend]. (Lth, L, K.)- You
• *

* *

* *

• * > .

.

or tardy: (L:) and accord. to Az and others, also say, in the same sense, 33% N5 J asy. S
* , o6

p.

[It had nearly come to nought from length of Jaśl $34 tº means [I hardly, or scarcely, or [I have no purpose or intention, nor any desire].
near]. (S.) Used affirmatively, it is affirmative tardily, did; or] I did after being slon", or
of the being near [to doing a thing, &c.]; and
tardy: but sometimes it means I was not near
used negatively, it is negative thereof. It is a
to doing. (Mºb, art. Jºe.) It is said, that
well-known opinion of many, that, used affirm
sle is sometimes a [mere redundant] connective

($) – See also sº in art. 2.É.

isse
See als.

atively, it is negative; and used negatively, it
is affirmative: so that Jañº Jºj ste means (4.2) of the members of a sentence; (Kutr,
* - d.”

4 o'.

.

.”

[Zeyd was near to doing; but] he did not [or did Akh, AHát, K;) as in tº 3& 2 [quoted
not immediately]; as is shown by the expression above], meaning, He does not see it: (K:)
[in the Kur Xvii. 75, where & is a contraction or this means he is not near to seeing it : or,
*
... "
as some say, he sees it after his having been not
of 3, ºf biº & And verily they near to seeing it by reason of the intenseness of
were near to seducing thee]; and Jº Sté tº the darkness: for he hardly, or scarcely, or
means [He was not near to doing; but] he did; tardily, sees it :] and Fr says, with reference to
• *

>

0 , ,-

335
2.

**, inf. n. 3.5% It (an 25, ſor a wrapper

for the lower part of the body and the thighs])
reached to the part called the sšté, (L, K) only.

-

as is shown by the expression [in the Kurii. 66,

(L.) — He (a man in the act of concubitus)
thrust against the sides of the pubes. (K.) —
He beat or struck, with a staff, or stick, upon
the posteriors, (K,) betneen the thigh and the hip.

the verse in which this phrase occurs, that it is (TA.)

$54, -33°
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išté. What surrounds the vulva, of the exterior
of the two thighs , (L, K:) or the portion offlesh
of the inner side of the thigh; the two together
are called the çúště : (As, L:) or the flesh of
the hinder part of the thigh (L, K.) or the
part of the thigh which is the place that is

by Mujáhid:) or shall be cast anay. (Er (TA.) = A blacksmith's fire-place; (S,” A,

two compact portions of flesh in the upper part of

=

Rabee, Ibn-Kheylhem)=jºſeº Jiſºº;

Msb;) his 5-; (K;) constructed of clay :

(Kur xxxix. 7) He maketh the night to be a (S, Mºb, K.”) and also said to signify the skin
covering upon the day: or He addeth of the [nith nihich he blon's his fire]: (MSb, TA:) or
night to the day: (S:) or He maketh the night this latter is called [only] *: (A, in the present
to overtake the day: (TA:) or He bringeth in art.; and S, Msb, K, art. **) an arabicized
cauterized in the hinder part of the thigh of the the night upon the day: (K:) from i-tº-135°. word. (Mgb.) = [A hornets', or bees', nest;]
ass; so in a man &c.; (L:) or the çúšté are all of which meanings are nearly alike. (TA.) the place, (S, K,) or structure, (TA,) of hornets:
-

- -

-

º

©.

-

atºll 25°, (A, K.) inf. n. 253, (8) He

Geº, S. K (in the CK, ºl, which is a

each thigh of an ass, the place that is cauterized, collected together the goods and bound or tied mistake:]) or of bees : (accord. to a trad. cited
between the thigh and the haunch : (T, L:) or the them : (S, K:) or he put the goods one upon in the TA:) pl. jºi. (TA.) See also §§é.
flesh of the outer sides of the two thighs, below another. (A.) = §§ &, (inf. n. as above,
the cºetº-; (AHeyth, T, L;) and this is the TA,) He smote and pierced him [with his spear], * A bundle (Jº) n:hich a man carries on
correct signification: (T, L:) or the prominent and thren him don'n gathered together, or in a his back : or a bundle C.K.) of clothes, put in
flesh in the upper parts of the thigh : (S, L:) heap. (S, Msb, K.”) – §§ * IIe smote
pl. 3.3% and ſquasi-pl., or coll. gen, n.,.] ité. him, and thren him donn prostrate : (K,” TA:)
[like ºs- :] or :* signifies he prostrated him,
(L.)
sº. An 25, [or a wrapper for the lower part whether he smote him or not. (TA.)
5. iss He fell upon his side, and drew himself
of the body and the thighs] reaching to the part
called the ālé (L, K) only; or, to the Júště, together; syn. Jºãº jºij, (S, K:) or he
when it is put on. (L.)
wrapped himself up, and tucked up his garment,
-

or skirt, or the like; syn.

*** -iù.

one piece of cloth [and tied up]: such is that of
the jº [or beater and washer and whitener of

clothes]: (TA:) or the 39te is nhat is carried
on the back, [being a bundle] of clothes: (S:)
or what are put together and tied up [in a

wrapper] of clothes: (Msb:) or a certain

quantity of n-heat; (K, TA;) which a man
carries on his back : (TA:) pl. <}=. (A,
(TA.) Msb.) [See also is .)

– He fell; fell donn. ($, K.) — He became
*3&ºl. (K.) or jurel signifies à,é A province, district, º: tract of country;
- " ?- - - -- 1. 4-5 Jºe isºl jº, (S, A, Mºb,”) aor. he prostrated a thing, one part upon another. a quarter, or region; syn. 25.2 : (S, Msb, K:)
25°

prostrated; as also

*

-

-

a. -5- [q.v.] of a
country; i.e., a
(S, Msb,) inf. n. **, (S, Msb, K,) He (TA.)
wound round the turban upon his head; (S, A,. 8, juel He turbaned himself; attired himself [which properly signifies a tonn or village] of
the Ji of El-Yement (M, TA:) (but -ºs
with a turban. ($gh, K.) = See also 5.
is
generally used in the first of the senses here
K:) or the latter has an intensive signification
10: see 1, last signification.
assigned to 3,5° :] and also a city: (S, Msb,
[app. meaning he wound it round many times
K:)
[or a provincial city: but the first of these
upon his head; or in many folds); and hence 25°, ($, Mºb,) an inf n. used as a subst.,
significations is the most common, as is implied
you say,
W > he wound the thing in a
(Msb,) or *},é, (ISh, T, A,) A turn, or twist, in the Mºb : see also &: pl. **, (S, Msb,
round form. (Msb.) = Hence the saying,

33%

Mºb, K.) as also "wise, inf n. Jºës (S, A,

36

-

º

jé tº 3º jº, (Zj, in TA, art. 23-) t He

of a turban: (Ish, T, A, Msbº) pl. ºi. K) like as º is pl. of £4. (Mºb.) IDrd
(A, Msb.) You say, º,é &º: izuº [The says, I do not think it Arabic. (TA.) [Perhaps

became in a bad state of affairs after he had
been in a good state: or he became in a state of turban is composed of twenty turns], and ãº from the Greek xúpa.]
[ten turns]. (A.) = Increase; or re
defectiveness after he had been in a state of
dundance.
(S, A, Msb.) Hence the saying, jlsº and ** : see 5),=.
redundance. (TA, art. 29-.) See also 33°,
below. = }le, (TA,) inf. n. 25°, (K,) He jº º ji-) &e & sº (S, A, Mºb) We
Jºãº, (S, Mºb, K) and '5%, (Mºb,
carried a *, q.v., (K, TA,) upon his back; have recourse to God for preservation from K,) written in both these ways in the T, in
decrease, or defectiveness, after increase, or redun explanation of the word ãº, (Mgh,) and
(TA;) as also WJUC-l. (K, TA.)
dance : (S, Msb :) or, as it is also related,

jºi

tº e

º,

e.

5.

- a

º o.

•

*

-

3o .

©

*

e

…"

2: see 1, in two places. =
Jº % J581 Axe, which means the same: or the * 51,42, (T, TS, L, K.) and "jº, (T, TS, L,
Mºb) A bee-hive; or habitation of bees; syn.
in the Kur [lxxxi. 1, When the sun shall be
meaning is, from return to disobedience after
* : (Msb:) or a bee-hive, when made of
wound round [nrith darkness] like a turban :
obedience: (Msb:) or from return after pur
clay; (El-Ghooree, in Mgh :) or a bee-hive, or
(AO, S:) or shall be rvrapped up and effaced:
(AO accord. to the S, or Akh accord. to the suing a right course. (TA.) See also 3
habitation of bees, when containing honey :

TA:) or shall be wrapped up and have its light

6 -

• 6 º'

*:
;4. = A camel's [saddle of the
kind called] Jºj (K, TA) as also "º (K)
and W jº, the latter with damm to the e and
teshdeed to the 2: (TS, L:] or a Jº rvith its
See

taken array: (Jel:) or shall have its light col
lected together and nºrapped up like as a turban

(Mgb:) or a thing made for bees, of twigs, (T,
Mgh, TS,) or of clay, (TS, K,) or of twigs and
clay, accord. to most copies of the K, or of twigs
only, accord. to most of the lexicologists, (TA,)
like a aſuº [an asses' pannier], (T, Mgh, TS,)

is rurapped: (TA:) or shall be folded up like as
J- [or scroll] is folded up : (Msb:) or
shall use it. light: (Fr, Katádeh, S:) or shall apparatus: ($, Mgb, K:) pronounced by many narrow at the head, (T, Mgh, TS, K,) in which
this is a mistakes s.s(IAth;)
pl. [of they make their honey : (TA:) or the honey of
be divested of its light: ('Ikrimeh ) or shall be **; but
* , o £
6 ºf
blinded; syn. Sºº (IAb, $9 or shall pass panel ºi ($, Mºb, K) and ºi, (K) and bees in the waz: (S, Msb, K :) or W 3.5% [pl.
anay and come to nought : or shall be collected (of mult, TA) &9.e ($, Mºb, K) and Öſ,é of ščá- signifies domestic bee-hives; as also
0.

together and cast don’n into the depth below; syn. andjº, which last, says ISd, is extr. as a pl.
(AHn, K.) [Of the latter pl., it is
º: (both of which are explanations given form of a sing. Such as 294° with an infirm letter. said in the TA, that ISd holds it to be pl., not of

Jºsé.

Bk. I.
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8-

3,12.Ée, but, of

º

* and #14 and "...# (S, K) and £e (K)

a-5°,

but the passage seems to

:*

(S.)

§§.

G

See

* .

meaning, I turned him over upon his head. A neak-hearted, convardly, man: (K, TA:) like

See

6, o.

95°;

W * 2°

A:) and you say also, 3-ºl, Jºe

#

be corrupt.]

§

**.

2-

2: see 1, in three places.

2

º
-

25°.

£e.

and

(S.)

22° 2

6 e

Gaº .

• * and at:- :

see ale.

4, 23 J-el, (K) inf n. *. (TA)
£3. *

35° and *ść.

and

*%. A turban.

(IAºr, He made the camel to malk upon three legs, by

hamstringing him. (K.) – See also 1.

$gh, K.)
32 c >

3

-ºš,

2. c =, inf n.
He stuffed, or filled,
a bag or other receptacle for travelling-provisions
or for goods or utensils &c. (En-Nawādir, TS,

5: see 1.

x

25&e: see 23°.
s? :- - 2
-

9)

*:

*z, *

~~~

Jºe

See vº.

Jºsé

A drum :

K.) – Also, He made his travelling-apparatus

G. &

see 3282.

said to be an arabicized

light, or easy of conveyance; syn. *. ($, K.)
word [from the Persian Jºsé, pronounced A poet says,
“kós,” but in Arabic “koos,” and applied in
£é
Jºe £4

391
j9°

S-5-3

º

1. je, aor. jº, (TA)inf n. *, (K) He

L.

º

the present day to a kettle-drum; accord. to

tº Jº Jº Juci J.

collected a thing. (K*, T.A.) = He drank with Golius, a kettle-drum that used to be beaten in

'

the camps and palaces of kings]. ($, K.) [The

a jº, ; (K,” TA;) as also "juel. (TA)

[Make thy travelling apparatus light, when thou
art departing on a journey; for I fear for thy
parasang, or league, in which sense also it is of droves, or troops, of camels, on account of the
Persian origin]; because this is the utmost beast of prey]. (S.)
modern pl. is

5. 13j;&

They collected themselves together.

($gh, K.)
8.

--,+.) == Hence, A tº

[or

juel He ladled it out (namely water, distance at which may be heard the beating of

S, A) with a jº. (S, A, K.)— See also 1.
3,é. A kind of vessel, (TA,) well-known, (A,
Persian word; but ISd denies this, and asserts

[ese

it to be genuine Arabic : it is said to be from
• o :
jtě “he collected:” (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] jº,

-35°

-

&= and §e.

5

8 we .

*

[Not such as abstain from things unlanful and
unbecoming, nor ingenious, or acute in mind, &c.].
(TA.) See art. J., p. 1281 a. Some say, that it
it is a word mispronounced : others, that it is
formed by the change of J., into cº, as in the
Case of Jº and
-b. (TA.)

-*5°
•

J.ésé

6 -

e.

•

* *

~~<>5 stre+

&c.; see art. --Sè.

g

-

29

-

e -

-

cº- cº-e, and st-ce

< *s, (AO, S, K, &c.,) and <= < *,

art. Syº.)

cº jº. Jé, A man having a
(A, K.)

o

sºi S. Aiºi =

º

See Supplement.]

(S, K.)

§e [app. A stand, or a *f; upon which
mugs (cº-) are placed ; see #39). (Lth, T,

9

• *

K,) [namely, a mug, or drinking-cup, with a this sense likewise] a Persian word. (TA.)
handle: (IAar, TA:) AHn says, that it is a

and [of mult.]

* .

the Jºse. (TA.) = Also, A triangular piece
~\;<>! i.q. Jºel ; [pl. of J-se:] (K:) the
of wood with which a carpenter measures the Rájiz says,
• e :
squareness of nood. (Lth, A,” K.) It is [in

long head.

[A3+

(IAth, ISd, IKtt) i.e. 134-3 134, [Some of

cº

the circumstances of the case n'ere thus and thus;
or so and so ; or such and such things]. (Lth,

y

Jºsé
Jºsé

See Supplement.]

Jºué, (S, Msb, K,) aor. J-ºk, inf. n. Jºsé,
(Msb, T.A.) He (a camel) walked upon three
legs, (S, Msb, K,) being hamstrung : ($, K :)

te and i.e.

K.) The tº in tree is originally 5; (S, K :)
as in the case of -ºš; these two words being

1.

age

and

as:

(TA :) or the cº in

cºe and cres is substituted for J.; they are
1.

or raised one of his legs, and jumped upon the
rest. (TA.) Thus you say of a quadruped:

originally

inf

29 cº àe, first
n. * and # =;

pers.

<!e,

aOr.

ğ.

(S, K;") and 4.

originally ** and als; and the 5 is elided,
Aé, and the Us which is the last radical letter is

but when said of another, it means, He went first pers. &#, a Ot. §§, inf. n. := and tº changed into tº : so accord. to AHei; and most
2.
upon one leg. (TA) = J~le, (S, A, TA,) and ºtá, this last formed by transposition; (K;) of the leading authorities on inflexion assert the
sor. Jºsé, (3, TA) inf n. Jºë, (A, TA) He abstained from the thing through timidity: same. (MF, voce 3-5) See stres.
He (a man) became turned upside donn, ($, TA,) (TA:) or he dreaded the thing, and abstained
wº
head downwards; ($;) as also " J-5s. (K.) — from it through convardice : (S, K, TA:) or

He (a poor man) fell upon his head. (A,”TA.)= his eye reverted from the thing, and he desired it 1. *sū, aor. 3.3, (S, L, Mºb) inf n. 2.É.
tº Jºe, (K) aor. & inf n. Jºsé, (TA) ºnot. (TA)—ºe ité. He retired from him (S, L, Mºb, K) and jº, (S. L. K.) or the
He prostrated such a one; (K;) as also W 4-lel, through fear. (TA.) [Accord. to the TA, it latter is a simple subst; (Mºb ;) and **te,

(k) inf n. i.e.; (TA;) which latter verb is seems that "...eſ also has this signification.]
the more chaste : ($gh :) or he threw him donym
upon his head; as also " …e : (TA:) or this
last, which is said of God, (S, A, K,) inf. n.
Jºš, (S, K,) signifies He turned him upside
down, (K,) or head don’nnards, (S,) or upon

his head, (A) jū J in the fire [of Hell). (S,

ºtel

(A,) inf. n.

$34&;

(S;) or this implies recipro

4. celeſ, inf. n.
and $44, He came upon cation; (TA;) [and " suel, which
him suddenly, nihen he (the latter) was about to app. signifies the same as $34, like

see below,
as

<<!

do a thing, and caused him to abstain from it signifies the same as 4:34 ;] He deceived,
through fear or concardice. (K, TA.) But beguiled, or circumvented, him or he deceived,
; :
...
• *:
-

-

some say that this is correctly itéſ; like ~~<>, beguiled, or circumvented, him; and desired to
inf. n. Jºe and *Ge. (TA, art. tel.)—see 1. do him a foul, an abominable, or an evil, action,

Jºë – J-24
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clandestinely, or nithout his knowing nhence it (S, L,) inf. n. Jº, (L.) t He gave up his
proceeded; i4.4% (S, L, Mºb, K) and 423: . spirit : (S, L, K:) endured distress in giving up
(Msb:) or, accord. to some, as Jºe implies the the ghost. (A) — sº, (K) inf. h. 3.e.,
feigning of the contrary of one's real intentions; ($, K,) He vomited. (S, K.) — Sté, inf n.

such, at least, is the most common kind of

bellows used by the Arabs of the present day
with which I am acquainted]; but the thing
constructed of clay [in which the blacksmith

his fire] is called ** (S, Msb:) so
whereas exte does not : or this latter signifies
**, It (a j) emitted fire. (L.K.)—ésé, kindles
ISk
says
he heard AA say: (Msb:) [but see
he did him harm, or mischief; and the former,
(L, K,) aor.
inf. n. Jºe, (L.) She had the
he did so clandestinely. (M.F.) – sté, aor.
3,é : and see a verse cited in the last paragraph
menstrual flua. (L, K.) = 13% S;
Jºji j of art. 332 :] the pl. [of pauc.] is jëi, and
the latter is a simple subst.,] He acted deceitfully, tº: $3 I mill not do that, nor do I desire, nor

4.5,

J;

&, (L) inf n. * and #42, (L. K.) [or

[of mult] $1.4 (Mºb, K) and Öſ.e; (K;)

mischievously, or wickedly. (L, K.) – Also, do I purpose, or intend. (K,” TA.) See Sté the last on the authority of Th; but doubtful;
inf. n. 3%, He practised an evasion or elusion, in art. 3,e. = |* Jº Sé, (L. Mºb, K.) for it is not known in the lexicons, and is
aOr. 3&; [properly] pl. of *.
a shift, a nile, an artifice, or artful contrivance originally **, first pers.
(TA.)
or device, a plot, a stratagem, or an expedient ;
(L, Mºb;) and 3.e : (L, K:) see art. 33°.
or he eacercised art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity, [It is mentioned in arts. 25° and Jºe in the
J-e
or skill, in the management or ordering of
and in the
affairs, with excellent consideration or delibera L, K: in the former only in the S:
1. Jºë, aor. Jº, (S, Mºb, TA) inf n.
tion, and ability to manage nwith subtilty according latter only in the Msb.]

**,

Jºſé (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and itſe (S, A,

to his on n free will; syn.

Júli

(L:) and

3: see 1.

K) and

iº-

(L, K.) — sté. He taught
6. Jºſé tº (L, K) They two deceive,
him. 2& [i.e., to deceive, beguile, or circumvent,
beguile,
or circumvent, each other; or do so,
&c., or, to act deceitfully, mischievously, or
each
desiring
to do to the other a foul, abominable,
wickedly; or, to practise modes, or means, of
or
evil,
action
clandestinely. (TK.) See 1. You
evading or eluding, &c.]. So some explain it in
the Kur xii. 76. (T.A.) — It is said in a should not say cºlº. (L. K.)
trad., Wijº. (Asté
J-3 &; L. What

of the inf. n.,

J.i.

8. SU:=l is of the measure

sayest thou of intellects to which their Creator
(K;) and
hath desired to do evil? (L.) So some explain

J.3

from

Jºsé.

with 3 put in the place of Jº,

[originally J-se,] (Seer [mentioned by him as
syn. with

Jºël)

He (a boy, S [but often said

of a man also, ) was, or became, acute, or sharp,
or quick, in intellect; shrewd; clever; ingenious;
skilful; knowing; intelligent: Jºë being the
contr. of 3- (S, A, K,) and i.q. Jº,

& ; (Mgh, Mºb) and ii-, and 33.3, (TA) and

‘suel signifies 4- [or rather

the verb in the Kurzsi, 58. (TA)—& afte Jú-Il (TK) see 1.
13:4- 3-4-5 2.É. [Kur lxxxvi. 16, They

ãº, (Mºb, TA) and is, (TA) and Já.
(IAT, A, Mºb, K.)– 28 J Jºe, aor.
J-9 (A, TA) inf n. Jºſé (Mgh, TA:)

see 1. — 1 War : (S, K :) so called
and "J-s; and "J-48–5; (A, TA;) He acted
because of the stratagems employed therein.
an artful device].
[God's prac
gently, (TA,) or with good gentleness or modera
tising an artful device towards the unbelievers] (TA.) One says, º & 21; Öğ jé Such tion or calmness, (Mgh,) in the affair. (Mgh,
a one ment on a hostile expedition and found not
means his taking them unawares, so that they
war : (S, L:) i.e., did not fight. (A.) - TA) = <!--, aor. 4.--, (S. K.) inf n.
do not reckon upon it; bestowing upon them
J-se, (A, TA,) He overcame him, or surpassed
enjoyments in which they delight, and on which jº <3 3,4- t A mar characterized by perfidy.
** is here made fem, because meaning *. him, (S, A, K,) in a...e (A, K) or J-º
practise an artful device, and I will practise

jić, * 3:=

6 * >

•

they place their reliance, and with which they

become familiar so as not to be mindful of death, (L, from a trad.) =& Vomit. (S," L, K.")
IIe smalloned vomit. (L, from a
and then taking them in their most heedless &
state ; J3-ºxº y <--- J-2 Ave-º-º-º: (Zj, trad.)
• * *

•

-

*~ 3 -

-

•

-

->

6 -

o

e - a

... o

&

-

Jābir Ibn-Abd-Allah El-Angéree, (TA) ºft

9 & .

•

(A, Nh) [i.e. acuteness or sharpness or quickness
of intellect; &c.; see above]. So in the following
words of a trad., (K,) said by the prophet to

L.) – sle, aor. --S2, inf. n. **, He con

#3 & see 1. – As a simple subst, Deceit,
trived, devised, or plotted, a thing, whether guile, or circumvention, and desire to do a foul,
• 2 of p
> 3 > y
[Dost thou think me to have only overcome thee
wrong or right. Ex. * t.
u-j-, -ºº obº an abominable, or an evil, action, to another

3-, 4, & aſ tº 3-9 &e tº

&:

in acuteness or sharpness or quickness of intellect,

Such a one contrives, devises, or plots, a thing : clandestinely : (Msb :) [and an evasion, or
I know not what it is. (L.) — sº, aor. 4.x: elusion, a shift, a wile, an artifice, &c.; see 1
(A.)
IIe norked, or laboured, at, or upon, anything; as intrans. :) pl.
he laboured, took pains, applied himself vigorously,
eacerted himself, strove, or struggled, to do,
jº
erecute, or perform, or to effect, or accomplish,
or to manage, or treat, anything; he laboured,
[A blacksmith's bellon's;] a blacksmith's
strove, or struggled, with anything, to prevail, or
[skin, of the kind called] 3. into nihich he blon's :
overcome, or to effect a. object; syn.
(Mgh, K) or a blacksmith's skin (35), with
(S, L.) — sº, inf n. Jºe, He strove, or
which he blows [his fire]: (Mºb :) also, (Msb,)
laboured; eacerted himself, or his ponyer or
composed of a thick skin (al- S, Msb, or 3.
ability; employed himself vigorously, laboriously, $), with -Gº- [or edges, forming a noide mouth,
sedulously, or earnestly; was diligent; took eac
which being opened and closed by means of two
traordinary pains. (L.) = 34°, inf n. 34,
pieces of nood to nºbich the edges are sened, the
:---. )
-

3%.

J.-

•

&c., in order that I might take thy camel?

Thine be the price, and thine be the camel]: (K,”
TA:) or, according to another relation, 32.
Jús 4- [Take thou thy camel and thy
property]; and accord. to another, 4:é. tº:
e

[that I have only acted in a niggardly manner

with thee], from Jººl. (TA)—Jºë, ſaor.

*

**.

JºJ inf n. Jºsé, is also mentioned

by IKtt

as a dial. form of J.Lé in the sense of He
overcame or surpassed [in acuteness &c.] (TA.)

2. – = (K) inf n. Jº-3, (TA) He

(God, TK) made him acute or sharp or quick in
intellect; shrewd; clever, ingenious, skilful, know
He (a raven or crow) eacerted himself in his skin becomes filled with air, nhich is then forced ing, or intelligent; (K, TA;) and nell educated,

croaking. (S. K.)=4-isse, (K) aor. 48,

out through a pipe at the end opposite the mouth : or well bred. (TA.)

[Book I.
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3. 4-le, (S, A, K,) inf n. #4&, (TA), *…*. (K.) – Hence, (TA,) t The membrane S, A, K.) as also &uº ºff. (IAar) of the
IIe vied, or contended, with him in J-4- [i.e. that encloses a child in the nomb; syn. ****. dial. of Teiyi, and derived from Jºë. (Kr.)
You say, &= -*, t He acted perfidiously.
acuteness or sharpness or quickness of intellect; (K, T.A.) - [Hence also, t The scrotum.]
(A.)
&c. : see 1]. (K.) You say, 4:3 **
Jºë(S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "Jºë, (TA)
[I vied, or contended, nith him in acuteness, &c.,
*.

-

-

º, e :

J-ºl [More, and most, acute or sharp or
and] I overcame, or surpassed, him (S, A) [like & and &s, &c.,] Acute, or sharp, or
more, and most, shrewd, clever,
[therein, i.e.] in J-º. (A) And cº 4.4% quick, in intellect; clever; ingenious; skilful; quick in intellect;
ingenious, skilful, knowing, or intelligent]: (Lth,
(S, A) [He vied, or contended, nith him in knowing; intelligent: (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K, TA :)
acuteness, &c., in selling; as seems to be indi fem. i.e : (S, A:) and W J-º, applied to a ISd, A ) fem. Jº (ISd) and Jºsé (Lth,
cated in the S : or] he jested, or joked, with him woman, is syn with i:é, and is, as also Jºë, ISd:) [in the CK, and in a MS. copy of the K,
and in the text of the K as given in the TA,
(Štěš) in selling. (A, TA)
[each originally Jºl fem. of Jºël. (S:)

&

Jº
4. Jºël and Jºél He (a man, S) had born

[whence it appears that this last word is accord.

and

Jºsé, each

Jº, are said

of which is originally

to be fems. of

Jºsé,

but this

to him children acute or sharp or quick in to J syn. with Jºë; i.e., a simple epithet, like
intellect; shrend; clever, ingenious, skilful, know its contr. &is but it has another signification, is evidently a mistake for Jºëi) pl. Jºsé,
ing, or intelligent: (S, K :) or he begot a child for which see below :] or, accord. to Kr, [originally Jºël which is applied to women,
acute &c. (IKtt.) And <éſ and 3...e. She
Jºe and Jºsé are pla. of i: -; and there [as well as men,) and *.*, which is applied

brought forth children acute &c. (A.) A poet
are no similar instances except

Jºe and Jº,

says,
e - ~ :
i-º, -é 39
<-lèl
-->

+

e- d -

© ...”

e

ple. of

#3, and Jº,

pl. of

i.e.:

to women only. (Lth.) You say, Jºël is
[This is the more, or most, acute &c.). (Lth.)

but ISd

ºf 6.49 & Which of the believer,
measure Jºi. And
is the most intelligent? (TA.) And it is said
(TA: [see J. in art. Geº :]) the pl. of Jºë in a proverb, aís &- Jºël (A) [f More acute
is Jºi (A, Mgh, Mºb, TA) and Jºé, (A, &c. than] a little female ape or monkey. (TA,
holds them to be fems. of the

-

-

2. c 2

-?

-d - -

tº Jº —” 29 J-sº

-

º

[But if ye belonged to one who most generally
brought forth children acute in intellect, she had K, TA [in the CK, erroneously, J-ºl) like
at Jº And in a trad, Jé J-6 ºf
brought forth such children; for the acuteness of
(A,) having this latter form in order jºin 5- dº 1 [The most acut. of acute
Jºintellect of the mother is known in the sons].
that it may resemble its contr., i:- (TA :) ness is piety, and the most foolish of foolishness,
(S.)
[and or the most stupid of stupidness, is vice]. (A.)
and Jºe is pl. of iº,
5. J-3- He affected acuteness or sharpness

... ...)

Jºſé is app. pl. of Jºe:
ife.] You also say, W Jºº. Jºſé Jº,

See an ex. Voce

or quickness of intellect, shrewdness, cleverness,
ingeniousness, skilfulness, knowledge, or intelli

– See also

Jºſé.

In ean

i.e.* A woman who brings forth children
ing, A man acute or sharp or quick in intellect,
acute or sharp or quick in intellect; shrewd,
syn. -ºš: (S, K, TA:) he feigned, or made &c.: (S:) or [acute &c., and] described as being
ingenious, skilful, knowing, or intelligent :
ascribed to clever,
a show of, J-ſe [i.e. acuteness or sharpness or so; or having the attribute of J-4(TA:) and "Jºe, mho does so usually; contr.
quickness of intellect; &c.]. (TA.) – See also 1. him : (A:) or "Jºš. kº, signifies, as also of 3-2. (A:) [and *i-32, who does so
Jºſé, a man known as possessing J-º- [or
6 : see 1.
most generally: see an ex. of this under 4.]
acuteness &c.]. (TA.) And i-e § 2. A.

gence: [see

Jià...]

or did so, not having it:

Jºſé.

Jºë:

see 1: = and see also

Jºsé

woman nell educated, or nell bred. (TA.) And
[A purse;] a nell known receptacle; Jºl Jºë Jº, A man good in action or

* -- o

(TA;) a thing made of pieces of rag senſed conduct. (TA) And tº 's Jº (A): He
together; (Mºb ;) for money, (8, K, TA,) and
built an elegant house; syn. ãº. (TA.)
for pearls and sapphires: (TA:) [so called]
because it comprises them: (K, TA:) [a remark [The dim. Jºsé, more properly Jºë or Jºe,

used in the

present day

that seems to indicate a signification of Jºlé

is much

or some other word from the same root which I

! Elegant, pretty, or beautiful.]

a.

a-ºº:

see i-º, and 4.

see Jºë.
-- a

- .

…

Jºlº : see i-sºº.

signiffing
[ Jaé

do not find elsewhere pointed out: but

the

probable derivation is from the Persian a-ee:]
that which is tied up, of leather, and of pieces
of rag, is not called thus, but is called

-***

Inore

L5-5° :

See

Jºi.

and

Jºë,

in two

Jºãº

Jºe:

places.
cº

ikº
-

(Mº) pl. [of pauci Jºëi ($, Mºb, K) and

* G -

Ju-gº t a proper name for Perfidy; (IAar,

See Supplement.]
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• *, *,

The twenty-third letter of the alphabet; called

23.

It is one of the letters termed

ãº,

or

vocal, and also belongs to the class of -º-,

33,

Or

ăș,

i.e. letters pronounced by

* 0.

-

,?”

[29

Jºj Jº, and Y JºJº, [A colour like that
of pearls]. (K.) Ibn-Ahmar uses the former
epithet as a fem.

ess

(TA.)

See Supplement.]
3 - 28,

see preceding paragraph; and J§
º

-

Jºu,

means of the tip of the tongue and the lip ; it is
one of the letters of augmentation. = As a
numeral it denotes thirty. = For the particles

~!

#ſº [contr. to analogy, unless the radical
1.

ſº originally -jl sec. per. <!, (S, K.)

JS, The trade of a seller of pearls. the most common form of the verb, (TA) and
[4, originally 4, like º-, originally --.
(K)
.
s':sº.
q.v.,]
sec, pers. <!,
*. (S, K,) in the
º) : see US), below.

letters be

J. J, S, &c., see Supplement.

aOr.

'y

Accord. to some, the words of this art. are
from a triliteral root, augmented: AAF, for
instance, says that they belong to the same

class as Alaº-, [in which the 2 is added to the
root.] TA.)

dial. of El-Hijáz, deviating from rule as aor. of
3.
3.
--8.
J5 (Fr, S, K) and w’ºj and wº, (K,) all the latter form of thº, verb: (TA;) inſ, Il. âû
contr. to analogy [if the radical letters be §§], ($, K) and - and -/: (TA;) and -j, aor.
and the last a strange form, mentioned by few
in the dial. of Nejd; like 3, aor.
authors, and disapproved by most : (TA :) the
& 2.

*

3

28,

Ž.

regular form would be Jºy; not j,

R. Q. 1. §, (TA) and '9% (S. K.) : It

nor

Jš

(TA;) and

[…],

sec. pers.

<!,

aor. --Jº ;

as J

[contr. to analogy;] (Yz;) and […], sec. pers.
3 *
<!, aor. Sº [agreeably with analogy;]
(K) [unless it be from a triliteral root, (Yoo :) He nas, or became, possessed of 3. i.e.,

asserts it to be, [unless the radical letters be

(a star, and the moon, TA, and lightning, S, K,

#

19],

and fire, TA) shone, glistened, or nas bright :
augmented, and thus rendered a quasi-quadri
(#) ºr home
light. (TA.) –
literal-radical; (see a remark at the head of
Júl sº, inf n. 59), f The fire burned brightly:
this art. ; and see :-) in which case, either
the added letter or the last radical letter may be
inf n. as above, t He let fall the tear. omitted in the formation of this epithet] : (K:)
(K) upon his cheeks like pearls. (TA) — sº A seller of pearls. (S, K.)

riſ,fickering

•

3.x.

3

understanding, intellect, or intelligence.

(S, K.)

See $4.

It has been said by some (as the

tº,

(K) and '53 it blazed. (TA)—SS

authors of the T, the S, &c.) that <!.

4.3),

has not its like among the class of reduplicative
verbs; i.e., in being of the measure Jé in the

Jº

pret., and

aOr.

in the aor. : but three similar

~8.
2.
tº:- + She (a woman) opened her eyes wide, :55
: See J5. – Also, A perfect, or complete,
verbs have been mentioned; namely, cº-ox,
and looked intently.
(K.) – º 99 + He
rejoicing. (K.) [It may be an inf n.]
-

• 3

• 6.2 -

(a bull, or a wild bull,

*3% (TA)

antelope, K), wagged his tail. – >SS

*.x º'

Stºvº, and 3Lºl Stºjje (meaning “the ewe, or
Or an

4.5 'y
ºt, jº, (Lh,) or 4.ii Ş, (S) I will not

come to thee,

d - -

Le

goat, became scant in her milk”). (TA.) [This,

cº

however, is a mistake: the assertion relates to
*

-

-

3 *>

having for its aor. (regularly) J3 : see
23, aor. Leº.]) = *4, aor. : ; and "J; IIe

Jºš
See art. Jºs).

(a goat, and sometimes "J-1) is used in the same
sense with reference to a buck-antelope,) uttered
a cry, or sound, at rutting-time. (TA.) =

or Invill not do it, nihile the gazelles

rag their tails : [i.e., I will never come to thee].
(Lh, S.) A proverb. (TA.) – jº 3.99

O.P.

See art. c.f.

1 The she-goat, or doe, desired the male, (K.)

~~!

[ pº

jº J. He broke the almond and took forth its

R. Q. 2. See 1. — Also It (the ~ſ, ſor
mirage]) [moved to and fro, undulated, or] came

lsº

kernel. (TA) – 4:3, (K) sec pers. 33,

and n'ent. ($ in art. JJ.)

JS

aor. 2, inf n. 4, (S,) He struck him upon the
part called the aj ; ($, K;) i.e., the pit above

See Supplement.]

the breast, between the collar-bones; the place

išší

A.

pear;

pl.

#

(S, K) and

&S:

(S:) [or rather, $3) is a coll. gen, n., of which

### is the n. un.]. — Also, t A
ea

wild corr; syn.

o 2 º’:*

à:-> 3, 5, [a species of bovine antelope]. (K.)
Bk. I.

SS
º

See art. y.

where camels are stabbed. (TA.) = *4, aor. 3,
It (a house) faced, was opposite to, or stood over
against, another house. (Kh, S, K.) = See 4.
-

333

2642
2.

~!

-3,

inf n.

**, He (a
a people, and

man warning,

10.

<!--
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made trial of his understanding, $.) Or it means My love [is given] to thee;
See -i.
And see 5.
from the expression j #2, “a woman loving

PIe

or admonishing,
crying out for or intelligence.
aid,) put his quiver and his bony upon his neck,
(and affectionate, TA,) to her husband"; so in
22:2:
R. Q. 1 #43, [inf n. of ...] The being the K: but the expression, as related on the
and then grasped his onwn clothes at the upper
. . taz 3i
tender, affectionate, kind, or compassionate, to
part of his bosom : ex.
-

authority of Kh, is a J 21; which is confirmed

*wee

offspring. (S. K.)—tº Jé 4%, inf n.

--

tº ºf Jeºn 3 &

by a verse that he cites. (TA.) Or the meaning

as above, She (a ewe) was tender, or affectionate, to is iſ
her young one, and liched it, when she brought it

J-34

[My sincere service, or the like,

forth, (S. K.) making a sound like - J.J. (TA) (is given) to thee;] from the expression *j
~. – See 1. – & 3.4% inf. n. as above, He “pure nobility, or the like.” (K.) Accord. to

[Verily nee, nhen a caller comes seeking a kind

office, and puts his quiver &c.] : (Lth:) or
Yoo, 4. is a noun in the sing. number with
here signifies $3. see above. (TA.) — He nvas kind, or compassionate, to him; i.e., to a man:
drew together his garments at his bosom and he nas kind, or affectionate, to him, and aided, or the pron. annexed to it: this noun is originally
of the measure Jú: (not of the measure
breast, in altercation, or contention, and then succoured, him. (T.A.) = -: It n'as separated,
dragged him along. ($, K.) – Also, He put dispersed, or scattered. (AA, T, K.) [The inf. n., Jº, because this is rare in the language:) the
3-2
round his neck a rope, or a garment, and held a.k.), is explained by Jä.
but I think it not the last ºr is changed into us to avoid the re
then the
improbable that this is a mistake for Jā; and duplication; and thus it becomes

3.

&:

him with it. (TA) = See also 5, and Jº

= ~. It (grain) got a 3, or heart, (S, K,) that the meaning is, He was gentle, courteous, Lº, being movent, and immediately preceded by
an edible heart. (TA) = -3, inf. n. -*.
He went backwards and forwards, or to

and

3

is changed into ; and it becomes Ú
Jº, for the J in this case is called !]: then,

ſet-hah,

or kind.]

[or
-

-

-

-

--J inf. n. of & “he remained, &c.” – 4. being conjoined with J in

fro; ment and came : syn. $33. (K.) ISd
[At thy service 1 lit., Doubly at thy service l]
says, This is related, but I know not what it is.
(S, K, &c.) and ... [At his service; ºc.). (TA)
(TA.) See below.
º

- d .

[See an ex. voce -3A)--.

4 ºt, J., inf n. Jújº (ISk, Ş, K3)
-, [aor. : ,]
remained, stayed,

and Way

inf. n. iſ: (Kh, S, K;)
abode, or dwelt, in the

49, and with o in
<!, its is changed into Jº ; after the same
manner as you say aſ: and 4.1% and 43.

It is used in the

present day like our phrase At thy service, and
may well be thus rendered, or with the addition

(TA)

[But see what here

follows.]

-

&

** is a phrase exactly similar to 31.3, meaning
At the service (or, lit. doubly at the service) of

of time after time.] J., is derived from & thy hands! and this is said, in the S, art. es'
[or rather from & as syn. with J) “ he to be at variance with the opinion of Yoo, given
place; ($, K;) kept to it. (S.) Hence, says Fr.,
JHe

remained &c.”; and means I wait intent upon
thy service, or upon obedience to thee : (Fr,
Jº J." He kept to the thing, or affair. $, K;) waiting [at thy service] after waiting ;
(TA.) = J.J. It (growing corn, &c.) had, bore, [i.e., time after time;] and answering [thy
or produced, the edible substance in the grain: commands] after answering : (K:) it [i.e. the
noun without the annexed pron.] is put in the
acc. case as an inf. n. [used as an absolute
appeared to him : syn, Jéré. (K) = &ºi
I made a
tº the complement ofits own verb which is understood],
as in 9&5 º 13:4-5 and the right way would
saddle. (TA) — al-Ji sº-Jī I put a ~J (or
be to say Jij ū; but it is put in the dual number
the expression

4:3, q.v. infra.

($, K.) –

29

like º-, (S) = (+, » - The thing

&

- (or *kater)

2 a.º.

t

e -

-

breast-leather) on the beast of carriage; (S, K;)
as also W

º, aor. 3.

(K.)

ºikºs <d [app. a mistake for Çiº

She (a woman) put one end of her

scarf over

bee, 429*

Jº signifies May thy hands be safe

and sound ! the desinential syntax being dis

regarded in the saying 429, which rightly
J.K., in order that JºJº may match
in sound with J. : but Z says, that the meaning

should be

is, I will obey thee, and be at thy free disposal,
as a thing which thou shalt dispose of with thy

for the sake of corroboration; meaning º, hands in whatever manner thou shalt please.
* 4, and
&
[naiting at
(TA.) – In like manner you say
[At
thy service, or in attendance upon thee, or in thy the service (or doubly at the service) of Zeyd].
presence, after naiting, or time after time]. (Fr, (Mºb.) See art. J. —£4, with kesreh for

+3.

5.

above; for, if Jº were similar to Cº. &c.,
being prefixed to a noun, not a pron, it would
be & J. not &J Accord. to El-Khattá

i.5,

i.5,

*jº

[See also the similar expression 4…] its termination, like J- and Jú, is also related
from beneath her right arm, and covered with it Or
signifies the obeying, or serving; or
her bosom, and put the other end also over her obedience, or service; from the original sig as having been used: (Sh :) ſand it is still used
left shoulder. (TA)— — … He raised his nification of the “remaining, staying, abiding, in some parts, as signifying At thy service l]. =
keeping, or adhering, [to a thing]: remaining,
clothes, or tucked them up: (K:) he girded or dwelling,” [in a place]: the dual, in the nom.
or staying. (K.) — A camel-driver who keeps
himself, and raised, or tucked up, his clothes; case, is Jūj; and in the acc. and gen.,
constantly to the nork of driving the camels, not
($;) a signification assigned in the A to * † : and the original meaning of JºJ is I have obeyed
he girded himself nith his garment about his thee, or served thee, trice : [or I do obey thee, learing them. (TA) — 4 Jº A man n-ho
keeps to a thing, or affair, or business; as also
bosom ; or nºrapped it round him at his bosom :
&c. :] the J [of cº) being elided because of W
($, K:) a man who keeps to his art, or
he drew together his garments: he girded himself
its being prefixed to the pron. (IAar.) Or
• * ::
n:ith a neapon &c. : he armed himself, and raised,
|craft,3 -or ,3 trade,
not ceasing from it. (TA.)
- *
4.
is
from
the
saying
USylx
-15
cy)3
2/5
“the
or tucked up, his clothes for fight : (TA:) he
— --> -- Jº-J A man who keeps to business,
bound his maist mith a rope. (S, in art. Aja-.) house of such a one faces my house”; (Kh, S, [and is skilful, expert, clever, or intelligent}.
CŞº •º The treo men seized each other K;) and the meaning is I present myself before (S, TA.) = - One who renders himself near
thee, (or repair to thee, K,) doing what thou
at the part called a.i. (TA.) = Jº's, -ºu
likest, ansnvering thee [after answering, or time to people by affection and friendship [or is friendly
! He took his nay through the valley ; and, in after time]: the L3 is to form the dual number; and affectionate to them] : courteous, polite, or
like manner, " , ; and ' '… they took their and indicates that the noun is in the acc. case affable: fem. #: pl. &Q. (TA)—iº #2
nay through it. (A.)
as an inf. n. [used as mentioned above]. (Kh, A noman who renders herself near by affection

her left shoulder, and dren, forth the middle of it S.)

:

t

-j,

• a

-

-

-

º

p *
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and friendship [or is friendly and affectionate],
to people; (S;) courteous, polite, or affable:
(S, K.) a woman loving to her husband; (K;)
affectionate to him: or, accord. to Kh, the
. . 24: 8:
3.
expression is i.j Ali see -J, above. (TA.)

--J : see

º

e.p

& P

i. – The breast-girth, or thing that his people] : and in like manner, 2.25 ~\º! A :

is bound over the breast of a beast, (or a she
camel, S,) to prevent the saddle from slipping

and 2; 23 e. (IJ)—Jº Jú the

back : (S, K:) it is an appertenance to the

best of the camel. (A) – 333 ºf The
-

camel's saddle and to the horse's : (ISd, and best and purest of flour; which is white flour.
33 Finely-ground flour,
others:) pl. Jºi. (S, K:) its only pl. (Sb.) (TA, voce (sº-)
(Mgb) of a nut, an almond,
Jº ºf Jº & f Such a one is in ample or meal. (TA.) – See 3. Jú << Pure
-

*: (S,K) and W.A.

-

-

and the like, What is in the inside; ($;) the heart,

circumstances, (S,) in the enjoyment of abundance nobility, or the like. (S, K.)

or kernel: (Ki) of a palm-tree, the heart, or pith,

(TA)—sº & BHaving a * f A person of understanding, or intelli
J.J. (S)-36, K) and '34 (TA) What dilated bosom, or heart : syn. gº 8-3. (TA.) gence: pl. ići. (S, K.) No other broken pl.

called

Jºš

Or

3. (S, K.) Pl. of the former

and security.

is pure, or the choice, or best, * of anything: = A thin tract, or portion, of sand, (S, K,)

is fººd from it. (sb) Fem. with 3. (TA.)
that has descended from the main heap, and is
(S. K.) pl. of the former Jºji. (A’Obeyd) between hard
the
and even, and the rugged, parts See --J, and ºle. = In the following verse
—alº- : [The purest substance of wheat:
of the earth: (TA:) or such as is near to an of El-Mudarrib Ibn-Kaab,
See $33 :] (T, L, art. As &c. :) [also called
* >
oblong tract of sand: (T:) or-º- -4 signifies
J;
º; Jº 9 tº
3. v.A., acc. to Sprenger, “Life of Moham the fore part of a sand-hill. (TA) El-Ahmar
mad,” (Allahabad, 1851,) p. 24, note 1.] - says, The largest quantity of sand is called
[Hence, º of a man, (TA,) t Understanding ; Jääs; what is less than this, **; what is
by Jºy Jaw is meant Jºy 2-3 and by ~),
intellect; intelligence; or mind; syn. Jºe: (S,
Jégº,
still
what
less,
is
still
what
less,
*i;
K:) the understanding, &c., that is put into the
…tº, (remaining, or staying,)
-

•*

-

© --

* * * Jº-

… • d--

-

º

or, accord. to some,

is still less,

heart of a man; so called because it is the
choicest or best part of him ; or it is not so --J. (S.)
called unless it is pure from cupidity, or lust,

*:

and what is still less,

34%, from iºl: see art. J.

(S.)

- ~~

© . .”.”

*U.J: see

2%.

à and "J.; The stabbing-place in an animal;
and foul imaginations; and therefore has a
more special sense than Ji- i. so in the Keshf ($, L, K;) the middle of the breast : (L:) the
el-Keshshāf: (TA :) pl. -º), and

*time.

&#; (S, K;) like as Jº is pl. of Jº, and
ji of 3, (s) and ºi, (8, K.) the last

#3 What is norn by the -ºš [app, meaning
pit above the breast, betnveen the collar-bones; him who girds himself, and raises or tucks up
the place nhere camels are stabbed: (see : :) his clothes, and arms himself, for fight] : (TA:)

or the bones [probably a mistake for the part [A garment which he who prepares himself for
neart above the bones] that are above the breast, fight puts on over other garments. (Freytag.)

being used, without incorporating the second -2 and belon, the throat, between the collar-bones, App., A piece of drapery thrown over the upper
into the first, in case of necessity in poetry. ($.) where camels are stabbed: he who says that it part of the bosom, and over the shoulders. See 5.]
—-ºff 3.u. Certain veins in the heart; the is the pit in the throat errs; (IKt:) [for it is

i: A certain garment, like the **, q.v.
sources of tenderness, affection, kindness, or com just beneath the throat:] pl. of the former
(S,
K.)
passion. (S, K)—Jºi <& 43 * Jº &ſj (S) and 29; and of the latter Jú.
[My tenderness forbids the doing so to him]: (TA.) Also, both words, (the latter Vaccord. to
*:::: and Jº Rind, and beneficent, to his
said by an Arab woman of the desert, on the the S and K, and the former accord. to the TA,) family and his neighbours. (K.)
occasion of her reproving her son, to one who and "Jºſé, (TA) The place of the breast
asked her why she did not curse him. (S.) – where the necklace or collar lies, or hangs, (S, K,)
<tº •ºſé Jº He loved it. (L, art. Jº...) in anything; ($;) [i.e., in a human being or a the tenderest affections of his heart]. (TA.) =
– The following words of the poet,
beast :] or the pit above it: (TA:) pl. of &4, Jú f The confused noise, and cries, of sheep

#sº tº 4% (He was in will

•:

s
º

*:::iº Jº tº 33

tº:

ºf

2** **

•Puj). (S.) Lh mentions the phrase i.a.)

~*

lº! orgoats. (S. K.)
- e. e.

sºul [Verily she is beautiful in the upper part àº) a word imitative of The sound nwhich a
signify, accord. to the M, My intellect knew
of the breast] : as though the sing, were applied he-goat makes at rutting-time. (K.)
that.

(TA.)

El-Mubarrad read

*:::

in the

to each portion of it, and the pl. formed to
-

- --

above words of the poet: (TA:) the meaning of denote the whole. (TA.)
JºJ A certain herb : syn. **. (TA)
these words, accord. to him, is, The daughters of
A certain plant, (K,) that twines about trees:
Jú (as in the K) or W ãº (as in the L.) A (S:)
the most intelligent of his tribe knew this. (S,
[a species of dolichos, the dolichos. lablab
TA.) – If you form a pl. from [the pl.] Jºji, little of pasture, or herbage; (K;) what is not of Linn. : accord. to Golius, as from the S,
it is
-

<-Sis

34

“…i

(S.) eactensive thereof. (AHn.) = sº

-9, said by convolvulus, a herb nſhich as it rises embraces
the Arabs to a man on the occasion of becoming a tree: and he adds, pecul., the helicine: (Diosc.
3% Possessing, having, or a person of,
and the dim. n. is

favourably disposed towards him, (Yoo,) No
understanding, or intelligence ; pl. Júšſ º
warm, No harm syn. J. S. (K) isailinks
[persons of understandings]. (TA) See also
it to be from a preceding meaning; [that of
<! and *:::: : + The self, substance, or “keeping, or adhering”;] observing that when
essence, of anything. (TA.)= Poison : (K:) one dispels evil from another, he [the latter]
the poison of the serpent is, sometimes thus loves to adhere to him : [so that it seems to be
called. (Abu-l-Hasan, L.)=3, in the dial of an imp. verbal n., like J% &c., meaning keep
El-Andalus and El-Adweh, A certain beast of with me, and fear not]. (TA.)
-

prey, resembling the molf, said by A.Hei not to
•

eacist in other countries. (TA.)

2

iv., 39, Beith :) either as if -3.) A, from J;
or from the love with which it seems to em

brace the tree; whence it is also called āā: c

[q.v.), and is a symbol of love which endures after
death..] A nell-known herb, or leguminous plant,

(ai, q.v.) used medicinally. (TA) See;2.
tº . e.

J3) A large quantity of mater, which, when
the aperture (tº, as in the T; or cº, as lil
de

• O -

-

--> -->

*; Jºlº 3s

-

[He is the choice one, or best, of MS. copies of the K; in the CK

t” ;)

[mean

333°
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At; He L. (TA) Pl. (of sº, TA) # for this is a.
(TA.) —tº “3, quasi-pl. n., or a coll. gen, n.] and (of [3U) and]

ing the aperture of the tank or the like] carries the first of truffles. (TA)— Also,

6:9"

-

off thereof nhat it can, and the hole by which it prepared biestings for them.
runs out (233-2, meaning the -* of the water, (K,) inf. n. ::4; (TA;) and Y tºl; (K;) He 3U), (TA,) 3. [or, app., accord. to the L, (a
TA,) is too narron, to admit it freely on account prepared (TA) and cooked (K) biestings. (K, T.A.) passage from which, quoted in the TA, seems to
of its abundance, whirls round, and becomes like
tj , (TA,) inf. n. 1.4, (K) t He watered have been there corrupted by the copyist,) if ští
3

->

*g, *

the spout of a vessel. (T, K.) AM says, I (K) a young palm-tree (TA) for the first time be a word of a particular dial.., not formed by
alleviation of hemzeh from #j, its pl. is 3:13,
(K) after planting it. (TA.) It is said to be

know not whether it be an Arabic word or

arabicized; but the people of El-'Irák are fond lawful to finish doing this even if the
of using it. (TA.) [It appears to be from the take place at the time. (TA.)

and (of

#3, TA,) t; and

(of

sº,

TA,)

(K, accord. to the TA, but accord. to MF

<lsº

<º).

zº,

as Golius thinks; and is used in
modern Arabic in several other senses; namely,
Persian

Resurrection

[These plurals, with their corresponding singulars,

2. -tº, (K) inf n. *e, ti, (TA) She (a

are thus given in the TA &c.

In the CK, the

A tube through which water flows: the spout of camel, TA)had biestings inherudder. (K.)—Seel. pls. are given as follows: <tº and : and #
a enver, of an alembic, and the like : a cock, or – 24”. 3. &: & tº-, inf n. 33-45, and 5,4.] Each of the singulars may have a
tap : a turning pin, or peg; a screw ; and the Such a one took much of this food. (ISh.) =
perfect, or sound, pl., ending with tºl. (M.F.)
like. Its more appropriate place, I think, would
be in an art. composed of the letters --J (accord. 3-0 tº, (S. K.) inf n, tºº, (S) 4. &º- ājū A camel (TA) having biestings in
6

*, *

or rather, Jº. (S, K.) The latter is the original word: her udder. (K.)
(S:) the former thought to be used, agreeably
(accord. to its derivation from the Pers.,) --Js).]
with several cases, as more elegant. (Fr, S.)
&º jº: (in the CK

to what is said of

Jºſé in the S, K);

&º) Camels near

Pl. 26. (TA)
***

4.

.P.

[and also, accord. to Golius, Sºft

Jº

cºl She (a ewe, or goat, M, TA,) ex to bringing forth. ($, K.) [See tººl

The

... •

cerned, or yielded, or emitted [either into, or

•

e -

..º.º. o e

à:Jlow- There is fellonship and confidence
between them ; one not concealing from another.

kernel of the stone of the G; [or fruit of from, her udder] her biastings. (M., K.) —
the lote-tree]. (K.) It is sometimes eaten: º Their biestings became abundant. (S.) – (El-Ahmar.)

(TA:) and is also called 33. (TA in art.

See 1, in two

places – tº

He supplied a

<!
person with biestings as a travelling-provision. (K.)
—tº, inf. n. 13, He bound, (K,) or directed,
1. 834 & 3, (aor. 3, inf n. <3, TK,) He
J. : see next paragraph.
(S,) a kid, (AZ, S,) or a young camel, (K,) twisted, or wrung, his hand, or arm. (L, K.) –
3 ~*
to the eactremity of the mother's teat, that it Uşş <. He struck, or beat, such a one on his
and W. J., (K: the former on the
authority of ISk; but Ibn-Keysán says that it might such the liestings. (AZ, S. K.) — tº chest and belly and flanks, nith a staff or stick.
is wrong; and that the latter is the right: S:) asº (in a trad. respecting the birth of (K, TA.)

A-2.)

2 **

*

5 - 6 p.

£1%asan the son of Alee) + He poured his
(IAar, K) A beast of carriage
saliva into his mouth, as the first milk is poured
furnished with a -9, or breast-leather. ($, K.) into the mouth of an infant. (TA)
and

ºf

"Jºſ.

•

• ?.

**

2

<t'\! dial. of Himyer for Jú S. (Sh, T.)
<!

ºo e

º

J.,... t Characterized by understanding, or 8. tº and "tºº. It (a young one) sucked
intelligence. (K.) — See preceding paragraph. its mother. (S, K.) The latter is said of a 1. 3-4, aor. 2, inf. n. 3: (which is contr. to
analogy, because the inf. n. of an intrans. v. of

J.-- The portion of the clothes that is at the kid when it sucks of its own accord. (S.) — the measure Jaś is, accord. to rule, of the measure
part called -3 ; a subst, like &#. (K:) pl. ū. He drank listings. (TA) — & sº Jº, S,) and 3.3 (agreeably with analogy, oc
*:::
•: &: $3 Atº &: Sj + The sons
curring in a verse of Jereer, S,) and 3.4 (S, K)
<--55. (TA)— * 3. He drew together
(or tribe) of such a one do not marry their youth and J (which is the first form given by ISd)
his clothes at the boom, and seized him, dragging
when young, nor their sheykh nhen old, from desire TA, [and the most common,]) and *(j and 33%
him along : (T:) he took him by the aj: you of offspring. (TA.) [See also art. ….]
and iº, (K,) which are all contr. to analogy,
also say

º Jā-l.

(TA.) See also 2 and 5.

º

tº Biestings; or the first milk ($, K) at the (TA) and &ſ, (ISd,) (this last, which is also
time of bringing forth young; (Lth, S ;) before it contr. to analogy, is said in the TA, to be like
becomes thin : (IHsh :) what issues after this Jº-, but this I suppose to be a mistake for
cº-º] Or 3.3 and &Q are substs., (Msb,)
being called
(TA :) it is at most three

g

U

*:

, 522

1. Gü, (S. K.) aor. , inf n. tº ($) and milkings, and at least one milking. (AZ.) [See
* Atºl; (TA;) He milked her; (K;) i.e., a ewe
also

(TA:) or he milked the biestings from her. (S,

L) — j, tº, inf n. 4, He milled the
biestings.

(TA)—tº

(in some copies of the

i-ºk)

683,

4:22

He tarried; paused; tarried and naited or er
pected; was patient, and tarried and naited or
expected: (S,K:) he tarried; remained; stayed;
stopped; paused; (ISd, Msb;) as also "e.g.:

ăuj and 3U) and other forms, see

(Msb;) cº, in a place: (ISd, Msb:) or

#3 A lion:

(L:) but almost obsolete, or rarely WJ signifies he waited; or paused; syn.

cº, TA,) and Y cul, She (a used. (L., T.A.)
ewe, S,) suckled her young one with her biestings:
(S, K :) or she (a ewe) stood up to suchle ;: (Th, S, K, the most approved form, Yoo,)
her young one with her biestings. (AHát.) — and W #j and v 3.3 and " ;i,j (K) and º
Ú, (S, K,) inf. n. 1.j; and "ú (TA) and (ISk, S, K, in the dial. of El-Hijāz, TA,) and
yūji; (K;) He fed people &c. with biestings. ($, sº and #3 and 3,3 and #3 (K) A lioness. (K.)
K.) — The first verb is used by Dhu-r-Rummeh Accord. to Fei., it has no masc. of the same root;
K, erroneously,

in a similar sense, tropically, with reference to but this is at variance with the authority of the

(K) – 3-5 14- Jas Ji & Ju. He delayed
not, or nas not slon", to do, or in

doing, such

and

such things. (TA, and the other lexicons passim.—
cº; &: & J. Wait for such a one, and leave
him, until thy doing so shall manifest the error
of his judgement, or opinion. (A.)
2 : see 4.

<! – Jº

Book I.]
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t

-

4. & J } and "4:3, inf n. 3-5; He made

* j A man, or a camel, falling, or fallen,

º:

him to tarry; to tarry and wait, or expect; to domen upon the ground by reason of disease or

be patient, and tarry, and nait, or expect. (S, K.) fatigue. (T.A.) –

&-

1.

<!,

24, It (a thing) stuck,

aor. 3, inf. n.

3. Camels laying on

their breasts neith folded legs around a tent: (K:) clave, or adhered. (Msb.) - Ješº <!, aor, 4,
or all the camels of the tribe so lying around the inf n. 23-J ; ($, L;) and le " …!!; (L5) and
10. &º- He deemed him, or it, slow, or tents, as though thronºn donºn upon the ground. º * 3:15; ($;) It (a thing)
stuck, clave, or
($) — *: Remaining, staying, abiding, or
tardy. (K, TA.)
adhered, to the ground. (S, L.) — Jºu * 2:15
dwelling. (AHn.)
He (a bird) lay upon his breast, clearing to the
3.j and * $13 (Msb) A tarrying; a staying;
ground. (S, L, K.) – f He clave to the ground,
a stopping: (Msb:) and Y i: a loitering;
concealing his person. (A.) — Hence the proverb
*
tarrying; staying; naiting; pausing in erpecta
esºa5 W sº, [for sº, f Cleave thou
(L, K,) or • j, (as mentioned by AHn.,
5: see 1.

-

º,

-->

-

-

-

º

-

tion (K)—ºn J.; , , and ':h' ſiſ. §4.

tarries, or stays, little]. (A.) —
* 2° 2

[a coll. gen, n., n. un, with 3, The persea of Theo Hence also, WJJJ t He remained fired, or steady,

- - d.º.
--

(addressed to a female) to the ground: thou wilt

Ju. º it.Ji on the authority of another, [but see below,) take, or catch, or snare, or entrap, game]. (A.).

-

3. Jºls a J [When water remains long stagnant,
phrastus and Dioscorides; (De Sacy, “Relation
its corruptness, or impurity, or foulness, becomes
de l’Egypte par Abd-Allatif.” in which see a full
apparent]. (A.)
and learned disquisition respecting this tree,
pp. 47 et seqq.)] described to AHn, by a man
3.j: see 3-5. – Slony; tardy; late. (Fr.) acquainted
with it, as growing at Anşinë, in
Upper Egypt, as a kind of large tree, resembling
išj A single act of tarrying, staying, or stop the -4s [or plane-tree], having a green fruit,
ping. (Mgb.)
resembling the date, very sneet, but disagreeable,
excellent for pain in the teeth: nihen it is sann, it
ãº) : see t-J.
ſmeaning the saw-dust] makes blood to flow from
the
nose of him who san's it : it is sann into
£, A mode, or manner, of tarrying, staying,
planks,
and a plank of it obtains the price of
or stopping.
(Msb.)
fifty deenárs: it is used in the building of ships:
$4. See &: —5% Jº A slon horse : they assert that if two planks of it be strongly
attached together, and put in water for a year,
so in some copies of the K: but correctly, J.;; they unite, and form one plank: in the T it is not
34, as in the L, a slow bony, accord. to AHn. said that they are put in water for a year, nor for
(TA.)
less, nor for more : some assert that this tree, in
Persia, killed; but nhen transplanted to Egypt,
<--> <--J cº-º-º- are said conjointly: so in it became such that [the fruit of] it was eaten,
nithout injuring : Ibn-Beytár mentions it. (L,
the K: or -- 3:53: so in the L. (TA) and
parts also in the K.) The n, un, is also
explained
as the name of a certain great tree,
J-tº &- **-3 A company, or an assembly,
.# 93
like the auji, or greater, the leaves of n!hich
of people of different tribes; (K;) [as also #9).
resemble those of the malnut-tree ( jº- ), having
49.0..p

º

º

•

*

o

-

º

-

-

-

-

-

and looked, or considered. (A) — cºtºu 3.j,
(L, K,”) aor. 2, inf n. 3; and <!, aor. 2, inf. n.
<! 3 (L, K.) and "JI; ($, L, K;) t He re
mained, continued, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in the

place; ($, L, K;") and clave to it. (L, K.”) —
-

- -

•,• *-* .
Jºe
-º), inf. n. 23-J, t He (a pastor) leaned
6

ouac

-->

upon his staff, remaining fired to his place. (L.)
— -º, aor. , ($, L.) inf n. Jºj, (S, L, K,) He
-

-

-

6.--

(a camel) became choked by eating much of the

Jºe, suffering a contortion in the
[part of the chest called] *:::- and in the [part

plant called

of the throat called] a café: (ISk, S, L, K?")
or had a complaint of the belly from eating of the
xU-5 [or tragacantha). (AHn, L.) – See 4.

$29,

3.j,

He stuck it, one part
upon another, so that it became like 2. [or felt].
2.

inf. n.

—º 2. He made the wool into º
[i.e., a compact and coherent mass; or felt]. (A.)

(Msb.)

[And He, or it, rendered the nool coherent, con
pact, or matted.] —Jºš

23, (inf. n. 3.5. L.,)

la fruit like that of the plº-, bitter in taste,
tarrying and nait

It (rain, S, A, or a scanty rain, L,) rendered the
3.5 and "3-4 Tarrying;
which, when eaten, eaccites thirst ; and nºhen water ground compact, so that the feet did not sink in it.
ing, or expecting; being patient, and tarrying,
is drunk upon it, inflates the belly: it is one of ($," A. I.)— 29, (L.) or 94% º (L, Mºb)
and waiting, or eacpecting : (S, K :) the former
the trees of the mountains. (AHn, L.) [In a inf. n. **i. (S, L., Msb,) He (a pilgrim, S, L,
word is the more approved. (Fr.)
verse cited by AHn, the coll. appellation of this Msb, in the state of 29-. S, L,)
put upon his
latter tree is read

2-)
\

3–3, with

ſet-h to the U and head some gum, (A’Obeyd, S, L, K,) or

&

-.] [The name of
is now given in Egypt
to a kind of acacia; the mimosa lebbeck of
to the menispermum
a staff, or stick : (K:) or he beat, struck, or | Linneus ; and J.leaba of Delile; the leaba of Forskal. See
smºſe, continuously, but softly. (TA.) –
Jºy! º, aor. 2, He thren, him donºn upon the also 8-4)
1.

£4 He beat, struck, or smote, another with

4,

&

grounds (S. K.) like A4 ($)— —is &
IIe (a camel) fell donºn upon the ground. (TA.)
He thren, himself donn

–2tº Jºš

*—is &

upon the ground and slept. . (AHn.) – 4: &
(like

&% [pass,

** 2:
Yuj see aes-Vºſ.
tº:

& Fleshiness of the body. (K.)
** A fleshy man. (L, K.)

in form but neuter in signifi

#-3 A fleshy woman : (L, K:) bulky, or
TA,) He became pro corpulent: tall, and large
in body: (L:) perfect
strated, or fell don’n in a fit of epilepsy, syn. [in body or make]: as though it were a rel, n.
[which is app. a word of no
*: (S,
donn
a standing posture: from W
as also º leg. ($) — &: He (a camel, or a meaning; or perhaps, but this I think improbable,
man,) fell down upon the ground by reason of another name of the great tree called ; º, or 2-4,
(S, L.) &
&
| or the name of a place].
disease or fatigue. (TA.)
cation,] K, inf. n.,

&

k;)fell

w

o

or the like, (Msb) or honey, (A’Obeyd, i.) or
something glutinous, (L.) in order that his hair

might become compacted together, (A’Obeyd, S,
L., Msb, K,) to preserve it in the state in nihich it
nas, (S,” L,) lest it should become shaggy, or

dishevelled, and fronzy, or dusty, (S, L, Msb,)
or lousy, (A’Obeyd, L,) during the state of 29-1.
(S, L.) The Arabs in the time of paganism used to
do thus when they did not desire to shave their

heads during the pilgrimage. Some say, that it
signifies He shaved the whole of his hair. (L.)=

<lsº 2. see art. **.

§4.

from

tººl,

4. : see 1. –

:* tº: J.J."

He stuck a thing

to a thing; (K;) as also $33, inf. n. j: (TA:)
or he stuck a thing firmly to a thing.

(L.) –

He put the milking-vessel close to the udder [lit.,
stuck it to the udder] in order that there might
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3.) —

be no froth to the milk. (TA, art.

[a saddle-cloth; a housing; a cloth of felt, which camel's hump : (T, L:) pl. 33. (S.) Hence
… • of ~ *
2.8 #4. &: &“ 3A [He, or it,

J.J. He (a camel) struck his hinderparts with his is placed beneath the saddle, and also used as a the proverb,

tail, having befouled it with his thin dung and his covering nithout the saddle]. (S,” L,” K.)
is more unapproachable, or inaccessible, than the
urine, and so made these to form a compact crust
3. Wool. (S, K.) Hence the saying 23 u. mass of hair between the shoulder-blades of the
upon those parts. (S, L.) – * JºJ) t His
33 $3 3. He has neither hair nor wool: (S:) lion]. (S, A.) Hence also #3% 35 is an appel
sight, or eye, (meaning that of a person praying,) or, neither nyhat has hair nor nºhat has nool: or,
lation of the lion; (T, S, A, K,) and so º 33.
remained faced upon the place of prostration.

neither little nor much (TA:) or, he has not
(K.) – Jºji t He lonered, or stooped, his head, anything : (S:) for the wealth of the Arabs
consisted of horses, camels, sheep and goats, and
($, IK!!, K5) and " :33, inf n. 335 (IKłł) cows; and all of these are included in this saying.

(T. A.) – see 33 and J.

º

in entering (A, K) a door. (A) = & 2,"

* ~ *;

3.A.): see

o

He made for the saddle a JJ [or cloth of felt to (TA.) See also 3.
#3; išč A she came choked by eating much
place beneath it] : (S, IKtt, K:) and in like
º! [app. 34] Compact, or cohering, ground, of the plant called cºe: pl. esú: [see *::)
manner, -i- Ji, and " $34, he made a 23 [or
lining of felt 2) for the 'boots. (IKtt.) – J.J.'
©
-- -

Jājī He bound upon the horse a 2-3 [or

saddle

cloth, or covering of felt] : (S, K:) or put it

upon which one may walk, or journey, quickly. (S:) or
(L.)

#3; Jº

and

essº,

camels having a

complaint of the belly from eating of the sū [or

tragacanthal :

stºl t The camels

and in like manner you say a 50
of which is preferable, accord. to A'Obeyd, (S,) 3.A.J. (AHn, L.)

put forth their soft hair (S, L, K) and their
colours, (S, L,) and assumed a goodly ap
pearance, (L.) and began to grow.fat, ($, L, K.)
by reason of the [season, or pasture, called] cº, :

f One who does not travel, (S, L.) nor quit his
*: A. 3,4- [or sack]: (K:) or a small
abode, (S,” L,K,) or place, (A,) nor seek sustenance.
(L, K.) Hence, (A,) the last of Lukmán's [seven] Jºº-- ($, IKtt, L:) or a large Jºº-: a 29
vultures [with whose life his own was to terminate]

upon his back. (A.)- Jº

33 (S. K) and "34, (S, A, L, K) the former

*ś

[or covering of felt] which is served upon a
(S, L:) as though they put on sūji [or felt was called '33. (S, A, L.K.) because he thought
[or water-skin]. (L.) – Also, (K,) or
coverings]. (L.) — ãº JºJ) He put the that it would not go away nor die. (L.) Thus
applied, it is perfectly decl., because it is a word (L.) A [fodder-bag of the kind called] sº.
nater-skin into a Jº- [or sack]: (K:) or

is:

not made to deviate from its original form. (L, K.)
($, L.) — Also V 3. A man who does not quit $ 3,
su. A maker, or manufacturer, of 2. [i.e.,
2. [or covering of felt] which is sewed upon his camel's saddle. (L.)
hair or wool commingled, and compacted together;
it. (L.)

into a 2-3, or small 35-3 (S3) the

*:

is a

33 (S. L) and 39, which is pl. of '33.9, (L) or felt]. (K.)
5 : see 1. – Jºj It (wool, A, L, K, and the
and W (sº, (L, K,) and W $33, and W $33, (L,)
like, K, as common hair, A., L, and the soft hair of
is: A garment of felt (2% 3. S, or **,
camels or the like, L,) became commingled, and t A number of men collected together, (S, L, K,) L, K,) worn on account of rain, (S, L, Msb, K,)
compacted together, or matted, coherent; (S," and [as it were] compacted, one upon another: to protect one therefrom : (TA:) a garment of
A,” L, K;) as also V.A.-J. (L.) [Both are also so the first and second of these words, accord. to the kind called U.S. (L.)
said of dung, and of a mixture of dung and urine, different readings, signify in the Kur., lxxii., 19:
• 32
meaning It caked, or became compacted, upon the (L:) or 33 signifies collected together like locusts,
$39: see JºJ.
---

ground &c.] – It (the ground, L, or the dust, (T, L,) which are app. thus called as being
or the sand, A,) became compact, so that the feet likened to a congregation of men; (ISd, L;) pl.

-

º --

-

3

a

* ~ b >

Jº') see J-9. – JºJ), and

" ...iji,

and

ps
of
•*
did not sink in it, by reason of rain. (S,” A,” L.) of $33, (L) which signifies a locust. (K.)
* 3rl, and A.J 371, 1 The lion. (K.)
– [Also, app., He shrank, by reason of fear: [See a verse cited voce *]— % Jº, (S, A,
see … in the present day it is used to signify K, &c.,) and W 35, (Aboo-Jaafar, K,) and *33, 3.1. A horse having a 2. [or saddle-cloth, or
he hid, or contracted, himself, by reason of fear,
(El-Hasan and Mujahid) and '3'ſ, (Mujahid) cºvering of fºl) bound upon him. (S.) – See
or for the purpose of practising some act of guile.]
JºJº, and Jºle.
-

-

z

-

8.

§ in

-

t Much nealth; ($, K, &c.;) so in the Kur.,
< xºJ) The tree became dense, or xc.,6; (S, TA;) as also V 3.S. (K:) or wealth

3.1. A camel (L, K) or stallion-camel, (T,L)
to an
abundant, in its foliage. ($, L, K.) – JºJ’ so abundant that one fears not its coming
striking his thighs nith his tail, (L, K,) and
& 9 The leaves became commingled, and com end: (A, L:) some say that 33 is a pl., and making his dung to stick to them. (L.) – t A
that its sing, is $3. others, that it is sing, like man cleaving to the ground, and making himself
pacted together. ($, L, K.) See 5.
2:3
3. Hair or nool commingled, and compacted
together, or coherent; [felt;] (L, Mºb, K;) as

#3: ; (L, K;) or this is a more particular
term ; (meaning a portion of such hair or nool;
a piece of felt;] (S, Msb;) and Y $33. (L, K :)

and

*: Jº

and

used in the same sense :

3.

Jú

are sometimes

inconspicuous : (TA :) t a man cleaving to the
seems to be pl. of ground by reason of poverty. (A.). - 3.1% or
º, e -

35 (L.) so is 33, and so ºff. (El-Basār)

w

-

-

3.1%, applied to a tank, or cistern: see 34.

also W

39 Jue, which is accord. to the reading of
3:1; Scanty rain [that renders the soft ground
Zeyd Ibn-Alee and Ibn-Omeyr and 'Āsim,
compact, so that the feet do not sink in it]. (L.)
signifies collected wealth; 39 being pl. of $33.
3.
pl. of 33,0r of 3.A.), as though the 3 were imagined
31, -ī-, and 7 3:13, A pair of boots made
= See 3.
(TA.)
to be elided, M) & (S, A, L, K) and 3%i.
of Jº) [or felt]. (A.) See also 4.
(L, K)—% A nell-known kind of carpet
$3. f The mass of hair between the shoulder
also,

9 *~ *

[and cloth, made offel]. (L. K.)—33 ſor
$33, (S, art. 235,)] What is beneath the saddle;

blades of the lion, (S, A, K,) intermingled, and

3,… t A he-goat compact in flesh. (L.) –

compacted together: (A:) and the like upon a See preceding paragraph.
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concealed, disguised, or cloaked, it to him.]

U-4

It is

and “ tº [He clad himself with goodly

said in the Kur, Ivi. 9,1&sº tº ...ie tº clothing] (A, TA)—[Hence, 299 vº
1. º. J., aor. :, inf n. Jºſ ($, M. A. And
we would make confused to them what they

Msb, K) and J-9, (M,) [He put on, or wore, the make confused: (S, Msb:) or make dubious to them ($, K) [and 2. "J-º] He emplºyed, used,
with the
garment.] You also say, 4; Jºe J-91 [Put nºhat they make dubious, and would make them or occupied, himself.[lit. miced himself]
became
entered
it;
in
into
engaged
it;
affair;
J-4 to err like as they have made to err. (TA.) And
on thee thy garment]. (M.) And
6 -o

--> --

tº

again, (ii. 89, Jºjº ºff tº S, And do

[He wore, or put on, the weapon, or weapons].
(S, K, in art. tº-, &c.) [See also 5..] – not ye confound the

truth

like manner] 29.
neith falsity. (Ibn

tºº *…I. J tſIIe put on pudency as a

Arafeh) And again, Ivi. 82,] …! sº is

garment;] he protected himself by pudency.

* And have

*,,;

*

~

* J-49 [He employed, busied, or occupied, him

self with his work, or the like). (A, TA.) [See 8.]

*

inattentive to him, or heedless of him. (M. [See tº: Or to confuse your case, [making you to be
• **

…

Já

--

-

--

e

"Jºj, syn. & 4. (S, K.”)
You say also, & "Jºš and *"J-ºul and

not mired up their belief nith

(IKtt.) – ºf a J-9 tº He feigned himself polytheism. (TA) And again, Ivi. 65,1.34%;
also ºl.]) And

involved in it, or implicated in it; (K;) and [in

-

29: 3&tº J-49 The food stuck to the hand.
(K) — 29. JºJº” The thing, as, for in

-

lie Jºe - f I of different parties,) with the confusion of dis stance, love, mingled neith me, and clung to me.
cordance and of agreement. (TA.) You say

was silent respecting such a thing, and feigned

Jº,

meaning, He, or it, made me to (M.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce àJaé.]

myselfdeaf to it. (A.) [Contr.of sºla, *..]—

#27 J

2: * > →

-

-

also,

• ? --

*

, of

- - -

become confounded, or in doubt, (J-ºu! Lº-,)
t He had the enjoyment of a woman,
respecting his case, or affair. (TA, from a trad.)

8. J-ji It (spun thread) became entangled.

(Lth, Az, $gh, in TA, art. 2-c.) — It (a thing,

or nife, [meaning, of her converse and services,)
or an affair, or a case) became [involved, compli
2 : see 4: — and see also J-4, in three places.
for a long time. (K, TA.) And &: àº; J
cated, confounded, or confused, (S, M, Msb,”)
! He had such a girl, or noman, with him during [.…", alone, often signifies The involving a
and dubious; ($, Mºbi) as also "Ji, (TA,)
the nhole period of his youth. (K, TA.) And thing in confusion, or doubt: and the practising

and "Jº, which last belongs to the class of &

Cºu J. : He lived with the people. (A.)

concealment, or disguise.] = See also 8.

tº: J the lived, or enjoyed, a period
of time, or a long period of time, (5-3) njith
explained in the TA by 44, which I also find

J-º'), [inf. n. iº. and Jº, FIe
miced, consorted, or held social intercourse, with
the man; syn. *A*. (M, A, Msb.") [Hence,
app., it is said that] Jºl signifies, (K,) or is

in a copy of the A thought to have been used by

from iºn, which signifies, (Ibn-Arafeh) The

And

the people. (K, TA) [Andº J-3, which is
the author of the TA : but, from what

follows,

in the phrase
3.

Jº

• *,

* >

Jº Jº

*

(M, TA) [You say, -í is ºn J-2
The thing became confounded with another thing;
as, for instance, a subst, with a part. n. when

micing one's self and congregating: or the being both are written in the same manner, as in the
miced and congregated. (Ibn-Arafeh, K.) You case of Jaé. And 29 •ºſe L-ºll The

it appears to me that the right reading is 4...,
and the meaning, t He enjoyed long life with his say, aºli-> <-39s us:- a--) I miced with him thing, or
father: or he lived the period that his father [until I knen, his mind, or innard state or circum
--->

--

-

d. •

… •

* > * >

--> d >

.

affair,

conſiſed

became

and dubious

to him. (5) And ºil. Jº Jº-IH,

-

lived: or he lived nith his father all his (the stances]. (A.) And &S [alone] signifies I
latter's) life: see a verse of Ibn-Ahmar cited knen, his mind, or innard state or circumstances. or it, made me to become confounded, or in doubt,
•e :
respecting his case, or affair]. (TA.) And
art. 31. See also a verse of El-'Ajjāj
WOce
($, K.) — ») J-'), and al-e J-9 : see 5. –
Cº. Jº I reas, or became, disordered in my
f I
You say also, Gºś
cited voce
[ä-ºº often signifies A close, or an intimate,
took, or chose, such a one particularly, or specially, connexion between two things.] See also 8.

&ºin

**)

* ~ * *

<!

mind. (K.' TA, from a trad)—ºr, J-2
Jº-

<<

f The horsemen

as a friend or companion. (Er-Răghib in TA

&c.: see 5. –

4. <º 4-9 [He put on him, or clad or decked
t Consort thou nrith men [according to their him with, the garment, and so, vulg., "…].
(M, Mºb)— — . also signifies He, or it,
natural dispositions]. (A, TA.) And Uşş
covered him, or it: (K:) or overspread him, or
* u, Jé ! I tolerated such a one, and accepted
it; i.e. covered the whole thereof. (A.A.) You
him, [and continued to associate with him, not

L-ºl also sig
overtook him. (A, TA)
nifies He, or it, made it to be, or had it, as an
accompaniment, or an adjunct. Hence, one of

some as being J-tº by others, "a ºil,

say, 3, §§ - ºf Jºj, JS ºn [The

or i.e-la-J: all of which signify nearly the

art. Cº.) And ºf ºf Jº Jº 9-4,
<!

withstanding what was in him.] (A, TA.) =

dº

-

ſº

the uses of the preposition ~ is explained by
• 6

--

• - 0

- - -

o'

- - -

-

-

or
2.81 × 3, (§, M, A, Mºb, K) aor. 7, (§, 5- is ground nehich black stonesAndhavetºcovered,
cºi

same.

to him : (S, M, Mºb, K.) and '4-3, (A, Mºb) covered the sky, &c.;] but you do not say, J-4
inf. n. J-5, (S, K,) signifies the same in an
3-ºl ſtºl. (AA) And Jº (ºft [The
intensive degree : (S,” Mºb, K*) or the former
night corered us, &c.]; but not Jº “4.

Jº-ºw is used as a denotative of state, meaning
º
cº-ºw a-ºko and Wale ãºi. accompanied

For instance, it is said in the Mgh, art.

cº, that in the phrase cº-º: Jºjº “ the
M, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jºj, ($, M, Mºb) He made, covered the wholly]. (TA)
or rendered, the thing, or case, or affair, confused 3-1, (TA) or Jºji, (AA) [The cloud, effigies with the crowns” upon pieces of money,

signifies either as above, or he concealed the thing,

sº +": see 1 in art. 3)as and

(A.A.) And
or case, or affair, from him : (R, MF:) and [in
Jºlas. = Jº
like manner] J-5 is syn. nith J.J.", (K,)

<!

The land became covered

or is similar thereto : (S:) and the former also by plants, or herbage. (M.) = See also 8.
signifies he made, or rendered, the thing, or case,

or affair, dubious to him; (TA) (as also "4–3.

5, sº -º (;, K) He clad himerſit.

*

-

•

*0 -

* * *

**

- - - -

with the cronens, as their attributes: and

9 – “we declare

tº

thy remoteness from evil,

with the praising of Thee," in the Kurii. 28,
is explained by Bd and others as meaning,
J.- &–4. making the praising of Thee to
or an adjunct, to our
be as an

accompaniment,

both signify he involved the thing, or case, or mixed himself, being explained by kº, nºith doing that: and cºſt ‘… “growing with
affair, in confusion, or doubt, to him ; and he the garment." (K) You say, c-J-9. J-º oil”, in the same, xxiii. 20, as meaning, L-º
2

g

2

wa

. .

.”
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-

-

JAJu having oil as an accompaniment to its of that portion of the person which modesty

535, the pl. is J.5%. (M) = Alike: (K.)

growth. Sometimes, in such instances, we find forbids one to expose; (K;) at which the pre from i-º, signifying “the mixing”, or “con
ceding words of the verse glance; indicating
uº.º. and Ö-º, in the places of U-º- and that this is the main purpose of clothing; the sorting”. (Aboo-Malik) You say, Jr. & Jºº
sº, e.”

-

2* > * >

:

, 6 p.

additional purpose being to beautify and adorn He, or it, has not a like. (K.)
one's self, and to repel heat and cold : (TA :) or
Jº Confusedness of a thing or an affair or a thonest shame, or the shrinking of the soul from à-3.J and 4-3.J : see J.J.; each in two places.

&-tº

see 5.]

6 *

case; as also

"Jº :

(M :)

j,

9 -

22

º e.

[and "Jºj and W i:

ić-1. J.: A man having many clothes; (K;) as
(S, M, A, K:) or t righteous conduct: (TA :) also "Jºjº (M, TA :) or nwho nears much
or f faith. (Es-Suddee, K.) And "Jººl, clothing; syn. J-ºu 3. * : (so in the K accord.

foul conduct, through fear of blame; syn.
and W iº and 'iº have the same, or a similar,

signification.]

You say,

Jº

•º

Jº

In his

judgment, or opinion, is confusedies. (K.) And

*:::: 29 J (s, M. A., Mºb, K') and 'J'.

(K) written by $gh"Jº, (TA) or kº Jº,
(A, TA,) f i.g.

é--

[The pericranium]:

to the TA :)

or who confuses, or confounds, much;

J-ºk'e :

syn.

(so in a copy of the K [and

A. Mgb.)

In the thing, or affair, or case, (A, K.) to which is added, in some of the this signification seems to be implied by what
is confusedness, and dubiousness; ($, M, Mºb, copies of the K, in the handwriting of the immediately precedes, and by what follows,

(M,

K;”) obscureness, or want of clearness. (S, A) author, i.e., a thin pellicle that is between the Jº Jº in the $. in the CK, J-T, which is
And 'i: <!-- Jº In his discourse is con skin and the flesh. (TA.) – The covering of evidently a mistake:]) you should not say
fusedness and dubiousness; it is not clear. (TA.) anything. (M.) [Hence,) jº J.9 The outer
-* ; ($, K;) for this is vulgar. (TA.)
5 we z

And 'i:, ; 22% º and 'iº In his lan.

coverings, or calyzes, of flowers. (M.)

It is
•-23

2

-

--

guage is confusedness and dubiousness. (M.) — said in the Kur ſixxviii. 10) tº Jºſſ tº aºl U-2') sus- the came feigning himself
Also, The confusedness of darkness, or the +[And ne have made the night to be a covering]: inattentive, or heedless. (M.) [Contr. of ſº
beginning of night. ($.)
i.e., it covers, veils, or conceals, you by its 4:33).]
>

o, we

º o z

5 oz.

U.j: see J.J, in two places: = and see darkness.
º

(TA.) — A man's nife; ($, M,”
J-ºk'e : see J-9 — J-º º J. L. : There
K;*) like jº (M:) and a woman's husband:
(S, M,” Ki*) occurring in the Kurii. 183: (S, is no profit (3:3) in such a one, (S, M, A,

-

.

C-º).
-

©

.

º , o

6.0 -

M :) or there meaning like a garment: (M, TA:)

Jº : see J.U.), in five places: — and see a-º.

a

-

º -6 .

- -

-

[but in the M and A, u is omitted, and the only

because each embraces the other: or because each

explanation is the word which I have given in
goes to the other for rest, and consorts with (J-53)

3d,

-

2 * > *>

w

Arabic:) — tº 4 & Verily in him is no

Jº :

see J-J.

Jº

the other: (Zi, M, Bd,” TA:) from iºn, pride, or greatness; expl. by Jºe * u, or Ke,
A man possessing clothing, dress, or signifying “the mixing one's self and con
accord. to different authorities [and different

apparel: a possessive epithet. (Sb, M.)

gregating,” or “the being mixed and congre copies of the K]: this explanation is by AZ.

gated:” (Ibn-Arafeh, TA:) or because each

ãº [A single act of putting on, or nearing, a
:

•

-

* , o,”

•

…

O ,

(TA)—cººl ºf Jºi and "cººl and
Jº "Jº (IAar, K) and "J-191. (TA:) see

conceals the state of the other, and prevents the

3.
garment].
32-15 a-,
st other from acting viciously. (Bd.) – ex[I put on, orYou
more,say,
the garment
once].-sº"
(TA)
•

f The utmost degree of hunger; (K, TA;) when
- * **

6 oz.

people are so hungry that they eat camels' fur

.

à-J: see J-J, in three places.
with blood: (TA:) so termed because all-in
volving.
(K.) It is said in the Kur [xvi. 113,
i: A mode, or manner, of putting on,
&f ūš 1 [So God made
Or wearing, apparel; or of dressing one's self.

35-5 ex-ſoº

Jºſé, under which it is explained.
º

o is

L-º-º:

see Jºãº and Jº.

6 a.

ºw, p.

(IAth, K.) [Hence the saying,) iº gº

Jš

her to taste the utmost degree of hunger and of

! For every time there is a mode of attiring one's fear]. (K,” T.A.. [See also 4 in art. J33.])
self, according as it is a time of straitness or of cº See Cº. – A coat of mail: (S,

plenty. (A, TA.) = A certain sort of garments,

º, e.

6 ..

6.- o

J-º-º: see J-9 : and J-ºkº.
J-º-º: see Jºº.
• **

6 of:

Jºel A confounded, or confused, and
M, K:) in which sense it is fem.: (M:) [and, dubious, thing, affair, or case ; as also "J.i.
like 822, sometimes masc.: see an instance voce (K, TA. [In the
is wrongly inserted
•

g o

or cloths; as also V Jº. (K.)

CK,239,

ºf . e.
0

2 o –

after J-ºkº.]) — See 8. — And see also J.Lº.
Jº [Clothing; dress; apparel;] what is 335-2 :] or coats of mail: (so in one copy of the
mrorn; as also

"Jº, and " Jºt. (S, M,” Mºb,

K) and "Jºie (K) and "Jºji (S. K.) or
the last signifies garments, or pieces of cloth :

(M. :) the pl. of the first is Jº,

S:) so in the Kur xxi. 80. (S, T.A.) – A
neapon: in which sense it is masc. (M.) =
See also

Jº

cº,

~!
& .

3.

1. J, (aor. 2, TA,) inf. n. *-J, He bruised,
Much, or often, worn: (Msb:) or or brayed, or broke up into small fragments, or

Jº is norn-out : (M, A, K.) applied to a garment : particles. (A, M., K.) He (an ass) broke in
pl. of Jºe: and that of Jºº. is J-52. (M, Msb, K.) and to [the kind of garment pieces, or bruised, with his hoof, the pebbles over
(Msb.) Hence, agó Jº, and &2), (Msb,) called] a 4–12: (M3) and to [the kind called] which he passed. (TA)—Iq., E3, He crumbled
4...K. "Jº, and &", (S, M, A, K,) The a 3.5%: (A, TA:) without 3: (M,” A, TA :) a thing, or broke it into small pieces, nith his
like as

Ol'

fingers: or broke a thing neith his fingers: &c.
clothing, (S, Msb, K.) or covering of pieces of and to [a leather water-bag such as is called] (K.) — He pounded, or bruised, small; he pul
cloth, (M,) of the Kaabeh, and of the [camel al 53.5%; (M, A.;) meaning used until norn-out:
litter called]

***.

(S, M, Msb, K.)

verized; syn.
And (M:) and to a rope; meaning used : (AHn, M.:)
and to a house (3/5); [meaning impaired by aor. 2, inf n.

Jºãº Jº, in the Kur (vii. 25,) (TA) [t The

&- ($gh, K.) = & 34,

stſ, He moistened the G25-

with a

apparel of piety: or] I thick, or coarse, and time;] likened to a worn-out garment: (M :) little water, [or clarifted butter, or fat of a sheep's
rough, and short, apparel: ($ ) or f the covering pl. Jºji and, when the sing is applied to a tail, &c. (see Ł3)]; (Mºbi) it signifies less

st J – J.J
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Jº : (Lth, Mºb :) he stirred it about with 3.59. *- :

than

water &c. until they became of a uniform con question

or, it is said, that the man in
was of the tribe of Thakeef; and that

~~

1. -ā, aor. 2, inf. n. &# and Jºsé, Ble, or
tº-: ; when he died, Amr Ibn-Lohei (J-J: so in the it, was, or remained, fired, settled, or firm : (As,
TA) said to the people, “He hath not died, but
i.q. 4-3- (S:) and in like manner, LjS. and hath entered the rock:” and ordered them to $, K.) adhered, clave, or stuck. (K.) =
the like: (TA :) or [simply] he moistened the worship it, and built over it a house called JºJſ: -á, inf n. J.; and *ś. He bound, tightened,
G25- : (Lth ) or * moistened the Jºº-, in the it is also said to have continued thus during the or made fast. (K.)- & * 3.3 IIe bound
manner termed Jº, with water and the like: life of this man and that of his son, for three his clothes upon him. (TA)—Also, inf n, as
(TA:) [accord. to present usage, he moistened, hundred years: then that rock was named &SJ, above; and W -ºji; [in the CK, for Júl, is
and beat up, or mingled, the J29- with 7vater" without teshdeed to the co, and was taken for an
put Jº, 5) He put on his clothes.
(K.) –
&c.] — & <ſ. [aor. : ,] inf. n. 34, t It (a idol, to be worshipped. (TA.) It is disputed
whether it were [an idol] of the tribe of Thakeef º; º 3 He put on his garment, as though
rain) netted his clothes. (A.) = <!, (aor. 2, §,) at Et-Táif, or of the tribe of Kureysh at En he did not desire to take it off. (TA.) – Jº:
inf. n. & He bound a thing. (A$, $, K.) —
Nakhleh. (M.F.) Some say, that the c is Jºël cº Jºl, inf n, as above; and 743,
cº, & 3. Such a one nasjoined, connected, originally without teshdeed, and to denote the inf n. &: ; He bound the covering upon the
•

6

sistence; or stirred it about nºith a

*

oupid, or
...

• *

4×.6

*

associated, nith such a one; expl. by fem, gender: Ks used to pronounce the word in
a case of pause 35.1; and Aboo-Is-hák [Zj]

cy”
# * j,

--

horse (K)=#& Jº J. J. He stabbed,

(S. K.)

says, that this is agreeable with analogy; but or stuck, the she-camel [in the part immediately
& What is crumbled, or broken into small that the more approved mode is to pronounce it above the breast-bone]: like j. (S.)
pieces, with the fingers, (<3 us) of the barks of in such case with ce. AM says, that the manner 2: see 1.
--

in which Ks pronounced it in a case

of pause

trees: (K:) i.e., n-hat is so crumbled, or broken,

4 * **, (inf n. 23, TA) He imposed
shows that he did not derive it from 33. The
of the dry, outer bark; but Az says, I know not
it
(a thing, or affair, TA,) upon him, as obli
polytheists who worshipped this idol used to
whether it be $13 or 3.3. (TA) Esh-Shāfi'ee compare
gatory,
or as a thing that must be done. (K.)
its name with the name of ºl. It is

is related to have pronounced the performan: of
2: therewith not allowable. (TA.) — Jº u.
tità S. Jº, occurring in a trad, means, It (the

8: see 1.

<59,

without teshdeed, is of the
measure its; [originally ãº) from the root
also said, that

J.35

Being, or remaining, ficed, settled, or

Jºs); [and that the said idol was so called]
: (As, S:)
disease) left nothing remaining of me but dry because they used to compass it, or perform Jirm ; adhering, cleaving, or*.**sticking
2 skin like the bark of trees. (TA.) = That with circuits round it. (TA.) [See art. Jºy; and * -jº (Fr.) — rºy are ig. sº avº.
(Fr.) See art. -5).
2chich one moistens [3-3- &c.]; expl. by L.
-

º

-- *

-

-

-

See also arts. 03) and aº ; and ãº, in art ºpy.]

&g.

anything

*

&c.
are moistened; such as clarified butter, and the
fat of a sheep's tail. (Lth.)
4+

(K :)

with which cº-

avoiding seditions, or disturbances. (K.)

t
©

#2.

e.

One who keeps to his house, or dwelling,

ºo ,

<º. Worn-out garments of the kind called
1. ^j-e Lºº old, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. ~J,
à An oath that plunges the snearer thereaf (TA,) He thrust him on his breast. (K.) *. pl. of a - (K:) or garments of the kind
into sin, and then into hellfire: or, by which he tº He hit, struck, or hurt; syn. *i. (TA.) so called, and worn-out garments. (Lth.)
cuts off the property of another, for himself; an
e ,

6

* >

6

•

intentionally false oath ; syn. J's sº cº-º-º:

º, .

—ºr- U He shot an arron. (K,” TA)—

* it.

He cast a stone at him.

($, K.”) —

(IAar, $gh, A, K.)

* 3.3
&l, occurring in the Kur ſliii. 19.] (TA)

f She (a woman) brought him forth.

& Kº–4 tº di & Cº., and ~ $16,

so accord. to the reading of Ibn-Abbās and (S,) t God curse the mother that cast him forth
*Ikrimeh and some others, (K,) and so originally (from her womb) a tropical expression, from
accord. to Fr. : (TA :) afterwards contracted
casting a stone, or shooting an arrow. (TA.) –
into 35.1; (Fr, K:) which is the common

tº, (S. K.) inf n.

1 < ă, aor. 2, (inf. n.

with clarified butter at the place thereof:

He hungered;

was hungry. (S. K.)

3-5

Hungry: fem.

J-5.

(S, K.)

[Jºd

4, (TA) Inicit feminam.

jº

reading: (Fr.:) A certain idol; thus called by (S, K.) = ū He lessened, or diminished; syn.
the appellation of a man who used to moisten

&:-

&#, S,)

-º-,

Jaś. (K) — Pepedit. (K.)– Ercrewit mer.
Jºd

(K) the man who did this was thus called, and dam. (K.) — He, or it, passed, or went anay;
See Supplement.]
afterwards the idol itself

(TA.) Some of the

lexicologists say, that it was a mass of rock, at alone, (K) inf n. 4, (TA) He looked intently.
the place whereof was a man who used to moisten (K.) — º it iſ He looked intently at him.
Jºº-, for the pilgrims, and which, when he died,
(S.)
was worshipped : (L:) but ISd says, I know
not what is the truth in this case. (TA.) In
Remaining fired, or keeping, to his place:
the R it is said, that the man who used to do (K:) or thrown don'n, or hit, or struck, and
this was 'Amr Ibn-Lu-ei; that when the tribe of remaining fired, or keeping, to his place. (TA)
Rhuzá'ah obtained the dominion over Mekkeh, [In the TA, º of the words by which it is
and banished the tribe of Jurhum, the Arabs explained is 'Jºlº, which is for £4; like
• 22 made him a Lord, or an object of worship; and 3 5 *
Jºº- for 25, i.e.]
that he was El-Lātt, who used to moisten cº
3 •.

º

-

for the pilgrims upon a well-known rock, called
Bk. 1.

-

syn. Ja... (CK) = <!-- tº, (TA) or tº

Jº- :

See

º

st-J

1. 34, ſaor. : ,]

inf. n.

£i,

(K;) and * 3.J.

(in the T 3i) inf n. 465 and "343, infº.
i: i ij; (A$, S, K;) He remained, stayed,
abode, or dwelt; (As, S, K;)
(A$, $;) and quitted it not.

cº in a place;

TA)

So in the

ā-ºº: lsº S, and 5-34,

words of a trad.,
(S,) [Remain ye not in

a dwelling of impotence

:

i.e., remain not in a dwelling nhere ye cannot
obtain sustenance: or remain not on the frontiers,
334
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having your households with you. (TA.) — vessel &c., and lapped. (K.) Omitted by J

º

6: see 3. –

The nºrangling, quarrelling,

34, ſaor. -) inf n. 3.j; (Ki) and '3-1, infn. because held by him incorrect. (T.A.)

or contending, one with another. (K.L.) You

&G; (§, K5) and "343, inf n. *ść; (K;)

[.A:

It (rain) continued (S, K) for days, incessantly:

say, º [They wrangled, &c., each with the
other.] (M in art. Jº.)

la:

($ ) and in like manner a cloud. (TA)—
3-3, 34, ſaor. *] It (dew, or day-dew, 34,)

&:

8.

cº

fell upon the trees. (K.) The noun is in the
aCC. Case.
(TA)—º 34, [aor. -, } inf. n.

(K5) and asſe "é J, inf. n. 3,3]; (AA,
S, K;) and * 3.1%, inf. n. à; (K;) He

Jº
See Supplement.]

importuned him; nas urgent with him. (AA,

&

S, K.)

4: see 1, in three places.

1.

R. Q. 1. See 1. = <45, inf n. *š, He,
or it, was weak. (K.)— & ſº and "3.3% It

and

ë, sec. pers.

a The ware:

became

tº,

great and

inf. n.

8-|->|,

(S,) The sea became tumultuous, its naves dashing
together: (TA:) the main part, or fathomless
deep, of the sea became vast, and very tumultuous.
(A)—º <--> The voices, or sounds,
mere confused: (S, K:) or, rose high, and were
confused. (L.) – 25g.
f The daries

**)

£i,

&

confused. (TA.) –2–J)

A.

&

** lºane intricate and confused. (TA.) – &
is tº (S, K) and *** (M, A.;) and &, 2-cyl t The affair became great and confused.
<---:
-, aor. 4, inf. n.

<-->4, aor. 5 (S, K;) He persisted,
(a mist, and a cloud,) went to and fro, coming or persevered, 2. J in an affairs (Msb:) or he

(TA.)

—2% & §, in a verse of Dhu-r

sec. pers.

Rummeh, t When the wide deserts become scenes of
[or great eacpanses of sea of n!hich
again whenever it was thought to have gone. persisted in an affair, and refused to turn from mirage like
it : (M:) or he persisted obstinately in an the extremities cannot be seen]. (AHát.) =
* &, IIe navered, or vacillated, (33%), in affair, even if it became manifest that it was cººl
Verily he has an in

&

(TA)—iº J. &#, (inf n. *ē, K.) and

cºiſ *** &

the affair. (A’obeyd, S, K.)—&, inf. n. mrong : (the Towsheeh :) or he persevered, or tensely black eye. (L.)
continued, in opposition, in contention, litigation,

à, He did not make [his] speech clear, or or wrangling : (TA:) or he persisted in con

R. Q. 1.

3–44

inf. n.

is ſº,

IIe spoke

distinct: (K:) you say &= <33 He did not tention, litigation, or wrangling; (MSb, TA ;)
nºith an indistinct utterance: he spoke nºith a
make his speech clear, or distinct. (TA.) and so W &S, inf n, iº (S:) or he contended, heavy tongue, and was defective
in speech, not ut
** 34 &#, (S) inf n. *ś, (K.) He with. litigated, or nºrangled. (K.) [Hence,
tering
one
part
of
what
he
said
immediately
&’,
held him, restrained him, or debarred him, from
after
another;
he
hesitated
in
speech,
by reason
a prov.: see art. &-] See also, for an ex., 8 in
of a natural defect : (Lth:) or he reiterated, or
the thing that he wanted. (S, K)—“,
art. 332. = See 4.
inf. n. ###, He rolled a thing over in the dust.
stammered, or stuttered, (55%) in his speech; as
•

* *

:-

(K)=2,…, & [signifies, accord. to the CK 2. tº, (inf n. *** K.) It (a ship, S) also '**13. (S. K.)—º Jºãº
and a MS copy of the K, 3:34-3 accord. to the entered the as-J [or main sea, or the fathomless He moved the morsel of meat bachnards and for
deep, or the great expanse of sea of which the nards in his mouth, to chen it. (S.)
-

TA, #3, but the right reading is said in the

33,4-, meaning I drove the camel]. limits could not be seen]. (S, K)—bºº [per
= tº º (or iéu. Lº 13:13, T, art. J-e, and haps a mistake for lºſſ They entered the TK to be

R. Q. 2: see R. Q. 1.

TA) Grant ge to us a little rest; expl. by [or main sea, §c.]. (A, TA.) – " lºſſ and
SJ; tº lsº (K:) i. Q. lsº and lsº and *** They embarked upon the as-J [or main

: The side of a valley.

ºis is

sea, &c.]. (TA.)

(T, art. …)

3: see 1. –

989- & He became nith
(-5) in the place, and tarried, or re

3 *

**, */

es: &#9

--S (S,

R. Q. 2.
holden

(K.)- The side, or
shore, of a sea. (L.) [See also *4.] — 4
rugged part of a mountain. (K.) – 1 A sword:

(S, K:) app. from 2-J with reference to the sea,
because of its terribleness: (As :) thought by

art. Jºe,) or * - 53 (M, same art.,) [The ISd to occur only in one instance, in a trad.:

tongues persisted in wranglings, quarrellings, or said to be of the dial. of Teiyi; or of Hudheyl,
contentions]. - And 353
[He wrangled, and of some of the people of El-Yemen. (TA.)
slow, or tardy, in his affair. (TA.) – See
quarrelled, or contended, with such a one]. — Also is—ſ, ! A mirror. (K.) – And
R. Q. 1–34. He rolled himself over in the (A Heyth, K in art. 598.)
; Silver. (K.)

mained, in it. (TA)—ºf J & He was

§§

dust. (A’Obeyd, S, K.)

• * >

34 Den; or day-den;
*

syn.

(sº.

(K.)

- e.

<t'\! (so in the K, but in the L and other
3.1%, TA,) and w 335% One who is

-

-

4:3

He continued him, or made him to
as J Voices, cries, clamour, confused noise, or a
persevere, or persist, in a thing: accord. to Lh.: mixture of voices, (S, K,) of men, ($,) and some
for he explains 2.3% in the Kur, ii., 14, by times of camels. (TA.)
4.

… 2

lexicons

2-4; but Isd doubts whether he had heard

slow, or tardy, (in every affair, TA,) drawing

this fiom the Arabs; and adds, that he, himself,
“…i. (L.) =2;in & The

3 *

is: and Wºj The main body of water, (S, K,)

or of the sea: [the deep :] or the depth, or deep,
of the sea, of n!hich the bottom cannot be reached;
people cried out; raised a cry. (TA.)--. Also, the fathomless deep : (L:) also, is: (TA) and
and 2: W
The people uttered confused cries.
W
(L) a great eacpanse of nater, or sea,

back whenever thou thinkest that he hath con had not heard

w -

sented to do nºkat thou wantest. (K.)
•

*z, * *

*',
(TA.) — Jº

3.3%

ajYºj : see tº).J.

* &

<--

The camels uttered cries:

Jø. 3.4% *— [Clouds continuing to pour

º -

(K:) and in like manner
goats. (TA.) = See 2.

don'n rain]. (TA.)

23,

Uj

***

5. * es:
It (a thing) fluctuated in
his
bosom,
or
came
and
went repeatedly. (Mºb.)
1, U3, aor. 4, He (a dog) put his muzzle into a

-

o

.

* * >

& and &- and &lsº the last pl. of is-J.
(TA)—i-, *::: & ! [Such a one is a
wide fathomies deep): a phrase by which one is
likened to a sea, in amplitude. (TA)—&=
pl.

the sheep or

º

:--

of which
the ertremities cannot be seen: (L, TA:)
3 *

*

* * * *-* -

as-Jazee +[As though his eye were a fathomless
sea]: i.e., intensely black. (L.) –

~5-

# J.

W

2.5i, it; The depth of the darkness. (TA)
—Jº W &

- 5

s

• 3 > 6.2

s 6,

: The women in the camel-litters

snim in the great eacpanse of mirage. (TA.) –
+ The depth of night; its intense
3 *

-

> . of

2× 2

(TA.) – *...** Jº

darkness and blackness.

2651
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4.

.* *

4. º es', six- He constrained, compelled,
jorced, drove, or necessitated, him to have recourse
t.An eye intensely black. (K.) – to, or to betake himself to, or to repair to, or to

::1. Jº ! Land intensely green, (K,) whether do, a thing; he impelled him, or drove him,

its herbage be tangled or not ; or land of which against his will, to it, or to do it; (S,” Mgh,
the herlag,” compact and tall and abundant.
Mºb, K.” TA;) as also aſ "suj. (Mgh, Mºb.)

(TA)—it di. Jºi Land of which the —#| || “...it-1 (S.K.) and [š J'tº,
leguminous plants are compact, or dense. (T.A.)

+ A deep black, or intensely black, camel. (K.)

(TA,) He referred,

—iº and W = 3 tA numerous assembly, com

: :º
tº-º:

pany, troop, or congregated body: (K:) from

**** and

[all three im

Also said of a place, [It protected him; afforded

ãº with reference to the sea.

perfectly declinable, as being generic proper

him refuge.] (K, art. J, ) — J. J. tº

(TA.)-2.

+ The main part of an affair. (TA.)
& .

.

.2

3

as-a-J : see
# * >

6o

J

i:

•

: sº

and

: ºft,

names and of foreign origin, borrowed from the is also said when one has defended another, [as]
Persian language, and
and :
º and in a place of refuge; [and app. may be rendered
[which last is omitted in the CK] and IIe caused him to have recourse to a thing, as to
a place of refuge]. (TA.)

2.

****

.

gº-l.

****

3

.

J-1 2-’, (S, K,) and

'**'. (L,) A

and . º and ***,
-º

and "tººl, and "tºº

S, L,) or or committed, his affair to God. (S, K.) –
“s- Be protected him, defended him. (K.)

-

"Jº,

(K,) and

Šestá (K) and ºf and tº (TA)

5:

(S, L, K.) Aloes-wood; syn. sº 3,4, (L,) or »-9 3,4
In "C-, the first vowel is assimilated to the (K:) or the nood of another tree with which
second to make the word more easy of pronunci one fumigates: (L:) a certain wood with which
ation. (TA.)
one fumigates. (S.) The and L3 in &

}

vast and deep sea.

see 1 and 4.

8:
º
* * *

(s-J and

*- - ,
'i.i. ($, K) and Wüº.

(K, art.

2-9; &c.) A place to which one has recourse
3

3
See

Jº:
º . . .2

See

&\s

*

Ls”.

and z-a-º. [&c.] are augmentative letters added for refuge, protection, preservation, concealment,

Jeſ.

to make these words quasi-coordinate to the covert, or lodging; a place of refuge; an asylum;
class of quinqueliteral-radical words: an aug a refuge. (S, K.) The hemzeh of the W second

mentative letter is not used for such a purpose
(in which the 3 is added at the beginning of a word unless there is also is sometimes elided; and this is done to assimi
late the word to “…, when it is used therewith ;
to give [double] intensiveness to the signification, with it another augmentative letter: and such, like as Lºo is written with hemzeh to assimilate
here, is the J. (IJ.) Lh uses 6-5-4 and

:*

and

'iº

S) and " is

(§, K) and "gº, (L.A.)

[intensive] epithets from

º “he persisted, &c.” gº-

and 2-º-J1 as epithets, writing

3,4

it in the like case to

tºº.

-

I'l- is often

applied to a man: and you say also, &- &
[One who persists in an affair much : or nho cº-º: &c. (TA.) The wood thus called has
does so refusing to turn from it: or who does a very beneficial effect upon a relaxed stomach, "ºt. [Such a one is a good person to nºkom
(K,) when eaten; and of the beneficial effects to have recourse for protection or contalment].

so even if it have become manifest that it is
for which it is most celebrated are those which
wrong: or niho perseveres, or continues, much, in
The pl. of tº is ºi. (TA)—tº A
opposition, in contention, or the like: or niho per it produces upon the brain and the heart, when wife. (L.) – An heir. (ISh.) [See 2.] =
sists much, or is very pertinacious, in contention, used for fumigation and when eaten. (TA.)
The frog; (K:) or a kind of tortoise, that lives
or the like: or very contentious or litigious, or a
on the land and in the sea: (M:) fem, with 3.
great rurangler]. (S, M, K, &c.) The first is a
(K.) The its- of the sea (#)-g it in is
la-J
masc. and fem. epithet: and is applied to a
asserted to have a tongue in it. breast, and to
1.
if n.
(TA)
human being and to a horse. (TA.)
s

º, tºſ, aor. , (S. K.)

ºf

isºſ.
• 6 º'

See

…

*

*

or “j ($) and sº (TA) and tº 14; ($) and

p *

tº
*

-> * >

º

kill the animal that it strikes. (Dmr.)
º
* *

3.

&sj, aor. -, (K) infn. “4; (TA) and "-a".

G

º

>*

\s-J., and

tº it. :

See

tº j.

-

$º J.P.J15 &

J-Jī (AZ, S) [Truth is (S, K;) He had recourse to it, or betook himself to
apparent, manifest, or evident, or clear, and it, or repaired to it, (i.e. a thing or a place, TA)
falsity is a cause of embarrassment, or hesitation, for refuge, protection, preservation, concealment,
tº , and
to the speaker]: i.e., the latter is agitated to and covert, or lodging. (K.) See 4.—
fro, without having utterance: (S:) or truth is "tsal, and "tº-u, He relied upon, and sought

~~

º,

1.

*4, aor. 2, inf. n. -4, It [a number of

lucid and direct, and falsity is confused and aid from, him. (TA.) – <e tº, and "tºtal, men] cried out, or vociferated; raised a clamour,
or confused noise. (S, K.) See also art. Jº-.
indirect. (TA.)

and "tºº, and * tºu, He declined, or turned —->4, inf. h. º-ſ, It (a clamour, or con
à-la-J A mixture, or confusion, of voices or
anway, from him,
J. to another, [and had fused noise) rose. (TA.) – ---, inf. n. --,
sounds. (L.)
recourse to the latter.] (TA.)
It (the sea) was agitated, or in commotion ; its
º One nho speaks nith an indistinct
waves conflicting, or dashing together. (K.) =
2. tº, inf. n. it iſ, He forced a person to
utterance : (TA:) or nho has naturally a heavy
<<1, aor. 3, (inf n. iºi, TA3) and "cº,
tongue and a defective speech, (T,) so that he does do a thing against his will: ($, K:) or, to do a
6 . . 6 º'

-

-

-

*

inf. n.

-º-º: ; She (a sheep or goat) had little

not utter one part of what he says immediately thing which was contrary to nhat it appeared to
after another, who has a natural hesitation in be. (AHeyth.)—iº is also explained as milk; (S, #:) or her milk dried up, in conse
his speech: or who reiterates, or stammers, or signifying The leaving one's property to some one quence of her having passed four months since
bringing forth. (S.) See #4. = In a trad.
stutters, (332) in his speech: or, as some say, or more of his heirs, in preference to, or to the
whose tongue rolls about betneen the sides of his eacclusion of, the other or others. tº- He so left respecting Moses and the stone, occur the words,
mouth. (TA.)
-º-, &$3 **, which IAth says he cannot
his property. (ISh.) – See 4.
*

334 °
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explain, unless the right reading be tº :-13
< ū.3 [And he struck it three blows]. (TA)

crop, by reason of its shortness, and which the
camels therefore pluck with the fore part of the
mouth. (L.)

ãºis:àº
º2.2

* A crying, or vociferation; a clamour,

:::

or confused noise. (S, K.) The sound, or
noise, of soldiers; and the neighing of horses.

-..

[ -ā

-.

**
º

-

(TA.) Agitation, or commotion, of the waves

of the sea. (K.) The rising of a clamour,
or confused noise. (TA) —-- 53 y-, 4
- d

Jº

-

roaring, tumultuous, or boisterous, sea. (S.)

º

- d.

Jºls L. An arron, feathered, but without the

See Supplement.]

point; (K) pl. º.º. (TA) *, is the
more common word; and the U appears to be

-- Jº

A clamourous, or noisy, army.

substituted for the J. (ISd.)
--> O.

K) — In like manner this epithet is applied

(S,

to thunder, and to a cloud or rain accompanied
with thunder; in each case after the manner of
a rel. n.

(TA.)

i,j and "ij and *:::-

(S, K) and

*i.

|but see what is said respecting the last of the
pls. mentioned below] and

****

and

" …,

(K) the last two from Th. (TA.) A sheep or
goat (315, K), or a sheep only, not a goat,
(ISk, S,) of which the milk has become little in
quantity : (S, K:) or a sheep or goat (3*)

G.

1. **

tº

<---, (S, L, K,) aor. <-º inf. n.

-4; (L5) and <-- ; (L5) (as also 3-4-3 ;]

: ; A thing in the loner part of a nell, and His eyelids stuck together, by reason of a nihite
of a valley, like what is called a J-3 : ($, K :) thick matter collected in their corners: (S, L, K.)
º

or, in the loner part of a nell, and of a or, by reason of pain: or, by reason of many
tears: (I. :) the former is one of those verbs
mountain, like a -á. (L:) originally
it is formed by transposition : (T:) which retain their original forms, like J.2 in
from• which
, of
the phrase 349. -:4, with the reduplication

**,

pl. --. (L.)
Jº-J - see JºJ.

distinct: (S:) also, & <-- his eye shed many
tears, and its lids became thick, or rough; like

Jº

34. (L.)—tº ºilst, if n iſ, Tº
relationship between us was close.

nihich has passed four months since her bringing

(Aboo-Sa'eed,

1. 3-, (L, K,) aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. 3:3:
K.) See
forth, and of which the milk has in consequence
He
ate
(L,
K)
:
:
(K;)
aor.
and
3-4,
(L,
K;)
applied
or
it
is
an
epithet
dried up : (As, S:)
, Msb,) It [a cloud)
4. &l, (inf n.
specially to a goat: (K:) a poet (Muhelhil, food. (L.) — he (a beast) began to pasture.
herbage
: (L:) rained continually, or incessantly. (S, Msb, K.)
(L, K.) — He (a beast) ate
TA,) says,
• * ~ of
you say, when beasts have eaten herbage, Hence the phrase "Jº Lºs & [q.v.infra]. (Msb.)
e
-º-º:
L–1–2–3 J-2 (-5'--,

ë.

tº-

-

6

o

o

.

.”

-

§§ is is

(S, L:) or ate it with the extremity

à-,

&",

L.) He importuned
(inf n.
*
of his tongue, (L, K,) it being such as did not
him; plied him; plied him hard; pressed him;
allow him to take it with his teeth: (L:) accord.
upon him ; pressed him hard; was urgent
pressed
[Our sons wondered at our action, in our selling to A8, 33- signifies i.g. 4: [he plucked it with
persecuted, or harassed, him, (L.)
him;
with
horses for goats of n!hich the milk had become the fore part of his mouth.] ($, L.) – He ~f o - c.
little, or dried up]: (S:) and contr., abounding licked: in this sense, the inf. n. is 3.j and 3- :
with milk : (K:) a poet applies the two epithets (K:) you say, ãº -ºil 3-4, inf. n. 3- and begging, or petitioning; like -i-ji. (S, L, K.)
i- and aft-tº- to the same sheep or goat; but
*** Jº He pressed his creditor persever
he may mean that her milk was little at one 3-1, the dog licked the vessel (AHát, S, K) ingly, assiduously, or constantly. (L.) And
I have transcribed it
time, and abundant at another. (TA.) Pl. [of inside: (L:) [J says,
having heard
* …}) \º (Š, K) and 34.j (this being from the Kitáb el-Abwab, withoutput
his tongue [I pressed upon such a one in following] until I
it: (S:) and Jºſé 3-3 the dog
made him to be behind me. (ISk, TA in art.
allowed by Mbr, agreeably with analogy, TA)
into a vessel and lapped; as also 3-1 and &=4.
-

Jº Jº Jº-1 & #

•

stº, G. L.) or Jº Jº, (K) in alling,
&

-

-

*** - gº º ºs º –-i, i.e.

--

sº (S, K): the last dev. with respect to
rule; for by rule it should be * , unless
and

(AA, L.) — He took little (L, K) – it. u-) & Jº & [and Jº Jºj IIe applied

it be originally a subst. used as an epithet,

perseveringly, persistently, as
asked often after having been given once : (K:) himself to a thing
Jºãº, aor. :, inf. n. 3-1, signifies he asked siduously, or constantly, (Mºb,) or incessantly.

--> .

º;

* -- ~

or unless V ãº

&

He asked, begged, or petitioned,
me, and did so much, after I had given him : (L.) º Jº
(S.) Sb says, that (S:) or he asked me after he had asked me and for a thing much, or frequently; as though he
<<! is used as pl. because some of the Arabs I had given him : (AZ, L:) or he asked me,
used " … as sing. (TA)—--ºn [app. and did so much, after he had asked me and I He persevered, or persisted, in his error].
like as one says alº
be a syn. of the sing.

stuck to it (L) < Jº & [and * J.

“ºl, a quasi-pl. n.,.], occurring in the following
words of a trad, sº <> ~~9) J& 34.3,
is said to be pl. of

&a-

i.j:

or it is

4-º', like as

2* *:

is pl.

of as…a5.

had given him.

(Msb, art. Usºs.) — It (a cloud) remained, or
stayed,

$º

Glue; syn.

to have read

(TA.) = In a trad.

(As, L.) — He instigated;

incited; eaccited. (K.)

#!).

º in a place; like :

(As, $.)—

fja [for which Freytag seems Ji t He (a camel) was restive, or refractory,
(K.)

and nould not move from his place; (S, L, K;)
3'-te ãº, A beast of carriage that takes the like as you say of a she-camel <5-, (AS, S,)

respecting Ed-Deijál, according to one reading,
occur the words, ~\,,) Usº-º; but Aboo leguminous herbage with the fore part of its and of a horse and the like & : (As8) and
Moosa says, that the right reading is with J. mouth, (K,) and the extremities of its teeth.

<-- she (a camel) did the same; (L, K;)

[instead of the -, and with L3 before it: i.e. (TA.)

accord. to some, and so used in a trad. (TA.)

tº

~\º

Jºãº

See art. -ăa-J). (TA.)

- d

-

35'--

<

A plant which the teeth cannot

-

(**) <-

f The beasts of carriage, or the
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camels, were fatigued, and became slow, or tardy.
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&

! A saddle of the kind called

~3

that

by travel; and afterwards, its original attribu

(K)—º II (a saddle of the kind called nounds the back ; (K;) that mounds the camel's
-á, L, K, and a Jº, and a horse's saddle, neithers; (S;) that sticks close to the camel's back,
and wounds it; and in like manner a saddle of
L) wounded the back. (L, K.) See
the kind called J-, and a horse's saddle. (L.)
R. Q. 1 ,-4-4, (K) and ' ', 4-43, (S, – Whatever is slow, or tardy. (L.)
K.) They remained fired, or firm, in their place;
did not quit it. ($, K.) – " ~4-13 He (a

tive character being forgotten among a people,
used without 3 [when not preceded by the noun
which it qualifies, as when preceded by that
noun]. (TA.)

***.

~~~!

5

-

-

- -

--->; see ºra-J.

J.-l.

camel) stayed, and remained fired, or firm. (L.)

1 -ī, aor. -, (S. K.) inf n. *; (5) peeled:
— Also "12--1-1-3 They became dispersed;
and "JI; (K;) He trod, and passed along, a – t A
formed by transposition from 131-1-5. (L.)
tongue.
road, such as is termed J.-, (S, K,) or simply,
tongue.
R. Q. 2: See R. Q. 1.

Anything nith which a thing is cut or
($, K:) cutting, or sharp, iron. (TA.)
great reviler, or vilifier, of obscene
($, K.) – t A chaste, or an eloquent,
(T.)

a road. (TA.) So also cº-ji. Lth.) = 4.
w.e.

a dad

-->

*-i- Smooth, and sloping donºnnards: an
º use cººl sº [He is my cousin on the and Yaº. He smote him with a sword: (K.)
father's side, closely related: ($, K:) from the or mounded him with it. (Th)— — and epithet applied to the portion next the back-bone,
phrase & * --. (S.) Here tº is put in W <! He made a mark, or impression, upon it. on either side, [or to the rump,) of a horse.
the acc. case as

a

[See an ex. voce *]— A man of
little flesh; emaciated: as though peeled. (TA.)

denotative of state, because (K.)- He flogged him with whips, and made (TA.)

what precedes it is determinate.

(S.)

And you marks, or scars, upon him.

(TA)— — .

#2. & * [He is a cousin on the father's (inf n. J.-3, TA,) He cut it (i.e. flesh-meat)
side,) closely related, (S, K,) in an indeterminate lengthwise. (K)— —“ (inf n. *4, TA,)
phrase employing 34 as an epithet to 24. (S.) He stripped off meat from the bone. (S, K.)
say

s

& 2×
-

3 * ~ *

pieces: svn.
Cut in p
y

d -

ão.
&lai•

(S.) —

See ---.

~~
— He (a butcher) took what was on the
back of the slaughtered camel. (TA.) — He
1. 3-1, aor -, (inf n. --, TA) He beat,
peeled a stick or the like, (S,) or anything.
struck, or smote, a person with a staff, or stick.
(TA.) — It (the portion next the back-bone,
* Çſ tºº, and on either side, of a horse, (K,) or his rump, (K) = <--j, aor. 4, (inf. n. *ſ, TA,) He
TA) was smooth, and sloping don’nnards: peeled, or unbarked, a staff, or stick: (K:) or
Lºl CºA ; but not
a £2 o
sanced it, and peeled, or unbarked it: as also

You say the same in the case of the fem. and
dual and pl.; (S;) making no difference between
the sing. and dual and pl. and fem. (L.) Lh
says, that one says, [of two persons who are

cousins, one to the other, &
tº: and in like manner àū Jé

… ."

tº tºº, nor - i.e. º. (L.) When

-

-

-

syn. 22- Jº J-)--!. (K.)— —-, aor. ,
inf. n.

*s-,

It (a road) became conspicuous,

<<3. (IAar)—tº £ 3,…, SJºãº

the 2- cºl is not in the state termed 3, but is
of the

5.4,

you say

clear, or open : (K:) as though it peeled [the tº expl. by a G-3 2-0 tº 4-4-2 tº
surface of] the ground. (TA.) — ---, inf. n. ! [This is a man than whom none nill be more
; and the •->J, He made a road conspicuous, or clear. useful to thee in the trimming of verses: Jºan,

ăș&L= &#7 sº, and &

9

ãº 24. (S, K.) [See also (3,

O

.

2o –

(K, TA.) So in the saying of Umm-Selmeh to

contr., ºwls.]
5

*

an d

****

ce.

:

See

-

3

º

which is written without the syll. points, is

othmān, Q-32-12 & Jºº &l= i, Jºãº probably a mistake for 94.
Do not thou efface a road which the 3postle of (Aar)—Jºº <!, aor. -,

-

c2

#5 (S. K) and ':- and ':- & A

see art. 2-3].
inf. n.

<--,

God, &c., made conspicuous, or clear. (T.A.) = [He trimmed him with reproof]: a phrase
-- (inf n. *4, TA,) + Inivit feminam. (K.) similar to that immediately preceding. (TA,

strait, or confined, place. ($, K.) Also, tº,
A valley with tangled, confused, intertwined, or See --- JS * •- He threw him down app. from IAar.) — <<1, aor. -, inf n. <--,
complicated, trees, which stick together: or strait, prostrate upon the ground. (K)— — . + He took what he had, leaving him nothing; as
or confined, and abounding with tangled trees, and (inf. n. J.-, TA,) He (a man) passed, or went also a 3. (TA.) = <-- Inivit puellam: as
stones. In both senses,

applied to a place

and a along, through the land: (TA:) or he ment also 3-3, but this latter is not so well known.
valley, it is also written &S, with t (L) right on, or straight on : (S, K:) or he hastened (TA, art. --~.)
3 2
in his pace; ment quickly. (K.) = •-,
[See &S.)
3.25
<-- ~~~ xx, i.T. &le; ($gh, K3) [i.e.,
aor. *, [inf. n. J.-4) He (a man) became ema
i [More, and most, importunate, pressing,
Wehement,
or intense, cold: see cº-º-º: and see
ciated by reason of old age, (S, K,) and weakness.
persevering, &c.]. (TA, art. J-à-i-; see the same
<+).
also
cº-J is here a mere imitative
(TA.)
article in the present work.)
sequent. (TA.)
w
-

4

-

o' ,

5

d >

3 o'.

º

-

© -

-

ë. That stands still by reason of fatigue, and

...}

d -

see 1.

8:

will not move from its place. (TA) – A beast

of carriage n:hich, n-hen it lies don'n, remains im
movable, and will not be roused up. (L.)

-

* --S (S, K: the latter word of
measure Jes in the sense of the measure

J.the

Jº

and

****

S) and

1. *-jaor. -, (inf n. : 3, S.) It (a sword,
S, K, or other thing, S) stuck fast in the scab

"J-1.

(K) A bard, (S, K,) and n:ould not come forth; like
conspicuous road : (S, K:) a wide, eactended, -i. ($) —
cº Aiseal
ing. (i.) – A man [very] importunate, press
road, that is not interrupted. (TA.)
stuck fast upon his finger. (A.)–2.
ing, persevering, assiduous, or constant,

...t-i. A cloud continually, or incessantly, rain

i.e.

gº

in asking,
begging, petitioning, or seeking. (L.) — J

<< ū ū, J. Łº (S) 4 millstone that
presses hard upon that which it grinds
•r

(A.)—

º

**

&

<-- A she-camel having little flesh in her 5:1

Evil stuck fast between, or among, them.
He clave fast to a place;
back : (A’Obeyd, S, K:) originally, it seems, in (TA.) – º
the sense of ***, as though meaning “peeled”
kept fast, or close to it. (TA)—iº J

&-

&

&-
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***

He entered into an affair and became entangled
Já A lock that is not [or, app., that
in it so that he could not extricate himself. cannot be] opened. (A.)
(TA) —
aor. -, inf. n. : j; and

% &-,

o

•

his clemency, or forbearance, or in

tellect, (A-,) in light estimation; or despised it;

as also a 33i (L)

£-it.it, see 3–1.-1.
W2-e-JI; He inclined to him, or it.
By the following words of Ru-beh,

held

or he

(T.A.)
6.

*:: *-iji 1 He had recourse, or betook
himself, to it, or him, for refuge, protection,

Ja

*-ū ū. &#1 &*-* 3*

*

8.

1. 3-4 (A) and "2-1 (L, K) tile, or it, (as concealment, covert, or lodging. (A.)

an arrow, A) declined, or deviated, from the
is meant, Or tongues speak of us, and incline
right course : (A, L, K:) and also he, or it,
3- (S, A, L, Mºb, K) and "Jºj (S, L,
from what is good to that nihich is bad. (L.)
inclined: you say
<!, (A, L, K,) aor. . ; Mºb, K) and '3-i (El-Basāir) and "3,-i,
[For Wºo, in the L, I have substituted Lºo.
(L;) and " --Ji (A ;) and W.A–II; ($, L, (A, L, K,) which last is an epithet wherein the
seems to be an inf. n.]
:-->
quality of a subst, is predominant, (L.) A trench
º

e e

º

-

* *

—º,

-

;) he,y or it, inclined to him,y or it.

ſand W => x1, Golius, from Ibn-Maaroof.J. He
Some read, [in the Kur xvi. 105,)

(A, L. K.)

(sºff & or an oblong ercavation, in the side of a grave;

had recourse to him or it for protection or con
a lateral hollow of a grave; (S, A, L, Mºb, K ;)
4.
&4I
[The
tongue
of
him
unto
nihom
which
is the place of the corpse: what is called
(K.) — : 3. It (a thing) became
they incline]. (S.) – cº Jº "A-" ; (S,
strait, narron, or coined. (TA.)

cealment.

** and i-, * is in the middle. (L.) pl. (of

6. ,

-** →

º

-

2. Jºs-1 asſe --J, inf. n.

•ºſe **ś,

news,

...;

6

A, L, Mºb;) and as “j, (S, L, Mºb) aor.

*

the first, Msb)

3×3

and (of the second, Msb)

*-i-5;

and (L;) I He deviated, or snerved, from the right
3-i. (L, Mºb, K.) Accord. to some, Jej
; He rendered the way, with respect to religion : (S, A, L:) he
used
in this sense is tropical; from Jºj and
•
of

or information, confused to him, and told

impugned religion. (Mºb) — Ajº, J. "2-)

Jº-Jſ signifying “he inclined, or declined.”
t He relinguished, or forsook, the right course, (M.F.) [The reverse, however, is the case
nvith respect to that which he nas commanded to accord. to the A.] [See an ex. in a verse cited
do, in the sacred Temple or territory of Mekkeh; voce
(L, K;) and inclined to do nºrong, wrongfully, un
his mind; and that with the latter verb, he justly, or injuriously: (L:) or he did nyrong, nºrong
J-1 and Jºe-J: see 3-i.
rendered the news, or information, confused to fully, unjustly, or injuriously, therein; ($, L, K;)
him. (Az.) See 5.
and so opposed others: (Fr, L:) or he associated
Jae-y: see 33-12.
Jºi.
4.
*~~), He caused him to incline to others with God, therein; expl. by
act. part. n. of 4, q.v. : : One niho
so in the K and Bašáir: in the latter as on the
deviates,
or
snerves, from the truth, and intro
authority of Zj: or he doubted respecting God,
duces
into
it
that which does not belong to it :
" *s---, (S. K.) He constrained, compelled, or therein : so in the L and other lexicons, as on
necessitated, him to have recourse to, or to do, it. the authority of Zj: (TA:) or he hoarded up (ISk, L:) an impugner of religion : (Msb in
corn in earpectation of its becoming dear, therein;
(S, K.)
... of
(L, K;) a meaning taken from a trad. of 'Omar; Some apply the appellation of
espe
him something different from that nihich reas in
his mind: (S, K:) or the phrase with the former
verb signifies he told him news, or a piece of
information, different from that which was in

3.2%)

º

6 p.

s

5. --S1 2.4s

…

tºº, and

e. e o

º

p 6 .

*

:
him, or it. (TA)—º, 4-, (K) and

6, e.

-

9 * *

3-1.

'º'

asſe Was-s-J, He (L;) but this is merely a kind of wrong-doing:

art. 3- ) pl. Óséet. (Mºb) [and à-º].
&4-19
cially to the Bátinees (#4), who assert that

represented the affair to him not as it was in his (TA:) or he desecrated it, and violated its the Kur-án has an outward sense and an inward,
sanctity. (Mºb.) The origin of the phrase is
mind. (L.) See 2.
the latter differing from the former, and known
in the text of the Kur [xx. 26, * >}º cº-ex
8: see 1 and 4.
ð

2

&

e -

to them ; by which doctrine they have perverted

2.1% 2-9, i.e. º. st-k
10:

the ºr being the law. (Msb.)

39. >~~! [app. He found the door redundant. (S, L.) =2#. <!, aor. 2, (inf. n.

º . 6 p.

Jº-le:

stuck fast]: (A:) [but I think it not improbable
that the right reading is
the door stuck fast].
•

Q. Q.

and the meaning,

, 6 e.

gº

1.

39);

see 2 and 5.

& 6 p.

&-

see

@ .

See Jº-J.

or '82-1 has this signification; (L5) and in

A strait, narrow, or confined, place.

e. e.

3- à: and a Y As-JI; (S, Msb;) He made a 3–1. (A, K) and '3-14,(S.A.) or 43,<t.
2-4 to the grave. (S, A, L, K)—ºf 3-4, and & "3-14, (L.) and " 3-3, (K,) A grave
aor. 2, inf. n & and '32-1; and 4. 3–1 ; having a 2-4 made to it. (S, A, L., K.) –
9

tº

…

*i; L.) and '32-3 (A, L. K.) and 3

and aſ "2-1; He made a 2-5 for the corpse:

&-

s

see 25-1-2.

3-1, A place to which one has recourse for

like manner, 4-3 aſ 3-3, and "2-1, he dug a refuge, protection, concealment, covert, or lodging;
2-4 for him : (A, Mgh, Mºb) and 3-1, he a place of refuge; an asylum : (S, Msb, K:)

(S, K.)

buried him; (L, K;) or put him into a Je-J; so called because one turns aside to it. (S.)
4

- 6 -

&-- (K) and '***

(A5, S, K) A place
to which one has recourse for protection or con

and so "... l. (Mgh, Mºb.)
U--

3. 32-S t He behaved towards him in a

1. *-*. ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) or º 4-3,
3–6, A.

cealment; a place of refuge; an asylum.

<-3.

$, K.) —
places. (S,

(A8, crooked, or perverse, manner, the latter doing the
(A,) aor. 4, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n.
Strait, narron, or confined, Sal ºne. (K,” TA.)

K)—3-32

Narron, roads in

4. Jºe-J1: see 1, throughout. – t He disputed;

Mºb, K) and Jºi. (A K) and i-º, and
c

-

(A’Obeyd, L, MSb, K.) i-ſ, (Yaakoob, S, K,) the last mentioned by
mountains.
(TA.)
– 4, 2-1 t He brought a reproach upon him, ISk, (TA,) He licked it; (S, A, K, TA;)
2 * * ** * * *
àe-3-1-e ālai. A confused and crooked business. or held him in light estimation, or despised him, namely, a bowl, (§, K,) and a vessel: (S:)
(L.)
(* sºi) and said of him nihat was false: (K:) J-ºl is with the tongue: (S, K:) or 4-5
altercated; wrangled.

-

J--J - Jae

Book I.]

signifies he took what was upon it, (Mgh,) or
what adhered to its sides, (Mºb,) with his tongue
or his finger; (Mgh, Msb;) the suffixed pronoun
referring to a bowl (Mgh, Mgb) or some other
thing: (Mgh:) and he took it (a thing) neith his
tongue. (TA.) It is said in a proverb,
aſſi ~16 J-- &: [Quicker than the dog's

&
&

2

*

See also J.<1%

(S, A.)

licking his nose].
>

*

*

e.

*

2655

iá'í A look jrom the outer angle of the eye;
(S,) or in a desert, or materless desert, (ISd, A,
TA,) so that it was not known where he was; a sidelong glance; an ogle; a look from the side
(S;) because the wild cows bring forth only in neart the ear ; pl. &ui-j: the dim, is alº-J.
the deserts: (ISd, TA:) the former is like the
6 ºr e > y

(TA.) Hence the saying ikºº sº. 3... I

saying 2.Ég <--&; (S;) and is that which sat nith him the like of [the time occupied by] a

Isd holds to be the right: (TA) in the latter,

look from the outer angle of the eye. (TA.)

u-e-Sºo is an inf. n., in the pl. form, which is And ââºj J. [In the
strange; because it governs sºl in the accus.
(K in art. 82-3 &c.)
case; and a prefixed noun [ **'..] is understood

twinkling of an eye).

below. — —3, all 3531 J-e-, (A, Mgh, Mºb) before it: (IJ:) some relate the saying dif #3, (§, Mºb, K) with ſet-h, (S, Mºb) like
in measure like J., (Mgh,) or J.-, like &
ferently, thus, ūšši jig; J---, meaning, J-, (K) or 'Bºº, (T, IB, Mgh, Mºb)

(K) inf n. J-1, (Mgh, Mºb, K.) The worms tº 23, J-1.
ate the rvool: (Mgh, Mgb, K:) and in like

**

[in the place of the

with kest, (T, IB, Mºb) which latter is the

form commonly known, (IB,) or the latter is
. incorrectly used for the former by some who
[some hold that] an inf. n. of the measure Jai.
twist the sides of the mouth in utterance, (MF,)
has no pl. (TA.)
or is [only] an inf n. of **ś, (S,) The outer
J-e-º-º: see J.-1.
angle of the eye, (T, S, Mgh, &c.,) neast the part
J.-L. : Greedy; as also "Jºi (K) and between the eye and the ear; (T, Mgh, Msb;)
W Jº-S and W J-º. : (TA:) and one who takes as also "A-ſ: pl. of the former tº ; and of

com's' licking their young ones]; (K;) because

** 39-

manner,

J--J (A, K) and 3-ºl,

(TA,) the locusts ate the green plants (K) and
the trees. (TA.)

6

4. Jé st-e-J1 1 The land produced plants,
or herbage : (S:) or began to produce leguminous
plants: (K:) or produced the first of the herbage,

e Jº

the latter Étºi. (TA.) You say, tº-1, &
it, not being able to eat of it anything : (TA:) who takes everything that he can : (A:) one niho [She captivated his heart mith the outer angle of
so that the beasts san, it and desired it and licked

everything that he can

(K:) or a greedy man,

or produced nºhat the beasts of carriage might takes everything that appears to him : (TA :) her eye], and ** [nith the outer angles of
lick or eat (“j us): (A, TA:) or [became [originally, a lick-dish:] and [in like manner] her eyes]. (TA)
in such a state that] the beasts of carriage licked W Jº- f a man who seeks after sneets, like the
B-1, see #3.
Or ate (<) its plants, or harbage.
($gh, K.) jly. (A, K.) – Also, f Courageous: (K:) as
*

E

ãººl

J.-Ji t He pastured the camels or though an eater of everything that rose up to
him. (TA.)

sheep or goats with the least pasturing. (K.)
** *

8. Ai- 3. J.-31 | He took from him his
(the former's, A) right, or due. (A, K.)

* -

<!

See

*~.
from the outer angle of the eye). (TA.)
Jäe-J

1.44-4, (S. K.) or º 44-, (Mºb) and

s

a

º, . b

see U--º.

A-4, (S, Msb, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. Hºſ looks from the outer angle of the eye]: pl. A-52.
(TA.)

(Mºb, K) and ºut-ſ, (K.) He looked at him
[4,-i,

t Regarded; had in view.]

iá-53. àeº.

him with the eye: (Mºbi) and hence "iliº,

º

of the measure

Jº

A-1, syn. with [the inf. n.] A-ſ: or it sig
nifies kºj &º. [i.e. the place at which one

Jºº- ; [Their states, or
of the face than is denoted by jº (Msb, K;)
conditions, are similar; such as have mutual
or nithout turning the face : (TA:) or he watched
relation, or analogy]. (TA.)

3 * o
>

#!

from the outer angle of the eye, (S, Msb, K,)
to the right or left, (Mºb, TA,) neith more turning

.

u”

s > *

#tº Jº-, [A man who has a habit of looking
2.

inf n. of un.]

belonging to thee. (TA.) – See also 1.

iſetº, (K, TA,) explained by

[ -ā

A man who licks much nihat comes to

him. (T.A.) — i., 4 A moth-norm, that eats Az as signifying a man's looking from the outer
6 &2
angle of either eye. (TA.)
wool; syn. †e. (TA) — A lioness. (K.)

G

3. All-S, ($, Mºb) inf n iſſº (Mºb, K)

~

i-S i: ; A distressful, or calamitous, year;

and

B-3,

(S, Msb,) [i.q.

44-4,

Ja-J

q.v. — And
cº

(K;) a year that consumes all the herbage: hence, t He regarded him; had regard, or an
(A, TA :) and J.-9, [the pl., &sº being

J

eye, to him; paid regard, or consideration, to

understood,) distressful, or calamitous, years. him; he regarded it, [namely, an affair, or
attended to it; syn. ºteſ. (S, Msb, T.A.) —
(A, TA.)
[And t He, or it, had a relation, or an analogy,
Jº-5. See J.-le.

See Supplement.]

&

to him, or it.]
1.

J.--

is a noun of place; [signifying A
6. Islaº-Yº (TA) They turned their eyes, [each
place of licking; &c.;] as well as an inf. n. : and looking from the outer angle of his eye, one
in both cases it has J.-S. for pl. (IJ.) You towards another. (K, L.)- [And hence, f They
say, riº) cº-º-º: are 3, (S, A, K,) or J.--> regarded one another; had regard, or an eye,
to another; paid regard, or consideration,
tºși,iº, (TA) meaning, t I left him in the one
one to another. — And t They had a mutual
places where the wild cons lick their young ones
* *

4-4 *

Ja

à-ſ: see 1. [Accord. to analogy, it is an
i...ºf [The quantity that one takes by one lick
neith the tongue.
Hence the saying,) J tº
à- cº- I have not anything for thee, or

+ Like. (K.) You say, º
+ He is the like of such a one. (TA.)

k-

* *

*.x 6

--

- -

relation, or analogy.]

(S, ISd, A, K) from the membranes in which
© .

they are born: (ISd, TA :) or in a desert place,

hº :

See

#1-1.

and

*::: <!, (S, L, K,) aor. #.

**'. (L,)

inf. n.

#.

His eye shed copious tears, (S,

L, K,) and its lids became rough. (L.) —
* “4, as also <---, His eyelids stuck to
gether, by reason of a white thick matter collected

3.

#,

in their corners. (L.) See
—º Jº
[aor., accord. to analogy, z,] He was obscure
and barbarous in his speech. (K.)

w
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6 or ,

8. Lºyºl lovºke

sº

| Their affair, or case,

-

2+1.

One who is slapped much, or violently, [violent, or vehement, in contention, &c.]. (IKtt,

became confused, or perplexed, to them. ($, K.") in altercations. (K.)
3. It (herbage) became tangled, or luru

-

oriant.

L. K.)–29 & 3, Gif n, i. 1) He re.
withheld,

debarred, hindered, or pre
vented, him from doing the thing: (L, K:*)

strained,
t-sº

(S, K.)

& 4 Great, or big, in body: (Lth, $gh, and he made him to return or revert, or turned him
às-J Obscureness and barbarousness in speech. some copies of the K:) or great, or big, and back or anay, with gentleness, from the thing, or
corpulent. (So in the other copies of the K.) — affair; like §: (T and L, art. 33:) of the dial.
(TA.) = A dirty, stinking, woman. (K.)
A woman in nihom the division between the vagina
29, (As, Ibn-Ma'een, K,) and
(K,) and the rectum has been broken through; syn.
Wehement, or
or this is incorrect, (Ibn-Ma'een,) A valley šuai. (K.) — * < * ,
• *>

-

:

of Hudhey. (L.)=$3 (K) or ºu 3,

5.

(M) or , (L) if n : and sºft (M, K.)

:-

and "33"; (S, L. K.) and 3:34, 335 (M,
having intricate defiles, or narron passes: (K:) intense, heat. (Lth, K.) [See also <-- and L, K;) He administered to him the medicine, or
or, abounding ruith trees, and intricate; as also See <--.] Thought by ISd to be arabicized.
draught, termed 323ſ. (S,” M, L, K.") The
W ź. : (L:) or, intricate by reason of its trees:
(TA.)

(Agº)

or it is

&S,

without teshdeed, [i.e.

action termed ºn is the taking a child's tongue,

&S,
Jas

and draning it to one side, and pouring medicine
in the other side, between the tongue and the side
of the mouth. (Fr, L.) — 3. IIe had a medi
He ea plained, expounded, or interpreted, it; ($,
cine, or draught, of the kind termed 323;
in the former written .ls-JIJ in the mouth. (L.)
A, K,) he made it clear; (A, K,) namely,
administered to him. (S, L, K.) See also 8. –
Jº. A deep valley (IAgr)
language : (A :)
and
and
à- .#3. ! I administered to them sincere,
3
- - - and Jºſé all signify the same: (A:) he went
Jºãº, (S. K.) fem. with 5, (L.) A man to the utmost point in earplaining it, expounding Or faithful, advice, or counsel, like as one adminis
whose speech, or utterance, is characterized by
ters the medicine, or draught, termed 25%. (L.)
nhat is termed sºlºisi, or barbarousness, or it, interpreting it, and making it plain; namely,

or, as its derivation presently mentioned implies,
distorted (L, K) [but

&SJ (sh, K) from Jºi.

-

2: …a…, (A, TA) infin. Jºº, (S, A, K.)

&

J.-:

vitiousness, &c. : (L:) not chaste in speech, or
utterance.
($, K.)
sº

&:

3.

a thing; as also a.a.l. (TA) You say,

* es. Ja:

2. * 23, i.q. 42 23, (L, K,) i.e., He rendered
Earplain thou to me thy men's, or him notorious, or infamous. (L.)

information, thing after thing. (TA.) And it

e > 0 ,

3.30s-Js J A barbarousness, or vitiousness, in
speech, or utterance; a nant of chasteness therein; º Jº He sat to make clear what nas confused
an impotence, or impediment, or a difficulty, and dubious to others. (TA.) – He made it
therein. (AO, S, L, K.) It is a quality of near : [the inf. n. being explained in the TA
the dial. of the Arabs of the desert of Esh-Shahr by Jºãºl; but I incline to think that this is a

3. 38, inf n. 313, (A, Mºb) and $54, (A,)

is said in a trad. of Alee, Jºſ v. Jess tº 3-3

He contended neith him violently, or vehemently,
in an altercation ; in a dispute; in a litigation.
(A, Msb.) — 4. §§ <-g u. I ceased not to
repel from thee; or, to

defend thee.

(S.)

and 'Omán; as when they say, for Aſ & us, mistranscription, for -º ; and that the mean
*I tº: (Eth-Tha'ālibee :) or is derived from ing is, he made it clear, plain, distinct, or

4. $3.1 He found him to be such as is called
3. [violent, or vehement, in contention, &c.].
J's As-J, the name of a tribe; or, as some say, perspicuous:] he abridged it: he restricted, or (TA.) — * J. He opposed him in contention,
→

... • d -

•

- 6

of a place. (L.) *:
ń, ſº & ſº Such limited, himself in it, namely, a saying, and
or altercation; in dispute; in litigation. (TA.)
abridged of it what was needful. (TA.)
a one looked with the look of barbarians, or
See also 1 and 3.
foreigners; or, of those who are barbarous in
Jº-º: The sum or result or conclusion [of a
5. 33.5 t He turned his face to the right and
speech. (A$.)
thing]. (TA.)
*
3 -6
-o

*

tº-Rºle

> 0

[ _*s-,

* > *>

-

cº-, (S, K,) vulg.

tºº.,

(S,) or
Los

left, (§, L, K,) in confusion, perplexity, or amaze
ment: (L, K:) from º signifying “the

© a • *

Js

should not be said, (K,) A drunken man confused
in his intellect, (S, L,) and not understanding
anything: (L:) or, full of drink; (K;) as also
tºr. (TA in art. **) – See

J

tº ~ 9 p.

or naited, in eacpectation. (K, T.A.)

sn'alloned a medicine, or draught, of the kind
JJ

3, originally sº, (second pers. <sº, L,)

termed 25%. ($." L. K.) See also j =
& 32. He declined from him, or it. (K.)

aor. , (L, Mºb) inf n. 33 (S, A, L, Mºb). He

J: see 5'). — A [sack of the kind called]

1.

1. – He slapped a person; struck him nvas violent, or vehement, in contention, or alter
with the open hand. (K)=-“4, aor. and *, cation ; in dispute; in litigation. (S, A, L,

(inf n. *.*, TA) Inicit feminam (Kr, K.)

8.33), (S. L. K.) and 3,3,3-1, (S. L.) He

See Supplement.]

3.

~s)

(S. L.) — He tarried,

two sides” of the neck.

, (as in some copies of the S and K,) but this

-

Msb.)

—º, ($,

3.

3 -

99- ($, L. K.) like 3.4 (TA)
-

L, Mgb, K,) aor. 2, (S, L,

p*

3 .

tº

2.

but the word commonly known, related by Msb) inf n. 9, (L, Mºb) He overcame him in (or draught, Aş, L) that is
Yaakoob and others, is -“. (ISd.)

contention, or altercation ; in dispute; in liti

5

.

353); see SS. - 35-0 and "JJ A medicine

poured

into one of

the two sides of the mouth (As, S, L, K) by

gation : (S,” L, K:") or he opposed him violently, means of the instrument called *::: (L, K:)

3. 4-S, inf n, i.º. (and ºtº, TA). He
slapped him, being also slapped by him. (K.)

or vehemently, in contention, or altercation; in
pl.
dispute; in litigation. (Msb.) <34, (in some

Ji, q.v. (K.)

(S, L, K:) from

9&

“the two sides" of a valley.

s

J.<! The trees which produce rhat is called

#35:

copies of the K, 333) inf n. Sº, (IKtt, L:
in the K, J 3)

signifying

(S, L.)

It is

said in a proverb, »º &- 4. (sº [It
Thou becamest such as is called ji acted upon him, or affected him, like the medicine,

JJ - JJ
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3.

or draught, termed 323ſ ; i.e., unpleasantly, or
disagreeably]. (ISk, S.) See Freytag's Arab.

#j Pleasure; delight; contr. of 3i: (M,

~29

L, K;) so explained because it happens not save
to one who is of sound constitution, free from
pains; syn. mith ** [in one of the senses of
this latter word], or nearly so : (TA:) pleasant

1 and 3. 23, and 235; see 33.

Prov. i. 282

[J’º

3.2ſ.

-

8.

323.

cº- The two sides of
(S, A, L:) each of them is called

See

valley:

=

&

ness; delightfulness; deliciousness; lusciousness,
sweetness: (the Lexicons passim : see the intrans.
W. 5, of which it is an inf. n.) pl. &#.
(S,

2-9

3. (L:) and
A,i, K,) belon,

the two sides of the neck, (S,
the ears: (L, K:) or the two
lateral muscles of the neck: (M, L:) the two
sides of the mouth: (A, L:) and of the penis:
(L:) and (as some say, L) of anything : (L, K:)

J-9
See Supplement.]
JJ

$33,
pl. $ºf: (S, L, K:) and 3.0, accord. to AA,
signifies the outside of the neck. (L.) = See $3. (Mº) aor. 34. (T, Mºb) if n. #3 (A,i,
Msb) and 33 (Mºb) and #5 (A3) and
33 and '3:3, 5, L, Mºb, K) the latter "Jal, inf n. $33,5 (A ;) It (a thing) nas, or
1.

having an intensive sense, and " J, which is an

#, (T, M, L, Msb, K,) second

became

343

º,

L., Msb, K.) – "essé,

of the measure

also signifies the same as

$ii,

and is formed by

the change of one of the two dhāls into 3; [in

per.

[i.e. pleasant, delightful, delicious,

Jº,

the L J ;] a change similar to that in

Jºã.

(L.)

It occurs in a trad. of Aisheh, relating to
the present world, slºt. J% lsº Jé. 35

[Its pleasure, or delight, or pleasantness, or
delightfulness, hath passed anay, and its probation

inf n, used as an epithet [and therefore also luscious, sneet, or savoury; see $35, below ; and remaineth]. (L.) — Also #3; and * #13; and
intensive], (Msb,) A man n-ho overcomes in con See *]; (T, M, L, Mºb, K;) an object of
and "es: The eating and drinking in
tention, or altercation; in dispute; in litigation:
desire, or a thing desired. (L)–:33, (M., L, a state of ease, comfort, or pleasure, and com
(S," L, K:*) or, niho opposes violently, or vehe
petence. (IAqr, T, L.) – See
mently, and very violently, or vehemently, in
contention, or altercation; in dispute; in liti
and W i; are used in the same manner, as

"Jºj

K.) first pers ºff, (T, S, Mºb) aor.iº, (T.

M, I., Mºb) inf n. * (M. I.) and #3 (MA)

gations (Mº) and '3" (š, L, Mºb, K) and and 33 and #5, (§, M, L. K.) He found it
*335i and "33%

(S, L, K) a man violent, or
vehement, in contention, or altercation; in dis

i.e.

dº

J-3 [i.e. pleasant, delightful, delicious, luscious, epithets, (Lth, T, L.) from the intrans. v. 3,

sweet,

or savoury; he delighted in it; he took

(L) signifying Pleasant, delightful, delicious,

pute; in litigation : (S, L, Msb:) or difficult pleasure, or delight, in it]; (S, L, Msb, K;) as luscious, sneet, or savoury; (the Lexicons passim;)
therein, and vehement in nar: (IKtt :) or a also aw 3, and '83-1, and as "531, and *::it:-1: desirable, or desired: (L:) pl. of both, $35
contentious, disputatious, or litigious, (L.) and
(M,
tenacious adversary, who will not incline to the

truths (L, K9 the tem. of 'i is ſºft (L,
3,

9

.

Mgb:) and the pl, J ($, L, Mgb, K) and 31.A :

(L, K.) the i in *333i and the “ in "33%

#3)

or he counted,

* , e, ,

or and of the latter,

ſor

of both,)

#.

(M, K.) —

#, 3.3% ºft, and 'i, (5, M, L.) and if Jie,
and '833, and a "3-1, (A, L.) and "334-1: (M, L.) and º, and 'i,(A) Aphalan,

esteemed, it pleasant, &c.; (L;) as also 4.

(S, L, Mºbi) & 33 and a $3 and
*ść, are syn.;

are letters of quasi-coördination, [i.e., added to
render those two words quasi-coordinate to

accounted, reckoned,

delightful, delicious, luscious, sneet, or savoury,

(En-Nadr, T, L;) and so are beverage, or nine, and cup of beverage, or nine, and

• **ś, and a **śī ($, L, Mºb) Jº º ſå, and "Jºjº, [and cº, (see an

thing]. — [You say] W 3. Jºe % [He has a
pleasant, or delightful, life]; and &- W 33 Jº *

Jºã.,] as is shown by the two dáls being not
incorporated by idghām; for it is allowable to ex. of its act part. n. voce Sº, in art. 33,) This ** [He is in a pººl, or delightful, state of
add a letter at the beginning of a word for the is of the things that please, or delight, me]. (A.)
life] (A) — "Jº Jº A man of pleasant, or
purpose of quasi-coördination when the word has
6 *

-

-

-

2.

-

2 : see 1.

another augmentative letter: (IJ, L:) the dim.
of "33%" is " #. because it is originally $ii,

delightful, conversation, or discourse. (A.).
3. 45, el Jºji SS, inf n. §§º and ŠljJ, A man in the enjoyment of pleasure, or delight :
* 28.6 as

2 p. 3

63 - 2

w

G

-

#

the c being added to render it quasi-coördinate [The man gave pleasure, or delight, or enjoyment, (M, L:) and

[pl. of

#)

Those nho take

to his nife, receiving the same from her,) on the their pleasures, or delights. (K.)
[xix. 97, is said to signify A people who are occasion of contact in the act of concubitus. (A.) * #1 Wine; pl. i. and
See also 6.
adversaries perverted from the truth: or, nho
$3.
4: see 1.
are deaf to the truth. (L.) You say also,

to Jºi. ($, L.)

ºf tº in the Kur,

$3.

ălă

3.2 *** 3. [assimilating the second epithet in
5.

<$33 [I became pleased,

(A.) – See

essº:
3.

• , e.g.

9 * b. ,

30-4

3.

Ji and 22.91 and 3.A.A. and Jºji : see 5').
º

See

and

(K.) – See

$35, and 1.

or delighted; or

form to the first, He is strong, and one who
I pleased, or delighted, myself].
overcomes in contention, &c.] (A.)
also 1.
3.8

:

—éº

*

†

see

- e.

5

$3.
*

ji. •ºlol

ºší [They (a husband and his wife) gave

y [This is more, or most, pleasant
each other pleasure, or delight, or enjoyment,) on and delightful, &c.] (A.)
6.

p6 .

33-AL” A man n-ho has had a medicine, or the occasion of contact
draught, of the kind termed 2,4 administered (A.) See also 3.
to him.

(S, L, K.)

in the act of concubitus.

10 : see 1. – ſil- also

33i: ; The neck. (A, L. K.)
perienced pleasure, or delight.]
* -o a

.no º

•

3: … J. L. I have no way 32
ofc avoiding,
or
>

3.

signifies He ex

to run upon the places that are pleasant to it];

JJ Sleep. (IAar, T, S, L, K.) – See also i.e. let him make it run upon plain, or even, not
2 *:
* * ...;

escaping, it : ($, L, K.) as also Jº-o. ($, L.) 3.39 and JºJ.
Bk. I.

it. A place of sł [i.e. pleasure, or delight]:
§4. It is said in a trad. A-3- -*, §
tº. Jº º £3. [When any one of
you rides the heast of carriage, let him urge it
pl.

8 : see 1.

rugged, ground.

(L.)
335
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[thus written with two láms] (AZ, TA:) or the latter epithet is an imitative
•
3dual 3i), with the cy sequent. (S, K.) —?” P : See * j9.
we

dial. forms of

2: see 1.

º e

(sº

5, IIe satiated sheep &c. (K) with pasture.

4.

&º
&#. ($)

elided : pl.
case,

and sometimes, in the nom.

3

w.e.

* *

*

*

(TA.) = See 1.

* J. : see * j9.
Their proper art. is L3.39.

(IB, K.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce

3;

:

See

39. = Straitness,

difficulty, distress;

ū, ju It, or he, was, or became, filled to

5.

saturation, or satiety. (K,” TA.)

Jā)
~39
1.

$33. (TA.) – A state of

or the like; syn.

crowding together of people in a narron, compass.

4.3% aor. 2, inf. n. *:::: and W *ś5;

He

remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in a place: (Mgb.)
(K:) or correctly written with 3, unpointed:
A piece of wood nith nihich a door is
but IDrd doubts whether correctly with 3 or

39

with 3.

(TA.) See also

~}}

(Mºb)—jº Jºe A strait, or difficult, life

1. 45, aor. 2, inf n. &º, It was, or re
mained, fired, settled, firm, or constant. (K.)

fastened; the bar of a door; (A,” K,” TA;) º, aor. and inf. n. as above, It (mud &c., S)
as also "j. (K.) [Said in the $, where it is adhered, clave, or stuck. (S, K.) – 3. aor. :,

*}.

3: see 1.

not explained, to be from
q.v. infra.; inf. n. 3. and *ś, [It became commiced, or
but accord. to the A, it is proper, not tropical.] commingled; it intermiaced; or it became con
= Jº j% sº t He is one niho [by close and tracted;] one part of it entered into another.
constant attention] takes good care of camels, or (K.) —º and 3. It (mud) cohered, and

** j9,

[84.
AJJ

us-9
See Supplement.]

37

other property.

(A, TA.) [Hence,)

4:4. became hard. (K) – ºft, aor. and inf n, as

! I have made or appointed thee [to at first, It was a time of drought, of no rain.
be a manager of such a one;] not to suffer such (K)= ºriº & i.Q. &: The scorpion
1. º Kº 3, (TK,) [aor, app. 2,] or
a one to disobey or oppose. (A,” TA)—3. stung him. (Kr, K.)
j, aor. 2, (so in a copy of the M5b,) inf. n. #, * 39 t [He is one who cleaves to an ad
6. 3: -j)\5 The dates stuck together. (L,

º

9% 55.

j)

rºy iſ ºn

(Mºb, K,) The thing clave to the thing : (Mºb, versary in contention or litigation]. ($, A.) — art. ta)
K,” TK.) it stuck, or adhered, to it. (TA.)
*s-e- j}} aſ f Verily he is pertinacious in
$5. Strait; narron; difficult. E.g.
contention or litigation; commissioned and able
hast importuned me, or nearied me by thine im
A
353,3. (TA) strait, or difficult life. (TA.)
portunity, O such a one]. (A.) = §, (S, K,)
3.
and Fº "jº, and 2* "3), (K,) and * 3), (TA,) 3. A narron road, or way. (K.)

See also 8 —[Hence) & ( J. ºff (Thou

*} Jºſé

to manage it. (TA) – º j9
* *

…

•

w.e.

-º-º-

aor. , 6) if n # (S. K) andjä, ö, and so

in a copy of the S,) or 3%, (L, and so in a copy

f Such a one is one who pertinaciously adheres to

5 immediately following $44, (in the CK,
**) ſmeaning a man “who has no wife,”] is

of the S,) He fastened it, or made it fast; or he evil or mischief (K, T.A.)
º

bound it, or tied it; syn. 833 and he stuck, it,
or made it to adhere; ($, K;) as also * j,
(K,) inf n.
(TA.) [But it is afterwards
* e-es
said in the TA, that, accord. to the TS, * ~j}))
in the sense of 4, <iº was disallowed by Ağ.])

jj,

be

9

-

x

*

535, an imitative sequent to jº-e. (K.)
an imitative sequent [used by way of pleonasm
º,.

*: '..."

iſe.

#2, applied

#,

You say also, * §, (TK,) inf. n.
(K,) He nacious, in adhering. (TA.) – Wehement in
made it to cleave to it; (K,” TK;) like the contention or litigation; ($, K;) pertinacious in

they (the two shanks of a camel) were straitly
connected in the shackles. (TA.)- He fastened
it, namely a door, nºith a j9, or bar; he barred
it. (K,” TA.) – He thrust or pierced him
[with a spear or the like]. (K,” TK.) –
13á. & j 1 He necessitated him, or constrained
him, to have recourse to, or to do, such a thing.
(A, TA.)

adhering to that which he desires, or seeks, to
obtain.

§

He (God) caused him to be compact
and strong in make. (S, K.)
3.

Little in quantity or number ; pl.

39.

(Ibn-Buzruj.)

*}

(K) E.g. ºff 1. Little water. (TA)
i; Adversity; difficulty; distress; ($, K.)

drought: (S) pl. Jºg (IJ, K in the CK j)

(S.)
6 *

jj”, (S, K,) or

pº, 2

and

<\; :

(S, K:) the latter with the 5 quies

ºs- ijº, (A,) A man (A,

cent, because it is [originally] an epithet. (S.)
TA) compact and strong in make; ($," K,”
E.g. i; 2.Étºi Distress and drought befell
TA;) having a well-knit frame. (A.)
them. (S.) –

i; it. A severe Syear;

a year

of drought. (TA.)

ºp
1.

ift and W $9, (K,) or the former only, (TA,)

JS

Adhering, or adhesive, or cohesive, clay

or mud. ($.) — Being, or remaining, fired,
He filled (K) a

2.

after

to a man, and in like manner,

without 5, to a woman, ; Wehement, or perti

j9 of a house or chamber. (Lth, T.A.) And
§ They (two camels) were tied together; and

So likewise ić

and corroboration]. (K.)

* }}; see jº).

water-skin or the like.

(TA.)

= }, aor. *; and " '}, (K) and * .51;

settled, firm, or constant.

(TA;) He gave him [a thing] (K, T.A.) In

+jS ãº

($)—ºn *

The thing became ficed, settled, firm,

&jS, (inf. n. 39, TA,) I associated nith the K, this portion is confused, as well as defec or constant, (S, K,) and severe: (TA:) [or,

tive. (TA.) = &# She (a woman) brought forth. a constant infliction :] or, indispensable, or neces
(K.) [You say] 3; t; *
(TA,) or 3% sary: i.e., the blow of a snºord that sticks, or
4. #1. see 1.
remains fired, [in the nound]. (Aboo-Bekr,
º, (S,) [May God remove far from good, or cited in the TA.) ºr jº) is here the same as
8. as 53. It became coupled with it, and stuck
prosperity, the mother that brought him forth !] Aj^): (K:) the latter is the original word; the
to it. (A.) See also 1.
=% (K;) and Y §, (A$, $, K,) inf. n.
A being changed into ºr ; and is also used in
;
this phrase : (TA :) but -5'), in this in
jë Jº-J A niggardly, tenacious, man : (As, S;) He tended camels well. (A$, $, K.)

him; became his companion. ($," K,” TA.)

£3.

#5;

5.

tº

º

5

- -
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•rºj] - Jal

stance, is the more chaste. (S.) En-Nábighah
says,
* ~ **

**

-

•-º jº

º

*

* > *

•

•

•2 … .

-

º

• * 0 -

*** *

+

+j} are Bill & -5 S3
[Then think ye not that good shall have no evil
after it, nor think ye that evil shall be a constant
infliction]. (S.) $gh says, of the conversion of
*ēs, into ié, or of 3 into us because of kesreh
0.

-

• *,

*

*.

:

§ (S, M,

'#%

Mgb) and
(M), A thing
stretching out, in a neut. sense: roping; or
dranting out, nºith a viscous, glutinous, clammy,
cohesive, sticky, or slimy, continuity of parts:
syn. *::: and 33.4%; (S:) viscous, glutinous,
clammy, cohesive, ticky, ropy, or slimy, so as
to adhere to the hand or the like: (Msb:)
Aſ [Wiscous,
stichy,

§

gluinº, º,

2.

-

verbs, He (a dog) licked a vessel: (M, K :) or
he (a man) licked what was in the vessel.
(IKtt.) – Also, the former, He licked honey :

($:) and anything.

tº #:-9. The female wild animal licked her
young one. (M.)

3–1.

A young camel that sucks: (L:) or
that sucks much. (K.)

[&
-

-

-

-º, - e.

àºj}
º

You say ~~

-

version is not a necessary sort.] (TA in art.

&xi;)

(M.)

-

* * * *

or ropy, phlegm.]. (TA.) ae-jJ arºj A sticky

-

before it, -ºjS -º a J-J -\all lºs [This con raisin. (L.)
z -

2659

-

Jº,

iº,

and

and

*-ji, A

man who

tº

-º
-

-

Jeju, Very avaricious; tenacious, or nig keeps to his place, and does not quit it.

See Supplement.]

(K.)

- w -->

gardlys (Ş, K.) pl.-jºº, (5)

-

ić; see #.

EjJºe: see

-

- ...

-

1. Jº, aor. 2, He thieved, or stole : (A:)
[see **, *, and the other nouns mentioned
therewith, some of which, if not all, are app.

[3]
29

&P
89, aor. 2, (S, M, K,) inf. n. &P

Ja)

-

1.

and

cº

iº (M) and º (Mºbi) and "tº

See Supplement.]

inf ns, of this verb ..] and "Jaaij signifies the

same; or he nas thievish: (S,” Msb,” TA:) [or
(M;) It (a thing, S) stretched out, in a neut.
sense: it roped; or drew out, with a viscou",
he practised theft :] or he thieved, or stole, re
2,39
glutinous, clammy, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy,
sº [and sºl, an arabicized word, [from peatedly: (A, TA:) and he acted as a spy;
continuity of parts: syn. Alºj and 333i:
syn. Jºº. ga.) —º Jº, aor. : , (Mº.
the Persian sºl A well-known stone; [lapis
(S, K:) it was, or became, viscous, glutinous,
lazuli;] used as a material with which to nºrite, TK,) inf. n. Ja!, (A, Mºb, K.) [in the CK Jal,
clammy, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy, so as to
He stole the thing : (Msb:) [and] he did the

adhere to the hand and the like. (Mºb.) — and as a medicine. (M.F.)
3 •22 ãº &# It adhered to him, or it, as glue or the
[Jºj’)
Of the colour of lapis lazuli.]
eo
o z ř;
• ...
like; syn. Cº. ($, K.) E.g. &” tº t-Jéal
* * *_-

-

-

thing secretly, or covertly.

(A, K.) = *

Jº,

(TA) inf n. J, (A, K,) He closed, or locked,
his door;

syn.

àº and £iſ, (A, K, TA;)

~!
I ate a thing and it adhered to my
as also *. (TA.) – Jº, [app. in the sec.
1. 4.4, aor. -, (S, K,) and *, (K,) inf. n.
fingers. (Mgb.) – [And] "tº It (food, or
pers. <!, and aor. Jº, and inf. m. Jaai,
ointment,) became [ciscous, glutinous, clammy, * , (S,) It (a scorpion, S, or a serpent or His teeth (~-ſº) were near together, so that no
cohesive, sticky, slimy, ropy, or mucilaginous,) other thing, K, as a scorpion, and wasp, but interstice was seen betnyeen them. (M., T.A.)
generally said of a scorpion, TA,) stung him, or
like Jº- [or marsh-mallon).
(M., &c.) —
bit him. (S. K)—bºtić. He fouped him [This verb probably has all the significations
<º "gº- i.g. &-3. (S, K :) i.e., The nºith nhips. (S.) bºº <! He flogged him indicated by the explanations of J.A. below.]

Jº

herbage became flaccid, and one part thereof in

inf. n. Jºeli, (S, K,)
inf n. *-ij, ($) He liched honey, (§, K) or He made his building firm and compact; or
firm and strong; i.q. **** ($, M, K5) of
the like, (K,) as clarified butter. (TA) =
which it is a dial. form. (S.)
º •º, aor. :, It adhered, clave, or stuck, to it,

clined over another : (TA:) [or became flaccid, with the whip. (K.) – -], aor. 4, (S, K,)

and of a viscous consistency, or viscous or muci
laginous in its juice; as appears from what here
follows]. Ru-beh says, [in the S, El-'Ajjāj,
describing a pair af asses, male and female,
-

lºſſ tº **)

&: Uejº

2.

& Jea, (M,)

5: see 1.

or in it: (S, K:) like -i.

(S.)

º

8:

i: , like iíº,
[And they finished pasturing upon what had like. (TA.)
become flaccid, and of a viscous consistency].
*...

•,•,•

Jas It stuck, or adhered, (Sgh, K,) as

A single lick of honey or the to him. (TK.)
3.
• 3.

*

º 3,5 L, and WW2-J,

-

3*

Je! (S, M, A, Msb, K) and "Jaj, (S, M,
He left not anything : Mşb, K,) the latter mentioned by A8, (Mºb,)

For, says J., [immediately after citing these
words of the poet, when herbage begins to dry [lit., what might be licked off). (K.) [See also but only the former known to Sb, (M,) and Ja,
up, its juice thickens, and becomes like the ~5-É-.]
(IDrd, A, K,) A thief; a robber; (M, A, Msb,
• 3.
K;) as also < *, with Jº substituted for the
mucilage of the Jºk- [or marsh-mallow].
W5-1 : see W3-).
(TA.) Or the words of the poet, above quoted,
[second] Jo, and the form of the word changed
º

…

•

:

signify, And they finished pasturing upon what
they had searched after constantly, or time after

# also

J

1. 3.1, aor. 2, ($, M, K.) and , (M.) inf n.

signifies the searching of a
3:1; (S;) and
beast of carriage after herbage and leguminous
time: for

- -

-º-, aor. *, (S, K,) inf. n. 34;

(S;) the latter mentioned by AHát, (S,) or

because of the substitution, or it is a dial. form
of J. and is said by Lh to be of the dial. of
Teiyi and of some of the Anşār, and also pro
nounced

<!, (M,) and < * ,

(K, art. C-a! :)

plants, constantly, or time after time; and the Aboo-Khālid
, (L.) in the Kitáb el-Abwab, (S,
two asses are here the agents of the verb ºu.

fen. ii, (M) or iziº (A, K.) pl. of J. and

L,) but the former is the more chaste, (TA,) It

Ji (ibid, S, Mºb, K) and J., (IDri, K.)

(L.)
• 28.
5. See 1. – 4-9

(a lamb or kid, K, or the young one of a cloven
hoofed animal, S, M,) sucked its mother: (S, J.,…, (IDrd, S, M, Mºb, K.) and of the first,
unpurified of its dirt (S, K) after he had rashed M, L:) or sucked her so as to eachaust all that *24, (IDrd, TA) and of the first (M, TA)
it. (Yagkoob, S.)
ras in the udder. (M., L., K.) – Also, both and second, (M,) Jºué, (M, TA,) or Jºji.

&39

II is head remained

335*
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Ja) – ºt-la!
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(K) [and in the TA said to be so in the T: but art. Jey.) — And, applied to a forehead (**) tribe ofTºiyi (F.S) who my for is,**
this is probably a mistake for Jºaº for ISd Narron. (K.) – And, applied to a sheep or (S:) pl. **i. ($, K.) See art. Ja).
goat, Having one of her horns eactending for
[ -ā-a!
says, the word has no pl. of pauc. : (M :) and
• ** *
nards and the other backwards. (Z, $gh, K.)
cº-a!

ã21, is a quasi-pl. n. ; (IJ, M ;) the pl. of

iº, (M) or izi, (K) is ºux, (M) and tº,

laj

A land in nºhich are thieves, or robbers :

See Supplement.]

to rule]: (M:) and the pl. of (S, M.:) or in which are many thieves or robbers.

[with

J.

s of

iai, quasi-pl. n. of Jº. (IJ, M) — Jº

(K) and Juaj, (M., K.) which last is extr. iai.

respect
<-- is º. (M)

3

3* *

and

Jº

: See

Ula)

(K.)

J.

Ješº tº, aor. “, inf. n. fift and &lº,
aor. * , inf. n. tº; He clave to the ground.
1.

Jºat, ºf [A closed lock] (TA)

Jºa. Nearness together of the J-ſº [or
teeth, or molar teeth, or all the teeth eaccept the
central incisors, (S, M, A, K,) so that no in
terstice is seen between them; (M;) as also Jºº.
(M, art. Jey.) – And Nearness together of two
legs of a quadruped, and of the two thighs : and
nearness together of the upper parts of the two
knees: (M :) or nearness together of the two
shoulder-joints, (K,) or of the upper parts thereof,
so that they nearly touch the ears: (M. :) or
nearness together of the two shoulder-blades: (M :)
and a contraction of the elbows of the horse
tonards his [breast, or that part of it which is

aiº,

(S, K.) Also, the former, without . :
Oc
£2.
curs in a trad. for
[imper. of &la) Cleave to

~~~
1.

*

became stiff, so that I could# ,not
move it to speak.
,
From a trad. (TA.) – U.J., (K,) inf. n. 2i.j,
and n:ould not come forth. (S.) See also - (TA,) He beat a person with a staff or stick:
and 3. —2 tº 4- - (K) or simply or he beat on the back only. (K.)
Jºka-J) Jºa), (S,) The skin stuck to the flesh, by ? . .
Ula) The molf: [because it crouches, or crawls,
reason of emaciation. (S, K.) — ºn <! upon the ground]. (TA.) — A hunter, or
gº J. The ring stuck fast upon the finger: sportsman : [for the same reason]. (TA.)

J.A.)

The snºord stuck in the scabbard, (S, K,)

contr. of

Jºš.

6 *

(S, K.)

à-g tieſ Jill <º

[I saw the nolf

crouching to steal]. (TA.)

£1.3

A nound on the head, such as is termed

**) J.-- (K:) also termed 'i. and "ºtai.
~9. ſq.v. infra]. (TA)—Also, A pustule (K) that
(33) comes forth upon a man, scarcely curable; (TA;)

narroner than a ~~), and rider said to be from the sting, or bite, of the stić.
than a J-s: : (Es-Sukkaree:) or the narron, So in the L; but in the K, incorrectly, or it is
part of a valley: (K:) and any narron, place from the sting, or bite, of the 5uaj. (TA.) –
in a mountain : (S:) pl. * and *. (K.) Also, A small kind of sºiá, that cleaves to the

see what next follows.

-

s3

My tongue

in a mountain,

p. 2

Jes-a)
º e

(TA)—Jº- &l.

the ground.

-

-

* *

as in a copy of the S, perhaps a mistake for

*

8

•

-

Jº Jº -], aor. :, (inf n. --,

called the] j; (K;) and their cleaving to that
8. J.ajl It became narron. (TA.)
part; which is a quality approved in a horse.
(TA.) — Also, Nearness of the forehead to the
A small ravine, or gap, (**
eyebron. (IKft, T.A.) = See also
in a mountain, (S, K,) narroner than a
and nºider than a -*: (K:) or a cleft
Jua

£e, 4.

tº:

-

a p

… .º

à-25-aj (S, M, K [in the CK without tesh
[In two copies of the $, these two pls., app. by head. (A, TA.)

i.e.,

deed]) and
(Ks, S, M, and in a copy of
the K,) the latter of which is the more chaste,

the careless omission of the word

&-),

º

are

tale

and

stil.

:

See

#95,

and also arts.

made syn. with * in the last of the senses
though the other is the regular form, (TA,) and
and la). — The former is also explained as
W is,…, (M, A, and so in the CK in the place explained above.]
signifying The pericranium itself; a thin cuticle,
of the form next preceding,) or "i3,4, (as
Jay Skin sticking to the flesh, by reason of or membrane, between the bone of the scull and
-

g

-

(TA.) — A species of [the kind of its flesh: accord. to IAth and the L. (TA.)

in some copies of the K and in the TA) or emaciation.

"Jº, aſ and "Jº, aſ, (as in a copy of the Mºb) barley called] -i-, (K) difficult to clear [from
'Ju- and "Jaa, (K.) Thieving; or the husks]: some of it is trodden, and the rest

<-la)

and

thievishness.

1. 4:14, (aor. :, inf. n. 3-ki, L,) He struck
him nith the flat of the hand; or, with a broad
Jºi, (A,) A [pl. of&ºl. (TA.)- Avaricious, tenacious, piece of wood: (IAar, K:) he slapped him with
called] vºl are near or niggardly, and of difficult disposition. (K.) his open hand; syn. <<; (K;) like &A.
that nintertice is seen
& Such a one [is a niggard, (TA.) [See also *J–2- & He
also Joy! : (M, A, K, nºho] hardly gives anything. (S)
thren, a stone at him; (K;) as also 4-A.

requires [machines, such as are called]

(S, M, A, Msb, K.)

Jº, (S, M, K,) or
man (M., A) whose [teeth
together (S, M, A, K) so

&et.

Jº

-

betneen them : (M:) as
art. Jej :) fem. it. (M.) – Also, the

masc.

(A, TA) and ſem, (K) or ºil ºff (A)

J-e Jº-

(TA) = <ſ.

<--9 [pl.], (in the poetry of Kutheiyir, S.)

He collected it together.

(K.)

(aor. 2, inf. n. 3-ki) The affair
was difficult, or troublesome, to him. (K.) –
Jua. A sword that sticks much in the
space between them. (AS, A,” K.) [See also
4:4, aor. 2, inf. n. 3-ki, It (a load, or an
scabbard; (K;) scarcely coming out from it.
Jº Hence, (TA,) the Zenjee is said to be (TA.)
affair,) was heavy or burdensome, and hard, or
grievous to him. (L.) – 3-ki, [aor. : ,] inf. n.
jš. Jº, (K,) i.e. Having the buttocks

Narron, and deep wells. ($, K.)

-

=29. 4:1.j,

One whose thighs cleave together, there being no

-

cleaving together. (T.A.) And
e- -6 -

Ji,

‘….

A narron road. (K)

3-ki, It became corrupt.

(S,) or

(IAar, K.)

3.5

J.K.J. Jaji, (A,) Having the two shoulder
joints near together, almost touching the ears.

6.

st-a!

&

3.953 The naves dashed together,

or against each other. (K) – 2. st-le'). The
3.
(S, A.) — Also the fem., applied to a woman,
people
struck each other with their hands: (K:)
<-2 (§, K) and ~e, and -a (K) ig. Ja!,
Impervia coèunti; (M;) as also it. (M, A thief; a robber : (S, K:) in the dial. of the or, with snords. (TA.)
º

e >

-

e.

º

6 p.

-
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<+5. Places that are struck (<ſº by a
TA.) Hence also, (S, M.,)
($, L. K. art tº, &c.) and gºš Če, (L) Ibn-Mes'ood.* * (S,
~ *
load, or burden, or by beating : (K:) a quasi-pl. i.e. [He became charged, reproached, or up -º-, Jº " iº9ſ (Lth, T, S, M) The keeping,
^ -

n., or a pl. without a sing, or having a pl. braided, with] something bad, evil, abominable, or applying oneself, perseveringly, assiduously,
respecting which the lexicologists do not agree. or foul, either said or done. (L, arts. ;-la) and constantly, or incessantly, to fighting. (M., T.A.)
(M.F.)
He did evil [and thus defiled — He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, (S, K,)

9 * tºu

in it, namely a place; ($;) as also asſe Hil.
himself; he defiled himself by doing evil]. (L.)
or a collector; syn.
(TA.) —jkº in The rain continued, (S, M,
(K:) selling; or a seller; or buying; or a
tº ſand" is lº) A smallportion or quantity;
K,”) and was incessant. (M.)
a particle; of clouds (S, L, K) and the like,
buyer; syn.
(AA.)
6.
inf n., irregularly, **ēś, and
(K,) and of news, or tidings, or information:
(L:) and [a small quantity] of rain. (K in art.
They kept, or applied themselves, perse
J23.) — * f." [A soil, or pollution, or taint].
tº

*:

3.13. Collecting;

&

º,

Buſº,

1.

4-º', aor. :, (inf n.

&B, S.)

He struck (See

£1.5 – [And " isi.

A soil, a splash.]

veringly, assiduously, constantly, or incessantly,
to fighting, one with another. (M.) #53 is also

syn. njith Šuš : (K, TA:) you say, &

him with the palm of his hand; (K;), as also

sº

; A man (L) dirty (L, K) in eating.
a. [.j: or he struck him, not violently, with his
(K.) — Anything defiled, dirtied, or besmeared, Bºš [The horsemen passed by charging upon,
open hand: (TA :) or he struck him, not
assaulting, or attacking, and fighting, one another].
neith something of a different colour. (L.)
violently, nith the palm of his hand and the like:
(TA.)
- -

e -

(T :) or he struck him gently on the back (Š, K) as-la] see
ii, (K,) or Hé iſ, (T, S, M,) A man hard,
with the palm of the hand; like *... ($.) —
is ſº and " ** A stupid man; one of little or difficult, in disposition; (S,
K;) as also
4, 2 ſ.j. He threw him, or cast him, upon the
sense; (K;) in nhom is no good: (TA:) pl. of **śāj: (Ibn-Abbād, K.) or a man hard, o

ground.

(S, K.)

the former

tº A soil, or pollution, or taint, (like

tº 13. (K.)

difficult, in disposition, (T, M.;) and treated
njith severity, or rigour, (T,) or straitened; (M;)
A thing with nºbich another thing is
as also * Rí. and "Busi. . (M.) He is app.

-

3-k ..) 34

of which, when it is rubbed, there remains no defiled, polluted, dirtied, or besmeared, (K,) and
an imitative sequent. (M.) You say, a 3.
sign. (T, M., K.)
nvith nihich its colour is changed. (TA.)
W ºij *** Verily he is [sharp and evil
- - d ...

º

º

i.u. What remains of a soil, or pollution, or

&l

( rej) in disposition. (TA.)

the like. (L.)

- * ~ *

1. *ſj, (§, K, &c.,) aor. 2, (Mºb, K.) inf. n.

º

ësº

:

S60

iſ, in two places. – It also sig
nifies Chaste in speech; or eloquent. (TA.) –
And sometimes, (Fr.) A hot day. (Fr, K.)
lºla) : see

is ki.

£k, (S,) He defiled, befouled, polluted, dirtied,
[&la

soiled, sullied, smeared, besmeared, daubed, be
daubed, bespattered, [rubbed over, or overspread,
sprinkled or splashed, him, or it, ($, L, Mgb, K.,)
as a garment, (Mºb,)

-āla)

hº Keeping, cleaving, or adhering; (T;) not
Lola,

1.3% with such a thing,

quitting. (T, S.) You say, 4, i. * IIe is
keeping, cleaving, or adhering, to him; (T;)
not quitting him. (S, T.) – A man much

Jº

(S) as with ink. (Mºb) [See also 2.]—

See Supplement.]

* 4-14, (L,) or *, (M3b,) aor. and inf. n.
* above, IIe sullied, or bespattered, him with

attached, addicted, or given, to a thing; (T;)
JāJ

who applies himself perseveringly, assiduously,
*3.
1. EJ : see 4. – [The inf. n.) JA) is also syn. constantly, or incessantly, (T, S,) to it; as also
or up njith sº [The act of driving anay; &c.]. (Ibn
(T:) or the latter signifies very per
4-1.j
severing,
assiduous,
or constant. (S, K.)
'Abbād, K.)

evil [by charging him therenith]: (L:) he

[aspersed him; or] charged, reproached,
braided, him with evil. (Mºb.)

** *

* Huái

He charged, reproached, or upbraided, him with
something bad, evil, abominable, or foul, either
said or done.

(L, arts.

and

tºº.)—

3.

iß,

inf. m. of

£3.

and, as also

ii. Keeping, cleaving, or adhering, fast:

#ú,

applied to a creditor. (TA.) – See also iſ.

irregularly, of lºš : see 4, and 6.

* ãº,

(S, K,) a verb like &#. [pass. in
form but neut. in signification,] (K) He became 4 * All, (T, S, M, K,”) infn. Huº, (T, $)
He kept, or clave, or adhered, (T, S, M, K,) to
[aspersed, or] charged, reproached, or upbraided,
with evil.

(S, K.) = See art.

him, (AZ, T, S,) not quitting him, (T,) and to
it : (T, S, M :) he applied himself to it perse

tº.

3

-

splashed, him or it, much. (Msb.) [See also

3.

tla

*

-

tº A little (and mean, or contemptible, TA)

2. As a He defiled, befouled, polluted, dirtied, veringly, assiduously, constantly, or incessantly; thing; a little.
soiled, smeared, besmeared, daubed, bedaubed,
bespattered, [rubbed over, or overspread,) or

*

Buí. , see JAM2, and la).

(K.)

(A’obeyd,’s, M, TA;) as also ſº ºn (M.)
[Jº

and 4. * j, (IDrd, M, TA,) [aor., accord. to
general rule, z,] inf. n. #. and W **, (K, TA,)

See Supplement.]

1.] – He daubed him over with perfume &c.
(S, K, art. 8-9, &c.)

or the latter is a subst, from a ſºl; (M, TA;)

•ra)

ºl.

in the former sense, (K,) and in the latter.

5. –ºu He, or it, (as a garment, Mgb,)

(M, K.) You say, i.Su ºl He kept to the

became defiled, befouled, polluted, dirtied, soiled,
besmeared, bedaubed, or bespattered; (S, L, Mºb, expression. (M.)
K;) [or became so much; or he defiled, &c.,
JS-

29.4%

º

+ſ

$

º

& es:

º

•º,

aor. :, inf. n.

*

(which is the

original [and most common] form, TA) and *
(S, K: the latter of these inf ns, contracted

Keep ye in prayer to from the former, Msb) and & (K: also con
[the expression] alºlº Jºº-J1 13 le; ($, M," tracted from the first: not heard by IKt; but
M5, TA;*) and repeat it often : (TA:) a saying of authorized by Mekkee, and, accord. to him,

himself; or did so much;] & with such a
thing, (S,) as with ink. (Mgb.) –

And hence,

1.
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agreeable with a constant rule, applicable in the
case of any word of a similar measure having a
whether a
guttural letter as its medial radical,
2 of
noun or verb: (TA:) and āºji ($, K) and
g =

J-Uaij; (K; but this last has an intensive, or a

frequentative, signification; $;) and " ~ (K)
and W. -ºu (S, K: but this last has a frequenta

(K: the last like iºd: the is false; for that is the º, ... that is seen at mid-day
added to give [additional] intensiveness to the resembling running water: only he knows

and viºu

these things who has been constantly in the
it is also used by En-Nábighah El-Jagdee in the deserts, and has journeyed during the mid-day
(Az.) [In Egypt, in very hot and calm
place of an inf. n. TA) and "Jº (which is heats.
weather, I have seen, though very rarely, great
common to both genders] and W $º (A, &c.) One quantities of the filmy substances above men
who plays, sports, games, jests, or jokes, much, or tioned, resembling delicate and silky white cob
often; a great player, sporter, &c. ($, K.)
webs, generally of stringy forms, floating in the
: See
air.]
signification, as in the cases of

ãº and it:

:

tive [or an intensive] signification; $; [and so
too has that immediately preceding it;]) and
*
*
W-cº; ; (K;) He played, sported, gamed, jested,
ić (Th, S) and viº (ISk, Ş, K) A turn in ~3° 43's- A playful, sportive, or gamesome,
was
or joked : contr. of3- which signifies “he
sai º ze.
damsel: (S:) one who coquets prettily, with
serious, or in earnest.”(K.) [You say] iº play, in a game, &c.; a single act of a play or game
affected coyness: (K:) pl. -*. (TA.) See
Between them is playing, sporting, or the like. &c. ($, K, &c.) [You say] *:::: & [Whose
º

(K) [And so '...}, (int n. 4.3% and º,

turn is it to play?] with dammeh

to .*.*,

also

p.

2

3. &º

Jaśl

.

*.

º

TA,) He played, sported, gamed, jested, or because it is a subst.; (ISk;) [and]

º.

-

tºº.

~la One whose business or occupation is

(K) [he toyed, dallied, or * iºn ... [Sit until I finish this turn of the playing, gaming, or the like; a player by pro
wantoned, nºith her :] and Jº &S, inf. n. game]: but accord to Th, it is better to say fession. (TA.) See also *-*.

joked, with her

i.eXe, I played, &c., with the man. ($) —

jºin •JA U-2, with fet-hah; because what is Jºes
Jºº *} <!, and * ~ *$3, f [The wind meant
is a single turn in the game. (S.) –
sported with the lighting-place, or place of abode] :
i.e., obliterated the traces of it.

*—&
5- º :- & #4- [By no means
àºjī ājji (in some copies of the K, "iºd) shall any one of you take the property of his
joking.

i.e., ãº <º
(T.A.) – ->
*

º ū, [The waves sported with us]: the com

Playing, sporting, gaming, jesting, or

~0.

(TA.)

See also

[I played one game]. (Fr.)=

2, a tº

motion of the waves is called “ sporting” because A certain medicine, resembling what is called brother in play (and) in earnest]: by this is
meant taking a thing without meaning to steal
it does not convey the voyagers to the quarter Čºl, whichſauen (K)
it, but meaning to vex and anger the owner; so
whither they desire to go. (TA, from a trad.)
ãº Anything mith nºbich one plays, as
= <!, (and -i, K) aor. , inf n < *; (5. and the like, (S. K.) and 25 ($) See also that the taker is in play with respect to theft,
but in earnest in annoying. (TA, from a trad.)
K;) and "-all; (K;) He (a child, Ş) slavered;

sº

tº:

—-es

[Thou art only playing]:
<ºf
drivelled; emitted a flon of slaver or drivel from 43%. — A man nith whom one plays, sports,
his mouth. ($, K.) The first word is the most or jests: (K:) one who is a laughing-stock : said to anyone who does what is unprofitable.
(TA :) a stupid fellow, or fool, whom one mocks, (TA.)
WJ-all signifies the
approved : (TA:) or
laughs at, or ridicules; a stupid laughing-stock.
2
child became slavering, or drivelling. (S.)
*5-0! A thing with which one plays (Mz, 40th
(K.) – An image or effigy [nrith nºbich to
3: see 1.
play : a puppet: so the word signifies in the exº.) [See also i...] – Also an inf. n. of-º.
[It was probably sometimes (S, K.)
IIe made her to play, sport, or game, present day]. (K.)

&

--

4.

--

...i

to A crucific. And hence, or perhaps
&c., (with him : accord. to the CK:) or he applied
from its resemblance to a man with outstretched
brought her a thing with which to play, &c.
arms, it is applied by some post-classical writers
(K.) = See 1.

* -- ol

cylºl : see

J.<1.

*.

A place of playing, sporting, gaming,

5. --J He played time after time. (S.) See 1.

to A cross; and anything in the form of a cross.]
or the like; a place nhere plays, games, or sports,
– The image that is seen in the black of
are performed: (S, K:) pl. --54. (TA.) —

6 : see 1.

the eye when a thing faces it; also called 3.

cº *S*

[pl. 1 The sporting-places of the
wind;] places where the mind blons, or has blonn,

10. śl -----. The palm-tree produced (Aboo-Tālib, in L, art., e.)—see -ºſ.

some unripe dates after its other dates had been
ãº A mode, or manner, of playing, sporting, vehemently: syn. tºº. (K) — Jº **;
cut off: (K:) or produced, or put forth, a gaming, &c. You say, ãº &- & [Such
&- -eº. ! [I left him in the sporting-places
spadix or more, having yet upon it some remains
a one has a good manner of playing, &c. (S.)
the Jinn, or genii): i.e., in such a place that
of
of its first produce of fruit. (Aboo-Sa’eed.)
he
did
not know where he was. (TA.)
... see -4.
for

Jºſé :
…

see the latter.

•

Jú

-s) : see -*).
and

iºt. and (as in the CK and a MS. copy)
a.a. A garment without sleeves, in which a boy
-

- --©

drivel.

*

What flows from the mouth; slaver;

**-*. (with two kesrehs, agreeably

of plants.
(S, K.) - [Mucilage
o º
-

See

W

-->

plays. (K.)
with a constant rule obtaining in cases of this
[Eruding mucilage]; applied to a plant:
is changed into (that one sees, TA) as though descending from likened to a foolish person slavering: (TA, in
kind, [whereby the measure
Jas, the medial radical letter being a guttural, the sky, at the time of the mid-day heat; (K;) art. J-e-..) [See ić- àig in art. Jº-.]
n:hat one sees in a time of intense heat, resembling
[but in the CK and a M.S. copy,
A certain bird; ($, K;) found
cobnjebs: [i.e. gossamer :] also said to be the
which is also regularly changed from the first,)
sometimes called ails -iet
(TA;)
in
the
desert;
~93, or mirage : (S:) it is n!hat is called
and *54: and 7% (K) and *i. (TA, as from

&P &c.] – 9-1 vºw t The honey of
the datepain. (S. K.)—J in ºf 14 thing

S, art.

<<1.

Jº

TA,

"Jº,

* -ºº:

Juºn * ,

the K, [but not found by me in any copy of the

latter work, D and 'iss', and "ºlº (K) and
*ś (S,K) and **@3 and *%@and "...tº

and

2*,

and

J-ºn &.

($, Mºb,) [see art. Călas-, because of the snift
sembling threads, seen in the air when the heat is ness with which it pounces donn: it has a green
intense and the air calm ; and he who asserts (or gray, *i) back, white belly, long wings,
the v-ty! -rºls) to be the ºly- says what is and short neck. (Msb.) Of two you say
7"e

•

03

•
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4

~

e >

Lºyº tº ; and of three, cººl ºve')-- ;

º • 0.2

à-a! : See

J.

2.

£3 -*.

BHe laded his beast nºith more

able to bear. (TA.) See 4 and 5.
because the appellation becomes determinate.
Jºdi Having a blackness, deemed beautiful, than it* ~was
***
in the lip : fem. tº: pl. Jº. (K:) the pl.,
4. a jui He fatigued, tired, or nearied him.
~54° }; Teeth, or fore teeth, &c., having applied to girls and to women, signifies [as ($, K.) — Also, and W **u and "4:4, It (jour
above; or] having a blackness in their lips; neying, or travel,) fatigued, tired, or nearied,
slaver or drivel, upon or about them. ($, K.)
(TA;)
or having lips of a colour inclining a him in the greatest degree, or to the utmost. (K.)
2.
• ?.
2- • ?:
*- • ?.
3- *.

(TA (But see jº.)
º

9

P. e.

g. 6 -

.

º

-U-15 and
ºut 15, alsº
2-,4,• : and *\aº, iº9, little to blackness, which is deemed beautiful: = 2: JºJì He made the feathers of the
(S:) the fem. is also applied to a lip, (aiº,) arrow to be nhat are termed ~%. (K.)
-Plaſ; and islaº, see ºra).
signifying of a colour inclining a little to black
ness, which is deemed beautiful; (S;) or having
*~al
5. -ku. see 4. – He chased, hunted, or
a blackness, deemed beautiful; and in like manner
1. 3-1, aor. -, (inf n < *, TA,) He (a
pursued, long : syn. of the inf. n. sº J.4.
the pl. to lips: (A:) and the masc. to the
* , º, .

*

•

($, K.) — A poet says,

man, TA) was heavy and slow. (K.)

external skin, (, ); so applied by El-Aijāj:
-* A b > .

a• ,

º 0.

•* * *

a---4 tº 2-ºx Jº-º-º-;
tº
(TA :) and the fem. to a girl, as signifying
• 2 of.
2 of
having in her comple.cion the least degree of black
**!" Jºë,29 exºsº Jºjº
ness, and tinged neith redness, (A, K, TA,) not of
&”
1. * 2, aor. 4, (infin. : º, TA) It (a beating, a clear hue : (TA :) and the pl. to girls, as sig [Fortune long pursued me; and nºhen I overcame
nifying having a blackness in their complexions. him, he attacked me with my children; and so
TA) burned the skin: it pained the body: (K:)

& A man (TA) heavy and slow. (K)

º

Jº o 3

- -

º

(Az, T.A.)
–
You also say, ($, K,) sometimes,
* ~ of
9
it (a beating) pained a person, and burned the
(S,)
J-aſſ
$13,
meaning Abundant and dense
skin: (S:) it (anything burning) pained: it
(S, K;) because such inclines to black
(love, or grief) burned his heart. (TA.) [See herbage;
IlesS.
(S.)
|
is number among" ºr [few]
•

&S

* *

º

fortune overtook me). (S.) — ...ºu He under
took the management of it, and did it, and nas
not unequal to it.

(TA.) – £3.

-ku He

found the beast of carriage to be fatigued, tired, or

[ las)

inf ns. of the measure Jets [like .33]; and
means as explained below. (TA.) — Jº &
jº It (an affair) was unsettled in the
bosom ; syn.
3.

him.
4.

£º.

(K.)

neary; or so in the utmost degree.

Jº (S, K ; for which El-Kumeyt has used
''.3%, like as: is used for Jº, because of the
guttural letter; S) and W Jú (S) and "Jºš (as

Ja)
lea)

cº

<--> It (a thing, or an affair,) distressed

in the S and the CK and a MS. copy of the K)
(as in the TA, from the K) Bad, dis

See Supplement.]

Or

(K.)

~k-

Jº

jū. &"

(TA.) See 2.

“ia)

He kindled fire in

"Jºš

ordered, or illcomposed, feathers [of an arrow]:

~#)
1. -ī, aor. : (S) and * (K); and

-ić, syn. 3-6 Jº: (S, K:) as the longer [or wider]
aor =; (S, K ;) but this latter is of weak an. lateral halves of feathers (cºlº) [when they

the fire-wood. (K.)
8.
3. He burned, or was distressed and thority; (S;) and “, aor. 2; (Lb, K:) inf n. have not the shorter, or narrower, lateral halves
dinia, by reason of grief, or solicitude. (K.) Jº, (K,) which is said to be inf. n. of -á, interposed between two of them]: contr. of
2.É. (S:) or the feathers termed W ~% are the
: see 1. – Ardour of love, or desire, or aor. :, (TA) and Jºsé, ($, K) infn of 4.3%
longer [or wider] lateral halves; and a single one
the like; syn. ić. (TA.) — Burning or aor. * , and of <-º, (S,) and **, (K,) which of them is called âté, [accord. to which ex
ardent, love:
(L:) love
that burns the heart. deviates from constant rule, like ** and Jº, planation, -lk) is a coll. gen, n. ;] contr. of el; ;
3 * .
-**, * -3
(S.) [See --.] — 3,4,] &#9 º, and as-els), (TA,) and &#, which is said to be inf. n. of-si, or the feathers of an arrow, when not equal,

£25

*

2

...”

He suffers the burning pain, and pains, of agreeably with analogy; (TA;) He was fa even, or uniform, are thus termed; and when
longing desire. (A.)
as-sº A woman who burns with lust. (K.)
º, ,

we ...”

tigued, tired, or nearied, ($, &c.,) in the greatest
degree, or to the utmost: (M, K.) or he was
languid in consequence of fatigue : or he nas
fatigued, tired, or wearied, in spirit, or mind:
but most agree, as to the signification, with the $

equal, even, or uniform, they are termed Al3 :
(TA:) .5) and -lk) are terms applied to two
descriptions of feathers; the former, to those

whereof a longer [or wider] lateral half is next
to a shorter [or narrower] lateral half; and this
1. Jij, aor. 2, (K) inf. n. J.-a, (TA) [He
is
the best that can be; and ºlid and JºJ are
rvas, or became, characterized, by what is termed and K. (TA)—ić (S. K. in the CK, and
terms applied to those whereof troo longer [or
J-s) and iº ; (see the former of these words app. in most MS. copies of the K, expressly wider] lateral halves, or two shorter [or narroneer]
below;)] he had a blackness, deemed beautiful, said to be ité, with dammeh ) and is,* (K) lateral halves, are next each other. (A8.) –
[app. inf ns., of which the verb is •#, aor. : ,] J.; and * tº An arrow badly trimmed, or
in the lip. (K.)
J-º

º ..."

The being stupid, and weak: or [if substs.] shaped; (K;) badly made : or one of nihich
little to blackness; nihich is deemed beautiful: stupidity, and weakness. ($, K.) —arºe -º), [all] the nings consist of the longer [or nºider]
(S:) or a blackness, deemed beautiful, in the lip aor. -, (inf n. *, S,) He spoiled, or marred, lateral halves of feathers: or one nihich has two
(As, A, K, TA) and in the gum ; (AB, TA;) their affair, scheme, plot, or the like : syn. longer [or wider] lateral halves of feathers, or
as also v 4.3 [which is likewise syn, with the • 6.2 ° 2 of! : [2:27, or the like, being under tno shorter [or narroner] lateral halves, neart
each other: or one of which the feathers are
former word in the other senses here explained]: Ayºe J-5
(A :) or blackness (blending] nvith redness: and, stood]. (El-Umawee and S.) –2;i -3. He incongruous; one in the contr. case being termed
accord. to El-Aijáj, Vä-) is in the whole of the spoke ill, or corruptly, to the people: syn. 2.É. or one that does not go far. (T.A.) person: Az says, that J.< of the complexion
is ū. tº- 2,3- (K) = -s. He (a dog) -** Jº [It (an arrow) was feathered with
* , of
lapped, or drank by lapping. (K.)
bad feathers] – A surname of a man, brother
a blackness thereof. (TA.) See also J-all.

Jº The colour of the lip when it inclines a

& 6 e º

'º

- e.

.
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•riº – jã)

of Tañbbata-Sharran: (TA:) incorrectly written ãº :] or the portions of flesh that are between equivocal, or ambiguous, in his speech, or language,
by J -º Jº. (K)—º ! Corrupt, or the u- [here app. signifying the soft palate] jor the purpose of concealment: as in the fol
cited by Fr.:
ritious, speech, or discourse; (K;) not rightly and the side of the neck; as also the still ; ($:) lowing -verse,
*** * ** = 2 - a
2
of,
a , ,
aimed, directed, or disposed; evil, bad, foul. or outer part of the cºlk), which is a name *
+4.3 & #34 ºn 3–5 tº

(TA)— 4.j ū. Jié Turn anay from us given to the flesh between the Júč and the
*
thine evil, corrupt, or foul, speech. (TA.) – tongue, internally: (AZ, L:) of the as is in

* *

**

o

~

*

** *

*

•

* ~ *

Jº a sº-ºº-º-; Jº Jºe;

"

the place of the Jurić, at the root of the neck; ! [And nºhen I saw that the vulture had over
stupid, man. (S, K.) See an ex. voce Jée. also called W 3333) and W.A.A.A. : (TA:) or the come the raven, and nested in his nest, (lit., in his
—º The flesh that is between the Útě, or interior of the Jºe: [or part between the neck two nests,) my soul, or stomach, heaved thereat] :
and head, beneath the jan-bone,) between the the poet likens hoariness to the vulture, because
four front teeth. (K.)
of its whiteness [or grayness]; and youthfulness
4- [here app. meaning as explained above]
to the black raven, because the hair of youth
~39: see -āJ. – 4:3, ºr * Jé-1 He over
and the side of the neck; as also V.A.A.A), and
took him. (K.)
W cyl-3-ºl, (JK,) for this description applies to is black. (TA) You say also, a.s.º. Usº jº"
• .;
two parts [corresponding each to the other, on t He practised [equivocation, or ambiguity, (see
~~#9 : see -3).
“jº) or] concealment, [by a mental reservation,
the right and left]; (L:) [in the present day
J.e5 and " &# Fatigued, tired, or nearied; is applied, with apparent correctness, to theit or othernise,] tonards the person snorn to, in his
or so in the utmost degree. — J-5 * and gill, or gills, or flesh beneath the loner jan, of a oath: the doing of which is forbidden. (A.)

J.;

(like

Jº,

º . .

º

o .

º,

O.

TA) and

---

"Jº

--

1 A n'eak,

• - 5

&lº &: See art. ---. (TA, art.
-sº £9 t[Languid winds.]. (TA.)
$2%
J.i.
*:
J. J.

---.) man or woman, nihether in the middle or on
either side, and more especially when large :] or

the place where ends, at its loner part, the lobe of

*::

jā) :

* ::

see jāj, throughout.

-->

the ear; (AZ, L, KE) and also called the aë:

: See

(AZ, L:) or the stºl and * Jesú) are the roots

see

**

of the two jan-bones. (L)— — .
*sūl, and stºl, [A sturdy, and big, or

âté: see 1.
&#:
~#3.

---

Jé (S, A, K) and *; and 'jā (K) and •
and

Wiś

(TA) A winding, or tortuous, er

cavation or burrow ; this is the primary signi

86e

coarse, man, large in the gills]. (A.)—
&

• ?:

Jº

fication: (IAar, in explanation of

3%.)

the

-d .

J-

àºo [A cause of fatigue, tiring, or neariness]: º
Ji- [He reviled me until he heated burrow of a jerboa, which he makes between the
burrowing strait downwards,
from […iſ as signifying]
pl.
his gills; i.e.,] until he became hot (Jº) by tº 26 and
(TA.)
reason of anger. (A.)
and then turning crosswise to the right and left,

iſºl.

Misé,

*$4.

*-ā)
º

p 6 p.

3. iq. 3.1%
transposition, TA,)

(from which it is formed by
in its two meanings: (K:)

wheat mixed with barley; like tº (TA)

so that his place becomes concealed: (S, K,”

º

252.39 and

3.23.

See

Jº throughout.

TA:) or the burron of the [lizard called] *,
ºf wºº e - -

--

lºº,
* suº- He came in a state of rage.
K.”)

[and food mixed with poison, by which cultures
are killed].

(S,

and of the jerboa, (A, K,) and of the rat or

mouses (K) pl. [of the first four]jūji. (S, A)
jūji f Winding, or tortuous,

— Hence, (K,)

jā)

roads, or ways, perplexing to him who pursues

1. §, aor. 3, (TK) inf n.jī, (IF, A, Mºb,

(A,” K.) You say, Jº isiºn 2%
jść ! [Keep thou to the main road, and avoid
with barley; as also &ū. (L.)
ner; distorted it. (IF, A, Msb, K, TA, TK.)
the winding, or tortuous, by-ways, which perpler
– [Hence,) <!-- 3%, and " (šii, IIe (a
Jºã)
him who pursues them]. (A, TA.) — Hence
1. 34, (aor. , T, L, K, inf n. *, T, L.) jerboa) made his burrows winding, or tortuous, also, (S) # (S, A, Sgh, Mºb, K ſomitted in
He made camels to turn back to the right nay, and perple.cing to the enterer thereof. And jã the copies of the K consulted by the author of
or road: ($, L, K:) or he made camels to keep •ji- Jº, and *jã, He pursued a minding, or the TA, through inadvertence, as he observes,

&# (pl. of 3 “Sºl Sellers of wheat mixed

them.
K,) He turned it from its proper mode or man- |:

---

to the road, or, to the right way. (T, L.) – tortuous, course in his burrorving.
$33, inf. n. º, He hit, or hurt, his 2,4}. 2 : see 4.

(IKtt.)

(A.)

but mentioned in the CK,1) and

*};

[which is

now the most common form] and *; and *}#}

($gh, K) and "Jº, (S. K.) with

teshdeed to
3. 9.5% •jē), aºl, tII saw him talking
the #, and not a dim., because the U3 of the
Jī; and '32-3; and *** A certain portion enigmatically,
or obscurely, nith him, or to him, dim. does not occupy a fourth place, but like
of flesh in the Ji- [or fauces]: or nhat re and making signs with him, or to him.] (A,
Jºãº and siliº, (S) and "jº, (A, K,)
sembles redundant portions of flesh within the TA.) [See also 3 in arts. 3- and Je.]
like iſ,…, (K,) [and app. * Iſº also, with
ear [more fully described below]: or the flesh
, ,,

,,

, ,

, , of.

4: see 1, in two places. – 43% jiu), (A,
tonards the Ji- [or fauces]: (K:) pl. (of Jºjº', K,) and 2254- Jº jail, (S, A, Msb, K.) signify t.An enigma; a riddle; enigmatical, or obscure,
S) Şūji, and (of 2323), S, and JºJº, TA) alike: (K:) or the former, t He made his speech, language : (S, A, K:) or parabolical language:
3.2%. (S, K:) or the slājī are portions of flesh or language, enigmatical, or obscure; not plain : (Mºb.) pl. (of the first four, K, TA) jūji.
(A :) and the latter, (S, A,) or both, (K,) he
(S, A, Msb, K.) And in like manner, &
by the sºj; also called &tº [and Jesú)]:
made his meaning enigmatical, or obscure, in his

which surrounds the furthest part of the mouth,

teshdeed, (see what follows)] and '5,ä. (K.)

(A’Obeyd, L:) or the "Jesus) are nhat resemble speech, or language; (S, A, K.) as also "jº

* †, accord. to Z, with teshdeed to the

&

redundant portions of flesh within the two ears, (A:) or the second, he used parabolical language: mentioned by Sb with & 4, or, accord. to Az,
inside the mouth; also called the &@, and the (Mgb:) or both, he concealed a meaning different without teshdeed, [ſº] which he regards as
cº-juj (Zj, in his Khalk el-Insán :) (see from that which he made apparent : or he was the dim. of the form with teshdeed, like as

Book I.]

jā) — tº

& is of <<!,

cation, or ambiguity, and concealment [by mental
reservation or othernise]. (TA.)

jū; see #.
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tal

f An oath in nºbich is equivo

averted thee,
or diverted thee, from such a one.
g
*

G

- .2 ...”

cºe aº ; He turned him from his
1. tà, aor. , inf. n. 1–3 and fú; and Y tal;
He stripped off, or peeled off, (K,) meat from a opinion. (S, K.)—Jºe 4-3 & 4. He turned
(Fr.)— *',

--

bone (AZ, 5)–:43 & 2-2 º' =tú

- -o ºr

-

anay, or averted, his face from me. (S.)

*::19 <ā,

aor. -, (inf n. Sº, TA,) He beat
f One nho often, or habitually, speaks evil A.J. t (The wind stripped off the clouds from the
of others in their absence; (K, TA;) as though face of the hy]. ($)—tá, inf n. *-ij. He the camels or sheep or goats, not caring which of
he did so in equivocal or ambiguous language. peeled a bone (TA) or a stick. ($)—tº IIe them he struck. (K)—ºft <-º, aor.-, infn.
(TA.)
beat (S, K) with a staff or stick. (S.) – He <ā, ! He sent forth, or uttered, words, neithout

jú

iš :

See

&: and £:

:

places.
s. 2 of

turned a person back, or anay, from his purpose. caring what might be the meaning. (TA.) =
(K)—tº iq. *: t He traduced a person & <ā, [aor. 2,] inf. n. <-ii, He stirred a thing
See 3. ; the second in two
behind his back, or in his absence, but saying of about and over, like as flour is stirred about and
him what neas true. (K.) Thought to be over with clarified butter, &c. (TA.) [See
tropical, from the same verb signifying “he *]—- cº *J. <-à He removed, or
peeled.” (TA)= \, ', aor. *, He, or it re pulled off, the peel, or rind, from the trees: (K:)
las)
mained, or endured. (K.) =<i> tº He gate or, accord. to the A, ** º from the twig, or

já, in three places.

6.--

3553] : see jº).

1. i., aor. -, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf n. ** him the nhole of what was due to him : (like * (TA)—ºn Jº Jºji iſ He put
(S, Mºb, TA) and kº, (TA) or the latter is a ić. T.) or stu signifies he gave him less than his the feathers upon the arron, not so that they were
well-composed, or equal, or even, or uniform,
(S, TA;) and due. (K.) Accord. to Aboo-Turab, the verb is
(4% * [i.e., not so that they were what is
* Lºº; (K;) and "lasſ, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) used in these two contr. senses. (TA.)
termed 26,1) but as they happened to be. (K.).
inf n. tº: (S, Mgh;) He spoke clamorously,
4. tul He caused to remain, or endure. "(K.)

simple subst., (Msb,) and

£º

confusedly, and indistinctly : (Mºb :) or, said of
a number of men, ($, Mgh, K) they uttered a

5: see 8.
8: see 1.

sound, noise, or cry; and a clamour, confused

8. -ºn' and "ciu, (S. K.) [He looked

noise, or mixture of voices or cries: ($, K:) :Lé Deficiency; (IAth) tº &. …, aside, or about, the latter of which signifies more
or they uttered indistinct, and unintelligible sounds Ääu [I nas content with a deficiency instead of than the former, (S) are from alſ,£
coº 4-A) :
or noises or cries. (Mgh, K.) And lº, aor. , full payment]: from a trad. (TA.)- Less (K:) you
º
say,
J. st-Adſ, and º "ciu,
o -

inf n. ** and

- * *.

**,

is said of the pigeon, and than n-hat is just, or right. (K.) – A little IIe turned his jace towards the thing. (TA.)
of the [bird called] U.5, [meaning, It uttered thing; a little. (K.) – Dust; earth. (K.)— [Hence, *] ~A.J.' Le He regarded not him or
its cry, or cries;] (K;) or of each of these you Small bits of rubbish on the ground. (TA.)
it; he paid no regard, or attention, to him or it.
my, º 1.3%, and Y ſaill. (TA.) [Hence,) ãº A piece of meat stripped off, or peeled off, (The lexicons, &c., passim)]—º- st-à-r)!
usin ** J; 3, and *ś, [I came to him from a bone : (TA:) a piece of meat
in which is

-

Sº 3 <! He turned his face to

before the crying of the kata, meaning, early in no bone : (S:) pl.
the morning. (TA.) [See also lº.)

‘Jº [but this is rather a coll.

gen. n., or it is doubtful] and

Çü. (TA.)

left.

the right and

(Msb.)

&: and its
side; syn. … (S. K.) i.e., Jº's (TA)
º <-i, <-s: S Look not towards such a
& The half of a thing; syn.

2 : see 1.
~A)

4: see 1, in two places. =

<3

lak!!, (L, K,)

-

inf n. as above, (L.) He threw heated stones into
1. &, aor. -, (K) inf n < iſ, (S) He one. (S.) = A conv, or bull; syn. $i. (K.)
his milk, and so caused it to make the sound twisted, wrung, or turned, him, or it, ($, K), in
=A woman who is stupid, foolish, or of little

termed Jº. (L. K.)

a way different from his, or its, [proper]
sense. (K.) See also
direction : as when you grasp a man's throat,

<di =The rulea of a
lioness. (K.)=[A name now given in Egypt

tº see what next follows.

and twist or wring it.

(TA.)

—- tº

tº (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and " kºi (Ks, K) ºº: J- šig

[The conſ turns about the
Clamorous, confused, and indistinct, speech: fresh herb mith her tongue]. (S, from a trad.)

to the Brassica napus of Linn., a edulis;

(Delile, Flor. Aeg., No. 597;) the rape;] i. q.

2-1-

[a name given in Egypt to the Brassica

(Msb:) or sound, noise, or cry; and clamour, [For Sºl, as in copies of the $, I have sub napus of Linn., 8 oleifera : (Delile, ubi supra,
confused noise, or a micture of voices or cries:

J-l.

No. 598:)] (S, K :) Az. says, “I have not
heard
it from any person confided in for ac
hypocrite's reading of the Kur-án.]–43. He
curacy, and know not whether it be Arabic or
noises or cries: (Mgh, K:) pl. £tºi, (K,) of
tnisted, or rvrung, his neck, and broke it; as also
the latter as well as of the former (TA) You << and <-. (Az, in TA, art. --A-.) – not:” (TA:) Ibn-El-Kubbee asserts it to be a
Nabathean word. (M.F.)
Say, Asiſ lääJ < [I heard the clamorous,
& & Death took him anay suddenly; as
and confused, and indistinct speech, &c., of the
&# The having one of his horns twisted upon,
also &. (T,1A,art-u)—º, aor. :, inf. n.
people, or company of men]. (TA.)
stituted

To this action is

likened a

(S, K.) or indistinct and unintelligible sounds or

… •,•.”

0 -

* ~ *

-

3 iſ, He turned him aside, to the right or left. or over, the other. Said of a he-goat. (S.)

**ś

beş,

[part. n. of 1]. You say, usin

J:

Jº Jo...?

a-51

(Mb)—Jºn & “à aor. , inf n. **, He

# A man who beats (much TA) his camels

[I came to him before the crying kata], turned anay, averted, or diverted, him from the or sheep or goats, not caring which of them he

meaning, early in the morning ; pl.

[See also 1.]

ºff. (TA.) thing. (TA.) So in the Kur,x.,79. (Fr.)—& C. strikes. (K.)
* -of
|º &: What hath turned thee anay, or ~\āj: see tºl.
5

...

Bk. I.
336

<-A) — las)
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*ś A woman who looks aside much, or often,

&

[Book I.

The highest bone in the place where the (K.) – Cleaving to the ground by reason of
emaciation, (K,) or of sorrorv, grief, or solicitude,
or of nant; as also cº- [i.e. ** and -āle:

at things. (TA)— A woman who, when she head joins the neck. (L.)
hears a man speak, looks aside towards him.
(Abd-el-Melik Ibn-'Omar.) – A woman whose.

eye does not remain fired towards one place, the
object of whose care is that thou shouldst be heed
less of her, and that she may make signs with her

ºf

6 p.

9

-d -

-

*

*-ā)

,

see 4]. (TA.)

:* tº e-u- He elicited, and exhausted,
(Caiº *:::::) nvhat [information, &c.] he
had, or possessed. (K)—& <-à-1 He

5 - d. o

* ,;2e >

10.

º

: See
"

.

•

eyes, or the like, to another. (Th, K.) — A.
woman who has a husband, and who has a child consumed the nhole of the pasture, leaving no

tº

.. jº “…, ($, M, K) aor. -, (M) inf n.
by another husband, (S, K,) and who therefore
turns her regard much towards her child, (S,) and thing of it. (K, TA)—4-- ~~~. He §: and 3-3, (M, K,) The fire smote, or hurt,
accomplished his want. (K.) –3– *-ā
is occupied by him so as to be diverted from her
his face; as also & st-e-AJ: (M, O :) the fire
husband. (TA.) — A she-camel that is unquiet He concealed the news. (K.)
burned him; (TA;) as also tº- Jul 4-A5;
(3,-3) on the occasion of her being milked, (K.) & Stupid; foolish; of little senses (K.) ($, K;) and in like manner the hot wind called
that looks aside at the milker, and bites him ;
*: (S:) <ā and <<ā are syn., except
wherefore he strikes her with his hand, and there like & di. (TA)
that the effect of tº is greater than that of
upon she yields her milk; this is the case when her
tº
young one has died: whence this epithet is pro
tº: (Zj:) or &# relates to a hot wind; and
He (a man) clave to the
verbially applied to him who is disobedient. 4. & and
**, * cold, or cool, wind: (As, S:) you also
(TA)- Difficult, or stubborn, of disposition.
(K.) But in the S is said what is at variance ground by reason of sorrow, grief, or solicitude, say22-Mar-à) meaning the A3-, blen, in his face.

&

with this. (TA.) See &º,

or of nant.

mentioned with

.* -off

-

-

3 aft, — Accord. to some, A woman in whom is

(L)–8-w, inf. n. tº, He, or

(L.) — Also 4-iſ, aor. *, He smote, or struck,
it, constrained, compelled, or necessitated, a per
him, with a sword, ($, K,) lightly, or slightly:
son, to have recourse to one, or to others, not

you say it iſ -:49 ** I struck him with
Jaujºl, -93. (TA.)— A woman wont to of his family; (K;) constrained him to beg the snord a light, or slight, blon. (S.)
of such, (L)–3% º 4%. J. J.--calumniate, or slander. (A in art. “..)

crookedness and contraction; expl. by 'wº Gº"

** *

-> *

6 o' >

*>

.

Necessity constrained me to have recourse to that.
29-2 32- &: tº 42 A burning gust of
ãº [A certain kind of gruel] made by strain (AZ.)—
[not
as might be thought hot night-wind, and of hot day-nind, smote him.

ëi.

sºft,

ing

water [or juice, or a decoction,] of the white

6 - e.p.

colocynth, then putting it into a stone cooking from the signification of the part. n.
pot, and cooking it until it has become thoroughly (inf n. gº; $) and 'sº-l; (L.)

..]

He le.

(L)–: ºl & gº - 3 & 14
— You say also *:::/ &% [pl. of *i-sºº,

blast of heat smote him, and a blast of cold]. (A.)

done and thickened, and then sprinkling flour came a bankrupt; syn. Jºi. (S. K.) he was,
upon it: (AHn+) or thickened 53-e: (IAth, or became, poor : (TA:) he became destitute, and meaning Burning blasts of the A3…]. (S,
K in art. &-)
K.) or thick #2, as (S) of “ i.e. Jº-, [or possessing nothing. (A’Obeyd.)
colocynth]: (TA:) so called because it is
i-ii A light, or slight, blon, with a sword. (S.)
* ... o.

•3 ×

stirred about and over LS39

&

255

see 4. — Also, He was, or be

10. --Al-l:

<-àº; tº :
came, constrained to have recourse to a thing ; or

& < * :) or broth resembling J was in need. (TA.)
(K:) i. q. ãºag. (TA, art. -ie) [See also
& Abasement; abjectness. (IAqr, K.)
atº.]
& Strong-handed, who hoists, or wrings, # The channel of a torrent. (L.)

&

A.

“ſtain ra. known plant, (K,) of the

(S:) [see

him who strives, or grapples, with him. (TA.)

º ... º.p.

5 - 6, 2 p.

S.K) and "...at. (ISk) and "

— A he-goat having crooked horns. (TA.)
-

kind termed Jºlai, (L.) which people smell, (S)
yellon, and of sneet odour, (A, L,) resembling the
cº-sº (S, A, K,) nhen it becomes yellon;
(S, A;) [accord. to Golius, app. on the authority
of Ibn-Beytár, the same which the Syrians and
Egyptians call Cº., q. v.]. — Also, The fruit,

tú A she-goat having crooked horns. (K.)— (K) or tº- (as in the L.) A man in a state of
or produce, (§3) of the tº: [or mandrake,
A he-goat having one of his horns twisted (S, K)
bankruptcy; a bankrupt; syn. Jºi. : (S, K:) which is called by this name (**) in the
upon, or over the other. ($)— *UAJ A woman
or the former, poor ; (ISk:) or a bankrupt and present day]; (K;) thus correctly written, with
having distorted eyes; syn. 92- (K.)— sºul

(in the dial. of Keys, S) Stupid; foolish; of in debt: (IAth:) or destitute; possessing nothing: the US before the -2 [not tº-, as
*

, of

in the CK

J. 2 ºf

little sense; ($, K;) like ºrieſ (8) [and Jäcl] : * (A’Obeyd:) the first extr. [with respect to rule], and some MS. copies]. (TA.) [It seems that
(S, K,) like &-a-. from & sº, and * from the application of the term tº to both the man
fem. Itºi. (see also &:] so too "º. (K.) . . . ;
drake and the Atº has led to confusion, and
or this signifies stupid, foolish, or of little ºne, --~!. (S.) [See ---.]
2

º

and of difficult, or stubborn disposition: (§3)
[see also

..?

º

2.

tº-* :

zº

- 6

p.

…)

occasioned Linnaeus to call the latter “cucumis

see a-a-.
dudaim.”

<sº ..] or, accord. to A'Obeyd, as

See also

**, and &]

: it…, (as in the K.) or " *::::, (as in the
mentioned in a marginal note in a copy of the $,
v3.4 and its syn. 3 (as are correctly written ità L [and this latter I think the correct mode of
and

$48, for in a case of pause they are pro writing the word in all the senses here explained,

Jää)

(TA.) – (In for I do not find it noted as extr. with respect to
ule like
art. n. of 10,, Q
q.v.: andlJi.
i. q.
4

nounced tº and * : see is.
1. Aiº, ($, M, Mºb, K.) and 3; ſº, (M., K.)
the dial. of Temeem, S,) Left-handed; who ºlºke tºp ſp
works with the left hand; (§, K3) as also £i. *AL, q.v. (K.)- One rhose heart forsakes aor. 2, (S, M, Mºb, K.) inf. n. tº ; (T, S, M,
* - 6 -

(TA.)

him, or fails him, by reason of fear, or fright. Msb;) and

aſſº,

and

º

iº,

aor. :; (Ibn

lää) – ºri)

Book I.]
Abbād, K.) but the former is that which is com
monly known; (TA;) He ejected it; cast it
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p. er) and of the latter Jasº. (TA.) [Hence, ($ ) in this last sense, and as applied to the
uº. t With respect to the word, or nords, cock, ($gh,) the 3 is to give intensiveness to the
2 o' --

Jº

forth; [disgorged it;] (T, S, M, Mºb, K;) or wording, and the meaning : and nith respect signification. ($, $gh.) It has one or another
namely a thing that was in his mouth; (T;) his to the actual order of the words, and the order of of these significations in the saying, & ~
c
-

spittle, &c.; (Mºb;) from

(3-) his mouth.

(S,

the sense.

And

i; U.5 t With

respect to the

- ? --'.

*S [More liberal, or bountiful, than a she
TA) And ſº alone, ſelliptically,) He ejected

actual order of the nords, and the order of the

n:hat had entered between his teeth, of food. proper relative places. And 9- * à Ula-AJ
(TA.) You say also, º: ā- <ſº ! [The ! Literally and virtually. And &- 4; 3-1, 5

serpent ejected its poison.] (TA.) And ſīāj

•

of

goat, &c.,] (T, S, K) and #5 &. J.
(M, TA) and iáss &: sº [which mean the
same]. (TA) is also signifies Any bird

sº

! It has no singular formed of the same that feeds his femal, (T,) or that feeds his young
**, lit. He ejected his spittle that stuck and radical letter : i.e., it has no proper singular: bird, (M, K,) from his beak. (T, M., K.) And
dried in his mouth; meaning the died; (T, said of a word such as ºf and º &c.]— See
ãº f The earth; because it casts forth the
TA;) as also 4.i. Iº, aor. -, inf. n. as above; also Bá.
dead. (TA.) And t The present world; because

(M, TA;) and ſº alone. (M., K.) And 4.
º -- ~~
* **

*
like

<!- &s Ji, *..] ! He came harassed, or

distressed,

it casts forth those who are in it to the world to

© o.º.

* ~*

laš º [as to the letter and the meaning

alāāj: see JāāJ.
COme.

Jº

by thirst and fatigue. (Ibn-'Abbād,

(T, K, TA.)

o'.

3

[Of, or relating to, a nord, or collection
3

-

* ~ * >

- c.

Jääke: see Jää).

- e.

of words, verbal :] opposed to Jºse.

M, Z, K.) And Jºin it. -āl < kº The
womb ejected the 'seminal fluid of the stallion.
(TA.) And 3-3, *iſt The sea cast it forth
upon the shore; (Msb, TA;) namely a fish;
(TA;) or a beast. (Msb.) And tº 3-9 Jää

*** J. 43

t The sea cast forth what was
(M.) And

within it to the shores.

#24.

:

See

1.4.

Öuá Loquacious;
a vulgar word.

a great talker : but this is
(TA.)

[&a.

-

Bú (app. a coll, gen, n., of which " ištá,

Jā)

q.v., is the n. un., as seems to be indicated in

Lºu

the S, TA,) What is cast, or thronm, anay;

G!

Jº >iº (M, TA;) as also "Alij, the latter on the

See Supplement.]

---

º: <-liiſ, *: f The earth
vegetables, and revealed her hidden
in this art. and in art.

tº.)

And

disclosed her

things.

authority of IB. (TA.)

(TA

Jº -ºš

~5)

Bü. t Leguminous plants [put forth by the
2. lić, 4.i.

earth]. ($gh, K.)

<!! f The earth cast forth the dead; (T,
named

Mºb ;) did not receive, or admit, the dead. (M.)
And

º S$3. <-ſº

hº

and W. #,ii. Ejected; cast forth.

him,

inf. n.

by such a

He called him, or

by name,

or surname, or

(M,

t[The countries cast forth K.)- I [Uttered, spoken forth, or pronounced.]

nickname; he surnamed him, or nicknamed him,
so. (S, K.) See

their inhabitants]. (TA) — [Hence, is a

-itſ,

àgú What is ejected, or cast forth, from the

*-i-Jº.º. -i, [i.e.,

29, gº

*Ju) He called the noun by an
mouth: (S, K:) such as particles of the tooth appellation in which its radical letters were re
fº, stick, or stick with which the teeth are cleaned : presented by CŞ, & and J : this appellation *ing

25.6% (5 K) and Jºi. (Mb) and 39,
(M,) and

Jäl #4. (TA)

aor. 2, inf. n.

(M,) He uttered, spoke forth, or pronounced, (S, (TA:) and nhat is cast, or thronin, anay, of its measure; as when -2,3- is called Jess.
M, Mºb, K,) the saying, (S, K,) and a saying, food; pl. &ušū; (Har, p. 1 a. :) see also (TA.) [But this signification belongs to the
(Msb,) and the thing; (M3) as also as " laid. Guaj. — Also, t A remain, remainder, or conventional language of lexicology and gram
(S, Mºb, K.) It is said in the Kur, [l 17, residue, of a thing, (K, TA,) little in quality. mar.].

J; &: #sº tº t [He doth not utter a saying]:
where Kh. reads #if: Ue: both forms of the verb

(TA.)

5. 13& ~iu He was by-named, surnamed, or
with
You
3].
[act. part. n. of 1: fem.
nicknamed, so. (S, K.) See -i.
Such
(TA.)
is
dying.
a one
Asº & !
3. 2.5%, inf. n. #353, He called him by a by

#5
being used in this sense [as is implied in the K.].
say,

(TA.)

iásºn The she-goat, (T, S, M, K,) or enve;
5: see 1, last signification.

iº, originally an inf. n., (S, Mºb,) is used as
a subst., (Mºb,) signifying t.An expression; i.e.
a word; [more precisely termed vić ;] and
also a collection of words, a phrase, or sentence;

name, surname, or nickname; the latter doing to
because she is called to be milked,
him the like. (TA.)
while ruminating, and thereupon ejects her cud,
and comes joyfully to be milked: (T,” S, M,”
6. 1,355 They called one another by by-names,
K:*) or the bird that feeds her young one from surnames, or nicknames. (TA.)
her beak; because she puts forth what is in her
J.i. A by-name; a surname; a nickname;
inside and gives it for food: (S, K*:) or the
syn. 3: : ($, K:) a name of reproach; an
domestic cock; ($, K;) because he takes the
grain with his beak, and does not eat it, but opprobrious appellation : in this sense forbidden :

(M, K;)

(IAk &c.;) [each considered as such, nithout
regard to its meaning; a word itself; and a
phrase itself;] the latter also called &#. fº, a. throws it to the hen: (K:) or t the mill; (T, (Msb:) it is said in the Kur, xlix., 11, 12% $
compound earpression, an expression composed $, M, K;) because it casts forth what it grinds,

Jº, Call not one another by nicknames;

i.e.,

of two or more words: (Expos. of the Ajroo (T, TA,) of the flour: (TA:) or t the sea; (S, let not one of you call another by a name which
meeyeh, by the sheykh Khālid; &c. :) and M, K;) as also ââș, determinate [as a proper he dislikes: (Jel:) also a by-name, or surname,
the sur
* †. signifies the same (TA:) pl. of the name]; (K3) because it casts forth (§, M) what nvhich is not one of reproach: such are
* - of
former Büís (S, Msb;) dim. Biºi. (Har., is in it, (M,) [namely] ambergris and jewels: names given to certain Imāms; Jºy! and
336°
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§§

&#:

and the like; and such are become pregnant; imprºnated her; got herºith the process termed
[see 4: or required to
ājſ,
inf.
n.
young.
(Msb.) – *~.
tº, be so fecundated]. (K.)
not forbidden, because by them is not meant
reproach, or disparagement, but they are meant [and quasi-inf. n. tº, q. v.; et vide infra;] and
inf n. of 1. q. v. – see ãº
and

Jºãº

and

&#,

&#:

as mere appellations given with the approval of
the persons to whom they are applied. (Msb.)

[A → ă is distinguished from a i.e., q. v.] Pl.

'k-i, inf n. *sū; ($, Mºb, A, K.) and
* , iſ, inf. n. &#; (K;) I He fecundated the

-

~~

see e-URJ.

c
6 -

d.

* - e.

g

-->

by means of the W tú, or spadia of
à-ā) : see aa-R) and tºº.
*. (S. K.)—Li Ji. The appellation palm-tree
the male tree, which is bruised, or brayed, and
given to a noun by substituting –3, & and J.ſor sprinkled
[upon the spadia of the female] : (A:)
i. i. (K) and '4-3. (TA) + A noman suck
its radical letters. See 2.]
or, by inserting a stalk of a raceme of the male
tree into the spathe [of the female, after shaking ling; or a woman who suckles. (K.) – See
~s)
off the pollen of the former upon the spadia of the ***
1 & #, ſaor. 3, inf. n. &#; and "--i, infn. jemale; for such is the general practice]: this is
f The thing [namely floners or pollen]
done in the following manner: you leave the
5

*.

&#

<-- 13,

He miced [a thing]. (K.) [The spathe of the [female] palm-tree two or three
former verb is as above accord. to the TK: but nights after its bursting open : then you take a
it seems to be implied in the K that it is *-ī, stalk of a raceme of the male tree, which is best
adr. *, as well in the above sense as in that here if old, of the preceding year, and insert it into
following.] —-i, aor. , inf. n. &#, BIe took the spadix [of the female, after shaking off the
pollen, as above mentioned]; and this you do
[a thing] quickly, and altogether. (K.) But
according to a certain measure: it should not be
this is not of established authority. (TA.)
done but by a man acquainted with the manner
of proceeding in this case; for if he be ignorant,
2 : see 1.
and do too much, he turns the spathe, and mars
it; and if he do too little, many of the dates pro
tº
duced will be without stones;
if he do it not
1 <--i-, ($, Mºb, K) aor. , (Mºb, K.) at all to the palm-tree, he willand
derive no advan
inf n.
(S, Msb, K) and
(K) and
tage from the spadix thereof that year: (L:)
(S, K ;) and
in the pass. form; * * iſ is the name of that which is taken from the

**

&#

tº:

with which a female palm-tree is fecundated, (S,
L, K,) taken from a male palm-tree; (L;) the
spadia of a male palm-tree, (A, K,) with which

a female palm-tree is fecundated, it being bruised,
or brayed, and sprinkled [upon the spadix of the
female]. (A.) [See also
-

&#,

Woce

&#,

and

&#)

~~

tu J- A tribe that does not submit to kings,
($, K,) and that has not been governed by a
king : (L:) or, that has not suffered captivity in
the time of paganism. (S, K.) – See 1.

ti, The semen genitale (L, K)
camel, and horse, and I of a man.

of a stallion
(L.)

I'Ab,

2% <--,

being asked respecting a man who had two
(Msb;) She (a camel) conceived, or became preg male palm-tree (Jº iſ : so in the J. : in the K, wives, one of whom suckled a boy, and the other
a girl, [not his own children,) whether the boy
nant; (Mºb, TA;) received [into her womb) J-ºl :) to be inserted in
the other, [namely the
might marry the girl, answered “No ; because
the seed of the stallion. (K.)—-i (inf n. spathe of the female]. (L, K.) [See also
the tº [i.e., tº or W tú, as shown below,) is

&#.

*—i-,

J---,

3- “24,

K, TA: in the CK In the CK, for ;-J)
we find ºue »l
one :” meaning, says Lth, that the semen
-jī
Jā-1,
giving a different and false meaning.] genitale which impregnated them both, and
J.-:): She (a woman) conceived, or became
pregnant. (Sh, T,
A.
& Gås-, or
The time of the which was the source of the milk of both, was
woman quick in conceiving, or becoming pregnant. fecundating of the palm-trees has come to us. one, and that the two sucklings had thus become
as though they were the children of the two
The like is said with respect to any female. (L)–2Perhaps the word thus used has this signification impregnated, or fecundated, the cloud, or clouds ; women's husband; but, says Az, tº may here
quasi-inf. n., syn. with
like :[ae and
properly, or perhaps tropically, (TA)—º (L;) and in like manner, 2++)
~~all
syn.

L)—tº ãº- §º

-án

'cººl,

& <-ºff (S) : The mind
&

(-iº,

- - O

tº-ti,

She (a camel) concealed her 22-3 [The winds
fecundated the trees] (K) [and
having conceived, or become pregnant : i.e., she the like] (TA)—5: …+. ti- III,
did not show signs of her having conceived by engendered, or caused, evil, or mischief, between
and

&#;

º

--

*uae! &c.; (L:) [and the like is said in the Mºb.]
W

&º

from

&#, with fet-h and kesr, are substs.
&#. [q. v.] syn. with & #, signifying
and

raising her tail and elevating her nose. (L.) –

them. (A)—ºi. 's-iāº ºr the

impregnation, or the getting nith young ; and

3-4 <--ó, or <--ó, (as in different copies
of the 5) f(The palm trees became fecundated

became experienced in affairs, and they fecundated

so in the answer of I’Ab above mentioned.
(Msb.)

by the process termed

tº:

(ii.5)

single palm-tree

see 4]: and of a

you say

<--,

his intellect] (A)—jºſ -5%. , tº
Jºſſ W *::::

; [Consideration of the results, or

issues, of things is (a means of) fecundation of
<--à, without teshdeed; (so, again, in different the intellects].
º
copies of the S;) and W <-ić. (S, art. rº)— f [Make not thy merchandise productive of a high

(A)—º * *:::

-º-º: &#,

inf. n.

&#,

1 The lands in myhich price by means of oaths].

was no good became fecundated. (L.) [See also

-º-º-º:

|

<--

&:

A camel ($, K) itself: (S:) pl.

&#.

Or

2 : see 4.

4 & 3-dical, 6, Mºb) inf n. tº
&#) The

Mºb, K) and '4-ij, (Mºb, K.) applied to a
she-camel, i. q. *- [meaning Milch, and a

(A.)

milch camel]: (S, Msb, K :) but Az says, that
5. -iu She (a camel) pretended that she the former only is used as an epithet; you say

see a verse cited

Voce J.C.

(S. K.)—see 35–3;á and 'ici (S,

&#

º: i. i.

9% *—i.

aşU,
asu, but
had conceived, or become pregnant, (by raising
:*:
her tail, in order that the stallion might not (TA:) or tº
is [an epithet] applied to a she
approach her, TA,) when this was not really the
camel during the first two or three months after
case. (Fr, $, K.) – See 1.
her having brought forth; and after this she is

&:

(AA, S, K:) and accord. to some,
stallion-camel made the she-camel to conceive, or to the proper period for its being fecundated by *i-i signifies a milch camel abounding with

(Msb;) and ' ', i, (A,) [inf n.

10. śl -i-. The palm-tree attained

termed

tº —

Book I.]

las)

&#.
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3%.

A stallion camel: pl.
(S, K.)
milk : or a she-camel from the time when the
hump of her young one becomes fat, until the – See
– t A man to whom offspring is
expiration of seven months, when she weans her born. Occurring in a trad. (TA.)
young one, and this she does at the [auroral]
iº. A female camel that has her young one
rising of Canopus : (TA :) [which rising, in
central Arabia, about the commencement of the in her belly : pl.
($, K:) a pass. part. n.

39.

3%:

era of the Flight was between the 30th of July

**-ā,

and the 12th of August:] also
•

*

...) ſ:

(Ish;) and pl. of 'ici (and of "3-i, K,
TA,) &#. (S, Msh, K) and tº. (Ish, Th,
6

-

*

... • 9 5

-

(Msb.)

rich suddenly.

(TA)

[In Freytag's Arab.

Prov. (i. 726,) iii. 2; Jºãº 4:2:

and there

asserted to be said of him who finds a thing
which he had not sought: or, accord. to Sharaf
ed-Deen, of a thing of the nature of which we
may be uncertain..] You say also, Jºl < *ś

isit (IAar, $, K, &c.) and £ºit, (IAar,)

2:

(L) pl. of ºil, ºi ($, Mºb, K) and ºff;
-

&#.

and

**-ā a she-camel that has lately brought forth :
.º.

from

the hedgehog or the picking up thereof from the
ground?] applied to a poor man who becomes

which latter is also used in a pl. sense, (As,)

-ºš &e

f [I picked up science, or knowledge,

What is in the belly of a she-camel: (A’Obeyd, jrom books;] I acquired science, or knowledge,
T, S, K, &c. :) or nihat is in the back of the jrom this and that book. (Msb.) And <-kij
stallion camel; [meaning his progeny in the 4.25 t I took off his fingers, by cutting,
-

* ,:

Msb.) – The Arabs also said ºx2- º'-la) elemental state;] (Aboo-Sa’eed, K;) but the without [the main part of] the hand. (Msb.)
[Tro black herds of milch camels), like as they former, says Az, is the correct signification: 3. ãº. A. horse's lifting the legs all together
said cººlaš; for they said 53-6 ëti in like (L:) isit. is for * &ºit, converted into a
"p

-

-

..

º

•

g

3-3 &sº and 33-3 Jº!.
(S)-3-ºl "i-i, tº Milk ve the

<ā, like.”< from 2

subst., (Msb,) from

in the pace called

-jī:

(AO, K :”) or, in the

manner as they said

and

&: “..

from

&:

(A’Obeyd, S, K, &c.)

milch camel of the Muslims: occurring in a trad, bidden to sell
alluding to the tribute

(.3

8-9-) whence

and

($:) pl.

3–5–2.

The Muslims are for

tº: and cºlás. (L.) [See

the latter of these words.] —

&#93;

pace called

---,

of a horse, it is similar to

iſitº (JK)= Also, (K) and 'iti, (TA)
The being over against, or facing.
You say,

cº's letiº §§

(K, TA.)

II is house is over

is also

were derived the stipends and fixed appointments
against, or faces, my house. (Lh, K.) And
of the persons addressed, and to the collecting it used (sometimes, TA) to signify The mothers:
tºli &iſ I met him face to face. (IAar.)
and its sing, is à-siſ. (K.) – See
with equity. (TA.)

39.

ti A fecundator of palm-trees.

5.

(Az, TA in
J-8)

art. Jº-.)
HS (IAar, $, K) and Y &:

... .º. o.º.

i.

(K) and

wi., §2 (Mºb) A she-camel having just con

6

2: & laid, or 23,

(S, accord. to

different copies, and K,”) Such a one, [picked up,

º'

1. * *-ā, (S, A, K.) aor. 4, (S. K.) inf. n. or] took up from the ground, from this and
place, the dates, or the fruits. (S, K.”)
Jºã, (S, TA.) His soul [or stomach] heaved; or

that

become manifestly apparent, she is termed *:
* ...,

8. Alaia: see 1, in two places. – Also, He
became agitated by a tendency to vomit; or
became heavy; syn. <<é, [q. v.,] (S, A, K,) collected it. (MSb.) — And t He stumbled upon
and <<!- ; ($, K;)
&: in consequence of it, or lighted on it, (K, TA,) unea pectedly, (TA,)
the thing. (S, K.) Mohammad desired his fol without seeking; (K, TA;) such a thing, for

(IAar:) pl. of the former P-51s (K) and

lowers to use this expression instead of

ceived, or become pregnant; (IAqr, K3) as also

*:

pregnancy

afterwards, when her

has

º

..

•*

g.

(TA;) and of the second,

tº

5

e
(L, K, TA: in

instance, as a well, and herbage. (TA.) You

4:3, which he disliked.

<<
(K, TA)— With

(Lüf &

say also,
$3% ! I came upon the
thing unexpectedly, or unanares; ($, TA:) and

Jº! following it, His soul strove with him
the CK Čij)— —- tº (S. K. kº) to&incline
him to the thing, (K,) and became

(Lúz’ſ &# ! I met him unexpectedly : (TA :)

t Pregnant winds; so called because they bear the

usual in this sense being one of those inf ns.

water and the clouds, and turn the latter over greedy for it. (TA.) [But Az seems to dis
and about, and then cause them to send down approve of this explanation.]

which

are

used

as

denotatives

of

State.

(Sb, T.A.)

rain; (TA;) or because they become pregnant,
and then impregnate the clouds: (IJ:) the sing is

iº,

as an epithet applied to

Jº,

is the

Lá What is picked up, or taken from the

º

cº part. n. of <--iſ in the [first and] second of the ground, (S, Msb, K.) of a thing; (S, Msb;)
senses explained above. (TA.)
as also "iſº and Y iſ iſ and "iitá: (K:)
“a barren wind”]: (ISd:) or cº
is signifies gºi $3. ſpºnsing that which
or ' this last signifies what one picks up, of lost
las)
property; as also ºff, with the s elided; and
impregnates]; like as cºlº Ajz signifies ºix 333

lsº -,

the contr. of which is termed

5. ;

1. **ś, (S, Mgh." Mºb, K) aor. 2, inf n.

£2, Jºj, tº 35 (AHeythi) or tº tº

*ij, (Msb, TA,)

*iań like

iº (Mºb :) or "àgú signifies

He picked it up, took it up, also what falls, or drops, of a thing that is

signifies impregnating, or fecundating, winds; raised it, (Mgh,) or took it, (S, K,) from the worthless, (K, TA,) or paltry, and is taken by
(S, K ;) as also
[pl. of i-stºl; (K:) ground, ($, Mgh, K,) nithout trouble or fatigue; any one who chooses to take it: (TA:) and the
or it is not allowable to say 35%; (S;) but as also ''alaiar; ($) or both signify he took it same, what is picked up from the stumps of the
this is the regular form of the word; because the from a place nhere it was not thought to be; branches of palm-trees, [app. meaning dates
wind impregnates the clouds; (IJ ;) and thus this being the primary signification: and hence, picked up thence,) after the cutting off of the

'3%

he took it. (Mºb.)

It is said of a man; and

dates: (TA :) IAth says, that " iſſ, with
3/5) is extr.: or, as some say, the proper
original word is i-44; but the winds do not you say also, J- 2u. ſº [The bird picked damm to the J and fet-h to the J, is often
up from the ground the grains]. (Msb.) The mentioned in trads., and signifies property which
impregnate unless they are themselves pregnant;
is found: (TA :) Az says, that ãº, with ſet-h
Arabs say to a calumniator, W

*:::: &e Jºe &

as though they were pregnant with good,

to the J, signifies a thing which one finds
thou hast a cock that picks up
dropped, or thronn don'n, and takes; (Mgh,
mitted to them that good.
*Pre pebbles]. (TA.) And it is said in a proverb,
Msb;) and that all the lexicologists and skil
2 * 6, cº.
(K) i War pregnant [nith great events.] (TA.) *#2 ºil & II, it by the hunting of ful grammarians say so ; (Mºb;) and in like

and, when

they raised the clouds, trans
-

($)—35

9 @.

J.--" [Verily

las)
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manner, A'Obeyd, on the authority of As and of ears of corn nihich the reaping-hooks miss;] the
El-Ahmar; (TA;) only Lth, of all whom he act denoted in the explanation of Büí. (JK, K,
has heard, saying that it is " ãº, with sukoon; TA) You say, blin & blitº Jºã sº
(Mgh, Msb;) and Fr. (TA:) IF and El [He constrains himself to obtain the means of
Fárábee and others mention only

vić;

and

some reckon the pronunciation with sukoon as
an error of the vulgar; and the reason is this;

that the original word is Yiºliſ, which, in
consequence of its being in frequent use, as
applied to what is picked up in plundering, is
contracted, sometimes, by the elision of the 3,
and sometimes, by the elision of the
1, into V ić ; and if they made the J quiescent,

into W tº,

there would be two alterations in the word, and

take it up: (Mºb in art. Jas. :) or for every
word that falls from the mouth of the speaker,
there is a person who will hear it and pick it up
and publish it : ($,” K.) a proverb, (TA,)
relating to the guarding of the tongue: (K:)
the 3 in alaš) is to give intensiveness to the
meaning, (Mºb in art. las-,) or for the purpose
of assimilation: (Msb in that art., and in the
present one:) if you say gº Jé, or the like,
you say 1.5%. (Māb in the present art.) –

life, or he obtains what is barely sufficient for
his sustenance, by picking up, or gleaning, from
the ears of corn which the reaping-hooks
have missed]. (TK: but there given without
any syll. signs.) [If the reading intended be
bû, º bülº, the meaning of ºti is The
act of missing ears of corn neith the reaping Ja- viºſ The a 435 [meaning stomach,
hook; as is implied in the K, where tº is &c.,] of a bird, (S, K,) in nihich pebbles become
imperfectly explained : but this I think im collected: (S:) or the omasum (33) of a sheep
probable.] Bá and Jú, are [respectively] like or goat [and the corresponding centricle of a

such double alteration does not exist in chaste

Sua- [as signifying what is “reaped”] and sta camel, as is shown in the TA in art. Jae- ; also
language: (Msb:) IB, however, says that
called J.-- ić (see it-º) ;] because it
[as signifying the act of “reaping”]. (TA.)
vić is correct; and he approves it; because
conveys thereinto whatever it eats of earth and

6 , 6.x

âû has the sense of a pass, part. n., as in the

*ś it. "bit, (Mºb, K.) i.e. A thing

ić–4; and iſºft has the sense of an that is picked up, taken up, raised, (Mgh,) or
act. part. n., as in the instance of ić–3; and taken, (Mºb, K,) from the ground, (Mgh, K.)
instance of

that it occurs in poetry: and IAth observes,
that some say thus; but that więż is more
common and more correct. (T.A.) Anything
that is scattered, of ears of corn, or of fruit;
n. un. with 3: (TA :) what is picked up, or

pebbles; (A, TA;) as also *iºn [alone].
(TA.) = *35 also signifies f Any freedman, or

emancipated slave: (K:) or the slave of a freed.
man
: ($ in art, lai•, and TA in art. Jai. :) the
(Msb.) – And, generally, (Mgh,) A foundling;

or from a place where it was not thought to be.

or child that is cast out, (Az, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) slave of the las') is called *sū;

and the slave

is called ºu. . and hence the
and found by a man, (Az, TA,) or picked up; of the last,
--'.
-, * * *
... • * *
($;) or because it is cast out with the object of saying, lº) º lºu & kit. 3A. (K, TA [but
o

-

its being picked up: (Mgh :) not what Lth

taken from the ground, (S, Msb, K,) by men, asserts it to be ; i.e. a child that is cast out in in the CK, for * we find 3%, with the necessary
(S,) of ears of corn; ($, Msb, K3) as also
difference in what follows it.]) See art. La-.
the roads, and there found, nihose father and

• ti, with damm . ($) and '8%, like ---,
mother are unknown ; of the measure

Jº in the

– See also

ić.

and see

gii, which may

be

the ears of corn which the reaping-hooks miss,
a pl. of £55; as in £ü, which is explained with
(AHn, K,) and which men pick up. (AHn.) sense of the measure Jºi. (Az, TA) and Jüí.
What is picked up from a mine: (Mºb :) pieces * ...it. signifies the same: (K:) ſpl. of the
of gold found in a mine; (K;) or such are former, it...] — Also, A well upon which one
alsº: see º, in two places: = and see also
termed cº, i,j : (S:) or i.i. signifies pieces
º,

-

*

-

-

lights unexpectedly, or unanares, (Lth, K,) with
ãi, ii.
of gold, o: of silver, like what are termed 23%, out seeking it. (Lth.)
and larger, in mines; which are the best thereof:
Lú pl. of ift, q.v. – t A small number of
* , , , a

5

-,

-

âlets): see las), first sentence, in four places.
and one says tº Jºãº (Lth:) and "Aiii,
men, separated, or scattered, or dispersed. (S.)
ilºš applied to a man, and to a woman, [Also, perhaps as pl. of iss, like as J-2 is pl.
also, signifies gold found in a mine. (TA.)
You say also, &#9 &: Li 9& lik º t Lon, ignoble, base, vile, or mean; (K, TA;) of *-*.] | The refuse, or lonest, or basest, or
In this place is some small quantity of pasturage. as also * is: applied to a man; (TA ;) and meanest sort, of mankind, or of people; (K, "TA;)
($) And Jºi, kā ºl J. In the land is SO * {3} *ju. tºº, used together. (L in art. as also 'ºti (which is doubtless a pl. of isºſ,
pasturage not much in quantity for the beasts. las-.) It occurs in this sense preceded by
(TA) The pl. is bú (TA)
*:::: but you say *i. when alone. (TA.) in TA, art. Jºã-.)
kit. [A place where a thing is picked up;]
9 a.
āā; see tº, throughout the first sentence.
loUs) :
& 2 a.
See £59.
a place where a thing is sought, or to be sought :
— Accord. to Lth, it [also] signifies A man nho

like as hi: isoflºu, and ki.orks.] (IAar,

…)

}

alo Vä) :

repeatedly and perseveringly seeks after things
to be picked up, and picks them up : (TA :) and
some say, that " ââ signifies one who picks up ;

-

-

1.59 and in an intensive sense" ºff and [in

a
doubly intensive sense] *iº A man [n:ho

out the more common and correct signification

a mines (TA) (pl. º..]– tº 3-2
~3- &- iº. Our places of pasturage became
dried

and destitute of herbage, by reason of

wp,

the drought. (A5.)
picks up things from the ground; and the second,

of this latter is “property which is found,” as
n:ho does so much, or often ; and the third, nºbo
kit. A thing with which, (K) or in which,
before stated. (IAth.)
does so very much, or very often: or] niho takes (Jm,) one picks up, or takes up, from the ground;
alaſſ : see tº, throughout the first sentence:— things from places where they were not thought to (Jm, K.) as also 'bii. (TA)
be : (Mºb :) and all signify a man n-ho picks up
and see iki.
ità, See kit. – The [instrument called]
the ears of corn [that fall] nhen the crop is
*Usj: see Jail, in the latter part of the para reaped, and [the fruit that falls] nihen the ripe Jºãº, (K, TA,) with nhich hair is plucked up.
6 - 2.5

º

“...

6 *,

graph.

dates are cut from the raceme: (TA:) and the

*...*

first and second, a bird that picks up grains.

(TA.)

£uá; see tº, in three places.

(Mºb.) – " ãº ākñº. J& For every saying

tº ; see 3. – [The act of picking up the

that falls from one, there is a person nho will

l,ii.
kº, in two places. IAth explains
b,i. Jº, as signifying property found. (TA.)
:

See

las! — Lºſ
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liº. see 'ºï, last sentence but two. — Also, or goats in the sides of the mouth and in the lips,
applied to a thing, i.g.

As.

paltry]. (TA.)

6. 5*Sº [They two contended in striking each

+[Vile, mean, or resembling an ulcer; happening on their first other upon the breast, or the part beneath the
cropping plants when they are short, n:ith small chin, &c., nith their fists]. (A, TA.)
branches. (L.)

I&

6 -

ãºjišū A fat she-camel. (K.)
-

-āā)

#3 A blow upon the breast, (A, Mgh,) and
upon the part beneath the chin, [&c.,] (A,) with

(Mgh.)
& A shining stone in gypsum. (Fr, K.) = the53.fist.
,
See & K.
jºke f A lon, an abject, or a despicable, man,
who is repelled (A, TA) from the doors. (TA)
išč: see 33.

º

ſ&

& [pl. of & ej ?] Preparers of gypsum :
(K:) not those who traffick therein. (TA.)

See Supplement.]

lº

3 - 2,

J&

Jºlº. A man (TA) very white : (K.) from
Jº

to

& as signifying a shining stone in gypsum.
See Supplement.]

1.

té, aor.

, (K,) inf. n.

:35, (TA,) He beat

(TA.)

J&J
a person (K) with a whip. (TA.)— Jºš * tö
He cast him upon the ground. (AZ, $.) [See
1. º. 33 (A.S. L.K.) and *, (L) aor. ,
t=j, and tä.] –& He prostrated him. (K.)= (K) inf n. 36; (A, S, LS) and as "Jºu:
ić He gave him the whole of what reas due to (A;) It (dirt) clave, or stuck, to him, or it. (As, S,
thing that
him (K) like iſ. (T) = & wor. , He A, L., K.) — **** Jºj It (a glutinous
stayed, droelt, or abode, (K,) in a place : like had been eaten of) left part of its substance, or its
(TA.) gº & He kept, or remained colour, sticking to his (the eater's) mouth. (L.) –

~0

$49.

See art. --J.

5 -o,--

J.g. i.a. 352 (§, K) and the like ($) of
Jºi.
Jesaj. (TA)
the measure

($, K:) or, accord, to some,

[…] see Supplement.]

-

3d It (his hair) became compacted together, or
jired, in a place. (K,° TA.)

matted, (L) by reason of dirt. (A.) – * 33,

Lº!

5. ... tºu He excused himself to him; he and W. J.K.31, He kept to, or clave to, and did not

o”. E. e.

1. £3, and a Me U.J., aor. 2, He smote his hand
it. (L.) See also 3.
eaccuse to him. (K.) – 4-c USA; He quit, him, or
upon it, [or laid his hand upon it, or seized it,
was slow to do it; delayed to do it; ($, K, TA;)
3. ...e. He kept, clave, or clung, to him. openly or secretly. (K)—º tº IIe took .
eaccused himself, or pleaded an eaccuse, for not (L.)
* ... • *e,”

ºw

pleaded an

doing it; refused to do it, or abstained from
doing it. (TA.)

| the whole thing; took it entirely. (K.)-Us)

5 ºu It (a thing) clave together, one part to

e

º, (K) inf n. tº, (TA) He glanced, or

another. (S, L, K.) – He became thick (and took a slight look at the thing; beheld it quickly:
compact, TA,) in his flesh. (K.) – See 1. –
…

#3. A she-camel

compact in flesh : (K:) neck.
or abounding with fat, and compact in flesh.

(AA, T.) – The conduct of a pimp : syn.
(L.)

•

**

$ºu He embraced him; put his arms round his like 4-J. (K.)

~S

$3.3

(A5, L, K.)

4. ... t. He (a thief, TA) took it anay

priciº. (K) (See also cºil–J. J.

8: see 1.

Ji- He denied me my right, or due. (K.) & A thing resembling a 34. [or pestle], - 2 - 3 - a
-

-

-

with which one bruises, brays, or pounds. cººl -lºw sºul ($) [in the K, cºst, 3 but
J-9
this appears, from what is said in the S and the
(S, L, K.)
TA, to be wrong;] The beasts of carriage left the
jS
1. &, [aor. 2,] inf. n. 3.3 (and $19, IAar),
place bare of pasture. ($, K.) – age tºl, (K,)
He struck, or smote; (K;) accord. to IAqr, who
1. §§, aor. , (Mgh, Mºb) inf n. K, or 43, (§, L,) He took, or got, possession of it;
does not particularize the hand, nor the foot: (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) He struck him upon the
took it, got it, or held it, within his grasp, or in
(TA:) or, neith his hand, or his foot, accord. to breast (AO, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) with the fist:
possession : syn. * Jºël. (S, K:) or the
his
some: (TA:) or, with [perhaps a mistake for (AO, S, Mgh, Msb:) and upon the * [or
latter signifies he took it anay; went anay with
upon] the mouth. (Kr.) [See also AS.] – <, part beneath the chin]: (A, K:) and upon the
He got possession of the
[aor. 4,] He overburdened him. (K.) — <<ſ,
aor. *, [inf. n. 3.3.) He (a camel) was affected
with the disorder called 33, or & (K.) —
dº <<, aor. 2, It (dirt [see &]) adhered to it;

(k;) i.e., to the vessel. (TA.) [See also &
and

&]

it. (K.) º Jº t.
- -•2
• f : ... •
neck : (K:) or upon any part of the body nith
the fist : (AZ, S, Msb:) or with the eactremities thing. (L.) as tº cº esºſ tº J33 -aš
of the fingers: (TA, art. 55) :) he pushed, or [My garment is gone, and I know not n-ho has
impelled, or repelled, him : (TA, ibid.:) he thrust taken, or got, possession of it; or who has taken
it anay]. (S.) The phrase without negation is
or pierced him [with a spear or the like]: (TA,
used. (ISk, S.) [See also 8.]
also
art. 3) :) jø is also syn. with ji=3 [which has
& -

º

-

-

several significations, some of which are inden
tical with some explained above]. (K.) You
§§ BIe struck him upon

& The dirt of milk, which congeals upon the say also, aié- :
edge of the vessel, and is removed with the hand.
(TA.)

3.6 and " £6 (as also $16, TA) A dis.

the

fist.

breast, or

the

part called u: , with his

zoº

•,•

The earth enclosed him; nas made even over
him :

(A.)

3. §es, inf n. #53, [He contended with

--

5 * * ~tºu, (K) and ſº, (S. K.)

8.

and concealed him. (S, K.) See 8.

à-

º º tºl, and *t.J., and * tºu,

He took to himself the contents of the bonyl. (K,TA.)

&l=º

order in the mouths of camels, resembling pustules. him in striking upon the breast, or the part [See also & and &J) and
(Lh, K)—"ijk. A disorder that attacks sheep beneath the chin, &c., with the fists.] (A, TA.) aſſy His colour altered, or became altered. (S,
..º.º. tº ,

2672

Us! —jº)

tº:

K.)
is also mentioned as having the same
signification. (TA.) [See also & and Lºcº".]
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stomach] before the [morning-meal called].13%. merely imitative sequents.] – 5-6 “. .

(K.) See it.

4:5;

t I mill assuredly show thee a manifest, or an

evident, thing, matter, or affair. (S, A, K.) [See

gº

The least (Jºb [kind, or quantity,) of
is taken
also art. 5-aw.]
food,
or
of
what
is
eaten
:
(S,
K:)
and
some
or found
2 o ºse iº, subst. from &J, ($, L.) A glance, or
(4-3, as in other copies of the K). — A times, of beverage. (TA)—iº ~~~~9 Le
light or slight look. (L.) – iº A shining,
sportsman's, or hunter's, or forwler's, or fisher

#:1. A place in which a thing
(3-#, as in some copies of the K)

-

--

-

gº, (§, L.) and 'gº, and "is j, (L.) I

man's net.

(K, TA.)

ate not anything at his abode : (L:) and

< j} (, gleaming, or glistening, of lightning. (S.) —
:- &: *: º Jº In such a one is

tº-3 Sº tº-tºº, (S, L,) I tasted not anything.
a likeness, or point of resemblance, to his
Jather : then they said 4-2-yl &. W

($, L.)

**

6

1. ºº, (aor. , 5, M) inf n. 4, (5 K)

&:32,

x•

9

cº-

:

See

e.

& J.

(S,) signifying likenessess, or points of resemblance;

He ate: or he ate with the eactremity of the mouth:

3. One who eats much; a great eater. forming an extr. pl., ($, K,) as though from ano
(M:) or he ate ruith the extremities of his mouth :
(K.) her word than i- : ($:) they did not say
(S, K.) or he took fodder, or dry herbage, with the (K)- Is qui multum coit: as also V
à-l. (TA.) — W
also signifies What
ectremity of his mouth : (T:) AZ says, I know – See also
not
except as the act of asses, and it is like
appear of the beauties and defects of the face (K)
8-9 : See &º.
of
a human being: or the parts thereof that are
J-º, [probably a mistake for J-ºl. or its syn.
-

-

*3.

&

#9.

sº

6

J---.]

or signifies more than this latter
(AHn.) –
inf n.
Inivit

&:

-

glanced at, or viewed lightly or quickly. (TA.)
i q.

2-º-º:

(i.e., S.;) The parts

&––.

à--,

nord.

g

-

around the mouth. ($, K.)
feminam.

(K.)

6 *, *

*†, inf.

n.

: See

cº

: See

9 &2

cº, A smoothed spear. (K.)
2.

**

£º, He fed him with some

-

5

J.

:

thing nhereby to content, or divert, him [so as to
allay the craving of his stomach] before the
[morning-meal called] "... : see is j. (TA.)
see

alsº :

and

:... .… ',

**:

and

1. 4-3, (S) or ºl & 9, aor. 4, (L, Msb, K),

tº sharp hawks; syn, i.e. i2. (IAs,

& ; (Mº) and 's-, (L, K) or T, K, [in the CK, aſseſ].)

Jº —

L. They did not feed their

34.
*%

c

e
inf n.

And

86e

*3.

"4-º', ($, Mºb) and '4-15 ($5). He

6

*

º,

a

we

tº and W tº-

and W

&tº Lightning, and a

guest with anything whereby to allay the craving glanced, or took a light, or slight, look, at him or star, shining; gleaming; glistening; (K:) [but
it; ($) like tº (Nh;) matched a sight of the second and third are intensive epithets, signi
of his stomach before the morning-meal. ($)
him or it unanares: (L, Msb, K;) or, accord.

*

…

… •of

5. - … He ate something whereby to content, to some, 3 signifies he looked; and "4-9), fying shining much ; &c.] — W cº Jacºl f In
or satisfy, himself [so as to allay the craving of he made him to look; but the former explanation tensely n!hite. (A)—ºe &S A self-ad
his stomach] before the [morning-meal called] is the more correct: or 3 is only said of one miring man, who looks at his sides. (M, F.)
*
2° E.
..l.º. (K.) [See is is and see also ºu.) looking from a distance. (L.)—2.9% *
J-3 A man (TA) n-ho glances much, or
—Accord. to AA, it is like kº (He I directed (-, -) my sight tonards him. jrequently takes light, or slight looks. (K.)
searched repeatedly, nith his tongue, after the
(Mºb)—343
The light extended tº a
: see 3-s).
remains of food in his mouth, and put forth his
, aor. 2, inf. n.
thing.
(Mºb.)
–
tongue and licked his lips with it;] and one says,
(K,) It (lightning,
jº
2-ku
4:5, i.e. lºw [I saw him (S, K) and & J and
and
a
star,)
shone;
gleamed;
glistened;
i.
q.
&".
searching repeatedly, with his tongue, after the
1. º, aor. : and 2, inf. njº, IIe made a sign
remains of the food in his mouth, &c.]; and A5 (S, K.)
to him with the eye, or the like, (S, A, "Msb, K,)
3. <S, inf n. i-Sº, [He glanced at him,
says the like. ($.)
as the head, and the lip, with low speech. (TA.)
or viewed him lightly, or slightly, or snatched sights This is the original signification. (S, Msb, T.A.)

&

&

* - e.e.

-

tºº,

**

º, o.

©e

e- º, (K) or

-

"&" ***,

and

*

- 3% ($) and

"gº ***

of him unanares, reciprocally]. (A.)

(S, K:) in

each of these expressions, the latter word is an

imitative sequent: (AO, S, K :) [app. Very

— Hence, (S, MSb, TA,) He blamed, upbraided,
or reproached, him; he found fault nºith him :

4. A-J He made him to glance, or to take a
(S, MSb, K.) or he did so in his face : (TA:) or
light, or slight, look; expl. by & ****, (K) he met him with blaming, upbraiding, reproaching
• 6 -

- - -

tº 3- “... (TA)—see 1 –
&: §2. “i, (inf. n. tº, TA,)

and

ugly: in the TA it is said, that these epithets are
applied to a man, and signify 353, app, meaning *

or finding fault ; (IKtt, TA:) or he spoke evil
of him, or spoke of him in a manner that he dis

liked, mentioning vices or faults as chargeable to
one who tastes much : and in the L it is said, The noman alloned herself [or her face] to be
him, either behind his back or before his face,
that W

#: Jºj, after

the manner of a relative

• *.

noun, signifies 353). See
4

*

&:
is

6

See

6 o –

t".

glanced at, or to be vienied lightly, or slightly: so
does a beautiful woman, displaying, and then

though it might be with truth; syn. &#! (TA)

concealing, her beauties. (T, K.)

The two forms of the aor. occur in readings of

: see gº. — Also [An early portion of

2.9

diverts, himself [so as to allay the craving of his

be

o

-

c > 3

>

-

-# His sight was taken anay. (K.)

3,542, J and Jºſé, (§, TA) And of then
are those nºbo blame thee with respect to the

º

food, being] That with which one contents, or

- *

8. •y'at
– See 1.

*

the words of the Kur, ſix. 58, 95.1 & 4.3

b,

&

o,

º

e -

3

tº e- 353, and '**' *: See art. division of the alms: (Bd, Jel:) and Ibn-Ketheer
c- [tº and & Jin these cases seem to be reads '952%. (Bd.)=$3,0&s,S) aor:, (S)
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(S, Msb, K:) or he put his hand to it: (Msb:) took anay quickly, and destroyed, the sight; said
him, or repelled him : (Ks, T, S, A, K:) said by or he felt it with his hand for the purpose of there of certain serpents: or the meaning is, t it
AM to be the primary signification : (TA:) and testing it, that he might form a judgment of it; aimed at the eye with its bite; and & J-º] is

inſ. n.j,(S, A, K.) He pushed him, or impelled

- - -

syn. 4:... (M, TA) and " …5 is syn. with said to signify [t he, or it, put out his eye,) the
<!, (M, TA) or ºu. (A :) Jºj and J. same as J. (TA.)
both signify the perceiving by means of the eac
3. 4-9, inf n. iº. and J.J. for its

he struck him, or beat him. (S, A, K.)
*.p.

p *

• *

*.”

3. 3.5% •jē’): & ſmeans Isan him talking
enigmatically ruith him, or to him, and making
terior of the external skin: (Er-Răghib, TA :)
signs with him, or to him : or, accord. to the TA,
º, e

- a

or they are nearly alike: (TA:) [generally, like Proper signification, see 1, in three places.
the English words feeling and touching, re [Hence, 3.3%, & ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb,)

º

35-e').o is syn. with

#5%). (A, in art. 53).)

spectively :] or the former is, originally, [the
One niho blames, upbraids, reproaches, or
feeling] with the hand for the purpose of knowing
Jinds fault mith, others, much, or habitually;
the feel (J2) of a thing ; (IDrd, Msh;) or,
(S, K ;) as also * jū, (so in two copies of the
with the hand, it is the seeking for [or feeling
S, and in a copy of the A,) or *}ú, like ºt
for] a thing here and there : (Lth, TA :)
(K:) §3 is applied to a man and to a woman; 4.2% is the same as it. (K, TA) with the
for its 3 is to denote intensiveness, and not the
hand; as also Jºº. (TA:) or a distinction is
fem. gender: (TA :) §: and § signify the
to be made between them; for it is said that
same; (ISk, Zj, K;) i.e., one niho speaks evil of
others, or does so in their absence, though it may Jº is sometimes the feeling, or touching a
be ruith truth ; (2.6%; and this may mean thing with a thing; and is sometimes [for] the
[nho detracts by making signs] nºith the side of knowledge of a thing, though there be no touch
the mouth, or nith the eye, or nith the head; ing (C..) of substance upon substance; whereas
TA;) and defames them; (ISk, Zj, TA;) or one a-e').o is mostly mutual feeling or touching, &c.,
who often goes about with calumny, a separater of being] the act of two. (IAar in T.A.) —
companions and friends: (Abu-l-‘Abbās, TA :) [Hence,) 1.j, (M, A, Mºb, K) aor. 4 (M)
and * jū, like 3.3, a frequent, or habitual,
[and ::, as implied in the K], inf. n. Jºſ,

and

Jºl &

(Mgh,) or

&

Jº ãº,

§:

(K,) 4 mode of bargaining, which consists in
saying, When thou feelest, or touchest, my gar
ment, or I feel, or touch, thy garment, (A, K,)
or when, (Mgh,) or if, (Msb,) I feel, or touch,
thy garment, and thou feelest, or touchest, my

garment, (Mgh, Mºb,) or when I feel, or touch,
the thing to be sold, (S,) the sale is binding, or

settled, or concluded, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K,) be
treen us, ($, Mºb,) for such a sum : (S, Msb,

K.) or, accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh, in thy say
ing, I will sell to thee this commodity for such a
sum, and when I feel, or touch, thee, the sale is
binding, or settled, or concluded; or in the pur

chaser's saying the like: (Mgh:) or, (M, Mgh,
K.) as in the Sunan of Aboo-Dávood, (Mgh,)

in purchasing a commodity on the condition of
(S, M,) 1. Inivit eam ; (IAb, S, M, A, Msb, K;) Jeeling it (M, Mgh,” K,”) behind a garment or
#3 differ in signification; the latter signifying scil. mulierem; (A, Msb;) puellam; (K;) as also piece of cloth, (K,) without seeing it, (M, K,) or
spreading it out and turning it over and eramin
one niho blames, upbraids, reproaches, or finds " .…S. (M, A, Mºb) inf. h. Łºś (IAb, ş,
ing it: (Mgh ) or on the condition that the
fault with, thee to thy face; and the former, one Mºb, K) and JºJº (PAb, Mºbi) and the
who does so in thine absence; (K;) and Lth kissed her; by doing which, as well as by the Jeeling it with the hand shall cut one off from the
choice of returning it: (TA:) the mode of bar
says the like : (TA:) or the latter, one who
calumniator, or slanderer: (TA:) or

§:

and

former, one renders necessary the performance of
speaks evil of others, though it may be nith truth, the ablution termed 25-35. ('Abd-Allah Ibn gaining thus termed is forbidden. (S, M, A,
Mgh, Mºb.) — For a tropical signification of the

(**) behind

the back; and the former, one 'Amr, Ibn-Mesood) – [Hence also, 4–3, verb, see 1.
who does so to the face: or the latter, one niho
aor. : [and -), (A, TA) inf n. Jºj, (IDrd, 4. àº'sspeaks against the lineages of men; and the former,
one who speaks against the characters of men: Mşb, TA,) the sought, [as though by feeling,) touch, the girl
* *

*

o:

Jº

or the latter, [one who reproaches] with the tongue;
and the former, with the eye : or the reverse :
(K [but omitted in the CKJ, TA :) or the latter
signifies one who excites discord, or animosity,
between two persons. (TA.) See also
see the Ksh and Bd in civ. 1.

#3.

And

or sought for or after, it, namely, a thing,

(IDrd, Msb, TA,) in any manner; (IDrd,
Msb;) [as, for instance, by asking, or demand

Permit thou me to feel, or
of

&

(A, TA)—iſ ºf , ,

|
-

! Marry thou to me a noman. (A, TA.)"
5: see 1, in two

places.

ing;] as also " —-1, ($, M, A, K, TA)
[which is more common.] and * 4–3. (M,

8: see 1, in four places.

TA:) or this last signifies he sought it, or sought

Jº A she-camel of n!hose fatness one doubts,

jor or after it, repeatedly, or time after time. (O, TS, K;) on the authority of Ibn-'Abbād;
º e.e.

-

3 ***

jº! ; see 35-ºl.

($, K, TA) You say, tº J Jºia, TA) (TA) i + 92% and tº (A, TA) or of

jū

I Seek thou for me such a one.

(TA.)

And it whose hump one doubts, whether there be in her

[One nho makes frequent signs with the

fat, or not; wherefore it is felt ; (M, L:) pl.
eye, or the like : fem. with 3: see one ex. voce is said in the Kur, [lxxii. 8,) relating the words
of the jinn, or genii, & tº ū, (K,” TA,”) Jºº. (M, K.)—[Hence,) tone whose origin,
ju-jl. — See also jº, in two places.
! Verily ne sought to reach heaven: or to learn or lineage, is suspected; syn. Cº. (K:) or in
& J.

43. . .”

3.5 act. part. n. of 1. —jº [its pl.] Persons

the news thereof: (Bd .) or to hear by stealth whose grounds of pretention to respect is a fault,
who speak evil of others, though it may be with what was said therein: (Jel:) or we laboured, or or taint. (A, K.)
truth, ( &sº) in their presence. (IAar, T.A.) strove, after (jū) the secrets of heaven, and
*,

sought to hear them by stealth. (K.) And in a
trad.,
º
41. 3. 1 Whoso
•e.

tºle "Jº tiº

Jº

A woman soft to the feel, or touch;

J-49, #3. (K.)

J-º

pursueth a way whereby he seeketh after know

i-º, (M) i-º, (S) or both, (TA) + A

1. 43, ($, M, A, Mºb, K.) aor. ($, M, ledge, or science. (TA.) And in another, of
Mºb, K) and -, ($, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jºj, (S, ‘Āisheh, sei: W <ſº f And I sought for

want : (IAar, $gh :) or a moderate, or middling,

M, Mºb) He felt it; or touched it; syn. …

nant. ($, M, O, L.)
* .

. .”

my necklace. (TA)—24 J, aor. *, It

4-3-ºl A road, or way: so called because he
(A, T.A.) And the same, who has lost his way seeks it in order to find the

(IAar, Az, IDrd, El-Fārābee, A, Msb, TA:) took anay the sight.
(…) with his hand: or, accord. to one relation of a trad., W. *—a, + It track of the travellers. (K,” TA.) .

or he felt it, or touched it,
Bk. I.

337
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J-S act. part. n. of 1. (Mºb, &c.) One says, niped neith it his lips. (Mgh.) [Hence the (M. T.A.) — Also, t A small quantity of clari
of a woman who commits adultery, or formi saying *** * {: &$# Jijū f [Such a one fied butter, nhich one takes neith the finger,
2

* ~ *** - « 2:... :

cation, or acts viciously, J-o') Jº 3,5 y áº).3,
1

(A, TA,) or

-ºš

34

-

ceased not to buy his tongue with mentioning him, (K, TA,) like a walnut : mentioned by Z and
Ibn-'Abbād.

-

it). (TA) = & #3, inf n. *, He
& S. (K) but the ortasted
the nater with the extremity of his tongue.

(TA.)

Buj A thing nihich one tastes, (K, TA), and

latter is at variance with the written authorities,

the former being the phrase commonly known,
(TA,) [properly signifying, Such a noman does

(TA.) = See also 2, in two places.

a woman commits adultery, or fornication, and
acts viciously, (K, TA,) not repelling from her
self any one who desires of her that he may lie
neith her; (TA;) and she is suspected of easiness,
or compliance, (K, TA,) tonards him who desires
of her that he may lie neith her: (TA:) or the
meaning is, such a noman gives, of her husband's
property, what is sought, or demanded, from
her; and this is more probably meant in a trad.

without teshdeed ; and both seem to be correct;]) usu, sº-33 tº I have not tasted anything. (S)
He gave him something to taste; he fed him And ust.] it.” * He tasted the neater with the
nºith something whereby to content or divert, him extremity of his tongue. (S, M, K.”) [See also
[so as to allay the craving of his stomach] before what next follows.]
the morning-meal; syn. & and 4-9, (M,

with which one moves about the tongue in the
mouth. (TA.) You say, Bº à (, He has not
2. *…, inf. m. *-ij; (TA;) or * ….j;
not repel the hand of a feeler;] meaning, t such (M as quoted in the TT [being there written anything to taste, (K, TA,) &c. (TA.) And
2

TA,) both of which are alike. (TA.) You say
also, àgú ūšš j [Give thou to such a one,
to eat, something which he may taste time after

time, or after eating which he may move about
his wife; because Mohammad directed him to his tongue in his mouth as though seeking leisurely
retain her, and did not require him to divorce and gradually after some remains thereof betn’een
her. (TA) The like said of a man, (K,) his teeth. (T) – And [hence, alsº, (M., K.)
in which a man is related to have said thus of

--S 3. 3. j Öğ, (A, Msb,) means, t Such a inf. m. as above; (TA;) and * Aſsº; (M, K;)
man has in him no force of resistance, (A, Msb, t He gave to him (M, K, TA) somewhat (M,
K,) nor care of n-hat is sacred, or inviolable. TA) of his right, or due. (M, K, T.A.)

(TA.)

4. Alaji He put the nater upon the edge of

Jºº. [A place that is felt, or touched; and it
may also be an inf n. : see Jºl. (K.)

*~

*

&2

×

ić What remains in the mouth, (S, M, K,)
of food, ($, M,) after eating : (TA:) or some
thing which one may taste time after time, or
after eating n:hich one may move about his
tongue in his mouth as though seeking leisurely
and gradually after some remains thereof between
his teeth. (T.) [See also what next precedes.]
— Also, A remain, remainder, or residue, of
something little in quantity. (TA.)
…

• 6g

-* **

-

-

Jās). A horse having a ala.j, or n:hiteness,
upon his loner lip : when it is upon the upper lip,
he is termed

2: .

($, K :) or a horse whose

his lips, (M,) or upon his lips, or lip. (K, accord. loner lip is n!hite. (Mgh.)
to different copies.) – And hence #tº, is used

ſº The part around the lips of a man:
f An ass's saddle, or pad, to signify f The act of piercing, or thrusting,
(M, K:) because he tastes therewith. (M.)
of n!hich the curved pieces of wood have been felt feebly [with a spear or the like]. (M,” TA.)
neith the hands until they have become even :
#: The part of the face by which smiling
5 : see 1, in six places.
(M. :) or of nºbich any unevenness and promi
is expressed; syn. ….. (K, TA) [in the CK,
nence that n'as therein has been pared off (Lth,
8. Alaº. He ate it: (ISk, S, M, A:) or he erroneously,
You say,
&- 43)
T, A, K) by the passing of the hand over it, thren, it quickly into his mouth. (O, K.)
[Verily he is goodly in respect of the part of the
(Lth, T,) or of the hands. (A.)
face by which smiling is expressed]. (TA.)
9. *...), inf. n. Buś, IIa (a horse) had a
•,• 6 g.

aua-yſ

…

Jºº. Jºël

2:..])

*:::::

*…

s

Jāº

aſº, or nihiteness upon his loner lip.
* -

1. 43, (S. K.) aor. 2, (S) inf n. *ſ, (S,

kº :

6 -

e.”

ſ&

(S, K.)

Jº
-

see ala J, in two places.
*/

M,) He sought

leisurely and gradually, with his

tongue, after the remains of the food in his
mouth, (S, K, TA,) after eating : (TA :) and
he put forth his tongue, and wiped with it his
lips : (S, K :) as also * Lºu, (S, K.) in both
senses: (K:) you say also ãº "-lºº
f The serpent put forth its tongue, (S, K, TA,)
like as the eater puts it forth and nipes nºith it

9 , o.p.

âlâ J A nihiteness in the loner lip of a horse,

es"
See Supplement.]

(S, M, K,) not being a part of the [whiteness
termed]

5: ;

(M;) as also

also the former, a

s:

* H.j: (M, K :)

n:hich descends so that it

•rø

enters into the mouth of a horse, and so that he
removes with it what has remained in his mouth

1. ‘…], aor. *, (inf. n. * S,) t He thirsted;
after eating : and Y the latter, somervhat white was thirsty : ($, K:) [probably, burned with

his lip : (S, TA:) or the former verb and Y the in the lip of a beast of carriage, not passing thirst].
latter signify he took nºith his tongue nhat re beyond the place where the lip closes: (M. :) or
mained in the mouth after eating : (M :) or he the former, a whiteness upon both the lips, only.

2.

jū. * [same as W (ºft, except that it has

sought leisurely and gradually after the taste, (M, K.) Also, Somen'hat of whiteness in the an intensive signification; He made the fire to
and tasted time after time : (M, K :) or V the fore leg of a horse, or in his hind leg, upon the jlame, or blaze, fiercely, or intensely: or, to
latter signifies he tasted time after time; as also 2: [or hair which surrounds the hoof.] (Ibn jlame, or blaze, without smoke, fiercely, or in
or he moved about his tongue in his 'Abbād, K.) And A small spot (AS, T, S, M, tensely.] (K.)
mouth after eating, as though seeking leisurely K) of n!hite : (AS, T, S, K :) and contr. of
4. 3ć. •ryl He made the fire to flame, or
and gradually after some remains of the food black, in the heart. (K.) It is said in a trad.,
betnceen his teeth; whereas Jº- signifies he that faith begins like a ań; in the heart; blaze : (S:) or made it to flame, or blaze, free

smacked his lips: (T ) or "laºu signifies he (T, S.;) and as faith increases, so the latter jrom smoke. (K.) – “…!! It (lightning) flashed
And that hypocrisy in the uninterruptedly. (K.) See also -ºi...—-0,
He (a horse, A5, or other thing
after the remains of the food between his teeth heart is a black ala.J, and faith is a white alās) ; inf. n.
after eating : or he put forth his tongue, and and as either increases, so the alāº increases. that runs, Lh,) was ardent, or impetuous, in his

sought leisurely and gradually, with his tongue, increases. (T.)

&ºl,
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course, or running; (A5, $3) as also -\al: Vehemence of heat (K) upon heated ground and when they are split: (Fr, TA :) accord. to rule,
(Ag:) or he ran with energy, or effort, so as to the like. (ISd.) – A hot day. (K.)
raise the dust: (K:) or he ran violently, raising
&% fem. Jº, f Thirsty: (S, K:) [probably

the -45, or dust. (TA) — Hence, Jº -ø/
AS& t He spoke rapidly [and with vehemence]. burning with thirst :] an epithet applied to a man

$9.
& and ãº.

or woman: (S:) pl.

–29 4:0

f The thing, or affair, excited
him, and inflamed him. (TA.)
(TA.)

Jú.

jà ~~~, quasi-pass. of 3. (K,) [same
as W. <<! , except that it has an intensive signi

-

5.

see

-

it should be 3%, like bë. (K.)

& Thirty (S. K.) fem. J. (S.)
5% The heat, or

(K.)

burning, of thirst; (S, K;)

vehemence of thirst. (TA.) – t The severity,
or vehemence, of death. (K, TA.) = See 3.

º --

3 . .”

-red

see -º).

Jºº fa man (TA) having many red moles
(cº-) on his face: (Fr, K:) from 5% signify

fication;] The fire flamed, or blazed, (S,) [fiercely,
ãº A garment (?-e) in which a stone is put,
or intensely, or flamed, or blazed, burned without
ing the “specks in palm-leaves.” (Fr.)
smoke, fiercely, or intensely]. – tº:- -29, and and with nºbich one side of the kind of camel
litter called
or one side of a load, is
&ć [pl. of 3.2% ?] Manufacturers, with
tex- WJ-vºl, f He burned with hunger. (TA.)
u: ~~~ He burned, and nas or became balanced. (Th.)
palm-leaves, of the kind of baskets called J-33,
hot, with nºrath, or rage. (TA, art. Jés.)
º a subst., The ardour, or impetuosity, of (K,) pl. of *}s, in which dates are put.
See 8.
a horse (§c., Lh) in his course, or running : (S:) (A.A.)
or his energy, or effort, in his course, so that he
8. jū. c-ºſ, quasi-pass, of -ji, (K,) The
** 3,8. Gº In intozication is a cause, or an
fire flamed, or blazed: ($:) or flamed, or blazed, raises *the~3 dust: or a violent run, by n!hich the occasion,
of Jºy! [i. e., thirst ; or putting forth
free from smoke. (K) – 4. --~!! I He was dust (~Ul) is raised: (TA :) or the commence
*
the tongue by reason of thirst]. (TA, from a
incensed, or inflamed with anger, against him. ment of a horse's course, or run. (K.) —º 4] trad.)

tºº,

-

tº "... o .

•6 -

2.

Joº.

-

….”

violently, raising the dust. (TA.) See
(TA) — -- and "-ºu [It (any part of the He runs
s
of
also -31A). — Also used as an epithet: you say
2

body) became inflamed]. - See 5.

si

º

•rø: see -rºl.

cº

3.

-Psyl Jº [A violent run, in which the dust is
raised]. (TA.)

º ,--

- d -

1. * **, aor. 4, (5 K) inf n +3; (5)
and W.

S-3 A gap, or space, between tryo

mountains :

£º

and

"&; (TA;)

He became de

$41, Pleasing in beauty : (IAar, K :) and voted, addicted, or attached, to it, (i.e., to an

(S, K:) or a cleft, or fissure, in a mountain : having much hair : an epithet applied to a man. affair, TA,) and kept, attended, or applied him
(Lh, K:) or a small gap, or ravine, such as is (IAar.)
self, constantly, perseveringly, persistently, or as
termed

**, in a mountain : (Ki) or a cleft in

6 a. º.

siduously, to it; was intent upon it; (S, K;)
a mountain, afternards widening like a road:
saturated with red dye : (K:) imperfectly dyed. and accustomed, or habituated, himself to it.
a. -- and a Jé are smaller than a
rºl; like a
(TA.)
Jºe f A garment, or piece of cloth, not

small road: (Aboo-Sa’eed-Es-Sukkaree :) or a (TA.)

• * ~ *.

2. ~~), inf n.

**,

He fed them with
face of a mountain, resembling a n’all, that can
~~)
something whereby to ally the craving of their
not be ascended : (K:) and similar to this is the
**ś Divinity; divine nature. Mentioned stomachs before the morning-meal called .1331.
Jºy) of the sky at the horizon: or, as some say,
here agreeably with the assertion of some, that
a subterranean eaccavation, or habitation : syn.
the J is a radical letter: but this is a point that (El-Umawee, $, K.) [See 3-3.]
Ješ Jº º: (TA:) pl. Jº and º and requires consideration. (TA.)
4.

&% (S,
•,•

K) and

#9.

(K.) See an ex. voce

4-0 He made him to become devoted,

addicted, or attached, to it, (an affair.) and

*

<-2

* =.
1.

J.3 and "Jºj (K) and "J-4 and " ...;
and W 3% (S, K), [inf ns., of which the verb,

4.

<-3, aor. 2, inf. n. 3-4 and 3.13 and &&.

He thirsted; was thirsty : (S, K:) or thirst heated
his belly, or inside. (L.) – <-9, aor. -, inf. n.

to keep, attend, or apply himself, constantly,
perseveringly, or assiduously, to it; to be intent

upon it; and to accustom himself to it. (TA)
See 1.

—&d

IHe (a man) had young weaned

camels intent upon sucking their mothers, and
persevering therein, ($, K,) and therefore made
in the classical ages,) The flaming, or blazing, of
and Y cºl; (K;) He (a dog, S, and a man, wooden pins, and tied them to the udders, that the
fire: (S:) or its flaming, or blazing, free from
and, in the case of the second verb, a bird also, woung
ones might not be able to such (S:) this
smoke: (T, K:) or ‘… signifies the flame, or
TA) put forth his tongue, by reason of thirst, or form of the verb signifies the depriving
the object
blaze, of fire: (S, K.) and '•', its heat.
fatigue, or neariness: ($, K:) or “… signifies of the quality denoted by the unaugmented verb:
(K.) — &J Dust rising (K) like smoke. (TA.) his breath (J-A3) rose, by reason
of fatigue, or (L.) or he (a pastor) had young neaned camels
weariness:
or
forth
he
(a
dog)
put
his tongue, by intent upon sucking their mothers, and persever
i. A clear nºbite colour ; (K:) brightness of
the complerion, or colour of the skin. (TA.) – reason of thirst : and he (a man) was fatigued, ing therein, and it became necessary for him to
perforate the tongue of each, and to insert in it a
i. (in two copies of the S, ãº; but in the K or neary. (TA.)
ač, which is a round thing, like the ač of a
8: see 1.
expressly said to be with dammeh;) and W &@

-á, aor. 4, does not appear

to have been used

and '3% (K) Thirst: (S. K.) [probably burn
ing thirst].

3- and 5%; (§, K.) and 3-0, aor. 3 (TA;)

spindle, made of coarse hair

(~13),

and [pro

# Thirst. (K.)— Fatigue (AA, K.)—
bably meaning or] to slit the tongue; each of

The red speck in a palm-leaf, (K,) which which
operations is performed to prevent its suck
cºw) : see -3 and ă. – Also, The burning you see when you split it. (TA)— tº ing; for the same purpose, also, a wooden pin is
of coals, or embers, nithout blazing. (T.) – The [for *%, pl. of i: ,] The specks in palm stuck over the nose of the young camel: the
burning of heat upon heated ground. (TA.) – leaves: (Fr, K:) the red specks in palm-leaves, pastor in this case is termed "
and one does
*

*.*.*

tº:
T

337 °
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& -5,
• of

<di,

not say J.-ai-

Jºl. (T)

£9, inf tº-d

11.

n.

came miced, or confused.

but simply

3–2)

load) oppressed him, (a camel, L,) by its neight, the L: in the K, and) a tumour in the iº [or

(S, L, K,) and squeezed him : (L:) it (a heavy portion offlesh betneen the shoulder-blade and the
load) squeezed it, (namely, a camel's back or side], (L, K,) by reason of the pressure of a bag
, It (anything, S) be side,) or bruised it so that it swelled, and became or the like upon the camel's back. (L.) – Also,
($, K.)— It (milk) galled: in which case, a hollow is made at the A certain disease, like an opening, or parting

thickened so that parts thereof became miced to
gether, but it did not become completely thick. (S,
K)—& <--9) His eye became infused (lit.
[See also
mixed) with dron'siness. (S, K,)
-

proper place in the stuffed lining of the saddle, to asunder, [app., in the part where the thighs
\

or lean, by journeying upon it. (S, L, K.)

$29, aor. *,
and W $29,

3 -o

39,

$33,

Kr;)
(inf. n. 3.35 TA;) but the latter
(inf n. 433, Ş) He denotes frequency of the action; (S, L;) He
Q. Q. 1. ‘ºf
performed, eacecuted, or managed, his affairs pushed, pushed anay, or repelled, him : or pushed
in an unsound manner. (AZ, S, K.) — -sº him violently upon the chest : (L:) or he pushed
He cooked roast meat insufficiently, or not him, pushed him anay, or repelled him, on
thoroughly: (K:) or he cooked roast meat, account of his baseness, or despicableness : (S, L,
(K,) or flesh-meat, (S,) not nell; ($, K;) as K:) or he struck him in the breasts, (L.) or in
&

L, K, inf. n.

L, and

&

"&".

also

(S.) See 1.

Q. Q. 2 : see Q. Q. 1.
8

of

ridden. (L.)- A she-camel pressed, or squeezed,

and having her flesh bruised, by her load. (Lh,
L.) — 3. and W

3,4-

A camel oppressed by

the weight of a load, and squeezed: having his

back or side squeezed by a heavy load, or bruised
so that it is snollen, and galled: having his side
the bases of the breasts, (K,) and in the bases of squeezed by a heavy load so that a disease has
the shoulder-blades: (L, K :) or he pressed, or been the consequence, which has disordered his
lungs. (L.)
squeezed, him; syn. º, (L, K.)

Devoted, addicted, or attached, to

33. A kind offood of the Arabs; (L.) thin
54.2%; (S, L, K;) not thin so as to be supped,

2: see 1.

-

*

*

3. A beast of carriage jaded, or fatigued,
($, L,) and rendered emaciated, or lean, by being

.

cº

[3-sº

-

- d

prevent farther injury. (L)–99 He jaded unite,) ( epºle.) which befalls men in the legs
his beast of carriage, and rendered it emaciated, and thighs. (L, K.)

an affair, and keeping, attending, or applying
4. & J. He instigated against him; and nor thick so as to be formed into mouthfuls;
himself, constantly, perseveringly, persistently, or
against him; and acted wrongfully, or
aided
assiduously, to it; intent upon it; and accustom
thicker than añº- and ass–3, but thinner than
tonards him.
(J.K.) — JºJ) He
injuriously,
ing himself to it: part. n. of 1.] You say,
:* Jé [A man devoted, &c., to a thing]. did, or acted, wrong, nºrongfully, unjustly, or 53-4 [properly so called]. ($, L.)
injuriously; (L, K;) [as also A-II). – 4 JºJº
• *, *
(M in art. U.)
32.1, ; see 3-0. – 32.12 and "Jºe, but the
is said of a man, with respect to another,
ãº and "is-à The tongue: (S,K) or the tip, when the former withholds one of two men latter denotes frequency of the action, A man
or extremity, of the tongue. (L.) – The tongue, and leaves the other at liberty, fighting him. pushed, pushed anay, or repelled, on account of his
or dialect, or language, which a person speaks [The object is, app., the former of these two, baseness, or despicableness. (S, L.) See also $33.
by nature and custom and education. (L.) – as he is the injured one.] (AA, S, L, K.)
º º, p.
Jºe: see 3:1. — Also, Base, or despicable,
Such a one is – It is also said of a man, with respect to
“ 2. &, and
another, when the former acquaints one of the held weak, (El-Hawázinee, L,) and frequently
of chaste tongue: (S:) or, chaste in the dialect, men with the contention or dispute of the other,
repelled from doors. (El-Hawázinee, T.A.)
or language, which he speaks by nature and or with that which the other would say to him,
custom and education. (L.) – Also, t both and makes known to him a matter which he
~Jø
words, but the former is the more approved, The understands from him, but which is obscure to
• * ~ * > ...of
sound of speech. (L.)
lºa-15 tº a jji, i. e. Lojº iſ; ; in the CK,
others, and informs him of the other's argu
is: That with nihich one allays the craving ment. [The object is, app., the latter of these jj; (Kr, K5) [app. meaning He made him to
of his stomach before the morning-meal called two, as he is the injured one.] (AA, L.) – adhere nºith one adhesion].
By God,
Also, Jº *::: & S! tº u.
,133. (K.)
[jø
thou saidst it not save that thou mightest aid
***3: see is-à3.
against me, is said when a man has acquainted

&

º

is in

º

no .

.

o

Pe.”

*i-dº,

*

º

- -

- -

iſ,

** see 4.

one of the two men with that which the other

:

would say. [It is, app., said by the latter of
- -e-...-->

-3. Le Roast meat insufficiently cooked. (S.) these two, as he is the injured one.] (AA, S,
3.
!, f An unsound opinion. (A.) – L.)- Jºy!! He made, or prepared, the kind of
— z->wº
• - d.º.º.

º

- . e.--

**

-

Jºe- t An unsound story, narration, or

tradition.
3

(A.)

- 2 -

juſt . Mired; confused. (TA) — Milk
thickened so that parts thereof are mixed º:
*

food called 34.9, (IKit) – 4: 29), (inf n.
L.) He held him in light estimation, or
despised him: (S, L, K:) or he held his clemency,
or forbearance, or intellect, C.-) in light
estimation, or despised it; as also & Jº-Jº. (L,

gether, but not completely thick. (TA.)— stºp
*

* 0.2

• *

le-lº-e J').3 Jº I saw the affair, or case, of
the sons of such a one to be confused. (S.)

See Supplement.]

3%,

art. Jºe-J.)

Ş.,
* * ***

Q. 2. § 3 He desisted through timidity, and
nvas convardly. (T, K. Mentioned in the T
among the class of quinqueliterals, T.A.)

- c.

JºJ A certain disease which affects camels in
the chest; (T :) an opening, or parting asunder,
tº one who sleeps, and lacks power, or
,) in the chest of a camel, [app., neart to
(
ability, to work. (K.)
either, or both, of the arms, by reason of a
ºw)
push, or collision, (L, K,) or the like, (K,) or by
1. 3% (aor. , L, K, inf n. 23, L.) It (a reason of the squeezing of a load: (L:) or (so in

gº

[…]
cº
30
3)
See Supplement.]
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ls) — tº

*ś,

aor.

tºº,

inf. n.

$º,

app., He was
6 6.

foul, ugly, or deformed, in countenance.] 345),
accord. to the K, is the same as 35. ; but this is
&

probably a mistake for

6 -

-

-

#3, The being foul, ugly,

or deformed, in countenance; [which is the signi

Nubians :] (A’Obeyd, S or, as in the TA,
A’Obeydeh ) or a is) is a very black, rugged,
lengthened tract of ground, only at, or by, [so Jº
seems here to signify] the projecting part of a
mountain, or the loner and thinner, or finer, part
of a sand-hill, or the foot (Jé,c) of a mountain :
(Az :) or it may be a difficult ascent, or
acclivity, up a mountain, rising to the greatest

fication of #1 (TA) [See art. Syl–3.
£iſ, #, dº, and ãº, [app., This, by heights (Ish;) pl. of 4, and 4.9, ºf and ºf
(S, K) and ºji ($) or ºf is pl. of 49.
Allah, isfoulnes and ugliness!] (TA [app. from

$1.

A thing miced with the perfume called

-Yº, (TA:) a thing smeared therenith. (S.)

—ºt.

Twisted iron. (K.) Applied as an
epithet to a coat of mail. (T.A.)

~9)
1.

<S,

aor.

<º,

He told, narrated, or gave

[not, as implied above, of a-3):] (Sb :) for a
number from three to ten, the pl. used is clº); an account of, a thing different from that re

the T.])

i;

and more than ten are termed -º) and Jºs) :
countenance. (TA: app. from the T.) – & ty (TA:) [or these last two words are coll. gen, ns.,
of which iE') and a-->J are the ns. un.]—
* May God render thee foul, or ugly (T.)
gº Jºe º & tº [Between its two tracts
2.

n:hose camels are going round about the nater, by
reason of thirst. (TA.)

He looked malignantly with his eyes or

specting which he was asked. (K.) [But ac
cord. to some, the aor. is

<!,

and the verb

belongs to art. J.] It was said to El
Asadeeyeh, “What is

iſ_-13:11" and she

(K, accord. to the TA) or 3% ($, CK) He

of black stones, there is not the like of such a one: answered tº 33 & Öº <!. &, i.e.,
i. e., within its (the city's) limits, there is not, “The concealing a thing that one knows, and
&c.] : only said with reference to El-Medeeneh
telling, or narrating, something different from
and El-Koofeh; (RA :) or said originally with it.” (TA)—, ±1 ±55, aor. **, IIe con
reference to El-Medeeneh, and fig. with reference

of thirst (Isk)—ºf signifies The camels'

or possessions, and as to mind, or disposition : different from the real state of the case ; or he eac

~s)
1.

35,

a Or.

**,

inf. n.

-

3.

and

º and

&# and 25 ($, K) and ºff (K) and &

cealed the news, or information, (K,) and related
thirsted; n.as thirsty; ($, K;) or he, thirsting, to any other city. (A.)- & & tº sº, n!hat n'as different therefrom. (TA.) [But see
nent round about the nater, not reaching it : said by Aisheh, describing her father, 1 Free above)—Jº <5, aor. “sº, He told the
(K:) or he n'ent round about the nater, by reason hearted; of ample endonments, app. as to wealth,
man, or narrated to him, a thing in a manner

syn. Sºl 3-6, an 8-6. (TA)—iº A

going round about the tank, or cistern, and not
pressed the news, or information, to him obscurely,
being able to get at the mater, on account of the people that is nith another people, but of n!hich or enigmatically, or obscured it to him, or concealed
cronding, or pressing. (As, K.)
advice or counsel is not asked [by the latter] with it from him, telling him, narrating to him, or
2.

*;

He mixed it nith the perfume called

respect to anything, (K,) whether good or evil. giving him an account of, a thing different from
(TA.)
that respecting which he was asked: but accord.

~$2: or he smeared it therenith. (K.)

to A$.,

* , of

& x3-

(and

&

TA,) [Very black]:

455,

aor.

“...,

[not

&J inf. n. <!,

4. Sºl His camels mere thirsty: (K:) his
camels went round about the nater, by reason of

derived from

iº, as signifying “a tract covered,

signifies “he expressed to him the news, or infor
mation, obscurely, or enigmatically, or obscured

thirst. (TA.)

or strewed, with black stones". (Ki) or from

it to him, or concealed it from him "; thus he

**

and

"-94 Camels, or palm-trees, *-i-

as a syn. of

**,

meaning [“the makes it belong to art. Sº-º; and the like is said

Nubians,” but see above] “a certain race, or nation, in the L. See also above. (TA)—é, aOr.
thirsty; far from mater. (K.) You say, Wºj of the negroes.” (R.A.).ësº as also 25%, aor. <g: He rvithheld
See ãº.
Jº- Jº "334 I left them (the camels)
him, or restrained him, and turned him, or
•* 0

°.e.

&

6

*.*

s

Jºi i q. Sºlº, Slaver, or drivel: (K:) a averted him, from his course, purpose, or object.
going round about the tank, or cistern, unable to
get at the nater, on account of the crowding, chaste word, not formed by mispronunciation. ($, K, art. Stre), q.v.)
(TA.)
d
3 a
* !: see tºul, in art. St.J.
—º A piece of meat that turns round in
the cooking-pot.
(K) = 2,3 Bees: (K.) (K) [The dolichos lubia of Forskāl; a species of
*5)
accord. to some, originally * (M.F.) In Kidney-bean]. Accord. to El-Khafájee and El
1. &S), aor. **, inf. n. *ś, He folded a
some copies of the K, Js-3 is erroneously put Jawáleekee, not an Arabic word. (TA.) [In

or pressing. (As, $) [-º, is pl. of iºſ)

-

& (K) and @3 and :45 (TA) and ſº

for Ja-3. (TA.)

Persian,

º

&

tº :

in Greek, thing: (IAar, IKt:) and twisted it. (IAar.)
These are the original meanings. (IAqr, IKt.)
iš f A number of black camels collected to Aó80s.]
— He turned a thing round twice ; as a turban
gether : (K:) likened to the tract so called,
Thirsting : [but see the verb:] pl. Jºš. is turned round, and an 25!. (TA.) – He
covered with black stones. (T.A.) [See à.#..]
like as * is pl. of *3. ($)—iºš. See bound, or mound round, a turban. (K.) You
– See als).
say
Jº ãººl &S, aor. and inf n, as
and

and

&S

* *

*

º

a

-

-

~5-).

ãº and " iºš A stony tract, of which the
stones are black and norm : syn.

*;

and

*::

5- :

above, He bound, or nound round, the turban on

$5% a Persian word, (TA,) A kind of per
($, K:)

signify a tract of land covered, or

º

fume, (S. K.) like 3,4- (S); or saffron.
K)—iº.

(IAqr,

A fascicle, or small bundle,

his head.

($)—istºl, 3,9]

&S He wound

the camel's hair round the nihirl of the spindle.

(TA)—ºf J. & Ji tº Theskin.

strenced, neith black stones; and hence a negro is
called
and
[and negroes collectively of filaments of saffron ; a shive of saffron. that are bound and tied round their mouths.
(IAgr).
(TA, from a trad)–39, aor. **, He (a
are called ãº and i,j : the former, however,

&

&

º

are evidently the Lybians, the latter, the

...”

•rº A man whose camels are thirsty; or man) went round about; syn. 33. ($) — tº
-
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* He went round about a thing; syn. a, “Su”.

keep my property as a deposit. (K.) From Wounds; syn. ël-5- (K.) = } Weak,
(TA)—Jº as &S, and Y tººl, The people & “the taking refuge.” (TA)—e.g 2. incomplete, evidence; (Az, in Msb;) resembling
collected around him. (TA, from a trad.)— in a verse of El-'Ajjāj, He, or it, did not make to nvhat is termed ăş, (Az, K,) not complete, or

ºº

perfect, evidence; so accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee :
(Az. :) it is one person's giving his testimony to
5, ºu It (a garment) nas, or became, be the fact of a slain person's declaring, before his
with ointment]. (TA, from a trad) — $5,
fouled, defiled, polluted, dirtied, soiled, besmeared, death, that a certain person slen, him; or two
and Y tººl, and Y tuſ, It (a plant, or tree, or
or bedaubed, with mud. (Mgb.)
“sº persons giving their testimony to the fact of there
herbage,) became tangled and lucuriant. (TA.) [app., He was confused, or perple-ced, by the having eacisted enmity betn'een them two, [i.e., the

&- Ö 35 She surrounded, or,
as SOIne sy, internized [one of her locks of hair

delay. (TA.)

—º

—“S, aor. **,

inf. n.

39, IIe rolled about

slain person and the person accused of slaying
affair].

(Lth.)

him, or, of one's having threatened the other;
8. “ºl: see 1.- It was, or became, collected and the like : it is from <sº as signifying “it

a morsel of food in melted fat or the like. (K.)

—&S, aor. $54, inf. n. sº, He chened, or
mumbled, a thing; syn. JS; (K;) such as a together. (TA)—eu-15 ($, K5) and "ey, was befouled, or defiled.” (TA.) – See $9,
morsel of food, &c. (TA) —ſº 239,

* 23, The rain laid it, or mired it,

inf. n.

<-sº

(L;) It (an affair, TA,) was, or

and

(i.e., a became,

confused, ($, K,) intricate,

plant,) part over part. (TA.) — &S, aor. (TA.) You say

“sº, inf n. *ji (Ki) or sº, ſaor, tºº,
(S,) or

ãº.

and difficult.

<<! A certain plant (S, K) that minds about :
alſº esta. The affairs
the 5 is changed into Us on account of the kesreh

became confused, and

intricate,

to him : (TA:) before it.

(S.)

3,4- <-5ul [The affairs became con

and

inf n. 95 (L5) and "eux, (§, K.) He
was slow, or tardy, (S, K,) * Jº in his work,

29

and

$9, or W. $º, (as in different copies

of the S)

fused]. ($.) – Also, both verbs, (the former
accord. to the S and K, and the latter accord. to Languor; flaccidity; in a man. (S.)

2.9 Jº in the affair. (K.)—" eul
©

.

º

the L.) It became wound about. (S, L, K.) You
~5): see ºt-5).
He (a camel) was slon", or tardy and languid.
say $º
3é! (so in one copy of the
(TA, from a trad.)- Jºº-º- &é &S He was
$: in another, Jºuj') [A hair became wound
à: The gum, accord. to some, belongs to this
slow, tardy, or tedious, in accomplishing my about the head, or tip, of the reed-pen : read, art., because the flesh of the gums is bound
want. (TA)—2%l &. & &S He twisted erroneously, by Golius, and Freytag, Jº *Udi (<) round the roots of the teeth. (TA.)
-

cº

º .

his speech, and

dia

*Ot

make it plain by reason

94% _olºſ).
of shame. (IKt, TA, from a trad.) [Similarly,

(S.) — He became strong, power
ful, or vigorous. (K, TA.)- He became fat.

à55): see tº, and ā35).

(K, T.A.)- He withheld, or restrained; syn.

ã,

22° 2

* **

*: :

*S* Jº 'sºul. (A.)]–35 He was slow in
Languor, and slon-ness, or tardiness.

speech, and heavy in tongue. (TA.) – See 8. J.-: (K:) [but it seems rather to signify he
($, K.) — ; 33 Jº, A man slow, or tardy,
–33, *S, aor. **, inf n. $9, He kept
nvithheld, or restrained, himself; syn. J.- : and neak. (TA.) — iš, Weakness: (IAar,
to the house. (K.)—&S), aor. **, inf n.
like Y &S). Accord. to the K, ºs-, inf n. K.) as also " ... (TA)— Weakness of judg
& and "ey, inf. n. <-sº IHe miaced, and
<-sº signifies the same ; but it is not so: it is ment, and a repetition, or stuttering, (+ 15,)
steeped, or macerated, in water. (K.)—a, º, the same as Jºuji only as signifying “it was, or
o

a Or.

“sº, (inf.

him;

n.

$9,

K,) He took

rfive in

became confused ”, and “it became wound

had recourse to him for protection or con about.” (TA.)

cealment: ($, K:) i. 4. $9. ($ ) accord. to
Yaakoob, the tº here is a substitute for the 3 of

$$. (TA)
2.

s: it &; es

o, o,

of

£ e.

-

*

*

e

* ,

9.5, 31 U.9 ºuse cº J- He loosed, or

undid, a turn, or twist, or two turns, or twists, of — tº A touch, or first affection, of insanity,
his turban. (TA, from a trad.) = t25) Strength; or diabolical possession. (S. K.)—iº A
($, K.) =
power; vigour: ($, K, TA:) as also W i35), [as state of eaccitement; syn.
ºf

IIe miced the stran, njith

in speech. (TA, from a trad.) An impediment
in speech. (Msb.) – à, (IAar, M, K) and
* 35, (IAar, M) and * *. (Msb) Stupidity;
foolishness; paucity of sense. (IAar, M, K, Msb.)

o

6*

x

[the kind of trefoil called] 3.5. (A.)— tº in one place,) or '#5, (as in another]. (TA) à, Abundance
IIe, or it, rendered water turbid. (S.) – *9,
*: <!; âû, and W ă, A strong she-camel; she-camel. (S.)

of flesh and fat, (S, K.) in a
[See º] = i,j A piece
a she-camel endoned mith strength, or vigour: of rag collected together, with nº hich one plays.
dirtied, soiled, besmeared, or bedaubed, (§, K,) (TA:) or, the former, (L,) or the latter, (S,) a (K.)
she-camel having much flesh and fat, ($, L,)
* ,,
2;, -º
his clothes with mud. (S.) - See 1 and 8.
~13) : see ag|5).
with which she is bound round: (L:) or, as
4: see 1=Jº
The land produced
some say, stupid, unsteady, and hasty; syn.
ăș and W iº, A company, an assembly, or
fresh, or green, herbage, (~%, as in some copies
cly : (S:) or, the former, a bulky she
a troop, (K,) of men, and of other animals.
of the K, or -kº, as in others, and in the TA,) camel; yet her bulkiness does not prevent her
A company, or an
3. Jº A strong (TA.) —Jº &among that which was dry. So in the K: but in being swift. (Lth.) –
the L, as follows & 121-9 The cº- dried man. (TA) — 39, (IAar) or '#9, (As) assembly, of people of different tribes; (S, K;)
like *:::ſ. (K) = & One niho, or a thing
up, and then produced frº, or green, shoots: and Resolution of mind, (IAar, Aş,) and strength of
E

inf n <-sº, He befouled, defiled, polluted,
sºft

**

'iº

$º

which, (sº in the TA, jº) is would, or

sometimes the same verb is thus used with re

mind. (IAqr.) – ëº, Evil, as a subst. (K.)
ference to the as 3 and Jºs and . . . of the
*} Mutual suits, or demands, nith malevo defiled, (ść) in anything. (K.) = išić and
23, one scarcely ever says tº 3!!, but Jā; nor lences, or rancours: (Ki) one says, tº over W $19 (the latter [in the CK *}] is with kest,
does one say of the ***, *9), but Lºx', and Between them are mutual suits, &c. (TK.) = and is mentioned in the L, without the former,
43 d.

-

-

º

o,

e.p. o.

• de

<! (TA)—Jº * * I asked him to &

Offsets of palm-trees.

(AHn.)

=&

on the authority of Fr, TA,) Flour [of wheat, &c.]
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“s
— tº
* 3:
a #2

~ *

6 &2 ×
*

which is sprinkled upon the table, beneath dough,

[es]." Jºe and stºl-e J-9 : see

in

(K,) to prevent the dough's adhering to the art. ºre).]
table. (TA.)
£2

.

—see 4 = &S, (3) aor. tºº, (TA,) inf. n.
3

... 6 º'

-65

# ($, K) and 3 (K) and 3% ($, K) and

&ú. : see tººl.

3.2,” +

ãº 3) : see aglº).

&

:

See

3.5%

&
-

i; i- f A tangled beard.
*S,

1.

aOr.

£º, (inf. n. #9, TA,) He turned

it about in his mouth.

with black. (TA.)

His eyes rolled.]
* * *

: *~ *

... •

24

(K5) and " cul; (S. K.)

slightest degree: (TA:) or he thirsted quickly. (Lh.)

§,

tºº,

<S, (aor.
inf. n.
TA,) It (thirst,
(K.) — [else st-e-S), K, or travel, §, K, and cold, and disease or
-

in nihich half-nºhite, or grizzly, hairs are miced
2-,

and &

He thirsted : ($, K;) or he thirsted in the

tº'
(TA.) — A beard in nºbich half-white hairs are
miced nith nºbite : so in the K; but correctly,

0 ed

then he or it became concealed from him. (L.)

illness, and grief, TA,) altered him, (S, K,) and

g o.

made him lean, lank, light of flesh, slender, or
lank
belly; (TA;) as also W 4-9, (K,)
2% (; ; s: respecting these words, occurring became bending to us, or deviating from a straight inf. n.in the
2,5: or the latter signifies it (the heat
in a trad., El-Harbee says, I think the meaning course. (K.)

Xi (; &ºl & Cº. cººl cº, Jºs

2.

&º

tº

83,

inf. n.

**,

The road

of fire or of the sun) altered the colour of his
to be, those to n-hom various kinds of food are
skin
: (TA :) or both verbs signify it parched,
sº
and
*
tº
[the
latter
the
dim.
of
carried round about; from <ººl, “winding
scorched,
or burned, and blackened, his skin. (Zj.)
the former] A nant; a thing wanted ; an
round ’’ a turban on the head. (IAth.)
Jº:
"
…; The sun altered him, and scorched,
object of nant : (TA:) from 4-S as explained
a > 0 . . . .” - c >
3.3% $13, and w 3.3, and * 3.j, A tangled above. (K.)—S.
ale-5) S3 ile-3- °3-2 Jº tº i.e. slightly burned, and changed the colour of,
plant; (K;) a tangled and lururiant plant:
his face; ($ ;) and in like manner fire, and the
Çağ There n'as not a mant in his bosom but I hot wind called 2×: as also 4-5. (A.)
and in like manner, herbage: &S is originally
6 *

ës, & 55:

(TA :) so also a tree.

Or

(and

&l,

it. (TA)— Sº ſº. 23 J.
= $5, accomplished
W its ºf $, ić-º: $. *: I have no nant,

TA,) The lion : (K:) from

*;

“strength.” (TA.)

&

(M.)

—º

2.

tº, (inf. n. **, TA,)

He heated (S, K)

9 *-29s- X5

[nor any little want, nith respect to him, or it. a thing with fire. ($; see MA, and see 1.) –
(Lh.) —
$3
•ºſé J% [I have no. -: 4-9 Hoariness altered him; (TA;) ren
wants m!hich it is incumbent upon him to supply: dered him white. (K, T.A.) – See 1, and 4.

&

A man slow, or tardy.

-

ër

ić [A lasting, or continuous, and still, rain] cº- being a pl. of de-la-; and cº, irregularly, .* See 1 throughout the first half. – tº
that lays, or mixes, the plants, part upon part,
of ſº, in imitation of tº-l. (TA.) – See • - cº, (inf. n. *-S1, TA,) t He (a man)
(Lth, K, TA,) like as straw is mixed with the
was cautious and fearful of the thing. (S, K.”)
kind of trefoil called 3.3 : (Lth, TA :) but this also *s-, in three places.
explanation is disapproved by A.M. (TA) —

ić ā-

A slon

cloud: such

a clºud

the longest in raining. (AM.) –
and heavy in tongue; (K;) slow
and heavy in tongue: fem. ić,
(TA.) — A man weak in mind,
standing: from

*ś,

aS

&SJ)

= ** cº, (L.) and * * ty, (Lh, ś, L.)

º

and a, W

tº, (L.) He made a sign with his

garment, ($, L.) from a distant place, taking the

cº

end of it in his hand, and naving it about, to

£5, **, inf. n. #9, It (a. thing) make it seen by some one nºhom he desired to see
[pl. **)
or under *: gleanº; pitºl. (S.) – cº, (aor. it. (L.) º cºli (S. K.) and * 'ty,
1.

a0r.

signifying." weak, i. **, inf. n. t”

& [A place of refuge; a refuge]. [You

Jºãº

See

tº Slon,
in speech,

complete, evidence.” (Msb.) — &ºi, like Jºi,
Stupid; foolish; of little sense; as also " &:
(TA:) stupid, foolish, or of little sense, and
convardly : pl. 5. (IAgr.) – Languid; flac
cid: (S, K :) applied to a man. (S.) =
Strong; pomerful; vigorous. Thus the word
bears two contrary significations. (K.)

say,)

As ºft

is

and

tº and cle-3); TA;)

(K,) inf. n.

*sº

tº ;

It (lightning) flashed slightly, not nvith his snºord, (S, K,) and waved it, or moved
it about, [..for the purpose above mentioned].
eactending sidencays in the adjacent tracts of cloud:
{ He made
(S, K :) or "tº signifies. it. lighted up what
surrounded it. (TA)- cº, (S, Msb,) aor. a sign to the dog nºiºh a cake of bread, and he
and Y

(TA) – “3 * -º tº

34; (Msb;)

inf. n.

[& and] £9; (IAth;) followed him. (A)= -

It appeared: (IAth, Msb:) it (a star) appeared,
(S, Msb,) as also V tº, ($, K,) [it loomed,)

me. (ISk, $)= <-S, (infin, i-º, TA) He
destroyed him or it.

(S, K.)

and shone, gleamed, or glistened; (TA;) as

.* &

8 : see 1.

£5

10.

tº:-

* (K)

IIe

ww. tried, or endeavoured, to

t One who is a refuge to others; and glistened. (S, K.) – tº), and W tº, JHe see, syn. 23, (K,)
(TA;) a nobleman; (Ks, S, K;)
thing. (TA.)
n:hom others compass, and go round about : (a man) came forth and became apparent.
a noble

tº He went

anay with, or took anay, that nihich belonged to

Verily he is an also W
tº: (Mºb, TA:) Isk says, Jº
ercellent refuge for guests. (TA.) —º. (S,K) Canopus appeared; ($;) and W tº it shone
and W

(TA;) the made a sign

29

J into the affair, or

chief;

(A’obeyd)—º es. 89, and W cº, f Thine
(Ks, S ;) or so called because the command is
§ A look; syn. 3,43; [or rather a glance,
[as it were] bound round him; i.e., because affair 2.became apparent and manifest to me. (A.) or light or quick look;] like i-j. (K.) = See
affairs are connected with him : (TA:) pl. — 4-9 Jº -ºº! tº Hoariness appeared upon ; = Any broad, or wide, and thin, thing,
$5% and #3% and <-5%: (S, K:) the his head. (TA.) – 4-5, aOr. 3% IHe san,
such as a board or plank or the like, of wood or
last used by poetic licence. (ISd.)
him, or it. (K.) – 134- J. &S, alor. 3%
* >

2 & 3

•

*

o

£º,

6

&sº :

* >

see tº)-2.

of bone : (T, M, Msb, K:) pl.
and pl. pl.
(K.) A word of this kind has not a
He looked at, or tonards, such a thing; as a distant

£4%

*

… •

4 a. 3

J.A. A man ($) slon", or tardy, by reason of
his fatness. ($, K.) [See also art. “J.]

fire. (L.) — sº “S, aor. tºº, inf. h.
i-9,

pl. of the measure Jº,

[so in the L, He san, him, or it, and 3 is disliked.

because dammeh to the

(Sb.) —

£º

i.g.

39,

q. V.

2680
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tº-3,

— The scapula or shoulder-blade, (T, S, Msb, K.)
:*
[pl. of i-S) The parts of a spear, or the like: (TA:) also W &
when it is nºritten upon, or inscribed. (T, Mgb, K.) thing that are apparent, and that show the signs (K) by the sun, or by travel, &c. (TA.)

3%

– Any nide bone : (S, Msb:) or any bone of thereof. (TA.)

&

and W

Łº The eacternal
• 6 -

&:

the body, eccept the bones called -aš of the
arms and legs.

§ *

tº

(Msb.)

3. 2

See also

tº —

parts of a thing. (A.)

sº J-9

º ºg • 2

See

t”.

The

apparent signs of hoariness, occurs in a verse of
f There remained of him

Khuff Ibn-Nudbeh, for Jºe:Jſ
nothing but the wide bones. Said of one that is
lean, or emaciated.

altered

&

(A) — ºn

* , of

* -

— cº-

tºº.

W

35)
(TA.)

-

tly, Shining, gleaming, or glisten

The

smooth part of the shoulder-blade, nhere its pro ing, weapons; such as the snºord, (S, K,) and the
jecting part (2. [so I read for Jºë, in the L]) like, (K,) and the spear-head; ($ ;) generally
meaning swords, because of their whiteness:
terminates, in the upper portion.
(ISd :) or, as some say, the cases, or receptacles,
That [meaning a tablet] upon which one writes. in which are the snords together with their scab
($) —
es: 4. &= [We wrote for him bards and suspensory belts or strings, because
upon the tablets, or tables]. (Kur vii. 142.) made of boards. (IB.) Amr Ibn-Ahmar El
They are said to have been two tablets; but it Báhilee says,
i. allowablº !o call two tablets t!»). (Zj.) —

(L)– 3

tº

1 * $$, aor. 3, 4, (S, A, L, Mºb) inf n.sº
(S, L, K) and 39 (S, A, L, K) and 39 (L,
Mºb, K) and $1, and $55, (Mºb, K.) He had
recourse to it, (a mountain [&c.], Mºb,) or him,

for refuge or protection or preservation; ($, A, L,
Msb;) as also as "35"), inf n. $9, (A;) and
aw W Sºl; (Msb;) sought, or took, refuge in it, or
him ; (S, L;) and joined himself to him ; and
sought, desired, implored, or called for, aid, or suc

cour, of him: (L:) he protected, concealed, defended,
133A-J)
mentioned in the Kur, [chap.
* 33,
or fortified himself by it, (L, K,) or him; (L;)
lxxxv. last verse, The Preserved, or Guarded,
as also as W 33’), (L.) inf. n. $33% (L, K) and
Tablet, nihereon are said to be inscribed all the
$9; (L5) and '59. (L)–4. Sº, (L.) inf n.
divine decrees;] I the depository of the decrees,
[In the evening she is like shining neapons, (so as above, in the commencement of the art., (K,)
or nilled events, ordained by God: (TA:) or
3?
accord. to the S.) or like snord-cases, (accord.
i.g. -º-Kºl Al : or a light which appears to the to IB,) and in the early part of the day, after It encompassed, or surrounded, it; (L, K;") as
(L, K.) You say,
angels, shoning to them the things which they are sunrise, she is like the wild con on the morning also V SSI, (L.) inf. n.
$$,
and
W
3’),
The road encom
commanded to do, and which they obey. (M5b) of, or after, rain]. IB says, that the poet

&l,

cº tº J-3
•e o sº.”

* * * *--- iº Jº
-

-

šS.

23.9 &jº

means, in the evening she is lean, or slender, passed, or surrounded, the house : (L:) or, reached,
ºf (Š, K) and "º, (Lh, K) but the like a sword-case; but in the morning, like a or eactended, to the house : (Msb:) and 33, >35
former is of higher authority, (K,) and the latter wild cow, &c. (L.)
Je,iº The house encompassed, or surrounded,
is mentioned by none but Lh, (TA,) The air, or
the road. (L.) See also 3. —2 it §§ and
atmosphere, (S, K,) betnceen heaven and earth:
Jr., W \}, He laboured, or strore, to overcome
(S:) the air next to the higher part, or to the
the people in any way; expl. by the words
clouds, of the why; syn. J& : this is its meaning
Large in the
(K,) meaning [the
in the phrase tºu es: *ś sº
Jºsſ º shoulder-blades, or] any of the nide bones of the Jueue -e- cle 3,3'-s' L.A. (T, L.) [Perhaps

tº see tºº.
tºº
tº,

J;

[I mill not do that even if thou leap into the air body: applied to a camel and to a man:

neart to the higher part, or to the clouds, of the (TA :) or having excellent and large tly

sky]. ($)

(sh, AHeyth :)

Jº J.
º

e.e.

º,

t!». is ºld

:

to mean the

but there is a near resemblance between the

significations of 3,3'-J1 and 39'2's]].] .

cºleps [or two radii), the ºtsu [or two tibia],

Thirsty camels. (S. K.)

and the

cº
U.J.:

and

3,5".A.J) is a mistake for 55.2%; see 3; the
same phrases being explained in the M by alſº :

cº [or two humeri, or upper bones of

3. iſ sº, (§, L.) inf n. #353 and 39,

e.

cº

the arms]. (TA.) – Tall. (K.)- Lean, lank, (S, L. K.) with which 36.3 is syn., (K) The
or light of flesh; or slender, or lank in the belly: people had recourse, one to another, for refuge or
(K:) applied alike to a man and a woman ; also, protection or preservation; sought, or took, refuge,
\
thing. (S.) The 3 is changed into US because a beast of carriage that becomes so quickly: (TA :) one in another; protected, concealed, defended, or
of the kesreh before it. (Fr, S.) º is extr.; also, a woman that quickly becomes lean, or ema fortified, themselres, one by another. ($, L, K.”)
for there is no reason for the change of the 3 ciated: (K:) pl.
(TA.) —
A Agreeably with this explanation, (as some say,
therein into Us, unless, for alleviation of the beast ($) that quickly becomes thirsty; ($, K5) L,) §§ is used in the Kur, xxiv. 63: were it
See

-

#3 & (S. K.) and '33. (K.) A white

*:33.

º

sound. (L.) — Also

.

tº

9

and

tºle

**

"tº

Of a
as also W

** (K) and tº :

(IAar, K;) the

£9,

and W

£9,

from Š, it would be 59 (§, L.)—see 1–
2. $39, inf. n. $$$$…,

shining, or glistening, white hue. (L.) – Jāº

He n'ent round about

last extr., as though the 3 were changed into Us
f Intensely white, (K, TA.)
them, or encompassed them. (Msb.) See also 1.
because of the kesreh which is near before it, and as

– Also : Q ($, K) and " &Q

(K) The wild though they had imagined a kesreh to the J. (ISd.)
º

bull: (§, K:) so called because of his whiteness.

, 6.

—º, (M, L.) inf n. #354 (K) and $9,
(M, L, K,) He circumvented, or deluded, him;

s

tº” cº [A very thirsty n-ind]. (TA, voce (M, L, K;*) syn. *3% (M, L) inf. n. #394.
ič)=[A kind of decoy-bird see 3-5.)
(K)—3.9 (M, L) and a "$$, and "3S),
(M,) He wheedled, beguiled, or deluded, them;
tº: tºº.
-

(S.) — Also both words, The daybreak, or
danºn: (K:) so called for the same reason. (TA.)

tº: &#

I met him at the period of the
afternoon called **), rhen the sun was nºbite.

-

&

.. 6

º .. 6

See

syn. A5's ..(M., L.) 33’) He eluded, and shunned,
or avoided, thee;

(L.)

ği. Altered by fire, or

syn.

4.

£5.

and

st-.

by the sun, or by
Agreeably with this explanation, or as signifying
3-9 i-ji, [Kur, lxxiv. 29, referring tojiº, travel, [&c.] : an arrow, before it is furnished aß59-e, some render 159. in the Kur, xxiv. 63.
Burning the [scarf.] skin so as to blacken it. with feathers and a head, altered by fire; and
in like manner the iron head of an arrow or of a (Ibn-Is-Seed, TA)— sº, (TK) infn. #35.
(Zj.)
• -o

º
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and also called (A, K) to see hon, he might come to the trees, (S,
(K) and $9, (L, K,) He acted contrarily to, or be bruised, or brayed,
differently from, or adversely to, him; was, or J25×5 : it is of two kinds, sneet and bitter: K,) to pull them up, or out, (S,) or to cut them
became contrary to, or different from, or adverse
(TA :) the sweet is of moderate temperature, with the aire, and to see hon, he might strike
to, him; (L, K, TK+) syn. Jú, (TK) inf n. beneficial to the chest and the lungs and the blad them, (K,) or to see hon, he might cut them.
JS-. (L, K.) Agreeably with this explanation, der, (by reason of its soft nature, TA,) and the (A.) – And hence, 13é &= & Jºš Such
Zj renders sº in the Kur, xxiv. 63; saying eating thereof, shelled, neith sugar, augments the a one endeavoured to turn me by dºi, or guile,
that the meaning which he thus assigns to it is marrow and brain, and fattens : the bitter is hot from such a thing. (A.) [Hence also, sº u.
shown to be the true one by the words immediately in the third degree, opens stoppages of the nose,
clears anay [the spots in the skin called] Jº,
following. (L.)
and stills pain, (K [but omitted in the CK] and I ceased not to endeavour to turn him from such
4: see 1: – and 3–9. 2, 3S [He caused
TA,) when it [app. meaning its oil] is drunk, and a thing; i.e. to endeavour to induce him to leave,
2 *, *, *
another to have recourse to him or it for refuge or nºhen dropped into the ear; (TA;) and it relares
or relinquish, such a thing; syn. are 2,231 : (M,
protection or preservation; to seek, or take, refuge the bonels, and causes sleep, (K, TA,) nhen the
in him or it; to protect, conceal, defend, or soles of the feet are anointed nith it, and nºhen it
fortify, himself by him or it : or he protected, is introduced into the nose; (TA;) and it is •º, (M, K, art. 233,) he endeavoured to turn
concealed, defended, or fortified, another by means diuretic : (K, TA:) it is an Arabic word : (Msb, him to, or induce him to do, such a thing,
of him or it. (A)– º jiu jū ºl TA:) a coll. gen. n. : (TA:) n. un, with 3. (24- §§i) desiring, or seeking, it of him. (S,
! [The she-camel covered, or concealed, the shade (S, Msb, K.) = [Hence, cº t[The amyg K.) Hence the saying of 'Omar to 'Othmān,
with her foot J.; meaning that the time of noon dalae of the fauces; also called the tonsils ;] tro respecting the sentence declaratory of belief in
6

- d -

-

* & ºff (M) and & " … (M.TA)

TA) and lie J. "…si. G. K.) and <sº

pieces offlesh in the two sides of the fauces. (A, the unity of God, (TA,) W Jºji Jºſiº Je
$; The side of a mountain ; and its circuit : T.A.) – f The two sockets of the hips, where *** * * * : * (5, TA) It is
the heads of the thigh-bones are inserted. (A,
pl. Šiši. (S, A, L., K.) – A side, or lateral TS, TA.)
the sentence which the Prophet (God bless and

day-heat was come.

(A.)

save him) endeavoured to induce and entice his

part or tract, of a country or region: (A :) and of
a thing; (TA;) as also W & : (K:) pl. as above.

(A.) – A place of bending of a valley; pl. as

}}
*

A seller ofjº [or almonds]. (K.)

- -

uncle to utter; (TA;) meaning Aboo-Tālib, (S,

(TA.)

TA,) when dying.

of

§. Jº

And hence the

Land containing, (S, M,) or phrase in another trad.,
Jé" Jºš
above. (L.K.)—3é sº, and 4° "93,4,
(A, K,) trees of the jº [or
with,
abounding
He, or it, is in the side of, or part adjacent to,
And verily thou nilt be urged with enticement, and
almond]. ($, M, A, K.)

such a place or thing. (L.) — 235' 3" He is
near to him or it.
* . e.

(L.)

3:1; ; Dates stuffed nith jº

3

solicited, to divest thyself of it. (TA.) [Said
[or almonds]; by Mohammad to 'Othmān. See the preceding

6 6.e.

J'S5) : see 55).
4&

** *

. . .”

($gh, K;) the stones being taken out and
in their place. (TA.)

j; put

- - -

.

<* ~ * :

J a

*

9.2%

You say also,
5

*

>

-

3-1 & " -aſ, inf. n. a-S, I desired

take from him, or

of it, something; (M,” K,

TA; [but in a copy of the M, in the place of

Jºs!

--

ëº, I find <s, which I regard as
Jºš an abbreviation of

> .

$º and

Jº

*z

to

delusion; syn. ii.29. (K.) See 3.
*

words of the trad. voce

tº a

iº, (as in some copies of the K,) or ā-3135),
(as in others and in the TA,) Circumvention;

*3

*

*%i. [the latter thus in the K and

.35

[Nothing].

a mistran

It

scription;]) as also
is generally used coupled, or connected, with

-*.

inf. n.

icº.

(L,

a word of similar form ; as in the saying TA.)
in the L, without the first vowel-sign;] A place Jºš &- J.- Jººl, which see in art. Jºe.
4: see 3, in five places.
to which one has recourse for refuge, protection, (TA.)
Jes)-- Je-j A man who behaves in a loving,
preservation, or concealment; a place of refuge;
Jes)
or
affectionate, and blandishing, or coacing, and
a refuge; (TA;) a fortress; a fortified place;
accord. to the TA; but in the TT,

35.1%;

and

º

1.

a castle. (L, K.)
6

... •

intrans.: see 3.

=2.8) º

3. * * *

33,42:

Jºš,

see 5').o.

=º 423:

see 3.

• *

---

-

deceitful, or beguiling, manner. (A, TA.)

Jºš He turned aside, or anay,
les)

from the thing, or affair; he declined from it;
º

•-

-6-

-

$25. J.A. f Little good: ($ ) or good that he avoided it. (Aboo-Turáb, K.”)
comes not save after severe a toil or labour:
occurring in a verse of E*ſatámee: you say,

3. Jes'), (K) infin. i25%, (M.) He looked

1. * *Š, aor. º.º. inf n. *; (Mºb, TA)
and aor.

**,

inf. n.

º;

(TA;) It (a thing,

The good of the sons of such to the right and left as though he desired, or Msb, or anything, TA) clave, stuck, or adhered,
sought, a thing : (M :) or he looked as though he
a one comes not save after severe toil or trouble to were deceiving, or beguiling, to seek to obtain, or to it. (Mºb, T.A.) You say, cº º £S,
aor. *::: and kº, (Ks, S, K,) inf. n. b; and
procure it. (ISk, T, L.)

$3% cº Jº-

attain, a thing; (Lth, K5) as also " Jº,

(K,) and #4, (TA,) t The thing nas ren
inf n. Jºi. (Lih)=º 4-5), (M, TA) *3,
dered an object of love, and made to cleave, to

$1.5 : see 3.

inf n. as above, (M, A, K,) He looked, (M,) or
$," K, TA:) it clave to my
(A, K,) at him, or it, from the interstice my heart : (Ks,”
glanced,
jº [The almond; or almonds;] the fruit of
heart; (TA;) as also Jºãº W Puji. (K, T.A.)
a certain tree; (Msh, TA;) well known ; (A, of a door, (M, A, K,) and the like, (A, K,) or And Jº-e, lºgº $3.9 13s.CTA) and "gº
of a curtain; (M;) as also W 429, (M,) inf n.
Msb, K5) abundant in the countries of the
Jºjº (M, A, K:) or the former verb has the (siº, (S, TA,) t This thing, or affair, does
Arabs; said by some to be a species of
which is that whereof the edible part is not signification here first given. (M.)— —25') not cleave to my heart. (S, TA.) And W #t3. ºj
attained save by breaking; by others said to Jºin He looked (S, A, K) to the right and lºſt sº t I do not love him, or it. (TA.) And
js!

tº.

Bk. I.
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lesſ – sº-J

$º W gúſūji J- 3. they deserved punishment; as
eleiº Sºº-º-º-º: S Jº Jºãº SJāº t (He º, and lºſiºi, (IAar.)
it is said in a trad.,

[Book I.
32 -

also lsiº, and the authority of IAar.) Mentioned by IM in
art. •Ps), and again in the present art. (TA.)

who loves the present world cleaves to three
lº A thing cleaving, sticking, or adhering: an
things; occupation that will not end, and hope
inf n. used as an epithet. (K.)-[Hence the
that mill not be attained, and inordinate desire
saying,) ū-y Jº Lº & 4-5 Cº. + Verily I

that will not cease]. (TA)—ººl J, 95,

\tº
... • .

2

1. 43b), aor.

*

4

-

o'.

-

-

~342, (inf. n. --J, S,) as also
“sº : Or *** &= 239; as also

J- -

for him, in my heart, a love cleaving thereto; aj^), aor.
inf n. 95, ($gh, K) accord. to Lth, and if feel
•2
J.-:
as also uj; (S, TA;) and Y isj; and *iº.
WajSi; (and 437; $, K, art. • If ;) He nºith
correct, like Jú in the sense of Jº, ($gh,) + He
(Lh, Kr.)
held him, or restrained him, and turned him, or
was importunate in, or nith respect to, the affair:
ić,
and ãº : See bº.
averted him, from his course, purpose, or object.
(Lth, $gh, K:) because he who is so usually
~5

cleaves, or adheres. (TA)—ºis- GS + He
went anay with, or took anay, ii. right, or due.

º

($, K.) The Rájiz says,

->

[J.P.) One who is addicted to the crime of
the people of Lot; as also

(TA)—“S, inf. n. bj, IIe stuck it ; made
it to cleave, stick, or adhere; as also " LS,
inf n. iºli and alj. (TA)—[See also
LS in art. *...]—-º- £9, (K,) or ſºj

* -

* Gijs

both used in

2

* *;

o

this sense in the present day; but perhaps post
classical.]

i.e.:

[The crime of the people of Lot]: a

e.

e.

S-ty-

*

•

tº-3 ~% +1.4%
* p

~e Us',

6

21-

.

*

ð ..."

Jº A2

cºe

w

[During many a dark night (or many a rainy,
or wet, night, accord. to the reading in the TA,

subst, from 95 in the last of the senses explained namely (sº ~15) have I journeyed;] and no
above: occurring in a trad. (TA.)
hindrance hindered me from journeying during
accord. to Lh, but not known to ISd on any
other authority, and deemed by him extr., (TA,)
$3 (originally £9] Quick line, or the like; it: ($:) or the meaning is — and no averting
inf. n. º, (S,) He plastered the matering-trough,
thing averted me, &c.; <! being put for <45.
syn. Jºſe: and gypsum : (K:) because water

tº Jé-), (5) and -º-; 45, (K)

•o.

-

(S, K, TA,) and repaired it, and made it smooth, ing-troughs, &c. are plastered therewith. (TA.) or, nothing made me to repent, and say, Jº
(TA,) mith mud, or clay. (S, K, TA.) — It is – And, (as being likened thereto, TA,) t Hu vºy- tº Would that I had notjourneyed during
said in a trad., Lº Ösº
* &l= man ordure ; or thin human ordure; syn. it ! or, no deficiency, nor any impotence, averted
• Jº e -

-

Jºº.

1,45 tº a 31, meaning [The children of Israel it... (K.)
used to

drink, in

the desert, what they collected,

e.

[Þj:

me, &c., accord. to the T. (TA.) – *i- 23S,

See

Jºl

aor.

in the natering-troughs, from the wells. (TA.)

= 9.9, (S, Mºb, K) aor, º, (Mºb, TA)
inf n. 19, (TA) or iº9 with 5; (Mºb;)
and W 123'), ($, K,) [inf n., app.,

*—

£9,

syn.

with bºil and Y bºu; (K;) He com

for it is said in the TA that

is

inf. n.

sº

and

* 3Si;

but the

former is the more approved; as also 3; and

J---- £º 34,

(S,) and £º alone,
(A’Obeyd,) + He is more, or most, closely

cleaving to my heart; (A’Obeyd, S.;") as also
2 * ºf

Bºg

and

<!,

3

Jagſ. (S.)

...i.

He diminished unto him his due, or right;
[or defrauded him of part thereof.] (TA.) It

is said in the Kur, [xlix. 14,1282; 32.<35
tº: He will not diminish unto you, wrºad

[83]

!/ou of, aught [of the renard] of your works.

mitted the act of the people of b; [or Lot]; he

-35)

(Fr, Zj.) –

did that which is eaccessively foul, like as the

J3.

43;

people of lesſ did. (Måb.)

Js)

aught.

As)

tº,

2.

& 35 tº : as also 3i (,

tº ; TA;) He did not diminish unto him
•*

~kº *3. IIe smeared him, or it, much
J2)

with perfume. (TA.)
•5)
3: see 1, last sentence.

L33)

es'

4 : see 1.

(and

(Fr, S, K.)

In

~3-3

& cº- &...tº

us

an. -i.
the verb may be from <ſ or from <S. (TA.)
— 3- " <! * in a verse of 'Orweh Ibn
El-Ward, signifies 4- and 4.2. [I passed the
in the Kur, [lii. 21, q.v. in

night putting anay (from

my

mind the thought

of) death: the poet having just before mentioned
See Supplement.]
5 : see 1, last sentence.
º

8, leUl: see 1, in four places. = abul:
See

10–44,-

PU. He plastered with mud,

\º

4. ##! cig, The she-camel was slow. (K.)
whom nothing will escape, (lit., who will not be

or clay, for himself, his watering-trough. (K.)
10.

the death of certain of his camels]. (Sh, L.).
In the following sºng, <º º sº * 4.
$1.28 º *::::: S; $5% $3 (Praise be to God,

#3 A kind of white grain, resembling the escaped, see Kur xxxiv. 50, and 1 in art. 3, 5,)
sºlº- They made him to cleave, stick, Jay- [or cicer arietinum), (K.) intensely white, and—, and to whom voices will not be confused,
- *

or undistinguishable, one from another!], cºyº y
or adhere, to themselves; they attached him to, or
nvhich is eaten. AHn says, I know not whether
connected him with, themselves, ($)—º it [the plant] have, or have not, *::1.5 ſq. v.]. is from <5, a dial. var. of <-S, aOr. <g, in
He claimed him as a son, he not being his; as (TA.)
the sense of Jaś, and signifies unto whom One

also

bul (K) – “s º' He had a

right, or just title or claim, to his blood; syn.

<--, -, (§, TA) and i-1 (TA)—

~s)

Jú A quantity of food less than what fills the

l,p'). They committed sins for which he who mouth : (IAar, K :) or a spoonful, that is

cannot diminish [aught that is his due], and
nºhom prayer cannot be hindered from reaching :
so accord. to IAgr: or, accord. to Khālid Ibn
Jembeh, upon whom nothing that any one

should punish them would be excusable, because chened, or to be chened. (K, and said to be on saith can have any power; (expl. by a 5 *S

Book I.]
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Jºts J35;) i. e., n-ho obeyeth no one. (L.) — pronounced in a case of pause &S and $5:
23 °

-

Jº

-

-

- -

-

-

that
-

-

\º stºy, aor. J.-e), He concealed a thing that it is written separately from Jee- and that it is

observed, that tº, in this instance, has no
government, and that a word signifying time is
not meant to be understood after it: [so that the
meaning is, And she conceived a longing desire,
but it was as though she did not conceive such a

he knew, and told, or narrated, something dif: sometimes written >S, with kesreh to the J,
ferent from it. (TA, art. “3), q. v.)—éS, as is mentioned by Z, agreeably with the funda
aor. “ 3. inf n. Sº, He eacpressed to him the mental rule with respect to the concurrence of
two quiescent letters [when followed by a con desire :] (M.F.) for when ºy has government,
men's, or information, obscurely, or enigmatically,
junctive ſ]; whereas, were it a verb in the

the subject and predicate cannot both be sup

or obscured it to him, or concealed it from him :

pressed. (AHei, M.F.)
so accord. to Aş, and the like is said in the L: pret tense, there would be no reason for its being
J.e.

*

e.

> *

written with kesreh; it is also written

&S, with

4: see 1.

but accord. to some, the verb is a jºy, aor. ~342,
dammeh to the ºt': and both these variations

<! a word denoting a wish [signifying
q. v., in art esſ. (TA, art. -9)--SS occur in readings of the Kur-án: but <5, with
Would
that —; I wish that —;] (S, K;)
Jeº & -, occurring in the Kur, [xxxviii. 2,]
(S,) [there meaning, accord. to the general
opinion, When (it, or the time,) nas not a time
of flight : in other cases, and (it, or the time,) is,
or reas, not a time of flight]. J') is here likened
to Jº; and the name of the agent is under

fet-hah to the tº, is the most common. (TA.) generally relating to a thing that is impossible;
– With respect to its government there are
rarely to a thing that is possible: (IHsh, K:)
also four opinions. First, that it has no govern governing the subject in the acc. case, and the
ment : that if a noun in the nom. case follow it,

it is put in that case as an inchoative of which predicate in the nom. case, (S, K,) like Ště (or
[as is mentioned in the S] the enunciative is [rather] & MF) and its coordinates, because
stood. (S, K.) So says Akh, accord, to J; suppressed; and that if a noun in the acc. case it resembles verbs in their force as words, [being
but this is the opinion of Sb : so in the margin of follow it, it is put in that case as an objective composed of at least three letters, and the last
some copies of the S. (TA.) Or cºy is origi complement of a verb suppressed; which is the being meftoohah, and in their admitting most
nally by ; and the sº is added, as in <-- [in the opinion of Akh; the meaning of Jeu-e Jºe-Jº') of the pronouns as affixes, and in their meanings.
CK, c. 3.1 (El-Muirrij, S, K) and <1%. being, in the former case,...; &l= Jet. &-S
(El-Muårrij, S.) – With respect to the proper [A place of flight not eacisting for them; which nvere going;] (S;) and láēs 134- 3 tº Jº

($) Ex '-s' ºff ºf [Would that Zºyd

meaning and etymology of cºb) there are four does not imply that there was none for others; [Would that I had done so and so.) (TA)
(S, K,) like
opinions. First, that it is a single word, a verb as Sº here has the force of a particular, not a You say J; as well as
in the pret tense: and some say, that it is origi general, negation]; and in the latter case, the Jº and Jº, and Jº and Jº: (S:) but
nally <5 in the sense of Jaft, and afterwards meaning being, Jet. &- sº Ş [I see not a Usº is more common than Jºe'; whereas
used as a negative, like Jä : so says Aboo-Dharr time of flight]. Second, that it governs in the Ji- is less common than Jº. (TA.) You
El-Khushanee, in his Expos. of the Book of Sb: same manner as &: which is another opinion
also say <º ū 0, would that —.] As to the
others, that it is originally J-4; that its
is of Akh and the Koofees. Third, that it is a saying of the poet,

Jº,

the es into I, because

changed into stº, and then

it is movent and preceded by fet-hah: so says
Abu-r-Rabeea. Second, that it is two words,

the negative y, with the fem. &, added to make
the word fem., as say IHsh and Er-Radee, or to
render the negation more intensive, as is said in

particle governing the gen, case; an opinion
ascribed to Fr by Er-Radee and IHsh and #
tº-5, 21.2% ºf
+
others. Fourth, that it governs like Jº; and
U.J., [0, would that the days of
this is the general opinion; but IHsh restricts meaning
it by two conditions; that the two nouns which youth mere returning (to us) [] &-2, is put in the
it governs must be significant of time, and that acc. case therein as a word descriptive of state:
*...*

3-3,

the Expos. of the Katr by the author of the latter one of them must be suppressed. (TA.) [It (S :) or it is governed in the acc. case by a verb
• 2 ro:
work: and this is the general opinion. Third,
that it is an independent word, not originally
U-9 nor S); as related by the sheykh Aboo-Is
hák Esh-Shāţibee alone. Fourth, that it is a
word and a part of a word, namely the negative
'y, and Jº prefixed to cº-; which opinion is
ascribed to A’Obeyd [as is mentioned in the S]
and Ibn-El-Taráveh : the former of whom

is generally the subject, rarely the predicate, that
is suppressed.] – ºy [when it has grammatical
government] does not occur without Jee- [or,
as many say, some word syn. therewith, as -ás,
&c.]. ($, K.) So says Akh, accord. to J.; but
this is the assertion of Sb ; because the latter
holds it to have the same government as J.J.;

6

*

*

understood, as J.5', or exte, or some other
verb suitable to the meaning: so says Sb.:

(TA:) or cº, in the above verse may be used
in the manner of

****

[see below], (S,) for
*

6 ...

•

cº) is sometimes used in the manner of ~~~5

[I found], (Fr, $, K,) in government, not in
whereas Akh assigns to it no government [as meaning, (MF,) as related by the grammarians

argues in favour of this opinion from the fact explained above]. (IB.) But [it is said that] on the authority of certain of the Arabs, so that
Jee- is sometimes suppressed, (in poetry, S, [or it is doubly transitive, and used in the manner

that c is found so prefixed in Othmān's copy of
the Kur-án; but this is no proof, because there
are found in the writing of that copy things at
variance with analogy. (TA.) &- [how
ever] occurs, without tºº), in the following verse
of Aboo-Wejzeh;
º

-āble &- L. &-5 &sibºl
a
J.

*

•

->

.9

•

*

of

*

**

+

-

•

*

…

[respecting 'Abd-Shems, surnamed Makrooa, the this is done to give intensiveness: one says, for
this purpose, U.5ú |Jºj <-J (Would that Zeyd
were standing) putting both the subject and the
predicate in the acc. case. (Mºb.) – Usº):
a 6...

son of Saad the son of Zeyd-Menáh the son of
Temeem, and respecting Heyjumāneh the
daughter of El-'Ambar the son of 'Amr the son
of Temeem, (S, art. £95,) who was enamoured
of Makrooq,]
30
<s ~)2 -->

£ºi.

•

Jºj 3,4-ºls
-kº ć-5 &

ua tº

º <º [Would
in prose,]) though meant to be understood; as of verbs: ($ :) you say,
in the following saying of Mázin Ibn-Málik, that Zeyd were going anay, &c.] : ($, K:)

º

Jº

•

--

e º 'º

-

• d.

• * >*

see De Sacy's Gr. Ar. ii. 63. – See also an ex.
• * 0.

of ~~) as a subst, voce -35-.

[And she conceived a longing desire; but it was
<- The side of the neck : (S, K :) or the cº
[The persons who act affectionately in the time not a time for her conceiving such a desire. And
are
the lower parts of the two sides of the neck,
nºhen there is none (other) that acts affectionately; hony (O Heyjumāneh) should Makrooa be thine 2
and the feeders in the time when (it is said) See Freytag, Arab. Prov. i. 343 and ii. 525.] upon which the earrings hang don'n, behind the
Where is the feeder?] (S.) The general opinion (S, K.) This, however, is said to be not poetry tno projections of the jan-bones that are beneath
is favoured by the following facts: that Jºy is but a prose-example. (TA.) Moreover, it is the ear: or the parts of the neck beneath the
338°
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[Book I.

3 e.

earrings: or the places upon which the cupping
instrument is applied; Jººs--J) ; pl. ~\º
• * *

6 -

and āzej [but whether the latter be

6

#.

Or

ãº

Jºj [Of, or belonging to, or resembling, a not determined its measure to be J33, because

- 6:

is

lion.

Jº

6 .

• 2.
4.)

not shown]. (TA.) – tº

Jé,

because there

is no verb of this measure with Us for its medial
radical letter, except 3:A; but & 13 has been

.a.p.

(3 : see 433. .

: 2.

-

-

FIe inclined
•

Jº

ài,j
the side of his neck.

this is not contracted ; nor

(K.)

and " … [Lion-like courage). (TA)

(TA, from a trad.)

heard ;
like

6 *.*

so, accord. to this form, it may be
(Mughnee:) the Benoo-I)abbeh say

9 * **

<-- and aº ; see art. Stºs).
•

<!

º:

<-- and tº in the sense of £13 and º

•

* , of

2. 3. He became related to the Benoo-Leyth.

<!! Courageous; pl. 3-0. (IAar, K.) as and some of them say <-- (TA, art. J-2) :)
also * 3:3. (TA.) — 33; Stronger, and more but Sb says, that the Arabs did not say <--,

(A.) [See also 5.]
hardy; or strongest, and most hardy. (TA, from like as they said

3. iś He did, acted, or dealt, with him in
the manner of the lion : or he contended with him

for the glory of resembling the lion.

a trad.)

3.35.1;

See

He parted, or separated himself, from him;

syn. 435. (TA)

<!- [accord. to the K and TA; but in the L,
"J. :) Strong; porterful: (Ki) or very hard;

5. e.g. and * 3: and & He (a man, TA,) syn. 3-5, all
became like the

Benon-Lyth, or, like

3.

(S) —

a lion, in

6 º' s

***.
$

(L.)

, o

&

<!-- : see-Jº.—f Astrong stallion; likened

&

desire; expl. by ess,”
ju.2; (K;) and in
to a lion. (A.) —º Fat, and broken, or
zeal in the cause of his party: (TA:) he became
trained, to obedience; syn. J&
(TS,
like a lion; as also
(L.) .
.

&-.

'-º',

-

K) (See also art. --.] — e.g., &

10 : see 5.
as also

*.

A place having dry herbage,

<-i-.

because J-2) is not
perfectly inflected like [other] verbs. (M.)
[There is also another opinion respecting its
origin, which will be mentioned in the course
of this article.] It [is generally a particular
(not a universal) negative, andj denotes the
negation of a thing at the present time; (M,
Mughnee;) [i.e.] it denotes [thus] the negation
of its predicate: (Msb:) and has the same
government as the verb &lé and its coor
dinates; ($ i) governing the subject in the nom.,
and the predicate in the accus. : (S, Mughnee:)
as when you say, U.5% 33 Jº [Zeyd is not
a person standing] : (Mºb :) and by means of
the context, it denotes the negation of a thing

& Strength : [like ºl. (TA)—&

and being rained upon, and producing fresh at a time not the present; as in the saying of
herbage, so that half of it is green, and half El-Aasha [respecting Mohammad],
to be from 3.5 as signifying “strength": of it yellow. (TA) — tº Jº, as also
22 - 2
3
ū,
J.
L. ºliuſ 43
$44,
A
head
of
which
part
of
the
hair
is
accord. to Kr, from 59, as signifying the same:
black,
and
part
n'hite.
(TA.)
ISd says, that, if so, the U8 is changed from 5 ;

(S, K) and '350 (K) The lions (S. K.) said

*

3. * * * *

º

but that this is not a valid opinion : yet Suh
6

-

p.m.

*…* [A camellfull ſafflesh, and abounding
[He has bounties the bestoning of n!hich is not

and several others agree with Kr: pl. ºº), and,
5* > 0 ,

as some say,

i:32,

like

is tº

with 23, or wool. (TS, K.)

and añº-o:

(TA) fem: º33 pl. º. (Mºb.) – “…

U-4

&º

on alternate days; and the giving of to-day
will not be a preventer of it to-morrow]; and
[sometimes when it is, followed by a verb, as]
in the saying, & Aiſi 31- Jº [God has

The lion : (AA, S:) or an animal like
1. Jº a word denoting negation : (S, A, K :)
the chameleon, that opposes itself to the rider; so
not created the like of him, or it.] (Mughnee.)
it is a verb in the pret. tense, (S, A, K,
called in reference to Jºãc, the name of a town
But it differs from its coordinates in that the
Mughnee,) having no other tense, (Sb, S, M,
* ~ * : **
or district. (As, S.) One says & &=&S al Msb, Mughnee,) nor a part. n. nor an inf. n. ; prep. - may be prefixed to its predicate; as
&ºi= J [Verily he is more courageous than (Sb, M, Msb;*) of the measure Jº ; (Mughnee;) in the saying, Gº 3. Jº {Zeyd is not
the lion, &c.] (S.) [See also art. Jºe.] – See originally Jºj, from which it is contracted by going anay]; the - being a means of the verb's
o,”

-

*

* *

Eloquent : (K:) strong in dis the suppression of a vowel, (Sb," S, M,” K,
pute : in the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.)— & Mughnee,”) being found difficult of pronuncia
also A certain kind of spider, ($, K,) that hunts tion, (S,) [i.e.,] to render it easy to pronounce,
flies by leaping, or springing : ($ ) a certain (K,) like tº for 24, (Sb, M) the es not
hind of spider [surpassed, or equalled, by] no being changed into 1 (Sb, ş, M) because it is
beast, or creeping thing, in acuteness, and cir imperfectly inflected, being used in the pret. form

431–34

cumvention, and in leaping, or springing, with for the present, (S,) [i.e.,] because it has no
correct aim, and in rapidity of snatching, and in future, nor part. n., nor inf. n., nor derivation,
dissimulation; that catches flies: ('Amr Ibn wherefore, not being perfectly inflected like its
Bahr ) or the spider, <&l : (Lth :) or [a coordinates, it is made like that which is not a
reptile] smaller than the tººs, that catches verb, as <! : (Sb, M :) what shows it to be

flies.

(T.A.) = 3.

being trans., and also corroborative of the nega
tion : and one may optionally not introduce it,
because one may do without the corroborative,
and because some verbs are trans. sometimes by

means of a prep. and sometimes without a prep.,
as

&

and

J. <<!.

(S.)

It also differs

from its coordinates in that its predicate may not
be put before it: for you may say &l=
:

c

-7

-

º o,

5 2.

* de

:

a

y

Jºj, but not -ºj J-J U--~ : (S:) or some
allow this latter; but others disallow it. (Ibn

'Akeel on the Alfeeyeh, section on Jue and its
A land's having dry a verb, (S, Mughnee,) not a particle occupying coordinates.) It is also used as an exceptive
the place of us, as Ibn-Es-Sarráj and some

herbage, and being rained upon, and producing
particle, ($, M, Mughnee,) in the place of Śl,
fresh herbage, so that half of it is green, and half others after him have asserted, (Mughnee,)
of it yellon. (T.A.)

3-4,

though not perfectly inflected like [other] verbs, (S, Mughnee;) in which case [also] its subject

(S,) is their saying <-- and tº ($, Mughnee) [which is understood] is in the nom. case, and
signifying A certain plant that winds and 2* (S) and tº: and º and <! its predicate in the accus.: (S:) you say, Jºãº
: e...

about, belongs to art. “5), q.v. (TA.)

• .22 e.

#3 A strong she-camel. (K.) See ãº.

• or

p6 -

•

[&c.], (Mughnee,) like as they say strº-3 13; v-J_3=}| [The company of men came to me,
- d.”

a .9

and tº 3 and #23 [&c.1: ($) we have

except Zeyd]; as though you said,

Jº-

U-2)
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º e.e.

is 6,

|-ºj. (S, M.: but in the latter, instead of

me, or probably, the right reading is 4, Jº bring
Lºla-, we find Jº and instead of Jºla-Ji, we thou to me him, or it, (as I find in a copy of the
find

JS)

You may also say, Asi

Jā

K, in which as has been added in red ink, and in
the A I find 4, Sºrel ,)] from nuhere he, or it, is, and

• *.

º

laº; : see les): = See also a J.

*J is a pl. of "ić, (S, K,) as also #3 and
ºf;

(K;) [the last being a pl. of pauc.; or

º

[The company of men came to me, except
rather, *J is a coll. gen. n., of which iºg is the
ing thee]; but the separate pronoun,
is he, or it, is not ; (K:) or the meaning is, <!- &
n. un. ;] and signifies The bark, rind, or peel,
here better. (S.) When the predicate after it Ja-3 y [from where there is no finding; or no
that adheres to a tree : or, accord. to Az, that is
is connected with
as in the ex. here next being found, or no existence; or no ponyer, or
beneath
the upper bark, rind, or peel : (TA:) or
following, Benoo-Temeem make it in the nom. ability]: (K,” TA:) or J– In eans 3,4

Jº,

• 6 p.

Śl,

Jº

case: thus they say,

4…" Ş. <-sº Jº [It is

[..found, or eacisting], and
6

o

–

Jº $ [means] § the covering, exterior part, skin, peel, rind, bark,
or the like, of anything: (K:) and particularly,

- e.

not perfume, eaccept mush; meaning, nothing is 23-32 [not found, or not eacisting], and is con of a cane, or reed; (L;) or this is termed
perfume except musk]: which has been resolved
in several ways; some holding Jºelaſſ to be the
subject of J-2) : but its being peculiar to the dial.
of Temeem refutes the explanations here referred
to : some, again, hold v-J to be here used as a

tracted [into Jº : (K:) [but the last rendering
of J-31 and J-21 y seems to be taken from an ex
-

-

-

+ 9 = ..

'iº (Ki) or this last word signifies a pier,
or portion, of the eacterior part of a cane, or

planation, not literal, of another saying; “º u. reed; ($, L;) or a sharp piece thereof, men
J-9 J- Jº he hnon's not a thing eacisting from tioned in a trad. as used for cutting the throats
• 6,

6

-

f

a thing not existing.]

particle; and so in the saying 43. 3ſ. Ji- Jº,

... 6...

a

d-

Aboo-'Alee relates, that of sparrows: (TA:) also, of a spear-shaft; (L;)
£

d.

(Mughnee.) Sometimes it is Sb said, U-3 cº-º-eyº 44, J- ſ13ring thou him, or this, too, is termed * iſ...} : (K:) and of a
bow; i. e. the upper and exterior part thereof,
used in the sense of
º [the y which denies or it, from rehere he, or it, is, and is not]; mean
ing, Jº, the fet-hah of the J. being made full that is oiled and made smooth; (TA;) or the
in a general manner to the uttermost, i.e., uni
(K:)
in sound, on account of the pause. (M.) In exterior part of a bow is termed W
versally, or totally]; as is said in the K, except
the saying of a certain poet,
and of a [beetle of the kind called] Jº.. (TA)
that in all the copies thereof we find tº: put by
oz - 9
a 2 oz.
and of anything that is hard and strong; and
J-35
Jºe
ele--!!
~~)
as
mistake for tº: (TA:) [so in the saying in the
mentioned above.

#:

ing:

.

.

.”

º

3

- x

©

Kur, ii. 194, tus-Lº- Jºj, which is the same
as sºle tº- ^) in verse 235 of the same
© 2 o’ >

•

* >

&

9 º' or ,

e.

* .

.2

-

* *

* *

º

u---, -º-º-e Jºj-. ) 3!

e

W

iº signifies a piece, or portion, of the exterior

part

of any such thing, (L.) — Hence, (TA,)

•

[Wants have been forgotten as old things (so f The skin : (K, TA :) pl. tú. (TA)—
chapter, meaning, There shall be no crime, or sin, ~, is explained in the M, as used here, in art. ! The external skin; or exterior of the skin: as
chargeable upon you]. Sometimes, also, it is J-9,) nith Keys, since he ceases not to be addicted in the saying, bj & Jº I a man soft in the
used as a connective particle, (Mughnee,) in the to the use of the nord leysa), it is made by him eacternal skin, or exterior of the skin: also mean
sense of Y so used : (TA:) as in the saying [of a noun, and declined. (M.)
ing f soft to the feel. (TA.)-1 Colour; ($, K,
a poet],
TA;) as also " tº (K) and Y
(TA :) and
2 * > .
... of

Lºgº

…

•

~\al

&

.

laº;

2

4.5%

j-i-º-Jº Jºl

• 6,

p 6 -

.

2

2. o f

particularly of the sun; as also " Luj.

º

1. * ºS, aor.

*

44, inf n. * : see * £5 in

• :

o

2-2: 22

(TA.)

-

You say, J-º-º/ *! cº × 32 f He is brighter
art. P5), in three places. —º dº ** ( A
225-f
the
colour
of
the
sun.
(TA.)
And
4.5i
[Where is the place of flight nhen God is the state of ease, or plenty, or enjºyment, does not than
• 2 ° 2 or
o a
2-& J u-J) la-)5 I came to him mºhen the
pursuer, and El-Ashram (meaning Abrahah) is
the overcome, not the overcomer ?]: which has
redness of the sun had not departed, in the begin
been resolved by supposing JüJI to be the (K,) aor, as above, (TA,) t The judge classed ning of the day. (TA.) – I What appears of
subject of J-2), and the predicate to be sup such a one, as an adjunct, with such a one; put the sky. (TA.) — I The natural disposition, or
pressed; the latter being said by Ibn-Málik to be him on a par with him ; or made him to be as temper. (K, TA.)
an annexed pronoun referring to El-Ashram; so though on a par with him ; syn. 4. <-ji. (K.)
iº9. See *J, in five places.
that the meaning is $49, <! [the overcomer is It is said in a trad., of Omar, §§
&=
not he]. (Mughnee.) It is said (M, K) by
Pl: ; see la J, in two places := and see also
2.3%
t He used to class the children of
Fr, (M,) and also by Kh, (TA,) that the ori
art.
P3).
ginal of Jº is Jº Sj; (M, K [in the latter of pºp, of ignorance, [the pagans,] as adjuncts,
2 of
neith their fathers; syn. ...i-4. (TA.) [See
Jagſ : see 1239).
which I read 42 3, as in several copies of the
also
&S in art. P5); and see 4.
• 2 of e £
K, or rather W.A.2ſ 31, as corrected in the TA,
2 : see 4.
instead of oux.o 3, the reading in the CK];)

-tº Jº ºn 3,393

º

#

…

.

suit him, (AZ, K)=cº & Jºãº S,

**

º

.

º

*-

* , of

-

* - or

of

-

-

&

ALS), inf n. ić, He stuck it ; made it
J.J. J. J., a, i.e., [Bring thou him, or it, to cleave, stick, or adhere; (TA ;) as also
and this, says Fr, is shown by the saying,
•o...

• oã

o

-

-

-

4.

-

from n-here
he, or it, is, and is not : (M :) or * ALJ, inf. n.
• of
2 v• dee

**i.

(K, TA [but only the

:

o

J-Jº J-2 e-º- oº Jº", i.e., [Come thou to inf n. is mentioned.])

See Supplement.]
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ſ'
[The troenty-fourth letter of the alphabet; called
º

•

y o

4. St. It (the imbibing of moisture, L, K,

ºr

cº, and the like,
2:3. It is one of the letters termed 3,2,…, or
vocal, and of those termed a.iº. or labial: it is L) caused a plant [or tree or branch] to become
and the [rain or season called]

•*>

-

a letter of augmentation. = As a numeral, it jlourishing and fresh, and soft, tender, and

see x\o.

:

denotes forty.]
supple : (L:) or to quiver, shake, or play loosely,
and to become succulent, or sappy, (L, K,) and
jlourishing and fresh, and soft, tender, and supple.
(K).

[ Ue

See Supplement.]
p.

8,

Ue

or

See Supplement.]

prosperity. ($, L, K.)

28,

R. Q. 1.

9: stºl He gained, or acquired, good,

[*, &c.

&t. She (a ewe or she-goat or a
*:0

2

-

T2

St.

and

*::::: A

[plant or tree or] branch

gazelle) uttered continuously the cry J. J.2, (K,)
* .
1. -e, aor. 3, inf. n. Sº…, He extended, or
or (accord. to the Tes-heel) **: [and this is [flourishing and fresh, and soft, tender, and
confirmed by a verse which I have cited voce supple : see 1: or] quivering, shaking, or playing stretched out, (S, K,) a rope, &c. (TA); i.g.
&

&#)

(MF:) thus written in his Háshiyeh. loosely, and succulent, or sappy, flourishing and

3. ($, K) and k. and ſº. (TA)—3.

fresh, and soft, tender, and supple: (K:) or a

2: Jºiº. 3. (TA)— sº, aor. 3, inf n.

(TA.)

plant [or tree] or branch soft, tender, and supple; <<, He dren [water], or drew up [a bucket],
(S, L;) and '32, signifies the same, (K,) without a pulley. (S. K.) — sº, aor. 2, inf n.

i.
&

"33%;

aor. “, M), inf. n.

applied to a branch; and so
(TA :)
which last also signifies a branch succulent, or

iº,
It (water) was, or became, what is termed
• ?
cº-, (S, K,) i.e., salt, (TA,) [or bitter, or

sappy; and so St., (L.) and W. st: (TA:) and

•

1.

º
* *

-

**, aor. * (or

&

salt and bitter, &c.].
3.

-

* : (S.K.) and " …, inf n. 4:...; (K;)

He sought to bring himself near [to another], or
to approach [to him], or to gain access [to him],
(as some say, L) St. signifies soft, tender, or or to advance himself in [his] favour, (Jº)
supple, applied to anything. (L, K.) — In like by relationship, (S, K,) or by what is termed

as ,

:* fue, (and, as occurring in a verse of Ibn
St. and *::::: are applied to t a man :
Harmeh, tº, without , IB,) Water such as is (k) and it. (TA) and #44 and 34: to a
manner,

àº,

ău, below,j or by other means:
i.g. Jº [which seems here to signify

[see

(TA:) or
termed gº-, (S, K,) i.e., salt, (TA,) [or bitter, female. (K.) You say it. Jé, (L,) and 35% nearly or exactly the same as Jºl by relation
or salt and bitter, &c.]
(S, L,) t A young, and soft, or tender, man: and ship, or by what is termed aſs [or blandishment,
>g

št. #2,

(L,) and

issiº,

(S, L,) and

3.3% &c., (L)—ººls. He sought to bring

st
•* *

-

s?,

1. sua, aor. *, (S, L, K,) inf. n. xue, (§, L.,)

(L,) t a young, and soft, or tender woman: himself near to him, &c., (4)]

Jº)

by the

(5, 19 and stiº, (K) and sº, (TA) thing. (M.) – " … He sought to bring

It (a plant, L, K, and a tree, L, and a branch, + a soft, or tender, danel: (K:) and #t. iº himself near, &c., [to another,) by affection, or
S, L) was, or became, flourishing and fresh, and
love, or by relationship. (IAar.) – 9é º
soft, tender, and supple : (L:) or it quivered, wº, and $32, without , t a damsel having

* : 9:

9- &

$3
J. [Ye two
shook, or played loosely, and was, or became, Ayouthful softness, thinness of skin, and plumpness.
shall
not
approach,
or
obtain
access,
to God by
succulent, or sappy, (L, K,) and flourishing and (L.)—
it. # The softness, or tenderness,
fresh, and soft, tender, and supple : (Ki) it (a of youth. (L.) – St. st; & [A place moist means of any friend, nor shall ye do so by means
branch or twig) became filled with its first sap :
of any relation]. A trad. (TA)—º. *..q.
(T, art.
and 3% aor. 2, it (a
became succulent, or and soft]; (S, L;) as also
sappy. (L.) ū- St. st: It (a branch) is 39.) E St. The moisture that eacudes from the

wº

gº

* 3:. 35.

<< *, *, q.v. infra, (L)
2 * *

[beautifully] soft, tender, and supple, and quiver earth, before it springs forth : (L, K:) of the
ing. (S, L.)
dial. of Syria. (L.)
Bk. I.

3. 353 ºu. He reminded such a one of n-hat
are termed

59. (pl. of âû, q.v.).

(A.)
339
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*
-

5.

Jº, originally <<,

which has not been

(L)–93)

-i. He drew out the bucket:

st-e

(Msb:) or he pulled the rope of the bucket,
1. 34, ſaor.-, It (a bone) distilled, or let
drancing [the rope] neith one hand, and taking
jlow, the oily matter that was in it : (TA:)
in order to break it, (K,) or to stretch it out. [it to dran, again] nºith the other hand, at the
head of the nell; as also ju
(L.) =
(TA.) See also art. 3-6.
TA) and " …, (K) or, as in some copies of
º
Alvum the K, "3-3, (TA,) It (a Jº, or butter
R. Q. 1. c… : see 1, in two places.
as also *
(TA.) = skin,) eacuded [its butter: as also 3). (S, K.)

heard, (like Jºj for Čič, TA) in Jºº.
(K)—Jº-Jº J.5
Jº He bore upon the rope

Like *-i-, 6, K, or- if a. 34.

&.

** Pºpedit. (S. K.)— —tº **
ºriº G. K.)
&

J.

dial. form

of Jº,

q.v. (K.) It occurs j\ºl t” f The day advance, tle sun becoming You do not say of it **. ($.)— 3.

in the following instances:
• 2

p →

(*22* Us.” J$1.9

&

high : (S, K:) a dial. form of
prolonged. (TA) — » is,

a.

Jú Ji

8* :

(S:) became

and

'**',

<-

f It from a

é

He sneats like the butter-skin. (TA,

trad)—&

aor. 2,

He (a man)

#

(a day, and a night,) was long, or prolonged.

sneated by reason of fatness. (TA.)—3-, 4

[Didst thou not ask the remains of the dwelling, Said of a summer-day and of a winter-night.
He came in a fat state, and looking as
nºhen were their times?] AHát asked A$ re (Aş.)
specting Ji- in this hemistich, and he answered,
4 : see

he mere anointed.
1.

though

(TA)—uss tº 3 3-,

aor. 2; or aor. : ; accord. to different readings of

I know not. AHát thinks that it is for J.:

a phrase in the story of Abrahah; [It exuded
matter and blood]: in the former case, the verb
that the meaning may be [Didst thou not ask the their fore-legs alternately (vºl. 39, A, and is trans. ; in the latter, intrans. ; and U-25, in
remains of the dwelling, whereof the times when
sº copies of the K; in other copies of the K, the latter case, is regarded as a specificative.
or that it may be for

tº,

inf n. of

*;

and

5.

tº:- Jº

-

-

*:::: J.S.
• =

-

•

f The
camels move
o:
.*
...)

men n'ere present there are (or nere) long past,

(Suh) — 4,3 …, (aor. , inf n <, Isd)

or distant, or remote 2 but he confesses that he cºjº ;) in going along, (K,) like as the dranwer He put some grease upon his mustaches: (S,
does not know. (L.)
M.F remarks upon it, of water moves alternately his tro arms. (A.)
K:) or he greased his mustaches so that they
that it is very extraordinary. (TA.)
8. tº- He pulled out a thing : (Aboo-Turáb glistened: (ISd:) or he niped his mustaches with
(Aboo his hands, they having been greased, and left some
<< signifies as << us; (K;) i.e., That and T, art. tº, and K :) as also
remains, or traces, of grease visible upon them :
whereby one seeks to bring himself near [to Turáb and T, ubi supra.)

&#.

another], or, to approach [to him], or, to advance
himself in [his] favour; or to gain access [to
him]. (TA.) <!-ji <!-1. [He sought the

**
9

x .

t->

inf n. of 1:

(AZ.) IDrd thinks 3.4 and 3.5 to be syn.

**.

see

&-

(TA.) —
“, [aor. 2,] He removed the
Jº I A well from nihich one dran's purulent matter from the mound: (Aboo-Turáb,
K:) or he anointed the mound; as also 3.
6e

means of drancing near to him, or, of advancing water with the two hands by means of the
himself in his favour, &c.; or he sought access to
pulley : ($, L, K :) or, of n!hich the bottom,
He wiped his hand (or fingers, TA,) with a
him]. (TA.) [See also Yaju, which signifies
or part from nhich the nater is dran'n, is
napkin, or with dry grass, (S,) or the like:
the same.]
near to the mouth : pl.
(L.) [See also
63 (TA) a dial form of J. : (S) or he riped
ãºand
tº-s:
[the
former
signifies,
âjua iq.
»-.] — [You say, lº-> āºše tº- [in anything: (TA:) [as also 3.
Anything that is sacred or inviolable; and here, the CK i.ie) t We proceeded a long march.
R. Q. 1. < He saturated a wick n'ith oil.
such a bond, or tie, or the like; or a quality (S, L, K.”) — " “:
“, and W

(Aloe Turº)—34, or 2, Gif n +2, TA)

34.

º; .

6

x >

2

-.

2. o.º.

-

&

&c. to be regarded as sacred, or inviolable;

**,

'º, f Betmeen us is a long league.
** J.; 14 long night. (S. K.)—
Jº J. ** 2: 14 day in which travelling

or that nihich renders one entitled to respect and and
reverence: so says IbrD: the latter, a thing (L.) —

whereby one seeks to bring himself near, or to

(K.) — <, He immersed [a thing] in mater.

(K)= <!, (inſ n is…, S, and 53.
$, K,) He miced, or confounded. (S, K.) You
o

W

2 of

say cº-e st-e He confounded their affair.
approach, to another, or to advance himself in
3

is prolonged until the evening nithout intermission ($) —

-2

his favour :] (S, K :) pl. Jºlº. (S.) [See also or alighting. (L.) See

**.
& Jº f A long horse,

4:... He mored it, or shook it, about ;
(S, K;) like º: (A$, $:) you say 3

Sºtº, which signifies the same.] –2- &
• ?-?~ :
4-3 He took it, and moved it, or shook it,
Uto : see **.
iº, Betnceen us is a near relation
about, and went fornwards and back.nyards neith it.
ship. (L.)
(A, TA,) that stretches himself out much or takes
9

& .

ajuo, i.e.

-

(S.) – A poet says,
long steps,

334, (A, K,) in going along. (TA.)
e

2 - e <
|-º-º-' as; C& –-

+

Guº:

• , o

tº.

** and '3% A
1.

tº, aor. 4,

oad

... • 6.

32

3

+

* :* :

-

draner of mater; (S;)

He beat a person with a staff or

|

3 *:*

... •2

applied to a man n-ho dran's the mater from the
stick. (S. K.) — Also, inf n. *-*. (TA) He mouth of the well: one who draws it from the i.e., I came upon his track : and [the case is,
* **
eactended, or stretched out, a rope: (S, K:) a
bottom being called 2-5Lo: pl. of 2-juo, ºt. that] the viper makes its course confused:
6

dial. form of tº... [See art. 3…] (S.)

6

(L)—tº

-

6

.

** Pl, or tº, &

*

A camel that draws water; pl.

therefore
the poet means, that he came upon
•
* *
(~U.e') a confused track. (S, app. from Aş.)

* .

&s.
e
-

1. J.

- -

•

**

, aor. 4, (inf n.

à.

**,

(L.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce [It seems to me, that he is speaking of the track
º , o
– See
of a viper.] ****, with kesreh, is the inf n. ;

&:

S.) He

dren, water: (S, Msb, K:) or he dren up neater
By means of the pulley and its appertenances.

and

[Jºe, &c.,
See Supplement.]

**, with fet-hah, is the subst. (s, K.)

[By the subst., is here meant the ideal subst.,
or abstract noun, (like

J% and Jää, as

dis
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tinguished from

J%

and

Jää,)

signifying He went anay, or departed, to (J)

ejects his spittle, and cannot retain it, by reason
* - o :
of age : you say &t. Jº-1, meaning a stupid,
Mirture, or confusion.] = tº lº, (K,) or
ãºu tº lºote, and '',:3, (TA,) i.4. lº. 7.2%) &- ãº <-- 4 drop [of ink] or foolish, drivelling, or slavering, fellon, ($ :)
and so, simply, & or stupid, or foolish, and
(K.)
became spirted from the reed-pen. (S, K.)
R. Q. 1. * Jº *-ºs-2, (inf. n. *s-,----, decrepit: fem. with 3: (TA:) and pl. J2a-Le
Or to Wn.

a country

(TA.)

•

* o -

* >

*

>

*

R. Q. 2: see 1 and R. Q. 1.

TA,) He was not eleplicit in his information. (IAar) and
3.

* or

&: ~3 A moist plant. (TA.)

ëlº. :

(S, K.)

[See also

à----.]

-

<<

Júl

£º.

(TA) — Also, An old she
camel: (K:) or a she-camol so old that she

ejects the mater from her throat: (S:) and in
He made the nºriting indistinct in its letters:
like manner an old and slavering he-camel:
($, K:) or he rendered the nºriting confused, and
fem. with 3: (TA:) and pl. ***. (IAar.)

see R. Q. 1.

marred it with the pen.

(Lth.)

* ~~

[Jºe, &c.,

6

- d .

9 × .

He made his handwriting confused. (A.) –

& :º•

See Supplement.]

He pursued an indirect course

8-3- J53 I A saying which the ear rejects.
of (TA.)

speech with such a one, and turned him back from
one state to another : (Shujāq Es-Sulamee, K :)

**
as also aw

**,

&: **,

&-

2-a-6
\

(Shujáa.)

***

(S, K, &c.,) and *
2 ($, K) and *
(TA) The grain of
aOr. 3, and some allow 2, but this is not well
the
Jºue:
(K:)
or
the
grain
called Jºue; and
known, and, unless the medial letter of the pret.
be pronounced with kesreh by those who use called by the Arabs: and c; : (T.) or a kind
1. 4:3

See

&:

in art.

c

gº

:

this form of the aor., it is to be rejected utterly, of grain resembling the lentil, (but more round,

*A*-o

1. *s-, aor. 2, inf n. *
*

-

(L, K;) and

-

(TA,) He cast it forth, or ejected it, or spirted TA); an arabicized word; in Persian Jºue: -º-, , aor. :, inf. n. is's 5 ($, L. K.) He
it, from his mouth; meaning beverage, or wine, ($ ) or, accord. to El-Jawáleekee, it is Arabic: (a man, S) was, or became, possessed of, or

~93 : ($, K:) and spittle: or, accord. to some, açcord. to AHn, what is called is . [n. un. of characterized by, *** [or glory, honour, dignity,

£3.

water only : or a thing: (L:) or, properly,
which is a coll. gen. n.,] is a sour or salt, nobility, &c.; he was, or became, glorious, in a
something fluid ; alsº being used to signify “he or salt and bitter, plant, or tree, (i.a.) re state of honour or dignity, noble, &c.; see 3+.
cast it forth '' from his mouth when the thing sembling the **, but more delicate, and

below] ($, L. K.)—see 3 – Jºy e3–3,

meant is not fluid : but used with relation to all

smaller.

(TA.) = See

**.

other things that are perceived by any of the
senses, figuratively: (MF:) accord. to Sh, it is
Drunken men. (K.) — Bees. (K.)
used to signify the pouring forth of water, and of
(S, K) and i-tº- ($) Spittle, or saliva,
spittle, from the mouth, when it is ejected to a
short distance or far; or, as some say, only when that one casts forth from his mouth : (S, K:)
it is ejected far. (TA.) It is made trans. by or the latter, [and so, app., *ist, See is tº
means of ~ because syn. with Jº [which is a portion of such ; a gob of spittle. (TA.) —

3-.
**

trans. by the same means].

(M.F.) —

themselves therenith : (AZ, L:) or, lighted upon
abundant pasturage : (IAar, L, K:) or, obtained

(Jº, $, K,) or of herbage,
(L,) nearly as much as satiated them, (S, L, K,)
Girl's saliva, or spittle. (TA.) and their bodies made this known. (L.) See

***
&l-, (K,)

-º-, * ...;

2 o a

• - -

(AZ, IAqr, S, L, K,) aor. : , (AZ, L,) inf. n.
(AZ, L, K) and 3, 4, (AZ, S, L, K;)
and "--as-el; (L, K.) The camels fed in a
land abounding with pasturage, and satiated

3-4

and

J-5 **

[The

of fresh herbage,

—º ><, inf.

3.4%,

The sheep, or .

U-all Je-J| The bees ejected the honey from

— Also

their mouth. (TA)—23.9 é- &:

ejected spittle of the bees], ($, K,) honey. (S, K.) goats, ate of leguminous plants so as to blunt the

The

vein ejected, or spirted forth, blood. (T.A.) –
tºis, Jº
! [The sun ejected its spittle;
meaning the filmy substance described in the
explanation of
Jºl. (A.) —X= 3.

J-º

n.

! The slaver of locusts. (TA.) sharpness of their hunger.

-

29- ***

-

Jº ** The slaver of little locusts.

+.

4.

(A.) — [Hence,

app., accord. to the A, the signification of 3~.
(L.)

•

In

,

-

-

-

and -as-e given in the commencement of this art

— tººl cº- ! [The ejected spittle of the
clouds; i.e.,] rain.
($, K.) — as-is-, also

2.

ºs-,

inf. n.

3-3,

He attributed, or

*:S *:::

! This is language which the ears signifies tºſhe ea pressed juice of a thing. (S.) ascribed to him, * [or glory, honour, dignity,
àſ § 1 He read a
reject. (M.F.) – º
sº
f What flows of the ea pressed or mobility, Öc.; he glorified him; honoured
him ; Śc.]; ($, L;) he magnified him, and
verse of the Kur-án, and dismissed it from his juice of grapes. (TA.) = See
praised him ; as also W ****'. (L, K.) —
mind); i.e., did not reflect upon it. (MF,
-º-, 1 A writer : so called because his pen 32-, and " 32- He (God) honoured his (a
(TA in this art.,)
from a trad.) = : • and
or * and cº, (TA in art. **) acc. to IAar, emits ink. (T.A.)
man's) deeds, or actions : or may He honour his

&

***

-

**.

-

-

->

#.

2 < * ,

ea... * * , a

2#

à-a-sa-u-ā-05 ae-la-e J3 S1 t The ear is n'ont deeds, or actions! (A) – 32-, and '32
to reject instruction, through forgetfulness, while He made it (a gift) large, or abundant. (L, K.)
... • of
– See 4.
4.
!. (S. K.
d, byy poeti
poetic licence,, cº
2-oſ,
the mind has eager desire to listen thereto, is said
(TA,) inf. n. &l-l. (AS,) He (a horse) ran in a trad. (TA.) And in another trad.,
3. **-te, inf n. 3-, He vied, or competed,
o a 2.
a •
• Be
violently: (TA:) or he (a horse) began to per iaº- J-à-95 " is . J359 [meaning the same]. nºith him (**) in •+. [or glory, honour,
form the act of running, before ito e (his
run, (TA., art. Java-.) [See also iaº
dignity, nobility, &c.]. (L, K.) You say,
o f , o,
A5) nas vehement, or ardent. (** J) J3).
3 .
* 33-3 ****, (aor. of the latter 2, S, L,) I
** One n-hose slaver flon's by reason of old vied, &c., with him in glory, &c., and overcame
(As, S, K.) — He (a man) went, or ment forth
journeying, through (Jº) countries. (S, K.) – age, or extreme age : (K:) an old man who him therein. (S, L, K.)
are syn.

-

(TA.)

-

a- (Sºnd,

•

6 -

339*
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[They lordship: (L:) [and hence, acquired glory, does not eat or drink much. Said by Aboo

alighted at their abode as guests, and they enter honour, dignity, or nobility :] or only glory, Habbeh, describing a woman. (L.)
* , of
tained them honourably]. (A.) — 33%

ºs-,

honour, dignity, or nobility, transmitted by one's
ancestors: (M, L, K:) ISk says, that

and •29, He chose [noble or generous] mothers

*** and

to beget his children; and thus caused Jº are [transmitted] by one's ancestors; but
his children to be noble or generous]. (A, TA.) ~~~~ [q.v.] and 2,é may belong to a man

Jº-o! [More, or most, glorious, honourable,
noble, &c.]: pl. 4-1. (A.)

(whereon

— ess & ū-

Such a one gave us a

sufficient and superabundant entertainment. (L.)
-

ū; tº:

sºs. He reviled and dispraised

him much. (IKtt.) – Jº Ja-el;

(AZ. IAs,

*-ū Jº sº

He is a fit, or deserving,

without ancestors who possessed these qualities: object of praises for *** [or glory, honour,
(S, L :) or, specially, nobleness, or generosity, dignity, nobility, &c.]. (A, TA.)
of ancestors: (M, L, K:) or personal glory, or
nobility with goodness of actions: and nobleness,
jº-e
or generosity, of actions: (L:) or generosity;
1: see jarº ; and as an imitative sequent see

L, K5) and 'u'.…, (§, L. K.) inf n. *-*; liberality; syn. Jºe (S, L, K) and ſº (L.)

art. Jºx.

o' -- a

6

(S, L;) and Y (s34–4; (K;) He filled the or manly virtue or moral goodness; syn. 31.32-c. 3. 9-12, inf. n. # tº and 3-, f He
camels' bellies with fodder, (AZ, L, K,) and (L.) [Accord. to the A, 3-. thus used, and
usury with him; syn. % (K.) See
satiated them : (AZ, L:) or he fed the camels consequently each of the words in this art. practised
also 4.
upon abundant pasturage : (IAqr, L:) or he derived from it, is tropical : but if so, it is a
satiated the camels: (K:) or he fed them upon *:::: aii-, or word so much used in a par
herbage so as nearly to satiate them, in the ticular tropical sense as to be, in this sense,
beginning of the [season called] & (L:) or conventionall
y regarded as proper.]
he half-filled their bellies with fodder: (K:)
the people of El-Aliyeh say, âûl "3-4, (L,)

<< (from **, L) and '3st (from 3-4,

£3, aor. :,

inf. n.

3–3, (S,)

he filled the L) A man (S)possessing, or characterized by, *
.
belly of the she-camel, (L.) or of the beast of [or glory, honour, dignity, nobility, &c.; glorious,
carriage, (S,) with fodder: ($, L:) and the in a state of honour or dignity, noble, &c.]: (S, L,
people of Nejd, "u-a-, inf n. 3-3, he half. K:) glorious, in a state of honour or dignity, noble,
filled her belly with fodder : (AO, A'Obeyd, abounding in good, and beneficent; but the former
S, L:) and ājj Jº-o! He gave the beast of has a more intensive sense: or the latter, cha
racterized by gloriousness or nobleness of actions:
carriage much fodder. (A3, L.)
(K:) or, by personal glory or nobility mith
5, 2-3 He had *** [or glory, honour, goodness of actions; and the former has a more
dignity, nobility, &c.,] attributed, or ascribed, intensive sense: or both, generous and munifi
to him.
(L.)
cent: (L:) and the latter, good in disposition,
or

4.

& Jº 2-, (§, Mºb, K.) inf n. *-ºſ,

He practised what is termed * in selling; he
sold a thing for what nas in the belly of a
certain she-camel (S, Msb) or other beast : (Msb:)
or he practised what is termed aúl
see

**, below: (Msb ) or i.g. -u, inf. n. **,
! [he practised usury: see 3.] (TA.)

2. What is in the belly of a pregnant
animal, (IAgr, Mgh,) or of a she-camel, (Msb,
K,) and of a eme or a she-goat, (K,) n-hen her

pregnancy has become manifest : (TA:) or (Msb;
in the K, and) the sale of a thing for n-hat is

in the belly of a certain she-camel: (S, Msb :)
or the sale of a camel, or other thing, for what
is in the belly of a she-camel: (AZ, Mgh,"
TA:) or the purchase of n!hat is in the bellies

6. Jºs-Lº, He mentioned his [i.e. his own] and liberal, bountiful, munificent, or generous: of she-camels and of
enes or she-goats: and the
J. [or glory, honour, dignity, nobility, &c., (ISh, L, K :) pl., either of the former or of the
purchase of a camel for what is in the belly of a
made a show of glory, &c.]; (K;) or the good latter, 3-2. (L.) — 4-9) as an epithet of she-camel ; and *}< [signifies the same, but]
ness of his actions, and the glory, &c., of his God signifies The Glorious, or Great, or Great
is a word of weak authority, or a barbarism ;

ancestors. (TA)—º, º Aº 2-1. We in dignity, who gives liberally, or bountifully: (K:) and the latter appears to be the case, for
people vied among themselves, or competed, for, or the Bountiful and beneficent: (L, TA:) and it is rejected by Az and IAth: (TA :) or (Mgb;
or in, 2-, [or glory, honour, dignity, nobility, "3-2 is applied in the same manner: (L:) in the K, and) i.g. ā-, [or the sale of corn
&c.], each mentioning his onen Ja-o. (S," Or the former, He niho is glorified for his deeds. in the ear for wheat-grain]: (IAar, Msb, K :)
L., K.”)
(T, L.) — *** is also applied in the Kur as and £5. [or the sale of dates on the tree for
10. As-ºr-l [He desired, or sought,

•+4.

Or

glory, honour, dignity, mobility, &c.;] he gave an epithet to the throne (Jºe) of God; and to
largely from a desire of **. ($, L.) – It is the Kur-án; (L.) and signifies exalted; sublime;
said in a proverb,

<º jé º 2. Jé es:

(IAar, L, K;) noble; (Zj, L, K;) when thus

º

applied: (IAar, Zj, L, K:) but in ch. lxxxv.,

jºiſ, jſ

dates by measure]; and t a game of hazard;
syn. jº: and t usury; syn. * : (IAar, K:)

it is a subst: from & J. ** (Mºb) -.,
(S) or, J. &. (TA) is forbidden in a trad.

f In all trees is fire; but the
v. 15, for **-9) cººl 33. some read 33 (S, T.A.) Perhaps 2-9 & may be termed
markh and 'afár yield much fire : (S, L, K:*)
as though they had taken as much fire as <! cººl, making Jºº-Ji an epithet of 35 ; Ja-e in this trad. tropically. (TA.) = A great
sufficed them, (S, L,) and were therefore fit and in the same ch., v. 21, for 3-. &; sº, army (see a verse cited in art. •A3).
substances for striking fire : (L:) or because some
*: see;-read *s-, &% 3A, making Jºº-e an
they yield fire quickly; wherefore they are
u-a-6
likened to him who gives largely from a desire epithet of God. (L.) 4-9 alone also occurs
in a trad. as meaning the Kur-án. (L.)
of 2-2. ($, L.) See
and jū.
2.
o

º, - .

tJº,

3-, Glory; honour; dignity; nobility; syn.

3-1,

See

2–1.

-- (S, A, &c.) infn. Jº-º (A, K.)
J-,-, [or Magian]: (S, A,

IIe made him a

— Also, applied to a

3. (Mº) and Jº ſav. (L. M.) and 2,4

camel: see

(S, L, K:) or ample glory, honour, dignity, or
mobility: (L:) or the acquisition of glory, honour,
dignity, or nobility; syn. sº Jº: (M, L, K :)

and 3-, (L)–2-1. Much abundant;
syn. 2.É.
(K, TA.) [In the CK, 3.4°

or the acquisition of what suffices thereof and of

2-9)

-

-

Jº

5

-

~< pl. **

- -

and Jº-e

-94 $3 24.9 53-tº <

She

Mşb, K:) he taught him the religion of the

J-3-4 (TA)
5.

J.-->

IIe became a

J.-- [or Magian] ;

(S, A, K5) he became of the religion of the

J-º-º. (Mºb)

Book I.]
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Jº-2

[The Magians]; a certain nation : liar pleased, or contented, mith his nords, but J-4, aor. ,) A thing's becoming, or being,
it is a Persian word: (Msb:) cº- [here did, or performed, nothing : or lied, from nhat clear, pure, or free from admixture. (TA.) See
written in two copies of the S and in the CK soever place he came]. (L.)
also 5, throughout. = 4.4.2 : see 2, in three
with tenween, but afterwards shown in the S
to be imperfectly decl., and expressly said to be

places. = J~, aor. , (S. K.) inf n. J.-,

4 : see 1.

(TA,) He (an antelope) ran : (S, K:) or ran
3.
3 .
** (S, K) and Y tº- (TA) An old and worn vehemently: (TA:) or vigorously: (AA, TA:)
-

so in the Msb, art. 39A,) is pl. of

J.---

or was quick, or snift, in his running; as also

(S, K:) [or rather the former is a coll. gen, n., out garment. (S, K.)
and the latter is the n. un. :] the latter is a rel.
q.v., (S,) and is an epithet

n. from

#--2,

3 *

-

anything. (K.) – The yolk of an egg; ($, K;) jº Ja-º, ſapp. for ºn Jº, said of a man,

applied to a man: (K:) cº-º. has the article
J' only because it is used as a pl., (Aboo-Alee,

as also " is . ; (Ish, K ) or the entire contents

S. M. L.) or ºl, (Isa, L.) or other.

of an egg; (K;) the yolk and the nihite.
(ISh.)

wise J-5-2 could not receive the art., being of

s &

3 *

P

as-e : See

is like the airá, not the J-5

and the same is

the case with respect to 3.43 (Aboo-Alee, S ;)
[i.e.,] each of these two words is imperfectly
decl. because they mean thereby the alſº [so
called, so that it is a fem. proper name]. (Msb,
art. 25A.) Jº-. was a certain man with small
ears, who instituted a religion (K) for the

He eacerted himself, or nas vigorous, in jour
neying. (K, TA.)
..p.

wº

º

-

• 2.

-

2. a-a-o, inf. n. Jae-j, He rendered it

clear, pure, free from every admixture or im
perfection or the like; as also V a.a., aor. 2,

-

itself determinate; and it is also of the fem.

gender; wherefore, with respect to inflection, it

** Jº "Ja-ol. (TA.) And hence, (TA,)

The purest, best, or choicest, part of

*

tº

*

*

*

one who pleases or contents thee mith

inf. n. Jºº. (Az, A, TA.) You say, Ja-.
his nords, but nºko does, or performs, nothing :
33), (A, TA) or '44-2, (S. K.) He
(T, S, K:) an habitual liar : (S, K:) one niho
cleared, or purified, the gold from nihat was
nvill not tell thee truly whence he comes; niho lies
to thee even respecting the place whence he mired with it, (S, A, K.) i.e. from the earth, or
dust, and dirt, (TA) jºu by fire. (S, A, K.)
comes. (L.)
– [Hence,) 1. He (God) purged, or purified
3 3 .
tº- : See **.
it; namely a man's heart: and him ; namely a
man repenting. (A.) It is said in the Kur,
-

J-,-, (TA,) and invited [them] to it: (K:)

*E*~6

(iii. 135.] lººſ &ºſſ ºf Jatº And that

so says Az: he was not Zarádusht [or Zoroaster]

1. -- %, aor. 2, It (a day) nas violently hot: God may purify those nyho believe: (TA:) or
the Persian, as some say, because he [Zarádusht]
(S:) or neas hot. (K) – 4:45 I will purge anay the sins of those who believe: (Fr,
• ** * *

was after Abraham, whereas the religion of the
J-5a-e is [more] ancient; but Zarádusht revived assuredly fill thee nith anger. (K.)

TA:) or these words have another meaning,
which see below. (TA.) It is also said in a
it, and published it, and added to it: (MF :)
<< Strong; vehement; violent; or intense; trad., mentioning a sedition, or conflict and
the name is arabicized, from Jºsé º, Or
syn.
($, K;) as an epithet applied to faction, or the like, Le º Júl Jé
Jºsé- **, or Jºsé
(as differently written
anything. (S.) – G-: 2: A day violently cººl *ś J-4, i.e. f Men shall be cleared

**:

3-2.

in different copies of the K, the first being the
therein, one from another, like as the gold from
reading in the TA, and the last being that in hot; like -º-; ($) or a hot day. (K.)
the CK), the latter of which words signifies *** àº; [A night vehemently hot : or a hot the mine is cleared from the earth, or dust.

-ºil Jºe:

signifies f The purging
(TA.) —e- Intelligent: or acute (TA.)
of
sins.
(T.A.)
And
you
say, º ué Ja-º,
in mind; (K;) or of full strength of heart, and
acute in mind: (TA:) pl. **** and “4; meaning f Remove thou, or put thou anay, from
(K;) the latter as though formed from the us our sins. (T.A.) [But this phrase may be

“the ear,” [in Persian, but written with j, and night].
the former meaning “short.” (TA.)

** The religion of the cº, ſor
Magians].

#3; were

(S, K.) Mohammad said that the imaginary sing. *-*. (TA.) — << Pure;
the cº- of his people, because the

rendered somewhat differently; as will be seen

below.] And 4 tº ºf "Ja-3, and 4a: ...,

free from admicture; genuine. (K.) – Jº
i.e. f May God remove, or put anay, nºbat is in
latter believed in two principles, light and dark
<-- <+. A pure, or genuine, Arab. (TA.) thee. (TA.) — [Hence, also, + He tried,

ness, and ascribed good to light and evil to
darkness, and in like manner the alsº ascribed
good to God, and evil to man and the devil.
(TA.)

(See also tºº.)

proved, or tested, him : . ($, IAth, K:) and
st-e-e

1. * * * * * * (L)
[ &-e, &c.,

accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, the verb has this meaning
in the phrase quoted above from the Kur: [but

he adds,) because the trial of the Muslims
diminishes their sins :

for (TA)

3-, one who mices with people, and eats also signifies The diminishing [a thing].
See Supplement.]

and converses with them. (MF, from the
Námoos of [the Mulla 'Alee] El-Káree : [but
SM expresses some doubt of its correctness, or
whether it be correctly ºs-o].

**
3

3 *

1. 2-2, (S, K,) aor.

-

and:*:

"3-1;

4 : see 5, throughout.
9,

e

-

3,\e-o: see art. 23-, to which it belongs
accord. to As and others : Lth mentions it in

(L.) *—
It (a writing)3 *became
obliterated. (L.)
, ;2
>
cº, 8-Or. cº, inf n. *e-la-e, [The
º'

-

(TA.)

Ja-0

It (a garment) became old and worn-out. (S,
art. J-e. (TA.)
K.) — It (a dwelling) had its vestiges obliterated.
w

& 4. &f Ja-.
May God diminish thy sins. (TA.) – And
the clearing, or cleansing, flesh from sinen's,
(K, TA,) for the purpose of twisting them into
'Arafeh, K.) You say,

a bow-string.

3 >.

-

contr. to analogy] (K) and cº, (L,) inf. n.
• and ~~
(K;) and
(S;)

= ~pljS)

(Ibn

3 *.

cº and cº [the latter

**, Gº,

J.--

g e.

e.

e.

1.

5.

Je- [It became clear, pure, free from

every admixture or imperfection or the like;
as also "Ja-ºl; and "Ja-3: and "Ja-i.
Jaa-6
and W Ja-, q.v.] – [Hence,) &# <
J.-- [an inf. n. of which the verb is app. : [His sins became purged anay]. (A, TA)
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-----&
it.ii. --~~ ! The darkness became
cleared anay, or removed. (A, TA.) And
Jº 's---, and " -a-…), (K,) and
And

8; see Jā-4.

meaning one “who loves fat and flesh meat :”

(O:) or one niho eagerly desires -***

(TA,) t The sun appeared, and desired, milk such as is termed Ja-ºl. (A.)—
[In a copy of the A, it has also assigned to it
became clear,
after
an
eclipse.
(K,
TA.)
And
the signification given above to Ja-, and
• * of
W

…

<!,
.x.

º

•

O

Jº "Ja-2, (inf n. Jº, TA) + The

as also

10. Jaa-oº.) [He asked for, or demanded, or

think it a

Jaa-ºo! ; but in this instance I

"Jä-1.

(K:) each is a relative epithet:

(TA :) or "the latter signifies a possessor of

&S and 25.
and the former, a drinker of Ja-. (TA
Ja-4:

(S, K;) similar to

(S:)
VOCe

* .. 2

man recovered from his disease. (Ibn-'Abbād, mistranscription for Jaa-ºo!.]
K.")
Jº- Milk that is pure, sheer, free from
7. Jae-sºl and
see 5, in two places.
admixture, unmingled, unmixed, or clear; (Lth,
8: see 1.
S, A, K5) without froth; (Lth, A.;) or not
miced with mater: (S, Msb;) n-hether sneet or
5 * ~ *
Jae-º-e One whose sins are put anay from sour; no other milk being so called : ($ :) but it
him : mentioned by Kr. : but he says, I know occurs repeatedly in trads, as meaning milk
not how this is ; for that which is ---. is the absolutely: (TA) pl. Jº... (K.) It is said

Jº, q.v.)
*

sin [itself]. (TA.)

in a trad.

tº-a-º. Ça-. Jº 95%

-

º

•

-

Jae-le: See Jae-o, in two places.

J-4:

6 -

2 of

**3-ol f True, or sincere, advice. (K, T.A.)
6

P

o .

9

o ,

Cº-o-o: see Jaa-o, in four places.
[ las-e, &c.,

See Supplement.]

Do Thou

bless them in their [the beasts'] pure milk and
Jae-o

churned milk. (TA) And in another, bº
1. *-*. (S, A, K.) aor. -, (K) inf n. *** tº-3 à: stá J. [And betake your

2. Lolaa!!

**
***, (K) and '4--.5 and

Jº-, (TK,)

He gave him to drink [milk such selves to a ence, or she-goat, fat, and abounding
as is termed] Jasº (S, A, K5) as also neith milk. (TA.) [See also an ex. voce Jºj :
W *~.
($, K.) — He made it (namely and another voce -j-.]—t Anything (Az,
4 d.º.

" …" (š, K) and ''.<<
as-ºs-e, (K,) He ex
tracted the marron from the bone. (S, K.)
4 - It (a bone) was, or became, marrory;

milk) to be such as is termed -***; (A ;) and TA) pure, sheer, free from admixture, unmingled,

" Aa-l signifies [the same; or he made it unmired, genuine, or clear; (MSb, TA;) that is had, or contained, marron, in it. ($, K.) —
(milk, or anything, $) to be pure, sheer, free not miced nºith any other thing. (Az, Msb, It (a camel, $, L, and a sheep or goat, L, K)
(K,) and ia-3, became fat: ($, L, K.) or became in the first
from admixture, unmingled, unmiced, or clear. T.A.) You say, Jº(S, Msb.) – [And hence, sº <, aor. (A, K,) and W i.e.--, (K,) t Pure, unmired, stage of fatness; or in the last stage when
becoming lean. (L.) –
! It (a branch, or
and inf. n. as above, ! I made love, or affection,
unalloyed, silver : (A,” K.) so says Sb : but you
true, or sincere; as also " …i. (Mºb.) say, La-2 aw ** ! [This is silver in a pure twig,) became sappy, and succulent. (L, K.)
– f It (standing corn, K, or its grain, L)
And
(S, A, K,) and
(A,) state]; putting the last word in the accus Case,
became supplied with the farinaceous substance.
• * ~ 3 -and te." a Jae-o, (TA,) the made love or
(L, K.)

iº,

3-

3. *~,

tºº,

used as an inf. n. (TA) And Jas-e Jºe

affection, and good advice, to be pure, or sincere,
to him ; [i.e. he was pure, or sincere, to him in
love, or affection, and in good advice; ] as also
sº W *a-3 (S, A, K,) or, accord. to IDrd,

! An Arabian of pure, or unmired, race, or
lineage, or parentage : (S, A, Msb:*) [a genuine
Arabian :] and the epithet is the same as fem.

5:
8 :

see 1.

R. Q. 1:

[and dual] and pl., (S, Msb,) accord. to the

3 this latter only; (A ;) but this latter was un more approved usage; (Msb;) [for it is ori
&- i.q. & Softness, &c.; or
ginally an inf. n. ;] but you may, if you please,
known to As; (IB) and cauſ' *a-li (A :) use the fem. and dual and pl. forms, as in the (So in different copies of the K.)

te,
<-e- !

o,

&

soft, &c.

aſ "Ja-o. (TA.) And "...a…i

and

• ?:

-

instances of [the synonymous epithets] …As and
He was true, or veracious, to him in

;:

<--

(S:) and ~, "Jº-º:

the narration, or in discourse. (IKtt, K.) And

J- &

W

J.--

t [Such a one declared, or

pure,

or

unmired,

*

The marron:

(Jº, in the CK Jā)

of a

I he is

in race, or lineage, or

bone; (K;) that which is in a bone; (S;) the
substance which is eactracted from a bone;
(IDrd;) the greasy or oily substance which is in

parentage : (K, TA:) and iºn "Jº-º:
told clearly, to me the truth]. (A, TA, voce
f rendered pure in nature, or disposition; (Az,
a bone : (Msb :) pl.
($, K) and
-2.) =Jºel, ($gh, K) aor. 2, inf n. Jas-,
O;) freed from faults or vices: (Az :) and
(TK,) He drank [milk such as is termed]
~~~ J.--> ! pure in grounds of preten (K)—[Amy hind of pulp.]— "a ~ is a
Jae-, 3 ($gh, K.) as also "Ja-l. (S, K.)
more special term than : º, (S,) signifying
See also 10. = Jā-, aor. 3, inf. n. is,…, sion to respect: (TA:) and ~~~~ "Jº-º:
A portion, or piece, of marrow. (L.) —
t He became pure in his -- [or grounds of trendered pure therein : (O, K:) the pl. of
Jº- thus used is Jº- [a pl. of mult..] and
pretension to respect]. (S. K.) And Já-.
thing that compelleth thee to have recourse to
.
pl. of pauc.]. (TA.) You say also,
.. G” , inf. n. as above, t He was pure, or
the marron of a hock). A proverb. (S.) [See
was . tº:
f [I love thee n:ith a pure,
• * *

4

.

.

i-

**

* * * *- : * [It is an evil

Jºſe

4-

anmiced, in his race, lineage, or parentage.

art.

~5-1–84

also signifies (sometimes,

º

(Msb.)

sincere, or true, love]. (A.) And
Jº S,) + The brain. ($, K.) — Also, The bulb
occurs in a trad. as meaning I Pure faith or (lit. fat, à-3.) of the eye. (A, K.) Mostly
2 : see above.
belief (TA.) – Also, i.4. 33 [A kind of tre used in this sense in poetry. . (T.A.) —
4. a- : see a-, throughout. – Jas-el foil, or clover]. (IKft.)
Also, I Good, profit, or advantage. Ex. sº
ãº, ! He fed the beast of carriage with Ja-,
, of
º
ls-- Jºy I see no good, or profit, or advan
Jae-,
A
man
niho
loves
[milk
such
as
is
meaning -3 [a hind of trefoil, or clover].
wº .

º

&

o .

(IKtt.)

º

...

º.

2

-

termed) Jaa-e, like as one says, ,-, -o-º, tage, [pertaining]

to

thy affair.

(A.) —
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Also, t The purest, choicest, best, or most ea the nater with a noise : (A:) or ran, cleaving
cellent, part of anything : (S, A, L, K:) and the nater with a noise : (S:) or ran : or faced
the mind in her course : (K:) or advanced and
**** (A, L) and 'i-e-. (TA) Ex. $. retired.
(TA.) And
3-, The sn'immer
Asi.
and "…, : These ºr. best of
clave the water n:ith his arms (K, TA) in
the people. (A) And 52.3), a ité3, 1 Sup sn'imming. (TA.) The primary signification
plication is the purest, or best, part of religious
of 3-4 is the act of cleaving : and it also
worship, or devotion. (L, from a trad.) And
signifies the making a noise or sound. (TA.)
*: * > 0
Lsº &and W **, ! This [proceeds]

£4,

**

º

3-3,

of assembly of vicious or immoral persons: (S,
TA:) a place of assembly, (A,) or a house,
(K) which gives reason for suspicion, or evil
opinion. (A, K.) And t He n-ho superintends
or manages such a house, and leads [others] to
it. (K.) An arabicized word, from [the Per

jº,

sian]

Or

3,4- &

Or

jº,

(as in

different copies of the K,) meaning “a wine

-

drinker”: so that as a name of the place, it is

-

8-9

rom the |purest, or best, [affections] of my
5.
2-3 He (a horse) faced the wind, tropical: (TA:) or Arabic, from iºn -º-,
heart. (L.)
(K,) or turned his nose tonards the mind, (TA,) (K,) meaning “the ship advanced and retired ”;
2 * *
3 *
for the sake of greater ease to himself; as also (TA ;) because of men's frequenting it, going to
da-o : See &
y

y

"uºys-ol, and "Lºs--l. (K.) It is mostly and fro: (K:) in which case also it is tropical.
i-e A bone containing marrow. (K.) – said of the camel : you say, & Jº ~~ (TA) Pl -º (A, K) and -6. (K.)
is-, A ewe, (L, K,) and a she-camel, (L) The camels faced the mind, and snuffed it. (TA.) The former pl. occurs in a trad. (TA)
-

having marron, in

her bones. (L, K.) — Also, And, met., of a man; as in the following ex. :
* 3 - 28
y o - the latter, t An excellent she-camel: (TA :) pl.
j-ºl st-e-jā-, app. meaning, 1 I went
forth to snuff the nind. (TA.) You also say,
W
i.e. What one suchs from a bone; (L;)
~~! + I directed my nose tonards
what comes forth from a bone into the mouth of the wind. (S, A.) And it is said in a trad.,
w

-

8-9

£º-º. (K)

&

a

o - or o

3 *

him who sucks it. (K.) – See

**.

-

1. & Já-., (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. 2,
(S, A, Msb, K,) and -, and z, (S, Msb, K,)
inf. n.

Jºãº, (Msb,)

He churned, or beat and

tº tº Jº. 43-i 35' 3 (S. K.)

agitated, the milk, (Mgh,) in the a.a...: (A,

+ When any one of you desires to make water, let
him see n:hence the wind blon's, and not face it,
& ºl, [Between the fat she-camel or ene, and that it may not drive back the urine against
the lean]. A proverb. (S, A, L.) Said of a
him, (S, TA,) and cause it to sprinkle him;
thing which is of a middling sort. (A.) —

Mgh :) and (A) he took the butter of the milk :
(A, K:) or he eatracted, or fetched out, the
butter of the milk, by putting neater in it, and

& act. part. n. of

&zi.

-

3-3, &

agitating it : (Msb:) or

Ja-

signifies one's

but let him turn his back to the wind. (TA.)
& 4 A sharp, or ready, tongue, ponterful And again, (K,) in a trad. of Surákah, as related agitating the Ja- wherein is the milk of
n:hich the butter has been taken.
(Lth.) —
to speak : and a tongue that intercedes nell (A.) by ISh, on the same subject, (TA,) W lsº
[Hence,) Jasº relates also to many things.

*::

-

ā-, -, (A, L. K) and "3+... (A) 4

tº",

i.e., Turn ye your backs to the mind,

thing, or an affair, in which is excellence, and (K,) in making water; (TA;) as though, (TA) Thus, you say, (TA) ºn Ja-2, (K,
TA,) inf n. as above, (TA,) + He shook, or
good : (A :) or, that benefits; syn. Jºb: (L:) (aji= . so in the copies of the K: but in the
agitated, the thing vehemently. (K, TA.) It is
* * *
2 - 22 -11
but accord. to the K, long ; syn. Jºº. (TA.) Nh of IAth, ãº, for, TA) when one turns said in a trad., Las-e
Jas-j 35us-, *** > .
-

or -

-

J -

g
3

w - -

ºn

3

&= - see tº
-

***

his back to it, he (as it were, TA) cleaves it
(L5) or & Ja-, -ā-ji (O3) t (A bier
with his back, so that it passes on his right and
with a corpse was conveyed past him] being
left: for though 3-3 sometimes means the act shaken, or agitated, quickly; (L, TA;) or being
of facing the wind, yet in this trad. it means shaken, or agitated, vehemently [like as the milk

the turning the back: (K:) but this is not skin is shaken, &c.] (O, T.A.) You say also,
He dren, the bucket, and dashed it in the mater, properly its meaning; for the meaning is, the sº Ja--, (K) or jºu, (Fr. $, o, L.) which
in order that it might fill: (Lh, S, K:) or looking to see whence the wind blows: then the latter is the correct phrase, (TA,) or A.J. -º-,
tº 93) &-<, and º 3-.*, and ''.<3•3, man is to turn his back. (TA.) You say also

1. ºn tºº, (aor. , K, inf n. **, TA)

and tº

tºº, and "Wei-Lº, and tº ***,

Šć. Jº <!-- The camels turned themselves jºb, (A) and yºu ºl ā- (TA) : He
dashed the bucket in the mater of the well, to fill
tonards the pasture. (L.)

it : (Fr., $, O, L., K:) or he dren: much mater

he agitated, or moved about, the bucket, &c.

&-

(TA.) —?,"
He agitated the water of
the well violently: and he plied the nell nºith the
large bucket. (T.A.) – [Hence,) 3--, (aor. *,
inf. n.
TA) Inivit feminam. (As, $, K.)

***,

8:

;

neith the bucket : (A :) and the last, he dren:
see 5, throughout.

10 :

much nith the bucket from the nell, and agitated

&

it. (T.A.) — And [hence,)
Jº- (A,
à-l. sing. of **, (TA,) which occurs in Msb) f He turned over, or revolved, his idea,
or opinion, [in his mind, and considered what
the kur, xvi. 14, (S,) and xxxv. 13, (TA,)

3 He agitated the meaning, Ships cleaving the nºater nith their rould be its results, (Msb,) until the right
water; put it in motion, or into a state of com stems: (K,” TA:) or thrusting the nater with their course appeared to him. (A, Msb.) – And
5 : see 1 — tº

motion. (A’Obeyd, K.)
6 : see 1.
Js-o

1. *.*, *, *. (S, A, K) or *-ī-,
(TA) ºr (S, K) and ::, (S, TA,) inf. n.

*J),

stems: (Ahmad Ibn-Yahya ) or the sound of

ºf 43 &# Jº-3-ºl ºf Ja- (God

the running n:hereof, (Fr, K,) by means of the caused the years to revolve until that was their
ninds, (Fr,) is heard: (Fr, K :) or running: issue, or result] (A, TA) — And Jas-, said
(S:) or advancing and retiring by means of one of a camel, I He brayed (jºs) in his
wind. (K.)

[i.e. faucial bag, or bursa faucium]. (K,

TA)

** 1 The shop of a vintner: so called by E *~, (ISh, IAqr S, Msb, K,) aor. . ;
the
people of El-'Irák: (L, voce **) (l (S, K;) or <-a-4: (so in a copy of the A
3-2 and 3-3, (S, K,) The ship clave the water
with its stem, and ran : (AHeyth:) or clave place of assembly of vintners: (TA:) a place and in a copy of the Mgh) or both; (JK, K;)
9 o

e
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;)." without referring to other lexicons. (TA.) – (IAth, K,”) in order that their young ones
and 3 as 4; (Ish, L, K3) but this last is Also Jas-el, (K,) said of a man, (TA,) t He might become strong, so that they conceived in
disallowed by IAar; (TA;) and the generality had his she-camels taken with the pains of par the second year; (IAth;) or because its mother
aor. of the latter, as of the former, z; (K

of Keys and Temeem and Asad say *~, turition; (K, TA;) and his she-camel, in like has been covered, and has conceived, and become
manner. (TA.)
adjoined to the Jets–4, i.e., to the pregnant
with kesr to the e, [for
and in like man

<-á-.]

5.

ner they do in the case of every [incipient] letter

*** - ; (S, A,” TA;) as also V Jas-el. completed the second year; but when it has
(Nugeyr, TA;) inf. n. Jº ($, O, K) (See also 4) – I (milk) had its entered upon the third, it is called cº &:

before a guttural letter in words of the measures

<-23 and Jes,

Ja- It (milk) was, or became, agitated camels; and this appellation it bears until it has

(ISh, S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K) and

Jº- (Msb,

K) and J.; (A) said of a she camel,

in the

butter taken. (K.) – f It (a child, or young (Mºbi) or a young male camel when his mother
one,) moved about in the belly of its mother; has conceived: (Ki) or whose mother has become
as also "the latter verb. (S, TA.) – See also pregnant : or when the she-camels among whom

(ISh, S,) or of a woman, (IAar,) or absolutely, <-a-, and what follows it, to the end of the is his mother have become pregnant, though she
(A, Mgh,) or also absolutely, (MSb, TA,”) of
have not become so : (IAth, K:) the female is
paragraph.
a woman, and of a she-camel, and of other
o

-

beasts, (TA,) ( She was taken with the pains of
parturition, (ISh, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K,) being
near to bringing forth; (Msb;) as also "< *s-,

•.

called “ &; (IAth, Mºb, K.) or £

-

8 : see 5, in two places : — and see cº-as-e.

-** : (S) the pl. (S, Mºb, K) of both the

male and female appellations, (Mºb,) is <&
Jºº-, (S, Msb, K,) only; like º <& and
ess **. ($.) Sometimes one adds to it the
article J, (Mºb, K,) saying, Jºº J &:
(A.) — Also, The milk was slow in acquiring
(Mºb :) [for] Jóls-e Jºl is indeterminate; and
(Ish) And 3.3-4 said of a woman, I Her jlavour
after it had been collected in the skin.
child mored about in her belly, previously to the
when you desire to make it determinate, you
(TA.)
10.

&

Jas-º-' The milk was slow in

inf n. Jae-ji (K5) and "--a-si (Ish, becoming thick and fit for churning, and its
and so in some copies of the K ;) each of these butter would hardly, if at all, come forth : such
last two is correct; (TA;) and Y ~as-el. is the best of milk, because its butter is in it.

birth : (Ibrāheem El-Harbee :) and in like man
-

Jas-e :

ner, tº "c-a-j, ($,”TA,) said of a she
camel, ther young one became agitated in her

-

See

affix the article J", as above; but this only

Jº-•.

makes it determinate as a generic appellation. (S.)

J- + The pains of parturition;

º

(S, Msb;)
(Msb.) = Applied to she

"Jº-

ones will become agitated in their bellies at the

5

º,

*

*

see Jøls—e.

-º

Lê5-9:

s

•

.

See Jaé-Lo, in two places.

Jº- and "Jº" (š, Mºb, K) and

good omen, whence they augur that their young

(TA) and tº "--a-7, (A, TA) : [The

.

Jels—e

belly at the time of bringing forth : (TA :) and
as also
"--a- [alone], said of a ewe, or she-goat,
+ she conceived, or became pregnant. (Aş, K.) camels, f Pregnant: (AZ, Aş, S, ISd, A, Msb,
K, &c. :) used in this sense as an epithet of
–[Hence,) * 2- Jae-º, and "Ja-º,
W

Ja-. (TA, voce Jº, q.v.) [Churned milk :]

cloud, or clouds, and] the sky, or heaven, pre time of parturition: (ISd:) having their young
pared, or became ready, to rain. (A, TA.) in their bellies: (M, TA:) or such as are called or milk which has been churned (~~. Jé
And

:- ** &é ãººl ">a<!, (A) or juže, that have been ten months

pregnant :

sº),

and of which the butter has been taken: (S:)

but ISd says, I have not found this or milk of which the butter has been taken:
explanation of Jøls-2 on any authority beside that (K:) or milk of which the butter has been
of Th: (TA:) [see also iſ tº :] it has no proper eatracted, or fetched out, by putting water in it,
and agitating it. (Msb.)
sing: (S:) a single one is termed
(AZ,

: :- * (TA,) tſhe night had an evil morning. (Th, K. :)

(TA) And jū ºl 'Jaiº 1 Time, or
fortune, brought trial, civil war, sedition, or the
like: (K, TA) as though from Jº's J. (K)

iº-

Jºlº,

Amr Ibn-Hassán, one of the Benu-l-Hárith-Ibn Aş, S, A, &c,) which is extr. (K, TA) with

Jº-.

applied to a she-camel, (ISh, IAar,

$, K.) and to a woman, and a ewe or she-goat,
saying is also ascribed to Sahm. Ibn-Khālid Ibn it signifies also, (accord. to different copies of (IAgr, Msb, K,) and any pregnant animal, (S,
'Abd-Allah Esh-Sheybánee, and to Khálid Ibn the K,) she-camels in the state in which they are A," Mºb,) t Taken with the pains of parturition,
Hemmám-Ibn-Murrah, says, (Seer, S,) but the respect to rule: (TA :) or

from the time when the stallion is sent among (ISh, IAqr, S, A, Mgb,) being near to bringing

Hikk Esh-Sheybánee, (TA,)

them (ISd, K) until he brays
…

•

*

*

-*

w

J

.

~5

+---- J-8-2 J-7|

Al-->

signifies, or

(e. J.-).

or,

forth ; (IAqr, Msb, K5) as also

"Jº-º:

accord. to another relation, until they are left (ISh:) and, applied to a ewe or she-goat,
(jº Ji-), .e., (ISd,) until he ceases (Cº having conceived; as also V the latter epithet;
iº, in the copies of the K, erroneously, (Aş, K5) pl. of the former, Jº- (S, Msb, K)
-

meaning [Time, or fortune,) was pregnant nith

gº J-,

and

Já-...

(A, K.) – The Arabs say, in

TA) from covering: (ISd, K:)

* - 22 - 21 2 = .
a day for him, of which the time of birth had
one of their imprecations, cº-> Jºe 4. *o
a
pl.
(K)
having
no
sing.
(ISd,
K.)
–
Hence,
come: [for for every one that is pregnant there is
($) alsº & f A young male camel, nºbich, *L*, meaning t [May God pour upon thee]
a term of completion.] (S.)
(Aş, $, Mgh, Mºb, K,) having completed a year the night. (Ibn-Buzurj.)
2 : See ºt-as-e.
(A$, $, Mgh) from the day of its birth, (As,)
Jºº. Fresh milk (~~~), (K,) or churned
has entered upon the second year : (As, S, Mgh,
4. & Jas-el. The milk attained to the
Msb, K.) because his mother, (S, IAth, Mgh, milk (Jº- 34), (Lth,) as long as it remains
proper time for [its being churned, or] having its K,) from whom he has been separated, (S,) has in the *** : (Lth, K.) or, as some say, milk
-

:

o

e

-

º

*

-

-

butter taken, or eactracted. (S, A, Mgb.) In become adjoined to the Jelš-2, (S, IAth, Mgh,
collected in the place of pasturage until it amounts
the O and K, it is made to signify the same as K,) or pregnant camels, (IAth, K,) whether

Jasºol: but it seems that Sgh• has
inadvertently she have conceived or not; (S, IAth,” K;”) to the quantity of a camel-load; pl. Jº-º.
* o 2 of 2. ~
omitted, after it, the words Jas-º J1 aſ &l-, for they used to make the stallion-camels to cover (Lth.) You say cº, & Jºº and $5–
and that the author of the K has copied him the females a year after these had brought forth, J-9 cº-e : (Lth:) or the former is of ewes or she
-

-

**

6

Jas-e — Jºe
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goats, or of cows; and the latter, of camels. •jē’• &- *~, Vlasºol the pulled out his
(TA, in art. --Je-, q.v.) – See also Jº-º:

Jº-2
W

A skin; syn. ; :(i.; (K;) as also
is mentioned by Sb, and thus

spear from

See Supplement.]

(TA)—[And] &as_, (§, K,') aor. , inf. n.
* , (S,) + He dren it; pulled it. (S, K.”)

Jº, which

You say,

explained by Seer: (TA:) or a skin (.U.) in
which is Jas. [or churned milk, &c.]: (TA:)
or the

receptacle

[ cº-e, &c.,

its place in which it was stuck.

cºil

*A-0

es: A-, t [He drew the bone;

1. $3.6 L.K.) or , (L) if n : , and

or drew, or pulled, its string nith the arrow]. *
(S.)

*:

and W

[or this has an intensive

or a frequentative signification;] and W $23,75

in which the milk whereof the
2: see 1.

butter has been taken is agitated: (Lth :) and

via. ... [and app. the former also] the vessel,

33-3

(L, K;) and

4. … as-, (S. K.) inf n. *-*. (TA)

* sus,

Or

**. (as in different

copies of the K, TA,) inf. n. šu.”

and

$32;

(Mgh,) or receptacle, (Msb,) [generally a skin, ! He made the arron, to transpierce, (S, A, K,) (K;) He drew it (namely a rope, &c., A);
in which milk is churned or beaten and agitated; and to go forth on the other side. (A.)
pulled it : strained it : extended it by drawing
(Mgh, K;") or in which the butter of the milk
or pulling; stretched it. (L, K, El-Bašáir.) You
5: see 8.
is extracted, or fetched out by putting water in
say also Jºsiº 3. [He drew the bon' ]; (S,
it, and agitating it; (Msb;) [i.e. a churn;]
8. Jasºol He blen, his nose; ejected the mucus Mºb, K, in art ejº) and
i.g.
(S.)
from his nose; (S, Msb, K;) as also " as . . dren mater from the nell]. ($, K, art. 2-3.)
(S, K :) or the latter signifies he had the mucus [Hence, app.,
32 : see 29.)
ãº--e: see what next precedes.
• * ~
* >.
a2
&
. .
"
removed from out of his nose. (MSb.) – See
32-4) Jº lººs-e Jº JºJº Jºji º [The
Jº- + A she-camel having a quick for also 1, in three places.
utterer of falsehood and he who transmits it are
of milk. (JK)
* . Mucus; snivel; nihat flon's from the in respect of the sin alike]: a trad. of ‘Alee; in
nose,
($, K, TA,) like ~tº from the mouth : which the utterer of the falsehood is likened to
J35s-o-o: See Jass-2.

* & 3. [He

#44.

º

e

•,• ,

‘s

a

§§

(sº

º 0.

o .

º

e.

•

Ja-ºº: Milk slon in becoming thick and fit
for churning: (K:) or that hardly, if at all,

(TA ) plias ionly. (TA)—Juº kº,

him who fills the bucket in the lower part of the

J-º * , and v-ºl 42%,

well, and the relater thereof to him who draws

(K,) also called

J-ºl &

all these appellations having

and

becomes so; and n:hen it has become so, is

the rope at the top. (L.) — 3. He extended,
or stretched forth, his hand or arm, foot or leg,

churned; and this is the best of the milk of been heard from the Arabs, (TA,) t [The fine &c.

(The Lexicons passim.) — tº " tº:

ewes or goats, because its butter is destroyed filmy cobwebs called gossamer, which are occa We drew, pulled, strained, or stretched, it between
sionally seen in very hot and calm neather, when
(30,-1) in it. (TA.) [But see 10.]
us, or together. (L.) [But in a copy of the M,
the sun is high, floating in the air, in stringy
or flaky forms;] nihat appears in the sun's rays
las-e
to him niho looks into the air in the time of He lengthened the letter. (L.) – 3.2 3. He
[an inf. n., of which the verb is app. vehement midday-heat: (K, TA:) JUlazºl lots—e prolonged, or strained, his voice [as the Arab
is explained by Z and IB as meaning n:hat does in chanting]: (L:) and
e? "333

it is ºil—-º-, 3-, aor. , intº 3.

1. ***,

sº
a...,] the act of flowing; and of going, coming,
comes forth from the mouth of the spider. (TA *9) º: + [He strained the voice in threaten
or passing, out, or forth : this is the primary in art. Jasi-.)
*.
32
signification; and hence * , q.v. (TA) —
ing]. (K, art. 3-3.) — Jºe, inf n. Jºe, It (his
ill-º (AO, K) and " …, (K) called by sight) nas, or became, stretched, and raised,
[Hence also, 2:) A-4, (S, K,) aor. and 3,
-

inf. n.

9,34,

(K,) f The arrow transpierced, the latter name by some of the people of El

(S, K,) and went forth on the other side. (S.)
— [And] J.- º as , t The camel went
quickly nith him. ($gh, K.) — [And] As .
Jº Jº, inf. n. *s-, + He ment anay quickly
in the land. (TA.) =& - As inf. n. * ,
He wiped the nose of the child; and in like
manner you say of a lamb or kid: (L:) and

Yemen, ($gh, TA,) and by the people of

" …, (Mºb) inf n. ***, (Z, K.) he

cº-

Lú M He cast the mucus ($, K) as:

&: from

º J.

-

toniards a

thing. (K)—%a. 3.

º & aor. 3, [inf. n. 3...] ! He stretched, and

Egypt [in the present day], (TA,) [and 7 uº. 3, raised, his sight tonards a thing. (A,” L.) –
134- J. Jº 3.34. I looked at such a thing

(Golius, on the authority of Ibn-El-Beytár,
but if it end with a short , i.e. without e, it
should be written Jº)] [The cordia myra,
or smooth-leaved cordia ; also called sebestena,
and sebesten, and Assyrian plum;] a kind of
tree, (K, TA,) producing a viscous fruit, [whence
its name, like the Greek uſia, which signifies
removed the mucus from out of his nose: both mucus and this kind of plum, nihich is
(Msb:) and he (the pastor) wiped off from its eaten; (TA;) called in Persian
[or

(a lamb's or kid's) nose what was upon it [at
the time of the birth], (Z, K.) And A-,

-

(IKtt, El-Bašáir.) — $32, aor. : ,

desirously.

(LA, L.) infº. 3... (L. L. K.) He expanded
it, or stretched it out : (L, K:) he extended it,
elongated it, or lengthened it. (L.) — au) J.
Jº God earpanded, or stretched out, and made
plain, or level, the earth. (Lh, L.) – Aſ 3.

Jä,

f God extended, or stretched forth, the

cººl; (K, TA;) iſ idol ºf [hitch's shade. (A.) See 8. – * Jº &f 3. I God
dugs], [its fruit] being likened thereto. (TA) made his life long; (S, A,” L;) as also "3.l.
(See De Sacy’s “Abd-allatif,” pp. 68–72.]

his nose. (S.) – [And hence, -ºil as , t He
o 4

, o a

y

drew the snºord (K, TA) from its scabbard;

ki.

(TA;) as also * <!-- (S, K:) and some
times they said, ($,) º Jº (, "las-- the

**u. _ºr. I An arron, transpiercing, and going

and

uº. :

see what next precedes.

(IKH)–4, 4 J ºf 3% May God make
tly life long (L)– 2: J & He had
his life lengthened. (L.) – J.-S.

•

30 ,

3.3% t He

deferred,

3.i. inf. n.
or postponed, the ºrm,
W

Or

forth on the other side. (TA.)

pulled out what nas in his hand; ($, K;) he
seized, took anay quickly by force, or snatched

•

*

3

Jºo

period of duration. (K.) — J-Sl Jº a "J.
• of
As ºf ! [More transpiercing than an t He deferred, or postponed, to him the term, or

arbay, what was in his hand: ($, L., K.) and arron]: a proverb. (J.K.)
Bk. I.

his term.

(TA)

—º,

aor. 2, (L.) inf. n.
340
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34; and "$32, infn. $3.5 (L, K;) but the the following are examples:

*** A& (sh, L.) See also 1. – 32, inf n. 332, He

aided, or succoured; and he gave. (K.) See
3.
:* Jº 3. IIe (a man) malked
continue; to go on long; left him, or let him Basáir) [Kur, xix. 82,] We reill prolong and
alone, long, or for a while; granted him. Q. increase to them punishment: (Beyd:) but Z. njith an elegant, and a proud, and self-conceited,
relates, that Akh said the reverse, like •es and gait, with an affected incline of his body from

latter is little used; (L5) He made him to

[explained above]; and

+3*)

3.23%

(El

• o .

A53)]

-

delay, or respite (L, K’) Ex : J &

side to side. (TA.) See also 5. — 3-1 (inf n.
(S, L.) and " …!, (L.) : He made him to &: the usage of the Arabs, however, does not $32, L., &c.) It (a wound) produced ;3.

or

continue, &c., in his error. (§, L.) And in
like manner, +3*) es: 3 ºf 32 God made
him to continue, or go on long, in a state of
punishment. (L.) See also 8 — jº es: *o
1 He made much advance in journeying. (L.)
—º. inf. n. 33% and 3-, IIe made it
w

ºr

much in quantity; increased it. (L, TA) —

3.

($, L,

accord with either of these assertions. (M.F.) –
3. It (anything) became full, and rº. (Sh, thick purulent matter.
-

&

L.) —
32, (aor. 2, A, ſinſ. n. …,]) He
put oil (or the like, K) into the lamp. (A, L., K.)

(S, L, Mºb. K5–

32 (inf n. $34, K) It (the plant called **,
$, L, K, and the cº-2, and the aâyº, TA)

became succulent, the sap running in it : (S, L,
K:) and it, (the twig, or wood, of any of the
Y (sºl, He put ink into the receptacle thereof; three plants above mentioned,) being rained upon
(S,” Mºb ;) he increased its water, and its ink. became soft, or supple. (L.)

—#3, 3., (nor. 2, int. n. *, Mº.) and

Mºb,) aor. 2, [contr. to analogy, (L.) — In like manner, Jä J., and ' $32,
He supplied the reed-pen neith ink.

(L.) —

5. 33.5; see 8 — It (leather, A) or a skin

* **
* - 25
34; (S, L, K;) It (water, L, and a
river, S, L, and a sea, or great river, L).flowed; 353 & #3, #32, aor. : and #3. "&" is
(S, L, KE) it (water, L, and a sea, or great also allowable; (L5) or simply $3. (A) and
river, L, Msb) increased; as also " 3.1; both $32, (S, A, K,) He gave him a dip of ink

(L,) inf. n.

2 * >

* ~ *

for water, &c., and anything that may be extended
by drawing or pulling, (L.) stretched. (A,” L.)
– See also 1 — 23. He (a man) stretched
himself: he n'alked neith an elegant, and a proud,
of which verbs are also used transitively: (Mºb :) from the receptacle thereof with a reed-pen. and self-conceited, gait, with an affected inclining
or became much in quantity, copious, or abundant, ($, T.A.) — 3. inf. n. 3. IIe dipped the reed of his body from side to side, and stretching out

in the days of the torrents; as also * 3:2 . (L.) pen in the receptacle of ink a single time for his arms: syn. Jºº. (S, L.) [Both these
[it ebbed), (Lth, S, M, K in art. n:riting. (Mºb.) . See also 10. – Jºš 3.
2% Jº 3. 13é Jº's Such a (aor. 2, A, inf. n. 33, L,) He manured the land
valley flows into and increases such a river. (A, neith dung : (A, K :) or he added to the land
manure composed of dung and ashes, or of earth
or dust and dung, or of strong earth; or simply
inf. n. J.; (Lh, L, Msb;) and "º-cli (L, earth; or sand; to render it more productive.
contr. of

j-

25- ) — 3-

L)—º. (LE, s, L, Mºb) aor. 3, (Lh, L.)

Msb;) It (a thing) entered into it, (i.e., a like
thing,) and increased it, or made it copious or
abundant: (Lh, L:) it (a river, $, L, or sea, or
great river, L, MSb) flowed into it, (i.e., another
river, or sea, or great river,) and increased it,
replenished it, or made it copious or abundant:
(s,” L, Mºbi") it (a well) fed it, i.e., another
well: (L:) [see an ex. in a verse cited in art.
2,ā, conj. 3]: both these verb: are also used

(Mºb)—[3,4] sº

intransitively.

+ The

(L.) — Jº …, (AZ, S, A, L. K.) aor. 2,
inf n. 3.; (AZ, L3) and "wººl; (S, A, L;)

***

He gave

(or mater upon which had been

sprinkled, or mith which had been miced, some
flour, or the like, &c.) to the camels to drink :
(AZ, S, A, L, K:) or he put some barley coarsely
ground, and then moistened, into the camel's
mouths: (AZ, L:) or *** $32, aor. 2, inf. n.
3.

-

-

verbs are commonly used in the present day in
the former sense.] See also 4.
• 23

8.

<!, (S, L, K,) and "333, [or this has

an intensive or frequentative signification,] (L,
K.) It (a rope, &c., A) became drawn, or
pulled: it became strained: it became extended
by drawing or pulling; it eactended itself; it
stretched. (L, K, El-Bašáir.) See also 5. –
3-2. It became expanded, or stretched out. (Msb.)
– It became elongated, or eartended, or long.
(M5b.) — [It (a time) became protracted.] –

-

Jºe, signifies, as some say, he fed him with
market was full of people and of goods for sale. fodder.
See the part. n.] —º 34, ſaor, , inf n. 3...]

them. (A, L.) – 3-1 It (a man's life)
became long. (A.) — I It (the shade) became
eartended, or stretched forth. (A.) — It (a dis

He became an auciliary to the people: (K:)

Aſsº,

We became auriliaries to them :

somewhat differing from "Aºi, which signifies

3.

<! ! The journey became long to

(M.)

2. see 1, first sentence.
and

* >.

6. -3.J.' 'xuº [They two pulled, strained, or
stretched, the garment, or piece of cloth, together].
(A.)

33.3%,

inf n.

šu.

and

him, he pulling me : (Lh, L:)

34.

I pulled

I contended with ease) spread. (A.) See 1—3-'; (A, L;) and

'32, (L. K.) inf n. 3.; ($, L. K.) : It (the
We aided them, or succoured them, by others than him in drancing or pulling, in straining, or in day, S, A, L, K, and the period of morning
ourselves: (AZ, $, L, K+) you say, ** W 333. stretching ; syn. arešº-. (L)– º ºst.
.º.º. 9 º'

-

called

J-º',

L,) became high ; it became

I aided him, and strengthened him, [or increased [He pulled, strained, or stretched, the garment, advanced, the sun being high : ($, L, K:) and
his numbers and strength, with an army: (S. or piece of cloth mith him]. (A.) –3. IIe the former, t it (the day) shone forth. (L.) —
prolonged to him a time. (L, from a trad.) – 3-1; and W 3. inf. n. 34; (TA;) said of the
Mşb :) and Jºgº Jºº *** 3.8 * †.
The

commander

aided, or succoured, his army.

:39)

Jº su. I He prolonged, protracted, or

nºith cavalry and infantry, or with horses and lengthened, the space of time. (IAth, from a
men ; and

with, or,

2:= Jº "…

IHe aided them.

shade, t It eactended]. (A.) – ãº

<!

G'. 3

[app. t He strained himself to give his

trad) — sº, (L) inf n isº (L, K) and

consent to it.] (K, voce
as some 'say, gave them, much wealth : 34. (L,) t He protracted, delayed, or deferred,

8% q.v. in art. 82.)

(L:) and [it is said in the Kur, lii. 22,]
*** Aésº (S, L) And We will increase

with him; put him off. (L. K.’) see also 1.

their provision time after time with fruit: (Beyd,

made it (the means of subsistence) ample: made ink from the receptacle thereof mith the reed-pen,

4. See 1 throughout. – 4:3 3.

He (God)

10 stºl & 3-3 (A, L, Mºb, K.) and
•*
* *
*
3: .
" .. 3., inf. n. 3.; (L, Mºb, K.) He took

Jel:) or with relation to evil, you say &#32; kit (wealth or the like) abundant : increased it, for nºriting : (Msb:) or he took a dip from the
and with relation to good, * 333i: (K:) so namely, a sea or river. (IKtt.) – 22-ol He receptacle of ink neith the reed-pen. (L.) See
says Yoo: (L:) this is generally the case; and made it (anything) to become full, and to rise. also 1. – Jº 3- [He dren breath.] (M,
… w
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3. ($, K, &c.)—33% ºf Their affair,

spouts, and increase their flow, or make it

desired 33. [or aid, or succour, in war, &c.]. or case, is conformable to the just mean; like copious, or abundant. (L, K’)—33. sing. of
(S, L, K.) — <-- He asked, sought, or de * and 2ſ (TA in art 2). — Aid, or $32, (L) which signifies The large needle,
sired, of him (a commander, A) 3-2 [or aid, succour, given to one's people in nar, &c., such as Öº, M, L, TT, in the CK and a Ms copy of
an auciliary force, and corn; (T, L;) an
or succour, in war, &c.] (A,” L.)
accession to an army, &c.; (Mgh;) a military the K, Juº; in the TA, Juº) [n:hich are in
jorce forming an accession to warriors in the serted] in the two sides of a piece of cloth nylen its
cause of God. (L.) pl. Sº only (sh, L.9 manufacture is commenced. (M, L, TT, K.).

R. Q. 1, 343. He fled. (T, L, K.)
i.

inf n. of 1, q.v. — [As a subst.]

33;

in like manner,

* $5u. signifies anything where Also, the pl., The threads which compose the

narp of a web. (K.)
1 A piece of land (S, L) [occupying] with one aids a people in war, &c. (L.) — [A
— see 34.
Drawn, or pulled: strained : stretched:
the space of the extent of vision; i.g. $3. (S, mystic aid imparted by a
L, K.) It is said in the K, art. U.S.A.”, that one
$3. A single act of drawing or pulling; of lengthened: i. q. W 3×. (L, K.) – f Tall:
should not say j-a-J) 32, but only $32; this straining; of stretching ; &c. (S, L.) – See long : (L, K:) fem. with 3: (L:) and pl. 34%,

24 3.

&J

was originally said by El-Hareeree: but some

3.2%

(L, K,) which preserves its original form [instead
of becoming 3...] because it does not resemble a

$34.

urge against it the expression in a trad., 3.

& sº (MF) the trad is, & &
o .

~ *

**

*~ 6 -

453.2 Jºe aſ Jāze, or, according to another read

$3. f The utmost, or eactreme, eactent, term,
limit, reach, or point, of time, and of place.

verb. (Sb, L)–34 in 424, (S. L.) and
(L,) t A man tall of stature, ($, L,) and,
(L. K.) Ex #34 ºr º To this nation, 2or people, is [appºintedſ an extreme term of of body. (L.) —3.2% 5 1 A tall stature.
endurance, or continuance. (L)–: 1 A (A) — *:::::: * J, in the Kur, [civ., last

ing, aº-2 Lºº; i.e., f Verily the muédhdhin shall
be forgiven to the extent of the prolonging* >of* >his
o.-:
voice; meaning, largely. (L., T.A.) — Jºe are; long space of time; or any space of time; syn. verse,] is explained by Th as signifying t Upon
3%, and J-3, 3, (A) and 33. J., (L) is . (S, L, K:) a portion of time, whether tall pillars. (L)–542. ;: <iſ ! I re
! I came to him at the time when the day, and
mained, stayed, abode, or awel, a long space of
the morning, was high ; or nas advanced, the
time. (A)—º-9. The second metre (2-)

little or much (IAth, Mgbº) pl. 332. (A)

(A, L.,) 3.

sun being high.

—#3. A dip of ink; the quantity of ink that

is here an inf. n.

is taken upon the reed-pen. (S, A,” K.) The in prosody: (L, §3) so called because of the
2. o ż
•3
(L.) – 2:=S) 2\,…) * 34 vulgar say *:::... and i.e. (TA.)
extension of its ~ºf and sūji (L.) — **
f This is the highest time of day. (A.) —
Water upon which is sprinkled, (S, K,) or with
Jºſé "3.3° ºf Ölº, (A, L. K.) and #3. Thick purulant matter, (A, Msb,) i. q.
put adverbially.

($, L, MSb, K,) that collects in a nound: which is miced, (L,) some flour (AZ, S, A, L,

9 oz

"ss..., (L) and els-, 3-, (L, K) and
(s333, (L,) ( I extol, or celebrate, or declare,

K) or the like, (S,) or meal of parched barley or

º- 2

wheat, (A, L,) or barley (L, K,) coarsely
ground, (L.) or sesame, (AZ, L, K,) or seeds,
See 3.x.
(AZ, L,) and nihich is given to a camel to drink:
3
(s.24% An auxiliary soldier. (L.)
(AZ, S, A, L, K:) or barley coarsely ground,
and then moistened, and put into the mouth of a
Anything that is added in a thing,
camel: (AZ, L:) or i, q. * : (IKtt:) and,
because of its utility: this is the original signi
(K,) or as some say, (L,) fodder. (L, K.)

č, L.) the thin is called 3.23. (A, Mºb)—
4 & 9

the absolute purity, or perfection, or glory, of
God, much as his words are numerous, (L,)
and, as the heavens are many, or large : (L, K:*)
Jº º .

W 31.A., and W 3.A., are here inf ns. of ºc, q.v.:
(L:) or the first of these phrases is from

*

33-

slºo the pl. of 3. a certain measure. (K.) — fication accord. to old lexicologists. (M.F.)
s

3. app. an inf

n, used as a subst., A flow of

water; a torrent ; pl.

that mith which one nºrites: (L,

3:44.

3 *

Inki syn. Ji (S, L, K) and -; (MF;)

(Msb.)
-

-

Jºe A certain measure mith nihich

-

corn is

Msb%)

tº

cyl-º-o: see

s

&

clº-ºl.

so called

šu. 3. + A market full of people and of
because it aids the writer: (IAmb, L:) this is
the common acceptation of the word. (M.F.) goods for sale. (TA, art. 38-) – :* ău.

(Jº) and one third, 332 (or gº $32, A) oil (or the like, K) The accession, or that which is added, nihatever it
(S, L, Mºb, K.) of the standard of Baghdad, that is put into a lamp. (A, L., K.) –34. (or be, to a thing. – You say, išu. erº es: 33
(Msb,) nith the people of El-Hjáz, (S, L, Msb,)
Jº 3.2, A) Dung: (A, K:) or manure cº Leave thou in the udder the accession, to the
measured; equal to a pint

and accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee ; (L;) i.e., the
quarter of a
the ele being five pints and composed of dung and ashes, or of earth or dust

quantity

one third: (Msbº) such was the 32 of the

i.e.
2Sº

£25

Prophet; (L, TA;) and the &ºe above defined
was that of the Prophet: (Msb, art. 23-2:) or

of milk, n'hich has collected and become
and dung, or of strong earth; and simply earth added to that previously left therein. (L.) See also
last sentence. — You also say, âu. 3,291
or dust; and sand. (L)–3.” A rony of

ſeeino of palm-trees. (IAar, in TA, voce
&ºi, q. v.) – A mode, manner, fashion, and
form. (L, K.) Ex. 2-13 ** Jºãº- º

(A, L) f The Arabs of the desert are the
means of aiding the Muslims, and increasing their
armies, and strengthening them by the contribution

tno pints, (S, L, Msb, K,) neith the people of
El-'Irak, (S, L, Msb,) and accord. to Aboo
Haneefeh, (L,) who held the ele to be eight They built their houses after one mode, &c. (L.) of their wealth as alms: a phrase occurring in a
pints: (Msb, art. 23-2:) or the quantity (of
$4. A certain game (T, K) of the trad. (L.) See also sº. —- $9. The
corn, L) that fills the two hands of a man (of
supply of a sea or great river). (Az, in L,
(K) or of children. (T) — Jº
moderate size, K) when he eactends his arms and Arabs,
*,
* ~of 2 p.
art. 2-)—isº Continuous increase;
syn.
hands; (L, K;) and therefore called 3% sºn ºf tºº cº- sº-1 (Two pipes,
or spouts, whereof the sources (lit. the source) of à-4, 33%5: (S, A, L., K.) that whereby a thing
(K:) pl. [of pauc.] $3. and [of mult.]
the supply are the rivers of paradise, pour into is extended, the s is added to give intensiveness

—-

&:

•

34.
(L, Mºb, K) and #42 (L. K) and 332 (L.)
&

,

J.

-

2 .

-

— »lº-e, pl. of ~e, or inf. n. of 3. see ...

•

*

-

the pond which is without its precincts]; i.e., to the signification. (M., L.)-[Also, in the
the rivers of paradise flow into those pipes, or conventional language of philosophy, Substance
340°
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Jºe — Jºe

£3.

having extent, or extended; matter; the material, hence it is of more common application than
[One niho praises, &c., much, or often ;
or materials, of rehich a thing having form con ojºsa- : accord. to El-Khateeb El-Tebreezee, it a habitual praiser, &c.] (TA in art. 3-; &c.
sists, or is composed: considered as that of which is from the phrase Jº ---. “the land be See an ex. voce Use-.)
J - ... •

* thing having form consists, it is termed also
came ample, or spacious;’ ' whence it would
ãºl considered as capable of assuming or re seem to signify he amplified his phrase: accord.
-

-

-

-

•

-

s

-

-

t?” Praising, eulogizing, or commending;

J -

e.

or

6 **

* *

e.

ceiving form, it is especially termed Jºe”: as to Kh, ae-J., relates to an absent person; and a praiser, eulogizer, or commender ; pl. t”.
that from which composition commences, 3.2-c: asJºe, to one who is present: and accord. to Es (TA.)
6 o
.
and as that to* >which
resolution reduces a thing,
0}
49

do a

.

... •

*

-

6

x d

v-ºla"), Or Jiàº, as it is generally written and

3. — The

pronounced: the pl. is

radical sub

-

**

Sarakustee, o.º.o is descriptive of the state, or
Praisenorthy, commendable, or good,
condition, and external appearance or form; and qualities or dispositions, &c.; controf **.
of nothing beside. (Msb.)
J

(L, art.

stance of a word, the radical letters, collectively,
of a word.]
3 -£

22

2 : see 1.

*> .

&

*

-

* * > 3.

º, ..

6

6 * ~ *

Jºe A man much, or greatly praised; (S,
him reciprocally.

(A.)

ãols ºuſ Jºel J-2 3's t He is of the tallest of
2 & 2 #2

tº)

2 of

aa-3-ol : see aa-ºe.

3. 4-su. He praised, eulogized, or commended,

Jºel [More
or most tall, high, long, &c.] —
w ~5 o

- -

K;) as also V

s r.

tº

(TA:) praised by every

tº

5.
He affected (-ºić): to be praised, tongue. (A.)
(A) — e-º-o's e-º's sº Yes:
eulogized,
or
commended; endeavoured, or con
even the utmost thereof, and the most that could
-º-o: See
tºbe thereof. Said in reply to the question “Hast străined himself, to gain praise, eulogy, or com
&
sº He
thou done it P’’ (A)—tº : IIigher or mendation. (S, K.)
men in stature.

*

J-º

*

6 tº , ,

> . 6 º'

-

tº

4:

JºA-0

louder, or highest or loudest, of voice. (Mgh, seeks to gain the praise, eulogy, or commendation,
art. Usº).)
of people. (A.) — He praised, eulogized, or
2 of

3.3%

… • * *

1. JJ., ($, Msb, K,) aor. *, (S, Msb,) inf. n.
commended, himself. (TA.) – He gloried: he jº, (MSb, TA,) He plastered it (a place) with

Custom ; habit. (K.)

&º, (of the measure &#, [originally
&lsº S, L) and Y &: (L, K) Salt water:
(L, K :) or very salt water: (S, L:) or the
water of salt earth. (L.) — Also, the former,

boasted of abundance nihich he did not possess.
(K.)
4,9. [The Arabs glory in

[33%, or clay, or loam, or mud; as also " 93-,

liberality, bounty, munificence, or generosity].

(namely a watering-trough or tank) with 24%.

—º tº:

(M, K) inf n. 23. (TA) He repaired it

(A)—see 1–5, el-is-3.5 (S. K.) and
'-º', and "--º (originally ~~~}}

(S, Msb;) i. e., clay, or loam, or mud : (Msb:)
he closed the interstices of its stones mith 22,
Water eacuding from the earth : (L, K:) some (K,) The hypochondre, or flank, became distended, (S, K :) he plastered its surface with clay, or
times
written, (K,) or as some say, (L,) &º.
expanded, or dilated, (S, K,) by reason of loam, or mud, in nºbich was no sand, in order
(L, K.)
- e.
satiety; like <-3.5 occurring in this sense that it might not cleave open, or in order that its
in a verse of Er-Rá'ee, as some relate it; as water might not issue forth. (T.A.)
>39-o-o: See
Much wealth. (A.)
5

p. o.

*—:

.a.p. 9.

•-

others relate it, it is ~~~. (S.)—aºla. " &

3 - 2

9:- Jº-o The place of a rope at nihich it is
drawn, or pulled, strained, or stretched. (A.)

33. A tent of skin (3%)

º

to

denote

intensiveness.

*

See Jºe.

&ºl.

eactended, or it is no mistake; and he has perverted the words is metonymically termed clay : (A:) cacarit :

stretched, nith the ropes called -či.
teshdeed

2 : see 1 => (A, K.) inf n. 22% (K)

His belly became nºide, or distended; a dial. form ! Aleum dejecit: because he who does so makes
of
(S.) This, says F, is a mistake; but use of 4. [for purification]; and the excrement

It is with

of J, which are confirmed by $gh and the author (K:) mostly said of the hyena. (TA.)

($, L.) — of the L and many others. (M.F.) – Also
2 of
Jºy') --~, and st-e-Jºel, and "---->

e- • - 3 -

o

4. Aº-º-º-º cº-e

...

.”

g

º

[Give ye to us some

(K) and Y ~~~3), (TA,) The land became 33% from your place whence ye take jº). (A)
t”

1. *-*. (; K.) aor. , (K) inf n. 23.
(S, K) and i-32, (K,) as some say, but
correctly this latter is a simple subst. ; (TA;)

ample, or spacious. (K.) The first and second
8. 33.9,
are formed by substitution of a for cy, from (K.)

3-ºl He took what is called 2.

~~~~ and <--ºl. (L.)

3%

[a coll, gen. n.) Pieces, or bits, [or lumps,

6. 19-3U.5 They praised, eulogized, or com or clods,) of dry, or tough, clay, (M, A, K,)
and "4-º'-l; ($, K+) and '4-32, (K,) mended, one another. (A.) &áš. ***) such as is cohesive : (TA:) or [simply] pieces of
inf n.
(TA;) [but this, and that next Praising one another is slaughtering one another. clay; (Az, Msb:) or compact or cohesire earth:
(Msb:) or tough or cohesive clay in which is no
preceding it, have an intensive signification, as (S, art. cº, A.)
sand;
(M, Msb, K:) n. un, with 3. ($, M,
is shown by the explanation of their pass, part.
7, 8, and 9. See 5 and 1.
*

~ *

* *

~*

tº:

ns., which see below;] and "4-3-3, (K:)
[which seems to imply some degree of effort in

Mºb, K.) In the expression " ãº

i-3, and '-24 and 'i-sºº (S. K.)

à-l

[Stones and pieces of dry or tough clay, &c.], the
the agent;] He praised, eulogized, or commended, Praise; eulogy; commendation : (S:) that nith latter word is used after the manner of an
him; spoke well of him; mentioned him with ap n:hich one is praised, eulogized, or commended; imitative sequent, and is not used alone, as a
probation : ($, K:) or he described him as (K;) meaning poetry, or verse, nith nºbich one is broken pl.: (M :) or it is an imitative sequent.
characterized by goodliness, beauty, or elegance; praised, eulogized, or commended: (TA:) pl. of (K.) = t Cities [or tonns or villages]: or a
opposite of 23 and he enumerated his generous the first,
region, district, or tract, of cities or tonns or
(A;) of the second,
villages, and of cultivated land; (K, TA;)
qualities or actions; opposite of **: (MF :) and of the third,
(K, A.)
or he praised him for his goodly qualities, whether
because its buildings are [generally] of 234:
2
natural or depending upon his on n will; and
**: See da--A.o.
(TA:) and its n. un., " £32, t a city or town or

:*:

34%;

**i.

g

-

*

•

6.

6, e -

•
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Jºe — 3-0
5 * 0.

$3%, (K) or ājā; ($, Mºb, K.)

village; syn.

Jºe

his fatness: (Námoos :) or his thighs rubbed

because its buildings are generally of jº each other, and twisted, so that they became
(Msb:) or a tonn or village built of clay or mud eaccoriated; as also 33-3 "3-44: (L:) or

1. J., ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (S,

M) iſ nº ſand - and 32, 6 M, Mº.

inner sides of the roots of K.) He, or it, passed; passed by, or beyond;
& L.) and his buttocks nvent; went on ; proceeded; passed, or nent,

and unburnt bricks : and also a large city. the parts betnseen the
(L.) You say, 3.9% 34.9) Jºi : [The people of his thighs

(cº-

the tonns or villages, and of the tents]. (S.) became inflamed: (K, TA:) [for Jyºi-1, in the along, or through, or over; nent anay; passed
anay; syn. jū-; (M, K3) and 3–85; ($, M,
And * }</3 29 Jº <º U. f I have not
CK, I read Jºe-l, as in other copies of the K, Msb, K;) and Jºãº (A, Mgh ;) as also
seen in the desert and the towns or villages the like
and in the TA : see also 35).
** is said "><-l. (S, A, Mgh, K.) You say, Jº 2.
of him. (A.) And it is related in a trad., that
-

the Prophet said to 'Ámir Ibn-Et-Tufeyl, Become

thou a muslim, and he replied, 59. & & Jº
j<! & : [On the condition that to me shall

to signify It (a thing) rubbed against another
(TK) and ºil, (Mºb) and ºl, and '3-1;
thing, and became much cracked, or chapped,
(A, Mgh ;) The man, (TK,) and time, (MSb,)
thereby. ISd thinks that it relates especially to and the affair, (A, Mgh,) passed; &c.
(A,
an animal. (L.) – Also,
He had his Mgh, Msb, TK.)
The saying in the Kur,

**

pertain the desert, and to thee the towns or
testicle much chapped by its rubbing against (vii. 189] 4: $3.3 tº Sº- “… signifies
#a
-i.
villages]. (A.) You say also, º ºs- c.59 something. (K.) — Jua'ſ
st-a-jºo, inf. n.
i, q, as "-j-, (A, K,) which is another
! Such a one is the chief of his tonn or village.
• , ,

, w -

6

- 2

.9

-

-

-

The sheep sneated in the inner sides of the roots reading, (Bd,) i.e., [She bore a light burden in
of the thighs, or the parts called
(L:) her womb, and] nent neith it, and moved from
cities or tonns or villages and cultivated land.
place to place, and rose and sat, not being
or, in their thighs. (TA.)
(K.)
oppressed by its weight: (A :) [or nent on nith
2 : see 1.
it in the same course or manner:] or ment and
39-º-o:
_s , , ; see j-º-o:
5. *** & “33 His two hypochrondres, came mith it, by reason of its lightness: (Jel:)
(Msb.)

* {3. *

And

: The people of the

gº

3, . .

9 * >

*!)-2-0 5* :
s

3

•

- d.

-

JºJº, and W 333. A place plastered with

[3<, or] clay, or loam, or mud. (TA.)
6.

.”

5 * ,

39'. Alo : see Jºe.

33%

[One niho plasters with

jº, )

one n:ho

or flanks, became inflated, or snollen, by reason or rose and sat nith it, (Zj, Bd,) not being
of his having satiated himself nith drink. (K.) oppressed by its weight: (Zj:) so accord. to
both the readings mentioned above: (Bd :) by
See also -: and
c
tºº.]
the burden being meant the impregnating fluid.
* , of
(Bd,
Jel, T.A.) — [It is also said of water,
i.el A man n-hose thighs rub each other n:hen
meaning It ran, or floned. And one says,
he n'alks. (S.) [See 1.]
The mind passed along, or blew.]

*} sº

plasters his watering-trough or tank with his

J., ($, M, A, Mºb, K.) and 4° 2, (S, A,
Mºb) but the former is more common than the

j-i-e

ordure, in order that no one beside himself may
6, e -

1.

water at it; pl. 39-º-o. (A.)

i.e., -jºº, (S, A, K,) aor. 2, (A, K,) latter, (Mughnee, voce >,) for which

inf. n.
* , of

6

c

art.

>, with kesr, (TA,) and
[respecting which see what follows the
planation,] (M, K) aor. 2, (S) inf n. 2 and
3-2
Yarboog say, 4:42

rotten.

or] clay, or loam, or mud. (TA,

tº-)

the Benoo

(TA,) The egg became corrupt, or

(S, A, K.) And

§- <53. The nut 94,

An instrument nºith which one plasters became bad, or corrupt; as also W ~~.

[3<,

with

34,

º 2 -

3-ºl cº-º: see &-e.

Jº-

-

-

**** **

II is stomach became

(K.)
in

a

$534,

ex

tº

in a

2-2 (S, A, MSb)o, - and
259-3 ; (A, Msb;) and
a. o.

corrupt state : (S:) and **
(S, K,) *
and * >}; (M, K;) He passed,
<<, (K,) his soul [or stomach] became
(K,) which latter is
or nent, by him, or it; syn. jº, (S, Msb,) or
heavy; or it heaved, or became agitated by a

*}º,

and

ãº.

(S, K) and

ãº,

extr. [with respect to form], (TA,) or

ãº,

6

aſſe jº, (M., K.) or -º jiu- (A) >

-2 -

tendency to vomit; syn. Stºs- ; ($, K;)
as also
2 < 0,
, of. may be a verb trans. by means of a particle and
like 3, is, (A,) A place in which is [3<, or
Wºjºsº. (S, A, K.) You say, 3,3-e ā-as <!,
clay, or loam, or mud, unmiced with sand,
without a particle: or in % the particle may
(K,) prepared for closing the interstices of J-º JJJJ tº I san, a rotten egg, and my be suppressed: Jereer says,
2.

w

•

-

?

© ...

• *

the stones of natering-troughs or tanks; (TA;) soul [or stomach] heaved, or became agitated by
a place from nihich jº. is taken for that pur a tendency to vomit, thereat ; syn. Stºi-. (S.)
pose. (S.) See 4.
6

4

6

x 6 -

…

22--": see 22-2.

to become corrupt, or rotten.

6* *

* * *

*

32

-

12-5-3 ...); 5999, Jyº
*

4. a.ſ. <2,3-ol She (a hen) caused the egg

*

… •

* * *

(S, A.)

29- is, Jºe Kºšē

º

[Ye pass by the drellings without turning aside

and alighting ; the speaking to you is therefore
[Jºe, &c.

5. see 1, in two places.

forbidden to me]; but it is said that the true
• * *

See Supplement.]
J-2
6

x

o

* * *

33, 333 and 33 jº: see art, jº. The

reading is

jºu 3.2

[Ye have passed by the

latter word is an imitative sequent to the former. dwellings]: which shows that he feared to make
the verb trans. without a particle: IAar says,
(TA.)
that 3.35. signifies the same as aw 2. [He
6.-

..

4 - 6.

Jºe and Jºe: see art. 3…e.

393-e ā-ae. A corrupt, or rotten, egg. (A, K.) passed by Zeyd], without being elliptical, but
* - of- 2
– 5,3-e āj-e A dirty, or filthy, woman, (K, as being properly trans. ; but IJ, allowing this,
TA,) whose odour is like that of a rotten egg. says that it is not a phrase commonly obtaining.
tº
(TA.)
(M, T.A.) — [ºſe 3. also signifies He, or it,
[ £º, &c.
passed, or went, along,
or over, or across, it.
His (a man's, S) thighs rubbed each other:
• ,
3.
You say, 3--" Jºe jº He passed, or rvent,
(S, L, K:) when he walked, (S,) by reason of
See Supplement.]

1. 32, (S) aor. , (L) inf n. $34, (S. K.)

-

o
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J-6

along, or over the bridge, or dyke.] And

:

for

"jū, inf. n. 59. signifies it (a thing) dragged

2 or 0 &

2 .

~<!-1 S5

<ºf U3 &

I Such a one reviled

5: 3'- Jº & The knife passed across or became dran'n along. (K, T.A.) = 0)-ol He
the throat of the sheep, or goat. (Msb.) – [Also, tnisted it tightly; namely, a rope, (S, A, Mºb) say a sneet thing. (Lh, T.) And > L. Jºſs

me, and I did not say a bitter thing, nor did I

It (a period of time) passed over him, or it : and and a thread.

it (a calamity) came upon him : see
an ex. *of3.2

the latter signification below, voce ….]–4.aJ-o
2

(Msb.) — [Hence,) 53 A.AJ)

Jº tº

f Such a one does not injure nor does

3% ***

t [Time, or fortune, as it were, he profit. (M., K.") — 9. as syn. with
untwists and twists tightly]. (A, TA.) [See art. see 2.

º:

2 * ~:
J-o, Jaś.] — Hence also, 9. f He struggled, or
as syn. with YWºol,
trans, off ,* ,- ; see 4.
+=
J.
6. jº They tryo struggled, or strove, each
aor. 2 and :: see 4. – 2-2, as trans. of 2-2, of strove, nith him, (S, A,) and twisted about him,
with
the other, and each twisted the other's neck,
(S,)
or
twisted
his
neck,
(A,)
to
throw
him
donºn;
which the aor. is 2: see 2. –2. His bile, or
-

..ww

gall, became roused.

º'

(A.) You say

suffered an attack of bile],

**

*g)

from

[I
Or

(S, A5) as also 'ºu. . (S3) or this latter signifies to thron him donn. (A, TA.)
he twisted himself about him, and turned him
8. *>, and <ſº
*}.
:

round, to thron him donn: (K:) [for
*

$º,

(Lh, M, K,) aor.

Ži.

9.4,

-

See

in

inf n. 2, and

the K, we find in the L 3, , which latter is

2-1. see 1, first signification, in three

10.

3., (Lh, T, M., K.) the latter of which [in the
CK written 5. but in the T, M., &c. 5. and

preferred by SM ; but I prefer the former; places. – Also, It (a thing, M) ment on in one
for it also signifies] he turned him round, [uniform] course or manner: (M, K:) it (an
expressly said in the TA to be with kesr, is also (namely, a camel,) in order to thron him affair, A, or anything, Mgh) had a continuous
a simple subst., (T,) or, as Lh says in one place, down : (M.) or "ju, signifies he struggled, course, or manner of being, &c.; (A, Mgh;)

* is the inf. n. and §:

it continued in the same state : (Mgh :) it (a
thing) continued, or obtained: (Msb:) it (said
TA,) Bile, or gall, overcame me [by reason of it; (A,) to thron him down, (AHeyth, T, A,)
of
blood) continued in a regular, uniform, or
(AHeyth, T, A,) the latter
desiring to do the
app, referring to food]. (K.)
** - 2
is a simple subst., (M, or strove, with him, and twisted his neck,

constant, course. (Mgh.) [And it is often said
same; and the inf. n. is 3,\s-, and jº- (AHeyth, of a man.] = [It also seems to signify It (a
or it, made
T:) and "...tº & his wife opposes him, and rope) became tightly twisted. — And hence,
-

*

*

º

-

•z

-

2. oxy-2, (inf. n. Jay-, TA,) He,

it bitter; ($, K;) as also "ºol; (IAar, $ )

"39.

or '94, aor. 2, has this signification, and the triº herself about him : (A, TA :) and

t He, or it, became strong, or firm, like a

rope

first verb has an intensive signification [he, or ~~!! is explained by As as signifying the tightly twisted: as in the following phrases.]

striving to obtain the victory in nar. (M.) = &#9 X- + He became strong to bear the
J., (inſ. njº, A,) It was, or became, bitter; thing. (M., K. [See an ex. in a verse cited

it, made it very bitter]. (Msb.)

8, ju, (inf n. * and 2, TA) He (Ks, Th, S, M, A, Msb, K;) as also wº., (Th,
passed, passed by or beyond, nent, went anay, or
$, M, A, Msb, K,) but this was not known. by
passed anay, (2.) njith him. (K.) = See also Ks, and Th says that the former is the more
4, in five places.

WOce

&ºiſ) º 5-

f He became firm ;

* -j-l. (A:) or his resolution,
determination, became firm, or strong : (S :)

as also
Or

common, (M.) aor. : (S, M, Msb, K) and 2, or he became strong, after being weak: and

4.

(Th, M., K.) [whence it seems that the sec.
<!-- his resistance
go, go anay, or pass pers. of the pret. is both º: and >, >, firm. (T.A.) You say also,
inf. n. ãº, (S, M, A, K,) or this is a simple

*

ºl, (inf. nº!, TA,) He made him, or it,

...

to pass, pass by or beyond,

(4-3)

became

O - e.

sº & <!--

anay; (A, Mºb, TA;) as also as "X. (Mºb)
— [Hence,) 2.É. > [+ He recited the poetry, subst: ; (Mºbi) and "5-l. (A, $gh, T.A.)
especially, with fluency]. (K, art. 23.) – You say, Jº Jº Zºid 13s J. 35 This jood

! He became firm against him, or it

and his

(4.8%) against him, or it, became
strong : (K, TA :) and he became accustomed, or
nesistance

9. (in some copies of the K, * >, but the has become bitter in my mouth: and in like habituated, [or inured, to him, or it : a tropical
fºrmer is the right reading, TA) [and *] manner you say of anything that becomes bitter. signification, from the twisting of a rope. (TA)
IIe made him, or it, to pass, or go, by him, or it. (TA.) You say also, Jººl aele j-el, and — [And hence, app.,] 5-1 also signifies # His
dº?

o. -

º, £

6,” ºr

He made him to pass, *** "2, (Lift became
or go, along, or over, the bridge, or dyke. (Lh, And Th cites,
•: 6 : 6
K.) sº
> [He passed his hand over
(K.)

—- Jé $2.
*

º

•

bitter to

him]. (A.) case, or state of affairs, became right, after

having been had or corrupt ; (ISh, T, TA :) he
2 of

292 -

3 >

ºf LSP d' cº-e Jºjº tºe ºf
him, or it].

And ºil asſe 5.1 [He passed the

pen over it, or across it]. (A.)

s: gi- Jº

& <º

*

repented, and became good, righteous, or virtuous.
(A [but not given as tropical].) = As syn. with

• 6 ..
º

*-i- 49 tº Jºiº U
uºi

*

I passed the knife across the [f The land is displeasing to us from our seeing

throat of the sheep, or goat. (Mºb.) It is said in it man, and the desolate country is pleasing to
in a trad., respecting the sound that is heard by us]: the poet makes 3. trans, by means of Jºe,
the angels when a revelation is sent down, because it implies the meaning of &* [which
<º Jº *e- gºe, meaning, Like the is made trans, by means of the same particle].
• 2 a. 3.
3, #

2. andjº, said of food, &c. :
R. Q. 1.

2.

[inf n.

see 4.

irº,

IIe murmured;

grumbled; as also "...j: so in the present day;
and probably the primary signification :] he was

angry. (IAqr, K.) = He made water to pass,
or go, upon the surface of the ground.

(K.)

dragging, or drawing, (in a trans. sense,) of the (M, T.A.) You say also, *i; jº, and J-ol
J o £.
R. Q 2. ~ is see 1. = It (the body of a
24-3, meaning t I am bitter at one time, and woman, TA) shook; ($, K;) quivered; quaked :

iron over the copper basin ; and in another trad.,

ā-tl, 2. << [the sound of the dragging,

I am sneet at one time. (IAar, M.) [See also (K:) or became in a state of commotion: ($gh :)
or drancing, of the chain]: or, accord. to the 1 in art. 31-.] – But Cº- º 2. tº signifies
more common relation, Jº
j9. <! ! He said not, (IAar, $, M,) and he did not, or became smooth like [the kind of marble called]
2%. (IKtt.) It (sand) moved from side to
º, meaning, the sound of the dragging, (in an (IAgr, M,) a bitter thing, and he said not, side, or to and fro. (A, K.)
intrans. sense) and continuous running, of the (IAqr, $, M,) and he did not, (IAar, M,) a

ãº

---

wº

93.

• A.

chain upon the [smooth] rocks: (IAth, TA:) sneet thing. (IAar, S, M.) You say, Jº

Jºe

see 35-0.

Book I.]

: Bitter;

(S, A, Msb, K;)

(K;) as also

** and *::::

(Msb, TA:) pl. masc.
pl. fem.

2701

J-6

£2,

39.

:

made fem. because the inf. n. implies muchness tracted, (S, Msb, K,) and their teeth appear:
(A:) fem, 52. . and genus. (M.) You say 5. & II did it (K:) n. un, with 3. (S.)

contr. of

(T, S, M.,)

º

contr. to rule, (Msb,) because 3×

..i. *** [bad-tasted; and the pl. of

once], (A, Msb,) and

>9.

and

55-

[several

*

time! (A) [And ºft. At once] And
5.

A rope that is slender (S, K) and long
and strongly twisted; pl. 2%: (ISk, S:) or

4: [He met him once]: only used that is twisted of more than one strand ; as also
* - i. 32.<i (Mº, vote -) You “s advertially: (M, K.) so says sp. (M.) And " with 3: pl. of both as above: (TA:) or " iº.
3. ää. [4 bitter leguminous plant]: and º 99.1, 3% & He met him many times: (M, signifies a strongly twisted rope: or a long and
K § [or this has a different signification; for]
Jºãº 99. &: ăig [This leguminous plant is you say 39- <$29 4; & & meaning slender rope : (K:) and a strand, or single twist,
means

one of the bitter leguminous plants].

<!;

of a rope; as also W

(T.) And

3. is & [A bitter tree]; pl. 29% }<

§2.

(K,” TA.) [See an

Such a one does that thing sometimes, and some

ex, voce J-2.]

the

only instance of the kind except 39- as pl. of

See

times
he leaves it undone.
(ISk, S.)
• * ~ of 32 - Jo
oza, of a 2

Also,

-

also

*:: Jé t4 strong man.
6

5,”

-

2.4—[Hence,

(S.)—[Hence also,

•

tº 5' 9" at-, i.e., tº 5' 3-2 [I came to jº, and "āº t Resolution, or determination :
*. (Suh, in Msb, art. 3-.) – [Hence the him once or twice]. (M., K.)
(S, K;) and Y the latter, strength (3-) of mind.
saying, J% §§ J” & (so in two copies
5**
3,
3-2 : see 3-c.

of the S,) or W. 99.9% (as in the K,) The pas
turage of the sons of such a one is the [bitter tree

Ş.

called]

and the [bitter plant

See also 10. = See also 2.

(K.)

i. a subst. from 2. and º: and º, and
called, tº: 2- Jº &i, [The act of passing, passing by

5%

(a subst., Msb) Bitterness. (S, Msb.)
— Hence, J-tº ãº f A loathing (<!

(S, K.) [For another application of 99, J), see or beyond, going, going anay, passing anay, &c.] *5-3) of the mind or stomach. (TA)= [The

zil — Hence

also, (TA,)
certain medicine, (K,)

;:

lileº

[Myrrh ;] a El-Aashā says,
[or aloes], (TA,)

Jºº. J.; 3 Jási

º

useful for cough, (K,) when sucked

gall-bladder;] that in nehich is the *: (S;) a
certain thing adhering to the liver, (K) and
*

(5-1)

in the mouth, (TA,) and for the sting of the [Non say to this damsel, or this little female,

scorpion, (K,) when applied as a plaster, (TA,) (see Ú,) before her passing, Be thou safe). (M.)
and for norms of the intestines, (K,) when taken =A firm, or strong, twisting. (TA.)— Hence,
into the mouth in a dry state, or licked up from (TA,) I Strength; (ISk, S, A, K:) strength of
the palm of the hand: (TA:) also said to be the makes (K) pl. 2 (Isk, K) and ºi (K)
80.7/76 as

3.21.

(TA:) pl. jºi.

(K.) — Jºe

In the Kur, (iii. 6] § 2; is applied to [The

: t[A

bitter life]: like as one says [of the
2 of

2

contr.], 3-

serving to render the food niholesome, or quickly
digestible; (TA;) pertaining to every animal
except the camel (A, Msb, K) and the ostrich
(K) and some few others, as is well known:] pl.
29. (Msb.) [The camel is really destitute of
a gall-bladder, as are several other animals; but]
one says of the camel 3i ãº, S meaning He

oz -

o 3.

has no daring.

angel] Jired for Gabriel]. (Fr, K, TA)

3.

(S, O voce

J-º, q. v.)

-

-

—39. * >> f Afflic whom God hath created endowed with great
tions or calamities [came upon him]. (TA.) – strength. (TA.) You say also 5. 3; Jé, 1 A

}: Jº

.

3rº-º:

(TA.)

see vº.

3 *>

-

-

-

-

-

U3. A certain kind of seasoning, or condiment,

strong man. (A) And it is said in a trad., eaten nith food to render it pleasant or savoury;
ise it... (TA) — ; ; 4 surname of &:- * (sº S. Jº #32, J- ‘j : The (S, Msb, K;) like : Alé; (K;) or also called
Iüe, (S.K.) said to be from a daughter of his giving of alms to one who possesses competence, or -le; (Msb;) pronounced by the vulgar with

named

f A loathing mind, or stomach; syn.

§. [Bitter].

(TA.)

riches, is not allonable, nor to him niho has out teshdeed.

strength and is sound in limbs.

3.

A time; one time; [in the sense of the

French fois;] syn.

#3:

(Msb:) one

action;

0.

single action or act; (M, K3) as also "34:
(M, K: [but see what follows :]) [a bout; an
instance; a case; and a single temporary af.
fection or attack; a fit; as, for instance,

of hunger, thirst, disease, and the like:] pl.

35. (A, Mºb) and 2 (§, M, A, Mºb, K) and
3.

-

> and "J., [or rather this is a coll, gen, n. of
which 5. is the n. un.] and 35%; (M, K;) the

(TA.) —

5.

body;

in the following verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb:
º

2 -

23 of

©.

.”

*>|- *\-eleſ cº-axe tº
a 2 x

>0 , ,

>*

6 a.

o. 8

o ºs

(namely, the yellow bile (ſix) and the black

•322
*

o

<>2/3s-J) º

bile

(ſºn) ;]

hind of Alé-), but harder and clearer [than n-hat
is commonly so called]. (Msb.) = See also
3

... o “

* ,a .

blood (23) and the pºlyn Cág). (TA, art
5

-

Jº-e.

the other two humours being the

*

-

& ) pl. 292. (Mºb.)
[Hast thou become altered since I san, thee, or
hath an accident of fortune befallen thee, or have
vicissitudes come upon thee?] but Es-Sukkaree

A certain kind of tall tree [or plant of

intellect : (S:) and sound judgment ; and firm the cane-kind]; (K;) a certain kind of tree [or
ness; syn. Atº-1, (K,) and ãº.
(TK.) You cane] of which spears are made : (S:) and spears
made of canes; (K;) made of this kind of tree
say
33. & f Verily he is possessed of intellect [or cane] : (TA:) but the word belongs to art.
and sound judgment and firmness. (TA.) cy-2, (S, L,) being of the measure Jú. (L.)
Also, A strand, or single twist, of a rope; and so
*** (L'TA) plje. (TA)=$3 (The J. [Marble : or alabaster: in the present
gall, bile, or choler;] one of the humours of the day, more commonly the latter:] i. q. 243: (S,
body; (M, Msb, K;) which are four; (S, TA;) A, Mgh, K:) i.e., a kind of soft nºbite stone :
what is in the àº, , (S:) or [rather] cº (Mgh :) or a hard kind of Alā-y: (TA:) or a
denotes two of the four humours of the

•

Ö.

[Hence also, t Intellect ; (K:) or strength of

last on the authority of Aboo-Alee, and occurring
2.

(S.)

39% (a coll gen, n.) A hind of tree; (Mab3)

*

>0 ,

e.

-

juº, and "Jº, [in the L, TA written
.9 & e

-

-

*

> d -

3,3,3, which is app. a mistake, as Jºãº.o is said
to be the only Arabic word of good authority
that is of this measure, and the fem. is expressly

a kind of bitter tree; (S, A, K;) or a kind of said in the K to be with damm, and *.ſ.

holds that 333-2 is an inf. n.; and IJ says, I do sour tree; (TA;) of the best and largest of herbs; (M, K) A body (M) soft, (K,) and that quirers,
not think this improbable, and that the verb is (K;) when camels eat of it, their lips become con or quakes, [by reason of its fleshiness, (M, K,)

2702

j-e – 9-0

[Book I.
|

hen the person stands up, or rises: (M :) or [Thou findest me very contentious, strong in alter stomach, and descended thence n'ell. (TA.) But
#2.
[simply] soft. (TA.) And #9. and W ãº, cation, not neary of labouring or striving, Jºy” also occurs in this sense without
(S, M, K,) with damm, (K,) [in two copies of bearing n:hat is imposed on me of good and (TA.) –2-iand "º-, [He found
the S written ãº, applied to a damsel, or evil]. (S, T, A.) IB says, that this rejez is

Jºs.

&”.

commonly ascribed to Amr Ibn-'As, but it the food wholesome, &c.]

girl, ($, K,) or to a woman, (M,) Soft, ($, K,)
is said to be quoted by him from Artáh Ibn
and quivering, or quaking, in her flesh, (S, M, K,)
when she stands up, or rises.
s

*

6

* 0 ,

see jºy-o.

- /

j-29-.

2-i '5-, signifies tº. 3. (MA)—

– $24, aor. 3, (AZ, $, K) inf n. #32,

3 -£

3–21 [More, or most,
tightly twisted]. –
~ 3 -á 9
[Hence,)

gº &:

ºi. J-o &

+ Such a one

is firmer, and more faithful to his compact, than
such a one. (S.) = More, or most, bitter : fem.

&:

(See above.]

Suheiyeh : Sgh says, that it is ascribed to º, aor. , He fed; or ate food. (K) Ex.
El-'Aijáj, but is not his ; and to En-Nejás ;: $ 40 U. What aileth thee, that thou dost not
hee El-Hárithee; and Aboo-Mohammad El
eat? (TA)—JS -52, in n. #2, The
Agrábee says, that it is by Musáwir Ibn-Hind.
land nas, or became salubrious, in its air. (K.)
(TA.)

(M.)

2- : *

a o o

25-º-e and 3,5-º-o:

(S.)

of which the dual is

99.

(TA.) You

&: : 3. [This is more bitter than
that]. ($) And Jº, alº (sº +
say, 3

[Take thou the sneeter,

* >* >

5*

... • ,

9- ..

3-4

act. part. n. of 10, q.v.–3, 3-, 32 Ue
A custom constantly obtaining; unvarying. (A,
Mgh.)–2-, 3-, [in the Kur, liv. 2,] En
chantment going on ; or having one continuous
course : or continuing in the same manner: or
continuing in a regular, uniform, or constant,
course: (Mgh :) or passing anay, and vain, or
- d …

º o

ineffectual: or +strong : (K:) or bitter. (TA.)
or sweetest, and give to —º.
• * 2. Us; [in the Kur, liv. 19, In

(K,) epithet

º,

possessed of

($, K,) He nas, or became,

sº;

(AZ, S, K;) sometimes

written and pronounced

3.

($;) i.e., manli

ness; ($, K;) manly perfection; (TA :) con
sisting in abstinence from things unlanful, or
in chastity of manners, and the having some art
or trade; (El-Ahnaf;) or in abstaining from
doing secretly what one mould be ashamed to do
openly; (TA;) or in the habit of doing what
is approved, and shunning n-hat is held base;
(El-Khafájee;) or in preserving the soul from
filthy actions, and what disgraces in the esti
mation of men; or in good manners, and guard
ing the tongue, and shunning impudence; (TA;)
or in a quality ºf the mind by preserving which
a man is made to persevere in good manners
and habits: (Msb:) [in a word, virtue; or

him the bitterer, or bitterest]. ($ in art. 3)a-.)
And it is said in a prov., (A,) by a certain Arab a day of ill fortune that n'as lasting, or continual:
(Zj, K:) or of which the evil, (K:) or ill luck,
woman, (S,) º: sº ! [The youngest of them
(TA,) was continual; (K, TA :) or effective,
is the most bitter of them]. (S, A.) See Frey
(K,” TA,) with respect to that nihich it was
tag's Arab. Prov., i. 720; where another reading ordered and constrained to accomplish : (K:) or
is given, º for $9.1–0.9. f Poverty + potent in its evil fortune: or bitter: or in a
and decrepitude : (S, K:) or decrepitude and Wednesday that did not come round again in
the month: (K:) or in the last Wednesday of
the
month of Safar. (TA.)
(A, K,) i.e., mustard: (TA) so in a trad. (A,
rather manly virtue or moral goodness.] = 5.
Inivit feminam. (K.) —& He became like
TA.)- You say also,
4. <<ā, (T, S,
*!)-e
a noman, in eacternal appearance, or in talk.
M, K,) with the pl. cy, (T, S,) and with kesr to

disas. (A)—Also, Aus (; 2) and tº,
&S

cº, (IAar, M, A, K,) dual

(K,) and

the 2.'

1.

2& $2.

of . , (M) with ºth to the , (K) and º:

999,

dual of

&

and

&.

aor. * , inf. n. #2, epithet (K.)
(S, K,) and º, aor. 2; (K;)

•

a

3

or

•

4. Atalaji Us, sº I.A.A. [This makes the food

(M,) or " cº, (as in and *5-1; (TA;) The food was, or became,
wholesome, &c.] (AZ.) (See 52)

copies of the K,) ( I experienced from him, or nºholesome, or approved in its result : (Z:) or
it, calamities : (S, A :) or evil, and a grievous,
easy to sneallon, and wholesome, or approved in
or distressing, thing. (M., K.)

5. i2.5 He affected, or endeavoured to acquire,

its result: (Ki) or easy to smallon, not attended (-3) manliness, 552. (AZ, S, K :) accord.
2- A place of j29-2 [i. e. passing; passing hy; by trouble : or quick in digesting. (Z) It is to some, he became possessed of that quality.
3- 2

… Jº

&c.; or a place of passage : see 1]. (S.) You said in the Keshshāf, on ch. iv., v. 3, of the Kur, (TA)—ºr, 9. He sought to acquire the
say •r. Jº <33 [I sat at his place of that
and
are two epithets from character of manliness Gº) by disparaging
passing]. (A.) — It is also an inf n. : see ...i. tº and º, “the food was easy to them and vituperating them. (ISk, S, K.) –

º

* …. (S.)

º:

swallow; not attended by trouble:" or the

3. A rope, (S, Mº.) and thread, (Mº.)

former epithet signifies “pleasant, or productive

º A*- ;: 9

(a trad.) [app., Let not
any one of you delight himself in the present
norld]: but accord. to one relation, it is

tightly twisted: (S, Msb :) a rope well twisted: of enjoyment, to the eater;” and the latter,
(TA:) and anything twisted. (M., T.A.) See
“wholesome, or approved in its result:” or sº $, from
also 24–IHence] ! A man, and a horse,
the former, food or drink that is “not succeeded [See also tº]
strongly, or firmly, made. (A," TA.)
3

*

by harm, even after its digestion;” and the

3 *

&:

[see art.

Jºl.

(TA.)

10: see 1.

*>

J-o-o: see 2-9.

latter, that which is “quick in digesting.
*::: Overcome by bile; ($ ;) a man n-hose (TA.) In conjunction with Jº, one says Jºy” 2-0 and *}. (S, K) and *:: (K) A man, or
bile is roused. (A.)
(J-52*) Jºe), (Fr. S, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. human being; syn. Ju-31: (K:) or a man as
* ~*

ºo .

-

*

... o

e

-

-, * 0.

…

60 -

•

* - .

5.; (Akh, S5) and in conjunction with Jº opposed to a child or a roman; syn. Ja-j.
Strong in altercation, not weary of labouring or Jº; (TA [also mentioned in the $, on the (S, K.) You say 2-0 in the nom., lº-2 in the
striving. (S, K.) A'Obeyd cites the following authority of Akh);) and alone, (i.e. not in con acc., and 9. in the gen, ($,) agreeably with

3-2

y

Jº, with fet-h to the second A,

5o .

º

Verse :
6 *~ 6 x

-

-

... • * *

•of

& 2 of

junction with Jus or Jºe,) "Jºjº', (Fr. analogy. (TA.) And some say % in the nom.,
S, K,) inf. n. jº, (AZ,) [It (food) neas whole tº in the acc., and 232 in the gen. ; doubly
-

*

3-ºl º LS3' Jºº-º->
• *>

-

0,

o

2 ***

*

3

of

Jº Jº e-º-º- Jº

º

zo -

º

+

some to me, &c. (see above):] it was light to my |declining the word.

(TA, and some copies of

2703
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the S.) And " ... is said to be of the dial of

missest therein, and (sometimes) thou attainest in nhich there is neither little [herbage] nor much:
is (TA :) or a land of which the soil does not become
º: in theºloying Jº-e
* : * ~ (as
/ ..., in
;
S or Jºy”
"... (as
one º f thee S)
(a in dry, and of mhich the pasture-grounds, or fields, do
words of a trad.: &#x2) tº ºx! tº another copy) and Jºoſ. (S, and El-Ashmoonee not produce herbage : (K:) or land in which is no
herbage, even if it be rained upon: 5 (TA
:) >as
also
[Amend your manners, O ye me !) ; and in the
e>
3
3&
and others.) [For the last, Golius, from a copy "<x<3 and 4-99-o-o Jºy"; pl. of sº-c, stºol and
6 o ,
6 of
saying of Ru-beh, cº-ºll º ºx! [Whither of the S, gives Jºl. and in one copy of the S,
~5-c.
(K.)—º-e
Jºjº,
(TA,) and >> cº,
3
2
of
do the men desire to go 2). (T.A.) It forms a
Hudheyl. It is said that no
2-, 3 but &:52, occurs.” its

pl. is formed from thine object]. (TA)—The rel. n. of º
s

º

4

5

3

-

dual ;

º:

they say

-

3 *

> d -

º og

º ð -

- ?

6

- *

-

I find it written

** cº-

x >

•

tº: [They

&2. : but I have not met with (S, TA,) A land, and a place, that is desert,

any confirmation of either of these two forms.] without water and nithout herbage. (TA.) You
are two just men.] (S) in the dial. of Hudheyl.
3:?
o

- J.

• *

4

tº . ~ *

o' -

6 of

3

p *

© .

3-, seems to be formed from J-o
. ;5 but is extr.: Say Sºy-e Jºy! and
es”

"sº, Jºy! but land that

2

(TA.) It also forms• . a. dim.,
Jºe, fem. * >e.
gé o –

5

-

(S.) — The fem. of 9-2 is 39-2, A woman : [and the analogous form being Cº. (TA.)
a wife :] also written and pronounced 3-2. (S,
9. A giving of food on the occasion of building
K.) — J-2 is also written with the conjunctive : a house, or marrying. (TA.)
£2 ozo .
d
you say ºf in the nom., Wºol in the acc., an
*** [The assophagus, or gullet of a slaughtered
i. in the gen.:... o.º.
also, 32-el in the nom., 19-el
camel, or sheep or goat, (S,) and of a man, (Zj,
in the acc., and 33.7 in the gen. : also, 35-ol in the in his Khalk el-Insán,) the canal through nºbich
% - 22
nom., U-21 in the acc., and (sº in the gen. ; the food and drink pass; (S, K;) the head of the
doubly declining the word. (S, K, T.A.) [The stomach; (K;) contiguous, (S,) or adherent (K)
g

6.- ..."

-

-

º
gº ... o adº

:

has been rained upon in the winter is not termed
~5-2, because the rain gives hope of its producing

herbage. (TA)—32, (K) or s-el- $53,
(S,) A man having no hair upon his eyebron's.

-

4 × 6 ad

-

(S. K.)—--- <!- Having no hair upon his

2.p. o.o.

-

9 in oad

2.

body.

(TA.)

-

last three forms are the most common in classical

to the

2,i- [or windpipe); ($, K;) through

º

º

** :

See sº-c.

ãº. (a subst. K.)

[The condition of a land,

or tract, such as is termed

&]:

(S, K:) [or,

accord. to Ibn-Maaroof, as stated by Golius, it

works: but in ordinary parlance, in the present

which the food and drink pass, and by nihich they
22 *;
is an inf. n.: if so, its verb is ºl.
day, the word is generally pronounced with fet-h enter: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] #5,
ºi (K) and3 [of
w

º

6

to the 3 in each case. The final - is also often
written without the or 3 or U.S.] Ks and Fr
say, that the word is doubly declined, as to the
2 and e, because the final - is often omitted.
(T, TA.) [When the disjunctive 1 is substituted
for the conjunctive, i.e., when the word is im
mediately preceded by, a quiescence, its vowel is
ge 3

J-ºil

w

w

-

mult..] § 2.

(S, K.) It is also written
• *

&

.

o

3.

CŞj-e

~39-0

3-5- :

See art. Stºjá-.

-

(TA)—alsº *Jºy” Jºe Jº tºº [It comes to <sº [A certain fallen angel,] the companion
us as it were through the gullet of the ostrich]: a of **: (TA :) a foreign word; or from
Proverbial expression, from a trad, alluding to àº ; (K;) or from <!- aS signifying.<!.
paucity of food; the ostrich being particularized (TA.)
because of the slenderness of its neck, whence is

6 - 0

b-e), 3×), &c.; and thus inferred the narrowness of its gullet. (TA.)—

kesr: thus you say
also in the fem.

5, p.

The name of the famous poet Wholesome, &c. (See

• 6 •

<!.

A calamity; a misfortune. (K.)
5

-

art tº and see 1 in the present art. — substitution of e for U.

;:

-d -

5...) —º. &s: see Some say, that it is formed from Jº, J., by the
-

is commonly pronounced Imra-el

ãº, *** <!: [4 rain productive of good result].
with J1 you say (TA.)— ‘’s* Šá, Wholesome herbage. (K.)

Keys and Imr-el-Keys.] — The fem. is
A noman : [and a nife :] but

*>

-

º

4.0

6 of

.

#31: ãº

[which is authorized by the K] ãº-e Jºy! A land salubrious in its air.
is also said to be established by usage; but most
ºs- Manly, &c. (See ãº)
-

1. **, (aor. *, inf. n. $2. $,) IIe steeped
(K.) dates in n’ater, and mashed them (S, K) with the
hand; ($ ;) syn. Jº, ($, K;) sometimes $2.

of the expositors of the FS reject this; and those
6 *> .

who allow it to be correct judge it of weak
6

... dao

is also used in this sense. (S.)—3,2, (aor. 2,

• P.

5ty-o: see 32-0.

inf. n.

-

authority: IO mentions also 39-ol, with soft I
42 oad

5 6 p.p.

** > *

•

after the J. (TA.) – 2 cl is also used in a fem.
22°,
o

-

-

6

#2 * * .

o

(TA.) And

jºſ and $5.7 &c ; see:2.

§.

2*, o, e

-

& 4 act, part. n. of 4, Wholesome food.

-

is used, in a trad.,
-

o 3-2

o ~~

(aor. *, and z, inf. n. tºº, TA,) He steeped,

p -

45

- a

sº

soaked bread in water; as also 3, ... (Sh, As.)

<

He steeped medicine &c. in water until it
(A.)—º, [aor. *,] He (a

became altered.

.

a perfect man.” (TA.) — Also, 9-1 or 32-el,

soaked, or macerated, a thing in water: (K:) he
(S.)

[See 4, and *]

as signifying a perfect noman : 39-ol < *ś ...As)
Indeed thou hast married a perfect noman: like
as you say Jºy JY3, meaning “
a on:
3

-

o'

-

J.A.2 [Verily she is an eaccellent noman : see

34-).

-

be supped, and then supped it. (TA.) — sºlo,

-4

sense; ($;) though this is extr.: ex. 9-S tº

He made a thing soft, (K,) so

that it became of such a subsistence that it might

359-6 and 359-2: see 3-2.

-

5. TA,)

p.

~5-6

1.

child, S,) mumbled, or bit softly, his finger: (S,
<2, aor. *, inf. n. ãº, It (a tract, or K:) he (a child) bit with his gums: he (a child)
bit and sucked a necklace, or string of beads, such

$2.
(S,) or º,
as is called -- (TA)—32, aor. , and -,
as Z and others assert, it is tropical in this sense. [See ãº..] —º, aor. 2, He rendered smooth.
Yoo says, that the poet means, by 5>', in the (A, K)—Jº <2, aor. 2, He removed the (int n +2, TA) He [a child) sucked the kind
of shells called cowries. (K.) – He sucked.
camels from their place. (K)—ºr, ſaor, -7)
following verse, a wolf:
(K,) signifies A molf: (S, K:) or, land,) was, or became, what is termed

(IAgr.) – He (a child) sucked his mother's .
* 6 - 6 2 oad
*

… •

2 J

inf n. *... He broke (a thing]. (TA)—i.

cº,

# Jé Jº 24; ; ;
...)

*

J. es: 3:- i. 4. 3, . . (Yaakoob :) or it is

*

written tºo.

.

--

º

,

**3 99-0

u-, -º-º-º:

5 o .

(TA.)

breast.

(IAar.)—ºr, aor. 4, (inf. n. *2,

(IAar,) He mas mild and forbearing, or clement;

and patient in bearing altercation. (K, TA.)=
-

**,

[aor. : ,] He beat, or struck, or smote, a
[And thou art a wolf that assaultºst on every
stºo A waterless desert in which is no herbage:
occasion of carelessness ; and sometimes thou ($, K:) or a land in which no herbage gron's or, man : (K:) or, accord. to A'Obeyd, * **
Bk. I.

341
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Jº, and "eye, he threw him, or flung him,
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&

but the former is the more approved; fused affair, or case: (Zj., S, K:) or error: so
upon the ground: or, accord. to Fr, the verb is (TA;) It (a ring, on the finger, S, and an the former signifies in the Kur, l., 5. (TA.)

&. (TA)=4<r, <, aor. 2, (L) and arrow, TA) became unsteady; ($, K,) like &
"lº, He imparted to the lamb, or kid, a foul ($)—& aor. 2, inf. n. gº, ! It (religion,
smell, of sneat, or grease, or the like, so that its
mother n'ould not take to it : (IK:) he rendered it
foul and greasy nºith his hand, so that its mother
would not suckle it : (Ibn-Jo'eyl El-Kelbee :) he
befouled it by stroking it with hands defiled by the
smell of flesh-meat or fish, so that its mother n'ould
not take to it. (El-Mufaddal Ed-Dabbee.) —

Also, º, . He defiled water, by putting into it

and an affair, S, and a covenant, TA) became in
a confused and disturbed state, (S, IK, TA,) so
that one found it difficult to ectricate himself
from perple.city therein. (T.A.) It (a covenant),
reas in a confused state, and little observed.

4

J-

e

º –

8-9- cº-

4

:

See

J.

&9-.

** f Miacture, syn. i.e.:

(L:) [as though

one of the few inf. ns. of the measure

25 ;

but it is said in the L to be a subst., like

Jaé

and

*.

and evidently signifies a

micture, or that nihich is miced; syn.
(TA.) —Jº
(TA.)

J-9, like

*]—

&: The people became confused. 3% &: **, as occurring in the Kur., [lv., 14,]
(kie,

1 A miacture
L) of fire : (A’Obeyd:) or
his hands foul with flesh-meat, or grease, or the
4 : see 1, in two places. – ~~~<! She (a
flame miced with the black substance of fire :
like. (TA, from a trad.)
camel) ejected her embryo, (S, K,) or the seed of or flame of fire : (TA :) or fire nithout smoke,
2. **, inf. n. **i. He crumbled, or broke the stallion, (M,) in a state consisting of, (K,) or (S, K,) whereof was created El-Jānn, (S,) i. e.,
into small pieces, with Wis fingers. (K.) = See 1 after its becoming, (S, M,) n-hat is termed Jºſé Iblees, the father of the Jinn, or Genii, (Bd, Jel,)
[or matter resembling mucus] and blood. ($, M, or the Jinn collectively: (Bd:) or fire J33
in two places.
K.)- 2-3-ol f He violated a covenant, (K,) and •ºls->J", [app. meaning below the veil, or that
style: see tºº.
n:hich conceals the longest heaven, and the angels,
religion. (TA.)
from the jinn, or genii, who when they attempt
ăș. A single such, by a child, of its mother's -j-. A pasture, pasturage, pasture-land, or to overhear the conversation of the angels, are
breast. (IAar.)
meadon, ; a place in which beasts pasture; ($, smitten by the angels pursuing them with
Msb, TA;) an ample tract of land abounding thunderbolts,) of n:hich the thunderbolts con
5. Patient in bearing altercation : ($, K:) K,
with herbage, into which beasts are sent to
mild and forbearing, or clement: as also " ** pasture: (T:) also a nide, open tract of land: sists. (Fr.) – See 13.
See *—Also, A man m'ho mars,
(IAar, K:) pl. of the former, *A*. (S.)
(TA :) pl. &ºr. (Msb.)
6 of
or spoils, his affairs, (K, TA,) and does not
ãì, sº Jºy! A land matered by a neak rain,
tº gº; the latter being written thus, with eacecute them soundly. (TA.)
*

.

G

- ©

6 o –

&

->

~ &

g

&ſº

a p

6 *~ * >
.*

5 o e >

0 &-

(K,) and so rendered soft, and dissolved. (TA.)
the 2 quiescent, only to assimilate it to the former;
82°
1.

&

aor. 2, inf. n.

£2,

*

c →

tº- A she-camel ejecting her embryo, or the

(S, K;) and signifying f Confusion, and distur
bance, in an affair or the like : (S, K:) or intri seed of the stallion, in a state consisting of, or
cate disorder, discord, trouble, or the like. (L.) after its becoming, what is termed --- [or
He (a beast of
matter resembling mucus] and blood. (TA) A.
9 * *

carriage) fed in a pasture.

5

- d.

(Msb)—&”,

Hy-e A camel, and camels, (or a beast, or camel that usually does so is termed Y cº-º:
(aor. 4, S,) inf. n. cº, He sent a beast of beasts, TA,) pasturing neithout a pastor. (K.) (K.)
6 o' -

carriage to pasture: ($, K :) or left it [app. to

pasture wheresoever it would]: (Kt:) he pastured

&ºr;,

**

a coll. gen. n. ; n. un, with 3; (L;)
... • 6

•

(Kt, K:) or the Small pearls : (A Heyth, T, S, K :) or the like
latter signifies he left it to go wheresoever it would thereof; or large pearls: (El-Wāhidee :) or
coral, 3:. which is a red gem : or red beads;
[app. to pasture]. (T.A.) =
inf n.
! He mired [a thing with another thing, or two which is the meaning assigned to the word by
Ibn-Mes’ood, and is agreeable with the common
tlings together). (K.)— cº-3
acceptation thereof; or, accord. to Et-Tarasoosee
xxv., 55; and ly, 19, f He hath mired the two (or, as in the TA, Et-Turtooshee, and so cor
it; (TA;) and so

-

4.

-

-

- --

o 3.

"&ºi=

&

&

o e

>

& [Kur,

1. a, all st-e-jºo, aor. = , inf n. Cleº, The
water-skin leaked, or let out its mater through the
punctures made in serving it. (L)—º-

3.

The clouds poured forth rain. (L.) —
*

,

&24, (L)

, ,

inf. n. J'e-yº, (L, K.) He, or it, became weak.
J Jo ,-

0

wº

-

(L, K.) You say area --> His eye became
seas, (Zj, K,) so that they meet together, the rectly accord. to MF) certain red roots that grow
weak. (L.) Also, a.se e-º-yº, inf. n. Čº,
… 2o-

©

.

-

-

- -

sweet and the salt, yet so that the salt does not up in the sea, like the fingers of the hand : [vul
overpass its bounds and mix itself with the garly pronounced cººl the J is said to be His eye flowed much ; (L, K;) and became in a
corrupt, or vitiated, or disordered, state; (S, L,
sweet: (Zj :) or He hath sent them forth so that
an augmentative letter, because there is no Arabic K;) and became inflamed, syn. Cº-s: ($, L:)
they afterwards meet together: but this is only
word of the measure Jº, except such as are or poured forth tears: (L.) or shed many tears.

said by the people of Tihámeh : (Fr.:) or, as also
jºi, (this latter form is used by some, Akh, reduplicative, like Jº- but Az says, I know (sh) – 3–3, aor. 2, inf. n. <!--, + He
not whether it be a triliteral-radical word or a erulted; or rejoiced overmuch, or above measure;
S, and is the form used by the grammarians,
TA,) He hath let them flow freely, yet so that quadriliteral: (Msb:) IKft asserts it to be of or he erulted greatly, or eaccessively; and was
one does not become mixed with the other : (S, the measure Jºš. (TA.) – Also A leguminous eacceedingly brisk, lively, or sprightly: (L:) or he
K:) He hath made them flow. (IAar, with re plant that grows in the season called cº, (K,) erulted; or erulted greatly; or eccessively; and
ference to the former verb.) – 3. aor. 2, † He rising to the height of a cubit, neith red trigs, and behaved insolently and unthankfully, or ungrate
fully; syn. jºi and Je. or he was very jouful
marred, or spoiled, his affair. (T.A.) — <>, broad round leaves, very dense, juicy, satisfying
or glad; ($, Msb;) and very brisk, lively, or
aor. 2, inf. n. º, f It (e.g. a deposit, S, and thirst, and having the property of making the
º “

.

-

W

milk of animals that feed upon it to become abun
a covenant, and religion, TA) became corrupt;

dant: (TA:) n. un, with 3. (K.)
impaired; spoiled; marred; or disordered. (S,
K)—ºr, aor. 2, inf. n.
($, K;) and

&:

6.

•

6 o' s

6

glad, (K,) and light, (TA,) and the inf. n. in this

.

** 2-2, ($, K,) and Y &", (TA,)

sprightly: ($:) or he was joyful, or glad :
(Msb:) or it signifies also, he became joyful, or

A con

sense is

3-9. (K, TA :) and he was brisk,

2705
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tº” – 2

&. aor. *, (inf. n. | great, or eaccessive, eacultation;

and insolent and surpasses the &^ in yeilding fire: sometimes these
unthankful,
or
ungrateful
behaviour:
(L, K:*) trees are clustered and tangled together, and the
**, L,) + He was proud and self-conceited :
or great joy or gladness; and great brishness, wind blowing, and striking one part of them
and he walked with an elegant and a proud and
liveliness, or sprightliness: ($:) [&c.: see 1].
against another, they emit fire, and burn the
self-conceited gait, with an affected inclining of
valley: Aboo-Ziyād :) [the cynanchum viminale.
W
W
his body from side to side. (L, K.) So in the
t-> and 't'rº ($, K) and "tºº. (K) (Spreng. Hist. rei. herb., p. 252: as mentioned
Kur, xvii., 39; and xxxi, 17. (L.) [See also
A
brisk, lively, or sprightly, horse, (S, L, K,”) by Freytag.)] It is said in a proverb, Jé es”
a verse cited voce £2.]
o 22 ce. * c . . o 2 ozoº o –

lively, or sprightly. (K.)6 **

6

º

* ,

º,

... o.

º, -o

-

-

and she-camel.

(L)–:

-

Wine; so called

s

*

•

[In all trees is

2.

àº) tº-

** L,)

the filled because of its briskness in the vessel. (ISd, L.) fire; but the markh and 'afár yield much fire]:
jū. Wine that affects the head, and male (S:) accord. to AHn, the meaning is, endeavour
the water-skin nºith meater in order that, the
punctures of the stitches might close up ; i. q. the drinker very joyful and brisk. (S.) — U-35# to strike fire with gentleness; for that will be
(L.) See also
: A bon: at the beauty of n!hich the be sufficient if the 39; be
º ($.) — Also, He rendered the nºater
2.

(inf. n.

**

tºº.

*…

o

skin sneet, when it was new, with 23-3] or with holders rejoice eacceedingly (K) n-hen they turn it
it sweet with loam or clay about and eacamine it: (TA:) or, as though it
c * . The rendering
2.
is termed -->+3. (IAqr.) – 355-34) t” f He rejoiced exceedingly, or greatly, at the beautiful
manner of its shooting the arron'. (S, K.) –
filled the 335-2 with water, when it was new, in
t”
cº[A bon, that
order that the punctures in it, made in serving,
sends the arron far, that makes those who behold
might close up. (T, K)—º+ He
and examine it to rejoice exceedingly, that makes
anointed the skin with oil. (K.)
the antelope hasten to go]. A saying of the
4. *~~ He made him to eacult, or rejoice Arabs. (L.)
- -

- -

w

o

p.

6

• 2 &

-

o P

& Jº Je:

&

J.

* -

:*

tº-

6

jú, and

ºs--l.

The jūc is the 2%

which

is the upper [piece of the two which compose the
and the 4. is the lower. (S, L.) [See

sºil;

also another proverb
at the end of art.
J33.]—
º
of
º!
tº-2
***
&” [Relaa thy
&” Jº >93)
o a

o, oad,”

- --

“ o ... •

hands, and relaa, thyself, for the nooden instru

ment for striking fire is of markh]. A saying
used with reference to a generous man who re
quires not to be importuned. (IAar, T.A.)

-

above measure; and to be eacceedingly brisk,
: See
cº
(K) and Y
(L.) A man n-ho anoints
lively, or sprightly: or made him to erult; or to
erult greatly, or eaccessively; and to behave in
himself
much,
(L,
K,)
and
perfumes himself much.
: See tºr.
solently and unthankfully, or ungratefully: (L:)
(TA.)
or he made him to be very joyful or glad; and to
Jºe
An
eye
that
sheds
copious
tears:
tº
tº- Oil, &c., with rehich the body is
be rery brisk, lively, or sprightly: (S:) [&c.:
(S, K:) an eye that is quick to weep. (TA.) anointed. (K.)
see 1]. — *~~ It (pasture) made him (a See cºre.
horse) brisk, lively, or sprightly. (S, L, K.”)
See
long arron, having four
º, a subst., The leaking of a water-skin, or ā-93 Very brisk or lively or sprightly; or feathers, (S, K,) with mhich one shoots to the
utmost distance : (S:) or an arron, which they
its letting out its mater through the punctures exceedingly so. (IAth, L, from a trad.)
make for lightness, and which they mostly shoot
made in serving it. (L.) You say
-ºš
to the utmost distance [to measure the ground] for
tº
3359 The leaking of the 335-6 has ceased, when
the purpose of making horses run when they con
the punctures made in sewing it become closed
1. 9-A-e
tend in a race. (Aboo-Ziyād.)—
(S.K.)
up. (L, A, K.)
and
&ºr;,
without
J',
which,
however,
is
under
(S ;) and "4-2, (S, K,) inf. Il.
($ ;)
and W
(S, L, IX) Erulting, or re
stood, (IAar,) [The planet Mars]; one of the

**

º , o

o

tº-

- -

6 o' -

is

5

.

.

- -

3-2.

&=4

&.

- ... • *

ãº",

£2, (S,K) aor. -, (K) infº. 3.;
*::::

*:

3–1.

0

w

IIe anointed his body (K) with oil (S, K) &c.

joicing overmuch, or above measure; and eacceed (K.) And &ls,
He smeared nith clay his stars called Jº-1, ($, K,) in the fifth heaven,
ingly brish, lively, or sprightly : or eaculting; or
$33, [or small vessel of skin, for mater, in order ($) also called 29.
greatly, or eaccessively, eaculting; and behaving in
that its odour might become good. (IAar, TA in
solently, and unthankfully, or ungratefully: (L, al"L. cº)
>y-o
K:") or very joyful or glad; and very brisk,
2 : see 1.
lively, or sprightly : (S:) [&c.; see 1:] pl. (of
1. sº, (aor. ', inf. n. 32, $, L,) He steeped
the former, L) J-1. and J-2, and (of the
bread, ($, L, K,) or corn, (Msb,) in mater, and
4: ;-)-ol He made dough, or paste, thin, (S,
mashed it with his hand, so as to soften it : (S, L,
latter, which has no broken pl.,) cº->
K,) by putting much mater to it. (S.)
Msb, K.) or he soaked bread in water; (M, L;)
(L, K.)
and
so <2, and $2. with the dotted 5; or he
5.
He anointed himself with

&.

…

&#39 tº-

J.-- A word that is said to one when he hits

oil.

(L)

the mark in shooting or casting; ($, K;) ex

32 [a coll. gen. n.] A certain kind of tree
that
quickly emits fire : ($, K:) it is of the kind
[in the CK tºº, which is wrong]) like as
called
tae, and spreads, and grows high, so that
Jº is said to one who misses the mark. (S.)
people rest in its shade: it has neither leaves nor
à-> 335-6 A 335-e that leaks, or does not thorns, its branches being bare and slender twigs;
pressing admiration; ($;) as also &: (K:)

* ...

•

* *

**

softened bread in water, and crumbled it with his
fingers. (A3, L.) — 39. He rubbed it (a thing)
(T.A.) — $32, inf. n. 32, JHe
crumbled it [namely bread &c.], or broke it into
in water.

small pieces, with his fingers; syn.

§3.

(TA

[but only the inf. n. is there mentioned.]).
* - - -

and it grows in [small water-courses such as are oxy-2, aor. :, inf. n. sº, He made it (a thing)
retain its neater. (AHan.) [See ãº ~~~~.]
termed] -*. and in hard grounds: of it are soft. (L)–9. and " … He made it (a
subst. from
(S, L, K,) Erultation, made the wooden instruments for producing fire thing) sºft and smooth; he polished it. (L.)
-

* -

*92,

-

-

**,

or joy, above measure ; and eacceeding briskness,

which are called

3G : the n. un, is with 3 (AHn, See also 2-93, (inf n. 3., 5, L.) He (a

liveliness, or sprightliness : or eacultation; or L) its shade is thin : (L:) there is no tree that child, S, L) mumbled

(Jº)

the breast (S," L,"
341 *
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K) of his mother: (S, L:) or sucked it. (IKtt.) from iſ…" 5-3. “a tree without leaves;’ corrupt, or unbelieving, or disobedient or rebellious;
—5.3, aor. T, He continued to eat **, i.e., meaning, + they have become destitute of good. &c.; see 1; ($, M, A, L., Msb, K;) and
strong : (L:) these epithets are applied to evil
dates soaked in milk until rendered soft. (K.) (TA) — 25& Jº 3,3 . He became ac
beings of mankind and of the jinn, (L.) and to
—21. ! It (a branch) was, or became, destitute customed, or habituated, to what was said, so any animal: (M, L:) the first is said to be
that he cared not for it. (L.)
of leaves.

sº,

(IAar, L.) –

Jº **,

inf n.

f The land nas, or became, destitute of herb

age, excepting a small quantity.

(TA)—3.

applied to an evil jinnee of the most powerful

$32,

2.

inf. n.

*:::

! He stripped it (a class: (Mir-át ez-Zemán, &c.) pl. (of the first,
6 * ~ *

He (a horse) was, or became, without hair upon it (a branch) of its peel; as also $3,3. (TA.)
the fetlock.

(IKtt.) –32. aor. 2, (L, MSb, K.)

See 1. –

$32, (A,

3 *

($, A, L.)- £ He stripped M, L.) #9 (M, L, K) and 35%; (A:) and

branch) of its leaves.

L.,) inf. n.

*:::, (S,

(of the second, M, L) iſs, ... (M., L. K.) "J.J.

L, K,) signifies the same in an intensive degree. (S,
5

-

.

inf n. 2 (§, L, Mºb, K) and sº. (L, K3) He made it (a building) smooth (S, A, L, K) L., K.) — ju, Lºfty, high . (L, K.) applied to
and even (L, K) and tall or long; (A :) and a building. (TA.) — sº and Y 3× One n:ho
(L.)
often goes and comes, by reason of his briskness,
young man,) was as yet beardless : (Mºb :) or
liveliness, or sprightliness. (L.)
5 : see 1 in five places.
had no hair upon his cheeks ; (IAar, L:) or re

and * >3.5 : (S, A, L, K :) He (a youth, or

plastered it neith mud.

mained to a late period nithout his beard having

* , of

** O ...

º. •

*

-

º

»). — 13)-e āja-i A tree having no leaves
[Coll. gen, n.] Bread crumbled, or broken
gronn, (L, K,) or neithout the hair of his face
upon
it: (Ks, A, L, K:) or, of n!hich the leaves
having grown forth. (S, L, Msb) = 32, aor. 2, into small pieces, with the fingers, and then have altogether gone : (AHn, L:) and in like
with broth; syn. 3.9% (T, L.) —
* , of
(A, L, Mºb, K.) in n. Sº, (A, L, K) and 3.5 moistened
manner,
xy-o! & # a branch having no leaves
What is fresh and juicy of the fruit of the
(IAar, L;) and sº, aor. 2, (S, L, Msb, K.,)
upon it : (Ks, S, L:) or the latter expression is
inf. n. #39. (S, L, K) and $32,45 (TA, and J; : (T, S, L, K:) what is ripe thereof is called not used. (T, L.) — is,. it. # A sand that
&u= (T, L:) or [in the CK, and what is is plain (L) and produces no plants: (S, A,
some copies of the K3) and * >>5; (A, L;) He
ripe thereof: (L, K :) what has become black
eralted himself, or neas insolent and audacious, in
L, K :) pl. 22, as though it were a subst.
being called tº::= : (TA in art. Lºº :) or
pride and in acts of rebellion or disobedience;
certain red and large things pertaining thereto : (M, L.) – is,.. J † An earpanse of sands in

3.

©

(IAar, L;) he was bold, or audacious ; (M, L,

n. un, with 3.

(AHn, L.)

n:hich nothing gron's : pl.

K;) and immoderate, inordinate, or exhorbitant;
or excessively, immoderately, or inordinately,

ess9. [or 3,9-).

(AS, T, L.) — 32; A youth, or young man, as
Syet beardless: (Msb :) or having no hair upon
his cheeks: (IAar, L:) or n:ho has remained to

$30." see Jº-º.
proud, or corrupt, or unbelieving, or disobedient
3

J.

or

or rebellious; or exalted himself and reas in
U53, e a pole with which a ship, or boat, is
ordinate in infidelity; or was extravagant in acts pushed, or propelled: (L, K:) or an oar; syn. a late period without the hair of his face having
grown forth : (S, Msb :) or whose mustache has
of disobedience and in wrongdoing ; or was re

Jás. (IKit)

fractory, or averse from obedience : ($, M, A,
L., Msb, K:) or he went to such an extreme as
thereby to pass from out of the general state [or
category] of that species [to which he belonged].
(M, L, K.)- So in the phrase 29 Jº 29-0
He was bold or audacious, and immoderate, &c.,

grown forth, but not his beard, (L, K,) he having

32 (§, L, K) and 'sº. (K) The neck :

attained the usual age at nihich
the beard gron's :
• 2- ?
d x

(L.) pl. 3... (L.) dim. Sºi (A) You do
(S, L, K.) pl. [of the latter] 3,93. (K.)
9

x .

g

not apply the epithet #9. to a girl [in the sense
above explained]. ($, L.) It is said in a trad.,

-

>2)-e: See 53°.

6 o z

º. o. in

w

>}^ 3 ye-

i- Jai [The people of paradise are

in the affair : (M, L.) and in like manner, Jºe º9. Bread steeped in n’ater, and mashed neith without hair upon their bodies, and beardless].
or mischief: & "> He acted the hand; or soaked in water. (L)– Dates (L.) — iſs, A woman having no hair upon her

Jºl, in evil,

inordinately, or eacorbitantly, &c., soaked in milk until they become soft : (S, L, K :) pubes, (M., L., K.) [In some copies of the K,
toniards us, or against us. (L.) – Some explain or dates thronºn into milk to become soft, and for Ú * $, we find \,) cº-l y : and the like
3. as syn. with <-- [signifying He n'as bad, then mashed with the hand: (A$, L.) or moistened, is found in copies of the A.] —sº A horse
and rubbed and pressed with the fingers till soft,
evil, wicked, malignant, norious, corrupt, &c.].
having no hair upon the fetlock. (S, L.)
in water or in milk; as also
(Mgh, art.
3. A building made smooth, and tall or
resisted the attempt to take it, and El-Ablak vº, 2.)- Water with milk. (K.) – Anything
rubbed and pressed with the hand until it long : (A :) or made smooth : (L:) or made tall
hath proved strong]: a proverb : (S:) originally
or long. (A’Obeyd, L, K.)

immoderately,

Jºr.

(MF)—3.9 jº, sº '93 : [Mārid hath

said by Ex-Zebbā, the Queen of the Arabs, with becomes flaccid. (As, L.) = See 32.
reference to two fortresses which she had failed

*

* * *

w . . .”

... •

º:

39-o: see 29-9.

to take. (TA)=3,..., (L) inf n. Sº, (L. K.)

&ºr;, (L, K.)— He drove vehemently. (L,
K)=-& J-3,... [nor ºl (K) infº. 32.

6

-

6

He (a sailor) pushed, or propelled, a ship or boat,

- - -

Jº- I [A mountain that opposes obstacles

*

4.

to one’s ascent]; pl.

- - --

<lsº

-

.

Jº-

(A) —

-

9

Jºe: see 35°.

.

-

See Syue.

with a

sº

[from

3,3] and W ºr. [from 3,3] (S,

M,

(S, L;) and W sº (L.) I He became accustomed, A, L, Mºb, K) and "º (A, K) [One who

º

o ...

• G →

*!

8-12~

& 29 .
:

.

-

see Jºe in art. Jºy.
* -

habituated, or inured, to a thing.

($, L, K.) — eralts himself, or is insolent and audacious, in

34; Jº 1,3,... [Kur., ix., 102,] . They have

pride and in acts of rebellion or disobedience;

U-955-6

Jºjº.

[Marjoram ; sneet marjoram ; so

become accustomed, habituated, or inured, to an insolent and audacious rebel or unbeliever;
called in the present day ;] i.4.

Jºãº [q.v.]:

hypocrisy: (Fr., A., L. :) or they have eralted see 1;] bold or audacious; (M, L, K;) and
themselves, or become insolent and audacious, in immoderate, inordinate, or eacorbitant ; or eacces (S, K:) an arabicized word, (AHeyth, K.)
hypocrisy ; (IAar:) accord. to Er-Răghib, it is sively, immoderately, or inordinately, proud, or [thought to be so by J, from [the Persian]

Book I.]
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U:33, e - Jº-e

Jº, $32, (K) meaning “having a dead ear,”
(TA,) or “having a soft ear,” [which is given
in the K as one of the significations of the
arabicized word,J (A Heyth, TA,) because what
is flaccid is as though it were dead: (TA:) or
[so accord. to the S, TA; but accord. to the K,
and] saffron : (S, K :) and a certain perfume
which a noman puts upon her comb, inclining to

betn'een the sheave of the pulley and the bent piece a camel against the trunk of a palm-tree, (A,)
of iron which is on each side thereof and in or any tree, on account of the mange or an
which is the pin n-hereon the sheave turns. (M.) itching; (TA;) as also a, "Jºel. ($, K.)
And

&J <,

aor. 2, inf. n.

Jº,

~

The

*

→

… •*

* * >

You say also, 3-ºl, Jºs; 3, 5.1 The con rubs

sheave of the pulley had its rope sticking fast her horns against the trees to sharpen them. (A.
between it and the sº [or cheek]. (S, K.)
[In my copy of the A, I find here Jº; but

this is evidently a mistake
of the copyist for Jº,
º
redness and blackness. (K.) The vulgar [gene ($, M,) He laboured, eacerted himself, strove, or its original form Jºº-5.]) — [Hence, app.,
rally] say Cº. (TA.)
struggled, contended, or conflicted, to prevail, t He made use of him.] You say, as Jº S)

3. Jºjº, (M, TA) inf n, i-º, and J.2,

*

-

-

-

-

-

-

2 & " ".

.

overcome, gain the mastery, or effect an object, 2 * : * * * * * * * * * ***, * ~ *
*Jº al-e Jā-e S ---> aJº Jº-1 t [No one
syn. of the inf. n. is jº. (S:) or he did so makes any use of him; for he is hard: nothing,

[j,”

* , .

vehemently; as also

See Supplement.]

"Jº, [aor. : ,] inf. n. U”y-o : meaning no profit, or advantage, is reaped, or

3 * > .

(M, TA:) [and ā-ye is also, perhaps, an inf. n. obtained from him]. (L.) [See also Jº...]

-

Jºº-jjº

of the latter verb, though by rule its verb should † He (a camel) ate of it (a tree) time after time.
Jºjº, (S, and so in the K in art. Jºšxy-2 be Jºl You say, -> 33 J-5 A stallion (A, TA.) It is said in a trad. respecting the signs
of the resurrection

&c., in some copies of the K in the present art.,) possessing strength : (K:) or possessing strength,
or Jºº-jºo, (so in some copies of the K in the or vehemence, of labour or eacertion; (TA;) and
6

*

Jº Use ** Jº

* * ** ~ *

cº-o-º:

>* >

à-ºu 3.3

(A, TA") meaning, : The man
present art.,) or both, the latter being of the --!> 33 cº, and "…, Such a one is a will play, or sport, with his religion, [like as the
camel eats time after time of the tree; or, accord.
In easure Jº, like bºat, (TA,) [Marjoram;
possessor of hardiness and strength, (A,) and to another explanation, like as the camel rubs, or
sneet marjoram; called by the former name
*

…

6

. .”

•

*

J.J. & Jº (Š, TA) and 3-5°, (K,'

in the present day;] i.4.

Jºy.

an arabicized word, from [the Persian]

scratches, himself against the tree :] or the mean
(S, K:) TA,) A man bearing evidence of strength ; (K,”
ing is, will strive and contend in dissensions or

J. º,

TA:) or of strength, or vehemence, of labour or seditions. (TA.) — ; He set himself against
[lit. “mouse-ear”; but see Jºl. in [genuine] erertion. (S.) — *-*, (K,) inf. n. as above, him to do evil, or mischief. (A, TA) — # I q.
Arabic, 3- beneficial for dysury, and colic, (TA,) He laboured, eacerted himself, strove, &; whence the saying, -3.3% J. &
and the sting of the scorpion, and pains arising struggled, contended, or conflicted, with him, or

*****

[app. meaning, Such a one strore
from cold, and melancholy, and inflation, or flatu it, to prevail, overcome, or gain the mastery or
against calamities and contentions, to gain the
lence, and the disease called sº [which distorts possession, or to effect an object: he laboured, or mastery]. (A.) – £ He besmeared himself with
one side of the face], and flow of saliva from the norked, at it, or upon it : syn. “Jº, and 435.

it ; namely, with perfume. (A, TA.) – f He
mouth, and it is strongly diuretic, and dries up (K.) You say, & Jºjue He strove, contended, wiped himself with it. (T.A.) – See also what

humours of the stomach and bowels. (K.)

or conflicted, with

his adversary; syn. *-ite.

next follows.

(A.) And $3. Jºue He exercised, or practised,
Lºyº

diligently, or plied, a work, or an occupation ; he

1. 32, (S, M, A, Mºb, K) tº Jº, (§, M,
A, K.) aor. 2, (M, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. Jº,
(M, Mgh, Msb,) He macerated, steeped, or
soaked, it, (namely, a quantity of dates, S, K, or
other things, S, or medicine, M, A, and bread,
M,) in water, (S, M, K,) and mashed it with
the hand: (S, K :) so says ISk: (TA :) he
rubbed and pressed it, (namely, a quantity of
dates,) with the hand, in water, so that it became

mashed : (Msb:) he moistened it, (namely, bread,
or the like,) in neater, and rubbed and pressed it
with the fingers until it became soft. (Mgh.)

Jº. also signifies the rubbing and pressing with

&le;) Andjº

6. 3-,L… [They laboured, strove, struggled,
contended or conflicted, one neith another, to pre

laboured. (L, voce
Jºyle [He rail, overcome, gain the mastery, or effect an
laboured, eacerted himself, or eacercised himself object :] they contended together, smiting one
diligently, in the management, or transaction, of another, syn. lsº, (A, K,)
Jº in war:

--

affairs]. (A) And Wºº Jºu. [IIe plied,

(A:) and [in like manner] you say also, " |--

worked, or put to labour, a camel for riding, or
5 - ~ *

>

~~!! Jº, (K in art. Jes,) or, of two men,

carriage]. (L, art. 2 .)—Jºjº, infin. *-j-", -j-" Lº -j-. ($ in that art.) —54) tº:
also signifies He played, or sported, with another,
º [They trºo laboured, or strove, each neith
or others; as, for instance, with nomen ; used in
the other, to do evil, or mischief]. (S, art.
this sense in a trad. (TA.) See also 5, in two
t;=)
places.
8. * Jºel : see 5. – Gº &#9. <-->

4. J.- …, (inf n. Jº, TA) He

restored the rope to the place [or groove of the ****) f The tongues persisted in wranglings,
or contentions, (S, M,) and assailed one another.
the hand: and micing; or moistening with mater
sheave] in n-hich it ran. (S, M., K.) – Also,
or the like. (TA)—& Jºº, aor. *, (S. K.) He removed the rope from the place in nihich it (M, A.) — a st-->), occurring in a poem of
inf n. J., (TA) He (a child) mumbled, or ran; (TA;) he made the rope to stick fast Aboo-Dhu-eyb, is said of wild asses that had
drawn near to the hunter as one that would rub
bit softly, his finger; i.4. º, (S, K,) of which betreen the sheave of the pulley and the sº [or
it is a dial. form ; or it is an instance of mis cheek]. (S, K, T.A.) Thus it bears two contr. himself against a thing : (S, TA :) or, accord. to
See also xyle. – Jºr. significations, on the authority of Yaakoob. (S.)
Jºu $3. + He niped his hand with the 5. Jº- It nas, or became, strongly twisted
napkin. (ISk, $, K.) See also 5. = Jºe: and adhering. (M.) See iº – “. cº
see 3.-J.-1.J., (S. M.) aor. , ($) infº. He kept to it eonstantly, or assiduously; he

pronunciation.

(S.)

-

-

Es-Sukkaree, of a wild she-ass, and meaning, She
began to strice with him

to

circumvent him and

(<ā,

gain the mastery
•jº st Jae- [as written
in the TA; but I doubt not that
is a mis

º

transcription for ;3,&#, which is much like
[app. for 4-Jus; in signification; and therefore I have
thus rendered it]) : or the meaning is, she had
J. ; (TA;) The rope fell on one of the two
sides of the sheave of the pulley : ($, K:) or fell himself against it; ((S, A, K,) as, for instance, his arron sticking fast in her. (TA.)
G

- e.

* * *

-

J-ye ; ($, M ;) or J-j-", aor. * , (K,) inf. n. accustomed himself to it; syn.

**

& 6 -

* Gºl (M) — He rubbed, or cratched,
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Jºyº - Jēj-e

º , e.

9 * * *

of:

3.

*

-

*

* ~ *

the saying,1– Jºº. CŞi, u, ! [Nothing can
8, 2-9) Jº Jºjº: see 2. – 4:3 Jºº, e-jº
be
done
neith,
or
got
from,
such
a
one]
:
said
of
!
I
deceived myself, or endeavoured to deceive
J. A strong man : (TA ) or a man ($)
him from whom the enemy can obtain no advan myself, respecting thee. (A, TA.)
strong, or vehement, in labour or exertion : (S,
: (A :) or of him who is hardy and strong,
M :) and strong, experienced in affairs, and who tage
4. Jay-o!: see 1. — He had a bane, or mur
so that he who strives with him cannot with
has laboured, or eacerted himself, in the manage
stand him, because he has striven against rain, (Yaakoob, S,) or a disease, or distemper,
ment, or transaction, thereof; pl. Jºi. (TA.)
calamities and contentions: (TA :) and of the (A, TA,) in his beasts, (Yaakoob, S, A,) or
meaning, Verily avaricious man, from whom he who is in want
You say also, 33
camels. (TA.) = *> He (God, S, Msb)
he is strong in the waging of wars. (T.A.) = cannot obtain anything. (A, TA.)
rendered him J** [or diseased, &c.). (Sb,
Jºe: see a-º, and 8.
º

-

©

.

Jº &

*>3 Jy. Jº

* They are alike in dis
S,” Msb, K.) You say also,

positions. ($, TA.)

Jēj-"

43%

6 * ~ *

ãº, ($, K,) or

"Jº,

(A,) or both, the

latter being sometimes used as a sing, (M.)
A rope: (S, M, K :) so called because of the
strong twisting and adhering (Jº)

of its

strands, one upon another: (TA :) pl. [or rather
coll. gen. n.] of the former, Jºy's (S, M, K;)

&#;

Já'í

L.

(A, TA) [He ate n:hat did not agree

1. J., (§, Mºb, K) aor. , inf n. 42.

with him, and it caused him to fall into -*…"
K,) which latter is a dial. form [or disease, &c.J. (TA.) — [Hence, Jégº,
rarely used, (Msb,) He (a man, S, or an animal cºS (S, voce 3-) f The lonering of the
[of any kind], Msb) was, or became, [diseased, eyelids [in a languid, or languishing, manner:
disordered, distempered, sick, or ill; i.e.] in the See
(TK, voce
*> also
and

-º-, (Msb,

Jºr.

state termed

Jr.

3-4)

-

(S, Msb, K) denoting that

6 * *

and pl. pl., (M, K,) [i.e.] pl. of Jºy”, (§, A.") change of the constitution or temperament which signifies He found him to be Jay- [or diseased,
L., i. ($, M, A*, K.) — Also, the former, is described in the explanation of this term &c.]. (K.) = Also Jay-o! t He reas near to
9

- ot

being right in opinion, ($, L, K,”) though not

A dog's rope ; pl. as above. (M.)
º

6 *

The myrtle-tree;

(J.S. § 3 ;)

below; (K;) as also "Jay-, expl. by Š 3-6
also

Jºjº

»il &=º of the dial. of Egypt :
perhaps the J is a radical letter. (T.A.)
called

4

x ,

*2.

(K, TA; but not in the CK.) –

but [Hence,

& <!.

altogether right. (L.) In the K, this signifi
cation is wrongly assigned to ***'. (TA.)

! The eye became languid;

or languishing; or neak : (see

Jº)

or, as

A poet says, (S,) namely El-Ukeyshir El-Asadee,
praising 'Abd-el-Melik Ibn-Marwān, (TA.)

6 - d.

Jº, 3Å. A sheave of a pulley that is wont Golius says, on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof,
to have its rope stick fast between it and the nas weak from much, and too much, looking.]

– And & cº. The night became dark.
(Th, O.) — [The verb probably has several

sº [or cheek]. (S,” M,” K,” TA.)

© 6 e

6 &

º, 2

×

0 <

* ~ *

-

º

25- -ººl J's -- Cºx

**

º

Lucis Jºi &is tº 6.

*

e

Dates macerated, or steeped, or soaked, other tropical significations agreeable with ex [But beneath that hoariness is good judgment:
nºhen he forms an opinion, he is nearly right, or
and mashed with the hand, (A,” K,) or moistened,
planations of Jºy. and
which will be

J.2.

Jº-

º

he is right].

and rubbed and pressed with the fingers till soft, found below.]

(Mgh,) in water or in milk.

(A, O, Mgh.)
In the copies of the K, the words J. es: a l'e

2 <!-, (S, Mgh, Mºb) in n. *:::, (S,

. .

.”

($, T.A.) — Also, JY3 4-by-el

t Such a one m'as near to attaining the object of
his [another's] want. (A, TA.)

omitted; and immediately after their place fol Mºb, K,) He took care of him in his sickness;
5, Jºy.' ! He was weak, or feeble, in his
lows
[as though meaning, “ or it signifies (Sb, S, Mgh;) and treated him medically, to affair. (A,” K, T.A.) [It seems to be indicated

&;
milk]." (TA) Also, i.a. 3, q.v. (K.)

remove his disease; the measure

Já

in this

instance having a privative quality, though its

:-- [in the modern Egyptian dial. J-º] quality is in most instances confirmative : (Sb :)
The south wind, that comes from the direction of or he took good care of him, namely a sick
Jºrº, which, says AHn, is the lonest part of the person : (K:) or he undertook, or managed, or
country of the Nubians, newt to the district of superintended, the medical treatment of him.
•**

(Mºb)=25. J. J., (IDrd, A) (and

J'3-). (M.)
º,

sº ,

in the A that "Jºjº also has this signification;
like as Jøjue in nearly the same sense is syn.
with Jº- q.v.: or perhaps Jºjº signifies
the feigned, or made a false show of, weakness, or
feebleness, in his affair: it is said, in the A, to be
used tropically as well as properly.]
6. Jays; He feigned, or made a false show

“...,

a o e

Jºe J-5 A strong stallion : (K:) or a
stallion strong, or vehement in labour or exertion.
(M, $gh.) — i.5% ãº ! A night's journey in
which is no remissness or languor; (M;) i.e.,

(M,) a hard and fatiguing and long night's
journey. (IAgr, M, K.)

(O, K voce tº)] inf. n. as above,
of J2,... [or disease, &c.] in himself. (S, A.")
(S, K,) He fell short of doing what he ought to — See also 5.
have done, or nas remiss, in, or neith respect to,
the affair : (S, A :) or he did not eacert himself
Jºe: see 1: and see what here next follows,
to the full, or to the utmost, or beyond what is in six places.
usual, in it : (IDrd :) or he did it n'eakly, or
J. (IDrd, S, o, Mºb, K) and 'J. :
feebly, (K,° TA,) not firmly or soundly : (TA :)
(Msb, K :) see 1: in it. [Disease, disorder,
*

6 o'.

as also as "Jajue. (TA) [See also 5..] And
distemper, sickness, illness, or malady j; (I Drd,
word [from the Persian]: (Yaakoob, S, K :) J.-- Jº & Jº- ! Such a one nas deficient S;) which is the contr. of i- ; and affects man
in activity in accomplishing my meant. (TA.)
originally Öº: (Yaakoob, T.A.)
and the camel [&c.] : (I Drd j or a certain state
&

A hospital for the sick: an arabicized

And
* , of

-

-

-

42% =

J” Jº- ! He was neak in his

-

Jºel
[an imitative sequent and corroborative
•a 5
speech. (IDrd)—ſº *** **, pro
of2 Jºi.
as is shown in the M, art. Jºe, see bably a post-classical phrase, signifies t He men
- c 5
Jºji-/.]
tioned it, or related it, in a manner implying
-

• a .22
Jº-o-º-o

-

foreign to the constitution or temperament, in
jurious to the intellect; whence it is known that
pains and tumours are accidents arising there
from : or, as IF says, that whereby a man passes

[originally A place where one rubs or that it was doubtful, or was a mere assertion; beyond the limit of health or soundness or per
fection or rectitude, whether it be disease (aſſe),
scratches himself against a thing. Hence, app., as when the word U23 is used.]

2700
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or + hypocrisy, or + a falling short of doing what perament which is described in the explanation Jºe: see Jºy. – Also, t A man reak,
he ought to do in an affair : (Msb:) or a dark of the latter word above; (K;) as also "Jº or feeble, in his affair. (TA.)
and disordered state of the constitution or tem

(K) and "Jºu, (IB, Mºb, K) the first ſand

perament, after a clear and right state thereof: second] being from the verb of which the inf. n.
(O, K.) or " J. is +[a disease] of the heart : is Jr., and the third from that of which the
(K:) Aboo-Is-hák says,

Jº. and it.

are said
inf. n.

is

J.,

"Jºjº,

(Msb,) and

lº-e

1. *, *, aor. -, (K) inf n. *,2, (S, Mgh,)

and

He (a man, S) had little, scanty, or thin, hair
to be in the body and tin religion, like as i-e
(TA:) or, applied to a body, it sig upon the sides of his face, or of his cheeks;
is said to be in the body and in religion; and
($;) or upon his body, and eyebron, and eye, in
"J. is in the heart, applying to t everything nifies deficient in strength ; (IAar:) pl.
consequence of a weakness of this last, and of

"Jºsé

Jºy.

whereby a man quits a state of soundness or

(A, K, TA:) and Jº. (IDrd, Msh, K) and

frequent shedding of tears: (K, TA:) or most of

perfection or rectitude in religion : (TA:) and Usº),” (I Drd, K) and ius,”; (TA;) or J*!)-2 his hair fell off. (Mgh.) [See also tº and 3,2].
As says, I recited to Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā may be pl. of Jºjº (TA) [or of Jerºl. Accord.
=

ſhe words of the Kur, ii. 9, &c.,] …º.º.º.
and he said to me W “ J.,

•

*~ *

*

brº, aor. 2, (S,) inf. n. by, (K,)

He plucked

~ *

Jay & & 3. [Visit thou out hair ($, K,) as also V bºx, (K,) inf. n.
sick and 33 Jét. º º, (TA,) and feathers, and wool, from the
& "Jº, 4; Axial meaning Jº body. (TA.)

to Lh, you say,
O boy”: (AHát, such a one, for he is

IDrd, Msh ) and Jº, or this and "Jºy. 3=

also, signifies # doubt : and + hypocrisy: (K.)
and + weakness of belief: (TA:) and the former, [i.e. Eat not thou this food, for thou wilt be sick
if thou eat it].

[-º,- has

(TA.)

also several

2 : see 1 : — and
6.

8. = 2; by-,

inf. n.

6 *

(TA) or Y both, (K,) t languor, or languidness,
la:yº, IIe shortened the sleeves of the garment,
or weakness : (K:) and t darkness (IAqr, K) tropical significations.] You say also, iás, & and made it into a by. (K.)
in the heart: (IAar:) and t deſectiveness; de f An eye in nºbich is languor, or languidness, or
ficiency; or imperfection; (IAar, K5) which weakness : (S, TA:) pl. Jºſe &#, and Jº.
3. *b*, (K) inf n iſ ſº and #2, (TA)
last is said by IAar to be the primary sig
He
plucked out his hair, and scratched him with
(A, TA) And Blºis ãay. #2, and #ax.
-

nification: (TA:) or J. in the body is a

his nails.

(K.)

languor, or languidness, or neakness, of the limbs, Ala Ji t A noman weak in sight. (IDrd.) And

jºin

loyal The hair attained to the time
at nihich it should be plucked out; it was time
(IAar.) And is,. Jº ! A sun having a
respect of the truth: (Ibn-'Arafeh;) or it pro
for it to be plucked out. (S, K.) — e-by-el
feeble light; (A, K;*) not clear, (S, TA,) and

or members : and in the eye, t weakness of sight :
and in the heart, t a flagging, or remissness, in

Cº.

Jºš

perly signifies an accidental affection of the
body, which puts it out of the right state proper not beautiful.
to it, and necessarily occasions interruption, or

infºrmity, in its actions : and tropically, f affec
tions of the mind, nihich interrupt, or mar, its
integrity; such as t ignorance; and f evil belief;

4.

+A heart deficient in religion.

āśl The palm-tree dropped, or let fall, its

6 of

iaº-

(TA.) And
Jºy! ( A
land in nihich are frequent seditions, or factions,
or conflicts, or dissensions, (A, TA,) and nars,
(A,) and slaughters : (TA :) or t in a neak
condition : (K:) or straitened with its inhabi
tants: or + in n-hich the wind is still, and the
heat intense: or that causes disease; meaning

ripe dates (Jm, K) in a juicy, or sappy, state.
(Jm.) = tº 3% āşū st Jºel The she-camel cast
her foetus in an imperfect state, with no hair upon
it.

(IDrd.)

and fency; and 1 malevolence, or malice; and
5. Jºl bº, (S. K.) quasi-pass. of alºc,
I love of acts of disobedience; for these prevent
(TA,) The hair fell off by degrees; became
from the attaining of excellences, or lead to the + corrupt in its air. (TA.) And iáº.
cessation of true eternal life : (Bd, ii. 9 :) it is a (A, K) 1 A neak wind ; (K:) or t a still mind: scattered; ($,” K;) as also "Lº, of the
gen. n. ; (I Drd:) and the n, un, is " i.e. : or t a wind intensely hot, and bloning feebly. measure Ja…], [originally lºcal,) (K,) or,
(A, TA:) it is one of the inf. ns, which have (TA) And i-3, it; I A night in which no [rather,) as in the TS, of the measure Jºãº,
* * * >

*

5 - 6 -

pls., like Jää and Jié; the pls of these three
star shines; (A ;) in nihich the sky is clouded, [originally 9,3}] quasi-pass. of *2.
being Jº and Jºãº and Jºiº. (Sb.) Usº
[In like manner] you say also, Jºy jºi <-E-3
so that there is no light. (TA.) And
Jºy. Jºsé, in the Kur, [ii. 9, &c.,] means
(A, TA) f An opinion deviating from The fur of the camels became scattered. (TA.) And
+ In their hearts is doubt: (AO :) or t doubt what is right. (TA.)
$33
The feathers of the arroo

(TA)

&

Jºy.

*

and hypocrisy. (TA.) And Jr. º cº esºſ,
in the same, [xxxiii. 32,] t In whose heart is
darkness : or + flagging, or remissness, in respect

of what is commanded and what is forbidden :

6

.

º

•

Jºãº

fell off. (TA, from a trad.) And
brº
The hair of the wolf fell off until little thereof

.

Jayle: see Jaejºo, in two places.
6

'3.9.

c →

Jºo. A man having diseased camels: so in remained upon him. (TA.) [See also ſº, 2.]
º
• *

-

o P.

...)

2

-

the following trad.:
Cº- 2952 S 7.
or + loce of adultery or fornication : (TA:)
[said in the TS to be of the measure
[One
having
diseased
camels
shall
not
bring them
or hypocrisy. (A.)
|siºl]: see 5, in two places.
to neater immediately after one nihose camels are
*
in
a healthy state]: the prohibition being not
8. Alº- IHe seized it, took it hastily, or
Jºy”: see Jay-º.
because of the transition of disease by contagion; snatched it unawares, (K, TA,) from his hand:
iº. [A single disease, &c.]: see Jº-e, near but because sometimes disease may befall the (TA :) or he collected it together, (K, TA,)
healthy beasts, and it may come into the mind namely, a thing that he had found; as also
the end of the paragraph.
of the owner that that is from contagion. (T.A.) W *2. (TA.) = *2. [said in the K to be of
Jºy. A disease [or blight or the like] which [See also 3
the measure Jazāl): see 5, in two places.
:

6

*

•

* *

e.

£2.

*

5 . .”

-

3-4]

affects fruits, and destroys them. (K.)

Jº2. [Diseased; disordered; distempered;
5 *>

sick; or ill;] in the state termed Jºe (Māb, K)
denoting that change of the constitution or tem

Jº-

A man frequently diseased or sick.

(S, K.)
&

Jº o .

by A (garment of the kind called] Le, of
rool, or of ji ſq.v.), (S, Mgh, Mºb, K, TA)

*

•

J&sj-, see Jºy”.

or of linen, (TA,) and t of hair-cloth, being

2710
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tropically applied to one of this last description pl. by. and *b, *; (K;) the former regular; R. Q. 1. &., (S. K.) inf n. #22, (S) IIe
in a trad. of ‘Āisheh, (MF,) used as an 25, the latter, extr., and thought by ISd to be a put him, or it, in motion, or into a state of com
[i.e. a waist-nºrapper, (S, Mgh, Msb,) in former quasi-pl. n. (TA.) [The fem.] ite, signifies A
times, (S,) and sometimes a noman throws it over woman having no hair upon her pubes and what
her head, (Mgh,) and wraps herself in it: (Mgh, is newt to it. (IDrd.) You say also us,” Use
Mºb :) or a green [perhaps meaning gray as is cºst- She has little, or scanty, or thin, hair
often the case] garment : or any garment that is in the eyebron's : the mention of the eyebrows
not sensed: (TA :) [see 2 :) pl. bº. (S, Mgh, being indispensable. (TA.) And 12. --*...

O ~

... o &

Msb, K.)
* ~ of

4 × 2

.

Jºº : see by-el, in two places.
•

* ... o. º.

* >

ºbuº, e. see Ulazy.o.

99.
6

}

•

* , oż

see ley-ol.

laº-o:
•

ãº. What falls, of hair, when it is plucked

9

-

-

An eyebron of n!hich most of the hair has fallen off.
(Mgh.) See also £bi. – A wolf of which some
of the hair has fallen off; (Az, TA;) or n:hose hair
has been plucked out. (K) – And hence, as
being likened thereto, (Az, TA,) t A thief, or
robber; (As, AA, T, S, K;) as also biº.
(A5, T.) – An arrow of n!hich the feathers have
fallen aff: (S:) or an arrow having no feathers;

motion; or shook him, or it; (S, K;) and moved
him, or it, formards and backwards: (S, TA:) or
he put him, or it, in violent motion, or into a state
of violent commotion; or shook him, or it, violently:

(Mgh, art. 25; and TA:) as, for instance, a
drunken man, in order that he might recover

from his intoxication. (S, TA) See also ºi.
• * c →•

R. Q. 2. jºjº. He ate, and drank, what had
a taste betn!een smeet and sour.

(TA.) = He,
or it, was, or became, put in motion, or in a state

of commotion, or shaken, (K, TA,) and moved
Jornards and backwards : or in ciolent motion,
or into a state of violent commotion, or shaken
• - d--

violently. (TA.) —23. jºjº. He raised him

(K,) or put himself in motion, (TA,) to
(K3) as also " … and Y £2 (K) and " lºt. self,
stand. (K, T.A.)
(L, TA) and 'by', ($, K.) as in the phrase 3.

out; ($, K;") or when it is combed: (K,” TA:)
$33, is,..., in a verse [cited voce
or what is plucked out from the arm-pit. (Lh.)

•* *

º, wrongly

* 3.

-

j-e : see its fem, 35-c.
3.

asserted to be] of Lebeed, though we may read
Jaj-e The uvula. (Hr, K.) – See also the lº, which is pl. of tºº, as this may be correctly 3%, applied to beverage, or wine, (S, K,) and
to a pomegranate, (Lth, S, K,) Having a taste
next paragraph, in two places.
applied as an epithet to the sing. because of the between smeet and sour: (Lth, S, K:) fem. with 3.
... o. 9

juay,…; so accord. to Aš ($, TA) and AO; pl. which follows it : (S:) the pl. of W lejus is (A.) AZ mentions its signifying Very sour be
• , or 2

accord. to El-Ahmar, " Jº but As disputed 4. and bols.; (L, TA;) and the pl. of " by: verage or wine; as heard from the Kilábees.
this with him, and overcame him; (TA ;) [dim. is £5. [a pl. of pauc.] (K, TA) and by. (TA.) You say also 3. § - meaning, Wine,
or a wine in which is a taste between sweet and
of Kºº, fem. of #2; ;] only used in the dim. ($, K.) — ãº. *** + A tree having no leaves
sour; said to be from mixing unripe and ripe
form; (TA;) or it has the form of the dim. of upon it. (TA.)
dates [in making it] : (TA:) or nine in which is
ius, (Mgh :) The part between the navel and *... āk; A palm-tree dropping, or letting a sour taste, ($, K,) and in rehich is no goodness.
the pubes : (A$, $, Mgh, K:) or betnceen the
($) See also 3.
breast and the pubes: (Lth, K.) or a thin skin fall, its ripe dates (Jm, K) in a juicy, or sappy,
63 - 6 - o .
between the navel and the pubes, (IDrd, K,”) state. (Jm.) And W $9. One that usually
3> 33,5 Wine having a pleasant, delicious, or
on the right and left, nhere the hair is plucked does so. (Jm, K.) = 12). *ść A she-camel sneet, taste : (S, K,” TA:) so called because it
º

o jº

out, extending to the groins; (I Drd;) as also casting her foetus in an imperfect state, with no
bites, or burns, the tongue; (S, TA;) as also
* ... : (TA ) or a thin skin in the belly: hair upon it. (Jm.) And * Bºº. One that *54, (K, TA,) which, however, is [not an
... o. *

(Mghs) or [the dual] ºus, signifies the tro
usually does so.

sides of the pubes of a man, which have no hair.
upon them : (Mgh, TA ;*) or the sing, (accord.
to the K,) or the dual, (accord. to the TA,) two
reins (K, TA) in the soft parts of the belly,
(TA) upon which he who cries out vehemently
bears: (K, TA:) and (the dual, accord. to the
TA) the bare part of the loner lip, over rvhich is

(Jm.)

[See

#24.

epithet but] a subst.: (TA:) or the former
signifies

0

- 0

6

o p

&lai.” 3.323) [app, meaning

having a

-

Pºº-o: see Prº-e, in two places.

[82,

pleasant sharpness, or acidity): (so in the L, TA:)
J says, that one should not say * #. but this

&c.,

form is said to occur in one relation

El-Aasha. (TA.) See also

of a Verse Or

3. = Also #.

A.

See Supplement.]

single suck or sucking. (S, A, K.) It is said in

the ai..., (K, TA) nect the nose: (TA:) and
(the dual again, accord. to the TA) the parts on
either side of the tuft of hair between the lower
lip and the chin; as also '95uº, with kesr.

a trad Jú. S. #2 ºf S (The sucking

jºo

once will not render
1.

;:

[sec. pers.

<5.

aor. : ,] inf. n.

It had, or acquired, a taste betneen sneet and

(K.) – The arm-pit. (K.) = A thing with
rhich one ties, binds, or makes fast. (Hr, T.A.)
-

Jejue: see

* , of

.

92,

in two places.

marriage

unlanſful, nor will

5%,
the two suckings], meaning, in drawing milk
(S.) [See a similiar saying

from the breast.
sour. (TA; but only the inf n. of the verb in voce àce.]
this sense is there mentioned.) AZ also men
* ~ o.

tions, as heard from the Kilábees, the saying,

jjº & 289.3 3.

35, and

jºjº',

; : see #.

aS

£2.

A man having little, or scanty, or thin, meaning, [Your beverage, or nine,) hath become
hair upon the sides of his face, or of his cheeks;
very sour. (TA.) = §, (S, A, K,) aor. 4, (S,)
(S;) or upon his body, and eyebrow, and eye, in
inf. n.3%, (S, TA,) (and accord. to one copy of

tº
1.

**,

($, K,) aor. : , (L Msb,) [not z, as

consequence of a weakness of this last, and of
in the lexicons of Golius and Freytag,) inf. n.
frequent shedding of tears; (K, TA;) [in the the S, ãº, but this I regard as a mistake of a
CK, the word , at is omitted in this explana copyist,) He sucked it; i.g. *. (S, A, K.) 3. (K, &c.,) He mired, mingled, incorporated,
or blended, ($, K,) a thing with (-) water;
tion;]) or upon his body and breast;
when all
•o 5
(Msb;) or beverage, or wine, (-53,) with
the hair has gone, he is said to be kºi. (TA :) 5: [He sipped:] see 10 in art. Jºx.
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& –J

33% the exasperated,
§: A boot, (K.) worn by women: (A:) and je, of à: and jº, of dried dates: and
or irritated. (K.) a-Le Jº *3. I enraged an arabicized word, (S, K,) from the Persian *, of grapes: and iè;& is the wine of the
(S.) –

something else.

him, and erasporated him, or irritated him,

º:

against his companion.

word, S) and

2. 83-,
(ISh.) =

gº He gave.

inf n.

Jºn gº.

He

(A.)

6

(K.) Ex.
beggar something.

*.*.

is jº.

(S:) pl.

gº.

(because it is a foreign Abyssinians; Aboo-Moosa El-Ash'aree says that

(S, K.)

-

cº-

See

tºº.
6 * >

5 *~

º - -

*

8-9 Jºj, and " cº-, A man niho continues

85. inf. n. 8-3-3, It (an ear of corn,

it is of

à,

and it

[83-,

K, and a grape, TA,) became changed in colour disposition, or temper: or a liar, who confounds,
inf. n.

isjº,

£iº, app.

&c.,

See Supplement.]

or confuses, things. (IAar.)
º,

*-ju,

3.

called

arabicized from aejº., which is Abyssinian:
(S:) je and *}<!. are the same. — See
Supplement.

not of one disposition, or temper, but varies in
from green to yellon. (T, K.)

i.ºlso

It mired, mingled,

º 0 -

-º o -

&xi-

&P.

See

u-o

(A, Mgh,) first pers. *-*. (S, M,
tº see &P.
Mşb, K,) for which they sometimes say *.
with water. (TA.) = *jº, ! He contended
• * -zJ., (Sb,”S,M,"K,) and transfer
& [The nature of the planet rejecting the first thereof
neith him, or disputed neith him, for glory, or
to the 2, (Sb," S, M,”)
ring the kesreh
honour, or glorious or honourable qualities, and Mercury is various]. (A.)
contr. to general rule, (Sb, M,) and some do not

commingled, intermiced, intermingled, or became
incorporated or blended, with it; as some does

1.

• *

• .. .

-

-

-

the like. (K.)

transfer the kesreh, but leave the e with its

6. Li-juj and W U-jºel They tro mired, or
mingled, or became mized or mingled, each with
the other.

became,

8, 2-jºo! It was, or

mired with

another thing. (TA.) See 6.
- d -

*

º

- -

i.g.

&.

and

P & .

-jº, aor.

1.

2, inf. n.

like

tº

and

tº

for

#3, (S, K,) and quasi

an irregular contraction, (S) aor.
intº, and i-94, (K) [the latter like is (S, Msb, K,) [and *: when mejzoom, accord.
(>) syn. azu-3,] but Fei says that this last is ae-jºo, to rule,) inf. n. cº (S, M, A, Msb, K) and
(TA,) [and he mentions it as an inf. n.,.] He J---, (S,” M, A, K,) or the latter is a simple

-

-

"&sjº,

beverage. (T.A.) – See

*

fethah, [saying “...]

ti

§:

(TA.)

tº ~!”

**,

§2.

"4-52,

jested or joked; ($, Mºb, K.) contr. of 3.

subst., (Msb,) and

J-5 (S. K.) and […]

Mixed nine, or [which signifies “he was serious, or in earnest”]:

(M.) or he talked or behaved in a free and easy
manner, with the view of blandishing and con

firstperº; aor tº,(AoS.M.M.E.K.)
Jº

inf n.

(Msb;) the former of which two

What is mired, or

ciliating, without annoying; so that it excludes verbs is the more chaste; ($, TA;) He touched
mingled, with a thing; its admixture. (TA.) the meaning of mocking or ridiculing or deriding. it, or felt it, [generally the former, syn. “,
wº W &\}. What is mired nºith nine, or (M.F.)
(M, A, K,) with his hand: (TA: as from the
…

•

-

a beverage. (S, K.)

* jº-

w

£5. [see

3. *-jº, inf n.

($, K) and i-jºº, K [but wanting in a MS copy of the K and in

$5.

Kur, lxxvi., 5, The odour, not the taste, of the (K,) He jested, or joked, nith him. (S, K.)

the CK:]) or he put his hand to it without the

wine is [like] camphor. (TA) – 93% " £5.

intervention of anything : (Msb:)

or i.

is like

6. U-jºi They tro jested, or joked, one with Jº; excepting that the latter is [sometimes]
[The constitution, or temperament, of the body;]
the other. (S, K.)
the aggregate natural constituents (3%) nvith
used to signify the seeking for [or feeling for]
which the body is composed; (S, K5) i.e. the four
humours of the body; namely, black bile [ſº],

i-j.

A jest, or joke; a single act of jesting, or a thing, even though it be not found; whereas
joking. (Msb.)
the former is [only] said of that [action] with
5-6 and i-ſºº, substs., A jesting, or joking. rehich is perception by the sense of J.J.: (Er
º

yellow bile (ſtºl, (gº), phlegm (24%),
and blood (23). (TA) Pl. iśi (Mºb) You
say, * gº." &- 38, and 3–6, He is of

“...a

-5. Jº

sound, and of unsound, constitution, or tempera joker.
ment: meaning the humours of the body. And
*,
o5
* , , , 6 p. º. as
aſſºs-o ºu.ji as-j<! The constitutions, or tempera

ments, of nomen are discordant, or various. (A.)
(Az, S, &c.,)
§: (Aş, K, &c.) and W

Răghib, TA:) (see also “ji) and [in like
manner you say, º ** Jº, inf. n.

(S, K.) [See 1.]

1.

A man who is a great jester, or à-lº-e and

55–0

met [or touched] the thing nºith its substance.
(M.)- [Hence,) Çº, (M, A, Mgb,) first pers.

tº-3,

33%,

º, (Mºb,) inf. n. J., and J-4,

(Mgh, Mºb,) tº Inivit eam ; scil. mulierem;
25°

or the latter is erroneous, or a word of weak

(M, A, Mºbi) as also " 'ºu, (M, A, Mºb)
inf. n.

authority, (K,) Honey : (S, K:) or honey in the

aor.

&c. : see art. Jº-a.e.

§.

-

J---, (M, A,”) meaning, the thing

(A.)

3. A certain

it.

(S, Msb) and

J-tº-

(Msb:) the

hind of beverage, (S, Mgh,) or

former is used in this sense in several places in the
comb; syn, *: (T:) so called because every jº, (A, K.) made of § (a kind of millet]:
Kur, and is said by some to be preferable to the
sweet beverage is mixed with it. (AHn.) – (A, Mgh, K :) [it is now called in Egypt and
latter: (TA:) and Jºtº is also used metonymi
Also, Water with nºbich wine is mixed. (TA.)

-

#.

Nubia

The bitter almond; as also

'**'.

º and als,

see De Sacy's “Abd

cally for [the coming together, in the sense of]

allatif,” pp. 324 and 572; and my “Modern
is 34%, as well as it. ($) — tº J.
Egyptians,” vol. i. ch. iii. :] and of barley:
of
its
correctness;
see 55 (K :) but IDrd doubts
3-1, infn. J. t The mater wetted the body.
[which is (Mgh, K :) or of wheat: (Mgh :) and of [other]
and it is said to be correctly
grains: (TA:) A'Obeyd mentions that the Ibn (Msb.) – Jº. also signifies I He, or it, struck,
Persian]. (TA.)
'Omar explains the various kinds of Jº thus: or smote; because striking, or smiting, like touch
-j-o: see 2-j4.
is jet of honey: and ãº- is Jº of barley: ing, is with the hand. (TA.) You say, 4-2
& Bk. I. &
342
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bºu i He struck him with the rhip]. (A) — º, and º * …,

[Book I.
t She smeared the

in the K, #3 is

put by mistake for

*%tº

And i. is said of anything annoying or hurtful sides of her cheeks neith it; namely, perfume. [which is the reading in the M]: (TA:) accord.
to which explanation, it has the signification of a
that befals a man. Thus in the Kur, [ii. 74, (Mgh.) — (sº 4: ! He made a complaint

and iii. 28, ſº tº 3.jt (The fire of hell will

to him. (M., T.A.)

not smite us; or here it may be rendered touch

6. tºu. They (two bodies) touched each

pass, part. n. : (M.) or, [in the K and,) twhole
some water, (A, TA,) that removes thirst, or the
heat of thirst, as soon as it touches it: (M, A,”

w). And [i. 210] til 4: [Distra, or

other; mere, or became, in contact. (M, A,” K.") K,” TA:) accord. to which explanation, it has
misfortune, smote, or afflicted, or befell, them]. — Hence, (K,) iſ'hey two came together in the the signification of an act. part. n. : (M :) and
And in other instances; all which are similar to may of as tº : (S, Mºb,” K?”) in this sense + anything that cures thirst, or the heat of thirst:
(IAqr, K :) or, [in the K, and,) + water between

the saying
in the same, Ji. Jº lº. (TA) the verb is used in the Kur, lviii. 4 and 5.
3.
smeet and salt : (S, K:) or, [in the K and,]
[See J. below.] You say also, Jay-J) 4 (S, TA) See also tº...
t sneet and clear water: (As, K:) and + salt, or
… • *

t[Sickness smoto him, or befell him]: and 4–e

4.3.1: (Punishment befell him], and ºn 4.

J.
sensible

bitter and thick and undrinkable, water, that
see 1. – It is used to denote [the first burns everything by its saltness. (M.) You say
effect of] anything annoying or hurtful also Jº- ii, t Some saliva that takes anay

! [Old age came upon him]. (A.) And & that befalls a man. (TA.) Thus in the Kur,
&- ! [lit. The jinn, or genii touched him ; [liv. 48.1 (TA) 2. J. Liš i Taste ye the thirst. (IAar, M.) And Jº- Şāa t Herbage
meaning, affected him nºith madness, or insanity]; first effect upon you of the fire of hell: (K, TA:) that has a fattening and beneficial effect upon the
(TA) [whence.J., [in the TA, * Jº, app. or the stroke thereof: (Jel:) or the heat and animals that pasture on it. (AHn, M.)- Also,
pain thereof. (Bd.) In like manner you say, i.q. Jºsé [The bezoar-stone] : (K:) or 34;
* *

s
a.

meaning, from what immediately precedes, J.
[an antidote against poison]: (M:) or both these
cº-º. mf n.
He was, or became, [touched (K) J. J. & (M, K) 1 He felt the words by which it is explained mean the same
with madness, or insanity: or] mad, or insane : commencement, or first touch, [or access, of thing. (TA.)

&

fever, before its taking him forcibly, and becoming
(K:) as though the jinn had touched him. (T.A.) apparent. (M, L.) And --- &: tº. 3-42
And +3*. < f He punished him. (TA, from
1 He did not feel the first sensation of figue.
a. trad.) – [Hence, app.,] is tº º, <, (TA, from a trad.) [And hence,) cº o-, *

G. K.) in n.ſ.l. and cº-º. (TA) which cººl t [In him is a touch, or stroke, of

• ,

a .

ſº tº

e

à-l-e : see 4-Lo.

it. is tº +A nant difficult of accomplish
ment; or pressing; syn.

is...

(S, K.)

–2-,

seems to signify either The nant of him, or it, madness, or insanity, or diabolical possession]: ãºu. f Near relationship; (S, M, A,” K;) as
madness, or also viºur. (TA.) – [Also, as a subst, sing.
or the nant nas difficult of accomplishment, or insanity, or diabolical possession : (M, A,” Mgh, of Jºlº, of which an ex. has been given above,
distressing, to him]. (S, K. [In both these K:) as in the Kur, ii. 276: (TA:) and you say (see 1,) signifying Haps of good fortune, and
* in him is madness, &c. : (A,” Mgh:) for of evil.]
lexicons, the meaning is left to be inferred only
they
assert that the devil touches one and his
from the fact that this phrase immediately follows

was difficult of accomplishment, or distressing; (S, TA:) and

Jº, alone, signifies

J.

the explanation of it.

isºlº, q. v.]) — [...

also said of what is good, as well as

is

ºfwhº: ..

intellect in consequence becomes confused. (Mgh.)
– You say also,

ºu. es? wº &- sº

J., “. A man in whom is a

touch, or stroke,

8 .

I He

(U-2) of madness, insanity, or diabolical posses
evil; as in the following instance:] vºl.3% ar-e has the impress of a good state, or condition, in sion : (S, TA:) or mad, insane, or possessed by
3:1; 2:- t[The haps of good fortune, and of his camels, or sheep, or goats; and tº j <!; a devil. (AA, M., A., Mgh, K.)
evil,] happened to him, or betided him. (TA.) 4. & 1 I san, him to have an impress of a
L-e
—[As touchingimplies proximity,2-, 4. <+. good state, or condition, in his camels, &c.; like
cº; signifies t The relationship of such a one as you say tººk (A, TA.)

1 & ºt. He went along the middle of the

i. near to you. ($, K,” TA.) – And as J.
originally signifies “he touched or felt

“ $, (S, M, K,) like ºu 3, (S, K,) indecl., road; (K;) or the hard and elevated part (cº.)

with the

of the road. (TA) – tº II, was slon", or
with kesr for its termination, because altered
hand,” it is used metaphorically as meaning
from the inf. n.
(S,) signifies [properly tardy. (K)— i. tº. He delayed giving
! He took a thing; as, for instance, (in a trad.,)
tº. He stilled,
There shall be no touching : or] touch not thou: him his due. (K, TA.)
water from a *... (TA.) = J. is made
(K:) or touch not thou me: (M:) and some or allayed, the boiling of the pot. (K.).
doubly trans. by means of the prep. - prefixed
it. He soothed, or softened, him by

Jº,

—jº

read thus in the Kur, [xx. 97 :) (M, K.) it is

Jºãº

to the second objective complement. (Msb.) See a saying of the Arabs : (S:) and sometimes one nords. (K.) —tº He beguiled, or deceived.
4, in two places.
says ---, [alone], in the sense of an imperative,

(K)—tº Gº tº, (K) infº.º. (TA)

3: see 1, in two places; and see J.L., S.

[affirmatively, like J5, and Jºãº (KS) but
W J.--> Ş, in the Kur, ſubi supra,] (S, M., K.)

He became accustomed, or inured to a thing.
(K.) =2,…, tº, and *t-l. He excited

&

4…] He made him, or caused him, accord. to the reading of others, (M,) signifies discord between them. (K, TA.)- tº, (S, K,)
There shall be no mutual touching; (M :) or I
to touch the thing : (S,” IJ, M, A:") he enabled
aor. , (K) inf n. *-* ($, K) and , , (K)
will not touch nor will I be touched. (S, K.)
4.

him to touch it. (Mgh) – it, 3-, Jr.,
and & - "Jº,
He meted the body
with mater; or caused water to wet the body.
(Msb.) And

•º ** J. : He

He was hard, or impudent, and rude; not caring

Jºlº, S. see J-45.

for what one said, or did to him. (AZ, S, K.)
4: see 1.

smeared

Jº- ! Water that is reached by the hands; 5. tº It (a garment) rent, or became ragged
2 o a ~*
his face with the perfume. (Mgh.) And at..." or taken with the extended hands: (M, K,” TA:) and worn out. (IB, K.)

t--tº

Book I.]

‘.… The middle of a road. (K.) [See 1, and
Bee
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passes his hand over the corner in which is the

he cut him with the mord: (S, L.) or 4...
Black Stone], (L)–4, u, º iſ - May signifies he struck him gently with a staff, or stick,

**]

God remove that which is in thee! (L;) or, wash and with a sword. (TA in art. Cº.) - See 8.
not and cleanse thee from thy sins! (TA, art.
..)
Also.-- He slen, them. (L.) = 4-2,
caring for what one says or does to him. (AZ, $.) A prayer for a sick person. (L, from a trad.) (inf. n.
K,) He (God) created him blessed,
Perhaps * is from this: (see art. L-3 ;) or – 4-6 He anointed him or it with oil.

&“

Hard, or impudent, and rude;

-

& “,

perhaps it is formed by transposition from J-ºve
See art. J-e-o.

:

! He rvas

(AHeyth, K,) and goodly : (AHeyth :) — and,
contr., created him accursed, (AHeyth, K,) and

characterized by somewhat, or by some sign or

Jººl, or ugly. (AHeyth.) = “, (S,) inf. n.

(A.)

–2.8%

3–3,

**,

inf n.

(AM.)

is ...] — — . *~, (K.) flnicit feminam. (S, K.)
inf
n.
-2,
He
combed
and
dressed
hair; syn.
and "4-º',
2
mark, of nobility. (L.) [See

e

tº: *…, aor. 2, inf. n.
n. ~ 3; He wiped a

1.

:*:

: see 1, in four places.
[The stroking of
thing that was wet “. (K) — J-d
3. *-ū He took him by the hand; applied
reconciliation. (S, O,
or dirty, with his hand, or passed his hand over the beards] was a sign of
2it to remove the net or dirt that gras upon it : in art. Ge: see low-Jº Je.) – as-e, or a--- the palm of his hand to the palm of the
other's hand. (TA)- 1 He made a compact,
(L:) -- and
and
signifying
inf

**

-

***

":

o ºg

-

* *

~

*

Jº

.

~

*

***, i.e. Jºi & -5,-ºw, (L) inf n.

the passing the hand over a thing that is flowing

-: , (L. K.) and " -, (L) inf n. 3–3, or covenant, with him. (TA) — U-20 t They

[nith water or the like], or dirtied, soiled, or (L, K;) He spoke to him good nords, deceiving, used blandishing, soothing, or niheedling, nords,
one to the other, deceiving thereby; (K;) their
or beguiling, him therein, (L, K,) and giving
hearts not being sincere. (TA.) You say -aē
pollution; (L, K;) as when one wipes his head

polluted, to remove the fluid or dirt, or soil or

---

with his hand to remove water; and his fore him nothing. (L.) —º
&S Ji- *—tº He was angry, and I
head, to remove sweat. (L.) [It often signifies ! Such a one beguiles, or deceives, Zeyd (A.)
coaaced, or niheedled, him until he became gentle,
• and
He stroked a thing with his hand; as, for [See also 31–2. , inf. n.
or mild. (TA.) [See also 1.]
instance, the Black
of the Kaabeh ; see
fied ; uttered whºmasJalse. (K.) –
below.] —& Jº 4-9 at-3 and &- 4×eº
Jº) L3, inf n. cº-, He set forth journeying 5. tºº 1.5 He washed himself nºith nater.

Jº — &
tº:

s

º

-

sº

o

&

H.

$1; He wiped his head with his hand to through the land, or earth : (A’Obeyd, K:")
o P ...

remove the water that was upon it; and his

(A, Z.) —

… t He performed the ablution

• *

called 349 (IAth)—º s:

as also

(TA.) – ov-e 1 He passed
?.
(S, L)
forehead to remove the sneat. (L.) — alº
lightly by them, or brushed by them, without
! He performed the action termed 2.51 or he
(S) He wiped with his hand, or passed his hand
by them. (L.) –
[aor. : ,]
made his forehead to touch the ground in pros
closely over, his head, or a part thereof, nithout inf n.
The inner sides of his (a man's, S)
tration, nithout anything intervening. (L.) —
making any rater to flow upon it : so in the
thighs rubbed together, (S, L, K,) so as to become
&Sé I Such a one has his garment
Kur, v. 8; where it is said, 2&sº 1,4-it;
• * * * of,
o a
2 x
• 2- of . sore and chapped : (L:) or he had the inner side
Aº's 28-332, 3-5
ºn J. &ºls of his knee inflamed by the roughness of his passed over men's persons as a means of their
© 2, 3 Ög
advancing themselves in the favour of God:
*9) Lºſ : here sº-ji is in the acc. case as garment. (L, K.) – Jºy
inf n. …,
(L:) [i.e., he is a holy man, from the touch of
-

-

-

8-2,

remaining

3–3,

* ***

…

e., 6 - pse

• Oao,

-

•,•oad

-

-

-

**,

an adjunct to cººl; [i.e., as a third objective ! He made the camels to journey all the day long :
whose garment a blessing is derived… :• * see
St.
complement to the verb '91-Él; not as an adjunct
~ * * ~ *
and he made the backs of the camels to be Matthew's Gospel, ix., 20 and 21]. eº
to cº-53; ;] but some read Aºi, putting it in rvounded by the saddles, and emaciated them ;
the gen. case because of its proximity to ex-552; as also '4-2, inf. n.
(K:) and in * : Such a one is a person by means of whom
p

> of

3-3,

(Jel;) [in like manner as ~~ is put in the gen.
case in the phrase -- *d
j-e- 'JA, an ex.
2.
* *
wº

*

- 6

-

• ?

-

the latter

tenºyo say àº.

2 *

given by many of the grammarians, showing (TA.) — vº
that this is allowable in prose,] notwithstanding

**, and "….

Jº ---,

one looks for a blessing (a, &) by reason of his
eaccellence, (K,) and his devotion; (TA;) as

! The camels jour though one advanced himself in the favour of
God by approaching him. (L.) [See also an

nºyed all the day. ($) Jº Jº —.

that it is said, by Aboo-Is-hák the grammarian,

i. º:

ex.

VOCe

&é]

**ś

-

ºš

| Such a one

1 The camels journeyed all the day

that the putting a noun in the gen. case because
laboriously.
of its proximity to a preceding noun in that case
is not allowable except in poetry, when necessity (K) and

has nothing nith him, or in his possession; as
though he wiped his arms ruith his hands: (K:)
($, K,) or the latter is a simple [for it is a custom of the Arabs to do thus as an
requires it: (L:) the head, which is wiped, is subst., (Mºb,) the measured land. (S, K.) = indication of having nothing.] –
He
mentioned between the arms and the feet, which
, inf. n.
“, 1 He cut, or severed: and wiped himself, a sº cº, to remove a thing, and
are washed, to show the order which is to be he struck, or smote : (K:) he severed the neck,
(TA.) =

3-3, (S,)

inf. n.

:*

i-lº,

6

-

tº-3

0.

* n:ith a thing.

-

observed in the purification. (Jel.) But .

*

- -

and the arm.

(TA) &

3-,-

-* *

and

- -

signifies both he wiped with the hand, and also aor. 2, inf. n.

(L.) [See also 1.]

4A sº,
-

, He smote his neck : or, as

6. tº U.5 t They acted in a friendly or sincere

he washed: so says IAth: (L:) and AZ and

Agreeably manner, one to the other; syn. ūsuaj; or they
• * * * * > some say, severed it, or cut it through.
IKt say the like: (Mgb:) you say & st-o with both these significations tº tº is rendered in made a contract, or bargain, one ruith the other,
Ju, meaning I washed my hands with nater. the Kur, xxxviii. 32: some say that what is and each struck the palm of the other's hand
He wiped a thing here meant is the wiping with the hand wetted with the palm of his on n hand [to confirm it],
with his hand rvetted with water; passed his with water: accord. to IAth, Solomon is here (K,) and snore to the other. (TA.) – '*-ū

(AZ, Mºb)—tºº & 8-

hand, wetted with water, over a thing. (Mgb.) said to have smitten the necks and hock-tendons 1 They took one another by the hand. (TA.)
… •

—sº - He compassed the House

[of
God, i.e. the Kaabeh : because he who does so

* *

of • the
horses. (L.) [See art. Jale.] …, 8. t—- He drew a sword (K) from its
3
-º-º: He smote him with the snord: (L.) and scabbard; as also " t- (TA.)
-

-

-

342*
º
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e-

. 6 p.

s

off (
2) when it pours forth. (T.) — ?--thick, or coarse, hair-cloth : so in the T: and a ! A dirhem [or silver coin] of n!hich the impression
piece of such stuff as is spread in a house or is obliterated; syn. Jºiºi, (S, Msb, K;) having

3:2 in. Jºi (S. K.) i.e., 4 garment of

tent : (TA:) a U.S., such as is norm by monks: no impression.

(Mgb.) –

***

ºut. t A measurer of land; (TA;) as also

(Mgh:) a Le of hair-cloth. (L.) an old *i-4 (TA) A piece of silver. (As, S. K.)
(Kull:) pl. tº: and
*~. tiq, sº **, (K,) i.e., A man
tº-3 (S;) the former a pl. of pue. and the

and morn-out garment:

-

---.

e-e and

(S, K) and

** 4.

see 3-3.

He (a camel) has a fretting of the

edge of the callosity upon his breast, produced by

having one side of his face plain, without eye or his elbon, without making it bleed: if he make it
eyebron, ; said to apply in this sense to Ed bleed, you say jū- * : ($, L:) and he has a
part, and middle, of a road; syn. 52's (K :) Deijál, among others. (IF, L.) – One-eyed. chaſing of his arm-pit produced by his elbon, but
pl.
A rough not violent, by reason of the disease called last 3.
(Az.) [See also
napkin, or herchief, nrith nihich one nipes himself: (L.)—See *-*. —tº and W cº- A great
, a subst., Paucity of flesh in the pos (L, K:) so called because the face is wiped
teriors and thighs; or smallness of the buttocks, with it, or because it retains the dirt. (TA.) slayer; one who slays much, or many. (Az, L.)
latter a pl. of mult.

(L.) –

t—: The

main

º (TA) and 3... (K)

*]—

-

º

º

.

tº

.

*

.

•

, ,

and their sticking together; or paucity of flesh [A dusting-cloth, or dish-clout, or the like, is
in the thighs; syn.

*.

(L.)

now called

Jº &e i-º, ºgee, (S,K) or "i

the face.

"i-]— &-

(TA.) –

3-.

Beautiful in

i-tº A
syn.

noman who combs and dresses hair;

ikºu. (S.)

One niho journeys or

a one there appears somen'hat goes about much for the sake of devotion, or as a & A flat place, with small pebbles, and
nithout plants, or herbage. (S.) —it .. 4
of beauty; (L, K;) or, some sign, or mark, or devotee; as also ":- (K,) and W **i. (TA,)
trait, of beauty : (L:) and 2.É. ā-, S07/06 the fem of which is “…. (K, T.A.) See &t. plain tract of land, with small pebbles, (S, K,)

(L)

f Upon such

**

*: ©

sign, or mark, trait, or indication, of nobility; E.
! Multum coiens; as also "
and the like: a mode of expression said, by Sh,
— cº- Erring greatly. (T.A.) –
to be used only in praise; so that you do not
say

J58

tº:

and
herbage
: (S:)
[ex.] Ś,2.
9% without&plants,
Jºsor&:
*
[I passed
by a
• 6 .

A.

depressed tract of land containing herbage between
great
liar;
one
niho
lies
much
;
as
also
W
tno
plain tracts containing small pebbles and
3 ā- *: (L:) but you say also
(K) and
(Lh, K) and without herbage] : (Fr, S:) or a piece of flat
&: i- * in him is somewhat, or some and

":--

**

"3-3

3–3, (TA,) the fem, of which last is “….

or mark, of leanness; (L, K;) which is a W
phrase of the Arabs mentioned by Az. (L.) – (K,
K.

sign,

*-i- in the cheek of a horse: see

2

T.A.)
º

º

See

g

-

e: Lo.

E

-

cº-

Very
3/ veracious;
$
2.

**.

ground, bare, abounding with pebbles, containing
no trees nor herbage, rugged, somewhat hard, like
a flat place in nihich camels &c. are confined, or
in nihich dates are dried, not what is termed

syn. Jºe: (K, L, TA: in the CK & A_2 :)
a meaning unknown to many of the lexico

-ā, nor what is termed aſſº (Ish;) pl. **
J-1-. [i.e. J.--. J-ºl; pl. fºrms

and

Or

logists, and probably obsolete in their time.

- -:

Anointed: niped over with some such (L.) =

*** Created blessed, and goodly; (L;)
(-, …) njith blessing, or prosperity:

proper to substs. ; as it is an epithet in which the

quality of a subst: predominates. (L.) – Also
created
*-*.
Red land. (K)— — . A woman
3–9. [The Messiah, the Christ, the Anointed, (K:) — and, contr., created accursed, and foul,
having little flesh in her posteriors and thighs;
Jesus, on whom be peace! (S, Msb, K,) [cor
rectly] an arabicized word, [from the Hebrew,) or ugly; (L;) created nith unfortunateness. (K.) or foul, ugly, or unseemly; syn. à-º. (S.)
thing as oil. (K.) — A king. (El-'Eynee.) –

originally lºº, with Jº : (T, Mºb :) but the

i-u- 1 Mensuration of land. (Msb.) [See [In the K., it-º Jº, given as an explana

learned differ as to this word, whether it be

tion

Arabic or arabicized: F relates, in the K, his also 1.] – See also?-3.

of *~9), is

*~ºl, as observed by Freytag.] – j,
23i **i. A man having a flat sole to his foot,
*

having mentioned, in his Expos. of the Meshárik
el-Anwār, fifty opinions respecting the derivation
of it; and in another work he has made

#31

an evident mistake for

i-. i.g. ić, [a portion, or lock, of hair
hanging donin loosely from the middle of the head without any hollow: (L.) fem. (…:

the number fifty-six. (TA.) – Also, (K,) or to the back; or the hair of the fore part of the

and

>

Or

(L, K:)

"3-2, sºil '*-*. signifies the
Or

head; the hair over the forehead; or the part
same: and also having smooth and soft feet, with
Messiah, or Christ, surnamed the Great Liar; whence that hair grons; or a plait of hair out fissures or chaps, so that they repel nater when
the False Christ; Antichrist; also called] Ed hanging donn; &c.]: (S, L, K:) or hair that is it falls upon them. (L.) – Also **, (K,) or
left without its being dressed mith oil or anything
Deijál, Jº (S, K:) it is not allowable,
else: or that part of a man's head that is between cº *~, (L,) A woman n-hose breast has
however, to apply to him the appellation
the ear and the eyebron, rising to the part belon,
one-eyed
without restriction; wherefore one says e-J) that nhere the sutures of the scull unite: or that woman: [see also
:] and such as is termed

238 3-ºl, (S) or 'º', (K) (The
&–9.

no bulk (L, *)—also ºt. A

&-

…

Jººl [or 331; (TA;) [unless in a case part of the side of the hair upon which a man ilāsº, nihose eye is not jºke: so in [most of] the
puts his hand, next to his ear: or the hair of
like the following, in which] a poet says
copies of the K., but in some, sº (TA:) [the
each side of the head : pl.
Or cº
meaning seems to be whose eye has no crystalline
signifies the place which a man wipes with his
*
-- Jºi tº 3.

**

-

-

-

* > 0.

A

•

-

-

hand; or, accord. to As, the hair : or, accord. humour]. —

** A man having little flesh in

[When the true Messiah shall slay the false to Sh, the hair which one wipes with his hand,
his posteriors and thighs; or having small buttocks
Messiah] (Msb.) [Many opinions respecting
sticking
together; syn. e-l's fem. […: pl.
upon his cheek and his head. (L.) – See :--

the derivation of the appellation thus applied are
:=i-,- A bony: ($, K:) or an excellent bon: ; º, (L)–
A man (S) having the
also mentioned by various authors.] –
Sneat: (T, S, K:) so called because it is wiped
inner sides of his thighs rubbing together (S, L, K)

**

º

-

(L.) pl. --- (S. K.)

Book I.]
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c
Leanness of the arm, between the
so as to become sore and chapped: (L:) or having usage, by the substitution of what is synonymous
shoulder
nith
and
the
the elbow. (L.)
wholly
original,
or
partly;
but
sometimes
the inner side of his knee inflamed by the rough
-

*

ness ºf his garment: (L, K.) fem. […, and by altering the meanings. (M., F.) See 1 (last
pl. **. (L)–5–1.43% A hostile attack, sentence) in art. 3-M-, - Júl 3-, The nºriter

~

*

ë-.
3

:

See

**.

-

or incursion, by a troop of horse, in nihich the corrupted what he nºrote by changing the dia
J-Lº A bon-maker. (S, L, K.) AHn
attacking party passes lightly by the party at critical points and altering the meaning. (Mgb.) says, that is tº, a man of the tribe of Azd,
(L,)
tacked, or brushes by them, without remaining by —áč
of Es-Saráh, is asserted to have been a bow
them. (L, from a trad.) – See
! He rendered the she-camel lean, and nounded maker: and

3–3, (L. K.) aor. , inf n. **,

***

tº:

[app. used as a subst., and therefore

Ibn-El-Kelbee says, that he was
her back, by fatigue and use : (A’Obeyd, L, K:) the first of the Arabs who made bows; that the

as also
(L.) — : , 4, [aor. ,] inf. n. people of Es-Saráh who made bows and arrows
with, or without, tenween,) A flat tract of land:
is tº t It (flesh-meat, and fruit,) nas, or be were numerous, because of the abundance of
pl.
(TA.)- A smooth desert; or smooth
came, tasteless, or insipid: it (food) had no salt trees in their district, and hence every bow
rvaterless desert. (Lth.)
nor colour nor taste: and, sometimes, it was maker in after times received the above appel

**i.

-

• **

**

- -

lation, (L)—is-t (L, K) and º-l.

Any long piece of nood in a ship: (K:) between sweet and bitter. (L.) – **

+ It caused its taste to depart; took anay its (S, L) Bons: so called in relation to the above
pl.
(TA.)
mentioned bow-maker, Másikhah of the tribe of
taste.
(S.)
Azd: (S, L, K:) Másikhah was his surname,
See
4. 3- It (a humour) became dissolved.
and his name was Nubeysheh the son of El
(L,
K.)
Hárith,
one of the sons of Naşr the son of Azd.
e...of
cº) tº- Having the buttocks cleaving
7. & AJ
ſor <<!, the original (TA.)
to the bone, and small. (L.) –
A eunuch
form, The arm, tetween the shoulder and the
33-12* [He, or it, is more
whose testicles have been eactirpated. (T.A.) –
tasteless, or insipid, than the flesh of the new
elbon, became lean. (L.) Jºl 3-

**i.
3–2 and i-

u-

*-*.

… o.

*

†

6 -

---,

**

* .

- O-

&: 3–.

**'.

- - -

ãº-3-e Jºac An arm, from the shoulder to the
elbow, having little flesh. (TA.) –

**

A.

Lankness of the muscle of the thigh (5L) called] born camel]: i.e., he, or it, has no taste. A
the 3Use of the horse (S, K) is disliked. (S.) proverb. (S.)

thing foul, or ugly, and unfortunate, and changed [In some copies of the S, this is omitted.]
from its proper form, or make. (TA.) [See
- - -

art.

and W

8-)

*-*.

**

A horse, having little
(L, K,) [the former ori rump, or buttocks: and ja-aſſ

Jºh .*
ā-,-,

the
A.

ginally an inf. n., and therefore used as sing. woman having little flesh in her posteriors: (K:)

tº A dissembler; a deceiver; (K;) one rvho and dual and pl. without alteration, though but the more approved pronunciation is with c.
blandishes, soothes, or nºneedles, one with his nords, +… is used as a pl. by late writers, (see De (TA.)
and deceives him. (TA.) —
5 An au Sacy's Chrest. Ar., ii. 273,)] the latter of * the
*~0
9.
in the sense of the measure Jº,
dacious, or insolent, and nicked, or corrupt, man: measure
(L, K:) or a great liar, who, if asked, will not (L,) Transformed, or metamorphosed, into a
1 <, aor. , (S. M. L.) in n. *. (S,
tell thee truly nºhence he comes; who lies to thee nvorse, or more foul, or more ugly, shape. (L, M, L, K,) He tristed a rope: (M, L, K :)
*

-

J.;

even as to the place whence he comes. (L.) [See
also

*-*. – See tºº.

K.) Ex. 3-1 tº & The Jann, which

or he twisted it well.

(ISk, S, L.) – 3.3,

are slender serpents, are the transformed of the aor. 2, (M., L.) inf n. 4-2, (S. M., L. K.) He
Jinn, or Genii; like as certain persons of the pursued a journey laboriously, or nith energy;
Children of Israel were transformed into apes. or he held on, or continued, the journey; syn.
the latter app. a contraction of the former, (Msb,) [See Kur, ii. 61.] (L, from a trad.) – Also, 2: 35i, (S, M, L, K,) by night : (S, M, L:)
[The crocodile]; a nell-known aquatic animal, the Wlatter, Deformed; rendered ugly in make, or or he journeyed on continually, whether by night

tº, (S, Mºb, K) and '3–3. (Mºb, K.)

(S,) a creature like the tortoise, of great size,
found in the Nile of Egypt and in the river
Mikrán, (K,) which is the river of Es-Sind;
(TA;) or [rather] resembling the Jø, about five
cubits long, and less; that seizes men and ozen,
and dives into the nater mith them and devours
them : pl. of the former
and of the latter

form. (K.) Hence, some say, the appellation or by day: (M, L:) because the so journeying

**

insipid : (S, L, K:) or, applied to food, that wild bull,

****

(Mºb.)

*~

of

Jº

"3-9

[more commonly

<--9

renders an animal lean, or lank. (Lth, L.) –
<, aor. 3, [inf n. *] ! It (leguminous

Jººl, q.v.]. (TA.) – Also, the same, f A
man having no beauty. (S, K.) – And t Weak herbage, A, or continued travel, Lth) rendered
and stupid : (K:) also an epithet applied to a an animal lean, lank, light of flesh, slender, or
man. (TA.) – And t Flesh-meat, (S, L, K,) lank in the belly. (Lth, A, L.) El-Abdee says,
and fruit, (L, K,) that has no taste; tasteless; describing a she-camel, and likening her to a
has no salt nor colour nor taste: and sometimes,
that is between sneet and bitter. (L.) El-Ash'ar
Er-Rakabán, of the tribe of Asad, a Jáhilee,

->

ºb,” “

-o,-

- - - © .

es… Jº Jºãº 3-4

+

The bare and waterless desert renders him lean,

says, addressing a man named Ridwón, (L.) &c., and deny night. (L.) — 3–3, inf. n. +,
f It (the belly) was, or became, soft, of small
He transformed him, or metamorphosed him,
's- * ſé
(S, Msb, K,) into a n’orse, •.”ſº 9: 7m.07te
dimensions, even, and without any ugliness. (M,
• of ~
2:
3:
$;
$1
&
5,
L.) – The following expression of Ru-beh,
ugly, shape. ($, K.) Ex. 25 au) as-e God
- *

~ *

1. 4-2,

(S. K.) acrº (K)inf n. **, (8)

****

-

-->

e

… O

--

-

0 p.

->

transformed him into an ape. (S, K.) [See [Tasteless, insipid, like the flesh of a new-born
Kur, xxxvi. 67.] —º &- Eſe took and camel, thou art not sneet nor art thou bitter].
transformed poetry; accord. to the most common (S, L.)

• , 3.2
º

e -

... of

a º e-

a gº ºs- Jºel -º

-

means : It (the milk of camels) strengthens the

2716

*A*-e -

upper parts of his flesh, (referring to a pastor,

ex. In a Verse
a .
* - 23

&--

5 * ~

-

-

cited voce ºr

[Book I.

*

alo..] You say also,

-

‘pirit. (S. A.") Aliº, applied by Aboo.

not to an ass, as J says, IB, L,) and renders it, aş31 Jºe, and as SW, He rviped his ear. (TA.) Dhu-eyb to a horse, means t Light, or quick, in
firm. (L.) — 24, *~, applied to a damsel, And Jolsº J. :, :? Wipe thou anay the mucus spirit, or in the bones, or in the legs. (S, TA.)
fiq is,…, q.v. ($, L.)
of thy nose. (TA.) – f He wiped an arrow, – f Natural disposition. (K, TA.) You say,
and a bow-string, nith his garment, to make it * & &\; 1 Such a one is good in natural
3. The fibres that grow at the roots of the
--

•

-

soft. (A, TA.") = J., (Lth, A, Mgh) [aor. disposition; one who abstains from coveting.

J.

(S, A, L:) and] inf. n. as above, (K,) He sucked, (Lth, A,
J.- a rope, or halter, of those Mgh,) a bone, (A,) or the heads, or extremites,
you say *~.
termed
fibres: (S, A:) also, 4. alone signifies a rope of bones, (Mgh, K,) [i. e.] what are
of those fibres : (S, M, L, K:) or, of those of Jºãº, they being chewed; (Lth;) as also
branches of the palm-tree; syn.

&:

(TA.) – t Origin.
the saying *

(K, Ibn-'Abbād.)

…,

So in

as! I Verily he is of

generous origin: (Ibn-'Abbād, TA:) or this
means I verily he is a lord, or chief (A, TA.)

the ſkind of palm-tree called] Ji. (Zi, L. K.) " …, (Lth, A, K.) and "4:…', and "4:…,

[And similar to this is the saying] W 3&tº es: *
i: ; ; ; (TA) and º ! He is among the best of his people. (A,”
(TA) is "Jºiº, he ate the Jºlº ſq.v.) of TA.) – t Light, sharp, or quick, and n:ho does
the bone :, or he sucked the nhole of it; or ex much service in journeying and at home: (K:)
tracted its marron'; syn. &#: (S, TA:) and or t light in spirit: or + one who is a light burden
5 . -. o

or, of the leaves of the palm-tree : or, of the soft
hair of the camel: (S, M, L: [see an ex. voce
:]) or, of other hair : or, of wool: or, of

&eſ

-

of which last the inf. n. is

hides: (M, L:) or, of camels' hides: ($, L:)
or, of plants : or, of the bark of a tree: (L:) W ****, (TK,) inf. n. Jº, (K,) he extracted (£239) -**) to him nºho consorts nith him :
or, of any thing: (M, L, K:) or a plaited rope,
marrow; (K,” TA;) as also W 4:…l. (TA.) or t sharp or quick in motions: and, as some
firmly twisted, (M, L, K,) of any of the materials its
say, *J. -º- means + one niho does much
above mentioned: (M, L:) applied to a rope, —iſſ Jº, (S,) inf. n. as above, (K,) t He
milked the she-camel leaving some of the milk in service in journeying and at home: so accord. to
Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)
(M, the udder: (S, K:*) and Jºe also signifies t the
meaning, as U2: (L:) pl. ºut: and
Jºst-e A napkin, (S, A,) or rough napkin,
L., K.) ~. &- J.- in the Kur, cri., last milking to the uttermost ; and so "Jºu:31:
he
took,
+
"JºU.
es:
say,
you
(TA:)
or thing with which to wipe the hand. (S,
(TA,)
cubits
in
seventy
verse, is said to mean A chain
1, first signification.
See
K.)
length, whereby the woman upon whose neck it (K,) i.e. milked, (TA,) all that nas in the udder.
it is for

3–2.

and is thus similar to

Jºë,

-

-

3t-

º

-

o

*

- -

-

-

era”

* ** * *
is to be put shall be led into hell, (Zj, T, M, L.) (K, TA, from Ibn 'Abbād)—cº Jºsé,
firmly twisted of iron; as though it were a rope of (A, TA,) inf. n. as above, (K) I He takes the
iron strongly twisted. (L.) —jº. 3–2 A back property of such a one, thing after thing; (A, K,
compact like a rope strongly twisted. (M., L.) TA;) as also 4. &- J. : (TA) or the latter,

- -

- ->

* . . .”

.

àºut-o: see Jºu-o, in two places.

Jºe (S. K.) in the dial of El-Basrah,
(TA) and "Jºiº, (AO, S, K.) in the dial of

>

–3. An iron aris of a pulley. (M, L, K.) (accord.
to one copy of the S,) or all, cº-, "Jº, El-Koofeh, (TA,) [The apricot;] a certain thing
* ... o.

(accord. to other copies of the S, and the TA,) that is eaten; ($;) a well-known fruit; (K;)
called in Persian sº sº [or si 3.j]; (TA.) than
he obtains of his property. ($, T.A.)
which few things are found more productive of
A skin for clarifted butter: and one for honey:
2 : see 1.
cold, or coolness, to the stomach, and befouling,
(S, M, L:) a black skin for vine &c. (AA, L.)
and weakening : (K:) some, (K,) namely, the
iſ… 3. f An even, and a goodly, or beauti 4. J., (K) infin. Jº, (TA) It (a bone) people of Syria, (TA,) apply this appellation to
had in it what might be sucked, or eactracted; i.e.,
ful, shank. (M., L.)
the Jets-, [which with others signifies the plum;
(TA,) had in it marron. (K, T.A.)
but with them, the pear]: (K:) so says Lth:
33-.… t A man of well-turned, compact, and
5: see 1, in two places.
and some of the people of Syria pronounce it
g

-

3-, a dial.

-

form of

-

*;

(S, L, K;) i.e.,

- d .

slender, make; syn. Gi-Jº (S. L. K.)
i.e., light of flesh; or tall and slender; or of

[…] with damm. (TA)
8. Jºzel: see 1, in five places. – Also, t He
performed the purification termed

*:

(IAar,
A, K) with a piece of stone or a lump of dry clay
(TA:) a belly soft, of small dimensions, even,
or loam. (IAgr, K.)

goodly stature; syn.

3,4-3

•

as though twisted;

and having in it no ugliness. (M., L.) is.” º,

applied to a damsel; ($, K;) the same as the

©

*

a

3+. [The fist; the hand clinched: a Persian
word arabicized]. (Mgh, in art. 2:3.) [See an

R. Q. 1. Jºi... see 1.

ex, voce j, where it has a redundant c, affixed
masc. applied to a man; (L, K;) slender; or
light of flesh; or tall and slender; or of goodly
Jºu: The heads of bones, (S, Mgh, K) that to it.]
stature : (L, M :) and, applied to a woman, are soft, (S,) that may be chewed, (S, K,) or that
compact in make; of well-knit frame. (L.)
[j-, &c.,
See Supplement.]

are sucked: (Mgh:) or soft bones: (A:) or the
heads of bones such as the knees and elbon's and
shoulder-bones: (A’Obeyd:) and the bone within
a horn: (Mgh:) sing. [or rather n. un.] with 3:

&

1. J., (S, A) aor. , (S) inf n. Jº, (S, A,

-

- -

-

*-e, aor. -, inf. n.

• ? -

, He mired, or
thing with (~)

confused, syn. 144-, (K) one
another. (TK.) —tº *
(S, K,) which is also said to signify the promi
&
-

U-9

**
-----

…

He

made

a

•

ment part of the shoulder-bone. (TA.) Jºe Jº, confusion, or disturbance, (iii,) between them
• 0.

- 0

3-ºl 3-y *9. t[lit. A man soft, or fragile, two. (S.)
in the heads of the bones, flabby where he is felt or

** and and tº ******.
**(S,K)and'ê (K) and like Jºe in

*:
K,) He wiped his hand with a thing, (S, A, K.),
pressed, denotes dispraise. (TA.) – 1 The soul,
or with a rough thing, (A8, 8,) and with a
say &;
napkin, (A,) to cleanse it, (S, A, K,) and to or spirit; syn. Jºº. (S, K.) You
remove its greasiness. (A8, 8, A, K.) [See an * * ! Such a one is generous in soul, or its two dial. forms, (ºf º K accord. to the

** - Lao

Book I.]

TA,) i.e., W

** and W **, or like Jºë in a

dial of little authority, GäJ, CK and a Ms.
copy of the K.) [See

ñº, in art. 2-º.]
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meaning The neaver wove with his upright loom
and his upright looms]. (TA.) – f [The meta

Ja-6

tarsal bones;] the sº of the upper part of

1 * (A, Mºb) first pers. …, & M,

A.

the foot; ($, K;) i.e. the slender bones spread
thing mired, or confused: (S, K:) or any two upon the foot, exclusive of the toes; [also called, Mº, K) aor. Jº (S. M., K.) and first
things miced together: or any tryo colours mired more particularly, or perhaps only called, ki. pers. <, aOr. - “.. (Msb, K;) but the
together: or what is a mixture of red and whitº 2.É. Or Jº i...] pl. bû. (TA) You fºrmſ. is the more chaste; (T, Msb, TA,) inf.
n. Jalo; ($, M, Mgb;) [He sucked it; or sucked
(TA:) pl. (of all the above forms, TA)
Say, <3 i.i. 2-&l ! [His metatarsal bones
it
in ; or sipped it, i.e.] he drank it (namely
($, K.) —
iii.3, occurring in the Kur,
water,
A, or a thing, S, M,) with a minute
lxxvi. 2, [A drop consisting of] mixtures; meaning broke] (TA) And ºf biºi Je tº

&tº

&tº

the sperma genitale, because it is a mixture of t[They stood upon their metatarsal bones]. (TA.) draught, (º, tº so in a copy of the A, and
-š. i.e., + The wide bone of the scapula : in the CK,) or nith a gentle draught: (i,j tº:
various kinds: (ISk:) or [a drop consisting of]
-

mixtures of sperma genitale and blood: (Zj:) or
[a drop consisting of] the sperma genitale of the
man mired with that of the noman and with her
blood. (S, K.) — Also
What collect to
gether in the navel. (K.)

&tº

[j-e

*

(S:) or a nide bone thereof: (K:) or the noide so in some copies of the K, and in the TA:) or
flesh thereof: (T, TA:) — i.i... also signifies he took it (namely a small quantity of a fluid) by
t A certain mark made neith a hot iron

wpon

drancing in the breath ; and whether

*

may

camels, (K,) in the form of a comb, (Sb, TA,) be used to denote this, as it is in the K, require
upon the body, and the neck, and the thigh. consideration: (MF:) or i, q. &: (S, K, art.
(Aboo-'Alee, TA.)
-āº; ) or i, q. 2.É. (M:) Jº signifies the
... ??
“taking” water “with the lips;”
and is more

See Supplement.]

than J.; (Mºb, art. Jº) and '42-, signi
fies the same; ($, M, A, Msb, K;) and so

late
See

<º (M, A:) or the last signifies he did so
leisurely. (S. K.) You say, & "Jazz, i.e.

-

W

2.É. 1…, aor.

andz, (M,Msb) infn. ki,
(M, Msb, K,) He combed the hair; loosed and
1.

… as

e

a.a… [He sucked the pomegranate]; and so of

separated it mith the comb; or combed and dressed

it; syn. 45, (M. K.’) or “º (Mºbi) and

other things. (TA) And iºn Jº. He

A mode, or manner, of combing, or of
sucked the damsel's saliva from her mouth. (IAar,
combing and dressing the hair. (S,” TA.)
-

* AL.... signifies he did so much. (Mºb.) You
say also

§3. ãººl <!--, aor. :, inf n, as
---

above, [The ** combia, or combed and dressed,
the noman's hair.] (S, T.A.) — Hence, (TA,)
hiº 2% is applied to t A blandisher, or coacer.

kº. i: A lock of hair descending belon, the

in L, art. •) and & & J. H.
obtained a little of norldly goods. (TA)

lobe of the ear combed, or combed and dressed;
4. 44. [He made him to such : or he gave him

i.g. "ii.º. (S, TA)

to such]. (S, A, K.) You say [...] &a. (A)

also signifies The act of ââtí. What falls, of hair, on the occasion Or º ($) [I made him to suck, or I gave him .
mizing. (Fr, K.) You say, cº J. & ki. of combing, or combing and dressing it. (S,” to suck, the mater, or the thing]. -t He said to

(k, TA) = 1...

[He mixed together the

water and the

Mşb, K.”)

him.

milk].

&: º,

• ** ~ * ~ * *

*

q. v. (S,” A, TA.)

You say,

~*

ibli. The art, or occupation, of the alºu. *3 4-axe sº. (K, art. Jºlº, which see in the

(TA)

(K.)

2 : see 1.

present work.)

-

tº. A comb-maker. (TA.)- See also ikºº, 5: see 1, in which two explanations of it are
8. latºo! He combed, or combed and dressed,
given.
his hair : (Msb, K:") [and in like manner, you in two places.
say of a woman, cº-lattel. ($, T.A.)
8: see 1, in two places.
[A female comber, or comber and dresser,
tº

**u.

e .

late: see what next follows.

i... (S, Mºb, K.) and "li, (Mºb, K.) but
the latter disapproved by IDrd, (TA) and "ijº,
(K,) and accord. to some with each of the three
vowels to the Jº, but this requires consideration

[in other cases than those here following], (MF,)

and " kº. (Ks, K) and W it. (AHeyth, K)

of the hair;] (3;) a female who combs the hair,

R.Q.1. Ja…, (S, A) or 6 Ja…, (M,

or combs and dresses it, nell; (K;) and [in
like manner] ‘ ibli, a girl who performs nell the
art of combing, or combing and dressing, the hair.
(TA.) And one of the post-classical writers has
used in his poetry the epithet V bli. [applied in
like manner to a man or boy]. (TA.

mouth rvith water; he agitated water in his
mouth; syn. Jºãº: (M. :) or he did so with
the extremity of his tongue, (S, M, K,) or with
the fore parts of his mouth; (A;) whereas the
latter signifies he did so with his mouth alto

and "i.e., (K) and "liº, (IB, K) of all

laº-cl: see P5+--e.

which the first is the most chaste, (TA) A
comb; pl. bººi (S, Mºb, K) and Lt. (IB,

lat-º-o: see lat-o.

K.) — *º-

&: l: A curry comb (i+).

so called by a poet because it has teeth like the
ai. (TA, art. Ja…º.) — Also 1.34 t [An

tº

. e.

º,

gether; (S, M., A.;) the difference between ä as a ,

and ia.a. being similar to that between i43

o 2

and

b:::: fem. with 3:

see

** – b, …

say

** £º

33 and

º

! [app.

i.a3: (S, M.:) the former is mentioned in a

trad. as being done after drinking milk; but not
after eating dates. (S.) You say also, Jas-a-,
• *

t A camel marked with the mark termed hi. ;

0 .

(K5) as also "?.…. (TA)

ãº). He washed the vessel; (ISk, S, M ;) as
also a.a... (ISk, Yaakoob, M.) or he washed

[late, &c.,

out, or rinsed, the vessel; he put water into the
vessel, and shook it, to nash it; (A5, TA;) he

See Supplement.]

poured water into the vessel, and then shook it,

upright loom;] a loom with which one weaves,

st uprights (K, TA) pl. blºi. (TA) You

TA) inf n, i.a…, ($, M, K.) [He rinsed his

2 * > 0
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without nashing it nºith his hand, and then poured

and Ök. (A’obeyd, TA) [But in the TA

it out. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.) And <º

it is written

Jºº.

&º,

without tenween; and so in

**, TA,) It (the shade) became short.
($, K)--~, inf n. **, It (an udder)
(inf. n.

He washed [or rinsed] the garment, or piece of two copies of the S.]) – &u=% ū, [said to a ceased to have milk. (TA.) — It (the milk
cloth. (M., T.A.)
man, and ău. ū, to a female, denote vitu of a camel) ceased; passed anay. (S, K.)
peration, meaning # 0 sucker (Jºº S, K) of
**, aor. :, It (shade) became deficient
i... see what next follows.
-

such a thing, (S, TA) i.e. (TA) of the tº

and thin. So accord. to the K; but in other
What is sucked from, or of, a thing; [q.v.], (K, TA,) of thy mother: (S, K, TA:) or lexicons, the verb, with reference to shade, is
(M, TA;) as also visual. (M, A, TA) You the meaning is O sucker ( &#5) of the enes or ce. (TA)—t-, inf n. tº-, It (a

Jºaº

*

Jº es?

say,

&la. < *

*

-

-

*

º

-

P →

What nvas sucked

she-goats: (K:) ISk says, (TA,) you should not
from it, or of it, was good, or sneet, or pleasant, say "&tºu (; ; ($, TA:) but Ibn-Abbād says,
in my mouth. (A.) — [And hence,) The pure, (TA,) one says
& Jºº Jº Jº.
or choice, part of anything; (S, K;) as also
and "ātū, cºitºu, (K, TA) meaning (Alas
W Jºaº (K:) and (S) the purest, or choicest,
for me, on account of] the mean, or ungenerous,

º

writing) became obliterated, or nearly so. (TA.)
– It (a dwelling) became obliterated; or its ves

(TA)—º

tiges became effaced.
and Y *~~i,

&e, (S, K,)

(IB,) He took anay, carried off,

or nent anay with, it; or caused it to go,

(S, M,) of a thing; as also V ãºua, and
the son of the mean, or ungenerous ! (TA.)

go

anay,

or

pass anay.

º Jº &

* Jºa. (M.) And Júl " is signifies

inf. n.

($, IB, K.) —
He set forth

**,

&º,

with damm, The sugar-cane; [because
journeying through the land, or earth: as also
choice part of property, or of the property. it is sucked.] (IKh, IB.)
(TA.) You say, º Java. &, (S, M,) and
Jºaº See Jºaº, in four places.

the same as

W

&Laº, (K, TA,) i.e. The pure, or

<<la, (M,) Such a one is the purest in race, or

lineage, of his people: and in like manner you say of

Jú. act.

&º,

part. n. of 1: see

in two

** Deficient and thin shade.

(K.)

two, and of more, and of a female. (S,M.) And sº places.
A

~5 Jea. &- [He is of the purest, or choicest,

ºf his people].

-

2

e.

** *

*

*

-

-

.

Juous and āşucle: see cyl-a.e.

&

(A.) — Also, Pure, or choice,

--~~ (or grounds of pretension to Jºº. -ºš fA slender pastern; (K, TA;)
respect, &c.]; as also " Jºº. (A.) You say as though it were sucked. (TA.) And is,…,

1.

applied to

also, ºf J. Jºaº & Verily he is dis.

(M, A) and i2.4% (AZ, Isk, K) f A woman

W .

3–2.

-

aor. 2,

Re! and W

(L,) inf n.

£2.75

**;

and

(L, K;) He pulled

anay a thing (L, K) from the inside of another

emaciated (AZ, ISk, M, A, K) by reason of thing, (L.) and took it : (k) º *~ and
tinguished, or characterized, by pure grounds of
a disease infecting her; (AZ, ISk, M ;) as W 8-i- he pulled anay an
respect among his people. (K,” TA.) — Also,
ãd-5-a-ol of the kind
though she were sucked. (M., T.A.)
The origin, source, or place of origination, of a
of plant called 23, or of that called Jº,

, thing. (M, TA) You say, J-412; sº
He is generous, or noble, in respect of origin.
(TA) Accord. to Lih, in Jºua, signifies
The original source of the people: and the most

($, L.) from within another as-3-aal thereof, (L)

wº-a-0

and took it: (S, L:) and 7

-

©.

puellam : [K:) dial. form of 2 a. (TA.) — the white pith called ää-2-axl of the Cº.

àº 3.4. He laid hold upon the womb of the

ercellent of their middle class. (TA.)

** he pulled out

1. & A., (ſaor, 2.] inf n. << TA,) Inivit

(AH, I)= & as, inf n. **,
of

camel, and put in his hand, and eartracted the
A certain kind of food, (S, K,) of water [i.e. the seman injected into it] (M, K.)
flesh-meat, cooked, and steeped in vinegar; (K;)

*~, q.v.

a dial form

(L, K.”)

J-4.

[See also ſº...] — Jºs" <-a. He squeezed

4 *-*. It (a plant of the kind called 213)

***

put forth its
[pl. of *…i. q. v.]
or, as some say, steeped in vinegar, and then
out
ruhat
nvas
in
the
intestine,
or
gut,
nith
his
cooked: (TA:) or of the flesh of birds particu
(K.)
larly : (K:) pronounced by the vulgar with fingers. (TA.) – <-a. It (herbage) purged
5: see 1 in two places.
damm to the , : (S:) but what is said in the cattle; or relazed them in the bonels. (Marg.
... • 3
Nh implies that it is with damm ; for it is note in a copy of the S.) – <-a. He squeezed
7.
3-,
inf n.
It (a child) became
there said, “and it may be with fet-h to the e.” an ulcer, so as to erpress the matter. (Marg. note
disunited from its mother; (K;) i.e., from the
(TA.)
in a copy of the S) – << He sucked saliva.
belly of its mother. (L., T.A.)
s. . .
.
ă2uale: see Jouao, in four places.
(Marg. note in a copy of the S.)
8. 3-axel, It (a thing) became disunited from
3 *
© .
4-25-a-o: see 3-2
(Jºe) another thing. (TA.) – See 1 in two
• wº

***

* .

*

.

.

.”

* .

a 6 -

-

9

te.

& 2.

places.

Jua. : see what next follows.

1. –a4, aor. 2, inf n.

*** (and **.

3.2% A cupper; because he sucks; (M, TA;)
and so " Jº. : (K, voce A-, which is its

i-sºº

A eve or she-goat whose udder is

TA), He, or it, (a thing, S,) went anay; flaccid at the base; (T, K,) as though it were
passed anay; departed. (S, K.) – It finished; disunited (º-s-a-e', i.e. <!-aiºſ,) from the
syn.:) fem. of the former with 3. (M) – A came to an end; ceased. (S, K.) — It (a
belly. (T, L.)
man niho suchs his enes or she-goats; by reason
garment) became old and worn-out. ($, K.) –
of his meanness, or ungenerousness : (A'Obeyd,
ºut. A certain plant having coats (2:3)
It (a plant) became faded in its blossoms.
s, K.) i.e. who sucks from their udders with his
It (a blossom) like the onion; (K;) of which Az says, I have
mouth; lest the sound of the milking should be (S, K.) – Also, inf n.

3.4%

•

heard; as also, " Jº; (TA;) and so 3-1, faded ;
f

te, seen, in the desert, a plant called tº: and ...a5
-

6 .

or lost its colour.

(AHn.)

-

-

-

*** *
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à-e---a

having coats (23:3), one above another; rhenever the others also, (M,) the upper part, or top, of ($, M, Msb, K:) or specially, as some say, of a
©

*~.

(or coat) there appears a mountain : (As, S, M, K :) and the last, a bird, and of an animal n!hich has a soft foot, or
another; and its coats (33:5) are an eccellent place of refuge : and applied to a man: (A :) Jº, [as the camel,] and of such as have a cloven
fuel: the people of Haráh (398) call it pl. of the last, #3 & and 3.4%. (S, M., K.)

one peels off one

• ,

in suale to be augmentative, and

Az holds the e

35-3. (L.)
, of

the pls. to have been formed on the supposition

à-3-axi A sheath or coat, of a plant, en
of its being radical. (L.) See also art. Jº-c.
veloping, or surrounding, another sheath or coat,
-

-

6

o ,

and the latter another, and so on : (T,L:) a a 2,4

*A*a-6 : See

of the kind of plant called 2U 3, (§, K) and of

2 - 2 -

6

6-Asa-o : See

Aea.o.

Jºe

that called

like a rod; (AHn;) [i.e., a sheath of the

Lels; or the

Asa-o.

• *

M, A, Msb, K.) the last accord. to Sb : (M;)
but some say that it is not established; (A ;) and
Lth says, that it is a mistake; but Az says, that
it is pl. of 5.4, and that the Arabs have given

o .

it this form of pl. imagining the A to be a radical
letter; (TA ;) and some say, that Jºaº is of

; (S;) what is pluched from the
5

Jºe,

hoof: (M, TA:) pl. [of pauc] 3,221 (M,K)
and [of mult.] Öº, and pl. pl. &la. (S,

5 0 e.

>Lao: see Jº-a.e.

the measure

&- ;] there is a species of the Alº

Jaiº,

[originally

3.4%)

derived

Jºao

from Zºlji Ji ju.3 [“the food passed to it”),

having no leaves properly so called, its leaves

* He made it (namely a town) a *.

(~9) set one into another, each
i.e. a limit, or boundary, betnyeen two things.
aheath (i,j) of which is called i-,-, and (IAºr) — & 2 bºº, inf n >3. They
when it is pulled away it comes forth from the
2.

being sheaths

". *:

& P

and they say cº-a, in like manner as they say
J)-- as pl. of J. J.-, likening Jai’, to
º

“ o z

6

aw-

.7

5

-

2 o

.

e >

-

* Jºs ($, TA:) & A. also is a dial form of

inside of another, as though it were a stopper made the place, or appointed it to be, a
in art.
taken out from a vessel in which collyrium [meaning a city, or tonn, such as is thus called]. cº-a.e. (Fr, Sgh, T.A.) [See also 3Laº,
#
* ~ * >
(J-4-) is kept: (Lth.) pl.
and
(M,” K.) It is said of 'Omar, jua.8 *. 2-2.]— 3,\al cyl-a-, (S, Msb) or jūji Jºaº,
(S, K:) the former is a lexicological pl., [or (TA,) which is a phrase like & & (S,) (Mgh, K,) ta bad kind of dates. (S, Mgh,
[and signifying He appointed the cities, or towns Msb, K.)
5

**

-

6 p.

-

£-º:

rather a coll. gen. n., of which ad-5-a-e' is
the n, un.,] and the latter is the proper pl. called Jºaº or] juatº) 23. signifies he built
(TA.) — Also, The n-hite pith of the (sº the [cities, or tonns, called] Juaal : (A:) among
which Juaal were El-Basrah and El-Koofeh.
(AHn.)

6

.

*

•

*

2

-

- e.

6 p.

• ?-

3 o

.

2°le: see x-ae; and see 2-ele, in art. 2-ol.
[ & eº,

&c.

(A, TA.)

See Supplement.]
5.
-

-

-

2. It (a place) became a

>

[meaning

-

1. Us-a-o, aor. 2, (M.) inf n.

**, (S,

M, a city, or tonn, such as is thus called]. (M, K.)

Jºãº

L, K,) He sucked her breast (Lth, S, M, L, K)
* A partition, barrier, or thing intervening, 1. Jale, (A,) or Jºãº, like **, (K) [but
(S, M, L.) You say,
tº a 3 º He kissed her and sucked her breast. betnceen troo things : (S, M, K:) as also "3-21. : Já-aº, being contr. to rule, is probably a mis

in a certain manner.

(K:) and (S) or limit, or boundary, betneen troo transcription, and its being said to be like -ºš
(IAar, L, K;) He sucked her (a damsel’s) saliva lands: (M, K:) pl. 3.44. (S, M.) The people may be only to indicate the form of the sec.
of Egypt, (S,) or of Hejer, (M,) or of both,
pers. &c.,] sec. pers.
(S, Mgb, K,) aor.
from her mouth; like º, and tº, and º :
(TA),
write
in
their
contracts, (S, M,”)
(IAar, L:) and 3.2% he sucked (IAar, S, L, K)
(ºys-ave 3|Jſ Jº Such a one bought the house
saliva. (IAar, $, L.) — sº as, (§, M, L.)
njith its limits, or boundaries. (S, M,” K.*) –

(Lth, L)–(3.4%, (IAºr, L.) inf n. 44%;

< *,
º, J. G. K.) intº Jia. G. M., K) and
Jºãº (S, A, K) and islaº, (S. K.) He

aor. 2, (M) inf n. 22, (S, M, L. K.) Inicit

º

-

suffered, or earperienced, pain; (S, A, Msb, K;)

eam, (S, M, L, K,) quodam modo; (M ;) Scil, Hence, A great town; syn. Locke 34; (Bd, ii.
&e from the thing; (Msb;) or
ancillam suam. (L); as also (*sjº, inf. n. $3. 58;) a ** [here meaning city, or provincial from the calamity, or misfortune; (S,” A, K,”
(M.)=<, inf. n.
He brought under; city]; (M, K.) or a sº, (Lth, IF, Msb) in TA;) and 2% & from the speech. (A, TA.)
nihich the [ordinances of God which are termed] And
I experienced distress from
subdued; rendered submissive; syn. Jä. (K.)
3,4- are executed, and (Lth, TA) in nºſtich the
34. Thunder. (L, K.) — 3. Rain: (L:) [spoil or tribute termed] º and the [alms the affair, or event. (TA) = … see 4,
throughout.

º

*eº &.

**,

jºš. < **

and with 5, a shower of rain; a rain : you say, termed] -632 are divided (Lth, IF, Mºb)

i.º. Zºº & Lai tº, (and #94, TA) Not a

without consulting the Khaleefeh; such is its

4. 4:...', (AO, Th, S, M, Mºb, K.) inf. n.

rain has fallen on us this year. (M., L., K.) – signification in the language of the Arabs : (Lth, Juáº;; (S;) and * … (AO and the other
34. Intenseness of cold; (Kr, M, L, K;) as also TA:) or that [tonn] whereof the greatest of its authorities mentioned above, IDrd, A,) aor. 2,
º e -

mosques nill not hold, or contain, its inhabitants :
as also "334. (S, M.) And, contr., Intenseness (KT:) it is masc. and perfectly decl., and fem. K) and
(M, A, K,) but the latter
and imperfectly decl. : (Msb:) [but this remark
of heat: (Kr, M, L, K:) and Y $34, simply, seems properly to relate to the word when used as form of the verb was not known to As, (S,) and

(M, Mº, TA) in n.
Jºe: ;

"3-2: (K:) or, simply, cold; (Er-Riyáshee, L;)

4 (IDrd, M.A., Mºb,

is said by Th, (S,) and by Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El
Egypt itself, agreeably with what is said in the S, 'Alā, (IDrd,) to be obsolete; (I Drd, S;) or the
(the earth, AZ,) to have, this year, cold (AZ, S, M, and K. pl.:u4 i. (S, M, Mºb) The dual, former is of the dial. of Temeem; (AO ;) It (a
M, L) nor heat : (AZ, L:) or, intenseness of cººl, is applied to El-Koofeh and El-Basrah. wound, Th, S, Msb, and disquietude of mind,
Mºb) pained him : (Th, S, Mgb:) it (dis
cold nor intenseness of heat. (Kr, M, L.) –
(S, M, A, K.)
quietude of mind, and grief,) burned him, and
3.2% and "3 a. and "Sua. A high (M, K)
distressed him: (M, TA:) it (a thing) affected,
and red (M) hill, or mountain, such as is called Jºa e A gut, an intestine, or a bonel, into which or distressed, his heart with grief; (A, K5) and
iº (M, K.) or the last, (A, S, M, K) and the food passes from the stomach; syn. Jºe: both are said also of pain, and of disquietude of

heat. (AZ, L.) You say, 33.2% ºf 3 G3-5 tº,
(and $34, ISk, S, M, L,) We have not found it

the name of the metropolis of Egypt, and of

s

Bk. I.

-
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mind, and of a man beating another. (A) | not bear, or endure, what displeases her, or grieves race of *. in a trad., jū. Jº &
You say also, &
Jºël. (S, Msb, K;) her; (IAar, K;) as though it pained her, or meaning, May God make them to be in

Jº

wº,
the fire

burned her: (IAar:) or rhom a small word [of hell]; the verb being derived from their
and 'º', (A, K) and "º (K.) The pains:
or whom a small thing hurts, or annoys. name : (TA:) or may God collect them together
collyrium pains the eye : (A, K:) or burns it:
(T,
TA.)
[It’ occurs coupled with is, to [therein]; like as one says 3, - 3- (Z,
(S:) or pains and burns it: (TA:) or stings it
by its pungency. (Mgb.) And W §§ J- Ji. which it should not be regarded as merely an TA :) or destroy them; (K;) from the saying
imitative sequent.]
The vinegar burned his mouth. (IDrd, K.)
And Jºãº 3. Jºaº This saying distressed me.

(TA) And & 31s. 43. His skin itched
[and he therefore rubbed it].

(M, K.)

R. Q. 1 Ja…, (K) or 23 J & à-aº,

9 a. 94- 4.3 <3,

explained below:

à-a.e.: see Jale: – and what next follows.

sº

Jºaº, (K,) this last is said by As to be

allowable, (TA,) [He rinsed his mouth nith
water;] he agitated mater (S, Msh, K) round
about (Msb) in his mouth; (S, Msb, K;)

(TA:) J says, [in the S,)

that its origin seems to be from
3.4%
Jºãº The pain of a calamity or misfortune.
meaning “the biting of the tongue by milk,”
(S, K.) [See 1.] – Sour milk; (K;) [so
and that it is with teshdeed to denote muchness,
called because it bites the tongue;] and so
or intensiveness. (TA.)

'i. (K) and is, of the milk of camels.
(Mºb, TA) inf n, i.a.a. (§, K) and J.A. (Ibn-'Abbād.
)
and

in the first of the senses

3.

9 * ,

5.

* He asserted himself to be related, or

to belong, to the race of ~. (A, K.) See 2.
– He entered into a league (→º, A : in the

Jºãº The state of being burned. (TA.)
Jºua. A pain rehich affects a man in the eye

copies of the K,

º

-ºš

but the former, with

&c., from a thing that burns: so in the O, on
the two unpointed letters, is the right reading:
for the *s, q.v.; (K3) as also "...a…; the authority of IAar; but in the TS it is
TA:) with, (A,) or for, (K,) the race of 24.
(A, K.) — He affected to be like, or imitated,
"Ja-ass. (Msb, T.A.) [See also reason of saltness. (IAqr, K.)
or Jº
or assimilated himself to, the race of *. (S,
Ja-º.J– Jä-aº, (As, Lh) inf. h. i*.*, Jºa. The burning of collyrium [&c.; see TA.)
(K,) also signifies He agitated a vessel [so as to *. explained with …]:
(L:) and Y Jºãº
rinse it, or wash it out, with mater] : (As:) or
5- 9 at … •º, (S, A, K.) and º
[in like manner] signifies a burning. (K.)

***, (K) or *%

in his -ºs, (3) "Jºa. (TA)—Water that is intolerable by

he washed a vessel, (Lh, K,) or other thing;
(K;) so, [for instance,) a garment, or piece of
cloth; as also

w 1. : •, (K,) His blood went unrevenged, or unre

Jua.

Burning : [or rather, burning much :] taliated, or unearpiated by a mulet : (S, K :)

< [q.v.] (Lh.) = [Hence,) applied by El-'Ajjāj as an epithet to travel.

* Jºſé - a tº (S, A, L) : I did not
6

ºp. 6 L) and 2: Gº:

*

> *

>

-

“…a…, L.,

(TA.)
-

~ 6.

-

*

or so as to occasion no inconvenience or trouble

(º. &s) to the slayer :

-

>

º

-

-

tive

Jºl-a.e.: see Jº-a.e : — and Jae-a-º.

(A:) , alo is an imita
Ks mentions also º, with -rº.

sequent

(S.) - You say also, * 94- **, (K, TA,)
º !---, (Sgh, TA, and so in the CK,)
nifies f The state of sleeping.
* 5- aor.*. (inf. n. te:
1. 4-3
-a.e :; TA;) Take thou it in a fresh, or juicy, state. (K.) See
Jºãº ! He slept a long sleep. (TA.) And
and "as-axi, (inf n. tº: TA;) He dis also art. 2-ad-..
*::: es: Jºlsº Jºãº 1 Dron'siness crept in his graced, or dishonoured, him ; blasted his repu
* . . . . . .
see
ºs- : see 9-a-2, in
2:
3-ºls.
=
9-e
tation; (El-Umawee, S, K;) imputed to him,
two places.
or accused him of, a vice, or fault, or the like.
cº **, (TS,) or W º **, (K,) What
(TA.)
& f [The eye became infused with
flows from milk (TS, K) when it becomes sour,
4: see 1.
dron'siness]. (TA.) = i.a.a. also signifies,
or acid, and clear. (TS.)

(L.) or "3-2-43 tº, (A) | My eye did not

sleep.

(L.)

[The inf. n.]

Jºãº

also sig
(TA.) And

te.

- * 0.

-

- -

ºf

and *

-

-

© .

-

-

6

º

gº o

-

-

wei (TA) and [o] ::: 2 ºn '..…,
(5, TA) or ºlderp. (A) And 's-à:43

•º

accord. to El-Fārābee, The making, or uttering,

Jºaº

º

-

--

*
of a sound; or the sound itself: (→ ;) of the

1. a, aor. 2; (§, A, Mºb, K.) and , a,

serpent, &c.; or, as some say, its (a serpent's)
aor. : ; (A, K5) and *. aor. 2; (K;) inf. n.
making motions with the tongue [so as to produce
a sound]. (Msb.)

R. Q. 2 : see R. Q. 1, in five places.
3.

Jae, applied to collyrium, (L, K,) and to
the style, or bodkin, with which it is applied to
the eyes, ($, O,) an inf n, used as an epithet;

(O ;) Paining; (K;) or burning; (O, L;)

3,44, (S, Mºb, K.) of the first, (S, Mºb) and
}*, [also of the first,) and }*, [of the second;]

Jº

-

-

23

a

, a

see cº-ºw! Jºaº.

* A kind of cooked food made of [sour]
milk that bites the tongue : (S:) or a small quan

(K;) It (milk, S, A, Msb, K, and [so in the tity of broth, or gravy, cooked with milk such as
A, but in the K or,) beverage of the kind called is termed ***, and sometimes mired mith fresh
Jºã, A, K) was, or became, sour, or acid: milk : (K:) or a small quantity of broth, or
(Msb:) or sour, or acid, biting the tongue: gravy, cooked neith milk and other things : (TA:)
(A:) or such as to bite the tongue; ($, TA;) or, as made by the Arabs, flesh-meat cooked ºrith
before becoming ~5: (TA:) or sour, or acid, pure milk that bites the tongue, until the flesh

(S.) You say, tº $2.É. 4-4. He and nihite. (K.)
applied to his eyes burning [or paining] collyrium.
2. **, inf. nº IIe referred his lineage,
4-4. He applied colly
(L.) And *
or origin, to * [Mudar, the ancestor of most
rium to his eyes with a hot, (S,) or burning, (O,) of the Arabs who trace up their genealogy to
[or paining,| style. (S, O.) – sº J. Jé, Ismá'eel, or Ishmael] : (K:) or he made him to

or hot.

*

štá.

-

see 2-ble.

meat is thoroughly done, and the milk has become
thick; and sometimes they mic fresh milk with
milk that has been collected in a skin; and in this

case it is the best that can be. (AM, TA)

* (S, A, Mºb, K) and "3-4 (A, Msh, K)

A man who beats, or strikes, painfully. (Ibn be of the race of * by referring his lineage, and "5-3, (IAºr, K) the last thought by
Isd
* , ºf, e.
'Abbād, K.) – i. 39. A woman who does or origin,
to them. (A.) = It is said, of the to be a kind of relative or possessive epithet,

2721
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* * ***
-

because the verb is 243, (TA,) [but it seems extends his steps, so that it is originally Jalaº ;
that he was unacquainted with, or that he dis (Bd;) or from u-J, signifying “the back,”

<-la-e -

3.12.

See art. Je.

allowed, the form *. of which it is the regular because he who so walks twists his back. (Fr,
part. n.,.] Milk that 'is sour, or acid, (A, Mgb,). Bd.) – It (water, Aş, TA, and thick sour
biting the tongue : (A :) or such as bites the milk, TA) roped, or dren, out, nºith a viscous,
tongue, (S, TA,) before becoming ~%: (TA :) glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy, con
tinuity of parts; it was, or became, viscous,
or that has become sour, or acid, and nihite. (K.)
glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy. (A8,
He varied

[

(&) in speech.

cº,

See Supplement.]
jla."

-

TA) [See also R, Q, 2.]–28& J alsº

**
• - * *
3 -? treand Jej-a-"

[

1 tº sº, aor. 2, inf n. 44, [The

(Sgh, K.)

-

See art.

t”.

& al., &c.

R. Q. 1. *S* J tºº. He extended, and

sky, or, as it sometimes means, the rain,)
rained; as also W -jºi. (T, S, Msb:) but

ki. signifies

the former is said to relate to that which is sent

lengthened, his speech: (IDrd:) or

he flagged in his handwriting, or in his speech. in mercy, and the latter to that which is sent in

See Supplement.]

punishment. (Msb.) See also what follows. –
** 22 - R. Q. 2. Jºi It (water) became thick. [Both are also trans. You say, it- *.

(IAgr, Az, K.)
lae

•

1 tº, (§, K) aor. 2, (S, TA) inf n. i.

-

*6 -

6 6

-

(A, K,) aor. 2,26 --(TA,)
inf n. xia, and Jiaº;
of
(TA,) He drew it; pulled it; strained it; ew
(K.)
and
"Lºla.j,
(A,
TA,) which latter is
Jalala [a pl., of which the sing, is probably
tended it by drawing or pulling; stretched it;
W lº, like as the sing. of its syn. $4% is *…] the worse form, [as will be seen below,) The sky
(Sgh, K.)
º a

[See also 5.]

p

stretched it out; extended it; lengthened it; i. 4.

rained upon them. (A, K, TA.) And Úl.

We

:::: (S, K:) i. and ;I. and : are all one Tall, or long; applied to any animals. (IAgr.) were rained upon; ne had rain. (S, TA.)
[in meaning]. (Az, T.A.) You say, sº º, bu. Thick and sour camels' milk; (Ibn You say also, * **, and 3. f [Good,

*

aor, as above, (TA,) Abbād, K5) such as is termed Jejū; so called and evil, poured upon them; or betided them].
and so the inf. n., (Lh,) He drew, or pulled, the because it ropes, or is ropy. (TA.)
(A.) And * Jºk. # He did good to me.
(K,) or

;3% lº, (Lh,)

bucket. (Lh, K) And sº ſº. He extended,

bu...

or stretched, his eyebrows ($, TA) in speaking.

bu. Extended; ſmeaning long ;] as also good to me]. (A.) And 9:- 4. 2. tº, [in

see what next follows.

(K) And sº Jºãº º f [He did not any

(TA.) This last phrase also signifies ! He

whated proudly; (§, K, TA3) and so tºº lº " ºu..., and ' tºu...; applied as an epithet to
what is termed $3 [app. here meaning the
(K, TA;) syn. 2: [for which in the CK we

the CK, incorrectly,

J.-,

and

2-,

f Good

did not betide him from him, or it. (K, T.A.)
find
(S, K.) You say also,
I. “middle of the back”]; (K;) and to a camel. But w iſ 2:… is only said in relation to
punishment: (K, TA:) as in the saying in the
He extended his fingers, (K, TA,) as though (TA.)
Kur, [xxvi. 173, and xxvii. 59]...ſº W Çiº,
(TA) talking, or addressing, with them. (K, TA.) lsº: see ki.
< * *** * : cººl
xl.-- it.} Ji. ! [And we rained upon

ſº

44.2

-

-

And Jº-1 tº [He lengthened the letters];

for tº: (A, in TA, in remarks on the
letter le.) And ** º, and **, JHe ea:

*

it.... Thick water, (S) or turbid and thick
them a rain, and evil was the rain of the
water,

(K, TA,)

remaining (TA) in the bottom

warned people]; and again in the Kur, [xv. 74,]
of a matering-trough: (S, K, TA:) or slime;

tended, and made nºide, his handrcriting,

J.- : *- : * 'Giºs i And me

and

or strong, or thick, slime : or, accord. to A8,
his stepping; and i. [alone], aor. and inf. n. nater in which is ropy mud; pl. ºu...: which, rained upon them stones of baked clay] : the
stones being regarded as rain because of their
as above, ſºlº- being understood,) he made as pl. of the same sing, also signifies places
descent from the sky: some, however, hold that
his stepping wide. (TA.) 3. And: it is said in a holloned by the feet of beasts of carriage, in the
* and "ji. are the same in meaning. (TA.)
trad., of Saad,
lsº 3 Ye shall not ground, in nihich slime, or strong or thick slime,
=}|… Jº 33, inf.
n. *. (S, A) and
collects. (T.A.)
• ? - ~~
- -

&sº

lengthen [the word]

&:

g

[amen: yet this is

•

done by most, if not by all, of the Muslims in
the present day]. (TA.)
2. iskº, [inf. n. of al., and app. originally
meaning The act of lengthening the tongue over

6,

2

p.

* 33 lae; (S3) and "Jº, ; (S, A.;) : The

p.

horse passed, or rent, running vehemently, like
**

-

see what next follows.

ill-º-º-º:

tºº, a

dim. n. which has no undiminished

the pouring of rain : (A:) or went quickly; or
hastened; ($;) as also Jºãº 3-3, (K,) aor.
as above, (TA,) and so the inf. ns. : (K:) or

form, (Z, in the Fáik,) The act of walking with this last signifies the horse was quick in his
an elegant, and a proud, and self-conceited, gait, passing, or going, and in his running; and so
al- He stretched himself: he walked
nith an affected inclining of the body from side "...i. (TA.) You say also, & * "21.3

much j : the act of reviling. (K, TA.)
5.

with an elegant, and a proud, and self-conceited,
gait, with an affected inclining of his body from to side ; and the act of stretching out the arms in (A, TA) t His horse ran, and hastened, or ment
side to side, and stretching out his arms; syn. walking : (S. K.) as also " Jºlº, (Aş, Kr, K,) quickly, with him. (TA) And in ejiº,
•*

3:35 (S. K.) as also
is like * in both these senses, (A5, TA,) and "itºl.
from &#1; Li.; being the original form. (TA) (K) You say, & Jºº (He malled in

and W

-º-,

*

f The birds hastened, or mere

quick, in their descent. (K.) And Jº-

W

>;--

either of the manners above described]. (S, TA.) f The horses came, (K, TA,) and ment, quickly,
(TA,) outstripping one another. (K, T.A.) –
i... als. Then he went to his family walking tºu... see buſ.
Jºš J. L., inf n. xi.; and "Akº He
with an elegant, and a proud, and self-conceited,
Ulalo
(a man) went anay in, or into, the country, or
gait, with an affected inclining of his body
5. e.
. .
land; (S, K;) and hastened; as
also
313. (TA,
from side to side; syn. *: (Fr, Bd, Jel,
(Ibn-El
• *
> . .”
• *~ *
It is said in the Kur, [lzxv. 33,)

J. -ºš 2:

1. Ulae, aor. :, Inivit feminam.

TA;) from

#2,

because he who so walks

Faraj, K.)

• *

-

*

o

,

-

art. Alas) – º jiaº cº-e us,” “” rºº' -->
343 *
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*-3
3-,

! my garment has gone, &c.

-

-

spoken to, as though desiring that words should
3, late: see lac.
Pour upon him like rain]. (K.) = [One] on
Jºla [sometimes pronounced Jºla--, and whom rain has fallen. (K.)

(S, K") f [The camel has gone anay, and I
knon, not n-ho has gone with it, or] has taken it :
(K:) and in like manner, *ſ Jº -ºš

-

6

3

- a

* o

a

.

tº

-

. o.

Jºla--, 4 metropolitan]: see &ju

(TA.)

[ J-la-2,

See Supplement.]

jºb. seej,i …~ : — andjºu.

4: see 1, in four places. — tº ‘ī,...
God made the sky to rain. (S, Msb.) — late!

:

Jāo

ju. ! A horse that runs vehemently.

(K, T.A.)

i.

& He found the place rained upon. (Sgh,
K.) —

Gazi

We were in rain.

&c.

**.

(TA.) =

-

The pomegranate-tree: (K:) or the wild

šku. it., (A, Msb,) and Y iº, pomegranate, (AS, T, S, M,) or the wild pome

: (Lth, M, K.) or a sort of pome
31.6 &ie, (Mubtekir El-Kilābee, A, K,') (A,) A raining sky. (A, Msb.) See also jº. granate-tree
granate (IDrd) that grows in the mountains of
and **-l. (Mubtekir, A,) : I spoke to him, —ſet. 2. (A, K,) and *}|…, (K,) and
the 39-, not producing fruit, but only blossoms,
and he lonered his eyes, looking tonwards the W * (A) and "Je., (K.) which hit is a
(IDrd, K.) and these in abundance: (IDrd:) in

(3.4%

ground,

Mubtekir, A, K, [which also possessive epithet, (TA,) t A day of rain.

(A, its blossoms is honey, (K,) in abundance, (TA,)

ºw . . .”

signifies he was silent, not speaking, but accord. K.) = See also laste.

and they are sucked: (K:) it produces blossoms,
but does not form fruit, and the bees eat them, and
here, J) and his forehead sweated. (A, K.)
yield good honey therefrom : AHn says, it grows
jla-e see what next follows.
5. ,la. He exposed himself to the rain : (A, Ji- (S, K) and ' … and ";1… (K) in the mountains, and produces many blossoms, but
K:) or he went out to the rain and its cold. What is n'orn in rain, to protect one; (S;) a does not mature its produce, (G.º S,) but its blos.
(K.) = See also 10, in two places. = See also garment of nool, (K,) norn in rain, (TA,) by soms have much honey: (M3) it has fire-wood of
-

to the TA, (see 10,) should not be so rendered

9 -

© .

the best quality, the most excellent thereof in
1, in five places. '
n:hich to protect one's self from the rain; (K;)
!/ielding.fire, and it is made to flame like candles:
10. Alaº-l He asked, or begged, or prayed, from Lh. (TA.)
Es-Sukkaree says, it is the mild pomegranate,

for rain; (S, Msb, TA;) as also " ….J. (TA.)
You say

Aiſi

g

o in

jºla--, and

**:

See

}*.

which bees eat, and it produces only leaves, having

&sº bº- and "&iº,

no pomegranates: the n. un, is with 3. (TA.)
—
Also, iq. ºs-S 23, which is the same as
[They ment forth praying to God for rain.]
3.1. see jº(A, TA.) – [Hence,) *-i- ! He sought,
Jºãº, (AHeyth, K) called in the present day
desired, or demanded, his beneficence, or bounty;
j\la-2 fue- A sky pouring down abundance
& Jºliº (TA) [and & Li, i.e. the red,
(A, TA;) he asked him to give like rain. (S.) of rain. (A.) See alsojºu.
resinous, inspissated juice which we call dragon's
– [And hence, perhaps, bºº Alaº-l + He
endured patiently the n-hips [as though he desired
blood.]
— Also, The expressed juice of the roots
3,4- ! A place, (K,) and a valley, (A,)
that the stripes should fall like rain upon him]. rained upon, or watered by rain; as also "...l., ; of the Jº, (K, TA,) which are red, the tree
(TA.) – And Alaº-l t He was silent; he did (A, K, TA ;) and "3+2, as in a verse died itself being green, and rehich, nºſen camels eat
-

6 -

0

not speak [when spoken to, as though he desired
that words should pour upon him like rain]: in
the K, this meaning is assigned to Jº, which
should not be used

in

this sense:

WOce

igh-

o - 6 -

-

to a land (Jº). (TA)

© . 6 -

ſThe

and W

them, cause their lips to become red. (TA.) — ‘

#4. applied

[Forskal, in his Flora, page ciii., mentions The
dianthera trisulca as called in El-Yemen Jºãº

-

or lic.)
9-la-->

…)

Jº-o; and see 4. (TA) — jº- Júl
f

"...b.

see also
a - - - -

º

and so

-

&-

He went forth into the gardens

[&lº,

camels, or sheep, &c.,] go out to the rain. and fields after rain. (A.) =}|<! Jºué ! A
See also 5. – 5 laº-' He (a man) sough bird hastening, or going quickly, (S, TA,) in its

(A.)
descent; (TA;) [as also "Jeu", of which the
shelter from the rain. (TA.) – *; Ala-e-I He
(a man) put on his garment in the rain, (Ibn pl., jº, occurs in the following ex. :] Ru-beh

See Supplement.]
*-x.o

1.

<<, aor. -, (inf n. **, TA,) He rubbed

says,

Buzurj.)

(K) a skin, or hide. (TA.)

; : Rain: (A, Mºb, K, TA:) plºu... (S,
~

A, Mgb, K.) See

6 -

$1.

1929, a.
º

*:

See

gº tº Jº es; º;

-

º

º o .

and see also Jºlº, p. [And the birds descend in the sky, hastening].
(TA.) Jºº. is also applied to a horseman, as

*: – and see also **.

-

-

5

o .

, aor. 2, inf n. *-*.*, He, or it, (a horse,
and the wind, S, and a torrent, TA,) went quickly,
-

signifying hastening, or going quickly. (S.)

* * *

*

~.

or swiftly. (S. K.) See art. 2-c. – º –,

* - G - e.

-

- -

1.

Jºº. ! A man [from nihom beneficence, or He (a horse) ment at an easy pace: (S:) and in
[A rain; a shorer of rain]. (A ; and bounty, is sought, or desired; and hence,) natu
like manner << she (a camel) went at an easy
S, K, voce $44, &c.) You say *\,. §l. [A rally disposed to beneficence, or bounty. (IAar,
<<, aor. 2, inf. n. *-*.*,
blessed rain.] (A.) See }*. = See also $1. TA.) = t A place that is open and uncovered. pace. (Th.) –
(A, K.)
$1.

|

$1..., (Fr, Sgh, K, also mentioned in the L,
on the authority of IAgr, and in such a manner

*}
The rind blew gently. (IAth)–:*: &

**** [Asking, begging, or praying, for rain. <º L; The rind turns over the herbage to the
f Seeking, desiring, or demanding, right
and lºft. (IAth)—sº- J ** He

— Hence,

-

-

-

as implies that it may be also " **, TA) A beneficence, or
bounty, (Lºh, K,) from ..a man. inclined, in his course in every direction, by reason
[skin of the kind called] * . (K, &c. :) applied (Lth.) You say,
hºw Jºe Jº-º-c-e ūl Le of his sprightliness. (TA.) – **, aor. 2, inf.
in the present day to an

35's,

t I am not covetous of obtaining from thee the
Il. **, He affected various modes in running:
(TA:) [I have found it now applied º a large object of my rvant. (IAgr.) – 1 A place needing
rain. (A, K.) – ; Silent; not speaking [when he (a horse) pressed against one of the branches of
bottle of leather, and of wood ; pl. Jua-ol.]
and the like :
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*** ->

the bit, and then against the other, non on the
right and non on the left; [inclining in his run
non, to the right and non to the left, by reason of
(TA.) —
his sprightliness : see
The
(aor. 2, inf. n.
2:

&l.

**

**, TA)

&- Jail,

3.43 He assumed the garb, dress, the ribs, consisting of thick and compact flesh
habit, or eacternal appearance, of the sons of behind the shoulder-blade; the protuberance
Ma'add: mentioned also in art. Jºe [which see whereof is approved, because, when that part
for other explanations not repeated here]: (K:) is narrow, it compresses the heart: (L:) or, in
R. Q.2.

he endured with patience their mode of life in a horse, the part between the head of each

travel and in a fixed residence : (Lth, L:) and he shoulder-blade and the hinder extremity of the
young neaned camel struck its head against
himself to a hard, or difficult life: said portion of flesh and sinew next the back-bone:
subjected
its mother's udder, and inverted (as in the $, or

to be not derived from any other word. (L.) — (L, K:) and the flesh that is beneath the shoulder.
3.xx & He became numbered among the sons of blade, (L, K,) or a little belon it; which is the
to such: ($, K,) as also 2-5. (TA, arts. 2
& Ma'add, (L.) — It (a people or party) removed best of the flesh of the side: (L:) and the place
&”
and **)
opened, as in the K) its mouth around it, in order

ºr

-

- -

- -

-

gº- Jº A snift horse. (S.) tº
6.

wind snift in its course.

2, 4
40 °.

- .

(TA.) – &5*-*

Lºjº,
-

*

* >

* >

from Ma'add to El-Yemen, and then re ºf the horseman's heel: (L, K:) or the part of a
turned. (Lth, L.) – 1 He became big, bulky, beast of carriage which is the place of the rider's
gross, or coarse, and fat: (Lh, TA:) the (a boy) leg : (Lh, L:) and the belly: (Aboo-Alee,
became big, bulky, gross, or coarse, and hard, and L., K.) also, a vein in the part of a horse called
(L, K.) See also art. Jºe.
lost the freshness and tenderness of youth. (A.)
– t He (an emaciated man) began to become fat.
see what follows.
(K.) — He t (a sick man) became convalescent.
(K.)
K) and "...ºu. (L) A wolf that runs

*-*.

and "…, A horse that often

affects various
that often presses against one of
the branches of the bit, and them against the other,
non, on the right and non' on the left; [inclining
quickly. (L, K.)
in his run non to the right and mon, to the left, by
*AR-0 § A quick pulling up, or out, of the
reason of his sprightliness]. (TA.) [In like
33- A man having a diseased, or disordered,
bucket from a well: (IAar, $,” L:) or a strong
An ass that inclines in his
manner, W & ū.
pulling up, or out; as though the bucket were stomach, so that he does not find his food whole
run to the right and left by reason of his spright pulled up from the bottom of the well: or a some : (L:) having a bad stomach. (A.)
* : * ~ 2.2
liness. (TA.)
pulling up, or out, by means of the pulley, (L,)
©-A*-o-o: See Axe.
ſand therefore quick]. = 3. Bigness; bulkiness;
and
See
Jºa e : see Jºãº.
grossness; coarseness. (K.) — Big ; bulky;
gross; coarse; (ISd, L, K,) and strong; (ISd:)
Jºe
*A*-6
applied to a thing. (ISd, L.) — A quick, or
1. **, [aor. 2, inf. n. 2.) said of a man,
snift, camel. (S, K.) — Fresh, and soft, or
($) and of the head, and of the tail, (TA,)
1. $34, aor. 2, (inf n. *: L,) and Y ****'.
tender; applied to a leguminous plant; (L, K;)
hastily
rehen
snatched
it
seized
it
unan.ares;
He
fresh and juicy; applied to the same, (S,) and to His or its hair fell off; (S, TA;) as also
">J, said of the head: (TA:) and the former
its on ner was unanares: (L, K:) or he seized it fruit.
modes in

running:

Jet.
*(L,

• 6 -

$

2 b .

s

jº-

6 o' .

**

&

**.

(L. K.)–33. 445, and "i.e., A

and took it away; snatched it anay; took it anay

said of the head, its hair became little, or scanty.

quickly by force. (L.) — Also, "both verbs, fresh and juicy ripe date. (L, K.) – In the (TA) and sº, said of the forelock, (i.-è,
He dren, or pulled, it: (L:) or dren, or pulled, it phrase 3. 3.33% Jºaº signifies Fresh and soft K.) or of that of a horse, (TA,) it lost all its
quickly. (S, L, K.) Ex. 33, ***, and º <, or tender: (S, L:) or it is a mere imitative hair : (K:) and 22, said of a solid hoof, it
sequent, ($, L, K,) not used alone. ($, L.) See
and WUAJazel, He drew up, or pulled up, the art. Aa3.
lost the hair that hung donºn upon it jrom the
bucket: or drew, or pulled, it out, or forth, from

the well. And . º ... and "****, He
pulled forth the spear from the place where it was
stuck in the ground.

And *: W Jazel He dren:

forth his snºord from its scabbard.
& <, aor. 2, inf. n. 33% and 3,4,

(L.) –

Jore part of the pastern. (TA)-2-2, (A,
*2 = -

2- 3

3-

2-

-

****, *, *-* : see 5*.

i.e. and ;34. ($, L, Mºb, K) and $33, and
#3:23 (TA) the first of which is the original

K) aor. -, (K) inf n. x., (§, TA) said of
hair, (S, A, K,) and of plumage, and the like,
(K.) It fell ºff; (S, A ) as also " , .5, said of

hair: (S, A:) or it became little, or scanty; as
form; (Mºb, TA;) the second and third being also " …i: (K:) and, said of a finger-nail, or
and the fourth, as well as the others, toe-nail, f it came out, or fell out, (A, K,) in
6. thing) anay; carried it off; went anay with contractions;
mentioned by Expositors of the Fs.; (TA;) The consequence of something befalling it, or hurting
it. (K.) — Hence, *** Jºe He removed
stomach of a human being ; the place in which it. (K.) See 5.4% in art. Je. —[Hence,) ſº.,
* - d. 5

He took it

- - -

his testicles; (L, TA;) or he pulled them; as also is the food before it descends into the loner intes

tº 344. (Lh, L, TA) — $44. He took it stines, or guts; (L, K;) in a man, what the Jºë (TA,) or 4. &: 24, (A,) t He became poor;
(namely, flesh,) with his fore-teeth. (K.) – is in every ruminating animal; (S, L;) of in (A, TA;) as also "Jºsi, (S, A,) inf. n. jº
• , of

w

-

• &

*34. He plucked it out; namely, hair; as also animals that have cloven hoofs, and such as have (TA;) or the latter, he became poor, and his

-

* *

*

cº-o.

(L.) =

323,

(L, K,) and

4:4,

aor. 2,

inf n. 3., and 34%. (IKłł.) He (a man, L.) had
a diseased, or disordered, stomach, so that he did

not find his food wholesome : (L, K:) or his
stomach pained him. (Ibn-Tareef) – ;34% He,
or it, hit, or hurt, his 53-4, or stomach. (L, K.)
---

Ješ

-

es: 34%, (aor. 2, inf. n. ** and 29-9,
(S, L, K.)

(L, Mºb, K.) the latter as though formed from

**. (L.)
3.

--

a of

... • of

-

also, Jºyſ. " Sº-cl i The land became desti
tute of herbage: or its herbage became little, or
scanty: (K:) contr. of <ºi (IKft.)
2: see 1.

4: see 1, in the three places—tº ! We came
upon a land destitute of herbage : (A, TA :) or n'e

* The side (L, K) of a man, &c.; (L.) or, found dearth, scarcity, drought, or sterility: (TA:)
and Jºãº Jºel the people became afflicted with
extremity
of dearth, scarcity, drought, or sterility. (TA.) m
portion of the shoulder-blade and the
in a horse, the part of each side between the lorer

8: see 1 in five places.

as also "..., inf n. ><i. (K.) — [Hence

* *

L.) He nent anay journeying through the land,
or earth.

travelling-provisions failed or became exhausted >
Jeet like those of the camel: (M, L, K:) accord.
to ISd, from º, applied to a thing, signifying
“strong, and big, bulky, gross, or coarse :”
(TA:) pl. * (L, K) [or rather this is a coll.
gen, n., of which i.e. is the n. un.,] and *:

[Book I.
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Jº Jº

Jose! t The beasts pastured upon gender, (S, Mºb,) for the word is quasi-coordi
the land, (i.e., its trees or herbs, TA,) and left nate to ~2, of the measure Jíº for the of
• 0

- * 0.

no pasturage in it. (TS, L, K.) -

9-l

+ He quasi-coördination follows the same rules as a

º, e.

*}x-e:
© 6 -

-

CŞjº:

see their syn. 5*...

a-- e.

despoiled him of his property, (K, TA,) and letter belonging to the word itself,•-ias is shown
reduced him to poverty. (TA.)
by their saying "jº. and laºſ [originally
£º

º

e.e. --

5: see 1, in two places.

Jºjº” and

>. A man, ($) and a head, (A) whose hair

and

is falling off, or has fallen off (S, A) as also
* ...;

*::::::

and

(A:) or having little hair;

• *

-

-

Jº

º

(ºft as the

2.5%;

-

-

º

-

dim. forms of

(sº

$5. a fem. sing. of;..., q. v. (TA.)
.

-

with tenween, the letter next after

the U3 of diminution being with kesr, like as they
say

tº-e:

jº:
.

-

-d -

see their syn. jale.

jeale :
for if the

(TA;) as also ºf: ($) and the first and gender

-

were to denote the fem.

they would not change it into Us [in
like as they
(sº, the original form of
second, a camel's foot (-i-) of which the hair
do not change it in the dims. of Jº and (sº
(both 24% and 23) has gone : and W iſº, a

jº. dim. of cº, syn. of;..., q. v. (Sb, S.)

jº,

forelock (4.e5, K, or that of a horse, TA) of (which are Jº and sº (; ) it is
which all the hair has gone. (K.) – Hair, and sometimes made fem., [by being written or

a •

3*. A possessor, or master, of Jºº. [or goats].
(S, K.)

jet, and #1 sings of ſº, q v, (S. K.’)—

plumage, and the like, little in quantity, or pronounced £1..] and sometimes it is made im The former also signifies Goats' skin.
scanty; as also "...i. and the latter, hair falling perfectly decl. (and therefore without tenween] :

jº, and its fem,

off. (K.)- [Hence,) tA man who is nig
gardly, or avaricious, having little beneficence;
(K;) unpropitious, mean, and hard, or difficult.
(TA.) – t A man having little flesh. (TA.)—

2. £6, and $2. Jº,

1 A plain, and land,

destitute of herbage : (A:) or the latter, accord.
to Yaakoob, land having little herbage : and

" …; & a place having little herbage. (S.)
3-3, throughout. =
Jºi. fem. iſ… :
… • 6

See

Also, of a solid hoof, t The hair that hangs
donºn upon it (K, TA) from the fore part of

the pastern: because it has a disposition to fall
off. (TA.)

ſº, applied respectively to

(K:) Fr says, that it is [itself] ſem., but that
some make it masc. [and therefore with ten a place (&) and to land or ground (...),
K,) and abounding nith pebbles: (S:)
ween]: but A’Obeyd says, that most of the i Hard, (S,
or both, [used as substs.,] rugged and stony
Arabs pronounce sº without tenween, while
ground: (A:) or a place abounding nith pebbles,
some of them pronounce it with tenween, whereas
and hard: or the latter, small pebbles: (A’Obeyd,
all of them pronounce (sº- with tenween : (S:) TA:) thus A'Obeyd explains a sing. as having a
IAar says, that it is perfectly decl. when likened pl. signification: (TA:) or the latter, a desert,
to the measure Jºie, and imperfectly decl. when (5–2) in which is elevation and ruggedness, con
held to accord. with the measure Jº: (TA:) sisting of soil, or clay, and pebbles, miced together,
but hard ground, rough to the tread: (ISh, TA:)
accord. to Aboo-'Amr, Ibn-El-'Alā, it is from
}<, [inf. n. of jº.,] and in like manner (sº pl. jº, (K,) [a pl. of each as an epithet, or or
each used as a subst.,] because imagined to have
is from is . (As, $3) '3. also signifies the the character of an epithet; (TA;) and jeº, [a
[or
same as 3. (S, A, K,) or is pl. of 3...,
pl. of the former, because the character of a
rather a quasi-pl. n.] like as * is of Jºe ;
subst, predominates in it; and *śjº, a pl. of
(Mº) and "jºialso is syn, with% ($, K.) the latter. (TA.)
• * **
and so are *** (K) and Y ń. ($gh, K:)
- e.

• *~ * *

Jº-o-o: see

2.
Jºe

o a

-

-

4 of:

-d -

-

-

1. Jº jº, [and J35% ºse, accord. to [respecting ſº, see also below :] 3. [as well
the explanation of the inf n, in the $, aor. 2, as its syns. mentioned above, like all quasi-pl. n.s.,

(TK) inf. n. 3., (S, K, TK.) The thing (and

is sometimes masc., but generally] is fem.: (Mgb:)

the ground] was, or became, hard. (S,” K," TK.)

a male is called "jet, (S, A, Mºb, K.) and so

-

(S, K.)

-

•6

-

- - -

j9**): see its syn. jale. – It also signifies,
(K,) or is said to signify, (S,) A herd of gazelles,
(S, K,) in number from thirty to forty; (S, TA;)
or from thirty upwards: or a number of buch
gazelles collected together: (TA:) or a number of
Jº [or mountain-goats] collected together: (A,

= 3-6 said of a man : see 4. = Lºjas' ej”, a female; (M8b, K;) or a female is called
of - 2* a
or of Jºesl such as are termed Jºſé (Az,
Juan J.5ues, aor. 2, I set apart the goats from W §e. (S, A,TA)[and W #. (M, voce ić,3)] and K:)
jet. (K.)
the sheep. (K.)
& stºl TA) pljevi and
-

w sº (TA;) and

ité [or rather jºl

4, 5-2. He, (a man, A,) or it, (a people, S,) is also used as a sing, (Mºb,) and is applied to
became abundant in goats; his or its, goats be a male and to a female : (Mºb, art. •Sº :) [see also
came abundant, or numerous; ($, A, K5) as
jº is a pl. [of pauc.] of }*, like as

Jºl

-- -

-

also,

-

-

"jº, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n.

1.

5*. (TK.)

3:

is

-

of 3. :

(Msb:) the pl. of *}=2, (K,) or

laze

kº, (S, K,) aor. 3, (K,) inf.

n.

*..., (S,)

He (a man) was, or became, nithout hair upon
his body: (S:) and in like manner you say of a

jº, and " ..., (S, A, Mºb, K) gen, ns, of $24, (S) is jeº... (S. K.) and "jº and
ºiſing ºfare said to be quasi-pl. n.s. (TA.) The goats man's skin: (TA ) and of a wolf, meaning his

(S, Msb,) [or rather quasi-pl. n.s.,
--

3 : -

Goats;] the kind of sº opposed to cº-3; (§, of the Arabs of the desert have short hair, not hair fell off by degrees, or part after part; but
A, K;) the kind of... that have hair; (Mºb,
long enough to be spun; but the goats of the cold you should not say sº **: (S:) [but see 5:]
TA;) the cu% being those that have wool; countries, and of the people of the fertile regions, or, said of a wolf, it signifies he was, or became,
(TA;) as also 'Jºe, (S, Mºb, K) accord. have abundant hair, and of this the Akrád [or mischievous, malignant, or foul; syn. <- Or
to Sb, (S,) with tenween, (S, Mgb,) when in
their tents. (T in art, cº.) his hair became scanty, or little, (K) and "la-.5
Kurds] fabricate
* ** *
determinate, (Msb,) and perfectly decl., (S,) the
See also us, ex; in art. J-ex ; and see 343 in said of a wolf, his hair fell off: (Mgh, Mºb:)
* [which is written us] being a letter of quasi
and ****, (S, K,) of the measure J-3, or
coördination, not a characteristic of the fem. art. cºs.
-

las-e — Jºe
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for the gout

(-i), and spasmodic

contraction

(sº

K,) said of a rope, (S, K,) &c., (S,) it became
and softens hardness of the joints; and
1. * **, (S) aor. , (TK,) inf. n. $44, (K,)
rvorn smooth. (S, K.) – See also 5. = **, He steeped, soaked, or macerated, a thing in improves the voice, and clears the throat and lungs;
aor. 2, (K,) inf n. lº, (TA,) He plucked out water, and rubbed it mith the fingers; he steeped and excites to serual intercourse. Some say, that
hair [or wool] (K, TA,) from the head of a sheep it in mater, and mashed it with the hand; (TA;) it is [the name of] the roots of the mild pome
or goat.

he steeped, and mashed neith the hand, medicine granate; but this assertion is not of established

(TA.)

5. Lº. It (hair, S, Mºb, [in the TA, Jººl in water; syn. © ... ($, K.”) —ſº

< *,
The rain fell upon the herbage,

is inadvertently put for ratſ, and copied in the §§ inf. h. **,
TK, with the addition of oys: in the explanation,]) and rendered it yellon, and bad-tasted, and laid
fell off by degrees, or part after part, (S, Msb, it prostrate. (TA) – 44, ſaor, ..] He sub
K, TA,) upon the ground, (TA,) by reason of merged, or immersed, him, or it, in water. (K.)
disease, (S, K, TA,) or the like ;. ($;) as also
<+. He was affected by a fever. (TA.) –
W lastel, ($,) and ."ºl, (S, K,) of the mea :- 4:..
(K,)

or ſmileſ

of the measure

cº- ;

and this is not improbable. The
hakeem [Dáood] says, in the Tedhkireh, Jºlie is
[the name of] a certain plant in El-Kerej (898)
and the parts adjacent; roots eatending deep into

the earth, and thick, nith a rind inclining to black

and red, which, when peeled off, discloses a sub
stance,
betneen white and yellon, the best thereof
The fever attacked him; or pained

-

*. Jaš,

authority. . Others say, that it is a kind of

* (TA)— sº, ſaor, j(S)inſ n <,

Jaśl [originally lax…]: (§3) and [accord. to (K,) They beat him lightly, (S, K,”) as though
some, but see 1, above.)" kº, aor. 2, (Mºb,) inf. they hook him about (ºte). ($)—
n. L., (Mgh, Msb) it (hair) fell
off. (Mgh, *** < *, (inf. n. 34%, K,) He defamed him;
o - … •*
* * > of

is the heavy, sweet-scented, in taste inclining to
smeet, nºith a slight bitterness.

It is said to have

rough, or coarse, and nide, leaves, like those of the
radish; and a white flower; and seeds resembling
the grains of the **, and called Uils: hence it

Mşb.) You say also, oºl st-la--> His fur disgraced him; dishonoured him; ($, K;) aspersed
has been imagined to be the pomegranate; and it
became scattered. (K, TA) – See also 1.
him by reciling. (TA)—3. He did evil is said to be a species of Ja-5,5- : its strength, or
to them. (TA.)
virtue, lasts about seven years: and there is a kind
7. iº, [said in the S, and in one place in a
of it brought from 'Abbādán, and tonwards Syria,
copy of the K, to be of the measure Jºl: See
3. tºu, inf. n. * and iñº, They clashed, weak in operation; and it is this nihich is used in
1: – and 5.

and contended, each against the other; syn. * Egypt. (TA.) [M. Rouyer, in the Descr. de

*:

•

*

*

*

[which latter is said in one

l'Egypte, tome 11 of the sec. ed., p. 452, describes

place in the copies of the K, to be of the measure

it as follows: a root of a nihitish colour, mucila

8. Jasºol and

Jºl:
s

-

see 5: — and for the latter, see also 1.
*

34. Evil, as a subst. (K.) – Conflict, (K,) ginous, fleshy, or pulpous, and of an aromatic
and engagement of brave men in war, in the field odour; it is nutritive and aphrodisiac: it is taken
of battle. (T.A.) – A struggling in rerestling. in the simple substance; and they make of it a

, of

lase; see las-ol.
*

sherbet, nihich should be drunk hot: this root

(TA) See &#. — Play; syn. ... (K)

àº. s: The nºolſ: (K:) a gen, proper name
One of the additions of F. (TA.)
thereof; similar to ăţă and #42; and āū.

comes from the Indies.]

* and "3ºz Herbage laid prostrate hy
3-54,6, K) or'34.0L) and '3-itº, (L)

(TA.)

**i. applied to a man, Having no hair upon

A strong wrestler. (S, K.) — Also, the latter, A

rain : (S. K.) herbage that is rained upon, and
rendered yellow, and bad-tasted, and laid prostrate

his body; ($, K;) or n:hose hair has fallen off; man pertinacious in altercation. (TA.) – << by the rain. (TA.) – See **.

fem. […: (Mab3) [and pl. is...]

and, applied and W

++. An evil, a wicked, or malignant, man:

to a wolf, whose hair has fallen off by degrees, or after the manner of a rel. n. (denoting habitual
part after part : (S:) or, thus applied, mis state or action, and the like]. (T.A.)
chievous, malignant, or foul; [see 1:] or whose
&lá. The lightest, or slightest, of the diseases
hair has become scanty, or little: as also " lº.
incident to camels. (El-Hejeree.) – Also, A
(K:) and iſiº, applied to a she-wolf, has the
certain tree, two carats' neight (94.93) of the
former of the last two significations: and, applied
to a ewe, it signifies nºhose wool has fallen off. root of n!hich is an emetic and lacative: (K:) or, as
(TA.) – i...i
! A mischievous, malignant in one copy [of the K], a certain plant, in the root

J.

*:::: Affected by a fever.
o

(IAgr, K.)- See

-

*-es-e.
º

•

*

•

•

cº-º-º-o: see cº-º-o:

&
1.

: & Jºaº **:

See

&”.

or foul, or nolf-like, thief, or robber; ($,” L;) of which is a poisonous quality (is-(i.e., ±);
Jºe
likened to the wolf termed las-el: pl. i.e. (S, the drinking of a grain of it [in water] cause
L.) – kºi applied to sand, (K,) and ñíº. looseness of the bonels, and vomiting, in an eaccessive
1. ***, aor. -, (inf n. 344, §, L,) He (a child,
degree. (TA.) But these properties [says SM]
applied to a tract or collection of sand (#15), are strange, and not mentioned by the physicians. and a lamb or kid, S, L, and a young camel, L,
(TA,) and to land Cº), (K,) and lº. applied Ibn-El-Kutbee says, in [the book entitled] K) sucked his mother: he (a young camel) struch
to sands

herbage.

(Jº), (K,) also
(K, TA.) –

a p6 .

Also

2.

Destitute of alº$ tº, tú is [the name of] his mother in her udder nith his head, and sucked
ºf [app. applied roots nihich are imported, of a hot and moist tem her: and he (a lamb or kid) took the teat of his

signify

-ek) &

to sand or the like], Extended upon the face of perament, in one of the last measures of the second
the earth or ground. (TA.) – And itkº, degree, (as Lºui jā-15' Usº,) [the degrees of heat
(IAgr, K,) as a subst., (IAqr,) The pudendum; and cold and dryness and moistness being four,
the best of which are the white and soft, inclining
syn. ãº. (IAgr, K.)

mother in his mouth to suck; (L5) as also 3s.,
with the unpointed & and the pointed 3. (IKtt.)
– 3:... He sucked, or sucked in, a thing: (K:)

he sucked, or sucked in, the inside of **, i.e.,
e-

-

[ Gae, &c.

; for there is
to yellow ; it is fattening, strengthening to the [a piece of j the gum of the
limbs or members, of use in cases of fracture and sometimes in the inner part thereof what resembles

See Supplement.]

contusion, applied in a bandage, and drunk; also glue and the honey of dates or bees. (S, L.) See

2726
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-
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•* *

also Jºãº, below. — Jºe, aor. 2, inf. n. *** } than the vine, having long, thin, and soft, leaves,
3, #4-6 Land whence sº. comes forth, or is
and
producing
a
fruit
like
that
of
the
banana,
procured.
(TA.)
(L, K;) and **, aor. 2, (L.) inf n. 3.4%; (L,
•* ~ *
but thinner in the peel and more juicy, which is
K;) He, (L,) or it, (the body, K,) became full
sneet, and is not peeled [to be eaten], nith pips jº-o-e A. garment, or piece of cloth, (A,) dyed
and fat. (L, K.) – $34, (aor. 2, inf. n. **, like those of the apple; people share this fruit nith 3, #2. (A, K.)
S, L.) It (a pleasant, or an ample, and easy, among themselves, taking it by turns, alighting
L-º-o: see Jai.e.
life) nourished him : (AZ, IAar, S, L:) or it (a

where it grows, and eating it; it appears first
life, or manner of living) nourished him, and green; then becomes yellon, ; and then, at last,
rendered him in a state of amplitude and ease. green [again, or probably red; for I think that

(K) – 3:... He (a man, L) and it (a plant, L, J-a-, in the L, from which this is taken, is a

Jań-e

[...a..., inf. n. Jº, He pierced him

1.

with a

K, or other thing, K, or anything, L) became tall. mistake for ºl: the word is a coll gen, n. : spear or the like: for] Jºº. is syn. with &
(Aboo-Málik, L. K.) – 4:3 * Jº Jºe, and] the n. un, is with 3 : (AHn, L :) ISd as also Jº. (TA.)=[Hence, perhaps, J.,
(aor. 2, inf. n. 344, S, L,) a phrase mentioned by says, I have not heard #34; but *34. may be
(ISk, 5, Mºb, K.) [of which Jº, which is
-

*

*

Fr, (S,) He (a man) lived, and enjoyed abundant a quasi-pl. n. of ****

comforts, or luxury, in a pleasant, or an ample

like as

Ji- is

of

ā-,

and is of icº, (L)–3. i. º. 432,

below, is app. the inf. n.) and Jakº, (A, Msb,
[in a copy of the former of which, instead of the

and easy, state of lift. (K) – “It (youth)

meaning as explained above, at 1: ($, L,) former verb, I find Jº, but this is probably a
caused him still to flourish, or to be in the flower also, the gum of the lote-tree, 2- (Aboo-Sa’eed,
mistranscription,]) inf. n. Jºãº (Msb;) He (a
of age. (En-Nadr, L.) – 33. He became in L:) or, of the lok-tree of the desert. ($, L.)

the full prime of youth. (L.) = <, aor. ,
inf. n. <, He plucked out hair: (L:) as also
<. (L, art. 2”.) —# &º. 34. He

man, S, Msb,) had what is termed Jº.

3 * *

&s

Jºão . See Jaito.

eaplained below; (ISk, S, A, Msb, K;) as also
Jº. and Jº (IKoot, Mgbº) and Jas. :
(TA :) [it is most commonly with & and J. :
Jºe
but Z says, that] the original word is with ejº">
94. He dyed it (namely a garment or from
4.4% signifying <!. (A.)

plucked out the hair in the place of the blaze, or
2.
white mark on the forehead or face, of a horse, in
piece of cloth) with
order that it might become gray. (L, K.)

*...

(A.)

4. J.A.i.el She (a woman) suckled her child;
J. and W #. (K, TA) A colour inclining to 5. Jºk Jeº, and Jº, My belly pained
($, L, K;) and a she camel, &c., her young one. red: (TA:) or a colour not pure red, (K, TA,) me; as also J-5, with Cº. (TA.) [In the
(S, L.) — ºl, (inf n stºl, L.) He (a man, nor inclining to yellon; its redness being like the CK, we find * Jakº, explained by <i,
$, L,) drank much, or abundantly : (S, L, K:) colour of "3,44: (TA) or i, q is [i.e., in
or he drank long. (AHn, L.)
a man, ruddiness of complexion combined nith
jairness, and in a horse, a sorrel colour, nith
© 0

as though signifying It pained his belly: but

&

is doubtless a mistake for

4:1. .

In MS.

e.

copies of thee aK, I do• *not
find this verb.] – And
Jºe The flower, or flourishing period, of
~ *
duskiness, or dinginess. (K.) See also jºi.
[hence, i, º, Jºaº t The thing hurt me:
youth. (En-Nadr, L.) – Soft; tender; delicate :
pleasant; easy and ample: syn. X-5. (S, L,
3, #.. [Red ochre, called in the present day and in like manner, & J.a.j + [I was hurt
º, e -

-

.no

-

K:) applied to the period of youth : (S, L:) ãº. ;] red earth, (S, A, Msb, K,) with nº hich by it]. (TA.)
and to life, or a manner of living. (L.)— Also, one dyes [and paints]; (TA;) nell known ; (A;)
(K,) or 2- º, (L,) Soft and plump: as also W #4. (S, K.)
A, K,) but the
applied to a camel : (L, K+) or (so in the L;
***

*

* * ~ *

Jºº (Isk, S, A, Mºb, K) and J.; (ID,

P

in the K, and) big, or bulky; (L, K;) as also
34.5 (L;) and tall: (K:) applied to anything.

•jº-e :
G. ... •

former is the chaste word;

6 . .

See Ji.e.
º • G. e.

35i.e : See 3) # e.

(A ;) or the latter, accord. to ISk, is vulgar,

($,) and Az pronounces him right in saying so,
(Mºb,) and Yaakoob disallows the latter word,

(L.) me &#4, applied to the #, or blaze, on the
£i i. q. Žiši, (A, Mgb,) applied to a man wherefore the author of the K is wrong in imput
forehead or face of a horse; app. an inf n. used
ing error, in this matter, [if error it be, to J;
in the sense of a pass. part. n. ; Having the hair [and signifying Of a ruddy comple.cion combined
(TA;) [Colic; or] pain in the belly, (A, K,)
plucked out in order that it may become gray: neith fairness], (A,) and to a horse [and signify
and griping
in the bonels; (A ;) or
(L:) the term 34, is used with relation to the ing of a sorrel colour] : (A, Mgb :) or red in the
griping (&laſſ) in the bonels, and pain [therein];
.p. d.

(&ºiá)

blaze of a horse when it appears as though it

hair and skin, ($, K) of the colour of 5.

were swollen; for the hair is plucked out in (S:) and having redness in the face, with clear
order that it may grow white : (S, L:) and with whiteness: (K:) or nihite, or white in face: as
relation to the forelock, when it is as though also 3-1, applied to a man : (TA:) and,

($;) or pain in the bonels, and contortion [there

burnt. (L.) = *. (L, K) and "334 (L) The

J25+-- A man (S, Msb) having n:hat is
termed Jake as explained above. (S, Msb, K.)

fruit of the ſtree called] -aš; or (so in the

tº:

L; but in the K, and) the [plant called]
[q. v.]: (L, K :) or the mild tº : (L:) or,
both words, (so in the L; but in the K, and) the
[plant called] cº-ºº: (L, K:) or a plant
resembling the cla-339, growing at the roots of

applied to a horse, of a colour inclining to 2íº
[or sorrel); i.e. having his 5i. [or sorrel colour]

tinged over nith duskiness, or dinginess: ($:)
and applied to a camel, of the colour of *:
(K:) and so applied to a horse: or a horse not of
a pure red colour, nor of a colour inclining to

yellow, but of a red colour, like the colour of sº,

in]; (Mºbi) as also Jº... (Yakoob, TA)
º

a o ,

º a .

[lai.e.,

-

Jºe,

See Supplement.]
la:

the aae. (L.) and the former word, a fruit and having the mane and forelock and ears like Jºlº, (S, K,) or Jº, (as in some
resembling the cucumber, (Aboo-Sa’eed, L, K,) the [red] colour termed **, without any white
n:hich is eaten : (Aboo-Sa’eed, L:) or a kind of nes: (TA) (see also #4) the ſem, is ſº copies of the K and in the TA,) and …
tree that twines about other trees, more slender and the dim. Jºi. (TA)
(CK) and J-ºkº, (K) [The magnet;] a certain

27.27

J-laº – tº
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3

stone that attracts iron : arabicized [from the

Greek payvärts].

• .

Jºi. A man who has contracted the kind of * is, (ISk, S, A, K,) aor. 2, inf n, i.

[Mentioned in S, marriage termed c.a.s.)"

(S, K.)

L, K, in art. J-laš; but, as observed in the son of such a man.

tº :

(Zj, K.)

(ISd, K:) or the (ISk, S,) He bruised his neck : (S, A:) or beat
it with a staff or stick, so as to break the bone in

pieces, leaving the skin whole. (A, K.) – And

TA, it should have a separate place.]

<<1, and "3,i. Hated: (§, K.) or the

hence, (A,)

is tº ić…], i. IIe macerated the

former signifies hateful, and the latter hated: salt fish in vinegar; (A, K;) as also V,ial. (K.)
(MF:) [or hateful, and hated, on account of his And in like manner you say of anything that you

ſus”,
Gº,
See Supplement.]

having committed a foul action: in this sense Inacerate. (TA.)
<-cio is mentioned by Lth: or hateful, and hated,
2 oz of
in the utmost degree, on account of a foul action:
4: see 1, in three places. = tº cº ~9.5.0)
in this sense crºſſo is mentioned in the Msb.]
I made beverage bitter to, or for, such a one.
... *
:
(IDrd.)
~55-o-o: see ~e?”.
2

...

-

3

E.

Uio

-

o “

*

º

-

&: and &: The posterior, or, as some say,

ji. seeji, in three places.

anterior, part of the eye: (K:) or the inner
*AA-0
angle of the eye, next the nose. (K, &c., art.
. .
*
3.) Mentioned by most of the lexicographers Jºi. A certain kind of beverage, prepared
from honey, (S, L, K,) which the Khaleefehs of
in art. Ji, q. v. (TA.)
the sons of Umeyyeh used to drink: (L:) so
called in relation to a town in Syria, (S, L,) called
st-ic
3i.; or in relation to a town in Syria in the

1.

i., (aor. , Mºb) inf n. * (and,

accord. to the K,

āli: ;

province of El-Urdunn: (L:) or this is a mistake;

but this is the inf. n. of for the name of the town is with teshdeed

<iº, q. v.; TA). He hated him : (S, K:) as also
'ari, (K,) inf. n. *-ij; (TA) [but this has,
probably, an intensive signification ;] or he hated
him on account of a foul action that he had com
mitted: (Lth:) or he hated him with the most

violent hatred, (Zj, M, Er-Rághib, Msb,) on
accºun of a foul action. (M8b.) — J. <-i.

Ji. Bitter; (S, A, Mºb, K.) as also ºi.
(TA) and "ji. (S, A, K) and "...iº (sgh,
K:) or sour; acid; as also *::::: (K:) which
last also signifies intensely sour or acid; (AZ,
Aboo-Málik, S;*) applied to milk : (the same,
and K :) or sour, or acid, milk. (Msb.) —

Aloes; syn. … : (A, S, A, Mºb, K.) as also

[…]: "...i. (S:) or a certain thing resembling it: (IKt,

IB says, that the orthography of the word as best Mşb, K:) or poison: as also
"...i.; (K;) which
known to the lexicologists is &ei, without
is said by some to be a form used by poetic
teshdeed; but that A’Obeyd and others write it license: (TA:) or, accord. to AA, a certain
with teshdeed; and that I Amb cites in confirma bitter kind of tree: and accord. to AHn, a certain
tion of its being thus a verse of 'Amr Ibn-Magdee plant, which gron's in leaves without branches,
kerib, at the end of which occurs the expression

(TA) [See: 2.]

3íº sº &é *::

without Us; [app. for
J-U!, aor. 2, inf. n. *55.8, He was hateful, or an (sºft, ;] adding, that it is thus called in relation

º

e -

5

.

23-2 : see Jāo, in two places.

object

of hatred, to men, on account of a foul to i. a town of Damascus, in the mountain
jºi. 4. Fish macerated in vinegar and salt,
action that he had committed: (Lth :) or he rvas
overlooking El-Ghér: . (L:) A'Obeyd says, I so as to become a cold sauce or fluid seasoning :
hateful, or an object of hatred, in the utmost degree,
and I heard Rejà (Az, TA:) or sour, or acid, fish : (IAar, TA :)
hold it to be correctly
(M, Msb,) on account of a foul action. (Msb.)
Ibn-Selemeh explain this as signifying “wine or fish bruised Giº) in water and salt: you
2: see 1.
diminished to half its quantity by boiling;” as
should not say j,i ... (S.)
L:)
halves:
in
(33)
divided
it
though
were
(Sh,
3. 4-5u. He hated him [or hated him in the
IB adds, that Aboo-t-Teyyib the lexicologist says,
35 ºve: seeji.
utmost degree] reciprocally, on account of some foul,
that the word in question is with 3 without
or evil, affair. (A.) – l, 30. [They bore hatred, teshdeed; from 3i: ; and is only written with
laño
one to another.] (TA, art ºve.)
teshdeed by poetic licence: and in confirmation
of this assertion, IB cites verses in which the
bjū. The freedman of a freedman : (K:) or
4. cº- &; U. Hon hated, or hateful, or
name of the town and that of the beverage are the slave of a slave of a freedman : whence the
3.
odious, is he to me! (Sb, K.) – & Jáiº us
written without teshdeed. (L.) – Cº-Aio -35 Arabs say, in reviling, cº last. & Aju. &
Hon. I hate him 1 (Sb, K.)
A certain well-known kind of cloth, or garment: last). (S.) See art, lai...— ti. [which

$3i.

-

• ,

º

- --

0 °

He showed, or manifested, hatred (L, TA ) you say *-i. Jú. (K. (In the CK, is its pl.] like bli and ić, signifies, accord.
ga • z to IAar, The refuse, or longest or basest or
[or the utmost hatred] to him : contr. of -- erroneously, *.xi.e.])
5.

ael.

<! -i.

meanest sort, of mankind, or of people.
in art. J-e-...)

(A.)

b-sº

They hated one another, [or hated
one another in the utmost degree,) on account of
some foul, or evil, affair. (A.)
6.

(TA

jão

[&ie,

&c.

1. i., aor. , (S, Mºb) inf n. Ji, (S, A,

See Supplement.]
Mºb, K,) It was, or became, bitter; (S, A, Msb,
The marrying the wife of one's K;) as also "Piel, (ISk, IKtt, A, Msb, K.) inf.
tº.
father after him; (K;) that is, after his having Il. ji: ; (Msb:) or sour, or acid: (K:) and
divorced her or died: (TA:) this was done in the W, i.e., said of milk, (AZ, A, K,) it became almost
:3. The hole of a for, or of a hare, or rabbit:
time of paganism, (S,) and was then thus called; bitter, by reason of its quality of biting the tongue:
.. .
.
* * *
accord. to Th, the hole of the kind of lizard
or,
cale signifying the “most violent hatred:” it is (A:) or lost its [proper] flavour (AZ, K) by
becoming intensely sour or acid. (AZ, TA.) = called -*. (L.)
forbidden in the Kur, iv. 26. (Zj.)
~~~~}}

&

-

344
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$34-1. a nell whereof the nater remains without signifying, t God recompensed, or requited, for

&, [aor. 2,] He remained, stayed, abode, diminution [to which is added Ja-13 c; Jº * [or the practising deceit, &c.]: (Lth,” Mºb,
or dwelt, in a place : (K:) like & : accord. to iºtill & &iſ jº 9, app. meaning, of the TA :") or alſº X. signifies God's granting a
some, a word mispronounced: accord. to others measure of one cº, not changing; by Jºš being man respite or delay, and enabling him to accom
for <<; the tº being changed into e. (TA.)
meant the structure of stone which supports the plish his worldly aims [so as to bring upon him
wood whereto the pulley is suspended, and which self the punishment due to his evil actions]: (Er
The pustule became filled is described as being of the proportion of a man]. Rághib, TA :) or, accord. to IAth, God's causing
his trials to befall his enemies, eacclusively of his
neith pus, or matter. (IAar, T, K.)
($, L.) — 3=1. 33 f Unceasing love or af
Jriends : or his taking men by little and little, so
fection. (L.)
<-S."
10.

#3. <&

that they do not reckon upon it, bestowing upon

6
*

p.

º

them renewed favours for acts of obedience which

-

...,

&, aor. 2; and &, aor. 2; inf n. &
[with which & and << (see below) are syn.]
1.

35&c.; see Jeue.

are imagined to be accepted whereas they are
*- d -

49

rejected. (TA.)

-

il.A.S.- : see Jeue.

and Jºe (SK) (like Jºe, q.v.) and &
[like

*] and 3… and *:::

and

3.

&
3&e

(K) and & Cº. and āś. [which last is the inf n.
of

& ; (TA;) He tarried; tarried and

&=l. He practised with him mutual deceit,

guile, or circumvention; &c.; (A," TA;) syn.

1. K., aor. 2, (Mºb, TA) inf n. 2:45 (S, A, **. (TA)
Msb, K;) and W Kel; (Msb;) He practised

4: see 1, in two places.
waited, or expected; (S, K;) was patient, and
deceit, guile, or circumvention ; or he practised
tarried, and naited, or expected : or he tarried,
deceit, guile, or circumvention, desiring to do to
6. 129*L*. They practised mutual
stayed, or stopped, expecting : loitered; tarried;
another a foul, an abominable, or an ecil, action, or circumvention; &c. (A," TA.)
stayed; naited; paused in expectation; cº, es” clandestinely, or without his knowing rehence it
5

in a place. (TA.) [In like manner," <. He proceeded; syn.
loitered; tarried; stayed; waited; paused in
(S, K.)

erpectation.

& ; (Msb;) and of the inf. n.

2

*2+: (S, A, K :) he practised an evasion or
elusion, a shift, an artifice, or artful contricance

2

deceit, guile,

* .

º

-

see 2-2.

6 *>

or device, a machination, a trick, a plot, a
stratagem, or an expedient; he plotted; or he
& and " <, substs., from ~&o or cº-º-o, eacercised art, craft, cunning, or skill, in the "...º. (K) epithets from K. : (S, A, Mºb, K.)
A tarrying; tarrying and waiting, or expecting; management or ordering of affairs, with earcel [the first signifying Practising deceit, guile, or
circumvention; &c.; and the second and third,
&c. (S, A.)
lent consideration or deliberation, and ability to
5: see 1.

}=1. (S.A, Mºb, K) and "5*. (S, A, K) and

g

-

•

--

2 -

manage according to his own free will ; syn. of the practising the same much, or frequently; deceitful,
guileful, artful, crafty, or cunning; a trickster,
inf. n. Jº-1 (S, TA:) or to this explanation,
or crafty knave.]
conveyed
by
Jº-1
as
the
syn.
of
the
inf.
n.,
< Grace : (S, K:) who does not hasten
should be added secretly, or privately : (Lth,
in
pl. ić. and
(TA.) —
J-8
TA:) X. is praised or dispraised according to
AS& < ! Slon of speech. (Ibn-Abi-l the nature of its object. (El-Basáir.) [For further
1. J.K., aor.-, (TK) inf n. J.K., (Sh, A, K.)
He
diminished, or deducted from, a thing; (Sh,”
<< A man remaining; explanation, see what follows.] — It is trans.
staying; abiding; remaining fixed, or stationary. by means of . : and also, accord. to Z, by A, K, TK.) syn. of the inf n. Jä. (Sh, A,
itself: (M.F.)" [but I know not any instance K.) Thus Sh explains J-º. in the saying of
(TA.)
of its being trans. by itself: except as meaning Jábir Ibn-Jinnee Et-Taghlibee :
* ** * * * * *
U.S…" Jº-y!" 3- The man journeyed, or pro
he plotted a thing: see & 3& in the Kur,
ceeded, loitering; syn.
(S.)

hi'affairs

&.

inded)—Alº

tºº.

xxxv. 41, cited voce

&:

you say

* 3&,

(S, A, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S, TA,)
*S*
meaning, He deceived, beguiled, or circumvented,
1. &. (§, L. K.) aor. , (L) inf n, 3.8% him; or he deceived, beguiled, or circumvented,
him, and desired to do him a foul, an abominable,
(S, L, K) and **, (K,) He remained, stayed,
or an evil, action, clandestinely, or nithout his
abode, or dwelt, (S, L, K,)
in a place ; knowing n:hence it proceeded : &c. : (S, A, TA:)
(S, L3) as also &. (TA)
syn. $3(e: or it differs [somewhat] from exte,
accord. to Aboo-Hilál El-'Askeree: (TA:) some

º

º

º 'º gº tº Jé J,
[Is there bribing in every one of the markets of
El-'Irak, and in the case of everything that a man
has sold the deducting of a dirhem 2]. (TA.)
[Hence,) you say, & Jº cº, aor, and inf. n.
as above; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) and Wu-º-Le, inf.

n, i.e., and Jºe: ($, Mgh, Mºb) both

3=0. Water (L) lasting, or continuing, (L,
say, that a Jºe signifies as above with the signify He diminished, or deducted from, the price
K,) unceasingly. (K.) — 334-0. #3 A she addition of feigning the contrary of his real in in the selling, or buying : (Msb:) or both signify
tentions; which oxle does not imply: or this he desired, or demanded, a diminution of, or de
(K:) or constantly, or always, abounding neith latter signifies “he did him harm,” or “mis duction from, the price in selling or buying: (Mgh,

camel abounding with milk; as also

13&

milk; (L;) as also " iſ& (S, L;) and W sº chief;” and the former, he did him harm, or TA,”) or the former signifies he collected property

($, L. K.) like tº

(§, L.) pl. of 3,…,

&

&.

(K,) or

&

and

$34-0, and "3,& A well having

–2.
constant,

(L.)
a

mischief, clandestinely. (MF, voce ste.) See in selling or buying : (K: [but from what I find
art. c-Aé-. – 3& also signifies He managed in the other lexicons, I think it probable that an
with thought, or consideration, or acted nith early copyist has perverted the text of the Khere
-

policy, and practised stratagem, in war.

•2 3

2 * ~ *- 2

or unceasing, supply of water : (L:) and

i.e.,

— ºf 3&

and W

3&

- - -

- e.

- - -

(TA) by making a transposition; writing &

are syn., (IKtt, Mgb,)

-

2o a

, o,

...

• -

•*

:

o, .

- -

-

Jºo-º
.

.e.

*'s Jº Jº St. Jºs ( & Jº for
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takes, or receives, nhat
Jºn & Jºššº Jº-t-º-º-º: n:ho
Mºbi) i.e., (MgH) iſ
.#6 in the TK we find º cº-, which is (Mgh,
Jeº
J&
certainly a mistake :]) or J& signifies the

is termed

J-º:

jº. ($, Mgh)

diminishing (Jelš) of the price of a commodity:

deduction, in

selling or buying and the like.

satiety. (TA)- Ş.

He put on himself a sº.;

2.9 Jé º They agreed, or

[ Jºe, &c.,

conspired
together, to do the thing; (ISk, S, K, TA:) they

See Supplement.]

aided, or assisted, [and conformed with,) one

6.

'Jºe,

(M, TA:) and
the acting neith mutual
niggardliness in bargaining; or, accord. to Esh

Or

tº: Sº, and "Sºl, He became jilled to

i.e., a covering of the kind so called. (TA.)

See

Shereeshee, the vying in acuteness between a seller
and buyer, the former demanding a price and the
latter offering less, time after time, until they agree
to a reduced price. (Har, p. ca.1.) You say also,
Jº, meaning, He (a man) suffered a diminution,

-

another to do the thing. (TA.)
g

8. Sºl and *$.5; (S, K;) and Gº, aor. “;

Yºo
i.

$2, aor. 4, inf. n. 3.3% (S,

K) and $.

and

(K;) It (a vessel, &c., TA) became full. (S, K.)

& S-l t[He became full of sap,

#32; (Ki) and &; (TA) and "Sº, inf n.

— See 5. —

*:::

or vigour, or youth, or young manhood]. (The
(K;) He filled (K;) a vessel &c. (S,

(TA)- [Hence, perhaps, or the reverse may TA.) You may also say Sº,

&

for

& Lexicons, &c., passim.) And 4.in Sºl +[The
sap, or vigour, of youth, or young manhood,

be the case,] He wronged a man; treated him, or

(TA.) — & Ş. f He satisfied [or glutted] the
became full, or mantled, in a person.] (S, K, in
used him, mºrongfully, injuriously, or tyrannically.
(TA.) See an
(A, K,” TK. [In the first and second, only eye by his comeliness of aspect.
* ... •
o, 29
2 3 - 2 art. Jaé.)
[And Sºl, alone, He was, or
the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is mentioned.]) ex, in a verse cited voce -ºs. – Jºe a-, became, plump.] – âte S- + The utmost of
-

-

— [Hence, also, app.,] He (the J-83, Mgh, ! [I satisfied, or glutted, my eye by the sight of his his power, or ability, ra. accomplished. (TA in

Je- [particularly, comeliness]. (TA.) —º, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n.
the tax termed J-X..] (S, M, Mgh," Mºb [in $34 and 5.5 (S. K.) and $2, aor. 2; (K;)
Msb) collected a tax; syn.

art. Jºe.)

10. cº es: 5- signifies §: Jº <!, Jae
the first and third of which, only the inf. m. of the the former is that which commonly obtains; (TA;)
verb in this sense is mentioned:]) or he collected He became rich, wealthy, &c., syn. & jº. (CK, and a MS copy of the K) [app., He made
property. (A.) Hence the saying, (Mgh,) in a (K)—2in § iº t[A word, or saying, wealthy persons, or honest wealthy persons, his
debtors: but in one copy of the K, for §4. We

trad, (S) is . . … tº J-45 ($, Mg)

that fills the mouth;] i.e., gross, and abominable;

[The taker of the tar termed J.K. will not enter not allowable to be spoken; that fills the mouth so
paradise]; meaning, the jº. (TA.)

find

§ 2, which affords

that it cannot articulate. (TA, from a trad.) – missible here: and in another, cºx seems to be

cºil &:Allº bº, +[Fill your mouths with
3. &. J. J-e-, see 1 – 4-e-, (K) the Kurd). (TA) — tº 24, and be, i.
inf n, i.eu... [and Jºel, (TA,) He acted with

put in the place of

fe a

him in a niggardly, a
manner; syn.

tenacious, or an avaricious,

! He was filled with fright. (A)—Jºš.

§4.

instances; and

cº,

in both the above

in that of

§4.

for Golius

renders the phrase cº-wl us S- by opulentiae
studuit in religione sua : i.e., religionem suam in

4:13: (K: but in some copies,4-4-3. f He sprinkled my clothes with mud, &c. (A.) illa posuit: a meaning which IbrD rejects].
&=5 §. [He (a camel) bespattered his rider

&

Lº à-au, signifies he contended
with him [by bidding against him or othernise] with his ejected cud].
TA,) or

no sense that seems ad

in the sale.

‘J. [A thing sufficient in quantity, or dimen
sions,
for the filling of a vessel, &c., or] the
(M.A.) [See, in art. J-e=, voce ºte + He made, or urged, his beast to run
quantity
that a~< vessel,
&c., ofholds
nºben it is filled.
vehemently. (TA in art. cyc.) – &% like (*.
of ~. 2 : o . »g a
($, K, art 200–8.

Jºë, an ex. from a trad., accord. to one reading

©

(S, K.) — ºl āj) is *}^3 3. alº Gire
[i.e., pass, in form, but neut. in signification,]
thereof.]
and sº, ! He had the disease called 3& it (i.e., the cup, TA) what will fill it; and what
6. U.eus; They acted in a niggardly, a tena
will twice fill it; and what mill thrice fill it. (S,
(A, K.) – See 8.
cious, or an avaricious, manner, each with the
K.)— -ag *Jºjº-- A stone that fills the hand.
of .
other, in bargaining: (IDrd, K:) or 3-4-3
2. ~~ ** Y-e He made his horse to run at (TA)— Jºy's els- *Jº Jº-J JJ To Thee
cº J they contended, one njith another, [by the utmost rate of the pace termed *- (TA.) be praise that shall fill the heavens and the earth.
outbidding or othernise] in the sale. (M.A.)
– And see 1, and 4.
(TA.) — tºº J. A fat woman; that fills
w

•e

J.K.,

e

J.,

e.

o

& wº

6

. .

• * *

an inf. n., (see 1,) used as a subst.,

3.29. Jº St., (S. K.) inf n. 35.4; ($)

(Mgh, Mºb,) Money that used to be taken from

and W $4; (K;) but this latter the lexicologists

a

.2 c .

-*

her al-e when she covers herself with it. (TA,
from a trad.)
-

º

the seller of commodities in the markets in the time
Ş. An assembly, (IAar, S, K,) absolutely,
do not hold in good repute; (TA;) He aided,
of ignorance : (IDrd, M., K.) and a dirhem or assisted, him, and conformed with him, to do
(TA,) [whether of nobles or others]; pl. §.
which the collector of the poor-rate used to take
the thing. (IAar,” AZ, S, K.)

after he had finished the receipt of that tribute:

(IAgr.) – Nobles; chiefs; princes; syn. 35;
*; (K;) principal persons; persons nihose

(IAar, K.) or what is taken by the jº, (S, 4 - J. gº Sºl, (S) and -s; J. S.,

and

Mgh) or J-ºv, (S) or J-tº: (Mgh, Mºbi) and a-, J. "Sº, (K.) I He pulled his bon to

Çeş §: [The
most eacalted princes; i.e.] the angels that are
admitted near [to the presence of God]; or the

so [accord. to some] in the verse above cited : the utmost. ($, K, TA.) – all o')-el, (§, K,)
(S:) the taz, or impost, which he used to take:
inf n. Sº, (TA) tºod affected him with the
(TA:) and generally, what the Sultán's guards disease called 55. (S, K.)
take wrongfully on an occasion of buying and
selling; so [accord. to some] in the verse cited
5.

above: (Msb:) pl.

Jºº.

(A, Mgh, Msb.)

sº 2-i- & Sº

opinion is respected. (TA.)

archangels. TA.) See “, for other explana
tions. – A people of comely appearance, figure,
He became full of attire, or adornment, united for some purpose or

food and drink. ($) — see 8 — tº $3,

Jºãº (A, Mgh, Mºb) and "J-4-0 ($) one and wººl, He became filled with rage. (S.)

design; expl. by

53%. ** #, 55 2.5:

(Abu-l-Hasan, K:) [but this is wrong, see Beyd,
344*
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iš, (K) and 'ºz ($, K) and '54 (K) : A : * ~\º. [A youth in the full bloom of his
ii. 247.] Thus it is of a different class from is,
though, like this word, a quasi-pl. n. It is an defluxion, or rheum, syn. Aéj, ($, K,) occasioned age. See art. *-*.
epithet in which the quality of a substantive pre by repletion, or a heaviness in the head, like a

dominates. (Abu-l-Hasan.)—f Consultation. (K.) deflution, or rheum, (Alej,) from repletion of the
~~~
[You say,) tº: $. & 29. 3. Jé- L. : This stomach. (A.) [See also §2.] = $8. A
~}~ ; see art. •P3), in which, as well as here,
thing was not the result of a consultation piece of drapery which is nºrapped about the body; it is mentioned in the K.
-

4.5% (TA) and ilº

(S, K:) or the 3-Y-2 is
! Was this the result of a consultation of a covering for the body formed of two pieces;

and consent on our part : [and]

28. $.

- -

&- 3. &le;

i.

~~~

(TA;) composed of two oblong pieces of cloth
Myour nobles, and of your assembly 2 said by
1. -1, aor. 7, (infin. ii., T.A.) He put
served together; (MSb, in art. JºJ;) and the alae,
'Omar when he was stabbed: asserted to be
[a
thing] in motion, or into a state of commotion:
is of a single piece. (TA.) [It appears to have

tropical in this sense by Z and others. (TA.) been generally yellow, (see Jº, and
Jº) and (ISd, K.) like J: ; also mentioned by IDrd,

They conversed, consulting together. was probably otherwise similar to the modern who expresses uncertainty as to its correctness.
(TA.)
(S.) — Opinion. (K.) [See a supposed example
àº,
which
is
described
and
represented
in
my
below.] – Disposition; nature; manners; (S,

$. biº-

-

K;) a nature rich in needful qualities: (T:) pl. work on the Modern Egyptians, part i., ch. 1.]

-

-

© .

o

~sº i, q. trº -ā- ; (K;) i.e., The leaves

Pl. 54; (S, K;) [or rather this is a quasi-pl.
of the tree called
. (TA.)
n.;
or
a
coll.
gen.
nº
of
which
3-5)→
is
the
n.
un.;]
good are the dispositiºn, or manners, and conver
*st. an epithet applied to a ãº. [or water
sation, of the sons of such a one 1 (S.) El or, accord. to some, $4; but the former is better
less
desert]. (Marg, note in a copy of the S.)
established. (TA.) Dim. £1.5 for which 4:1.
Juhanee says,

§ i. (S.)[You say,) cº; Jº Ş. &-

•of,

o

292

- ~

0< **

*

tº $ it. Jº ºst:

+

uºrº- Yºº Jº-1 tº

-O- -

* -

o £

ty.

u. How

was also used, accord. to a tradition. (TA.) –
šš, ; Fairness of complexion. (TA) – a quasi-pl. n. : or a pl. that has no sing : or its
• 2 oil
Já-9 wº ! Simple dust. (TA.) – Also sing, is ~314) or <!--! : some of the lexicolo
§. The skim that forms on the surface of milk. gists reject it. (MF)

& Jºi Srift camels (K.) It is said to be

" º-

-o 2.

º

º

.

(S) [They called out, one to another, 0 Buhthel 1 (El-Moâjam.)
<!--

come to our aid! when they san, us: and n'e said,J

&. (S, K) [and &4, as it forms in the]
Be of good disposition, or manners, O Juheyneh!
1. <2, aor. 2, inf. n. <-tº, He soothed, or
or, accord. to some, Be of good opinion, O Ju ſem. #3. (K) and Jº...; ($) pl. §2; (K;)
tranquilized his mind, with nords; spoke to him
heyneh 1 (see above :) or, as some say, Aid nell, Full; ($, K) said of a vessel, &c. (S, TA.)
sneetly, or pleasantly; soothed him with agreeable
Ş. in the sense of $1.4: The masc. is also written and pronounced cº-º: words; ($, K;) not meaning to fulfil his neords:
*
c :
[see 3]. (TA.)—sº £: 19-e-I Amend your and the fem., Sº.. (TA:) and the vulgar say as also $344, aor.
2, inf. n. 3. (TA:) ex.
manners; or have good manners. From a trad.
Jºãº
is-<t.
I asked him to do a thing
$4: A full resel ($, TA)—2;& Cº. &.
0 Juheyneh I taking

o n

-- o

-

(S, K.) — Also Š. A coreting. (K.)
0; o

-

that I wanted, and he soothed my mind by a
promise, not meaning to fulfil it. (A.) — In

: [Full of generosity]. (T.A.) – See tº...

-

-

§. A tremulousness and flabbiness and smelling

&%

1 A majestic person:

* aspect

º

like manner, He made him a promise, (as though
and he would repel him from him, S,) not meaning to
fulfil it. (S, K.) Accord. to Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed,
1 A person whose aspect satisfies the
He made him a concealed promise: but this

of the flesh, in a camel, in consequence of long satisfies the eye. (TA) — cºal J",
6 * ~ *

confinement after a journey. (K.) – See Sºlo.

cº &%

9: c

3). The manner in n:hich a thing is filled. eye by his comeliness &c. (TA.)
(K.) [You say,)

sº

&- &

(not

; :)

f:

9

º

J-2

•.

Jºe”

i. of

Yºol

is a strange explanation.

a

JS3

1 Such a one is inf. n.

(MF) — & 4,

*. He lied; as also 31. (TA, art.
— 2.É. <4. The darkness became

Verily it is well filled. (K.) — š. An oppres
more satisfactory to my eye by his comeliness Jºe.)
sion occasioned by repletion nith food. (K, TA.)
than such a one. (TA.) – 4. §. 29 lik mixed with the light : this happens at nightfall
[See also

#4.]

This thing is better for thee,

and more satis. and at daybreak. (AZ) — 5:1, … He

$.. and " £, Richness, wealthiness, &c.; factory: expl. by & [which is said to have
(K:) or trustiness, or honesty. (S.) [See * *.] this signification]. (TA.)
0 - O
--

-

- - -

?)-o: see :tºo.

‘.…, (S, K,) also written and pronounced &

aspersed him, or bespattered him with eril. (A.)
“, [aor. 2,] inf. n. <1%, He beat him
-

lightly: (Ki) like *, q.v. (TA)—34. He

-

º-s, pass, part. n. of $4, Filled. (S.) – (a hare, TK,) was unable to run; too weak to
Also, t Having the disease called sº. : as part.
n. of & (A.) – Also, (and accord. to some

7"M72.

(K.)

3. * *, (inf. n. $52, TA,) He treated
(Nh,) A rich, wealthy, opulent, man: (K:) or copies of the K, "cº...) Affected by God with him nºith dissimulation, and jested, or joked, neith
trusty, or honest : (S:) or trusty, or homest, and that disease: extr. [with respect to rule], (S, K,) him. (K.)
rich: (TA:) or a rich man, or one not literally as it is used in the sense of the pass. part. n. of
3.1, and "34, and " it. The first, or com
rich, who is honest, and pays his debts well, nithout £. c :
Sºft by rule it should be sº. (TA)
giving trouble to his creditor: (K,” TA:) or an
mencement, of the blackness of night : (K:) or it
º
o a
able, rich, man: (Msb:) [a solvent man:] pl.
cº- An ewe in whose belly are mater and is after the -3... : (TA:) or the first, or com
-

-

§2 and ºf and 5... (K) – Also Š.

5 -c:

matter [such seems to be the meaning of Jäi mencement, of the blackness of the place of

Chiefs; so called because rich in needful things. in the explanation] so that one thinks her to be sunset: when it has become intense, and the last
(TA.)

pregnant.

(K.)

£e has come, it is called J-42. (IAºr.) —

Book I.]
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2.É. " £1. &#, (§, K) and 25ual &

from marrying each other], nor do two acts of

(K,) and a lo <e, (TA,) I came to him at the suckling, or the giving two sucks, like as complete
period when the

darkness became confused, (S, K,) suckling does. (TA.)

or sheep's, or goat's,) palate neith salt. (TA.)

and had not yet become very intense, [as it has]

-

t”

nºhen thou sayest 33, 2. 4,45 [(Is this) thy
brother, or the nºolf?] ; (sº) i.e. at the time of
the prayer of sunset, and after it. (As, S.) —

CŞi. #53 <<1%, (aor. 2 and 2, L.,)
I Such a roman suckled, or gave such, for such a

<!-J) 3SLe The prayer of sunset : in the dial. of

one.

Ralee'ah (A)—ºss tº S. & Gº tº
Š

uti.

flesh-meat, and a skin, or hide. (L.) — Also
W *-i-, inf n. 3.4% He rubbed his (a camel's,

1.

(A,

cº,

aor. 2, inf. n.

&º, 1 He,

or it, (a

man, &c.,) was blue, or gray, [see i-14, in
degree as to incline to whiteness; (Msb;)

such a

as also W

$º, inf. n. tº-º:

and W

tº.

L)—º tºº, inf n. **, (S,)

(TA.) — Also, t He was black, with whiteness
We [meaning the wife of one of us] suckled, overspreading his hair : or, of a dusty white

[His compact nas not othernise than or gave suck, for such a one : (As, L :) or n'e

colour: or, of a clear white colour: (Msb:)

£1.

**

6

[app. II. [and in like manner,] W
inf. n.
weak, and his promise not otherwise than one not suckled such a one. ($) — 39,
caused
the
child
to
be
suckled;]
syn.
with
as
ºl.
meant to be fulfilled]. (A.)
he (a ram) was of a nhite colour intermiced with
º

o

J.M. One m'ho does not become satiated nith

coitus. (K.) You say

34. Jé, and 34.

sº.

5

(K) (see ºil– ~1.3 (L5) and " -i-. black (Š, K) = -1, aor. 2, inf n. 12, He
***** ***, a
inf. n.
W
(L, K;)
(a horse) had the kind of snelling called cº.

jº 5.

F.

said to be formed by transposition from 2'- ; (TA.)
but ISd, sees no reason for this assertion; (L;)

(TK.)

***!,

2. See 1, in six places. –

* >

! He (a poet)

&

<!-2.

t He (a camel, L,) became fat. (L. K.) * ~~i. produced, or said, something goodly, beautiful,

6 o .

See St-Je.

she (a camel destined for slaughter) became fat : pretty, [or facetious] : (S, K:) and W
|
(El-Umawee, S:) or, became a little fat ; (K:) he produced, or said, a goodly, beautiful, or

22; .

She (a canael) became fat in a small degree. (L.) pretty, [or a facetious, nord, or saying, or

&”

Also " --~1.5 t They (lizards such as are called
1.

& º 6, (S, K,) aor. 4; and tº-3, aor. - ;

-(-5)

•, aor. 2, inf n. i-si. (S, Msb, K) and
(K;) inf. n.
(S, K;) He (a child) sucked
[the breast of] his mother : (S:) or he took his
*-52; (K;) this form of the verb is of the
mother's teat nith the extremity of his mouth.
(S, K.) And išū.
said of a young camel, dial. of the people of El-'Aliyeh; (Msb;) and
14, aor. 2, (S, Mºb, K.) inf. n.
(S,

**:

• 2

&”,

3%;

He sucked the she-camel; like […. (L, TA, t”
in art.

**)

• 23

& (S,)

His

mother suckled him.

(Msb.) [The masc. form
of the verb is mentioned in the K.]

3. & “ju, (A) inf n, i-juº, (S,
A, K,) f I ate with such a one. (S, A, K.)
Abu-l-Kàsim Er-Zeijájee disapproves of this,
saying that a verb of this form is only derived

-1, aor, z; (IAar, K;) and Jié; whereas this is derived from ºf

'**', inf n. & , of the dial.
2, (Mºb) inf n.

(Lth.)

from an inf. n., as in the cases of

Msb;) and

o - 2

4. alol as

speech.

became fat; as also ~~~. (L.) =

of El-Hijāz; [But his objection seems to me

*

and

, a subst.

invalid:

this

(Msb;) It (water) was salt: ($, Mºb, K.) or may be an anomalous instance, and yet of clas
.7 -

W

*

-

,

! signifies it became salt, having been sical authority, like many others.] — a ju,
t He was, or became,
(K.)—
nor; § Mşb, K,) iſ.” inf. n. i-tº. and

**,

*$2.

y

[&

8. z º.o. He sucked milk: (K:) or he (a
his foster-brother. (L, TA.)
is ex
young weaned camel,) sucked what was in the the first of which is the most common, and the
plained in the K by ãº Lth explaines
udder. (S.)
last the least common, (TA,) ( It (a thing, $, it by
as is mentioned in the TA: ā-jūji
Msb) was, or became, goodly, beautiful, or pretty; is explained in the A, Mgh, L, and other lexicons
Suching kids. (K.)

i-Šà (S, Ms) and i-sºº (S) and £12,

guº,

£º

(S, Msb, K;) and beautiful of colour; or beautiful by ãººl. in the copies of the K in my
and bright; (Msb;) pleasing to the eye or ear;
hands, by
; and so in one copy of the S :
Jºlo A man n-ho sucks the teats of his facetious. (The lexicons passim.) —jº ~42, in another copy of the S written &: and in

i. i. A single such. (Mºb) [See also it...]
…

£º

• e “

camels, (or of his sheep or goats, TA,) by aor. 2 and -, ($, Mºb, K,) inf. n.

**,

(S,

reason of his avarice; ($, K:) not milking Msb,) He put salt into the cooking-pot: (K:) another cººl, without any vowel to the 2:
eºſ, syn. with ãº, is evidently the
them lest he should be heard: (TA:) as also
… •

*

or put a proper quantity of salt into it : (S, A,

Msb:) and accord. to Sb, W t”

&u=%. ($)

£4. A foster-brother;

syn.

*.

and W -\al

right reading.] Abu-l-Kàsim Er-Zeijájee dis

approves of the verb used as signifying the
(K) — signify the same as

&: (isdi) or

º,

act of two men's sucking each other; [but this
inf n. * º, and º, signify he put much is not what is meant by axial, JI;] and pro
(S, K) and is jº, ($, in art, cº-) [4 salt into it, (S, Msb, K,) so that it [meaning its nounces it a post-classical word. (TA.) You
say as-Ju-Ji àº)- \ºve-, Between them two is
plasterer's tromel;] a thing with which one contents] became spoiled. (S, A.) — & (S,
the sacred or inviolable bond, or obligation,
($) and 'ºz, inf n.
plasters: ($, K:) an arabicized word, from K,) inf. n.
which is the consequence of their being foster
the Persian, (S,) [originally Jú).
An illustrious man.

(K.)

**

• ,

*:

~

*

2 -d -

... •o e

**:

(TA;) He fed camels or sheep or goats with

brothers.
2 oż

•

, of

gº [Sugar-candy]: see gºl.
4.- : A single act of suckling. (TA)— It
is said in a trad., $3 ãº J-5 'y
cº,
(S,)
:
.
t

salt earth, (S, K,) or with earth and salt, the
salt being more in quantity. (TA.) This is
done when the animals cannot procure plants of
the kind called

>, (K,) inf n.

i. e. One act of suckling, or the

-

giving one such, does not bar

[the two parties (K.) —

-

4. See 1, in four places, and 2. —

2;iſ

+ The people possessed

milk;

<!

; the

Ja- ($) — 2–1, aor. . and people had fat camels or other beasts. (L.)
lis, and "-j-. He sailed fish. — tº ! He (a camel) carried fat; (L;)

- -

t”;

(A.)

aor. 2, inf. n.

**,

He salted ſmeaning was fat].

jº tº-

! He put some
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t”

**)

into the cooking their milk in your bellies, and the skins which
have expanded, of a people with matted and
pot. (AA) = Jº el. He gate the camel. they
dusty hair, and of a dusty hue; as though their
salt water to drink. (K.) –
<--1-el. The
skins had dried up, and they had fattened upon
camels came to salt water to drink. (S.) — them. [Another explanation will be noticed
º
U. t[How very goodly, or beautiful, below.] IB says, that the last word should be

fat [which is termed

Jº

&

or pretty, is Zeyd a diminutive form, meant

* for

read

the sake of the rhyme; for each

-º-, (TA.) – Accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, this
is the signification of the former word in the verse
of Abu-t-Tamahán cited above, and the poet
means, I hope that God may punish you for your
perfidious violation of the sacred obligation to
their owner, which they imposed upon you. You
say

** º §§ & and W i-te. There

is

to denote the contrary of the sense of a dim, verse of the poem to which it belongs ends with a sacred or inviolable bond, &c., betneen such
being what is termed
**i. from kesreh. (L.) = * a thing well known, ($, a one and such a one. [This meaning is

***

2 as signifying “salt;” the
<1. us;] (T, S, K:) the verb is here put K,) [Salt;] that with mhich food is made pleasant: derived from
into the dim. form, being meant to be used as (L:) of the fem. gender (Z) generally; (O;) eating of which with another imposes upon the
* *

an epithet, as though they said
it is the only

intº of a

#4. (T:)

verb put into this

sometimes masc.: (K:) pl.

(Msb.) Dim. two parties a sacred mutual obligation.] The

i-º. (Mºb.)— ** tú, (S, K, &c.,) origi Arabs, says Abu-l-Abbās, pay a high respect

form, except al-e-I Le, (S, K,) and, as some nally W. 3.4%

say, ºriu. (TA) This is said accord to & 4
the doctrine of the Basrees, who assert the Jaśl
of wonder to be a verb: but as to the Koofees,

$2.

from the verb

to salt and fire and ashes. (L.) [You say,
& like &: from º
Jº “le, so in the copies of the K,

*...*, Jºſe, as in all the other
usage; (Msb;) and " £4. .L., (K,) and Y *: lexicons, (TA,) ( [lit., His salt is upon his knees;]
contracted because of the frequency of its but correctly

who say that it is a noun, [meaning an epithet, (IAar, ADk, Az;) [respecting which last, see meaning he has no good faith, so as to fulfil his
they allow the formation of the dim. from it what will be found after the explanation;] Salt promises, or engagements: (K:) or he has little
without restriction; and from its admitting the mater. ($, K, &c.) J says, that 2-Le Lo is not good faith, so as to fulfil his promises, &c., for the

dim. form, they argue that it is a noun. (M.F.) allowable, except in a bad dial.: but Az says, Arabs swear by salt, and by water, because of
** -1. tº, and aíº, ! Hon: goodly, that, though rarely found in the language of the their respect for them: (IAar:) or he violates the

-

beautiful, or pretty, is his face and hon good Arabs, it is not to be rejected; and IB says, that obligation imposed by such, the smallest thing

is his action: (A) – 4-4. Jºi i Grace
me, or recommend me,
(T, L.)

(Jºj)

it occurs in verses of chaste poets; and may be

making him forget it, like as the least thing
scatters salt if a person puts it upon his knees:

[by thy speech]. considered as used after the manner of a rel. n., (T:) or he is fat: (K:) As says, that in the
[meaning
following verse,

cº 3%) like JºJº, i.e. yj; 3%

* : * >*

* **, 2* * , ; *

and

§3. i.e. g., ; ; (TA) it is a chaste word,

• &

*5 -ºlº cºº

5. See 1, in two places. –

of the dial. of El-Hijáz, but extr., being from
t[Such a one affects to be clever, or graceful,
it.”
like as you say Jº from &#9 Jºi.
and to be goodly, beautiful, pretty, or face

tº,

• *

e

•6 - -

-

#

35- c.2 ºv-, --- S

+

• 2 3, , z*z 32 - 2 - 2 - ?

&

-en) 32° 4-3-2- tº-2

-

and when it is said that it is rare, it is meant that

tious]. (A.)

[Blame her not; for she is of nomen whose fat is

it is not agreeable with its verb, not that it is rare
placed above the knees;] the woman meant was
9. See 1, in two places.
with respect to usage, seeing that it is of the dial. of the people called Ez-Zenj, whose fat is in their
10. 4-1-1 + He esteemed him, or it, goodly, of the people of El-Hijáz, who selected the most thighs, and lºve signifies their fat: (TA:) or

beautiful, or pretty; ($, K;) [pleasing to the chaste words of the various dialects: or it is he is sharp in his anger: (K:) or he is of ecil
eye or ear: (the lexicons passim:)] or found him, regularly formed from it." **, a form of the disposition, rendered angry by the least thing;
g o

verb sometimes used. (Msb.) The pl. of tº: is like as salt upon the knee is scattered by the least
thing: (T:) or he is frequently engaged in alter
à-la. and 2-y-e and tº: (L, K:) *and
See
- 2 some
93 ... • cation; as though his knees were much wounded
times is said t” ot, cisalt waters; and à-12 àº, by his long kneeling in altercation, and by his
(S, M, K) and Y
(M) i The act of
a salt well. (L.) —
Salt waters. (T, K.) long striking his knees against those of another,
and he therefore put salt upon them to cure them.
sucking the mother or any nurse; syn. Fuji (S,
* … J.; A well of salt water: ($, K.) pl.
(A.) [See also axe).] = t” <-3, and "-ju,
M, K;) a child's sucking its mother. (Abu-l
occurring
in a verse of Antarah. (S.)
Kásim Ez-Zeijájee.) –
1 Milk. (IAar.)
A plant of the kind called Jas-. (ISk, $.)
—
tº
+
Knowledge;
science;
learning
;
syn.
The following verse of Abu-t-Tamahán, who had

or it, to be so (TA.)

6 - 9

**

º;

**.

:*

e.

tº ,

tº:

-

**

•

&

6 ... o

6

º'

6 de

6

-

***'--

3. ãº,

**

º

-

6

some camels, of the milk whereof he gave to drink

. .

G -

© a

Je.

: see as-Vo. — A certain disease and fault
(IKh, Kz, K.) – t Men of science; learned
in
the
hind
leg of a beast of carriage; (TA;) a
to a people that afterwards made an attack upon men; syn. it.1%. (IKh, Kz, K.) – f Goodliness,
them, and took them, is cited by Ağ, [app., accord. or beauty. (K.) [Accord. to the TA, it is an snelling in the hock, or hock-tendon, (~59%) of
to the S, as an ex. of
in the sense of alº
inf. n.: see
a subst. (Sh, K.)— a horse; (S, K;) less than nhat is called § -;
but as MF observes, it may be taken as an ex. of
which is a name given to it when it has become
! Fatness: (K:) or a small degree offatness. (TA.) violent.
that word in the sense of milk;]

&]— Fatas

(S.)

and * *-ī- 14 sacred or inviolable
• 2.
*

~ *

* of ~ +- w -

. .* * *

-

2.831. Jº Wº 2-9 Jºls

bond,

of the like, or anº compact, bond, or obliga

º

-

6 o'

tº: see tº

#

tion, which one is under an obligation to respect,
Vºl 3-ºl Jº-J-2 e-la-e Lºs
or honour, or the cancelling or breaking of which
i-1, IA single feed taken by a child from the
renders
one
obnoxious
to
blame;
syn,
alºand
breast.
*a-Lo, with &" signifies a single suck.
(S, L.) The poet says, Verily I hope that ye
may regard (; ; & [which is understood]) the Aucy; and a compact, or confederacy; syn. —Al-. (TA) = i. i. The main body of the sea; or
milk which ye have drank, of these camels, [lit., (K.) In some copies of the K, for Ji- is put the fathomless deep of the sea; or a great expanse
... • *

º

>

. of

o

©

…

•*

: **

º

6 -d -

* - d -

*

.

ge
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9

of sea of which the extremities cannot be seen. last signifies more than the first, (T, S,) : Goodly;
beautiful; pretty; (S, Msb, K;) and beautiful
(K.)
of colour; or beautiful and bright; (Msb;)
i-1 (S, K) and ':4% (K) : A white colour pleasing to the eye or ear; facetious: (the lexicons
intermired with black (S, K:) whiteness over passim :) fem. of the first with 3: (Msb:) pl. of
spreading blackness in the human hair, and in the same,
and
(AA, S, K;) and
s ,. .
. . . . . .”
6 * *
~
*
~ *
anything: or a dusty white colour: or a clear of, tºº,
cº-º-o; and of tºº, J3-)-o. (K.)
white colour: or nihiteness inclining to any kind
—see -t-. — [Facetious speech..] – One in
of redness; like the colour of the antelope. (L.)
[See also *—ºil — Also, à-1. f The utmost n:hose counsel, or advice, one seeks a remedy; acc.
to AA : hence the phrase J-U!
Jºj}: acc.
degree of blueness or grayness, [app. meaning the
to
some,
one
with
nºhom
one
finds,
or
esteems, it
latter, from
as signifying “salt,” as salt in
pleasant to sit and converse. (IB, in TA, voce
the state in which it is commonly used in Arabia
ºf [the bird Sifrid]: see 3,i.e.
is of a pale gray colour, Jji 33i: (K:) or

**

ić. (S, K) and "āsº (K) A place nhere
salt is generated. (S, K.)
23
ºf .
à-Y:

Jú) tºº
ãº and *:::::::

6

See

º' .

tº

*: §4. **.
£1. ! A ram, ($, K,) and a he-goat, (S,) of

&;

**

• * 6 -

and

See

a rhite colour intermiced with black : (S, K:)

any hair, and wool, and the like, in nihich are ,
whiteness and blackness: (TA:) that in nihich
are nºniteness and blackness, the former colour

predominating: (AZ, Ks and others:) or of a
dusty white colour: or of a clear white colour:

-

blueness, or grayness,

(ağ) of

to incline to whiteness.

such a degree as

(S.) [See

£ºil–

3

a bon-mot; (L;)

<-2-9 &: cº #3-s:

(S, K;) [nºhat is deemed beautiful, elegant, face
tious, or the like, of stories, &c.; (IbrD:) and
SO
coupled with
in art. aš in

*i-sti

is.&

the TA:] also said to signify a bad, an abomi
nable, or a foul, nord, saying, or speech; a meaning

taken from a trad. of 'Āisheh, who applied this

See

mith its hair pervaded by whiteness. (TA.) Aboo

! as one of
(S, K,) Dhubyán Ibn-Er-Raabal employs
four epithets which he applies to those old men
occurring in poetry written in the latter manner,
most hateful to him. (S.) — Also, I Blue, or
(S,) A kind of white, long-shaped, grape : (S, K:)
gray, [see à-14.] in such a degree as to incline to
so called from [the colour termed] a-tºl; (S;)
whiteness; an epithet applied to a man, &c. (Msb)
or from the [plant called]
because of its
cºal
Having the eye of that colour. (S.)
taste. (AHn.) — Also, A kind of fig, (K,)
— Hence, it tº i:= [meaning I An army,
small, of the colour termed
Ži, very sneet, and
or a troop of horse, appearing of a white and
n!hich is dried. (TA) — Also, A species of the
black, or gray, hue, by reason of their glittering
tree called J; in nihich is nihiteness and redness
neapons; see also ić aºré-): (S:) or one that
and the colour termed *:::. (AHn, K.)
is nhite and great: (TA:) or, great. (K.) –

C-54,

4-1. ! A goodly, beautiful, pretty, or facetious,
story, or narrative, and nord, or saying, or speech;

&.
written ū-3%

(Msb:) fem. R-14; applied to a ewe of a nihite
colour intermixed nith black : (Ki) or black,

sometimes

cº,

e -

&

-

term [perhaps ironically] to a bad answer which
she had given in consequence of her having mis
& + Den, that falls in the night upon legu
understood a question put to her: (L:) pl.
A seller of sal. . 9." possessor of salt:
minous
plants: so called because of its whiteness.
(S, K.) As said
[I have attained (IAar, K.) as also " *** : (K:) which also
(L.) Er-Rá'ee says, describing some camels,
to the station, or rank, to which I have attained signifies one who provides himself with salt for
a .
• *, 2*
by means of goodly, or facetious, sayings, &c.] travelling-provision: or a trader in salt. (TA.)
Uºle-3 &º" *A* 42 st-cºl

§4. 3.

tºº <!:

• *

~

*

3

#

--

199 <33. ! [I related to him goodly,

(S.)

-

º

a £

A sailor; a shipman; a seaman, or

& Jºº Jºãº 35

beautiful, pretty, or facetious, stories.] (A.) — mariner: (T, S, K:) so called because constantly
[A curiosity, an eactraordinary thing.]
upon the salt water. (T.) — Also, One who meaning [by
|] dew: [They remained in it
during
the
period
of the season called &º!!, and
constantly attends to a river ( 2. ; in some copies
as—le: see t”.
of the K, *: TA) to put its mouth into a right their preserver from thirst was attended by com
5
tº .
or proper state. (K.) – His occupation is called fort, being den brought by the night]: he says,
cyl-ke: see cyl-ke. — [A sucker : see JLaº
they remained in that place during the days of
the season called &ººl, and while the dew lasted,
in art. Ja...]
º

.*

, e.

*

º o

> *

…

• 6.

"icº and "icº. (K.)

*

.

-

-

• 6 -

$4. #4. – [A coll, gen. ºlº
See

so that he was
certain

&l-i-, (§, K) sometimes written " & 14,

•

*

(sº [but this appears to be a

mis
-

take for Jº, “so that they were,”]) in a com
[written in both plant, ($, K,) of the kind called Jase-; (Lth,
T, S;) a leguminous garden-plant; n. un, with
these ways in a copy of the S in my hands,) I A
3; it is a tender plant, with a salt flavour, grow
name given to one of the winter-months, because
ing in smooth, or soft, and depressed, tracts of
of the whiteness of its snow: (S:) the month
(TA, art. •rº, voce

&º)

(T,) a herb of the kind called Jay-,
called Jumála-i-Akhireh, ś-S sit-, (K) land:
having twigs and leaves, growing in tracts such as
[in the old Arabian calenda; }} because of its
are called

whiteness; Jumāda-l-Oola, J.S. essuº, being
called &: or this was a name of Kánoon el
Owwal, Jš. &site; (TA;) and & 12

—sº,

fortable state of life: and he says aw J- because
the dew falls in the night: (S, L:) by UA,\e- he
means the night-dew which preserved them from
thirst. (L.) — it tº was also the name of a

particular troop belonging to the family of El

of a salt flavour, wholesome to Mundhir, (S, K,) of the Kings of Syria, who had

camels and sheep: (M:) a plant like the 2S3,

in

another called ſºil. (TA)—it tº #: A
is: nith

black and nihite stripes. (L.) **
J. : A tree of n!hich the leaves have fallen,
Kánoon eth-Thanee,
&site: (K, TA:) made into bread, and eaten: so says AHn, and (L, K,) the branches, or twigs, remaining green.
[but see & :] or &- and &“t. Were nameS he adds, I think that it is thus called because of (L) – it tº (in a camel, L) + Certain flesh
its colour; not because of its taste: and in another in the back, (situate within, L.) extending from
applied to the days nºhen the earth ra, rvhite nºith
place he says, that the Sº, is the raceme of the withers (Jelš) to the rump : (L, K:) or
hoar:frost, or rime. (Amr Ibn-Abee-'Amr, Az.)
the elſe of the Jī; thus called because of the middle of the back, betneen the withers (UA&I)
tº-: See
its taste, which is hot, as though containing and the rump : (T, S [in neither of which is
salt. (M.) [Suaeda baccata. Forsk., Flor., 69. reference made here to a camel] :) or the part
and ".
and W
(S, K,) but the (Freytag.)]
between the hump of a camel and its rump : or
Was

Jº

*

* *

**

s

**.
CŞ.

§3.

which is a red hue, eaten with milk, bearing grain
n:hich is collected like as is that of the <3, and

t” – Jºlo

2734
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the vertebra of a camel over which is the hump : K,) Such a one goes to and fro, and occupies him (K) trouth, or youthfulness; and its softness,
(L:) or, in a camel, the part beneath the hump; self much, in vain affairs: ($, K:) or goes quickly tenderness, or delicateness. (M., L., K.” [In the
containing sic vertebrae (→Su-6); pl. *3–1. and easily therein : (Sh:) or plays, or sports, and CK, for aº, is erroneously put **)

(T) - tº Jú The fat of the hump. (L.)
2

persereres, therein.

(L.) –

Î A horse having the kind of swelling

-

$1.

called

£1.

i. q.
*

jºin [Walking in

an affected manner] (L, in
art. 3-ºxo.) —i-º is… ºil
The people,

s •

and '34. § M. L.K) and '34.jand '534:

.*

à-l.

See iº.

(S, A.)

'3. ! A fat camel.

and

(L.) —

º

8:

fat: (S:) or having some remains of fatness.
p & e.

º , ,-

(L.) = *** <!--, and

•

W

6

tºº,

or delicate; ($, M, L, K;) and lithe or limber:

(M, K:) the first (S, M, L, K) and second, (M,
L, K,) or all, (K,) applied to a branch: (S, M,
L, K:) and the first and third, (S, M, L, K,) or

see 1.

* †. A camel destined for slaughter that is
º,

• 2 of

isº, It (flesh-meat) was, or became, taste and 'Jºlº and "343 (M, L, K) Soft, tender,

less, or insipid; ($ ;) [i.g.

***

2 of
3.4%

from several Arabs of the desert.) = % º, aor. 2,

* >

i-1. A thing [or vessel or the like] in which
-

&c.; see

33% ($, M, A, L, K) and "343 (M, L, K)

inf n.

salt is put.

s 2 of

3–1. He (a man) fled (IAgr; and Az,

($.) —

5 ... • 6 -

… o

• 2 of

or party, ment, or journeyed, far in the land.

à-º-º: see da-)-o.

6 . .

*!, Jºel,

2 * * *

See aa-ºo.

~ * *

J'º-o: see JLo.

£1.

(TA.)

2 - ? •;

as-3M-ol:

g

Jºlº,

of

**, applied

to flesh-meat, (S,) or, accord.

-

all, (M, L, K,) applied in the same sense to a
man, or young man: ($, M, L, K:) or 3,12.

(S, K,) and to some, specially to a new-born camel that is

applied to a young man, t beardless : (A:) or
w t”
* { , (Msb,)
( §b,) Salted Jifish; ($, K;) i. q."

&#9

(K.) You should not say

**.

-i-. slaughtered when it falls from its mother's belly, perfect in make, or full-grown, pubescent, and
tº
a 2 of
(L.) That has no taste; tasteless; insipid; (S, L,

As to the

3-,

K;) i.g
saying of 'Odháfir,

ă,

•

o “
*

º

relºruſ: (T, L:) and 33% ºf (S, M, L, K)
**. – Corrupt: and
3251 el (M, L, K) and ājīJ. (M, L) or
2-

(L, K:) or any corrupt food. (IAar, L.) –
Milk that slips from the hand. (L.)

$4.

9&

ºil, '89 wº

*

(S.) See

… •

&

ºf wº,

a

tº-

and 2-3/4-c
are better than
c

5 w - a

cº- and tº-

6

See

- d .

t”.

* Fleeing; as also Jet. and J.-

tº-

:

See

6*

*- d -

~ * of

*

-

, a .

*#32;(K) and 131 (S, M, L, K) and ºl.i.

(M, L, K) [in the CK #3 & applied to a
(S, M.L. K.) and of just stature: (L:) pl.
of 3343 (A, TA) and of 342 (TA) jusi, (A,
TA3) and of 31, 353 (M, L.) The i in

22*) and Jºel is to render them quasi-co

**
…

ordinate to words of the classes of

o 2

and

o

(Az.)

Jiº £º. 1 A man deprived, or despoiled of
his reason ($, TA)—-tail "&

5

5 * * * *

:•

- 2 o3

[*** Corchorus olitorius, or Jens' mallon, ; woman, or a damsel, I soft, tender, or delicate;

[A woman of El-Basrah who married a man of so used in the present day. See jº.
El-Basrah : he fed her with salted and fresh], it
Vehement in journeying, or in his pace.
is not an evidence. (S.) ISd says, that some
have disapproved of this word, as also of **, ($,” TA.) – A slave who runs anay often.
not regarding the above verse as an evidence. (L, K.)
Yoo
that
t”.says,
(TA.)

a2

resla; ; as is shown by their having the augmen
tative letters 3 and Us. (IJ, M, L.)
•

o

A man

2-1.. !:

See

, of

3,121. — Also, applied to a desert

* >

tº

weakened, or enervated, in the back-bone, or back;
(K;) as though it were pulled asunder. (TA.) which is nothing.

(5-3) id. Jºº (S. L. K) i.e., Bare, in

9 * * * *

t”
1.

tº-

(L.)

‘s , , o a

See

tº

3.4% aor. 2, inf. n. ** (K;) and Y tºl;

Jºe

(L;) He pulled, or drew, a thing, grasping with
the hand, or biting, (L, K,) and so pulling or

drawing it out. (L.) – " ?–1. He pulled out

J.J.”

1. …, ſaor, ,] (TA) inf n. 21. (K, TA)

a thing; (L, K;) drew it forth : or drew it forth

quickly. (L.)

and &lº, (M,) It (a branch, M, TA) was, or
He drew his sword. (S, K.) became, soft, tender, or delicate; (M, K;) and

1. 31, aor. 3, inf n. 31, He nas quick in
coming and going. (M., L.) This is the original
signification. (L.) — He (a horse) was quick
in his running. (K, in which only the inf. n. is
mentioned.) — He (a horse) stretched forth his
arms, (<<3 3. $, M, L, K,) in running, (S,) to
a degree that he could not
exceed, to overtake,
a.

He pulled out his tooth: (S:) and his eye. (Lh.) quivered, shook, or played loosely. (M, K, TA.)
It (an eagle) pulled out an eye; (S;) as also
— Also, inf. n. 31, ! He (a youth) was, or
* >1.5. (K, TA.) He pulled amay his hand became, soft, tender, or delicate. (T, S, L.) —
from the hand of a person grasping him. (L.)
See also 34, below. — $31. He drew or pulled (3–9 |-ºj-, -º-; ) J-, M, L, K,) and con
He pulled out a ripe date from its skin. (L.)
it; strained it; or eactended or stretched it; syn. tracted, or dren in, (J - [perhaps a mistake for
He pulled off flesh from a bone. (L.) He pulled
J.<, which may mean either contracted, or
;34. (K.)
-

-

:

-

-

-

-

off the bridle and bit from the head of a beast of
threw back, his hind legs to a degree that he could
carriage. (L, K.) — 344, aor. 2, (L, K,) inf.
2. 2., inf n. 243. It (the imbibing of not exceed, to overtake, without any confusion [in
m. -º , ($, L, K,) He went, or journeyed, at a moisture) rendered it (a branch) soft, tender, or
his motions]. (M, L)–$31, aor. 2, inf. n.

vehement rate : (S, L, K:) or, at an easy rate: delicate. (T, L.) — He softened it, namely a
and, sometimes, vehemently: (ISd:) or, quickly: tanned skin or hide. (S, L, K.)
(TA :) or he (a beast) stretched forth his arms in
* c3
Jº-o: see 3.42. – Also, The [creature called]
the pace called *- in any way, nell or ill.
(Ibn-Hánee.) –
Gº
He ment anay Jº; (K;) i.e., i. q. 5-; or an enchantress of
journeying through the land, or earth. (TA.) the jinn. (TA.)
31. see 4. 31, (M, L, K,) and "&34.

wº

34.

—Jº Jºãº 38, ($) inf n &t., (S,

-

3. and $52,

He contented him nºith courteous

and soothing speech, and made him to hear that

which rejoiced him, without doing, or performing,
anything. (T, L.) Accord. to Aboo-Is-hák, the
3 in this word is a substitute for 32. (M., L.)

See & – 31, inf n. *. He lied; (K.) as
also -i-. (TA)— sº, (§, L.) inf n. xi,
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(S, L, K,) He smote him and pierced him with a tºº, i.e., ±1. sº Jº 3,55; or ū. º Ö3; is nhen the blackness has become intense, so that
f [Journey thou three nights of quick, or of easy, the time of the last &e comes; then the U-19
4 & 2.
journeying; or nºith a quick, or an easy, journey becomes confounded with the J.J.e., and the one
3 - 2 Ö31. and
and Jºe: see 5’)-e.
ing;] or U.Lo signifies a certain mode of going or is not distinguished from the other. (IAar.)
journeying; and is in the accus. case as an inf. You say,
"J-1. 3. (S, M,)or e^\laji Jº,
3.14. See $$...
n. (TA.) Jºiº, aor, and inf. n. as above, also (TA,) I came to him nºnen the darkness had be
$º. A man who says but does not act, or per signifies t It (a thing) went back, or retired, come confused; (S, TA;) when the night had
(M, become confused nith the earth. (TA.) The
form; ($, L, K5) a liar; ($, L;) who behaves (J-5) quickly; (M;) and so

spear. (S, L, K.")
*

*

*

& it.

• *

*

• * *

> *>

2Xià,

-

"...º.

in an artificial manner, and is not true in
$

in e.

his

TA) = & J.L., ſaor...] (TK) infin. Jºiº,

$1. and said to be of the same measure
*: but this seems to be a mistake]) and

the K
as

•

. . .

-

-

3 ....: -

-

word is used adverbially and otherwise. (M.)

-

affection; (M, L, K;) as also * $212 (M., L [in (A, K,) or Jº, (S, M,) The darkness became
confused; ($, M, A, K,) as also "Jºi, (TK,)
inf n.
(K:) or became in the state after

Jº:

'33. and '33. (M. L. K) and 'º';

that m'hich is termed

(M, K:) [in some copies of the K, by a mistake
in the last vowel-sign, each of the last three of

See

these epithets is as though it were syn.

with

3.1% (M,) or 34.

See

Jºãº Jºº.
& ... •

*

, o,

.

© .

J-Lº : see J-º-; in two places: = and
(TA.) throughout.
- *
* *

Jºl. below.

J-º-º: see

º

Jº,

o

J-º-;

= ? A she-camel that

escapes and goes anay so quickly that nothing

2. –L.inf n. Jº, He rendered it smooth, attaches, or clings, to her: (S:) or quick, or snift,

31, the inf n of 34., “he lied” &c..] or a liar, sleek, or free from asperities. (S.) You say,
who, if ashed, will not tell truly nzhence he comes; Jº J-º, (TA,) iºjº, (A,) inf n, as above,
as also all the above epithets: (M, L:) and (TA,) [He smoothed the land nºith the i-S. ;]
v 3,134, one who makes a show of sincerity, faith he drew the aii. ſor a-S..] over the land, [and
fulness, or honesty, concealing, or meditating,
what is different therefrom. ($, L.) — Also so made it smooth, or even,) after the ploughing

in the utmost degree: (Z, K:) or quick, or snift;

as also "Jºi. (M ) or the latter signifies a
she-camel eaccellent, or good, in the pace termed

Jºe, [so I render

3&e,

that outstrips, and is

seen to be first among the camels in the place
and soning thereof. (TA.) = Also, (S, A,) of pasturage and the watering-place and every
Stealthy, (M, L,) and light, or active; inf. n. as above, (TA,) : He made him to escape; journeying. (AZ, K.”) — Also, t A man who

$5.

applied to a wolf (M, L, K.)

or to be, or become, or get, clear, quit, free, or at nvill not remain firm to a compact, covenant,
engagement, or promise; like as the smooth thing
liberty; 29 &- from the thing, or affair; (S,
will not remain firm. (M.) It is said in a pro

jle

K5) and 2.É 2, 3-, from the hand of another.

See art. Jale and Supplement.

J-le

verb, (El-Ahmar, M,) alluding to dislike, or
hatred, of faults or the like, (El-Ahmar, TA,)
(A.)
4; see 1. – 4:3 & 4. The wool of thy 4; * $ J-49 +[He who will not remain firm
to a compact, &c., for him there is no compact,
sheep, or ene, fell off: (K:) from Ibn-'Abbād. &c.]; (El-Ahmar, M.;) meaning, that he has
(TA.)
-

1. J., aor. 2; (M, A, Mºb, K3) and Jº,

got out of the affair in safety, there being nothing

aor. 2; (Mºb;) or the second form is Jº, aor. :;

5. Jiji see Jºiº. = It (a smooth thing) due to him, nor anything to be demanded of him.
slipped forth from the hand [&c.J. (Har, p. 119.) (El-Ahmar, T.A.) [But see what here follows.]
– And hence, (Har., ubi supra,) I He escaped; – It is said in a proverb, applied to him in
got anay; or nas, or became, or got, clear, quit, whose fidelity one does not trust, (TA,) J-49
free, or at liberty; ($,” M, A, MSb,” K,) as % ãº ‘9, meaning J-49 3. (Az, L, MSb,
also W J-ºk (S, A, K,)
W Jº!, of the TA;) i.e., + He who steals a commodity, and
sells it for less than its price, and escapes imme
measure Jº, [or rather Jaśl, and "Jºel;
diately and hides himself, so that if he who has a
(K;) 29. &: from the thing or affair; (S, A,

(K;) [but the last of the inf ns. here following

Jº is correct;] inf. n.
ãº, (S, M, A, Mºb, K) and icº, (M., K.)
seems to indicate that

[accord. to rule, both of the first, and Jº, (M,
TA,) [accord. to rule, of the second;] It was, or
became, smooth, sleek, or free from asperities; the
inf. n. being the contr.

ofä,4-

and

(S, M, K;) it

just claim to it come, he finds his property in the

(se: &: jrom my hand. (A.) –
or became, smooth to the feel; (Mºb) and "Jºel [Hence,) ~ſº &- J-1. + He recovered from
had in it nothing upon which to lay hold; it was, TA;) and

signifies the same, ($, M,) inf. n. Cº.; (S;)
and "J.L.1: (so in a copy of the A) and [in like

manner] "J-1 (S, A) and "Jº, of the mea

Jaśl, the C

being incorporated into the A,
both signify it was, or became, made, or rendered,
smooth, &c. (S.) See also 4. = Jº, aor. 2,
sure

inf. n.

cº, f He (a man) ment anay quickly, or

swiftly: (TA) and jºis-1, (M) and Jº,
(A,) aor. and inf n, as before, (M,) tthe she

hand of him who purchased it, he takes it, and

the price which the thief gained goes for nought,
and the purchaser cannot return to him to recover
the nine. (AHn, M.)
the price : (Az, TA:) or it means, the nho goes
7. J-Lº and Jº; see Jº: = and J.4. anay privily, gets out of the affair in safety, there
= and 5.
being nothing due to him, nor anything to be
demanded of him : or Jº-º'ſ means, a t man's
• , , , , , of
8: see 5. = 0)-aw J-Mºol f His sight was sud selling a commodity which he has stolen, and
abating the price, and then absenting himself; so
denly taken anay. (M, A, K.)
that when it is plucked from the hand of the pur
9 : see Jºiº.
chaser, he cannot sue the seller as responsible for
the loss thereof: (Mºb:) or f the sale to rehich
11 :

see Jºi... = and 5.

camel, (M,) and the camels, (A,) went quickly,
J-M4 : see Jºi. = Also, Jº, (A, K,) or
or sniftly: (M, A:) or Jºſé signifies the going
W Jº, (S, M,) The confusedness of the darkness:
easily, or gently: and also, contr., the going
vehemently: (M. :) or a gentle mode of going or ($, M, A, K.) or it is after the tºº, (M.) or
journeying; (IAgr:) and the being light, or active, • * : (TA:) the J.J. is the first, or commence
º, e -

attaches no claim upon the seller for having acted

unjustly: (A, TA:) or t the selling a thing with
out making one's self responsible for any loss or
the like that may be occasioned by it. (TA.)
One says, also, in selling, ãº º Jº, meaning,
that he has escaped from the affair, or become

and quick. (TA.) It is said in a trad., tº ment, of the blackness of the west; and the U.A.” quit of it; that there is nothing due to him, nor
345
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anything to be demanded of him : [i.e., t I am
quit of the affair: no claim shall be made2 for
* *
indemnification.] (S.) You say, also, Jacº)
#3% •j J-49), meaning, t [I sell to thee on the

rule, (K) the Us being suppressed by poetic
4. al., (K) inf n. Sº, (TA) It (a
thing)
made, or caused, to slip. (K.) — Hence,
licence: (TA:) or J-2 signifies land in which
are no trees, nor fresh nor dry herbage, nor wild (TA,) tº:- <--alo!, (Mgh, TA,) or lºss-,
animals; sing, J-ºk'el; app. from i-º-e, [inf. n. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, TA) or (sº, (S) or ~~~~
g

º . ~

o

*

J-º]

i.e., smooth land, in nihich is nothing : [alone], (M, A, K,) She (a woman, S, M, A,
Mgh, and a camel, M, TA) brought forth her
foetus, or offspring, prematurely, ($, M, A,
upon me for indemnification. (Mgb.) [In some
is pl. [of pauc.] of Y Jº, meaning, an even place, Mgh,) or dead: (K:) i. q. as &# and
copies of the S, here and in art. Ave, the verbs by
• ... • *
(M, TA,) in which is no herbage; (TA;) and
condition that] thou shalt get thee anay, and not
return to me, (S, Msb, K,) nor have any claim

of

(sh, L, TA *) or J-gū is plot J-Sº, which

6

-

• *

which the meaning is explained are of the third
* <ſº and * ***. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, TA)
person, as though referring to the things sold; the pl. of mult. is J-316; and you say also, – Jalal also signifies He (a man) became poor,
" Ji, Jºi and "J-1. and " tº and
but the right reading I hold to be that which I
needy, or indigent. (TA.)
J-ºk meaning, land that produces no herbage;
have followed. See also art. Jºve.]
5 : see 1, in three places.
º

6

p

-

p.m.

(M, TA) and the pl. is Jº and JºJº,

• * *

Jºs”: see J-4-2.

contr. to analogy [unless pla. of Jº!,

in

7. Jalºl and Jalal see 1, in three places;

Jº;

J-44: See Jºi. in two places: = and
which case the former only is so]. (TA.) — and see 7 in art. Ja!2.
You say also, J-ºº! & (T, M., TA,) and
… • c:
Jake f Naked: [in the present day commonly
it.….: dim. of iu-J fem. of J-Lol, which see, 3
"J-ºl. (T, S, M, K, TA,) as though the preceded by cº (vulgarly pronounced cº),
in two places.
latter were a rel. n. from Jº, (T, S, K, TA,) and with it signifying stark naked:] as though
3 *
ãº. An implement (S, A, K) of wood (A, not, as is implied in the [S, and j K, as meaning become divested of his clothes like a rope that is
º

o

a 2

º 6 e.

• , e, ſº

•* 6 -

-

o

-

TA) with nihich land is made smooth, or even; a desert, but as syn. with W

J-44:

become divested of its villous coating. (TA.)
(TA;)
º

(S, A, K.) as also "i-1:... (A, TA)

.

Jak. A thing that slips out from on's hand
M, TA:) and accord. to Lth, J-44 & by reason of its smoothness; as also Jazº, and
Jºi Smooth; sleek; free from asperities; signifies t the sneetest kind of pomegranate,
2 - 6:
"
Jaiºſ:
(M:) a rope from rehich the hand
[contr. of 3-5] (S, M, K;) having in it nothing
which *is-othat
nithout
stones.
(TA.)
[See
&,
slips,
($,
K,)
not being able to keep hold of it;
8
upon nihich to lay hold; smooth to the feel; (Mºb;)
voce -r-ºl.]
(S, TA ;) as also "J-44. (TA.) You say,
and "J.J. signifies the same; (TA) and * Jºº.
122 ić. (M., A) A fish that slips from the
[in like manner, anything smooth or soft : (TA:)
+A sneet pomegranate, having no stones : (T,

hand by reason of its smoothness: (M :) or that
gets loose or free, or escapes, and slips [away]:

fem. of the first, it….: (M, A, &c.:) and pl.
... of

tº o z

6 oz.

J-Mo. (A.) You say, Jº -3.3 [A smooth
garment, or piece of cloth]. And it…i. 3,4- [A.
smooth rock]. (A, TA.) And it…L. Jº and
W J-4- A bony in which is no crack. (M.) And

(A:) or, accord, to AA, (TA) i-J signifies
• *

…

-

+

=

-

9-1 cº esley ſapp, meaning a kind of
thick-skinned fish].

(K, TA.)

-

o .

~ -e >

g

Jº . .

*** *-*.* Jé 493 and Y º JHe struck him

tº

-

e

Jaele : see Jake, in two places: — and see

1. Ja..., (S, M, A, K.) aor. -, (§, K) inf. n.

upon the even and smooth part of his back. (M.)
– t A camel (A) having a sound back, ($, K,) Jº, (S, M.) It (a thing, S, M, or a rope,
free from mange or scab. (A, TA.) So in the Lh, M, A, and a bridle, Lh, M,) slipped; ($;)
proverb, (S,) 3.3/ JS U. viºs Jé &% or fell, slipping; (K;) or got loose or free, or
escaped, and slipped [anay]; (A ;) or slipped
t[What he that had galls on his back eagerienced
out by reason of its smoothness; (M;) from one's

• : *> .

-

Jalº, in two places.

Jºi.

* - of

man.] (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) — Also, Tender; or

was a light matter to him that had a sound back]:
(S, K:) applied to him who has an ills ofconcern hand; (S, M., A.;) as also V Jº, and 'Jaiº

soft. (TA.)

for his companion.

"Jº

* , o, .

(K.) — U-12 Jºy! : see (M. :) or W. Jalºl, ($, K,) also written Jº,
J-44. — Kºtº - 14 year without herbage: (S,) signifies it (a thing, Lth, S,) escaped, or
(A:) or a year of sterility; pl. Jºvi, Contr. to got loose or free, (Lth, S,) from one's hand,

9 x .

Jºº. You say also, Jauci Jº-,
£a
•* ~* *
Jºly', i. e. aiº [app, meaning A smooth-headed
See

Jºº.

Brought forth prematurely; as also

(M, TA:) an abortion. (TA.) You
• *o es;
say, taº. (s3% <-5)] She cast her young one
after having been seized or grasped : (Lth:) and prematurely; (TA ;) as also Y *... and uº.

rule. (M.) —tº f The lonest heaven. (TA, [in like manner] 'Jaiº, it, and he, (a thing, (K, TA.)
art. -,-)—tº is; (A) or tº:-(K) S, or a rope, TA, and a man, S, A,) became
Jº: A woman, and a she-camel, (M,) that
f Wine easy to smallow; (A;) wine that descends safe or secure or free, or escaped, (S, A, K,)
easily in the throat. (K.) – it…i. [as an epi from one's hand. (TA.) You say, ãº <! brings forth her offspring prematurely, (M,) or
thet in which the quality of a subst. predominates] es.” &: and W ---alº! The fish escaped and dead: (Ki) pl. Jagº, with J. (M, TA)
+ Sour milk with which pure [fresh] milk is mixed;
Jº- A woman, and a she-camel, (M,)
slipped from my hand. (A, TA.) And <2* U.
-

as also "it..... (IDrd, K.)— Jº 33t- 1.

He

º &: W Jºſé I hardly escaped, or became

that

usually

brings forth her offspring pre

has no blame attaching to him. (A, TA.) —
maturely, (M,) or dead. (K.)
2 ... o E J.-- f A fatiguing, severe [..journey such secure, from such a one.
(S, A.") — He rvent
[Several points of resemblance, and some of
back, or retreated, fleeing; as also jº, inf. n. exact agreement, will be observed between this
as is called] J-e-. (K.)
34. (TA) = 4. He set it loose, or free. art. and art. J-M4.]
(TA.) —
Jai. Aleum dejecit: (Ki) so

J-ºk (S. K.) and with 5, (Ibn Abbād, K.)

! A desert in nihich is no herbage; pl.
(S, K) and

Jºº,

Jºº

**

says Ibn-Abbād; but in the Tekmileh, Jaº,
[the latter] contr. to general * he shot his arron. (TA.)

Jale

1. Aº, aor. -, (K) inf n. 14% ($, K) and

lake —
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iii., (K,) He (a man) had little, scanty, or are tanned. (A5, Ks, S, K.) — Also, accord.

*~~~ He asked, desired, or sought,

10.

thin, hair upon the sides of his face, or of to some, Tan, or that nºith nºhich one tans. a loan, or gift, (**) of him ; i.e., asked,
his cheeks : (S [which indicates that it is like (TA.) – This word is not to be pronounced desired, or sought aid, or assistance, from him;
ſº :]) or had no hair upon his body, (K, TA,) without 2, because i: signifies “death.” (MF.) syn. &: ($;) or asked, &c., a gift from
a ,
but only upon his head and beard. (TA) = ºf,
3tº-e
A black land: (K:) also without *.

See also 4.

(TA.)

i- A loan, or lending,

4 & 14, (S) or tº:* -kºh (K.) She

[ & “,

(a camel) cast her foetus (S, K) before it had
hair growing upon it; (S;) without any hair
upon it: (K:) [like

(K,) aor. 2, (TA,)
imperfect state. (K.) – laºſ [perhaps a mis
take for ići fit became poor, needy, or

sheep or goat, that the person to nihom, the loan

is granted may milk her for a certain period and
then restore her to the lender: (A’Obeyd:) [and

ºxa-º,

“ºil and £i W 4:42,
she brought it forth in an

See Supplement.]
•

.

-

of a she-camel or

in like manner, W i-sº a gift (***) of milk;
as a she-camel or sheep or goat that is given to

-

another that he may milk her and afternards

[3++,

as described in art. Jºº- (q.v.),
restore her to the lender: (S:) or i- signifies
seems to be the engine called by the Romans
a enſe or a she-goat or a she-camel, which her
5. Li." It (an arrow) was, or became, without Onager : see Kitto's Pict. Bible, ii. 499; but
onner
lends to a man that he may drink her milk
feathers upon it. (K.) — It [a thing] was, or was probably applied also to the balista.]

indigent; like Jºi. (TA, art. Ja!...]

and restore her n:hen her milk ceases to flon; :
(Msb:) or both words signify a she-camel or sheep

became, made, or rendered, smooth; syn. Jakº.
($gh, K.)

e
or goat whose milk is given to another: (A :) or

8. al-ºl He seized it, took it hastily, or
snatched it unanares, ; ($gh, K;) like alºl.
(TA)
£3. [gypsum): See *. – The shoulder
blade; syn. Jºë: (TA, art. tº-:) or the humerus,
or upper bone, of the arm ; syn. 3.44. (T, ibid.)
of a camel.

(ISh, ibid.)

1.

“, aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. **, IIe lent him a she-camel of n!hich the soft hair (23) and milk

a she-camel, and a sheep or goat; (L;) that he and offspring are conceded by the on ner to an
might have the milk thereof, and return the other: (K:) or *i-, signifies a she-camel or
animal after a certain period: this is the sheep or goat that is lent jor the sake of her milk

original signification: (L:) or he lent to him a

she-camel, assigning to him her soft hair (23) ſºc.); and i-, the profit which the under
and milk and offspring : (Lh, L, K:) and in thereof beston's upon the borroner. (Lh, L.) The
like manner, he lent him a piece of land, that he Arabs have four words which they use in the
viz. W
and Jºl.
might cultivate it and have the produce thereof: place
(L:) he lent him money or the like, to be repaid. (A’Obeyd, S.) —
Milch sheep or

ofäjº,

*::, iº, jºis,

1... The fetus of a camel having as yet no
º &: is .
hair 'grown upon it : ($, K:) or that is cast
(A,
TA)—
“,
aor.
and
z,
(§,
K)
inf.
n.
goats; (L;) [app. meaning, that are lent to a
prematurely; as also J-44. (K, TA, in art.
º, (S,) He gave him a thing: ($, K:) he person]. — Also i-e A loan of land, and of
Jal..) — Also, A lamb or kid: or one just | c.
}ave him a thing as a free gift. (A, TA) —
born. (TA) – See also what next follows.
ki. A man having little, or scanty, or thin,
hair upon the sides of his face, or of his cheeks;
like tº: (S:) or having no hair upon his
body, (Lth, K,) except the head and beard.
(Lth.) – An arrow of which the feathers have
fallen off; like £ºf: (S :) or an arrow having
no feathers upon it; as also "laº. (K.)
kº. [like bº)

ãº º #2

*:::

money.

The noman imparts

her face towards the mirror. And in like

(S, L. Ks) as also "i-24 (TA) a free gift :
(A’Obeyd, L:) pl. *: (A3) and pl. of i-º,

manner, accord. to some, you say, when you

3%.

somewhat of her beauty to the mirror ; or directs
4 aii)
*... (L.)

direct anything (4.

thing, ğ,

*** ***.

3. 4-5u, inf n is it... He aided him, or
~~Lo, inf n.

*Jº,

tº [like bº. A she-camel that usually
casts her foetus without any hair upon it. (K.)

…)

: ! An arron (of those used ºn the game
2-49, S) nihich has no lot, or portion, (S,

called

-- and i-itº, t She (a

K,) unless the person to nihom it pertains be given
something : (S:) it is the third of the arron's to
after the milk of the other camels had passed which the term Jaé is applied, which have no

camel) yielded

(K, TA,) with L8. (T.A.)

(TA.)

towards another

A she-camel casting her assisted him, reciprocally, with a gift. (A.) —

foetus without any hair upon it pl.

(L.) – Also, A gift, or thing given ;

plenty of milk in the ninter,

anay. (L.) — I It (the eye) shed tears con
notches, and to which is assigned no portion and
tinuously. (K.)
no fine; these being only added to give additional

[ &”,

4. Jºel She (a camel) was near to bringing weight to the collection of arrows from fear of
forth. (S, K.) Sh says, I know not st--ol occasioning suspicion [of foul play]: it is one of

&c.

See Supplement.]

in this sense: but Az says that it is correct, four arrows to each of which is assigned no por
and that the objection of Sh does not invalidate tion and no fine; the first is called 3:42, the
it. (TA.)
next, Jºaºl; the next, **"; and the last,

[…

-

1. (…, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. 134, (S) He 5. Juji <3 t I fed others with the pro *: !: (Lh:) accord. to some, (TA,) an arrow
soaked a hide in tanning-liquid, or ooze. (S, K.)
perty. So in the trad. of Umm-Zarº, Jéſ, that is borrowed because it is regarded as fortunate:
= [.. He conformed nith him in what he did. * 3. . ;
tºº t And I eat, and then feed others. (K, TA:) or an arron, which has a portion as
(TA.)
signed to it. (K.) –gº2. J-ºf<< <<=
(K, TA.)
.”

2:... •

£3

A hide in the first stage of tanning:

(AZ, $, K:) it is next called

&si,

and then

8.

**

-

•

+ I was, among my companions, like the arron,

He took or received, a gift. (K.) —

called

tºº, on the day

of the battle of Bedr ;

2 oż

~~~~).
He was supplied with property, or i.e., by reason of my youth, I was like the arrow
23. (AZ, S:) or a hide as long as it remains in $ú. \*

the tanning-liquid. (TA.) – A place where hides wealth, by God. (K.)

that neither gains nor loses. (L, from a trad.)
345*

t” - Jºe

2738
* -

-

jor, three days]. (Mughnee.) Each may also days;] making 3… [in these instances] to govern
be a noun, governing the noun which follows it the nom. case; and Jºe, the gen, case. (L.)
in the nom, case, as signifying a particular day Such is said when the period of separation is a
or the like, or as signifying a definite length of day and part of a day. (Mºb, art. jº.) The

* ~ *

*a-e-o: see dº--e.

:* One niho gives many gifts.
*

[Book I.

(TA.)

- a

A she-camel near to bringing forth. time: in the case of a noun signifying a particular
-* * *

Benoo-Dabbeh and Er-Rabáb make J. to govern

* * ~ * > *22.É.- . .

in every
instance. (M, L.) The
day or the like, you say, *~~129. Jºe are!, Le the gen, case
(S, K.)
* ºf 9.
e º 2 zoº. .
*** * ~ * *
[I have not seen him (since the commencement of phrases, Joºls 3-, º, u, and J5'_e\e 3-2, (S,
** and ** See 33.
a space of time); the commencement of the space K, art. Ji, and L,) and J39 Aé 33, and 3.
-** - - -a < *.**
** (S, K) and W ** (S) f A she-camel of time thereof (i.e., **!…, Jºy
** 3-, J, the J; Gle, [I have not seen him since last year.] are:
whose milk remains, (K,) or that yields plenty of commencement of the space of time of my not seeing also mentioned by different authors. (L.) The
milk in the ninter, (S,) after the milk of the other him) was Friday; meaning, since Friday]; and, Arabs generally agree in pronouncing 3... with
camels has passed anay; (S, K;) like 3–3. in the case of a noun signifying a definite length damm to the 3 when it is followed by a movent or
-

-

-

6*

-

> 9 × 3 -º o,

•*

* , ,
o a
2.29%.
,
of time, you say, a J-s arº, Lo, meaning, Jºel a quiescentletter; (T, M, L;) as in 2543. ji j,
which is perhaps not used. (TA.) — Also the #. 4}, [I have not seen him (during, or for, a and exe" → ; (T, L:) and to pronounce J.
-

--

(S.) You say also

-

-

-

-

'é. 3.jſapp. pl. of **.

6 *

former, t Rain that does not cease: (K:) and time); the time thereof (i.e.,
1 wind of which the rain does not cease. (TA.)

: Jº 22* 3.

… e. …

º

with the 5 quiescent when it is followed by a
movent letter, (T, M, L.) and with damm and

the time of my not seeing him) is a year; meaning, [sometimes] with kesr when it is followed by a
conjunctive I; (M, L;) as in ºº:: 3. ; 2,
latter case can only be indeterminate; for you

during, or for, a year;] and the noun in this

Jºe

- -

---

d -

3:... is a simple word; (K;) or, accord. to some, a cannot say, Jée à J.-6: (S:) when followed
compound word, as will be explained hereafter: by a noun in the nom. case, as in the instance of
(TA:) Sb says, that it is with respect to time like
Juº Jºe [or, accord. to more approved usage,
... O -

- © 2

&: with respect to place: (S, L:) it is indecl.,
[generally with damm for its termination; and 3. º 34, as
-

and 2,3] 3. #3, (and 2,3] *]:

(T, L:) and

so say most of the grammarians. (T.) Lh says,
The Benoo-'Obeyd, of the tribe of Ghanee, make

the 3 of 3-2 movent when it is followed by a
will be shown below, The time is movent or a quiescent letter, and make the noun

is indecl. also, [generally] with its final letter qui tno days, meaning during, or for, two days], each following it to be in the nom. case, saying 2,3] 34;
is an inchoative, and what follows it is an enun and some of them pronounce it with kest when
escent, (S, L, K,) [unless followed by a quiescent
letter, when it is moventin different manners which ciative; and its meaning is the time with respect followed by a quiescent letter, saying 2,3 *;
to what is present, and to a computed period, or
but this is not the proper way. (M, L.) In
will be shown below,) and it is formed from 3. by
a number of days or the like; and the commence
elision: (M, L, K:) J-2 is also written and pro ment of the space of time with respect to a past the phrase 2:3. 4. & tº, the Arabs make the
nounced tº, (M., L. K.) in the dial of the time [such as a particular past day or the like]: 5 movent because of the occurrence [otherwise] of
Benoo-Suleym; (M, L.) and J. J., (M. L. or each is an adv. n. [of time], an enunciative, of two quiescentletters together; and they [generally]
meaning give it not kesr, but damm, because the latter is
K,) in the dial. of the tribe of 'Okl. (M., L.) which what follows is the inchoative,•and
* * * * * * * -:
Each may be a prep, governing what follows it cºs cº, as in the instance of Jºe Jºe arº, the final vowel of its original J... (M, L.)
• o
2 × . .
• * - e, z, * * ~ *
in the gen. case, and used in the same manner as ſor, rather, ºleº Jºe,Ji.e., ºº: º Jº Jºe: One says also, 2.9 3. # iſ tº, and 2:3 4,
Jº [signifying In, or during, or from the begin [Two days have been betneen the time in nihich I which ſeth to thes in each. (K.) The Banoo su.
-

- d.”

- d.

6*

ning of]; and in this case, each is prefixed only non, am and (the time of) my meeting him]: (K:) lºym are related to have used the expression &; Le
to that which denotes present time: thus you say, but this opinion is rejected by Ibn-Hájib. (TA.) ~ * [by G- meaning six nights], with kesr
2 * * *> 3.
.
aſſ J. azel, Le [I have not seen him in this Accord. to some of the Arabs, for they differ on to the A of Jºe, and with the noun following it in
night; or simply I have not seen him this night]: this point, Jºe governs in the gen, case a noun the nom. case; and the tribe of 'Okl are related
(S, L:) or each is followed by a noun in the gen. signifying a past time and one signifying a time to have used the expression cº, ā-, with the
-

w

-- e.

case, and in this instance is a prep., in the sense not past: and accord. to some of them, Jºe J elided, and with kesr to the _^, and damm to
governs in the nom. case a noun signifying a past
of &- [meaning Since, or lit., from,) when
the 3. (M., L.) — Each of the two words J.
time and one signifying a time not past: (M, L:)
relating to a past time [such as a particular past but the general and most approved way is and Jºe is also followed by a verbal proposition,
day or the like]; and in the sense of Us [meaning to make Jºe govern in the gen, case a noun sig as in the instance
In, or from the beginning of, when relating to nifying a time not past, and in the nom. case one +
2. :
• 2- º
-

- -

0

-

-

-

- -

*jj ºl-º ºxie J. Jj U.
:
the present time; and in the sense of 3- and & signifying a time past; and to make Jºe govern
together [meaning From the beginning to the end in the gen, case a noun signifying a time not past [He has not ceased, since his two hands tied his
of; or during the nihole course of; or simply and one signifying a time past: (T, M, L:) most wrapper of the loner part of the body]: or a
during, or for;] when relating to a computed of the Arabs hold, that each must govern in the nominal proposition, as in the instance

period of time, or number of days or the
like: ex. gen. case a noun signifying the present time; and
- * or *.pdf. .
that it is preferable to make Jºe govern in the

[relating to a past time,) --~~2: Jºe are!, Le
same case, and to make Jºe govern in the nom.
[I have not seen him since Thursday, Öğſ Cº. to case,
a noun signifying a past time: (Mughnee:)
the present time]; (Mughnee, K;) and [relating [they therefore say, aúl & and alſº 34, and
to the present time, º 34 or tº: [in, or

9 . . . . .';

a >

, ,

of

2 a

•.

+

-

&#9 º' -- JºJ) Jºi e ], S3

[And I ceased not to seek nealth from the time
ºf my being a youth, or young man]: in such
cases, each is an adv. n. prefixed to the proposition
J-º-Lº. 3., and cºg 3...; but they say, [and governing it virtually in the gen. case], or
" ; 2.
from the beginning of, (this) our day, or (this)
J-ºs-M
23:
3-2 and clºse J-2.] Some [or, to a noun significant of time [understood as] pre
our year;]; and, [relating to a computed period of
- * ~ * > *-* *.
fixed thereto [in the same manner]: or, as some
& 5 …, f : * * *
time, or number of days or the like, Alºlajº, Jºe rather, most] say, Jº Jº sº, and Jºe sº say, each is an inchoative. (K.)- The original
[from the beginning to the end of, i.e., during, or | Jºse, [I have not seen him for, or during, two of Jº is -º, because they restore the dammeh
o-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.

-

• O-

- d -

O …)

- O-

-

- © --

•d-

o --

* o

2-5
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Jºe - Jº-e

to the 3 in the case of the occurrence of two t The soul, or spirit.
quiescent letters together; as in the instance of
24. 34, for were not its original with damm,
they would give it kesr: [but this some do, as
has been shown above:] and because its dim. is
ºº:: (K:) for when Jºe is used as a proper
name of a man, its dim. is thus formed, by re

storing the J, that it may be of the measure

739

(S.K.) Ex **ś

manner, when asking a kindness, or when a

t His soul went forth, or departed. (S.) < *; kindness is asked for him. (AZ, L.)
*
.
* .. ! His soul nas torn from him. (K.) — 2. ~2,
inf. n. *:::, ! He adjusted, or ar.
Also, t One's self: the best of one's self, and one's

ranged, an affair, (S, A, L, Mºb, K,) and made it
porters, efforts, endeavours, or energy.
- d …

. .

.

(L.) Ex.

e. -

J.--- a sº-J.K. t I gave, or gave up, myself, and

**, (A, Mº.) and easy. (Mºb.) See 1 –2.
e

o

* , e.

2-y Jº a-à3 t He disposed and subjected his
the best of my poners, efforts, endeavours, or
mind, or himself, to do the thing. (S," K," Msb,
energy, to him, or it. (T.) — Also, t'The purest,
choicest, or best, of anything. (L.) — Also, art. Cºx.) — Jºe, inf. n. *evº, ! He accepted,
+The heart. (M.F.)
or admitted, an excuse. (S, L, Mºb, K.) You
-

-

Jº:

(IJ, M, L:) or when jº is a noun, it is

originally Jºe; and when it is a particle, it is
itself original. (K.) — Accord. to some, Jºe
(T, S, L, K) and Jºe (K) are originally &: and $).

º

See

º

-

e-

say, jºl aſ “… ! I accepted, or admitted, his

• 2 of

.

**:

**'.

excuse. (Msb.)
5

which are made one word, (T, S, L, K,) by

•

- 9

- 2 e:

*2 (K) and '3-2 and 'ºù (S. K)

eliding the hemzeh, and then giving damm to the
$ because of the occurrence of two quiescent letters

--

-

Thin milk : (S, K:) or, the first and second, milk

5.

~~ and "…! It (a bed) became spread,

ºld made. plain,

even, or smooth.

(A.) —

free from water; and, the second, milk of which

*9) * *- : The affair became adjusted, or
together; (K;) &lé- 3. [and &le 3% meaning the froth has become still, and nºhich is clear,
and
&lé 3. J. : (T, L.) but there is nothing to not thick; and, the last, thin milk, of which the arranged, and made plain, and easy, for, or to,
• **
indicate the truth of this opinion: (S, L:) or, as taste has not changed; as also W **i. (TA) — him. (Mgb.) – tº: •. [He spread for him
some say, Jºe and Jºe are originally the prep. Also, the first, Thin fat; ($, K;) as also the self a bed, and made it plain, even, or smooth].
J3. $3.3 I [A genteel
Jºe and 35 in the sense of
(L, K) in the second and third : (K:) or ran fat. (M.) – (A) —
dial. of Teiyi : so says Fr.; adding, that when The first is an epithet of a form not mentioned situation was prepared for him mith me, or at my

iº

sº

either governs a gen, case, it is used in the manner by •Sb.
**
o

of cº-o; and when it governs a nom. case, it is

#sº
>* > *

(TA.) It may be a contraction of abode). (A.) – *… t He (a man, TA) became
(IJ.) [And the like may be said of possessed of authority and power; syn. &
($, L. K.) — 4: ~~~ f His mind, or he,

as • though
one said, [in using**the
expression J.i.1
6 - d … of a o z
>
• , , of
• * **
ºº: 3-, 5' Jºe, cºlº 3s JºJ) cº-e; and that
cla-viol: see **'.
the former government prevails in the case of 3-2
:
tº:
• e.

(see

e. --

became disposed and subjected [ 29. Jºw
the thing; see 2); syn.

&#3.

to do

(K, art. Jºlº.)

s

because the J is not suppressed: (L:) or, as
some say, they are originally &- and the noun of

tº see trºl.
e -

a

8. --! It (a camel's hump) became spreading
and high. (S, L, K.) See 1 in three places.

- d -

Claº!” tºv- Laz in the belly. (K.)

&; L.
cº, [accord. to more approved usage, 99. 34.)
we virtually say, ºº:: - if 13 &: but each
indication 15; so that in the phrase £:

of these assertions is a

way.

deviation

from the plain

(K.)

10.

**o

tº: Jº-ºwſ

[He asked, or desired, that a

1. 32, (S. L. K.) aor. -, (L. K.) inf n. 22. bed should be spread for him, and made plain,
even, or smooth]. (A.)
(q.v. infra]; ($, L3) and " …, (L. K.) inf.
*::: ; (TA;) He made plain, even, or smooth, º [A child's cradle, or bed;] a place prepared
Il.

this is the original signification: he made a place jor a child, and made plain, even, or smooth, (S,"
plain, even, or smooth, [Gº. being understood,) L, K,) that he may sleep in it: (L:) a bed; a
*—tº for himself: (L:) he spread a bed, (S, L, thing spread to lie, recline, or sit, upon; (A, Msb;)
as also *32; (S, A, L, MSb, K;) so called

[ & “, &c.,
See Supplement.]

K,) and made it plain, even, or smooth. (S, L.)
– aſ Jºve t He did nell, or kindly, in his affair because of its plainness, evenness, or smoothness:
TA,) He sucked
(L:) Az says, that the latter word is more com
in his absence; like &; and sts. (L, art. Jº.)
…•

-

1.

--

g-rº, aor. , (inf. n. : 2.

[the breast of his mother]...—

&. Inivit ancillam

*

- - -

-

6 o' -

-

prehensive than the former: (L:) it is applied to

– ºve, aor. 2, (inf n. Jºe, L,) He gained, or the ground, or earth; [meaning a plain, an even,
suam. (K.) = 2+2 He became goodly in coun
earned, or sought to gain sustenance, and norked, or a smooth expanse; see a verse of Lebeed cited
tenance after disease. (AA, K.)
WOce
(Az, L, K:) and so is 3. (K:)

(L.K)--tº for himself (L)–9-4-332,

•

dºº-

2 of

8. 2-4 ~el f His soul was torn from him. and "?.….', the prepared for himself good, good some say, that 3. and W 3%. are [originally] two
things, or the like. (L)–:… àº, , "… inf ns., of the same meaning: or that the former
! [He prepared, or established, for him a high is an inf. n., and the latter a simple subst.; or
*: Blood: or the blood of the heart: (S, K.) station]. (A.) – º es.” & "...ºf U. that the former is sing, and the latter ple: (MF:)
pl.
(A.) An Arab of the desert is related ! [Such a one has not
prepared for himself, nrith the pl. of the former [in common use] is 3×3,
to have said, ara-, -33, meaning alex : so in me, a benefit, for me to owe it him]: you say this (L, Msb, K,) and 32; and of the latter, ſpl. of
the S: but in a marginal note in a copy of that when one has not conferred upon you a favour or
pauc.,]
(L, K) and [of mult..,] 3. (L,
work, it is said that this is a mistake; and that
Mºb, K.)—" lsº
[Kur, lxxviii.
the correct expression, as mentioned by IKt and
Jú 3. t[Such a one has not prepared for him
6,] Have we not made the earth an expanse (bus)
others, is <-2. <-533. I poured forth, or shed,
self, nrith me, that thing, that I should one it him];
his blood: and so it is in the copies of the A.
adapted to be travelled over. (K, T.A.) –
is said on one's asking a kindness without having
*~ * ** *
(TA.) In like manner, axe-Co in Jºs t May
previously conferred a benefit; (AZ, JK, L;)
God destroy him 1 (A. [See also &#3)) – Also, and with reference to one who acts in an evil he hath prepared for himself in his final place.
(A, K.)

$2.

-- ~

9 p.

-

©e -

- * *

i&i

kindness. (AZ, L.) And Jºe & "3:...ſu.

…• *

…)

…

Jºjº

d, e.

*3." Jº; [Kur. ii. 202,] : Evil is that which

2740
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ºw-e – 13-e

2. &

Good; goodly:
imitative sequent. (L.)

it.

(A:) pl. 3%.
to procure for himself a colt. (TA.) [In the (A, TA.) And, (TA,) One whose don'ry is dear.
|L, and TA, sº is put for sº in both in (K, T.A.)

(K.) Such is said to be the meaning. (T.A.) — borroring him for covering, wanting by his means (S, K :) opposed to
the latter word is an

stances: but it is corrected by SM in the margin

Je. Skilled, or skilful, (A, Mºb, K.) J.
land: (IAar, L, K:) of the L.]
**,
in his art, (A, Mºb) and Jºe J&, in
or depressed and smooth and even ground or land;
4. #2,”: see 1, in two places. = išūL every work, (A, K,) sº * Jº, in science
(K;) as also *$3.3 (En-Nadr, K:) pl. **
3. Elevated ground or

and

called, or rendered, (Jº)
(K:) but the former of these pla, is He
* 6 -

32.

6 o' p

3-ºw-o: see ºve.
9 & .

32:

See Jº-o.
--

her.

slaying his prey. (K.)

6:

see 1, in two places.

butter when melted, and that nihich has the least
(L.)

3.

3. A mare having a colt or foal.

(A, K.)
Jºº

(S, K.)

A don'ry; a nuptial gift; a gift that is
º,”

3. t Luken arm water; neither hot nor cold.

*

pl. ix. (A, K.) also "... a lion whiled in

(TA.)

* Pure butter: (L, K:) or the purest of
milk.

&c., (Mgb,) knowing its abstrusities and niceties,

alºve : (K:) [it has sometimes, if not always, or having learned the nhole of it; syn. 33
the latter meaning; for] it is said of the breaker, (A, Māb, K.:) and, (K,) in most instances,
or trainer; and is like *i. (TA, in art. J-5.) (TA,) [but only when used absolutely, a good
E. Jº sºvel The mare had a colt following sn'immer; (JK, K;) as also ''.<! : (Z, TA;)

doubtful. (T.A.)
3 - d.º.

the she-camel a

2& .

given to, or for, a bride; syn. J'º-2 : (S, A,
3,3'-e A woman donered; to nihom a donºry
Mºb, K:) pl. jº, (K,) or ãº, like as iſ,..., is has been given; or for nhom a don'ry has been

pl. of Jº, and iſ, 3 of J-3. (Mºb) 2. &

set apart. (Mgb.) It is said in a proverb,

A husband from nihom a don'ry is got : (S,

** sº-, jºjº [Like her who has

1. § 12., (AZ, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor.: art. Prº :) or a husband n:ho has not nobility of been dowered with one of her two anklets]. (S,
-

Kº) or º- (s- ºff & 3.

race, and who therefore doubles the donery to make
92.
[More stupid than she who has been doneered nith
TA,) He gave the woman a 22. [or donºry]: (A, himself desired. (TA, same art.) See Jr. —
one
of her two anklets): (Mgh :) applied to him
&é Jº
Mgh, Msb, K.) or he assigned to her (§ Jas-) The hire of a prostitute. Ex. &#9
who has reached the utmost degree of stupidity :
He forbade [receiving] the hire of the prostitute.
Q, 2%. (K:) and * @...i signifies the same as
from the following case: (TA:) a stupid woman
(Mgh, Mgb.)

(S, Mºb, K) and 3, (K) inf n. *. ($, Mºb,

22.

-

tº..., (AZ, S, Mºb, K) which is of the dial of

demanded of her husband her dowry, (K, TA,)

Temeem, and the more usual: (Mºb:) or Lºve
2: A colt; the male foal of a mare; (S, K;)
has the first of the above significations, (A, Mgh, and of a mare kept for breeding : (TA:) or the
Msb, K,) or signifies he set apart for her a 2%: first male offspring of a mare or other animal;
(Msb:) and Y ºf signifies he named for her (K;) i.e., of a tame ass; &c.; (ISd, TA:) fem.
with 55 a filly: ($, Mºb, K.) and dim. ...:
(t 22. and married her to himself for it; (A,
Mgh;) or he married her to another man for a (JK:) pl. masc., (of pauc., TA,) jº, and (of
certain x.5 (Mgb, K;) or he sent for her a ×. mult, TA) 2 and #25 (S, Mºb, K.) and

when he paid her his first visit, and she said, I

will not obey thee unless thou give me my
dowry: (TA :) so he pulled off one of her two

anklets (K, TA) from her foot, (TA,) and gave
it to her, and she was content with it. (K, TA)
In like manner, a certain man gave to another

property, and he married with it the daughter

(TA) = ...i.1% ($, K) and º, and * (K) pl. ſem.52 and 5% ($, Mºb)

of the giver, and then reproached her for the
dowry he had given her: so they said, isºtº

and as ".…, (K, TA) and “tº 22, (A)

&- Jº &: [Like her who has

2 o ... eacº,”

and

tº,

(Mgh, Msb,) and

sº, e -

9

been donered

àºve Jº Camels of Mahreh; i.e. certain from the property of her father]: (K, TA:)

º, and tº: "…,

camels, so called in relation to Mahreh Ibn [a proverb) applied in relation to him who

(A) and º.º. Jºx, (Mºb)aor. , (Mºb,
K.) inf. n. *. (S, A, Mgh, L, Mºb, K) and
#2 (L) and sº. (Mºb, K) and jø and 3.

Heydän, (T, S, Mºb, K,) a tribe, (K,) or a great reproaches for that which is not his own. (TA.)
tribe, (TA,) or the father of a tribe of El-Yemen :

($ ) or in relation to Mahreh, a district
of
'Omán: (Mºb :) they are excellent camels,
(K,) He was, or became, skilled, or expert, (S,
that
outstrip horses; and some add, that they
A, Mgh, Mºb, K,) in the thing, (S, K,) and in
his art, or craft, (A, Mgh, Mºb,) and in science, are unequalled in quickness of running, under

5 s , e.p.

Jº-o-o: see

}*, in two places.
[jve, &c.

See Supplement.]

standing nhat is desired of them with the least

&c., (Msb) knowing its abstrusities and niceties,
or having learned the whole of it; syn. Já-. training, and having names, by nihich being
called, they answer quickly: (Msb:) [and hence,
(S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)
any such like camels; i. e. any excellent, fleet,
2.

»,

inf. n.

Jº,

He desired a colt ; (K, camels: (see 4:) n. un.

TA.) [In the CK, and in a MS. copy of the K,
put by mistake for ºl.)
Zubeyd says, describing a lion,

2.9

6*
+

1. *, aor. Sº, infn. 6. (K, TA: in the
CK §3)

TA:) he procured for himself a colt. (JK, K, [which is irreg. like
we find

's-e

&. :]

pl.

It (a cat) men'ed: (K:) like

3%
L

(S, K) and

cº, (K, TA,) written

in the

sº,

J. ($ in art. ,-1)
4.

-

• 2

2-º-º-º-;

…

e.

4-6

~j's

o

- ©

z →

a
º

2

(K.)

generally retains the form of Us, though pro
nounced 1.] See also

*-*-o
•

l,- see 1. — Also, He (a man) men,ed

like a cat.
•-

+

sº, (TA,) and

(TA,) [and so in the CK, or 5%,

the US being changed into I, (Mgb,) [but it

J. & e-less, tº ess; Jº

iš. (but see below) or (as in some

&% 6, Mşb, K) and copies of the K) $4; (K) and ‘izi, (AA)

Aboo

~ 2.05

and

&&.

Jº

A

a-.

:13°, accord. to the K, an inf n. of U, ; but

*

accord. to the L and other lexicons, The men of
He came [beating the ground neith his feet] like
3×eve [A woman to whom a don'ry has been a cat; a word expressing the sound of mening.
as a horse comes [so beating the ground] to a man given ; and hence,) a free [married] woman: (TA.)
49 .

-

-
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•?-

§: (in some copies of the K, 3:4) A – ºn eit, inf n. 4, 1 [The fire died cooled, and ceased to boil (TA)—ſculi.
mening cat.

(K.)

#24 and igu. and iš.

anay;] the ashes of the fire became cold, or also employed in various other senses, agreeably
cool, and none of its live coals remained. (TA.) with the senses of the primitive verb.]
[an epithet of] A
— tº It (heat or cold) became assuaged.
• *

cat. (K.)

-

(TA) – 31, It (water) became dried up by
the earth. (TA.) – <1% (and * ~l-l, T.A.)
It (a garment, TA,) wore out; became worn

~5-e

1. **, aor.

**, (inf. n. &

Māb,) and out. (A, K.) – tºue t It (a road) ceased to be

$14, (originally <2*, like ~34, originally passed along. (TA)— — ... < * [4
**, MF) [sec. per. “…] aor. Mº, (S. K.) ton'n, or country, &c., in which the wind becomes

** -

- -o- -

6. Stºl-3 arº-3 tº I beat him and he feigned
himself dead, being alive. (TA.) – f He pre
tended to be weak and motionless by reason of
acts of devotion and fasting : [see the act. part. n.
below]. (TA.)
10. <2\,…] [He sought death: &c. :

See

<<! —, ±3.3 biºsº, andź, Wait

which latter is of the dial. of Teiyi; (TA;) and broken, or loses its force]. (TA)—Jº és; <1%
until ye ascertain that your game, and your
<sus, (in which the medial radical letter is f The man slept heavily; became heavy in his beast of carriage, has died. (A.) — cºlºr."

originally s, like & MF) aor. << (K) ºp. (TA)— —- 3 & 4 (He die,
a form which some have disapproved; (MF;)

[properly, He sought, or courted, death;] i. q.

or will die, of enry]. (TA) – 30 t He Jºãº-l; ($, K; in art. J-3 ;) meaning he

and <1%, (originally <>, Kr.) sec. pers. 3-, became poor; was reduced to poverty: he be cared not for death, by reason of his courage.
came a beggar. (TA.) – t He became base, (JM, in art. J-5.) – “tº-1 t He (a man)
aor. **, like 23, (originally 233, Kr,) aor.
abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious. (TA.)
(Kr, Msb, &c.,) and like the sound verbs
– I He became extremely aged, old and
24, aOl". .*, and Jaś, aor. Jºaº, (TA,) of
neak, or decrepit. (TA.) – f. He became dis
the class of words in which two dial. forms
obedient, or rebellious. Iblees is said, in a trad.,
are intermixed; (Msb;) He died; contr. of to be ºt. &: J; because he was the first
n:ho became disobedient, or rebellious. (TA.) –
having passed anay from, i.e. leaving behind <u> t He (a man) became lonly, humble, or

2,4,

J.-- (K)—ſºlº &# 3° tº He died

him, sons and daughters.

And

&#3 &

<1% submissive, to the truth.

while she was living : or it means, that, if milk expl. by *: and in the TA, by ašč.
taken from the breast of a woman is given to a also.]

ducing this consequence is not annulled by its
separation from the breast; for whatever is
separated from a living being is termed -e-, or
dead, except the milk and hair and wool on

– “tººl, inf n.

ël-, (occurring thus with

the final 3 elided,

(TA) +

IIe (a man, and a

camel, IAar,) became fat after having been

emaciated, (IAqr, K.) – el-l t It (a

thing) became relazed, loose, or flabby. (A.) –

(TA.)

3 - a
•3.
i. He died having passed beyond eighty years;
2. Jºls.J. c.33. The beasts of carriage died
i.e. being eighty years old.] — *::: 9 & in great numbers; or deaths amongst them were
[The milk will not die], in a saying of 'Omar, frequent. (TA.) – See 4.
in a trad., means, that if a child sucks the milk
3. [*] inf. n. àº, IIe vied nith him
of a dead woman, it becomes unlawful for him
afterwards to marry any of her relations who in patience, (K,) and in firmness, or steadiness,
would be unlawful to him if he sucked her milk or the like. (TA.) [In the K, the inf. n. is

child to drink, and he drinks it, the consequence
is the same; that the effect of the milk in pro

was pleased with death ; content to die. (TA.)
– el-1 t He (a man, TA) tried every nay,
or did his utmost, in seeking a thing. (IAar, K.)

4. aul and " … (but the latter has an

º ~|~! t It attained the utmost degree of
softness: said of a fine skin, that is likened to
the thin pellicle that adheres to the white of an
egg; and of other things, as also Jº Sºº

cººl
-

and in like manner,

ağa) Jº, in

-

hardness. (TA.) See <!.

– And see 1.

*. (and W 3% TA,) Death; lifelessness;
contr. of it.-: ($, TA:) as also 'º','!, (S. K.)
and ***... [Occurring in the Kur, vi. 163,
xvii. 77, and xlv. 20, (S,” TA, in art. Ls",

intensive signification, S,) He (God) caused him and Jel, in vi. 163) [See also Šć,”, below:
to die; put him to death; killed him. (S, K.) and see 1.] Or W &&., signifies much death,
– Jºuel t He (a man) lost a son, or sons, by

like as Öſº signifies much life. (Mºb, in
death. (Isk, S.)—&# 35% -- such a art.
L5-.) — Jéº “ººl, and -jºl, and

account of the necessity of making use of these. man lost sons by death. '(A) – “t-3U o! She (a
(TA.) —Jºš cit., inf. n. &&. and $34, woman, AO, S, K, and a camel, S, K,) lost her

<ººl, and Júl, Sudden death. (IAar, in

and of offspring by death. ($, K.) – 25uel Death T and TA, art -'s)—3-9 tº Death
became [or a mortal disease] happened among their by slaughter with the snord. (IAar, in T, TA, art.
camels. (K.) —º U signifies .# <ºf U. e.g.)
§§ &J Death by dronning, and
deprived of vegetable life. Hence an expression

f The land became destitute of cultivation
inhabitants. (Mºb.) — &u, t It (soil)

-

in the Kur, xxx. 18. (Az, Er-Răghib)— “ [t Hon dead is his heart!] for one does not by suffocation. (IAar, in T and TA, art. J5.)
sº <& t[The daughters of death;] mean
t He became deprived of sensation; [dead as to wonder at any action that does not increase :
the senses]. So in the Kur, xix. 23: [but this (S, K:) therefore what is here meant is not ing deadly arron's (A, TA, voce iº, q. v.)
-

appears to me doubtful]. (Az, Er-Răghib.) —
3.1% the became deprived of the intellectual
faculty; [intellectually dead;] or ignorant. Hence
an expression in the Kur, vi. 122; and another
in the Kur, xxvii. 82; and xxx. 51. (Az,

literally death. (TA) — ju,

He (God)

- © .

rendered him poor; reduced him to poverty.

o - -

32 °-
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. .

cº-o: see stree. — arº Jºy! : see stºlsº :
Unfruitful land; like as ā- Jé, means fruitful

(TA, from a trad.) – 45ual t He [or it] caused
him to sleep. Ex., in a prayer said on awaking,
3. [. & Gº- Jºji & 4.- Praise be land, or land abounding with herbage. (TA, in

Er-Răghib.) – ºu. I [He became as though to God who hath areaked us after having
dead with grief, or sorrow, and fear;] he caused us to sleep! (L.) — Jill “. + He
experienced grief, or sorrow, and fear, that sleeps during the night. (W, p. 9.) –2-0 st Lo!,
disturbed his life. Hence what is said in the (and Y &s. TA,) He took extraordinary pains

art. J-)— i. Carrion:

whatsoever hath not

been killed in the manner prescribed by the law.

(K, Jel, ii. 168) see ::..
à,”

t A fainting, or snoon; (K;) and lan

Kur, xiv. 20. (Az, Er-Rághib.) – 31% f He in thoroughly cooking, and in boiling, the meat. guor in the intellect: (TA:) or [an affection]
or it, neas or became, still, quiet, or motionless. (K.) And in like manner, onions, and garlic, like a fainting, or snoon : (Lh:) madºor
(K.) —
c ju, t The wind became still, so as to deprive them of their strong taste and insanity, or diabolical possession; syn. J3-;
odour. (TA.) –3– <! The nine mas (AO, K;) because it occasions a stillness like

3–9.

or calm. (TA) – 30

He slept. (AA, K.)
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death : (TA :) or a hind of madness or diabolical of cultivation: (Fr, S, L, K:) in a trad. it is said, copies of the K, in the place of <. ..) i: is an
possession (º) and epilepsy, that befalls a that such land is the property of God and his epithet applied to a female rational being ; [and its
man; on the recovery from which, his perfect Apostle; and whosoever brings into a state of pl. is *: :] i., to a female brute, for the
reason returns to him, as to one niho has been

sleeping, and to one who has been drunk.

cultivation such land, to him it belongs. (S.)

(S.)

3

5

* *

e >

º

-

sake of distinction; and its pl. is <<

the

-

latter is contracted because it is more in use than

~5-2 : see stºle and Jū22.
[See 3...]

the former epithet applied to a female rational

< and W &: signify the same, [Dead, or
i. A kind, mode, or manner, of death : dying: (Zj, S, K:) the former is originally being : (Mºb:) the pl. of c. and e-, as
epithets is as above [ºf and Jºl.
(S. K.) pl. º.º. (TA) — i.,
i. & 30, *:::, of the measure J-3: (S:) the latter is fem,
(TA.) – *::::. signifies That nihich has not
at-a- Such a one died a good kind of death. contracted from the former; and is both masc.
--

* -- e.

been slaughtered (AA, S, K) [in the manner

(S)-

al- #. <u. He died a pagan and fem. ; (Zj, S;) as is also the former. (Zj.) prescribed
by the lan', i.e., carrion]; or that of
kind of death, in error and disunion. (TA, from
*Adee Ibn-Er-Raalà says,

a trad.)

• ,-29-.

6*

sºil &

º

1 A man who is [dead, or] not

lively, in heart: (A:) a man who is stupid,

-

-

”hich the life has departed without slaughter:
so in the classical language and in the language

• 6 -

of practical law: all such is unlawful to be

-

f

-

-

-

* *

*\---Y) --

+

©

-

d ...”

~~~!!

•3

\ºl

º

eaten, except fish and locusts, which are law
ful by universal consent of the Muslims: (En

dull, unexcitable, or not to be rendered brisk,
[He mho has died and become at rest is not dead: Nawawee:) or, in the common acceptation of the
sprightly, or lively; (S, K;) as though the heat
the dead is only the dead of the living]. (S, TA.) language of law, what has died a natural death,
of his intelligence had cooled and died: (TA :)
fem. with 3. (S, K.) – See 3%. and els”. or "3. signifies One niho has died (actually, or been killed in a state or manner different from
TA,); and <, as also *3.5%, one n:ho has that prescribed by the lan, either the agent or
•

o

-

. ~~

&é, (Fr. S. K) and '85. (K) and "ēs.

not yet died, (K,) but nho is near to dying : or,

(Fr) Death, [or a mortal disease, or a murrain, accord. to a verse cited by AA, to Kh,

e.

the animal killed not being such as is so

is
or

that befalls camels or sheep or the like. (Fr, applied to him who is borne to the grave; [i.e.,

S, K.) The first is of the dial. of Temeem : the who is dead, or lifeless]; and

**, to

him who

second, of the dial. of others. (Et-Tilimsánee.)

—3% Júl Jº 3%, and "sºlº, Death

pre

scribed; as that which is sacrificed to an idol,

slaughtered [by a person] in the state of

29-1,

or not by having the throat cut, and
that which it is unlawful to eat, such as a dog:

[is dying, but] has life in him. (TA.) Fr says, (Msb:) [and any separated part of an animal

** &l, of which the flesh is not lanful food; see **)
Jºſé &: " and 3.; but you do not say of > * A tract of land without herbage, or

you say of him who has not died,

[or a mortal disease] happened among the camels

&c. (Fr.) — Also, The like among men. Ex;
trad, ºl --tº- Öº --tº es: cº

-

º w -

5 ...

sº

|JA : (S:) but some pasture, (Mgb, in art. J.) – ë. f An un
There nill be, among men, a mortality, or much say, that this is an error, and that &: is believer, like as J.- means a Muslim. (TA,
him who has died Y

from a

death, [or mortal diseasel, like the Jets; that applicable to that which has died [or is lifeless],
and to that nihich mill soon

die.

Those

who

befalls sheep or goats. (TA.)

in art.

J-.)

º w.

º

O-

-

-

[* and <-- are employed in various other
&% + Inanimate things, or goods; dead adduce the following words of the Kur, [xxxix. senses, agreeably with the senses of the verb.]
• *~
* >* >
stock; such as lands and houses [&c.]; (§3)
** *
* : see ---. —lº Jº Jºju ºf
31,] Jºe” **!> * . & (TA:) i. e. Verily
assert that

<- is applicable only to the living

-

contr. of $3.3 ſq. v.] (S. K.) It is made of

thou wilt die, and verily they will die.
-

º

-

*

(Msb.) f [Such a one is

-.

-.

º

-

*

- -

dying, or absorbed, in grief].

-

this measure to agree in measure with its contr. MF observes, that sº

cº- : both these words deviate from the

º

is asserted to be con

(TA) —

<<!. *::

A severe, painful, or

--

tracted from crº-o; and if so, that there can be

constant course of speech; being of a measure

violent, death : (TA :) like Jºš j : the

no difference in their meanings: that the making
properly belonging to inf ns. (TA.) [See also a difference between them is contrary to analogy; latter word being, added to corroborate the
34,21– Cº- # 93 & #| Buy agreeably with which, they should be like JºA former. (S.)
º

lands and houses [or the like], and buy not slaves

&üsº

&-

A

man

nºho sells

furniture or the like, and anything

Jº

utensils or
but

&

and

<<: see ës.

*:: and *:: ! A woman, and a she-camel,
that has lost her offspring

what
words.

has life. (L.) – See also es-e.

& and &j.

and also contrary
to what has been heard from the Arabs ; for
they made no difference in their use of these two

and

and beasts of carriage [&c.]. ($.) –

de

by death : (S:) and a
(TA) [See also what is said of iº, woman
who has lost her husband by death; (TA:)

below.] The plg. are

*:

and

Jº. and &:

pl. **. (S.)
That wherein is no spirit or life; an and Ösº. (S. K.) The first of these is pl. of
*** f [ Feigning himself dead]. - 1 An
inanimate thing. (S, K.) [See also &&..] ~~~, and consequently of Jºe, because this
epithet
applied to A hypocritical devotee, (S, K,)
&ls. (you say &ls. Ji, TA,) t Land latter is contracted from the former : as cº, is
who
pretends
to be like one dead in his devotion,
that has no onner (S, K) of mankind, and of of the measure J-3, and this measure resembles
who loners his voice, and moves little ; as though
which no use is made, or from nihich no
he were one who put on the outnard appearance
Jaé,
it
has
received
a
form
of
pl.
which
is
advantage is derived, (S,) and in rhich
is6 ozno
22° -

<!.

5 w

º

o-

* * *

-

neater: such as is also called W & Jºi: sometimes applicable to the measure Jets: (Sb:) of devotees, and constrained himself to charac
-

terize himself by the

s

characteristic of the dead,
(En-Nawawee :) land that has not been sonn, or -l, l is [only] pl. of 3... (Mºb.) [The
that
he
might
be
imagined
to be neak by reason
nor cultivated, nor occupied by any man's camels second form (which is applied to rational beings,
Mºb) is also pl. of ~... and <--.] The third of much devotion. (TA.)

&c.; "3% signifies the same as <!, (3,43),

namely, land that is no man's property; and
is also written &: (L:) or 3%. signifies
land that has not yet been brought into a state

and fourth are [only] applied to rational beings.

º

• 6 -

~~~~ A courageous man, who seeks, or

(Mºb) The fem, epithet is is... and 4:... and courts death: (K:) a man n-ho seeks to be slain;
<-- (K, TA) and e.g. (TA; and so in some who cares not, in war, for death: (S:) abandon

Book I.]
ing, or devoting, himself to
as also
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~3-6 - 25-6

death,(::::: J-5

6

..) naves mere in a state of commotion; n'ere tumul- and [so] the former, any neapon: (K:) or the
(TA.) latter, a nihite coat of mail. (Msb.) — Hence,
[And hence,) 2.
+ Their affair became (Msb,) the latter, White honey : (S, L, MSb, K:)

j ... • * . (A.)—t Abandoning, or devoting tuous; conflicted, or dashed together.

himself to a thing, or affair; syn. 28 J-j-.
g

-

oe o

-

z

&t.

in a confused and disturbed state. (TA.) — or [in the CK and men honey: or pure honey :

(S. K.)—lie J, & 58, as also ºt. & 2, infn. #: and &º, + It (anything) was
! He [is devoted to such a thing, so that he]

or eaccellent honey.
Wine. (S, L, K.)

(K.) — Also, the latter,

imagines that he shall die if he do not attain it. in a state of commotion, or agitation. (TA.) —

ºu, I He was in a state of commotion, or agi

(A.) – Ru-beh says,

J9-9

tation, and confounded, perplexed, or amazed.
1.3%, aor. 3,4, inf n. 3. It moved from side
(IAqr.) – &º Jº 1 The people, or men,
are in. . a. state. of
. .” commotion, or tumultuous.
(S.) to side, ($, M, A, Msb, K,) like the knee-pan on the

<= j <3 3%

4.

...)

º

2* *

-

~~~~ */

Jº JºJº

*

knee; (A;) or to and fro, like as the tall palm-tree

—J-ul-e-u, f The people were in a discordant
[And to the froth of the sea there neas a sound
like that of boiling, and night impended over the

and disturbed

state ºf affairs.

&t.

(Mºb.) –

moves; ($5) as also "25.5: (S:) it came and
went ; (T;) as also "…i. (K.) You say of a

[It is implied in the S that G-M cºe, inf. n. **, f He declined from the camel, 33.4%
•

water].

(S.)

Jº..] – t One

strº-o here signifies

niho

feigns himself to be insane, or possessed by a devil;
not being really so. (TA.) – t One niho feigns
lonliness, or submissiveness, in voice, &c., to this
man until he feeds him, and to this until he feeds
him, and, when he is satiated, is ungrateful to his
benefactors. (TA.) – t One who makes a shorv
of being good and quiet or tranquil, and is not so
in reality. (Ibn-El-Mubărak.) =
The

truth, or from the true, right, or just, course.

*

*

* The upper bones of his two
arms move from side to side. (S, TA.) And

(A, K)—iºn -tº, inf n. #4. 1 The cººl
patella, or knee-pan, moved backnºards and

es:

& ju.

[The spear-head moved
from side to side in the person pierced]. (A.)

formards, or from side to side, betnveen the skin

and the bone, or, as in one copy of the K, And 33-3
jlesh: (K, TA:) and in like manner

ãº

[the

iº. The thrust inclines to the right

and ºft. (TA) And sº ºn The tar.

come and go. (TA.) And jú. jº, inf. nº,
The dust moved to and fro: , or became raised by
5: see 1,
the mind. (M, K.) — It moved round about,
(T, TA,) and to and fro: (TA:) it n'as in a
thin pellicle that adheres to the white of an egg.
: 3. [a coll. gen, n., Waves; billons; surges; state of commotion; in a state of tumult: (S,”
(K.) [See 10: and see also
in art.
or a collection of naves;] nater rising above other M, Msb, K:) said of the sea, (Mºb,) &c.; (M:)
<--e.]
mater : (TA:) pl.
(S, K, Mgbº) is ;.. it was in a state of quick motion or commotion.
• 6

ganglion]. (TA.)

p.

<

<,

£º

when the
soul,
has a more special signification; [namely, a wave, (Mgb.) It is said in a trad., that
- - -a single wave;] and the pl. of this, which is the or spirit, was blown into Adam, J-lass 2-, Jº ju
1. ‘Lº, aor. **, inf n. $3. (and in the n. un., is *... (Mºb)—tº- *** Jºjº: see It circulated, and moved to and fro, in his head,
he sneezed. (TA.) And in the Kur, [lii. 9,
CK **) and &: ; (S, K5) as also ºus, art. **. tº- is here an imitative sequent. and
a o . ~~ *
&

•

*

*5-0

º 6 -

6 o .

5

* *

Jº

aor. -->4; (TA) and "eul; (Hr;) but this (TA)—º ãº.

U2-, *-J) 3×3 2, On the day nohen the heaven
t The prime of youth. (K.)
shall actually be in a state of commotion, or
tumult: so accord. to Ed-Dahhák: or shall move
jrom side to side: so accord. to AO and Akh:
[or noven thongs of the ($:) or shall come and go; or move to and fro;

is disapproved by IAth; He steeped a thing in
mater, and mashed it with his hand: (TA:) he
Jº, isut A swift (i.e-lis in the CK 4-0)
miced and moistened a thing in water. (S, K.) she-camel, whose
[See also art. Creo.] – See also 7. – JS ~5u.
fore girth] have moved round (~Jus-) by reason or reel. (T.) And in a trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,
The land became soft and even. (Mºb.)
of the backnard and forward motion (-º) of 29- Jºë jº -ºš With troops moving to

cº

her fore and hind legs. (K.)

4: see 1.

and fro, in a state of commotion, like the leg of
the locust, by reason of their multitude.

7. Jººl, inf n.

*..i. It (a thing) neas

£5. [A

sea tumultuous with waves].

(K, You say also,

(TA.)

tº: es: išū, * The she-camel

steeped in mater, and mashed nith the hand: (TA:) art. 33.)
was in a state of commotion, and reeled, in her
it was mired and moistened in water.

ter. (S. K.)

[See also art. “…] 'ºt, aor. 3, 4, is also

g

-

**

-

-

A sea in a state of commotion; tumul pace, or going; and in like manner you say of a
mare. (TA.) —jº jé
tº, a saying of

sº

tuous; agitated with naves, conflicting, or dashing

[thus] used intransitively. (Msb.)

9 w ... • 2

together.

*2, with

kesreh, of the measure

and even land.

(M5b.) [See also

Jú. Soft
*..., in art.

(T.A.) — Also, and

'83-, A

man

the Arabs, related by IAar, (TA,) I know not
whether he have come to lon, country, or turned

in a state of commotion, or agitation. (TA.)

and returned to high country (2-3): (S, TA:)
9 * * * *

**:

See

**.

or have come to the lon, country, or come to the

high country. (IAar, K, TA)—23, jº (S,
cº
53-6
1.
45

&

... • .

aor.

£4. inf n. #: (S, K, &c.) and

1. it, ſaor, $3.1 He lied. (L.)

&c.) The blood ran, or flowed, upon the surface
of the ground; (T, S, M, Mºb, K;) and in like
manner you say of tears, meaning they flowed:
(M:) or the blood poured upon the surface of the

£4;

cle-3-c and
(TA;) It (the sea) nas in a
it. Good in natural disposition, happy in
state of commotion; was tumultuous; (Msb;) was
spirits, cheerful in mind, merry, jocose, (L, K,)
agitated nith waves, conflicting, or dashing to
and pleasant in speech. (L.) See *u.
gether; (S, K;) as also V
(TA:) or this
8 . .
latter signifies it (the sea) was, or became, very
tumultuous. (Mºb.) [You say,)
The
coat of mail, easy to the nearer; ($, L, MSb, K;)

&-

ground, and rent hither and thither, (TA,) side
ways. (A.) – See also 4.
4.

gºlº

es: &

J.' [He made the spear

*

&l. (K) and #2 (§, L, Mºb, K) A soft

£3.9 &

head to move from side to side in the person
pierced].

(A.)

**,

*}

style! The wind
346
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made the dust to go to and fro: or raised the dust. Mgh, K, TA;) this is seen in the districts of

root

(~5 ſlit foundation) of Jººl, (L, K,

-

Makdishoo [between Abyssinia and the country TA,) the thing with which one shaves; (L,

(M, K.)—23 jul He made the blood to run

of the Zenj]; (TA;) and nºhen this is the case,
the raceme is propped up; (AHn, Mgh;) it rises
(IKit, Mºb) inf n.,... (IKt. [as in the TA; to the height of the stature of a man, [and higher,)
but this seems to be a mistake for 3:...])
and its offsets continually grow around it, every
one of them smaller than another; and when it
5: see 1, in two places.
has produced its fruit, the mother-tree is cut don’n
3. A road : (T, S:) or a trodden and even at the foot, and its offset that has attained to its

or flow; (T, S,” IKtt, Mgb;) as also V *.

TA;) therefore, (Az, Msb, K,) it is imperfectly
decl., because of the short fem. I [written cºl,
(Mgb,) without tenween; (Az, K;) and Fr

cites a verse [of obscene meaning] in which it is
made fem.: (TA:) or it is from <; <!º,
meaning “I shaved his head,” (ISk, M," Mºb,
K,) of the measure Jai, (ISk, Mgb, TA,) so
road: (M, K:) an inf n, used as a subst.: height fructifies, and becomes a mother, the rest
remaining its offsets, and thus it continues: whence that the L3 is a radical letter, as El-Umawee and
because people come and go upon it. (TA.)
Yz say, and Aboo-'Amr Ibn-el-Alä inclined to
the saying of Ash'ab, to his son, as related by A8,
3. Dust moving to and fro (M, K) in the air: Wherefore dost thou not become like me? to think it so, (TA,) and therefore it is perfectly
(TA:) or raised by the wind: (M, K:) or which he answered, such as I is like the jº, decl., (Msb,) with tenween, (Msb, K,) when
carried to and fro by the wind. (T, S.) – See which does not attain to a good state until its indeterminate; (Msb;) or it is of the measure
Jat. because this measure is more common than
also jº.
mother dies. (AHn, T.A.) #. is the n. un.
Jº, and because it is perfectly decl. when
(S, Msb.)
indeterminate, whereas Jº is not so when
that moves the upper bones of his troo arms from
3. A seller of jº. [or fruit of the banana indeterminate and when determinate: (Ibn-Es
side to side; (S, TA;) and
jº. [sig tree]. (K.)
Sarráj, TA :) but IAmb says, that it is masc.

35, (TA) or bºº, (S, TA) A came
gº

and fem., and perfectly decl. and imperfectly
decl.: ISk says, that the approved way is to

(A.) – $54, (M, K,) or

nifies the same].

Jºo

29, ãº, (S, Mºb,) A she-camel quick in her

make it perfectly decl. : (Mgb:) [but] he says

pace :

(S, Msb:) or easy in her pace, and quick.

tº Wind that blon's the dust
to and fro: or that raises the dust ; pl. * #9.
(M, K.) – §3.

which is extr. [with respect to rule]. (M.)

3.9% Bloods [flowing,
and thither].
So in the

1. Jº, aor. Jºº, (Mºb) inf n. Jºº, ($gh,

it was doubted by IF. (TA) See Jºº,

and running hither
following verse (of

that it is fem. [also, and if so it is imperfectly

Msb, K,) He shaved ($gh, Msb, K) the head, decl.]: (TA:) and it is related of A'Obeyd, in
(Sgh, Msb,) or the hair: (K:) but Sgh says, the Bári’, that he said he had not heard it
that its correctness requires consideration, and made masc. except by El-Umawee ; (Msb;) who
below.

Jº, not cº, (K,) i.e., with the disjunc

asserted it to be masc. only : (TA:) the pl.,
accord. to him who makes it imperfectly decl.,

*: and accord. to him who makes it
perfectly decl., Jºls. (Mºb.) The dim. of

is

Rusheyd Ibn-Rumeyd El-'Anazee, TA; not of tive hemzeh, (TA,) for this is an incorrect pro
El-Aasha; [as it is said to be in the $ in art. nunciation, (K) of the vulgar, as $gh and others Us-3-2, in the sense above explained, [not as a

Jºse;l Sgh, in TA, art. Jºse:)

•

*; Jº Pº: “
• ?:
d

2:

- 2

jº- esº Jejº +Lalo

#

[or

*', i.e.,

”

3

*

I snore, or I snear, by bloods

flowing and running hither and thither, around
'Ond, and stones set up to be worshipped, left by
Es-Sa'eer or Es-So'eyr]. 'Owd and Es-Sa'eer [or

Es-So'eyr] were two idols. (S, T.A.) [See also
another verse, cited in art, je.]

have plainly asserted; but IAth says, I think proper name, in which case it is J-2. only,
that the hemzeh and lám in it are radical letters, without tenween, and has no relation to the
as they are in vºlºſſ, [i.e.,
Or J-ºff
and
same word signifying a razor,) is
[but
it is not Arabic; and if so, its place is under the by rule it should be Jº, like Jº-l accord.
letter hemzeh, because they say Jºi. but if
to him who says Jº.
and
accord.
they be [prefixed] for the purpose of rendering
the word determinate, the present is its [proper] to him who says Jº. 13s. (ISk, T.A.)
place; (TA;) [The diamond;] a certain precious
stone, (K,” TA,) reckoned among jenels, like the
Jºs”

J-9.

:*:

vº.

~34 and the sº, (TA) the larget of which
is like the n'alnut, (K, TA,) or the egg of the

j9-0

i-º,

Jºº. [Indian peas;] a certain grain, well

pigeon, (TA,) and this is rare, or very rare, known, (S in art. Jºe, and K,) round, smaller
(K, TA,) the only instance being said to be the than the --> [or chick-pea], of a tanny colour

&

-eń, n:hich is suspended at inclining to greenness; it is in Syria 3and
India;
certain kind of tree, (Mgh,) or fruit, one called
and º, own: (TA ;) also called &- and it
(Msb, K,) well known; ($, Mgh, Mgb, K;) [the the tomb of the Prophet : (TA :) it breaks all

jº. A

…

-

fruit of the banana-tree, or musa paradisiaca;] stony bodies, and the holding it in the mouth and cy: (TA, art.
:) it is of moderate
i. q.
[in one of the acceptations of this latter
breaks the teeth, and fire has no effect upon it, temperature ; and the mixture made thereof is
word]: (Msb:) it is lenitive, diuretic, provocative nor iron, but only lead breaks it and ponders it, commended, being beneficial to him who is
of venery, and augments the spermatic fluid and [a strange mistake, for it is well known that it fevered, and him who is affected with rheum;
5 de

the phlegm and the yellon bile, and the eating is powdered by being pounded in a steel mortar, it is lenitive; and when cooked with vinegar,
much of it is very oppressive, (K,) for it is slow after which it is taken [in the state of powder.] it is beneficial for purulent pustulous mange
of digestion : (TA:) the tree grows in the manner upon drills, and pearls &c. are drilled with it. or scab; and an external application thereof
(K.)
strengthens feeble limbs: (K:) the word is
of the
[i.e., papyrus, or perhaps other
Jº. [A razor;] a certain instrument of arabicized [from the Persian Jººl, or post
rushes,) and has a long and broad leaf, which may
classical. (S.) = Utensils and furniture, of the
be three cubits by two cubits, (AHn, Mgh, TA,) iron, (M., Msb, TA,) with which one shaves:
meaner sort, of a house or tent. (IAar, K.)
the jº [i.e., the fruit] is found, where it grows, (Lth, L, K, TA:) of the measure Jº, (Ks,
* Jºh [in one
M, Mºb, K.) from Jººl, ſinſ n of Jº..] so Hence the saying, Jº

&

&:

throughout the whole year, (AHn, as cited by

'Abd-El-Lateef,) and there may be on one of its that the A is a radical letter, (K,) accord. to Lth, copy of the K I find Jº, but the former seems
• racemes from thirty to five hundred fruits; (AHn, (TA) [for] Lth says, (L, TA) cººl is the to be the right reading meaning, Mean house
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* <-j t He (a man) became made the tree to incline. (TA) = * -t.
• ,."
• * 3
nothing; or] what is in the house, or tent, of submissive, and languid, or flaccid. (TA.)
(K,)
**,
n.
inf.
K,”)
(S,
***
aor.
gual-),
northless utensils and furniture, is better than its
4: see 1.
hold utensils and furniture are better

so]

-

-

-

-

t He interceded for him with the Sultán.
= a-Lº, aor. *** (S, K,) inf. n. e
5: JS <!. The ground became softened ($, K.)
and "4-ºl; (K;) the gave him
i-2;
and
cooled, S,) by rain. (S, K.) [See also
(TA) And Jºu, Jºº- and Jºu, Jºlº signify (and
2 of
[a thing]. ($, K.) – tº. t He conferred a
the same as Jº thus used : (K, TA in art. Jajºl cº-juo, in art. º.o.] See 2.
being empty: (K, TA:) Jº) is here contracted
[from ºS) for the sake of its resembling Jºue.

-

Jºsé-:) or the refuse, or meanest sort, of people,

or of mankind; as in the M. (TA.)
[Jes”, &c.

…

- - - -

- e

-

*

7. ~~!, ſinf n, ºil (Iski) and tº
$º

benefit, favour, or kindness. (L.) = $ts

**,

* * * (5 K) inf n. *., K.)

(Lth;) It (salt) became dissolved
! He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with a tooth
in water; (ISk, Lth;) and in like manner, clay,

inf. n.

stick : (AA, S, K:) or [so accord. to the L;

or loam. (ISk.) – See 1.

but in the K, and he cleansed out the saliva

See Supplement.]
8. Jºel, (inf. m. *ºl, TA,) He attained
to an easy state of life; (K ;) or a pleasant life.
***
(TA.) – tºo! He steeped in mater, and mashed
his hand, and drank, the preparation of
nvith
medicine:
(K:)
remedy,
or
certain
i. A
[an arabicized word] from the Persian 3. ** a churned milk called las). (K.) — See 1.
6 -

5 - -

--

sº.

from his mouth with the tooth-stick. (L, K.)
2: see 1.
-

-

* ~ *... •

3. *-*, (A, K,) inf n is ..., (A,) the
commingled, or conversed, or held intercourse,
with him; (K;) namely, with a Sultán; and

- - -

beverage,” and * “a quince:” quince-beverage;
*** Soft. (K.) – •rºl - Jº-y 1 A
in like manner with women. (A) — & Jº
diacydonium; a medicine prepared of the juice man of soft, or gentle, heart. (TA.)
.* ~ *, * * ~ 3 - - - *~!--> ā-tº-, f [Between me and him are
of quinces: some of it is raw; and some, not
ić. Even, or plain, or soft, land: pl. *: a commingling, or converse, or intercourse, and
raw: some is perfumed; and some, not perfumed.
(TA, from the book entitled Málá yesa'u, &c.) (S.K.)You say, “...º. and ... .º. (A:) fellonship in eating.] (A.)
-

[see also *..., in art. ‘tº-o:] an even, or a plain,
*6
or soft, tract of sand; and a hill of a good soil:
(L:) and a [nater-course such as is called]
1. 32, aor. < : See art. Stºo.
asſi, that becomes as large as half, or two
º's * 3,12, [as also *::) My house is thirds, of the valley. (L, Sh, in TA, voce

5 and 6: see 1.

-

8. 4-1-1; see 1. – t It (heat, and work or

labour.) made him to sneat. (A.) – c -t-.

2::/ º J-ºl

f The sun dren, forth the

sweat from the protuberance of the camel's head,

behind his ears. (K.) = See 10.
opposite to his house. (L, not in the TA.) [See ax/3.)
to
adheres
the
that
pellicle
thin
also art. Usº).] — Gºº * The measure of <<1%: The

10. ---,(S.A.K.) and "4-º',(A) He

the two sides, and the distance, of a road; as white of an egg. (AA, K.) [See also <1%,
asked him for a gift. (S, A, K.) W 4-tº-1 : He
also 13.2. (L, not in the TA) [See also in art. -->e.]
came to him seeking his bounty. (L.) — <--art

Jil

! He asked him to intercede for him, (S, A, K,)

94th * with the Sultan. (S, A)
<!, (inf. n. é4. K,) i.q. **, 1. *t, aor. <<!, (S, K,) inf. n. *: &t. The yolk of an egg; or its white. (AA,
1. **,
(A, K5) and W -t-el; (A, [and the same
aor. 3, 4, inf n. *.5 (S. K.) [in the CK, seems to be indicated in the S, where it is said K.) [See also *..]
for & is put *::/3, as also 'e., inf. n.
tº: signifies the same as ...]) IIe tº- f Profit; advantage. (K.) See **.
3.35 (K.) and "eul, inf. n. *ſūl, but this descended into, (S, A,) or entered, (K,) the nell,
is disapproved by IAth; (TA) and '-e-, and filled the bucket : (S, A, K:) this is done ** A bad kind of dates; i. q. Jºº. (K.)
**

**

aOr.

5 e-

that

º

" ºut, [for “ºl when its water is little. (S.) – it.” &,
“, and "4-º'; He drew water by descend
inf n. &Q; (TA;) [but the last form I have|g.
ing into the well and Jilling the bucket. (A.) –
only found used intransitively;] He steeped a
inf. n. & and
thing in water, and mashed it with his hand: *:::: sº & (S, A, K,”)
inf n.

*::::

(K;) and

(TA:) he miced and moistened a thing in water:
(S, K:) or tº Lo and Yeº, he steeped anything,
such as saffron, and dates, and raisins, and the

preparation of churned milk called asi, in water,

so that it dissolved, and mashed it with his hand.

aOr.

*~1% The court of a house: (K:) a dial.
form

º

of 4-6.

Č.

(TA.)

t A man n-ho walks with a self-conceited

gait, and neith an affected inclining of his body
i-º-º: (K;) and 'º, and "2-flº, (A;) from side to side : (L:) fem. with 3. (S, L.)
t He walked in a certain elegant manner, (K,)
3% A man niho descends into a nell and
with a self-conceited gait, and with an affected
inclining of his body from side to side, (S, A,) fills the bucket, when its water is little; pl.
like as a duck walks. (S, K.) - W “. 2. i-us. (S.) The jū. is he who draws the
f He passed along so walking, and looking at his water from the mouth of the well. (L.) –
º

He dissolved salt in water; (ISk, shadow. (A.) – Also W : 5 : He inclined
** t A tooth-stick; syn. Jº so called
his body from side to side in walking; (K:) and because it draws away the saliva, like as he who
Łº tº tº 2,3 … ." "2-flºº he, or it, (a drunken man, and a branch, descends into a well ladles out ...the water : (L:)

(Lth.) — &u.

Lth;) and in like manner clay, or loam. (ISk.)

—J. J.

[O God, dissolve their hearts, like as salt is S.) inclined from side to side; (S, K;) as also
and so (accord.to some, TA) * tºº. (K.)
dissolved in mater l] (TA, from a trad.)
and "tº (TA:) which last i. also

'º-

2. “… ; see 1 – 1 He rendered a man said of a branch, or twig. (M, L, art. xi, )—
w * º, and W “, ! [The drunken
rendered a man sub

gentle.

*Aero

(TA.) – t He

(TA.) – t It (fortune, or misfortune,) man reels, or inclines from side to side in walk
rendered a man eacpert and submissive. (TA.) indl. (A)—iº
<-u, f The wind

missive.

<-2

1.

sts,

aor.

4-,

inf. n.

3. (S, L, Msb, K.)

and 3% (L, Mºb, K.) It (a thing) was, or
346*
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became in a state of motion, or commotion; *a*,

& a dial. form of 3. (S) in the sense of

or became agitated: ($, L, Mºb, K:) or, in
a state of violent motion or commotion; or
violently agitated. (El-Bašáir, T.A.) So in the
expression in the Kur, [xvi. 15; and xxxi. 9;]
2& 2-3 & Lest it (the earth) should be con
ruised with you, and go round with you, and
move you about violently. (El-Bašáir, T.A.) —

2.É: ($, L ) and in that of Jé: (L.) or that

of Jºſé. ($, L.) It is said in a und, tº
2 # 2 -2

-

e -2

ºf

°

~**

• 2 ºf

- *

Jº Jº Stº Jºjº Jº Jºſ º ºx”) te"

(S, L.)—tº &3. f a term applied by
historians to The period of the reign of Khalee
fehs; from twenty to twenty-four years. (MF,

TA.)
º,

e.

clºse

g

• Oe

see clºse.

2& cº *

[rendered in art. Jº). ($, L.) See
what next follows.

43

p.

33:… That moves about, or is agitated, much ;
• d.

p. 6 -

that vacillates much : (L:) an intensive epithet;
3U. It turned or twisted about, or became con
it on account, or for the sake, of that. (M, applied in a trad. to worldly prosperity. (L.,
torted and convulsed. (IKtt.) —
Jº sº. did
L., K.) 4; 3. &: has not been heard. art. Jº-.)

4; 3. &isi, (M, K) or us …, (L.) I

cº

6 tº .

1 He (a man pierced) writhed upon the spear. (M, L.)
>\ce : see 34.
(A.)— su. It (the mirage, ~94) was in a state
of commotion; it quivered, or trembled. (L, K.)— :*A*0 See $3%.
3:1. t A man affected nith a heaving of the
3u, + He was, or became, confounded, perple.ced, :* The amount, and measure, of a thing : stomach, or a tendency to vomit, and a giddiness
or amazed. (TA.) — sº, (aor. <!, TA,
in the head, by reason of intorication, or of
• 6 º'

(L, K:) and the two sides, and distance, or
voyaging upon the sea ; pl. (sº. (L.) —
A branch inclining [from side to side:
tendency to vomit, and a giddiness in the head, 4; * I knen, not nºhat n'as the amount of see 1]: (A, L:) as also *ść; (L:) [or rather
by reason of intorication, or of voyaging upon that, and its measure: or, what was the measure the latter signifies inclining much, or frequently,
the sea. (L, K.) – You say alsojº, * sts,
from side to side :] pl. [of the former] 3.

32, L.) f He (a man, L.) became extent, of a thing, (L,) or of a road; (K;) and
affected with a heaving of the stomach, or a the surface of a road. (L.) One says, U. 3. 2
inf. n.

3.

OF

3%

2 ºr
o:
affected him. of its two sides, and its eatent : as also *. (TA) — sº loºs ºjº" Jºe Jºº CŞ
(L.) — The extreme limit ~of* the distance to
with a heaving of the stomach, &c. (L.) And
which horses run; and so * \ºo. (S, TA, art. f Such a one n'alks upon the ground neith an
Jºš * <su. t The ground ment round nºith
elegant and a proud and a self-conceited gait,
2 & 2.

alor.

4-,

inf. n.

3.

- -

o ,-

*

-->

t The sea

0.1 -

Ji)=#2.

him. (A) — idºl estº, (or “ I”)
The colocynth became affected by day-den',
(L, K,) or by moisture, (L) and in consequence,
changed [in odour, or stinking]: (L, K:) and
in like manner a date. (L.) — St. (S, A, L.)

inf n. 3., (L) and &345 (A;) and Y 2495;
(A:) It (a branch) inclined from side to side.
(S, A, L.) – 1 He inclined from side to side
in walking. (L.) –3°, inf. n. 3. and &&.

A mode, manner, fashion, or nvith an affected inclining of his body from side
form. Ex.
* Jº 2:... º They to side, (A, art. Jºš.)
built their houses, or constructed their tents,
(and "33%, El-Jarmee, L, K) A table
after one mode, &c. (L.) [See also
in
with food upon it : (S, L, K:) without food
art. Jºl.]
upon it, a table is not thus called, but is called
38, [thus in the copies of the K and Öſs- (AAF, S, L:) or also applied to a table
in the TA, app. a mistake for
like sºils, itself: (L:) MF says, that this latter application
and º, and
This is opposite to, or is allowable, considering that food has been, or
is to be, placed upon the table: but El-Hareeree

2-3

tú,

33%

-

*

***,

º,
as the earth is, in a trad, facing, it (K.) And 9% º ºs, with

It inclined to one side:
described to have done before the mountains fet-h to the A ; (as also op's

&º, L in an. -e-o;

asserts it to be incorrect, and the former appli
cation only to be allowable: (TA:) 3.5ue is
thus used in its proper sense of an act. part. n.,
and is from SU, “it was in a state of motion;”
as though the table [which was generally a round
piece of leather or the like spread upon the
ground] moved about with what was upon it:
(Zj, L, Msb:*) or from sue “he brought wheat
or food;” because food is brought upon it [or as

Su í He (a man, S.) and ey's **, $ in art. J. :) My house is
affected a bending of his person, body, or limbs;
(Li) he walked with an elegant and a proud opposite to his house. (Yaakoob, L.) — iſ.”
and self-conceited gait, with an affected inclin ºº: See *::: in art. Jº, and * in art.
ing of his body from side to side; ($, L, K;) *0.
and 33% and * -2.5 signify the same, said 33% ($, L, Mºb, K, &c.) and '33.
of a woman. (A.)
su. He conferred, or (K) A horse-course; race-ground; hippodrome :
bestoned, a benefit or benefits, or a favour or (Msb, TA:) pl. &eº (S, K, &c. :) of the though it brought food]: (L:) or from 3Le “he
were formed. (L.) —

-

6

favours. You say,

&$# Jºãº

* >*

gave;” as though it gave of what was upon it

Such a one

Öğ,

(IKtt,) from suo “it was in a
conferred a benefit or benefits upon me. (L.) — state of motion;” because the sides of the horse to those around it: (El-'Ináyeh;) or it is of the
form of an act. part. n. and used in the sense of
..u., (L, Mºb,) and "ºul, (L.) He gave him. course shake on the occasion of a race: (Msb:) a pass. part, n., from 3Le “he gave,” (AO, S,
(L, MSb.) — su. He furnished persons with, or from 3L, “it turned or twisted about, or L., Msb,) like *5 in the phrase i.e. i.e :
or gave them, provisions for travelling; syn. became contorted and convulsed;” because the (AO, S, L;) because what is thus called is given
34. (L.) [In the K, 35 He visited.]— He horses wheel about, and bend or convulse them by its owner to the people [who are to eat] :
brought a people wheat, or food; i. 4- 3\", selves, in the place so called : or of the measure (Msb:) also, food itself; (Akh, AHát, ISd, L,
naeaSure

(S, L., K.) of which it is a dial. form. (S.) — &\º, from (sº- “a limit, or goal;” because
He trafficked as a merchant. (L.) — sts, horses run to their goals in the place so called; K;) even if without a table. (L.) [Pl. 33ſ,3].

3. and 332, It increased, or gren : originally & the second and third radicals See also 3:6–32.4 ! A round piece of
land or ground: (L, K:) likened to a table.
syn. £5 and těj. (M, L, K.) [In the copies being transposed; as in Ölje, originally Jºjº :
(TA.)
of the K in my hands, for 89 is put &B.]
or of the measure Jº, from Ö. “he abode,
inf. n.

6

*

-

-

6

- 9 p.

2

* *

6 .

.”

or dwelt;” because horses confine themselves J.5132 : see 325ue. — Also, Calamities : formed
4, 5, and 6: see 1.
especially to the place so called for wheeling by transposition from $51. (T, L.)
8. St. He asked him, or desired him, to
give him. (L.) — su. He asked or desired about and the like. (IKH) = &º Jº 4
delicate, a pleasant, or an ample and easy, life. SU. Asking, or desiring, to give; asking or
him to bring him wheat, or food. (A.)
5

e o z

-

-

-

-

-
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desiring, a gift. (K.) And Asked, or desired,
to give; one of n-hom a gift is ashed, or desired.

cº,

2747

about which time, the species of millet

the latter has an intensive signification; (Msb;)

called 53, which, as Niebuhr mentions, (Descr.
($, L, K.)— se: A man [ashing, or desiring,
de l'Arabie, p. 135, note,) is called in El-Yemen
and –] ashed, or desired, to bring wheat or
Alsº, is gathered in]: (S, K, art. & :) the

IIe put it, or set it, apart, anay, or aside;
removed it; or separated it; (S, A, Msb, K;)

food. ($, L.)
second, the
jee

called the

*:::3, (M, arts, tº and -à-e,) also

aſſua, (S, M,

from another thing, or other things; (Mºb;) as
also W &le; (K:) [or the second, rather, he did
so much, or greatly, or widely; like

K, art. Jºe,) which is
say,

* , of

&

You

* §v, and 'º. (A) Ex. Jºš ju.

~

1. & 2 (T, S, A, Mºb,”) and (e, (M,
K.) aor. …, (T, S, A, &c.) inf n. J., (T, S,

the 3×e in [the season called] the -** [or
spring], ($, M, art. Cäc-e,) in the first part of
the

-º- [i.e., in the latter part of March, about

M, Mgb, K,) He brought, or conveyed, or pur
which time, wheat, and a second crop of millet
veyed,Alsº, [here meaning n-heat, or other corn,

Jºjº &

He put aside, or removed, n-hat

was hurtful from the road. (TA) And it is
said in the Kur, (viii. 38.) &n iſ 3.3
sº &: [That God may separate, or sever,

(ś),

and barley, are gathered in]: (M, art.
and food, victuals, or provision, of any kind,
the evil from the good]. (Mºb.) [It seems also,
Cà-2 :) the third, the £33, (M, arts. tº and
(see à-)] (T, S, M, A, K) to, or for, his
Cis-2,) which is [also] in the first part of [the from what is said in the A, that L., &u.
family, (T, S, A) or his household: (M, K.)
signifies I separated them two: besides having
which see below.] You
or he brought to them *. i.e. Alsº : (As season called] the -:42 [or spring, and con another signification,
&
• * ~9 -

sequently immediately after the

*:::3,

-

COm

º

3 &.

.

-

jle, (aor, and inf. n. as above,

[accord. to whom, as I find in the TA, the aor.

say also

but this I suppose to be a mistran mencing in the season of the J% rains, and
scription,] T, Mgh, Msb:) or he gave them app. continuing during part of April, when the

TA,) meaning, He separated one part of the
thing from another; pasº Jº a azº J.as, (M,

is

3,4,

© ...

-

or you say,

2-tº &sj“. 2.

.9

• 6 -

- - -

***

same grains are gathered in; or by the -º TA,) or
& (as in a copy of the A :)
in this instance may be meant summer, but
expl. in the Kas signifying Jax,
the more proper meaning is spring, and the
they bring, or
term
seems already to point to the [he judged, or made, part of the thing to excel,

*: (TA:) and *Ajº. signifies the same as
Ajū; (K5) and so ... "Jºel ($," M. K.)
© P - e.

o.

i:33

convey, or purvey, Alal, for themselves; (T;)
season of the

and 2-3 '...l. (A) or -º, öss, "jº',
(Mgh, Mº.) He brought, (A, Mgh, Mºb) or
conveyed, or purveyed, (A,) Alale for himself.

J%

or to have excelled, another]; but the explanation
rains] : (M, art.

Ús :) and

in the M is the right. (TA) And 39 º'
the fourth, the *%. (M, arts. tº, and Lā-2,) He separated the things after knowledge of them.
which is the º- coming when the earth (Msb.) – [Hence, He distinguished it, or dis
becomes burnt [by the sun, about July, when criminated it, or discerned it. And & 3t.
the month of Juaº, began at the period when £51, and º "33, He distinguished, or dis
the calendar by the months was fixed by Kiláb criminated, or discerned, between the things.
Ibn-Murrah, about two centuries before the This is what is meant by its being said, 3.J.
Hijreh, and at which season of the year a third
also signifies &
(TA.) You say
crop of ăș is gathered in; for in some parts of
Arabia they have three crops of this grain in also, tº 'ºu. [I distinguished, or dis
-

(A, Mgh, Mºb) see #:
4:
8:

}

*

see 1.

go.

Jºe

-

See

#.

& jeº.

i.e. i.g. Alsº [here meaning Wheat, or other
criminated, or discerned, between them tro). (A.)
corn, and food, victuals, or provision, of any the year; the second and third being sown
From Lºy jº, meaning as explained above,
kind,) (T, S, A,” Mgh, Msb, K,”) which a man immediately after, or produced by the grain
brings, or conveys or purveys

(ść)

which is let fall in cutting, the first and second]. is [also], app., derived the phrase:
[to be laid

Jºe: see Jºlo.

from what follows], and is applied to victuals, or

3. (S, M, K) and "jº (M, K) one who jº

food, or aliment, syn.

*",

(K,) or

<º.

"A.J.,

(TA.)

Ex.

*

brings, or conveys, or purveys,

(M,) [The bringer, or

*:

conveyer, or purveyor, of wheat, &c.] And

and

3. ãº,
sº º

is a faculty in the brain nhereby meanings

5.2, (S,” K,)

or are elicited. (Msb.) =jt. [is also intrans.,
(S, M, K) and signifies] He (a man) removed from one

(M, L.) pl. of the former, jº.
ãº, like âû. (S, K.) You say &
brought him alsº. (T,) And §: jkº, and & [We are eaſpecting our

place to another. (IAar, K.) See also 8,
2 : see

º, throughout.

bringer, or conveyers, or purveyors, of wheat,
&c.] (S) The pl. º. is applied to A com

3: see

§v, in two places.

U.

"... S; J.- [He has not nealth, nor wheat, &c.]

pany of men who go together from the desert to

4 : see

§4. first signification.

prºved. the

[They brought, or conveyed, or
n-heat, &c.] (A.) And

:*

used

[The age of discrimination;] the age at nihich
one knows what things are beneficial to him and
what are hurtful to him : or, accord. to some,

*e,”

or for sale]; ($, TA;) and "... signifies the
Same a S * [in these senses, as will be seen

3 *.

&-

by the doctors of practical law, as signifying,

(M, art. Ús.)
up in store for himself or his family or household,

(T, S, A) — Also, (T,) The bringing, or con the tonns or villages to bring 5.2. (TA.) It is 5 : see 8, throughout. – You say also, &
23 22,
2 -veying, or purveyance, ofAlsº, [here meaning said in a trad. #9. $39. ãº, meaning,
Jāsājl J-9 jeº slº Such a one almost bursts
as explained above] from another place (T, M., The camels that carry 5,... for them for sale asunder neith nºrath, or rage. (S, K.") The
A, K,) [for one's self or family or household, and the like are eacempt from the eleēmosynary like is said in the Kur, lxvii. 8, tropically, of
e -

(see 1) or for sales (T,) pl. 2. (M, arts.

ū, and -º-; &c.) The first je is the sº,
(M, arts.

taaration, because they are working beasts. hell. (A, TA.)
(TA.)

ts, and Cài.e.,) which is the 3×e in

the beginning of [the season called] the ...tº ſor
winter, i.e., in the latter part of December or in
January, during the season of rains called

*

: } see 8, throughout.

jee
..º.e.

e.

… Jº

1. oilo, aor. 2

inf n.

3.5

(S, A, Msb,

8. jºl, and

"jº, (S, A, Msb, K,) and

K3) and '92, (§, K) inf n. *i; ($) or "jºl (S, A, K,) and "jº (Lh, TA) (the

2748
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last being a variation of that immediately pre of the pret. and aor. are given;) as also V J-º-º:
ceding,) and "jus-l, (S, A, K,) It was, or (S, A,” K.) accord. to the Lth, Jº. signifies
became, put, or set, apart, anay, or aside; or a kind of cº, [app. a mistranscription for
removed; or separated; (S, A,” Mºb," K3)
cº, or inclining,) with, or in, the gait and
from another thing, or other things: (Msb:)
motion above described, like that of the bride,

and the last, "jus-1, he went, or withdrew, and of the camel; for he sometimes does
this in
aside, or to a distance, (K, TA,)

º *

and W

cº, signifies the same as i.g.,

in the

sense explained above, applied to a woman,
and is of one of the measures not mentioned by
Sb, like

Ösº or it is from 3-4, and there
Jº; but more probably

fore of the measure

from Jººl (M) — Also, Jº The lion

going along with his 2 sº [or litter which serves that so malks; (K, TA;) an epithet applied to

from the thing. (TA.)

All these forms are
as a vehicle for women]. (TA.)
syn. ; but in the phrasejº 2:3 &. [as though

him because of his little regard for him whom
he meets: (TA:) or the lion : (Sgh, TA:) and,

signifying I put it, or set it, apart, &c., but it
4. tº-> <<1. [She (a woman) made her (accord. to IDrd, TA,) the molf; (K;) because
did not remain so) Lh allows the verbs to be body incline from
to
side to side in nalking in the he so walks. (TA.) – Also, Jº. & at An
only in these two forms: (TA:) [though "jº
inclining, or a bending, branch. (M.)
manner above described.] (M.)
is used in other cases; for] you say 3% W jº
*,
* 3.
J-ºke: see J-º.
$5.2% He shifted from his place of prayer; or 5 : see 1.
-

quitted it for another. (TA.)

[See also 1, last

Jº. A kind of tree, (AHn, S, M. K.) of

signification.] You say also, Asi. Jºel, mean
[ Jºe,
great size, (A, Hn, M, K,) resembling in its
ing,
&: * "3:... [The people were, growth and its leaves the [kind of nillon, called]
See Supplement.]
or became, put, or set, apart, &c., one from ~4: when young, it is nhite nithin; but nºnen
another]: ($, TA:) and, as also "lºº, they it grows old, it becomes black, like J-sº [or
la-e
became on one side : or they became alone, or
ebony], and so thick that wide tables are made of
separate: and the former, they withdrew, in a
it; (AHn, M.;) and camels' saddles (J-5) are
1. Guº,(S, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. Asº, inf n, k.
company or troop, aside; as also "123L-1 :
(Msb,
K) and Öuº, (K,) He removed; retired,
made
(AHn,
of
it.
Hence,
S,
M.)
camel's
—
A
(TA :) and [in like manner] W 13520s; they became
separated: (A:) and they formed themselves into saddle (J-5), as being made of the kind of tree or ment, to a distance; or became remote; (Aş,
separate companies, or troops, and ment anay, above described. (TA.) – Also, A species of IAar,” A'obeyd, S, Mºb, K5) & from him;
grape-vine, that rises somen:hat upon a trunk, (IAar, A'Obeyd, S, K;) as also "lolº.); (TA;)
one from another. (TA. [3;tº being there
(AHn, M, K,”) not all of it spreading out into and V leuel; (IAar, A’Obeyd, S, K;) but As
said to signify jºl, <<ā) —[jºel, and
branches: (AHn, M. :) AHn adds, its native disallows the last in this sense; (S,” Msb;) it
the other forms mentioned above, in the first
place is the district of El-Jezeereh called Sarooq occurs, however, in a trad.: (TA:) also, he went

**

sentence of the paragraph, as syn. with it, also
signify It was, or became, distinguished, or dis

criminated, or discerned; in which sense, "3.5

( exº~). and it is related, of a person of know anay; ($, TA;) and so "lousl: (TA:) and it
ledge, that he saw it at Et-Táif: and hence the (a thing) went anay. (TA.) — He, or it, in

name of the raisins called "J-4. (TA:) [but clined to one side; or declined; i.g., sus, and su
is the most common. You say also, &$# "jº
ISd says, in continuation of AHn's account of (TA.) – Also, aor, as above, inf n. *..., IIe
2,& Such a one was, or became, distinguished the former of the trees above mentioned, not of declined, or deviated, from the right course; or
by generosity. And iſºl v sºlº and "-j-3 the latter, an Arab of the desert informed me,
acted unjustly; (AZ, Ks, S, K3) as: J in
The things were, or became, distinguished, or dis that he had seen it at Et-Táif, and hence, he said,
his judgment. (AZ, Ks, $)—[See also kº,
criminated, one from another; or distinct.]
© .

o -

the raisins called J-2 [not Jr…] are thus below: and see 3.] = Also, (A’Obeyd, S, Msb,

named: (M :) [and F says,

10: see 8, throughout.

Jº.

signifies a

K.) inf n. *; (TA) and "bul, (A’obeyd,

kind of raisins; as well as a species of grape
3. inf. m. of 1, q.v. — Also, High or elevated vine &c. (K.) – Also, [The pole of a plough;]

$, Mºb, K.) inf. h. iiº); ($, Mºbi) or the

rank or condition or state [by rvhich one is dis the long piece of wood that is between the two latter only, accord. to As; (S,” Msb, TA;) He
removed, put anay, or put at a distance, (A’Obeyd,
tinguished from others]. (TA.)
bulls. (AHn. M.)

$, Msb, K,) him, or it; (A’Obeyd, S, Msb;)
2

ā- [The act of putting, or
aray, or aside; of removing, or

setting, apart,
separating]: a
subst. from 34. (TA.) — [Discrimination, or
discernment: and hence,) understanding. (TA.)

0.

5o.

and 4: ºu. signifies the same as &bul; (Msb;)

Ls”: See L-e-o
-

... O -

9

a.

and some say *

"3 i.

[if this be not a mis

cº-º-o: see Lººe.

transcription for aw <-lel in the sense of ºi.
(TA.)
You say,
* es W gui, (Mgh,
Öº See Jº. – Also, A boy beautiful
stature
and face. (K.)
jº, J-3, and "3:…, [A man of much dis in
TA) inf n. *ku-, ($, Mºb) He removed, or put
crimination or discernment.] (A.)
9 **
an:ay, or put at a distance, what n'as hurtful
J-2- : see Cº.
6 J,

9

º'

•

Gº

5* .

º

3. [Distinguishing, or discriminating; and
6 vs. --

hence, a rational animal]

jº-e

*

6 *,

>

Jºji see jº.

Ly-e-e

1. Jºu, aor.

Jº

inf n.

Jº.

and

&–2,

He nºalked with an elegant and a proud and self.
conceited gait; or so walked with an affected
inclining of the body from side to side; (S, M,
A, K5) excepting that in the A the fem. forms

".

from the road, or may; (S, Mgh, Msb, TA;)

Jºº (S, A, K) and '34. (Ibn-Abbād, and [some say] Agu, inf n. **.
A, K) and "Jº, and "Jº. (K) One niho it is said in a trad, Jº tº. " .

(TA.) And
Remove thou

walks with an elegant and a proud and self. from us thy hand. (T.A.) And * ºu, and
conceited gait; or who so walks with an affected * ALul signify He took anay him,
or it; syn.
inclining of the body from side to side : (S, A, dº -ºš and & (TA) — i. also signifies
K:) [or the first and second and third, one niho
The act of repelling, impelling, pushing, or thrust
does so much, or often, or habitually: , and the
last, being a simple act. part. n., one so nalking :] ing; ($;) and so **:: (S, K:) and both
fem. of the first and second, with 3: (A, TA:) signify the act of chiding: ($, K:) the former

2749
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being an inf n. of which the verb is guº, aor. themselves from a state of peace or reconciliation:

*~4:

6. Islagº. They removed, retired, went to a

(K:) [the latter, app., an inf. n. of which or raising a clamour, or confused noise; and distance, or became remote, one from another;

the verb, namely lague, is unused; the like being retiring to a distance: or saying No, by God, and their mutual state became bad, disordered, or
and Yes, by God. (TA.) [See art. laea..] You disturbed; ($, K;) contr. of Islag",5. (Fr, S, in
said of Bº, which we find coupled with *2]
say also, *::: his es: J5 tº, meaning He ceased art. laea.)
You say, "blº ** º Jºãº The people, or
not to be engaged in crying out, or vociferating, or 10: see 1, first sentence.
calling
for aid or succour, and in evil, or mischief,
and repelling, &c. : (S, in the present art. and in
*::: see 1. – It also signifies Inclination: so
and raising a clamour, or confused noise. (Kin
art. Jacº :) or loºs and blºo, respectively, signify
in the trad., sº *...* &é tºuj. 3. &le;
the most vehement driving in coming to mater, and art. Jacº.)
[If 'Omar were a balance, there reould not be in
the most vehement driving in returning from water;
2. *-*. see 1. —tº kº, infn, i.e.,
it
the inclination of a hair]. (TA) = Also, A
(Fr, K;) and bºls bºº t; tº means we
company ofmen, arſengaged in making a clamour,

---> *

Eſe navered betnyeen them troo.

ceased not to be engaged in coming and going :
(Fr, TA:) or advancing (Lh, TA) and retreating:

(TA.)

state of micture, or confusion: mentioned only by

3. *%-3 see 1, throughout the greater part of
-

2.” “... • * : * > -o

(Lh, K:) or labouring, or striving, or conflicting, the latter half of the paragraph. – ilaº

IF.

(TA.)

*L, and lºts are explained by IAar as sig

-

one with another, to overcome, (Lth, TA,) and and iº. and iº. and i.e., are said to nifying Coming and going. (TA.)
inclining [one towards another]: (Lth, K:) or signify Between them two is lon, faint, or gentle,
collecting together, in a neuter sense, and mutual
[ 82°, &c.
speaking. (TA in art, laza.)
retiring to a distance: or collecting themselves
See Supplement.]
4: see 1, in five places.
together for peace or reconciliation, and dissolving

END OF THE SEVENTH PART OF BOOK I.

